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TO OUE READERS.

A DIONITARY of the Church has written to us a letter, from which we venture to make this

extract—"The Jouroal is the greatest source of amusement to me. When wearied with other

work, or unwell, or cross, to sit down for a half-hour and ponder my old numbers—they soothe,

delight, amuse, and are inexpressibly dear to me. An old clergyman regarded me, I believe,

as a kind of maniac the other day ; and when I asked him if he did not love flowers he answered

bluntly, ' Flowers have no soul ! flowers have no soul
!

' Puor man ! what a dreary wilderness

must this lovely world be to him
!

" Yes, a man so minded is to be pitied ; but we have no

doubt he is devoted—gloomily devoted—to his clerical duties, and he might be advantaged by

considering the words which came from the lips of a Bishop—"Was He mistaken Who said

'Consider the Lilies;' and Who in His hour of severest trial retired to a garden?"

The pages of our Journal, writes our kindly correspondent, " soothe, delight, amuse, and

are inexpressibly dear to me;" and we say in our own names, and in the names of our con-

tributors, that that is a most gratifying testimonial. We also know that as a medium for

obtaining information, which not only every amateur but every practical gardener sometimes

needs, our pages are made available ; and we add, without the slightest feeling of self-approbation,

that they are deservedly so referred to, for we always obtain the iniormation required fi'om those

known to be best qualified to impart it.

With thanks to you all for the high position to which you have raised and retain us, we

remain, and hope to remain.

Your Servants,

THE EDITORS.
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INDEX.

Aberdeen Podltry Snow, 66, 89
Acacia, armnta culture, 3 1 ; and Free-
masons, 7(3; for conaerratory wall,
85

Accrinffton Poultry Show, 433
Achimenea culture, 234, '281

Aconitum hetcrophyllum, 297
Acronvcta Aceris, 119
A-liautuin farleyense, 220
j^ithioneuia marmorata, 151

AKeratum, white from seed, BSS; Im-
perial Blue Tom Thumb, 326, 344

Atrricultural returns (1873), 12^
Air-givmg, 251
Alcove, plants for, 246
Alexandra Palaoe and Park, 444
Allamandaa and their culture, 313
Alooaeia culture, 116
Aloe in summer, 41)6

Alpine pl.mt'*, for spring bedding, 81

;

for winter hi>ddinff, 6
Alatrumeria chilensis and culture, 277
AJtemantheras, amcena sowing, 208;

in the north, 424, 441
Amaryllis fmm seed. lOfl

American blight, 3^ 129. 431 ; destroy-
iuK. 431 ; in orchard house, 246

Andalusian'a face and legs, character,
268

Aiiemonea, in bed, 496 : culture, 296,
293; drying rootB, 353: from seed,
842

Annuals, for croquet borders, 173;
culture of hardy, 224; for spring
flowers. 63

Anthocharis Cardamines butterfly.StS
Anthurium. ScherzeriMimm, .SOO; "Wil-

liamsii and florlbundum, 419
Ants, destroying, 173, 335, 511; de-
stroying fruit, 318: in vinery, SUl),

SOI ; on wall trees, 451
Aphis, destroying green, 24G
Aponogeton distachyon, 4ti6

Apoplexy in fowls, '55

Apples, blosaoms killed, 370; bud's
grub. 496; ciitical days for, blO;
pruning and training, 117; trees,
pruning pyramidal, 10; bark coming
off, 17 ; barked by sheep. 86; tree
espalier wires, 107 ; trees, surface
roots, 282; trees, treatment of old,

240; how to prune and train, 243;
grafting on Pears, 245; tree roois,
256; Lady H^nniker, 32

Apricots, crop, 8 9 ; forcing. 451 ; not
setting, 263; shoots, pinching, 3'JO;

unfruitful. 301
Aquarium glazing, 114
Arahis blepbarophylla. 2'22

Araucaria imbrioata branches dying,
105

Arbutus failing, 3!)l

Arch, a triumphal wedding, 273
Ardisia crenulata culture, 371
AristoIochi;is. 3S2
Arnott. Ur. Neil. 224
Arundel Castle, 11

Ash, grafting Weeping, 191
Abhesof turf, 336

. Asparagus, bed blanks, 410 ; forcing,
16 ; after forcing, 254

Aspleniums. 359
Aucuba japonica sowing, 353
August, plants for yhowing in, 208
Auriculas, II). 270. SiiH; culture. 233,

SQi ; in open ground. S'iO; raising
from seed, 378; seediintrs. 4(0, 42S;
Bummer-house for, 474; Mancht-st-ir
Show, 401 ; Alpine, 222 ; Mr. Turner's,
862

Avenues, 3
Ayr Poultry Show. 373
Azaleas, dying, 173: after flowering,
5ic ; graftin;!, 226; leaven falling,

»71; Mr. Morse's, 49i ; moving out,
282; repotting, 318; in winter, 410

Batldon Ornithologioal Suow, 43
Eallarat Botanical Garden, 60
Tiiilsam culture, 163, 416
Pambiisa Ktriata. 78
liuut»m, eiTg-bound. 21: with Creve-

C'Leura, 48; with other fowls, 113;
hatching, 340; Black, 113, 208, 228,
264. va.i

Barrow Poultry Show, 174
Barton-on.Humher Show, 89G

Rasket fastenings bad, 18
Bath and West of Entjland Society's
Show. 462, 476, 493, 521; 1875 Show,
494

Bauhinia natalensis, 222
Bav. tlie Sweet, '^51

Reak divid>*d, 231
Bedding-out, 4'^8; plants, culture, 316,
propagating, 318, in greenliouee, 282,
white and dark foliaged. 154, tricolor,
173, various, 361, and Vmes, house
for, 17 : hints on summer. 429. 413

Bedlington Poultry Show. 436. 453
Bees—roasted birds for, 178, 232

;

cleanin? floor-boards. 178; foul
brood, 177, 195; Calendar, January,
23. February. 135. March. 213. April.
284. May. 874, June, 45fi ; combs,
broken, 3C4, insected, S '4 ; croes-
Btifks and G;uidec^'m't9,374 ; Crystal
Palace Show. 231, 218. 267, 457; de-
stroying dying. '8 ; dress, i!33; driv-
in?. 922, 339 : drones, in Mar«h. 286,
with swarms, 458; drone slaughter,
524; entrance. 376: experience with,
249: hovev extractor. 304: favmintr,
23. 4G: feetiin^.lSf;. 177, 196. modes of,

267. continuing. 45S, stronc. 395 ; fact
V soeculation. 479, 5 1; flowers f-r.

92; food for. 47; refusing fooil, 286;
attackintr hive, 458; removing hive,
250: examining hive's interior. 284;
removiog oflal from hive, 250; hives,
178, Maryatt's, 376, Petti-irew's, 232,
89f), ants in, 304, crown-openings,
376; forsaking hive. 5'J2; stocking
Neighbour's hives, 5'2. bar-frame,
436 ; removinij from hivea, 72 ; weak
in small hive, 340; what is honey?
23; is honey re-swallowed? 7i ; and
honey at shows, 91. 157 ; feeding and
exhibition of honey, 113; produee,
322; honey crv8Lallised.3ri4; Humble,
8; hopeful sicna. 5'23; in 1874, 71;
keeping in 1873. 46 : keeper's calen-
dar, 23; loss of, 2Gi; management,
158, 232. geuTal, 248, modern, 213,
Mr. Pettigrew's, 248; nadiring, 480;
noises to settle, 821; pasturage, 71

;

for profit, 135. 249; ejecting pupa,
214: the qnp.en.3t)2. 338,357. 395,437;
adding Licurian queen, 304; queen
nursery, 501; salt for, 24; season's
commencement, 195; slingnr. 436;
weight of stock, 358; weak stock.
4i?ii : age of stocks, 158 ; stocks, dead,
232; stock blown over, 4"8; stings,
177; super, 178; removing super,
416; supers at shows. 24; supers
filled artificially, 136 : in supers, 158

;

putting on supers. 322, and swarm-
ng, 358; not working in super, 396;
Eupering. 46, S58, 376, 502; forced
swarm, 5^4; swarm returning. 502:
early swarin, 358, 372 ; artificial
swarming. 339, 375, 455. 4S'J: artific al
and natural swarming. 501; Bon-
ner's method of artificial swarming,
r23; second artificial swarm, 416;
two early swarms, 4'IR; swarming,
416; not swarming, 521 ;

preventing
swarming. 4S0; stock after swarm-
ing. 416; transferring. 114, 214, 266,
524 ; uniting, 178 ;

plea for weak. 357
Bc^t. culture, 318; sowing Chilian.

245 ; ornamental, 227 ; raising from
seed, 41. strinev. 301

Belfast Canary Show. 112, 131; Poul-
try and Bird Show, 68

Belgian horticulture. 79
Bescliorneria Tonelii, 297
Bicton House fire, 295
Bignnnias and their culture, E44;
radicans culture, 353

Bill twisted, 9i
Birch trees, caterpiUara destroying,

354
Bird diary. 126

Birdn. seining, 262
Birmingham Columbarian Society's
Show. 70

Blackbird not singing, S?3
Blackburn Pigeon Show, 69
Bleaching Grasses. 196

Bl>-nheim. Fouutaine's vinery, 293,
419; orchard house, 833, 341, 803;
House, 275

Blood as mauure> 85

Blossoms, protecting from spring
frosts, 188

Boilers, cast-iron. 203; Green's, 168;
Pjttent Clim.ix. 419 ; whifh to prefer,
347 ; and heating apparatus, 209

Boisimmortel. 871.474
Bone dust for fowls. 114
Bones, bruising. 105
Booth Mr. W. B.. 511
Borders-flowers for, 4. 32, 99.145,200,

252. 277, 848. 301, 400, 469, 48?, for N.W.
border. 282

Botanic (Royal) Society's Show, 255,
335. 402, 463, 509

" Botany. Treasury of." lOO
Bougainvillea spectabilis culture, 441
Bouquet-holder, 23
Bouquets and cut flowers, 59
Bouvardias, a-irantiuca and others, 4 ;

for greenhou-^p. 41 ; tr^jhylla, 330
Boxes on flue, ^Je
" Brahma Fowl." 22
Brahmts, 92; on Bantam eegs, 438;
broody, 113; catarrb^d, 231; cha-
ractenstics 114; chickens sneezing.
S2ii; cockerel dying suddenly, 196

;

Dark's plumage. 24 ; dark-plumaged,
458; laving soft eggs, 2^11 ; f tttenin?,
231; dark feathers, 186; and Ham-
burgh cross, 319 ; keeping notlayimr,
28d; leg-weakness, 268; early liv-
ing, 452 ; not laying, 178. 19B;
rais-describe'l, 263; nests, 823;
plumage. 232; puHe's. 236 : time for
settimr, 72 : for table. 231 ; tumoared,
268; vent inflamed, 268; vulture-
hockfid. 48; weak-legged, 376

Brfcding, age of fowls, 178; in-and-in,
48

Briar hep", sowing, 83
Brick miking, 151
Bridgnorth Poultry Show. 131, 174
Bristol Poultry Show, 8fi, 107, 111; re-
moving fowls Irom. 130

Broccoli, culture far north, 198

;

winter, 164 ,

Bromley PouHrv Show, 83, 111, 113,

212, 2fi5, 283; prize cards, 192, 196;
schedule, 18

Brussels Flor.al Exhibition, 25G
Rudjerigars. feeding, 214
Bulbs, removini?. 451
Burley-on-the-Hill. 468
Buryincbeetlcg. 186
Butcher's Broom propagation, 83

Cabbage (Cow) planting, 318
Cacti, 370 ; Mexican, 83

Caladiums, culture, 116, 317; seed,
saving, 419

Calanthe curcuUgoides, 486
Calanthes nud culture, 100

Calceolarias — attacked by aphides,
516; culture, '2^6; cuttings failing.

282; in pots failins. 475; a second
year, 496; sowing, 451

Calico varnishing. 515
Cambridge Botanic Garden, 295
Camellias—buds and bloom, 3 : buds

failing, 245; for cool house, 16; for
conservatory wall, 1IJ7; culture,
371; dirty. 227; flowers not opening,
129; grafting 2'20: leaves, spotted,
2S2, nnhealthv, 173; mildewed, 17 ;

moving out, 282; placing out, 353;
propagating. 245 ; reootiing, 318

Campanula coronata. 52
Campsidium filicifi^lium, ^GG
Canaries—going blind, 250; breeding
uncaged. 211: song of breeding,
250 ; with Bullfinch ill, 250 ; cayenne,
feeding. 250, 592. for young. 376,
cayenning, 195; high-colour feeding,
158 ; closeness of feather, 376 ; colour
of Bufl", 376; points of Crested, 158;
dying suddenly, 158; eggs soft-

shelled. 416: eyes affected, 158;
feedingfor colour. 810; in gas-heated
room. 214; Linnet mules. 502; mules
feeding, &c., 500 ; management, 414

;

moping, ,'>24 ; moulting. 358. out of
season. 416, unseasonably, 602

;

troubles, 3.^8

Candle Plant. 514
Cauna, culture, 263; planting, 301;
roots, wintering, 451

Cannock Poultry Show. H

Canvas, oiled. 439
Carnations, potting. 246; select, 105;
Tree not flowerinif. 105

Carpet-bedding, white foliage for, 203
Carpet beds, 153
Carrot sowing, 171

Ca'^e. heating. 263
Cauliflower planting. 369
Ceanothus dentiitus, 318
Cedar, plants und^r, li9

Cedrus atlantioa, 85
Celeriac culture, H4
Celery, culture, 281 ;

guano water for,

475
Cemetery planting. 312
Cephalotus folliculans and culture,

827
Chamrerops excelsa, repotting, 2S2
Chfflrocampa Eipeoor, 291
Charcoal, for plants, 154 ; for poultry,
302

Chatsworth, 125, 143
Cheiianthea elegans culture, 75
('heimiitobia brumata, 5 6
Chenopodium Bonus-Henricua, 258
Cherries, Bigavreau. Frugmore Early,
Noir lie Schmidt. 486

Chickens-excrements glutinous, 481

;

feet contracted, 458; legs sprawl-
ing, 804: mauagement. 5'i2 ; liiking
from mother,4':<8 ; rearing artificially,

3;7; rooatin^-pUce. 4)3. 498; fcour-
ed 286 ; utilisinti cocks. 524; vulture-
hocked, 286; worms in windpipe, S40

Chiswick House. 38S
Chiswick trials of fli>wers, 199
Christmas Rose culture, 86
Chrysanthemums, leaves diseased,

3Fi3; after flowering, 16; potting, 18'J

Chymoc-icca empetroides, 85
Cinchona, bark colJecting 447 ; culture

in India, 256
Cinr-ranas-bushy. 129, forming, 10.'.;

culture. 9, 78; early. 17, 388; leaves
curling, 151; maritima 41; propa-
gating, 890; raising from seed, 41,
801

CisBUS discolor culture, 274
Citron culture, 390
Classification of fowls, 434
Clay, burnt, as top-dressing, 15*
Clematis, and Geraniums mixed, 842;
Jackmannifor bedding, 263; Sophia,
S9.t

Cleroilendrons Balfouriauum and
ppociofum culture. 4il

Climbing plants, training, II; for va-
rious purposes, 16

Clintrmia pulchella failing, -432

Cloth covers lor cold frames, 511
Club-root insects, 129
Club Row, 246
Cnethocampa. 472 ;

processionea, 423
Coal, economic consumption, 162
Cochins, and Brahmas, 178; Mr. Tud-
man's Partridge. 516; Partridge plu-
mage, 2J9, 268 ; Partridge and
Grouse, characteristics, 304 ; time
for setting, 72

Cochliostema Jacobianum culture, 342
Cock, crowing a nuisance? 48; hen-
peeked, -'31 ; inattentive, 2S;0

Cockerel's loot crushed, 178

Cocks, aristocracy ol, 376; for exhi-
bition, 92 ; fighting. 114

Cockscomb culture. 416
Colchicum, Parkinsoni, 297; specio-
suni, 59

Coleus, in the north. 424; sowing,
2 S

Collinsia multicolor, 510
Colorddo Potato beetle, 201
Colours, arrangement of, 261
Columbarian Society, Northern, 111
Combs, altering, 92
Composts, 137; for plants, 105; turn-
ing heap, 105

Conaition, in fowls, 247; in poultry,
191; powders, 214

Conservatory, glass for, 208, 226 ;

construction and heating, 245 ; heat-
ing small, 801

Coops, small, 497
Cork Poultry Show, 87
Corn Salad, 173

Cost>us lit;niperda, 854
Cotoneasier Simmondsii sowing, 41 ;

gVAtting, lOS
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CoTent Garden Market, 24, 48. 72. 93,
114, 13fl, 158, 173, 189, 2l4. 2,12, 25 '. 2fi8,

286. 3(14. 3i2. 340. 358. 37(>, 4lli, 438. 458,
iS% 502, 524: covering, 183: pricea,
196

Cover, shrubs for, 35i
Cowau'a heating syatem, 301
Cowblip seel producing Primroaea
and Fotyanthuaes. 494

Creosoting wood, 318
Creve-CtEura. 340; cock, 497 ; hen, 517

;

docble-yolked egg. 340
Crocus, bulbil, plauting, 17: cancella-

tU8. 48S; fiuwers cut-oflf, 4'J8; Impe-
rati, 162

Crop, petidant, 39G
Croquet grtmud, Vl'J, 184
Croas-bredhei], 192
Croton varit!gatum culture, 107
Crowle Ptmltry Show, 45i
Crystal Palace, bee and honey ahow,
285; Canary Show, 175.212; Flower
Show, 880 ; Rose Show, 5 8

CucurnberB. 450: bed, reheating. 85;
calture. 495; diseased. 471; fertilis-
iug, 451; in frames, 151, 4'J6 ; gau-
grened,432; io hotbeda and houses.
101 ; malformeii, 431 ; and Melon
houges. 309, 89 ', 4u9 ; plants stopping,
fit6; roitlB clubbed, 390; shadiag,
105; ehuota, stopping, 318; young
damping, 371

Curranta, Black uofruit'ul, 853 ; bash
prauiug, 39 ; bu-hes, caterpiUara on,
616; varic'iated. 4y7

Cuttinga, plaiitint;, 171; propagation
by. 351 ; striKing. -iSJ

Cyanophyliuui magnifieum culture,
496

Cyclamens, culture, 246; liquid ma-
nure tor, 245; pe sieum puuctatum,
25i; Beedliugd, t)6 ; Howing and cul-
ture, 495

Cyoaa revoluta. 421; fine, 3ij5

Cylisaa, compact plants oi', 4tl

Dahlias—ARBOBEA, 236 ; stsus, pegg-
ing, 432; select, 246, 300, 411; white,
bedding. 263

Daisies on lawn, 129
Daphne, indica culture, 191 ; indica
rubra ahootiesa, 337: odora Strang-
liug, 227; reputtiug, 105

Date Palm in dwelling-room, 516
Datura nrit (lowering, 516
Delany, Mr. J.. a72
Delphinium Ket-leerii, 298
DHndrobiams, caltare, 76, 431; hedy-
osmuiu culture, 190

Deutzia gracilis culture, 299
Devizes Poultry ?.how,44,63
Diarrhcea in chickens, 25)
Dickaonia arboreacena 359
Dijon Botanic Garden, 74
Diosijyros virgiuiana, 264
Diea bierschelhi, 263
Docks and D.indeliona. destroying, 30!
Dogs, bretidiug, 5i4; hair coming o£f,

376; shghtiy mangey,39G
DorchfBter Poultry :-how, 209.230,247
Dorking Poultry >«how. 109. 131
Dorkings, 9J; and Brahma cross, 219.
265; cock's e-»mb faUen. 1915; cock
prostrated. 396; at Kendal Show,
131 ; sickly, 214 ; yard for. 136

Doryi'ptena nobdia unhealthy, 86
Doryphora decem-punotata, 201
Drosera fliiformia, benaitiveuesa of,

199
Dover Poultry Show, 319
Draining needed. 282
Drilling, hand-drill. 173
Dropay in fuwlx, Hii
Dublin Poultry Show. 21, 8.15

Ducklings feuding, rii4 ; hatching late,
18.42

Duck:!—profitable breeds, 48; with
fuwis. 232: intelligence of, 338; ma-
nagement, 214 ; marking, 280; rear-
ing young, 396; AyK-abury moulting,
249 ; BuenoB-Ayrean. 158 : Pekin,
156; Rouen. 92, :i49. laying, 322

Dudley Poultry bhow, aOi
Dwelling, influence of the, 164

EiBT London Flobicvltural So-
CIET?. Slu

Eabeveria glauea culture, 1^9
EdKiuifs, 5o9; ruaiie 5>5
Echinocactus I'ummingii, 385
Egg-eating h^n, 190
iigga—bl'JOii-stained, 114; broken in-
ternally Su; colour of. S96 : fenile.
ISfi; fertilised. I5y: fure'ellmg box
of,214; fowlsfor. li; imperlect, 177;
imported, 321. 41G; keeping.322, for
sitiiut^, 321 ; lime water to preserve,
250; packing for travelling, 48; pa-
rentage of, 196; preaerving. 304;
produce of. 72, 'il9; producers, 88.

118; production of, 174; proportion
hatched, 15H; rate of laying, 92;
shell-let^s, 2B1 ; thm-shelled, 4K ; soft,
858; unproductive, 696: testing vi-
tality, 39C; sold by weight. 464; in
winter, 13); pale-yulked, 304

Elephant Uawk Mu h.'Zyi
Elm, caterpillar dntttrDying, 354
fiumets, detitroyiug, 895

Encephalartoa. 451
Endive. Carter's, earth-blanching, SI

;

Round-leaved Batavian, 55, 96
En'omol.-gicnl gk-anintys. 170
Entomological Society's Meeting, 121
Epacrises dying. 173; after flowering,

190; propagation, 85
Epi'lendruni,criniferum,293 ; Lindley-
anum, 385

Epworth Poultrv Show, 394
Eranthis hyemalis culture, 193
Ericas, after flowerine, 190

; pruning,
370; Caveudiahii pruning, 173

Eucalypti and other Australian plants,
S32

Eucharia amazonica, continuance of
bloom, 78; culture, 95; in glass
case. 172; resting, 371; coronaia
culture, 301

Evergreens, under trees, 516; very
exposed, 85

Exposed trees and shrubs, IG
Eyes of hen olosed, 286

Faken-havi Poitltrv Show. 132, 155
Farm poultry, improviug, .".37

Feather-catmg fo^vls, 24y 322, 875
Fea'hera, falling oft neck, 4!6; a for-
tune fr-m. 356; particularised, 411

Feet of fowls swollen, 268
Fernery aspect, 475
Ferns, of St Helena, 3.59. 442 ; in ease,
H9i; fumigating. 353; tnr green-
house, 17a; notes on, 216, 29o ; in
Watdian caae,351

Fertiiisatiiin. fucilita'ing, 144 ; of
plants. 100

Fertiliaera. liquid versus solid, 270
Ficus elantica fruiiing. 197
Fill, a good, 161 ; trees, out of doore,

'i'^1, management. 475, in pots, i53,
2 '7, 411, prunmg. 85

Fir pr<ices-.ionary caterpillar. 422
Fiah. Mr. D. T.. 497 ; ^1'. Roocrt. 1
Fiiyht feathers twiated. 92
Florence International Horticultural
and Butanical Congress, 295, 380, 403,
421

Flowers, annuals for, 190; arrange-
ment of cut, 151 : prnservm^' cut, luU

;

prolonging cut, i8ti; for drawintf-
rnom.242; aucctsaion of, 173; supply
of, 298

Flues, jointing. 246
Forests, influence of, 39
Forfar Poultry show, 42
Fountain, a table. 93
Fowls—choice of, S2i: for farmers and
cottagers. 319; fattening. 5y2 : fea-
Iherleaa. 396; feeding, 247, 283, at
shows, 319; overfeeding, 113; leg
dialouated. 92; meal for, 196; necka
bare, 480 ; for near Liverpool. 268

;

separating varieties. i4; mixing va-
rietie-*. 92 ; at shows, '247, 283 ; for
limited run. 92; in small space, 113 :

for table. 158
Fragrrea zeyianica. 148
French flower show, 473
Fiieuda, old with new names. 79
FroBi and its effects, 483. 5 5 ; effects
of recfut. 4 9

" Fruit .\iiiuual," plagiary of. 361
Fruit -burdrrs, 219; coping f.»r walla,
41; crackioi. cause of, 487: culture
and proHp-cts in L.incolur-hire. 3l4

;

dimorphism in. 465; why drop V 3' 5;
growing on heavy S'Ul, 459 . keeping,
80; ho%v produced. 88: paclim;<, 2lG ;

pr.j^pecta. 272. 349. 362. 419.444,4.7;
Storing. 305; trees, insects aila>k.
ing, 474. renovating old, 'Al, 54, 167.
218, 274, ahootd, pinching. 411, winter
dreMsing. 17, 51, on wooden fence, 85

Fuchaiaa, culture, 24ti ; in greenhouse,
3iJ0i growing specimen, '484

Fuel. 91. i8i: saving, 25, 31; value of,
115, 147. 165

FuLiJii^atinii,225
Fumigator. Carter's, 330
Fungi, as an article of commerce, 445

;

drying, 336
Furze, cutting down double, 890

Gaillabdia Amrlv^don, 148
Game fowl, cups, 168 ; hen lame, 214
Gapes, i;50

Garden, notea from my, 5, 53, 150, 197,
23S. :!72, ".06; overflowed by sea, 282;
parties, 377

Gardeners' Benevolent Institution
dinner, 188

Gardeners, at the Royal Palaces, 204;
younj^, '27, 54

G>trdenias, unhealthy, 300; in winter,
85

Garlands, 14

Gas, heating, 34, 273; its efl'ccts on
seeds, 844

Gauitheria procumbens. S7l
GelaHiue azurea and culture, 4H8
G(-ntiaua acaulis edging, 475
Geutianella soil. 336
Geological map, Sattons", 188

Gi-raniums—for bedding. 263; propa-
gating bedding. 49^ ; Select bedding,
616; cul'ure, 1H8; cuttings. S5

;

double, 173; flowers lu winter, 55;
to flower in Augnstj 268 ; oot flower.

GBRksmna—Contiyiued.
ing, 390; growing. 172; insects on.
227. 39 I ; leaves spotted. 202. 337. and
wrinkled, 371 ; Sisley's double Zonal,
187

Gesnera culture. 221
Gilpin, Rev. W., 257
Gladioli, select. 154
Gladiolus oorm, curious. 290
Glasnevin, among the plants at. 42?
Glaaa, cutter. 182; fflobe, plants for,
E15; rough plate, 146

Glazed structures, estimates for
erecting, 367

Glazing, frames, &o., 870, 371; new
mode, 287, 333, 4S7 ; without putty,
507

Gleiehenias, 306 ; culture, 216, 252, 298
(ilenny, Mr. G., 429
Gloxinia cuHure. 224. 281
Gnidia pinifulia culture, 245
Goat molh, 354
Goldfinch for breeding, 158
Gold Withy, 226
Goose, becoming broody, 268; vent
protruding. 858

Gooseberry bush, pruning, 39. 301;
c^tterpillars, preventing, ln5. 226, 370,
431.516; dropping. 431; for market
and exhibition, 310 ; unfruitful, 853;
Catherina. 385; Benson's Seedling,
38:. ; Lord Derby and Victory, 78

Goahnga, food for, 3J8
Grafting la-e. 899
Gritpes—bunches curling and shrivel-

ling. 301; estimate of 75; late-keep-
int;, 49, 336; keedngin winder, 31. 39,
l>i9: p'-ciduc'!. 'i46 ; time for ripenine.
246: scalded. 511 ; spotted. 39'1 ; not
swelling, 370, swelli' g irregu'arly,
474; per Vine. 226. 227; weight o»-
tainaide. 17; through"ut thw year.
97; Dr. Hogg, 53. 116; Duke of
Buccleuch, 231; GrosGuillaume. 77 ;

Mrs Pince, 9-t, 119. 18'. 236; Mrs.
Pince'a Muscit, 180; Rovil Vine-
yard not setting. 516 See ViJies.

Gr-aa seeds, aowintr. 28^
Graven ng carriage-drive. 153
Great Harwood Poultry Show, 332
Green fly, destroying. 161, 868
Green Gage's origin. 308
Greenhouse—and hothouse arrange-
ments, 337; arrar.ying stages. 16;
domestic, 101; what I did with it,

197; heating. 63. 2.'6 263; plants for,
263, select. 41. for wall. 62

Green's boder. 818
Grevillen fascioulata, 486
Greyhounds. 314
Gymnogramma triangularia, 463

Hyacinths, exhibiting, 295, 3(7; fail*

mg, 246; after forcing, 282; forced
189 ; rootless in glassea, 17i

Hybrid birds, 412, 43>, 475. 497
Hybridising experiments, 832
Hydrangea japonica pruning, Wl
Hydrophobia remedy, 3dJ

ICHNEUiloN FLIEB. 237
Inoecta. beautiful and useful, 7. £6

118, 185, 236, 290. 346, 463; destrayinff,
510; exhibition. 510; gleauinga
about, 79

lonopBidium aoaule, 227
Ipecacuanha culture in India, 2S6
Ipomoea culture, 441
Iria Douglasiana, 148
Ivy. under Cheut lut trees, 516; leaveB*
holes in, patched, 336; for window
box, 208

Japan phdit, 256
Japanese, gardens, 202; bulbs, 208;
gardening, '221 ; wheat, 230

Jasmine, pruning White. 836
Jerusalem Artichoke planting, 208
Judges, objecting to poultry, 173, 198,
209,227: of poultry, 18; pre-publish*
ing names of, 364

Kendal Pooltry Show, 109
Kerguelen Cabbage. 472
Kettering Poultry Show, 193
Kcv Royal G.irdens. Hi, 445; novel-

ties in. 470, 485. 5j7
Kidney Be*n forcing, 281
King's Lynn Poultry Show, 210
Kirkcaldy Pou'try Show, 67
Kitchen vegetables. '272

Ititchen garden, 51, 120; formation,
242, 251, 514; shape of, 182: water
for. 440

Knowaley Hall, 493

HABROTnAMNUa ON TRELLIS, 246
Hailstorm at iVIilan, 511
Hanley Poultry Show. 174
Hants and Berks Poultry Show, 519
Haslingden Poultry Show, 392
Hatching, anxieties, 452: artiflciaUy,
286

Head of Fowl, anatomv of, 891
Heaths pr-'pajatiu'-'. 85
Heiting 93 18', 2i7, 251, 31?. 431; by
lime-burning, 305 ; by hot water,
3.'9; by at 'ves. 5i3

Heckmon I wike P(ml'ry ^how, 29
Hedges and plantn for. -233

Heliotropes planted-out.. 3 !0

H-^lleborus nigfi- major, 53
Hens -antUomy of, «72 ; and chickens
murdered, 41; erowmg, 9i, produc-
tive crowing. 151 ; dying suddenly,
178: egg-dropping, 158; fastimj en-
durance. 302; house, diain ecting,
268; laying twice a-day, 524; not
laying. 398 : roosting for a hundred,
353 : rumps fpatherleas. 340

Hepaticas, anguloaa, 236; planting
out. 410 ; sowing, 2f;4

Herbanu j, drying plants for, 5U
Hewitt, Mr. E., G9
Hexbam Poultry Show, 44
Hit(.hin Poultry Show, 155
HolUnd Houae, 85
Holly, planting hed^e, 301 ; leaves dis-
c doured, »7o. 390

Hollyhock, bigut, 49S ; disease, 426
Hornet tJearwing Moth, 292
Horae Chestnut, grafting, G2 ; propa*
gallon 410

Horticultural profanitv, 511
Horticultural provincial ex-hibitions,

•i"^; oldest, 275
Hojticuitural (Kovali Society, 9, 183.

202. .'21, 347.419.473; Annual General
Meeting 138; Report and statement
of Accounts. 144; flommittees, 78,
162, 199. 2 5, 271, 881, 420, 462, 484;
ShowB, 234. 3 8, 381. 4i6; country
shows. 180. 2a0 ; Special General
Meeting. 57 ; voting by proxy, 29, 97,
121, 292, 307. 324

Hoee-piping. 49G
Hottied of dung and sawdust, 63
Hoteia japonioa after flowering, 474
Hot-water heating, 282
iloudana, 91; back broken, 114; the
cock, 454 ; characteristics. 24 : de-
merits, 358; hen, 476; merits, 268

Hoyaa, carnoaa, repotting, 282, 318;
culture. 317

Hyacinth ahows, 255; supporting, 202

Labels at Poultry Sniwa, 174
Labour required, 318, 3s8
Lackey moth cat* rpiUars, 851
LiBliH flammea, 48ii

Lamium purpureura var. aareum,
36.i

Lapagoria rosea, planting outside, 86
Laurua nobilis. 251
Lawn — everj:reena for amall, 1^5;
grasa coarse. 4^1 ; mussv, 86, 353,
patchy, -i-ifi, weely. 837. 890; layiog-
out. '259; Lichen and Mosa ou, 51ti;

manuring, 63 ; mowers, 245, Green's,
77^ notes on, .41

Laying obstructe I, 179
Leaf mould, ia7 ; forming. 282
Leaves, curled, 516 ; and dung hotbed,

17 ; skeletoniHing. 428
Leeds Pigeon, &i! . Show, 320
Leghoma. Wnite. '286

Le»Mertia pereuuaus, 485
Leucopogons and n'lture, 20
Lict) oj chi'jkeus, '268

Lilies with aculy ure, 187
Liliuma—aurat'iiu leaves curled, 451;
gigduteum. 474; laucifoliuin and
auratum plauting, 2 8 : not growiug,
S3 ; Szovit^iunum and cult ire, 348;
from Seed, 190

Liiv of the Viilley, culture, 451; not
flowering. 318 431

Limo water for worms, 83
Litchee, 129
Liquid manures, 432 ; in light soil, 17 ;

for vou'etabies, 474
Liver of fowl diseased, 268
Lobelias, bedding, 227 ; blue, 287
263: dwarf, 208; grub-eaten, 451;
herbnceous, 95

Local plants. 82
Locheria maguifica, 105
Loudon Fancy Canary Club's Show.
46

Lonicera fragrantisaima and Stand-
ishii. 16 >

Love-lies-bleeding, tranaplanting, ilO
Lowestoft Poultry Show, Ho
Lyoeena butterflies, 34il

Maokiya bslla cultore, 301
Maize for fowls, 24, 1L4
Manehestpr Horticultural Show 428;
Ornithological Shww, 46; Poultry
Show, 19

Mansion House decorationa.SGS
Manure, and earth, 4l0; for garden

deficient, 516; treatment for garden
48i>

Maple tree, the Boldre, 257
Maranta zebrina seed Having, 410
Markets, 24, 48, 72, 92, 114, 136, 158 178

188, 214. 282, 250, 268, 286, 304, 82i a«>*
958. 376. 416, 438. 458, 480, 502, 524

Marmora r^idisseur, 204
Marseilles, 168
Mead, making, 502
Mealy bug in greenhouae, 474, 47^
MeconripMis Wallichii. 4fiH

Melbourne lAudtra iaj notes, 3jJ
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Melons, 450 ; Tvitli Cucumbera, 482:
culuire, 263; in RreeDhouse, 226:

set'ioc, 451; Read's Scarlel-fleahed,

Mentonp, 16:>, 1S4, 24D; Dr. Bcnnefs
gardon at.'Z4l

Mercury, for cookir(»,258; of Lincoin-
Bhiro, 441

MeHtmbryanthenium. cordifolium cul-

lure, 129, howjur 107; out of doora,
i'i'J ; truncatelluin, 7H

Meleoroloffv cf IHVa. 31
Mcth"(l, Its importance, 418
Mt'trL'politan Floral Society, 443

Mice. Jind rat3 deHtroying, 245; field.

on lawn. 4S2
;

poisoning, 190; red
lead to thwari. 'J.i^

MichiillH' sale of plants, 8G5
MicruHpt-ruia barlonloidea and cul-

ture, aei

Midland Conuties Horticultural Ex-
hii)Uion. iti, 506

Midland Farinera' Club. 295
Mimusa pudica and culture, 489
Minorcaa, 458
Mistletoe propagation, 105
Mitraria coccinea, 145
M'>rcl8.3d6
Mtrtar for fowls. 304
Moseefl. native, 511
M.uldy Boil, 801
Mouse-trap. Bimple, 510
MulchinR, 472
Mushrooms, bede, 16; culture, 288;

in December, 11; eaten, 432; bouse,
189. management, 75

Musk leaves yellow, 301

MyrBipbyllum asparagoides. 203
Myrtle, not floweiing, 496 ; insects on,
S70

Nailiso, 171
Names, new, for old friends, 55
Nantwich Poultry yhow, 194

Narcissus poeticua culture, 363
Nasb Court, 147
NecrophoruB germanicas, 186
Nectarines, thinning, 336
Nenthead Poultry Show, 69
Nepenthes seed, X63
Nertera depressa sowing, 208
NcBta for sitting, 114

New Forest, a bit of the, 256
Newmarket Poultry Show, 499
Normanton Park, 511
Northampton Poultry Show, 228;
habbit schedule, 70

Northern plants, 236
Notes by the way, 74, 168, 184, 240
Nunneznaria geouoma^formia, 222

Oak or Allonville, the Chapel, 349

OatB, crushed, 214; ground, 304, SrJ

<Euothera riparia, 400
Odi.ntoglossums, 165 ; culture, 517

;

roseum. 148; hoezlii, 22i
OpBton Hall- '-i04

Oil burning in greenhouae. 129
Onipbalodea veruu, 446 ; culture, 397
Onctdiums, 122
Oiii n plant. 105
Onions, clubbing, 475; diseased, 516;

tes'ed at --eabaui, 2 3

Oraug 8. cul I lire. 162, fe90; for rtesmert,

1:07 ; name of ,474 ; from St. Michael's,
48; tjeea. ^calttl i>,iit£

Orchard-h'iuMe. management, 2f)3, 299,

HH5; hivero'y, '.lofi; r.-u ine, 61, 128,

172, 1S9, 2'J6, 262. 370, 4u9. 45U, 495
Orchard moHsy, 262
"Orchids and How to Grow Them in

India," 4c., 236
Orchids—for amateura, 76, 101, 122,

165; Canadian, 100; in Cucumber-
house, 173 ; culture, 282; lor garden
frame, 245; list of, 431; m vinery,
105; lor winter, 153

Orchis mascula as a pot plant, 444

Osteuepermtun monjlifenun culture,
346

Oxford Poultry Show, 452

Picking and transit of plants, 379
Paml, a da-able green. 278
Paisley Ornithok'gicftl Show, 44

Pampas UraHs, cultare, 129; planting,
41

Panax sambucifoliua, 298
Pansies, select, 3 U

Paradise stock, propagating, 17

Parrots, educating, 157 ; self-plucked,
114

Partridge and Hamburgh hen laying
together, 391

Partridges, food for yonng. 286
Pasdifloras and culture, 493
Peaches—dropping, 300; culture, 190;

early-ripened, 364; forcing, 116,217;
house, arrangement, 474, a lean-to,
B71, management, 281; in March,
400; from Nertarine, 451; not set-

•ii-g, 516; stoning. 190; treea, aphides
on, 481, casting buds, 41, forcing. 161,
in greenhouse, 516. management.
2.',n, 475, pruning. 172, seedhng, 62

;

Early Beatrice, 330: Rivera'a t-arly
Louise, ".as

Pears—bitter, 105, 130 ; cracking, 497 ;

insect-eaten, 431; not keeping. !i!52;

Paradise stncK, 443; not setting,

471; various old. 216; bush. 41;
trees, witli hardy blossoms. S48,

thinriin',' blonni8,2'ti4. grubs on, 3)7,

grtibt-ateu, 172, on heavy soil, 336,

for far north, 85, planting, 1' 5,

pruning pyramidal, Ifi, on wa'l
pruning, 410. for pvramiria, 337,

summer trentment, 354, thinning,
474, surface roots, 282, unfruitful,

fii, 245. for wall. 496. for Yorknbire,
41; Achan, 52, 95; Catherine. 163,

261; Passe Colmar not ripening, 17

Peas—fur August, 353; beetle on. 353;

early, 15; protecting, 409 ; row from
Quart, 17. 246; siicki' g. 261 ; for euc-
cession. 450 ; supporting Sweet, 2fis

;

and titmice, 179; James's Prolific,

4:1

Pelargoniums, culture, 188. 189, 335;
leaves injured, 245. yelluw. Si8 ; pot-

ting, 370; over-vigoroas, 336; Zonal.
CuUure, 107 ; propagating Zonal, 246

Perennials, list of hardy, 3ul

Perfumery flowers, 245
Peribteronjc Society's Show, 80
Persimmon, 264
Pesta of the garden, 354
Pet-loviog epidemic, 264
"Pheasants," 22
Pheasants, Gold and Silver, chicks,

438 ; rearing Golden, 458
Phloxes, propagatintr. IH9 ; select, 336

;

sowing. 129; Miss Robertson, 85
Pholidota insignis, 2C3
Picotees. select, 105
Piecework. 431
' Piseon Book, The Illustrated," 303

Pigeons — American pigeonry, 434 ;

Antwerp Carriers, 434 ; beak broken,
114; box, 455; building a loft, 479 ;

in Canada, 232 ; points in Carriers,
136: any other class or marking,
4R; cor;il-eyed. 111; Dragoon for
showing, 114; dying young. 453;
fertility of eges, 524 ; soft eggs, 480 ;

tar on Fantails. 4a8; feeding. 340;
low-habited, 283 ; Jacobins, 92,

breeding Blacks, 2ij8, crossing,
Jacobins, 130, mating Jacobin or
Turbit, 114; for a loft, 301; the
Magi'ie, 373; management in, 158;

the Melbourne Mart. 358; uomen-
clature, 21, 70. 133, 265, 283 ; pans
for, 391; polygamy in, 156, 247;
Pouters, 21, classes, 88 ; other-colour
classes. 455. 499 : Pigmy and Isabels,

480 ; salt cat, 438 ; of San Marco, 522

;

separating after breeding, 230

;

shooting a prize, 192; Toy, 358;
Blue Turbit, 374; vagrant, 522; at
Venice, 2; Wood and Dovecote
paired.453, 479, 497. 521

Pine-Apple Nursery Co.*a decorations,
382

Pine Applet—black-centred, 475; cul-

ture, 104, 153, 809 ; Hamilton's
pyatem, 154; nluntring pots, 225;
suckers, removing, 390

pinks tranf planting, 283
Pinus, magnifica, 85 ; shouts, grubs

on, 516
Pip, remedv for. 322
Pping needed for h-^t-water heaUng,

181 ; f'-r Hpau-roofed house. ;--90

Pit. and greenhouse, 3i8; fur propa-
gating, 496

Plane tr. es fai'ing. 472
Plant dryiog for herbarium, 514
Plants, naming, 189
Pleiones, 165
Polands combless. 502
Plumbago on trellis, pruning. 246
Plums, dropping, 4lu; fur east aspect,

432; shoots, scale on, 153; trees on
wall, 33^ ; varieties at Chiawick, 312

Plunging material. 351
Poinciana regia culture, 1(7, 148. 191
Poiiiscttias, culture, 129; propagating,

432
Pond cleaning, 129
Portsmouth i-oultry Show, 64
Potato bag, American, 861
" Potato Diseaae and its Prevention,

183
Potatoes—Mr. Badger's essay, 295;
Colorado beetle. 236, 314; cultuiv.
It 7, 221. lazy-bed, 255, of early. 331;
drg-up before ripe, 180, 199 ; dieease,
73, 118. prizes for disease proof, 170,

loss from, 4i5, Lord Cathcart's
prize, 6 ; a new enemy to, 201 ; avoid-
ing failures, 105; forcing. 39, 105;
imported, 244, 312; names and esti-

mate, 79 : new named, 55; p'aniing,

128, 161, 173, 208 ; p' oduce in Ireland,,

425; protecting, 293 ; for light soils

40; for stiff soil, 190; varieties, 124'

145
Pot drainage and watering, 270
Potting, 2iFj
" Poultry, Illustrated Book of," 211

Poultry — condition, its importance,
191 ; dung, 85, 153, as a manure, 274 ;

exhibited, 154 ; feeder the Spencer,
302: food for, 376; forcing, 354;
harem, 114 ; house, 24, floor, 340,

heating, 2^6, management, ISO

;

houses and accummodation. 175;

keeping, 34''. extensively, 196, 375,

prohtable, 41 ; keeper, the, 372, 3Ul,

PovLTRt—Contnined
411, 485. 454, 476, 497, 517; manage-
ment, 249; manure p'ice, 322; mu-
tilBted. 15* : marker, lo7 ; improving
farm, 371 ; show neglects, 1 1 ; show-
ing r. breeding, 183 ; travelling, 5'^2;

treatment at shtwa, 519; yard,
fence, 178, notes. 1.''.4. 475 ; yards, 214,

231, over-stocked. 502
Preston Poultry Show, 65
Primrose vagaries, 35H
Primronea. Chioeae, 162

Primula Auricula, origin. G2
Primulas —culture. 308: imperialis,

429 : japonica seeds, 449; nivea, 293;
from seed, 3 1; Parryi.899: sinen-
sis, sowing. 371 ; vi^cosa, 336

Prince's Feather transp anting, 410
Fringlea antiscorbniica, 472
Prop (gating case. 336
Protecting, blossoms, 301; of what
use, 364.468

Pteris tricolor culture, 30
Poccinia nialvacearum, 350, 426
Pullet, precocious. 872
Pullets, egg-bound, 286 ; eggs for
hatching, 322

Pyreihrum, Golden-feather culture,
263; raising from seed, 41

Pyrus japonica root cuttings, 107

RARniTfl~or 1873, 230: abscebb in,

286; Belgian Hare, 358; excluding,
41 ; feeding, 156; fever, 195; house,
healing, 3 4; hutch, 415; keeping,
284; liver diseased, 268; prizes at
Norlhampton, 19 ; for table pur-
poses. 840 ; scurfy, 48 i ; shows,
coming, 112, 321; trees injured by,
85

Raidisaeur, 221 : Marmora, 204
Railway Company'^ liability for exhi-
bition poultry, 355

Rainfall, Northamptonshire, 147
Fampg, raised beds, 818
Ranunculus planting, 171
Rapniolepis ovata, 318
Rayson, Mr. C, 249
Reading Poultry Show, 519
Red-leading Peas, 336; seeda. 344, 400
Red spider. 451 ; prevention, 341
Regelia ciliata, 385
Repose, what is. 397. 440
Rhipsalis Houlletii, 222
Rhododendrons, cutting-in.390; graft-

ing, 301; loaves eaten. 245: winter-
blooming. 76; NuttalUi,3S2,419

Rhopala Pohlii,298
liibston Pippin, 62
Rockeries. 59
Rockwork. fungus on, 336: and ruin,
496 ; plants for shaded, 246

Rocky ground, plants for, 190
Room, gardening 288; plants, 82, 101,
management. 37

Rosemary overgrown, 353
'* Rose-book, The Amateur's." 4'31. 4fi6

Roses. 3u6; Banksiiin n'^t flowering,
475; box for bhowing, 282; a mam-
mnih bu!?h, 2! 3; brown-blotched,
41I; budding, 102; budding hiuding,
496; Br ar stockH, 85; buds frxnt d,

451; for couhtrvatory wall, 336; in
Dorset, 234: election. 5, 62, 290.311,
505 ; eiiinidtion of. -.i?! ;

trainiug for

exhibition, 45i
; failing, 3ul, 45i;

fiiiweis in winter. 55; for ing. 40;

under g ass, '299. 45'i
; ureen ily on

wall, '271; bow U gr w, lOi ; grut',

182; harvtiBt, 11; history of, 217, i78,

315; Hvbnd Perpetual for A'gunt,
353; injiiredbyinsects 4il; judging.

27, 50, 57 ; leaves mildewed, 2-27
;

leggv. 390: Lyons CongrerS, 494;

Manetti stocks, 263; manure for,

293; manuring. 431; mulching, 351:

new, 501; Mr. Paul's. 293, 423, 446,

Show, 401; petals, 202; in pots. 410;

planting, 85; for exposed place, 6!

:

pruning, 173; select Red. &c , 264;
this season, 504 : seedlings damping,
475; holes in stems, 451 ; war of the
stocks, 8; sulphate of iron to. 432;
Teas and climbers for conservatory,
871; Peach Blossom, S-^j; Chtth of

Gold, 401. 482: Fehcite Perpetue as
a stock, 32; disbudding Marechal
Niel. 54; General Von Moltke. 360

;

Pierre de St. Cyr, 85; Tea, 52

Rothbury, 29
Roup, 250,415; cau3c of, 396; remedy,

2fi6

Bnbus a'oticus, 40

Hugby Poultry, 40., Show. 519

Russfeliajuncea culture, 105

St. AuSTLLL PotTLTBT Sunw, 478

Salisburia adiantifolia, 370

Salt for garden, 172

Salter, Mr. J., 4G2

Sand, compost and sea, 245

Sandersonia aurantiaca culture, 432

Santolina incana, 62

Sarracenias, hybrid, 4«8

Sashburs, size of, 245

Savoys, planting, 300

Sawing precautions, 364

Sawdust manure, 282

Saxifraga, florulenta, 4s6; peltata, 5«

Scarecrow, 511

Scar, its meaning, 522
Sciadopitys verti<'illata,221
Scolopendriums from viviparous off-

sets, 214
Scorpion alive in London, 346
Screen for garden, 516
Sculpture with plants. 186
Sciitellitria ni«craiitha,99
Sea-kale, crowns lowering, 215 ; forc-

ing, 173
Sea sand for Beet-storing, 17
Season, and its effects, 77,97; Kent*

486. 5r5; Lincoln, ai'd Wlltf*. 486
Seaton Burn Poulti y Show, 2i7, 265
Seed orders, my, 120. 159
Seeds, do they live? 431; vitality of,

245
Senecio Anteuphorbium, Doronicum
var Hosmariensifl, 385

Sensitive Plant and culture, 4^9
Sermon 1 in stom h, 408
Sesia apiforniis, '2'jl

Sexes of fowls at will, 499
Shettieid Poultry Show, 522
Shrubs for itiibl climate, 263
Silkies, Black, 92
Silkworms, 457; a Japanese, 11

Skimmia see-is vegetating. 245
Slugs, destroying, 17, 282, 432
Smoked gardens, 146

Smoke from burning weedB, 318
Snails and slugs, 3(;8, 393
Sneezing poultry, 340
Snowdrop and its uses, 179
Soil, culture, 99

; preparing, 298 ; spoil-
ing, 95

Sophora, Weeping of Japan. 446
Spalding Columbarian Society, 45,

104 '

Spanish, cock's face, 214 ; hens dying,
438, 458; laying irregularly, 268;
out of condition, 268

Spergula pilifera, 515
Spice bird, 286
Stapelia Corderoyi, J48
Stephanotis, in conservatory, 837
flcribuoda and culture, 493

Steudnera colocasijefolia, 78
Stock's influence on scion, 84
Stocks, Brompton. 409; spring and
summer, 43y, 459, 481; Ten-week,
culture, 318

Stoke Rochford, 406
Stove, climi'era, 343; culture, 441;
heating, 431; plants, 4y3, for late
summer, 173

Strawberriea—planted late in autumn,
510; forcing, 3, 189, 281; after forc-
ing, 390 ; grubs about, 3H7 : for
orchard house, 353; failing in pota,
432; removing runners, 432; tor
light soil, 411; supporling, 511;
winter, 28, 39; The Amateur, 148;
early American, 256 ; Comte de
Zans, 11

Suburban gardening, 14, 37, fi9, 82, 101,
in. 151,171, 188, 216,224, U42, 261.280,
298, 3 6, 334, 351, 868, StS, 408. 4-29, 446,
494, 513

Sugar Cane in New Caledonia. 510
Sulphur, burning in vinery, 43i
Sundew, sensitivenetia of. J99
Superstition, a gardener's, 5,i

Sv allows ai rived, 3i2
SwHn's sex detecting. 322
Sycami'ic Dagger Moth, 110
Sydnope HalJ, aa2, 239
Syringe, 431

Tan not hpativg. 193
Tenant's trees, tool-house. &c., 41
Thermometers, alarum, 145
Th'Tne Pouliry Show. 517
Thorn tree grafting, 107
Thrips, paraffin for. 63 ; on Azalea, 105
Tiffany for protection, 220
Tohacco, home-grown lor fumigating,

836
Todea, 451; superba culture, 2:0
Tomatoes, in Cucuml er house, 190;
with Cucumbers, 3j0; culture, 411;
in pits, 85

Towns, t^ardening in, 168, 811
Trail, Mr., HI

Trellises, 256 : plants for, 282. -13 t

Trees, encroaching, 16; oversbadow*
ing, 173 ; planta under, 17 ; as
screens, 85

Trenching. 171,2^6
Trichomanes, case for, 17
Tnchopilia ciispa, 165
Tritebia after floweiing, 801
Tiitonia aurea culture, 200
Truepennv, an old, 54
Tsuga Ttuja, 160
luberoso culture, 245
Tubs for stove climbers, 105
Tulips after forcing, 182
Turf, forming, 280
Turkeys, 250; on hen's epgs, 232; oa
many eggs, 304: legs diseased, 502;
law-suit about, 356; market for, ?1:
Nettles for, 88

Tusser, Thomaa, 330, 384, 425, 467
TussUago fragrans, li7

Ulcebs, intprnal, 93
Umbrella Pine, 221
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Vasdab. 123
Van Houtte's Nursery, 79
Vanilla, artiliciai, 256
Varieties, raisinK, 353
Vegetable Marrow, culture, SCO ; fuil-

ins. 3:ia

VeKetablea, supply of, 337
Veitch, prizes offered by Messrs.. idi
Veltheimia viridiiolia culture, 'ZOO

Ventilation, top. :;73

Veronica aalicifoUa culture, 17;1

Villa gardening, 14, 37, 59,82.101,127.
151, 171, 188, 206, 224, 24.!, 2C1, mO, 293,

316, 834, 851, 368, 338. 408, 429, 416, 494,

513
Vinery, bediiinj? plantain. 301: clean-
ing, 17; conatruclm^', 2^7; heatin?,
190, 227 ; management, II, 227, 317,

339, 411, 43H; Paxton, 233; ventila-

lien. &c., 128

Vines- atrial roots on.300, 318;inooen
air, 393 ; blo'ieoms blind, 309 ; border,
covering 19\ flowers for, 2 8. in-

side, 1C5, temperature. 39i), lurlingr,

229, watering, 474; not brcakinitre-
BUlarly, 263; compost for, Vfi;

carrion for, 63; culture. 26, for
small gardens, 215, 237, 323; in Cu-

\i^EB—Contimu'd.
cumber house, 173 ; disbuddinp. 800i
32H; early forcing, 39: felt covering.
105: not" fruiting, 33G; for small
gardens, 301; for greenhouse, 336;
injured by paraffin, 354; insects ou.
107. destroying, 282 ; leAders tsJirivel-

ling. 336; leaves injured. 245 ; ma-
nurin?, 105; mildewed, 85, 377:
Muscadine againnt house, 353

:

North AmeriCiU species. 59: plant-
ed, last autumn, 105, recently, '^45,

451 ; planting, forced, 85; after
planting, 207 ;

potliog and draining,
259; in pots, 2r4. culture. 5'i3; prun-
ing, 207, pot, 190, young. 120; roots
decayed, aOH; scale on, 300; shoots,
dying. 300, removiDg. 310. tying, 818

;

for bmall vinery. ^08 ; weevils on,
835 : wires for, 853. See GroiJPS.

Violet Cress, 227
Vio'eta, culture of various, 447, out of

doors, 451, and in cool greenhouse,
41 ; Lee's Victoria regina, 180

WaIILENB^HGIA GKiNDlFLORA, 85

and their culture, 417

;

trees
I

Wallflowers,
lecgy. 801

Wall, fruit not setting. 353
frosted, 282, unfruitful. 516

Walls, coping for fruit tree, 41
Walnut tree, 233
Walsall Poultry Show. 103
Wasps, taming, 72 ;

queen, 570
Watering. 138. usi; engine defective.

^S-i; tboiightHon, 492, 495
Water Lilies, &c., for pond, 496 ; water
dpplh. 853

Water, ram, 105; supply, 2'6; tank
corroding, 353

Wax bills, 28i); feeding, 214
Wiather. the 4. 163, 164, 272 ; in Derby-

Bhtre, 271; in Surrey, 259; near
Maidfltonp. 239

Weaver birds, 236: feeding, 214
Week, doings of the last and present,

15,39.01. bt. 104. r2S, 152,171, -HS,i!((ii,

225. 244. 251, 2Sl, 299, 317, h34, 351, 36J,

38S, 409. 431. 443. 473, 495, 514
Weeiis & Go's decorations, 382
"Wharfedalo Poultry Show, 393
Wheat scorched for chicks, 286
"Whitby Poultry Show. 21
Wimbledon Horticultural Show, 382

Window-flower gardening, 261, 494
Window plants, 82; summer treat-

ment, 513

Windsor, Royal houQuets and decora-
tions at, 218

Winter. Aconite culture, 193; garden,
inv, 97; mildness in Kaat Lothian,
122

Winter Moth. f-Ofi

Wire for training, 813
Wire-strainer. 2iJl, 221
Wiri3Worms, destrojing, 301
Withv, 226
Wolverhampton Poultry Show, 132
" Woid and its Uses." 366
WtinpUicf , 1:19 ; dHStroying, 432

Worms in pots, 62

Xanthohrhcea quadbangclata,
Xiphion Sisyrinchium.asa

Year, TUE K£w, 1 ; pastasi) PRESE^T,
17

Yuik Gala and Canary Show, 520
Yponomenta padella, 506

WOODCUTS.

PAGE.
Acronycta Aceris 119
Alstromeriachilensis 277
Anthocharis Cardamines 316
Anthurium flor'bundum 449
Apple, cordon training 117, 243

„ espalier training 2 13

„ maiden tree 117

„ Lad7 Henniker 32
Ariatolochia ga'e^ta 883
Arundel Castle Keep and Flower Garden 13
Asilus crabromformis 66
BdUarat Botanic Gard.^n 60
Beea. neat and cells of Humble 8. 9
Blenheim 276
Boiler, Climix 419
Bombylius major 57
Bouquet-holder improved 28
Bouvardia aurantiaca 4
Brachinus explodeos 4*^5

Brick, ornamental 151
Bristol (Bath and West of England) Show

Ground 477
Buryiog Beetles 186
Burley-on-the Hill 469

„ Mrs. Finch's Flower Garden 470

„ Mr. Finch's Flower Garden 471
Cacti, M exi can 83
Calofloma sycophanta 465
(Campanula coronata 5i
Campsidium filicifolium 865
Carabus auratus 464

,. violaceus 464
Cemeteryat West LaurelHill 313
Cephalotus follicularis 3i7
Chferocampa Elpenor. moth, larva, and pupa.. 291
Chapel Oak of AUonville 349
Chataworth 120, 149
Cheimatobia bruinaca 5!itJ

Chiswick House gardens 887
Cinchona bark collecting 418
CoUinsia mullicolor 510
Cnethooarapa proceseionea 422
Cossus ligniperda 854
Creve-Cceur cock 497

„ „ combi 497

PAGE.
Cyclamen persicum punctatum 253
Klaphoglosaum conforme 44i
Fern shelter 74

Florence International Horticultural Exhi-
bition .. 406

Fount am. table 98
Fruit borders, aerating 219
FruU-room 80, 81

Fumigatur Carter's 330
Gelasine azurea 4-98

Gta liolus corm, curious formation 290
Glazing without putty 333, 487, 507
Gooseberry training 310
Greenhouse, span-roof 367
Heating, arrangement of pipes 94

Heu's anatomy - 872
Holland House 33

,. Dutjh garden 37

Houdan cock 454

„ „ head 454

„ hen 476

„ ,. head 476
Hybrid between Dominique cock and Guinea

hen 413

Kitchen garden, forms of 121

., laying out walls 182,183
Knowsley. cottage at 491

Lawo, laying-out il60

I.awn mower. Green's Guinea 77

Lilies, group of white 187

Lilium Sz.ivitzianum 348
Lyca;na ..Egon 346

„ Corydon 34fi

Maple tree at BoHre 257

Meconopsia Walliohii 468
Mentone, Dr. Bennet's garden 241

Microsperma bartonioides 361
Mimosi pudica 4:1

1

Mitraria coccinea H.'i

Monte-Carlo, view from Casino grounds 169

Normanton Hall 512

„ view in grounds 513
Necrophorus germanicus 186

„ vespiUo l^rO

PACK.
Odontoglossum citrosmum 165
(Enothera ripai'ia 4(>
Ogston Hall, conservatory and flower garden . 305
Ophioglossum vulgatum 443
Ophion 237
Pea. James's Prolific Marrow 40
Pigeon. Magpie 373
Pigeon box 455
Piueonnest and feeding pans 391
Pige mry, an American 434, 486
Pimpla 287
Pieione humilis 16S
Potato Beetle, Colorado 201
Pouliry, anatomy of head 891

„ plumage 411
Poultry and Pheasant feeder, the Spencer .... 802
Poultry marker 107
Puccinia malvacearum 427
Rabbit hutches 416
Raidiaseur, Marmora 204

„ another form 221
Roses, propagating, planting, and pruning.. 102, 1^3

Sawing-off branches of trees 361
Scutellaria macrantha 99
SeeddrUl 173
Sensitive Plant 491
Sesia apiformis 291
Silpha quadripunctata J86
Stoke Rocbford Flower Garden 407
Svdnope Hall Fl.iwer Garden 223
Tab^nus autumnalis 56
Trel is for pot plants 11

Tntunia anrea 200
TsugaTsuja IGO, 161
Tusscr's familv arms 830

,, birthplace 331
Vanda c^rulea 123
Ventilation, top 273
Vinery 215
Vines, training on roof 164
Wall covers 867
Walnut tree 294
West Der^fham Church 426
Ypjnomeuta padella &06
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speaks of man's triumph over Nature's luxm-iant vrilduess,

and of mighty trees made to stand side by side, and each
show forth the other's mightiness. Those to whom the Long
Walk at Windsor is familiar, and still more the avenues of
Bushy Park seen in May time when the Horse Chestnuts are in
bloom, and the shorter but telling avenues at Hampton Coui't

are known, will fully bear me out in the good taste displayed
in a well-planted avenue, and the permanent pleasure which
arises from such a planting of trees. There must have been
at one time almost a rage for such an arboreal arrangement, for,

if I mistake not, the majority of avenues are of about the
same date. Cowper thus speaks of the avenue

—

" Not distant far a length of colonnade
Invites us. ilonument of ancient taste.
Now scorned, but worthy of a better fate.

Our fathers knew the value of a screen
From sultry suns ; and in their shaded walks
And long-protracted bowers enjoyed at noon
The gloom and coolness of declining day."

And then he thanks his neighbour, the sqxiire of Weston
Underwood, who, he says,

"Spares me yet
These Chestnuts, ranged in corresponding lines;

And though himself so polished, still reprieves
The obsolete prolixity of shade."

Pointing, I fancy, to many landowners of the day, who, in-

fluenced by " Capabihty Brown," scarcely left three trees in a
line from Land's End to the Tweed : hence the poet says
plaintively

—

*' Ye faUen avenues! once more I mourn
Your fate unmerited, once more rejoice
That yet a remnant of your race survives.
How airy and how light the graceful arch.
Yet awful as the consecrated roof
Ee-echoing pious anthems I whOe beneath,
The chequer'd earth seems restless as a flood
Brushed by the wind. So sportive is the light
Shot through the boughs, it dances as they dance.
Shadow ana snushine intermingling quick.
And darkening and enlightening, as the leaves
Play wanton every moment, every spot."

Nor must it be forgotten that the avenue was the great teacher
of the Gothic architect. Gothic arches are but lofty trees of

stone. Walk down the aisles of a cathedral—there you have
avenues. The thoughtful architect took his hint from the
lofty Elms, whose branches ran into each other. Gothic archi-

tecture, because imitated from Nature, is more beautiful than
Grecian or Roman, and more suitable to become, as it has be-

come. Christian architecture. We in a Gothic edifice seem to
be worshipping the Creator in a i^lace resembling His creation,
for above is " the branching roof." Many a country church
is tree-like,

"With pillars crowded, and the rcof upheld
By naked rafters intricately crossed.
Like leaflesB uuderboughs in some thick wood.
All withered by the depth of shade above."

With the revival of Gothic (Christian) architecttu-e in this

century the planting of trees in avenues may well and suitably
be revived.

A lingering love, never wholly eradicated, for old-fashioned
border flowers has eropped-up and strengthened. I agree with
the gay bedders for beds ; we in England have over-much
green, and want striking colours for contrast and variety ; but
I grudge that borders should have been invaded, and the term
"ribbon border" ever been invented. It is now positively

diflicult to procure—at least I find it to be so—the border
plants proper. Therefore never did I read (and I am sure
many others) any articles with greater interest than those by
"Philanthos" and my old friend Mr. Eobson on Primroses
and Polyanthuses, which the former truly says were " long
ago the delights of almost every garden." Then with the
interesting letterpress came also in its midst those admirable
engravings of the " Hose-in-Hose," " Pantaloon," " GalU-
gaskins," and the rest—flowers which I have not seen for
years. These papers are good signs, and I hope the cultiva-
tion of these and like flowers may be revived ere too late, for
even in cottage gardens near me they are gone. " Lost them
years ago," is the answer I get, for from mansion garden and
rectory garden the bedders have travelled down to farm-house
garden, to cottage garden. I, on behalf of hundreds of readers,
thank all the writers on those interesting and sadly-neglected
flowers.

Leaving now the flower department of " our Journal," I

turn to that more particularly my own—my own from ray
scribbling in it for eleven years—the poultry and Pigeon de-
partment. The great event of the year is, no doubt, the pub-

Ucation of our Mr. Wright's grand work, a work which even
in parts has had a marked influence on the poultry world in
England and America. The other great influence, if I may
BO speak, is the great national Show at the Crystal Palace.
Provincial shows are admirable and interesting, and the things
for the provinces, and reflect the pecuharities of each part of
the country ; but everything national must be connected with
the metropolis of the nation ; and how fortunate we are in
possessing—whether for fowls. Pigeons, dogs, Canaries, or cats
—such an exhibition-room as the Crystal Palace. To exhibit
the Game Bantams just over the Game fowls, and the eye thus
being able to see the two at one and the same time, was a
thought worthy of a genius.

Little need be said about the poultry, but I would just say this,

that at any rate quite enough has been written about Malays,
which are neither ornamental nor useful, and only interesting
as our first-imported Asiatic fowls ; while too Uttle has been
said of the Pohsh of aU varieties, which, though they may not
be a useful variety, are among the most ornamental at a show,
and may be kept in an outhouse or small wned enclosure.

Of Pigeons I gladly chronicle that they are more admired
than ever, more numerous than ever, and new fanciers are
everywhere rising up. The Tumbler proper, the Flying Tum-
bler, had a class to himself at the Palace Show, and deserved it.

Short-faced Balds and Beards also deserve encouragement, for

no Pigeons are prettier or more distinctly marked. The
Dragoons are also everywhere improved, and do not look like

young Carriers.

Li turning to Canaries, iu which I am always interested
though not a breeder now, the event of the past year is the
discovery of the method of colouring by food. The defence by
chemical analysis of the honesty of the method was searching,
and the exhibitors enjoyed the triumphs of honest Englishmen.
But yet a word of praise to Messrs. Bemrose & Orme for the
revealing of the secret, which will be a benefit to all Canary
fanciers, and even to all visitors at shows.

Speaking of Canaries, there is a touching story told of Sir

Joshua Reynolds, the first of the EngUeh school of portrait

painters, when he became bUnd. He had always been deaf,

but that matters but little, for there is so much more worth
seeing in the world than worth hearing. If the eyesight be
given and preserved, deafness is Uttle felt. But the time came
when the great painter's eyes grew dim indeed. Well, one day
he was found by a friend wandering round the raUs of his house
in Leicester Square (No. 47 ; mark the number, lovers of paint-

ing and painters), seeking for a pet Canary of his that had
strayed. He never could have heard the little bird's song, but
he had formerly seen it. It was an old friend, and he wished
it to be still his own, his pet. Scorn not little pets. The man
who drew Mrs. Siddons as the tragic muse, and wrote the great

lectures on painting, and was the Royal Academy's first Presi-

dent, yet loved a Uttle Canary. How tenderly are pets loved !

how diUgently cared for! But, perhaps, there is no instance

on record of a whole city's people loving and tending theii

pets as that of the citizens and the Pigeons of Venice. A
daughter of mine the other day was in the Great Square o£

St. Mark, at two o'clock, when the thousands of Pigeons ai'e

fed. Down they came at the sound of the beU, the city was
alive with wings—from every (juarter they came. A little

Italian boy gave the young lady a packet of Maize ; the Pigeons

saw the act, and so tame and confiding are they, that my
daughter's hands, arms, and shoulders were covered by the

pretty birds. Oh ! ladies who frequent HurUngham Pigeon
shooting, would you not look prettier—I appeal to your vanity,

I will not try a higher feeUng—covered by confiding happy
Pigeons, than enjoying dying, bleeding, broken-winged, leg-

less Pigeons ?

But I must conclude. I know how " our Journal " tends to

foster an innocent love for innocent things—I know the re-

sources that a garden affords to those whose duties confine

them much to one spot. Thus, a master of a Union, a winner
of many prizes each year at a horticultural show, said to me,
looking up from the pages of " our Journal" (he studies them
weekly), "This place without my garden would be a cage."

With it as a resource he Uves on happily.

There is one other name I feel I must mention before my
pen stops, it is that of Mr. Hewitt. " He who," as Mr. Wright
truly says, " has devoted years of his life gratuitously to aiding,

by his vast experience and knowledge in awai-diug prizes, the

general improvement of poultry ; he is among those who have
done a good work for their country." Every reader of this

Journal, whatever part he may specially read, yet weU knows
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Mr. Hewitt at least by name, but all do not know that his

health is not now what all his friends (and we are all of us his

friends) wish it to be, and also that he has had sorrow. I

therefore wish editors, sub-editor, writers, readers in all parts

a happy new year, and also add to that wish that the coming
year may be a happier and healthier one to Mr. Hewitt.

—

WiiiiSHiBE Kectok.

WAK OF THE ROSE STOCKS.
I AM glad of the war of the Roses—not the York-and-Lan-

caster this time, but Briar r. Mauetti. I have been expecting

a vigorous Briai'eus to attack my article on Manetti, but no
sign of a powerful onslaught has yet been made, except it be

the statement of the length of shoot that has or can be made
from a Rose on a Briar stock in one season ; but as I have my-
self measured Gunural Jacrjueminot 9 feet to 11 feet (J inches in

one season, and Gloire de Dijon on Manetti 17 feet, I do not

think 13 feet 6 inches on the Briar quite such a poser. I

question much whether it was on a standard, and if it was on
a standard it would have nearly all to come away for the sake

of the symmetry of the head. Again I say. Where there is a

heavy clay or an unctuous tenacious loam, stick to the Briar,

but then not as a standard, but budded on the seedling; or

when a man does not care for a bedded-out Rose garden, and
does not mind about an untidy quarter of Roses, and wishes

to go in for amateur Rose-showing, let him each year bud on
the Briar as many as he has room for, and dispose of them as

best he may after the season.

Mr. Baker says he agrees with me in the main, but would
not mulch. I do not mean by mulching putting on heavy wet
manure, but warm littery manure, leaving air to the roots

and stems, but still affording great protection from frost.

If I might venture to answer Mr. Camm's queries about Tea
Eoses for exhibition stands, I would say persons too often put
in Tea Roses, not because they are really first-rate, but to

diversify a stand. A reaUy line Tea Rose or Noisette, such as

Marechal Niel, Souvenir d'un Ami, Madame WUlermoz, and
others not only diversify but beautify a stand ; but a second-

rate Tea Rose is not better than a second-rate Hybrid Per-

petual—certainly not so good as a first-rate Hybrid Perpetual.

Tea Roses protected against a wall too often come in before the

rest of the Hybrid Perpetuals, and then inferior blooms on side

shoots are put into stands because they are favourites with the

exhibitor, and because he thinks the judges will make allow-

ances for its being a Tea ; but they too often hang their heads,

and appear as if they were ashamed of looking the judges in the

face. Choose the best, the freshest, and most perfect-shaped

Eoses you have to put into your stands, never minding whether
they are all Hybrid Perpetuals or not ; but if you have a really

good Tea by all means let it come to the front. Some rosarians

have a penchant for flat Roses ; some ignore the merits of

La France because of a loose petal, and praise a Rose of the

shape of an inverted Mushroom ; some Uke dark Roses or

dull-coloured Roses like Felix Genero, because they weather
well ; but an indulgence of these fancies on an exhibition table

would seriously militate against the chance of a prize.

It is now three or four years since I was able to avail myself
of the request to judge at the Crystal Palace. Saturdays for

parsons who live two hundred miles away are not good days
for Rose shows ; but I have a very lively recollection of very
good and pleasant dinners, under the auspices of the worthy
Superintendent, Mr. Wilkinson ; and I feel sure than any hint

for a breakfast and pleasant meeting for rosarians would be
quickly carried out, as one especial feature I have always
noticed at the Crystal Palace is their readiness to accommodate
the public, and to accede to any proper request. So I hope
Mr. Farren will succeed in satisfying his wants, both of a good
breakfast and a good talk. Roses—to the front.—C. P. Peach.

HOW TO TREAT CAMELLIA BUDS AND BLOOMS.
At this time of the year there is generally a great demand

for Camellia buds and blooms, and unless there are houses
containing large trees planted-out it is difficult to obtain
enough without overtaxing the few trees that can be kept in

a miscellaneous eoUeotion of hardwooded plants. It is not
every person who has such housefuls as are to be found at

Bicton, Sion, Chatsworth, or the Exeter Nurseries—I have
driven-out cartloads from the latter. We not only, by cut-

ting a bloom with the wood to it, run a risk of destroying the
means of producing a crop of flowers in the following season,

but also of reducing the already-too-small tree, and then there

is the loss, in most instances, of the unopened bud that will in

the majority of cases be situated near, and which would bo

most acceptable by-and-by. I think, therefore, your lady

readers who have but a plant or two will thank me for giving

them a hint on this subject.

Now, the remedy I adopt is a great advantage to the tree,

and not less so to the jjerson for whom the bloom is intended.

It is simply to pull-off the bud or open bloom gently from the

plant, leaving the wood and an open bud for further service,

and place it on wire. The bloom answers the same pur-

pose vrithout the wood as with it—nay, even better, for it is

not hable to be knocked-off, as is often the case when left on
the wood. It can at the same time be better arranged to suit

the button-hole, the hair, or in hand bouquets. Of course, the

wood is necessary when blooms are employed for specimen
glasses or stands for table decoration ; even then it is a wise

plan to thrust a few wires through the base of the flower, thus
keeping it together for some days longer than it would other-

wise do.

I take the buds or open blooms without wood, and thrust

about four or five bouquet wires into the base of the petals,

place the blooms at the required distance—this is easily done
by having the wires of different lengths—then twist the wires

all together close at the base of the flower. I have then two
leaves of the Camellia also placed each on a wire, and neatly

put one on each side of the flower, with a good moderate-sized

frond of Fern at the back, and with just a small bit under the

front of it so as to hang down a little carelessly. Now gently

twist the wires together so as to form a stem about 2 inches

long. The work is then done. The bloom will last a night

well, and will give greater satisfaction to the wearer, and, of

course, to the gardener (nothing exasperates him more than
having to cut too much at his Camelhas), for he knows that
" his " plants are none the worse of the blooms being removed.

—J. T., Maesgwynne.

STRAWBERRY FORCING.
I SUPPOSE we have all heard of the famous culinary recipe

that commences with " First catch your hare." No really good
cook would attempt to make hare soup without at least a small
portion of that animal to flavour it with. To beginners in

forcing I would say, First have properly prepared plants. It

is useless to attempt to force fruit on a plant that has not

already perfected its arrangements to bring forth flowers. The
flowers must be there in embryo and ready to burst forth when
the necessary heat is applied ; the plants must also be ripened

to a certain extent. By the number of failures we read and
hear of year after year it would seem that this is not thoroughly

understood, because Strawberries are certainly not more diffi-

cult to force than many other fruits when once we have the

plants and suitable accommodation.
Whatever the size of the pots used, they should by the

middle of September at the latest be so full of roots, that on
turning a plant out scarcely a particle of soil can be seen

amongst them. This accomplished, all the rest is easy. The
pots should be kept on a hard substance to prevent rooting

through—mine are placed on inverted (iO-pots. The plants wUl
perfect their crowns and ripen in spite of sunless weather and
autumn rains, and by the end of November most of the out-

side leaves will have changed colour, and all wUl appear almost
dormant.
Those who have plants of this description may commence

at any time ; and those who have nothing but soft green leaves,

whatever size their plants may be, had better throw them
away and have some clean 7-inch pots and stiff loam, such as

Melons delight in, ready next June, and I will then tell them
how to start afresh. It is useless to attempt to do anything

with unripe plants ; nearly all the art of forcing Ues in pre-

paring the plants beforehand. This applies to flowering plants

generally as well as to those grown for their fruit.

To have good fruit ripe by the first or second week of April

the plants should be placed in a little warmth not later than
the first week of January. To plunge them in a bed of warm
leaves and cover with a frame, is a good old plan that is not

yet beaten for the earUest batch or two, giving air whenever

the temperature can be kept up to 48° or 50°, removing the

lights altogether during mild weather, and covering a little

during frosty nights. In a mild season this treatment may be

continued till the crowns fairly begin to open, when the plants

should be removed to a light house or pit where a temperature
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of 50° to 55° can be maintained, with a little air constantly.

This temperature ehould never be exceeded by artificial means
—it may rise higher by Bun heat—till the most forward flowers

are perfectly open, when the latest ones may be picked care-

fully off or cut with Grape-scissors, leaving not more than

eight or ten of the largest and most forward, and the tempe-

rature may be increased considerably. When the fruit has

fairly started swelling it will bear with impunity the heat of

a Melon or Pine house, but must be kept cooler at the first

sign of colouring ; and finally after it is coloured must be kept

quite cold and have abundance of air for a few days.

If the treatment I have attempted to describe has been carried

out, and watering properly attended to, the fruit will be equal

in flavour to that ripened out of doors in June.

The principal points to attend to are—To force very gently

till the flowers are perfectly formed ; to attend strictly to water-

ing—once let the plants get really dry, the fruit will never be

good for anything ; to keep the plants always in a light situ-

ation with continuous ventilation, not necessarily close to the

glass as many suppose—they may be CU feet from it provided

there is nothing to obstruct the light. Some people seem to

have an idea that there is something about glass for plants to

feed on. I'erhaps it is the condensed steam. We are con-

tinually being told to keep the plants close to the glass : it

may be necessary to do so in those old-fashioned houses, now
happily fast disappearing, where there is a greater breadth of

timber than glass used in the construction of the roof ; but in

the modern light-built houses it is preferable to keep the plants

at a little distance from the glass, where the atmospheric changes
are not so violent. Lastly, it is of the greatest importance to

finish the ripening process in a cool place with abundance
of air.

The sorts I depend on for in-door work are Keens' Seedling

and British Queen. If Strawberries are wanted before the

end of March, Black Prince is the best for the purpose; but

they will only be Strawberries in appearance, not in flavour.—Wm. Taylok.

THE WEATHEE.
No one can remember a milder December; it seems, as

Shakspere describes a similar season, as if Time " had found
some months asleep and leapt them over." In Holland Park,

Kensington, the rooks are repairing their nests ; we hope they

will not marry, for an inclement season will soon be here, and
the description will apply

—

" Then into theix nests they patldJed,

Themselves were chilled, their ey^'S were addled.

And they parted without the least regret

Except that they had ever met."

From Malton in Torkshire we were informed on the 21st

that only on three days of the month any rain at all is re-

corded—0.04, 0.03, 0.04, or a total of 0.11 inch in twenty-one

days. The thermometer twice reached 57°, varying 43° in three

days

—

i.e., from 14° on grass on the night of 13th, to 57° at

4 feet above ground on the morning of the ICth. The baro-

meter was never lower than 30.35 inches between the Ist and
15th, and a gale of unprecedented pressure occurred in Mid-
Yorkshire

—

i.e., Sheffield, Leeds, lie. Not one flake of snow has
been seen—a thing our informant never remembered in York-

shire, as generally they have snow before October is out. They
have had hard white frosts, but the Wheat is looking wonder-
fully well. They were fifteen days in succession without rain

in November, and sixteen in December.
At Linton Park, near Maidstone, the report on December

22nd was—" We have remarkably mild weather in the country.

Some of the Geraniums in the vases are not yet killed by the

frost, and the roads are next to being dusty."

At Torquay on Christmas-eve the thermometer was at 54* in

the shade. No wonder that the swallows still linger about
the southern shore, or that Roses, Carnations, and Stocks still

perfume the air.

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 23.

BOCrVAEDIA AUEANTIACA. — OaANQK - Flowered Bodvahdu.

The species of Bouvardia are not very numerous ; the oldest

and best known is the B. triphylla, which has been cultivated

in this country for nearly fifty years. The specific name of

this species would naturally lead the inexperienced botanist to

suppose that the triphyllous arrangement of its leaves was
peculiar to it ; but it is by no means distinctive, the majority

of the other species, including that now figured, having foliage

of the same character.

Of the species just referred to there are several varieties

—

pubescens, glabra, and splendens ; though this last must not
be confounded with the true splendens, which is a distinct

species, and, in our opinion, preferable to either triphylla or

its varieties. Other very desirable species are angustifolia,

versicolor, Jacquinii, Cavanillesii, and leiantha, all with
scarlet or red blossoms ; fiava, with yellow ; and longiflora,

with white flowers. Leiantha and longiflora are natives of
Guatemala ; most of the other species have been received from
Mexico. They are all of comparatively dwarf habit ; in suit-

able soil, however, plants bedded-out in spring will, by the
end of the autumn, make shoots from 2 to 3 feet long, with
numerous lateral branches. Where it is thought desirable to

restrict the growth of the shoots they may be stopped, which

Bouvardia aurantiaca.

wiU induce a more compact habit ; but this will rarely be
necessary. They are readily increased by cutti ngs about
three joints long, which may be taken off at any period

during the summer, and inserted in light sandy soil. A little

bottom heat will materially shorten the time required for the

emission of rootlets ; but we have struck them even in August
without any such aid. They are rather liable to damp-off,

unless the interior of the glass be wiped regularly each day

;

and as soon as they appear rooted the glass should be removed
at night.

Triphylla does not root so readily from cuttings as splendens

and some others ; that, as well as most of the species, are

sometimes increased by short pieces of the roots in spring,

which should be planted in pots of light soil, with the ends of

the cuttings exposed above the surface. If placed in a good
Cucumber frame they will soon make nice plants. As, how-
ever, most of the other species may be easily increased by
cuttings of the young shoots, we venture to recommend them
in preference to triphylla. Any of them may be purchased

for a shilling, or even less in some places. They will flourish

most in the same description of soil as that employed for

Verbenas and other bedding plants ; but with proper precau-

tions against drought iu summer, they will succeed in most
soils, except those of a stiff clayey kind.

As wmdow plants they deserve especial attention. The
abundance of their flowers and their neat habit render them
in our opinion extremely desirable. During winter they require
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but little attention, as most of them lose their foliage, and

may be kept dormant, like the Fuchsia, Lemon-seented Ver-

bena, and other window plants. In spring they should be

pruned rather closely and repotted in fresh soU, using a pot

suited to the size of the plant.

Although they have no known economical uses, the order to

which they belong is one of the most important in the vege-

table kingdom ; furnishing the various species of Cinchona or

Jesuit's Bark, from which the invaluable quinine is prepared
;

the Ipecacuanha ; and the CoiYee plant, whose produce, if not

more useful, is at all events less unpalatable and more generally

welcomed.
The genus Bonvardia was named in honour of Dr. Charles

Bouvard, Curator of the Paris Botanic Garden.
Since the original publication of these notes, not only the

Eouvardia aurantiaca, but also most of the other species and
varieties named above, have been superseded by the introduc-

tion of several hybrid forms with much larger flowers, raised

by the late Mr. Parsons, of Brighton, between the white

B. longiflora and B. leiantha, and cultivated under the names
of B. Hogarth, B. Oriana, &c. These in their turn are likely

to be pushed aside by several more recent introductions of the

Messrs. Henderson, of the Wellington Nursery, the most re-

markable of which, B. Humboldtii corymbiflora and B. jas-

minoides longipetala, deserve especial mention for the large

Eize of their individual blossoms and the profusion with which
they are produced. Invaluable as they may prove for the

conservatory and greenhouse, they are, however, probably more
delicate than the earlier hybrids of Parsons', which are better

suited for the open air, or for the window of the amateur.

The American variety offered under the names of B. Vreelandi

and B. Davisoui is but a sport from the B. Hogarth, and
although useful as a pot plant, does not retain the whiteness

of its flowers when planted-out.—(IC Thompson's English Flower

Garden, Revised by the Author.)

THE ELECTION, PROTECTION, AND STOCKS
OF HOSES.

There are two bores described by Addison in " The Spec-

tator," the button-hole bore and the periodical scribbler. The
Sormer is described as catching hold of your button-hole, and
proving to a demonstration that two and two make four, and
that as long as the world lasts seven will always be more than
six. The latter scribbles periodically. I suppose I shall

illustrate both ; but my apology must be that it is a dull time
of the year, and that the readers of "our Journal" Uke to

hear something concerning Roses.
1.

—

The FAection of Eases.—Though kindly asked by Mr.
Hinton (to whom, with electors, thanks) to contribute, I was
unable at that time to do so, because I did not know the

true dates of the Roses. Having seen the Roses named, I can
now say a few words. I believe Edouard Morren was a Rose
of 1868, and I think Velours Pourpre must be a much older

Rose. Of the Roses named, these I believe to be good

—

Edouard Morren, Countess of Oxford, Louis Van Houtte on a

seedling Briar, Marquise de Castellane, Baroness UxkuU, Abbe
Bramerel, Baron de Bonstetten, Ferdinand de Lesseps like

Maurice Bernardin, Madame George Schwartz, Etienne Level,
and Madame Hyppolyte Jamain, a nice Tea Rose. At the
Dorset Nurseries Etienne Levetwas said to be the best novelty,

end Fehcien David next best. I shall know more of these and
others next year, as I have them on strong stocks. Judgment
cf plants under glass, and on weak or unsuitable stocks, can
be only approximation, and may be worthless. I speak slowly,

because it is a serious matter to many persons of small fortune
to do otherwise.

Some of the very best Roses of late years, and such as I

can confidently recommend, are FeUx Genero, Marie Rady,
Edouard Morren, Baroness Rothschild, Clemence Raoux,
Thyra Hammerick, and the two Tea Roses Madame Margottin
and Madame Hyppolyte Jamain, and I think I should add
Marie Sisley. Mine, however, is not a "Tea" situation. I

doubt if in that family Devoniensis and Souvenir d'Elise

Tarden have ever yet been beaten. These Roses are good
growers, and passed a good degree here last year—namely,
Ticomtesse de Vezins, Monsieur Woolfield, and Monsieur
Joumeaux (Marest). Captain Lamure, Henri Pages, and
Monsieur Cordier I have oast out as worthless here.

2.

—

New lioses.— A prophecy is not a fulfilment. I will,

however, venture one, and have bought, or shall yet buy, the
fioses I name. I think, from what I read and hear, these

will be good, or some of them—Firebrand, Reynolds Hole,
Claude Levet, Felicien David, Madame Lacharme, and Pierre

Seletzky. The last is a good grower, and, though budded in

June last year, it made 18 inches of good wood. Mr. Cant
speaks of it as a capital Rose. I shall order the first two ; the
others are hero.

3,

—

Winter Protection.—I bought a load of fern for 10s.,

including carriage. With this and a Uttle earth over the fern

I shall make my 2100 Roses safe at the roots and over the
point of union. I see Mr. Prince recommends drawing the
earth (as with Potatoes) over the roots till the severity of the
winter is over. Some winters there is need of little or no pro-
tection, but when zero comes in earnest, then woe be to un-
protected Roses. There is such a thing as the " beginning of

the end." Roses injured by frost or other things may not die

at once, but they die eventually. Possessors of Roses, and
rosarians, are often very different persons. One thousand
Roses well looked after will give more satisfaction than five

thousand Roses maltreated and haphazarded by reason of

mere wealth, or supineness, or ignorance. Roses in the same
family require different stocks, different soils, and different

treatment altogether.

4.

—

Stocks.—I am much pleased with Roses on Mr. Prince's

seedling Briars ; they are masterpieces of propagation. They
are the very stock for Louis Van Houtte. I have made a
bed of fourteen of it. All the plants match. I shall run
these fourteen on the Briar against twenty Baron Chaurand
on Manetti. They are both in beds by themselves. Accumu-
lation of the same colour is very effective.

I am truly glad to see so many speak-up for the Manetti
stock. I remember the time when I was the only amateur
who could say a good word for it. The faults were with the
propagator and the planter. The failure of the Briar is often

to be attributed to the bad quality of the Briar, to the planter

and the pruner ; they are not cut hard enough the first year,

and are often planted too deeply.—W. F. Radcliffe.

NOTES FROM MY GARDEN, 1873.—No. 1.

It is not given to everyone to have either the means or talent
to produce such a volume as that of Mr. A. Smee, or to make
" My Garden " a household word, but we may all of us to some
degree carry out the principle which led to the writing and
publishing of that book—viz., that our own personal expe-
rience is after all the truest guide we can offer to others. We
speak then, not from hearsay but from practical knowledge

;

we can tell of successes or defeats, and encourage one another.
And while—without incurring that bitter reproach of Mon-
taigne's, that our highest enjoyment is in contemplating the
misfortunes of others—a true gardener must rejoice at the
successes of those who are following the same pursuits, and
when he hears of their failures he comforts himself with the
idea, " Well, it was not all my stupidity ; I am not singular in
my misfortune, and I must therefore only try again." When,
for instance, I stood mourning by my Roses over my ignominious
defeat by the orange fungus, it was some little consolation to
me that a rosarian so enthusiastic, so devoted, and so intelli-

gent as my friend Mr. Camm had to confess to defeat also. I
was not glad that he had suffered, but I felt, "Ah ! then this is

a common foe, and others besides myself have felt his power."
I have thought, then, that a survey of one's doings during the
past year might be of interest to some of your many readers,
who will, it may be, take from the failures and successes of a
brother gardener fresh hope for another year's work.
And in order that I may do this more effectually it wUl be

well first to describe my garden. It has not the slightest pre-

tensions to beauty. It would give my friend Mr. Peach an
attack of indigestion, for bedding-out is at a discount in it

;

and when my friends and neighbours say, " Oh ! you must have
a beautiful garden !

" I am constrained to say, " Not a bit of it.

I had not the laying-out of my garden, and I never could under-
stand on what principle it was laid out." Trees were planted any-
how, and at the bottom of the garden there used to be a pond

—

this has been fiUed-in with made earth. The other parts of the
garden are of a rich blackish earth, somewhat light—too light,

I fear, for Roses, but suiting most other flowers well. " Our
village " we are fain to look upon as the beau ideal of an
English village. We lie snugly nestled under the brow of a
hill, but not at its base. There is a large flat place about
two-thirds down the hiU, and the ground drops away again for

some considerable distance, so that while sheltered it is not
low. Close by the charch there are some of the most extra-
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ordinary sprinRS I have ever seen. They bnbble-up from the
chalk ; and so great is their vohime, that at 50 yards they make
a current sufficient to turn a mill. In fact we are surrounded
by springs. One rises in my garden, and I have, by means of

what is called in these parts a " dip," a plentiful supply of

water. I wish I could say it is of the best quality for gardening
purijoses, but as it rises in the chalk and is largely impregnated
with it, it is of course hard, and is, I believe, very injurious to

hardwooded plants. The one great want of my garden is a
wall, but I am in good hope of being able to remedy this want
before long ; if so, it will be in a good aspect for fruit, facing

aboiit S.S.W. I have not much shade, and am now rather in

a fix as to where I shall place my Auricula frames for the
summer if my wall is built, for the shady place they now
occupy will be demolished.
My glass is not very extensive. It consists of a span-roofed

house about 20 feet by 10, and a smaller and lower house con-
nected with it. The upper house is devoted to Azaleas, Camel-
lias, Pelargoniums, &c. ; the lower one is filled by a couple
of Vines, and is used for many purposes—putting Camellias
in after they h.ave done blooming. Hyacinths when they are

first taken out of the bed of leaves in which they are plunged.
Chrysanthemums when they come into flower, Ac. Besides
this I have a five-light pit in which I winter Carnations and
other plants, and afterwards grow a few Melons; a small house
for blooming my Auriculas, and of course my Auricula frames

;

a large Cucumber frame ; and for my winter or rather early

spring salading a goodly length of Looker's Acme Protectors.

Besides this I have about half an acre of light sandy soil in
which I grow Potatoes, &c.

It will thus be seen that in many points I am not unfavour-
ably situated. Soil is good except for Eoses, climate excellent,

and situation sheltered ; my disadvantages being the hard nature
of the water and want of shade. My gardener is a factotum

—

groom, gardener, &c., does what he is told, but is not enough
of a gardener to fancy he knows more than his master. The
flowers I especially cultivate are Hyacinths, Auriculas, Eoses,
Gladioli, Picotees and Carnations, and the Eanunculus; and as

I can go on with them from March to October, I can always tell

my friends, " Although I cannot show you a garden, I can, if

you are a lover of flowers, always show you something worth
looking at." Such is my garden, and of the results of my gar-

dening during the past year I hope to teU in future papers. I

am sorry to say there is one thing I take shame to myself for

—

my garden is not as tidy as it ought to be ; but it is difficult,

unless where you can afford plenty of labour, to keep a florist's

garden in good order, and I must say in extenuation of myself
that I never saw a garden in which weeds thrive so vigorously;

the Sow Thistle, especially, is a most inveterate plague. I hope
the garden is improving in this respect, but still it is not what
it ought to be, or what I hope it ere long will be.—D., Deal.

ALPINE PLANTS FOR WINTEE BEDDING.
The person who does not admire the great majority of hardy

Alpine plants is not to bo envied, for he debars himself from
one of the most beautiful and interesting fields of study and
observation which the flora of the world affords. That these,

in most instances, tiny gems are coming more into notice, is

certainly a matter for congratulation. Besides much else that
can be said for a great many of them, it can be said that as
the freshness and beauty of other hardy flowers decay, the
freshness and charms of many of the Alpine plants are most
conspicuous at the " fall of the leaf," and downwards through
the winter. In whatever way they are arranged or grown,
they are always objects of great beauty and interest. A well-

arranged collection of Alpines, whether in pots, in a mixed
border, or on a properly-constructed rockwork, is sure to give
much interest to their votaries every day in the year. And
these are common enough ways of cultivating and arranging
them, and not a word can be said against them. But the use
of these gems as carpeting or bedding plants is as yet com-
paratively rare. We are, however, convinced that their extreme
attractiveness when so used—in groups and in quantities to-

gether—is not so well known and appreciated as it should be,

and it only requires a few striking examples of Alpine bedding
to commend this system of planting them to all lovers of
winter gardening.

Indeed, it would seem that, from the way nature nurtures
these lively plants, to cultivate them in large surfaces is the
correct way of bringing out their striking beauty to perfection.
Look, for instance, at a small morsel of some of the glaucous

Sedums and beantitully-incrusted Saxifrages, and then go
and view the same plants by the square yard and see how very
much more striking they look the one way as compared to the
other. And this is exactly how they show themselves in their
natural condition.

We would advise some of our readers who have a series or
group of beds not very large in their gardens, to try the bed-
ding of these gems after the following method. Suppose a
circular bed rising somewhat cone or globe shaped to its centre.
Let the first ring next the Box or grass edging be of Sedum
dasyphyllum, the second ring of Saxifraga rosularis, the third
of Sempervivum californicum, the fourth of Arabis lucida
variegata, the fifth of Saxifraga longifolia vera, and the sixth
or centre of the bed be Saxifraga ceratophylla. The rings
formed of these should be a few inches in breadth ; and seen
in such breadth, and in concentric rings, their individual
beauty is much more conspicuous than when mixed up in
small patches with other plants. This is just one example of

scores of combinations and plants that could be adopted. Then
for carpeting, how charmingly beautiful is a carpet of Sedum
dasyphyllum or Sedum acre aurenm, or Thymus tomentosus,
or Saxifraga glabra; Veronica repens, Veronica alpestris, Pe-
rinaria glabra, and many other beautiful dwarf spreading
plants which will occur to the minds of all acquainted with,

Alpine flora, and which supply colours almost as varied as the
summer bedding plants, and aspects of vegetation far more
chaste and interesting ! Take, for instance, a bed covered
densely over with the quite brownish grey, edge it with Saxi-
fraga rosularis, or S. incrustata, or even Sedum acre aureum,
and dot the centre or body of the bed, at intervals of 8 or
9 inches, with large well-developed plants of that gem among
Saxifrages, S. longifolia vera, and there will be produced a
bed that must look charming the whole winter, or, indeed, the
whole year. This is another combination only indicative of
what can be done with the family of hardy Alpines in the way
of grouping.
Then for dressing the surface of beds in which Hyacinths,.

Crocuses, TuHps, &a., are planted for early spring-flowering,

what could excel as a beautiful carpeting, or what could show
off bulbous flowers to more advantage, than the dwarf plants
named above, and scores of others which might be mentioned ?

If these plants were difficult to propagate or keep, we would
hesitate to recommend them for such a purpose ; but most of

them are so easily managed, and propagate so rapidly, that
they can be grown in breadths in any out-of-the-way corner,,

and many of them lifted in great tufts and planted with the
greatest ease, and without any check or injury to themselves.
The low, dense-growing, surface-rooting Saxifrages, Sedums,
and Veronicas, Antennarias, Ac, should be planted on a few
inches of soil spread over a hard surface, and when required,
as indicated above, late in autumn for planting and carpeting,

they can be lifted without check in any size or shape of tufts

required.

ISeautiful as are Alternantheras and other plants used for
summer carpeting, we do not consider it any disparagement to

such plants to say that they are not nearly so interesting to an
observant mind and eye as are these gems of beauteous hues
and more beautiful construction, which, in addition to their

beauty, are so hardy that they put on their best dress as other
plants unclothe themselves of foliage and flowers. We hope
our readers will bo induced to try this style of grouping or
planting Alpine plants, and that they will report on them ic

due time. It is a system of hardy gardening which only
requires to be begun to become one of extreme interest and
beauty.—I). Thomson (in The Gardener).

THE POTATO DISEASE—LORD CATHCART'S
PRIZE.

It will be seen from the report of the Judges appointed to

examine the essays on the Potato disease sent-iu in competition

for the prize of £100 offered by Earl Cathcart, that this praise-

worthy attempt to arrive at some settlement of the vexed
question of the primary cause of the disease and the best

means for its prevention, has ended in a failure, notwith-

standing the fact that no fewer than ninety-four essays were
sent in. The comments of the Judges will be found below. In
introducing the report at a recent meeting of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society, Mr. J. Dent Dent, M.P., said that the Com-
mittee had received the Report of the Judges who were ap-

pointed to award the prize offered by Earl Cathcart for the

best essay on the Potato disease and its prevention, and after
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considering tho raooiamendatioua malo in tliat Rsport, thoy
begged to give notice tliiit at tlie next Council ttioy would ask

for a grant of £100 to carry out tlie first recouimaudation of

the Judges. Tliey proposed tliat a special Comiuittee, con-

sisting of Lord Ciitucirt, Mr. Whiteliead, Mr. Jabez Turner,
Mr. Wakefield, Mr. Brandretli Gibbs, Mr. Brown Jones, Mr.
Algernon Clarke, and Mr. CirrntUers, bo appointed to con-

sider the suggestions "2 and 3 ; if thoy think it desirable, to

draw out in detail a scheme for further investigation into the

growth of the Potato and the incidence of the Potato disease,

and to submit such scheme to the Council. The Committee
further recommended that the Royal Agricultural Society of

England should carry out its own independent iuTestigatiou,

but as far as possible in concert with the other national so-

cieties. This Beport was adopted.

—

(Eniilish Mechanic.)
The following is the Rjport of the Judges on the competing

essays :—Tha Judges appointed by the Council of the Boyal
Agricultural Society to examine the essays competing for the
prize of £100, offered by Earl Cathcart, for the best essay on
ihe Potato disease and its prevention, have the honour to

report as follows :—They have examined ninety-four com-
peting essays, and have carefully re-examined twenty-three
selected from the total number. They are desirous of ex-
pressing their recognition of the great pains bestowed upon
the preparation of some of these essays, especially in the col-

lection of facts relating to the history of the Potato disease,

and to the various theories that have been promulgated as to

its cause and prevention. The theories most freijuently ad-
vanced by the essayists, either for affirmation or contradiction,

may be stated as follows :

—

Pretention.
Uae of new sorts for planting.
Steepintj, or kiln-drying tliQ tuber

previous to planting.
Use of lime as a manure.
Clumping, tumping, or In'Hock-

growing. Bending haulm downwards,
clear of tiie tubers. Tying haulm
upright to stakes, or growth of sorts
ba\'ing erect stalks.

Dressing haulm with sulphur,
chlorine, Ac.

Catting off tops on appearance of

Cause.
1. Degeneration of the tuber.
2. Fungus ou the tuber.

3. Wet weather, and generally
superabundant moisture.

4. Peronospora Infestans attacking
the foliage.

5. Electricity.

Sowing disease-proof sorts (either
specially mentioned, or generally,
as very early and very late vigorous
sorts).

Use of lightning-conductors of va-
rious modes of construction.
Avoidance of the use of certain

manures.
6. Plethoric, or succulent, or dis-

eased condition of tho plant caused
by the use of specific manures.

A number of other theories were also advanced, but it is

not necessary to particularise them. Like the foregoing they
have, probably without exception, been for many years
•familiar to those acquainted with the practice of Potato
growers, or with the literature of the subject. Amongst the
ninety-four essays abundant evidence may be collected both
in support and in contradiction of any of the foregoing
theories ; and it is especially noticeable that the essayists
generally consider it sufficient to assign a cause and a mode of
prevention of the Potato disease, without giving any scientifi-

cally accurate theory of their proposed remedy, or sufficient
experimental proof of the accuracy of their statements. The
Judges are, therefore, unable to admit that any essayist has
established the truth of this theory, particularly as the first

condition attached to this offer of the prize is,' that " all in-
formation contained in prize essays shall be founded on ex-
perience or observation."

Like the theories of the cause of the disease, the practical
suggestions made with a view to its prevention do not go
beyond those with which agriculturists and horticulturists
were previously familiar ; and, as regards the botanical part
-of the subject, it must be confessed that all the essayists
appear to be in arrear of tho present condition of scientific
knowledge.
The Judges have, therefore, but with much regret, come to

the conclusion that, in accordance with one of the conditions*
on which the prize was offered, they must recommend the
Council not to award it to the writer of any one of the essays
that have come before them.
The Judges have authority to say that Lord Cathcart hopes

the Council will apply the amount of his intended prize in

' any manner that in the interest of agriculture may seem most
advantageous.
Power having been given to tho Judges to report as to the

advisability of a grant being made for further investigations
into the incidence and prevention of the Potato disease, they
have carefully considered this question. They are much im-
pressed with the national importance as well as with the
difficulties of tho subject. Therefore, while considering that
the Society might, and probably would, confer a great benefit
on the community by inaugurating a sufficiently extensive in-
quiry, they feel it their duty, before recommending a course
of proceeding, to especially call the attention of the Council to
the fact that no reliable results can be expected unless ex-
periments are made simultaneously at many different places,
and continued for many years in succession.
Presuming that the CouncU is willing to grant the funds

necessary for such an investigation, the Judges have drawn up
a scheme, which they have based on the following facts:— (1),The natural history of the Potato fungus, from the time it
attacks tho foliage until the Potatoes are harvested, is now
well known

; but the history of the fungus from the Potato
harvest until its re-appearance the following year is at present
entirely unknown, and, therefore, offers a suitable field for
investigation. (2), The Potato fungus does not usually attack
the foUage of the Potato until an advanced period in the
growth of the plant ; and it has been confidently asserted by
several essayists, as well as previously m the pubho press, that
certain sorts of Potatoes are what may be termed " disease-
proof," on one or other of the following grounds:— (n), That
the haulm dies down (and the Potatoes arrive at maturity) be-
fore the period at which tho Potato fungus commonly makes
its appearance; (i). That certain late kinds also are, as the
result of experience, believed capable of resisting the attacks
of the Potato fungus

;
(c). That certain new varieties are also

able to resist the attack of the fungus.
The Judges therefore recommend— (1), That a sum of money

(say £100j be granted for the purpose of inducing a competent
mycologist to undertake the investigation of the Ufe-history of
the Potato fungus (Peronospora infestans) in the mterval be-
tween the injury to the Potato plant and the re-appearance of
the fungus in the foUowing year. (2), That valuable prizes be
offered for—(a). The best disease-proof early Potato

; (i). The
best disease-proof late Potato. The Judges appointed to award
these prizes should be allowed three years to experiment with
the competing Potatoes, and with the produce of those kinds
which may be found to resist disease, in reference to their
cropping, keeping, and cooking quahties. (3), That in order
to encourage in the meantime the production of new varieties
which may have the quahties already indicated, the CouncU
should offer prizes for disease-proof Potatoes of new varieties
to be sent in for competition in the year 1878, on terms and
conditions simOar to those already recommended. The Judges
are of opmion that although all the experimental trials with
the competing Potatoes should be under the supervision and
control of one and the same Committee, yet that the Hifhland
and Agricultural Society of Scotland, theJRoyal Dublin Society,
and the Eoyal Agricultural Society of Ireland, might be invited
to aid in an investigation of such magnitude, on the ground
that the interest of Scotland and Lrelaud in the prevention of
the Potato disease does not yield in gravity to that of England
and Wales. (Signed)

Chakles Whitehead, William Cabeuthebs,
John Algernon Clahke, H. M. Jenkins.

The Judges were not bound to award a prize, unless they considered one
of the essays deserving of it.

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUR GARDENS.—No. 13.

Dcring the winter season, while labourers are engaged in
trimming the hedges, and making-up the roads—and in the
course of agricultural operations, waste ground along the sides
of fields is often turned-up with the plough or the spade—hy-
bemating humble bees are occasionally dislodged from their
winter nests, considerably to their discomfort if not to their
peril. It may happen that the worker, not expecting to unearth
an insect, tumbles over the unfortunate bee with the clods of
earth, dry grass, and debris he is turning up, and does not
perceive it, in which case the bee may struggle forth and escape
with life ; but should the bee be seen, and the individual be a
person himself interested in the pursuits of the garden, he will
likely enough avail himself of the opportunity of dispatching
a presumed enemy in a semi-torpid condition. More particu-
larly will he be incUned to do this if he has sufficient know-
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ledge of entomology to be aware that the destruction of humble

bees in winter has much more effect towards the diminution

of the race than the killing of a corresponding quantity in the

summer time.

The prejudice against humble bees in the minds of some

does not so much arise from a dread of the sting of these

insects— for indeed it is very commonly, though erroneously,

beUeved that they have no power to sting ; but it is a matter

of everyday observation with those engaged in horticulture

that a humble bee, busy according to the proverbial character

of the race, and seeking for honey, very often attacks the out-

side of a flower and cuts through the petals with its mandibles.

This, which is not the invariable practice of any species, arises

simply from the inability of the insects to reach the honey

lying at the bottom of long corollas. To a very small extent,

therefore, humble bees may be said to be disfigurers of flowers,

yet they cannot deserve to rest under the stigma of belonging

to the injurious insects, but quite the contrary, since they help

in no small degree towards the fertilisation both of garden

flowers and the bloom of fruit trees by conveying poUeu from

place to place. It might
be pleaded in addition

that several of the Bombi
are decidedly handsome
insects, and Ijy their live-

ly motions, and pleasant

though perhaps mono-
tonous hum, gratify our
SDsthetic sense. All, how-
ever, have not admired
their vocal performances,

or the insects would not
have got the name of
" Bumble bees " or " Dum-
bledores," and these, or

at least the former, got

transmuted into " Hum-
ble bees,"—surely not by
a cockney ! It would be a

mistaken inference to sup-

pose that these Hyme-
noptera have any notable

amount of humility as

compared with their bre-

thren. Also in some coun-

ties they have been known
as " Foggies," possibly
" Fogies ;" and certainly

humble bees have at times

a fussy way of going about

which might subject them
to the charge of old-fogi-

uess. In disposition they

are most pacific both to-

wards other insects and
mankind, though through
a brief period, during the
hatching of the eggs of

the neuters, they are more ready to stand on the defensive.

At most times the roof of the nest may even be raised and the

structure examined without provoking the owners to use their

stings, for stings they have, excepting the male humble bees.

It must be confessed that in their economy they differ from the

bee of our hives. Monarchical traditions have no hold upon
these insects, for humble bees are strict republicans.

But as to their botanical labours ? Without discussing here

what is or is not the usual practice of other bees, we find three

theories afloat auent the doings of the humble bees. Some
say that they wander, led only by the impulse of the moment,
from flower to flower; others, again, assert that in their excur-

sions they confine themselves to one species, at least for each

day; while a third belief is, that when collecting they visit

plants of one family, or at least, if not quite so general as that,

then those alike in appearance and odour, belonging to the

same genus or to kindred genera. As bearing upon the subject,

a statement has been quoted from old Samuel Purchas, who
wrote upon bees in the days of Cromwell. He says, " Bees
have this property, that whatsoever flower they first begin with
when they go to work, they meddle with no other that journey,

but lade themselves with such meat alone as that kind yieldeth.

* From Figuier's " Insect World," published by Messrs. Casaell.

Fig. 1.—Nest of the Moes Humble Cee (Bombas musconim).*

This is a common but no catholic (i.e., universal) custom."
And he proceeds to show that if their supply of honey or pollen
runs short they will go to any plant that will serve their pur-
pose without regard to species. As no apiarian I hesitate to
give an opinion as if ex cathedra, even with regard to the
humble bee. But it cannot have escaped the notice of most
naturahsts that this insect, as contrasted with the hive bee, is

of a more roving turn. I can hardly see that the one-species
theory can be maintained with reference to it. Were it so,

not much credit would be due to it for anything done in the
way of fertilisation. That these insects exercise a " natural
selection " of some sort is obvious, yet it does not follow that
at any particular time all the residents in a district pursue the
same plan. Different hives or colonies may vary.
The humble bees that await, through the rains and frosts of

winter, the coming-in of the vernal season, are all of them of

the fair sex. Ancient ladies they, as age is reckoned in their

communities, yet not maidens, for each one becomes a proUfic
parent in the spring. Having shaken off the drowsiness of a
six or seven-months sleep, the first object of the survivors of

the brood of the previous
year is to discover a suit-

able spot for the location

of a colony. The abode
may be constructed of

moss or grass, if such be
the habit of the particu-

lar species ; or should it

be one that has an un-

derground nest, the fe-

males fly in search of

some hole already exca-

vated : the deserted nest

of a mouse or the gallery

of a mole is applicable

for the purpose. " Many
hands make light work,"

and the mother in pro-

spective of a happy fa-

mily of humble bees find j

that assistance will be a

desideratum. Hence it

is with great interest that

the females watch for the

appearance of the first

hatch, composed only of

neuters, which work dili-

gently at the task of ex-

tending the cells and
carry on the general

business of the colony.

Aware, seemingly, by her
instinct that the failure

of this brood would upset
all her hopes of success^

it is just at the season
when the neuters ought
to come forth that the

female humble bee proves pugnacious and even spiteful.

The discrimination of the different bees commonly called

humble bees (Bombi) is not an easy matter, and the separation

of some of the species cannot be effected without examination

by the microscope. In one species we often perceive a marked
difference of size in the case of individuals of the same sex

;

but as a rule the females are largest, the males next in pro-

portion, and the workers orneuters least of the three, averaging

only half the size of the female. The insect known as the

Carding or Moss Humble Bee (B. muscorum) has had its

history ably described by Reaumur, his account being published

by our Eennie, supplemented by his own observations, which

are here, as usual, very truthful. These Carders, at the season

they are most engaged in transporting moss to their nests,

work in line, passing the materials along from one to the other,

the last hauling each packet of moss, alter it has been carded,

into the nest. As the first in the line seizes the materials,

cards them, and then passes the moss to the next, and each

succeeding bee has only to push it by means of its legs towards

the next, the work of the first is heaviest
;
probably it is relieved

at intervals. This nest (jiu. 1) is furnished with a dome of

moss or dried plants, the base resting on the earth—only, how-

ever, upon a sUght hollow, the cells not being entirely beneath

the ground, as in the familiar B. terrestris.
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Eeturning to the subject of tho early history of a colony.

After the mother bee ha?, sometimes in a careless manner,
formed several cells, and fed the young larv.T assiduously, after

thoy h,<ive emerged, with honey and pollen until mature, she

assists tho young bees that are first ready to leave the pupa-

case to free themselves from tho envelope ; and these lend

their help to their brethren less forward. The neuters or

workers that have thus emerged, though they construct new
walls and cells, and also feed and nurture other brood, have
an unfortunate fancy for eating the eggs—so it is asserted

—

which necessitates watchfulness on the part of tho mother bee.

The larva; of humble bees are grub-like in appearance, white

and plump, and of course quite unable to provide food for

themselves ; and it has been noticed that the males and
females have a singular plan of helping-on the development of

the pupa) by incubating the cocoons in which they are enclosed,

and the elevation of temperature in that part of the nest is

marked, according to Newport. The bees at first are soft, and
the down so moist that they cauuot fly ; in the course of two
or three days they are ready to leave the nest.

Fi^. 2.—C lid fioni a Hudi'oIc Bee's Nest.''

The number of occupants of a nest {fi;/. 2) varies. Perhaps
the first brood of neuters may count forty or fifty. As many
as three hundred have been supposed sometimes to be in one
of these towards the close of a season. Mr. Smith found in

August, in one instance, 107 males, 6G females, and 180 workers.

A little difficulty in ascertaining is caused by the erratic habits

of some, who are given to the dissipated practice of stopping

out all night, reposing among the summer flowers. In the

autumn the males are the first to die-off, the neuters and the

bulk of the females following. It should be observed that in

some of their cells these bees store-up pollen and honey, the
cells being differently formed to the larval cells.

Humble bees, like others of their brethren, have many para-

sites, some rather singular—not to speak of their personal enemy,
a species of Acarus, vidgo mite, which attaches itself persistently

to the plumage of the majority of them. What has been de-

signated the Bastard Humble Bee (Apathus vestalis), dwells

in the communities of the true humble bee, thriving there,

seemingly without toiling for its subsistence. The insects

nearly resemble each other, but the false humble bees have no
neuters or workers. A species of solitary ant is one of the
strange visitors iu the humble bees' nests, the larvK devouriug
that of the bee

;
yet it is allowed by the rightful owners to

attain its full growth. A quadruped also, tho field mouse, is

a diligent destroyer of the combs and nests of humble bees,

and a modern naturalist asserts that it checks the multipli-

cation of the bees more than all other foes.—J. E. S. C.

CINERARIA CULTURE.
This old and famihar friend is a general favourite, and wel-

comed alike by rich and poor, as it appears in early spring in

groat variety of colour when flowers are rather scarce. It is

very useful for decorating conservatories, greenhouses, and
cottage windows, and when well grown yields a great quantity
of cut flowers. Like most other things it is easily gro'wn when
people know how to do it.

March, April, and June are the mouths in which the Cine-
raria naturally flowers, but by sowing seed at various times it

may be had in bloom from the middle of August tiU the May
of the following year. It hkes a rich soil, firm potting, and
plenty of pot room. In about two pai-ts rotten sods and one
part rotten dung, well mixed and broken, it grows fast and
strong, and flowers abundantly. When leaf soil is used in the

mixture, or instead of dung, the plants grow too " leggy," losing
their compact and beautiful form.

Lot us at once notice the simple mode of propagating and
growing the Cineraria. When tho plants are done flowering,
say in May, they should be cut-down level with the soil iu the
pots, and planted-out in a rich shaded corner of the garden,
where they should be allowed to grow or ppring-up like her-
baceous plants. About .July they will be ready to be propa-
gated by slips, a great number of which may be taken from
each stool or plant. A few rootlets may be seen growing from
each slip. When tho young roots are about the size of cat's

teeth the slips should be taken off, potted singly in small pots,
and placed iu a shaded frame. I say singly, for if two or more
off-shoots are potted together they seldom do well, but if potted
singly they will soon fill their small pots and require larger
ones. Let them have shifts into .5-inch and 7-incli pots as
soon as needful ; and about tho end of September let them
have their final shift into their flowering pots. It grown in a
span-roofed house they should be placed near the glass on the
north side of it, for Cinerarias do not thrive so well under the
direct rays of the suu. Plants thus treated, and fairly dealt
with in other respects, will be respectable specimens of good
culture, commanding the attention of all who come near them.
Now for seedling Cinerarias : I have generally for out-door

display sown seed at the beginning of February, and treated
the seedlings like some kinds of bedding plants, for instance
Lobelias ; and I have frequently used Cinerarias and her-
baceous Calceolarias as bedding plants. A bed of Cinerarias
looks well for a short time, but unfortunately flowers of this
plant out of doors run to seed very soon.

For autumn and winter-flowering plants I sow seed at the
beginning of May, and grow the plants out of doors on the
north side of a hedge or wall during the summer months.

—

A. Petiigeew.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
What is to be tlie upshot of all the agitation that is going

on in the horticultural world, or rather amongst those con-
nected with the Royal Horticultural Society?—a question that
must be occurring to many besides myself, and one that re-

quires careful consideration.
If we are to believe what report says, tho Society is in a

complication of difficulties of long standing, and there are
evidently a variety of schemes afloat for setting it to rights,

but without either unanimity of purpose or action. In fact, it

would appear that there are a number of cliques, each agitat-

ing on its own account for something, and as regards several
of them, it is by no means apparent what that something is.

We are weekly made aware of the existence of Mr. G. F.
Wilson's clique, proposing the reduction of the Fellows' sub-,

scription to a guinea as a certain restorative, also, I believe,

advocating removal from South Kensington ; but Mr. Wilson
does not state where ho would take the Society to. According
to Mr. Wilson's statement there is a clique of " competent
horticulturists iu London engaged in the work of reconstruc-
tion." Eeconstruction of what ? for I am not aware that any
London society has as yet actually fallen to pieces, therefore
what does this reconstruction mean '? Perhaps this clique
meditates turning the present Council out in February, and
the reconstruction means putting themselves in their places.

If so, it would be well to know who these " competent horti-

culturists " are, and what their subsequent policy would be.

Then there is the vote-by-proxy clique, who, I believe, have
requested the Council to summon a meeting of the Fellows.
To do what ? Why, " to make a bye-law to give the power of

voting by proxy." Now, if I read the charter aright, the
Fellows do not possess the power of making a bye-law at all;

consequently the meeting will be a futile one, independent of

the fact of a similar proposal havmg already been negatived
once this year.

A clique of horticulturists which existed a short time since,

called the " Horticultural Defence Committee," took upon
themselves (iu conjunction with another clique I believe) to go
as a deputation to Her Majesty's Commissioners, at least so

the Defence Committee's report stated ; but query, did they
not merely go to Her Majesty's Commissioners' oflice ? How-
ever, be this as it may, what did they go to do ? Nothing but
mischief, for they possessed no power to make arrangements
with Her Majesty's Commissioners, even if they met them

;

nor had they any authority from anyone to attempt to do so.

In fact this movement on their part looked to me very like the
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rank and file rushing over to the enemy's camp without either

the presence or authority of an officer, simply to be caught in

a snare prepared for them.
I read a proposal to build a club house at Chiswick for the

convenience of the country gardeners, as a meeting place, &c.
This seemed to be in connection with Mr. Wilson's guinea
scheme.
Then there is what is called the Kensingtonian clique, a

large and wealthy clique too, and one that contributes largely

to the Society's funds, who, it is said, desire that the South
Kensington gardens should be kept in first-rate order (at the
Society's expense) for themselves and their friends to play
croquet in, with frequent flower shows and band-playing for

their own, their children's, and their nursemaids' amusement.
All these cliques are apparently pulling in different direc-

tions ; the more they pull and waste their strength, or, in

other words, the more they squabble and disgust the subscrib-
ing Fellows, and consequently fritter away the Society's means,
the better, I guess, it will be liked by the mightiest clique of

all—Her Majesty's Commissioners, who, under these circum-
stances, will have simply to bide their time and let these
cliques go on fighting till, like the Kilkenny cats, there is

nothing left but then- tails ; then they will be able to walk
quietly in and swallow-up what little remains, and all the
cliques had been fighting over.

This, I fear, will be the upshot of matters connected with
the Eoyal Horticultural Society if we do not mind.

I am not aware if any of these cliques has consulted the
Council, which is the only body possessing any power to make
arrangements with Her Majesty's Commissioners, or anyone
else. Whether this body ia unanimous upon a policy or is

also divided into cliques I know not ; but it is whispered that
they too, either in their corporate or individual (a mode of

proceeding as ruinous as the Defence Committee's) capacity,
or both, have in some way or other endeavoured to induce
Her Majesty's Commissioners to come to some arrangement.
If this be so, iu which way, and with what objects in view, it

is the duty of every FeUow to make himself acquainted, and
the duty also. I take it, of the Council, in a business-like and
straightforward manner, to inform us, and not to follow the
example of the previous Council of trying to sell us, and then
expecting us, without consideration, to vote upon the instant
the confirmation of the warrant for our own execution.

If there are a few independent Fellows who take an interest

in the Society's welfare, and who are desirous that it should
be preserved intact, and that it should maintain the position
which the Eoyal Horticultural Society of England ought to

occupy ; moreover, that it should be free to manage its own
affairs, financial and otherwise—free, iu fact, from all foreign
control, and free to expend its income for the promotion of

the science of horticulture—I say, if there are some who have
not formed themselves into party cliques, but who are desirous
of promoting these views, it is time that they should come
forward and sign a requisition also, requesting the Council to

call another meeting (or to arrange for the continuation of the
one alreadj' called), not to consider an isolated question which
can be brought to no issue, but to consider what can best be
done to reinstate the Society in an independent and prosperous
position ; at the same time soliciting the Council to state

plainly their views and policy, and to assist them in solving
the problem.

I cannot bring myself to believe that Her Majesty and the
Eoyal Family can really intend to desert the Society, the pro-
sperity and maintenance of which at South Kensington formed
a part of the late Prince Consort's scheme both for the pro-
motion of the science of horticulture iu conjunction with
other sciences there, and for the adornment of the Kensington
estate.

There can be no two opinions, I think, as regards the desir-
ableness of coming to " satisfactory " arrangements with Her
Majesty's Commissioners if possible ; but what those arrange-
ments should be requires mature consideration, and I maintain
that the whole body of the Fellows should be consulted, and
given ample time to consider. We must bear in mind that
we possess for nineteen years the control of most valuable
property—property, too, that Her Majesty's Commissioners
want at once; in fact, bad as our affairs are said to be, I

believe we possess the means (if judiciously handled) of in-

ducing Her Afajesty's Commissioners to come to us (instead of

onr going to them), and with such an offer of terms that
would enable the Society to maintain an honourable and inde-
pendent position, and at South Kensington too. But if Her

Majesty's Commissioners will not meet us upon fair and
honourable terms, then let us keep them out of every inch of

ground that belongs to us, and make no temporary arrange-
ments whatever with them.

—

John Denny, Stoke Nexoington.
P.S.—The word " clique" is intended to apply iu its classi-

cal meaning, not in the now generally accepted one.—J. D.

As Mr. Wilson proposes to alter my letters I would ask him
to be accurate when doing so. "The old Council was " not
"caused to retire by a very small number of votes and those
mostly local ones." The number on the last— i.e., the thirds
occasion of voting was nearly 450, besides which many, I

should say one hundred, persons were present who did not
vote on either side. Those who have been present at other
elections will quite agree with me that at no previous occasion
(except in 1864 when about one hundred votes were taken) had
there been one-sixth of that number of votes. This remark
applies to all the elections at which Mr. Wilson was placed on
the Council. I see by a circular that I have just received that
Mr. Bateman, and those who are in favour of the proposed
proxy bye-law, consider three hundred votes quite sufficient to

justify the introduction of that serious innovation. These are

the only affirmative answers. How many negative answers
they have received they carefully refrain from mentioning.

Persons pay rent when it becomes due, and not till then [see

clause 14 Eoyal Horticultural Society's Charter, E. H. S. " Pro-
ceedings," June, 1861, page 5.31]. When the £2400 annual
rent becomes due we may be sure the Commissioners will make
the Eoyal Horticultural Society pay it.

The Commissioners of Woods and Forests are appointed by
the Crown, so also are the Commissioners of 1851, and both
are appointed for public purposes. The former by the terms
of their appointment are bound to improve the pecuniary
value of their trust, while the latter are under no such
obligation. If, then, the former can and properly do give

great pecuniary advantages to the Zoological and Botanic
Societies, so the latter, by their agreements with the Eoyal
Horticultural Society, do and properly ought to give the same
to the latter Society. With regard to the one-guinea sub-

scription the country Fellows might say, " We have no chance
of enjoying the recreation portion of the gardens, so we will

only pay one instead of two guineas." So Mr. Wilson must
allow for one new guinea Fellow to make up for the amount ho
would lose by each diminished subscription. During the six

years I lived entirely in the country I may safely say I could

not have entered the gardens as many times for purposes of

recreation. I am not a South Kensingtonian, but a staunch
horticulturist. I oppose proxies because I have seen how, by
artistically-drawn-up circulars which are to be signed " without
delay," many are led to give their proxies, and have not the

moral courage afterwards to withdraw them when they find

how such documents have deceived them. I have seen the

effect of proxies in large trading companies as well as in learned

societies, and dread it equally in both.

Mr. Wilson thinks he can shift his responsibilities very

easily on to the shoulders of his predecessors. To my mind
the man (even if Mr. Wilson's assertions be accurate) who
pursues and supports a ruinous course is as responsible for its

disastrous effects as the man who initiates it.—A Life Fellow,
E. H. S.

AUEICUL.VS—MK. TRAIL.
Another veteran florist is gone from amongst us, and in

ranks that are thin such gaps fill slowly. Mr. Eobert Trail,

born near Montrose in 1706, died at his residence, Aberlady
Lodge, Drem, early last November. He was one of the most
enthusiastic members of the Edinburgh Botanical Society,

sparing no pains to take part in its meetings and discussions.

He also showed a very deep and lasting interest in the In-

firmary and Lunatic Asylum at Montrose, acting as a director

of these institutions for many years.

As a florist Mr. TraU was best known for his attachment to

the Auricula, and his fair success with it. Contemporary with

our sadly-missed friend the late George Lightbody, living to

the same age, and for the same forty years working patiently

lUio him at improving the beauties of a favourite flower, it will

rightly be supposed that so long patience has had its reward.

This has been so, and Mr. Trail, like his old friend George
Lightbody, of Falkirk, has obtained honours in a difficult sub-

ject, leaving us some very beautiful varieties of the Auricula.

What a strange nature has this hardy little favourite ! Not
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that it 13 bad to grow, but because it has suffered no one man,
as yot, to boast of many victories over its weak points and
native imperfections. Lists of other cultivated flowers alter,

oh, how quickly ! A Rose election is necessary now and again

to pick quaUty out of quantity. But the high blue-blood

Auricula is more than a queen in this. It knows little of

such revolution and abundance. We have the belles of fifty

seasons blooming by the side of dKhatante beauties and holding

their own. But it is just a difllculty which gives zest to a

pursuit and value to success. My favourite, the Auricula, is

all the more to me for not being a facile flower on this point.

With one surpassing triumph I should feel like the lioness in

the fable, whom the dog with many whelps reproached for

having but one cub. " True," said the royal mother, " but

you forget that that one is a lion !

"

Mr. Trail, like all true florists—and this is why florists'

flowers thrive with florists only—always took the culture of

his favourite flowers into his own hands. He was ever most
generous with them, and would freely give young plants to all

who would properly care for them. In the case of a valuable

seedUng this generosity sometimes comes back after many
days. Mr. Trail knew the pleasure of occasionally receiving

from friends again the seedlings of which he had himself

lost all stock. He looked a very aged man when he came all

the way from Edinburgh to Manchester for the last National

Auricula Show, and told us how well the sight repaid him.

He was glad to see how good some of his own seedlings could

come—better than he had thought—and he brought pips of

a few of his last to show us. We did hope once or more
again to meet him thus, but he almost shook his head. He
could not promise—and he was right.—F. D. Hoenkb, Kirlibij

Maheard, Eipon.

TRAINING POTTED CLIMBING PLANTS.
The cheapest mode, as a correspondent, " Chelmsford,"

observes, is by the aid of sticks, and we prefer them painted

L

I

Fig. 2.

brown rather than green, the parts of them that are visible

then look more like parts of the stem. But Mr. B. Read,
many years since, suggested the mode very generally adopted,

and represented in the following woodcuts. It is simple and
convenient. The rods {fi<j. 2) and rings (seen in //;/. 1) are made
of strong galvanised wii'e ; but they might also be made of wood
with iron hooks. The hooks should be made to fit the ring

exactly, and the rods can be made of any length, according to

the nature of the plant they are meant for. Also, when neces-

sary, they can be taken out of the pot, painted, and put together

again with very little trouble.

MnsHROOMS IN December.—One morning in the second week
two men, named Mark Greenough and Edward Chew, found
in fields at Low Moor, Bradford, Yorkshire, upwards of 2 lbs.

of Mushrooms, the largest weighing nearly 17 ozs.

Strawberry Comte de Zans.—I have not seen the variety

called Comte de Zans mentioned. This is a first-class variety,

as productive as Black Prince, and in size of fruit like Pre-

sident. I first saw it at Darlington, and was much struck

with its prolific character, a plant in a pot having been shown
with about fifty large fruit. It seems to be a great favourite

near Darlington. I find that it succeeds satisfactorily on thie

east coast, where several kinds never bear at all.—R. H. D.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Since the year 1871 a Japanese silkworm, the Yama-

MAYA, which feeds on Oak leaves, has been in process of suc-

cessful acclimatisation in Bavaria and Wurlemberg. The
caterpUlar is green, and about a finger's length ; it appears in

spring, and the moth lays its eggs in August. 'These pass the

winter in the open air. The worms are generally kept in a

well-ventilated room, and require little attention. This is the

summer Yamamaya ; but, as we learn from a German source,

a different insect, the winter Yamamaya, has lately been in-

troduced, and is likely to displace the former, inasmuch as it

yields two generations each year—at the beginning and end of

summer. 'The summer Y'amamaya passes the winter only as

an egg ; the winter Yamamaya only as a cocoon. The summer
Yamamaya lives as caterpillar, cocoon, and moth only in

summer. About the end of April it leaves the egg as a cater-

pillar, and it dies as a moth about the end of August ; its eggs

giving the worms of the next year. The winter Yamamaya,
on the other hand, passes both summer and winter as a cocoon,

and the moth appears in April or May. The worms appear

from its eggs in about a month ; the spinning of the cocoon

begins between the 7th and 27th of July, and the moth leaves

the summer cocoon between the 5th and 28th of August.

Though the winter Yamamaya appears as a worm later than the

summer Yamamaya, it precedes the latter as a moth. The eggs

which it now leaves produce worms in ten or twelve days

;

after fifty-two days these spin their cocoons in which the

winter is passed. These cocoons bear a cold of 10° K. There

are other advantages in using the winter Yamamaya; the

spring worms appearing later than those of the summer Y'ama-

maya, Oak leaves are more easily procured ;
the animal also

eats more readily, spins a larger and better cocoon, and lays

more eggs. The acclimatisation is now being prosecuted with

vigour in Siebenbiirgen and the south of Austria.

—

(EngUsh

Mechanic.)

VicE-CoNSnL Dupuis reports that the Rosa harvest of

1873 in the villayet of Adrianople has on the whole been

remunerative to cultivators, and the crop is said to yield about

500,000 misoals, or about 9.3,750 ozs. of otto or atta of Rosea,

and is valued at about £70,000; but, owing to the moist

weather, distillation was profuse, and the product is conse-

quently less strong than in 1872. According to the degree of

dryness of the season it takes from 8 to 9 okes (23 to 21 lbs.)

to 14 to 16 okes (38 to 41 lbs.) of the blossoms to produce one

miscal of oil ; and the price ranges, according to quaUty, from

14 to 18 piastres the miscal, or from 13s. Id. to 16s. lOrf. per

ounce. The mode adopted for testing the purity of the dif-

ferent quahties of these oils is to put the essence into flasks,

which are afterwards immersed in water at a temperature of

63° to 68° Fahr. ; if the quality be good, it will freeze, and this

oil is preferred to all others as being of the purest kind. Some
inferior oils will not freeze even at 52". The oils from various

soils differ greatly in quality ; and manufacturers frequently

adulterate the oils by an admixture of a substance produced

by them from certain lands of grasses. Otto of Roses is mostly

exported from Adrianople to Germany ; buyers from that

country annually resort to Adrianople, and make purchases to

the amount of about 62,000 ozs., the remainder finding ready

markets in Constantinople and the East.

ARUNDEL CASTLE.
The Seat of the Duke of Norfolk.

The Premier Duke, the Earl Marshal of England. These

are high-sounding titles, and of long descent ; but not less

honourable is that of his eldest sou, the Earl of Arundel, who

is a peer of Parliament during his father's hfetime, so long as

he holds the Keep of Arundel. We only know of one parallel

case in the peerage. For years no notice has been taken of

Arundel Castle gardens, and it is only now that, through the

kindness of " A Visitor," wo are enabled to present our

readers with a few jottings of what is there to be seen. More

than a quarter of a century ago he tells us he was there, and

passed many a day in the beautifully-wooded park of between
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1200 and 1300 aerei?, and in which is what is said to be the

grave of Bevis of Hampt^n. We will, however, preface our

correspondent's jottings with a brief outline of the history of

the place.

A tradition of Sussex alleges that in the Bevis Tower of

Arundel Castle resided the giant so named, that he had a

weekly allowance of one ox, two hogsheads of beer, and cor-

responding quantities of bread and mustard. Moreover that

his horse was named Hiroudelle, after which not only the

castle was named but the whole district, now corrupted into

Ai'undel. We are contented to believe that the name means
the broad dell or valley along which the river Arun passes.

Even in early Anglo-Saxon times it was a place of mark, for

King Alfred devised to his nephew Anthelm the Manor of

Arundel. In Domesday Book it is called " the castle of

Harundel," and was given by William the Conqueror to his

favourite military chief and relative Roger de Montgomery, but

as he revolted and supported the king's rebel son this estate

was forfeited to the Crown. Henry I. settled the estates and
earldom on his second wife Alice of Loraine who subsequently

married William de Albini, and by marriage one of their

descendants brought it to a Fitz Alan, who assumed the earl-

dom " by tenure ouly." In 1579 it again passed by marriage

to Howard, Duke of Norfolk. Philip, Earl of Arundel, his son,

was attainted, and Queen Elizabeth seized the Honour of

Arundel, but it was restored to his son in 1009, and has since

remained the possession of the family.

During the parliamentary war the castle was battered down
by Sir WUliam Waller in 1643. Thomas, Duke of Norfolk,

in 171G, added and fitted-up a brick building for temporary
residence, but this was removed in 1796. In 1786 Charles,

Duke of Norfolk, restored the Castle according to his own
design. The square tower of the N.E. angle was begun in

1791, and the south front in 1795. The Great or Baron's

Hall on the western side of the Court was begun in 1806, and
connected with a chapel at the north end. 'The new gateway
was begun in 1809. 'The Keep, a circular tower, and some of

the walls of the ancient Castle remain. The Owls were kept

in the Keep.

Althohgh it is now upwards of twenty-five years since I

visited Arundel, yet the little change which the town has under-

gone was to me striking ; it seems to be at a standstill, not-

withstanding that the railway has been brought nearer it, and
the distance from London has been shortened from upwards of

seventy to less than sixty miles. In the gardens, on the other

hand, great alterations and improvements have been effected
;

trees have grown-up that were merely young plants, and the

extent of glass has been largely increased.

From the commanding position of the castle, the pleasure

grounds surrounding it present a great diversity of level,

sometimes ascending to the Castle, at others overlooking the

pasture land of the vale. By the side of cue of the walks

two noble specimens of Cupressus macrocarpa, which must be

upwards of 35 feet high, form conspicuous objects, and near
them is an Irish Yew 25 feet high, together with fine examples
of Thujopsis borealis and dolabrata, Abies Smithiana from
50 to CO feet in height, and Picea cephalonica. A Cedar of

Lebanon, stated to have been planted in 1830, has branched
low down the stem, and covers a space 60 yards in circum-
ference. Paulownia imperialis, besides its noble foliage, offers

.in additional attraction in its flowers, which are produced
every year. Passing by a valley on the left, the banks of

which bear a profusion of the common Hart's Tongue Ft rn,

and are overhung with Tews and tall timber trees at the back,

the flower garden is reached through a new gateway, close to

which are the ruins of the old barbican. This garden, of

which the accompanying is a representation, from a photo-
graph by Mr. Russell, of Chichester, is of great extent, and
when the bedding plants are in full bloom it must have a
brilliant effect, especially when viewed from the Keep, to

which the public are admitted on certain days. It is entirely

within the ramparts, along which the Pampas Grass waves its

silvery plumes, and the walls are partly clad with Ivy, while
on other parts fruit trees are trained. The most conspicuous
objects at present are the magnificent standard Portugal
Laurels, several of them standing 12 feet high, and some fine

Bays. The borders at the sides are filled with herbaceous
plants ; and as a proof of the mildness of the climate of

Arundel, and of the mildness of the winter as well, it may be
remarked that within a week of Christmas Veronicas and
Chrysanthemums, also bedding Pansies, were in full bloom.

At one end of the flower garden is a Loquat tree, but this,

though it flowered two years in succession, has not as yet
fruited, even though one year it was covered with glass.

On passing-out of the flower garden on the opposite side,

one finds oneself on the edge of a steep hiU, commanding an
extensive view over the Mid-Sussex Railway, with pasture
land in the foreground, while at the foot of the hill is a kitchen
garden of 4 acres, through which runs a stream, where Water-
cress is grown in abundance. From its low position I should
conclude that spring frosts would be destructive here ; and it

is probably on that account that only the hardier kinds of vege-
tables are grown there. Along the edge of the hill a walk skirts

the outside of the Castle. On the bank on one side a profusion
of Soolopeudriums and Polystiohums delight the eye, while
the steep declivity on the other is studded with Box, Yews,
and Hollies, and nearer the base with lofty Oak, Ash, and
Beech trees.

I next entered what is called the Castle Park, to distinguish
it from the larger park. The sides of the boundary walks are
planted with Araucarias and Deodars, the whole area being
surrounded with Laurustinus, Hollies, and mixed shrubbery,
with Lime, Thorns, Spruce, Elms, and Oaks in the back-
ground. I was much interested in some of the trees in this

park, and for this reason—two of the Oaks planted by Her
Majesty and the late Prince Consort in December, 1846, had
been there only a few months at the time of my former visit,

and slow-growing as the Oak is, they are now trees. That
planted by the Prince Consort is much the finer tree, and one
would suppose it to be a quicker-growing species. A Crypto-
meria, planted by H.R.H. the late Duchess of Kent in 1848,

is now a noble specimen ; and a Wellingtouia planted Oct. 8th,

1858, long after my visit, I should judge at little less than
30 feet high. In this park there are two tanks, one to supply
the town, and one for the Castle ; but in the Great Park there

are, besides, two largo tanks as a reserve.

Next I will glance at the kitchen garden and forcing depart-

ment, and before coming to the principal one, containing the

glass structures, I will take the outlying portions. First there

is an orchard of 5 acres, in which is also the frame ground,

where Sea-kale, Rhubarb, Asparagus, Potatoes, &a., are exten-

sively forced, whilst lif;ht after light was filled with Lettuces,

as well as with Strawberries, in readiness for being forced.

Passing through a tunnel under the London road, with the

sides of the walk planted with Cedars, Yews, Aucubas, and
other shrubs, we come to another large kitchen garden partly

walled, and the walls planted with Peaches and Nectarines,

Plums, and Cherries, and the borders with Apples and Pears,

Gooseberries, and Currants. A considerable portion of the

ground slopes southward, and is consequently well adapted

for the production of early crops, and though the sea can be

seen from the higher portion, the position is well sheltered by
woods from the sweep of the winds.

Next comes the walled garden, in which are the forcing

houses, having an area of some 5 acres. The principal walls

surrounding it are 16 feet high, and provided with broad

wooden copings ; they are planted with Peaches, Apricots,

Figs, Pears, Plums, and Cherries, according to aspect, and the

borders with trees of the last three fruits and with Apples.

Some quenouille-traiued Pear trees 10 feet high are found very

productive. Against the south wall is the old lean-to range,

nearly in a line with the gardener's house, where, by the way,

was a hedge of Roses in bud and bloom. It is upwards cf

50 yards in length, about 18 feet wide, and is in three divi-

sions, the first being a Peach house, and the other two vine-

ries. The whole was undergoing repair preparatory for forcing,

which, but for that ch-cumstance, would have been commenced
at an earlier period. There is an ample provision of shelves

all round, as well as at top, for Strawberrry-forcing and other

purposes. On the wall at the west end of this range is a large

old Wistaria, which extends 160 or 170 feet along the top of

the west wall.

The Pine pits run parallel to the last-mentioned range, and

are three-quarter-span, 48 j'ards long, and in three divisions,

two of which are occupied by fruiting and the other by suc-

cession plants. The front sashes slide down, and the back

lights are also moveable, pushing outwards. For bottom

heat Oak leaves are employed. The varieties grown are the

Smooth-leaved Cayenne, Charlotte Rothschild, Black Antigua,

Black Jamaica, Moscow Queen, and a few Montserrat. Several

fruit ripe and ripening were large and handsome. Shelves at

the back and in front are utilised for Strawberry-forcing, Ac.

Next comes a fine new range consisting of two iron lean-to
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houses about 13 feet high at back, and 20 or 21 feet wide, each

19 yards long. It is worthy of note that the glazing-bars are

of copper, which, though very enduring, must have entailed a

heavy expense at first. There is a broad flagged pathway at

back, andiu each house there is a deep tank in which the rain

water is collected. These spacious structures are used as

vineries ; and a corresponding pair of timilar dimensions are

used as Peach houses. In one the Peaches are trained in the

ordinary way on a trellis near the glass, but in the other they

are planted-out in the border orchard-house fashion, and
trained with umbrella heads; on the back wall in the one
case are Figs, in the other Peaches and Nectarines. There
are, in addition, two fine span-roofed houses running north

and south, 21 feet wide and about 70 feet long. One of these

is a vinery, planted with Black and white Muscat of Alex-

andria, White Nice, Lady Dowue's, Black Damascus, and
some other varieties, but the greater part of the crop had been

out ; the other is a Peach house planted with umbrella-trained

trees, with, in addition, some Plums and Cherries.

I will pass over the remainder of the glass, which comprises

a number of heated pits in which bedding plants, and Dracfenas

and other fine-foliaged plants are grown for house decoration

;

for Arundel is a fruit-growing, not a plant-growing place, and
in the days of McEwan its victories were numerous in the
" tented field " of Chiswick, as well as at the Regent's Park.

I have to apologise for the imperfect notes which I place at

your disposal, for my run through the place was rapid, and
the time of year one of the least favourable that could have
been chosen for such a purpose ; at the same time, in con-

cluding, allow me to place on record the order and cleanli-

ness in which the grounds are kept.

—

Visitor.

GARLANDS.
The use of garlands both at weddings and funerals is of

great antiquity. According to Pliny, however, flowers were
not used in garlands till about the year 380 B.C. Before this

date they were composed exclusively of branches of trees or

green herbs. He relates that the painter Pausias being in love

with the garland-maker Glycera, first caused flowers to be
combined with the green. These two, the one working in the

materials nature gave to her hand, the other imitating them
on his canvas, vied with each other in the novelty and taste of

their designs, and thus introduced the fashion. Among the

Greeks, Boses, Violets, and Myrtle appear to have been the

favourite flowers for garlands. The first, sacred to the Graces,

as well as to the god of silence, the second believed to have
health-restoring powers, and the third dedicated to Venus,
whose altar was decorated with wreaths of Myrtle. By the laws

of the twelve tables, those were crowned with garlands when
dead, who in life had merited the honour. The public games
had each a distinctive crown, and not only had the victors their

temples wreathed with Parsley, Fennel, or other herbs, but,

according to Pliny, a like token of respect was granted to their

parents. Amongst the Romans the same custom prevaOed
;

and a civic crown of Oak leaves was the reward of him who had
saved the life of a Roman citizen. A Roman bride wore a

chaplet of flowers and herbs upon her head, and a girdle of wool
about her waist, and at funeral feasts the mourners wore garlands
while celebrating the virtues and achievements of the dead.

When paganism retired before the advance of Christianity,

all ancient customs were not abolished ; and the beautiful and
significant use of herbs and flowers at weddings and funerals

was still retained. In Cole's "Art of Simpling" he thus speaks

of garlands formed of the Cypress, Kosemai-y, and Bay. " They
are all plants wliich fade not a good while after they are

gathered and used—as I conceive—to intimate unto us, that

the remembrance of the present solemnity might not die pre-

sently, but be kept in mind for many years." Flowers, on the
contrary, were used as emblematic of the shortness of life.

Amongst the Anglo-Saxons, flowers appeared both at their

bridal and burial feasts. After the " benediction ceremony,"
as Strutt calls it, the bride and bridegroom were crowned. But
as these garlands were kept in the church on purpose, tliey must
of course have been composed of artificial flowers. That bridal

chaplets continued to be worn, contemporary writers bear
witness. Chaucer takes care not to omit the garland in de-

scribing Griselde adorned for her marriage. In the fifteenth

century brides wore garlands either of flowers or corn ears.
* The poets and authors of the sixteenth and seventeeth cen-

turies abound with references to plants and flowers as used
both in bridal and funeral ceremonies. At this period, trees,

herbs, and flowers had a clearly defined significance. Cypress
and Yew were emblematic of death and immortality ; Rue was
the "herb o' grace;" Rosemary was for remembrance, and is

mentioned by several old herbalists as good for strengthening
thememorc. Violets symbolised fidelity, the Columbine deser-

tion, and the WiUow has been from time immemorial the tree

of mourning, especially devoted to forsaken lovers. These
sweet old superstitions have disappeared before the light of

reason. We no longer believe in the signatures of plants, and
their consequent efficacy, but the familiar flowers of our poets

stiU speak to us in a language we feel, while the grander exotics

are dumb. Strutt gives a detailed description of a wedding
procession in the time of Queen Elizabeth. The author is

speaking of the marriage of his hero. " The bride being attired

in a gown of sheep's russet, and a kirtle of fine worsted, her
head attired with a billimeut of gold, and her hair as yellow as

gold hanging down behind her, which was curiously combed
and pleated, according to the manner of these days ; she was
led to church between two sweet boys, with bride laces, and
Rosemary tied about their silken sleeves. Then was there a

fair bride cup, of silver gilt, carried before her, wherein was a
goodly branch of Rosemary gilded very fau-, and hung about
with silken ribbons of all colours ; next there was a noise of

musicians, that played all the way before her. After her came
the chiefest maidens of the country, some bearing bride cakes,

and some garlands made of wheat finely gilded, and so passed
to the church ; and the bridegroom finely apparelled, with the

young men followed close behind." By this it would seem
that the emblematic garlands were carried by the bridesmaids,

and that the bride wore instead an ornament of gold.

At the end of the seventeenth or beginning of the eighteenth

century, garlands were still borue at funerals, though they were
then mostly composed of artificial flowers, with a mixture of

gold and silver tinsel, silk, dyed horn, and other tawdry ad-

ditions. In the centre of these crowns or garlands hung a

piece of white paper shaped in the form of a glove, on which
the name and age of the deceased were inscribed. In Yorkshire

and other parts of England the custom of hanging up garlands

of cut white paper over the seat that a "virgin dead" had
once occupied in church, prevailed to a late date. At the

present time in various parts of Germany and northern Europe,

a maiden when laid in her colBn is crowned with a Myrtle
wreath. In the south also the bodies of young girls and
children are crowned, but generally with artificial flowers, too

often of a tawdry kind. The wreaths of Immortelles on the

tombs abroad, particularly in France, are familiar to everyone.

It is a touching spectacle to see whole families loaded with

flowers and garlands, trooping to the cemeteries on All Souls'

Day, to deposit their tribute of love at the graves of the de-

parted. In Pcre-la-Chase, the tomb of Abelard and Heloise used

to be pointed out, the effigies almost concealed by wreaths of

Immortelles placed there by h'.< amoureux hifortaui'S, it was said.

To revert to the brighter side of the subject, garlands have

continued to constitute an essential part of bridal array in all

countries, though the flowers selected for this purpose vary.

In Normandy Roses find favour. When a man has little or no
dowry to give his daughter, it is a saying there, that he will

give her a chaplet of Roses. In Italy the .Jasmine is the flower

selected. In Germany the Myrtle wreath prevails, as in the

classic days of Greece and Rome. It is a frequent practice for

a young gii-1 to plant a Myrtle, and to watch and tend it till

the time arrives when she requires the delicate blossoms for a

bridal wreath. Should she die unmarried, the same Myrtle

furnishes her Todtiiikraiiz. It is considered extremely unlucky

to present another with Myrtle from a plaut dedicated to one
alone, either for life or death. The Myrtle crown of the bride

is fre(iuently alluded to by German poets. In the northern

provinces of Germany, and in Scandinavia, the bridal crowns

are composed of artificial Myrtle, ornamented in a manner
more showy than tasteful, with additional flowers in gold and
silver. These crowns are often a foot or more in height. In

the evening the garlands are ahgctaint, danced off; a lively

tune strikes up, and the bridesmaids and other girls dance

round the bride, who is blindfolded. Suddenly the music stops,

when the bride places the crown on the head of the girl who
happens to stand before her at the moment. Of course the

maiden thus crowned will be the next to be married.

—

{Argosy.)

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Look over window plants iu pots carefully, and with a soft

sponge or piece of cloth and some cleau, soft, mUk-warm water
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wipe the dust from every leaf. Small-leaved plauts, such as

Myrtles, may be more speedily cleansed by dipping their heads
in a tub of water, and -n-hiskiiig them several times through the

water. The health of plants to a very great extent depends on
the pores of the leaves being free from dust. What the lungs

are to the animal the leaves are to the plant. Any that are in-

fested with green fly should be put into a large tub or box and
fumigated gently with tobacco smoke two days in succession,

giving them about an hour and a halt each time. Keep the

surface of the soil in the pots open, and the pots clean. Beware
of overwatering Geraniums, and, in fact, all plants at this dull

season. One of the very best window plauts is the old neglected

Lily of the Nile, Calla lutbiopica. Another first-rate and easily-

managed plant is Dielytra spectabilis. When it has done flower-

ing it should be placed-out in a light rich soil, be lifted and
potted in September, and when the foliage has decayed put it in

any cool place till it begins to grow, when it may be transferred

again to the window.
The amateur who possesses a greenhouse should towards the

end of the month shift Geraniums that are well rooted, using a

rather heavy and rich soil, potting and keeping the plants well
lied and near the glass. See that Camellias are never allowed to

get dry at the roots, otherwise you may lose your buds ; and do
not expose them at any time to cutting currents of air. Calceo-
larias that are well-rooted in small pots should have more pot-

room. A soil of half loam and well-decayed dung or leaf mould,
with a little sand, suits them well. Keep Verbenas, Scarlet

Geraniums, and other bedding plants free from dead leaves. If

you have Vines in your house and they are not yet pruned, lose

no time in getting it done. Little can be done out of doors at

present beyond the collection of manure. Road-scrapings and
turf-parings are excellent for mixing with your pig manure,
and these, well saturated with soapsuds and other fertilising

liquids, will make a famous dressing for your garden in spring.
Where the ground has been previously rough-dug or ridged, fork

it over on frosty mornings, so that the frost may penetrate and
pulverise the soil to a greater depth. As we may yet expect to

have some severe weather, any plants, such as China Roses,
that are rather tender should be protected, for having been
somewhat excited by the late fine weather, frost will have more
effect upon them and might prove very injurious. Any hardy
climbers on walls, as Clematis, &c., if not previously done, may
now be neatly trained.

Vegetables.—Marshall's Dwarf Prolific and Mazagan Beans
are the kinds generally used for early crops. The latter is the
hardier ; and if not done before this, some may be sown for an
early crop as soon as the weather will allow, in shallow drills

about 18 inches apart. On a warm border they may be planted
in the row about 3 inches apart, and covered about 2 inches
deep. On the first fine day a sowing of Dillistone's Early or
gangster's No. 1 Peas may be made on a warm sheltered border,
which should have been ridged crosswise. Draw the drills

within '3 inches of the bottom on the south side of the ridge ;

this will keep the seeds dry and prevent them from rotting, as

sometimes happens, especially in a retentive or clayey soil. For
this crop the seeds should be sown pretty thickly, and in case of

intense frost they should be protected by fern or furze. Some
of the latter chopped may be put in the drills to prevent the
ravages of mice.

FituiT.—Any fruit trees trained against a wall may now be
pruned, have their shoots railed quite straight, and disposed so
as to cover the wall equally. Standards may also now be
pruned, taking care to cut-out all cross branches. Gooseberries
and Currants, if not previously pruned, may now be gone over,
BO as to allow the gi'ound to be dug between them.
Flowees.—If any bulbs, such as Daffodils, Anemones, or

Tulips, are not already planted, the earliest opportunity should
be embraced for getting them in. Those planted in October will

now be above ground ; they should be covered with fern to keep
them from frost. Every unsightly object should be removed
from the flower borders, so as to give them a neat appearance.

Window Plants.—Spring and autumn are the times of the
year at which window plants require the greatest attention. It

is usual to have the plants outside the windows even during the
night in the summer season, and kept in the house both night
and day during the winter. In the intermediate seasons of

spring and autumn the plants are frequently placed in their
summer positions during the day, and it is desirable that they
should be placed in their winter situations during the night.
Our climate is so variable at those seasons that we not only
have summer during the day, and winter during the night, but
whole days of summer and winter alternating with each other.
Sometimes we have warmer days in April than in May or June,
and occasionally we have more severe frosts at the beginning of
September than any which occur again till November is nearly
over. Now, it is not the absolute heat or cold, but the rapidity
of the transition from the one to the other, which is injurious to
plants, and therefore it is absolutely necessary for all such as
have their house plants in the perfection of beauty, to attend to
those circumstances. This is more especiaDy necessary in towns

where people are much less interested in the changes of the
weather, and therefore much less observant of them, than they
are in the country ; and I have no doubt more plants are de-

stroyed from want of attention in tliose variable periods of the
year than from any other cause. It is a safe rule to trust no
plant less hardy than a common Geranium outside the window
all night earlier than about the 20th of Juno, or later than the
1st of September. No doubt there are many nights before the
first of these times, and after the latter, during which the
plants might remain in the open air without injury. There is,

however, no knowing what a night may bring forth at those in-

constant seasons, and therefore the safe plan is not to leave the
plants to chance.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The weather still continues favourable for all out-of-doora
operations. The thermometer has fallen to the freezing point
once or twice during the week, but the days have been mild.
Much of our time has been taken up with wall-nailing and
pruning the pyramid and other fruit trees on borders specially

devoted to their culture. As they have been under summer
pruning, all that is required at this season is to thin-out the
branches where they are overcrowded.
We had a very heavy crop of fruit last season. Apples were

most abundant, nor has the fruit ever kept better than it has
done this year. The fruit-room faces south, and being an upper
storey is rather dry, so that where the fruit had not been quite

ripe when gathered it has shrivelled a little. Of course there

are some varieties of Apples which shrivel more readily than
others ; for instance, the true old Golden Pippin will keep in good
condition longer than the Pitmaston Golden. Ribston and King
of the Pippins do not become soft even under unfavourable con-

ditions. Cox's Orange Pippin will keep a very long time, but if

the fruit is not quite ripe when picked it also becomes soft.

When it is desirable to preserve a quantity in good condition,

and the fruit-room is not well adapted for them, it is a good plan
to wrap each fruit separately in a piece of soft paper, placing a
layer of fruit in the bottom of a box or barrel; this layer is then
covered over with dry sand, then another layer of fruit, which is

covered with sand in the same way, and so on until the box or

barrel is filled. It is not necessary to look over the fruit very
often, as should any of the specimens decay the sand will, to a
considerable extent, prevent the mould from spreading.

All the trees are well furnished with buds, but we do not
expect those that were overcropped to bear another full crop
next season. The borders are being dressed with rotted frame
manure, and will be dug over with a fork just deeply enough to

break-up the surface. Some persons recommend the borders not
to be disturbed by fork or spade. We fancy digging lightly is

beneficial to the trees : the borders have a tidy appearance after

being dug, and the hoe can be more readily worked when weeds
appear.

It is highly desirable to stir the ground amongst all green
crops with the hoe, not so much to destroy weeds as to aerate
the ground.
Lettuce planted in cold frames, and which is now ready for

use, should be kept free from decaying mouldy leaves, and have
the lights removed whenever the weather is mild, shutting-up
closely at night. Made a sowing of early Peas on Dec. 23rd, the
ground in splendid order. Our two favourite sorts are Alpha
and Tabor's Perfection [Sangster's No. 1], to which are added
this year William I. and Blue Peter; both were grown last year
tor the first time. The last-named is the best dwarf blue Pea,

and William I. will displace all the other early Peas for exhibi-

tion purposes. The haulm is generally thin at the bottom, and
as an experiment equal quantities of seed of Blue Peter and
William I. were mixed together ; the dwarf sort will fill-up the

bottom part and thus utilise space.

FBUIT AND FOKCINCt HOUSES.
Fines may now have a higher night temperature—65" as a

minimum, with a bottom heat of 85°. As the temperature is

increased a little more atmospheric moisture will beneficial to

the plants, but no water should be put in the evaporating-

troughs as yet. We find it necessary to examine carefully all

plants that are throwing-up fruit, and to ascertain the state of

the roots; if the soil is very dry it is best to thoroughly saturate

it with water, and not to give any more until the soil is again
comparatively dry.

Cncinnhcr houses require a good deal of attention at present.

The night temperature ought not to fall below (15° even in cold

nights after this time. Tlirips and green fly are troublesome,
but tobacco smoke applied on three successive evenings soon
clears the plants of them. The leaves being tender at this

season, it is better to smoke oftener than to run the risk of de-

stroying them. The pipes in our houses are well supplied with
evaporating troughs, but experience has taught us that too much
vapour ia injiuious, it causes the foliage to be wanting in sub-
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Btanco and unhealthy. Dni-ing the late spring and summer
months the trouRhs may always be supplied with water.
Mushroom, beds should be in full bearing now, and to keep-up

a supply other beds should be in progress. We fancy the best
Mushrooms are produced when, say, a fourth part of cow manure
is added to that from the stables. It should be thrown together
and allowed to heat until the rank steam is thrown off. The
manure must be sheltered from the rains, which at this season
would be injurious. If it should become too wet it will be im-
proved by being spread-out about !) inches deep on the floor of
an open shed before throwing it up in a heap. The manure
ought to be moderately moist at the time the bed is made-up,
and should be rammed down quite firmly, which prevents over-
heating. The spawn may be inserted when it is found the tem-
perature of the bed will not exceed 85° or 90°. It is not de-
sirable to water the bed until the Mushrooms appear, when a
moderate watering of tepid water should be applied. In all
cases 2 iuches of maiden loam should be placed over the surface
of the bed and beaten down firmly with the back of a spade.
Fifty-five degrees is the best temperature at which the house
should be maintained.
Dwarf Kidney Beans in pots where the temperature is G5°,

unless due precautions are taken, will become infested with red
spider. To keep this pest in check syringe the under sides of
the leaves every morning, and do not allow the soil in the pots
to become dry.
Asparagus Forcing.—"Waese there are heated pits no diffi-

culty should be experienced in keeping-up a supply of this vege-
table. Shallow beds with two or three rows of pipes for hot
water in the bottom are well adapted to maintain the tem-
perature of the beds ; about 18 inches of stable manure and
leaves should bo placed over the pipes, and when the heat has
declined to 8.5°, the clumps of Asparagus roots should be planted
on the bed. The temperature of the house may be 50° at first,
rising, as the crowns show signs of moving, to a minimum of 00°.
When dung beds are used for forcing this vegetable there is

always much danger of the roots being damaged by too much
heat ; and when the first heat declines applying linings of fer-
menting manure often involves considerable labour.

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE.
Stove.—There is now a paucity of flowers. Bouvardias of sorts

are invaluable for cutting ; they require a cool stove. If the plants
are removed to a greenhouse when in flower, they must not
remain there too long, as the young branches die-off with the
cold. Urceolina aurea is a very distinct stove plant ; its clusters
of drooping yellow flowers are very ornamental, and the effect is

much enhanced if they are grouped with specimens of Aphe-
landras. But perhaps the most useful of all winter-flowering
plants is Dendrobium nobile. A set of plants of this are kept
in a cool house— a late viuery where the atmosphere is dry suits
them best^aud at intervals of two weeks remove a few plants to
the stove, and in this way a succe.SBion of bloom may be kept up
from December until June.
Greenhouse. — The most valuable subjects at present are

the different varieties of the Camellia; the large handsome
flowers of different shades standing out against the bold glossy
dark green foliage cannot be surpassed. When cultivated in
pots there is always danger of the plants becoming unhealthy,
or the complaint is made that the buds drop-off. The most
frequent causes of these evils are over-dryness at the roots or
in the atmosphere of the house, or stagnant water at the bage
of the roots, caused by the drainage being choked. The fleshy
roots of the Camellia are easily injured, and the first signs of
anything being wrong is the flower-buds dropping off. If any
of the plants are infested with scale the leaves will be dirty

;

they should then be washed with soap and water.
Epacrises and the winter-flowering species of Cape Heaths

are very valuable for cutting ; they require to be well attended
to as regards the root-supply of water, the ball should be tho-
roughly moistened when water is required. Sometimes a plant
standing near a flue or hot-water pipes will be over-dry, and the
ball will part from the sides of the pot; when this is the case
the ball should be rammed-in rather firmly, and the pot soaked
in water for half an hour.
Specimen plants of Stage and Fancy Pelargoniums must now

have the shoots trained regularly over the plant ; those intended
to flower late shoiild be stopped. Smoke the house it only one
green fly is to be seen, water cautiously at the roots. The
variegated section require very little water during the present
month. Allusion has lately been made to the mould or damp
on Chinese Primulas. Ours are very badly affected. The only
way to save the plant is to remove the fungoid growth with the
fingers, and apply fresh-slaked lime to the injured part. Prompt
action is necessary.

FLOWER G.tBDEN AND bHRUDBBRY.
No better weather could he desired to forward all operations

in this department. All shrubs, especially evergi-eens, should
have been planted by this time. If any work of this sort
remains yet to be done no delay should be made. It is highly
desirable that the plants be established before frosts come. A

mulching of rotted manure over the roots is of much use in
warding-off frosts. Roses ought also to be planted-out before
the new year comes in.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
J. Hill, Spot Acre, Stone, Staffordshire.

—

Catalogue of Forest
Trees, Shruhs, Bases, Fruit Trees, <(-e.

J. Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, London.—Career's
Vade-Mecim, 1874.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*.* We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, cOc, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those ou
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Books (B, W.).—It you need only the names and short descriptiong of
plants and the orders they belong to, Loudon's " Hortus Britannicus " will
suit you.

Supplement (F. H. K ),
—"When we give extra pages we call it a snpple-

ment. You have mentioned goldfinches and buU&nches, bat have not
finished your query.

Encroaching Trees (Welby).—The courteous mode of proceeding is to
ask your neighbour to lop-off the brandies overhanging your garden. If he
refuse to do so, you may lop them. As to the roots, you may cut them off

as far- as they penetrate your soil, but no further.

Climbers for Various Pcrposf.s (i?o?fi).—The Bougainvilleas will do in
a winter temperature of 45°, or occasionally 40 \ if kept dry at the roots.
Clitubers for covering the chains which support a 40-feet polo are Jasminum
nudifiornm, Caprifohum Periclymonum, Clematis Vitalba, and climbing Eoscs
Dundee Ivambler, Amadis, and Rampanto. Some of the best Clematises are
Alexandra, Ilenryi, lanuginosa nivea, Lucie Lemoine, Mrs. James Bateman,
Star of India, Jackmanni, and mbro-violacea. A few climbers for a greenhouse
—Bignonia iasmiuMides splendida, Kennedya biraaculata variegata, K. ino-
phylla floribunda, K. Marryattie, Lapageria rosea, Mandevilia suaveolens,
Passitlora Countess Nesselrode, Ithyuchospermum jasminoides, Jasminum
graudiflorum, Tacsonia Van-Volxemi, Hoya carnosa, and Sollya linearis. A
few climbers for a hothouse or store—Aliamanda cathartica, A. Hendersoui,
Ciasus discolor, Clerodeudron Balfourii, Dipladenla crassinoda magnifica,
Ipomrea Hor-sfallire, Passidora Decaisneana, P. princeps, aud Stepbanotis flo-

ribunda. Flowering stove plants—Anthurium Schorzeiiauvim, Apbelandra
aui'antiaca Eoezli, liurcbellia capensis, Centropogon Lnceanus, Dalechampia
Koezliaua rosea, Erauthemum pulchellum, Eucharis amazonica, Franciscea
calycina major. Gardenia radicans major, Ixora acuminata, I. cocciuea superha,
Lasiandra macrautha floribunda, Medinilla magnifica, Pentas carnea, Bond?-
letia sppciosa major, Thyrsacanthus rutilans. Euphorbia jacquiniteflora, and
Poinsettia pulcherrima.

Trees and Siirucs for Exposed Position (E. ^L P.).—The best trees

for an exposed position are the Sycamore, and the Corsican and Austrian
Pine, Mountain Ash, Bird Cherry (Corasus Padus), and common Elder. With
these as nurses or as a screen yon may ao break the violence of the winds
from the west as to grow to the east of them, and under the shelter of the
above, a great variety of shrubs ; but in the absence of particulars we are

unable to advise.

CiiRYSANTHEMujia AFTER Flowerino (Idsm).—Cut away all the old shoots
clo.se to the ground, and take the cuttings when 3 or 4 inches long, and pot
them singly in small pots, and keep them in a cool house until rooted, and
then remove them to a cold frame until April, when they may be shifted into

larger pots, and in May may be placed out of doors in an open sunny spot.

Camellias for Cool Houses iF. T., Dublin).—The lean-to houses which
you propose to construct against your existing houses, and which when
finished will have northei-n aspects, wUl not, if unhcated, be suitable for Ca-
mellias, but if heated they would answer admirably. Without beat we fear

you would not be able to give the needed stimulus for a good growth and
thorough ripening of the wood. On the front stages of such a house you
would bo able to grow Azaleas and a majority of greenhouse foliage plants.

Unheated, your houses would suit the hardy kinds uf Ferns, which in their

mnltifid forms are very fine. If you cannot heat the proposed structures, any
nnsightlinoss of the walls might he overcome by covering them with Ivy.

Pruning Pyramid Pear and Apple Trees (K.).—The "lateral fine

spray growing out of the various main branches and loaders " should be cut

back to two eyes, and the shoots produced in consequence next season should
be stopped at the third leaf, and afterwards to one leaf, unless they are

wanted for extension; then they should be allowed to make six or moro
leaves before being stopped, stoppmg again at the third leaf. Had the shoots
been stopped to thi-oe leaves tboy would not now have needed cutting-back.

Pinch them well in summer, and little or no winter pruning will be necessary.

Arranging Staging of Greenhouse (3f. B.).—Yitnr house being a lean-to

5 feet wide, with a Peach tree against the back wall, you will only be able to

have staging in front of the house, and that, to do justice to the Poach tree,

should not be more than 2 feet G inches wide, and Hat. There may also bo at

the back of the house a shelf about 1 foot 9 inches wide, 2 feet 3 inches or so

from the floor, formed of laths, so that it can be removed as required for

top-dressing the soil about the Peach tree. The plants on the stage should
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not be large, or they will shade the lower part of the back wall, and the Peach
tree will not thrive.

Destrdying SLnas (H. K. J.).—One remedy would be to take off the

surface and burn it, as doing so would destroy not only the kIuks but their

eg«a. Unless the land is Btrong we do not advieo this, as we find that re-

peated ftjiiilicafions of lime, freeh or newly Blaked, are a perfect cure. It

should bo aiipliod at the end of the day or early in the morning', making the

K^rtmad quite white, and repeat the application every week or ten days, and
best after rain. The ground, between the dressings, ought to be stirred with
a hoe or fork. Your case being a bad one, we advice sowing the flower as

well aa kitchen garden with salt in March, evenly broadcast at the rate of

twenty bushels per acre, following with the lime as may bo requisite.

Plants under Trees (O. C).—Aa you wish for a few ferns, we may Bay

that it is only the commoner kinds that will succeed, and those not well un-

less the soil is moist. The most suitable Ferna are Lastrc-a Filix-mas, Athy-
rium Filii-fcemina, Lastrea dilatata, Blechmim Bpicant, Puiystichum acule-

atum, Scolopandrium \'ulgare, and Polypodium vulgaro. Other plants are

Ilypericuin calycinum, Periwinkles of sorts, Primroses, Lily of theValleyin
places nnt densely shaded, also Violets, Snowdrops, Winter Aconites; and
shrubs, such as common Laurel, Tree Box, Aucubas, Mahonia or Berberis

Aquilolium and repens, Butcher's Broom, Laurustinus, Holly, and Ivies,

which are probably the finest of all subjects for growing under trees.

Winter Drebsinq fob Fruit Trees [Idem).—The object being to

destroy vermin, use paraffin oil mixed with an equal proportion of soft-soap

solution, 4 OES. to the gallon of water, and apply it from the fall of the leaf

until the buds begin to swell in mild weather. It must not be applied after

the buds have swelled. They may be dressed with 8 ozs. of soft soap to a
gallon of tobacco juice, the jnice being heated to 160-, and the soft soap
thoroughly dissolved, applying it at a temperature of not less than 90^, nor
exceeding 140^.

Case for Trichomanes {S. A. B.).—Tho case should be lined with zinc,

and not only that, but have a loose or false b<jttom of perforated zinc, which
should be placed 1 inch above the bottom, and the latter should have a small
pipe and thumb-screw, so that water draining from the soil may be removed
at plea-iure. The sides, ends, and top of the case should be of Ktass, and the
ends should open. The drainage should be placed on the perforated zinc,

and consist of an inch or two thick of pieces of stone, and over it some
rough pieces of peat should be laid to keep it from choking. Use from 4 to

6 inches of soil, but 3 will suffice; it should consist of fibrous, spongy, brown
peat, and a third of freestone or sandstone, with a little silver sand, placing
pieces of sandstone on the surface. The plants ehonld be plauted rather
high, and the interior of the case must always be moist. If they have
enough the fronds will have dew-like drops on the fronds every morning.

Sea Sand for Storing Beet—Heat from Leaves and Dung—Clean-
ing Vinery (C S.).—Sea sand answers for the storing of Beet, Parsnips,
and Artichokes, but it should be dry, and is then as good as, or better than,
pit sand. The heat of a well-mado hotbed of leaves and dung will endure a
considerable time, but is liable to diminution of temperature after it has been
made from a month to six weeks, it being necessary to renew the heat by
linings—that is, when a uniform and continued temperature is required, as
in growing Cucumbers or Melons. It will answer without liniugs for raising

plants from cuttings or seeds; but if to be used continuously for that
purpose, the heat will need to be renewed by linings. All the woodwork of a
vine'^y ought to be washed with soap and water, and the glass with clear

water, for which the garden engine is very suitable, but the dirt on the glass
will need to be dislodged by a brush or sponge, and then driven off with
water from the engine.

Camellias Mildewed {Constant Subscriber).—No wonder your plants are
mildewed when, as yon say, the leaves are seldom dry. The low situation and
surroundings of the house are such as are favourable to fungi ; but could you
not have gentle fires, so as to render tho house drier, air being given freely ?

If the plants are very close together the distance should be increased, and
the moisture may be kept under by admitting air more freely, leaving a little

on at night ; but gentle fires will be neceseary to secure the required tempera-
ture, and in dull periods to promote a circulation of air. With this we do not
think you will have mildew. It may be destroyed by dusting with flowers of
sulphur, through a muslin bag or old stocking, the parts which are attacked.

Weight obtainable of Early Grapes {An Old Soldier).—An. ordinary
greenhouse, 12 feet by 16, only heated sufficiently to preserve plants in winter,
will not produce Grapes early, but now and then good 3rapes which might
ripen about August are obtained. Allowing, therefore, that plants are cul-
tivated in the house, which necessitates a portion of the glass being kept clear
of foliage, you might, perhaps, produce from BO to 100 lbs., but it is difficult

to say with anything like certainty what ought to be grown in such a posi-
tion; 80 much depends on the management. If, however, your purpose is to
compete in the market with others, we would not advise you to attempt to
ripen your Grapes too early unless the heating apparatus, the situation, and
other cooditions are favourable. The attention req"iied, as well as the price
of coals, will leave you but a poor chance to compete with the professional
grower, who has large houses contrived expressly for early forcing.

Fertilising Sandy Soil vtith Liquid Manure {An Old Soldier).Soi\
of the description you name is the most benefited by liquid manure. Some
years at:o a friend occupying a plot of such land on the top of a hill, and
which under ordinary treatment produced scarcely anything, by dint of deep
cultivation and the free application of manure, both solid and liquid, con-
trived to have for his horses some of the heaviest crops of Lucerne, Clover,
Rye, Tares, and other green foods which we have seen. Much the same may
be done for cows, but we would not advise you to give the cows Cabbages, as
they taint the milk, and it is now too late to sow or plant anything likely to
be of use in the spring, unless it be Cabbages. We would therefore recom-
mend the ground to be deeply cultivated, taking care if the surface soil is
shallow to keep it still to the top, but disturbing the subsoil as much as
possible to allow of depp-rooted plants, like those mentioned, descending in
search of food. You might try a small portion of it in grass, but unless well
watered it does not do well on dry soils. Better try the Vetches, Saintfoin,
Tares, Clover, &c., which all withstand dry weather better.

Glass House for Vines and Bedding Plants (A Constant Rcad/'r).~
Your plan cannot well be improved, unless it be by tho addition of T iron-
bars ae supports to the glazing-bar between the principal rafters, which would
otherwise bag-in if of greater length than 6 feet. Tour plan of ventilation at
top by glass is also good, but we would adopt a somewhat different arrange-
ment in front, and have the pillars immediately underneath where the rafters
are. This, however, is of little consequence, as you contemplate having the
front hghts made to open, and the easiest mode of doing this is to hang them

Jon hinges at the top. Tho pipes for heating might bo about 18 inches from
the front wall inside, and the Vines planted in that space, the roots being
allowed to run outside and inside. As you contemplate only having two
pipes, we would recommenl them to bo both together in the fnmt, as the heat
will ascend well enough, and the house being a lean-to, the top will always ba
warmest. We fear the Peach tree on the back wall will not do much good, as
the Vines will speedily occupy all tho glass and deprive the back wall of light.

You might, however, plant a Vine or two against the back wall; they would
compete with those on tho roof for the light, and you might get a few
bunches from them for a year or two, ond if necessary one or more might be
trained from the top down tho rafter. We have seen Vines do very well when
so treated. There is no better Grape than Black Hamburgh, but you might;
also have Buckland Sweetwater or Foster's White Seedling, but let most of
the Vinos be Black Hamburgh. If you know of any house near you similar to
that which you intend building, we would recommend you to inspect it first,

and make inquiries whether improvements cuuld not be effected. You will

obtain more information about details by such means than can be given in a
column of letterpress, and in general you will find gardeners not only willing

but pleased to impart information. We are sorry your oommnnication has
been unavoidably delayed.

Flowering Cinerarias Early (P. Q.).—They may be flowered in autumn
and early winter, tho seed being sown in March in a hotbed, and the plants
grown-on throughout the summer in cold frames, shifting them into their
blooming-pota in August, and removing them in September to a light airy
position where they will have a temperature of 45^ to 50'^ from fire heat. If

kept in an ordinary greenhouse they will not flower until tho new year. We
have some now in a greenhouse at 40^ to i^° that ware sown last March, uij
the flowers are Just expanding.

Row FROM A Quart or Pbas {Idem).—A quart of early Peas will sow a
row 100 feet long, but as the early crops have greater viciasitudes of weather,
and wet and cold soil to contend agEiinst, we bow rather more thickly, allowing
a quart to 90 feet. A quart of the large kinds as the Wrinkled Marrows, will
sow a row V20 feet long, allowing for casualties.

Propagating Pommter de Paradis Stocks (G.). — Those will striko

root from cuttings of one or more year's old wood, but are best of two or
three years' growth, inserted two-thirds their length in moist soil, and abonfe
8 inches apart. Tho cuttings t^hould be 9 or 10 inches long, and all tho eyes
ought to be removed except the thiee uppermost. They should have a warm
soil, aa from our experience this stock is not suited for the Apple in bleak
elevated situations and northern parts of this country. The cuttings should
be put in from November to February inclusive. Layers are the best mode
of propagation, make stouter stocks in a shorter time, and, consequently,
sooner fit to be worked than those from cuttings or suckers. The layers
should he made from November to February.

Covering Crocus Bulbs with Soil (P. D. W.).—We have never grown
our Crocuses with the bulb on the surface, or partly covered with soil, but
always cover them with soil 1^ to 2 inches deep, which we consider quite deep
enough for those grown in puts. Even Hyacinths we bury up to the neck,
entirely covering Tulips and Narcissuses. The Celery you mention as being
sent to us by bouk post has not reached us ; and judging from what you say,
we do not think the caterpillars, beyond the injury to the leaves, will have
done the Celery any harm. A Melun frame should face the south, but will
answer if facing south-east, but the former aspect is to be preferred.

Passe Colmah Pear not Ripening (Q. Q.).—This Pear ripens very well
with US in the neighbourhood of London as a pyramid on the Pear stock. la
cold districts it would require a wall. With us it is now in season. As it

does not succeed on your wall, we advise you to regraft it with some other
sort. It likes a rather dry warm soil ; if grown on unsuitable soils the flesh is

gritty.

Pansies and Violas (Idem).—Write to Mr. Ware, of the Hale Farm
Nurseries, Tottenham.

^Apple Tree with Bark Parttno from the Trunk {E. M. 3/.).~Re»
move all dead bark with a sharp knife, and wrap haybands round the trunk.

Name of Fruit (J. Bill).—We do not recognise your Shropshire Apple.
It is a fine variety for culinary use, and as it is an almost unfailing bearer,
ought to be more known.

Nasies of Plants [Eildare Su6«frt6erl.—Centaurea candidissima. (H".

Hicks).—We cannot name plants unleas their flowers are sent; nor did wo
ever hear of the name " Creeping Myrtle."

POTILTET, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE,

THE PAST AND THE PRESENT YEARS.
Certajn subjects get old ; and if we had to deal with them

only, we should shrink from the fact we had nothing new to
relate or to chronicle, that our best efforts would be " as tedious
aa a thrice-told tale," and that we should do well to let the time
and opportunity pass.
But there are other and better things that are always new,

and which we believe we have in common with the rest of maru
kind. There are seasons when it is impossible to think of pass-
ing time without serious feeling. Thus, when year after year
we approach the subject of the new one, we neither wish to nor
can repress a feeling of gratitude that we have been spared so
many years to report upon the past and to hope for the future,
to avoid the shipwrecks in that which is beginning by using
largely the experience we have gained in times past.
We have no need of a profession of faith ; our ideas and

opinions are known, and we are proud to say they are approved.
We have no new flag to hoist. For many years we have en-
deavoured to hold an even balance, to spare no criminal from
'* fear, favour, or affection," to charge no innocent one from
" hatred or malice." The confidence of our friends, and a con-
stantly-increasing circulation with its attending prosperity, em-
bolden us to speak as we do. While we do not hesitate to say
this much for ourselves, yet as we know the greatest military
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talent would be useless on an emergency without men or stores,

so we know nothing that we could do would avail unless we
were supported by our subscribers and readers. To them we
tender our hearty thanks.

In treating of poultry, and of those pursuits that are connected
with it, we have to view it in a light comparatively new, but one
that increases daily in importance. Poultry and Eabbits are
producing large quantities of food, and will produce more. In
the teeth of the fact that food is daily increasing in price, that it

is admitted to be scarce, we cannot ignore the evidence that the
amount hitherto raised only induces us to consider how much
more may be done by painstaking and judicious selection ; also

by a larger amount of encouragement given to those classes that
<are food-providers contributing both weight and quality. It is

often to be regretted that sliows seem organised more with a
view to bring together birds that are admirable for feather rather
than food. The question is so important that it cannot fail to

bring itself forward ; and when it is seen that poultry now enters
into the consumption of the artisan's household and into the
feeding of the people, it is worthy the consideration of all, that
they may devise the means by which increased production may
be attained. Taking the question of Rabbits when they are im-
ported by the ton, of eggs counted by hundreds of miUious, of

<jeese and Turkeys by thousands, consuming a great part of the
produce of Picardy and Normandy, we cannot help asking our-
selves whether some of the many thousands of pounds paid for
these things may not be kept at home, or whether, viewing
these things as trivial, we do not allow the idea to rob us of the
energy and perseverance that are the characteristics of our race.
In this shoit notice we do not purpose to go into the question,
but it must be done at some future time.
A review of the poultry year is made easy and comparatively

imimportant by the exhaustive articles that constantly appear in
our columns. It would appear that many of the weight-making
birds have nearly reached the possible Hmit. Among these we
may class Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, and fowls. We do not say
that some may not at times be exhibited of enormous weight,
liut as an average we doubt if they will still increase. The
judgment of the public has been as usual correct in the treat-

ment of the French breeds, and that which has before happened
has repeated itself. The La Fleche, popular as they are in the
district which gives them their name, have been fairly and
anxiously tried, and found wanting. They will not acclimatise.
The Houdans and Creve-Cccurs not only hold their own—they
improve greatly, and we doubt whether those bred in England
could not successfully compete with their foreign brethren.
Por those who detest a broody hen, and do not care for chickens,
the introduction of these birds is a boon, and as they become
well known in their properties and requirements, which they do
a few years after their introduction, they can be profitably kept.
The size of the eggs they lay is a great advantage. Among the
breeds that have hardly remained stationary may be classed the
Spanish. Their properties are so similar to those of these
French breeds, that it may fairly be supposed some who took to

the French forsook the Spanish.
Hamburghs have certainly improved during the past year.

Malays have taken an onward and upward stride. We are glad
of it. These old and meritorious servants have been too long in
the cold shade of public neglect. Aylesbury Ducks are falling
off in numbers and weight, while the Eouens flourish in both
pai-ticulars. We suppose fashion is not confined to costume or
ajiparel ; it has its influence on poultry. Many years since there
were large and long classes of Sebright Bantams. Their merits
were so even that they were the plague of the judges. Merits were
magnified, and defects dwelt upon in order to come to a decision.
Kow it is difficult to get a dozen together. Then the Black and
White were bred to marvellous perfection. They, too, have
dipped their flag to the Game. The numbers in which these
birds are shown are very great, and exhibitors have realised that
it is necessary to show Game Bantams, differing only in size
from their larger brethren.
Most attractive classes have sprung up in those for Carolinas,

Mandarins, and other varieties of wild fowl. The numbers of

the first two in their separate classes, all of startUng beauty, and
in perfect plumage, formed at Birmingham one of the most
beautiful sights ever seen. The varieties showed birds in a
perfect state of domesticity, which some years ago were known
only to " hardy explorers," or through books.
The year has been a pleasant one for those engaged in poultry.

Without being exceptionally favourable for rearing, the diffi-

culties of temperature were not insuperable. There has been a
ready sale for almost all sorts. Shows have been well supported
in every way, but some alteration will be required with some of
them. The pursuit must still be made a holiday for ladies, and
a thing in which they take a persoual interest. Wo are truly
grateful we have only to do with these ordinary things. We
have no abuses to expose, no thieateuings to x^ubliBh, no com-
plaints to make.

When we think of those with whom we are brought in weekly
contact, our thoughts have to do with friends only. We summon

them in imagination ; we view them with our mind's eye, and
warming with the contemplation, we suit the action to the
thought, and, holding out our hands, wish to all our frieudsi and
subscribers, and contributors

A H-iPPY New Yeah.

POULTRY JUDGES.
Having been an ardent admirer of poultry for the last fifteen

years, and a successful breeder and exhibitor at most of our
large shows for the last twelve years, I look upon the controversy
now going on upon the above subject as one of great importance
to all fanciers, and I agree with the Rev. E. Bartrum in saying
that with so many new shows springing up, and the number
of qualified judges diminishing, it behoves everyone to bestir
himself and do his best to avert such a calamity. I confidently
recommend to committees of poultry shows Mr. Samuel Burn,
of Whitby, who has been a breeder of nearly every variety from
his youth, and a prizewinner at all of the great shows ; in ad-
dition I know from experience that his heart is thoroughly with
the fancy, and nothing gives him greater pleasure than to meet
his brother fanciers and have a chat about their pets. Of his
ability to judge all varieties I have no doubt, and I am con-
vinced that whatever committee will give him a trial will be
thoroughly satisfied. I may here mention that Mr. Burn was
engaged as one of the Judges at the North of England Show
held at Whitehaven last January, and his awards gave such
general satisfaction both to exhibitors and the public, that the
local newspaper speaks of him thus:—"Mr. S. Burn made his
first appearance here, but if we may judge from the expressions
of satisfaction on all sides with his awards, it will not be his
last."

—

Edwaed Feabon, Whitehaven.

BAD FASTENINGS OF POULTRY BASKETS.
From time to time I read in your Journal complaints from

exhibitors at shows, of their birds having been stolen or ex-
changed, either at the show or on the journey to or from, and
no wonder after what I saw a few days since. On the Reigate
town railway platform there were two new close-woven wicker-
work baskets, about 40 inches deep, with lids to correspond, but
without any handles—all most suitable ; and yet how were they
fastened ? One loosely with a very thin piece of string ; the
other also loosely, with one piece of string rather thicker than
the other, but half worn through. Each lid might be easily

lifted up 2 inches, and if roughly lifted by the lid the strings

would, without doubt, have given way. I called the attention
of the railway porter to the fact, and presently a youth came
and put to each basket two or three more fastenings of thin
twine, and these baskets were going in this state to the Lewes
Poultry Show, and would have one or two railway changes to

make before arriving there. Is it, then, to be wondered at that
birds are lost if sent in such a careless way ? The senders have
no ground of complaint if birds are sent back on their return
journey equally carelessly packed.—W. D. P.

[We can fully sustain our correspondent's statement. Ex-
hibitors comj)laiu of losses, and too often charge them to the
carelessness of the show or railway officials, whereas the ex-

hibitors have taken no proper care to employ either eflicient

baskets or efficient fastenings.

—

Eds.]

BROMLEY POULTRY SHOW SCHEDULE.
Allow me to call attention to what I consider an important

omission in connection with this schedule, I mean the absence
of the names of the members of the Committee. The prize list

is a very liberal one, and if it do not produce a good entry I am
sure it may be attributed to this cause, as exhibitors like to know
that they are trusting their birds to gentlemen of experience in
poultry-keeping, and that their birds will be properly cared for;

and further, it is only natural that, after paying their entry
fees, they should feel a little anxious to know who is responsible
for the xjayment of the prize money.

—

An Exhlbitob.

HATCHING DUCKLINGS LATE.
Many readers of the Journal have, no doubt, often heard it

said that young Ducks hatched after midsummer will not live.

Many, too, have probably accepted the saying as true without
putting it to a practical test. I, at least, know not only of some
persons taking a great interest in poultry', but also of some very
good farmers who have done so. One farmer with whom I am
acquainted, who is well known for his good farming, and who
by no means despises poultry as a source of profit on his farm,
would as soon think of attempting to rear duckhugs in October
or November as of attempting to make a crop of hay in March.
Indeed, I know as a fact that, although his Ducks lay an abun-
dance of eggs each autumn, he will not use them for sitting pur-

I poses, but sends them into the market for sale at the same price
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as his hens' e?p;B. To all persons who have believed the adage
ahove referred to, I would say, Put it to the test of its triith at

the first opportunity ; for I feel sure that, having once done so,

they will not in future abstain from trying to rear ducklings
late in the year, but that they will, on the contrary, try to rear
as many as they can. To sit them on Ducks' eggs is an excel-

lent way of making use of the hens which fall broody in the
autumn ; for it not only affords the birds a rest, but it also pre-

vents their time from being wasted. I have tried the plan my-
self, and I find that it succeeds very well ; indeed I must admit
that its success has exceeded my expectations. Hens thus
employed, even if not allowed to sit, would not lay during the
winter months ; but the rest obtained during the period of in-

cubation will bring them to lay again early in the following
spring. As regards the ducklings I find but little difiiculty—

I

may even, perhaps, say no difficulty—in rearing them. I can
usually obtain Ducks' eggs enough about the middle of Sep-
tember, so that I have my young birds hatched about the middle
of October. By the last week of December or the first week in
January they are fit to kill, and at such a season they will, if I
desire to sell them, realise a good price.

My plan is this : The hens being broody—I prefer rather
lightly-bnilt short-legged Cochins for the purpose—I take the
freshest Ducks' eggs that I can possibly obtain, and place nine
or ten eggs under each hen. The nests are made of soft straw
upon an ample foundation of dry earth or finely-sifted coal
ashes. This foundation not only aids cleanliness, but also serves
to keep up a uniform warmth. For some few days before the
time for hatching expires I sprinkle the eggs once a- day with
warm water, and sometimes I do not hesitate, even though it be
autumn, to plunge the eggs into a bucket of such water a day
or so before hatching, allowing them to remain there some few
minutes. From nests of eggs thus treated I have had a duck-
ling for every egg, and the broods are usually good in point of
numbers. The young bkds, too, are generally strong, and once
hatched I seldom lose one by death. At first they are fed upon
oatmeal, ground oats, or barleymeal, slaked with water and
made rather thin, and as they grow older upon corn, which is

placed in shallow pans of water. For some few days they are
not allowed to enter any water, except such as they find in these
pans, and at no time are they permitted access to a pond or any
other large piece of water, Init are confined to a trough or a small
pool. Treated in this manner they thrive well and rapidly,
making fine birds about the period already named. I may add
that tho birds should be housed at night, and it will be all

the better for them if they are well littered down with clean
straw.—E. W.

MANCHESTER POULTET AND PIGEON SHOW.
From its long-continued success this Show now stands in the

first rank ; and the thirteenth annual Exhibition, held from the
2Jth to the 27th December, was such as to well maintain its

high position. The honourable and methodical manner in which
everything relating to previous meetings has been carried out,
was followed to the letter during last week's Exhibition ; and as
the Messrs. Jennison are an enterprising band of young men, by
no means willing to be left behind in catering for the wishes
of a sight-seeing public, this season for the first time a fat cattle
show was added, the management of which deserved equal
credit with that of the dog and poultry shows. We cannot but
allude briefly to the excellent arrangements for this new feature.
In a permanent building, 100 yards long and of proportionate
height, with thorough ventilation, and marked by extreme clean-
liness, were placed the cattle, sheep, pigs, roots, and vegetables,
the animals being all supplied with an abundance of excellent
straw, and in stalls of such ample size that most of our show
committees would do well to imitate them. As the stock entries,
it appears, comprised most of the principal show animals in the
kingdom, we feel assured the future patronage of the owners of
such stock may be relied on. From this digression we must now
return to the poultry. We confess our own opinion is decided,
that the division of the poultry into three portions, the inter-
mediate spaces being allotted to dogs, proved the very opposite
to an improvement. It should be borne in mind that amateurs
and breeders of poultry are by no means of necessity passionate
admirers of the canine race, and being thus forced to pass back-
wards and forwards among the dogs does not add to the satis-
faction of those persons whose predilections point exclusively
to the feathered tribes. Most probably, after having given it

this year's fair trial, the plans of former years will be restored.
In DorhingSj Coloured, Manchester very far surpassed any

show of the present year, all the classes being thoroughly
good throughout; although in the class for any other variety
of Dorkings except Coloured and Silver-Greys, only a single
pen of Whites was entered, and this, though good, was not
of unusual excellence. Of Grey Dorking cockerels there were
twenty-six pens, all but one present, and with such excellence
throughout as to render this one of the most notable classes
in the Show. We were glad to notice in these, as in all the
other classes for Dorkings, perfect feet were the order of the

day—scarcely a gouty or bumble foot was to be seen. As to the

Dorking pilllets and hens a more worthy or even lot has rarely

been brought together, the Dark-feathered, now so esteemed,
proving their customary superiority when handled for closer

inspection. In Silver-Greys were to be found some of the truest-

plumaged specimens seen for many yeart, a few excellent-shaped
though otherwise faulty-feathered cocks being among thein.

The SpanisJi, classes were abundantly filled with grand speci-

mens, the hens and pullets being the most praiseworthy. Oi!

Buff Cochins there was a really tirst-class display. As a rule,

however, the adult cocks proved in the worst show-trim that

could well be imagined, some of the grandest birds of the day
being penned in so thoroughly exhausted a condition from over-

showing as to imperil their existence. It was a very remarkable"

feature of the Show that only two pens of Butf hens were entered

—both, however, very good. In the pullet class Lady Gwyder
was successful with a pah- of the best shown and matched birds

we have seen for some years. Although so many of the finest

of the pullets were to be found in this class, it was a fault

that many had twisted hackles—a grave objection, and one that

developes itself still more as time goes on. As this failing is

difficult to breed-out, careful breeders will avoid them when
selecting brood-stock. Partridge-feathered Cochins were in

force, and the rich brilliancy of condition of the plumage of

many of them was most noteworthy. Whites were also by no
means the least deserving of praise among the Cochins, many
among the hens or pullets being the very types of what is de-

sired in this admired variety. Both Dark and Light Brahman
were very fine specimens, constituting large classes, and almost
without exception of good quality. There certainly has not on
any previous occasion been so excellent a display of Polish at

Manchester as there was this year. In fact even the prize birds

at Birmingham could not hold place here against new comers.
All the French breeds were capital, and the entries of these
varieties were unusually hea%'y. Of Game fowls the Brown
Keds were decidedly the best shown, and the faultless condition

of the majority was beyond question. On the other hand, but
few of the Game Bantams were in the robust health desirable

in show bh-ds. lu the Extra variety class were four pens of

Black Cochins well worthy of note, and some especially perfect-

feathered ones of the Cuckoo variety.

The Gn-sc, Dnclcs, and Turkeys were marvels as to size, but
in a hasty glance along the Rouen Ducks several very character-

istic traits were wanting. As customary at Belle Vue shows, the
class for Ornamental Waterfowls was of an extremely interesting

character. Among some twenty-one pens, the most notable en-
tries were Cereopsis Geese, African Purple Gallinules, Casarksr

Ducks, Mandarins, Carolinas, ChiUan Pintails, Garganies, Pin-
tails, Pochards, and many others. So covetable were they, as
a lady visitor expressed herself, " she could not tell which she
liked best, tor she should want them aU."

A correspondent gives the following as the weights of the
prize Turkeys—viz.. First-prize old cocks, 36 lbs. ; second-prize
(American), 39 lbs. 11 ozs. First-prize old hens, 37 lbs. 3 ozs. ;

Mr. Lythall's unnoticed pen, weight 41 lbs.

Dorkings (Coloared, except Silver-Grey).— Corfct^rf-i.—l, J. Lonpland. Gren»
(Ion. 2, J. Walker, Rochdale. 3, Miaa Daviea, Chester. 4, J. Stott. Healey,
Kochdale. he, J. Lonpland : W. Copple, Preecot; Mrs. F. S. Arliwright, Sutton
Scaradale; Mrs. T. W. L Hind, Kendal- c, Lieut. -Col. H. B. Lane. Bracknell ;

Mrs. F. S. Ark\yright ; T. Stalter, Stand Hall. Punets.~\, Mrs- F. S. Arkwr'ght.
2. R. Price. Rhiwlas, Bala. 3, Mrs. T. W. L. Hind. 4, T. N. Leyland, Ruthin.
he, J. White, Warlaby (2); Hiss Davies. c, J. Copple, Eccleston, Preaton.
Dorkings (Coloured, except Silver-Grey).~('ocfc.—1, Lieut.-Col. H. B. Lane.

2, W. Copple. 3, J. Lonsland. Hfns.—I.Mrs. F S.Arkwi-ight. 2, J. Longland.
3. J. White. 4. L. PUkington, WidneB. he, Lieut.-Col. H. B. Lane, c, T.
Statter
DoEKiNGS (Silver-Grey).—CoeJ: —1, W. W. RutUidue, Kendal. 2, T. Raines,

Bridgehaugh, Stirling. 8, T. Statter. Bens or Pullets.—1, Wren & Page,
Lowestoft. 2, T. Raines. S, W. W. Rultlidge.
Dorkings (Rose-combed, or any other variety not before named).— 1, J.

Robinson. Garstang.
!^p»NISH.—Coffc. — 1, W. E. Bull, Newport Pagnell. 2, Burch & Boulter,

Sheffield. 3, Furness & Sudall, Kawtenstiill. Hens— 1, J. Leeming, Broughton,
Preston- 2. Mrs. Tonkin. Bristol. 3, T. Paters.iu, Langholm, he, J. Sillitoe,

Wolverhampton, e, J. Bowncsa. Newchureh. Manchester.
Spanish.—Cocfce7-ei.—l, J. Leeming. 2, F. Jann-a. Peckham Rye. 3, J. Barry,

Westbury-on-Trym. he, J. T. Parker, Northampton; C. R. Kay. Haverbrack,
Miinthorpe; W. Jarrctt, Bristol; J. Boulton, Bristol. Piilif («.—1, J. Gliddon,
Bristol. 2, J. T. Parker. 3, W. R. Bull, he, Burch i Boulter; F. James;
Pallister & Hawkins. Thirsk (21 ; J. Clews, Walsall.
CocHiN-CHiNi (Cinnamon and Buff).—Coct. — 1, W. A. Bntnell, Southwell,

Notts. 2, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. 3. Lady Gwvdyr. Stoke Park, Ipswich,
hi-. W. A. Taylor ; \V. A. Bumell ; H. Lacy, Hobdeu Bridge. Beiu.—i, W. A.
Taylor. 2, J. I.ee, Middleton. Pitllets.-l, Lady Gwydyr. 2. W. A. Taylor. S,

E. Thomas, Didsbury. he, Lady C. Moreton, lortworth Court ; W. A. Taylor,
c, W. Whitworth, Longsight.
Cochin-china (Brown and Partridge-feathered).— Coct.-.—l and 2, T. Stretch,

Ormskirk. 3. J. A. Taylor, /ic, Mrs. Wood. Brincall, chorlcy: .I.A.Taylor; J.

K. Fowler, Aylesbury; H. Lacy. Hitis.—l, T. .stretch. 2. M. M. Cashmore,
shepabed, Loughborough. 3, .1. A. Taylor, he, T. Aapden. Fultets.—l, J. A,
Taylor. 2, T. stretch. 3, J. K. Fowler, ftc, J. .'V. Taylor; D. Monlson, Brad-
ford, e, C. W. Bricrley. jun., Middleton.
Cochin-china (White).—Cocfc.—l andS.W. ^\'hitwo^lh.3^n. S, Lady Gwydyr.

he. W. A. Burnell. Hem or Fidlcta.—l and 3, W. Whitworth, jun. 2, Lady
Gwydyr. ?ic, W. A. Bnrnell. , _
Brahma Pootra (Dark).—Coc*.—1, W. A. Taylor. 2 and 3. H. Lacy, vhe, F.

J. Cotterell, Birmingham; Horace Lingwood, Greeting: Rev. A, Van Strau-

benzee, Tettenhall. he, J. H. Jones. Honrtforth; F, Bennett, Shifnal; H.
Lacy ; C Layland ; W. U. Crabtree, Levensbulnn^ ; G. Maples, jun , Wavertree.
Hcns.-l, Horace Lingwood. 2. J. H.Jones. S. T. F. Ansdell. cftc, T. F. Ansdell,

St. Helen's, he, F. J. Cotterell ; Hon. Miss D. Pennant, Pcnrhyn Castle,

Bangor ; Mrs. E. Wilkinson, Greenheys ; Mrs. F. S. Arkwright ; H. Lacy.
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Brahmi Pootra, [T>fiTk).—Cockerel —I, Horace Lingwood. 2, D. Monlson.
t. J. Lyon. 4, L Wright. Crouch ;End, Hornaey. vhc, J. LyoD, Sutton,
St. Helon'8 ; C. Holt, Rochdale ; J. Walker, Newcast'e. t^taffs. he, Hon. Miaa
D. Pennant; J. Swru, Lincoln; E. Priu-hard, Tettr-nhall. c. F. J. Cotterell

;

D.Moulson; Hun. Miss D. Pennant ; R Swan. Lincoln. Pullets. -1, h.WTieht.
2, Horace Lingwood 3, Mra. F. S. ArkwriRht. r/tc, J. Ltod ; T. F. Ansdell;
L. Wright, he. Rev. H. Buckston, Hope Vicarage, Sheffield; Hon. Mias D.
Pennant; E. Kendrick. jiin .Lichfield ; J. Swan; E. Pritcbard ; Mra. F. S.
Arkwright ; W. Harerenves. Bacup. e, W. A. Taylor.
Brajima Pootra (Light)— 1, Horace Lingwood. 2, Rev. N. J. Ridley, New-

bury. 8, M. Leno, Markyate Street, c, C. Layland, Warrington ; T. A. Dean,
Marden, Hereford.
Brahma Pootba (Light).—Coc Art'r^-Z.—L T. A. Dean. 9, P. Haines. Palgrave,

Diss. 8, F.J. Cotterell. 4, J H. Butler, Erdington. Pullets.- I. yV. H. Crah-
Iree. 2, P. Hainep. 3, Horace Lingwood. 4, T. A. Dean. Tic, W. Hartley,
Hipperholme ; M. Leno.
Polish.- (7o<"/i-.—1 and 3, G. C- Adkins. 2, P. Unsworth. he, J. Fearnley,

Lowton : G. C. Adkins, Birmingham; T. Dean; P. Unsworth. Lowton ; J.

Bohinson : W. A. Taylor. Hens or- PulU-tK.—l and 3, G C. Adkina. 2. W. A.

Tavlor he, G. C. Adkins: W. Speight, Chorlton-cum-Hardv ; W. Silveeter,

Slieffleld; J. Robinaon; H. Beldon ; W. A. Taylor, c, P. Unsworth ; G. C.
Adkins.
CREVE-CfErB.- Cocfc.—1 and 8. R. B.Wood, Uttoxeter. 2, W. Bring, Faver-

Bham. vhe, J. Robinaon he, Mrs. E. Crosa, Appleby Vicarage, Brigg ; W. R.
Park, Melrose; W. Cutlack, jun., Littleport; J. Walton, I'roydon; J. K.
Fowler, e. J. J. Maiden. Hens or Pullets.—1, W. R. Park. 2. W. Dring. R,

J. F. Mortimer, Rosa. vhc. R. B. Wood, he, S. & J. H. Fielden, Todinur-
den ; J. J. Maiden, Biggleswade.
HouDANS.-1, B. Heald. Mapperley Plains. 2, W, Dring. vhr. Mra. E.

Wilkinson, he, G. W. Hibbert, Gndley ; R. B. Wood ; J. Swan ; W. Whitworth.
jna C. D. Lane, Hardwick. Gloucester. Cockerel.—I and 2, R. B. Wood. 3. .1,

K. Fowler. 4. W. Dring. he. J.J. Archer. Wootton Bassett. Pullfts.-\, W.
O. Quibell. Newark. 2. G. W. Hibbert. 3, B. HeaM. 4, Mrs. Vallance. he, J.

French, Melt ^n MwwbraT ; W. Whitworth, j un. ; W. O. Quibell.
Game (black-breasted Re-^sj—Cocfc —1, J. Jeken, Eltham. 2, C. Chaloner,

Whitwell, Chesterfleld. 8, T. P. Lyon, Liverpool. Hen.-l and 2, W, J. Pope,
Biggleswade.
Game (Black-breasted Reds).—Cocfe'TcL—1, S Field, Ambmsden. Bicester.

£,G E. Peach, Shifnal. 3, Hon. an-1 Rev F. Dutton, Wiadrush Rectory, he,

E. Mobs, Hurst, ABhton-under-Lvne ; W. E. Oakeley, Atheratone ; J. Fletcher,
Stoneclongh; E. S. Godsell. Stroud, c, S. Matthew. Sttiwmarket. Pullet—),
W.J. Pope. 2. 0. Mason, Worcester. S, Mrs. H. Ashtou, Prestwich. he, J.

Fletcher ; W. J. Pope.
Game (Brown ai-d other Redfl, except Black-breasted).—Cocfc.—l, T. Mason.

2, T. P Lyon. 3, S. Matthew, he, O. W. Brierley ; C. W. Brierlcy. ian. ; H. E.
Martin, Sculthorpe ; J. Forsyth, Wolverhampton. Hen.~l, C. W. Brierley,
jiin. 2. E. Mann, Walfleld, Stand, he, T. P. Lyon; C. W. Brierley; J.Poole,
Ulverston.
Game (Brown and other Reds, except Black-breaated).-Cortfrfi —1, J. Car-

lisle. 2. J. Wood. Wigan. R, J. S. Skidmore. hc,.1. Chestera, Nantwich; C. H.
Wolff, Hale. Altrincham ; J. Fletcher; T. Chesters, Nantwich. c, Morris and
Woods. Pullet.— \ and e. C. H. Wolff 2, T. Cheaters. 3. J. Wood, he, J. F.

Walton, Horacliff, Rawtonstall ; Ranthwell & Barrow, Kendal; W. Watson,
Andlem, Nantwich ; F. ><ales. Crowle ; J. Poole; T. Mason, Lancaster.
Game (Dnckwings, and other Greys and Blues).

—

Cock.—1 and 2, P. A. Beck,
Gnilsfield, Welshpnol. 3. C. Chaloner. he, E. Beil, Burton-on-Trent; J. Good-
win, Liverpool. Hen or PuUet.—2, J. Goodwin.
Game (Any other variety) —Cocfe —1, C. W. Brierley. 2, W. Scotson, Little

Byrom. he, T. P. Lvon. Hen or Pullet.—1, F. Salea. 2, C. W. Brierley.
Ducks ( Rouen}.— JDrafce —1, J. Scotson. 2, J. Walker. 8, R. Gladstone, jun.,

Court Hev, Liverpool, he. J. Scotaon ; T. StaUer. c, W. Evans. Duck$—\,
A. Haslam. Hindley Common, Wigan. 2. T. Wakefield, Golborne. Newton-Ie-
"VVillows. 3. .T. Scotson. c. R. Gladstone, jun.; J.K.Fnwlcr; T. Statter.

Ducks (White Aylesburv).— 1 and 2, J. Walker. 3 and e, J. K. Fowler.
DncKS (Bli-k Eaat Indian).— 1, Rev. J. G. A. Baker, Old Warden, Biggles-

wade. 2, J. Walker.
OKNAMfcNTAL Waterfowl.—1, H. B.Smith. Bronghton, Preston. 2, Mrs. F.

S. Arkwright (Carolinas). 3, M Leno. he, Rev. E. H. Lucaa, Edith Weston,
Stamford (C'Teopsis); H.B.Smith, c. H. B Smi'h.
Geese (White).-Ganrfcr— 1, J. K. Fowler. 2. ,T. Walker, he. Capt. L.

Anyrn, Whittle-le-Wonds. Ooslings.—l, J. K. Fowler. 2. J. Walker. 8, J.

Storry. he, R Hutchinson, Littlehorough. c, T. statter.
Geese (White).—Pair.—1, J. Walker. 2, J. K. Fowler. Goalinos—h J-

Walker. 2, J. Lycett. Stafford.
Gerbr (Grey and Mottled).—Gan(ffr—1, J. Walker. 2, T. Statter. Goslinga.

—1, J. White. 2, S. H. Stott, Prebton. 8, J. K. Fowler, he, T. Statter; J.

Lycett.
Geese (Grey and Mottled).—Pair.—L J. K. Fowlor. 2. J. Lycett. he, J.

White, c, S. H. Stott Goslings.—1, F. E. Rawaon, Thorpe, Halifax. 2 and 3,

C. Lycett. he. T. Statter.

Turkeys.—Cocfc.—l, J- Walker. 2, E. Kendrick, jun. 3, Ranthwell and
Jarrow. Coekerela-l, J.Walker. 2, F. Lythall, Offchnrch. 3, E. Kendrick,

jun. c, W. Wvhes.
Tubkets.—Hfns—1, M. Kew, Market Overton. 2, E. Arnold, Willesfield,

Bambridge. 8. F E.Richardson, ftr, J. Wa'ker ; W. Wykes, Wolvey, Hinck-

ley. Poults.—I, F. Lythall 2. J. Walker. S. W. Wykea.
Extra Stock.— 1 and 2. W. & T. Hult, Church (Black and Cuckoo Cochins)

S. G. E. Sandon, Sutt'^n Croaahills, Leeda (White Leghorns). Extra. R.
Hawkins. Seaham (Malaya) he.W. A. Taylor (Andalusiana) ; J.F.Walton
<Malav3); J. H. OpenRhaw, Stand, Mancheater (Malays); T. Aspden ; T. A.

Bond.'Londonderrv (Black Cochins): J. Swan fJapaneae Clean-legged Silkies

imported); J. Watts, Birmingham (Silky Frizzles), c, H. Frankland (Black

Cochins). „ „ .

,

Hambuhohs (Black).— Coffc. — 1. T. W. Holmes, Baildon. 2, H. Beldon,
Goitstock. B, H. Hoyle, Lamb, Newchurch. he, J. M. Kilvert, Wem ; N. Marlor,

Denton. „
Hambubohs (Black). — H^ns or Pullets.—I, Rev. W. Serjeantson. 2, H.

Beldon. 3. J. H. Howe, he, J. M. KiWert ; E. Brierley; T. W. Holmes; J.

Lancashire; N. Marlor; J. Bowness; Rev. W. Serjeantson. c. J.Lancashire,
Chfiddertnn; Rev W. Serjeantnon ; M. M. Cashmore.
Hamhubohs (GoIden-BpanKlo-ij.-CocA:. — 1 and 2, W. A. Hyde, Hurston,

At^hton-under-Lyne. 8, T. Blakeman. Tettenhall. he. J. Buckley, Tannton,
Asliton-under-Lvne; G. A J Duckworth, Church; H. Beldon. e, J. Buckley;

H. Broarthead. Holmforth ; T. Walker, jun, {•I).

Hamburohs (Golden-Bpangled).-H<rns or Pii'If(».—1, W. A. Hyde. 2. G. and
J. Duckworth. 8, J. BucWey. he. J. Buckley ; J. Thorpe. Little Heaton,
Widdleton; H. Broadhead; J.H.Howe (2); J. Bwwness. c, J.Ogden, Tong; T.

HAMBURons (Silver-flpanoled).—Cork.-1, Asbton & Booth, Mottram. 2 and
a. J. Fielding, he, Duke of Satherland, Trentham; H. Beldon. c, Ashton and

Hambubohs (Silver-flpangled).—Hcnj or PuUet3.—\ and 3. Aehton & Booth.

2, J. Fielding, he, J. RulUnson, Lindley, Otley. e,J. Fielding; J. Robinson,
Garstang. „ „ ,, „ t
Hamhurohs (Golden-pencilled)—Cocfe.—l, J. Robinson. 2, H. Beldon. 3, J.

Walker, c. H. Smith, Newton, Hyde : R H. Ash'on, Mottram.
Hamburohb (Golilen-pencilied).-Hcrw or Pullets.— \, J . Walker. 2, J. Bow-

ness. 8 G AJ Duckworth, he. Barch & Boulter, c, T. Wrigley. jun.

Hamburohb (Silver pencilled).—1. J. Lee. 2, Duke of Sutherland. 8, J.

Robinson, e, H. Beldon ; J. Bownesa.
Game Bantams (Black breasted Reds).- Cocfc.—1 and 8, J. Faton. Grantham.

8. J. Blamires. Great Horton. 4, J. R. Fletcher. 6. G. Hall. Kendal, he, Capt.

Wetherall, Loddington, Kettering; J. R. Fletcher, Stoneclough; E. Newhitt,

Epworth. Hens or Pullets.—}, E. Newbitt. 2. W. F. Entwiale, Bradford. 3, G
Hall, he, Capt. Wetherall; G. Hall; G. Maples, jun. c, U. J. Edge : R.Swift.
Game Bantams (BrownbreaHted Reds).— Coefc. — 1, W. F. Entniale. 2, F.

Hughes. Ht-avily. Stockport, hr, S. & J. J. Stephens. Ebley, Stroud, c. J.
Mayo. Gloucester; S. Bei^'bton, Famefield. Hens or Pu^/t-^s —1, S. Beighton.
2, W. F. Fntwisle. he, S. & J. J, Stephens; W. Adams. Ipswich.
Game Bantams (Duckwings) —Coek.-l, S. Beighton. 2. .T. Eaton, he, E.

Payne, Cardiff. Hem or Pullets.—1, W. F. Entwiale. 2, G. Hall, he, E. Cope,
Eadingly, Southwell.
Game Bantams (Any other variety)-Coct.-LW. Steel. Halifax. 2, Hall and

Ashmore. Brinnington. he, T. Barker. Burnley ; R. Brownlie. Kirkcaldy, c, J.
Blamires. Hm or Pullets.— I. W. F. Entwiele. 2, J. R. Fletcher.
Ba.ntams ( White).—1, H. Beldon. 2, Rev. F. Tearle, Gazeley Vicarage, he,

W. A. Tavlor.
Bantams ( Black).-1. W. H. Shackleton, Bradford. 2, R. H. Ashton. he, W.

A Tayl'.r(2): R. H. Aahton; H. Beldon.
Bantams (Any other variety).— 1, S. A. Wyllie, East Moulaey (Pekin). 2, M.

Leno (Laceil 3, N. Cook. Cbowbent (Silver Sebright), he. Mra. Woodcock.
Leiceater(Wbite Japanese) ; M. Leno (Laced), c, R. Wharam (Speckled Booted)

;

Rev. W. Serjeantson (Dark Japanese).

PIGEONS.
Pouters (Blue or "Red).—Cock.—1, W. R. Eobp, Kettering. 2, E. Homer,

Harewood. 8, R. Fulton, New Cross, he. R. Fulton; G. J. Taylor, Huddera-
field. c, R. Fulton; G.J.Taylor. Hen.-l, R. Fulton. 2, W. Harvey, Sheffield.

S, R. Fulton, c, E. Horner.
Pouters (Any colour except Blue or Red) —Cock —1 and 2. H. Pratt, Knewle.

8, R.Fulton, he, W. R. Rose; R.Fulton, f . E. Homer. H^n.—l, G. J. Taylor.
2, Mra. Ladd. Caine. 3. R. Fulton, c, Mrs Ladd ; R. Fulton.
Carriers (Black).—Cocfc.—l, G.J.Taylor. 2, K. Fulton. 3and?K;,E. Homer.

Hen —1 and 3. K. Fulton. 2, E. Homer.
Carriers (Dun).— Cocfc.— 1 and 3, R. Fulton. 2, E. Horner, e, J.Stanley,

Hcn—i and 3, R. Fulton. 2, E. Horner, he. J. Stanley, Blackburn.
Carriers (Any colour except Black or Dnn).—Cofk.— 1 a'-d 2, R. Fulton. 3,

W. E. Nalder, Brunswick Street, London. Hen.—l, W. E. Nalder. 2 and 3, R.
Fulton.
Carhiees.-rounp.—1 and 8, R. Fulton. 2, E. Horner, c, S. Daniels, Stock-

port.
Draooons (Yello w).—1 and he, F. Graham, Birkenhead. 2, G. South, New Bond

Street, London. 8, W. Hill. Hamlforth. c. R. Fu'tou
Dragoons (Blue)— 1, F. Graham. 2, W. Hill 3, W. Markland. Deane. Bolton.
Dragoons (Any other colour).—1 and c, R. Fulton. 2, F. Graham. 3 and he,

G. South.
ANTWERPa —1, W. Gamon, Chester. 2, C F. Copeman, Birmingham. 3.R.

Brierley, Fiahpool, Bury, he, G. B. Goodfellow, Hyde, c, A. Bingham, Man-
chester ; W. Gamon ; A. Justice, Salford.
Jacobins.— 1 and 3. R. Fulton. 2, J. Thompson, Bingley. he, J. Thompson

E. Horner; G. J. Taylor, c, G. South
Barbs.—1, F. Wild. Byde. 2 and 3, R. Fulton, vhc, E. Horner, he, F. Wild

;

J. Stanley; R. Fulton, c, H. Yardley, Birmingham; J. Baily, jun., Mount
Street. Londnn.
FANTA1L8 (White) —1, Rev. W. Serjeantson, Acton Buraell. 2. W. Hill. 3, J.

F. LoversidBO. Newark, he, J. Walker; H. C. Bowman, Higher Broughton ;

Rev. W. Serjeantson.
Fantatls ( Any colour except White).—L 2, and 3, H. Yardley. he. T. Randall,

Guildford; W. Hill; F. H. Paget, Biratall; Major Cryer. Southport.
Tumblebb ( Almond).-1 and 2, R. Fulton. 8, H. Yardley. he, E. Horner.
Beards or Baldb.-1, R. Fulton. 2 and 3, W. Wooahouae, Lynn, he, W.

Woodhouae ; G. South ; W. Hill.

Tumblers (Any other varietv).—1. H. Adams. Beverley, 2, J. Fielding, gun.,

Rochdale, he, J. W. Marling. Burnley ; G. J. Taylor.
Nuns.— 1, W. Croft, KilUngball. 2 and 3, E. Horner, he. Rev. A. G. Brooke,

Shrawardine Rectory ; W. Harvey.
Magpies.-I and 2, E. Horner. 3, C. G. Hitchcock, Oxford. ?*c, T. Randall

;

R Fulton.
TcRBiTS.—1, W. Croft. 2, S. Salter. S.J G. Orr, Beith. he, W. Croft; J.«

Fielding, jun. ; A. Manenall, Withinpton; R. Fulton.
Swallows.—L E. Siddall. Rawteuatall. 2, W. HiU. 3, J. Baily, Jan. he, W

Harvey; E. Homer; J. Baily, jun.
Ahcoangels.—1, W. Harvey. 2, E. Homer, he, 3. C. Boothby, Stockport;

H. Yardley.
Owls (English. Blue or Silver).—1, 2, and 3, R. Clay, Audenshaw. Manchester.

he. E. Lee, Nantwich ; R. Clay; A. Munguall ; G. E. Sandon, Sutton Cross-
hills, Leeds.
OwT.a (Foreign).—1, F. Wild. 2, R. Fulton, he. J. Fielding, jun.
RuNTs.-l.T. D. Green. Saffron Walden. 2, S. Salter, Egrove. 3, H. Yardley.

he, T. D. Green ; S. Salter.
Trumpeters —1 and he, R. Fulton. 2 and 3, W. Harvey.
Any other Variety.—!, R. Fulton. 2, H. Yardley. S. A. Silvester. 4, "W.

Hill (Swifts), he, A. Silvester; Mrs. R.B.Wood (Ice); F. H. Paget (Swifta);

W.Harvey (2).

Judges.—Poultry.—VorJchigs, Cochins^ Extra Stock, and
Bantaim, except Gaine : Mr. E. Hewitt, Sparkbrook, Birming-
ham ; Spanish, Brahmas, Creve-Cceurs, and Houdans : Mr. K.
Teebay, Fulwood, Preston; Game: Mr. J. H. Smith, Skelton

Grange, York ; Folands, Hamhurghs, and Game Bantams : Mr.

J. Martin, Bridgnorth ; Ducks, Geese, Turkeys, and Orname.yital

Waterfowl : Mr. H. Caatang, London. Pigeons.—Pouters, Car-

riers, Dragoons, Antwerps, Jacobins, and Barbs: Mr. P. H,
Jones ; the remaining Classes : Mr. T. J. Charlton, Bradford.

HECKMONDWIKE POULTRY SHOW.
This waa held in the Drill Shed, Heckmondwike, on Decem-

ber 26th.

Gktan.—Blaek-breastfd.-l, E. Aykroyd. EcoIeBhlH. 3, W. Fell, Adwalton*
Brown Reds.-h J. Fortune, Morton Banks, Keighley. 2, J. W. Thornton,
Bradford, he, S. & W. Sheard, Hightown ; C. Carr, Wiladen. Bingley; W.
Fell. Adwalton. Duekwings, Grey and Blue.—l, H. Beanland, Bradford. 2, E.
Aykroyd.
CooHtN-CniNA.— 1, W. Mitchell, Birkenshaw. 2, C. Carr, Wilsden, Bingley.

he, R Poppleton; C. Carr; H. Firth, Bradford.
Bhahma Pootra.— 1, W. Schofleld, Birkenabaw. 2, W. Mitchell, Birkonahaw.

he. W. Firtb, Birkenshaw.
Hamburohs- (;oirf and Silver-spangled.—1, C. Carr. 2. W. Kellett, Birntal.

h-r. J. Smith. Gilaled. Bingley. Gold and Silvfrprncilled.-l.C, Carr. 3, J,

Smith, he, E. Clavton, Keighley ; J. Anderton. (iilntead. Bingley.

.SPANISH —Black —\. C. Carr. 2. W. Jngeer, Horbnry Bridge.

Any othrr Variety.—1, C. Carr. 2. J. Sniiih « „ ,
ANY Breed. Cocfc.— I, J. W. Thornton, Bradford. 2, J. Hodgson, Bradford.

Hen —1, E Aykroyd. 2. C. Carr.
. . ,

G*MF. Bantams —R''rf.—1 and 2, G. Noble, Stainchffe. Any other variety.—1,

F. Naylor, Heckmonawike. 2. J. Blamires. Great Horton.
Bantams.- BIa«rfc.— 1. C. Carr. 2, F. Holt, Staincliffe. White, or any other

variety.-l. C. Carr. 2, E. Clayton.

PIGEONS.
CABIUIR3.—1, B. Rawnaley, Goitstock, B.ogley. 2, £. Booth, SooUulJ, BaUe7
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Antwerps.—1, F. Holt. StaiDcliffe. 2, B. RawnBley.
TnwiiLEBs.— 1, J. Furnesa, Staincliffo, Dewsbury.
OwL8 —1 and 2, A. Smith. Southowrjiin, Halifax.
PoDTEBS.—1. J. Fiirnesa. Dewsbury Moor.
Dbaouons.—1. E Burnhill. Cleckbeaton. 2, G. Hargreavea, Dcwbbury.
TuBBiTS —1, G. Hargreavea.
Tantails.—1, B. Rawnaley. 2, F. Holt.
Bakhs.—1, B. Rawnsley.
Common.— 1 and 2, B. Rawnsley.

CANARIES.
Norwich.—TcHo H' or Buff —I. L. Bt'ik, DewBbury.
Beloian.—1, O. Birkhead. Hu-ldersfield. 2, L. Belk.
Yorkshire.—Ei'fn/i/-martf(f Yfllow or ^uff—^, L. Belk. 2, G. Birkhead.

tJnfrcnlu-markcd Yillow or Buff —I. W. Wtiitaker. Dewsbury. 2, L. Bt-lk.

IVf/oit' or Buff.— I, W. W hitaker. 2, H. Ellison, De\vbbii»-y.

lAZARV.—Ould or ^ilvtr-spantjlcd.—}, L. Belk. 2. G. Birkhpnd.
Goldfinch Mule —Evf/tly-inarked Yelloiv or Buff.—1, L. Bolk.
Crf.sted —1. G. Birkhead. 2, L. Belk.
Cinnamon—1. G. Birkhead. 2, L. Belk. Evenly-marked YelloicorBuff.—i,

L. Belk. 2, G. Birkhead.
Goldfinch.— 1. W. Whitaker. 2, h. BMk.
Any other Variety.—1, L. Belk. 2, W. Whitaker.

Rabbits.—1, J. Chappell, Dewabury Moor. 2, J. Batley, Jan., Staincliffe

Bottom.

WHITBY POULTRY SHOW.
The fourth annual Show was held in St. Hilda's Hall on

December 30th.

BoRKiNGS.—1 and 2, J. White. Warlaby, Northallerton.
Cochins—1, D. & J. Ibetaon, Wbitby. 2, T. Readmau, Whitby.
Brahua Pootra«.— 1, Dr. Holmes, Chesterfield. 2. J. Watt-s. Birmingham.
Spanish.—1. R, Newbitt. Epworth. 2. PaUietor & Hawkins, Thirsk.
Game —1. W. Adama, Beverlev. 2. J. Robshaw, Whixley.
Hambiirohs — Go/dt-H-spanyicrf. -1, T. Boulton, Hanford, Stoke-on-Trent. 2,

Vf. A. Hyde, Hurst. Ashtoo-uader-Lyne. Silver-Spangled.— I, J. Fielding, New-
church, Manchester. 2, G. Speed?, Whitby. Golden-pencilled.—l,W. Clayton.
2, T. H. Headman. SilveT-pencilled.—l.T.'E. Herman. 2, G. Speedy.
Ant other VARtExr.— 1. J. Fielding. 2, C. Walk.-r. BorouKhbridge.
Bantams.—G(i»u-.— I, W. Adams. 2, W. C. Dawson, Whitby. Any oilier

Variety.—I, R. H.Ashton, Mottram. 2, J. Watts.
Ducks.— 1, T. C. Carver, Lanjrthorpe. 2. P. 0. Eedlinfrton, Whitby.
Selling Classes.- 1, T. C. Carver. Lanpthorpe, BorouehbridRe. 2, J. W.

Comer, Fgton. Cock.—i, T. E. Satterth waite. Castle Howard. York. 2, T
Blackburn, Northallerton. Ben— I. .J. Carr, Whitby. 2, T- H. Readman.
Geese.— 1, J. B. Braithwaite. North Otterinffton. 2, 1. Wilkinson, Whitby.
Tdrkevs.-1, J. B. Braithwaite. 2. T. C. Car^-er,
Babndoor.—1, W. Cutlack, jun., Littleport. 2, E. Barker, Stokesley.

PIGEONS.
Tumblers.— I, W. Adams, Beverley. 2, .T. Hawley, Girlington, Bradford.
Carriers.—1, J. Hawley. 2. G. Sadler, Eoroughbridge.
Pouters.—1. J. Kilpalnck. Whitby. 2, J. Hawley.
Pantails.—1, J. F. Livereidge, Newark. 2. J. P. Fawcett. Whitby.
Jacobins.— 1. J. Blanchard, Great Driffield. 2, R. W. Richardson, Beverley.
Ant other Variett.— 1. J. Ledderer, Bootle, Liverpool. 2, J. Hawley.
Selling Class.—1, J. Hawlev. 2. J. P. Fawcett.
Barbs —1, J. Hawley. 2. R- W. Richardson.
Magpies.—2, J. Blanchard, Great Driffield.

Judges.—Poultry : Bev. T. Phillips, Robin Hood's Bay; Mr.
W. Stonehouae, Darnholme ; and Mr. J. 'Webster, Hawsker.

aeons : Dr. Alexander, Castleton.Fige.

EOYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY'S POULTRY SHOW.
This Show, so far as numbers and quality went, was the best

ever brought together by the exertions of the Superintendent.
Every possible care was taken of the birds, and there was a
class each for old and young poultry.

Silver-Grey Dorkings over a year old were a large and even
class, the first prize going to a beautifully-coloured cock, but not
so large as the second, which was of great size, but not of good
colour. Many good birds were highly commended, and in the
young class it was the same. In Coloured Dorkings the first

and second prizes went to birds of giant-like proportions and
proper colour, which cannot be said of their rivals, which were
too like Silver-Greys. Among Spanish there were some fair

specimens, the first-prize pen being nice and smooth in face
;

cauliflower birds were passed over. Light Brahtnas are steadily
increasing in favour in Ireland, and were a large class, but most
of those shown were very defective in marking, the first and cup
young birds being the only properly hackled pair, and they were
good in all points, having the true Brahma shape and character,
in which the others were rather deficient. The Dark were
very superior, and contained many fine specimens, being of

much better colour and shape than the Light. The first-prize

adults were far ahead of the others ; the hen, being remarkably
well pencilled, carrying ofi the cup. The second were also a
good pen, but the hen was not so well marked as the first-prize

one. The young class contained many good and promising
kirds. These two classes were the best in the Show and hard to

win in. The Buff Cochins formed bad classes, but the first-prize

young birds were a grand pair in all points, and wonderful in

colour and size. The first-prize Partridge cock was second at

the Palace. Blacks had five entries for two classes—good for

Blacks, the cup going to old birds. The prize young birds were
those which were first at Oxford, All were of good colour, but
wanting in shape and size. Of Game there were many good
specimens, the first-prize Black-breasted and the first-prize

Duckwings being all that could be desired in the adult class.

Of Hanihurghs there were few good birds, and Polish were
poor. The prize French were good in colour and of large size.

In the Variety class Sultans were first and Black Hamburghs
eecoad in the old section, and Scotch Greys first and second iu

young. All Scotch Greys should retire to the dunghill; better

have been seen there. Game Bantams were a good class ; the

first and second prizes went to large Game in miniature. Tur-
kei/s were of great size, but the smaller ones were the best in

colour. Geese were very flue ; the first and cup young birds

were of great size. Of Rouen and Aylesbury Ducks there were
very even classes, which gave the Judges something to do.

Mandarin and Shelldrake were first and second in Ornamental
Waterfowl.

Pigeons.—Pouters, except the winners, were only moderately
good. Carriers were good classes, the winning cock and cup
bird being good except in size ; the secoud-prize cock was good,

but " spouty ;" the winning hens good. The first 1873 birds have
the makings of grand birds, the second were over age. The win-

ning Tumblers had good heads and beaks. Yellow and Yellow
Agates. The first-prize Barbs were a wonderfully-developed pair

of Duns; the second good Blacks, wanting age, when they will

make their way. Y''oung Barbs were very promising. In FauLails

the winners were good in all points, especially fine in head and
neck. For Red or Y'ellow Jacobins the first prize went to grand
birds but of bad colour, the second running them closely, but
of better colour. Jacobins of other colours were all Black, the

winners grand in colour, and all that could be desired in other

points. In Turbits good Blues were first and seeond, and
Blacks and Y'eUows took the prizes for other colours, both being

fine pens. The first-prize 'Trumpeters were a wonderfully-

developed pair of birds, but those which took the second place

were superior in colour. The first-prize foreign Owls were far

ahead of their rivals, which were half-bred English and foreign.

In Homing Pigeons the winners were Show Antwerps, Dra-
goons contained some young Blue Carriers ; Blues of a genuine
type were first. Yellows badly matched in head, but of good
colour, being second. The Blues had what I think shows the

true Dragoon—a black look in their eye wattle. Winning Nuns
and Magpies were nicely marked and coloured birds. Runts
and Swallows won in the Variety class. Without fear of con-

tradiction it may be said that the Show, taking it altogether,

was the best in quility and entries ever held by the Boyal
Dublin Society.

The Judges were Messrs. C. F. Staunton, J. Crosbie Smith,
and H, Merry. The list of awards appeared at page 499.—S.

Bueton-on-Trent Poultry Show.—I have a note from the

Secretary stating that Mr. A. O. Worthington, after winning the

cup he had given for competition in Light Brahmas, very con-

siderately passed it over to the next winner, who was Mr. H.
Chawner, of Hoimd Hill, tlttoxeter.—E. Hutton.

Lowestoft Poultry and Pigeon Show.—The seventh annual
Show of this well-conducted Society will be held on the 21st

and 2'2nd of January, when twelve silver cups will be distributed

in thirty-seven classes, as also three prizes and two local ones
in each class. The Judges are the Kev. T. F. Fellowes and Mr.
Hutton, and the entries close on the 6th inst.

NOMENCLATURE OF PIGEONS.
In remarking on the young Blue Carriers at Glasgow yon

mention one as " Silver Dun." If by this you mean " Mealy,"

I have nothing to say, except that the Antwerp breeders have
originated two misnomers—namely, " Silver Dun " for Mealy,

and " Bed Chequered " for Mealy Chequered. If you mean
SUver, the word " Dun " is not only superfluous but positively

erroneous. Every soUd colour has a corresponding colour

barred by it—viz.. Black has blue barred with black ; Dun,
silver barred with dun; Red, mealy barred with red; Yellow,

buff barred with yellow. Therefore, if Silver Dun signify
" silver barred with dun," Blue Black signifies " blue barred

with black," Mealy Red, " mealy barred with red," and Buff

Yellow, " bufl barred with yellow." However, Blue Black,

Mealy Bed, and Buff Yellow (sometimes called " Mealy Yellow "j

signify a bad-coloured Black, Red, and Yellow respectively;

Silver Dun therefore means a bad-coloured Don. As the .Ant-

werp breeders have, as I said before, wrongly appropriated tha

name, I trust that you will not make confusion worse con-

founded by calling a Silver " Silver Dun."—Turkey Quill.

[Our reporter must defend himsslf. If he erred, ha erred in

good company.

—

Eds.]

POUTERS, ANY OTHER COLOUR OR MARKINGS
CLASS.

There seems to be a growing inclination to do away with this

class of birds at our shows, and some committees have abeady

excluded it. I think this is a very great mistake, and one which

wiU be found out when it may be too late. I have two main

reasons for so saying. First, Young and poor fanciers are ex-

cluded ; they cannot afford to buy standard birds, their stocks
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are accounted worthless, and their aspirations as Pouter fanciers

are nipped in the bud. We all linow the feeling when first told

of our success as prizetakere, and the pleasiu'e we have at seeing
our birds marked at the shows. Even a "commended" or
*' highly commended " is better than nothing, and if con-

scientiously so labelled, it must be esteemed a great step by a

young or poor fancier, particularly at a large show. Many of us

have had to fight our way up from a few birds of "Any other

colour or markings," and why discourage others feeling their

way in the same path ? But, second, the committees who ex-

clude this class surely do not know that they are striking at

the root of some of our finest breeds. Those who can purchase
a stock of standard birds must not think that they can per-

petuate all the points ; the strain will gradually dwindle down
and die out. We must every now and then have something to

put size into our strains, to give length of feather and length of

tmb, and that style which is imperative, besides keeping up the
purity of colour. It is from the discarded class that all this is

to be had. What better bird can be had than a Sandy for giving
the Black-pied style and colour ? Or a Mealy for killing the
chequer marks on the Blue Pied, and in place giving that soft

solid hue so much wanted ? Or a Splash for adding size and
length of limb to the Blue and to the White ? Were it not for

the Splash (any colour) our Whites would go out altogether, or,

at all events, become small delicate birds not worth the keeping.

It is all very well for those who keep Pouters for exhibition

to look with a cold eye upon this cla.-^s, but we breeders have
worked upon it before the first show was thought of, and had we
not done so there would not have been the birds which are now
being exhibited. I have heard some fanciers say they would
kiU every bird that was not up to standard marking, and if

this were put into practice generally, there would, by-aud-by,
be no Pouters either to kill or show. We cannot do without
this class, and it ought to be encouraged at all shows. Besides,
in it there are often found some of the handsomest Pouters in

the show, and we must recollect that it is neither colour nor
marking, but shape, that constitutes the Pouter Pigeon. This
class also often adds considerably to the amount of entry money,
and I consider that committees who exclude it from their shows
are not only damaging the Pouter fancy, but quaxrelling with
their bread and butter.

—

Jas. Huie.

NEW BOOKS.
Third and Revised
OfSce, and Messrs.

The Bralnna Fowl. By Lewis Wbight,
Edition. " Journal of Horticulture "

Cassell.

OccAsioNiLLY—Very occasionally—one meets with people,
usually the wrong side of seventy, who speak of anyone who
goes to a poultry show as " gone to look at cocks and hens," or

who connect Pigeons with "Blue Eocks 10s. a-dozen, gents;"
these latter not the least the wrong side of seventy, but sporting
striplings of, with them, the silly side of twenty. But putting
aside such, there were many who, untU our Crystal Palace shows
and our handsome volumes on poultry and Pigeons, had no idea

whatever of the striking beauty which was to be seen among
these birds. The Crystal Palace Shows I regard as the educators
of the English eye on poultry subjects. Other shows are held
in places often out of the way and not architecturally pleasing,

and consequently the world in general is absent ; but one Crystal
Palace Show is of more value in spreading further and further
the love and culture of poultry and Pigeons than all the other
shows of England put together. Everyone sees it advertised
and thousands visit it ; and I hope its promoters wiU give six

prizes, or even eight prizes where they now give four, and make
it the Derby of the poultry world, and its first prizes immeasur-
ably beyond in esteem any other first prizes whatsoever.

I consider, then, the great Crystal Palace Show as the eye-
educator of Englishmen in matters of poultry ; and as a larger
number of well-off people live near London than in any other
neighbom-hood, so we shall have a larger number of poultry, and
especially Pigeon fanciers and exhibitors, resident within twenty
miles of the metropolis.
But among the mind-educatora of English people on poultry

subjects stands first and foremost Mr. Lewis Wright. His style

is pleasing. He begins a chapter in a way to catch the general
reader and make him read on. A mere dry detailer of poultry
points would and could never do this. It is not my province
now to speak of Mr. Wright's greatest work ; of that another
time, when its last number has reached me. I speak this week
of his second pubUshed work, and of that work's third edition.
" The Brahma Eowl " saw the light in 1870 ; in eighteen months
a second edition was called for, and now is issued a third. This
is a sign of the times. Here is a volume which touches the
pocket to the amount of five shillings, and treats of only one
variety of poultry, yet which has had so rapid a sale. The sale

has also, I beheve, not been limited to England, but in America
the work has been largely bought and read. I have spoken of

the career of this work as a sign of the times : it is so in more
respects than one. Fifty years ago no one would have been so

unwise as to publish a five-shilling work on any one variety of
fowls, and if they had it would have never reached a third
edition within its third year. If there had been such a one it

would have been on fighting cocks, but not one on a gentle,
home-loving, domestic bird like the Brahma. The times are
changed, and the age of patronised cruelty is at any rate gone.
This third edition of " The Brahma Fowl " is like the first

edition, and yet diilereut. It is the same in size, shape, and has
exactly the same nximber of pages and the same number of
coloured pictures ; but the pages are not the same, nor the pic-

tures. The pictures in the first edition were good, but in this
third they are better. Markedly so is the portrait of the Dark
Brahma cock and the Dark Brahma hen ; the latter is especially
a lovely bird. There is a pleasant fact connected with " The
Brahma Fowl," that it led to its author wi'iting his great
" Book of Poultry." Thus Mr. Wright tried his wings with the
" Practical Poultry-keeper," strengthened them with " The
Brahma Fowl," and soared away into full public favour with
" The Illustrated Book of Poultry."
The Brahma is Mr. Wright's especial fowl ; and although as

yet, owing to limited accommodation for his pets, he has not
been a large or general exhibitor, yet a large proportion of the
winning chickens of the last two or three seasons have been bred
on one side or the other from his strain, and a hen hatched from
eggs supplied by him realised the largest sum of money given
for any single hen of any breed during the last twenty years

—

viz., i'2U.

" The Brahma Fowl " treats fully on the subject indicated by
its title, beginning with the origin of the Brahma, then speaks
of its qualities and management, contrasts the Dark and Light
varieties, and goes on to speak of breeding, rearing, and managing
Brahmas, finishing with a chapter on judging them.

I always tell anyone desirous of taking to poultry. Adopt on©
variety—that which you fancy, and which those who understand
the matter think your home is adapted for ; and then read-up
the subject and get your variety ; and above all things, if you
wish to succeed, stick to it. If Brahmas be your fancy—and if

they are there will be smiles for you from your wife and children,
or you will have eggs for breakfast when perhaps your neigh-
bours have none ; and the kitchen denizen or denizens, the maid
of all work or the grand cook, will willingly save-up scraps and
learn to help you, as they find what a kitchen friend for eggs
and chickens is the Brahma. Let such a man or woman (ladies

are excellent fanciers, indeed among the very best), with a
Brahma turn get this work, read it hard, master its contents,
and within the first season he or she will save its cost over and
over again.

—

Wiltshike Rector.

Pheasants for Coverts and Aviaries. By W. B. Tegetmeier.
H. Cos, London.

The eleven engravings are beautiful, including the species
of Pheasant for use and ornament, kuown in this country ; the
paper is equal to drawing paper, and the binding handsome.
The literary part is useful, but chiefly a compilation.

HIGH-COLOURED CANAEIES.
We were very much surprised to see in your Journal that the

receipt for breeding high-coloured Canaries belonged to Bemrose
and Orme. We wish you to understand that we (Wright and
Shaw, of Sutton-in-Ashfield), sold this receipt to Orme last year
(1872), with an understanding that he was not to divulge it to

anyone. We are very sorry to learn that he has deceived us.

This year the birds exhibited by Bemrose & Orme principally

have been bred and moulted by us.

—

Weight & Shaw.

[We forwarded a copy of the chief contents of this note to
Messrs. Bemrose & Orme, to which Mr. Bemrose replies as

follows :

—

" I beg to say Mr. Orme did purchase from Messrs. Wright
the method of feeding that we adopted to obtain high colour,

which I had known for years but I had never given the food in
sufficient quantity. Mr. Orme, contrary to my wishes and
unknown to me, told the method of feeding to a man named
Bennett. I was not aware of this until some time after, but it

eventually came to my knowledge that Bennett aud Barnesby
(to whom Bennett had told it) were writing to fanciers offering

to sell the method adopted by us—in fact had sold it to several,

amongst the number to Holmes, of Nottingham, who gave
Barnesby .i'2 for it. Upon finding this out I at once wrote to

you, deeming it the most straightforward course to pursue. I

can only say I deeply regret Orme's conduct, and my having
had any connection with the case.

" With regard to the latter part of Messrs. Wright's letter,

stating 'that the birds exhibited by us were principally bred and
moulted by them,' it is simply untrue. At the commencement
of the season they had three variegated birds, which I thought
would turn out well, but they have not done so. In order to obtain,

these we had to buy several others quite useless as show birds,

having sold three of them myself as song birds for 5s. I am
quite willing to admit all that is true, but must protest against
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the latter part of their letter. The highest-coloured birds we have

shown have been moulted by myself—I moulted ninety-eight,

some of the best not having been yet sent out.—E. Bejirose.

"P.S.—It is my intention at the close of the season to leave

the fancy."
There is no need to pursue the subject further in our columns.

—Eds.]

THE BEE-KEEPEB'S CALENDAB FOE
JANUAEY.

In commencing a calendar in The Journal of Horticulture,
I will state that during the last few years a considerable ad-

vance has been made in apiarian science by a wide-spread
section of intelligent bee-keepers. The granite of common sense
is cropping-iip to the surface in most of the counties of England,
and it is on this foundation that all good and successful manage-
ment in the past has been achieved. The progress made in

practical bee-keeping of late is so perceptible, that I cherish the

hope I may have the happiness of knowing that thousands of the

rural popiilation of England derive a substantial income from
bee-keeping.
Some three months ago I received an invitation to visit a

village in North StatTordshire. About a couple of hours after

my arrival almost all the leading bee-keepers within five miles
of the village came to spend the evening with me and my host
in conversation about bees. Bee-keeping in that neighbour-
hood had made no progress from time immemorial till about
three years ago, when a book of modern date on the practical

management of bees fell into the villagers' hands. They now
keep bees for profit, some having fourteen hives, some ten, some
seven, and others four hives. I am happy to say that I never
met more advanced and intelligent bee-keepers before or since.

If I have to pilot the steamer for twelve mouths, let me,
before I mount the paddle-box, wish all the crew and passengers
" A Happy New Tear," and express my hope tliat we shall have
fair weather, and a pleasant as well as a prosperous voyage.

JANUAEY.
If bees have food enough in their hives now, the less they are

disturbed—indeed the quieter they sit amongst their combs, the
better. Though all healthy hives are benefited by the bees
taking an occasional airing ih mild weather during the winter
months, the inmates of healthy hives sit more quietly and closely

together than those of unhealthy hives. On t>iruing-up a hive
infected with foul brood, we invariably find the bees sitting

very loosely in it, and that they at once begin to spread them-
selves over the combs. On turning-up one of my own hives
lately, I saw the bees act in this way, and suspecting the cause
I applied some smoke to enable me to esamine it thoroughly,
when I found it extensively diseased. The bees will be shaken
out of it into a hive of sweet combs some night this week.
Though September and October are the best time for feeding

bees for the winter, many bee-keepers fail to give enough food
at that season, and continue to feed them for months afterwards.

Such late feeding is attended with the risk of inducing the bees
to commence breeding, and the brood being chiUed to death by
frosty weather. There is also some difficulty in getting the
bees to take food during cold weather, when they naturally seek
warmth by crowding together. If necessary to feed in January,
let the food when given be warm, say about 100% or blood heat.

If the bees will not take it, let them be brought into a hothouse
or warm room, and there fed with warm syrup, keeping them in
their hives. In such a case I pour the warm liquid over bees
and comb, and keep them shut-up for twenty-four hours.

Is it necessary to ventilate hives in winter ? No: the smallest
door possible affords tlie bees air enough during winter. With
wooden hives ventilation is an advantage, as the greater part of

the moisture which (without ventilation), condenses on the
insides of the hives and rots the combs, is carried through the
ventilating holes. Where wood hives are used, the crown holes
should be covered with fly-proof wire, and used as ventilating-
shafts ; and where such hives have no crown holes, I have seen
the combs saved by boring holes through the crowns and sides
with gimlets and small brace-bits.

During the winter both honey and bees should be protected
from house and field mice ; during the summer they need no
protection from such robbers, but in winter bees sit so closely
together in the centre of their hive, that mice frequently enter
without molestation and devour the honey in the outside combs,
and will even kill the bees and afterwards eat their heads off.

How the sagacious mice manage to take bee by bee from the
mass and carry them outside the hives without being stung is a
marvel ; but they do it. I have known many hives nearly
ruined by mice eating the heads of the bees, and leaving the
bodies in heaps outside. To prevent these depredations we
contract the doors of the hives in winter by using pieces of wood
with doorways in them, sufficiently large to permit bees to carry
out their dead, aud small enough to exclude mice.
As wet and cold are hurtful to bees, I may here refer to the

protection from these needed in winter. It has been stated by

some one that bees die in a temperature of 31 '^that is to say,

when the mercury falls to within 2' of the freezing-jjoint inside

a hive, bees cannot hve. I have not yet put this to the test

of experiment, but if it is a fact, the importance of covering
bees well in winter cannot be too highly insisted on. The best
and neatest covers for hives which I have ever seen were soma
I lately noticed in Staffordshire. They might be called wooden
cases for hives, and were about 20 inches wide and nearly as
deep. They stood on floor boards and had moveable lids. The
hives placed inside were well protected and easy of access.

The cases were large enough for supering, ekeing, and feeding
inside, aud cost 15s. each. I saw eighteen in one garden, where
they had a very pleasing appearance. Between the hives and
the cases there is space enough for some uuder-covering in frosty

weather. I have never seen covers so complete and satisfactory.

During the active months of summer there may not be space
for all I have to say in the first number of the month, and it

may, therefore, be necessary to continue my remarks another
week. As I am anxious to make these notes as comprehensive
as possible, if any of your readers find difficulties in bee-manage-
ment, on stating them to the Editors they will receive the best
consideration and attention.—A. Pettigeew, Sale, Cheshire.

BEE-FAEMING.
In answer to "G. H.'s" query whether I kill the queens ex-

cepting one when uniting three or four swarms, I believe it is

the best way to do so, as a young queen may be selected for

stock in that manner; but in my practice I have not done so,

simply because in this part of the country we keep the heaviest

hives for stock (.so that there may be no danger m wintering),

and such often happen to be the first swarms, consequently

second swarms and old stocks which have young queens are

generally condemned. These are what I have had to unite, and
as I did not fear securing a queen out of the lot, I have taken no
further trouble, exceptmg in my own apiary, where I have
followed the practice laid down in the " Handy Book of Bees "

—viz., to take the heaviest hives for honey, and feed the lightest

to the required standard. I seldom find much difficulty in pre-

venting the bees fighting. I beheve scent is the bond of union

;

for if fighting is going on, by blowing smoke of corduroy or fus-

tian vigorously amongst them the commotion ceases at once.

When taking my friends' bees, which are kept in the sraaU

old-fashioned hives, I proceed thus :—Suppose four hives have
to be taken, I get four empty hives, blow a little smoke into each

of the condemned ones, and proceed just as in artificial swarm-
ing, only drumming longer, or till the bees are all out or nearly

so. I then place the bees on the original stands and take the

honey-hives into some dark outhouse, turn them bottom up-

wards, aud in the course of half an hour what few bees are left

in the honey-hives will be glad to escape to their original stands

as soon as light is admitted. I then take the two hives next

each other, and dash one on its own slab and place the other on
it, taking care to fumigate them equally. I wait a short time

while these unite, which wiU not be long in September or Oc-

tober. I then treat the other hives in the same way, and
perhaps not more than a score of bees will be lost. I have
united stocks in my own garden without the loss of a single bee

excepting a queen, which I found underneath the hive.

Respecting the other query on supering I cannot say much,
for I have only tried twice—once in 1872, and once in 1873—and
have succeeded pretty well by simply placing a little guide-

comb in the glass, putting it on an adapting-board, and then

over the circular hole—say 3 or 4 inches in diameter—in the top

of the hive, without any restrictions to the queen or drones.

I am thinking of trying several experiments in supering next

summer, aud if the weather be favourable your correspondent

will be welcome to my experience.

—

Thomas Bagshaw, Longnor,

near Buxton.

WHA.T IS HONEY?
The discussion of " What is Honey ? " recalls the old contro-

versy of " The Chemistry of Honey," where it was held on the

one side that even sugar and water after passing through the

body of the bee and stored-up became converted iuto veritable

honey, a doctrine from which our Editors, if I remember, as

well as the present writer, entered their dissent.

Mr. Pettigrew is perfectly correct in treating, for practical

purposes, sealed honey as a distinct article from the unsealed ;

the latter, as I have taken occasion before now to point out,

will not thicken nor consolidate, even after frost sets in, while

the former will stiffen-up and crystaUise during midsummer
heat ; hence the great necessity for bee-keepers on breakmg-up

hives to keep the two perfectly separate. Unsealed honey is

always better given at once as feeding to bees, otherwise mixed
with the sealed it has the effect of keeping the whole thin and
induces fermentation.

I related a few years ago how I found a very capital straw

hive, driven on the twenty-fourth day after swarming, had, at
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the end of the season, when a large body of healthy beea were
introduced, the unsealed honey covered over with a white
fungus, and that it turned out in the spring a mass of corrup-
tion from foul brood thereby induced.
While agreeing with Mr. Pettigrew as to the distinctness of

sealed from unsealed honey, I cannot subscribe to the twice
swallowing and disgorging process with the accompanying
chemical change thereby brought about. I incline to think,
rather, with your other correspondent " B. & W." that of this
we want adequate proof; neither do I believe our orderly little

favourites act on the haphazard system of tossing the honey
*' into the first empty cells they can find." On the contrary,
such of us as possess unicomb observatory hives are familiar
with noting the great time and paius every fresh arrival takes
in selecting the cells iu which to store away pollen as well as
honey, with the evident intention of keeping all properly classi-

fied and distinct, and we cannot fail to observe the gradually-
filling honey cells in the upper portion of the hive, till at last
only the smallest orifice remains in very many ; and may it not
be that our favourites at this particular stage possess the power,
before hermetically sealiug-up, to suck-out and extract the
aqueous and aerial properties, causing it ever afterwards to
consolidate and keep ?—A Renpkewshire Bee-keepbr,

HONEY SUPERS AT EXHIBITIONS.
I AM very glad to see your able correspondent *' B. & W." has

taken up the above subject. I certainly did not expect to see
exhibited at our flower shows supers filled by artificial means;
but as I said in my previous letter, it was unfortunate that it

should have been such a bad year for bees for the great Show
at Manchester, but at any future show the honey should be
honey proper

—

i.e., gathered by the bees from flowers only. I
have been a prizetaker with bell-glasses as well as with hives,
but never gave my bees an ounce of honey or sugar in my life,

except to feed them up for the winter. I entered in the class
for supers, glass and wood, or straw, but had no success in either,
though I had my bees on the heather.

I quite agree with *' B. & W." that rules should be laid down,
but in No. 1 leave out that portion about feeding bees eight
months previous to the show. I like to give my bees a little

food in March. I would not allow feeding after March. No. 2
I do not agree with. Let the exhibitor strengthen his stock so
that the honey may be legitimately stored by the bees.

I was at the Barton-on-Trent Flower Show in August last,

and the supers were very poor ; many were not half full—very
different from what they were two years ago, which was the
first show, and I think the best I ever saw except that at Man-
chester this year. They all said it was a poor season in the
Burton district, which I think can be echoed by all bee-keepers.

If some rule could be laid down so as to guide the committees
of flower shows, I think they would avail themselves of them.
I can name a few shows that I attend in the northern and mid-
laud counties, and perhaps " B. & W." or other correspondents
cau assist in the matter, bo as to give all a fair chance ; but by
all means leave a class for the working man both in straw hives
and straw supers.

—

South Lancashike Bee-keepeh.

have a few buff feathers. They are not desirable, but tbey are by no meana
a disqualification. We do not believe the Golden Hamburghs had anything
to do with them. The fault is a graver one in pullet a and heus. The question
of breasts is almost a matter of fancy. The flrat and best birds ever imported
had speckled breasts. No judge would be justified in withholding a first

prize from a bird on account of a speckled breast, if he were superior to hifl

competitors in other points.

HoDDANs' Charactbristics (ECoudart).—The proper colour of Houdana is

black and white speckled, not only in the plumage, but in the colour of tha
legs. Some prefer darker, some lighter plumage. The essential points of the
breed are five claws, good top-knots and beards, and a square Dorking-ahaped
body.
Fowl Hocse (d. S. F.).—The rooatlnj? place of a given number of fowls is

not 80 important as the extent of their run. Six birds will roost comfortably
in a fipace 6 feet equaro. You can make up the necesBary number of cubic

feet by taking it out of the clouds. Make your houses 12 feet hiyh. They
need only be plank all round, and shoald not exceed 358. each.
Maize for Fowls (F. P. Q.\—You would not presume to contradiot us, but

you differ from us in toto. Granted, Punchy some time since, gave us tho
drawing of two militiamen—" raw material." " Jim," said one, " you be'ant

instep." "Be'ant I? then change your'n." We keep a thousand hens ami
pullets and feed them well. We keep account, and are sure that for early

laying maize is not the food. We give a little every day, but our food is.

ground oats, barleymeal, whole barley of tho Best quality, and scraps. Wa
believe iu no foods. We are never without eggs, but wa do not come up to

your numbers. May your eggs never be less.

Canterbury Pohltrv Show.—There is an omission of the third prite ia

the Black Red Game Bantam class. It was awarded to Mr. T. W. Anns,
42, High Street, Clapham.
Royal Dublin Society's Winter Show.—Mr. fiealo did not win Ms own

cup. It was won by Mr. Zurhorat with the beat Blue-pied Pouter hen, and
duly presented to him.
Nams or Bird [NaturalUt).—The name of the bird you mention on paga

502 is the Mountain Finch, Brambling, or Bramble Finch, as it ia commonly
called by bird-catchera in the neighbourhood of London ; the FringiUa mon-
tifringilla of ornithologists.—D. Brown.

SALT FOR BEES.
If " A. T. W., Kidwelly " adds a little common salt to his food

for bees, particularly iu the spring of the year, the food will be
greatly improved. Insects, like animals, crave for salt at times.
I am, sir, an old bee-keeper and have often watched them, in
the early spring, sucking the straw of a freshly turued-out dung-
heap from the stable—for what ?—it is the salt in the manure.
Allow me to add to this note the very simple mode of taking

a hive for honey, practised by me for years. On a very fine

sunny day when the bees are fully occupied away from home,
stop up the entrance and gently remove the hive some Httle
distance from its stand, then turn it upside down, take away the
bottom board, and what bees are at work in the hive will imme-
diately rise in the air and fly back to their old quarters, and from
there they will again search for their property, displaying a most
wonderfoi instinct.

—

An Old Man.

METEOROLQICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Cauden SQaAHE, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.
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OUR LETTER BOX.
Separating VAKiETrES (H.).—It is high time your fowls were separate.

If they are laying at the time of the sejjaration you should wait (to pre-
vent didappoiutment) a fortnight. If they are not laying when put apart for
breeding purposes, and begin a week afterwards, yuu may set the egga. Where
it is intended to set (;arly eggs, the birds should be divided the first week in
December. There is little or nothing gained by keeping them together.
Bantam Egg-bound ( W. H. S.).—If the case be as you represent it, and

there is an egg that cannot be laid, the cure is easy, but not so much so as if

y.iu could have acted at once. Draw out a wing feather, soak it iu castor til,

amd introduce it in tho egg-passage. You must do it gently, andyou must not
touch the egg. If the egg be broken in the passage the case is fatal. Lubri-
cate the passage till the egg begins to move, and tho cure is rapid. It is

probably the first egg. Let Nature do all that is necessary after the oil, and
do not help her.
Dark Brahma's Plumage (F. S. G.).—Many of the beafc Brahma cocks

REMARKS.
Fine forenoon, then rather cloudy ; rain in the evening, and wind at
ni.u'ht.

Fair and pleasant, but not bright though warm.
-Foggy and misty in morning; fair about noon; fine evening,
-Dull all day, with rain in the evening.
-Heavy rain in morning ; very bright sunny afternoon.
-More or less fog all day, no sun, and very foggy at night.
-Foggy iu the morning, especially about 8 a.m. ; finer afternoon, with
some sun ; line evening, with luna*- halo.

30th.—Fine morning ; rather raw day, and sharp shower at night.
A week of very ordinary December weather, no remarkable extremes either

of heat, cold, pressure, or rain ; the temperature frequently just about freezing
point, and repeated fogs.—G. J. Symons.

23rd.-

24th.-

25th.-

26ch.-

27th.-

2»th.-

29th.-

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—December 31.

We have no alterations to report.

FRUIT.

Apples
Chestnuts
Grapes, hothouse
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plants were equally luxuriant. To lower the temperatures
without decreasing the care bestowed in cultivation would be
no loss, but to lower the temperaturea and raise cultivation to

a higher standard of perfection is certainly a great gain. It

was in contemplation in this case to keep the plants a little

cooler in winter than they forraerly were, but certainly not to
the extent forced upon us

;
yet so successful was the treatment

that the temperatures were again lowered for the winter, and
no apprehension whatever is felt on entering a Pine stove in
the morning to find a nice sweet atmosphere and the ther-

mometer indicating 45".—M.

LEUCOPOGONS.
I WISH to direct the attention of the readers of the Journal

to the claims the various members of this genus have to a
more extended cultivation. I do not remember, during the
whole of my gardening experience, having ever seen them
grown to any great extent ; and when the taste for New
Holland plants died out, these, with many other beautiful
greenhouse ornaments, suddenly disappeared, saving in the
collections of those who were old-fashioned enough to love
plants for their real worth and beauty quite independently of

what might be the fashion at any particular time. I must
confess being old-fashioned enough to love these Leucopogons,
for they supply a profusion of snowy white flowers which are
invaluable during the winter months. They bear cutting well,

and I really know of nothing which is so tasteful for arranging
in a lady's hair for a ball or dinner party. I always endeavour
ti cater for the fair sex in the matter of plants and flowers,

and if my fair readers will only grow a few plants of the genus
BOW under consideration they will always have, during the
dullest season of the year, material for bouquet-making or
head-dresses of the most chaste and beautiful description.

Leucopogons have been so much neglected that it is very
questionable if one in a dozen, even of those whose business
it is to know plants, have an idea of the truly beautiful objects
they are when well grown. They will not conform to crinoline
training like an Azalea, but with a little management they
form compact handsome shrubs, which in winter are laden
with clusters of snowy flowers of great beauty. They belong
to the Epacrids, and as a genus are distinguished by their
funnel-shaped corolla, which has five spreading lobes ; these
corollas being seated in a five-lobed calyx, furnished at its

base with a few dry chaffy bracts. The anthers are five in
number, situated on short filaments included within the
corolla ; whilst the style is furnished at the apex with a
capitate stigma, and gradually increases in size down to the
base. The fruit is usually a berry, but this will not be an object
of decorative ntUity. The flowers are white, borne on terminal
and axillary spikes.

The cultivation of these plants is quite simple, and they
may he grown by those possessing very little glass-house
accommodation. One thing, however, is essential to their well-

being, and that is an abundance of sun light. The soil should
be about two parts good peat, one part light loam, and one
part sharp sand; the whole should be well incorporated, and
used when in a nice friable state. It used to be held as an
infallible maxim that Leucopogons did not like or require much
water, and so, forsooth, we hear it said now very often respect-
ing Ericas ; but my experience goes to prove that both genera
like a plentiful supply, but the drainage must be perfect, so
that nothing stagnant nor sour remains about them for an
instant. After flowering, and before growth commences, the
plants should be cut back to within some few inches of the
old wood, but upon no account should they be pruned too
hard. To avoid repetition it will be well to observe that the
flowers are all white, and the limb of the corolla is more or
less bearded with white hairs, hence the generic name. The
following few kinds are amongst the most desirable, and are
well deserving of careful attention at the hands of all lovers
of winter-flowering plants.

L. EicHEi.—This species is tolerably plentiful on the moun-
tains of Tasmania and New South Wales, where it attains a
height of 4 or 5 feet, and assumes the proportions of a hand-
some shrub. The leaves are oblong-lanceolate, of a smooth
and shining green, which contrasts beautifully with the snowy
flowers that are produced on axillary spikes, continuing in
perfection for several months during the winter and spring.

L. LANCEOLATUS.—Like the preceding this plant blooms
during winter and spring, but in addition so profuse is it that
strong plants often continue weU into the summer before the

last of the flowers pass away. It naturally attains a height
of from 6 to 10 feet, but I have seen it flowering when about
the same number of inches high. The leaves are lanceolate
and dark green ; the flowers borne upon axillary spikes and
pure white. Native of the mountain districts of New South
Wales.

L. TAMiKisciN'US.—This is a very handsome species. The
leaves are ovate, smooth, and dark shining green ; flowers
produced upon somewhat dense spikes, and in great profusion.
It continues in beauty throughout the winter months. Native
of New Holland.

L. AusTKALis.—This is the last I shall enumerate, although
there are many others deserving a place in large collections. It
attains a height of some 3 or 4 feet. The leaves are lanceolate,
long, narrow, and dark green; spikes many-flowered, axillary,

and produced during the whole of winter. Native of Tasmania,
&c.—ExpEKTO Gbkdb.

VINE CULTURE.
There is one period of the year when I think Vines planted

in inside borders are not treated rationally, even by many
whose cultivation is otherwise faultless, and to this I attribute

many of the evils complained of during such a trying summer
as the past.

As soon as the fruit is gathered the borders should be
thoroughly examined to see whether they require water ; never
mind injuring a few roots, it is better to do this than allow
the whole to suffer, and, moreover, the Vine will bear its roots
being cut, and in many cases this is beneficial to it, inducing it

to emit feeders more at home.
It is quite a mistake to suppose that the roots of Vines, or

indeed plants in general, should be kept dry during their so-

called resting period ; they are never really at rest. I believe

the nearest approach to rest in the roots of Vines is just at the
time the buds are bursting into leaf ; there is no visible sign of

growth in them till some of the leaves have grown to their full

size. The exact time when root-action commences can be told

to a nicety by noticing the colour of the leaves, which is of a
very light green at first and remains so for some time, when
suddenly on the forwardest and healthiest plants patches
appear which are almost blue, and gradually mingle with the
lighter colour, and all is changed in a few days to the beauti-

ful lively green so natural to the healthy Vine. When this

bluish colouring matter first appears is just when the plant

has begun to make use of its roots. Although a large plant

may have made suflicient leaves to cover a quarter of an acre,

it has had nothing to do it with besides what was stored-up in

itself till such time as the leaves began to assume a darker

colour, and then it would begin to draw fresh suppUes from
mother earth.

Bearing this in mind, it is reasonable to suppose that the

roots have much to do in the autumn, and practically this is

found to be the case ; the roots are quite fresh and seemingly
active long after the leaves have put on their autumnal colours,

and I believe that as long as a leaf has any hold on the stem
the roots are busy.

All this I consider of the greatest importance to the culti-

vator. There are seasons when he cannot water his plants,

notably when the ripe fruit is hanging on them, and mthout
doubt they frequently suffer at this time, for the evaporation

going on is something enormous in warm dry weather ; but
this can be remedied to a certain extent by giving abundance
of water just before colouring, and again, it necessary, after

the fruit is gathered. As far as my experience goes, with a
well-made border it is always necessary to water in autumn
or winter.

Another lesson to be derived from the facts I have mentioned
concerning root-action commencing in the Vine after the
formation of the first leaves, is not to apply too high a tempe-
rature tUl it can be seen that the roots are actually at work.
Not that I would start with a very low temperature. I com-
mence with 50° to 55°, and do not exceed this for ordinary
Grape-growing—I am not writing about forcing—till the flowers

are set. Muscats are no exception ; mine are often below 50°

when in flower. Flowers formed in a comparatively low tem-
perature and with continual ventilation have shorter and
stronger flower stalks (bear this in mind, my friends who are

troubled with shanking) ; the flowers are more perfect in every

way, the quantity of pollen produced is something marvellous
compared with that produced in a higher tempcratare. A
greatly-respected octogenarian In company with one of our
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worthy Editors aotiially asked last summer if I had been
troubloil with mildew, the pollen that had fallen on some
leaves of Lady Uowne's loolcing in the distance exactly lilve

sulphur.

Although I recommend the same temperature for Muscats
as for Hamburghs, I do not advise them to be grown in the

same house when it can be avoided, because they flower and
ripen at a later season.—W. Tatloe.

JUDGING ROSES.
In answer to the appeal made in the Journal on the question

of the presence of Tea Roses in a stand, will you permit me as

one who has now for a great many years had the privilege of

acting as a judge of Roses to give my view of the question ?

I have never considered the presence of Tea Roses in a stand

added anything to its value, aud for these reasons

—

1. I am set to judge the twenty-four (let us say) best Roses,

and my object is to ascertain which are the best Roses of the
kind exhibited ; whether, taking two stands, there are more
really good Roses in the one than in the other. I do not think
that I am called upon to consider whether I like a pink Rose
better than a crimson, or a yellow than a rose colour, or a Tea
than a Hybrid Perpetual, but whether, knowing the sorts,

those exhibited in one stand are finer, fresher, and more perfect

than in the other. I have frequently seen one stand where
great faults were committed in matters of taste—putting too

many of one colour near to one another, or placing a small
flower where a large one ought to be. But I have ever held
that even taste in putting-up is subordinate to quality of bloom.
lu the same way I have seen a box where the moss was per-

fection aud the blooms at first sight caught one's attention,

and another where it was indifferent ; but again, to the perhaps
intense disgust of the owner of the first box, I have stuck to

my rule—quality of flower, and not the accessories.

2. The alleged difficulty of getting good Tea Roses is one
more dependant on climate aud situation than on anything
else. Our friends in South Devon would not have the same
difficulty of growing them as those in the midland and northern
counties. An amateur who has a walled garden can grow them
better than one whose garden is open ; and therefore I do not
think a man who is thus favoured has to get an extra mark
because he has a favourable locality in which to grow his Teas.
And were we to enter into such questions we should want to

know who had a good Rose soil or who had not ; whether an
amateur lived on the top of a breezy hill or in a sheltered
nook

; and therefore I think the best and safest rule is to take
the Roses as they are, aud let the finest aud best win.
The difficulty which some of your correspondents have felt

about their breakfast on the morning of the Rose Show at the
Crystal Palace is one which can easily be met. If they will

go out of the main entrance and cross over to the high-level

station of the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway they can
get anything they like. As to Kensington, that inhos2}ita terra,

the nearest port of refuge is the Museum. The only drawback
there is, that as the shows are always held on Wednesdays, it

is one of the days on which you cannot get iu without paying.
—D., Deal.

TO YOUNG GARDENEBS ON RENOVATING OLD
FRUIT TREES AND OTHER SUBJECTS.

I THINK there can be nothing of greater importance to a

gardener at any time, but especially when taking to a garden
which has been neglected, than having a well-grounded know-
ledge of what is required and what can be done with old and
somewhat exhausted fruit trees. Many a young gardener has
regretted the folly of making a hasty condemnation and clean

sweep of all trees of any considerable size existing in his newly
acquired situation. What is the result ? The supply for some
years cannot meet the demand. Should the employer be a con-
senting party to the wholesale destruction—in some instances

he is really the instigator—yet in a little while when there is

no fruit, or but little, he forgets about that, and the gardener
alone is held accountable. The stream of discontent once set

running, it is sure to swell with other grievances whether real

or imaginary. It is best at all times to avoid this if possible.

It is apt to be said, " We used to have such and such fruit."

(N.B., Cooks can do this nicely—quahty is nothing to them if

the quantity is little). It is enough for a young gardener to

feel disgusted at the malformed trees and the cracked disfigured

little fruit, after being accustomed to fruit of large size and

perfect shape, not to speak of well-trained trees. I can quite

understand the ambitious feelings that will at once spring up
under such cucumstances in a young gardener who wishes to

excel ; but it is best to be on the safe side, and rather than
make a sweeping clearance I would strongly advise the

adoption of a more gradual course—to feel, as it were, the way.
To make a grand sweep of good, bad, aud indiflereut before

consulting the requirements of the house, or knowing whether
it is possible to replace the trees with better varieties suitable

to the locality, is a matter of the greatest importance. To
replace an indifferent fruit tree with a really bad one, or worse,

to have no fruit whatever, will bring down from all quarters

the most disagreeable consequences. Can there be a greater

pleasure or a more noble and interesting pursuit, to say nothing
of its practical bearing, than to bring back a deformed and
somewhat exhausted tree to youthful vigour and fertility ? I
maintain that this in all respects is more creditable and of

greater utility than replanting, where there are trees of a proved
variety which is known to suit the situation.

On producing a crop, should the sample of fruit be indifferent

as to size and appearance, and the trees vigorous and healthy,

in displacing them for fruit of a nobler character, I repeat we
may replace proved sorts unknowingly with worse. To grub-up
a tree and plant a nursery tree instead, as is too often done
now-a-days, is a mistake. I have often seen grand trees wan-
tonly cast away in order to make room for a young tree that

must take years before it produces the crop which the old ono
would do with a little judicious treatment. We are apt to

look at a tree which has got to the top of the wall, for instance,

unless it is a model of training, with an eye of contempt—as

an eyesore which must be destroyed at any cost. We ignore

the fact, that when iu a bearing condition there will be as

many basketfuls on it as there will be single fruit on the young
tree in the same period. When we have a large tree with a

good constitution we can at once place half a dozen young trees

on its head, and iu the second or third year have the whole
well furnished with fruit. I do not think I am without the

bounds of truth when I state that iu many instances there is a

long and vexatious scarcity of fruit, owing to the erroneous idea

that it can only be obtained by replacing the old trees with
others subjected to more modern treatment. It is undoubtedly
in many instances a greftt mistake not to attempt renovating

neglected trees, in others they must undoubtedly make room
for young subjects ; but which course should be adopted in

each particular case must be a matter of judgment, which can
only be decided upon by one on the spot.

I will now rather deal with the best means of treating

a tree that it is deemed necessary to renovate ; and in laving

my ideas before your young readers I can assure them that

what I shall state is the result of long study and close

observation, by oue whose natural taste is for gardcuing,

and whose experiences commenced with infancy, under an
enthusiastic fruit-growing parent. "Ah!" some will say,
" he is evidently one of the old school." Not esa_etly,

nor of the new, but I have great faith in the natural. 1 am
not an admirer of the careless grow-as-they-like system.

Nothing seems more out of place in a gentleman's garden.

Lately I visited two large establishments in which all fruit

trees, except those on the walls, were left to grow at will, and
certainly they produced immense crops. Iu an outside spot,

as an orchard, no one would complain of them, but whore
everything is kept with mathematical exactness we look also

for the gardener's skill being brought to bear on the trees.

I happened to call again at one of these gardens, and a young
man had taken charge. These trees were all cast away, and
young ones took their place, but the sequel was he had to go
himself. Apples could be carted away like Swedes from the

field—and then to have none ! It was out of the question.

No one can deny that it is a great advantage to have these big

trees, either in a quarter of the garden, or, better, in an orchard.

AVithout them the basketful after basketful of fruit needed in

many establishments would seldom be forthcoming ; but if

planted indiscriminately they are out of place in a well-kept

garden. The tendency of to-day is towards the opposite ex-

treme. A deformed pigmy fruit tree, of a foot or two high,

loaded with eight or ten fruit, is pretty enough in its way,

but how many such will it take to supply the house a week ?

There is in their case no pick-and-oome-agaiu. I he legions

of whimsical geometrical-trained fruit trees is only equalled

by that of the numberless patent forms of miniature glass

buildings. They are well enough after there is sufficient of

the more substantial necessaries. Their place is simply to
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form an anxiliarj- ; to rely on them solely is an error that
cannot be too studiously avoided.

Utility must ever be the pass-word in the fruit and vegetable
garden, and infuse ornamentation when it does not interfere

with ntUity. The torture to which fruit trees are subjected on
the Continent, and which some too enthusiastic admirers on
this side of the water would have us believe to be the per-
fection of training—has not this been proved to have even-
tually a very detrimental effect on the well-being of the tree ?

It has been proved over and over again—to wit, with the
Azalea and many other subjects—that there are certain bounds
beyond which nature cannot be forced with impunity. I ask,

Where is the great bulk of fruit that fills scores of fruit-rooms
grown, supposing that there are hundreds of these fancy-
trained trees, also an orchard of more natural character, but
not neglected ? My experience, and I believe that of most
others—especially with Apples—will answer in favour of the
orchard. Pigmy-trained trees are playthings for the owners of

many small gardens, who derive more pleasure in occupying
their time in training than from the quantity of fruit produced.
To many again—and I share their idea—nothing seems to be
a fruit tree unless they can hide themselves amongst its bloom-
ing branches in spring, and have a store of fruit at Christmas.
What is wanted now-a-days is a maximum of fruit for a mini-
mum of labour. We have now to contend with acre after acre
of dressed ground, and thousands upon thousands of bedding
plants, the ever-wanted cut flowers, to say nothing about an
abundance of tender vegetables, and all this with a minimum
amount of labour. It is consequently impossible to pay that
attention to the repeated pinching, Ufting, training, mulching,
and the like, that must be attained to in order to attain any
degree of success.

I am well aware that many who have a thorough training
think it not beneath their attention to study out-door fiuit

culture, and will not commit themselves ; but too many by
half think if they can run-up a long list of long names they
are at once gardeners. Young men, depend upon it, it is a
grave mistake. A plentiful supply of fruit is an absolute
necessity, flowers notwithstanding.
Now, where are those who never did a day's work with trees

to learn about out-door fruit-growing ? It is no mere fancy
that there are such. I have worked .under and with many
young men who confessed to never having done so. There
are many books on the subject, and from them their know-
ledge is obtained, but the books of modern writers seem to

me to be written wholly for one end ; they treat, from the
beginning to the end, on young trees—nursery trees—of vari-

ous shapes. The young man who studies such books will most
naturally, unless ho has had some practice in renovating neg-
lected trees, proceed to destroy all to make room for the
many fancy forms ho admires on paper. I believe that it is

seldom he gets an opportunity of reahsing with living trees the
pictures which he admires. I do not assert there is nothing to

be learnt from these books, but it is well to be able to judge of

what is right by having a knowledge of what can be done in

other ways. If I were to put into the hands of a young
gardener a modern treatise on fruit culture, I would at the
same time give him one of an earlier date, for instance
that of Forsyth. There is in it no doubt some absurdity, but
cannot the same be said of modern books in a more marked
degree ? Although it is upwards of seventy years since Forsyth
pubUshed his work, it contains much sound knowledge that has
not been improved on, and holds its own against newer ones,
which SJem to be written for the vUla garden rather than for

large estabhshments. Forsyth was a great man with me in my
boyish days. Those beautiful, large, clean-skinned fruit, pro-
duced on the young branches in his faithful illustrations,

compared to the small shabby tasteless fruit from the old
scrubby branches—the quaUty and quantity on the former
compared to the latter, were my delight to verify in growing
trees. Especially do I remember a large well-trained Glou
Morcjeau Pear tree, and the six or eight splendid fruit at the
extreme end of each long branch, compared with the few small
indifferent fruit located from their back to the stock. The
question that suggested itself to my mind was, Why not have
more of these vigorous two or throe-year-old branches like the
extremities bearing the fine fruit ? It was with intense gratifi-

cation when gathering fruit day after day that I noticed the
difference between fruit growing on old and young wood. I

always knew where to find fine, clean, high-coloured fruit.

What benefit one derives from learning to think in boyhood !

It helps one to overcome difficulties ; it gives one more confi-

dence as to what will be the results of any particular operation.
In a word, he gets the physical nature of the tree so well at
heart that, like the practical physician with a sickly person,
he sees at a glance if it is possible to regenerate the patient.

It is, therefore, a great point in gardening—one to which
young men should pay great attention—to learn when and
how art can step in at the right minute to help nature, and to

supersede her if it can.—J. Taylor, Maesgwijnne, S. Wales.

NEW AND IMPROVED BOUQUET-HOLDER,
Messrs. Dick Eadclyffe & Co. have sent us the engravings

of a bouquet-holder. It is made in electro-gold, is not only

a very handsome holder for a bouquet, but also answers the
purpose of a stand for flowers.

STEAWBEEEIES IN WINTER.
At this season of the year, what is there nicer to put upon

the dinner-table than a good dish of Strawberries? I grow
Keens' Seedling for early use. President, and Sir Harry. These
are too well known to need description. I am well aware that

they are old varieties, but as croppers and for flavour they
are all that the most fastidious could desire. I always select

as many of the first suckers as I shall require—they make
the strongest plants—and all the other suckers I have cut

off as they appear, which is a great consideration in the suc-

cessful culture of the Strawberry in pots. I never allow super-

fluous suckers to remain. I pot each sucker in a small GO-sized

pot, which I fill with rich compost—namely, good fibry loam
and decayed dung, and I place a small stone on the stem to

keep it in its place. Very soon the pot is full of roots. I con-

stantly use hquid manure, and give them every encourage-

ment ; the more hberal the treatment the greater will be the

results when fruiting. When the pots are fuU of robust roots

the plants are separated from the parents.

I usually give the plants about three shifts. I never allow

them to become pot-bound, and as they are repotted I place

them in a warm position, where they are exposed to plenty of

sun and air ; each pot is placed on a flat brick, and plunged
in ashes up to the rim, every precaution being taken to keep

worms out. For the final shift for fruiting I use 2-i-sized pots,

and I also pot very firmly, using a compost of fibrous loam,

decayed dung, and crushed bones, with a good sprinkling of

charcoal.

I have tried keeping the plants in pans when growing. I

have seen decayed manure put in the pan, also water, but I do
not like either. I always have the best success by pursuing
the following method : I have turf cut out of a pasture, and
placed bottom upwards—the grass on the shelf, the soil up-

wards. I place the pots on this ; and when starting, the plants

root into the turf and receive great support from it. When I

water I give plenty on the turf. Many failures arise from giving

them too strong heat when starting. I have seen them, after

they have made their growth, placed on their side to keep them
dry. I always place mine in an orchard house during the

period of rest.

I have kept some plants during winter, and not fruited them
till the second winter ; they always repay me for the extra

trouble. I call them two-year-olds. It is a very easy method

;

I pick off every bloom bud as it appears. The result the second
winter is superior. In the autumn of 1872 I took up fifty

plants out of a Strawberry plantation several years of age aa

an experiment, and from them early this year I had a capital

crop, and at any future time if short of plants I should do so

again. The red spider is the great pest of Strawberries ; aU
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thfit ia required to keep it away is tlie syringe used very freely.

•

—

F. P. LucKunRST, Mill Bank Hall.

BOYAL nOETICULTUEAJD SOCIETY—TOTING
BY PROXY.

We have received two printed circulars asking the Fellows
to give the power of voting by proxy at general meetings of

the Society. We have on a former occasion warned the I'ellows

against giving that power. It always causes more injury than
it effects beuetit. It has always been found th.at those in autho-

rity, having the funds and officials to work with, are enabled to

obtain proxies from Fellows residing at a distance much more
readily than any opponent of the Council, who has to apply
for proxies individually and at his own expense. No Fellow
should have the power of voting on any motion without having
heard the arguments urged on both sides. The House of Peers

have resigned the privilege of voting by proxy because it was
known to operate wrongfully ; and we know of no reason why
the Chairman of the Pioyal Horticultural Society's Council
should be able to say, any more than a Prime Minister, " Let
the opposition argue, I have the majority in my pocket."

In reply to " A Life Fellow," a reference to the manuscript
of my letter of Deo. 25th will show that it suggested that it

would have been better if the first words of the " appeal " had
been, " The old Council was caused to retire by a very small
number of votes, and most of them local ones." I did not
propose to alter " A Life Fellow's " letter. I gladly, however,
join issue with him on the question of fact whether it was a

large or small number of votes which caused the late Council
to retire. In your report of the meeting of March '2Cth, 1873,
in the number of 27th March, 1873, Mr. Lindsay (page 25U,

second column), says, " It would be iu their recollection that

the circumstance which had led to these proceedings was at

the last annual meeting, the vote for the non-adoption of the
report was carried by a majority of 86 to 11 ; the Chairman
then stated that he did not see how it was possible for the
Council to take any other step than resigning." Eighty-six,

mostly Keusingtonians, to fourteen horticulturists !—this on
the authority of the Secretary of the present Council at the
annual meeting of the Eoyal Horticultural Society, which
numbers some 3500 FeUows

; and " A Life Fello\y " considers

that the old Council was not caused to retire by a very small
number of votes, and those mostly local ones ! Continue the
reference to your report, and it is stated (page25S), that on
Mr. Lindsay's amendment to prevent men's proxies, 107 voted
for and 53 against, and that ladies' proxies were 225 for and
206 against. The numbers given in the Gardeners' Clironiele,

published on the 29tb, and therefore with more time to get the
exact figures, are—" For amendment by show of hands 109,

hy proxies 116 ; total, 225. Against, by show of hands 53, by
proxies 154 ; total, 207. Majority for the amendment, 18."

Further on in your report, the bye-law permitting the Council
to resign was voted for by 93, against 23 and 37 proxies.

Majority for the bye-law, 33. " The supporters of the bye-law
did not use proxies."

What I said is, that without starving horticulture I believe

that the Council cannot pay the rent, £2100 according to the
charter, when due, and I repeat it.

" A Life Fellow " hardly sees the point in my answer to

his comparison of the Zoological and Botanical Societies with
ours. What I said was, that the Crown being the landlord of

the houses round the Botanic and Zoological Gardens received
on their increased rental a large rent for the space occupied by
the Gardens. The Crown is not the landlord of the houses
round South Kensington Garden, and the land having been
bought mainly out of the people's shillings, it seems an abuse
that the rich neighbourhood should not pay a rent approaching
to its value if kept private—this to be applied to public pur-
poses—or that greater public use should be made of the gardens.

" A Life Fellow's " last paragraph I do not understand.
If he means that I supported the proposal adopted by the late

Council to admit Exhibition visitors to the garden on consider-
ation of freedom from £2400 a-year rent and £2000 a-year
debenture interest, and of an estimated £1000 a-year for hor-
ticulture (the settlement with Hfe FeUows being understood),
I fuUy admit this responsibility. I think this arrangement
would have been a fair compromise. It would not have taken
away very much of the privacy of the gardens from the Ken-
singtonians ; it would have made some greater use of the laud,

and would have given some money for horticultural objects,

besides freeing the Society from much of the load which weighs
it down. I fear that " A Life Fellow's " Keusingtonian
friends may regret the day that they prevented terms like these
being carried out, and doubt the new Council's will and power
to " sell the Society to the Commissioners" on better terms.

—

Geokge F. Wilson.

ABOUT ROTHBURY.
If the question had been asked some twenty or thirty years

ago, What about Bothbury ? the answer would likely have
been th;it it is a village of no great importance in the centre
of Northumberland ; and if the inquiry had been made at an
earlier period, it might have been said that its claims to re-

spectability were of a somewhat questionable character. The
tongue of slander used to say unpleasant things about Both-
bury—not that it differed much from other vUlages, but the
circumstance of its situation gave it a sort of claim to notoriety.
It lies at a considerable distance from any other village of

importance, and necessarily exercised a considerable influence
for good or for evil over a wide district. It was here that the
unfortunate Earl of Derwentwater and his adherents raised
the standard of rebellion against the present ruling family of
the country, and proclaimed a member of the exiled Stuarts
as the Sovereign. The issue of that ill-starred rebellion is

well known, and the wide domains of the unfortunate noble-
man were forfeited to the Crown on his perishing on the
scaffold. Sympathy for him, it need hardly be said, was long
felt in the neighbourhood, where his good qualities as a land-
lord and a kind and indulgent master were widely known ; and
this sympathy no doubt led many to couple his case with that
of the family for whom he sacrificed his life, and consequently
in Bothbury and other places the people long maintained a
hope that the cause of the Stuarts was not altogether desi)erate.

Border songs and popular tunes breathing a wish of the kind
were common enough in the younger days of people still living,

although it does not appear that the Derwentwater property
extended to Bothbury, the seat of the family being a good many
miles away ; neither does it appear that the claimant for the
broad acres it once possessed, whose case occupied so much
attention a few years ago, ever found much sympathy or sup-
port at Bothbury, although she met with it elsewhere.
To those intending to visit this once out-of-the-way village

a journey on horseback or some primitive conveyance was
necessary, and that not long ago. Now, however, that pioneer
of civilisation, the railway, takes the traveller to the very
place. A single line of rail branching from the North-Eastern
line at Morpeth carries the passenger over some twenty miles,

more or less, of uninteresting country. This term, however,
would not be applied to it by the antiquarian, for objects of

interest present themselves at various points on the way. First

of all, while changing trains at Morpeth the town Ues before

him in a valley on both sides of the river Wensbeok, the rail-

way station being much elevated above the town ; in fact

the district around Morpeth is very hilly, and crowning an
eminence but a short distance from the station are the remains
of Morpeth Castle, a stronghold in the border frays, which
extended almost down to the union of England and Scotland,
when most dweUings of any importance bore marks of having
been fortified in some way. The Castle has evidently been
one of importance, though not more so than another we catch
a glimpse of a short time after leaving Morpeth. This is

Mitford, once the stronghold of the Bertrams, a noted family
in border warfare, and their family seat is of course mixed up
with their history. Other fortified houses, as Ogle, Belsay
Castle, and Letter Harle Tower are too far from the line to

be visible to the traveller ; but ere long he comes iu sight of

Eoadley Castle, placed on a ridge of some elevation, but I

believe the structure that now presents itself to the spectator

is more of a sham than a real ruin, and its history is unim-
portant, while the aspect of the country is not inviting. By
degrees this becomes wilder, and now and then gUmpses of

distant hiUs reveal the fact that we are approaching a moor-
laud district ; at a station a short distance from Bothbury
the train stops, and looking out we find the name of one of

the gentler sex is posted-up as ticket-collector, and very grace-

fully she performed her duties, informing us in reply to an
inquiry that the remains of the famed Brinkburn Priory are

some three miles off. But the train proceeds, and curving
round the steep sides of a hill, the summit of which is in its

primitive wildness, it pulls up at what is at present the ter-
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minus, and the village of Botlibury is not more than a couple

of stonethrowa from us, but on the other side of the river

Coquet, a stream which at this point seems to contain as great

a volume of water as the Thames at Richmond. The river, the

village, and the mansion are all seen to the best advantage from

the railway station.

Perhaps there is nothing which marks the difference of ideas

between the denizens of the north and their brethren of the

favoured south than the manner in which they speak of the

respective features of the country. In the north every river

has its praises recorded in the popular songs of the neighbour-

hood, the Tweed and Clyde being especially rendered the

burden of many a song ; while Tynedale, or the tract of country

drained by the river Tyne in its upper reaches, was noted all

over the kingdom for the hardy and skilful class of bowmen it

sent forth to foreign as well as border warfare. The efforts

of the poet have not been wanting to sound its praises as a

river, but I believe in the latter respect it would have to give

place to the Coquet, the most important river in central North-

umberland, as the Tyne is in the south of it. This noted river

has its origin in the ridge of hills which forms the boundary
between England and Scotland. The course of the stream
before reaching Eothbury is through a valley of great width,

and of proverbial good quality as farming land, the corn crops

at the time of my visit (towards the end of August), being

more advanced than at many places two hundred miles

farther south, and excellent. The river, as may be imagined,

takes a serpentine course through this flat district, but on
Bearing Eothbury the valley diminishes, and indeed the river

is hemmed-iu by high precipitous banks with but little land
on either side that is available for cultivation ; the village, it

may be stated, is on the left bank, and the wild moor rises

to a great elevation almost from the backs of the dwelhngs.

In fact, it is in consequence of this place forming a sort of

resemblance to the more distant highland scenery that Roth-
bury at the present time derives its importance ; for at the

back of the village is the moor in its full garb of hundreds of

acres of Heather, which at that time was in full flower, and
intermixed now and then with stunted Birches in some places

and Willows in others, while more important than all were the

huge masses of fixed and detached rock. Some of the latter

were of large size, approaching that of a moderate-sized hay-
stack, others such as the traveller could throw as easily as a

cricketball, the whole, I believe, being a freestone of excellent

buUding qualities, and which if placed near a large town would
make a fortune to the owner. As it is, the buildings in

Bothbury, old and new alike, are constructed of it ; and
although the weather-beaten surface of these huge masses
presents the usual grey tint given by the Lichen, the stone

when broken much resembles Bath stone, and appears to be
more durable. The older houses in Eothbury present an
agreeable pale-grey tint, while the newly-erected ones are of a

bright stone colour. Some of the oldest dwellings have the

familiar heather thatch once common in moorland districts,

whUe their newer neighbours are roofed with blue slate ; the

timber-framed house of the south and west of England has
no place here. Trees seem to be confined to the district im-
mediately bordering the river.

The immediate cause which called an obscure country
village into celebrity was the great salubrity of the place, and •

the advantages it presented of providing the densely populated
district of the lower Tyne with a sort of highland outlet, and
both the working classes and their employers have taken ad-

vantage of that. Excursion trains run from the great towns on
the Tyne and Wear, carrying their thousands of pleasure or

health-seekers for a day's "outing" on the moors, and who
return with bunches of Heather as tokens of having been to

such a distance ; while for the more wealthy, ample accom-
modation has been provided in the shape of monster hotels.

The ascent of the hill is an exhilirating pastime to the sedeu-
taiy townsmen, and the pure air and other advantages add to
their enjoyment.
Nor is the district without its charms, the river after it

passes the village is still further hemmed-in by high rocks,
and at one place its whole bed seems a solid impenetrable rock,

with not a particle of moveable matter upon it, and at one
particular place while the ordinary bed may be 100 feet wide,
or more, the whole stream is confined in a narrow chasm
of not more than 7 feet wide, through which it rushes with
great impetuosity. A foot-bridge has been fixed over this

natural curiosity to prevent the accidents that were said to

have now and then occurred by reckless persons attempting

to jump over. Lower down the river the banks are densely
wooded for some distance, the old Priory of Brinkburn being
emboweled in wood, and tradition says, a body of foraging
borderers were unable to find it, when its inmates, unfor-
tunately for themselves, attracted them to it by ringing their
bells in thanksgiving, as they expected, of having escaped the
pillaging visit, which, as it was, ended otherwise.

Other places of note border the river, but the great attraction

to visitors is the bracing atmosphere, and the ascent to the top
of the hills reveals other distant tracts of a like kind. Simon-
sides, a somewhat higher mountain lies to the west of it, and
on the opposite side of the Coquet, while several miles away
are the renowned Cheviots, which form the north-western
boundary of the county, and which occupy so prominent a.

position in the history of the two countries, as being the scene
of many a bloody battle, the most remarkable being that of
Flodden, where James IV., of Scotland, and the flower of hie
nobility perished. The vestiges of a camp of much earlier date
than that of the famed battle are at one end of the village.

Like most other places of recent growth, which owe their
progress to some presiding genius, Eothbury is indebted to
one whose name is known all over the civilised world. Sir
William Armstrong, the great engineer, whose guns and their

projectiles seem destined to alter in a great measure the
character of future warfare, has here erected a mansion, which
is very appropriately named Craigside, a spacious-looking,

dwelling snugly ensconsed in one of those recesses often met
with in a mountainous country, the site being at the base of
two hills meeting at right angles, one facing the south the
other the west. A considerable tract of fine land tolerably
level lies between the mansion and the river. Part of this has
been formed into a kitchen garden with forcing houses, and
other parts running-up to the waste behind the mansion are
kept as dressed ground , and the whole, including a large portion
of the former moor, has been enclosed by a formidable wall,

which I found was sealed against intrusion. Doubtless, there
are good reasons for this, but being the first case of the kind I
have met with, I simply mention it, and can give no details of

the garden beyond that. I believe most things were found to

thrive remarkably well, as, in fact, most plants do in fresh soil>

more especially when that soil happens to be at the base of an
elevated range of freestone mountains. Not only will Ehodo-
dendrons and other American plants do remarlsably well in

such a i)osition, but most other kinds of trees and shrubs

—

Vines especially. I think the place had only been established

a few years, and from what I could see of it from the railway

station, it had all the appearance which great wealth usually
commands. Though the right bank of the Coquet on which
the mansion looked-out presented the wild character of

highland scenery of moderate elevation—naked rock and
detached stones grey with age contrasting well with the purple
Heath—there was in another direction ample breadths of

well-cultivated valley, with excellent crops of corn, &a. The
hill against which Craigside is built is one of those detached
hills of, perhaps, only a mile or two across, and separated by
a like extent of valley from others, and it is a greater distance

from the Cheviots, in some secluded glens of which the snow
is said to lie all the year round. There is enough of moor at

Eothbury to tu-e most ordinary pedestrians for one day's travel,

and Heather enough to allow a good many excursionists a
handful each to carry back with them to their densely popu-
lated towns.—J. EoESON.

PTEEIS TRICOLOR.
In reply to Mr. Pocook's note, I have to say that I do not

grow Pteris tricolor. My Fern-growing conveniences are

limited, and my object is to cultivate only, or mainly, Ferna
from which I can " cut and come again" for decorative pur-

poses—as mixing with flowers in rooms. I am, however, well

acquainted with this beautiful Fern, and have tried my hand
at it with fair success, at a time when I had a pride in at-

tempting to conquer aU stubborn and "miffy " subjects.

My treatment was very similar to that detailed for Adiantum
farleyense, with the exception of somewhat firmer, more loamy
soil. The best-coloured specimen I ever saw was grown by &
farmer's " odd man" in pure silky loam and silver sand. On
the Continent I observed it luxuriating in simple leaf mould,
but this medium is, as Mr. Pearson says, very capricious. Most
kinds of leaf mould are vastly improved by a scorch, and this,

furthermore, is the best preservative against worms in pots.

Mr. Pocock has given some capital landmarks on the oul-
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ture of stove Ferns. Like Cinerarias they never do so well as

when moisture rises regularly and freely from below, and when
the pots look misty the Ferns grow freely. Another important
point is to use water at a regular temperature, say 5' above
that of the house. The use of water without proper regard

to its temperature is fraught with immense danger, especially

in the case of plants of sluggish growth, and those liable to the

attacks of insects.

—

Old Fbiend.

ALriNE PLANTS FOR SPRING BEDDING.
Me. D. Thomson's interesting letter containing most useful

liints on alpine plants for spring bedding, leads me to send you
a list of plants in a narrow winding border forming the lower
tier of a rockwork, which at this season have a pretty effect

here (Weybridge, Surrey).

I must premise that the Mossy Saxifrages are in large

dumps, and most of the other plants strong ones.

Saxifraga nervosa
Primula altaica

Saxifraga glacialis

Primula auriculieflora
Saxifraga atro-purpurea
Primrose
Saxifraga altifida

Primrose
Saxifraga palmata
Primrose
Saxifraga Andrewsii
Primrose
Saxifraga elongata
Primrose
Saxifraga cochleata
Primrose
Saxifraga adscendens
Primrose
Saxifraga marginata
Primrose
Saxifraga irrigua
Saxifraga pyramidalis
S. sponhemica [hypnoides ?]
Primula altaica—Geokge F. Wilson.

Saxifraga longifolia

Primrose
Saxifraga hypnoides
Primrose
Saxifraga nepalensis
Primrose
Saxifraga pubescens
Primrose
Saxifraga serratifolia

Primrose
Saxifraga trifida

Primrose
Saxifraga umbrosa iBgilopa

Primrose
Saxifraga geranioides
Primrose
Saxifraga Geum polita
Primrose
Saxifraga hypnoides ice-

landica
Primrose
Saxifraga serratifolia

S. Haworthii
S. Geum variety

CARTER'S EOUND-LEAVED BATAVIAN ENDIVE.
EARTH-BLANCHING.

This is a winter-salad vegetable of great excellence. Sown in

July it has afforded a supply for winter use which is especially

esteemed. In growth it is particularly compact, less leafy

than many other Batavian Endives, and consequently more
edible in heart and midrib. Dug-np in November when per-

fectly dry and the outer leaves carefully folded, it was buried,

root uppermost, in the south slopes of Celery ridges, and a
month afterwards, and onwards, it turned-out in fine condition,

white as milk, crisp as anything could be, sweet as a nut, and
with no decay saving in the very outside leaves. By this

simple mode of blanching, anyone having a garden may have
a salad at Christmas that will add to the appearance of any
festive table, and be as good as it looks. Of course, it is

equally good under Mushroom-house and other modes of

blanching, but the main object of this note is to recommend a
plan, far from new, but easy and efifective.—-W.

height at back llA feet, and at front CJ feet. We had occasion

to do a little improvement in the border this autumn, and
found that from the surface to the subsoil of irony sand, on
which a layer of brickbats had been placed for drainage, it was
only 2 feet in depth ; and that a little rain which fell during
the time a section of the border was open caused 2 inches o£

water to rise amongst the drainage—if it may be called such.

It was not surprising, under these conditions, to find all the

roots down in that particular stratum entirely killed. The
heating power is measured by a flow-and-return 4-inch pipe,

and there are plants grown in the house the whole year.

Our ideas with regard to the general management of late

vineries are that there is generally too much water thrown
about, even in the height of summer, and too little applied to

the roots. Nor are we any advocate for giving unlimited

ventilation when the Grapes are ripening : our plan is to give

air according to the state of the weather, rather inclining to

keep the air circulating amongst the fruit very warm than to

allow the temperature to fall for the sake of a rush of air

constantly playing through the vinery. We are of opinion

that to perfectly fiuieh Muscats to the highest state of per-

fection, it is one of the first points of importance to let the

bunches have as much direct sunlight as possible, though for

the black varieties we do not think this is so necessary. As to

giving air after the fruit is ripe, for days together the late

Grapes now hanging hero have had no direct ventilation

;

only on really fine days is there any ventilation given, except

what is almost continually on where the greater number of the

plants are stood : except on warm nights the pipes are kept

lukewarm. The latest of the fruit was ripe by the middle of

October, and has kept as well as any, and better than a good

many we have seen this season, as the almost constant cry of

gardeners has been that they only wished to see the last of

their Grapes cut. We have some Lady Downe's hanging in

another house which were ripe in August ; the house has beeu

full of bedding plants since the end of September, and conse-

quently the ventilation has not been stinted, yet the mouldy
berries cut-out would not average two at the most to each

bunch. The same applies to a Muscat at the Black Hamburgh
end of the late house : these are not entirely cut yet, and with

free ventilation we could wish for nothing better in the way of

keeping.

We think it a great mistake for gardeners (in which term
amateurs are included) not to be more guided by the many
peculiar circumstances each one has particularly to do with,

and try less to shape their modes of cultivating various sub-

jects by hard and fast Unes, which they may either have found

to succeed well in one place, or have seen or read of some one

else having succeeded with. The most successful gardeners

will be found to differ essentially in their details of working

from others, though there are sure to be leading principles the

same in all cases. The subject we are more immediately in

hand with is no exception to this ; and we know of no better

mode for obtaining good results in Grape-keeping than just to

pick out the principles which may be enunciated by writers as

a framework, and to fill-in the details in practice according to

local circumstances.—R. B. P. (in The Gardener).

KEEPING GRAPES IN WINTER.
Though our experience with the Grape Vine is none of the

most extensive, and though our editor, aftei' asking for the

ideas and experiences of correspondents on this subject, goes

to the bottom of the matter himself, the following notes on
the subject may not be altogether unacceptable.

We are fully convinced that large and airy structures are,

ior various reasons, better adapted for both fruit and plant

culture than those of less dimensions. The main point in

which large houses are superior to small ones is their capa-
bility of containing a large volume of air, which with ordinary
attention may be kept in a more equable and healthy condition

for the growth, ripening, and keeping of Grapes than it is

possible to do with contracted houses. Still, while first-rate

examples of Grape-growing may be found in small structures,

very poor results may also be found in large houses, though,
doubtless, the management has nearly everything to do with it.

None of the vineries we have to produce Grapes from are
either wide or lofty, the late one being only lOi feet in width.

METEOROLOGY OF 1873.

Ticehurst, Sussex, 500 feet above sea level.
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will continue for a fortnight.

of inspection.

Doubtless it will be well worthy

LADY HENNIKER APPLE.
The facility with which new varieties of Apples are raised

from seed is so great, that, as is usually the case in such in-

stances, there is always a very large proportion of worthless

sorts to a very few that are good. In the example before us we
have one of the latter class, and one which will take its place

among the very best of those Apples of which it is difficult to

say whether they are culinary or dessert varieties. In this

respect it takes rank with such kinds as Beauty of Kent,
Wormsley Pippin, and Beiuette du Canada. Attractive in size

and in colour, it will make a show in a large dessert, and if

planted ; these were reduced every few years. The last thin-

ning was about seven years ago, when thirty-three trees were
cut-out. The tree in question was always the favourite, and
it has lieen carefully preserved. The cook says she prefers it

to all others. It is largely used here when large and hand-
some dishes of mixed fruit are reijuired for the dinner-table.

Its appearance by lamplight is most telling. It is in use
when the large shooting parties are on—viz., from October to

February. The tree is very healthy and a great bearer."

ROSE FELICITE PEEPETUEE AS A STOCK.
I SHOULD like to make a suggestion to the numerous class of

Rose amateurs. Has anyone given the old climbing Rose
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Latiy HenELker Apple.

need were, its flavour would not cause so much disappoint-

ment as many other fruits introduced to the dessert merely
for the sake of their appearance.
The fruit is very large, roundish, narrowing a little towards

the apex, and with blunt angles on the sides, which terminate
in prominent ridges round the eye. Skin yellow on the shaded
side, with a faint blush of red, which is covered with broken
streaks of crimson on the side nest the sun. Eye large and
open, with short segments, and set in a very deep and angular
basin. Stalk very short, set in a very deep, wide, russety
cavity. Flesh very tender in the grain, well flavoured, and
with a pleasant perfume.
A iirst-rate Apple, chiefly valuable as a cooking variety, but

useful also in the dessert. Season from October to February.
This Apple was raised at Thornham Hall, near Eye in

Suffolk, and the account of it furnished by Mr. John Perkins,
the present gardener there, is the following :

—

" Between the years 1840 and 18.50 the late Lord Henniker
had great quantities of cider made to give away in the summer
months. Several bushels of Apple pips were sown in beds,
rom which the most promising seedlings were selected and

Felicity PerpCtufie a good trial as a stock? From my obser-
vation of a few Hybrid Perpetuals that were some years ago
budded on this stock, I think it would be weU worth a trial-

It is a very strong grower and very free rooter, and I think it

is likely to be very suitable for Teas and Noisettes. I am
aware that the stock has been previously tried, but I should
like to know if anyone has tried Tea-scented kinds on it.

Is it anything uncommon for a seedling Rose to come into

bud about ten weeks after its appearance above ground ? I

had one that did so this year, but I did not let it flower,

—G. W. BOOTHBY.

THE AMERICAN BLIGHT ON APPLE TREES.
By T. Mackay, C.E.

rReail before the Nelson Asaocidtion for the Promotion of Science and
Industry.]

In the spring of the year a slight hoariness is observed
upon the branches of many of our Apple trees. As the

season advances this hoariness increases, and towards the end
of the summer the under sides of some of the branches are
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invested with a thick ilowny substance, so lonp as at times to

bo seusibly ayitatea by the air. Upon examining this sub-

stiuioe it will be found that it conceals a multitude of small

winfiless creatures, which exude it from their bodies, while at

the same time they are busily employed in preying upon the

limbs of the tree. This they are well enabled to do by means
of a long beak, or proboscis, terminating in a fine tubular

bristle, which, being insinuated through the bark and the

sappy part of the wood, enables the creature to extract, as

with a syringe, the sweet vital liquor that circulates in the

plant. The sapwood being thus wounded, rises up in excres-

cences all over the branch, aud deforms it ; the limb, deprived

of its nutriment, grows sickly, the leaves turn yellow, aud the

tree perishes. The insect which is productive of so much
mischief is a species of Coecidaj named Aphis lanigera, or

woolly plant louse, popularly called the American blight. It

was first observed in England in 1787, but it is uncertnin if it

was, as has been supposed, accidentally imported tliere from

America. Some entomologists say it came from France. At

all events, there is little doubt its original habitat was a

warmer climate than that of Britain. It has, however, found

its way hence from the latter country. The wonderfully rapid

development of the aphis has thus been described by a popular

writer :^
" It produces in the course of a season eleven broods of

young. The first ten are viviparous, or brought forth alive,

and consist entirely of females. These never attain their full

development as perfect insects, but being only in the larval

state (the larvra are active, and resemble the perfect insect,

but are wingless) bring forth young, and the virgin aphides

thns produced are endowed with singular fecundity. But at

the tenth brood this power ceases. The eleventh does not

consist of active female larva; alone, but of males and females.

These acquire wings, rise into the air, sometimes migrate in

countless myriads, and produce eggs, which, glued to twigs and
leafstalks, retain their vitality through the winter. When the

advance of spring again clothes the plants with verdure the

eggs are hatched, and the larva, without having to wait for the

acquisition of its mature and winged form, as in other insects,

forthwith begins to produce a brood as hungry, as insatiable,

and as fertile as itself. Supposing that one aphis produced a

hundred at each brood, she would at the tenth brood be the

progenitor of one quintillion (1,000,000,000,000,000,000) of

descendants."—(Patersou, " Science Gossip," 1865.)

It will thus be seen what very formidable foes these insig-

nificant-looking little pests are to our orchards, and two ques-

tions naturally arise—first. What is the cause of their being

so? aud second. Where can a thoroughly radical remedy be

found against their ravages ?

There are some particular kinds of Apple trees more attrac-

tive to these insects than others. Whether this may be attri-

buted to the particular colour of the bark, a deficiency of

lime, the presence or absence of certain juices in the sap, or

to over-cultivation or climatic influences creating an abnormal
condition of the tree, and consequently rendering it more sus-

ceptible to parasitical disease, it is hard to say ; but the blight

now treated of is evidently more destructive in semi-tropical

climates, such as AustraUa and New Zealand, than in Britain,

owing in a great measure to the effect which the frequent hot

sunny days, succeeded by the cold frosty nights of early

spring, have upon the circulation of the juices of the tree, un-
duly stimulating their flow in the daytime, and abruptly

ehecliing their current at night, by which they burst their

vessels and become the food of such insects as have been
already described, the insects being often mistaken for the

cause of the disease, while they are really the effect of it.

That the action of the American blight, the scale blight,

and the Cicadie on our Apple trees is, to a great extent, the

effect of the last-described condition, there cannot be much
doubt.

Assuming, therefore, such an hypothesis to be correct, it is

clear that, in place of the various nostrums or specifics—such
as the prepai-ations of carbolic acid, corrosive sublimate,

kerosine, hme, or sulphur, which are recommended for wash-
ing the diseased trees, or the plastering of the infested parts

with moistened clay, all of which are very transient in their

effects—a non-liable stock to disease should be selected on
which to graft any liable variety the grower may desire to culr

tivate. That there are such stocks proof against blight there
are several authorities for stating, and, moreover, there is a
member of this Association, Mr. Lightband, sen., living in

our midst, who has Euccessfally treated the disease by grafting

an anti-blight tree, using a variety of winter Apple, on diseased
ones.

In Darwin's book, " Animals and Plants under Domestica-
tion," Vol. ii., chapter 21, " On Natural Selection," he says :

—

" From some unknown cause the Winter Majetin Apple en-
joys the great advantage of not being infested by the coccus.

" On the other hnnd, a particular case has been recorded iu

which aphides confined themselves to the Winter Nelis Pear,

and touched no other kind in an extensive orchard
Liability to the attacks of parasites is also connected with
colour."

Considerable controversy has lately been carried on in the

pages of the " Australasian " on remedies for the American
bhght, and much has been said in favour of using stocks of

the Majetin Apple as a sure prevention of the disease. A
Mr. Wade, of Pomona Place, Launceston, Tasmania, in a
communication on the subject to the same paper, says :

—

" That on his arrival in Tasmania he devoted especial atten-

tion to the check and prevention of Apple blight, aud one of

his first ideas was to raise stocks from the seeds of those sorts

not affected by blight. He chose the seeds of the Siberian

Bittersweet, and the result was success far beyond his most
sanguine expectations, for barely 1 per cent, of stocks raised

from those seeds were in the least affected by blight, whilo

some alongside, raised from promiscuous seeds, were destroyed

by it, and that he has continued the system for several years

with the same unvarying success."

Mr. Lightband's operations above referred to have been most
successful. The juices of the fresh graft after a while per-

meated the whole of the diseased tree, infusing, as it were, a

new life and fresh vigour into it. The aphides avoid infesting

it, the leprous bark exfoliates, and a clean sound bark takes

its place ; the tree continuing to bear two kinds of fruit—that

of its original stock, as well as of the anli-bhght graft. These,

however, will no doubt in time merge their respective types or

qualities, the one with the other.

From these circumstances it is not too much to say there

are good grounds for assuming that, in the first place, as a

prevention of the disease, the selection of an anti-blight stock

on which to graft the particular kind of Apple desired to be

grown will be the best means of insuring a healthy fruit-bear-

ing tree ; and in the second, as a cure for trees already

aiiected with the blight, the inoculation process of Mr. Light-

band is the most rational plan that can be adopted.

It is not the Apple tree alone, however, that such parasites

persecute. The Pear, the Peach, the Apricot, and the Nec-
tarine, as well as the smaller fruits, also the Grape Vine and
the Hop plant, are all, more or less, infested by a species of

one or other of them ; and those who desire to derive both

pleasure and profit from their fruit gardens or Hop grounds

should not fail to seek for and apply proper remedies iu good
time.

In conclusion, it may not be out of place to advance a few
words on the bearing which the theory of natural selection,

or the survival of the fittest, has upon the subject now under
consideration. It is obvious that without o.n operating cause

—one, doubtless, amongst many, such as the parasitical in-

fluence of aphides on fruit trees in enforcing, as regards the

latter, the necessary process of renewal by stimulating horti-

culturists to adopt improved methods of cultivation, as well

as instinctively, as it were, to select such stocks as will prove

the fittest against the destructiveness of these pests—with

little exception many fruit-bearing trees would be left un-

tended, and, as a natural consequence, would inevitably de-

generate, and eventually dwindle away. In this will be recog-

nised one, perhaps, of the many purposes designed for these

tiny insects by that Providence Who hath numbered the very

hairs of our heads, and without whose knowledge a sparrow

doth not even fall to the ground.

The Vice-President having placed his microscope at the

service of the meeting, the author was enabled to illustrate

very clearly the peculiar nature of the American blight, as

well as the scale bhght. He also exhibited several branches

of .\pple trees from Mr. Lightband's garden, showing the

curative effect of that gentleman's anti-blight grafting treat-

ment.
A discussion ensued, in which several members took part.

Mr. Elliot mentioned that when on a visit at the Hon. W.
Robinson's, in the Amuri, three years since, while walldng

through the orchard one morning he discovered a tree affected

with the American blight, much to the disgust of the gar-

dener. The trees in this orchard were at the time ten years
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old. No fresh tree or Rraft had been imported into it for at

least seven years, and the nearest fruit garden was twelve

miles distant.

—

{Communicatcdby Vf.S'wsi.B, Canterburij,N.Z.)

HEATING—FUEL.—No. 2.

Gas having the greatest heating power of all ordinary com-
bustible substances, it must necessarily be the best for heating

hothouseB or greenhouses by the circulation of heated water in

iron pipes. I make no question of the superiority of gas over

coke and coal, but whether it is equal in cost, or less or more
expensive than either of these two, I am not in a position to

ascertain, therefore I ask for information on this head.

In heating by gas all the heat generated by the combustion
of the fuel can be utilised. The boiler or apparatus being
entirely within the house, we not only secure the heat of the

water in the pipes to be given ofi by them, as in other boilers

heated by coal or coke, but the heat that is given off by the

surface of the boiler itself, which in some cases, as when the
boiler is in a shed outside the house, is equal to as much
heating surface as would warm one or more of the compart-
ments heated by the hot-water pipes. The great fault of the

majority of our hot-water boilers is that their setting is heated
quite as much as the water in the boiler, and the heat is all

the time given off in space outside the structure, and is there-

fore sheer loss. No one would, neither do I, advocate the
fixing of boilers so as to have the stokehole within a green-

house, but I see no objection to having a properly-constructed

boiler entirely within the house, yet stoked from tho outside,

so that the dust and smoke consequent on combustion may be
kept from the plants. To have the boiler within the house is

to derive the full benefit of the heat ; to have the boiler out-

side is to lose the whole of the heat radiated from the boiler's

outer surface, which in some cases is nearly, if not fully, equal
to the surface acted-on by the fire.

Quite different is heating by gas to that by coal or coke.

There is no dust or dirt, no frequent attention, the trouble is

almost nothing, no cost of carriage of fuel beyond the first pro-
vision, no uncertainty of heating, the heat being the steadiest

and most constant. On these grounds gas-heating is to be
preferred to any other mode.
The boiler being within the house, and the air which is

required for combustion derived from the house instead of

from the external air— as in tho case of boilers fixed outside

—

is this an evil or otherwise ? The heating power being in

proportion to the air consumed, and gas being the most
powerful agent of all, it may be that we lose as much by
taking from the internal warm air for combustion, admitting
cold external air to supply its place, as is gained by having
the heating power within the house. There may be some loss

of heat in this way, for it is only just to consider that the
displacing of warm air by cold must lower the temperature in

which this takes place ; but is not the displacing of warm
vitiated air (as it all is in a confined structure) by the admis-
sion of cold fresh air, counterbalancing? This, if an evil,

could be overcome by supplying the combustion chamber
direct from the external air, moderating the current of air by
a screen or screens of perforated zinc, and in this case no loss

of heat would be experienced, the fumes of the gas being
properly carried-off by a securely-jointed pipe or funnel to

the external air.

It is generally considered that gas as a mode of heating is

only suitable for small structures, but the reasoning by which
such a conclusion is arrived at puzzles me. Because gas is at

present only used for lighting and for heating on a small scale,

what have we to be guided by in concludiug it not suitable for

heating on a large scale ? Surely nothing but the supply, for

if it answer—and there is no question about it—for small
houses, it is evident it would do so equally well for large struc-

tures. The only thing would be to have larger apparatuses
and separate ones for every structure, which is one of the
greatest points in favour of gas as a fuel in comparison with
either coal or coke. The heating by gas would enable us to

dispense with reserve or duplicate boilers, without which it is

admitted our very best makes of hot-water boilers are not safe.

There is always an anxiety, especially in severe weather, at-

tached to heating by one boiler which it is not pleasant to ex-
perience, to say nothing of a breakdown of the heating appa-
ratus at such a time. By gas-heating we entirely relieve our.
selves of the anxiety of a breakdown ; we save the duplicate
boiler, equal to the cost of furnishing every compartment with
a separate heating apparatus

; we are enabled to dispense with

a vast quantity of flow and return pipes to and from the boiler,

which in many cases are equal to a large extent of heating
surface, at times corresponding with the heated surface utilised

;

so that a considerable saving of fuel is effected by heating the
radiating surface only, none being lost in supply and return
pipes. When we add the value of the piping that is taken up
in flows and returns, and the necessary elbows and costly
valves, it is clear there is a saving in first cost of no mean
amount, probably equal to half the first cost of an apparatus
for heating each structure separately by gas.

Then when but little heat is required, the fire that has to be
kept going for the heating on the one-boiler system of very little

piping is something enormous compared with the work done,
so much of it being expended in heating the water in the
boiler (which is the same in quantity for a large as for a small
extent of piping) and the connection pipes ; so that we are left

to wonder why in point of economy we departed from the
principle of heating each house separately and adopted the
one-boiler system. We cannot get more from the fuel than
the heat there is in it ; and how a large furnace should give
more heat than four or half a dozen smaller ones, the quantity
of fuel being the same, is only to be accounted for by the
extravagant manner in which we employ tho fuel, half its heat
being expended on the setting ; consequently we have almost
as much loss by the setting of a smaller boiler as in that of

one six times larger : hence the greater heating power of a
large as compared to a small boiler furnace.

Every house should have its separate heating apparatus,
which should have a boiler so constructed that the whole of

the heat, less that below tho temperature of boiling water
(212'), aiJorded by the fuel, will to the utmost extent be given
out and imparted to the water ; and this being the case, as

I see no reason why it should not, the necessity or value of

the one-boiler system and accompanying dupUcation vanishes.

Gas, because it enables us to heat every structure independently
of another, because there is no waste of heat or fuel, and
because of its certainty and steadiness of action, cleanliness,

and easy management, I hold to be the best mode of heating,

and therefore preferable to all others.—G. Aebey.

INFLUENCE OF THE STOCK ON
AND VICE-VERSA.

THE SCION,

[Kssay Read at a Meeting of the American Pomological Society.]

Both theory and practice teach us that the relationship

existing between the root and the top of a tree cannot be im-
paired to any great extent by any artificial intervention of

man. The very moment that an inserted bud or graft com-
mences to granulate and then unite, that moment the two
parts of the embryo tree struggle, as it were, for the mastery.

That is, certain idiosyncrasies, inherent either in the branches

of the one or the roots of the other, will form a leading feature

in the mature plant. Abundant proof of this is afforded by
examining the roots of nursery-grown Apple trees, whether
budded or grafted. Take, for instance, some well-known variety,

as the Bellefleur, and the roots will be found uniformly long,

slender, and very fibrous ; other kinds will prove exactly the

opposite. If we place a graft of some well-marked variety

upon any ordinary stock, say 5 or feet high, in a few years

certain peculiarities of the bark will be found extending down
from the branches to the body of the tree ; as is instanced in

the Newtown Pippin Apple, and Van Mons Leon le Clerc Pear.

Another curious feature respecting the influence of the scion

upon the stock, is noticeable in some of the so-called " sports,"

or variegated-leaved plants.

During the past season [1872] , a Mountain Ash, upon which
was budded a variety with variegated leaves, commenced to

push forth young shoots from the main body of the tree, below

the point where the bud was inserted. In every case these had
variegated leaves. Now, in view of the fact that these adven-

titious buds were there in advance of the original variegated

bud, the presumption is that they were created green, and
their normal condition yielding to the controlhng influence of

the new branches, caused the change to occur by the flow of

sap from above.

A still more remarkable case than the one above cited, was
related some time since. Scione of a diseased Horse Chestnut

with yellow leaves were worked upon strong, healthy young
trees. Sometime thereafter, upon examining the stocks where
the scions had failed, young shoots were found down the body
bearing the identical yellow-hued fohage ; and yet, where the
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buds originally inserted bad " taken," they produced perfectly

healthy green leaves.

This disease, for I hold that all variegation is in some
manner unhealthy, had evidently been communicated from
the bud or scion to the stock before the death of the former,

and for a short time during its vain struggle for existence, con-

taminated the parts below.
The Scientific Committee of the Royal Horcicultural Society

also records a like case with a yellow-leaved Laburnum. After

the inserted bud had died, variegated shoots were noticed
issuing from the stock both below and above the inserted

point ; and Dr. Masters, the English botanist, has stated that

an Abutilou had thrown out variegated shoots alter grafting

with a variegated variety, but ceased to do so after the inserted

graft died.

But, in some instances, the stock exerts a marked influence

upon the scion, thus showing the co-operative system in use
between them. The Gunlcners' Chronicle mentions an instance

of a couple of Muscat Vines worked on the Black Plamburgh,
in the same house with a Muscat, on its own roots. Those
worked on the Hamburgh start fully five or six days in advance
of the one on its own roots, although they are neai'ly a fort-

night behind the Hamburghs they are worked on. It is a

curious fact that there has never been seen any difference in

the ripening season, nor any effect on the fruit.

As we stated in the commencement, certain marked peculi-

arities will, sooner or later, always make themselves known
;

sometimes it will be one thing, and again another and totally

different feature assumes the superiority. The governing
cause, involved in mystery as it is, to a certain extent affords

us a clue by means of which we may study a very useful lesson

in plant life.

We know that all vegetable growth arises from a cell, and
what are termed young shoots, leaves, blossoms, &c., are in

fact but an accumulation of cells, which, in time, develope
woody fibre and other organs. The propagator of new varieties

knowns that a single bud, or a section of a young branch, may
be inserted in a different tree, and these will unite and produce
fruits and flowers similar to the kind from which the bud or

graft was taken. Now, let us inquire into the changes that
occar during this growing process, or, as horticulturists term
it, " taking." Between the wood and bark is where active

growth takes place, and the layer of young cells found here is

known as the cambium layer. All growth, of whatever nature,
is by cells, the origin of which is, however, at present unknown.
But this cell-growth is accomplished by small protuberances
making their appearance on the walls of the older cells, and
these rapidly increase, and again, in turn, assist in the forma-
tion of others, and this is carried on so long as growth takes
place. Without going into a long dissertation upon the subject
of cell-growth, which would form a long essay in itself, I will

merely state that the question has been asked in relation to a
budded tree. Can the cells, at the point of union, be partly of

one variety and a part belong to another? My theory is, that
a cell singly is entirely a component part of the variety from
which it originates, either from the scion or stock, and is in-

vested with all the powers and principles inherent in that part.

A single cell cannot be of two varieties, but a collection of cells,

as, for instance, the cellular tissue, may be formed partly of

both. The vascular or fibrous tissue is governed by the same
laws, each separate, but the little bundles of woody tissue

uniting by their outside covering or walls, thus forms a com-
pact mass of wood, and the bud or graft has taken, which
ultimately forms the future tree.

A bud is, in fact, an embryo tree. It contains within its

protective covering all the elements of tree growth, with all

the organs of vegetation and reproduction intact. Therefore,
when a bud is inserted beneath the bark of another plant, the
cellular growth at once takes place on both sides, these unite
by their outside walls, and the so-called sap commences to

circulate in the intercellular passages from one to the other.

It is, therefore, no wonder that certain peculiarities embraced
in the root may be found developing in the scion or top, and
t'ice versa. That the scion is enabled to reproduce its kind, is

due to the fact that its young growth is merely an increase of

cells already formed, and the variations alluded to at the com-
mencement of this paper are the result of constant currents of

sap flowing between the two remote portions of the tree, and
at the same time imbuing the one with certain marked cha-
racters contained previously in the other. Thus, in a somewhat
hurried, and I fear very imperfect manner, I have alluded to
the influence of the stock upon the scion, and vice versii.

This interesting subject is by no means all theory, as many
suppose, but is the result for the most part of close examina-
tion by means of a powerful lens. Future investigation will,

undoubtedly, reveal many novel features which we now know
not of, and to accomplish this fully the patient student of hor-
ticulture is asked to join the botanist in the pleasant task.

But there is another and more popular aspect to this sub-

ject, the relative advantages of certain stocks for particular

species of plants. Under this heading we may take, for ex-

ample, the Plum worked on the Peach. Prejudice and distrust

on the part of many cultivators have done this operation
great injustice. To the owner of a heavy soil, where the Plum
root thrives luxuriantly, Peaches should bo planted with
caution ; but, on the other hand, in the great Peach districts,

with a light mellow soil, the Peach root will succeed far better

than the Plum. Peaches always make a large number of strong

fibrous roots, and return to the top a vast amount of nutrition.

The junction in certain varieties of Plum on Peach roots is

perfect, and the tree is long-lived and healthy.

The testimony of some of our most noted pomologists goes

to show that the practice is correct, and a careful examination
plainly indicates that the theory is faultless as well.

The subject of dwarfing fruit trees is not properly understood.
The Pear worked on Quince roots certainly dwarfs the tree to

a certain extent, and for a few years; but is the process caused
by some inherent property contained in the Quince? We think

not. Once allow the Pear to throw out a few roots above tho

point of junction, and the tree becomes a standard. Tho abun-
dance of sap or nourishment gathered up by the roots and
forwarded to the top causes in most cases a larger and finer

growth of fruit, thus showing that the Quince is adapted to

these kinds ; but take an uncongenial variety, and mark the

result. The fruit is often in such cases worthless. Years ago
we were told that budding Cherries on the Mahaleb stock

would cause the trees to become dwarf. Little did these pro-

pagators know that when they annually pruned their trees,

this was what dwarfed them, and not the root. The junction

in this case is always perfect, and it is a well-known scientific

fact that excessive pruning causes debility in a plant, and
that when vitality is checked tho tree becomes dwarf as a

matter of course. Excessive growth and productiveness seem
to he generally antagonistic. A dwarf tree, after the first

vigorous growth is over, will, if healthy, produce good crops

and mature a reasonable amount of new wood. Certain va-

rieties of Pears, as, for instance, the Bartlett, never unite

properly on the Quince stock—the cellular tissue of each never

seems to make a perfect union. Very many trees that we have
examined under a strong lens reveal a marked line between

the cell-growth of the two, and not, as in the case with other

kinds, a lengthening of both cell-growths, one up and the other

down, so that it is very difficult to determine where the exact

point of insertion really is. There are causes, over which we
have no control, that debar us from dwarfing some varieties,

but science has not yet solved the mystery.—JosuH Hooees,—
[Horticulturist.)

HOLLAND HOUSE,
THE RESIDENCE OP EAEONESS HOLLAND.

Not one other among " the stately homes of England" have
had either for its possessors or its tenants such a series of

totally distinct characters, mostly celebrities, but differing in

their opinions as widely as in their positions. A volume could

be filled with anecdotes and stirring details, rendering the

continuous narrative interesting, which told how the house

passed from tenant to tenant ever since Geoffrey de Montbray,

Bishop of Coutances, and Aubrey de Vere, Earl of Oxford,

held the manor in the time of "William the Conqueror. A
mere enumeration must eufEce in our columns. Sir Walter

Cope, James I.'s money-lender, bought the estate of the last

of the De Veres, and 'built, in 1007, the present mansion.

His daughter brought tho estate to the Earls of Warwick.

During the Parliamentary War General Fairfax was its tenant,

and tradition tells that he and Cromwell and Ireton held con-

ferences beneath its trees. Addison was husband of its pro-

prietress in 1716. It had various other tenants, and of these

were William Penn, the Quaker, politician, and colonist ; Mrs.

Morrice, daughter of the exiled Bishop Atterbury ; and Shippen,

the incorruptible Jacobite. In 1762 it was sold to Mr. Henry
Fox, ancestor of the first Lord Holland, and it has continued

in possession of this family.

The grounds of Holland House have been several times
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noticed in onr pages by Mr. Keane, and it is not surprising

that such a fine old place, so near London too, shonld receive

BO much attention ; but now that the Princess of Liechten-

stein's splendidly iilnstrated work' ha3 brought it so pro-

minentlv before the public, it may be useful to reproduce some

of Mr. Keane's notes on the gardens, to appreciate the beauties

of -which, however, the summer, not the winter, is the proper

season. The flower beds, of course, are now no longer bright

with many hues and beautiful combinations of flowering and

fine-foUaged plants ; bat even in their present more sombre

state, from tueir neatness, and being set in smooth green

sward or well-kept Box edgings—some fifty years old—they

are pleasing to the eye, and afford a good idea of how effective

snch beds skilfully planted must be when i.t their best.

Conifers, save some fine old Cedars, are but le>f, for the

London smoke is destructive to them as to many other plants,

though Holland Park is not more exposed to it than other

places at a greater distance from the densely-peopled portions

of London. Still it is well known to travellers by the Great
Western road that if there is a fog, it is always at its thickest

at Holland Park, and gardeners in the country know little of

how smoke-begrimed is a plant after such fogs as we had in

the end of last year. Besides, Holland Park is slowly but
surely becoming engirdled with houses, and as time goes on
the bonds will grow tighter still. The old Elms, in which the
rooks love to congregate, and other deciduous trees, are now
gaunt and leafless, but in summer form noble masses of

verdure.

We will now quote from Mr. Keane, but it must be faoTne in

mind that he wrote in summer.
The grounds of Holland House are entered from the hi^ih

road between Kensington and Hammersmith, and the approach

HOT.UND HOUSE—WEST rEOST.

is through an avenue of Elm trees. Before the south front is

a large square bowling-green terrace, bounded by balustrades
adorned with flowers in vases and Orange trees, and in the
centre with a large basin fountain. Before the east front is

the carriage square.
Before the north front is a terraca walk 200 yards long by

5 feet wide, with a colossal statue of Charles James Fox, which
overlooks it from the highest point. Parallel with the east side

of these grounds runs a long broad walk under a grove of fine

old Elm trees, called Louis Philippe's walk, from the circum-
Bt-ince of the King of the French having visited Holland House
and grounds at the time it was made. The ground rises on
all sides to a beautiful knoll in the park, crowned with an old
and picturesque Cedar of Lebanon. Fine old Cedar and other
trees creep-up the slopes, and form groves around the base
and along the v.Uley—not thick groves of gloom, but groves in
which the forms of the trees are fully developed, and, being
planted at various distances apart, producing glades of pleas-
ing landscape scenery.

Before the west front of the house (of which the accompany-
ing is a representation) is a flower garden, a rich parterre and
beautiful pattern, the walks brimful of gravel, and the beds
overflowing with all the most choice and best sorts of flowers.

• Holbiml House. Ej- Priacesa ilirio Liechtenstein, ilicmillan 4 Co.

It is arranged in the best manner to give the pleasing variety

the contrast, and the distinctness of colours which are clearly

and expressly defined throughout the composition, and is seen

to advantage when the whole is overlooked from the terrace,

surrounded by balustrades, on the top of the banqueting room.
It is protected on the north side by a wall, and on the west by
the ruins of what had originally been a stable, which is now
made, by the stables having been arched with masonry and
covered with Ivy, to resemble a ruined aqueduct.

Of the portion called the Dutch garden we are enabled,

through the courtesy of Messrs. Macmillan, to give a view
taken from the south-west side, outside the Ivy-covered arches

referred to. The bust seen in the engraving is that of Napo-
leon I., opposite to which is an octagon marble basin, and
next the wall the embowered seat of Rogers the poet, with these

lines over it

—

" Here Rogers sat, and here for ever dwell

-VTitll me those pleasures that he aings so well.*'

The whole of this section of the garden is enclosed by a dwarf
Box hedge. Outside of the arches is a small terrace garden
in Box, and beyond it, on a lawn, several Apple trees, on
which the Mistletoe is flourishing.

The Lily Pond garden is simple in design, with an oval pond
surrounded by four Lshaped corner beds, and the pond in
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Bummer is covered with the beautiful Nymphaea alba. There

is a corresponding panel, in which the ceutre is an oval bed,

which in summer is filled with C'annas and other subtropical

plants.

The conservatory ia 60 feet long, furnished with some speci-

mens of Camellias planted in the border, and with the large

Orange trees that adorn the stinare before the Boutb front of

the house. Attached
to the conserratoiT on
the north side is a
banqueting room of

handsome proportions,

and furui;>hed in the

best btrle of art and
ornamentation. Close

to it, on the east side,

is a tower, which ia

approached by a flight

of steps ; and from the

south side of the con-

servatory is a colon-

nade C6 yards long,

running east, which is

continued to the front

of Hulland House. By
this means a commu-
nication under cover is

opened from the house
to the conservatory,

then to the banqueting
room, thea to the log-

glo, then to the tower,

and home by the flower

garden, by the pleasure

ground, or by the ter-

race walk, along the

whole length on the

top of the colonnade.

Passing from the

square where Orange
trees and other green-

house plants stand
during the summer
months, we enter the
orchard house, tbiity

yards long. It con-

tains Peach and Nec-
t^irine trees planted

against the back wall

and in pots, besides

Plum and Cherry trees

in pots. Having crossed

the green drive em-
bosomed in a grove,

we enter a range of

glass 45 yards long
heated by hot water,

and divided into five

parts, consisting of

vineries early, succes-

sion, and late, and
Peach houses. Be-
sides these there aive

two ranges of heated pits, and frames filled with an abundance
of bedding plants for the summer.
Holland House is surrounded by pleasure grounds so nicely

connected with the park that a beautiful and varied land-
scape is produced, bounded by deep shady groves that form
the framework of this delightful picture. In these well-wooded
grounds are many fine old trees. A.n Elm measured 17 feet
'd inches in girth > re-measurement this year gave 18 feet]

,

and two Cedars of Lebanon 14 feet 9 inches, and 12 feet
C inches each at 2 feet from the ground.

Before concluding these remarks we must notice a green
drive, which extends half a mile in length towards the Bays-
water Eoad, forming, in fact, a grove of Elm, Lime, and other
trees, and the Lime-tree walks in proximity to the house must
be delightfully shady in the summer heats. We have to add
that the keeping of the gardens reflects great credit on Mr.
Dixon, who has their management, and that the visitor meets
with every attention at his hands. Further particulars re-
specting this place and the summer bedding-out in former

years will be found in onr new series, vol. ii., p. 256, and
vol. zuii., p. 150.

NOTES ON VILLA axd SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Masageitent of Plants nc Rooms.—When, as often, plants

get slightly injured by frost, cold water should be sprinkled on
them before the sun
reaches them, and this

sprinkling ought to be
continued as long as

any appearance of frost

remains on the foliage.

Water is often very in-

judicioasly applied to

plants in room8,and the
evil arises from falling

into the opposite ex-
tremes of too much and
too little. Fear of spoil-

ing the carpet, forget-

fulness, and sometimes
a dread of injuring the
plant, are the chief

causes of an under-sup-
ply of water. On the
other hand, many have
a notion that such
plants should have
water every day and at

stated periods, without
inquiring whether it be
necessary or not. Sau-
cers or pans are often

placed under flower
pots to prevent the
water which escapes
from soiling the apart-

ment, but in these cases

the saucers should be
partly filled with gravel

to prevent the roots

from being soaked with
water, or ttie water
which lodges in the
saucer should te re-

moved. Fanciful and
elegant baskets of wire
or wickerwork, and
plant-tables, are per-

haps preferable to com-
mon stages. The bas-

kets should have a pan
of zinc, copper, or other
metal, and over this a
bottom pierced with
holes, or a grating of

wire, on which the pots

are to be placed. The
pan is generally about
an inch deep, and has

a plug or other con-

trivance by which the
surplus water may be
drawn off. Plant-ta-

bles can be constructed
in the same manner,
and admit of an end-

less variety according

to the taste of the owner. In either of these the pots may be

whoUy concealed by green moss or cut paper, so that nothing

but the plants themselves may appear. Water is as essential to

the leaves as it is to the roots, because they are hable to get

dirty, and thereby to be injured. They should therefore be

frequently washed over with a syringe having a rose to it; and

in order ti perform this operation properly the plants must

generally be removed to some other apartment, where tney

should remain tiU they are dry. In winter this operation must

be performed in mild weather, only it should be done m an

apartment not colder than that in which the plants usuaUy

stand, and the water should be about milkwarm. When the

plants are in baskets or on tables they can be removed and

washed without deranging then: order. Plants which have

large and leathery leaves, such as Oranges, Pittosporums, Ca-

mellias, and Mvrtles may be washed with a sponge, or if very

foul with soap, and the soap carefully removed by pure water.

Loose dust may be removed by a pair of bellows. Attention to

cleanliness greatly increases the vigour of the plants.

Bulbs of most sorts flourish in rooms with less care than many
other kinds of plants. Hyacinths should be plant-ed in October.

THE DUTCH GARDES AT HOLLAND HOUSE.
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In preparing pots for them select such as are about 4 inches
deep and S inches -wide, put a bit of rotten duns in each pot, fill

each pot up with light rich soil, and plant the hulbs so shallow
that nearly half the bulb stands above the soil ;

plunge the pots

in the open air, and cover them 6 or 8 inches deep with rotten

bark. During spring take them out as they are wanted to come
into flower, and set them in the window of a warm room where
they will be fully exposed to the sun. Those who do not possess

a garden may set the pots in a cellar or outhouse, or in the

corner of a yard, and cover them with light soil or sand until

they are wanted to bring into the rooms to flower. When the

leaves begin to decay after they have done flowering, give them
no water. When the leaves are dead take them out of the soil

and remove the offsets, and lay them in an airy situation until

the time of planting. If grown in water-glasses they require to

be placed in a light airy situation, and the water will require to

be changed once in three or four days. If drawn-up weakly it

will be necessary to support the stems with sticks, split at the
bottom so as to fit the edge of the glass at the top. This, how-
ever, will not be necessary if they are kept in a light and airy

situation. When out of flower plant them in pots of soil to

perfect their leaves, and treat them as above; they will flower
again the succeeding year. This is the favourite mode of

house culture, and the bulbs best adapted for it are Hyacinths,
Polyanthus Narcissus, Van Thol and other Tulips, Crocus,
Perfian Iris, Narcissus, Colchieums, Guernsey Lily, Jonquil,

and others. Dark-coloured glasses are the best, as they prevent
the light from interfering with the roots of theplants. Eain water
is preferable to any other, and it should be changed frequently to

prevent its getting putrid, and in performing this operation care

must be taken both in withdrawing and in replacing the roots.

This is necessary till the flowers have expanded, for after this

the plants may be left undisturbed till the flowers have decayed.
The water which is supplied must not be colder than that which
is withdrawn or than the general temperature of the apartment.
Much heat is not necessary for such plants, because they flower
better the more slowly their vegetation proceeds. Chimney-
pieces and other warm situations are not nearly so well adapted
for these bulbs as stages near the window, or the window-sill
itself.

At this season, when there is little to be done in the way of

cropi^ing, everything around the villa should be made clean and
neat. All vegetable refuse may be collected into a heap to rot

for manure : nothing of this kind should be lost. Vacant ground,
if any, may be turned-up rough to be fully exposed to the action

of the weather. This is especially necessary for strong soils, in

order that the frost may separate their parts and render them
more friable. When manure is applied, a little at a time as

often as an opportunity or the nature of the crops will allow, is

better than when the ground is overloaded with dung.
Vegetables.—If a sowing of Peas and Beans has not yet

been made, no time should be lost in getting them in while the
weather continues favourable.
Feuit.—Continue to prune any fruit tree if not done last

week, taking care, however, to keep the spurs short and close,

otherwise they soon become long and give the trees an unsightly
appearance.
Floweks.—Remove everything unsightly from the flower

plot. Nothing looks worse than to see decayed stems of plants
standing at this season. Bulbs, if any, that have made their

appearance above ground should be protected in the event of

frosty weather ; but not unless, as this has a tendency to make
them weak and tender.

It has been proved by severe winters that evergreens are ex-
tremely hardy and will bear any severity of frost. All those
evergreens considered most tender, such as Portugal Laurels,
Khododendrons, d'c, were observed to brave the frost unhurt,
when they were placed in high unsheltered places, or facing the
east or north. It was observed also, that those evergreens were
destroyed whose aspect was south and west, and which lay in
warm and sheltered situations. 3^he cause is this : The shrubs
did not suffer which were not subject to alternations of heat and
cold, while those which lay in warm situations, being thawed by
the sun's rays during the day, could not endure the sudden chill

of returning frost at night.

—

W. Keane.

WERE THE FEUITS MADE FOE MAN, OE DID
MAN MAKE THE FEUITS?

(Essay by Professor Asa Gray, read before the American Pomologica]
Society.)

These need not be taken as mutually exclusive propositions

;

for as "God helps those who help themselves," and man's
work in this respect is mainly, if not wholly, in directing the
course or tendency of nature, so there is a just sense in which
we may say " The art itself is nature," by which the greatest
triumphs of horticultural skill have been accomplished. More-
over, I am not one of those naturalists who would have you

believe that nothing which comes by degrees, and in the course

of nature, is to be attributed to Divine power.
The answer I should give to the question, as we thus put

it, is

—

1. Some fruits were given to man as they are, and he has
only gathered and consumed them. But these are all minor
fruits, and such as have only lately come within the reach of

civiUsed man, or are not thought worth his trouble. Huckle-
berries and Cranberries, Persimmons and Papaws are examples
taken from this country. Whether even such fruits have or
not been under a course of improvement irrespective of man,
is another question.

2. Others have come to man full-flavoured and nearly all

that he has done has been to increase their size and abun-
dance, or extend their season. Currants and Gooseberries,
Raspberries and Blackberries, Chestnuts, and, above all. Straw-
berries, are of this class.

3. But most of the esteemed and important fniits, as well
as the grains, have not so much been given to man as made
by him. The gift outright was mainly plastic raw material,
time, and opportunity. As to the cereal grains, it is only of

the Oat that we probably know the wild original ; of Wheat
there has been an ingenious conjecture, partly but insufficiently

confirmed by experiment ; of the rest, no wild stock is known
which is not, most likely, itself an escape from cultivation. Of
some of them, such especially as Maize, not only can no wild
original be indicated, but in all probability none exists.

So of the staple fruits. Of some the wild originals can be
pretty well made out, of more they are merely conjectural

;

of some they are quite unknown, and perhaps long ago extinct.

To cite examples iu confirmation or illustration of these
points, to note how very ancient some of our varieties of com-
mon fruits are, and how very recent certain others—to con-
sider how they have originated, with or without man's con-
scious agency, and how they have been perfected, diversified,

and preserved, mainly under man's direct care—would be to

expand this note into an essay, and yet to say nothing with
which pomologists are not familiar.

It would be curious to speculate as to what our pomology
would have been if the civilisation from which it, and we our-
selves, have sprung had had its birthplace along the southern
shores of our great lakes, the northern of the Gulf of Mexico,
and the intervening Mississippi, instead of the Levant, Meso-
potamia, and the Nile, and our old world had been opened to
us a new world less than four hundred years ago.

Seemingly, we should not have as great a variety of choice
fruits as we have now, and they would mostly have been
different, but probably neither scanty nor poor. In Grapes,
at least, we would have been gainers. Our five or six available
species, of which we are now just beginning to know the capa-
bilities, would have given us at least as many choice sorts

and as wide a diversity as we now have of Pears ; while Pears
would be a recent acquisition, somewhat as our American
Grapes now are. Our Apples would have been developed from
Pyrus coronaria ; might have equalled anything we actually
possess from Pyrus Malus in flavour, though perhaps not in

variety, if it be true, as Karl Koch supposes, that the Apples of

the orchards are from three or four species. Our Plums would
have been the progeny of the Chicasa, the Beach Plum, and
our wild red and yellow Prunus americana, which have already
shown great capacity for improvement ; our Cherries might
have been as well flavoured, but probably not as large as they
now are. But instead of Peaches and Figs, we should be dis-

cussing manifold and most luscious varieties of Persimmon
and Papaw, the former, probably, equal to the Kaki just ac-

quired from the far east. As to Strawberries, Gooseberries,

and Currants, we should have lost nothing and gained some-
thing, as we possess several species, besides the European types
themselves ; as to Blackberries and Raspberries, we should
have been better off than now, by the earlier development and
diversification of our indigenous species. And we might have
had all our finest Strawberries a thousand or more years ago,

these having come from our American types Fragaria virgini-

ana with its varieties (which, as'well as the old-world F. vesca,

occurs all across the continent), and F. chUensis which ascends
the Pacific coast to Oregon.
Then we should consider how much earlier our race, with

an American birthplace, would have been in possession of

Tomatoes, of the Pine Apple, of the Cherimoyer, and the other
Custard Apples, of the Star Apples, and other sapotaceous
fruits, of Chocolate, of Lima Beans in aU their varieties, of

Pea-nuts ; not to speak of Potatoes, Sweet Potatoes, and
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"Jernsalem" (that is, Gira-sola or Sunflower) Artichokes;

tho last supplemented by our Ground-nut (Apios tuberosa)

would have been the lirst-developed esculent tubers, and would
))robably have held their place in the first rank along with
Potatoes and Sweet Potatoes of later acquisition.

Among the causes and circumstances which have given to

the fruits of temperate climates of the old world their pre-

eminence, opportunity is one. How many potential fruits of

value lie undeveloped in this country we know not, and more,
shall never know. They have lost their opportunity. Neces-

sity, which is the mother of pomology as well as of other

invention, has been fully supplied out of other accessible, and
in some cases, no doubt, originally better materials.

There are some, however, for which evidently " a good time
is coming." Of these, our wild Grapes are foremost. They
have such a start already, and seedlings, whether from crosses

or otherwise, can be produced and selected and reproduced in

so short a space of time, that they will probably have achieved

their position when the American Pomological Society holds

its centennial celebration.

Blackberries, from Eubus villosus, are in similar case ; and
if due attention be paid to the Low Blackberry or Dewberry,
and to the Sand Blackberry of New Jersey and farther south,

the foundation for a greater diversity of excellent sorts will

be laid.

As to Cranberries, already an important staple, increase of

size and abundance of production are all that are to be ex-

pected. It is easier to bring about improvements in tho direc-

tion of sweetness than in that of acidity. Huckleberries, also,

have probably nearly reached their perfection unassisted.

A few wild fruits may be mentioned which manifestly have
great capabilities, that may or may not be developed in the
future. The leading instances in my mind are the Persimmon
and the Papaw—not the true Papaw, of course, which we have
in Florida, but the Asimina or Western Papaw, so-called.

Both Persimmons and Papaws are freely offering from spon-
taneous seedlings incipient choicer varieties to be selected

from ; both fruit when only a few years old, thereby accelerat-

ing the fixation of selected varieties into races ; and both give

fruits of types wholly distinct from any others we possess of

temperate climates. He that has not tasted a Kaki has no con-

ception of the capabilities of the Diospyros genus. The Custard
Apples of the West Indies give some idea of what might be
made of our Papaw when ameliorated by cultivation and close

selection from several generations. I have understood that

one of the veteran pomologists of the country. Dr. ICirtland,

of Ohio, a good while ago initiated a course of experiments
upon the Papaw, in this regard ; it would be well to know with
what success, and whether the breeding and selection have
been continued through successive generations.

Our American Plums, already mentioned, have for many
years been in some sort of cultivation, and have improved
upon the wild forms ; but I suppose they have not been sys-

tematically attended to. Their exterior liability to black-knot
and other attacks renders them for the present unsuccessful.

Finally, if pomology includes nuts, there is a promising field

uncultivated. Our wild Chestnuts are sweeter than those of

the old world ; it would be well to try whether races might not
be developed with the nuts as large as Marrons or Spanish
Chestnuts, and without diminution of flavour. If we were not
too easily satisfied with a mere choice among spontaneous
Hickory-nuts, we might have much better and thinner-shelled

ones. Varying as they do excessively in the thickness of the
shell and in tho size and flavour of the kernel, they are invit-

iug your attention, and promising to reward your care. The
Peccan is waiting to have the bitter matter between the shell

and the kernel bred out ; the Butter-nuts and Black Walnuts
to have their excess of oil turned into farinaceous and sugary
matter, and their shells thinned and smoothed by continued
good breeding ; when they will much surpass the European
Walnut.

All this requires time, almost unlimited time ; but it ia not
for those who are enjoying the fruits which it has taken thou-
sands of years to perfect, to refrain from the good work which
is to increase the enjoyments of far future generations.

—

{Horticulturist.)

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PEESENT WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

PkUninq Gooseberry and Currant bushes, also looking over
fruit trees to thin-out branches where crowded. Digging and
trenching kitchen-garden quarters. Where the division lines

consist of any description of fruit trees, the pruning should
always be done before the ground is dug or trenched ; it is also
desirable to loosen the surface soil under the bushes or trees to
the depth of 3 inches, and to throw it out into the middle of the
quarter, and this for a twofold reason : First, the larvie of insects
are to be found in the surface soil, and if they are buried at the
bottom of the trenches will be destroyed; and in the second
place, the new soil which is taken from the open ground to
replace that which has been removed will act as a stimulant to
the trees. When Gooseberry bushes are infested with cater-
pillars, removing the old soil in this way any time during the
winter and replacing it with fresh is an effectual remedy. The
old soil ought always to be placed on the surface of ground which
has to be trenched, as in digging much of the top soil is still left

near the surface. In all operations of digging and trenching it

is well to study neatness. The ground, if at all uneven, should
be levelled, and the surrounding alleys which may contain weeds
have the surface scraped off with a spade ; and before digging
out the trench a line should be tightly stretched along the side
and the ground marked off ; and on finishing the work a line
should be again used and a neat edging made.
In gardens where there are plenty of frames, hand-lights, and

other glass appliances, it is easy to obtain early crops of the
smaller vegetables and salads, but where the glass is restricted,
Early Horn Carrots, Badishes, and Paris White Cos Lettuce
may be sown on sheltered borders facing south ; the soil being
dry and the weather fine, it may be done at once. For all small
seeds that are sown early it is very desirable to place about
2 inches of fine dry soil over the surface and to sow the seeds
in it. Where there is much potting done there will always be
a supply of fine soil from the pottiug-shed. This ought not to

be wheeled-out and wasted, as is sometimes done, but stored in
a dry place, so that it may be always at hand to be used as in-
dicated above. The early-sown Peas must be watched, as the
long-tailed field mice are very partial to them, and will do
much damage if not trapped by the usual methods.

FKUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Our Vines in the early houses are slow in breaking this year.

The borders have been well supplied with tepid water, that on
the outside being protected with wooden shutters as well as fer-

menting material underneath the shutters. The heat, whether
the covering is composed of stable manure or a mixture of that
and leaves, declines in four or five weeks, when it may be re-

moved by turning the heap over and mixing some fresh ma-
terial with it. Advantage should be taken of this to water the
border, the water to be of a temperature of 80° or 90'. Cold
water may be taken from a river or pond if rain water is not to

be had, and raised to the required temperature by adding hot
water from a copper as the watering proceeds. Water should
not be allowed to stand in the copper and be used afterwards

;

such water is occasionally injurious to the roots of plants.

We have not yet cut the Grapes in the late vineries, but for

the last three or four years all the bunches were cut between
Christmas and New Year's-day, the stalks inserted in bottles of

water, which were hung-up in an airy fruit-room. Lidy Downe's,
Gros Guillaume, and Muscat of Alexandria will be all the sorts

that remain for this purpose. This year Royal Vineyard and
Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat are quite spoiled with mould. The
season which has just passed has been a bad one for keeping
Grapes ; and fuel being so dear, the heatiug apparatus was uot
used when it ought to have been—at the time the Grapes were
colouring, so that the fruit is not well ripened. The more sugar
the fruit contains the firmer will be the flesh, and the better will

the fruit keep.
Successive batches of Strawberry plants iu pots are making

healthy progress ; the earliest (Black Prince) are setting their

fruit in a dryish atmosphere and a night temperature of from
60° to 65°. The pots are on a shelf very near (he hot water
pipes, and at this stage of their growth none of the plants must
be allowed to suffer from want of water. Many growers recom-
mend saucers of water under the pots. We tried this once, and
will not do so again, the result not being satisfactory. About
four years ago, finding the hot-water pipes under the pots acted
upon them injuriously, and those pots at the hottest end suffered

most, boards were laid over the pipes to prevent the heat from
ascending directly to the pots ; this was a great improvement to

the health of the plants.

Clumps of Mint and Tarragon should be potted-up and placed
in any of the forcing houses. The carJy Potatoes, spread out
thinly in a dry loft, have sprouted nearly an inch. Those who
force their first crop in frames or pits should have their plants

set out; if not yet done, no time should be lost. We prefer

heated pits to frames for them ; but if pits are not available, a

bed of leaves and manure should be raised, with 6 inches of

loam on the top, and the sets must not be put in until the
bottom heat declines to 85° or 90°. When pits are used for this

crop with artificial heat from hot-water pipes, the plants should
be near the glass, and air should be freely admitted when the

plants are above ground ; they are also liable to the attacks o£

the aphis tribe, which should be destroyed by fumigation.
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PLANT STOVE AND CONSEEVATOIIY.
The plan we pursue with the plants in our stove at this

season may commend itself to olhers who grow mixed collec-

tions of plants in the same house. There are many species of

plants which thrive best in a moderately moist atmosphere
with a minimum temperature of G5°—such subjects as Nepenthes

;

some of the Palms, as the noble Phccnicophorinm sechellarum
;

and Orctids, as Phalmnopsids. All hardwooded plants that are
expected to flower freely durinj^ the ensuing spring and summer
months should not be wintered in this house. Many species of

Orchids require a lower temperature and drier atmosphere to
insure freedom of flower and robust health, such as Vanda
tricolor, V. suavis, V. insignis, Aiirides odoratura, affine, Field-
ingii, and many other species, East ludian Dendrobes, &c.
Our plants are removed to the Pine house, where the Pines are
at rest.

A succession of flowers can be obtained by removing Gar-
denias, Clerodendrons, Allamandas, &c., from such a house as
this to the stove, at intervals of two weeks. We do not approve
of potting any plants during the winter months, but it is some-
times necessary. Some choice new Ferns were growing freely,

and the pots had l)ecome matted with roots, these were potted,
and Dendrobium chrysotis commencing to grow was also fresh-
basketed. Plants of tills Orchid, though not imported much
more than twelve months, have made growths nearly a yard in
length. Thrips persist in attacking the Orchids. Cypripedium
Veitchii is their favourite feeding ground. Many splendid
specimens have been disfigured by this pest. We fumigate
periodically during the winter months, first removing tender
Ferns and Orchids from the house. Every plant known to be
infested with bug or scale has been overhauled and thoroughly
cleansed with a sponge and tepid water in which soft soap has
been dissolved. We are rather short of flowers in the conser-
vatory. Boman Hyacinths are nearly over, but Tulips, Hya-
cinths, and other Dutch bulbs are coming in.

A few plants of Azalea indica have been placed in the forcing
house, also Deutzia gracilis, Spirasas, Lily of the Valley, &e.
A batch of Bases in pots, which were recently pruned, were
placed in an early vinery at rest. The house has been started

;

the Koses and a batch of dessert Orange trees, with Figs in
pots, will remain. The temperature commencing with a mini-
mum of 50^ is suitable for all ; the plants are syringed daily
with water which has been over the hot-water pipes for twelve
hours previously. Koses in pots are subject to two pests, which
must be watched for and checked on their very first appearance

;

they are the bud worm and green fly. The first must be
picked out of the centre of the young shoots with a needle or
pin, the fly must be destroyed by fumigating with tobacco
smoke. Many varieties of Roses throw three times as many
shoots as should be allowed to remain ; these ought to be
thinned-out when the growths are about 3 inches in length, a
little judgment being required, so that a well-shaped plant
may be produced. Bemoved all the late-flowering Hyacinths,
Tulips, and Polyanthus Narcissus to the cold pit from the
plunging material out of doors ; many of them have made
growths an inch in length. As soon as the plants were taken
out a small pot was inverted over the crowns, as the sudden
exposure to light and air is disastrous to the plants.

If possible, all the Chrysanthemum cuttings will be put in

this week ; those intended to form specimen plants were potted
late in November, but a lengthened experience has proved to

ua that such early cuttings frequently run to flower in April.

When this happens it is well to fall back upon the cuttings
struck in January. The pots in which are the cuttings are
placed for a week or ten days in a cold frame, when they are
removed to a very gentle hotbed. It has been necessary to

dip all the cuttings in an insect-destroying compound to kill the
aphis before potting them.

FLOWER GARDEN.
We continue to pot-o£f Zonal Pelargoniums as opportunity

offers. Spring-struck cuttings of Verbenas, Ageratums, and a
few other bedding plants are preferable to those struck in

autumn. Batches of all such will be put in at once, and struck
in bottom heat in the early Cucumber and Melon houses ; it is

too early yet to place them in hotbeds.—J. Douglas.

London, W.-
Seeds, d-c.

Catalogue of Kitchen Garden, Farm, and Flower,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Sutton & Sons, Reading.

—

Suttons' Spring Catalogue and
Amateur's Guide for 1874.

B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
HoUoway, Loudon, N.

—

Descriptive Catalogue of Flowe Vege-
table, and Agricultural Seeds, 1874.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester, and 59, Mark Lane, London,
B.C.—" Little Book," or Select Seed List, 1874.

J. Blackley, Leyton, London, E.

—

Catalogue of Tree and
Climbing Carnations, tic.

Eobert Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey.

—

Catalogue
of Agricultural, Flower, and Vegetable Seeds, ttc.

Pine-Apple Nursery Company, Maida Vale, Edgware Eoadi

*,* We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dc, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

KuBus ARCTici's (F. R.).—Xevpr havini; tasted its berries we can Rive no
opiniun relative to their excellence. Krman, in his travels in Siberia, met
witli thera at Easoslovwk, in Siberia. lie says that it wa« first iliscuvtred in

that district, and that the flavonr of the berries is snperior to that of the
Strawberry, and little inferiur to that of the Pine Apple.

James's Prolific Mamiow Pea (J., .Swjfo/fc).—The best answer to your
query is the following, which Dr. Roden snid in this Journal last Aupiist :

—

" .James's Prolific is a very handsome white wrinkled variety, about 3 feet

high, with fine larj^e pods of a lisLt green colour, containing from sii: to nine

James's Prolific UaiTow Pea.

laree peas of the finest flavour. This is a grand Pea, and ripens-nS its crop

pretty much at one time, so that the ground can be at once cleared fo isomo

other occupant. I am bo much pleased with this Pea that I iatend to adopt
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it for my principal mid-season crop, sowing it at proper intervals for rapid

succession." The accompanyini,' woodcut baa been sent to us by Mobbis.

Carter & Co., who introduced the variety.

Potatoes for Light Soil (E. F.).—You mast bavo grown inferior varie-

ties to bavo all " more or less watery." If you cultivate tboso wbicb we
recommended at p. 492 of last volume, you will succeed bettor.

Watson's Lawn Sand {J. K.).—We have not used it, therefore cannot
give any evidence.

Tenant's Trees, Tool House, &c. (Aconitum).—Your predecessor had
no ri{,'ht to remove them unless by special agreement with tho landlord.

Whatever you plant or erect without such an ajjreement will become the
landlord's property.

ExcLCDiNG Tame R.ujbits (T. fl". S.).—A fence of galvanised wire afoot
high, inclined outwards, would probably exclude them from the flower bed.

List of Fruit Trees (A Novice).—To give the list and the particulara

you require would fill a column. Enclose five postage stamps with your
address, and order " Fruit-growing for the Many." You will receive it free by
post, and it contains all you ask for.

Violets Out op Doors and in Cold Greenhouse {F. E. S.).—Violets
out-doors only require to have the soil enriched with some thoroughly rotten
mauuio or leaf soil, choosing a moderately li^ht rather than a stiff and heavy
soil, it being well worked anil exposed to tho weather the winter before plant-

ing, which should be done in April, or early in May, in moist weather, putting-

in rooted runners or suckers in rows a foot apart, and that distance apart

in the rows. For the convenience of attending to the plants every fifth row
may be left out, which will leave an alley between every four rows of plants.

The plants should bo well watered at planting, and afterwards during ih^
weather. The ground should be frequently stirred about the plants with a
boe, tlie beds kept clear of weeds and the plants of runners, and in autumn
they ehould have a mulching between the rows of partially-decayed leaves or
other material, taking care not to cover-up any flower buds. The mulching
should not exceed an inch in thickness. The best position is an east or other
border shaded from the hot midday sun. For pots, we think them best

potted in September, taking-np the plants with nice balls, and potting in

ti-inch or 7-inch pots, in fibrous loam two parts, and a third of leaf soil, or
three parts loam to one of thoroughly decomposed manure. Place them in a
cold frame, and shade from bright sun for a few dayp, and then remove to a
light airy position in the greenhouse, taking off decayed leaves as they occur,

and keeping duly supplied with water, but avoid making tho soil sodden by
frequent needless waterings ; better dryness than this, especially in moist
weather.

Planting Pampas Grass (Idem).—Keep the plants in the pots in the
^eenhouse, and if a cold one all the better, the pots being protected by a
little hay placed over them, if tho weather is so severe as to freeze the soil

in the pots. Plant-out in April, making the ground rich and loose by digging,
and working-iu some well-rotten manure, leaf soil, or other rich compost, and
if heavy add sand or old mortar rubbish so as to lighten it. Water well at
planting, and in summer if dry weather prevail.

CoriNG FOR Fruit Wall {D).—The coping, if you intend it for pro-

tection to the blossom, should project 2 feet from the wall. It is best of

glass, or wood sashes glazed, supported by iron brackets, tho sashes being
about 6 feet long. The drip is injurious, and troughs or gutters should
receive the water and convey it clear off to one or both ends. The best angle
is probably 45'-. We have an idea of somewhere seeing the sort of thing you
want, and it was called " Portable Fruit-tree Crymoboethus," but manu-
facturers should advertise.

Raising Beet, Cineraria maritima, and Pyrethrum Golden Feather
(Ttit-hard).—Red Beet for flower-garden decoration should be sown early in
April, rather thinly in pans or boxes, or in a warm position out-doorb, placing
the plants, if in pans, in a very gentle heat, keeping near the glass, and harden-
ing well off. Cineraria maritima seed should be sown in March in a gentle hot-

bed, and when the seedlings are large enough to handle they should be pricked-
out an inch apart in boxes, and be returned under glass and kept growing
for a time, hardening well off before planting-out. The cuttings should be
put- in in gentle heat in March. They are vastly superior in colour to plants
raised from seed. Pyrethrum Golden Feather seed ehould also be sown early
in March in gentle beat, the pans kept near the glass, and when large enough
to handle the seedlings should be pricked-off in boxes about an inch apart, re-

turned to heat, kept near the glass, and be gradually bardened-off. It will

be necessary to shade, keeping rather close and moist for a few days after
pricking-out until established, then admit air freely.

Management of Vinery {C. Percival).—Yon may start your vinery with
a minimum of 55' in February. It is not "absolutely necessary" to raise
tbe temperature 5'- when the shoots have grown a few inches. A temperature
5' or 10'^ higher will be necessary when the Grapes are in flower. The best
surface dressing is composed of equal parts loam and rotted manure, a
6-inch potful of finely-ground bones being added to each ban-owful.

Bush Pear Trees for Yorkshtre {A TorA-s/inrfnan).—Doyenne d'Ete,
Jargonelle. WiUiams's Bon Chretien, Beurre d'Amanlis, Thompson's, and
Knight's Monarch.

Eucalyptus globulus (hiqmrer, Kenilworih).~'yfritQ to Messrs. Veitch,
of Chelsea, Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting, or to any of the principal seedsmen.

Heating by Gas {Uninitiated).—V^q shall in an early number describe
fully the mode of heating greenhouses with hot water, gas being employed
as fuel.

Peach Trees Casting their Buds {A Constant Reader).—The most
likely cause of the buds falling is the imperfect ripening or perfecting of the
buds, it being probably retarded by the " good crop " borne last season ; and
the roots being in a light gravelly soil, it is likely tbe trees may have suffered
from want of water during the growing season. Tbe falling rf the buds is fre-

quently a consequence of keeping the trees too dry at the roots when the
fruit is ripening and the growth perfecting, also too dry when at rest. It
arises from an imperfect formation of the buds and inactive state of the roots,
which may be brought about by too dry a soil or atmosphere and attacks of
red spider

; but the chief cause is the wood not being thoroughly ripened.

BouTARDiAS FOR GREENHOUSE {Cambria).—The Bouvardias are grown
out-doors in summer, as you would see the treatment of them for that purpose
at p^e 4 of our last week's number, also as window plants; and tbe reason
you are surprised that in the same number the words occur "Bouvardias ot
sorts require a cool stove," from your not being aware that the latter refers
to plants grown especially for winter flowering, which to bloom freely at that
season require a temperature of 50° to 55= from fire heat, or a warm green-

house or cool stove. We have B. elegans now in flower in a greenhouse from
which frost is only excluded, but tho flowers do not open netirly so well as
those in a warmer house. The kinds suitable for a greenhouse are B. elegans,
B. floribunda, B. Hogarth, B. splendens, B. Vreelandii, B. lungiflora, and
B. Davisoni. A few greenhouBe flowering plants are—Acacia armata, A. longi-
flora magnifica, A oleifDfla elegans, Azaleas of sorts, Chorozema cordatum
pplendens, Coronilla glauca variegata, Correa Brilliant, Cytisus racemosus,
Camellias of sorts, Diosma capitata, Eriostemon buiifolius, Genetyllis
fuchsioides, Eutaxia floribunda, Ilibbertia Reedii, Hydrangea japonica,Indigo-
fera decora, Kalosantbes coccinea superba, Libonia floribunda, Nerium rubrum
plenum, Polygala Dalmaisiana, Vallota purpurea, and Witsenia corymbosa.
In our manual, "The Greenhouse," you will find a full list of greenhouse
plants with their treatment. It may be had by post from our office for lOd.

CoTONEASTEB SiMMONDSii SowiNG (.S't'j/bor).—The secds should be sown
in tho open ground in light moderately rich soil in March, keeping them in
the meantime in layers in sand ; cover them three-quarters of an inch deep
with fine soil. Some may come up in the first, but the majority not until
the second season. It is not, that we are awoi'e, readily raised from cuttings,
but layers root freely ; they may be made from now up to March. Seedling
plants, from their better growth, would be preferable for a divisional hedge
in gardens. Berberis Darwinii makes a very beautiful hedge or screen of
about 4 feet high. It seeds or berries freely with us, but the birds take all of
them imless the bushes are netted. Both it and B. Aquifolium, especially

the latter, come up freely with us from self or bird-sown seeds. Plants of
Cotoneaster Bimmondsii and Berberis Darwinii, 9 inches to 12 inches high,
may be had at a cheaper rate per hundred. We do not know where the seed
may be obtained.

Insects (C. 22. H.).—The insects on the leaves of your Clematis in tho
conservatory are females of a species of scale insect, which must be got ritl

of by careful examination and crushing, or your plants will soon be infested
with vast numbers of young. {L. J. A'.).—The minute black objects on the
small twigs of your Apple trees are the eggs of a small black bark mite. It

would be well to wash the twigs with a stiff mixture of lime and soapsuds.

—

I. 0. W.
Names of Fruits (J. Woodliffe).—The Apple sent you as the Gravenstein

by the nurseryman you name has no resemblance whatever to that variety.

Apple No. 2 is a local Lincolnshire variety, and known by no other name than
"Old Man." The Pear is Glou Mon.eau. (PorMrfi'u:^).—Apples quite
smashed ; came in a bag, the label bearing the postmark of the above-namecl
Irish town. Fruit should be sent in a box.

Names of Plants [J. W.).—Ruscus aculeatus, or Butcher's Broom. So
called popularly because butchers used it to brush flies from their meat.
(H. G., Chatham).—Apparently Pimpinella Saxifraga var. dissecta, but it is

never safe to name Umbellifenu without fruit. {Mac).—1, Lycopodimn alpi-

num ; 2, Polystichum aculeatiun.

POULTEY, BEE, AND PIGEON OERONIOLE.

PROFIT OF POULTKY-KEEPING.
I WILL give my short experience. I may say we have a good

ran, except that X had to keep my whole stock penned-up for

two months in the middle of the season, which I consider was a
loss of about j£'2. I had stock to buy, which has cost me £i ;.

food and eggs for sitting have cost ±7. My receipts have been

—

eggs, i6 15s.; fowls and Ducks, HI 10s. Manure I put as a set-

off against labour. My stock now consists of one Spanish cock
and thirteen hens of last year (1873), various breeds, and twelve
hens of 1872, seven Ducks, and one drake. We are now getting
about four eggs per day from Cochin and Brahma pullets, which
we are selling at 2d. each, so that I am disposed to think that,

judiciously managed, it is anything but a losing game, aa I have
had all sorts of bad luck, losses of chickens by rats, &c. My
advice would be, Do not set a hen on more than nine eggs, do not
begin to set before March nor set any after April. I will now
conclude, wishing you and your many readers a very happy new
year.

—

Spanish Cock.

HENS AND CHICKENS MUEDEEED.
In the autumn of last year I was under medical advice, taking

Homburg " Blisabethau " water, imported by Messrs. Best, Hen-
rietta Street, Cavendish Square. It was in large bottles, packed
in a hamper with some of the foreign hay in which, I under-
stand on inquiry, Messrs. Best usually receive it from Hom-
burg. No bottle was broken; and a few days after the hamper
had been unpacked, and the bottles put away—the hamper with
the hay remaining in a down-stairs passage—my cook took some
of the hay to put, at their bed-time, in the sleeping-place of a
healthy Silky hen with a fine brood of healthy chickens just

feathered. When she went to attend to them in the morning
mother and chicks were all dead. Thinking this an unaccount-
able fatality, and not connecting it with the use of the foreign

hay which, though coarse, was sweet and dry, some more of the
hay out of the hamper was used in the same way, a few days
later, for a Game Bantam hen in perfect health, with a healthy
brood some three weeks old or more, when the same fatality

occurred, mother and chicks (the latter Silkies and White Game
Bantams) being found dead in the morning. The hay in the sleeiJ-

ing-place and hamper was then, on the impulse of the moment,
destroyed, but on mentioning the facts some weeks later Messrs.
Best furnished a sample of the Hombvirg packing hay which I

enclose.—B. J. N. H.

[We have given the hay the closest investigation we can with-
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out diBCOvering anything that can he considered deleterious,
much less fatal. At a loss to account for death, we have tried
to fiud some other cause for the sad losses. We cannot help
thinking the fowls were, perhaps, smothered by being buried in
hay, or that the hay was pressed too haid on the top of them.
We believe you will discover some cause for death, and there
can be no doubt it was the same cause in both instances.

—

Eds,]

CANNOCK POULTRY SHOW.
For a first Show this proved unusually good, a great annoy-

ance to tbe promoters arising, however, from the pens being
sent by a mistake of the railway company to a distant station.
As they did not arrive until about ten o'clock on the morning of
the Show, great anxiety prevailed among the Committee, but
with the Willing assistance of a few amateurs who happened to
be present, the birds were soon properly placed, and a collec-
tion well worth seeing resolted. Of Sjianish the entries were
numerous, and some really first-class specimens were to be met
with, alike in the general and the selling classes of this variety.
The Dorkings were good, but only two pens actually competed.
In Cochins both Partridge and Buffs were well shown. Brahmas
were good, and the Light-feathered cup pen particularly so ; they
wei-e the good old-fashioned heavily-built pen, so well known,
belonging to Mr. A. O. Worthington, of Burton. An admirable
pen of Duckwing Game fowls were the cup-winners ; they were
shown in faultless condition, as indeed were some few pens of
'both. Brown and Black Reda. A few very excellent Hamhurghs
were shown, but the classes should be divided, as iu this case
all breeds of Hamhurghs competed together. A wonderfully
neat pen of Red Piles were the cup-winners in the Bantams,
and in the Any other variety Malays and Frizzled fowls received
the prizes. The Geese, Dticksy and Turkeys were unusually good
classes.

A fine collection of Pigeons formed a very interesting portion
of the Show, Mr. Tardley, of Birmingham, sending a large entry
of his best birds to secure the silver cup for the most prizes
taken in Pigeons. This he easily accomplished.
Among the remarkable things at this first Show, a great many

visitors were attracted by a Grey Cat, sent also by Mr. Tardley,
in a large cage containing six ol his best fancy Pigeons—\4z., a
Black Barb, a Black Carrier, a Kite, a Yellow "Jacobin, a "White
Pouter, and a Red Turbit. So far from any aggression on the
part of pussy on her involuntary associates, the Pigeons abso-
lutely dispossessed her of her cushion, and then stood pruning
their plumage upon it most of their time. So much for training,
for this Cat is reported to be a wonderful mouser and rat-killer.

Spanish,—1 and Cop, R. P. Hickman. Upper Peun, Wolverhampton. 2, S. W.
Hallam. Whitwick. c. W. Jones. Walsall.
DoHKiNGs—1, .T. Watta, Hazelwell Hall, Birmingham. 2, J. McConnell,

Ewyas Harolii. Hereford.
Cochin^.—1. R. Kenririck, jun.. Lichfield. 2. J. Bloodworth, Cheltenham, he,

J. Nash. WaUail : H. Yardlev, Rirmiu>:ham.
Brahmas—Z>(J)/.-.—l. J. Watts. 2. A. C. Peake, Rufrelev. c. Dr. Holraea,

Cht-ftterfied; R. Kendrif^k ; E. Pritchard. Tettenhall: H. F. Cooper, Walsall.
Light.~l and Cup. A. O. Worthington. Burton-on-Trent. 2, J. Blood worth, he,
J. Watts ; H Cbawner, jun , Hovindbill, Uttoxeter.
Game — B/Wf/c or Broirn Mtds. — l, Major Costnbodie, Rugby. 2, J. P.

Gardner. Ruffeley, c. J. P. Gardner; E. Belt, Burton-on-Treht. Any utlwr
•varietii.~\ sn^l Cup, T. Robaon, Penkridffe. 2, E. Bell. Burtuu-on-Trent. c.
Major Coatobodie.
Hambdrghs.— 1. J.Ward. Aflhbv-de-Jn-Zouch. 2, J. Adkina, jun., Walsall, he,

T. Blakeman. Tettenhall ; J. R. Yates, Manchf^ster.
Bantams—^n?/ varicti/.-l and Cup, J. W. Smith, Beckberrv. Shiffnal. 2. J.

Watts. C.J. Forsyth. Wolverhampton; J. Bloodworth: G. Playfer, Cannock :

H. Yardley; G. Rt.den.
Any other Variety.—1, G. Eurnell, Rngelev (Malay). 2, J. Watts.
Selling Class. — 1, S. Sainbrook, Chipping Camden (Oochius). 2. H.

Yardley, he. H J. Storer. Gailey, Penkndge {Dark Brahma); J. Nash,
Walsall, c, J. Adkins. jun.. Watsali.
DncKS.—1. H. Yardley (Whiatl-nfr). 2. R. Kendrick, jun , Lichfield (Rouen).

he, W. H. Crewo, Etwell; Mrs. P. S. Chirm. Sandfield, Lichfield; Lieut.-Col.
Harneon, Cannock, c, R. Fowler. ]nn.. Birminshara.
Geesf.-1, W. H.Crewe. Etwall. 2, J. Licett. Stafford, he, C. E. Gilbert,

Choslyn Hay ; C- R. Keeling. Con^reve. Penkridge ; J. Lycett.
Tdrkeys.—1, Cup, and he, R. Kendrick. jun. 2, Lieut.-Col. Harrison.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—1 and 2. H. Yardley.
Pouters.—1 and 2. H. Yardley. c, A, Wricht. StaEford.
Tumblers,—1 and 2. H Yardley. he. A. Wrifjht.
Fantails.—1 and 2. H. Yardlov. he, J. U- Fellows, Walsall.
Dragoons.-1 and he, H. Yarrtloy. 2, W. H. A. Miller, Waleall.
Homing -1. H. Yardley. 2. G. Reanev, Bridstown. Cannock.
Any other Variety.—1 and 2, H. YarJlev (Yellow Barbs and Elondinettes).

nc. — Rurslem, Brewood; C. R. Gilbert, Cheslyn Hay iBarbs); J.A.Cooper,
Walsall.
Selling Class. — !, h. Yardley (Black Barbs). 2, J. A. Cooper (Red

Jacobins).

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, Birmingham, was the
Judge.

Hatching Ducklings Late.—My experience is in opposition
to *' R. "W." I had a hatch of Ducks on the 29th of last July,
and they did well for the first three weeks, but afterwards fell-
off, and at the approach of thunder or very hot weather all use
seemed to leave their legs ; they could not stand, they were
•what is called in this part " all abroad," and I only reared two
Ducks out of a sittinp- of eleven. I would not again try to rear iu
the hot weather. I do not know how it might be quite in the

autumn, but I should think there would then be a difficulty in
getting eggs.—Weley, Wellington^ Somerset.

FOEFAE POULTKY SHOW.
This was held in Keid Hall, Forfar, on the 1st and 2nd inst.

The following are the awards :

—

Game (Black Rpd),— Cocfc. — 1 and Cup, J. Anderson. Blairgowrie. 2, J.
Henderson, Bruckley Castle. 3, R. Stewart. Blairadam. he, J. GuUd, Forfar;
A. L. Fenton, F'Tfar; J. Jamieson; Boath & Tosb, Forfar: J. Molli.son, Ruth-
ven. Meigle. c, Mrs. W. FerRuaon, lQverne.sB. Hen,—], J Wishart, Kirncaldy.
2, Mrs Morrison, Forfar. 3, J. Jamieson. he. J, Guild ; W. Baillie, Monitieth ;
Boath & Tosh, c, D. Mason. Forfar ; R. Stiwart ; J. Wishart.
Game (Brown Red).—Cocfc.—1. G. Salmond. Mouifieth. 2, Mrs. G. B. Laird,

Birnam. 8, H. L. Home, Ardrie Hill. he. D. Harley. Edinburgh, c, R. Stewart.
Ben —\, C. Jamieson, Forfar. 2. T. W. Mitchell, Perth. 3, 0. Harlev. he, H.
L. Home: R.Stewart, c, W. NicoU, Forfar ; P. Symon, Errol; J. Stark, Mor-
peth i2); Boath & Tosh.
Game (Any other colour).— Co(rfc —1, Master C, P. Jamieson, Forfar. 2, W.

Baillie. 3. D. Harley. he, A. Liveston, Forfar; C. Jamieson. c,W. A. Swan,
Leslie ; H. L. Home. Ben.—l, D. Harley. 2, J. Jamieson. 3, J. Clark, Forfar.
Hamburghs (Spangled).—CocA-.—1. Cup and 2. J. M. Campbell. New Byth. 8,

W. Brough, Blairgowrie, he, J. Mackay. Arbroath: G. J. Camiibell. New
Pitsliffo ; R Cameron, Stewarton. c. J. Mackay; R. Thomeon. Kirkcaldy ; W.
M'Intosh. Blairgowrie. Hen.—1, J.M'Andrew, Carnnuslie. 2 Mrs. W. Carnegy,
Forfar. 3, Mre. Brown, Crieff, he. J. M. Campbell; R. Dicksun. Selkirk, c,

W. Abel ; J. M. Campbell ; W. Hood, Blairgowrie ; W. Smith. Brechin.
Hamburghs (PenciUed).—Cocfc.— 1, E. Dickson. 2, G. Caithness. Carnoustie.

3. A. Hannan. Baldridge Burn, Dunfermline, he, A. Piatt, Kirkcaldy, c, J.

Guthrie. Carnoustie. Hcn.—l, Mrs. W. Chalmers, Halliburton, Coupar Angna.
2. A. Hannan. 3. R.Dickson, he, D, Miine, Forfar; H. L. Home; Mrs. W.
Chalmers, c, G. Caithness.
Game Bantams (Black Red).—Cocfc.—Cup and 1, J. Seaton. Kirkcaldy. 2. T.

Ritchie. Arbroath. 3, T. Barker, Burnley, he. A. Tbnm, Forfar; W. Fisher,
Cberryfield, Dundee : J. Grieve, Grandholm, Mill ; G. K. Scobie, Dunfermline.
e, W. Fisher ; A. Ashley, Worcester.
Game Bantams (Any other colour).

—

Coek.—1, J. Anderson. 2, H. L. Home.
3. P. Stewart, he. A. Ashley; J. Craig, Arbroath; A. Anderson. Ciuuie ; D.
Teviotdale, Arbroath; J. Seton. He?;.—J. A. Ashley- 2, H. L. Home. 3, J.

Seton. 7m:, J. Anderson; T. Barker, c, D. Kidd, Carnoustie; Miss R.Frew,
Kirkcaldy ; G. K. ScoMe; Misa B. P. Frew.
Bantams (Any other variety).—1, R. H. Aehton. Mottram. 2. Miss M. G.

Rutherford, Nochnarrie, Auchtermuchty. 3, Master A. Frew, he, T. Wataon,
Bridge of Earn ; J. Marshall, Montrose ; J. Stirk.
Dorkings (Dark-coloured).—Cocfc.—1, P. Symon. 2. D. Draper, jun;. Falkirk.

3. D. Gellatlv. Meigle. he, W. Weir. Inches. Lirber... c, Mrs. C. Jamieeon,
Forfar ; J. TurnbuU. Falkirk. Hen.—1 and Cup. P. Symon. 2 and 3. . Gellatly.

he, Mrs. M' \rthnr Moir, jun., Dollar ; D. Draper, jun. ; D. K dd ; D. Gellatly ;

J. Clark : W. M'Intosh. i

D mKiNGS (\ny other colour).—Cocfc.—1. J. Fothrin?ham • 2. J. Turnbnll,

Pltan. 3, A. M'Ara, MutbiU. Hfn.—l.Mrs J. Lar, juu. 2 and 3. J. Turnbull.
Brahma PooTRA.-Cocfc.-l, Mrs. M'Arthur Moir. jun. 2 D. Welch, Errol. 3,

J. Mitchell, Brougbt.y Ferry, he. J Smart. Carnoustie :• A. C. Rupsell. Card-

ross; J. Young, Kingsdown, Slateford ; J. S-^ton ; J. B. Cochrane. Stenhouee-
muir. c, T. Barker. Hc7i.— 1 and Cun. Mrs. M'A hur Moir. 2, D. M'Whannell,
Maryborough, Blairadam. 3, Mrs. W. Steven rihc, W. G. Duncan : J. Ander-
son : W. Falknor, Forfar ; T. Barker; J. Youn ; P. Symon; W. Weir;J.B,
Cochrane, e, J. Seton. g
Cochin-China.— Cocfc.—1. W. Smith. Newport. 2, Mre. M'Arthur Moir, jnn.

8, J. Wysp, Falkirk, he. Mrs. M'Arthur Moir, jun. (2); A. Buroett, Montrose
(2) ; H. L. Home. e. J. Hay, Gossans. Glamia ; J- Guthrie. Hcn.—l and 3, J.

Wyae. 2. Mrs. M'Arthur Moir. jun. he, A C. Russell; T. Sontar, Kirriemuir;
Mrs. M'Arthur Moir. jun. ; J. Mitchell, c '- Mrs. M'Arthur Moir, jun. (2); Mra.
Armistead, Inchture (2): A. Burnett; H. L. Hnrne.
Spanish.- Cocfc.—1, D. M'Beath. Sunnylaw, Bridge of Allan. 2. A. Shepherd,

Meigle. S. H. L. Home. he. J. Phillips, AuchmuU ; H. L. Home. c. A. Shep-
herd ('2). Hcji.—1 and Cup. Mrs. Gracie. 2. H. L. Home. 3, Mrs. W. Steven.

he. A. Shepherd, c. Mrs. W. Steven ; Mrs. Gracie ; J. Souter; A. shepherd.
Any other VARiPTy.—Cocfc*.—l, J. Taylor. 2, W. Linton. 3, J. Smart, he,

A. M'Ara : A. Y. Fodd, Dundee, c, J. Sandeman, Dundee. Hcn.—l, D. Draper,
jun. 2. Mrs. C. B. Taylor, Montrose. 3, W. Linton. Selkirk.

Selling Class.—Cocfc.—1, P. Campbell. 2, A. Spence, Claverhouse. 3, J.

Anderson, he, W. Christie, jun., Liberton : A. C. Russell (2i; W. G. Donean,
Dundee; D. Smith. Aylth (2); G. Cutbill; W. Nicoll ; D. Dalgety ; Miss Ander-
son, Meigle; W. Simpson. Meigle; L. L. MoUison. Ruthven; J. Liveston, For-
far, c. J. Smart ; A. Stephen, Blairgowrie ; J. Mitchell ; Mrs. C. B. Taylor ; J.

Clark, Fochabprs ; J. Liveston. Hens.-1, W- Simpson. 2, L. L. M'>lUsnn. 3,

J. Conachar. Haugh of Kilnorich. he, W. Christie, jun. ; H. L. Home ; Misa A.
Anderson, Meigle.

PIGEONS.
Pouters.— 1, 2. and 3, F. M'Crae. Aberdeen, he. J. Cowe. Aberdeen.
Carriers.-1, J. E. Spence. 2, F. M'Crae. 8, A. G. Macneil, Coupar Angus.

he. J. Johnston, Locbee.
Fantails.-1, A. Falconer, Pickerton. 2, J. E. Spence. 3, A. Smith, Broughty

Ferrv.
Tdmblerb.—1. A. G. Macneil. 2, J. E. Spence. 3, W. & R Davidson, Mont-

rose, he, A. Falconer; J. Fell. jun.. Blairgowrie^ ; J. Day, Edinburgh.
Jacobins.— 1 snd 2. W. & R. Davidson. 3, W. Clyne, Forfar.
Anv other Variety.-1, A. G. viacueil. 2, J. Cowie (Drasoona). 3. J. Day

(Tumblers), hr. E. Ireland. Brefhin : J. Cowe (Archangels); J. Johustuno
(Owls); W. J. Steven, Montrose (Owls).

Judge.—Mr. J. Martin, Church Cottage, Clanes, Worcester.

BAILDON ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.
This Show was held on the 2ud and 3rd inst. in the National

School rooms, which were Mndly lent for the purpose. One
room was used for the Pigeons alone, and the smaller one for

Canaries ; the entries in the latter section falling far short of

those for Pigeons, although the classes for the former were two
and a half times as numerous as the latter. The pens were on
Turner's principle, uniform and neat, and the effect of the whole
good, while astaS of attendants catered well to the requirements
of the specimens entrusted to their care; but here again we
found that the detestable sawdust covered the bottoms of all the
pens.
English Owls were a good lot, the first prize falling to a grand

old Blue cock ; the second being a good Blue much younger,
and the third a Silver. Antwcrj)s were the great feature of the
Show, four classes being devoted to that breed ; and we have no

I hesitation in saying that such a gathering of this variety has
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never been seen before. In classes where there were upwards of

fifteen entries two extra prizes were very considerately allowed
by the Committee, and each of these classes came in for its share
of these extras. Shortfaces had thirty-three entries, some birds

being of fair quality, but the majority not near the standard for

that variety. Tlie first Silver Dun, and second Blue Chequers,
were fair specimens. Longfaces (cocks) were a grand display,

eclipsing their Shortfaced brethren in a great degree, the birds
generally being so true to colour and marking as to partake
much of the ornamental appearance of the more fancy varieties

;

and after naming the first and second-prize winners, the first of

which was Blue and the second Silver Dun, it would be ditficult

to particularise. The first in this also won the cup for Antwerps,
and he was perhaps one of the most perfect birds ever seen,

combining the sharp-cut outlines of the Carrier with the quick
intelligent head of the Antwerp, and as true to colour as is

possible. The second was close on the heels of the first, a clear
Silver Dun with a jet-black beak ; the third being a Red Chequer.
In hens the first was a Red Chequer, perhaps the most perfect in

head properties of any hen going, the only fault being a slight

redness on the cere of the eye ; the second a Dark Red Chequer,
and the third a Blue Chequer. As regards the head properties
the medium-faced birds were a very even lot, the style, carriage,
colour, and chest-development alone determining their positions.
The first was a Red Chequer, second Blue Chequer and a Dark
Blue Chequer. Carriers were very poor with the exception
of the winners. The first a grand young Black cock, as also
the second, the third being a neat Dun hen, but very young.
Dragoons very good, and the winners Blue, and all cocks. In
Turbits a veteran Blue cock was first, a Yellow second, and a
young Red hen third. TiimhlerSf Longfaces, were one of the
best classes, and the first prize went to a good-coloured Red
Mottle, second to a Blue Bald, and third to a Black. Barbs
were very good, the first being a well-made-up Dun hen, second
and third Black and Red cocks of great promise, although quite
young. The Variety class was a puzzle in which it was dilficult

to feel satisfied that justice had been done, so many of the
standard varieties competing. The first prize was awarded to a
Blue Pouter cock, second to an Almond, and third to a Fantail,
while the extras went to a Nun, a Magpie, a White Pouter, and a
Trumpeter. In the Selling class Silver Owls, Antwerps, and
"White Pouters won.
The amount received in entrance fees for Pigeons was con-

siderably over the outlay in prizes, which argues well for the
estimation in which the Society is held, and it is to be regretted
there is not a room in the village sufficiently large for a show
on a more elaborate scale.

The room for the Canaries was far too small, as half the cages
had to be placed too high up for a proper inspection of the birds,
visitors being generally prohibited from removing a cage from
the stage. The entries numbered 181, which would doubtless
have been considerably increased but for the counter-attractions
of Barton-ou-Humber, Manchester, Hexham, Dewsbury, and
South Shields. It is to be regretted that so much " clashing "

had not been timely avoided.
Belgians were first on the list, and with the exception of the

winning Yellows were of the " stifi " variety, and lacked that
elasticity which always accompanies high-class birds. They
were, too, so persistently restless as to render judging a difficult

task. Steadiness is always desirable in any cage bird, but in
Belgians it is indispensable, and we would strongly urge fanciers
to bear this in mind.
The Clear Norwich were of the new gaudy colour, all six

prizes going to the celebrated Derby firm.
In the Evenly-marked Norwich class Yellows and Buffs com-

peted together, the first prize falling to a Buff—the best " aU-
propertied " Norwich in the Show, and the second and third to
Yellows.
One class for Ticked or Unevenly-marked Norwich brought

together some fine specimens, the first a Ticked Bull", most rich
in colour, but rather "washed" in the neck; the second a
rather heavily-marked Buff, not so high in colour, but a perfect
model of a Norwich Canary, and rarely is such a bird seen

;

the third was a good Y'ellow.
Crested Norwich were good; first was a Buff hen, soft in

feather and low in colour, but with a magnificent dark crest

;

second a high-coloured Yellow cock, and the third a large-
crested Buff cock. This class (S. Tomes, No. 4) contained a
grand stock bird.

Coppies, Yellow, were well shown ; first a fine Clear cock, se-
cond a full grey-crested hen, and third a cock.

Coppies, Buli, were fine birds, but, as a class, scarcely equal to
the Yellows. The winning Lizards were good in colour, but
rather small, and too narrowly built, especially the Golden birds.
The Clear Yorkshires were very fine, but it should be remem-

bered these birds have most distinctive characteristics, and are
neither good-featliered " Coppy Plainheads " (as they are
termed), nor yet Elongated Norwich.
The Evenly-marked Yorkshires were the great feature of the

Show. They were really splendid birds, the winners in each
class being literally perfect in their markings ; every bird was
worthy of a prize. The winning birds were clear.

Cinnamons had been all moulted under the new regime. The
first and second honours in Variegated Cinnamons were taken
by beautifully marked Yorkshires, and the third by an evenly
but rather heavily marked high-coloured bird, an old warrior,
and evidently much distressed by his battles.
The cages of six were well selected, and almost on a par.
The Selling class contained some good and cheap birds. First

was a large Silver Lizard cock (should have been in his own
class) ; second a Ticked Yellow Belgian hen; and third, a useful
Crested Norwich cock.

Goldfinch Mule, Clear or Variegated. First, a well marked
Jonque, full of quality, and will still improve; second, an
evenly-marked but rather grizzly-flighted Mealy, apparently
much jaded by Iaurel-winnii]g ; and third, a slii.^htly but iin-

evenly marked .lonque, perfect in shape, but short of finish.
The illogical "nearest the Canary" theory, would, of course,
have placed this bird first. Goldfinch Mule, Dark, one entry, a
fine Jonque bird.
There was nothing extraordinary among the Linnet Mules,

although it is a difficult matter to breed a bird as good as tha
first, or so large as the third. In Any other variety of Mule
the prize went to a beautiful Bullfinch and Goldfinch, showing
well the colour of each bird, especially the " flourish " of the
latter. The winning Goldfinches, BuUflnohes, and Linnets were
good, eppecially the first-prize Bullfinch, which was a beauty.
A splendid Starling, a remarkably tame and well-shown Missel

Thrush, and a handsome Bramblefinch took the prizes in the
Variety class in the order named. There was also a pair of Snow
Buntings, rarely seen at an exhibition. They are birds of soft,

delicate, but unpretending plumage, and on this account scarcely
eligible for successful competition in a miscellaneous class.

PIGEONS.
OwhS.—'English.—I. S. E. Seanor, Leeds. 2, J. Rhoaes. Horton, Bradford. 3.

Ward & Khudes, Otley. vhc.G. E. Sawdon, ^'uttnn, Croaa Hills; Ward ani
Rhodes, lie, W. SidRe. Bradford ; W. Hardcastle, Bmcley ; E. Rhodes.
AsrwRRps —Short-faced.—I, i. Gardner, Pi-eston. Ext'a2, J. Hutton, Idle.

3, W. Ellis, Idle, Leeds. Extra 3. F. Joy, Walmsate, York, vhc, W. Hard-
castle, BiDRley ; .1. Gardner, he, J. Bishop, Skipton ; E. Davey, Baildon ; W.
Lllia; F.Joy; R. Sharp. Lower Baildou. c, J. autton, Baildon.
Antwerps.—Lonp'/atr^rfi —Cock. — IVIedal and 1, W. Lund, bhipley. 2, H.

Jenninijs. Allerton, Bradford. Extra 2. E. Mounsev, Low Moor. 3. w. Ellis;
H. Mitchell, Bneley. i>/ic, P. Jowett, Eldwick, Binijley; T. Slater, Binsley ; A.
Johnson, Bradford ; H. JenniofTs; J. Sparrow & Co . London (•). he, W. Ellis
(2); I. Hutton. Idle; G. -Murgatroyd, Baildon; D. Davey, Baildon; J. Mann,
Baildon; B. Webfctcr, Baildon; C. Watson, Baildon c, S. Hutton. Baildon-
Hen —\, a. Jennintis. 2. W. Ellis. S, Biirstow & Clayton. GtrlinRton, Brad-
ford- v/ic, J. Bishop. Sltipton; J. Wood, Allerton; B Mounsey. /ic, W. Ellis ;

T. Cordinp:ley, Bradford; A. Johnson, Bradford; H. Jennings; J. Pearce,
Burton-on-Trent. c, H. Ingle.

ANTWEKPa.-Jl/(;d!Hwi-/(ict'rf.~l, W. Lnnd. 2, H. Jennings. Extra 2, W. ElliS-
3, J. Foster, Dennolme. Binglev. Extra 3, J. Robinson. Baildon. vhe, W,
Copley, Bailiion ; Vf Ellis ; H. Mitchell ; H. Jennings, he, W. Ellis ; Burstow
and Clayton ; H. Mitchell (2). c, Vf. Illing^volth, Allerton.
Carkiers.— 1, J. Hawley, Girlington, Bradford. 2, S. E. Seanor, Leeds. 3, J.

Ratlin, Eccteshill. he, D. Riddiough, jun , Bradford; J. Pearce, Burton-on
Trent, c, D. Riddiou^'h; J. E. Mason, Shipley; J. Hawley.
Dragoons.—1, Burstow & Clayton. 2, G. W. Dutton, Chester. 3, G. E. Saw-

don. vhe, W. Lund; H. Jennings he. H. Ingle (2); F. Joy: H. Jennings;
Ward & Rhodes, Otley. c J. Brearley, Woodend. WindhiU; Burstow & Clayton.
TruDiTs.— t, 3, and c, H. G. Poole. 2. W. Lund, vhe, B. Jennings, he, J.

Pearce : H. Mitchell ; J. E. Mason ; J. Hawley.
Tumblers.-Lo?u7-/(lcc(i.—1, 2, and vhe, D. Riddiough, jun. 3. W. Walker,

Baildon. he,D. RiUdiongh, jun.; A. & J. Wells, Kipon (2) c, J. S. Robinson,
Baildon.
Barbs.—2 and 3, J. Thresh, Bradford, vhe, S. E. Seanor (2). he, D. Eiddiough,

jun. ; U. Jennings (2). e, G. E. Sawdon.
Any other VABii-.Tr.- 1 and 2, J. Hawley. Extra 2, S. E. Seanor. 3. J. F.

Loversidge, Newark. Extra 8, D. R.ddiough, jun. Extra 4. H. Mitchell; F.
Joy. vhe, W. Lund; H. G. Poole; G. E. Sawdon; J. Thresh; S. E. Seanor.
he, J. Pearce ; G. E. Sawdon ; J. Thresh ; S. E. Seanor. c, A. S: J. Wells ; J. F.
Loversiige.

Si-LLING Class-1, W. Ellis. 2, J. Lancaster. Extra 2 and extra 3, J.
Hawley. 3. W. Ridge, ulic, — Posaellt, Shipley, he, W. Ellis; W. Lund; J.
Miers, Baildon, c, D. Riddiough, jun ; Kurstow & Clayton; — Posaellt.

CAGB BIRDS.
Belgian.—C/car I'elloio or Ticked.—i, Anderton & Fawcett. Baildon. 3, R.

Hawman, Middlesbrough, e. R. Smith, Cross-hills. Clear Buff or Ticked.—
1, R. Hawman. 2, W. Shackleton, Ilkley. 3, J. Stirk, Crosa-hLUs. ?ic, W. and
M. Boston, Leeds.
tioHwicH.—Clear Jonque.—1, 2. and 3, Orme & Bemroae, Derby, c, Bexsoii

and Lamplough. Clear Buff.—l, 2, and 3, Orme & Berarose. vhe, Bexaon an^
Lamplough.

^ot^v/icn.-Eveiirmarked Yellow or Bnff.—l and 2, Orme & Pemrose. 3, S.
Tomes, Northampton, vhe. Bexson & Lamplough. Ticked or Un^ven-markeiZ
Yellow or Buff.—l, 3. and vhe,0\me& Bemrose. 2 "nd he, Bexson & Lam-
plough. Crested Yellow or Buff.—l and 2, Orme A Bemruse. 3, J. Devany,
Knaresbrough. he, S. Tomea : Bexaon & Lamplough.
Coppv.— Yellow with Clear or Grey Crest.—1, 2, and vhe, W. Hutton. Baildon,

Leeds. 3. W. shaohleton. (ic, W. Hut on ; D. lllmgworlh, Uorstorth. Buff
with Clear or Grey Crest.—\, Anderton & Fawcett, Baildon. 2, O. Paley, Bail-
don. 3, J. Potter, Bradford.
l.iZiRB.- Goldeyi-spangled—'i and 3, R. Ritchie. Darlington, /tc, W. & M.

Boston, Leeds. Silver.spangled.—2 and 8, R. Ritchie, e, S. Tomes ; M. Hol-
royd, Bradford.
yoBKsHiRE.- Clear rd!oic.-l, W. Hutton. 2. W. Shackleton. 3, J. Cock-

sholt. Fearncliffe, Bingley. Clear Buff.—l, W. Hutton. 2 and 3, Anderton and
Fawcett. Extra 3, O. Faiev.
Yorkshire.—BDeii-murfccrt Ycllow.—I, L. Belk, Dewsbury. 3 J. Stevens,

Middlesbrough, v/it;, R. Havuson. Darlington. Even-marked Buff. — 1, L'
Belk. 2 and 3. D. Oav, Girlington, Bradford.
YoRKBHiKE.— ru'lted or Uneren-marked Yellow—\, J. Garbutt. Northallerton.

2, J. Lupton. Baildon. 3, W. Hutton. he. S. Hainaworth, Faraley. Ticked or
Uneven-marked Buff.— I, J. Stevens 2 and 3, G. Gott, Shipley.
Oit^NAMoN.-J'ongiie.-2, Bexson & Lamplough. 3, Orme & Bo oso. vhe,

Orme & Bemrose ; Bexson i: Lamplough. i?ii(f.—1 and 2. Orme & m ose. 3,

Bexson & Lamplough. Marked or Variegated.—1, L. Belk. 2. M. ol.oyd,

Orme & Bemroae. vlic, P. Rawnsley ; Bexson & Lamplough {21.
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Cage of Srx Canaries foe VAHiF.xr or Plum *ge.—2. D. Cay. 2, W. Hutton.
Selling Clash.— 1, M. Holroyd. 2. Anflerton & Fawcplt. 8, S. Tomes, rhc,

P. Rawnsley. he, W. \V. (iarnett, Baildon; \V. Hutton; Kaiatrick and
Anderton.
Goldfinch Mcle.—C?<'ar or Variegated—1 and vhc, "W. Hutton. 2, J.

Stevens. 8, J. Brown, juu , Penrith, he, T. Pemberton, Baildon. Dark.—2,

W. Hutton.
Linnet and Canary Mule.—1,2, and 3, W. Hutton.
McLE.—-iny otht:r I'ariety.—i, F. Waterbouse, Windhill.
Goldfinch.—1, J. Tenniswood. 2, W. Hutton. 3, P. Kawnsley. vhc, W. and

"M. Boston.
Bullfinch.—2. J. Devany, KnarcBbrough. 3, H. Garbutt, Northallerton.

vhc, J. Fawcett, Baildon.
Linnet.—iJroH-n —1. J. Stevens. 2, F. Fawcett. 3. T. Pemberton, Baildon.
Any other Variety.— J, J. HalL ?, C. Holdsworth, Harrogate. 3, W.

E-ntton.

Judges.—Pigeons: Mr. E. Hutton, Padsey. Cage Birds:
Mr. J. N. Harrison, Eelper.

PAISLEY ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.
The twentieth annual Exhibition took place in the Drill Hall

on the 1st and 2ud inst. ; and, as in past years, was very success-
ful both as regards the number of entries and of visitors. In the
poultry department there were 371 pens, of Pigeons 129 entries.

Spanish —1, A. Eobertaon. Ivilmarnocb. 2. J. M'Murcbie, Castleheart. Paisley
3, W. Wallace, Auchenbran, Mauchline. 4, R.Taylor. Glasgow. Chickens.—
1 and Special, R. Mitclioll, Fowler, aiauchline. 2 and c, J. Wallace, Burnbank,
Glasgow. 3, J. Bryce, Caiderbank. Airdrie. 4. A. Walker, Kilmarnock. Hens
—I.J.Park, East Kilbride. 2, J. Bryce. B, A. Walker, Titchfield. 4, A. Brown
Neilston.
Dorkings.- Coiowrcrf.-1, S, and Special, Mrs. Alston, Craighead, Hamilton.

2, J. Stevenson, Chapelhall, Airdrie. 4, T. Smellie, Moortield, Kilmarnock.
Chickens.—\ and Special, J. Rotinson, Garstanp. 2. Z. H. Keys, Barrhead.
3. Mrs. Alston. 4. H. Bain, Dalmellington. White.—I, J. Mathieson, Dalmel-
lington. 2, J. PettifO'ew, Dalmellington. 3, K. Farrow, Dalmellington. 4, J.

Stevenson, he, J. Robinson
Chinese.— 1 and Special, J. Robinson. 2, J. Pollock, Bushby. 3 and c, P.

Beith, Largs. 4, A. Russell, Cardroes.
Brahma Podtras.- 1. Special, and 5, H. Wyse, Bishopbriggs. 2, J. Stewart,

Helensburgh, 4. G. Willison, Kilmarnock.
Old Scotch Breed.— 1 and Specia', J. Fulton, Beith. 2, W. ThomBon, Glas-

gow. 8, T. Lawrie, Linlithgow. 4, R. Clark, Dalserf.
Hambdbghs.— G"^(i( n siJanpifd.— 1 and Special, J. Crawford, Beith. 2, T.

Bolton. Stockton-rjD-Teea. 3. D. Beatno, Busbv. 4, J. Mo>die. Paialey. lie,

J. Moodie ; A, Begg, High Blantyre. Bens.~\, G. Black. Old Ki'patrick. 2, J.

Crawford. 3, W. Forreat, Barrhead. 4, T. Mackie. Silver-spangled—\ and
Special, A. Beith, Bathgate. 2, P. Crawford, Gl^nfield. 3, W. Husband,
Kilmarnock. 4, 1). M'Intosh, Ardock BraeR. he, A. Yendell. Galston.
Hamburghs.—GoMf ?i-ptHCi//fd.—1. M. M'Innes, Paisley. 2 and 3 D. Gilmour,

liilmarnock. 4, J.Clark, Paisley, ftc, W, Neilson. Jnhnstone. c, J. Cochran,
Strathaven. Hens.—\, T. Gillion, Kilmiuri. 2. W. Mlnnes, Paisley. 3, W.
Linton. Selkirk. 4. D. Gilmour. Silver-pencilled.— I and Spec'al, T. Bolton.
2, J- M'Laren, Kilmarnock. 3. J. W^ebster, Colne. 4, E. Muir, Kilmarnock
Hens—Pair.— 1, J, M. Campbell. New Byth. 2, J. Anderson, Paisley. 3, G.
Tullarton. Paisley. 8ingle.—\, J. Dunn, Galston. 2, A. Wright, Bridge of
Weir. 3 and 4. J. Lockhead, Kilbarchao.
PoLANDs.- rupjjfd.—1. J. Laird Johnstone. 2, 8, and he, A. Wylie, John-

atone. 4, J. Robinson, Garstang.
GKT^E..-'Blaek-hrtas(ed.—\ and Special, J. Houston. Galston. 2, T. Mackie.

3. J. Clark, Galston. 4. Z. H. Hevs, Barrhead, he, J. & C. Sneddon. Liverpool

;

T. Taylor, Airdrie. c.3. S. Ferguson. Dalmuir; J. Marton ; G. Williamson,
johnatone ; J. Wallace. Any other colour.— \, 3. Lappering, Barrhead. 2, R.
Andrew, Barrhead. 3, J. Allison. 4, W. Nelson, Johnstone, he, W. M'Kay,
Barrhead. lient.—l, J. Melville. 2, Z. H. Heys. 3, J. Williamson. 4, R.
Irvine.
Any other Vabiety,-L J. M. Wilson. 2, A. M'Lellan. 3, J. Lambie, New

Cumnock. 4 and he, J. C. Shaw. Barrhead.
Ceoss-bbeeds —1 and 2, J. Pollock, Meame. 3, J. Brown, Neilson. 4, A.

Yendell. he, A. Dunlop, Paisley.
Docks.- .4i//t's^Mrj/.— 1, 2, and Special, A. Robertson, Kilmarnock. 8, Z. H.

Heys. 4. W. G. Keir, Dairy. Any other ranV/y —1 and 2, J. Pollock. S.Mrs.
Alston. Hamilton. 4. J. M'Dougall, Glasgow, he, A. Robertson, Kilmarnock.
Game Bantams.— 1 and Special, H. BuUer, Bradford. 2, J. R. Rennards,

Helensburgh. 8, T. Barker, Hillend. 4, R. I. Kirkton. he, J. Mitchell,
Perth, c, J. Spiers, Paislev.
Bantams.—fiiacfc.-l, 3, and Special, D. M'Laren. Kilmarnock. 2, A.Mitchell,

jun., Paislev- 4, J. Lochhead. Any other variety.— I, W. Montgomerie, Kil-

manrs. 2, J. Wallace, Clarkston. S, A. Robertson, Kilmarnock. 4, W. Weir,
Beith. he, M. Henderson, Ardrossan.
Selling Class.—L R. Abercrombrie, Castlehead. 2, J. Smith, Alexandria.

3, J, M'Laren, Kilmarnock. 4, R. Houston, he, J. Henderson, Glenficld

;

J.Mackstone, Johnstone; E. Black, Johnstone, e, J. Fulton, Beith.

PIGEONS.
Pouters.-B^ue.—1. G. Wallace, Glasgow. 2, J. Mitchell, Glasgow. 3. J.

Lahore, Larkhall. BZncfe or i?cd.-l, G. Wallace. 2, J. Lahore. S.J.Mitchell.

Any other eolour.—l and Special, G. Wallace, 2 and S, J. Mitchell, he, J.

Forrest, Hamilton, e. J. Lahore.
^

Tumblers.—S/iorf-^fcd.—1,2, and Special, G.Wallace. 3 J.Lahore. Any
other variety.—I and 2. J. Glen, Cambuslang. 3, W. M'Kiulay, Kilmarnock,

c, J. Reid, Galston ; J. Wallace, Airdrie.

Carriers.—1, G. Wallace. 2, W. Neilson, Johnstone. 3, M. Gilmour, In-

chinnao.
Fantails.—1 and 2, J. Gait, Kilbimie. 3, J. Caldwell, Johnstone.
Jacobins.- 1, 2, and 3, J. Lahore, he, J. Lambie; A. H. Imrie, Ayr; J. R.

Rennards, Helensburgh.
Nuns.—1, A. Angus, Galston. 2 and 3, A. M. Imne.
ToRBiTs.—l. J. Murray, Galston. 2, A. M'Kissark, Dairy. 3, C. Maogregor,

Paisley, he, J. Calderwood, Paisley.
Common--1 and Special, W. M'Kinlay, Kilmarnock. 2, A. Gray, Beith. 3,

"W. G. Kerr, Dairy, be. C. A. M'Innes, Paisley.

Any other Variety.—1 and 3, G. Wallace. 2, J. Lahore, ftc, T. Findlay,

Craigneuk. e, J.Butler.
, , , ^

Selling Class.-L W. M'Leve, Ayr. 2, J. Glen. B.J.Lahore. ftc.J. Som-
merville, Beith. c, w. G. Kerr.

CANARIES.
Clean.—1 and Special, J. Pringle, Glasgow. 2, J. White, Paisley. 3, G.

Grant. Glasgow. . ^ . ,

Yellow.- Cocfc.—1 and Special. T.Scott, Carluke. 2. J. Howie, Paisley. S,

W. Hunter. Kilbirnic. 4, W. Gibson, Beilh. 6, R. H. Cochran, Kilbimie. Hen.—
1 and Special, D. Rei'1. Kilbimie. 2, A. Borland, Galston. 3, P. Harrington,

Beith. 4, W. White, Renfrew. 6. G. Grant.
BCFF.—Cocfc.-l, J. White. Paisley. 2. R. Ritchie, Renton. 3, T. Jamieson,

Kilharchan, 4, M. Adam, Avr. 5, W. Clark, Kilbarchan. Hen.—\,1. Scott.

2, W. Thom. Stevenston. 3, R.Crawford, Kilbimie. 4, H. Davidson, Alnwick
Lodge, G. A. Kelly. Paisley.
Piebald.—1 and Special, T. Scott. 2. W. Thom. 3, R. Paterson, Howwood.
Piebald.— rcItoir.-Coc/c.—l and Special, J, M'flntcheon, Airdrie. 2, A.

Borland, Galston. 3, T. Scott. 4, W. M'Rride, Greenock. .1, J. Smith, Coat.
bridi^-e. II. u.^1, J. MHutcheon. 2, T. Scott. 3, J. Dalziel, Pattley. 4, R
Turnbull. Glasgow. 5, R, Brvden, Lochmaben.
PL%BAhv.-Ihnr.-Cock.-l,'T. Scott. 2, J. Pattison. Elderslie. 3, W. Thorn.

4, R. Crawford. 5, H. Peebles, Paislev. Hen.~l, H. Hoggan, Greenock. 2, T.
Scott. 3. J. Stewart. 4. J. Lyie, Wishaw.
Goldfinch Mule.—1, A. A." Mauchan, Dumbarton. 2, G. Goudie, Ayr. 3, D.

M'Guire, Beith.
Home or Foreign.-1, J. M'Culloch, Dumbarton, 2 and 3, J. M. Wilson,

KUmaraock,

Judges.—Poultry: Messrs Alex. Paterson, Airdrie; Robert
Bruce, Bushby; Thomas Raines, Bridge Haugh, Stirling; John
Sharp, Johnstone ; John Jardin, Kilmarnock ; J. Steven, M.D.,
Ardrossan; William F.Farquhar, Alexandria; Andrew Mitchell,
Paisley. Pigeons: Mr. Joseph H. Frame, Overton, Carluke.
Canaries, d-c. : Messrs. Thomas Buchanan, Glasgow; James
Fulton, Beith; John Lyle, Wishaw; Andrew Mitchell, Paisley;
Robert White, Paisley ; William Weir, Paisley.

DEVIZES POULTRY SHOW.
This took place on the Gth and 7th inst. The following is the

prize list.

Dorkings.—Coloured, except Silver-Grcy.—l and Cup, H. Lingwood. 2. J.
Watts. 3, A. Darbv. vhc, E. Hooper, he, Mrs. Dunn. c. J. Gee. A7iy other
varietu.—l, A. Darbv. 2, S. Salter. 3, T. Pope, he, Mrs. Hayne.
Cockiss.—Cinnamon and Buff.—I and Cup, W. H. Crabtree. 2, Mrs. AUsop.

8, W. Morris, he. J. K. Fowler. Partridge.— I, Capt. Coleridge. 2. W. H.
Crabtree. 3, J. K. Fowler, he, T. J. Mansfield, c, Hon. Mrs. Sugden ; G.
Lias. }Miite.—l and 3, W. Whitworth, jun. 2, R. W. Beachey. he, C. Blood-
worth, c, Mrs A. Tindal; R. S. S. Woodgate.
Brahmas.—D<irfc.—1 and Cup. W. H. Crabtree. 2, Horace Lingwood. 3, E.

Ensor. ftc, J. Watts. C..1. Trinder ; F. L. Turner: J.Evans: O. A. Beadon,
Light—I and Cup, W. H. Crabtree. 2. H. M. Maynard. 3 and he. Mrs,
Williamson, vhc, Horace Lingwood. c, Mrs. T. Turner ; P. Haines ; J. Mitchell

;

Mrs. F. Cheshire; M. Leno.
Spanish.—1 and Cup, R. Newbitt. 2, A. Darby. 3, Mrs. Tonkin, vhc, Mrs.

Allsopp.
Gaue.—Black-breasted or other Pieds.-Cocks.-l and Cup, S. Matthew. 2, C.

H. Ames. 8. E. Bowiv. he, W. Foster, c, W. H. Stagg (2); J. Forsyth.
Hens.-l, Cup, and he, W. H. Stagg. 2, W. Foster. 3, S. Matthew, c, H. E.
Martin.
Game —.4Hi/ other variety—Cocks.—1, S. Matthew, 2, E. Southwood. 3, Dr.

K. Bullmore. he, F. Hardincham. c, E. Winwood. Hcns.—l, S. Matthew. 2,

Mrs. A. Tindal. 3, Dr. K. Bullmore. he, Hon. and Rev. F. Dutton. c, J. T.
Browne.
Hambcrghs.—fioM or SHver-pencillcd.-l and 2, H. Beldon. 3, R. Newbitt.

ftc, H. Feast, c, W. Speakman, Gold or Silver-spangled.—1 and Cup, T,
Walker. 2. T. H. Matthews. 3, N. Barter, he, J. Davies; H. Beldon. c, H,
Beldon. U/acfc.—l, H. Beldon. 2. T. Walker. 3, J. P. Case, c, C. G. Moule.
POLAND3.—1, H. Feast. 2. C. Bloodworth. 3, G. Lias, -yhc, D. Mutton, ftc,

J. Hinton ; H. Beldon. c, Capt. Coleridge.
FRENCH.-fl'oiirfa/is —1, W. Whitworth, jnn. 2, W- Dring. 3, J. Long, vhe,

R.B.Wood, he, H. Feast, c, Mrs. A. Tindal; H. F. Price; D, Lane. Any
other variety.-h^- Dring. 2, R. B.Wood. S.Mrs. A. Tindal. C.Mrs. Hill.

Malays.—1 and 3, J. Hinton. 2, Rev. A. G. Brooke, ftc. Rev. G. HodBon.
_

Any other Variety.—1, Mrs. Holmes. 2, W. R. Crofton. 8, S. R. Hams
(Minorcasl. he, J. K. Fowler ; D. Lane (Black Cochin), c, J. Long (Plymouth
Rock) ; O. E. Cresswell (White Guinea Fowl).
Game BASTA-n^.-Blaekbreasted and other Beds—I, E. Payne. 2, C. H.

Ames. 3. W. Boutcher. 7ic. R. Newbitt. c.W.S. Marsh. Any other variety.—

1, E. Payne. 2, A. Ashley. 3, M. Leno. ftc, Mrs. G. S. Sainsbury ; R. Newbitt,

c, E. Scammell. „ __
Bantams.— fio;<J or Stlver-laced.—1. Rev. G. Hodson. 2. J. Mayo. 8, M.

Leno. ^/ly of/icr rartt(;/.-l, T. E. Thirtle. 2, E. S. S. Woodgate. 3, R. Greig,

ftc, R. Wmgfield.
DvcKS.—Avlesbury.—l and Cup, J. Hedges. 2, J.Walker. 3, J. K. Fowler,

Boiien.—l and Cup, J. Walker. 2, G. Hanka. 3. R. Gladstone, ftc, Rev. E.

Handley; J. K. Fowler, e. G. M. Hulbert; C. B. Rowland; E. Ponting.

Black East Indian.—1, Cup, and 2, G. S. Sainsbury. 3. J. J. Maiden, vhc, J. W.
Kelleway. ftc, W. H. Stagg ; Mrs. Hayne ; G. S. Sainsbury. c. G. S. Sainsbury.
Any other varicty.—l and 2, M. Leno. 8, W. Boutcher (Mandarine), ftc, J.

Watts. „ „ , v-
Selling Class,— 1, F. L. Turner. 2, Mrs. Williamson. 3. J. K. Fowler. vh€,

Mra.Dunn. ftc, Hon. Mrs. Sugden; C. H.Ames ; M. H. Start; D. Lane. c,J.

M. Rooke ; Rev, H. F. Edgell ; M. H. Sturt ; J. Watts ; C. Maggs.

PIGEONS.
Carriers —Cocfcs.-1 and 2. H. M. Maynard. Hens.—I and2. H. M. MajTiard.

Pouters.—CocA-s.-l. Mrs. Laid. 2, Rev. W. C. Bullen. Hens.—\, Mrs. Laua.

Tc^BL£.RS.—Almond.—1. W. R. Pratt. Any other varicty.—l and 2, B. OiUh.

Barbs.—1, H. M. Maynard. 2, H. Yardley.
Fantails.—1 and 2, H. M. Maj-nard. ftr. Miss J. Milward.
Draooons.—L Rev. G. Hodaon. 2, H. Yardley. ftc, S. Salter, c.W. Moms.
Antwerps.—1, C. F. Copeman. 2. H. Yardley.

I

Jacobins.—1, O. E. CresBwell. 2, J. Thompson, ftc, H. M. Maynard; J.

Thompson. „ r. w r\ -c-

TubBiTS.-l, F. Hodding, 2, S. Salter, he, C. A. Craler; S. Salter; 0. E.

CresBwell; F. Hodding.
Nuns.-1 and 2. Rev. A. G. Brooke.
OwLB.—1, E. W. Van Senden.
Rents.- 1 and2, S Salter.
Any other Variety.—1, J. G. Watkins.

, „, „ „ „ „.
Selling Class.—1, H. M. Maynard. 2, Mrs. Ladd. he, W. P. KeaU; W.

Morria; L. Allen.

SuDQES.—PouUnj : S. Burn, Esq., East Terrace, Whitby,

Torks. Pigeons : F. Esquilant, Esq., 4, Effra Road, Bnston,

London.

HEXHAM POULTRY SHOW.
The Town Hall at Hexham is decidedly one of the best we

have yet seen for the purposes of an ornithological exhibition, both

as regards the space and light, the latter unobstructed and from

the roof. The entries were very large, the pens beautifully

arranged, the quality of the birds good, the whole affair well

managed, and the visitors numerous aud fashionable. But again

the great mistake was sawdust in every pen, and on the least

movement of the birds a cloud of sawdust rose on all sides, but

on the first mention of this we were assured that sand would

take its place in future years.
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In CorJiinn the winuors were a splendid lot, Bulla beiug first

and third, with PartriJije second. Brahmas were mostly Dark,
although the third prize wa^^ awarded to Li^^ht. The exeolteuco

of the first-prize pair may be easily understood wheu it ia seen
that Mr. Watts's bird only received second honours. The cup
was awarded here. Dorkings were a grand lot; the first old

birds of enormous size, the second chickens, good in all respects,

and third also a good old pair. Spanish, poor except the win-
ners ; the first being chickens of grand quality, the pullet beating
the second one entirely, while the cockerels were about equal in

merit. Next came Gam';, Black or Brown Reds, many of the
birds showing the ugly Malay parentage, the awards being made
to Game of the true type, style, and colour. The first and cup
were grand-coloured Black-breasted Reds, second Brown Red
chickens of splendid quality, and third also Brown Reds. One
of the best cocks in the Game classes was the first-prize Duck-
wing, his pullet also being grand in all points except tail, which
was badly grown and rather up ; the second also old Duckwings,
and third Pile chickens, which were, however, rather too fine in
bone. Red Game Iia)tfa}ns were a grand class, the first an
old pair, almost perfect in all points and in the highest possible
condition, while the second, quite as good, were not in good
order; the third being a pretty pair of chickens. In any other
Game the first and third were Piles and second Duckwings, all

being good, and the first-named pen very small. Bantams, not
Game, were first Blacks, second Golden-laced, and third a pair
of Nankins, which, however, were a little short of colour. Sam-
burghs, Gold-spangled, were a fair lot ; Silvers very good, as also

the winning Gold-pencils, but the Silver-pencils were a poor
assortment, while Polands were such a gathering as is seldom
seen in the north of England, Goldens winning first and cup,
and Silvers second and third.
Aylesbury Ducks were all of nice quality, as also the winning

Bouens, the cup for this section being awarded to a grand pair
of that variety, while very good Brown and White Decoy, do-
mesticated " Wild," and Carolinas came in for other prizes and
commendations.
The entries in the Selling class were very large, and several

pens were sold, the first prize going to Buff Cochins, second to
Brown Red Game, and third to Dorkings.

Cage Birds were also a good entry, but the birds in some
classes were poor, this remark applying to the Belgians, except
the winners, the Crested, and the Yorkshire varieties. In Nor-
wich, Clear or Ticked, a grand Clear Jonque won first as also
the cup for the best bird in the Show, the Even-marked birds
proving very good in marking and mostly four-pointed birds.
In Mules, any variety, the first was a variegated Linnet Mule,
and the second a small Clear BufI Goldfinch hen bird, not, how-
ever, in full feather. There were some handsome moulted
Goldfinches, but others were veiy poor, and the Linnets were
a fair lot, the winners in the Variety class being a Canadian
Goldfinch, a bird not unlike a Sisken and Canary Mule, and
second a green Paraquett.

Pigeons were numerous, a grand display, and beautifully
placed on long tables in another large room of the Hall. The
Pouter classes were very good, the two vrinners in cocks, the
first a Blue and second a White, grand in style and limb. With
the exception of the winners the Carriers were not good, but
the cup for the high standard section was awarded to a Black
cock. Almond Tumblers good, as also the Long-faced Balds.
Antwerps, both Long and Short, were a fine display, and the
cup well awarded against Dragoons, as well to a grand old Red-
chequered cock of the Short-faced variety ; the next class in
point of merit being the Fantails, which were an exceeding
grand display.

CocniKs.—1 and S, G. H. Procter, Durham. 2, J. Bell, Thirgk. he, "W. Jaggs,
Blyth ; W. Harvey, Sheffield.
BRAHM48.—Cup, W. Swann, Bedlington. 2, J. Wattg, Birmingham. 3, T.

Webb, Coldlield. vfir, H. Davison, Durham, he, J. H. Davison, Newcastle

;

W. Swann; W. Sanderson, Newcastle; J. Neshara, West Sleekburn Colhery.
c, R. Shield, Swalwell ; C. J. B. Young, Darlington ; T. Webb.
Dorkings.— 1, J. White, Hexham. 2, W. Harvey. 3, W. Swann. vhc, W.

Svann ; R. Reed, Canonbie. he, J. Coulson, Shotley Bridge; Miss M. J.
Nelson. Hexham.
Spanish.— 1, R. Newbitt, Epworth. 2 and 3, J. Yonnghusband, North Shields.

he. J. Willoughby, Hexham ; F. E. Schofleld, Morpeth ; W. Jaggs.
Game (Black or Brown Reds).— 1 and Cup, W. YoungUusband, Dar-

Sinpton. 2. J. Young. Bishop Aucldaud. 3, Webster & Adams, vhe, J. Waller ;

R. White, Hexham ; M. Eainbridge, Durham ; Miss M. J. Nelson ; E. Aykroyd,
Leeds, he, J. Kobaon ; R. MiUican, Green Head; J. Stewart: Miss M. J.
Nelson ; J. W. Civil, Hexham, e, T. Brown, Nenthead ; Miss M. J. Nelson.
Game (Any other colour).—1. E. Aykroyd. 2, M. Bainbridge. 3, T. Gohghtly,

Dudley. i')ic. W. Dalton, Carlisle. ?ic, R. Newbitt ; W. Younghusband, c, T.
Brown ; E. Wilson.
Game Bantams (Black or Brown Reds).—1, Miss M. J. Nelson. 2, E. Newbitt.

8, W. Gray, Tow Law. vhc, W. Murray, Hexham, he, G. Bell, Morpeth

;

Wardle i Bruce, Newcastle; R. White; W. Murray; Webster & Adams,
e, R.Ridley, Hexham.
Game Bantams (Auy other colour).-1 and 3, Miss M. J. Nelson. 2, J.

Hamilton. Hexham, he, R. White ; J. E. Murray, Hexham ; Misa M. J. Nelson ;

Webster & Adams, c, T. Ayre. Durham; T. Pearson.
Bantams (Any other variety, except Game).—1, R. H. Ashton, Manchester.

2. J. Watts. 3, J. C. Milner, Bishop Auckland, vhc, T. P. Carver, Borough-
Jjridge. /ic, H. Civil. Hexliam; J. Nesh.am; R. H. Ashton. c. J. W. Civil.
Hambdrghs (Golden-spangled).—1, R. Keenleyside. Darlington. 2. J. ForBter,

Tow Law. 3, G. Stalker, Bedliugton. t'/ic. Miss Pickeriug, Carlisle.
Hamddrghs (Silver-spaugkd).— 1, F. E. Schofleld. 2, Ashton & Booth,

Mottram. 3, G. Stalker, he, H. Stanworth, Burnley.
HAiuioaQn3(aolden-penoiUed).—1, F. E. Shofleld a, Misa EUiott, Newcastle.

D. Waller, Hexham, ftc, J. J. Millican, Alston, c, A. Stophcnson Dudley
Colliery.
HjMuaRons (Silvar-pencillod).—Medal, J. Forstcr. 2, J. Nicholson, ]un.,

Carlisle. 3. R. Pickeriug. Stobby Leo.
Polish.—Medal and Cup. Parsons .)i Wilson, Bedlington. 2 and vhc, T. Webb,

3, W. Ridley, he, W. Harvey; G. W. Boothby.
Barn Door Fowls.—Medal, E. Barker, Stokesley. 2, T. W. Clemitson, Hex-

bam. 3, F. E. Schofleld. he, J. Rewcastle, Hexham.
Anv other VARiETr.—Medal, Miss EUiott. 2, C. J. B. Yoang, Newcastle. S,

Parsons it Wilson.
DncKs (Aylesbury)--Medal, T. P. Carver. 2, C. Holt. 3, R. Reed, vhc, Miss

C. A. Wright, Bellingham. c. J. G. Milnor.
Ducks (Any other variety) —Medal. Cup, and 2, Miss M. J. Nelson. 3. A. T.

Umpleby, Borough Bridge, vhc, J. Coulson; G. Stalker, he, T. W. Carrick,
jun., WhitQeld; J. M. Lowrey. Corbridge.
Selling Class.—Medal. I. Baty. jun., Hexham. 2LGuthrie & Hope, Hexham.

3, A. T. Umpleby. vhc, W. Swann. he, J. Ridley, Hexham; J. G. Milner; J,
Coulson; I. Baty, jun.; E. Walker; W. Newton; G. Stalker; Miss M. J.
Nelson; G. H. Procter, c, T. Brown; J. Nicholson, jun.; J. M. Lowrey; G.
Horder, Alston ; R. Reed.

PIGEONS.
Pouters.—Cdc)i.!.—Medal, R. Blaokleck. Sunderland. 2. W. Newton. Hex-

ham. 3, T. Rule, Durham, vhc, R White ; G. J. Taylor. Haddersfleld. he, W.
Ridley ; P. R. Spencer, Hereford ; T. Rule ; R. Blaeklock ; A. Spencer, Driffield
(;i); G.J.Taylor; Guthrie and Hope ; J. Grant. Edinbu-.gh.
Pouters —ifc^w.-Medal, M. Temple. Hexham. 2. G. J. Taylor. 3, T. Rule.

vhe, R. White ; J. Dye, Hexh.am. he, E. Bockwith, Sunderland (2) ; J. R. For-
bock ; J. Dye. e, E. Beckwith ; Guthrie & Hope.
Cabriees.—Cocta.—Cup and Medal, G. J. Taylor. 2, P. R. Spencer. 3, G.

Sadler, Borough Bridge, vhc, W. Ridley.
CABmERS.—HcM.—Medal, M. Temple. 2, P. E. Spencer. 3, S. D. Baddeley.

c, F. Wild, Manchester.
Carriers.- roHHt7.—Medal and 2. H. B. Massey, Spalding. 3, G. J. Taylor.

he, W. Ridley (2) ; H. A. Ayrton, Saltlmrn by-the-Sea.
Tumblers (Short-faced).-Medal and Extra 2, T. Rule. 3, W. Brydone,

Dunse. vhe, J. Gardener, he. W. R. & U. O. Blenkinsopp, Newcastle; E.
Beckwith (2) ; W. Harvey, c, W. Sefton ; G. J. Taylor.
TuMBLBEs (Long-faced, Almonds) —Medal, E. Pruddah, Hexham. 2, R.

Blaeklock. Extra2, T. A. Towns.BIaydon. 3, T. W. Clemitson. tide, M. Green,
Hexham, he. J. Dye (2) ; M. Green.
Tumblers (Long-faced, Balds).—Medal and 2, D. Riddiough, jun., Bradford.

2 and 3, W. Hill, Manchester, vhc, W. Hill; J. Walts, he, E. Walker; A.
Jackson, Bolton-le-Moors (3): G.J.Taylor; A. J. Sticks. Newcastle.
Tumblers (Longfaced. Beards).—Medal. H. A. Sticks. 2, W. Hill. 3, J.

Murray, he, J. Dye (2). c, J. Dye ; J. Chadwick, Bolton.
Tumblers (Long-faced, any other variety).—Medal, W. Harvey. 2, W. A.

Hyde, Ashton.uader-Lyne. 3, J. Dye. Extra 3, W, R. Mapplebeck. Birming-
ham. vliC, W. Hill, he, D. Riddiough, jun ; T. W. Clemitson ; W. B. Mapple-
beck, jun. (2). c, D. Riddiough, jun. ; W. Hill (2),

Antwerps (Long.faced).—Medal, T. W. Clemitson. 2, A. N. Dodds, North
Shields. 3, A. Webster, Leeds. /iC, A. Webster ; C. F. England, Stroud. c,J.
King. Newcastle.
Antwerps (Short-faced).—Medal, J. Lister, Keighley. 2 and Extra 2, W.

Gamon, Chester. 3 and e, J. Gardner, Preston, vhc, C. F. Copeman, Bir-
mingham ; J. Lister. /(C,W. Gamon; G.J.Taylor.
Owls (English).—Medal, A. N. Dodds. 2, J. Gardner. Extra 2. J. Chadwick.

3,T. W. Clemitson. vJtc.W. Hall, WbitflelJ. he, .I.Dje; F. Wild, Hyde; T.
W. Clemitson ; Halliwell & Thompson, c, J. Thompson, Bingiey.
Dragoons (Blue or Silver).-Medal and 2, W. Gamon. Extra 2 and 3. Guthrie

and Hope. Extra 3 and vhe, J. G. Dunn. Newcastle, /ic, W. Sefton; W. HiU;
G. H. Greaves, Blackburn, c, T. W. Clemitson ; W. Hill.
Dragoons (Any other colour).-Medal, 2. Extra 3, and vhc, W. Hill. 3, T. A.

Towns, (ic, J. Watts; A. Jackson; W. Harvey; J. Chadwick; W. Hill; J.
Thompson.
Jacobins.—Medal and Extra 3, G. J. Taylor. 2, W. Croft, Ripley. Extra 2

and 3, T. Rule, vhc, J. Thompson, he, W. R. & H. O. Blenkinsop ; J. Young;
W. Harvey, Sheffield ; J. Murray, Newcastle ; W. Brydone, Helliwell & Digram,
Halifax.
Turrits (Shell-crowned).—Medal, G. J. Taylor. 2. T. Gallon ; M. Green. 3,

T. Pearson, Hexham. ftc,W. Croft; T. GaUon ; J. Young; O. E.Cresswell,
Early Wood. Bagshot.
TcRBiTS (Point-headed).—Medal, J. Dye. 2. G. J. Taylor. 3. 6. Cutler, he,

M. Green ; R. Robson, jun., Newcastle; 0. E.Cresswell; J. Gardner; G. Cutler.
c, R. Robson, jun.
F.iNTAiLs.-MedalandS, T. Rule, 2, A. Smith, Broagbty Ferry, ftc, W.Hill;

J. F. Leveraedge, Newark.
Any other Variety.—Medal, Cup, and 3, G.J. Taylor. 2, T. Rule. r/ir. W.

R. & H. O. Blenkinsop ; W. Brydone ; F. Wild, he, J. Young ; E. Beckwith ; F.
Wild; J. P. Fawcett, Whitby ; W. Hill ; T. Gallon.
Selling Class.—Medal, M. Green. 2, G. J Taylor. Extra 2. H. B. Masaev.

3, W. Brydone. Extra 3. J. Blanshard, Driffield ; Guthrie & Hope, vhc, W.
Harvey ; W. Sefton. Blackburn ; Mrs. ClenneU, Morpeth ; J. & W. Towerson
Whiteoaven ; J. Thompson ; Guthrie & Hope ; W. P. Mapplebeck, jun. ho, J,
Blanshard; G.J.Taylor; M.Green; Helliwell »fe Lagham.

CAGE BIRDS.
Belguns (Clear or Marked).—1 and 2. J. Kutter, Sunderland, he. T. Brown.
Norwich (Clear or Marked).— 1, J. Baxter, Newcastle. 2, T. Tenniswood,

Middlesbrough, he, W. & C. Bumiaton, Middlesbrough ; J. & J. Stueld, Lead-
gate, c. R. Hawman, Middlesbrough.
Chest (Any varietyj.-l, J. Baxter. 2, T. Jobling, Middlesbrough, c, C. Rob

son, Killiugworth.
Lizard (Gold and Silver-spangled).—l.W.&C.Bamiston. 2, J. Baxter, c,

J. & J. Shield. „
Any Breed (Even-marked).-1, J. Baxter. 2, R. Gilhespie, Blaydon. he, W.

and C. Eurniaton; J. Baxter; J. Gilhespie. Blaydon.
Cinnamon (YeUow or Buff).- 1 and 2, W. G. Hampton, Darlington, he, R.

Hawman ; J. Baxter, c. J. Rutter.
Yorkshire (Clear or Ticked).— 1, J. Baxter. 2. J. & J. Shield.
Green.-1, R. Hawman. 2, J. Spence, South Shields, he, J. & J. Shield.

Mule (Any variety).-1. J. Spence. 2, R. Hawman. vhe, T. Tenniswood ; J.

Barker, he. J. & J. Shield, c, J. Williams, Whitehaven.
Goldfinch (Moulted).—I, W. Renwick, Blaydon. 2, J. & J. Shield, he, J.

Gardner, Greenhead; J. Murray.
Lin-net (Moulted).—1, J. Baxter. 2, J. Maddiaon, Hexham, ftc, J. Wllhama

;

W. Carrick, Middleabrough ; M. Smith, Gateahead ; J. Spence.
Any other Variety.—1, G. F. Hedley, Hexham. 2, N. L. Cooke, Hexham.

vhc, Mrs. Clennell. he, T. Welsh, Hexham ; VV. G. Hampton.
Collection op Six Canaeuss.—1, J. Barker. 2, W. G. Hampton, he, Mrs.

ClenneU. c, J. & J. Shield.

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey. Pigeons : Mr. J.

Hawley, Girlington. Cage Birds: Mr. T. Lowrey, Gateshead;
Mr. E. Hutton. _^___

Spalding Columbabian Society.—This has just been estab-

lished, and its members are to be exclusively amateurs, the

object being to have monthly meetings to afford opportunity to

show and discuss the merits of the higher classes of Pigeons.

The Society purposes holding au annual public exhibition of
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single birds. The rules seem to be good, and we should like to
hear of many such societies.

POUTEKS—ANY OTHER COLOUB OK
IIAEKING CLASS.

I AM very sorry to see this class of Pigeon spoken against at
our shows by such an able writer as " Wlltshibe Rectok," and
am pleased to see from a more able pen than mine in " James
Huie" taking the matter up. Without these birds the grand
shape and length of the Pouter would in time be lost. Com-
mittees might just as well think of doing away with the " Any
other variety " class in Tumblers, for in this class do we not see
the grandest birds for head, beak, and carriage, while for colour
they are lost? Agates, for instance, are all shades of colour, but
what would the pretty Almond do without them ? Again, in
Silver Dragoons are they not an offshoot of the Blue; but all

breeders are bound to have them in their loft, or in time what
would become of that bright colour we now see in Blues ?

Therefoie, let all birds that improve a breed have a class at
our great shows.—Go-ahead.

MANCHESTER ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S
SHOW.

This Exhibition of Canaries, Mules, and British and foreign
birds was held in the Cotton Waste Exchange, Market Place,
Manchester, on January 1st, 2nd, and 3rd.

EFLGI4N.— C?far, Ticked, or Varifgated TeUow.~i, R. Hawman, Middles-
bronth. 2. BuDtiDg & Kfys. Derby. 8. W, Hnyton. Ormskirk. (The entire
class very hi{.hly con mended). Clear. Ticked, or Variegated Bujf.— 1, J. Hart,
Staljbridge. 2. J. H. Kedcers. LiTCrpool. 3, J. Shatwell, Maccle&field. (The
entire class very highly commi nded).
Hi'ivicn.— YtUow or Yellimi Ticked, hioh colour—1. 'Wilhhela. 2 and P,

Betnrose & Orme, Derby. Buff or Buff Ticked, high colour—\, WithheW. 2.

8, and he, Btmrose & Omie. Yellow or Buff Variegated, htgh colour.—1, With-
held. 2, 3, and he, Bemruse & Orme.
^OB^ncH.— yw/oic or Ye'loic Ticked.— 1 and 3. Bemrose & Orme. 2, J.

Adams. Coventry, vhc.B. &D. Audby. Leicester: J. Adams (2): G. Golby.
Darl ugton. ^orlham^ton; Bemrose i Oime. Buff or Buff Ticked.—1 ends,
Bemrose it Ojme. 2. W. Evans, Lower Erouehtun. vhc, H. & D. Andley;
BnntiDp & Keys : "W. Watson, jun., Dariinglon; J. Adams (3). he, S. Koberta
andH Friih. Deiby; G. Golby.
HoHwicu.— Yellow or Buff J ariegaied,—\ and S, Bemrose & Orme. 2 and he,

J.Adams. vhcH & D. Andley ; J. Adsma; Bemrose & Orme.
LiZiha—Golden-ipangled, with Clear Cap—1, B. Harriaon, Oldham. 2. T.

Smethur&t, Oldham. S, W. Uats-OD, Jan. rhc, .1. Bickton. Sntton-in-Aehfleld ;

J. H. Rodgers, Liverpool: J. Martin. Salford. he, 3. Hart; J. M Gregga.jun.,
Liverpool; J. Hampton, 'Whittfield, Manchester, c, Bunting &Kevs. Silver-
spavgled Lizard, uith Clear Cap.—l, W. Watson, jnn. 2, J. Martin 3. J.
bhacklttcn. Rixhdale. i-ftc. Burning & Keys ; W. Watson, jnn. ; T. Sroethurst;
B. Hfriistn, he, J.H. Koogers; T. W. Fairbrass, Canterbury, c, J. M'Gregga

;

J. Bickton.
l.iZiBT).— Wtth broken cap, pied icing or tail.—Oolden.spangled.—l.'Withheid.

2 and 3. W Wi.taon. jnn. iiilver-spa7igled.—l, T. W. Fairbrass. 2. W. Watson,
inn. 3, FoT tinu \- Keys, rftc, J. btephens, Middlesbrough. 7iC, Key. V. Ward,
Hjthe. c Rev V.Ward; W. Walson, jnn. ; T Smethurst.

l,iZihD5.— Oolaor l:iilveT.?paugled—Best Cage of bix.—l,T. Smethnrst. 2,
J. llailm. 3, W. Walson, juu. fliC, Rev. V. Ward; J. Shafwell. lie, T. W.
Fairbrass.
aiAKCEESTER CoppT.—C^fflr Yellow or Ticked Crest.—I, Withheld. 2. T.

Smelhuist. 3. B. Harrison. Clear Buff or Ticked Crett.-l, J. Schofleld.
Eochdale. 2, B Barrison. 3. T. Smethurot.

1-LAiN HEiDs.—c/cnr Y'ellow or Tiektd—l, J. Shackleton. 2, B. Harrison.
S. T. Smeiburst. C!carBi<#or rickci-l, T. fmethnrst. 2, J. Schofleld. 3, J.
Sbacklelon. f/ie. B. Barrieon. c, W. Armstrong, Sallord.
GoLiFiNCH AND t'AXABV McLE.—L R- Hawmap. 2, J. Goode. Leicester. 3,— Bates, Kottingham. vhc, H. Ashton, Presfwich ; J. "Whi^aker, Bradford.

Z>orfc—L Bemrose & Orme. 2. W. Atbwortb. Derby. 3. Bunting & Keys.
Lt>VET AND ( ANARY idvhB.— YeUow Or Buff Variegated —L Withneld. 2, J.

Stephens; J. Spenee, Sooth Shields. f/(C. W. Huiton. Darfc.—l, J. Stevens.
2, J.Humpton. 3. W. Hnltun, Baiidon, Leeds.

MxjLF. -Ariy ctlur variety.—l.yi. Hutton. 2,J. Brown, jnn., Penrith. 3, R.
Hawman. vhc, B. Lancester. bbip!ey, Leeds.
Goldfinch.— 1, J. N. Harrison. 2. W. Hutton. S, J. Martin, vhc. Rev. V.

Ward; W. M. Grove, Stoke-on-Trent: Bunting & Keys (2); Wilson & Irons,
Loftbduse (2) ; J. Stevens ; J. Gomie; E. Hawman; J. \Vbitaker; J. Martin.
LiNNtT.—iiroun.— 1, R. Hawman. 2 and 3, W. Carrick. Middleton. vltc,J,

Hsrter. SalU.id; Eonting & Keys (2); J, N. Harrison, Belper.
Bfitish hihu.-Any other variety.—1, Withhe.d. 2, W. & C. BnmiBton,

Middlesbrough-on-Tees. 3. J. Allsopp.
Fon^ios.—Any variety.—1, BouLing & Keys. 2, J. ShatwelL S, J. Com-

thnaile, Pendleton.

Judges.—Mr. G. J. Bamesby, Derby; Mr. G. Tuckwood>
Nottingham.

LONDON FANCY CANARY CLUB.
The annual Show took place on January Ist, at the City Arms

Tavern, Blomfield Street, London WaU. The following is a
list of the awards—viz.

:

Waller. 2,— Clarke. 3, — Hooke. Hem.—1, — Clark

Hooke. 3, — ClarK. 4,— McMillin.

JoNQUE Cocks.— 1,

2,— Hooke.
Mealv Cocks.—1, — Brodrick. 2,

Beru.-l. — Clark. 2, — Waller.

JoDGE.—Arthur Willmore, Esq.

BEE-KEEPING IN 1873.

I HAVE read with very great pleasure the letters from the
pen of my friend Mr. Pettigrew, also the controversy between
Mr. Pettigrew and "B. &W." respecting the first stage of honey
gathered by the beea when it is ia its crude state. I found it

out by accident on removing a bar out of a Woodbury some time
ago. 1 found it exactly as described.
With regard to the bee glasses which have been so ably

written about, I think it is within the reach of the poorest man
to collect honey in them, and it can be sold at double the price
of run honey. Last year was a blank with me for bell-glasses,
and will long be remembered by bee-keepers.

I began the year with sixteen stocks, had about eight swarms,
and had on December 10th only twelve stocks, having joined
some three together, some two, according to the strength of
each, and in addition I have given about a himdredweight of
sugar.

It was very unfortunate that the first great show of bees and
honey in Manchester should have taken place in such a bad yeer
for bees, but nevertheless it was a grand show, and I hope it will
be the forerunner of many more. At any future show I should
like to see honey proper gathered from the flowers only, but in
lb73 this could not have been done in England, but the restilt
was a proof of what can be effected in bee-culture. If the horti-
culturist can produce his bunch of grapes weighing 16 lbs., why
not the apiarian his crystal palace of honey or of bees ? I may
just say that I was the winner of the first prize for the most
ornamental hive at the show at Manchester, and had I fed the
bees I could have made it much better.
On refemng to our Journal of October 23rd, in answer to

" C. H. E.," you give a perfect description of my prize hive, and
you say it is perfectly worthless, except for exhibition, and only
made for the occasion ; that the second-prize hive was made of
mahogany with four glass sides. I should like to know what
is the difference, they both being glass ; mine being the shape of
a common straw hive, the other a square box? I can only say
it is made-up for the winter, and with plenty of food, and I dare
vouch for having the first swarm from it, and I will let your
readers know from time to time how it is going on. It would
not do for us all to fancy one make of hive. Mr. Pettigrew is
for the straw hive, some for the Woodbury, I for the Huber.
In 1872 we had rather a large meeting of bee-keepers at

Mr. Pettigrew's, and should have had one in the past year, but
as most of the Lancashire bee-keepers met at the show, it was
thought advisable to let 1873 pass ; but this year (all being well)
we shall have a gathering to talk over matters and compare
notes, either in Manchester or at Mr. Pettigrew's. — South
Lancashlre Bee-keepeh.

BEE-FARMING.
The 1st inst. was a beautiful day, so I thought I would exa-

mine my ten stocks, four in 18-inch and six in 16-inch straw
hives. I found six in very fair condition both as to weight and
bees, two very light, and two weak in bees. I was wondering
how to proceed with feeding, for I have found that in cold
weather beea will not take food from the top, and to feed under-
neath causes great loss owing to the bees getting chilled ; but
on the arrival of the Journal I saw just the information I re-

quired in Mr. Pettigrew's letter. I boiled some sugar, and
placed some warm syrup in a top-feeder on one of my weak
hives in the greenhouse, and the bees commenced taking it

readily in a few minutes.
On Friday, the Qud inst., when passing a friend's house

about a mile from here, I inquired how their bees were going
on, and was informed that abort a fortnight ago a pig had found
its way into the garden and turned one hive over, and had
broken some of the combs. I examined it, and found that about
half of the combs were broken, and had been taken out ; it was
very light, I should say there was not more than 1 or 1* lb. of

honey in it, with perhaps about a quart measureful of bees.

There was no probability of its doing any good without feeding
freely, and even with that would have been very likely to have
been fiUed with drone comb in the spring, and perhaps have
had too many eaters and too few workers ; so they would not be
at any trouble with it, stating I might have it if I could do
anything with the bees.

As I had two hives very weak in bees, I thought I would
try to unite them with one, but was afraid of the cold ; however,
I sent for them on Saturday afternoon, and while it was snow-
ing and hailing outside, I was driving and uniting in the green-

house by candlelight, which were succcsbfully accomplished
without much fighting, although the queen was not sought for.

not more than a dozen bees lost—just a few flying out attracted

by the light of the candle while inverting the hive.—T. Bagshaw,
Longnor, Buxton.

THE ART OF SUPERING.
H.^^TSG been an attentive reader of " our Journal " for nearly

twenty years, I must own to have cut open the pages of your
issue of November 13th, and laid it down for the first time with

a feeling akin to pain. Does exhibiting tend to demoralise the

exhibitor? It would even seem so. My eye rested first on the

communicatioii of a floral judge, noting the pitiful fact that the
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very qneen of flowers he fomid decked out like the jay, " in

borrowed plumage ;" so very extensively, too, that he and a

brother judge were helpless to disqualify; farther on, amongst
the lovers of the feathered tribes, that Canaries are now pro-

duced in bright colours like a fast print, " warranted to wash."
The artificial colouring being an internal process, cannot of

course be expected either to breed or moult true—produced, in

short, to show and sell. To escape such disagreeables I took

refuge as a last resort in our own especial comer. 'What there

met my view but an article from the pen of your valued con-

tributor Mr. Pettigrew on the art of supering, containing the

humiliating confession that the much-vaunted supers of the late

horticultural exhibition were simply after all artificial, of Man-
chester manufacture, produced by feeding.

The honey display at Manchester after a season the worst in

the experience of most bee-keepers, at least with ns in the
north, caused a general feeling of distrust to get abroad that

there was something mysteriona about these productions ; but
to the present writer the name of Mr. Pettigrew, who projected

and collected the necessary funds to carry out the praiseworthy
idea was a sufficient guarantee that everything would be con-

ducted fairly and aboveboard, the more so as in a proposed com-
petitive test of various hives he suggested in the spring, bee-

keepers were to be excluded from all interference with their

colonies, so that there might not be practised any " clever

trickery," as he termed it ; and I remembered, too, his burst of

honest indignation the other year at some Stewarton supers,

which had found their way to his city, and in his opinion were got

np by feeding with sugar syrnp, while another contributor as

stoutly maintained the aforesaid supers contained no more sugar
than did his pen.
The inquiry naturally enough arises, Was the art of supering

pursued at Manchester by feeding a fair and legitimate compe-
tition 1 Most of your readers will agree in thinking with me it

was not, no doubt ; although Mr. Pettigrew tells us some of the
supers exhibited were got up with sugar syrup, and consequently
excluded, he fed with pure honey, the surplus of his stocks
driven the twenty-fourth day after swarming. In such a season
as last this was clearly what had remained over of former seasons,
and consequently was H of, as the rule demanded, "the produce
of 1873." Supposing the same mode to be adopted next season,

the surplus would be more or less the left-over sugar syrup of

the fall of 1873. I cannot agree with your correspondent that
" any honey tainted by farina or other impurity " can be given
to bees with impunity to store in supers. The grosser impurities
will doubtless be left behind, but the taint will remain.
Mr. Pettigrew presupposes that when the "art" of artificially

filling-up supers becomes generally known, the production as

well as the demand must be materially enhanced. I am afraid

the opposite of this wiU hold good. Honeycomb in supers has
generally realised about double the price per pound of run honey,
because the wealthier classes assumed in purchasing it in this

form they procured at the enhanced price pure virgin honey in
contradistinction to the impure stuff, possibly adulterated with
brown sugar, which is too often palmed-off as run honey. But
let it once go forth that supers are no longer the pure nectar of

the flower of the current season's gleaning, but mere " works of

art," dependent for their composition on the conscientious-
ness of the respective artists, tind they will speedily become but
fancy ornaments to decorate their dwellings or the honey ware-
house.

The most reprehensible part of the exhibition was the unex-
plained artificial nature of the contents of the supers exhibited
at Manchester. The crowds of spectators were permitted to

examine and move away ixnder the false impression that tl ev
were boiid-Jide productions, due to some particular hive ; nd
system superior to what they already possessed, and the extreme
badness of the season caused the disparity to appear all the
greater. Mr. Pettigrew excuses himself thus :

" The Inter-

national could not wait for a favourable honey year, hence I had
to resort to artificial means to get my palaces filled." One beau-
tifully sealed bar of fresh pure honeycomb would be of more
value in the eyes of the straightforward honest bee-keeper than
any so-styled crystal palace of the Manchester Exhibition. To
the practical apiarian are such crystal palaces reckoned works
of high art ? I trow not. They could, if thought advisable, be
produced easily of an enhanced size to the "Try to beat this

"

of Manchester manufacture ; the whole thing involving merely
the possession of a few swarms of bees and a cask of the cheapest
foreign honey—according to Mr. Pettigrew it mattered not how
much fermented, tainted, or filled with impurities, it would all

be purified in the slinging process ; but most people would sup-
pose refined sugar the more wholesome of the two.

To illustrate that such manufacturing is not altogether a new
Manchester idea, I chanced some years ago to make the acquaint-
ance of a town resident who knew absolutely nothing about bee-
keeping. He had a friend, however, to whom he was indebted
for some very beautiful glasses of honeycomb. The season I
first met him his friend had secured not one but many palaces
of various sizes; a couple ran to about Manchester weight.

From the description of his situation—the centre of a wide heath
district, and knowing something of the results obtainable by
combining prime swarms, I never for a moment di'eamed but
that all were genuine. My acquaintance told me he was going
to take a run through to visit the bee-master, and promised to

bring some particulars on his return of points of manipulation
respecting which I wished for information. He was as good as

his word, giving a graphic description of the enthusiasm of his

friend upon bees, how he intended getting-up a glass for pre-

sentation to Her Majesty of a size that the largest I had seen
would be nothing to, how he could easily fill a glass case as large

in size as the railway carriage in which they were then travel-

ling, how it would be a good thing to bring out one glass flavoured

with citron, another lemon, itc. I brouglit him np rather ab-

ruptly, telling him I feared his bee friend was but a manufac-
turer, and dropped the acquaintanceship, at the same time
pitying the one who had invested a considerable sum in the

purchase of the largest palace.

The best proof that the Ayrshire bee-keepers are not, as a
body, guilty of palming-off sugar syrup for flower honey, as

insinuated by Mr. Pettigrew, is their accustomed octagons are

nowhere to be seen the present season, when the price and the

scarcity would make the temptation all the greater. Their
glass merchants are not like the International, they are forced

to " wait for a favourable honey year." The following colloquy

passed between, I beUeve, the largest bee-keeper in Ayrshire

and his merchant. On making his appearance the first question

asked was, " TVliat has become of your honey ? " His reply,
" My bees have gathered no flower honey this season, I Imve
none to bring, and cannot make it."

At every exhibition, of whatever description, there ought
always to be a lynx-eyed committee of investigation, who would
go round disqualifying, if need were, before the judges began
their duties, which are onerous enough without being called

upon to act as detectives. Were it once known such a system

was rigidly enforced no " unpleasantness " would follow, and
frauds and chicanery disappear. Our southern friends shoiild

take the example set them by the Drectors of the Ayrshire

Agricultural Society some years ago. An " outsider " brought a
buU which successfully competed in the open division, carrying

off first honours, and was at once sold at a long price. His head
was ornamented with a particularly stylish pair of horns, which
were very much admired. Some inquisitive individual put back
the hair at the roots, and made the discovery that the horns were
false, stuck on with gutta percha. On this being communicated
to the Directors the exhibitor was summoned before them, when
they intimated that his prize was forfeited and his name for ever

expunged from the list of members. The Fiscal, on behalf of

the criminal authorities, then took the matter up, and he was
tried at the next assizes for fraud and wilful imposition, fines

refused, and condemned to an imprisonment of many months.

The horns of the bull were real horns from another animal. The
foliage of the rose blooms were real too, borrowed from another

bush. The honey was also real, borrowed from other hives.

The deceived purchaser of the buU could never expect him to

reproduce the same horn, or the buyers of the rose the same
fohage; those of the Canary the same golden tint ; nor yet the

Pettigrew hive the same amount of honey during a similar

season, all ranking alike in the category of the false and decep-

tive.—A Kentkewshire Bee-keepeb.

FOOD FOE BEES.
AccoRDiNS to Dr. Edwin Lankester fresh cow's mUk contains

86.0 per cent, of water and 4.5 of sugar and, of course, skim milk

has a greater per-centage of water and less of the heat-pro-

ducing materials which form the cream taken off by the process

of skimming. I maintain, therefore, that skim milk, as it con-

tains a small portion of nutriment and transforms the sugar

liquid into honey colour, is much preferable in preparing bee

food than merely water "pure and simple." Mere thin sugar

toffy, I think, is deficient in the consistence, the strength, the

mealiness, the farina of honey, and to correct this defect_ I add

oatmeal, which is the best and strongest of meal, and I find, as

I stated in my first note, that the bees clear it away with quite

as much dispatch.—A. T. W., Kidwelly.

[We have omitted some paragraphs. There is no " farina "

of any kind in honey, whether you mean by that term the

pollen of a flower's anthers, or meal, which is the synonym of

" farinaceous matter." The most successful bee-keepers we
have known feed only on a syrup of the consistency of honey,

made of sugar, water, and a very slight addition of salt. That

bees seek for saline matters is well known by those who have

watched them alighting on pebbles by the seashore and the

puddles in stable-yards.—Ens.]

Pigeon Noitenclature.—In reply to your correspondent
" TuBKEV QniLL," it will, I think, be sufficient to state that,

so far as I can understand his meaning, I described the Silver
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Dun Carrier at Glasgow precisely as he Mmself woulcl have
done.

—

Tour Eepoktek.

Obanges fbom St. Michael's.—The British Consul at St.
Michael's has sent to the Foreign OfBce, in a recent report, an
account of the value of the fruit trade of that island with Great
Britain, year by year, from the year 1747, when it commenced,
down to 1872. The first export of oranges thence to this country
is recorded in 1751, when 3J boxes at 900 reis per box, amount-
ing in all to little more than 3 milreis, were sent. The trade
grew and multiplied; and 120 years afterwards, in 1871, the
export comprised 2ljl,!)25 boxes, at KilO reis per box, or 426,U32
mih-eis in all. In 1872, the Consul's returns show that there
were 250,451 boxes of oranges exported from St. Michael's ; their
value was i'80,705, and the export duty produced £599. Pine-
apples, and bananas are also cultivated. Our own Custom-house
returns state that in 1872 we received from the Azores oranges
and lemons of the value of £329,342. But though Great Britain
absorbs almost the whole of the foreign trade of the Azores and
imposes no duty upon the import of their fruit, these islands
treat us with scant com-tesy, for France and Prussia are allowed
an invidious exception in favour of their merchandise, and an
additional ad valorem duty is imposed upon British wares ex-
clusively. Owing to this heavy duty French goods, which are
favoured, are to be purchased at lower rates. The Consul has
to state that tourists should be advised to visit St. Michael's in
July and August only. The climate has been described as offer-
ing a uine-moutha rainy spriug, and as a winter station St.
Michael's is, as compared with Madeira, deficient in the comforts
of life, and has not an enviable climate.—(Tjoies.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
Books (J. £.).-Taylor's "Bee-keeper's Manual," publisheil by Groom-

bridge & Song.

MiLLOM AND Bkocghton Show (Q.).—It must have been a local Show
not being advertised.

'

Northern Columbarian Society {TF. C.
conclude it was a local Show.

Dumfries Show (-
intended to be local.

It was not advertised so we

).—It was not advertised, so we conclude it was

Leeds Poultry Show.—Mr. J, Mason informs us, that in the class for
old Black Red Game he obtained the tirst prize,

Lewes Pouetry Show.—Mrs. G. Meek should have been credited with the
second prize for Dorking hens. As the Dorking, Dark Brahma, French, and
Any variety classes w ere exceedingly good, those esMbitors whose specimens
were very highly commended will receive an extra piize—viz.. Viscount
Tumour, Mrs. Brassey, Mrs. J. G. Hepburn, The Eev. T. Cochrane, Mr. H.W
EevUle, Mr. J. Walton, Mr. G. W. Hibbert,Miss P. L. Blencowe, Mr. A.Wood.
Bromley Poultry Show (IF. H.).—We agree with "An Exhieitoe,"

that the names of the Committee should be published. All your suspicions
are unfounded.

Beahma Vultuee-hocked [0. A.).—Judges consider vulture bocks ob-
jectionable, we do not know why, but not a disqualification. The "Poultry
Chronicle " was long since incorporated with this Journal.

Poultry-keeping (J. Woolhm).—U you enclose seven postage stamps
with your address and order "Poultry-keeping for the Many," it will be sent
to you post free, and it contains all the information you mention.

_
Packing Eggs for Travelling (W. B.).—Eggs should always be packed

in dry moss, as it is not affected by shaking, and the eggs do not then move
from the position m which they are packed. Almost any other material
moves from the shaking consequent on travelling, and often leaves a layer of
eggs, bare of any protecting substance. A basket, flower-pot shaped, with a
lid, we believe to be the best form of package.

Breeding In-and-in (J. B. £.).—Brothers and sisters are worse mating
than parent and offbpring. The yearly change is only a positive necessity
when something more than eggs and "table poultry are wanted. You may
breed two years from the same birds, using the same cock, and eating or
se'Jing the young ones. If, however, you should breed one or two of surpass-
ing merit, you might do away with the old bird, and run the young one with
the hens. We repeat, these nice points want only to be observed where exhi-
bition and perfect birds are wanted.

CocK-CROWTNG ANNOYANCE 1,0. M. F.).—We kuow uo brccd of non-crowing
cocks, and it is the habit of bright Chanticleer to proclaim the day, which
now, we are thankful to say, gets earlier weekly. Many expedients, such aS
straps round the throat, have been tried, but all were failures. We do not
think your neighbour can compel you to put away your crowing cock. Magis-
trates differ, and so do their decisions. The majority decide that cock-crow-
mg is not a nuisance, especially when only one is kept. We give this opinion
under correction, and with diffidence, believing with our old friend Sir Roger
de Coverley, " Much may l)e said on both sides of the question." There is,
however, one way of doing away with early crowing, and that is to confine
the cock in a dark place. Come to an understanding as to un hour when the
crowing shall cease to be a nuisance, and till then conlino the bird. He may
be put in a hamper, large basket, or box. He must be in the dork in a dry
place, free from draught, till his hour of release, and need not suffer in eon-
dition from it.

Docks M. T. TF.).—The only profitable Ducks in the Variety class are Man-
darins and Carolmas. Tbey breed freely, and their produce is always sale.
a ble. The ^\ histling Ducks Jo not breed as freely, and are not so popular.

Bantams with Ceive-Cleurs {Jack).—Yon may keep Black Bantams and
CrcveC (turs together safely. Wo have done it for years, and it is our opinion
Jt may always be done, especially where all ai-e of the same colour.

Thin-shelled EoosM/jj/ia).—Have a heap of coal ashes and bricklayers'

limy rubbish mixed together under shelter, where the fowls can bask ani
obtain more chalky ingredients.

Destroying Bees (/(jnornmus).—Cottagers usually suffocate bees when
taking their honey, but it is a barbarous and unprofitable custom. Good
bee-keepers use hives which enable them to take part of the combs, and yet
leave a sufficient store for the bees. You can have a book, " Bee-keeping for
the Many," if you enclose live postage stamps with your full address ; that
win instruct you.

Bees Dying (Jnmea <Jrc.ij).—The comb you have sent for inspection hag
doubtless been taken from a damp hive, or from one standing in a damp
place or on a wet boai-d, otherwise it would not have been so mouldy. Tha
contents of the cells were covered with mould, and like puddle. It is im-
possible to state with certainty what has been the cause of the death of all
the bees in one of your hives, and how those in another have been so greatly
reduced in number. The cause may have been one or more of the following :

—

Foul brood, the loss of queens, their failing to meet drones at the proper
time, or want of food. If, as you think, foul brood is in your other hives,
they will not thrive. The bees should at once be placed among sweet combs.
The comb which we noticed above has no diseased or foul brood in it.

Skeletonising Leaves [J. E. K., Baltimore).—Yfe believe Mr. Kaye is a
respectable man. Perhaps his book is out of print. We wish that some one
at Dewsbury would bring this reply to liis notice.

METEOEOLOGICAIi OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 61° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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BlacI: Alicante.—This is an especial favourite with me. It

is a magnificent Grape. The bunches are large, mth wonder-
ful shoulders, and very large berries of a fine deep colour, and
splendid bloom. It produces fruit abundantly, and is decidedly

one of the best late Grapes.

Ladi/ Downe's.—This useful Grape has been quite equal in

colour and size of berry to Ahcante, but its bunches were not
nearly so large.

Madresfield Court Muscat had large, well-Bhonldered, taper-

ing bunches, with large, rich, and juicy berries of a most de-

licious flavour. It produced its fruit abundantly, and is alto-

gether a fine and most desirable variety ; but it did not keep
well ; there was an evident loss of flavour perceptible soon
^fter it was fully ripe, and the berries soon began to shrivel.

From my present experience of it I should certainly in future
assign it a place in an intermediate house.

Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat.—This has quite disappointed me.
It is very vigorous, very free-bearing, sets its fruit well ; the
bunches were large, well-shouldered, and symmetrical, and it

hangs well ; but the berries were small, deficient in flavour, and
very badly coloured. Yet I do not wish altogether to con-

demn it, for I have seen it in much better condition in other
hands, and am not without hope of future success.

—

Edwabd
LucKnuiiST.

JUDGING EOSES.
Mii. Cahm seeks to elicit the opinions of Rose-amateurs on

the subject of judging Eoses at shows; and if I interpret his

meaning rightly, he wishes not only the particular points he
has named to be fairly discussed, but also that the whole
question should be considered, with a view of laying down, if

possible, some general principles in accordance with which
the judging should be performed, so that a common under-
standing may be arrived at on the main points that determine
the award of prizes.

The judging of Eoses, Like the judging of other subjects in

horticulture, has always been a vexed question—probably
always will be, not so much from the difficulty or impossi-
bility of pleasing everybody, which it is not worth while to

attempt, as from a cause which Mr. Camm has himself illus-

trated—namely, those,ordinarily regarded as authorities in the
matter hold opinions widely diverging from one another, and
from whom, therefore, uniformity of decision can scarcely be
expected at all times.

But there are points on which judges of Eoses at shows can
agree, or rather on which they must agree if they perform
their duties conscientiously—a postulate not requisite to be
brought forward in this discussion ; and these points are so

obvious that it is quite sufficient if they are stated briefly

but clearly. This I will endeavour to do before taking up Mr.
Camm's two questions. At every show of any pretensions at

all, the judges are provided with a copy of the schedule of

prizes to be awarded to the several classes or groups, as the
case may be, and with such regulations as specially refer to

these classes, at least so far as their duties are concerned. In
all properly regulated shows the stands of the exhibitors are,

or should be, arranged in their various classes and groups in

good time, and in positions favourable for inspection both by
the judges and by the visitors admitted afterwards—matters
of paramount importance to aU concerned ; for if the flowers

are staged late the judges have either to hurry through their

duties in a manner anything but satisfactory to themselves,
in order to complete the awards before the admission of

visitors, or, if visitors are admitted before the judging is

finished, the inconvenience is sometimes so great as materially
to impede progress. The judges should always have time
allowed them, a little over rather than under the assigned
hours, for when the competition is keen and the number of

exhibitors great, their duties are not only onerous, but many
minor points have to be carefully considered and comparative
merits evenly weighed. I remember an occasion when acting

ae one of the censors, that owing to close competition among
a considerable number of exhibitors, the visitors were ad-
mitted before the judging was complete, and we received all

sorts of unsolicited suggestions upon the merits of the speci-

mens to be decided. Perhaps the hints came from the exhi-

bitors themselves ; we could not tell, only we were made
aware that our decisions did not all quite coincide with the
opinions of some of our self-constituted advisers.

Let us assume, however, that all arrangements are complete
by the appointed hour, and that ample time is allowed for the

judges to perform their task, and the services of a competent
and sufficient staff secured ; there are, I repeat, certain points
on which they must agree, whatever may be then- individual
opinions on minor matters, whatever theories they may have
formed as to what ought to be, or whatever "penchant " they
may have for this or that variety or class of Eose. They
must first disquahfy any stand that does not fulfil the re-

quirements of the schedule and accompanying regulations.
For example, if twenty-four different kinds are required, they
must see that there are not two or more of one kind in the
same collection, or that two or more of one kind are hot
staged with different names, for these accidents have some-
times occurred from inadvertency. A most excellent stand was
once disqualified with much regret on the part of the judges
because it contained two blooms of one variety, but which was
known to be an oversight of the exhibitor. It is also the duty
of the judges to see that the specimens are correctly named—

•

a requirement generally stated in the regulation, and almost
always assumed if not stated ; but it certainly is not the duty
of the judges to name the exhibitors' flowers for them. It is a
controverted point whether misnomers should disqualify ; the
question is not without difficulty, owing chiefly to the enormous
number of Eoses with dift'erent names that have been intro-
duced into cultivation, and which has, almost as a natural con-
sequence, led to occasional mistakes, and which are therefore
the more pardonable. If one or more, but not many, mis-
named specimens occur in a stand of good flowers of the
requisite number of kinds, it would evidently be an undue
exercise of severity or even harshness to disqualify on that one
account. Leniency in this respect ought to be, and I believe

is observed by the best judges ; at least no serious detriment to

the principles on which the show is estabUshed can arise from
a judicious exercise of it.

As a matter of course the stand containing the greatest

number of perfect and best grown blooms must have the first

prize in its class, and the next in number and quality the
second, and so on if more are to be awarded. It is when the

competition is severe that such points as Mr. Camm has
mooted arise for consideration. Let us again assume as our
instance that the class to be judged is twenty-four blooms of

any kinds, distinct, one truss of each. It is quite clear that

if thus stated in the schedule, or to the same import, the
exhibitor may, if he chooses, select his flowers from any
famOy or class of Roses. Whatever varieties are shown, the
judges must decide according to the actual condition of the

flowers submitted to them ; however fine some of them may
be, if past their culmination (if I may use the term) they
cannot assign to such a consideration equal to what they
would do if these flowers were in their prime—in other words,
their exhibition value is deteriorated. Similarly of flowers

exhibited before they have attained their perfection
; judges

are not to suppose what they would be if left on the plant

they were cut from for another day or two. Nor can any
account be taken of very small blooms however perfect they
may be in form or colour ; these may be admirably suited for

a button-hole, and as such might form a class by themselves
for the gratification of those who delight in decorating them-
selves with floral ornament. Exhibitors frequently fall into

the mistake of cutting their flowers overblown, or too soon
before expansion, imder the impression that judges wOl give

them the same or nearly the same amount of credit as they

would do if they were at their best.

If the competition, say, for tho first prize is so close as to

require a comparison of the merits of the individual flowers

in the competing stands, the judges ought in fau'ness to the

exhibitors to take into consideration every circumstance for

and against ; form, size, and colour predominating. But these

are not all : they must know that Tea-scented kinds engross a
much larger degree of attention on the iiart of the cultivator

than any other family of Eoses, and that among them are

found variety in form, colour, and beauty not yet attained in

other kinds ; so that to leave out the consideration of these

quahties would be to throw indirectly discouragement in the

way of their culture. I therefore agree with Mr. Camm very

decidedly that the insertion of two, three, or even four well-

grown trusses of Tea-scented kinds in a stand of twenty-four

does materially improve it. Where can we yet find a finer

yellow than in Marechal Niel; a more beautiful blush pink

than in Souvenir d'un Ami ; a more pure white, with delicate

centre, than in Devoniensis ? Nor must our old but somewhat
capricious favourite Gloire de Dijon be forgotten. Not only

these but others of the same race can be grown quite large
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enongh for exhibition. But tliat a Tea Rose, even in tlie

highest perfection, shouUl have a double exhibition value

assigned to it, or, as Mr. Camm says, two points to the others'

one, would be to give a sort of mathematical precision to

Rose-judging which it is not susceptible of. The science of

judging Roses has not yet become a deductive science ; it is

still an empiricism, and it will be some time before absolute

certainty is arrived at in all its aspects.

It is quite consistent with fairness that the judges should
not pass unnoticed the arrangement and symmetry of the

whole stand, comparing such with its competitors; but in my
opinion distribution of colour should have precedence over

uniformity of size. Artistic taste is not always satisfied with
seeing the most charming of flowers set-up like a squad of

volunteers at drill. I am one of a very few, perhaps, entirely

at issue wich the present mode of exhibiting Roses, but to

enter upon this question now would be too great a digression.

I wish to add one remark on size. Granted, however, that

large Roses are desirable, they are always admired and some-
times wondered at ; but it should be remembered that there

are yet very few varieties naturally large with all the perfection

of Charles Lefebvre, Baroness de Rothschild, Marechal Niel,

and Marquise de Castellane. There are undoubtedly many
large Roses in cultivation, and even monstrosities, but most
of them are either flat, unsymmetrical, coarse in petal, de-

ficient in colour, or otherwise objectionable ; while there is a

multitude of others of surpassing excellence, which, though
not naturally so large as the kinds named above, neverthe-
less form the body of every Rose exhibition. To set-up a
fictitious standard of size, thereby inciting amateurs and
exhibitors to aim at producing abnormal flowers, to over-

stimulate and kill thek plants, inducing hypertrophy and a

moiety of the plagues of Egypt among them, cannot tend to

a healthy promotion of Rose culture.—A. H. Kent.

WINTEE-DRESS TOUB FRUIT TREES.
This is no advertisement. I have nothing to sell. I merely

wish to point out what a vast deal of time, anxiety, and per-
haps fruit (if the midsummer frosts do not come again) can be
saved by timely attention to the trees in wmter. I suppose no
good gardener now believes in late pruning; all should be
finished at the first opportunity after the principal leaves
have fallen, and most of it ought to be done before that
time. The worst time is undoubtedly just when the buds are
swelling.

As soon as the pruning is finished no time should be lost in
taking care of the fruit buds that remain. Bullfinches I see
are getting more numerous than ever ; they will soon make an
onslaught on the Cherries and Plums if left to themselves.
Eggs of aphides may be seen clustered round the buds of Peach
and other trees in the most sheltered positions ; and red
spider, if not seen now, will soon make its appearance when
the trees begin to grow. Now is the time to battle against all

these enemies with a chance of victory. Leave it till the spring
when the buds are beginning to swell, if the bullfinches have
left any, and probably you may not get rid of your small
tormentors all the summer, certainly not till your trees are
damaged more or less. The insects will seem to be in the
buds as they open, and will grow faster than the buds ; the
young leaves will be crippled and curled, and form a com-
fortable home from whicla you can scarcely dislodge them
without removing or damaging some of the leaves, and the
consequence will be that the best part of the spring will be
past before you get a healthy shoot. If after that your wood
ripens in autumn, you are fortunate.
There are many mixtures recommended for dressing fruit

trees, some of which kill the insects, some lull the trees, and
others kill both if used as directed by the vendors. The
following is the best I have tried ; it can be made by anyone,
is quite harmless, and as far as my experience goes, bii'ds will

not touch it. The ingredients are a quarter-peck or more of
quite fresh quicklime, a pint of sulphur, and 1;} lb. soft soap.
Choose lime that weighs very lightly, dip a few of the lumps
in or sprinkle with water (hot water is the quickest in action),
and place in a bucket or other vessel ; sprinkle a little of the
sulphur thinly over it, then add more lime just damp enough
to slack, and more sulphur on the top of it, repeating this tQl
all the sulphur is used. When the lime is slacked it will be
seen that the sulphur is quite tlissolved, and is scarcely visible,
except in the darker colour it has given to the lime. The
quantity of lime used is not important, so long as there is

sufficient to dissolve the sulphur. The soft soap should^be
dissolved separately, aud afterwards mixed with the lime and
sulphur, and sufficient water added to make three gallons in

all. If the mixture is not thick enough to apply with a brush,
clay or more lime may bo added ; if the glaring white is ob-
jected to, mix soot with it. If mixed in the way I have described
aud applied in dry weather, no amount of rain will wash it oft

;

but if hme is used that has been some time exposed to the air,

the sulphur will not properly dissolve, aud the first shower
will wash all away.

It is necessary to caution my readers against dissolving the
sulphur in a house containing plants in a growing state, the
gas emitted will burn up every leaf just as completely as if

tire had been used. I have, however, never found trees injured
from being painted with this mixture ; it is only the sulphurous'
gas that is dangerous, and that, probably, would not injure
plants in a dormant state.—W. Tailoe.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.—No. 4.

In this paper I purpose making a few remarks upon the
extent of kitchen-garden ground likely to be required among
those for whom I write. There may be a difficulty in laying

down a rule for one and all, but I doubt not that I shall be
able to say sufficient to afford some guide to those who may
require a few hints.

One of the first considerations is the number of persons to

be supplied from the garden, and next is the style of living,

which varies considerably according to the company entertained

and parties given. There is a great difference, too, in indivi-

duals as regards the consumption of vegetables, for while

some families require a large quantity others consume com-
paratively little. Of fruits of different kinds I believe the
consumption is more equal, for there are few, if any, who do
not like to have all the fruit that can be grown in gardens such
as I am writing about, especially of Gooseberries, Currants,

Raspberries, &c. Again, some persons have a fancy for par-

ticular vegetables. Asparagus or Sea-kale for instance ; and if

forced supplies of these are required from Christmas onwards,
much more space will be needed for their cultivation than if

they were only to be used at their natural season. In fact

the vegetable luxuries indulged in, and the length of time
during which they are required, will be some guide to the
extent of ground needed for their growth. One or two other
things must be taken into consideration. For instance, some
soils are not so fertile as others, aud will not produce the same
quantity on a given space or of such good quality ; this, how-
ever, I do not think a very great difficulty, as soils can be much
improved and made more productive by a judicious system of

cultivation.

Before settling upon the extent of the garden proper it

should be ascertained whether the coarsest of the vegetables,

as the main crops of Potatoes, Carrots, Parsnips, and the like,

are to be grown in an outside slip of ground or in a field

;

many proprietors of smaU gardens either do that or purchase
such supplies, so that this makes a material difference in the
size of the garden to be formed. I am no advocate for en-

closing more ground than is required, rather would I err the
other way, for it is a question in many places when such is

the case whether, under good management, a smaller garden
would not supply everything required, and a large garden not
fully cropped looks anything but well ; besides, it oft'ers an in-

ducement to crop the spare ground with something that may
prejudicially affect its fertihty. For instance, I have known
more than one garden where the vacant ground has been planted

with forest trees, such as Chestnuts, Ash, Beech, and Oak, and
almost every particle of nutriment taken out of it. When
this ground is again wanted for vegetables they are found not
to thrive satisfactorily, the mistake is discovered, and much
time and expense incurred in restoring fertility

Mr. C. Mcintosh, when writing on the subject years ago, states

that to every four grown-up persons a rood of ground should
be allotted, and so far as my experience goes I have no reason
to doubt his estimate ; therefore a garden enclosing an acre

of ground may be set-up as one of very fair size for an amateur.
Of course the extent may be less or greater as circumstances
dictate, but I am not calculating that all gentlemen would
wish to indulge in every garden luxury provided in families of

rank; but in an acre of ground one might have his little green-

house and vinery, a small pit and frames, and if Potatoes aud
some other common vegetables are provided elsewhere, there

will be employment for one active man constantly, with perhaps
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%n assistant at busy times. It is difficult, however, to give a
eorrect estimate of tlie labour required for a garden, for where
ane man will be sufficient in some gardens of an acre, others
of that size will need two or three, so much depends upon the
arrangement and convenience of obtaining everything con-
aected with a garden. As an instance I will suppose that there
are two gardens of one size—one shall have the water laid-on
to every part and the other shall not. Imagine the extra-
ordinary difference in the labour attached to it, and in dry
summers a man's time might be wholly taken up in watering
his crops to the neglect of other things. In my opinion this
is the only way to judge of the amount of assistance required
whether in a large or small garden.

—

Thomas Becobd.

TEA EOSES.
There has been of late quite a commotion respecting Tea

Boses, and I am very glad to see it, as there is always some
good derived from discussion. With regard to Tea Hoses in
exhibition stands, I am firmly of opinion that one of these
is not complete without the Teas. Where can you get those
line tints in the Hybrid Perpetuals as in the Teas, which are
delicate in colour-, fine in texture, and very large if well grown ?

Where can you find a Hybrid Perpetual equal in colour to
Devoniensis, with its beautiful waxlike petals, so chaste and
striking in appearance :' Then take Madame Bravy, a charm-
ing Rose, very large and almost perfect in form, its colour a
beautiful cream, blending splendidly with the hues of tho
Hybrid Perpetuals. Then we have Souvenir d'un Ami, Sou-
venir de Elise Vardon, Catherine Mermet, and Belle Lyon-
aaise, all of the first order for size, substance, and deUcacy
of colour. How can we discard them as not to be shown
with the Hybrid Perpetuals when they harmonise so nicely
with each other? I contend that if such be the case it would
be a monstrous blunder. Fancy how monotonous a stand of
Hybrid Perpetuals would look (although they might be fine
blooms) especially if they were nearly of one colour, as they
most probably might be, such as Alfred Colomb, Marie Bau-
mann, Leopold Hausburg, Senateur Vaisse, Exposition de
Brie, &a. Stands of thirty-six, twenty-four, and twelve,
without the introduction of Tea Roses, would be very dull,
would want life ; but combine the two families, then you will
have variety, contrast, and distinctness of colour. I trust that
the separation of Teas from Hybrid Perpetuals will never take
place.

—

Maelon Whittle, Belgrave.

THE ACHAN PEAR.
This well-known Scotch Pear, I believe, is held in high

esteem, and seems to do remarkably well iu Scotland, but is of
little use as a dessert Pear on this side of the Tweed ; indeed it

is seldom met with in England. I was, therefore, somewhat
surprised to find a tree of it here against a south wall, although
we have so many varieties better deserving such a position.
This, however, was accounted for by the fact that a Scotch
gardener made this garden some sixty years since. When I

took it in charge I found this and a few other trees much
neglected. Not knowing what the tree might be, I commenced
i«novating it by reducing the old worn-out spurs that had
formed an almost impenetrable mass about 18 inches from
the wall, also a mass at the top, which, with some of the main
branches, was displaced, and as much young wood laid-in during
the following summer as could be done. By these means 1 have
had for the last three or four years an immense crop of fine
Urge fruit, but of course useless for the dessert, being dry,
almost flavourless, and decaying as soon as ripe.

Pears being very scarce anything was better than none, and
it occurred to me to send in fruit of this variety just before
they came to maturity to be used for cooking, and for that
purpose they are thoroughly appreciated by the family at
table. I do not assert that they are equal to the Catillac,
Belmont, or Uvedale's St. (iermain, either in colour or flavour,
but a little spice, cochineal, Ac, will make a vast difference
and produce an excellent sweetmeat. They are preserved in
jars by the score, keep well for months, and are found of great
use during the winter when other fruits are scarce.

I am rather glad that I did not carry out my idea of re-

placing the tree above referred to with a better variety.
Indeed a young tree had been placed near it to take its place,
for I like all young trees if possible to be amost in a bearing
tondition before planting them in such places, so that wall
apace may not bo idle for at least four or five years.

I will just mention iu favour of growing this variety—first,

that it is a sure cropper, frosts doing but little damage to the
blooms when it kills all others ; second, that it is scarcely
affected with canker, in proof of which there is the fact that
it has stood here for sixty years, when trees of many other
varieties have died.—J. Taylor, Maesgwynne.

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 24.

CAJHPANDLA COKONATA—CRO\raED Campancla.

Among floral treasures the Campanulas hold a conspicuous
place. Scarcely a country within the temperate zone which
does not contribute several species to this very interesting
genus. Their general appearance is well known, for the gar-
dens are few indeed in which some Bellwort is not to be found.
In so extensive a genus considerable difi'erences of habit would

Campanula corouata,

naturally be looked for; and, accordingly, we find species

varying from a few inches in length—as in the elegant little

C. pumUa—to several feet, as in the equally well-known C. py-
ramidalis. Some of them are trailers, of which class the

C. garganica, often cultivated as a window plant, may be cited

as an example ; but far the greater portion of the species are

of erect growth. A few are annual, and there are about twenty
biennial species ; but the genus consists chiefly of herbaceous
perennials. White, and various shades of violet, blue, and
purple, are the prevailing colours ; there are, however, several

yellow species, and also a few of a reddish lilac, but none of a
distinct red tint.

The present plant is a hardy perennial, growing about 3 feet

high, and having foliage closely resembling that of the peach-
leaved Campanula, C. persicifolia. The white calyx, with its

green tips, has a very pretty effect, and we strongly recom-
mend the species for general cultivation. It is of easy increase

by seeds or division of the roots in spring.— ( IC. Thonqison's

English Flower Garden, Revised by the Author.)

A Gardener's Superstition.—On the first day of this

month and year a cook needed Parsley to garnish some dishes

of the breakfast-table; but the gardener, an old Lancashire
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man, replied, " Wait awhile, cook, tlie lad's gone for a loaf."

Cook saw no why iu this because for delay, but the gardener
was resolute ; however, the basting-ladle and spado did not
come into collision, for the loaf arrived, and then the gardener
repeated the rhymed proverb :—

•

" Take out, then take in,

Bad luck will bef?in

;

Take in, then take out,

Good luck comes about."

NOTES FROM MY GAEDEN, 1873.—No. 2.

Flohist though I am, my first subject shall not be about
florists' flowers, but one more generally interesting. There
are multitudes of people who not only do not care for, but who
positively (dreadful people !) ridicule the taste of a man who
can go into raptures over a frame of Auriculas or find out the

minute differences iu a stand of Picotees ; but there is hardly

anyone insensible to the value of a good dish of " taters." I

say hardly anyone, for I have known people who, so long as

it was a Potato, were perfectly indifferent as to whether it was
mealy or waxy, white or yellow, round or kidney. But they
are the exceptions ; happy individuals whom indigestion never

disturbs. I, alas ! am differently constituted, and think one
of the first requisites for daily food is a good Potato, and, as

I dare say some of the readers of our Journal will recollect,

have not unfrequently bored them with discussions and notes

on this very common subject. Most of the new kinds of Pota-

toes have been submitted to me tor trial, while of all the old-

established sorts I have had many years' experience. Of those
that I tried in the past year I now proceed to tell.

What a strange and inexplicable mystery is that Potato
disease ! Strange that we should have been growing the

Potato for three hundred years, and that not until 1816 should
that terrible malady which brought desolation and despair to

thousands of homes have made its appearance. Inexplicable

too, for although it may be admitted that it is dependant on
certain atmospheric influences, we may safely infer that these
disturbing elements were no novelty, and that they existed

ibefore 1816 as well as since ; and I know nothing that ought
to teach scientific men a sharper lesson of humility than this,

that with a matter which they can see, and feel, and test, and
submit to microscopic investigation, they are, after nearly

thh'ty years' knowledge of it, neither able to tell ns the cause
•or suggest a remedy ; and yet too many of this class are ready
enough to decry as credulous those who believe in, although
they cannot comprehend, the ways of Him " Whose footsteps

are not known."
The past year has been one of strange experience also.

I confined myself to comparatively few sorts, comprising Lee's
Kidney, Hyatt's Prolific Ashleaf, Waterloo Kidney, Lapstone
Kidney, Paterson's Victoria, Sutton's Ked-skiu Flourball,

iSutton's Hundredfold Fluke, Yorkshire Hero, and Dahnahoy.
Of these the two former were planted in my garden, and the
remainder in a piece of very light sandy soil just suitable for

growing Potatoes. AU came up well, but the late frosts in

May sadly interfered with the produce of the earher sorts.

My plan is always to lay out the seed of the early sorts singly,

so as to allow them to spear about an inch. This secures an
•even crop, and of course brings them forward more rapidly.

'Well, all these were Ufted early. Lee's Kidney I found a very
•early Potato—as early as the old Ashleaf and very prolific, the
tubers large and well-flavoured. I do not know its origin, but
it was sent out by the Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, and is,

as far as my experience goes, the best of the very early sorts.

These were soon gone, for I had but few of them, and were
succeeded by Myatt's Prohfic. Of this the crop was fair, and
not a symptom of disease amongst them. The greater portion
of these I sent to market, for at that early time one can realise

a good price for them, and they are not keepers. I found that
my stock, though a selected one, was slightly deteriorating,

and so I have this season determined to obtain fresh seed
from a distance.

My later crops of Potatoes were all grown in the field,

and nothing could have exceeded the healthiness of their ap-
pearance up to the very end of August ; and as the first week
of that month, which I have always regarded as the most fatal

time (oh ! how well do I remember that terrible week in 1816 !)

had passed over safely, I was led to hope that all would be
well. But then came the September rains. Spots began to
show themselves on the leaves, and on digging-up a hill or two
nnmistakeable proofs of the disease were noticed. Previous to
this I had dug-out and eaten some rows of Dalmahoys, a very

favourite Potato •with many, and deservedly so ; amongst these
I had no disease, while, on the other hand, Waterloo Kidney,
which I had hoped well of, was terribly touched. Lapstone,
which I stOl maintain against all comers to be the very best
Potato grown, was also tolerably free from the bhght, although
at other seasons I had found it easily affected. Yorkshire Hero
I cannot, I am sorry to say, tell much about this season, for
through some blunder it had got mixed up with another kidney,
and therefore it must remain unnoticed. My mainstay was
to have been Paterson's Victoria, for last year ; iu the same
sort of ground, it turned out so well and kept so long that I
entirely reversed my former unfavourable opinion of it. My
crop this year was twice as good, the tubers splendid ; but
alas ! when I dug them fully one-half were gone, and as usual,
the largest finest tubers were those most hopelessly gone. I
can well understand the pitiable look of despair with which
the labouring man must regard his tainted crop on which he
had built such hopes. There remained, then, but two sorts

—

Sutton's Hundredfold Fluke and Red-skin Flourball. Of these
I had a few long rows each. They were grown alongside the
Victorias, and although the latter were so diseased I did not
dig-up half a dozen bad tubers of either of these two sorts,

while both had heavy crops. Why this should be I know not,
but I see my experience has been that of many others. As to
the former, I regard it as a well-flavoured and mealy Potato,
fit for general use. Sutton's Bed-skin Flourball, I see, has
had its admirers and detractors. My own experience is de-
cidedly in its favour, but then it should be baked, and not
boiled or steamed. No large Potato ought to be submitted to

these processes of cooking.

Such, then, is my experience of Potatoes this season. I
have sufi'ered, as most have done, from the disease. I have
not found any remedy. I endorse my friend Mr. Eadclyffe's

"early ripeners and long keepers" as the Potato motto. I

stOl prefer for flavour the Lapstone to all others. Practically

for freedom from disease I claim the palm for Hundredfold
Fluke and Red-skin Flourball.

I had a few of the Early Vermont submitted to me. It

seems to be a good form of Early Rose and cooks well, and if

earher than that variety deserves its name.—D., Deal.

HELLEBOEUS NIGEE,
Prescmikg that I have the same variety as "Centukion"

has submitted, I should Uke to advise its extended culture.

Its blooms are 2 to 3 inches in diameter, of pearly whiteness,
most of them having the accompaniment of a pink bud. It is

a winter-flowering plant, and for cutting from is no unworthy
rival to the beautiful Eucharis amazonica if only a hand-light
or other covering be given to keep off the rains, which other-

wise mar its purity and cleanliness by the updashing of the
soU. A solitary plant thus protected is now, and has been for

some time, producing a great profusion of bloom, which is ex-

tremely useful. This morning, under the anything but pleasant
influence of 10' of frost, the blooms are as fresh as ever.

It is a plant that removes well, but is not of quick increase;

and I think there is no real gain in dividing it into very small
bits, nice-sized pieces estabUshing themselves so much quicker.

The first fine weather after blooming is the best time for in-

creasing stock, but good-sized flowering clumps transplant
well at almost any time. Even if I had a chance of a supply
m the hottest weather of July I should not say " No, thank
you," but I should prefer them in autumn, as their growth
would be certain then, and produce blooms at Christmas.

I imagine this is a very old-fashioned plant, but it must
" come iu " again. Both the season of its flowering and its

beauty are claims to its future spread and increase, and it is

worthy of being encouraged as incoming when nearly all other
flowers have gone.—J. W.

DE. HOGG GEAPE.
Although this delicious Grape was sent out two or three

years ago, it is very seldom seen in cultivation, and many
good gardeners have probably never heard of it. Dr. Hogg
Grape was raised and placed in commerce by Mr. Pearson, of

Chilwell, a fact which is alone a guarantee of its merits. I

have had no experience with this Grape planted out in a per-

manent border, but I was so much impressed with its good
properties as exhibited by a Vine fruited in a pot last season,

that I have decided on planting at least three in a small vinery
this spring.
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Dr. Hogg is a white Grape of the Frontignan class, but both

in bunch and berry much superior in size to the old White
Frontignan, though possessing the same exquisite Muscat
flavour. It is a very free setter, with long tapering bunches,

slightly shouldered ; berries round and of good size, and it ia

an extraordinary bearer. The plant fruited here last summer
was grown in an ordinary 10-inch pot ; it was by no means
strong, for it came from Mr. Pearson as a planting cane, but

being anxious to see the fruit I allowed it to bear, and was
rewai'ded with six fine bunches, which finished well, and
weighed in the aggregate 8h lbs. So fine were they, that I

was able to exhibit three bunches in a collection of fruit at

one of our local shows, where it was pronounced by many
good judges to he one of the best new Grapes yet sent out. I

have no doubt that when better known, and when grown under

more favourable conditions, it will hold a prominent place

among the best established varieties.—J. W. 0.

DISBUDDING MAEECHAL NIEL—MANETTI
STOCKS.

I HATE in the open ground a Marfiehal Niel Eose on the

Manetti stock. It was planted in November, 1872, and last

season threw out a shoot some 6 or 7 feet long, but did not

bloom. I have this shoot well staked, and every point on it is

now showing bloom. I counted on the Ist inst. twelve fully

formed buds—I believe there are more. Ought I to remove
the buds, or let them take their chauce? It I remove them,

are the same points likely to bloom again ? Hitherto we have

been vmable to bloom this Kose here, and it is the only one we
have not succeeded with, our Eoses performing creditably at

our local flower shows. I should perhaps mention that the

Eose is not against a wall or protected in any way, but we are

fairly well sheltered, and the season has been an exceptionally

mild one here.

I shall also feel obliged if you will give me a hint as to where

I can procure Manetti Eose stocks. I cannot obtain them
from our nurserymen hei-e. The Manetti is the only stock on

which I can bloom my Koses to perfection, but certainly my
soil is very light.—A County Dublin Amateue.

[We should advise you to let the buds remain. It all de-

pends upon favourable weather whether they will open or not,

but it will not interfere with its future blooming whether you
leave the buds on or not ; and if they fall off this spring, merely

shorten the shoots to a sound eye, and do not cut back too

hard. Manetti stocks can be had from several English nursery-

men, as Mr. Cranston, King's Acre, Hereford, or Mr. Harrison,

of Darlington. Once get a few good plants, it is easy to per-

petuate jour stock by cuttings.]

TO YOUNG GAEDENEBS ON BENOVATING OLD
FBUIT TBEES AND OTHEB SUBJECTS.—No. 2.

If there is any one thing more than another in which modem
gardeners have advanced, it is restricting over-vigorous growth

by root-pruning instead of by excessive branch-pruning, and so

causing the production of bloom-buds rather than brushwood.

Of course root-pruning is only resorted to when growth is made
at the expense of fruit-bearing. To secure the full benefit of

this system it is necessary to commence with young trees,

although when practised with care and judgment it is likewise

advantageous to old trees of rampant growth. In no case,

however, should it be carried to excess, otherwise in a few

years the tree will be exhausted by over-production. If we do

not carefully study the right balance the fruits will be small

and of indifferent flavour, and the channels for the flow of the

Bap will be so contracted that they will hardly expand, if at all.

In such an event, therefore, it is needful to head-down, in

order to secure new channels through which sutiicient nourish-

ment can pass to allow of the free development of the flowers

and fruits. It is not from scrubby fruit buds that we obtain

the best fruit, nor from a thicket of wood caused by excessive

pruning, and furnished with a few weak bloom buds, but from

young shoots of few years' growth. Here, then, is the happy
medium between an assemblage of starved buds and over-

growth—such, for instance, as that resulting from injudicious

heading-back, where numbers of contending watery shoots de-

stitute of fruit are produced. With espalier trees, again, I

have seen a clean sweep made of all the spurs, leaving the

branches like so many bean sticks. What can be expected

from such treatment, if the tree is healthy, but a mass of

shoots, not a few blanks, and no bloom buds? "Pinch-in,"
some will say. So you may, and fresh growth will be the

result. Eoot-pruning, however, in the autumn after this un-
practical and unnecessary treatment may effect the object in

view.

It is well known, when a tree has been subjected for years

to excessive pruning, and has formed large masses of useless

spurs full of eyes, that these are ready at any favourable moment
to break into rampant shoots, which by their broad-gauge
channels draw away the sap to such an extent that the con-

tracted ways to the weak surrounding blooming spurs have
not the least chance of carrying any nourishment, and the
flowers unfold only to fall from want of this. It is generally

found that the wood-producing clusters proceed from the main
branch with a clean base of even a few inches long, and often

the bloom-spurs around it likewise spring from the main branch.

Here, then, is the opportunity to at once remove with a small
saw or a knife the useless clusters, and leave the bloom spurs
to appropriate the whole supply of sap that previously was
consumed in building-up wood to be at once displaced. The
whole economy of the tree is disordered should there be bloom
buds intermingled with the clusters of wood-producing eyes,

and not around and beneath. In this case have a fine saw or

pair of French nippers, as I call them, and take out all except
the bloom buds. I have often made trees which were considered

shy bearers before produce a good crop by this treatment.

The preceding remarks mostly have reference to horizontal-

trained trees, but the same treatment can be employed for bush,

pyramid, standard, or any other form that has to be subjected

to gpur-pruning. As to trees that have not been kept pruned,
I will give one instance of renovation out of many : Some large

Blenheim Orange Apple trees, said to date from the first in-

troduction of that noble variety, had grown with a clean stem
of 2 feet high, and had then been allowed to spread out their

branches without interference. This had been going on for

years. Being in a soil and situation well suited for fruit trees

they had grown as only the Blenheim Orange can grow, but
produced little fruit for their size. At length the garden had
to be re-arranged, and these trees, being in the middle of it,

were quite out of place. To grub them up was not to be
thought of ; to head-down such vigorous trees was also voted
impracticable. What, then, was to be done ? Just this: Take
a chisel with a long handle and mallet, and remove all the
extended straggling branches, which are the proper parts ta
attack—not those near the stem, the removal of which causea

ugly wounds. The heads were thus brought into something like

uniformity in shape, light and air admitted to the middle of the
tree ; and the result was that all the smaller branches studded

with weak bloom-buds were thrown into a state of high produc-

tiveness. Meanwhile the garden was trenched three spades deep,

and all straggling roots judiciously shortened, not as we have
lately read—viz., by taking out a trench 2 or 3 feet from the

stem, with an axe rudely demolishing all roots even if as thick

as one's leg, then fiUing-in the hole with dung, &c. No : If

this is the only practicable method that can be adopted to-

renovate, it is best at once to replace with young trees. Bear
in mind, the soil was weU suited for fruit-culture, being a

marly loam 3 feet deep on an open subsoil of a gravelly nature,

formation volcanic, aspect south. If it had been otherwise, no
doubt it would have been necessary to have mined under the

trees, to cut off any roots going down into subsoil.

A tree in a weak or exhausted condition requires different

treatment. It is well to reduce the head considerably, and
then look to the roots, not cutting off those which arc sound
and healthy, but carefully removing all old exhausted earth,

replacing it with new, sound, rich soO. Eemember not only

to place it within 2 or 3 feet of the stock, but also for as many
yards. Here you will fall in with the feeders, which wOl at

once appropriate the food obtained. Do everything to encou-

rage vigorous growth ; displace old with young wood ;
should

this become too gross and not fruitful, prune the roots, but

with great care. Avoid whenever possible the amputation of

large roots or of the branches of large trees ; the shock to the

system is too severe.—J. T., Maesgwynne, S. Wales.

An Old Teuepennv.—As all kindly notices relative to gar-

deners are acceptable to your readers, I forward you the

epitaph of one copied from a tombstone in the old church-

yard of Hunstanton, Norfolk.—G. E. Crick.

" John Eipping,4le, n faithful And attached retainer, seryed for seventy

years as gardener dming five generations of the L'Estrange family, one of
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whom placed this Btoue to hia memoiy. Died Oct. lltb, 1870. Aged 83.
* Their soul shall be as a watered garden, and they shall not sorrow any more
at aU.' "

OBTAINING GERANIUM AND EOSE FLOWERS
IN WINTER.

I MUST not complain of my greenhouse, as, having followed

your kind advice, it is now a blaze of beauty ; but I cut down
in the summer about fifty beautiful plants of Geraniums, and
scrupulously picked-off every bud, in hopes they would flower

profusely all winter, and they do not, except Geranium Perilla,

which just gives a few blossoms for bouquets. Why is this? I

keep the house at about 65° during the day, and in this

weather admit plenty of air, and at 55' at night ; sometimes it

has been as low as 45°. Do I water them too much ? for

they make such growth.
I have a Mariichal Niel Bose coming into flower in the same

house. It is not in a pot, but in the ground ; one bud is very
large, and at present looks healthy, but I am anxious to know
at what temperature to keep the house; foranotherEose, Adam,
planted close to the Mareohal three weeks ago, was fall of bud,
and to my great dismay, although the foliage looks perfectly

healthy, every bud became yellow and dropped-oft'; but as I

say, the foliage looks very healthy, and I see other buds are

forming. The only reason for this terrible disappointment
which I can suggest is, that there is a Strawberry shelf quite

at the top, and when these plants are watered the Eose gets

more than it likes of the drip.—F. P. G.

[It is rather difficult to advise about Zonal Pelargoniums
for winter blooming without seeing the plants or the house in
which you grow them. We rather imagine from your account
that you have treated them too kindly. It is not a good plan
to pick-out all the flowering eyes, as it induces plants to make
wood, or rather to grow instead of blooming. We never in

our experience find that the Geranium blooms less in conse-
quence of having a suflicient amount of bloom always left on,
and if plants are cut-back and repotted in summer it is not a
good plan to disbud too much. Of course, specimen plants
that have been grown for summer blooming will not bloom
again so freely in autnmu without a rest and top-dressing.
Plants, also, for winter blooming should not be overpotted

;

and though we are advocates for a eufiieiency of water, there
should not be too much given so as to encourage overmuch
growth. Plenty of light and a good warm dry atmosphere,
top-dressing rather than overpotting, seem to be the requisites

for winter blooming. Your temperature on the whole is too
high, and very likely you are giving moisture for the sake of

your other plants. Have you Pearson's Hybrid Nosegays, as
Mrs. Lowe, Bayard, Arthur Pearson, Chunder Sen, &a. ? they
are by far the best strain we know for winter blooming ; also,

among Zonals, Vesuvius, Corsair, .Jean Sisley, Eev. C. P. Peach,
two of which are Mr. Pearson's ? Some of his new pinks pro-
mise also weU for winter pot-plants, as Mrs. Fytche, Coutessa
Quarto, and Mrs. Musters. An 8-inch pot is quite large enough
for plants for winter blooming, and the best plan is to select

good plants at bedding-out time, pot them in from 4 to
6-iuch pots in June, and give them another shift to 7 and
8-inch pots early in August, stand them out in a sunny warm
place in August and September, and bring them in in October.
Merely pinch-in to promote even growth. Do not disbud or
cut-back too hard.

As Maruchal Niel is planted in the ground, and has good
buds on it, we do not advise too much temperature, otherwise
you excite growth when the roots cannot supply sufficient

nourishment. A day temperature from 55° to 60°, and a night
one from 45° to 50°, wiU be quite sufficient. Tea Roses will often
drop their buds from want of sufficient light. Light is the
most important of all things for winter forcing to enable the
plant to fix the carbon, which in dark days is given off as
•carbonic acid.]

ROUND.LEAVED BATAVIAN ENDIVE.
I WAS surprised on reading the observations of " W.," in

last week's Journal of Horticultdre, respecting the above-
named Endive. I take no objection to what he says as to its

growth being " particularly compact, less leafy than many
other Batavian Eudives, and consequently more edible in heart
and midrib;" but I do object to seeing old things being sent
out as new, or with a name other than that under which they
may be had at a tithe of the price.

In 1873 1 procured a packet for Is. Gd. of the novelty " Round- ,

leaved Batavian Endive," and the usual quantity (1 oz.) of
Fraser's Improved Broad-leaved, and sowed them both at one
time, and adjoining each other. They were grown alike,
planted-out when fit, part were blanched on the ground and
part iu frames, and in all cases adjoining, so that a difference,
if any, could be noted. Growing some hundreds of each any
difference would have been apparent, but so similar were the
two that no one, myself included, could distinguish the least
dissimilarity in any stage of growth. As to any superiority of
the Eound-leaved over Fraser's Improved Broad-leaved, there
is none, both being good.—A.

OLD FRIENDS WITH NEW NAMES.
" New vegetables are scarce, although new names are ever

abundant and bewildering," writes Dr. Hogg in his " Year-
Book " for 1874—a dictum which, we apprehend, none will be
found hardy enough to gainsay. Eegretable as are this
abundance and bewilderment in respect of new names too
freely conferred on old acquaintances, still more to be regretted
are the confusion and errors of nomenclature, and the syno-
nymic obscuration, which go to increase the bulk, but, at the
same time, materially decrease the value of seedsmen's
catalogues. As the spring issues are now being prepared and
fledged for the coming flight, we would impress on then' pro-
prietors and compilers the desirability of taking advantage o£
what has been done up to this, with a view to bring order out
of the preceding chaos. They will deserve best who will do
most to correct errors of nomenclature, and will dare to let the
genuine thing, freed from a rubbishy heap of pynonyms and
pseudonyms, stand forth upon its merits. Now, for example
sake, let us take our national esculent, the Potato. It appears
that out of 189 varieties tried in the Chiswick Garden last
season only 114 were found to be distinct, 75 being merely
synonyms. As many of our readers are now, or soon will be,
thinking of purchasing and getting some early Potatoes down,
it may be as well they should know, if they go in for " kidneys,"
that Alma Kidney, Benson's Seedling, Cambridgeshire Kidney,
Cave's Seedling, Champion Kidney, Conqueror, Early May,
Early Eanelagh, Laing's First Crop, Nonesuch, Nutbrown,
Reynard, Stylhan's Kidney, Tory, Shepherd's Kidney, and
Veitch's Improved Ashleat are neither more nor less than
Kentish Ashleaf. Here are sixteen impostors under assumed
names. Why not at once expunge the whole crew from trade
lists ? Then, again, Derbyshire Prizetaker, Lee's Hammersmith
Kidney, Myatt's Prohfic, Rivers's Royal Ashleaf, and Sau-
dringham Kidney are only Myatt's Ashleaf. Here is another
batch of pretenders which should be sent to the rightabout.
Then again, Duekstone, Margolioe, Mona's Pride, and Oakleaf
are simply the old familiar Ashleaf Kidney. Oai good,
albeit rather flat, old friend Lapstone has his merits and his
honours surreptitiously assumed by the following pretenders

—

namely. Cobbler's Lapstone, Haigh's Seedling, Headley's
Nonpareil, Huntingdon Kidney, Pebble White, Perfection,
Eixton Pippin, Ashtop Fluke, and Almond's Yorkshire Hero.
The name of the rightful owner suggests strapping these
scoundrels from the company and column iu which they have
too long passed muster.
The Regent is a great favourite iu the London market, and,

perhaps, deserving of more extended cultivation here than has
been hitherto accorded to it. His regency was too successful
to remain undisturbed, and we accordingly have Early Oxford,
Mitchell's Prolific, Pink-eyed Regent, Eintoul's White Don,
Eusty Coat, Rough Jacket, and York Regent traitorously
attempting his deposition. Who is it that has not heard of
or seen iu print the praises of Eed-skinned Flourball? Nay,
further, the pictorial art has been called into requisition to
make us familiar with his rubicund countenance

—

tfres atque
rotundux. And j'ct, notwithstanding all this, some have been
uncharitable enough to hint (and we must confess our own
experiences point to the same conclusion) that at certain
periods, and in some soils, at all events, Flourball is a misnomer,
and Soapball would be more appropriate. Be this as it may,
he is a fine, good-looking fellow, with a very prepossessing
appearance—qualities quite sufficient to win a measure of
success, and consequently bring forth a bevy of aspirants to
outshine him under the names of American Red, Barkshire's
Eed-skinned Flourball, Boston Red, Improved Red-skinned
Flourball, Kentish Red, and Red Peach-bloseom. And, gentle
reader— shall we tell it?— these half-dozen iugrates are no
other than the offspring of the veritable Flourball himself.
We might go on with the list, but the foregoing in the matter
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of one eBculent is quite enough to show the necessity for

wholesome and wholesale excision in the compilation of trade

lists, and care on the part of the trade and growers generally

not to be hastily caught by glowing descriptions from self-

dubbed raisers of so-called new varieties, and by flashy testi-

monials from their friends. On another occasion we may have
a word to say with regard to one or two other of our garden
vegetables.

—

{Irish Farmers' Gazette.)

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUR GARDENS.—No. 14.

"Delivee me from my friends, and I will take care of my
enemies," was the remark of a somewhat cynical philosopher,

wide-awake to the fact that one has often more to dread from
those whose aspect is friendly to appearance than from open
opponents. In the pursuit of horticulture it is not always

easy to distinguish friends from foes among the insect tribes,

and there is a pretty general feeling that insects found crawl-

ing or flying in gardens are rather more hkely to be nuisances

than benefits, and their fate is correspondent to the belief,

often by design, sometimes by accident ; for, unquestionably,

when using freely certain famous " compounds," " insect-

destroyers," and so forth, the gardener blends friend and foe

in one undistinguished mass. And it is just possible that in

some instances the killing of a predatory insect may be attended
with the death of so many of its particular parasite that matters
are about equally balanced as to results. The march of in-

telligence is doing much, however, for the gardener, in leading
him to regard the insect world in a very different way from
what it was viewed by his predecessor, say in the good old
times of George III. In the case of the agriculturist the pro-

gress is slower ; but one hopes by-and-by the few labourers
that Mr. Arch and his friends intend to leave us will do some
credit to the advanced civilisation of the nineteenth century,
unless, indeed, they are over-petted. Meanwhile not only
Hodge, but his master, seem slow to renounce ancient pre-
judices ; vainly have I of late appealed against the shooting-
down of rooks in these winter months, because of the mischief
they are supposed to have done in Turnip fields. A reference
to the " grub " as the real enemy of the Turnip crop does not
alter the case in the bucolic mind ; for it stands thus : Admitted
the grab ; well, does not the rook, in its searches after the
insect, unearth the Turnip, and thus finish-off the destruction
commenced by the invisible enemy ? Whereas, for the most
part, so sagacious are rooks that it will be found they attack
those Turnips which would hardly ever come to any good,
though they may now and then root-up sound ones ; also, I

believe the species may be in a great measure exonerated from
the accusations brought against it with reference to grass and
Potato fields.

Returning to our more immediate subject, I would here note
that there are a good many species of the Dipterous order that
are of service to us by seizing and devouring other insects of

various orders, though they do not diminish our enemies so

effectually as do the larva; of the Syrphidas and Tachinida?.
i'ew, if any, of the flies are useful to us in both the larval

and winged condition ; and the flies, so agile on the wing in

summer, and eager in pursuit of their prey, are mostly feeding
quietly in the winter on refuse of an animal or vegetable
nature, or, in a few instances, on the roots of plants. The
transformations of these are as yet imperfectly known, being
difiicult to observe. The majority of the flies friendly to us
belong to the section Brachycera—the " short-horns," in fact,

which also includes some of the greatest enemies of man and
domestic animals. Among the latter the Cleg, the Horse-fly,
and the Gad-fly are names of terror, and those belonging to

the genus Tabanus {tuj. 1) are remarkable for strength and
fierceness, with lustrous eyes of varied colours. Though these
attack cattle (at least, the female insects), it is believed they
also make other insects their prey ; but are more usually to be
seen on the wing in pastures and about woods, and not in

gardens. Flies of the genus Asilus, some of which are very
familiar objects, are common about roadsides, and occasional
visitants in gardens ; also, like the Tabaui, exceedingly active

and almost as ferocious as are the Dragon-flies ; worse in
character, possibly, as they are of a cannibal turn.

Asilus crabroniformis (t'ltj. 2) is a handsome fly, well clad

with hairs of a tawny hue, except on the front of the abdomen,
where they are deep black. The wings are also of a golden
hue, and gleam in the sunshine when the insect buzzes

over flowers, to which it frequently resorts for various pur-
poses. One object it has is to seize some insect so intent

upon honey that it is off its guard, and an Asilus may be seen
sweeping through the air with a bee in its grasp, being appa-
rently indifferent to the danger of being stung. A variety of

insects, however, furnish food to the Asiii ; and these flies also

make caterpillars their prey, and as they do not devour their

victims, but only suck then- juices, one fly may in its lifetime-

kill many insects. The larvre of the Asili feed under cover^
either on decaying roots and stems of plants, or in holes in
trees which have been excavated by others. A curious pecu-
liarity possessed by the fly is the three-padded foot, by means
of which the hold upon whatever is seized is rendered more
tenacious. Recently, at W'oolacombe, North Devon, Mr. F.
Smith observed a silvery species of Asilus, which afterwards
proved to be A. albiceps, eager in the pursuit of grasshoppers,
numerous on the grassy slope where the fly occurred. A
species of feebler flight of the genus Leptis (L. scolopacea)
furnishes another example of the three-padded foot to those

Fig. 1.—Tatonus antmnnaliB.'' Fig. 2.—Asilus crabroniformis.*

desirous of examining it ; this being common in shady spots,

as well as in gardens. The thorax is striped, the abdomen
spotted in the centre, and the wings edged with grey or brown.
The larva; in this family are Uttle known, only of one foreign

species it is stated that it is parasitic in habit, and obtains the
small insects it feeds on by constructing pitfalls in sandy
earth. This is more notable, because the great bulk of tho
larva; of flies (rtilgo, maggots) display very little sagacity,

and do not seem capable of much in the way of constructive

art beyond the making of a cocoon.

Amongst the Empidic tho same habit prevails as we find in

the gnat tribes. The males are harmless, and employ them-
selves in sucking honey, while the females are predacious. The
tongue in these flies is long, and its appearance has led to

their being designated Snipe-flies ; their legs also are of good
length, and serve to embrace the moths and flies which the
Empida; seize and fly along with. Empis tessellata is seen

through the spring and summer, so that it must either be
more long-lived than most flies, or else there must be a suc-

cession of broods. In this species the thorax is grey, streaked,

with black, the legs are spiny, and the wings dusky in hue.

The destruction of multitudes of the small moths of the Tortrix

family is effected by this and other species of Empis, and, as

is well known, many of these moths, as parents of leaf-rolling

and mining caterpillars, are exceedingly annoying to the gar-

dener. In some seasons it will be observed that these "flies

From Cassell'B edition of Figuier's " Insect World."
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of prey " are much more abundant and diliRent than in other

years. Mr. Wood tella us, that be first had his attention at-

tracted to an Empis by seeing a number of singular compound
creatures flying about iu a copse of Oak trees. He says, " A
sweep of the net captured four or five, and disclosed the fact

that the compound creature was, in fact, a living Empis, clasp-

ing in its arms the body of an Oak moth which it had killed,

and into whose body its long beak was driven. The grasp of

the fly was wonderful, and if the creature had been magnified

to the human size, it would have afforded the very type of a

remorseless, deadly, unyielding gripe." The Green Oak Moth
(Tortrix viridana), is a species which in the larval state does

great damage to the foliage of the Oak, and its multiplication

is somewhat checked by the diligence of E. tessellata. As we
very often discover iu Nature, the Empis, enemy of moths, is

itself attacked by a parasite, by means of which it is kept from
increasing to an extent that might lead to the extinction of its

favourite prey.

Smaller flies of the same family, though little noticed, do a

ijuiet work for the gardener's benefit in the removal of other

much equality in two stands as to make it difficult to decide,

then variety and correct and tasteful setting may justifiably

be brought in to decide a doubtful case.—D., Deal.

Fiff. 3.—Bombylius major.*

Diptera that are amongst his enemies, and also, probably,

winged Aphides and Cocci. Such aretheDoUchapidro, minute
but active files, as often to be observed running actively over

objects as on the wing, and the larva' of which are presumed
to be predatory for the most part. These are abundant. A
scarcer insect, near akin to the Empidfc proper, is Rhampo-
myia pennata, the male of which has legs densely covered with
flattened scab-like hairs. Both sexes are black ; the female's

phanks are, however, destitute of this peculiar covering for

ornament or defence. Lastly should be mentioned at least

the Bee-flies, more common in hot climates than with us, but
of which we have some representatives. These could hardly
be mistaken for bees by an ignoramus, the contour is so dif-

ferent, and the sound they produce is also unlike the brisk

hum of most of the be» race. Though frequent in then' visits

to flowers, over which they poise themselves and obtain the
honey by the help of the proboscis without settUng, they now
and then, it is suspected, make bold to seize surreptitiously some
near or distant relation. The larvro are in one or two species

carnivorous in habit. Bombylius major itUi. 3) is a Bee-fly tole-

rably conspicuous, and if startled it glides away with a rapid
movement of the wings, though all the while they are at full

stretch and seemingly motionless. This is rather more than
half an inch in length, black, and clothed with yellow hairs;

round the edge of the wings there runs a waved brown line.

'We may at once distinguish an Empis from a Bombylius by
the long proboscis being bent down in the former, whereas in

the latter it is stretched out in front.—J. K. S. C.

Judging Roses.—I made one omission, thanks to my friend

Mr. Charles Turner for reminding me of it. Where there is so

EOYAL HOKTICULTUBAL SOCIETY.
Speclu. General Meeiino, Januaey Stu.

This was called by the Council in conformity with bye-law SO,
twelve Fellows of the Society having demanded such a meeting
for the purpose of taking into consideration the amendment of

the existing bye-laws, by the passing of a new bye-law for
enabling all Fellows to vote by proxy at all general meetings of
the Society.

Sir A. Slade, Bart., took the chair, as Viscount Bury, who was
to have presided, had not arrived, and said that the Council had
received fi'om Mr. Bateman the copy of a resolution which he
intended to propose—viz.

" That the Fellows of tlio Royal Horticultural Society, assembled in geueral
meeting, rosolve that all Fellows of the Society ought to have a right to vote
by proxy at all general meetings of the Society, and caU upon the Council to
coulirm the bye-law submitted in March last to that effect."

On this the Council held a meeting at which their legal adviser
attended, and ho was of opinion that as the proposed bye-law
had been rejected at the Special General Meeting of March 2t)th,

1873, the Council had uo power to submit it.

After some argument on this point, Mr. Bateman, in proposing
his resolution, said, that the circulars to which his name was
attached had been largely responded to ; as many as two-fifths
of the debenture-holders (iu money), had signified their assent,
showing that there was a strong feeUng among an influential
portion of the Society that its Fellows should have the right of
voting by proxy. Here Mr. Bateman cited a number of names
of the nobUity and horticulturists among his supporters. When
he joined, forty years ago, the Society cousisted of two classes,
the horticulturists ^zi?* saiig, and those who liked the amenities
of horticulture, but the situation had entirely changed since
the head quarters had been transferred to Kensington—there a
new ijiiartier had spruug up, of which the inhabitants liked to
promenade in the gardens, and in the regulation of the gardens
they had already achieved some ^considerable successes. The
preponderance of the Fellows, however, reside in the country,
and it was only fitting and proper that these should have the
same voice in the management as those near at hand. It the
Chairman refused to put the resolution read, he should then
propose the following :

—

"That the Fellows assembled iu general meeting hereby instruct Ibe
Cotmcil to make forthwith a new bye-law to the following or like effect—viz.:

Every FeUow of the Society shall be entitled to appoint, by wa-itten prosy (in

form marked D), any gentleman being a Fellow of the Society, to vote for him
or her at all or any general meetings of the Society, and to submit the same
to the Fellows for confirmation at the expiration of a certain niuuber of days,
and that this meeting stand adjourned for the purpose of confirming tiiis

bye-law."

The original resolution was then moved by Mr. Bateman, and
seconded by Lord ^Ufred Churchill.

Sir CouTTS Lindsay, Bart., said that the Council were in no
way antagonistic to the meeting, but, on the contrary, were
desirous to carry out the views of the majority of the members.
Still, in consequence of the opinion of their legal adviser they
were unable to accept the resolution just proposed. The Council
would, however, adopt every means to enable gentlemen to
bring forward or pass the resolution at some future meeting.
The proposition had been negatived last March, and it would be
preposterous for the Council to submit the same subject to a
meeting with not one-third of the number present on that
occasion.
Lord Bdet having an-ived, took the chair at this stage of the

proceedings.
Lord Alfred Churchill contended there was no provision

in the Charter to prevent a proposition previously negatived
being put fifty or a hundred times over, and that voting by
proxy was accorded in joint-stock companies. The resolution
was not proposed in a hostile spirit to the Council, but that the
whole body of Fellows should have the power of passing an
opinion on anything that might be submitted to them. They
all knew the present Council were at the Board owing to the
absence of proxies last year. The incubus was now thrown on
his friends and himself of saying the Council were acting as
they did to retain their seats. lie did not say that was their
intention—indeed, he believed it was not ; but the matter was
one for the opinion of the whole of the Fellows.
Mr. I'. Leonaeii regretted to find himself at the beginning of

1874 in the same predicament as in 1673, when propositions were
made which would have deprived the F'ellows of the use of their
gardens. On proceeding to remark on some other acts of the
old Council, the speaker was recalled to the question by the
Chairman, and went on to say that the resolution was part of a
scheme emanating from the late Council. First he had a

' circular signed by Sir Daniel Cooper, imploring Her Majesty's
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Commissioners to see the Society out of its difBcultiea. Then
there was Mr. Batemau's circular, and the attempts that were

beiug made to show that the Society was in a state of iusolveucy,

whilst, in point of fact, it would be able to pay 20s. in the pound

as soon as the Commissioners paid the balance they owed. He
contended that the present Council had extricated the Society

from its difBculties.

Mr. H. LiGGiNs thought it remarkable that in a Society, now
established for fifty Tseventy] years, the members had never ap-

plied for the privilege of voting by proxy. He would not give

the right of voting by jjroxy ; members should hear both sides

of a ciuestion, and those who were absent did not know all that

was going on. The clear object of the gentlemen who got up
this movement was to get vote by proxy in order to carry some
proposition by which to turn out the present Council. Who
signed the requisition for the meeting ? Six of the old Council

signed it. That showed the object of the movement.
Mr. D. T. Fish was there at the summons of the Council, and

he wished the Council would in future get the opinion of their

legal adviser before tliey summoned a general meeting. Why
should he have had to travel a hundred miles at the summons
of the Council? Every member who lived in the country

wished for vote by proxy. They had the advantage of a horti-

cultural press, conducted with gi'eat ability, and through it they

were always well informed of what was going on in London
respecting the Society.

Mr. W. Haughton said the proposition before the meeting
was, that male Fellows ought to have the right of voting by
jiroxy. He was opposed to dividing the Society into factions,

but was it right that the Kensington minority should rule the

three thousand members of the Society? He had looked through
the Charter and bye-laws, and could not find in them any rule

forbidding a resolution previously negatived being passed. The
opinion of the Society's legal adviser, as he took it, meant that

the Council of their own mere motion could not bring forward

a resolution after it had been negatived at a general meeting.

A Fellow stated that he had travelled 120 miles to attend,

and if the Council knew the resolution could not be put, the

country members ought to have been apprised of the fact.

The CH.iiEM.\N ; They are obliged to summon a meeting.

After considerable discussion as to whether the resolution

should be submitted to the meeting, the Council having decided

not to act in contravention of their legal adviser's opinion. Sir

A. Slade said in answer to Mr. Taylor, the Charter permits the

Council alone to make bye-laws. Bye-laws otherwise made
have no binding effect upon the Society.

Lord A. CufBciiiLL replied that if the resolution were passed

it would be an instruction to the Council to make a bye-law.

Mr. C. H. Pinches remarked that he had been at some pains

to go over the list of Fellows, and found that those outside the

London district were numerically one-fourth of the whole.

Half of these—the ladies—could already vote by proxy, and
therefore the number for whom that privilege was sought was
only one-eighth of the Fellows.
Mr. Bateman denied that anything he had done in the matter

emanated from the Koyal Commissioners. If he thought he
was being made a tool by the Boyal Commissioners, or by a

clique, he should not suffer it. He had been always opposed to

the" intrigues of the Commissioners. He considered the Society

would not be able to m.aiutain its independence without the

establishment of vote by proxy.

The Chairman said the Council had no proposal to make to

the meeting. They had not called the meeting, but were com-
pellcil to do so through the requisition of twelve Fellews. It

pleased these twelve gentlemen, and those who supported them,
to say that the Council ought to propose a certain deiinite course

of action to that meeting, but the Council reserved to them-
selves the right of forming their own opinions as to what ought
and what ought not to be proposed ; and, in the exercise of that

discretion, they did not propose such a resolution as Mr. Bate-
man bad brought forward. Mr. Bateman was indignant because
it had been stated he bad any connection with the Pioyal Com-
missioners; but Mr. Bateman himself had led them into the

mistake, because in the list of his supporters he read the names
of Dr. Lyon Playfaii-, a Koyal Commissioner, of Mr. Edgar
Bowring, a Koyal Commissioner, and of Lord A. Churchill, a

member of the old Council. Behind Mr. Bateman sat the great

Mr. Cole himself, and General Scott, so what were people to

think? The Council did not tell the meeting what their

opinions on the question of vote by proxy were, they only said

they thought this was not the occasion on which the question
should be brought forvTard. Although the meeting might ex-

press an opinion on the question, the Council would not interfere

with that expression, take any action upon it, or consider them-
selves bound to follow it. The Council were the heirs of em-
barrassments left by their predecessors, and if the fundamental
mode of voting were changed, that change would only throw
additional embarrassment in their way. If a different course
of action from that hitherto pursued were preferred by the

Fellows, let it be at the Annual General Meeting or some con-

venient time afterwards, when the Council would be prepared
with a policy.

Mr. PowNALL moved an amendment that the further con-
sideration of the subject be postponed till after the General
Meeting. This having been seconded by Mr. Liggius and lost,

the original resolution was put by the Chairman, who remarked,
before doing so, that the Council must not be considered as

mixing themselves up with the matter at all, but that he put
the resolution formally as Chairman to preserve the harmony of

the meeting.
Mr. Bateman's resolution having been carried by a show of

hands, the meeting concluded.

We are requested to publish the following correspondence on
the subject of the meeting above reported :

—

" 0, Hj-de Park Gate, South, W.

,

"yth January, 1871.

" Sra,—As the subjoined resolution' was yesterday carried
(without counting 119 proxies with which I had been entrusted)
by a large majority, I cannot but regret that the Council on
merely technical grounds should have decUned to produce tho
" bye-law " therein referred to, and so give immediate effect to

the wishes of the Fellows.
*' But as it is most undesirable that the matter should be left

in its present uncertainty, I have to request, on behalf of the
Fellows with whom I am co-operating, that you will kindly in-

form me, on or before the IGth inst., whether the Council are pre-
pared to loyally accept the decision of the Fellows, and take
immediately the requisite steps for the passing of a bye-law so

as to enable the P'ellows to vote by proxy at the next Annual
General Meeting of tho Society.—I have the honour to be. Sir,

your obedient servant,
"(Signed), James Batejun."

" The Secretarj- of tho Royal Horticultural Society."

" Koyal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, S.W.,
" 14th January, 1874.

" SiE,—In answer to your letter of the Oth inst., inquiring
whether the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society are
prepared to introduce the system of proxy-voting at the General
Meetings of the Society in consequence of the opinion expressed

by the Special General Meeting held on the nth inst., I am di-

rected to say that the Council, while considering that it will be
their duty to carry out the wishes of the Fellows on this point

as soon as those wishes shall have been finally expressed, can-

not look upon that meeting as haWng conclusively settled the

matter.
" It appears to the Council that the innovation proposed is so

grave that they would fail in their duty towards the Society if

they were at once to concur in the policy adopted by the majority

at that meeting.
" I desire to remind you that the meeting of the 8th inst. was

promoted solely by yourself and your friends, without any cor-

responding interest shown by those opposed to you ; also that

the meeting, even when promoted by so much diligence, was,

as compared with the meeting which rejected proxy-voting last

April, poorly attended.
" In conclusion, I have to state on behalf of the Council that

they will give this subject very careful consideration, and will

call another meeting specially to decide upon it when the largest

portion of the Fellows are in town, and can attend to express

their views.
" The Council intend to publish this correspondence.—I have

the honour to be, Sir, your obedient servant,
" (Signed), AV. A. Lindsay, Secretary."

" James Bateman, Esq., F.R.S."

PORTBAITS OF PLANTS, PLOWEES, AND
FEUITS.

Saxifiiaga pelt-ua. Nat. ord., Saxifragaceie. Linn., Dec-

andria Digynia.—Native of CaUforuia. 1< lowers white, tinged

with pink. " Variable as the foliage of the Saxifrages is, the

present is the only one known in which that organ is com-

pletely peltate, and like many other peltate-leaved marsh and
water-loving plants, this is stated to bo found ou the margins

of streams and in the water itself."

—

(But. liar/., t. (i074.)

X.\NTHORrn(KA ijUADKANGULAT.i. Nat. ofrf., Junceii'. Linn.,

Hexandria Monogynia.—" It is a native of South Australia,

where it inhabits rocky hill ranges, and was sent to Kew by
Dr. Schomburgk, the energetic Director of the Adelaide Bo-

tanic Gai-den. Shortly after its arrival the trunk, which is

4 feet high, slowly developed its fresh green leaves, which

* Tho Fellows ot the lioyol Horticultural Society assembled in General

Meeting resolve that all Fellows of the Society ou^'ht to have the right of

voting by proxy at all General Meetings of the Society, and they call upon the

Council to submit to them for conlii-mation the bye-law made by the Council

in March last, enabling all Fellows so to vote.
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Bteadily increased in number and length till the plant had the

appeai-anoe given in the plate ; the flower stem and Typha-

liice spike commenced to emerge about July of last year, and

attained its full development iu September, when the Uowers

began to expand from below upwards, and a full month
elapsed before all hail opened. During llowering time a

copious honey-like secretion was exuded, which hnng in great

tear-like drops to the brown spike."

—

[Ibiih, t. 6075.)

CoLcmcDM si'KCiosusi. Nat. ord., Melauthaceie. Linn.,

Ilexandria Trigynia.—Native of the Caucasus, tlowers red-

dish purple. " The largest known species of the genus, and a

very handsome one, a native of the countries bordering the

Caucasus range on the south, and extending thence into

Persia, if, as appears to be the case, a Ghilan plant of Aucher

Eloi (n. .OSTO) is the same species. Ledebour in his ' Flora

Rossica,' says that it inhabits the provinces of Mingi-elia,

Iberia, the Suwant, Lenkoran, and the south-west shores of

the Caspian Sea. It has been for some time known to amateurs

in England, though not hitherto figured in any EngUah work.

C. speciosum has been cultivated for many years iu Kew, but

the specimen here figured, which is much more deeply coloured

than the Kew one, was sent by Messrs. Barr & Sugden, who
have a fine collection of the species of this beautiful genus."

—

(Ibid, t. C078.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Dr. E. Regel, Director of the Botanical Gardens, St.

Petersburg, has published a work on the species or Vines met
with in North America, Nurthern China, and Japan, in which
he discusses the long-coutroverted question of the origin of

the Vine. According to him, the cultivated Vine, which forms

our vineyards and produces our wiues, is not a distinct and
separate botanic species : it is a hybrid of two species belong-

ing equally to the genus Vine

—

viz., V. Labrusca, L., and V.

Vulpina, L. The former of these two species is met with in a

wild state in Northern America, in Japan, in Mantchuria, and
in the Himalayas. Its leaves have their inferior face covered

abundantly with a cotton-like down. The second species,

which grows naturally in the same countries, has upon the

inferior face of its leaves only small hairs, short and very stiff,

upon the nerves. The first of these two species has furnished

the two most remarkable varieties of American Vines—the

Catawba, much cultivated for the production of wine, and the

Isabella, the grape of which, sought after for the table, has a

perfumed flavour and peculiar odour, agreeable to some, but

disagreeable to others.

The finest kitchen oarden in France is that of

Versailles, which belongs to the State, and brings in a yearly

revenue, taldng good and bad years together, of about 20,000

francs. The Assembly has determined to apply this valuable

property to the formation of a model market garden and
school of horticulture. The details of the institution are not
yet arranged, but it 's presumed that it will be self-supporting,

and that it will render valuable assistance in the development
of horticultural science iu France.

—

{Nature.}

TiiK consumption of ijiported Potatoes must be very
large. The declared value imported in the last twelve months
was ±12,121,21^5 ; iu the preceding year, £1,G51,24U.

NOTES- ox VILLA .\nd SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Nosegays and Ci'T Flowers.—Though these are very ac-

ceptable to most .persons, there are few who rightly understand
the art of keeping them long in a fresh state, or reviving them
when they have faded. It is true that when a flower or branch
is cut off from its parent plant its support is thereby destroyed,
but still some flowers may be kept in great beauty for a much
longer period than others, and many for a far longer time than
is generally done, or even supposed possible. For this purpose
flowers should be gathered early in the morning, but not till the
dew be nearly dried off them. They should be placed in a flat

basket or on a tray so as not to press upon and crush each other,
and they should be neatly cut, and not mangled or bruised.
When thus gathered they should be covered with a sheet of
paper and immediately conveyed to the apartment where they
are to be used (Messrs. Dick Radclyffe & Co.'s would be a neat
and handsome bouquet-holder for the purpose). But if they are
to be sent to any distance they should be placed in tin cases,
such as botanists use when collecting specimens. In this way
the Dutch florists send specimens of their finest flowers, not only
to England, but to more distant parts of continental Europe,
Our own florists send to the metropolis, for competition at ex-

hibitions, flowers from Cornwall, from the north of England,
and from Scotland, and they arrive without the least decay.

They are placed in wooden or tin boxes having an internal

arrangement of small phials fixed under a covering of tin just

large enough to admit the stalks of the flowers, the ends of which
are placed in the water of the pliials, and iu this way they are

conveyed with perfect safety.

Flowers should not be cut during sunshine, or kept exposed
to the solar influence, neither should they be collected in large

bundles and tied tightly together, as this invariably hastens
their decay. "When in the room where they are to remain, the
ends of the stalks should be cut clean across with a very sharp
knife (never with scissors), by which means the tubes through
which they draw the water are left open, so that the water
ascends freely ; this it will not do if the tubers of the stems are

bruised or lacerated. A thin shce should be cleanly cut off from
the end of each stalk every time the water is removed, which
will occasion fresh action and revive the flowers. Water about
milkwarm or containing a small quantity of cumpbor will some-
times revive decayed flowers. The best method of applying this

is to have the camphor dissolved in spirits of wine, for which
the common camphorated spirits of the druggists' shops will be

quite sultieient, and add a drop or two of this for every half-

ounce of water. A glass shaie is also useful iu preserving

flowers ; and cut flowers ought always to be shaded during the

night, and, indeed, at all times when they are not purposely

exhibited. The following are some of the genera of plants, the

flowers of which remain the longest after being cut—Gnapha-
lium, Astelma, Hehchrysura, Phieuocoma, Aphelexis; and others

which the French have designated " immortal flowers," from
remaining unchanged by decay, hold the first rank.

Rockeries.—For ordinary purposes, the materials of which a
rockery, however small, is termed should lie on their broadest or

flat sides, and not be set on edge, much less be placed with their

[loints upwards. Little deviations may occasionally be allowed

for variety, but the mass will have more appearance of solidity

and strength, and be more accordant with Nature's teaching if

each piece be laid flat with the outward edge tending a little

downwards rather than upwards. Any great elevation should

never be sought in small rockeries. This would be inconsistent

with their breadth, and would render them too prominent and
artificial. They should not be carried higher than the point at

which they can be well supported, and backed with a broad mass
of earth and vegetation. To grow Ferns upon them the shade

of trees or some other objects will be indispensable ; but many
rock plants prefer an open sunny situation, so that rockeries

should not be entirely shaded. Cerastium Biebersteinii, with
its white leaves and whiter flowers, and procumbent habit of

growth, is admirably adapted either planted iu a recess or sus-

pended gracefully over the front of some stone. Arabis pro-

cumbens is also a beautiful plant for a like purpose. Aubrietia

purpurea grandiflora is a charming purple spring plant. Mr. D.
Thompson's interesting paper containing most useful hints on
alpine plants for spring bedding, and Mr. G. F.Wilson's list, are

well worthy of notice for rockeries. Plants with traihng habit,

evergreens, and a few of the less delicately-branched weeping
kinds, and those which assume a wild, rugged, and picturesque

character, are most suitable for rockeries.

As neatness should always be a leading feature in the villa

or suburban garden, everything that can be done to promote
this should be forwarded now, when Uttle else can be performed.

Anything that appears unsightly and that will make manure
should be removed to the rot-heap, which should be turned over

occasionally and covered with a littlo soil. This prevents all

noxious effluvia from escaping; the soil also mixes among the

decaying vegetables and becomes excellent compost. Soapsuds

have a good effect on many kinds of vegetables, and should not

be thrown away ; they act beneficially on soils where Cabbages

are infested with the club, and in some instances have been

known to entirely cure that disease.

Veget.vbles.—A sowing of Radishes may be made on a warm
border, but they must be protected from frost by covering the

bed with straw. If any digging or trenching yet remains to be

done, no time should be lost in getting it forwarded while the

weather will permit.
Feuit.—In planting Gooseberry and Currant trees care mu.st

be taken to thin them well out in the centre, so as to admit

plenty of sun and air. The same remark is also applicable to

standard Apple trees : the middle of the trees must be kept

quite open, taking care that all the branches lead outwards, and

presei-ve a regular distance from each other. Pear trees should

also be well thinned, and the produce wUl be much better in

quahty.

Flowers.—Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, &o., in pots should have
as much light and air as possible; they should be sparingly

watered, and this ought always to be done in the morning. If

they are inclined to grow up tall and slender, the points of the

shoots may be pinched off with the finger and thumb, and this

will induce them to throw out side branches, and make them
dwarf and bushy. Anything that is likely to be injured by
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frost should be carefully watohed and protected from it by straw
I

or fern.—W. Ke.ine.

THE BALLAEAT BOTANICAL GARDEN.
Englishmen and their descendants, and consequently the

productions of England, are gradually predominating over the
world. We have an overflowing because a prosperous commu-
nity, and the overliow goes on to distant lands, and establishes
there the language, the industrious habits, and the vegetable
and animal produce of their native land. They cling lovingly
to these, for they emigrate, not because they cease to love
their native land, but because they can thrive and advance
their offspring better in the home of their adoption. This is

shown by all that they write about, and by their revisiting,

"the old home;" and we do not fear to be thought maudlin
when we write that our eyes are dimmed when we remember
the boat alongside the emigrant ship, and the two larks in an
old stocking handed-up as a parting gift to be naturalised and
remind of home in the laud across the Atlantic.

This last-written word reminds us why we now took up our
pen. We have had sent to us, and we have had engraved to

place before our readers, a corner of the Botanical Garden at

I'allarat. Twenty years ago the place had no existence. Bal-
larat is the earliest of the large gold-diggings in Victoria, and
is about one hundred miles from Melbourne. The digging
commenced in the September of 18.51, and in a few months
within the space of a square mile seven thousand adventurers
were congregated. It is now populous. Nearly four thousand
acres of Vines are cultivated, and the produce of wine large.

The Botanical Gardens are on the western side of Lake Wen-
douree, and are thus noticed by one of the local newspapers

—

" The lake, formerly called the AVendouree Swamp, is one of

the places of recreation of Ballarat. It was foi-merly over-

grown with rushes, but by means of a steamer provided with
a cutting apparatus a wide and long sheet of water has been
cleared for boat races. The assistance of the Government has
been asked in clearing the entire basin of weeds. The lake is

the head-quarters of the Ballarat rowing and yachtsmen. On
its surface are therefore to be seen gigs, out-riggers, and smart
sailing crafts. At the eastern end are the boat-houses and
landing-stages. On the western extremity of the lake are

situated the Botanical Gardens, the taste in which they are

laid out and the good order in which they are kept doing credit

to the metropolitan gold field. A carriage drive runs round
the gardens. Pedestrians can wander amidst shrubberies or

feast their eyes on beds rich in flowers, or they can explore the

mysteries of the labyrinth, in the middle of which stands the

look-out tower. From the top of this building a good view of

the surrounding country is obtainable. Our engraving repre-

sents the lake in the background, while in the foreground is a

reserve, forming portion of the Botanical Gardens. The sward
to the right, sheltered by a screen of bushes, is a favourite

spot for picnics, and is in summer well patronised."

We know that the Society are anxious to receive contri-

butions of plants from all our European botanical societies

;

and none need fear that they are sending hardy plants to an
nngenial climate, for we know, from the report of the Victoria

Horticultural Society, that it has the following collection of

fruits, and that those which have been proved equal in pro-

duction to those grown in^Europe[:

—

389 Apples, of which 160 have been proved.
261 Pears

,
33 „

33 Peaches 18 „
8 Nectarines

,,
4 „

80 Cherries 39 „
84 Plums

,
43 „

38 Apricots „ 28 „
136 Grapes , SI

34 Oranges (and others of the Citrus family).

32 l''igs, of which have been proved.
32 Strawl-ierries, of which . . 20 ,,

and collections of other less important fruits.

Wo have not any recent reports as to the growth of other

members of the vegetable kingdom at Victoria, but we have
the following from the Proceedings of the Wellington Philo-

sophical Society, and this New Zealand neighbour is little to

the south of Victoria :

—

" St. John's NunsEnv Gahden, Wanoanni, New Zealand.—
This garden is situated at about five chains from the foot of St.

John's Bush, a wooded cliff some 'JO feet in height, bounding
the town of Wangauni on the north-west. The garden is, from
its situation, exposed to almost the whole of the sun's warmth,
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and is also completely sheltered by the cliff from the prevailing

wind—the north-west. Besides this natural protection, the

north-western boundary of the garden is screened by a Haw-
thorn hedge e.xtending along its whole length, and averaging in

height about 28 feet. Behind the hedge is a running stream,

the percolation from the Virginian Luke, by which the whole of

the garden can be irrigated. The spot on which the nursery is

laid out was formerly the old bed of the Wangauni Kiver, and
sabsequeutly an ancient forest. On the surface, therefore, is

an average of from 3 to 4 feet, in many places deepening to

tj feet, of decayed vegetable matter, while the subsoil is a rich

alluvial deposit. Its extent is live acres, of which about two

and a half are orchard, one devoted to nursery stock, and the

remainder to specimen trees and shrubs."

The following table will give some idea of the luxuriant

growth of the plants in this garden :

—

cc a to

Capressus Goveniana ,

tonilosa
Lftweooii
Bentbamii
pendula
Kniglitii

sempervixens stricta

macrocarpa
ditto (denser in habit) ....

Corneyana
Schubertia {from seed) .

.

sempervirens
Craipiana

Oyster Bay Pine
Cryptomeria Lobbii

elegana
Pinus iusignis

sylvestris

canarien^is
maritima (from seed) ....

anstriaca
Strobus
Coulteri
longifolia

Biota aurea
CedruH Deodara

atlantioa
Arauciiria imbricata

Bidwillii

Wellingtonia gigantea
ditto (last year's gi'owtb)

Taxus baccata
Quercus Ilex

Robur (from seed)

Magnolia grandiflora

Betula alba (from seed)

Arbutus
Laurustinns (hedge)
Laurus nubilis

Taxodium sempervirens
Fraxinus excelsior (from seed)
Abies excelsa
Crataegus crus-galli

Juniperus Oiycedrus

Height.

Ft. In.

14
7

8 U
20
6
6
3 6

22 6
20 6
12
4 6
B

10
14
8 6
6

10 6
10

5 C
8

8
8

10
12
16
10
6 base
6

9 10

6
8

Trunk
at

Ft. In.

2 U
1

4"

2
2 lU

7|
C

1 1

S 1
2 10
1

i).

io|

9
s a
1 10
1 4

2A1
1 4

9
1 5
1 1

1 8
11

8*
e"
6

2 7

8{

1 llj
of hedge

1 10
1 1

7
11

1

DOINGS OP THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The continued fine weather has allowed us to forward all

digging and trenching operations ; and where this work is

finished, so that little or no heavy traffic will require to pjass

over the walks, the Box edging has been cut and the walks freshly
gravelled. We would rather do both operations late in the
spring; but if this and similar work were delayed until the most
suitable time, in all probability it would not be done at all.

There is little to be said about the minor details of such work.
Many persons like to have the Box edgings wide, but they are
not only neater if they are kept narrow and dwarf in this depart-
ment, but wide edgings are a sure refuge for slugs and other
pests. If there are a number of gaps in the edging arising from
unsuitable soil or other circumstances, causing an unsightly
appearance, it is better to lift the whole and relay it. There
may not be time to do the whole garden, but a part may be done
one year and the rest when convenient. In applying the gravel
see that all weeds are removed, and the old gravel stirred up
with a fork to the depth of an inch or two. The walks should
be left a little higher in the centre than they are at the sides

—

just enough to throw off the rains. If too high in the centre it

is very uncomfortable to walk upon them, and there is no reason
why it should be so.

Made a sowing of Windsor Beans on a south border, and sowed
Hicks's Hardy White Cos Lettuce, Early Horn Carrot, and
French Breakfast Kadish under ground vineries. These vineries

are 3 feet 6 inches wide at the base, such as have been recom-

mended by Mr. liivers for growing Grapes. There is roorn for

four rows of Carrots or Lettuce in each length, and the Radishes

are sown between the rows, to be removed before the other crop is

sufficiently advanced to bo injured by them. Of course it would
be bad policy to sow such seeds in ordinary garden soil. A
reserve of di-y loam is always at hand, and as this was rather

lumpy it was passed through a gravel sieve, the rough portion

being available for potting purposes ; this was spread over the

surface of the seed bed to the depth of ii inches and the seeds

sown in shallow drills.

A sowing of Cauliflower seeds may be made under any glass

protection. Our Cauliflower jilants under hand-lights were late

this year, but they are growing well, and will not have so much
tendency to button as larger plants would. It is always advan-
tageous to the plants to dress the surface of the ground outside

the hand-Ughts with rotted manure, as, should a severe frost

set in, the manure prevents it from penetrating the ground, and
thus saves the plants. Stirring the surface of the soil round the

plants with a small fork or pointed stick is advantageous.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Pine Apples which were in their fruiting pots by August, and

have been at rest from the first week in November, should now
be started. It will probably be necessary to renew the beds
with fresh tan, and herein is danger of an excess of bottom
heat. If tan remains ton long in Pine beds, it decays into iiue

powder, becoming a harbour for worms. Opportunity may now
be had to sift it, reserving the rough portion to mix with fresh

tan from the yards. This will at first heat violently ; in many
instances the temperature of the bed will be as high as 120°

Fahrenheit's thermometer—a sufficiently high medium to destroy

the roots of the plants if they were plunged in it. It is generally

best to place the pots on the surface of the bed, and at the end
of ten days, or more, the heat will have declined, so that the

pots may be plunged ; 8S' or 90- will be quite high enough for

the roots. As it is desirable to make the plants throw-up fruit

before they start into growth, this will be best accompUshed by
keeping them comparatively dry at the roots. Those which
start into growth may throw-up fruit two months after the

others, and some of them later still. A mode of treatment re-

commended by the best growers, and tried here with only

moderate success, is to cut such defaulters over at the surface

of the soil in the pot, repotting firmly in a 9 or 10-inch pot in

the same way that suckers are managed. The earliest fruit

from a batch of Queens started now would be ripe about the

middle of June, but the night temperature should be 70°, except

in very severe weather, when it may fall 5' lower.

Cucumhcr House—Attend well to bearing plants. Now is

the most trying period to obtain a supply. Much, indeed all,

depends upon the variety, and the formation of the house. A
true stock of Telegraph is a certain bearer in winter. The house
should have a steep pitch and face south. There should be a

sufficient quantity of hot-water pipes to raise the temperature

to 6.5° or 70% even in a severe frost, without overheating the

pipes. Plants that have been in bearing for the last two or

three months should have the surface mould removed without
damaging the roots, and have a dressing of rich manure, mixed
with turfy loam, applied to the surface. Glass and woodwork
should be perfectly clean, decaying leaves be removed at once,

thrips and green fly to have no place. Water when necessary

with tepid water, giving a thorough Boaking to reach the bottom
roots.

Melons.—'^e made the first sowing on the 8th ; Scarlet Gem
and Hybrid Cashmere used to be our favourites. The last must
certainly give place to Victory of Bath, a good selection of

which has been brought into notice within the last few years by
Mr. Gilbert, gardener to the Marquis of Exeter; and Read's

Scarlet-fleshed Melon, a variety being sent out this year for the

first time, will, if it maintain its character, displace all other

scarlet-fleshed sorts. We are trying it against Scarlet Gem,
and shall in due course state the results. It is best to sow the

seeds in 5-inch pots in good loam, with a very small portion of

leaf mould and sand, placing the pots in bottom heat, and as

soon as the seed-leaves are fully developed the plants may be
potted singly in the same sized pot, and they will make the

dwarfest and most hardy plants if they are grown on shelves

placed near the glass.

Removed a lot of Sea-kale and Bhuliarb to the forcing houses,

the Sea-kale treated as previously recommended. The Rhu-
barb roots are placed crowns uppermost in the bottom of flour-

tubs, sufficient damp loam is placed round the roots so as

not to quite cover the crowns, the tubs are placed in the early

vinery or any forcing house, a covering of some sort is put

over the tubs, and no water is applied to the roots until the first

dish is gathered.
Divarf Kidney Beans in a bearing condition in pots should be

supplied with weak manure water, and freely syringed early in

the forenoon. They must be kept free from red spider, and if

this is done they will continue in bearing for a long period.

Orchard Ilouse.—The Peach and Nectarine trees have been
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removed iaside from the bed of cocoa-nut fibre refuse, iu -whic)!

they have been plunged out of doors since the first week of

October. The youuK rootlets are ramifying freely into the sur-

face loam which was added when the plants wore repotted.

Every plant of them was repotted when in full leaf in Septem-

ber, except the late sorts, which could not be potted until the

fruit was gathered. Surface-dressing the pots is well enough if

one c-ould he sure the drainage was not defective, but if this is

stopped from any cause surface-dressiug will do harm instead

of good. The trees are abundantly furnished with blossom buds,

which are iu a forward state. The house is aired freely by day,

and shut-up closely at night. No frost is admitted. A fire is

put on it the glass threatens to fall many degrees below the

freezing point. We do not like the soil frozen in the Straw-

berry pots on shelves near the glass.

STOVE AND GBEENHOUSE.
There are very few subjects in flower in the stove at present,

except Orchids ; but there are now so many handsome-leaved

plants that the want of flowers is not so much felt ; and there is

in most places such a demand for cut flowers for drawing-room,

dining-room, and other decorative purposes, that there is little

chance to keep the houses gay. For instance, there are Orchid

flowers which will continue in perfection for three months if

left on the plant, but the gardener finds it necessai-y to cut them

for the house, where their beauty is gone in a week. Of course

gentlemen must take account of this when their hothouses show

a paucity of flower. Still continue to keep a vigilant look-out

for all insect pests. Amaryllis bulbs in one of the late vineries

are starting into growth, and some of them are showing flower.

They will be removed to a house where the night temperature

is about sr/', and if the pots can bo plunged in a gentle bottom

heat the plants will grow much stronger. Tliey have been kept

without any water for more than two months. The mould in

the pots will be thoroughly saturated at first ; water will after-

wards be applied as the pots require it.

The temperature in the gi-eenhouse or conservatory must not

fall too low now, as plants are being introduced from the forciug

house. Some of them, if they receive a check at first, fail to

open their flowers. Hyacinths, Lily of the Valley, or indeed

nearly all flowering plants which have been brought to the

flowering stage in heat, should be removed to the show house as

soon as the first flowers open ; they will not last long if allowed

to open in heat. Care must be taken not to expose them to

cutting winds from the side ventilators. The good old-fashioned

Fuchsia is not very carefully cultivated in fashionable establish-

ments now; but those who still appreciate this old favourite

will at present be looking-up their old specimen plants which

have been stowed away in a corner of some cool house where

frost could not reach them. The pots ought to be (luite dry, or

at least sufiiciently so that on pruning or cutting the old wood
in pretty close to the main stems the cuts will not bleed. Leave

the plants for a week or so after they are pruned, water the pots,

and remove into heat afterwards.

Pruned the main collection of pot Roses. The buds were

breaking freely all over the plants, which showed that root-

action was healthy.—J. Douglas.

TBADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
David Gold McKaj', Sudbury, SnSoYk.—List of Vegetable and

Flower Seeds.—List of Gladioli and other Floivcr Boots.

James Betteridge, Common Hill Nursery, Chipping Norton.—
Abridged Catalogue of New and Choice Potatoes, and Hardy
Herbaceous Perennials.
Dick Radclyffe & Co., 129, High Holbora, London, W.C.

—Catalogue of Seeds, Garden Tools, Horticultural Decora-
tions, rfc,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,' We request that no one will write privately to any of the

oorrespoudents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, die, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on

Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than

two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

CvcLAMES (.A. li.).—The flower is very slightly abnormal, auJ will not be

permanent, we think.

STANDARr Roses {W.).—We cannot recoraraenJ standard Robos for an
exposed windy situation, as no Roses really can succeed as Btaadarda in such

a position, bat twelve of tlio best and most bardy sorts ore :—Alfred Colomb,

Charles Lefobvre, John Hopper, Geni-ral Jacqueminot, Comtease Cecilede

Chabrillaut, Abel Grand, Dr. Andry, Boule de Keige, Baroness Rothschild,

Victor Verdier, Fisbor Holmes, and Marecbal Vaillant. We advise planting

them as pillars on Minetti stocks, and carefully training them. No plants

suffer more from wind than Roses.

WoBMS IN POTTINO SoiL (All In<;Ktr«').—The portion of soil sent was

found to be infested with four different kmds of worm-Uke animals of a white

colour. Many were of a minuto species of true worms. Several with very

small black beads were tbo larvii' of a gnat, and others the larvie of some of

the Muscideous Hies. Water the soil well with lime water, if the plants

will bear lime.—I. O. W.
Election oi' Roses (S. Ei/i'i').—At the Rose election in the autumn of

1873, the following were the iirst twelve :—Charles Lefebvre, Marechal Niel,

Alfred Colomb, and Mad. Rothschild (eijual votes), John Hopper, La France,

Marie Baumann, Comtesse d'Oxford, Marquise deCastellane, Si-nateur Vaisso,

Pierre Notting, and Duke of Edinburgh. At the election of new Roses last

year the best twelve were—Comtesse d'Oxford, Etionne Levet, Marquise de

Castellane, Louis Van Houtte. MdUe. Euginie Verdier, Francois Michelon,

Ferdinand de Lesseps, Madame ti. Schwartz, Catherine Mermet, Paul ^eron,

President Thiers, and Annie Loston

Pkimola Aubicdla (Inquirer).—The species, native of Switzerland, baa

yellow llowers, and so have two of its varieties occuri-ing there. Primula

Auricula luteaand P. A. calycantha. A third variety, also native of Switzer-

land, P. A. integeiTima, has flowers of various colours. It is probable that

all tbese ministered to the production of our garden varieties. As long ago

as 1847 we published the following notes on this flower :—The Auricula is

described and figured by Gerard in his Herbal, which appeared in 1597, and it

is there called the Beai's-ear or Mountain Cowslip. He says there were then

many sorts, giving drawings of eight, the yellow, the pm-ple, the scarlet, the

blush-coloured, and several reds. Like Bauhin, he gives them the specific

botanical name of Aiuicula Ursi ; but by Mattbiolus :md others it was named
Sanicula alpina, from its supposed healing virtues and mountain birthplace.

It was often called by ladies the Frencb Cowslip. It is veij certain that they

were thus eaily much cultivated by French florists, for there is a poem in

their praise, in a curious work published at Douay in IGIG, entitled _'* Jardia

d'Hyver." and with the verses are numerous drawings of the Auriculas, or

" d'Oreilles d'Ours." as they are there called. Gesner named it Lunaria an-

thritiea and Paialytica alpina. Parkmson says it obviously belonged to the

Cowslip family, but Ludwig was the first to arrange it there under the generic

name of Primula. Gerard says that the eight kinds be enumerates were then

commonly grown iu the goi-dens about London, but it is evident they were

not much esteemed ; nor is any notice taken of raising varieties from seed.

This neglect soon passed away, for Johnson, in his edition of Gerard, pub-

lished in 1633, says that there were then u very great many varieties of these

flowers growing in the gardens of Mr. Tradescaut and Mr. Tuggie. Trados-

cant's golden was at Lambeth, and he, at the time Johnson wrote, was gar-

dener to Charles I.

Santolina incana (HiijhfieU).—Yon must procure plants. Any of the

nm-sorymen who make bedding plants a speciality can supply it, such as

Cannell, of Woolwich, or Henderson, of St. John's Wood. FaiUng a full

supply of it for this season, use Cerastium tomentosum, which forms an ad-

mil-able substitute. To the query concerning the size of your garden, we
answer. No.

^

RlDSToN Pippin [Manch'ster).—We do not consider grafting deteriorates

this Apple. The parent tree at RibstonHall, near Kuaresborongh, died long

since, hut young trees were raised from it. Fi-om the following account you

will sue that they are not so vigorous as was their parent :—" In the park once

stood the origmal Ribslon Pippin tree. This was raised from pips, sent homo
from Rouen in 17011 by Sir Harry Ooodrick, Bart. The trunk of the ongmal

tree was blown downand removed many years ago ; but a portion of it may
now be seen outside the gardener's house, where it is taken gieat care of by

Mr. Jones, the gaidener. A sucker from the original tree now occupies the

place of the latter. It does not grow well ; indeed, owing to some of the

branches dying oft annuahy, it is now much less in size than when I first saw

it some seventeen years ago. The branches bave died off very much since

the frost of December, 1860. It throws-up suckers freely, so that should the

present tree be lost, one of them would soon make a nice tree with attention."

—{Florlit and JPomologUt, 18(56, page ylS.)

Seedling Peach Thee (Mrs. M. S.).—lt will bear withont being grafted

or budded on another stock ; but if budded on a beaiing tree the growth from

that hud would probably bear fruit earlier than tbo maiden tree. We had a

maiden Peach tree trained as an espalier that bore when four years old.

Pear Trees UNrRDiTFDL (7. H. P.).—The state of your fruit trees cannot

be accouuted for iu any other way than the soil being unsuitalile. or your

garden not being etlieieutly drained. It the drainage is good lift the trees

carefully at once (it would iiavo been better to have done so iu November),

trench the ground at least 2 feet deep, and replant, placing decayed turly loam

or some good soil round the roots.

Dead Animals roE Vines (lAm).—The reason why fresh animal matter

is not applied to Vine borders is, that any roots coming iu contact with the

oal-cass would bo killed. One or two bulled in a border or at the roots of

fruit trees would not do any appreciable hoim ; and in the course of years,

when the orgauic matter had returned to its original dust, the roots would

derive sustenance from it. The Vine herders at Baby Castle many years ago

were made wilh a large quantitr of animal matter intermixed, and the Vines

refused to grow. Treutbam Black Grape succeeds well in a ground vinery,

but we would not plant Gros Colman iu such a structure.

Horse Chestnct Graftino (C. E.).—We think yom- previous failure was

duo to the manner of putting on the grafts, which was probably the ordinal^

crown method. We advise jou to proceed as before, and to graft on the side

instead of the strong main branches by the mode known as tongue or whip-

grafting. Leave a foot or so of the main branches beyond the smaller branches

on which you insert the grafts, and after the latter bave taken cut this away

close to the smaller branches on which the gialts are situate. A better plan

would bo to allow one or two strong shoots to start from each, and bud these

as soon as the buds at the pomts of the shoots were formed, or alter the

middle of July, taking a good bud from the second or third joint with its leaf,

and roducing'it about one-half. Tbo buds succeed better than grafts.

Plants por Back Wall of Greenhouse (.1. F. N.).—Yom- wall being

shaded by a Vine on the roof will only suit plants that require shade from

bri"ht sun in summer, and those most suitable ore Camellias. The Capo

Jasmine will not suit. Luculia gratissuua would answer, and is winter-flow-

eriii" and sweet-scented. Habrothamnus fasciculatus and H. elegans flower
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JQ winter or early in spring, and are suitable ; but the moat satisfactory sub-

jects would bo CamoUias, than which no llowors aro finer. Monarch, scarlet

;

Matbotiaua alba, white ; and Rubens, doep rose, are suitable varieties.

Ansuaxs to Flower in Spring (B.).—To flower at the cml of Marcher
bej,'innini,' of April the seed ougbt to have been sown in pots during October,

and wintered in a hgbt airy position in the greenhouse. If sown now they

may flower in April or May. Aspcrula azurea sotosa, Calandrinia umbellata,

Campanula pentagonia, Colhnsia voruo, Eucharidium t,'randiiloriim, G.vpso-

phila muralis, LeptosipUon donaifloras, Limnanthes giauditlora, Linum
graudifloram coccineam, Nemophila iusi^nis, N. atomaria, Sileno peudula

ruberrima, and Whitlavia graaditlora.

Hkating a Greenhouse (rorfrs/jfrc).—Your house being of only moderate
dimensions, and yom- not being able to attend to it for several hours, it would
be best to heat it by gas—that is, if you can command it with certainty. One
of the hot- water stoves with pipes would answer well. The Zigzaj^ Gas Boiler,

which you will see advertised, is probably the best of that description; or if

you have not gas at command, a Deards's International or Read's Slow-com-

bustion Boiler would suit you ; but for prices, &z., write to the manufacturers,

stating what you require, and askiug for an estimate of complete material for

elliciuntly heatiug the house.

Staulk Dung wrru Sawdust for Hotreds (E. F. C).—We have expe-

rience of this, as wo have it to use from horses standing on sawdust in loose

boxes. It answers well, but does not requii-o to be so deep us when dung with

its litter is used. A bed about ;-! feet high will give you sutliciout heat, but it

needs to bo moist, and has only two faults—viz., it heats violently, and so is

apt to become dr;\', and therefore c<ild Could you not get some leaves or

spent litter to mix with it ? We use it in about equal proportions, and it

then answers admirably, giving a lastmg heat.

Paraffin Oil for Thrips on Vines {Subscriber).—Mlor stripping off

jhc loose bark from the stems of the Vines, taking care not to damage the

living bark and eyes, you may dress them with paraOin oil mixed with an
equal quantity of water, and if you have mealy bug or scale it may be applied

in its pure state. Used wliilst the eyes are dormant, the parallin will not

injure the Vines, but if it drip or fall on the Pino Apple leaves it may cause

them to spot; it ought, therefore, to be used some tune before the Vines are

introduced into the house.

Manuring Lawn {F. E. T.).—The only thing we can advise you to do, aa

you have no rotten manure, is to procure some good compost from your
iubbish-heap, or all kinds of vegetable refuse from a heap that has been
turned over a few times until reduced to mould. This put on in March
would improve your lawn immensely, raking it well in with au iron riike.

Bowing some Suckling Clover on it at the rate of 12 lbs. to the acre, and
rolUng well. We could not till you where to procure the compost ; probably

you might, as a favour, obtain it of some farmer in your locality, or he might
allow you the requisite quantity of well-rotted manure. Twenty loads of

compost, or twelve loads or tons of well-decomposed manure, arc a good
dressing for an acre.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHRONIOLE.

DEVIZES POULTRY SHOW.
The third annual Exhibition took place on the (ifch and 7th

inet., clashing unfortunately with the Portsmouth Show.
Though lackiug quantity, in quality many classes were very
good. The Cora Market is a lirst-rate place for an exhibition,

having the light equally distributed, so that the birds can be
well examined. For such liberal prizes the entries in several

classes were very small. This Exhibition ought to be better
supported by exhibitors and the public.

Dorkings.—Few in numbers, but eight entries in the first

class, which contained Coloured, excluding Silver-Grey. First
large and heavy dark-coloured birds, worthy their position, but
we should fancy pressed rather hardly for the cup by the first-

prize Whites. Second-prize poor birds. Third Rose-combed
chickens—very promising. Mr. E. Hooper v.h.c; very large,

but appeared out of condition. No. 5, c. ; why, we could not
understand.

Class 2.—Dorkings (Any other variety). Five entries.—First
a grand pen, as we have remarked ; we fancied they run the cup
pen closely for premier honours. Second Silver-Cirey ; large,

good-bodied birds, but silver not sufficiently distinct. Third
chickens (Whites) of good colour ; cock's tail somewhat too
squirrel-fashion. 9, h.c. ; very coarse comb.

Class y.

—

Cochins (Cinnamon and Buff). Six entries.—First-

prize and cup a most splendid-coloured bird, the colour being
good down to the very hock—below this we did not like him so
well ; feathering but i^oor, and the hen not a worthy companion.
Second very mealy-winged. Third very good pen, although
perhaps rather too hocked ; the feathering was the tiest in the
class, and we should have placed this pen second. Pen IG,

Miss Milward's, contained a very good hen.
Class -I.—Cochins (Partridge). Sis entries.—The leg-feather-

ing in the class generally was weak. First-prize, if we do not
err, the hen's tall was twisted; it certainly was so for some time
while we examined her. Second-prize—cock leggy, and defi-

cient in feather to our taste. No. 22, h.c. ; cock had a twisted
comb.

Class 5.—Cochins (White). Nine entries.—The Whites at any
rate asserted their fall right to a class by having half as many
entries again as the two other classes of Cochins. First-prize
good-coloured birds, and the hen we liked much, but we cannot
say as much for the cock, especially in the comb, which went
far b.ick— so far back as to twist to one side and lie flat ou the

back of the head ; it struck us as a great defect. Second-prize
a very good pen ; we preferred it to the first, and should liave

so placed them, ourselves. 32a, h.c. ; good-bodied birds. 2(J, c.

;

yellowish. 27, c. ;
good, but too small. The feathering in this

clas.s was the best of the Cochins.
Class ().

—

Brahnias (Dark). Seventeen entries.—Here again
our ideas would have placed the .second-prize lirst. The first-

aud-cup cock's comb was coarse and rather confused, and the
secondaries not to our liking as to carriage ; this was also some-
wh.at noticeable in the second-prize pen, but in colour, leg-

feathering, and comb we thought it superior to the cup. The
hen, too, was a beauty. Third-prize good, l)ut strawy iu colour ;

hen's wings not to our tasto as to carriage. Pen :J7, c. ; cock'a
tail very much awry. 41, c. ; why, wo could not imagine.

Class 7.—Brahraas (Light). Twenty-seven entries.

—

The class
for numbers in the whole Exhibition, and the best birds. close

together. Many of the combs in this class were confused and
irregular, and nothing adds much more to the beauty of these
two classes than a small, neat, regular comb. First-and-cup,
comb coarse, hackle-marking very good. Second same fault iu
comb, good colour, and good hackle, bat the hen out of con-
dition, small, and all of a heap. Third, very large good-bodied
pen, but not sufficient leg feathering to our taste. We think
the judging hero was diffifult, and the birds near together.
Some would have placed third in the place of honour. 71, v.ii.c,

good well-feathered birds, but far too much white in the cock's
tail. 74, H.c, yellowish-coloured cock, but for shape we thought
him best iu the class. The Light birds have greatly improved,
still the leg-feathering is poor as compared with their darker
brethren, and the combs are more generally faulty.

Spanish. Six entrias.—First-and-cup cock good quality, but
must have yielded the pride of place to No. 2 had not the face
of the latter been scabby and discoloured. This disfigurement
was a sad pity, as the amount of eariobe and its (piality where
not discoloured was remarkable. The other noticed birds were
very good, but it is sad to see such a poverty of entries.

Class 9. — Game cocks (Black-breasted and other Reds).
Eighteen entries.—First-and-cup Brown Red, good shape and
colour, but though an old bird, apparently raw, standing badly,
and not showing himself to advantage ; for this reason we fancy
we should have given the cup to the first-prize Duckwing, also

belonging to the same owner. Second-prize a Black Red, which
we should have thought too large. Third a close-feathered
bird, of good style.

Game hen (Reds). Thirteen entries.—Cup a good close hen,
but to our fancy No. 112 was vastly her superior. This was a
grand bird, unnoticed ; we should consider it an oversight.
Here again, as in the Duckwing hens, the carriage of the wings
was not close enough for our notions.

Class 11.—Game cock (Any other variety). Eight entries.

—

First a very grand bird ; as we have already said, we fancied the
cup should have rested here. Second a very good Pile.

Class 12.—Hens. Nine entries.—All Dackwing but one,
several very good birds. 122, h.c, very red on breast, and very
loose in wing secondaries.

Class l.ii.—Pencilled Hamhurghs. Nine entries.—First Gold,
second Silver ; we liked the second best, but both belonged to

Mr. Beldon ; they were both very good. Pen Vi'i, u.c, immense
earlobes—far too large and coarse for our taste ; indeed, we
fancied many of the Hamburghs showed i tendency this way.

Class 11.—Spangled Hamburghs. Fourteen entries.—First-

and-cup cock a very good bird ; hen out of condition, eariobe
stained, and feathers not lying smooth. Second also good ; both
these pens were Golden. Pen 11(3, ii.c, hen, very crooked back.
152, c. Silver, a glorious tail, deficient in bar and wing-markings,
but we think this cock will much improve.

Class 15.—Black Hamburghs. Ten entries.—First-prize very
small, and particularly neat and close birds of true Hamburgh
shape ; we liked them much.

Class 16.

—

Polanih. Eight entries.—A very good class, save
one unnoticed pen, which spoiled the beauty of the class, and
might with almost equal propriety liave been entered in one of

the Hamburgh classes. First Golden; hen very poor, cock not
the grandest. Second Silver, a good hen, topknot very large,

but bad in shape. Thii'd White-crested Black hen, a miserably
small crest. Pen 1G9, v.h.c, we liked much better than third-

prize ; they also were Blacks. 17U, h.c, a grand-crested cock,

the crest being remarkably fine in quality, and the colour and
marking of the bird very good, the hen perhaps scarcely his
equal ; but we should have placed this pen first. If different

colours must take the other prizes, we would have given the
second to pen 109, although the cock's crest was pecked out,

and third to the Golden. The Silvers generally were far superior
birds to the other varieties. This class was one of the gems of

the Show, every pen, except the nondescript before mentioned,
being noticed.

Class n.^Houdans. Seventeen entries.—This and the next
class were very good—specially so. First-prize very large, in
beautiful plumage, but having straw-coloured saddle feathers.

Class 13.

—

French (Any other variety). Eleven entries.
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—Several very grand birds, especially the Creves, which took
first and second, the third prize going to La Fleche, of which
there were three pens.

Class 19. — Malays. Ten entries.—Again did the Malay-
breeders prove that, with fair treatment, they can muster re-

spectably at Devizes—better far than many classes to which
silver caps were offered. Here, again, we disagreed with the
judging, and would have placed the three prize pens differently
—thus, first the second-prize pen, the cock being a grand-
coloured bird, but having a whitish feather in his tail, and the
neck hackle too loose ; second the third-prize pen, the cockerel,
though small, being brilliant in plumage ; third the first-

prize bird. The cockerel in this pen may improve ; he was
superior to the second-prize pen in neck only; he had far too
much brown in the breast. Pen 205, good pen, but inclined to
white in tail.

Class 20.—Any other variety. Twelve entries.—Second badly-
feathered Black Cochin; third a good pen of Minorcas. 217, c.

;

we do not fancy them (Plymouth Eocks). Ten 216 a very good
pen of Sultans, too dirty to obtain notice ; white fowl should
be white.

Class 21.—Game Uautems (Red). Fifteen entries.—W'e liked
the wiuning pens.

Class 22.—Game Bantams (Any other variety). Ten entries.

—

First a little beauty, Ductwings; second Piles, third Duckwings;
pen 238, h.c, good Duckwings. This was a good class.

Class 2'i.—Bantams (Gold or Silver-laced).—First best colour,
butlacingver^' indifferent (Golden); second Silver, tail splashed.
Pen 21!l uunoticed, colour bad sUver-gilt, but lacing exquisite ;

we should have placed this first.

Class 21.—Eight entries.—Second-prize, we think it was Black
Japanese, found his tail far too much for his convenieuce.

Class 23.—Aylesbury Jliirks. Four entries only!—Quality
made up for quantity. When Mr. J. K. Fowler has to be con-
tent with third, winners ought to be good, and so they were.
We fancied the second-prize pen looked the heavier; both were
grand specimens. The cup pen was claimed.

Class 2(5.—Rouen. Fourteen entries.—Here, again, were some
magnificent birds.

class 27.—Black East Indian. Twelve entries.—A perfect
show in themselves, eight out of the eleven that put in an
appearance being noticed. Mr. G. S. Sainsbury was deservedly
first, taking the cup with a wonderfully compact pair, so equal
that it was hard to say which was the better bird—it was
always the bird you were looking at—both wondrously small
and compact, and lustre all that could be desired. Third-prize
largest in comparison. Pen 287, v.H.c, very good in lustre, but
large compared to the cup pen. This was a beautiful class.

Class 28.—Ducks (Any other variety). Five entries.—The
Mandarins and Carolinas little pictures.

Class 29.—Selling Class. Thirty-one entries.—Some very good
birds. First-prize Dark Brahmas cheap at double the amount.
Pigeons a very limited supply, some of the classes having no

entry, and two or three others only a single pen ! We thought
the Turbits the best class.

The catalogue had the pens of unsent birds marked " empty,"
and the varieties somewhat better mai-ked than usual, but in
the Variety class many pens were undistinguished ; in the Polish
all were, and a few of the Hamburghs. If the certificates of
entry are not properly fiUed-up in these particulars we think
they should be returned. Many of the specimens were sent off

the night of the second day, aud, so far as we could see, the
management was careful. We think all the crested birds
should have water outside, not inside the pens. The awards
and names of the Judges were published last week.

PORTSMOUTH POULTRY SHOW.
Thl sixth annual Exhibition, consisting of poultrv. Pigeons,

Pheasants, Cage Birds, Rabbits, and Cats, was held at the Drill
Hall on the (jth, 7th, and 8th iust. The arrangements were
good, except in respect to the delay in fixing the prize cards
on the pens ; and we would advise the Committee to give some
care to this in future, as at this period of the year, when a show
opens at one o'clock, there is hardly time to make a complete
examination by daylight, and a delay in marking the winners is

very vexatious. The numbering might also be conducted on
some better principle, as we found it very ditficult to follow
Borne of the classes.

In the Gaync classes the Black Reds were numerous, but not
very good; the Brown Red class was much better. The winner
of the first prize, which also obtained the cup over the other
Game classes, was a very superior bird, and we have little doubt
he will, if exhibited, bring his owner many more prizes. The
second-prize bird was a good one, but had lost a sickle feather.
The Any variety Game were not better than the Black Reds.
The first prize went to a tolerably good pair of Duckwings, the
second to Piles—the cock a very neat bird, the hen quite un-
worthy of him, and the third to Duckwings—the cock very
hook-beaked, but we could not find a better.

The Buff Coc7(i)JS were a moderate lot. The first and second-
prize pens were tolerably good ; in the third tlie cock was small,
and his partner striped in the hackle ; we liked a highly-com-
mended pen better. The Any variety Cochins were much
superior, Mr. Shrimpton again winning with Partridge, an ex-
quisite pair of Whites being second.
The Dark Brahmas, with a few exceptions, were not good.

The first-prize cock was large, but not equal in colour to some
of the others ; the hen we also thought very brown, but they
were in a bad light. The second-prize birds were better in
colour, but not so Urge. Pen 78, higlily commended, we liked
better than either ; the cock had a good black breast, and the
pullet was most evenly pencilled, and superior, we thought, to
everything in the class. Mr. Lewis Wright also exhibited a
good cock, superb in colour, with a very pretty comb ; when
more developed, and if shown with a better partner, he will be
sure to take a leading position. The Light Brahmas were
divided into five classes; the result was a few good pens and a
great many pens of rubbish, many exhibitors, no doubt, think-
ing that in such a scramble probably they might find a weak
place, and possibly get a prize; in some instances they were
not disappointed. In the cockerel class Mr. Dean won with a
very pretty bird, good in colour, shape, and well feathered, but
the comb showed a disposition to turn, which will probably in
time spoil him for exhibition. In the pullet class the competi-
tion was very close ; the first-prize pen was the largest, the
second best in colour. The class for old cocks we did not ad-
mire ; the first-prize bird was very yellow, the second good in
colour, but narrow, and very ugly in the comb. In the class for
hens the winners were a grand pair, shown in beautiful condi-
tion ; the second pen was a moderate one ; the third very poor

;

they were entered at £'d 3,s. , but we did not think them a bargain

.

The Dorkhig class was the best in the Show. The first-prize

cock was an old bird, in splendid condition ; the second a very
promising cockerel, belonging to the same owner; and the third-
prize pen contained a very fine hen that well deserves notice.
Many high commendations were distributed in this class, and
they were well deserved.
The Spanish class was good. The first-prize pullet was a

fine specimen ; the cock we did not like so well, we thought
him narrow in the face, and insignificant when compared with
the pullet. The second and third-prize pens contained nice
birds. A class for Andalusians followed, which we were pleased
to see obtained eight entries. We hope this will encourage
the committees of other shows to make classea for this very
handsome and useful variety.

The Hamburgh c\a,sses were well filled. The Po?('«/j contained
some very handsome birds, and the French, were equally good.
The Bantams we did not; consider good. In the Black Reds

Mr. Adams exhibited a pretty pen, good in colour ; but the best
cock was shown witli a wretched hen, and consequently passed
over. In Brown Reds the first-prize hen was remarkably fine.

The Black Bantam class was very interesting, and some remark-
ably good specimens were to be found. Here we would advise
one or two exhibitors to be more sparing with their oU ; a little

may improve the comb, but it looks very bad on the earlobe.

The Ducks, Gcesc, and Turkeys were not large classes, but a
few fine specimens were to be found.
A good collection of Pigeons followed. The Pouter class con-

tained one or two fine birds. The class for Barbs had but four
entries, all good birds. Carriers came next ; the first-prize hen
was remarkably good. The Dragoon class was well supported,
a good pair of Yellows, sound in colour, being first. In Tumblers
all the prizes went to Almonds. The Fautails and Jacobins
were good ; the latter class must have given the Judge some
trouble, the competition being very close. A pair of Whites
were first, a pair of Yellows second, and pair of Reds third.

The Babbit classes contained some fine specimens, but they
were not so well supported as they deserved to be.

Game (Black-breasted r,cdl.—1, — Pope. 2, — Elliott. 3, \V. Loverin;:
St. Austell, he, F. Warde, West Farleigli; J. Forayth, Wolverhampton: M-
Sandtord, Llartiii. Dover.
Game IBruwn-breasted Ked).—Cup, F. Warcle. 2, S. Matthew, Stowmarket.

3, E. Winwood, Woreester. he, H. Browne, Putney Heath.
Game lAny other variety).—!, D. W. Thomas, lirechin. 2, W. Foster, Deal.

8, Hon. and Rev. F. Dutton, Windrush Vicarage, he, S. Matthew, c. — Pope.
Cochins iBiilTand Cinnamon).—!, — Harris, 2, Hejirv LiURWood, Needham

Marltet. 3, Dr. BuUmore, Falmoulh. he, J. Bloodworib, Cheltenham, c, G.
Shrimpton, LeiKhton Buzzard.
Cochins

I Any other variety). — Cup, G. Shrimpton. 2, E. W. Beaehey,
Fluders, Ivingslierswell. 3, Capt. Colcridpe. he, K. P. Davies, laleworth. c,
G. Lias. Par Station : J. Sleep, Kinealand, London.
Bhahma Pootra fDarli).—1, H. W. Castle, Kensington. London. 2, T. H.

Watenjian, Anderton, Devonport. 3, Rev. ,7. D. Pealte, Lalebam Vicarage, hr,
B. Hill, Soutbsca; G. Collms, Southwick. Hanls: H. W. Keville, Fulham
Road : Horace Ling^vood, Creeling ; L. Wright, Crouch End, Hornsey. c, J.
Harvey, juu.
Brahma Pootra (Light).—Cor^vrc/.—!, T. A. Dean, Marden, Heretord. 2, J.

Chisinau, Rownhams, Southampton- 3, H. Mavnard, Holmewood, Hyde, Isle
of Wiglit. he, H. Hoare. Bitterne ; H. Maynard; F. Crook, Foreat Hill.
Brahma Pootra (Lighti.-Pu»,(. — 1, T. A. Dean. 2, Mrs. WUhamson,

Leicester. 3, .J. Long, Bromley, he, P. Haines, Paigrave, Diss ; T. A. Dean
R. Bird, Fulham. e, J. Bradshaw, Knowlo Cranleigh, Guildford; Horace
Lingwood ; F. Crook.
Bhahma Pootba (Light).—Corfc.—l and 8, Mrs. Williamson. 2, J. Blood-

worth, he, P. Hains: Mrs. Willsher, Guildford ; —Maynard. c, J. Bradabaw;
H. Bird ; Miss C. M. Davies, Isleworth.
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Bkahma Pootra (Light!.—Herw.—l, Mrs, 'Williamson. 2, Mrs. T. Turner,

Avon, hingwood. 3. J. Chisman. _
}lKAiiMA Pootra (Light).—!, J. Bradshaw. 2, Mrs. T. Turner. 8, Mrs. Pop-

hum, St.mrfield, Christohurch. he, H. M. Mayuard. c. — Pares.

Dorkings— 1, Cuii. nnd '1. T. C. Bumell. Stratton, Mieheldever. S, Lieut.-

Col. Lane, Bracknell, he, F. Caws. Little Pestwood, Southampton; J. H.
Putney, Dorkinc; T. Moore, Pe^ori^lield (>) ; — J.inpwood; Lit'ut.-Ool. Lane.
Spanibh,—1, F. James, Pcckham Kye. 2, H. Brown, y, Nichols Bros.,

Camherwell. he, Mrs. E. Allsopp. Hindlip Hall, Worcester
Andalusians.— 1. \V. Wildev. 2, T. Moore, Landport. 3. Mrs. D. Bentley,

Netlev. he, W. Wildev : T. Moore, c, Mrs. Bentley : T. Moore.
HASiBDRons (Gold-pencilled).- 1 and 3, T. Faulkner, Jan., Merston, Isle of

"Wight. 2, G. J. Lenny, Lewes, he, T. Faulkner, jun.; T. Edmonds, jun.,

Totnes. „ ,
HAMHTTRflns (Silver-pencilled).-1, N. Baiher, Plymouth. 2, Master E. Moore.

3, T. Faulkner, jun.
HAMBtiRGHs (Gold or Silver-spangled).—1, N. Barber. 2, C. Browne, Maid-

PoLANDS.— 1, J. Hmton, "Warminster. 2, T. Edwards, Lyndhurst. 8, Capt.
Coleridge, Wargxave. he. — Beeves ; T. Edwards ; D. Mutton, iirighton (2).

French.— 1, — Drinp, Faversham, 2, H. Feast. Swansea. 3, Rev. N. J.

Eidiey, HoUington House, Newhury. he. Miss A. B. Greene, Wyekhnni.
Any other Variety'.— 1, J. Hintun (Malays). 2, S. P. Broad, Keigate (White

Silkies). S, S. B.Perry, LjTuington (Malays), /ir, K. S. S. Woodgate, Pcmbury,
Tunbridge Wells ; Capt. Terry. Reading iW'hite JIalays) : A. Ward, Wimpote
Street, London (Leghorne). c. Rev. F. G. Hodson, North Petbertun (Malaya);
— Bishop, Farebam (Guinea Fowls).
Game Bantams (Black Red).-1, W. Adams. St. Clempnts, Ipswich. 2,

—

W'ingfleld. 8, F. James, he, W. S. Marsh, Winkland Oaks, Deal (2); (J. J.

Spary, "Ventnor ; E. Donger, jun. , Parkstone, Poole : E. Southwood, Fakenham.
Game Bantams (Brown Ued).— 1, S. Bcighton, Farnsfitjld. 2, "NV. Adams. 3,

J.Long, Bromlev. /ic, W. S. Marsh ; W. Currah, Tywardreatb, Par Station;
J. "Walsh, Forest Hill.
Bantams (Black).—1, W. H. Sbackletnn. Bradford. 2, R. H. Ashton, Mottram.

3, — Wiugfleld, Worcester, he, T. E. Thirtle. Lowestoft: 11. M. Maynard. c,

A. M. Pigott, Bramford Spike ; J. Bodv, Lloyd's Green. Wittersliara.
Bantams (Any other variety).- 1. Master M. V. Sandford, RLirtin, Dover. 2,

— Lenny. 3. Rev. F. G. Hodaon. he, A. Webb, Coaham ; T. C. Bumell ; R. S. S.
"Woocigate; M. Leno, Markyate Street; J. Bloodwortb ; Rev. G. S. Cruwys,
Cruwys Morchard, Tiverton, c, A. M. Ptggott ; W. S. Marsh ; — Fielder ; Rev.
G. S. Cruwys.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—!, S. R. Harris, CuBgame, St. Day. 2, n. Hoare. c, A.

J. Woodward, Farebam ; H. Hoare.
Ducks (Rouen).-1, Rev. F. G. Hodson. 2, J. Harvey, jun. he, H. Dowsett,

Chelmsford; P. Ogilvie, Hambledon |2|. e. Miss H. C. W. Davie".
Ducks (Any other variety).—1, I. W. Kelleway, Merston, Isle of "Wight. 2, R.

"Wilkinson, Guildford. /(C,'l. W. Kelleway; M. Leno. e, Rev. V. J. Stockdale,
Havenhurat Vicarage, Isle of Wight.
Geese.—1, A. J. Reed, Portsea, 2, Master N. P. Davies. he, Mrs. A. "Webb ;— Parrott.
TiiHKETS.—1, Rev. N. J. Ridley. 2, F. Warde.
Selling Class.-1. Capt. Warren, Emsworth (Light Brahma). 2. H. Brown

(Spanish). 3, Mrs. Dressing, Hawkhorst, Farebam (Japanese Silkies), he,

Mrs. T. Turner (Light Brahmas); Rev. J. P. Bartlctt, Exbury Rectory (Light
Brahmas); — "WUdey (Andalusians) (2). c, — Chisman (Kose-comb Dorkinga);
"W. Boots, Landport (Oorking and BulT Cochin).
Set LINO Class.- Cocfc uv Coekerel—\, B. Hill (Dark Brahma). 2, R. "W.

Beaehey (White Cochin). S, S. Martin, Fratton (Dark Brahma), he, R. Crabb,
Fratton (Dark Brahma); H. Bro^vn (Spanish); W- Wildly (Andalusianl ;

—
Moore (Andalusian). c. Mrs J. O.March, Emsworth (Buff Cochin); J. Chis-
man (Dark Brahma) : G. Passby (Buff Cochin) ; H.M. MayLard (Liglit Brahma).
Selling Class.—lie n.'i or Ptdlf is —J, — Bench ey (Wliite Cochin). 2, Cnpt.

"Warren (Light Brahmas). 3, — Wyllie (Silky Pulletaj. he, J. Smith, Clapham
Junction (Dorkings); —Crabb (Dark Brahmas). e, H. M. Maynard (Light
Brahmas) ; — Fit, Fareham (Andalusians).
Pheasants.-1, J. T. Tm-ner. 2, J. Body.

PIGEONS.
Pofters.-1 and 2, Mrs Ladd, Calne. 3, H. Steed. Tunbridge Wells.
Babub.—1, 2, and 3, H. M. Maynard. he, P. H. Jones, Fulham.
Carkiers.— Cot't.— 1 and 2, H. M. Maynard. Extra, H. Jacobs, Sandown,

Isle of Wight (2). vhc, P. Goss, Plj-mouth. he, W. Qiiickfall, Sbanklin (2).

Se7i.—l. J. H. Ivimv. EHi&tield, Basingstoke. 2, H. M. Maynard. v}ic, W.
Qnickfall (2) ; H. M. Maynard. he. "W. Quickfall.
Dbagoons.—L P. H. Jones. 2, T. Donger, jun. 3, H. Jacobs, he, W. Lane,

Hereford.
Tumblers.-1, 2. and 3, J. Ford, Monkwell Street, London, he, P. H. Jones.
Fantails.—1 and 3, H. M. Maynard. 2, J. F. Loversidge, Newark, he, A. A.

Vander Meerseb, Tooting.
Jacouins.— 1 and 2, A. A. "Vander Meerseb. 3, P. H. Jones.
Antwehps.— ], C. S. Copeman. Eimnngham. 2 and :;, E. F. Wilson, Brighton.

he, "W. Tomlins, Oxford; G. J. Lenny.
Any other Variety.— 1 and 2, P. H. Jones (Foreign Owls and .\rchangels).

8, Miss F. I. Davies, Isleworth. /ic,G. HwUoway, .jun.. Stroud (Pigmy Pouters);— Tomtinson, Ryde, Isle of Wight (Suabians); E. S. C. Gibson, Ryde, Isle of
"U'ight (Australian Pigmies); H. Gibson, Brockenhurst (Red Indians and
EugJish Owls); A. A. Vander Meersch (2); 0. Nicholson, Portsmouth (Silver
Kunts).
Selling Class.-1, J. Ford (Tumblers). 2, H. M. Ma-\*nard (Black Carriers).

8, J. Walker. Burslein (Black Carriers), he, H. Jacobs (White Dragoons); —
Cork ; J. D. Blackman, Southampton (Dim Carriers).

CANAKIES.
Norwich (Clear "Vellow).—! and 2, Bemrose & Orme, Derby, vhe, AV. Inson,

Clifton, he, R. B. Newsom, Bromley, Kent, c, R. B. Newsoni; — Walter.
Norwich (Clear Buff).—1 and 2, Bemrose & Orme. vhc, \V. Inson: Ather-

8uch & Son, Coventry; W. Walter, Winchester, he, C.Davis, Landport; W.
"Walter, c, Athersuch & Son.
Norwich ( fcvenly-marked or Yellow Variegated).—I and 2, Bemrose & Orme.
Norwich (Evenly-marked or Buff Variegated).—! and 2, Bemrose & Orme.

vhc, R. B. Newsom ; Athersuch & Son. he, Athersuch tfc Son.
Belgian (Clear Yellow).—! and e, T. Moore. 2, C, Davis, vhc, J. W. Savage,

Guildford, he, H. (iibbes. South Brent ; P. Ogilvie.
Belgian (Clear Buff).—1, T. Moore. 2, C. Davis, vhe, H. Gibbes ; C. Davis.

he, H. Gibbes ; P. OgUvie.
Belgian (Evenlymarked or Yellow Variegated).—1, T. Moore. 2, H. Gibbes.
Belgian (Evenly-marked or Buff Variegated) —1.0. Nicholson. 2, H, Gibbes
LiZABDs (Gold or bilver-Bpangled).—1, Rev. V. Ward. 2 and vhc, Athersuch

and Son.
Ant other Variety.-1, Bemrose & Orme (Jonque Cinnamon). 2,— Willsher

(Cinnamon Norwich), vhe, H. Gibbes (Crested Norwich); — NewBom (Cinna-
mon), /ic. C. Knight. Arle&lev. Baldock (Yorkshire and Belgian); —Newsom
tCrested Norwich) ; R King, Souths^a (Cape Canary).
Mules.-1. J. Brown, jun., Penrith (Goldfinch). V, — "WiUfeber (Yellow Gold-

finch). 3, Bemrose & Orme. vhe. Rev. 3. P. Bartlett.Exbury Rectory (Siskin)

;

— Noma (Goldfinch); — Walter; J. Brown, jun. (Linnet), he. Rev. V. Ward,
Hythe (Goldfinch); R. E. Wade, Bognor (Linnet), e, ^V. Gibling, Southsea
(Goldfinch).

BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS.
Bullfinches.-1, — Wi Isher, Chichester. 2, W. Walter, vhe, C. Knight.

he, O.Nicholson, Portsmomh.
Goi.DFi>CH,—1, W. Barnes, Portsea. 2, C. Knight, vhe, C. Knight; T.

Willsher; O. Nicholson, he, E. F. Marvin, Southsea; O. Nicholson.

Skylark. — 1, W, "Walter. 2, — Simmons, Portsea. he, — Barnes ; O.
Nicholson.

Siskin, Redpole, or Linnet.—1 and he, "W. Bamea. 2, T. Willsher.
Blackbird or Thrush.- 1, O. Nicholson. 2. B. Hill. vhe. D. Carver.

British Birds (Anv other variety).—1, J. T. Turner (Raven). 2, W. Boots
(Starhngi. v/jc, J. T. Turner (Buzzard); W. Boots (Magpie), /tc. Miss Barnes
(Cock Robin).
Group of British Birds in Onk Cage (Consisting of not less than eight

distinct varieties of Finches, Buntings, Warblers, ic.).—l, W. Bamea. 2, T.
"Willsher. 3, W. Walter, vhc. Rev. J. P. Bartlett ; Dr. W. Case, Fareham ; R.
E. Wade.
Foreign' Birds (Anv variety). — 1, — Nicholson (Lories). 2 and 4, "W.

"Walter (Love Birds and Australian). 3, — Barnes (Spice Birds), vhc, Sergt.

S. Burgess, Southsea (Love Birds); — Lewis (King Parrot); W. Walter (King
Parrot and Grasa Paraqueta); — Barnes (St. Hi.ieua Waxbills). he, Rev. J.

Bartlett (Pin-tailed Wydah); W. Walter (Piu-tailed Wydah and Madagascar
Finch); —Nicholson (Rosella and Cockatoo).
Selling Class.— 1,2, and c/k;, — Nicholson (Ring-necked Paraquets, Cardi-

nal, Avadavats, and Goldfinch). 8, Rev. J. P. Bartlett (Budgregars). he, W.
Walter (Paraquets and Spice Birds) ; — Nicholson (Budgregar and Goldfinch)..

e, W. Walter (Love Birds).

RABBITS.
Length of Ear.—1 and 2, F. Banks, Doughty Street, London. vhe,T. Buck-

land, Oxford; C. King, St. John's Wood.
Black-and-white, and Blite-and-White. — 1 and 2, F. Banks. vhe,~

Hume, he, F. Loveband, North Street, London, N.W.
Grky-and-White, and Yellow-and-White.-!, C. King. 2, F. Loveband..

vhc. C. Arthur, Melkshara,
Tortoiseshell.—1 and 2, F. Banks, vhc, C. King.
Self-colour.— 1, F. Banks. 2, F. Loveband. vhc, F. Banks; Smith and

Simmons, Portsea. he, — Ellis.

Foreign (Any variety).—1, — Arthur (Angora). 2, G. P. & R.Hackett. Haver-
atock Hill, vhe, Mrs. R. Coward. Duhvich (White Angora) ; R. C. Coward, Dul-
wieh (Himalaya); E. S. C. Gibson, he, A. J. Woodward (Silver-Grey); —
Ellis (Silver-Grey); —Anns (Chinchilla); —Arthur (Angora), c, Mrs. E.
Coward (White Angora); A. J. Woodward (Angora) ; E. S. C. Gibson (Silver-

Grey); G. P. & R. Hackett (Silver-Grey).
For Weight, the Heaviest Regardless of Breed.—1, J. N. Harrison^

Belper. 2, A J. Woodward.
Selling Class.—!, Smith & Simmons. 2. F. Banks, vhe, C. King (Black

Lop) ; Smith & Simmons ; Mrs. Dressing (Himalayan]. }ic, E. S. C. Gibson.

CATS.
Tortoiseshell. or Tortoisebhell-and-White.—1, H. Strofton, Streatham.

2, Mrs. Lamb. c. T. Twose. Portsea.
Tabbies.—1, Nichols Bros. 2, G. Ellis, Cornhill. he, £. Baxter, Dalston

Lane ; Dr. Case, e, — Lulham, Brighton.
Black.—1. A. Moody, Landport. 2, H. M. Maynard. he, E. Orme, Derby, c,

W Baker Portsea
Black-and-white. — 1, Mrs. 'Walter, Wmclicater. 2, W. Nottage, North-

ampton.
Long-haired.— 1, T. Wei^htman, Hat0eld. 2, W. T. Roberts, Landport. he.

T. G. Simpson (2); Mrs. Pocock; — Stowe. c, Miss Boville, Southsea; Mrs.
Cull. Ringwood.
Kittens.—1, T. Brice, Havant. 2, W. Walts, Fort Cumberland, Portsmouth.

c, Nichols Bros. ; B- Wertfjate, Gosport ; R. S. Samwaya, Southampton.
Ant other Variety.—Gokl Medal, Lady D. Nevill, Oangatein. 2, O. Nichol-

son. 3, Mrs. Chantrell, Rottinydean, Brighton.

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. J. Martin, Claines, Worcester; Mr. P,
H. Jones, London. Pigeons : Mr. J. Percivall, London. Cage
Birds ; Mr. A. W. Willmore, London. Babbits : Mr. Phelps.
Cats : Mr. P. H. Jones, London.

PRESTON POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
On the 7th and 8th this Show was held in the area of the

Corn Exchange, Preston, and, so far as the number of entries-

and the quality of the birds exhibited are concerned, maj be
considered to have been eminently successful. It is some twelve
years since an exhibition of a similar description was held in
the town, but it is intended, we understand, to establish the
Show as an annual institution. A better place than the area of

the Corn Exchange for such an Exhibition could not be obtained

;

it is well lighted. The Show was well arranged, and the im-
proved zinc pens being used, every visitor was enabled without
inconvenience to observe the exhibits. The poultry, comprising
the major part of the Exhibition, were accommodated on tables

in the area, there being three double rows of pens, reaching the
length of the building, and one single row at the bottom or west
end. The Pigeons were placed in single rows in the balconies.

The Dorkings were anything but good, but the S2)anisJi and
Cochins of both varieties were fine birds, and so also were the
Brahmas, particularly the Darks. Tlie Game fowl were a good
show, and the Ham'hurglis were much admired, the Golden-
spangled carrj'ing off the palm in respect to quality. The
French fowls made a splendid display, especially the Creve-
Cceurs ; and in the class for Any other variety there was a

splendid array of birds, the Polands exhibited being particularly

good. The Bantams throughout were capital, and the first

and second (both Blacks) iu the class for Black or White Ban-
tams were really magnificent birds. There was an excellent

show of Ducks, more especially in the fancy class. Geese were
strongly represented in point of quality, but only the first and
second-prize winners among the Turkeys were worthy of notice.

In the Selling classes there were some good birds, but on the
whole these confined classes could not compare at aU favourably
with the open competitions, but this is only what might be
expected, consideriug the conditions provided that the prica
should not exceed 40s. with an entrance fee of 4s.

The show of Pigeons on the whole was an excellent one, all

the classes being well filled. The Dragoons were splendid,

many of the most noted breeders and fanciers in the kingdom
being represented. The Antwerps and Barbs were also superior
classes; but the French Owls were hardly up to the standard
usvally seen at shows of this extent. The English Owls, how-
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ever, were capital, and the same remark may be applied to
Turbits. The Nona were far better bii'ds than are generally
exhibited, and in very good condition. Jacobins were a fair

class, and among the Kantails were some splendid birds, includ-
ing the pair which carried off the cup at the Crystal Palace
Show. The Trumpeters were principally those of the recently-
imported variety, and, like the majority of these birds exhibited
in this country, they were much out of condition. The Judges
regretted very much that birds of such great beautj could not
be kept in better form, but their lack of condition is very pro-
bably owing solely to climatic influences. The Variety class
comprised some fine birds, particularly a paix of Magpies, which
were awarded premier honours.
Dorkings.—CoZoitrcd.—l and Cup, J. Walker, Rochdale. 2, J. Robinson,

GarBtanff. c, E. Fearon, Whitehaven, .d/ty t)(/ttT rarit/j/.—l, J. Robinson. 2,

L. Wren, Lowestoft.
Spanish.—1 and Cop. J. Lecmint:. Brouchton. 2, Furness & Sudall, Rawten-

stall. he, Pallister & Hawkins. Thirsk ; J. Leeming.
Cochins.- Ci/i7jttmoft aita Buff.~\ and Cup, W. A. Taylor. Manchester. 2,

W. A. Bumell. Southwell, he, T. Stretch, Ormtkirk; J. Robinson: W. A.
Taylor. Any other vaTiety.—l. T. Stretch. 2. W. A. Taylor, rhc, W. Whitworth,
jun., Manchester, /ic, W. A. Taylor; J. & T. Weeks, Bootle, Carnforth. c,J.
W'Jods. Brinscall.
Brahmas.—ZJaJ/c—1 and Cup, W. A. Taylor. 2 and vhc, T. F. Andsell. St.

Helens. hc,S A. Smith. Withinfrton. Manchester ; J. Lyon, St. Helens, c, D.
Moulson, Bradford. Li{iht.~l and 2. T. J. CotteriJl, Birm'ingliam.
GAmE.—Any age or colour.-Coc/c— 1, E. Aykroyd. Eccleshill. 2, — Mason,

Lancaster, lie, W. Ormerod. Todmorden; Barrow & Raulhoiell, Kendal.
Game.—B7acfc or Brown Reds.—l, T. Mason. 2, C. H. WoliT, Altrincham.

Ac, Miss Nelson, Hexham ; J. Hurrell, Sunderland. Any other variety.—i and
Cup, D. Gibson, Barrhead. 2, E. Aykroyd. /ic, Morris & Woods, AccrinRton

;

T. P. Lyon, Liverpool.
Hambubghs.— 6i/i'cr-i)C7icine(i.—1, J. Robinson. 2, Duke of Sutherland,

Trentham Hall, lie, H. Beldon, Bingley. GoUlen.-peneiUed.~l, H. Beidon. 2,

<5. & J. Duckworth, Church, he, W. Clayton, Keighiey.
. Hajibdbghs.—S(irer-.'(pnn{7?C(^—1, Ashton & Booth. MoUram. 2 and r?ic, J.
Fielding, Newchurch. he, Duke of Sutherland. Golden-spangled.—1, Cup. and
2, G. & J. Duckworth, vhe, W. A. Hyde, Ashton-under-Lyne ; N. Marlor. Denton ;

J. Bowness, Hewchurch. he, T. Dean, Keighiey ; J. Hall, Stacksteads ; H,
Beldon.
Hambcrghs.—B^acfc.-1, Rev. W. Sergeantson, Shrewsbury. 2, H. Beldon.

?iC. N. Marlor ; J. Fielding.
French Fowls.~1, R. «. Wood, Uttoxeter. 2, J. J. Maiden, vhc, J. Robinson.

he, Mrs. E. Wilkinson, Greenhey ; E. Harrison, Cottam ; Miss S. Hornby, St.
Michaels.
Ant other Variety.—1 and Cup, W. A. Taylor. 2. W. Harvev. Sheffield.

vhc, H. Beldon. he, T. Dean, c, J. S. Booth, Chesterfield ; W. A. Taylor; H.
Beldon.
Game Bantams.—Jnj/ fliic or colour.~Coek.~\ and Cup, Miss M. J. Nelson.

2, J. Eaton, Grantham, vhc, G. Hall. Kendal, he, W. F. Entwistle, Bradford.
Bantams.-(?flm<?.—ZJ/at-fc or Brown Bed.—l, Miss M. J. Nelson. 2, W. F.

Entwistle. rlic, G. Hall. Any other variety —1, J . Ea.ton. 2, G. Hall. vlic,G.
Hall; H. A. Clark, Aspatria. 7ic, W F. Entwistle. c, T. Barker. Buraley.
Bantams.—B'ncA: or IT/ufe.-l and Cup, W. H. Shackleton. Bradford. 2, W.

H. Robinson. Kei{?hley. vftc, H. Beldon. he, W. Moore, Keighiey; J. Walker.
<:, J. Earnshaw, Rotherham. Any other variety.—}, E. Waiton, Rawtenstall.
2, J. Walker. I'/tc. M. Leno, Dunstable, /ic, H.B. Smith, Bruughton; Kgv. W.
Sergeantson ; W. A. Taylor.
DccKS —Aylesbury —1 and 2, J. Walker, he, H. Frankland, Church. Rouen.

—1 and Cup. T. Wakefield, Newton-le-WUlows. 2, J. Walker, vhc. S.H.Stolt.
Preston, /ic, H. B. Smith; Rev. S.G.Perry, Ashton. Blaek East Indian—\,

Rev. W. Sergeantson. 2, J. J. Maiden he, G. S. Sainsbury, Devizes; J.J.
Maiden; Rev. W- Sergeantson. Any other variety.— 1 and 2, H. B. Smith.
vhc, J. Walker, he, W. Binns, Pudsey ; H. B. Smith ; M. Leno.
Gkese.—1, Cup, and 2, J. Walker, vhc. Rev. T. A. Peters. Alston College ;

H. Beldon. he, W. Penny, Cottam; Barrow & Rauthmell. c, L. Anyon,
Chorley.
Tdbkeys.—1, J. Walker. 2, F. E. Rawson, Halifax, he, J. Brookwell,

Wigan.
Seiling Class.—Z3ra'tma. Dorking, or Cochin.—Cock.— I, C. Sidgwick,

Keighiey. 2. E. Fearon. vhc, H. Beldon. he, J. Walker : Mrs. T. W. L. Hind,
Kendal; T. T. Parker, Chorlev; W. W. Rnttlidgc, Kendal ; G. .\nderton, Ac-
crinpton; W. A. Taylor; D. Moulson; J. F. Walton, Rawtenstall. Hens.—1,

Mrs. T. W. L. Hind. 2, J. Leeming. he, T. T. Parker ; T. W. Finch, Fulwood

;

W. Harvey, c, T. T. Parker ; C. Sidgwick ; W. W. Kultlidge.
Selling Class.—Any other variety.—Cock.—1, A. Bamford, Middleton. 2,

H. Beldon. /w:, J. Leeming. Bens.—l, Fumesa &. buddall. 2, Pallister and
Hawkins. ?ic,T. P. Lyon ; J. Leeming.
Selllng Class.-Duels.-1. T. Wakefield. 2, D. Gibson, he, H. Franiland.

PIGEONS.
Carriers —Cocfcs.—l, Cnp, and 2, E. Homer. Leeds, vhc, G. J. Taylor. Hud-

dersfield ; R. C. Stretch, Ormskirk. he, H. Yardley, Birmingham ; R. Fulton,
liondon. Hi7i5.—1, R. Fulton. 2, E. Horner. Tie, E. Horner ; R- Fulton.
PocTEBS.—Cocfc.—1, W. Harvey. 2. Mrs. Ladd, Calue, Wilts. hc,K Homer:

K. Folton. Hen.—l, E. Horaer. 2, W. Harvey, he, Mrs. Ladd ; Major J. H.
Cryer, Southport: E. Fulton.
Dragoons.—Ziliif or Silver.—I and 2, F. Graham, Birkenhead. hc,T. Charnley,

Blackburn; W. Hill. Haudforth. Any other variety—1 and Cup, F. Graham.
2, W. Hill. (ic. J. Thompson, Bingley ; F. Graham ; W. Hill.

Antwefps.—1. W. Gamon, Chester. 2, J. Gardner, Preston. /iC, W. B. Bull,
Newpoit Pagncll; W. Gamon; H. Yardley: J. Gardner.
Barbs.— 1 and Cup. F. Wild. 2, G. J. Taylor. )ic,F.Wilii; B. Homer; J.

Stanley. Blackburn : R. Fulton.
Tumblers.—^/mo?((f.—l. W. Harvey. 2. R. Fulton, he, J. Gardner: E.

Borner ; J. J. Stott. Preston. Any other variety.—1, J. Fielding. 2, H. Yai*dley.
«jftc, G. J. Taylor, he, E. Homer.
Owls.—Foreign.-1, F. Wild. 2, E. Homer. English.—I, W. Binns. 2, H.

Vernon. Liverpool.
TuBBiTS.—1 and Cnp, W. Croft, Kipley. 2, J. Gardner, he, S. Salter, Oxford

;

E. Fulton.
Nuns.—1, W. Croft. 2, E. Homer. Itr, W. Croft ; W. Harvey ; E. Homer.
Jacobins.—1, J. Thompson. 2. R. Fulton, he, G. J. Taylor : E. Homer.
Fantails.—1 and 2, Rev. W. Sergeantson. he, F. J. Loversidge, Newark ; E.

Horner; W.Hill.
TRnMPETEBs.—1 and Cnp, J. Lederer, Liverpool. 2, W. Harvey, he, R.

Fulton.
Any other Variett.—I. T. W.Ainsworth, Hophton. 2, J. Gardner, he, U^

yardley: W. Harvev; G.J.Taylor; E.Horner; W. Hill.

Selling Class.—Price 7io( to exceed 30s.—1 and 2. W. Hill, he, E. Homer.

Judges.—Poultry: Mr. Brierley, Middleton; Mr. R. Teebay,
Fulwood. Pigeoiis: Mr. F. Esquilant, Brixton.

—

(Preston

Guardian.)

Fajtenham Potn.TEY Show.—Tlic entries close on the 20th inst.,

and the Bchednle merits the attention of exhibitors. There

are thirty-six classes for poultry, two for Babbits, eleven for
Pigeons, and eleven for cage birds. Thirteen cups are offered
for competition.

ABEBDEEN POULTKY AND PIGEON SHOW.
It has been the custom of late when reporting on Pigeon and

poultry shows to begin with an account of the railway journey,
the probable collision on the way, a description of the town
where the show is held, and the dinner in the evening, and what
was said and done at the same ; but on this occasion, as our
report will be of unusual length, we will leave the granite city
and Union Street alone, and begin at once by saying that the
Show was held in the Volunteer Drill Hall, a building admirably
adapted for the purpose and lent gratuitously to the Club, an
example worthy of imitation in other towns. The poultry were
arranged close to the walls, and the Pigeons on four long tables

in the centre of the Hall, with ample space between.

The Pigeons numbered 409 pens, of which 207 were Pouters

;

and the verdict of the Judges—Mr. James Huie, of Glasgow, and
Mr. J. Hawley, of Girlington, near Bradford—regarding the latter

was that such a collection was never seen at any show before.

There is no doubt that this result was owing to the magnificent
birds of Mr. George XJre, of Dundee, who has not exhibited this

season before. This gentleman has succeeded in bringing the
Pouter almost to perfection, and his Blacks and Yellows are now
equal in every respect to the Blues and Reds, which have long
been best in shape and style. But we must proceed with our
detailed description of the most noticeable birds.

The Pouters commenced with No. 286 in the catalogue. Blue-
pied cocks, any age, were thirteen pens. No. 288 (T. Rule),

third prize, was a bird of good colour and marking, but rather
faulty about the legs, which were a trifle rough. No. 2S9 (J. E.
Spence), highly commended, had neither markiug, style, nor
crop to commend him, but was the longest Pouter in the Show,
being 21 inches long and over 7 inches in the leg. No. 290

(A. H. Stewart), first prize and cup for the best old cock, we
recognised as one of the young Blues at Glasgow a year ago,

where he was passed with a mere commendation. He is a grand
bird with a beautiful crop, fine style, and of the best colour, but
a little too wide in the pinion. There was no grumbling at the

decision of the Judges here, and the bird reflects credit on his

breeder, Mr. G. Ure. No. 294 (G. Ure), though unnoticed, was
in our opinion one of the best, and worthy of one of the prizes.

He has a fine bib, moon, stocking; legs, and style, but solid

vrings. No. 296 (G. Ure), second prize—there was not much to

choose between him and the last-mentioned, but we preferred

294. No. 297 (R. Fulton)—this was the bird bred and exhibited

by the late James Miller, of Glasgow, at the Glasgow Show a

year ago, when he was allowed to be the handsomest bird there,

but his chequered marks spoil his chance of a prize. We think

he has thickened a little, and he wanted the long toe-feathers

he had last year. With clean stocking limbs these feathers set

off a bird immensely, and fanciers should be careful when pack-

ing their Pouters not to confine them so as to injure their feet.

Black cocks, any age, were eight pens, and the colour of most
of them was perfection. The contrast between the Black and
White is so decided, that Pouters of this colour, when first-rate,

look, perhaps, better than any. No. 300 (R. W. Bryce), com-
mended, wanted bib, and was very foul below—a prevailing

fault in Blacks, though a good many of them that look so well

in their pens are in the habit of leaving their foul thig:h-feather3

in their lofts behind them. No. 301 (J. Grant), highly com-
mended, is past his best showing days, being heavy. He is of a

good colour and marking, but roughish in the legs. If we mis-

take not this bird was first at the late Glasgow Show, and his

position there was thought to be a mistake. No. 302 (G. Ure),

we thought, as we saw the bird on the last day of the Show,

that he was the best in the class. Of a glossy raven colour,

perfectly marked, and long in feather, with beautiful stocking

legs, he was the beau ideal of a Black Pouter, but he sat sulk-

ing by the side of the pen, and would not come out. Ho is

called the Black Prince, after a champion of former days, and
his owner may well be proud of him. No. 303 (R. Fulton), first

prize, was a bird of good colour and marking, and, when show-

ing on his block, a very taking bird, with an enormous crop

;

when off the block, however, he is rather of the level style, and

seems wanting behind ; he is rough-legged. No. 304 (G. Ure),

second prize, is a finely-coloured cock, and well marked. He is

rather wide-legged, but of a good shape, and stylish. In our

opinion, however, he is not to be compared with the unnoticed

Black Prince. No. 303 (J. White).—This bird sat sulking till the

last day of the Exhibition, and would not show. When he did

come out he proved himself a grand one. With a crop as big

and round as a fish globe, and perfect colour and markiug, he

looked a giant. He was bred by Mr. Ure, and was first in the

young class for Blacks at Glasgow last year. No. 306 (G. Ure),

third prize, was without doubt the best style of a Pouter among
I the lot. Of immense length of feather and leg, with good
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marking, thin girth, and large crop, hia faults were a rather
tluaky colour and roughish legs.

Eed cocks of any age contained ten pens. The Keds are in
want of attention. The right colour, as seen sometimes in
Jacobins, combined with something like perfection in other
points, is still a desideratum. A rich dark Eed with a metallic
lustre on the feathers is a most beautiful colour, but seldom
seen, and if fanciers do not beware may be lost entirely. There
are still a few of them in existence, though smp.U and imperfect
as Pouters, and by their assistance we hope the colour may be
restored. No. 3U7 (J. C. Lyell), a cock of very good colour,
within a shade or two of the right thing. Short in feather, but
long and shapely in leg, with fair marking ; he is a valuable
bird as Reds are at present. He was bred by Mr. Montgomery,
of Belfast, who took the medal for young Red cocks at Edin-
burgh two years ago with him. No. a08 (G. Wallace), com-
mended, a well-marked bird of good quality, but weak though
not bad in colour. No. 310 (G. Ure), third prize, a very stylish
bird, which might have been better placed but for a white side.
His colour was good as Reds go. No. 311 (R. Fulton), a bird of
colour, not far wrong, with a fine moon and bib, but no pinion.
No. 313 (A. Wright), second prize. We thought this one not
entitled to his position. He had little bib, gay sides, and was
only moderate in colour. No. 314 (R. Fulton), the only true-
colonred cock in the class but otherwise undesirable. No. 315
(J. White), first prize. No doubt the best as a Pouter in the
class, but decidedly bad in colour. He has a splendid bib and
crop, but rather gay sides. He took the second-prize at Glasgow
last month.
The old Yellow cocks were seven in number and commenced

with 317 (W. Ridley), third prize, a handsome well-shaped bird,
of very good colour but deficient in bib and pinion. No. 319
(G. Ure), second prize, was of good shape and fairly marked on
the crop, but without pinion. No. 323 (.1. Mitchell), first prize,
was a magnificent Pouter, but bad in colour and marking. He
won for crop, style, length, and perfectly-shaped and feathered
legs.

White cocks, any age, were eleven pens. No. 324 (.T. C. Lyell),
commended, was a good bird all over, but of small size. No. 325
fW. Ridley), second prize, a long bird both in feather and limb,
the latter well feathered, and a capital cropped bird. No. 329
(J. Grant), good also in all points, with a thin girth and well
entitled to his position of first prize. No. 330 (J. E. Spenoe),
third prize, wanted length of leg, and ouglit to have changed
places with No. 334, the highly commended bird of J. White.
The class for other coloured cooks of all ages brought out

thirteen, and amongst them were some birds of grand propor-
tions. They commenced with No. 335 (McGill Skinner), a grand
Mealy, not to be beaten for Pouter points by any bird in the
Show. No. 336 (J. Grant), a good Blue-chequer. No. 338 (G.
Ure), a silvery Mealy, splendid in crop, girth, and length, gained
the third prize, and we much preferred him to No. 345 (A. Frame),
the winner of second honours, a dark Blue-chequer of good pro-
portions, but deficient in marking, and with too heavily covered
limbs. We shall continue our remarks next week.
DoRHlMos.—Coofc.—1, A. Allan, Udnoy Castle. 9. A. Mathipoon, Stonehaven.

8, T. Pine. Bridge otDee. Heiu.—l and he, D. Gellatly, Meisle. 2. J Mitchell.
3, J. Clark, Fochabers, c, P. Campbell, Oldwbat, New Deer. Chicf:eng.—1-
Cur. snd 2, J. Clark. S. Mrs. Morrison, Coney Park Nurseries. StirliuR. he, J.
Hiichell. c, Mrs. D. Fonlyce, Brueklay Castle ; L. Stewart, Keitr. Whitehonse.
Spanish.— Cocfc.—1, J. Philip, Auchmutl. 2, K. Silver. AuchmuJl. 3. J. Dun,

can. Blackburn. Hens— 1 and Cup, A. Kedpath, Liberton. 2, J. Philip. 3, K.
PhiUp, Aucbmull. e, Mrs. W. Steven, Tmiff. Chickens—1, R. Sliver. 2.
Mrs. \V. Steven. 3, W. Matthew. AnchmuU.
Cocnis-CHiNi— Cocfc. -1 ti. il. Proctor, Durham. 2. J. MitcheU. 3. Miss E.

Brooks, F.reht of Glentanar. Hens.-l and Cup, G. U. Proctor. 2, W. M. p.
Paton, Broughty Ferry. 3, A. Burnett. Monirose. he. Miss E. Brooks.
Clntkcns.—l, o. H. Proctor. 2, Mrs. Armistead, Inchmartine. 3. A. Stephen.
Brjhmab —Cocfe—1 and Cup. J. Mitchell. 2, J. Powick, Aberdeen. 3, Oapt.

Hunter. Tillery. c. Dr. Wilson, OW Meldrum. He?is.—I. A. Dawson. 2, Capt.
Hunter. 3, — Summers. WbUehouse. Chickens. — 1, J. Powick. 2, Cant.
Hunter. 3, J. steivart. Hehntburuh.
UocnANs.-Coct.—Cup, J. T. Loversidge. Newark. HcTis.—l and 3, Mrs.

Blain, Aber-teen. 2, J. iilpar, Newark, chickens.—1, J. F. Lumsden, Auchry
House. 2. W. C. King. 3, Dr. Simpson. Forbes.
Hambdrohs.-GoM or Silter-peiieillcd.—l. J. BaiUie, Enthrieston. Aberdeen.

A J. Stevenson, Mrdrie. 3. W. Chalmers, HaUyburton. he, J. Connon. Wood-
side

; a. Caithness. Carnoustie; W. Duthie, Glenberrv; G. Laing, Persley,
WoodBide. c, G. Scorgie. Aberdeen. Hens.—1, R. Me'llis, Auchmull. 2. .'(.

Stevenson. 3, J. Innes, Bankhead. ^ic, J. Connon ; Mrs. Leslie, Aberdeen ; W.Hadden. Johnstone, Boyndlie ; A. Bowie. Carlogie. c, A. Maihieson.
Hambobghs.— Go/d or fiilvtr-S2>angied.—Cock.—^,3. Macandrew. Carnoustie.

2, J. Dutfua, New Pitsiigo. 3, A. Stiathdee. Bruehead, Stonehaven, vhe, Mrs.
Brown. Abercairney. he. A.. Coults, Bankhead, Auchmull; Mrs. D. Fordyce.
e, J. Taylor, Montrose ; A. Allan, Carnoustie. Bcns.—\ and Cup, P. Campbell.
2, J. Duffus. S. J. Macandrew, jun. he, A. Strathdee, c. Mrs. D. Fordyce.

T 'i^^^— Cock.— I and Cup, T. Mitchell. Perth. 2, A.Dawson. Forres. 3. Miss
J. M. i rew. Kirkcaldy. Itc, Mrs. R. Stewart, Blairadam. c. A. Forsyth. Bank-
0680. t'octere(.—l.T. Mason, Lancaster. 2, A. Stephen. 3. J. Mac'kay. Bin
or PuUet.-l, S. Wilson. Burnieboozle. 2. Miss B. Frew, Kirkcaldy. S, T.
Mitchell he, A. Burnett.
Ceoss-bekd Fowls.—Hens.—3, Mrs. D. Fordyce.

« ,a"<1?° Class.—1, W. Snowie, Monymusk. 2. W. Webster, Lower Middle-
tyO; .Woodside. 3, Mrs. D. Fordvcc. he, R. Mellis: Mrs. D. Fordyce; J.
JMackie. Woodside. e, A. Wilson. Whitehonse ; Mrs. W. Steven ; T. Skinner.Game Bantamb.-Coc*:.-1. .T. Grieve. 2, Mrs. R. C. Frew, Kirkcaldy, 3, J.
"''"'eU. Clongh Dene, he, J. Donald, Bridge of Alford. e, .1. Robeitson, Wood-
side. ifenorPuliet—l, Miss R. Frew. 2, J. Mackay. 8, J. Grieve.
Bantams. -Any other vuriety.—l and Cup, Mrs. R. Frew. 2, J. Taylor. 3, J.

Dallas, Montrose.
DccKs—1. A. Skinner. 2, J. F. Lumsden. 3, J. Davidson, Craigiebnckler.

Ac, A. Burnett ; A. Bowie.
TCBKEYS.—f ftc, G. Bruce.

PIGEONS.
Povrme.—Blwe-pied.—Coeks.-Cni, and I, A. H. Stewart, Birmingham. 3, G.

nre. Broughty Ferry. 3, T. Rule, Durham, he, J. G. R. Snenoe. c, R. Fulton.
J. ew Cross, London.
l'ovTt:Ka.-Blin:k pied —Cocks,—1, R. Fulton. 2 and 3, G. Ure. he, J. Grant,

Edinburgh, c, K. W. Brvce.
PouTEKS.—fled-ijied.-C'ocJm.-I, J. Whyte, Aberdeen. 2 and he, A. Wright

Leith. s, G. Ure. c, G. Wallace. Bnrnbank, Glasgow.
Pouters.— ycHoic-jjierf.—Cocks.—1, J. Mitchell. 2 and he, G. Ure. 8, W.Ridley, c. T. Kule.

, <. o, .,

.

PouTEEs.- It7ii(c.-Cocfc».-l, J. Grant. 2, W. Ridley. 8, J. G. Spence. he,
J. White, c, J. c. Lyell, Monifeilh.
PoBTEES.—^712/ other colour or marking.— Coeks.—\, M'Gill Skinner, F.din-

burgh. 2, A. t ramc, LarkhaU. 3, G. Ure. /ic, J. Mitchell, c, J. S. 4 A. Robb,
Gabberston, Alloa.
PocTEBs —£(iip-i)icd.—rounp Coeks.—\, J. C. LyeU. 2, 8, and c, G. Ure. he,

R. I'ulton.
.- , . , *

yiKTE.KB.—Black-pied.~Young Cocto.—Cnp and 1, G. Ure. 2, G. Schaschke,
Aberdeen. 3. J. Grant, he, D. Stewart, Perth, c, J. Mitchell.
PoDTERS.—Bcrf.pifrf.—round Cocfc«.—l, A. Wright. 2, W. Ruthcrtord. 8, A;

Frame. Jic, R. Fulton, c, J. Grant.
Pouters.- JVWoic.j)ii.ci._yoMnff Coeks.—\, i, and 3, G. Ure. he, G. Hobinsnn,

Sunderland, c, J. Grant.
PoDTERs.— Il'/i/fc- FouH!) Cocks.-l, M'Gill Skinner. 2, J. White. 8. K.

Pulton. Ac, W. Hendry, Aberdeen, c. F. M'Crae. Aberdeen.
PocTEHs.—BIue-i«f£-ifcns.-l and he. G. Ure. 2, R. Fulton. 8, A. H.

Stewart, c, J. C. Lyell.
Pouters.—B(a<-*:-j);ed.-Hfn«.—l, 3, and /tc, G. Ure. 2, T. Rule, c, F. M'Cras.
POUTERS.-i!erf.j;ip(i.—Hfji.!—Cup and 1, W. Ridley. 2, J. M. D. Brown.

Edinburgh. 3, A. Frame, lie, J. C. Lyell. e. R. Fulton.
Pouters.— I'eiiow-iJifi.-acns.-l, R. Fulton. 2 and e, G. Ure. 8, A. H.

Stewart, he, J. White.
PocTER8.-IF(u(«—ffcM.—l, W.Ridley. 2 and ftc, R. Fulton. 3, W. StUes,

Kettering, e, G. Wallace.
PouTEKs.-^nj/ o(/itr colour or marking.—Bens.—\, J. Mitchell, 2, J. E.

Spence. S, G. Ure. (ic, W. Hendry, c, J. c. Lvell.
Pouters. Bluc-pied.—Young Bens.—l, G. Wallace. 2, G. Ure. 8, M'Gill

Skinner, he, A. H. Stewart, c, W. Rutherford, Edinburgh.
PoviEm.-Blackpied.—Young Ecns.—l, 2. and 3, G. Ure. he, G. Schaschke.

e, R. tulton.
PyvTKHB.-ned-pied.-Young Bens.-I.J. S. &H. Robb. 2, J. C. LyeU. 3, K.

Fulton, lie, A. Wright, c, G. Ure.
VoVTBXs.— Yellow-pied.—Young Bens.—Cap, 1, and 2. G. Ure. 3, Capt. W. C.

Thomson, Broughty Ferrv. /ic, J. Grant, c. J. M. D.Brown.
PooTEa8.— R7ii(«.— iounjHens.—land3,J. Grant. 2, G. Schaschke. /ic.W.

Stiles, c, M'Gill Skinner.
Carmers.-CocAs.-i, E. C. Stretch, Ormskirk. 2, R.Fulton. 3. J. B. Spence.

/ic,W. Ridley, c, D. Laurie, flciiji.—Cup and l.W. Ridley. 2 ana 3. R. Fulton.
c, J. M. D. Brown. Young.—1 and 2, E. Fulton. 3, G. Schaschke. he, U.
Laune. e, J. E. Spence.
Tnust.i.Ba.—short-faced.—Can, 1. and he, R. Fulton. 2 and 3, T. Rule, e,

W. Brydone, Dnnse. Common Flyinrj, not >thart faced.—\ and c, W. B. Mapple-
beck, Moseiey. 2, A. Anderson. 3. A. H. Imric. he, F. M'Crae.
Bards.-I, R. Fulton. 2, G.Wallace. 3, W. Brydone. ftc, J. E. Spence. c,

R. W. Bryce. Edinburgh.
FANTAiLS-Cupandl, Capt. W.C.Thomson. 2 and 3, G. Ure. Jic.A. Smith,

c, J. F. Loversidge.
Jacobins.-Iaud3, T. Rule. 2, B. Fulton, ftc, W. & R. Davidson, Montrose.

f, D. Stewart.
Trusipeters.-I and he, T. Rule. 2, B. Fulton. 8, J. Lederer, Bootle. c, T.

L. Johnstone, Montrose.
Q-Kix.-Engtish.-I and he, E. Lee. Nantwich. 2, R. W. Bryce. S, W. J.

Steven, c, T. L.Johnstone. Forci^/i.-l, R. Fulton. 2and /ic, T. Rule. 3, W.
Brydone. c, R. W. Bryce.
Tdebitb.—1, A. Anderson. 2 and hc,R. Si 3. Anderson, Newcastle. 3, R.

Fulton, c, G. Tough, Aberdeen.
N uNs.—1 and 2, &. H. Imrie, Ayr. 3, T. L. Johnstone, /ic and c, W. Symon,

Dufftown.
Dragoons.—1 and 2, W. Gamon, Chester. 3, R. Fulton, he, E. C. Stretch.

c, K. W. Bryce.
Axtwebps.—S/iori-/(iccd.—1 and he, W. Gamon. c. D. Laurie.
Any other Variety.—1, G. Wallace. 2, A. Anderson, Trinity, Edinburgh*

3, K. Fulton, he. Miss R. C. Frew, c, J. Cowe, Aberdeen.
Selling Class.-I. T. Kule. '2, W. Hendry (Pouter). 3, R. J. Anderson, he,

W. J. Steven, Montrose, c, A. Frame.

Judges.—PoiJir?/ ; Mr. D. Brown, Perth ; Mr. J. Anderson,
Blairgowrie ; Mr. J. M. Campbell, Bonnykelly. Pigeons : Mr.
J. Huie, Glasgow; Mr. J. Hawley, Girlington, Bradford.

KIEKCALDY POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 5th and 6th inst., in the Com Exchange.

There were 435 entries of poultry and Pigeons, and upwards of
120 of Cage Birds. The following are the awards :

—

Game (Black Red).—Cocfc.—1. J. Mason, Pt, John's, Worcester. 2 and 3. D.
Harley. Edinburgh, he, K. btewart, Kelty, Blairadam ; Toah & Boath. Forfar ;

J. Wishart, Links, Kirkcaldy. 7ic,f,— 1. Local Cup, and 3, J. Wishart. 2. J.
Fisher. Links, Kiikcaldy. /ic, D. Harley: J. Mason ; C. Jamieson, 1? orfar; J.
Wishart.
Game (Brown Red).— Cocfc.—1, D. Harley. 2. Master D. Laing. Kirkcaldy. 3,

H. W. Hutchison, Braehead, Kirkcaldy, he, W. Webster, Denburn, Kirkcaldy ;
R, Stewart; J. Graham, Kirhcaldy. Ben.— I, D. Harley. 2 and c, J. Stark,
Morpeth. 3, J. & A. Blau-, Blaimgonc. Dollar, he, T. W. Mitchell, Perth ; C.
Jnmieson.
Game (Any other colour).—Cocfc.—1 and Local Cup, Master A. Frew, St. Clair-

town, Kirkcaldy. 2, J. Tennant, Newtown. Kirkcaldy. 3, D. Simpson, Sandy-
loan, Kirkcaldy. hc,R. Stewart; D. Hailey ; J. Mason, ifcn.—1, R. Stewart,
2. 1(. Stark. 3. D. Harley. /ic, J. Mason; J. Penman, Dysart. c, J. Danskin,,
Newtown, Kirkcaldy.
Dorkings (silver).— Corfc.-l, T. Raines, Bridge Hangh. Stirling. 2. J. Turn-

bull, Falk-ii-k. 3, D. Annan, Cupar, flens.-l and 3, T. Raines. 2, J. Tornbull.
he. 1). Annan.
DoRKl.NGS (Dark).-Cocfc.—landS.T. Raines. 2. R.Lockhart, Inchrye Abbey,

Newburgh. /ic, J. Turnbull. Hcn«.—1. G. S. Eobb, Leslie. 2. D. Draper, jun.,
Falkirk. 3, Mrs. M'Arthur Moir, jun., Hillloot, Dollar. Ac, T. Raines (2); A.
Haggart, Leslie.
cocHiN'-CHiNi.-Cocfc.— 1, Mrs. M'Arthur Moir. jun. 2, J. Hine, Kendal. 3, J.

Wyse. Falkirk, c, Mrs. M'Arthur Moir. jun. ; J. Wyse. Bens.—l and 2, Mrs.
M'Arthur Moir, jun. 3 and he, Mrs. Oswald, Dunnikier, Kirkcaldy, c, D. Pen-
man, D\sart.
Brahma Pootra.— Cocfc.—Cup, 1. and 8, T. Raines. 2, Mrs. M'Arthur Moir,

jun. he, Lieut.-Col. C. Rice, Edenwood, Cupar ; J. Smart, Carnonstie ; J. Seton,
Kiikcaldy. Hens.— 1 and c, T. Raines. 2, Miss Morison. Kirkcaldy. 3, Lieut.-

Col. C. Rice, he, Mrs- M'Arthur Moir. jun. ; J. Seton : Miss Morison.
Spanish.—Cocfc.—1, R. Somervil'e, Edinburgh. 2, W. Bonthron, Airdrie. 8,

.T. Sniait. he, W. Bughson. Kirkcaldy ; A. Ridpath. Pefiermill, Edinburgh, c,

W. Hufhson. Bens.—l and 3, R. Somerville. 2, A. Ridpath. he, W. Bonthron.
e, J. Hunter, Alva.
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Hambdbghs (Pencilled).—Cocfc.—l, Miss Pratt. 2, A. Pratt. Kirkcaldy. 3. R.
Dickson, Selkirk, he, W. R. Park. Abbotsmeadow. Melrose ; J. Meldrum, Dun-
fermline : A. Hannan. Baldri-lgeburn, Daufermline. Hens.—l.J- M. Harvey,
Ediuburyh. 2, Enrl (.f RosBlyn, Dyaart. 3, R. Cameron, St. Clairtown, Kirk-

caldy, he, W. R. Park.
Hamburghs (Spangled)— Cocfr.—l.W. R.Park. 2, A. Edward, Dundee. 3, F.

A. Smart, Kirkcaldy. Bens.~-l,J. M. Campbell, Bonny Kelly, New Blyth. 2,

Mra. Brown, Abercaimey. 3, A. Edward, c, W. R. Park.
Ducks.~1, Mrs. Dickie, Alva. 2, Mrs. M'Arthur Moir, jun. S, Lieut.-Col. C.

Rice, c, W. Herd. Pathhead, Kirtcaldy.
Any other Variety (except Bantams).—1. W. R. Park. 2. D. Waldie, Hay-

market, Edinburgh. 8, J. Stark, he, D. Waldie ; A. "Wylie. Johnstone. Paisley

;

J. M. Harvey ; D. Ros3, Kirkcaldy, c, D. Draper, jun. ; R. Taylor, Stenhouae-
muir, Larbert.
Bantams (Game, Reds).—Cocfe.—1, Master D. Laing. 2 and 3. J. Seton. he,

W. Robertson, Brucefield, Dunfermline; T. young, Belside, Morpeth: J. R.
Kilgonr. Crossgates ; W. Atkinson, Kendal, c, Miss R. Frew, St. Clairtown,
Kirkcaldy ; W. Robertson. Hens.~l and 2, J. Seton. 3, G. K. Scobie, Dunfenn-
line. vkc, J. Young, Links, Kirkcaldy, he, W. Fisher, Cherryfield, Dundee ;

Mrs. R. Frew.
Bantams (Game, any other colour) —Cocfc.—l and 2, J. Seton. 3, Miss J, M.

Frew, St. Clairtown, Kirkcaldy, he, J. Seton ; A. Hutchison, Kirkcaldy. Hciis.

—1 and 2, J. Seton. 3, Master A. Frew.
Bantams (Any other variety).—!, Miss R. Frew. 2, J. Rutherford, Nochnarie,

Auchtermnchty. 3, K. H. Ashton, Mottram.
Selling Classes.—CocA-.—1. W. Linton, Selkirk (CrC've-Cceur). 2. Lient.-Cnl.

C. Rice (Brahma). 3, D. Annan (Dorking), he, Lieut -Col. C. Kice (Brahmai

;

J. M'GilU Elie (Spanish): Mrs. Oswald iCochin); A. Ridpatb (Spanish); R.
Somerville (Spanibh). Hr«s.—1, Lieut.-Col. C.Rice (Brahma). 2,MibsG. Mori-
sen (BrahmaJ. 3, Mra. Oswald, he, R. B. Heggie (Dorking).

PIGEONS.
Pouters CWhite).—Cocfc.—l, M'Gill Skinner. Edinburgh. 2. J. E. Spence,

Eroughty Ferry. 3, R. W. Bryce, Edinburgh. Hcn,—l,li. \V. Bryce. 2, M'Giil

Skinner. 3, J. M. D Brown, Edinburgh.
Pouters (Any other colour).— Cocfc.—l, J. M.D.Brown. 2, M'Gill Skmner.

3, J. E. Spence.
Carriers.- 1, J. E. Spence. 2. J. Lamont, jun.. Edinburgh. 3. J. M. D. Broi,vn.

Fantails.—1, J. E. Spence. 2, A. Pratt. 3, A. Crosbie, Abbotsmeadow, Mel-

TuMBLERS.—l, M'Gill Skinner. 2, J. E. Spence. 3, J. Day, Edinburgh. c,J.

M. D. Brown.
Nuns.-1, R. Laurie, Melrose. 2 and 3, T. L. Johnstone, Montrose.
Jacobins.-1. R. Raines, Bridge Haugh, Stirling. 2, T. Lockhart, Kirkcaldy.

3, A. M'Conochie, jun., Kirkcaldy.
TuRBiTs OE Owls.—1 and 3, R. Laurie. 2, A, Crosbie. c, T. L. Johnston.
AnyotherVabiety.-L J. E. Spence. 2, A. Crosbie. S.R.Raines.

CANARIES.
ScoTCHFANCY(Y€llow).—Cocfc.—Medal and l.R.Aird, Edinburgh. 2, B. Cur-

rens. Cowdenbeath. 3, W. Bonthron, Airdrie. 4. G. Spence, Dysart. 5, G.
Stewart. Cupar. EeJi.—l, D. Black, Netberton. Dunfermline. 2. A. Blaikie,

Edinburgh. 3, J. Tweedie, Blairadam. 4, J. Kerr, Watergate, Perth. 5, J.

Smith. Coatbridge. .^ t^, ,

Buff.—Cocfc.—l. J. Kerr. 2, J. Hogg, Oakley, Dunfermline. 3, D. Black. 4,

J. Tweedie. 5, J. Smith. H<:7i.—Medal and 1. D. Kilgonr, Crossgates. 2, G.

Greig, Edinburgh. 8, W. Bonthron. 4, W.Lawson, Kirkcaldy. 5, J. Henderson,
St. Clairtown. Kirkcaldy. , ,, , ^ .v_ n
Flecked (Yellow). -Cocfc-.—l, R. Chalmers, Kirkcaldy. 2. J. Kyle, Leath. 3.

J. Smith. 4, W. Hogg. Oaklev, Dunfermline. 5, H. M'Dougai, Edinburgh.
J/cn,—Medal and 1. R. Hunter, Kirkbrae, Galashiels. 2, H. M'Dougai. 3, G,

Snence. 4, J. Grieve. Leith. 5. R. Hunter.
Flecked (Buff).—Cocfc.—Medal and 1, B. Currena. 2. H. M'Dougai.

.
3, J.

Kerr. 4, M. Ramsay. Linka, Ivirkcaldy. 5. T. Currena. Cardenden. Hen.—},J.
Meiklejohn. Oakley, Dunfermline. 2, H.MDougal. 3, D. Kilgour. 4, A. Blaikie.

5, W. Lawaon. __ „ , ^ , . ,
Green.—Cocfc or Hen.—l, G. Spence. 2, R. Hunter. 3, H. MDougal. 4, J.

Hardie, Galashiels. 5. J. ForDes, St. Clairtown.
Foul-feathehed.—Cocfc or Hen.~1. P. Alexander, Raiih. Kirkcaldy. 2, J.

Meiklejohn. 3, M'Ewen Downie, Linka, Kirkcaldy. 4, J. Grieve, Leith. 5, J.

Goldfinch Mule (Yellow or Buff).-Cocfc.—1 and 2, W. Kiik, Dunfermline

3, 4, and 5, J. Robertson, Aberdeen.

Judges.—PouZ^ry ; Mr. R.Teebay, Preston. Pigeons: Mr. A.

Prame, Larkhall. Canaries : Mr. A. Buchanan, Glasgow ; Mr.

D. Johnston, Glasgow.

BELFAST AND NORTH OF IRELAND POULTRY
SHOW.

{From a Correspondent.)

The Belfast and North of Ireland Ornithological Society held

its first Exhibition in the Ulster Hall, Belfast, on the 8th, 9th,

and 10th inst., and considering the very short time which has

elapsed since its formation, the promoters have every reason to

he proud of its success. The list of entries—51G, the superior

quality of the different specimens, and the smooth regularity

with which all the proceedings were carried out, all prove that

the success of its first venture must be ascribed to the experience

of the officials and the confidence of exhibitors in their integrity.

Much difficulty was experienced in obtaining the services of

Judges, as many of the old stagers were eitlier too full of engage-

ments or afraid of the Channel passage. By the way, this is a

bugbear which is becoming beautifully less every year, as the

passage from any part of the sister kingdoms can now be quickly

and pleasantly made rid Stranraer, and exhibitors need have no
apprehension when sending their birds by this route, as the

carrying officials have shown themselves ready to afford every

facility in their power to insure the safe transmission of all

feathered stock committed to their care. To return, however,

to the Judges. Their awards in every department gave general

satisfaction, and the proverbial " dissatisfied exhibitor "—whose
mutterings are sometimes deep but not always low—was nowhere

to be seen. This must be gratifying to the Judges, as from our

observation we are certain that if any error had been made it

•would have been from accident and not want of care.

We have not space to analyse the different classes, but will

mention a few which attracted our particular attention. Dork-

ings, with the exception of the cup birds—which were fair

—

were far from good. Cochins, it not numerous were remarkably
good, and the same may be said of Dark and Light .Bra/t mas;
the former, which appear to rise in favour at every exhibition,
were a very good class, the cup pen, which were in splendid
condition, being hard pressed by the second and third-prize
winners. In this class we noticed some young birds which we
expect, when more fully developed, will stand prominent at
future exhibitions. Spanish and French breeds were good;
Hamhurghs fair; Game, small in number but of first-rate

quality. The cup pen of Game Bantams were perfect gems,
the cock being considered as near perfection aa possible. The
Selling classes had large entries of good birds, and sales were
numerous. Ducks were a splendid show, and well deserved a
cup ; we preferred the second-prize Aylesburies to the first.

Geese and Turkeys were also good.
Figeons—we pause here, any remarks of ours would be super-

fluous after stating that the *' Champion Dun " was there, and
though pronounced a very aristocratic bird, he had no reason to
be ashamed of tbe company that surrounded him, as they were
throughout in splendid form and condition.
Cage Birds, though not numerous, were of good quality.

Dorkings.- Coiourfrf.-1 and Cup, W. G. Mulligan, Sprinpfield, Belfast. 2,

J. O. Cooper, Limerick. SHver-Grev or White.— I, Miss Fairhurst, Ormskirk,
2, R. P. "SVaUams, Glasalinn, Clontarf. 3, A. M'Leltan, Barrhead.
Cocnii^s.—Cinnamon or Buff.—\ and Cup. L Stonie, Dubjin. 2. W. G. Mulli-

gan. 3, F. Robertson, Cliftonville. Any other variety.— I, J. K. Milner, Cher-
buiy, Blackrock. 2. L. Clark, Mancbeater. 3, R. A. MacDonald, Ballyamett.
c, BlrB. J. Firth, New Barnaley, Belfast.
Brahhas.—Dflrfc.— 1 and Cup. L. Clark. 2, 3. and he,.l. Stuart, St. Helens-

burgh, c, H. J. M'Bride, Gilford ; J. Stuart. Light.~l, J. Forrest, Millamore,
MilUown. 2. E. T. Herdmau, Strabane. 3, R. Fulton, Brockley Road, New
Cross, London.
Spanish.—1 and Cup, J. A. Smyth, jun., Londonderry. 2 and S, W. G. Mulli-

gan, he, J. C. Cooper.
Fbench.-1, Cup, 2, and 3, J. C. Cooper (Creve-Ccenr, La Fleche.andHoudans).

he, J. H. MacBride (Creve-Cceur); T. Mallinson, Geabhill. King's County; A.
M'Lellan, Barrhead (Creve-Cceurj. c, J. Hupenden, Chichester Park, BelJfaat

(Houdans).
Hambcbghs.— Go/(i or Sih'er-spanfiled.-l and Cup. A. Robertson. 2, W. J.

Davison, Belmont. 3, L. btonie. Gold ur 8ilver-pencilUd.—l, W. G. Mulligan.
2, R. A. Macdonald.
Polish.—1, J. K. Milner.
Game.—B/acfc and other Heds.—l and Cup, J. C. Cooper. 2, C. E. M'CJintock,

Glendaragh, Crumlin. Any other varieti/.—l,3. C.Cooper. 2, J. MacCormac,
Belfast.
Bamtaus.-Gam?.-1. Cup, and 3, G. Hall, Kendal. 2, G. A. Perrin. ChantiUy,

Lougblinstown. Any other variety.—hU. H. Ashton, Mottram. 2, J.MacUormac.
3, T. M. Billiard, Clontarf. c. A. Robertson.
Anyother Variety. —1, J. M. Wilson, Kilmarnock (Black Hamburghs). 2, J.

C. Cooper. 3, G. Anderton (White Sultans).

DrcKS.—J^oiifH.— 1 and 2, W. G.Mnlligau. 3. A. Robertson. c,R. P. Williams ;

E.T. Herdman ; Mrs.Taaffe.Foxborough, Tulak. Aylesbury. -l, A. Robertson.
2, A. M'Lellan. 3. R. P. Williams. Any other variety.—I and 2. R. P. Williams.

3, A. Robertson, Kilmarnock, c, R. A. MacDonald (Hj ; Mrs. Brenan, Pomeroy,
County Tyrone.
Geese.- ffrci/ or Mottled.~l, J. C. Cooper. 2, R. P. Williams. 8, W. G.

Mulligan. White — I. J. C Cooper.
Turkeys.—1, J. C. Cooper. 2, F. Watson, jun., Lurgan. Sandc, Miss L.King,

Geasbill, King's County.
Selling Classes.-Cocfc.—1, A. Robertson (Spanish). 2, J. Stuart (Dark

Brahmai. 3, E. T. Herdman (Coloured Dorkings), he, C. E. MTlintock (Game);
R. P. Williams (Dorking), c, J. Stuart (Dark Brahma); E. T. Herdman; J.

MacCormac (Sebright Bantam); Mrs. Taaffe (Cochin). Heris or Pullets.~l, B.,

P.Williams (Dorkings). 2. J. MacCormac (Brahmas). S.Mra.Taafff (Cochins).

he, H. J. M'Bride (Creve-Cffiurs) ; Mrs. Taaffe (Dorkings), c, J. Stuart (Brahmas)

;

Mrs. J. Firth (Brahmas); E. T. Herdman (Houdans); A. Field, Blackrock
(Brahnias).

PIGEONS.
PovTEBB.—Bliie or Black-pied —Coek.—\, Cup, &nd hc.G. Wallace, Rumbank,

Glasgow. 2 and 3, J. Huie, Glasgow, vhc, R. Fulton. Hen.~l, R. Fulton. 2,

G.Wallace. 3, J. Huie.
Pouters.—Bed or Yellow-pied.—Coek —I and 2, J. Hoie. 3, R. Fulton. Hen,

—1 and Cup, R. Fulton. 2. G. Wallace. 3, J. Huie.

PouTEB3.— H'/ii(e.—Cocfc.—1. R. Fulton. 2. G. Wallace. 3. T. J. M'Quiston,
iun., Belfast. Hen.—l and 2, W. A. P. Montgomery, Belfast. 3. R. Fulton.

Carbieks —Biacfc-.-Cocfc.—I and 2, J. Montgomery, Belfast. 3, R. Folton.

Hen.—l and 3, J. Montgomery. 2, R. Fulton, c, J. T. Purdon, Belfast.

Carriers.—X'uH.-'-Cocfc.— I, Cup, and 8. J. Montgomery. 2, R. Falton. Hen.
1, Cup, 3, and he, J. Montgomery. 2, R. Fulton.
TijyiBLKRS—Short-faced Almond.—Cock.—1 and 8, R. Fulton, 2 and he, M.

Stuart, Glasgow. Hen.—l, M. Stuart. 2 and 3, R. Fulton.

TvytBLF.RB.—Short- faced, any other eolour.—Coek.—\ and 2,M. Stuart. 8 and
e, E. A. Scale, Kilgob'bin. he, R. Fulton. Hen.—l, Cup, and 2, M. Stuart. 3, R.

Fulton, he. E. A. 8eale. ^
Barbs.— Cocfc.— 1, R. Fulton. 2,3. vhc, ftc.and e, W. A. P. Montgomery. Hen.

—Cop, 1,2.8, and I'/ic. W. A. P. Montgomery, he, W. A. P. Montgomery; R.

Fulton, e. J. T. Purdon ; W. A. P. Montgomery.
TRUMPETER8.—B/acfc.—Cocfc Or Hen.— I. R. Fulton. 2 and 3, J. Frame, Comber,

Co. Down. Any other colour.— Coek or Hen —2, R. Fulton.

Jacorins.-Cocfc or Hen.—Cup, 1, and 2, J. Frame. 3, R. Fulton, he, E, A.

Scale (2).

FantaIls.—Cocfc or Hen.—l and 3, E. A. Sealc. 2, J. Waters, Belfast.

TuRBiTS.— Cocfc or fifn.—Cup, 1, and 2. E. A. Scale. 3. K. Falton.

Owls.—Cocfc or Hen.—l, R. Fulton. 2. H. Purdon. 3, R. Stitt, Belfast. ftC, H.
Purdon ; R. Stitt; C. F. Staunton, Sandymount. Dublin.

jSL-aa.— Cock or Hen.—i, E. A. Seale. 2, J. L. Jamieson, Belfast. S, A. H.

Tumblers.—Co7n nio;i,nicI»rfi«j? Beards aHdBnIiK—l.M'-dal. and 3, J. Frame.
2 and Equal. F. Robertson, he, K. Stitt. c, R. Stitt ; T. Read, Belfast (2); R.

Fulton; A. H. Imrie. ., „ , „ ,, « . tt
ANY OTHER Variety.-Cocfc or Hen.—l,G. Wallace. 2, R. Fulton. 3, A. H.

Imrio. he, E. A. Scale : J. K. Milner. c, '£. J. Andrews, Comber, Co. Down.
SELLING Class.—Cocfcor Hen.—l and '2, W. A. P. Montgomery (Trumpetere).

3, J. Frame (Jacobin), he, E. A. Scale (Almond) ; J. K. Milner. e, J. T. Purdon
(Dun Carrier); J. Frame (Barb and Jacobin).

Selling Class.—Pdir.—l and 2, W. A. P. Montgomery (Barbs and Trum-
nelers). 8, J. M'Calpm, Belfast I Jacobins), he. E. A. scale | Barbs) ; _W. A. P.

iviontgnmerv (Barba'anJ Trumpeters); T. Read (Fantails). c, G. F. Richard-

son. Lisburii (Barbs) ; J. Frame (Jacobins); W. A. P. Monigomery (Barbs) ; J.

K. Milner ; A. Corscaden, Belfast ( Barbs ).

CAGE BIRDS.
Norwich.—.4»y variety.—Cock or Hen.—l, 2, and 3, Misses E. &J. Baxter,

Newcastle-on-Tyne.
, ^ ,,,,,. -r^L-i. .i « t

Belgian.— Tfiilow.— Cocfc.—1, W. Gault, Monkatown, Whiteabbey. 2, J.
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M'Connell, Belfast. 3, J. M'Calpin, Belfast, lie, J. M'Keown. c, J. li W.
SlMii).
BEHii.vN.—CdiT or VarUgaled.—Cock.—\, J. M'Nab, Belfast. 2. W. Gaw.

3, J. M'KeowD. c, W. Gault ; J. M'Calpin ; J. Bruwn. ZfcH^.—1 and 3, J. & W.
Stitt. 2. W. r.ault.

Scotch.— I'eltoii'.—Corfc.—l.'W. Gault. 2. J. M'Connell. S. T. Fox, Belfast,
tide. J. & W. Stilt; J. Gordon, Belfast, he, 3. M'Dowell. Belfast ; J. M'Nab; T.
Fox; J.& W. Stitt(2). Hen.—Cup. I,and2, S. Croll,BelfaBt. 3ana he, J.M'Nab.
c, J. & W. Stitt : J. Brown, Belfast : T. Fox.
Scotch.—ijMiTor P'anV^ntc*/.— Cocfr.—1 and vhc.t. Fox. 2, J. Cousins, Bel-

fast. 3, S. Croll. /ic, J. arConnell; J. M'Keown ; J. Young, Belfa&t. Ufii.—l
and '2, J. 4 W. StUt, 3, S. Croll. c, J. M'Connell ; T. Fox.
Any other Vahiety.- 1 and 2, Misses E. i J. Baxter. !{, J. & W. Stitt.

Mdleb.—1, 2, and 8, Misses E. & J. Baxter, vhc, W. J. Mulligan.
Pabbots.- Grcfn or Grt'y. — }, Mrs. J. M. Wilson, Kilmarnock. 2, J. L.

Maraball, Knock, Belfast. 3, J. Frame.
Macaw ob Cockatoo.—1, J. W. Crawford, Belfast. 2, Mrs. J. ^f. Wilson.
British Song Bibh.-I, Misses E. &J. Baxter ILinnetl. 2, J. Frame (Gold-

flncb). 3, J. Barlow.
Selling Class.— 1, J. M'Nab (Yellow Variegated). 2 and 3, J. i W. Stitt

(Yellow Scotch and Variegated).

Judges.—Foultr;/ : Mr. M. Leno. Pigeons : Mr. P. H. Jones.
Cage Birds : Mr. W. A. Blakston.

NENTHEAD POULTRY SHOW.
This Show, held on the 8th, was a great success, for when it

is considered that it is five miles from a railway station across
a bleak country, it must be confessed that the Committee had
no easy task before them ; but when we arrived (half starved)
we could not understand why everybody and everything seemed
to be e)t/i'(e. " It's pay week " says one; but that cannot ac-
count for it. At last we find out that there is only one pay
week in the year, and that yesterday the lead company paid
£5000 over the pay-table, and that this is the holiday week for

the whole year. tVe found that the company had, at an expense
of j£3000, built a splendid school for the miners' children, and in
this beautiful building the poultry Show was held, and truly
there was, for such an out-of-the-way place, a grand collection
got together.
First came Game with a really good Black Red first. In

Hamhurghs the first-prize pen were large, good Gold-spangles,
honestly shown with a few white feathers. Singular to say,
there was not a single entry of Dorkings, the climate being said
to be too cold for them. The adult Spanish, were a very good
pen—large face, and good upright comb. The first-prize pen of
Brahmas contained the best bird in the Show—a large, deep,
short-legged, well-pencilled hen. In the class for a pair of hens
the first prize went to a pair of Moudaiis, such as are rarely seen
at our large shows. In t)ucks a very large pen of Aylesbury were
first, Rouens second. Of Babbits there were only two pens, and
these very poor. Pigeons the same; White Pouters first, Blues
second.

[We hear from the Judge that this Show was to have been
advertised in our columns, but the clerk, by mistake, sent the
advertisement to another paper.]

GxN-eL.—Black-hreasted and other Beds.—l and c, T. Brown, Bonis Hall-
2, J. Stephenson. )if, W. Walton, Cocklake. Chickenn.—l, y/.WMoa. 2,

J. Stephenson, Dykeheads. vhc, T. Brown, he, J. "Walton, Alston, c, T.
Brown ; J. Stephenson.
OtME.—Ari!/ otiur variety.—1. T. Brown. 2, W. Walton. Chickens.—1,

W. Walton. 2, W. Potts, Allendale Town.
BAMBvnaBS.—Oolden-spangled.—l, Rev. H. Robinson, Nenthcad. 2, J.

Bichardson. Chickens.—I, J. Marshall, Kirkoswald. 2 and c, J. Dowsou,
Alston.
Hamburghs.—Qohlen-petKilled.—1, J. J. Millican. Chickens.—1 and 2,

Cousin & Walton, Alston.
Hambdbghs. — Silver-spangled. — 1, J. J. Millican. 2, J. Eichardson.

Chickens.~l, J. Marshall. 2, J. Richardson, c, L. F. White, Alston.
Hambcrghs. — Silrer-penciUed. — 1, J. Marshall. 2, J. Stephenson.

Chickens.—1, J. Marshall. 2, J. Stephenson.
Spanish.—1, T. Storey, Alston. Chickem.—l, T. Storar.
Brahma Pootra.—1, 2, and he, J. Goodbum, Neuthead. vhc, S. Teasdale,

Alston, e, R. Bell, Nenthead.
Bantams.—1, J. Bell, Barhaush Mill. 2, E. Hymers, Hudgill.
Any Variety.—H(n,5.—1 and c. Dr. Horder, Nenthead. 2, T. Brown, vhc,

J. Walton, he, J. MarshaU.
Any other Pure Breed.—1, J. Fumess, Alston. 2, Dr. Horder.
Docks.-1, J. Kindred, Bayles. 2, J. Richardson.

Pigeons.— 1, W. Graham. 2, Consin & Walton.

CAGE BIRDS.
Canary.—Bdrjmn.— l and 2, T. Brown, he, M. Stelling, Wellinaton.

Yellow.—I, J. Shield, Leadgate. 2, T. Brown. Buf.—l, J. Shield. Yellow-
ynarked.—l, M. SteUing. 2, .1. Stephenson, he, W. Rutherford. Buff-
marked.—1, 1. Brown. 2, W. Thompson, he, M. SteUing. Oreen.—l, R.
Dojle. 2, M. Stelling. he, D. Hounam, Alston; J. Robson; L. F. White; .T.

Shield. Diin.—l, .7, Shield. 2, M. Stelling. c, J. Robson. Best Couple.—1,
T. Brown. 2, J. Shield, he, W. Thompson.
Goldfinch.-1 and 2, J. Shield, he, W. Rutherford ; M. Stelling.
Mule.—1 and he, J. Shield. 2, M. Stelling.
Amy other Vaeieiy.—1, T. Brown. 2, J. Stephenson.

Rabbits.-1 and 2, W. Graham.
JvTioEs.—Poultry : Mr. S. Burn, Whitby. Cage Birds: Mr.

T. Lowrey, Gateshead.

Mr. Edw.uid HEmTT, of Sparkbrook, Birmingham, is most
unwillingly compelled to announce that he cannot for the present

officiate as judge at poultry and Pigeon exhibitions. This
arises entirely from personal indisposition, and is in compliance
with medical advice.

BLACKBURN PIGEON SHOW.
{From a Correspondent.)

This Show was held in the Exchange Hall, on the 9th and
10th inst. The entries were exceptionally large, numbering
about six hundred, the quality of the birds excellent, and the
whole arrangements very satisfactory, reflecting great credit on
the Committee of Management.

Carriers were gi-and, the first and second prizes going to

two well-known birds. Hens were very good, Mr. Fulton taking
first with a splendid Dun, Mr. Horner being second with
Black. The young Carrier class had twenty-six entries, and we
have seldom seen so many fine birds. The first prize went to a
grand Black from Mr. Yardley, Mr. Massey taking second ; it

was difficult to decide which was the better, for they were both
nearly perfection.
Pouter cocks (Any colour).—Mr. Harvey here won first and

cup with a fine Blue, Mrs. Ladd being second with White iu

gi-and condition. Pouter hens, any colour.—First, Black, sound
in colour and slender in girth ; second a good Bed. The whole
class was good, not an inferior bird in it.

Barbs.—Mr. Firth did not give other exhibitors a chance
when he brought his champion Black cock, closely followed by
two others, taking all three prizes and cup. Hens.—Here again
Mr. Firth took first, Mr. Fulton coming-in a good second. The
whole class was highly commended. In young Barbs, as in the
previous class, Mr. Firth took the three prizes. This is a class

we should like to see done away with, for some of the bh-ds are

prodigies for their stated ages. A very highly commended Red
hen should have been second, sound in colour and perfect in

eye and beak.
Dragoons (Blue).—The judging of this class gave great dis-

satisfaction to fanciers of this noble bird, the first-prize being
decidedly out of place, the bird having a light beak. We
counted above a dozen superior birds in this class. Dragoons
(Silver).—First and second wonderful birds. Red or Yellow.

—Here Mr. Graham won first and cup with his splendid Yellow;
Mr. W. Hill taking second and third with good birds in every
point, but deficient in colour. White or any other colour.

—

First very good. Pen 187 should have been next.

Tumblers.—Oav little pets, the Almond Tumblers, were a
fine show. We have seldom seen so many and of such high
quality. The first and cup were won by Mr. Yardley. Short-
faced Tumblers (Any other variety).—The awards here were a

little doubtful, but all colours competing there was room to

differ. The Judges were evidently head-and-beak fanciers.

Our gems of the Show, the foreign Ouils, do not muster in

large numbers, there being only ten entries. Mr. Townaon won
easily with his champion cock, an exquisite White in spotless

condition. The second was a Blue, and the third Black.

Trumjieters.—The prizes went to fine imported birds.

Fa ntails formed a large class, and there were some good birds,

but with no motion.
Jacobin cocks.—The second-prize bird was small, neat, good

in colour, and ought to have been first. Hens.—First a good
Y'ellow, second Black, third Red. An excellent class.

Magpies.—Among these were many good birds of all colours

and in fine condition.
Nuns were a good class, and many well trimmed.
Turhits.—Red or Y'ellow were very well judged. First a

good bird, small and sound in colour. Any other colour.—The
first prize went to a nice- headed Blue bird of Mr. Croft's.

Second a bad Silver. There were several good Blacks in this

class not noticed.

Long-faced Tumblers.—This class numbered forty entries. It

is seldom we see so many and of such rare quaUty. Several

were too near akin to the Short-faced to receive an award.
Antwerps, both Long and Short-faced, were a fine display, and

must have puzzled the Judges ; the prizes were well awarded.
There were ninety-two entries in this class alone.

Any other Variety.—In this class, as usual, were many pretty

birds. It is a highly interesting class, the colours and markings
being so varied. First, a curious-lookiug little bird like a Blue
Owl (FrOled) ; second, Red Swallow ; third, English Owl. We
were surprised that the class for English Owls had been omitted
in the schedule. It must have been an oversight of the Com-
mittee, for it is usually one of the largest in the catalogue, and
too good to pass in the northern counties. We are sure there

would have been a great muster of these elegant birds. In the

Selling classes were several birds evidently entered to win the

cup and readily claimed, for as soon as the judging was over we
noticed sold tickets hung on the pens.

Carriers.-CocJt.—1, G. J. Taylor, Far Town, Haddersfleld. 2, E. Homer,
ITarewood, Leeds. 3, R. Fulton, Brockley Road, New Cross, London, he, R,

Fulton ; E. Homer. Hen.—1 and he, K. Fulton. 2, E. Homer. 3. J. & W.
Towerson, Egremont. Young.—1, H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2, Master D.
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Mapsey, Spaldiup. 3, E. Horner. ft<?, A. Eillyeald, Nottingham ; E. Fulton

;

J. taker, Spring Grove, London, W. ; \V. Sefton, Blackburn, f, C. H. Clarke,
Old Sneisbton; K. Fulton ; J. Stanley ; E. Homer.
PoDTEEs.—Cod-.—1, W. Harvey, Sheffield. 2, Mrs. Ladd, Calne. 8, E.

Fulton, he, G. J. Taylor; E. Homer; J. Baker. Heii.—l, E. Beckwith,
Monkwearmouth. 2, W. Harvey. 3, F. W. Zurhorst, Duunybrook, Dublin,
v'lc, G. J. Taylor. /«•, Mrs. S. Ladd; R. Fulton; J. Baker, c, Major J. H.
Cryer, Southport.
Barbs.— CdcA-.—1, 2, and 3, J. Firth, Dewsbury. vhe, E. Homer, he, R.

Fulton; J. Stanley, f-'alford, Blackburn, c, J. Firth ; E.Fulton. Hen.—I, J.

Firth. 2, E. Fulton. 8, F. Wild, Hyde. I'ftc, E. Homer, /ic, G. J. Taylor

;

J. Stanley; E. Homer, e, T. W. Townson; R. Fulton. Yowng.~l and 2, J.

Firth. 8, J. Peat;e, Burton-on-Trent. vhc, Major J. H. Cryer. he, E. Beck-
with; T. Chamley, Salford, Blackbum. c, J. Fnth; E. Fulton (2).

Dragoons.— if/ne.—1, J.Guthrie, Heiham. 2, T. Chamley. 3, W. Harvey.
vhe, J. Stanley, he, W. Ganron, Chester; E. Homer; W. Sefton. c, W. H.
Mitchell, Moeeley, Birmingham ; F. Graham, Birkenhead. Silver, any eoloitr
6ar.?.—l, J. Guthrie. 2, F. Graham. ?n:, H. Yaidley ; F. Graham ; W. Sefton.
ned or Yellme.—l, F. Graham. 2 and 8, W. Hill, Handforth. rhc, W. Hill;
J. Ashtvorth, Blackbum. )i^, W. A. Mitchell; W. Hill; J. Ashworth ; H.
Hetmondhalgh, Higher Eanam. White, or any other eolour.—1, C. E.
Duckworth, "SVavertree. 2, R. Robson, juu., Cbester-le-Street. 3, A. A.
Vander Meersch, Lower Tooting, fie, C. E. Duckworth; R.Fulton; J.Baker.
c, J. Watts.
Tumblers.—Shorl-faceil—Almonds.—1 and Cup, H, Yai-dley. 2, W.

Brydon, Dunse. 3, R'. FxUton. vhe, W.Hsiivej. ft c, H. Yardley; R. Fulton.
c, C. E. Duckworth. Any otlier variety.—1, W. Walton, Burnley. 2, E.
Beckwith. 8, W. Brydon. vhe, C. E. Duckworth, he, E. A. Seale, Kilgobbin,
Dublin; R. Fulton; H. Yardley. c, C. E. Duckworth; J, Fielding, jun.,
Rochdale ; T. & W. Oddie ; G. J. Taylor.
Owls.—fort i9n.—l, T. W. Towneon. 2, E. Homer. 8, W. Lumb, Roch-

dale, vhe, P. Wild, c, F. WUd (2) ; J. Gardner.
Trumpeters.—1 and 2, W'. Harvey. 3, J. Lederer, Bootle. /if, R. Fulton;

E. Homer.
Fantalls.—I.E. Horner. 2, A. Silvester, Sheffield. S, E. A. Seale. vhc,

J. Richmond, Oswaldwistle. he, J. F. Loverside, Newark ; T. W. Townson.
e, T. W. Townson.

Jacobins.— CocA-.—l and Cup, E. A. Seale. 2, T. Newell, he, W. Lumb
;

T. Newell; W. Dugdale, jun., Burnley, c, E. Fulton ; E. Homer. Ben.—I,
W. Lumb. 2 and 3, E A. Seale. vhe, J. Baker, he, G. J. Taylor ; A. A.
Tander Meersch ; J. Baker.
Magpies.— 1 and 3, E. Homer. 2, C. G. Hitchcock, Townsend. vhe, E. J.

Goodwin, Buckuell, Stoke-on-Trent, he, J. B. Bowdon, Blackbui-n; E. J.

Goodwin; H. Yardley; J. Uichmoud. c, J. B. Bowdon.
Nuns.— 1, Cup, and vhe, E. Homer. 2, W. Hill 3, A. H. Inirie, Ayr. he,

W. Croft, KiUingball, Ripley; J. Richmond.
TcEBiis.-iit if or Yellow.—1, E. A. Seale. 2, R. Fulton. 3, W. Croft.

vhe, G. Hardy, Shepherd's Bush ; S. Salter, Egrove. he, li. Hardy ; J. G. Orr,
Beith; J. W. Edge, Erdington. Any other colour.—1, W. Croft. 2, J. Baker.
3, E. C. Stretch, Ormskirk. he, W. Croft ; A. bUvester ; S. Salter, c, S.
Salter ; J. Baker.
Tumblers.—Long-faced.—Almonds and Mottles.—1, D. Riddiough, jun.,

Bradford. 2, E. Horner. 3, E. Beckwith. vhc, E. Fulton, he, T. NewoU,
Aahton; J.Ford; W.Hill. Any otlier variety.—1, J. W. Harling, Burnley.
2, J. Dye, Hexham. 8, E. Fulton, /jc, A. A. ^'ander Meersch; W. Harvey.
Aktiveeps.—i/iorf./ncrrf.- Cof/.-.-1, W. Gamon. 2, W. Ellis, Idle. 3, H

Yardley. i-ftc, W. Gamon; J. Gardner, Preston. ftc.E. Homer; A.Bingham.
Manchester. Hin.—l, W. Gamon. 2, H. Yardley. 3, W. Ellis, he, W
Slater, Gravelly HiU, Birmingham ; W. Ellis, e, F. Woodhouse, Blackbum

,

J« Stanley.
Antwerps.—Long-faced.—Homing Birds.—Cock.—1, H. Jennings, Al-

lerton, Bradford. 2, J. Wright, Manchester. 3, W. ELlia. vhr, W. Gamon
;

Capt. G. Edwardes, Hammer.^mith Mall, he, A. Webster, Kirkstall, Leeds;
C. F. England, Stroud ; W. Ellis ; H. Jennings, c, W. Ellis (2). Hen.—l and
he, W. Eliia. 2, H. Jennings. 3, F. W. Zurhorst. vhe, Capt. G. Edwardee.
Mr. W. Ellis wins point Cup for Antwerps.
Ant other Variety.—1, J. & W. Towerson. 2, E. Homer. 8, F. Wood-

house, vhe, H. Yardley. he, 0. E. Duckworth ; J. B. Bowdon ; W. HiU (2)

;

T. Chamley; H. Yardley (2); G. J. Taylor, c, W. Sefton.
Selling Class.—Single.—Not to exceed SOs.— 1 and Cup, W. Sefton. 2,

E. Hoi-ner. 8, T. Pincock, Preston, vhe, J. Walker, Burslem. he, P. R.
Spencer, Hereford ; J. Watts, Hazlewell Hall, Bu-mingham ; J. Walker, c,

J. Peace; E. White, Manchester. Fair.—Not to exeetd £.2.—1, W. Sefton.
2. J. Guthrie. 8, E. Horner, vhc, W. Bulmer, Spalding, he, E. A. Seale

;

K.White; J. Ford, Monkwell Street, London; W. Hill; T. Chamley. c, J.
Richmond ; W. SutcMe, Burnley ; W. HiU ; C. G. Case, Spalding.

Judges.—Mr. T. Kule ; Mr. H. Beldon.

BIRMINGHAM COLUMBARIAN SOCIETIS
SHOW.

The ninth annual Show was held at the Athenaanm Rooms'
Temple Street, on the 8th inst. No less than 419 pens were
exhibited. The following is the prize list ;

—

Caerierb.—B^flct.—Cup and 1. F. Smith. Selly Oak. 2, H. Hallam. Lozells.
8, J. Walts, Kmti's Heath, liun —1, 2. and 3, Capt. De Winton, Hcrelord. Any
other eotour.~l and b, J. Wutts. 2, s. A. cooper, Walsall.
Pouters.— jB/wc—J, J. Guthrie, Hexham. 2, A. H. Stewart, Birmingham. 3,

R. Barrett. Stroud. hlack.—Cup, 1, and ;;, G. Holloway, Stroud. Wltitc.—Cup
and J,G. Holloway. 2 and 8, H. Pratt.
Tumblers.—.d/irwnd.—Cup, 1, and 8, T. Hallam, Lozells. 3, H. Adams,

Beverley.
Tx^MiiLT.jie.—Short faced.—Baldheads.—l and 2, W. Woodhouse, King's Lynn.

8, J. Watts. Beards.—1 and 2, W. Woodhouae. Any otlur variety.—Cup and
1, H.Adams. -J and S, T. Hallam. )ic. H. Adams ; T. Hallam.
Tumblers. -3/iiir(d.—Cup, 1. and 3, J. Watts. 2. J. M. Bott. Acock's Green.
IVUBJ-Ktia.—Long .faced.- Cleanlegged.—l, J. Guthrie. 2. J. M. Bott. S, J.

Watts. i(a/dsandii(!(irii«.—1 andS, J. Watts. 2, J. B. Bowdon, Blackbum.
Jacobins.—Cup aLd 1, F. Smiih. 2, W. Croft, Ripley. S, W. E. Eaaten, Hull.
TOEBITS.—Cup and 1, E. T. Dew, Weston-super-Jlare. 2, W. Croft. S, J. W.

Edge, Eidington.
Barbs.— Cup, 1, and 2, F. Smith. 3, E. Thompson.
Nuns.-Cup and 1, J. Watts. 2 andS, W. Croft.
Owls.—Cup audi, J. Walts. 2, W. Kidley. 8, J. W. Edge.
Dragoons.—B/U(r.—Cup and 1, W. Gamon, cheater. 2, F. Graham, Birken-

head. 3. J. Watts. Sitver.-Cup and 1. F. Graham. 2 and 8, H. Allsopp.
he, F, Graham ; J. W. Ludlow. Yellow arid lied.—Cup, 1, and S, F. Graham.

2, J. Watts. White.—Cup and 1, J. G. Dunn, NcwcaslIe-on-Tyne. 2, F. Graham.
8, J . W atts.

ANTWEEPS.-Dun.-Cnp and 1, W. Gamon. 2. J. W. Ludlow. Birmingham.
SjC. i.Copeman, Birmmgham. ftc, J. W. Ludlow; J. Phelps; C. F. Copeman.
Muc.-Cupandl.J.Watts. 2. J. W. Ludlow. Blue Cheqitired.-Cuv and l,(i.
I-helps. Lozells. 2, 3, and he, J. W. Ludlow. Bed Ch, quered.-Cup and 1, H. K.Wright, Birmingham. 2, C. F. Copeman. 3. J. W. Ludlow.
Maopies.-Cup. 1. and 2. J. B. Bowden. 3, J. Watts.
Swallows.— 1 and 2. J. Watts.
Any other Vaeiety.-i, M. Ord, Durham. 2 and Cup, J. Watts. 8, J. W.Luulow.

„
lJi«"'™---B'acS:,-CDcfe.-], H. Hallam. 2, F. Smith. Henji.-l, F. Smith.A u. Hallam. Any other colour.—Cocks.—1 and 2, J. Watts. 3, S. A.Cooper.Uens.—l, S. A^ooper. 2. J. Watts. Dun.—Hens.—1 and 2, H. HaUam.toETFRS.— White—Cocks.— I, H. Pratt. Knowle. Hens.—l and 2, H. Pratt.Any otlier colour.-Cocka.—l and 2, H. Pratt. Bens.—i, A. H. Stewart. 2, H.

Tumblers.—^JmonA—l and 2, T. Hallam. 8, H. Pamphilon, Stoke-npon-

T::mnit.BRS.—S!iort-faced.—Balds.—1 and S, W. Woodhouse. 3, J. W. Edge.
Brarrts.—

1 and 2, W. Woodhouse. ^"!/ o(/ieri'arie(]/.—l and 2, T. Hallam. 3,
J. Watts.
Barbs.-1. F. Smith. 2 and 3, H. R. Wright.
Ow-LB -Enghsli.-l and 8, G. E. Sawdon, Leeds. 2, S. A. Cooper.
Fantails.—1, J. W. Edge.
Jacobins.—Cup. I, and 2. W. T. Breeden. 3, W. E. Fasten.
TuRBiTS.-Cup, 1, 2, and 3, E. T. Dew.
Nuns.—1, W. B. Fasten. 2, J. Watts. 3, S. A. Cooper.
Magpies.- 1, J. Watts.
ToMBLEEs.-Lon<7-m!/,ircA—Cup. I, and 2, G. Phelps. 8, J. Watts. Long-faced,

—tlean-leggcd.—i and 2^. M. Bott. 3, J. Watts.
Dragoons -Bfi«-.-l.H. Allsopp. 2, J. Watts. 8, W. Gamon. SilDcr.—L F.

Graham. 2 and 3, H. Allsopp, AftJ or IViioit'.—l, F. Graham. White.—1,'P.
h raham.
Aniweeps,—Bun.—1 and 2, T. Clnlee, Birmingham. 3 and Jic, W Gamon.

Bliie.—l, W. Gamon. 2, J. W. Ludlow. Blue tVi. qiiered.—l, 2, and 8, J. W.
Ludlow. Bed Chequered—\, W. Gamon. 2, G. Phelps.
Antweeps.—Coc*j.—1, S. Foster. 2, J. W. Ludlow. 3. J. Watts.
Anyothee Variett.-I and 2, J. W.Ludlow. 3, J. Walts. ;ii.-,M. Old; J. W.

Ludlow (2).

Any OTHER VARIETT.—Siii!);.'—], M. Ord. 2, J. Watts. 3, J. W. Ludlow, he,
A. H. Stewart; J. W. Ludlow (4); G. E. Sawdon.
Any Variety.—Single, except those in. which single birds are shovm,—^1, T,

Hallam. 2. F. Smith. S, H. Pamphilon.
A tup for best single bird in the Show.—H. Pratt (Pouter Cock).
A Cup for best pair of birds in ihe Show.—W. Woodhouse (Short-faced Bald.

beadsl. '

Judges.—Mr. F. Esquilant, Effra Road, Brixton. Flying
Tumblers: Mr. D. E. Careless, Aston.

PIGEON NOMENCLATURE.
I NOTICE your reporter's reply in last Thursday's issue. As

I was not present at Glasgow I am unable to state how I should
have described the colour of the young Carrier in pen 77. I
endeavoured to point out that the term " silver dun " means
" bad-coloured dun," and nothing else. The terms " dun " and
" silver dun " are used indiscriminately by Antwerp breeders
to indicate the colour generally called *' mealy," or " ash-mealy."
As neither dun nor silver is allowed to colours of these birds^
no confusion is occasioned by speaking of a dun or silver dun
bird as long as such a Pigeon is an Antwerp ; but as soon as the
appellation " silver dun " is used to indicate the colour of a
Pigeon belonging to a breed in which the colours dun and silver,

or either of them exists, it becomes a very vague term.
If "silver dun" were not employed to denominate a colour

other than the colour which it really means, I should know
that your reporter wishes to state " that the colour of the
Pigeon in pen 77 was bad-coloured dun." I have seen Silver
Dragoons called " Silver Dun Dragoons " in this Journal. I
wish, therefore, to point out to your reporter that I do nob
understand whether he has fallen into either of the errors of
calling either a mealy or a sUver Carrier a " silver dun," or
whether he wished to state "that the young Carrier in pen 77
was a bad-coloured dun, and that it should have been entered
in class 12."

—

Tubkey Quill.

THE NORTHAMPTON RABBIT SCHEDULE.
The Northampton Rabbit Show will soon be here again, and

although the schedule is not so complete as last year's was, yet
we hope it will meet with the same success, for it will be well
remembered that never before was so good a collection of
Babbits brought together.
This year Northampton has nine classes—one less than at the

last Show, that for weight being omitted, we are sorry to say
(probably on account of the scarcity of entries then), for the prizes
of this class are the only encouragement fanciers have to feed
Rabbits. In still continuing to allow only two classes for Lops,
Northampton, in my opinion, is wise ; for if it cannot aSord a.

class for each colour, it is right in refraining from giving more.
The Angoras have more allotted to them than any of the others,

having a cup to themselves besides the usual prizes. I expected
to see a class for Belgian Hares and Patagonians, exclusive of

the Any other variety one, but am disappointed this year, yet
hope it will be thought of at the next meeting.

It is pleasing to find that the Local class is not omitted, for
this was exceedingly well filled last year, and no doubt will be so
this, for Northampton is known to possess many ardent fanciers.

The entry fees are low, and " the exhibits will be judged the day
before the Show opens," thus giving the Judge, who is a gentle-

man highly capable, more time to award the prizes.
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Although Northampton has somewhat stinted the cups in

comparison with last year, we must not forget that these are

generally subscribed for, and thai the subscriptions, it appears,

being few, accounts for the decrease. It is quite evident that if

fanciers wish for good prizes and a number of classes, they must
support the Show with their purses, which, it may be remarked,

they do not to the extent they should.

Before concluding, the following improvements might be made
for the future :—That the restricted price ('20,s.) of the Selling

class be raised to at least '30s., asit is well known that a thoroughly

good Rabbit cannot be bought for the former ; that the second

and third prizes be of greater value, even if this has to be
deducted from the first one, and I repeat what was said before

regarding the class for Belgian Hares and Patagoniaus.

Taken altogether, Northampton is still worthy of being one

of our leading exhibitions, if not the leading one ; and I

sincerely hope that fanciers will support it with large entries

now, and next year with greater and more numerous subscrip-

tions and gifts for estra prizes and classes.—E.

BEE PASTURAGE.
As " C. H. E." and others are anxious to obtain a complete

list of plants that yield honey, it will be well to consider the

subject in a longer notice than is generally admitted into the
" Letter Box." Dr. Watts, in his beautiful hymn, has spoken
of the busy bee gathering "honey all the day from every open
flower." 1 should like to hear the word "many" used instead

of " every," for there are hundreds of flowers and plants which
do not produce honey.

It is beyond the powers of the best informed mind to name
every plant and flower found in this country which yields

honey. Bees have been seen at work on the dock, daisy, and
dandelion in places and times of scarcity

;
yet no writer,

probably, would venture to put these in the list of honey-
producing plants. Of these the following list contains tlie most
valuable, and also some that are of comparatively little value

to bees.

"Winter Acomte.
Tussilago.
Rosemary.
Crocus.
WUlow.
Osier.

Hepatica.
Violet.
"Veronica.

CyanuB (Blue-bottle).

Syringa.
Hjaeinth.
Almond.
Borage.
Single "Wallflower.

Apricot.
Gooseberry.
Peach.
Plum and Cherry.
Pear and Apple.
Currant.
Baspberry.
35rambleberry.
Mignonette.
Laurel.
Hazel.
Turnip.

Cabbage (all the Erasslca tribe).

Broom.
Gorse or "WTlin.

Berberiy.
Sweet Briar.

Bibes sanguineum.
Mallow.
Maple.
Sycamore and Plane.
Lime.
Bean.
Field Mustard (Sinapis arvensis).

Bird's-foot Trefoil (Lotus corniculatus

and major.)

St. John's-wort.
Honeysuckle.
Buckwheat.
Hyssop.
Nasturtium.
"Viper's Bugloss.
White Clover.
Hollyhock.
Heliotrope.
Thyme.
Ivy.

Melilotus leucantha.
Heather (Heaths of all kinds).

In early spring crocuses, border hyacinths, single wallflowers'

some kind of willows (Salix) are welcomed and much visited

by bees, and it is believed all of them yield both honey and
pollen. Then follow the flowers of the gooseberry, cherry, plum,
pear, and apple, all of which are rich in honey of exquisite

flavour. Before the apple blossoms fade the sycamore produces
its flower, which is scarcely equalled for the abundance and
richness of the honey it produces. In this country honey is

not distilled (does not drop) from the flowers of the sycamore
tree, but it literally lies on them, and is clammy to the hand.
The sycamore continues a long while ii> flower, filling up the
interval between the fall of the fruit-tree blossoms and the
blooming of the white clover. Field beans flower about the
same time—rather later, perhaps, than sycamores, and furnish
bees with large supplies. Field mustard, which is a weed
covering many a corn field in some parts of the country, flowers
about the same time as field beans. It, too, yields large supplies
of honey, which speedily crystallises. In"yorkshire and Derby-
shire this plant is called ketlock ; in Lanarkshire it is called

skellock ; in "Wigtonshire it is termed ranches ; and here, in
Lancashire and Cheshire, it is called the yellow weed.
The reader may be interested to know that no two kinds of

plants produce honey alike. "White clover is in this country the
queen of honey plants. It continues a long time in flower, and
yields a large quantity of rich transparent honey of excellent
flavour. It is, perhaps, one of the most sensitive of our honey
plants—sensitive, I mean, to the change of weather, and produces
but little honey in the face of an east wind. Even mignonette,

which is a great favourite with bees, is not so easily affected
by cold weather as white clover. Red clover is doubtless a
honey plant, but its petals are too deep for the proboscis of the
honey bee. It cannot reach the receptacles of honey at the
bottom of the petals. This remark applies also to flowers of

beans, but these are tapped or pierced at their bottoms, just
opposite the honey-nectar, and through these pierced holes the
rich treasure of bean flowers is extracted. It is a question whether
the flowers are tapped by humble bees or our own little workers.
There has been so much written about bees on the moors and

heather honey that I need not add much here. Heather comes
into blossom about the beginning of August, and continues to
flower for a month or five weeks. Very large harvests of honey
are obtained from the moors. Some hives of bees gather 50 lbs.

and upwards in three weeks from the tiny blossoms of heather.
The moorland honey differs greatly in taste and appearance from
all other kinds obtained in Great Britain. Some English
gentlemen like it ; but the English palate, generally speaking,
prefers the milder honey gathered from fruit trees, sycamore,
and clover. Heather honey is largely produced and highly
esteemed in Scotland.
The honey seasons of Great Britain may be divided into three

periods—viz., 1st, April and May; 2nd, June and July; 3rd,

August. The fruit trees are the great honey-producers during
the first period; for the second we have sycamores, beans, field

mustard, limes, and white clover. There are dozens of honey
plants flowering at this season, but they are unimportant com-
pared to those named. Lastly comes the moorland heather, so
valuable to the bee-farmer.
One or two hints will be enough for the intelligent reader.

The first is to endeavour to have strong hives of bees in spring
ready to gather the honey so abundantly produced by fruit trees.

The hives of many bee-keepers are so weak in spring that little

advantage is gained from our orchards, whereas those who keep
large hives and manage them better often find their hives
increase daily in weight from 2 lbs. to 5 lbs. each in fine weather
during the first season of honey-gathering. The story of the
value of strong hives has never been told, neither is it pos-
sible to describe the industry of the honey bee.

Borage, mignonette, and C^entaurea Cyanus are three annuals
whose flowers are very rich in honey, and " C. H. E." cannot
have too much of these in the vicinity of his apiary.

—

A. Pettigkew, Sale,

BEES IN 1874.

Se"veeal of your staff or other correspondents have been
forward in giving ns their benediction this new year in the
matter of flowers, and poultry, and Pigeons, &o. Let not us
bee-keepers be behind in wishing each other health and pro-
sperity, and our insect friends great encouragement and success

in the main business of their lives. This business consists in

two important things—first, the maintenance of their race and
its multiplication ; secondly, as a means to that end, the harvest-

ing in its proper season of what is to them " the staff of life "

—

namely, honey of excellent quality and in good abundance. Be
it so. Our disappointments have been great in this last respect.

May both the farmer and the bee-keeper have reason to speak of

the whole of Great Britain as a " land flowing with milk and
honey !

" That the two products thus connected together in the

language of the Bible are with good reason coupled together has
been remarkably sho"wn this last season, because both milk and
honey have been together less abundant than usual ; and I

believe, as I have stated before, from the same cause—namely,
the excessive saturation of the soU by the unusual rainfall of

last winter, and the gi-eat deficiency of sun-power throughout
the spring and summer. No weather-augury can be otherwise

than a more or less fortunate surmise ; but we may reasonably

hope that in this respect 1874 will be widely different from 1873.

Certainly, no deficiency of honey next summer can be put down
to an excessive rainfall this winter. It has been splendid

hitherto.

Apart from the question of honey and the "proper increase of

our apiaries, there is another matter in which we may look

forward to 1874, from our point of view, with much interest a,nd

hopefulness. There is likely to be a grand display of apiarian

paraphernalia and a show of hives and honey in the Crystal

Palace some time next autumn ; nor will the year close without
the formation of some sort of national society of apiculture, to

which we cannot otherwise than heartily vrish well. In due
time these matters will be brought before us. Perhaps, also,

something like decisive knowledge will be gained in reference to

certain things which cannot yet be said to fall within our actual

observation. The question "What is honey?" may be solved

in this year of grace, if Mr. Pettigrew and his co-religionists

will but verify their surmises. Indeed, your correspondent, " A
South Lancashire Bee-keepee," would seem to have solved it

already : for does he not tell us he has " found it out by acci-

dent ". . . . and " exactly as described ? " No one can fail to

see the immense value and importance of such a discovery;
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for will it not place ns apiarians ia a position to defy the season,
and to produce honey of any quality and any flavour at will and
almost at any moment's uotice, as well in midwinter as at mid-
summer ? May we not hope, too, that an effectual stop will be
put to that miserable system which sees a cow's tail in a pump-
handle, against which our old friend " A Renfbewshire Bee-
keeper " protests with such righteous force of language? So
when our last Christmas chimes were pealing forth their merry
strains, may we not hope that with some kind of prescience they
were ringing out the false and ringing in the true in our little
world as in larger spheres ? Let us hope that no one of our
guild in The Journal of Horticulture will soil his hands this
year with any transactions, such as are justly condemned by
the last writer I have named—least of all any member of our
most honourable craft in the speciality we love.—B. & "W.

13 HONEY BE-SWALLOWED BY BEES'?
The best proof I have that honey does not require re-swallow-

ing and disgorging (and your readers can judge for themselves),
is, that I have watched over and over again the bees as they came
from the fields with their honey, and where they had no chance
of deceiving me, and have seen them commence to fill and seal
the cells without ever re-swallowing it. I believe bees have the
power of extracting the excess of water from honey the moment
they swallow it. As soon as this is done the honey gradually
becomes thicker.
Since the foregoing was written I have read Mr. Pettigrew's

article (see page 389 of last volume), and ask how the bees go to
work, and how they manage to re-swallow the honey stored in
the super, where he says, " Fix a few pieces of empty white
comb in a super as already described, and then place it over the
empty hive ; in less than ten minutes' time the bees will be in
the super and readily commence work." Knowing what bees
can do under these circumstances, I fail to see how they will
follow out their instincts, and at the same time re-swallow all
the honey carried into the combs and have a super finished as
it ought to be in the time specified by Mr. Pettigrew. In fact, he
has here proven that bees do not re-swallow honey.

I have also read with some degree of astonishment both
" B. & W.'s " and Mr. Pettigrew's mode of feeding. I cannot see
how their bees fail to take food quickly enough from the bottle,
the best of all feeders. I find there is no difficulty in a good
stock of bees taking down 4 lbs. in twelve hours ; and according
to Mr. Pettigrew's instructions, if 1.5 lbs. are sufficient from
September till March, it cannot be said that to take that
amount in four or five days is a tedious operation. But why
such a fuss about feeding bees so hurriedly '? From 1 to 2 lbs.
daily is a quick-enough rate to adminster sugar to bees. And let
me here warn the readers of this to be very careful in giving
bees sugar in large quantities at once, thereby overheating the
hive ; also to beware of pouring 2 lbs. of sugar at a time on a hive
of bees, on account of the fighting it will cause among the in-
mates, besides so clogging many of their wings that they cannot
ily.—A LANABKsniBE Bee-keeper.

OUR LETTER BOX.
POFLTRY JcDGE (D. TF.).—Mr. Bura's fitness for the office is well inown

and needs no further advocacy.
Time for Setting Cochins and BnAUMis (IF. IT.).—'We consider this

the best time if you wish to breed prize birds. The earliest chickens are the
easiest to rear if you have a large barn or outhouse with an earthen floor in
which to keep the chickens during the first six or seven weeks. They require
protection from rain, sloet, draughts, and cutting winds; they also want to be
warm during the long nights of midwinter. There is no such thing as a
firat-class Black Bantam cock with a red earloba. It should be (juite round
and smooth, with a dead white surface.
Produce of Eoas

( C. L. A/.).—If from forty-five hens you are now getting
BIX eggs per day, you are going on very well, and producing above the aver-
age. You may look now for a daily increase. It has hitherto been one of the
worst laymg seasons on record. We cannot understand why you keep such a
medley lot of birds. Having only fifty or sixty, with farm and stack-vard for
them to run in, we think it would be much better if you confined yourself to
one breed—say Dorkings or Brahman ; but from the descriptien you give, it
should be the place of places for a Dorking run. We are not friendly to
crosses, but we particularly object to a mixture of sitting and non-sitting
breeds. The hens you have laying now are probably those one year old.
Where eggs are much wanted we should never keep hens more than two
seasons. We do not hold with allowances of food, as the need cannot be
always the same. For instance, where threshing is going on there is the barn-
door scratch, and fowls never do so well as when they have it. At those
times as much food is not required as at others. Fowls should be fed aceord-
"ig

T
"^ requirements, and these are much greater at some times than

others. In the summer they, like ourselves, require le.s3 food, and in the
winter more. If, then, one undeviating rule of feetUng bo adhered to, half the
food wUi be wasted in the summer, and the fowls will be half fed in the
winter. Eight o'clock in the morning is too late for the first meal ; they
should at this time of year be fed at daybreak. Thev have then been fasting
from fourteen to fifteen hours ; this is much against laving and condition.
It inconvenient, some food may be put in their runs overnight. Supposing
that, as m most farmyards, there is always some food to be had, we will sav
let the birds be fed at daybreak with corn, not oats (except the Ducks and
Oeese); at mid-day let them have the house scraps, and at evening another
leod of com. The pulped mangold amounts to nothing, and may be omitted
without injury or detriment. The man in charge must vaiy this at discre-

tion, taking care the birds are always sufficiently fed. We will undertake to
say there will be an increase in the number of eggs, and no increase in tha
consumption of food. Maize may sometimes be given for a change.
Eoo-PBODOCING Fowls ( fVeUiji).—Yoa mav choose among Spanish, Crcve-

CiBUrs, and Houdans. They are the best. If you will toll us the nature of
your run, wo shall be glad to advise you further.
Eggs (A Younr/ Fanner).—We know of no reason for doubting the honesty

of the person you inquire about. Mr. Wright's "Illustrated Poultry Book "
contains the characteristics.
Various (I. G. IF.}.—We answered some or all vour queries. Mr. Wright's

" Illustrated Poultry Book " is the best. The Canary we do not remember.
Removing Bees from their Hive (A Younn Apiarian).—V/a cannot

endorse the plan recommended by " An Old Man " of taking bees from hives,
and prefer the other modes usually adopted by practical bee-keepers—viz..
driving or shaking them out. The driving may be done in about fifteen minutes,
and when the bees are sitting loosely amongst the combs they could be
shaken out in less than one minute. The straw hive should be nearly full of
bees before this work is done, say about the end of April, and even then the
brood would have to be sacrificed and a loss sustained. By attention to the
straw hive you may have it ready for swarming by the beginning of May,
when the swarm could be introduced to the bar-frame hive, and three weeks
afterwards all the bees could he driven out of the straw hive into another bar-
frame. Thus you would have two bar-frame hives and the honey in the old
straw hive. Wo think no other way of compassing the end you have in view
so eligible as this.

Tauing Wasps (3/ariana).—Of what use would it be ? The foUowing from
a contemporary is applicable—" What Sir John Lubbock has to be answerable
for if old maids as a body take to this interesting study may happily be more
readily conceived than felt. A correspondent writes : Encouraged by the
success of Sir John Lubbock with the solitary wasp of the Pyrenees, throe
sister spinsters residing under the shadow of Durham Cathedral have been
endeavouring to tame a few of the British species. The result is unsatisfac-
tory. One of the sisters has a large patch of powder-blue over the left eye.
another has her right arm in a sliug, and the third, the doctor thinks, will be
able to drive out in aweek. The wasps were liberated."

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat.5r32'40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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product of nearly double the bulk of that of the principal
Potato districts in the past season.

This brings me to the other given cause of disease—wet
•weather and generally superabundant moisture. There can be
no doubt that this is the primary cause of disease, and none of
the methods of prevention given are of the slightest use as a
preventive. It is an evil which we may avoid, but we cannot
grapple with successfully if we wait its coming. The time
when the crop first sust.iins damage from a superabundance of
moisture is generally about the last week in August, some-
times a httle earlier ; but by cultivating those kinds only
which have been very aptly termed " early-ripeners, late-

keepers," the entire crop is always matured, lifted, and stored
securely before the fatal rains occur. It is notorious that dis-
ease was generally very prevalent last autumn, increasing in
virulence as the season advanced. By pursuing the method
of culture which I advocate I was enabled to lift and convey
to the storehouse the whole of the main crop in excellent con-
dition by the evening of August 16th ; thus saving it from the
effects of the unkindly weather which so quickly followed.
The valuable and interesting reports from all parts of the
country of the condition of the Potato crop, which were pub-
lished in the Journal in August and September, showed clearly
what complete success attends intelligent culture wherever it

is followed. From Dorsetshire, Worcestershire, Hampshire,
Essex, and Sussex the crops were reported to be in the store-
house on the 28th of August sound in condition and excellent
in quality. Long after this—late in October— Potatoes were
being taken up even along the south coast, and they were, of
course, badly diseased. Can it possibly be necessary to point
the moral ?

—

Edwaed Luckhuest.

NOTES BY THE WAY.
When I left London on the second day of this new year on

a search for health in the favoured climes of the " sunny
south," the thermometer stood at 50° F., the birds were sing-
ing as if it was spring, and the rooks, mistaking the unusual
season, had begun to build. My first rest was at Boulogne,
and the weather now became cold and wet, so that when I

reached Paris the great thermometer in the court of the Hotel
du Louvre registered 42° F. The next morning the streets of
Paris were bound with frost, and I was glad to hasten from a
state of things which I had already endeavoured to avoid at
home. The sun was powerful about Paris, and the days were
warm and spring-like, though the mornings were frosty ; but
by the time I reached the rich region of the Cute d'Or the
little hills and vmeyards were covered with snow, and on
arriving at Dijon I found the ancient capital of Burgundy
bound iiard in a black frost.

I merely mention these facts for the information of those
of your readers whose ideas may hitherto have been at

variance with them, and who think that the farther south
they go the warmer it becomes. I only wish it had been so
in my experience. At Dijon my stay was short, on account of

the cold, though there is much to be seen in that interesting
old city. But it was not the wars and strifes of the Dukes of

Burgundy, the historical edifices, nor the cms of the Cote
d'Or (and they are very choice), which had their attractions
for me. I rather, notwithstanding the ungardening time of
the year, turned my attention in that direction to search out
what I could find.

There is at Dijon an academy composed of a faculty of
Literature, one of Science, and one of Law; a school of

medicine and surgery, a hospital, and a school of art. In
connection with this there is also a botanic garden, situated
on the opposite side of the railway from the town, of which
Dr. Laguesse is the Director, and M. Weber is the Curator.
It is a small affair of from 3 to 4 acres, but it contains a very
good collection of herbaceous plants, arranged upon the
system of De Candolle, and all very carefully labelled. The
labels are worth imitating in our own botanic gardens. They
are small square plates of iron, raised on a long iron stem
2J feet high from the ground, so that the name is brought
near the eye, and feeble backs and stiff knees are not dis-

tressed by having to stoop close to the ground to read the
name, as is too frequently the case in public gardens. Some
idea of the extent of the collection msy be formed when, by
way of test, I counted the number of species of Clematis, and
found there were eighteen. I believe the garden contains
five thousand species in all.

In the corner of the garden ia a piece of ground raised arti-

ficially to represent a small hill, and on this is planted a collec-
tion of Vines, extending to three hundred varieties, consisting
chiefly of those employed in the various wine-growing dis-
tricts of France. I remarked in this garden an ingenious
contrivance to enable them to grow Ferns in a situation where
shade could not be obtained, and where, in a country Uke this,

in which the summers are so hot, shade is more essentially
necessary. It consisted of a shelter covered with laths, placed
about half an inch apart, effectually shading the plants, at
the same time light and rain are not excluded. I cannot do
better than supply you with a sketch of it, which will convey
more vividly the thing to the mind. It is H feet t> inches
high in front, and 4 feet at the back, and the width is 2 feet

Fern Shelter,

3 inches. The laths are about an inch wide, and half an inch
to five-eighths apart. Those at home who are troubled to
procure shade for those plants that require it may take a hint
from the garden at Dijon, and, perhaps, improve upon the
suggestion. A small stream runs through the garden, on
which some sagacious-looking old swans alternate their move-
ments with the garden, where they march in a stately line,

regarding on either side the possibility of securing a slug or a
worm.

It is not only as a botanic garden that this establishment is

kept up. Gardening and botany appear to go hand-in-hand
here, as they ought to do everywhere else ; the one being the
helpmate of the other. There is here a collection of fruit

trees, illustrating all the forms of pruning and training, for

which French arboriculturists are famous. There are wire
trellises 10 or 12 feet high, and single, double, treble, and
palmate cordons trained to them. There are pyramids of the
ordinary kind, and others of fantastic shapes. There are

goblets of various forms, and all are admirably managed. At
the entrance-gate we were informed by a large placard that

M. Weber gives demonstrations in arboriculture, while Dr.
Lagnesse does the same in botany. It appeared to me remark-
able that while such things could be done in a departmental
garden in France, there is not in all Great Britain a place

where demonstrations in arboriculture can be obtained, not-
withstanding the importance of the subject to British land-

owners. There is something still wanting in our educational

system, and it is to be feared that in our solicitude for primary
schools, our educational boards forget the middle class and
the technical education of the people. I hope the day is not
far distant when we shall have departmental technical schools

among us, where the higher economics of botany and horti-

culture will be properly taught.

In the garden at Dijon there is a fine hedge of Thuja
(Biota) orientalis, the Chinese Arbor-Vitai, which is 20 feet

high. I think from the upright habit of the tree and its dark
green foliage it is the variety which I used to know long ago
as tatarica, quite distinct in habit from the normal form of

orientaUs. Bat whichever it is, it makes an admirable fence,
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a far superior one to the American Arbor-Vitre, T. occidentalis,

much more dense, anil of a brighter and richer green.

rinding the country all round covered with snow, and the

earth bound in a hard frost, I was glad to hasten on to Lyons,

in hopes that a change for the better would be got. I found
Lyons enveloped in a fog as dense, it pot quite so yellow, as

some of those we experience about London, and for four days
this had been the case. It cleared away, however, and was
followed by as hard a frost as that I left behind me at Dijon.

The sun was bright, however, in the middle of the day, and
the picturesque scenery of this line city was lit up as if it was
summer. I had no time to see any of the gardens here, nor
would it have been much use if I had, for there is little now
to be seen. I paid a visit to that enthusiastic amateur
M. Jean Sisley, who received me cordially in his fine Franco-
English manner. I found him busy sowing seed of Zonal
Geraniums, from which he expects, no doubt, to raise yaiieties

which will some day make themselves widely known.
In the flower market at Lyons there was not a great deal to

be seen. The great thing of the season appeared to be small
Spruce Firs, with the dyed flowers of Xeranthemum anuuum
tied to the tips of the branches.

There is one thing I remarked at Lyons, and which I found
to prevail aU the way southwards, and that is the mode in

which horses are partially clipped. It is not a gardening
subject, but it may have interest for many of the readers of

these lines. In Eughmd I noticed before I left that the omni-
bus horses in London and working horses in the country are

clipped all over their belly and legs, the long hair being left on
the sides and back. Here the back and sides are clipped, and
the belly and legs left with the natural covering ; and this ap-

pears to me the more sensible way, for a cloth is put over the
back, and the belly and legs are naturally protected by the
hair, whereas in the case of English horses the legs and belly

are exposed to the rigours of all weathers without any means
of protecting them. It would not be very convenient to put
long stockings on horses, and this appears to have suggested
itself to the French, who preserve the natural covering.

—

R., Mentone.

ESTIMATE OF GEAPES.
I HEARTILY agree with Mr. Luckhurst in what he says about

Black Alicante Cirape. With us here it promises to keep quite

as long as Lady Downe's, growing by its side, and, as Mr.
Luckhurst says, the bunches are much better. With regard
to Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat, I am afraid that there is more
than one variety of this fine late Grape. I have now met with
what I take to be the true variety in three different places,

and in every case the fine-proportioned bunches, thickly set

with full-sized berries, and of good finish, were everything that
could be desired. Now we have here two plants of Mrs. Pinoe

;

one (the true one) is planted in an intermediate house along
with Hamburghs, Foster's White Seedling, &c., where, not-
withstanding the disadvantage of its ripening so much later

than those sorts, it has done pretty well, with the exception
of two or three bunches at the bottom of the rafters, which
seemed to have set rather imperfectly, but the colour was
fair. I think it a great mistake to plant this Vine along with
early sorts. It thrives well enough under cool treatment as
far as the health of the Vine is concerned, but its fruit requires
the same length of time and temperature as Muscats to ripen
it fully. It cannot be denied that it will ripen under ordinary
treatment with other sorts, but then while trying to ripen it

mischief is very often done to those which are ripe before
Mrs. Pince is much changed in colour. The other Vine re-

ferred to is planted in the late house along with White Tokay,
Black Alicante, and Lady Downe's. The Vine is as vigorous,
if not more so, than that in the intermediate house ; the leaves,
too, are quite in character with the other ; the bunches are
more broadly shouldered—in fact, they are quite as broad as
they are long ; the berries are much of the same substance, but
irregular in size, the footstalks have not that stout robust
appearance which is its character, and the colour is very poor.
I also find the bunches are shanking, the footstalks of all the
smaller berries are shrivelled-up, and the berries themselves
are now (10th January) beginning to shrivel.
Has Mr. Luckhurst observed any difference between the

Vines of Mrs. Pince which he has and those he has seen when
from home ? I hope my case may be a solitary one, but the
various opinions about the quality of this Grape almost con-
vince me that there may be something in there being two sorts

;

and if so it would bo well for those who have not succeeded
with it to communicate with their friends who have, and seo

that they have the same sorts. Our two Vines were both
planted at the same time and in the same border, so that
difference of situation can have nothing to do with this case.

While on this subject I will say a few words about the mode
of allowing Vines to grow to the extraordinary length of 2.5 feet

in one season. I cannot see the utility of allowing a Vine to

grow to such a length, and then at pruning time cutting-off

10 or 18 feet of the best of the canes. I say the best of tho
canes, for I have always found that the best wood and buds
are to be found just below where the canes have been stopped,

and where side shoots have pushed to a considerable length,

providing the wood is thoroughly ripened. My method is to

stop the canes a short distance above the place to which
they are likely to be pruned-back, and encourage all the
eyes on the young canes to break, train the resulting shoots
in the usual way to occupy all the space, stopping only to

prevent crowding. This I have practised for five years, and
I find that fine fruiting eyes are produced at the base of the
side shoots (just such as are so often cut away), and always
well ripened. Some four years ago our Editors thought fit

to publish a few remarks of mine on this subject with their

own ideas, from which I profited, but I was sorry this failed

to draw any discussion. In September, 1872, 1, with a friend,

paid a visit to Lambton Castle, about the time of the Glasgow
Show, and saw those fine Grapes of Mr. Hunter's, and my
heart leaped when I saw the side shoots trained along the
wires like Pear trees on a wall, and at their base those very
buds that would produce the li-lbs. Hamburghs.—R. Inglis.

MUSHEOOM HOUSE AND MANAGEMENT.
I AM frequently asked by amateurs how to grow Mushrooms,

and having had a large share of success for many years, perhaps
a few notes descriptive of my method may be acceptable to
some of your readers.

The house should have a north aspect, in which case you
may grow Mushrooms nearly all the year round ; and the roof,

of whatever material it may be, should be ceiled, as its being
so tends to keep the temperature more uniform. The heating
medium should be hot-water pipes or a brick flue.

The beds, or shelves, ought to be arranged as conveniently
as possible ; I prefer them of wood, 1 foot deep and 3 feet wide.
I usually commence forcing about the first week in September.
Horse droppings are collected every morning from the stables

and placed under cover, and when I have enough for a bed I

make it up at once, mixing with the droppings one barrowful
of loam to six of droppings. The bed should be made quite
firm. As soon as the heat begins to rise I make holes with a
dibber 8 inches apart over the whole bed. In three or four
days the heat will begin to decline ; when it is about 75' the bed
is ready to spawn. It is then covered with 1 inch of loam and
beaten quite smooth, and a moderate covering of hay placed
upon it. In four or five weeks the greater portion of the hay
may be removed, leaving just sufficient to cover the surface.

I never water the bed, but if the hay feels dry a very slight

dewing-over is given it. In six weeks the Mushrooms wiU
begin to appear, and will continue producing for about three
months. Successional beds should be made-up according to

the requirements.

—

Thos. Pkosser.

CULTURE OP CHEILANTHES ELEGANS.
This is one of the most beautiful of Ferns and yet often

in collections it is in a miserable condition—in fact, struggling
for life in a temperature and atmosphere quite uncongenial to
its health. To those, therefore, who have not succeeded in the
culture of this Fern I offer a few remarks, which, if attended
to, will insure success and gratification.

We will suppose you have a young plant in a 5-inch pot in

the spring. First turn it out of the pot, and examine if this

is full of roots ; if so, it will require a shift into a clean pot
two sizes larger, which will be a 7-inch pot. Drain this well,

and put a little moss on the top of the drainage ; then prepare
a compost of three parts peat and one of light turfy loam, and
add as much silver sand as will give the whole a sandy appear-
ance. If you add to this a little charcoal or charcoal-dust, to

keep the whole sweet, you will have a mixture that almost aU
Ferns will luxuriate in. Pot the plant firmly in this soil. If

you have only a small greenhouse, you can grow it to perfection.

The great mistake made by many in managing this Fern is
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placing it in a close moist atmosphere and using the syringe
freely. Unier this treatment it will not succeed. But give it

a greenhouse temperature, a gentle circulation of air, and
water when it requires it, but not wetting the fronds, and
you will be gratified by seeing frond after frond rising and
developing themselves into beauty.—J. Andebson, Hill Grove,
Kidderminster.

A CENTUBY OP ORCHIDS FOR AMATEUR
GROWERS.—No. 17.

DESDEOBIUSr.

As I have before remarked, this is purely an eastern genus,
. the various members of which conform to block and basket
culture perhaps better than most others, although I prefer pot
culture for some of those which make stout heavy pseudobulbs.
The species enumerated in the sixth article of my "Century"
were all kinds adapted to cool treatment, and I was much
gratified to receive a letter from a most enthusiastic lover of
plants who resides in Surrey, not fifty miles from Loudon
Bridge, informing me that his plant of Dendrobium speciosum
had this season produced him three spikes of flower for the
first time, and that he believed it was brought about by follow-

ing the open-air treatment recommended by me. This, then, is

satisfactory to him, and it is also satisfactory to me, inasmuch
as I have enlisted him in the ranks of cool Orchid-growers, and
I am sure this is the surest way to dispel the erroneous notions
which some will still entertain respecting the difficulty attend-
ing their culture. Depend upon it, readers, if you love a plaut
you can grow it, because you will leave nothing untried which
is likely to conduce to its well-being ; and let me add, if you do
not love plants it is quite useless to expect to be successful
with anything but weeds, and they will grow up without love
or without care, for few people who are not enthusiastic lovers
of plants can imagine how much beauty and how much jjleasure

can be stowed away in one little greenhouse, or even a frame.
It can only be compared to the " Turkish delight" which my
boys buy sometimes in lumps, and I have seen so many gems
brought out of a little house scarcely large enough to turn
round in, that one would almost imagine the lumps must be
closely packed too. However, this is rambling from my subject,

so I will just ask you to refer back to page 264, of March, 1873,
and all requisite information respecting soil, itc, wiU be found.

D. Ca3ibridgeanc3i.— This is sometimes grown under the
name of D. ochraceum, which, however, is not at all applicable

to the plant. It thrives admirably upon a block of wood, the
pseudobulbs attaining a length of from 4 to 12 inches. The
flowers are produced upon the young uuripened growth, and
are very attractive ; the sepals and petals are bright orange-
yellow in colour, and thick in texture ; the hp is of the same
colour, but is ornamented with a large heavy blotch of deep
crimson about the centre. It usually flowers iu the spring of

the year. Native of the Khasia Mountains.
D. Devoxianum.—I am utterly at a loss to find words to

depict the charming and elegant flowers which adorn the
pseudobulbs of this species during the months of May and
June. The growths are pendulous, from 1 to 3 feet in length,

or even more, but very slender, and it should always be grown
either in a basket or upon a block. The flowers are both
numerous and large, measuring about 2 inches in diameter

;

sepals and petals waxy-white shaded with pink, the petals

being tipped with deep rosy purple ; lip large, broadly heart-
shaped, and of the same colour as the sepals, but margined
with rich rosy purple, and stained with two large bright orange
spots, whilst the outer edge is beautifully set-off with a deep
fringe or frUl. It enjoys a very moist atmosphere when
growing.
D. LiiniFLORDM.—This is another superb plant, which should

be grown in a basket, as the terete pseudobulbs are pendulous,
and from 1 to 3 and 4 feet in length, and these when laden
with its splendid flowers have a truly gorgeous appearance.
It requires an abundant supply of water in the growing season,
but during winter only just sufficient to prevent the growth
from shrivelling. The flowers are freely produced, and are
large and handsome ; sepals and petals rich soft purple ; lip

large, white margined with dark purple. Unfortunately this
fine species remains rare, and is consequently rather higher iu
price than some of the other kinds. It usually blooms about
Apil, and lasts two or three weeks in beauty. Native of

Assam.
D. TORTILE KOSEUM.—An ercct-habitcd plant, which should

be grown in a pot. It is generally considered a difficult plant

to manage satisfactorily, because it is forgotten that although
it is a native of the island of Java, high mountains are to
be found there as well as on the mainland of India, and that
the plant occurs at considerable elevations. The pseudobulbs
grow from 1 to 2 feet in height, and somewhat resemble D. no-
bile iu appearance. The flowers are freely produced during
May and June ; the sepals and petals are slightly twisted, and
soft rose in colour, whilst the lip is primrose yellow tinged
with rose. It is a great favourite with me, but latterly seems
to have lost some favour with amateur's, probably from the
cause already named.

D. AOGEEGATnM 3IAJC3.—A dwarf-growiug plant, which should
be grown upon a block of wood. The pseudobulbs are light

green, and bear a small, dark green coriaceous leaf. Scape
short, bearing a few medium-sized, soft yellow flowers. It is

a very free-flowering and pretty species, which should find

accommodation in every amateur's collection. Native of the
cooler parts of India.

D. cHRYsoTis.—A species of somewhat recent introduction,
and extremely beautiful. The stem-like pseudobulbs are slen-

der, and attain a height of from 2 to 3 feet, or even more.
The leaves are bright green, and saving the fact of its bloom-
ing when the leaves are upon the stems, the habit resembles
that of D. fimbriatum. The whole flower is of a rich apricot

yellow ; the edge of the lip is beautifully fringed, and it has
also two blotches of deep blackish purple on the Up. It should
be grown in a pot. Native of Assam.

D. Wardian'um.—Tastes differ much, some preferring one
particular style of beauty and some another ; indeed, it is well

Nature has so constituted us. To me this species of Dendro-
bium stands quite at the head of the list. It should be grown
in a basket, for it makes long pendulous pseudobulbs, with
thickened nodes some 3 feet in length when vigorous. The
flowers are very large, measuring between 3 and 4 inches

across ; sepals and petals waxy-white, the apices being tipped
with rich magenta ; lip large (destitute of the beautiful fringe

which is such a marked feature in D. Devonianum), deep
orange, with two large crimson-purple blotches. Its season
of flowering is during April and May, and the blooms last a
considerable time in perfection owing to their great substance.

Unfortunately it still continues somewhat rare, but from my
partiahty for it I have been constrained to include it in this

enumeration. Native of Assam.

—

Expeeto Ceede.

THE ACACIA AND FREEMASONS.
Some weeks ago an inquiry appeared in The Journal op

Horticulture as to what species of Acacia was held in esteem
by Freemasons. The question was transferred to Notes and
Queries, and has elicited the following reply

—

" In the old work in my possession which has been once or
twice quoted from in Notes and Queries—viz., ' Les Plus Secrets
Mysteres des Mantes Grades de la Maronerie Divoiles,' I find at
page 9 of the preface the following passage— ' L'Acacia, si re-

noniTnc dans la Maitrise, est pour rapeller la memoire de la

Croix du Sauveur dii Monde, paree qu'elle fut fait de ce bois,

dont la Palestine est remplic, C'est la raisonpoura^uoi le Bijou
du Grand Maitre est tel qu'il est ici trace, fig. 4.'

" The Acacia alluded to wUI, I suppose, be the common Locust
tree about which Cobbett used to write. It is abundant in

Palestine. The fig. 4 alluded to in the extract above is a mere
representation of the ' bijou.' In its centre is a Calvary cross,

but the Acacia is not apparent, as might be supposed from the
reference. The artist intends us probably to imagine that the
cross is one made of the Acacia tree. Iu Germany the avenues
to the Catholic churches are generally formed of Locust trees,

and I liave heard it stated as a reason that the cross was made
of an Acacia. The German avenues are always of the common
Locust tree.

—

James Henry Dixon."

As a matter of fact, the so-called .^.cacia of gardens is not a

member of that genus, but a Robinia (R. pseud-Acacia) ; more-
over, it is not a native of Palestine, but of North America.

—J. B. Q.

Winter-blooming Rhododendron.—It may be interesting to

the lovers of that best of all evergreen shrubs, the Rhododen-
dron, to hear of a specimen now in bloom in my garden, of

K. lancifohum. It is about 10 feet high, 50 feet in diameter
of branches, and has now expanded, or nearly so, upwards of

four hundred splendid scarlet trusses of flower. The brUliaucy

of its colour, the admirable shape of its blossoms, and the

way in which the foliage falls down about the truss so as to

set it off to the best advantage, render this the most beautiful
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KhodoiJemlron I ever saw in this kingdom. I live in a re-

mote region of the nortli of Ireland.

—

John E. Boyd, Bally-
macool, Co. Donegal.

GEOS GUILLAUME A KEEPING GRAPE.
Mt vinery is very small, and I have few kinds of Grapes,

and am, therefore, not qualified to speak from extensive ex-

perience of the keeping qualities of various kinds. Neverthe-

less, I cannot withhold my testimony to the superiority of

Gros Guillaume (Black Barbarossa), amongst all that have
oome under my notice. I have just tasted a cluster cut in the

beginning of October attached to a small piece of the wood
and huug-up in a dry garret, hut without the advantage of

being in a bottle, and find the flavour most excellent. The
berries are a little shrunk, but not much, and the abundance
of saccharine juice has made them very like fine raisins, but

with a peculiar high aroma. I hope this Grape, which was
for a long time under a cloud, will now be better understood
and appreciated. In my opinion it should not be sent to the

table early, but either kept on the Vine, or, if cut, allowed to

hang in a dry room for some time till the flavour is fully

developed. I must confess, however, that with me this Grape
is not very prolific.

—

John Febme.

NOTES ON THE SEASON AND ITS EFFECTS.
Mild as the autumn has been, and for so long a period

too, it is many years since the common Primrose was in so

backward a state as it is now, and the same remark applies to

the Laurustinus ; both in 1871 and 1872 this shrub was in

full bloom early in December, the fully-expanded flowers being

an such numbers as to give the whole plant a white appear-
ance. Our sharpest frost for the year was on December 29th,

but it speedily gave way to milder weather, and at the time I

write (.January 13th) there have been no signs of winter yet

;

etill there is very little advance in the buds of deciduous trees,

only such plants as Clematises and Honeysuckles that bud
early having made any progress, and it is well they are so

backward ; but, as we expect a prolonged period of mild
weather to hasten on such things, I am a little puzzled that

Itoses have not commenced growing. Winter-blooming plants,

as Hellebore, the Snowdrop, Laurustinus, Garrya elliptica, and
Primroses, are later rather than earlier. Few of the single

white Primroses are yet in fuU bloom, though they are often

so early in November. The same may be said of the wild
Primroses, and Snowdrops are no further advanced than when
they were covered for some weeks with snow. It would almost
appear as if Nature were keeping everything back this season,

the better to escape the rigour of a late winter.

In the case of the Laurustinus I cannot but connect its

lateness with the season that is past, and in so doing I will

glance at the meteorology of last year. The winter, on the
whole, was mild, and the spring, up to the end of April, gave
promise of being early ; but May was a dull cold month, and
the same may be said of June up to the last week, which was
fine. June was also wet, and the two previous months having
been dry, the rain that fell then assisted all the coarser kinds
of vegetation, and grass and hay were abundant, as well as

many kinds of vegetables, but summer could not fairly be said

to have set-in till the middle of July. After that there was
but little fault to be found with the season, as August was a
fine month, and all the rain that fell in September and October
was needed. November and December were very mild, the
latter month also so dry that no measurable quantity of rain
fell the first fourteen days, and the roads were dusty. Now, in

the case of a shrub like the Laurustinus, the growth of which
takes place early in the season, I imagine that the cold weather
we experienced in May and June tells at the present time in

their backward condition as to blooming, and possibly the
same may be the case with the Primrose and other plants.

Their growth being protracted, it is probable that their resting
period must be so too, hence the lateness of their blooming.
I hardly know on what other principle to account for their

backward state.

Assuming the cause assigned to be correct, I have no reason
to doubt but that a good bloom will be in time produced

;

most plants look well, and, being late, are not likely to be in-

jured by the inclement weather. Still I am not sure that a
mild winter is to be desired, excepting on some accounts, for
the ground rarely works well afterwards, and a late spring
often follows.

Although the season has been mild and the autumn dry,

there have been drier years—viz., in 1855, 1858, 181)2, 18C3,

and 1870 ; and even as regards frost, I find the minimum
thermometer fell lower last year than it ever did in 18G3 or

1872. There were several summers in which hotter days
occurred. The sharp frosts in spring did much harm to the

fruit crop, and a bad planting-out time to the flower garden

;

but the prolonged summer made amends for the latter, and if

fruit was less plentiful than could bo wished, in most cases it

was good, and Apples certainly keep well. Complaints have
been made of Pears not doing so, but there have been seasons

when they have been worse. The great drawback seems to be
the bad condition of the Potatoes. On the other hand, all the
Cabbage and Broccoli tribe seem to have benefited by the

mild autumn, and for them a gradual approach to winter

would be better than a sudden one, as they are very succulent

and tender.

Subjoined is the rainfall of the past year compared with
previous ones, also the number of rainy and frosty days.

Months of 1873.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Total

„ 1872

„ 1871

„ 1870

Average of preceding fifteen years

.

—J. EoBSON, Linton Park.

Total
Balnfall.

2.69

2.24
l.BB

0.81

0,97

S.70
1.60

2.13

2.69
3.31
1.7.'!

0.46

23.99
39.10

25.12

21.63

20.54

No. of

Bainy
Days.

21
18
15
15
12
13
9
15
14
18
17
7

169
215
167
152

163

No. of

Frosty
Days,

11

9
4

9
4

10

73
52

92

81

'GREEN'S PATENT GUINEA LAWN-MOWER.
We are informed that it is composed of the smallest num-

ber of parts of any other lawn-mower. The framework is cast

all in one piece, and therefore is not liable to be twisted or by
any means to get out of order. The cutters are fitted in the

cylinder without wedging or wireing, and yet they are so

firmly fixed that they cannot be shaken or in any way become
loose. The fixings or caps of the cyUnder are fitted together

by two bolts and two screws only, and the cylinder itself

can be adjusted or removed by the most inexperienced person
in two or three minutes. The motive power is given by the

travelling wheels, into which a pinion fixed on the end of

the cylinder-shaft is geared, giving revolving motion to the

cutters. It will cut either short, long, wet, or dry grass,

bents, &c. The grass-box is fixed behind the cutters, so that

the machine will cut grass close up to trees, seats, walls, and
underneath shrubs without the box having to be removed. It

is eminently adapted for banks, slopes, flats, &c. The handle
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of the macLuDe will suit the height of the person using it at

any anyle.

KOYAL HORTICULTUBAL SOCIETY.
Jasuaky 21st.

Among the alterations in the new Bchedule of the Society's

Shows is the abaudoiimeut of a number of the minor exhibi-

tions held in conjunction with the Committee meetings, the
subjects broujrht forward at the latter often forming a show of

themselves. Unfortunately on this occasion, from whatever
cause, there was scarcely anything exhibited; let ns hope that

the future meetings will present a greater degree of interest after

the Annual General Meeting, when it may be anticipated that

the state of ferment in which the Society at present is shall have
subsided.

Fruit Comihttee.—A Smee, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. There
"were very few subjects brought before the Committee. Mr. E.
Bennett, gardener to the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield, Herts,
sent specimens of fruit of Psidium Cattleyanum (Cattley's

Guava) ; the plants had been grown in the open air during sum-
mer and autumn, and the fruit ripened in a cool vinery. The
flavour was very indifferent. He also sent a dish of Early Pro-
lific Tomato, which had been grown in a cool vinery ; the fruit

was well kept. With these came a dish of pods of Tacsonia Van-
Volxemi, which are edible, but the flavour is not agreeable.

G. F. Wilson, Esq., of Heatherbank, Weybridge, sent specimens
of Newtown Pippin Apple from a pot tree ; the fruit was well

coloured, handsome in shape, and of excellent flavour. Messrs.
Masters & Kinmout, nurserymen, Canterbury, sent seedling
Apple Duchess of Edinburgh. Two dishes of Potatoes were
sent by Mr. R. Dean, seedsman, Ealing—viz.. Extra Early Ver-
mont and Brownell's Vermont Beauty, two excellent American
Borts certificated at Chiswick last year.

Floeal Committee.—E. B. Postans, Esq., in the chair.

Messrs. Standish & Co., Ascot, sent two dozen potfals of Lily
of the Valley, excellently bloomed, and for this early season
quite notable. From G. F. Wilson, Esq., Heatherbank, Wey-
hridge Heath, came a very large-flowered Cineraria, which had
no other recommendation beyond its colour. Mr. Denning,
gardener to Lord Londesborough, Norbiton, sent Odontoglossum
augustatum, by no means remarkable ; the flowers small, pale

creamy yellow, spotted with brown, the lip purpUsh at the
base. Mr. W. Paul, of Waltham Cross, exhibited two stands

of Camellias, in which Lavinia Maggi, Ulaute, Elegans, Don-
kelaari, Conspicua, Fimbriata, and Albaplena were conspicuous.
From Messrs. Dobson & Sons, Isleworth, came an excellent

group of Primula sinensis fimbriata of the red and white-
flowered varieties. Mr. E. Dean, EaUng and Bedfont, sent

white bedding Viola White Swan, grown in a cold frame. This
is a seedling from Viola lutea grandiflora, and is stated to be
the earliest flowering of all the bedding Violas. A pretty little

pan of Primroses was also shown by the same exhibitor, and in

this Violet Gem and Rosy Morn were especially pleasing. The
only first-class certificate awarded was to Messrs. Veitch for

Cypripedium Eoezlii with a yellow slipper, with the sepals and
petals veined with purple, giving the flower a lively appearance,
which will render it a favourite.

CONTINUANCE OF EUCHAKIS AMAZONICA IN
BLOOM.

IsyoiirNo. 630of April 24th, 1873, you published an account

of the treatment followed here for many years in the cultivation

of Eueharis amazonica, and the result as indicated by the

period of blooming, showing a total of 314 days out of 3(56 in

the previous year. The following is the result of the year just

passed :

—

Days in flower, January 31 Days in flower, July 17

„ February 28 ,, August 27

„ March 21 „ September 30

„ April 30 „ October 31

„ May 31 „ November 30

,, June 21 „ December 31

Total—328 days in flower out of 365.

—John Savers, Gardener to Tliomas Bcideij, Esq., Mockvillc,

Blackrocli, Co. Dublin.

Me. Micholls' Collection of Plants.—We regret to learn

that the collection of magnificent specimen stove and green-

house plants belonging to H. Micholls, Esq., of Southgate

—

wh^ch have caused such a sensation wherever exhibited by his

highly-skilled gardener, Mr. Thomas Baines, which have been

in fact the heroes of a hundred fights—is to be dispersed this

spring, in consequence of the proprietor being about to remove
to a west-end mansion.

CINEKABIA CULTURE.
I USUALLY make the first sowing at the beginning of March,

and as soon as the seedlings appear they are placed very close
to the glass in a cool house. The principal object to be borne
in mind is good robust plants. The compost should be fibry
loam, silver sand, and old decayed cow dung. Place the cow
dung in a shovel over a fire long enough to kill worms, and
then powder it up. Never place the seedlings on the north
side of a hedge, but plunge the pots in ashes up to the rim in
a pit facing the north. They can be successfully grown in a
pit facing south, in the full heat of the summer sun, by every
morning drawing-ou the hghts, and whitewashing them for
shade, and in the evening drawing them off. Cinerarias
love the dew during their growth. I use blood diluted with
water. No liquid manure that I have ever used has afforded
such good results. The plants are liable to be mildewed. To
stop it place good-sized lumps of lime, newly burnt, here and
there about the pit.

The Cineraria is one of the best winter-blooming plants when
well-grown robust plants are produced.—F. P. Luckhdbst.

POBTKAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWEBS,
FRUITS.

AND

Steudneka colocaslifolia. Nat. ord., Aroidese. Linn.,
MoncEcia Polyandria.—Native of South America. Spathe
yellow, throat purplish. " Mr. Bull believes that he received
his specimen from Calcutta, but it is certainly not an Indian
form. It belongs to Schott's section or tribe of Asterostigmeae,
and its allies are for the most part American ; it, however,
closely resembles in the form and colouring of the foliage a
very ornamental Aroid (Colocasia Jenningsii), which I found
in the Khasia mountains. The specimen here figured flowered
in Mr. BuU's nursery in May, 1873."

—

[Ibid., t. 6076.)

Mesembeyanthemum TEUNc.iTELLUM. Nat. ord., Ficoidese.

Linn., Icosandria Di-pentagynia.—Native of South Africa.

Flowers yellow. " M. truncatellum was introduced into Kew in
1795 by F. Massou, one of the travellers attached to the
establishment, and is described as flowering in November j
our plant was sent by Principal MacOwan, of Gill College,

Somerset East, and flowered in October, 1873 ; it is a very rare

species, was unknown to the Prince Sabn Dyck, and is hence
not included in his magnificent work ; it has never before been
figured."— (Iii(f., r. C077.)

Bambusa striata. Nat. ord., Graminacea;. Linn., Hexan-
dria Monogyuia.—Native of China. The anthers are purple
and showy. " The specimen at Kew, sent from the Calcutta
Botanic Gardens, is about 6 feet high, but Lindley describes it

as attaining 20 feet, which from its habit it may very well be
supposed to do. It belongs to Monro's third section of the

genus Bambusa, which has a long hairy style, and to which
the B. vulgaris and two other species belong. This plant
flowered in November last, with Mr. Bull, who kindly sent me
the specimen figured ; its anthers stain paper of a lOao colour ;.

it has been called B. Fortunei, which 1 take to be a very
different plant."— (7fc(rf., t. 6079.)

Gooseberries LoED Derby and Victory.—" The Gooseberries

of the Lancashire growers have long been famed for their

great size, but an impression is abroad that they are inferior

in quality as dessert fruit. This, however, is a false conclusion,

so far as many of the varieties are concerned. We have
selected, from a number of sorts obligingly forwarded to us-

last season by Mr. C. Leicester, of Compton Eoad, Maccles-

field, two varieties, which were certainly quite up to the aver-

age as regards the important quality of fiavour, while from
their size and beauty they rank amongst the choicer sorts

grown for exhibition. Lord Derby is a seedling of Mr.
Leicester's, and is as yet new and little known. It is a fine

showy fruit of the hairy-red class, bright and telling in colour^

and brisk as well as rich in flavour ; in every way a first-class

fruit. ]'ictunj is less novel, but is a first-rate variety amongst
the whites. The former has been grown as heavy as 22 dwt.

11 grs. ; the latter has reached to 17 dwt. 10 grs."

—

{Florist and.

Fornoloijist, 3 B., vii., 1.)

The Eoyal Hoeticultubai. Society as it is and as it

might be.—This is the title of a pamphlet by G. F. WUBon,
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Esq., F.R.S., now pnblished. We have seen this, and we bave

a circular also aunounciug the formation of a " Vote-by-proxy

Association." At present we withhold all oommeutary.

OLD FRIENDS WITH NEW NAMES.
The Irish Farmer's Gazelte is right about synonyms and

pseudonyms, but is not right in saying that Rivera' Royal

Ashleaf is the same as Myatt'a Prolittc. Lord Portman's gar-

dener, Mr. Leach, told me that at Bryanston they preferred

Myatt's Prolific to the Royal Ashleaf. The raiser of Mona's

Pride sent it to me from the Isle of Man, and I say that it is

not the same as the old Ashleaf. Mona's Pride is a much
larger Potato and has much stronger haulra ;

it is a great

•cropper, and does not require such high cultivation as the old

Ashleaf. It is interior to it in flavour ;
moreover, its haulm

and foliage are more frost-resisting. The Lapstone, Pebble

White, and Yorkshire Hero, though much alike, are not the

same. They are all three here. The last two aro evidently

derived from the Lapstone. Haigh's Seedling properly is the

Copper-nosed Kidney, from which the Lapstone was derived.

Both having been raised by Haigh, may therefore be called

Haigh's Seedling. Major Haigh, who was an army boot and

shoe contractor, died at Bardsley, near Leeds, about 18.5.5 or

18.5G. I consider the old Ashleaf and the Lapstone for quality

and flavour to be still the best two Potatoes. The old Ashleaf

requires protection for its haulm and foliage in spring. I do

not keep it now, but I used to grow it successfully by protect-

ing the haulm with wooden troughs like the roof of a house,

raising the ends on bricks as the plants grew. Keep the foliage

dry, and Potato plants will bear many degrees of frost.—W. F.

Eadclttfe.

RECENT GLEANINGS ABOUT INSECTS.
In reply to a correspondent, Mr. Newman remarks, in the

^'Entomologist," that the common and annoying little moth
Hyponomeuta padella, the larva-webs of which overspread

Hawthorn hedges and fruit trees, has not yet had its history

clearly made out. Haworth, who called it " Padi," described

five varieties, while Stainton, our latest authority on the small

Lepidoptera, sees no notable differences between those that

•feed on the Apple and the Hawthorn, and we do not know
positively what is the continental type. Guenee has a " Mali-

nellus," which Mr. Newman thinks may be our Apple-feeder.

One of the assistants of Messrs. Mander, of Wolverhampton,
discovered in a nodule of Sierra Leone copal a living larva,

seemingly of a beetle, the cavity being considerably larger than

the body of the insect, yet hermetically sealed from the out-

ward air. Two curious questions suggest themselves :
" How

did it get in?" and "How long had it lived in such a

position ? " The Rev. G. C. B. Madden records a singular

change of instinct on the part of bees. In the district of San
Francisco there were formerly no hivo bees. Some swarms
were introduced there, and in their customary manner they

stored-up honey for the winter ; winter, however, did not, as a

matter of course, come as they anticipated, and it was found
that thenceforth they ceased to lay-up stores, and only em-
ployed themselves in their usual labours for the continuance of

the race, and obtained food as they required it.

Some further observations on the subject of controlling sex

in butterflieshave been published in the "American Naturalist,"

and Mr. Riley adduces evidence tending to upset Mrs. M. Treat's

inferences based on her own experiments, though he compli-

ments the lady entomologist on her diligence, and adds that
" most naturalists will be proud that a lady has set the example
of making such investigations." As to this conclusion we are

not so certain. It does not appear that any facts noted by
Mrs. Treat go to upset what is still regarded as a fundamental
principle by anatomists and physiologists—viz., that the sex is

determined at the moment of conception. In that case each

. egg of a butterfly or moth leaves the body of the parent insect

with the germ within it of the future male or female, and in

the overwhelming majority of insects these are in equal pro-

portions throughout each brood, though it may happen that

the progeny of a particular insect here and there may show an
overwhelming preponderance of one sex over the other. From
the experiments made by stinting larvre in quantity of food
resulting in the production of more males, Mr. Riley only con-

cludes that the females being the larger mostly, and therefore

needing more nourishment, are diminished necessarily by this

treatment in larger proportion.

That distinguished entomologist Mr. H. Doubleday has lately

expressed his opinion in severe terms, though not stronger

than the occasion requires, on the mischievous and dishonour-

able practice of foisting foreign specimens into so-called collec-

tions of British insects, which is now rendering it almost im-
possible to verify the authenticity of most specimens of rare

Lepidoptera.
Concerning aphis honey Mr. F. Walker writes in the " Ento-

mologist :
"—" Bees find their honey comparatively prepared

for them in flowers, but the honey by the medium of aphides

has various beginnings. It is extracted from the crevices of

old Oak trees, from the twigs of young Oak trees, from the

roots of Grass, of Sow Thistles, and of Parsnips, from the

Nettle and the Bramble, from the Ivy and the Honeysuckle,
from the Willow and the Poplar, from the Bog Myrtle and the
Sea Aster, and its sweetness has abundance of other sources."

What a pity it is in these scarce times that we cannot utilise

aphis honey as an article of food !

A specimen of the exceedingly rare Sphinx, known to collec-

tors as the Orange-tailed Clearwing (Sesia allantiformis) , has

been taken by Mr. Bryant at Greenhithe, the locality where the

first authentic British example was captured by the late Mr.
Chant many years ago. As late as the 7th of October an indi-

vidual of the Silver-striped Hawk-moth (Chasrocampa Gelerio)

was taken on the wing at Bolton.

BELGIAN HORTICULTURE.—No. 6.

M. LOUIS VAN HOUTTE'S NUBSERT.

Aftek giving a general idea of this establishment, it is

possible to summon a few particulars that may be of interest.

Not a few have seen this world-renowned place, but the

majority of your readers have had to content themselves with

the descriptions of others, neccessarily vague and disjointed,

for it is difiicult to know where to start, and once started, even

more so to know when to stop. However, by way of finding a
starting point it may be said, as there is no attempt at outside

show, there are no grand specimens artistically grouped to

create a striking impression inside. The establishment lacks

the towering Palms of Linden's and the noble tree Ferns of

Verschaffelt's ; not that there are not fine and valuable plants

of these and other subjects new and rare, but they are

scattered over a great extent of houses, as if the health and
comfort of the particular plants were more thought of than
mere effect. It is evidently not the forte of this nursery to
" go in " for covering a large area with a limited number of

sensational occupants, the object being rather to raise by
hundreds of thousands everything in demand, and so as to be

easy of transmission to nearly all parts of the world. It is

pre-eminently a plant-manufactory—by no other expression can

it be understood so well.

Here, for instance, are Camellias manufactured to a greater

extent, perhaps, than in any other nursery on the earth's sur-

face. These alone are a sight to see : On one side a batch of

150,000 cuttings, striking apparently with the greatest freedom
and absence of loss ; on the other, 100,000 recently " worked,"

all in glass oases or frames in a temperate structure. In

sunken brick-pits are stocks potted-off and plunged, rooting

through and over the sides of the pots to perfection. Again,

there are thousands of plants shifted-on after grafting, and
standing out of doors in shady places, but free from " drip."

One batch of 80,000 in bud, for sending-off the same autumn,
were remarkable for their promise and luxuriance. They were

standing between tall upright Poplars, which had been planted

in lines from east to west, and at distances so that the

shadow of one row reached the base of the other—the very

place for a Camellia forest. Most gardeners are aware of the

free growth and exuberant aspect of Belgian Camellias, and are

also aware of their frequent retrogression shortly after being

subjected to the change the plants meet with in England.

Their luxuriance is called plethora, induced, as is commonly
supposed, by being planted out in the open ground, grown
quickly, lifted, and potted. This is not so. I was told that I

should see CameUias turned out in the open (prepared) ground

and gro^\ing like Laurels. In this one nursery were, at the

least, 500,000 CamelUas in pots—plunged, it is true, many
of them were, but yet each was potted ; nor in any other

place did I find any really planted out, save a hundred or two

under glass in one nursery, and these were below par as to

health. In saying this I do not assert that they are not

plethoric as we understand the term, only that it is not

induced by planting-out. It is but reasonable to suppose,
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when a plant is forced into an extra luxuriant and abnormal
growth in its early stages, that it is at the sacrifice of its

permanent welfare. We prefer a more steady, sturdy growth
at the beginning—a sound foundation, and in this I think we
are wise; I have certainly seen finer, better, and more really

sound and healthy large specimens of both Camellias and
Azaleas in England than came under my notice " over the

water." StUl, the young stuff of our continental neighbours

grows with marvellous freedom, and their larger plants are

wonderfully healthy, so that what we regard as plethora here

is not so to the same extent there.

There is no doubt that the Belgians treat the Camellia
generously. We may think they err on the side of Uberal

diet, but they think we err on the other side—starvation.

Possibly the true line is the old one, a medium between the

two extremes. There is very little doubt but that thousands
of Camellias have been starved out of existence by being con-

fined in a bare larder—a poverty-stricken soO—and having in-

sufficient supplies of water. The Belgians water copiously, and
occasionally (about once a-week the grower told me), give weak
cow-dung water, but their main dependance is on a full and
free—almost lavish—supply of the pure element. With good
drainage it is surprising the amount of water the Camellia will

not only endure but delight in. The fleshy rootlets can brook
no drought—not much more than can those of the Hyacinth

;

and if these rootlets are once permitted to shrivel, the emis-

sion of fresh ones is slow and stubborn work and, in the

meantime, the plant loses health not easy to regain. Than a

healthy Camellia nothing is much easier to keep healthy ; than
a sickly one few things are less easy to cure. But the Belgians

have a leaf eoU which we have not, or at any rate which is not
common amongst us. In this the Camellia roots with extra-

ordinary freedom, and it is thus endued, especially in its young
state, with a remarkable hue of health. The leaf soil, it is

evident, contains food in plenty, and easily digestible to the

young plant ; its lasting nutrition is another matter, and the

point is open to conjecture. The plants, however, are mostly
young when distributed, and the amateur purchaser is too

often mortified to watch them change from ivy green to the

unwelcome tint of waning health. PlantB such as those re-

ferred to are coming over to England in large numbers, and will

be killed by hundreds, but their owners part with them hardly.

I have letters on this point pressing for information.

This must be my reply to them ; These foreign Camellias will

not stand a dry greenhouse shelf at once, and the soil not

watered until the pot rings to the knuckles. Stand them on
the floor for a time, and keep it moist. Water freely and
syringe frequently for a week or two, adapting them to their

changed circumstances by easy gradations. Let them remain
in the same [soil until they have made their fresh growth.

There would seem to be, in the minds of many, an irresistible

propensity to pick away the soil from a plant the moment it

comes from any nursery. There is a vague notion that it is

not right and they must " give it fresh." This, in nine eases

out of ten, is a mistake. One check at a time is enough. Do
not, therefore, be in haste to add to a change of temperature
and atmosphere a change of soil, and run the risk of giving

wor?e than you take away into the bargain. The older a man
grows, and the more experience he has, the more will he be
disposed to repose confidence in a trusty man, and such are all

our nurserymen of reputation. Trust their soil, then, and
give it at least a few weeks' grace, and it will be better for

seller's fame, buyer's temper, and the plant's health. I must,
however, defer a notice of fifty thousand Gloxinias in bloom
and an acre of Azaleas for another paper.—J. Weight.

KEEPING FETJITS.
To grow good fruit requires a thorough knowledge of the

subject, both as regards the pruning, pinching, and training of

the branches, and the management of the roots. If the latter

are in unsuitable soil, or that which has not been properly
cultivated, or if the soil has been overdosed with rich manures,
success is very uncertain. But the subject of this paper is not
to show how to grow good fruit, but to give a few hints to

amateurs and others as to the best way to preserve it in good
condition.

It ought to be the aim of all cultivators of fruit to continue
the supply of it for as long a period as possible. Gooseberries,

Strawberries, Cherries, Easpberries, and all similar small fruits

can have their season prolonged by planting in different situa-

tions ; or if this is not possible, a selection should be made of

sorts that ripen at different periods. For instance : If early,

midseason, and late Gooseberries are planted in a position

fully exposed to the sun there will be a succession of fruit

;

the early varieties will be gathered before the late sorts come
in ; but if in addition to this a few bushes of some late variety

that hangs well, such as the Warrington, can be planted under
a north wall, a further advantage will be gained. Red and
^Tiite Currants may be grown as bushes in the kitchen gar-
den, and Morello Cherries as pyramids ; but the same fruits

do remarkably weU, and the fruit hangs much longer on the

trees, if they are planted against a wall facing the north. In
warm seasons some of the choicer fruits will ripen well on a.

north wall, in some instances exceedingly fine Apricots have
been gathered from such a position. Of course it would not
do to plant there for a certain crop of this fruit.

Besides planting in early and late positions, it is often neces-
sary to have recourse to nets to protect the fruit from the
depredations of birds and wasps. Haythorn's hexagon net&
are the best I am acquainted with for protecting fruit from
wasps ; but nets with close meshes are a necessary evil, and
should not be kept on the trees longer than they are required

to protect the fruit, as they prevent sun and air from gaining
access to the trees at a time when these agents are most
required to ripen the wood and the fruit buds for next season.

If there is no danger of wasps attacking the fruit, old herring

nets are the cheapest and best protection from birds. The
nets should be raised above the bushes or trees by means of

sticks with a fork at one end, and made secure at the sur-

face of the ground by means of pegs. Even with all these

precautions blackbirds and thrushes, allured by the tempting
dainties, will make desperate efforts to get inside ; they will

run and fly all round the nets, looking for an aperture large

enough to admit them. If any of the old nets which have
been in use require mending it ought to be seen to now, and
if new ones are required they should be ordered. All such
repairs are best done at a time when work is slack.

Keeping Apples and Pears in the Fruit-room.—These fruits

cannot be kept in good condition for a lengthened period if

Fig. 1.—Interior View.

there is no rightly-constructed room in which to store them -

but besides this, the manner and time of picking the fruit are
of primary importance. Apples should not be gathered before

they are ripe, which can be ascertained hj cutting one of the-

fruits, and if the seeds are of a light-brown colour the fruit

may be gathered ; if at the same time it does not part readily

from the tree only a portion should be gathered, the remaining
portion being left a week or ten days longer. Pears require

much more judgment as to the best time to gather them. They
should be taken at different degrees of ripeness ; three gather-

ings may be made from one tree at intervals of a week or

more, as the case may be, and there are some varieties which
if allowed to remain on the trees until nearly ripe are worth-
less, such as Williams's Bon ChrOtien, Beurru d'Amaulis, and
Fondante d'Automne. Even Pears that ripen in midwinter
are best gathered successionally. Then all fruits intended to

keep must be gathered carefuUy. A basket should be used to

the handle of which a hook is attached to hang it on the tree,

BO that the person gathering the fruit may use botk hands.
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^lepositing it carefully in the basket. The fruit should not be

removed from this until it is taken to the fruit-room and de-

posited on the shelves by hand. All fruit in any way damaged

should be separated from the sound spaoimsns, this to be
kept by itself and used first.

But for the fruit to keep well after it is gathered there

'^"'X"~T'''T"^~x^^'"'^~"\s:"~r"T ™^;™.j-,_^ -5^ ^
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or stages one above another, with an outer edging to each to

prevent the fruit from falling-off. The staging in the fruit-

room at Loxford Hall is 3 feet wide, one stage being placed

above another ; the distance between is 1 foot 9 inches. The
staging is of white pine, and is formed of laths made of inch
deals; the laths are 1 J -inch wide, a space of 1 inch being
allowed between each. The stages are easily fixed. Upright
posts of deal, 2^ inches sijnare, reaching from floor to ceiling,

are ranged in line ; 3 feet from the wall cross-bearers, 1} inch

square, with one end in the wall and the other fixed to the

upright posts, are placed at the proper distances, the laths

being nailed to these cross-bearers. If the house is wide
enough a table may be iixed in the centre, on the same principle

as the side stages. The fruit keeps best if laid-out on these

stages not more than two deep, all the better if only one deep.

Iruit intended to be kept in good condition after February
should be packed in barrels or boxes amongst dry sand, each
specimen being wrapped-up separately in soft paper. I have
also kept fruit with straw laid under and over it, also laid out

on cloths, but the above is what I consider the best. Of course,

although it is recommended to build the fruit-room on the

shady side of the wall, it does not foUow that no other position

will answer; facing east would be next best, then west, and
south worst of all. A fireplace should be built in the room,
though it will not be necessary to use it often. It will require

to be lighted should very severe frost set in, as should the
fruit become frozen it will soon decay.

Where the garden is but small, and only a small quantity of

fruit to be kept, it may be stored in the dwelling-house in

any convenient and suitable place, the main essential being

that all fruit should be laid in an airy place for two or three

weeks after it is gathered, all decaying fruit being removed as

soon as it is perceived. Amateurs and others who have been
successful in keeping fruit well under adverse circumstances

would confer a great favour on many readers if they would
publish through the columns of this Journal the means used.

—J. Douglas.

[The accompanying are drawings of a fmit-room, in which the

later varieties of Pears in particular were kept in extraordinary

condition till an advanced period of the season. Fii). 1 is a

view of the interior,//;. 2 the ground plan, /i;/. 3 the longitu-

dinal section. The reference letters are in all cases the same.]

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBUEBAN GARDENING.
Insects and Diseases of Plants.—Plants in rooms, especi-

ally Geraniums and Rosea, are very liable to be attacked by
aphides. These may be removed by tobacco smoke or tobacco
water, and, where the smell is not offensive, smoke blown from
a common tobacco-pipe is as effectual as any other method.
Camphorated water may be used by those who dislike the smell
of tobacco. Mildew occasionally, though rarely, attacks house
plants, and its appearance shows that the plant has been in im-
pure air, or otherwise improperly treated. Sulphur or camphor
will effectually remove the mildew ; and a scaly insect of the
coccus tribe, which appears occasionally on Oranges, Camellias,
and similar plants, may be removed by a sponge and water.
Plants and Flowers in Piooms.—Many persons have a dis-

like to jjlauts in houses as being unhealthy, and as their dislike

is in a great measure groundless, I may notice it. Dr. Priestley
•was the first to show that the leaves of plants absorb carbonic
acid gas by their upper surfaces, and give out oxygen by their

under ones, thereby tending to purify the air in as far as animal
life is concerned, because carbonic acid gas is pernicious to

animals, and oxygen is what that Ufe requires. It is in the light,

however, that these operations are carried on, for in the dark
plants give out carbonic acid, and this may be one reason why
plants grown in the dark have little or uo charcoal in their sub-
stance. It does not appear, however, that any of the scentless
products given out by plants are injurious to human beings, be-
cause those who live among accumulated plants are not less

healthy than others, though many persons feel dislike, and even
pain, from the odours of particular plants in a way not very
easily accounted for.

On the Continent in general, and in France and Germany in
particular, flowers of all sorts, but particularly the most fragrant,

are admitted into the saloons, chambers, and even bedrooms
of people of all classes, and they, rather than complain of auy
ill effects arising from their presence, complain more of the
(lifliculty of procuring them in sufficient abundance. The
flowers most in demand for the chambers of the French and
Germans are Oranges, .Jasmine, Carnations, Honeysuckle, Mig-
nonette, Olive, Rocket, Rose, Violet, Wallflower, Rosemary,
Stock, Lavender, Savory, Oleander, Hyacinth, LUac, Syringa,
Heliotrope, Narcissus, &c.—all sweet-smelling flowers, and these

they indulge in to a very considerable extent. We may safely
conclude, then, that plants admitted into rooms to the extent
they are in general can produce no effect injurious to the health
of the majority of people, but, on the contrary, will afford
amusement to the mimd and exercise to the body. The mind
will be agreeably exercised in contemplating the beauty of the
flowers, but much more so still if the study of their respective
parts, nature, and structure, in a botanical and physiological
point of view, be at the same time attended to. An agreeable
and rational exercise will be provided for the body if the pro-
prietor, particularly if of the softer sex, take the entire manage-
ment of the little window garden.
Plants in rooms turn not only their leaves but their branches

to the window by which the light entered, and a plant may, by
turning it at intervals, be made to bend successively to all sides

;

but such bendings weaken the plant, and thus it is an excessive
or unnatural action. This turning of the plant to the light is

always, of course, in proportion to the brightness of that light

as compared with the other sides of the plant. Flowers, too, open
their petals to the light and close them in the dark, or in some
cases, as in that of the Crocus, when a cloud passes over the
sun. The same flower, and also some others, will open their
petals to the light of a lamp or candle, and close them again
when that is withdrawn.

It follows, as a necessary consequence, that in rooms plants
should be placed as near the window as possible, that the window
should have a south aspect, and that they should be as seldom
as possible shaded with blinds or otherwise. If placed at a dis-

tance from the windows, plants should be frequently changed,
and to place them on tables or mantel-shelves is bad manage-
ment. As the weather has been very changeable lately, parti-

cular attention is required for protecting everything that is

likely to be injured by frost. When the nights are sharp and
cold all the plants should be drawn back from the window, or
set down on the floor of the room. Pelargoniums, owing to the
late mild weather, will now be nice plants if they have been
well treated, and must be carefully watered. If they incline to

grow-up weak and spindly the points of the shoots may be
nipped-off; they should be watered sparingly, and allowed to
have plenty of air every fine day.
Vegetaeles.—If not done last week, a sowing of Radishes

may be made on a warm border if the weather is favourable,
but the beds must be carefully covered in severe weather, as

directed last week. Vacant ground, if any, may be dug, and
everything that will forward the spring work should now be
done before that busy time arrives.

FaniT.—If any fruit trees remain not pruned it is not yet too
late to perform that operation. Gooseberry and Currant-pruning
must be completed as soon as possible. After pruning it is well
to top-dress the bushes a little. To accomplish this, draw a
little of the surface soil away with a hoe, then apply the manure,
and finally soil the whole over about 2 inches deep.
Flowers.—This changeable weather is very unfavourable to

flowers, and they will require much attention. If severe frosts

set in, China Roses, &c., trained on the cottage trellis should
have some protection, for, being in a forward state, they will be
injured. Spring flowers, as Anemones, Tulips, Crocuses, ti*c., if

any, must also be looked after and protected with fern or straw.

i?LANTS PEoi'ER FOR WiNDOw CuLTUBE.—As the Situation of

these plants is different from what they occupy in their natural
state, it becomes necessary to select such as are capable of

accommodating themselves to circumstances; and as the un-
favourable circumstances of house plants are chiefly want of

free and pure air and of light, and in those species which are

accustomed to long seasons of repose in the winter, the want of

a uniform temperature, these circumstances must be kept in

mind in the selection. Rooms, especially in crowded cities,

are the most unnatural, and on that account the worst situa-

tions in which plants can be placed, and therefore, if heal thy
plants, and an abundance of bloom are sought, variety must be
sacrificed. Plants which will continue healthy for a long time
in the confined air of rooms are generally those which have a
pecuhar surface or texture in the foUage, such as many of the
Aloes, Cactuses, and Mesembryanthemums, among what are

called succulent plants.—W. Keane.

LOCAL PLANTS.
Many years have passed since in a far distant land tho

writer of this delivered, among other botanical lectures, one

on " Local Plants." He referred to Primula imperialis, on!;/

found on Pangerango Mountain in Java, in the damp shade of

thickets at an elevation of 9000 feet. He referred to thu Ker-

guelau Cabbage, which a naval friend said was found nowhere
except on that island.

The Sea Pink and Scurvy Grass are found otilij on the sea-

shore and summits of our Highland mountains—evidence that

these were once islands enclosed by the sea.

Saxifraga cernua is found nowhere in Britain except on the
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summit of Ben Lawers ; there also occurg, and nowhere else

in the -worlJ, the Lichen Verrnoarla Hooker! ; there also, and

nowhere else, occur the Moss Gymnostomum CTSpitosum.

Draba rupestris and Alsine rubella occur nowhere in Britain

except hero and in a place of Sutherlandshire. Oxytropis

campestris is found in Britain only on one cliff, of Clova, in

the Braemar Mountains ; Trifolium Bocconi only on the

Lizard in Cornwall. So in other lands there are hermits of

the vegetable world, which prefer being separated from all

their relatives. Examples of these are the Sicilian Ho)'ehonnd

(Marrubium peregrinum) ; the Blue-bottle Thistle (Carduus

cyanoides) ; the Crimson Grass Vetch (Lathyrus Nissolia) ; the

Elegant St. John's-wort (Hypericum elegans) ; and the Heath-
leaved Sun Rose (Heliauthemum Fumana). These and some
others, it has been well observed, " stand quite insulated, and
seem as if they would disappear, did not Nature, in a manner
often inexplicable, provide for their continuance." But the

most remarkable we have not yet mentioned—namely, Forstera

sedifolia, on the summits of the loftiest mountains of New
Zealand ; Melastoma tidorensis, on the crest of Mount Tidor,

in the Molucca Islands ; and Disa cornuta, on a few spots near

the summit of Table Mountain. Whole natural orders are

Aloe. filecal Cactus.

Mexican Cacti.

Melocactus. Cactus, or Gauos.

similarly limited in their places of growth. Sleyen observes
that the singular group of the Cactacea; is properly pecuUar to

the torrid and subtropical zones of the New World ; two
species only have yet been found in East India and China,
and there in the interior of the country, at considerable alti-

tudes. However, the form of the Cactus has its representa-

tive in the Old World ; for on its eastern, as well as its

western side, we have Euphorbii'E,'which we should certainly

consider Cacti were we without the knowledge of their organs
of fructification ; as Euphorbia neriifolia in Southern China,
which the Ipomcea QuamocUt twines round and decorates with
its scarlet flowers, just as Loranthus aphyllus does the Cerei
of Chili. Euphorbia canariensis and Euphorbia balsamifera
represent the Cactacefe in the western part of the Old World.
It is equally inexplicable why the Old World only should pos-

sess the true Ericea;, while the Erica ca?rulea, not a true Erica,

comes in their place in the New World.
The mention of the Cactacea; reminds us of another of

their peculiarities. No artificial treatment, no other quarter

of the globe, can produce them of the same gigantic growth as

in the places of their nativity. We see them in their pigmy

forms in the Royal Horticultural Society's conservatory, and

we have seen them larger in the stoves of England and in the

Calcutta Botanic Garden, yet there they are all dwarfs corn-

pared with those seen in their Mexican places of birth. " It is

to the genus Cereus," says Figuier, " that the gigantic species

indigenous to Mexico'and California belong. The stem of this

vegetable wonder, flanked by its branches, resembles an im-

mense candelabrum, 1.5 yards high. In the engraving* we give

» Figuier's " Vegetable World," Cassell's editian.
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a representation of the gigantic Cereus of llexico. The
Eehiuocaetus, originally from America, is frequently culti-

vated in this country. Its stems, clustered together in the
shape of an egg or sphere, present longitudinal sides separated
by straight furrows. These sides are furnished on their whole
length with white ootonous excrescences, provided with short
and spreading spines. It is from the centre of these thorny
tubereules that the flowers spring. They are always large and
beautiful, and last for many days. The Eehiuocaetus of

Otto, which is frequently cultivated, is indigenous to Mexico.
The Melocaetus has a globular, ovoid, or pyramidal stem,
with the sides separated by straight furrows. This stem is

surmounted by a kiud of woolly, or rather hairy tuft, formed
of very compact spines, from the axilla of which the leaves

spring ; they are very small, aud ephemeral in their duration.
The Melocaetus vulgaris, cultivated in gardens as an orna-
mental plant, was originally from the Antilles.

" Lastly, we must mentionthe Mammillaria. The thorny
tubercles of this Cactus are spirally disposed round the stem.
The flowers, which last a long time, often surmount the trunk,
forming a kind of crown to its branches."

DOINGS OP THE LAST AND PKESENT WEEKS.
ELIKDY FRCIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

DuHiNfi the pre'jeut mild weather an opportunity will be
afforded to push forward the nailing. In most places the old
system of training trees with nails and shreds is still followed,
although in many new gardens the walls have been wired, the
aid of nails being dispensed with. In the matter of nailing and
tying trees out of doors the state of the weather must be studied.
Where there is much wall space, some of the work may have
to be done in unsuitable weather, but men cannot do such work
in a frosty wind with satisfaction to themselves or their em-
ployers. Where walls for the finer sorts of fruit, especially
PencUcs and Nectarines, c&n be covered with glass a great ad-
vantage is gained, as not only can the work be done under
shelter, but even if there is no heating apparatus there is the
greater certainty of a crop, which will be very far superior as
regards quality to that ripened out of doors. In many places,

and especially where the soil is light with a gravel subsoil,

Peaches and Nectarines out of doors are a very precarious crop.
The best fruit we have seen from open walls has been in gardens
where the soil has been of a good depth and a clay subsoil.

Many gardeners do not nail their Peach trees until March,
they wait to see where the flower buds will be most abundant

;

but a little experience will soon teach the cultivator which class

of wood to remove at the time of pruning. The wood ought not
to be too thickly placed, all gross shoots should be cut out at

the base, aud only the medium shoots cut back—^that is, those
which are furnished with triple buds, in which case the triple

bud will usually be a wood bud, and it can readily be dis-

tingulshed by its form, which is elongated and pointed. In
pruning always cut Ijack to siich a bud. The smaller shoots are
seldom furnished with wood buds except one at the point of

the shoot, so that if these shoots are cut back there will be no
growth beyond any fruit that may set upon them, and the fruit

would not come to perfection. Peach trees ought to be removed
entirely from the walls and be nailed afresh, aud if it is neces-
sary to use any of the old shreds they should be dipped in
boiling water first. Begin by nailing-in the main branches,
fiUing-iu the intervening spaces with bearing wood, aud training
some young growth to cover the naked stems of the old wood.
Our own work has been finishing pruning the fruit-tree

borders aud digging the ground. We bad a reserve of some
rich loam that had grown Melons, a dressing of this was placed
over the surface of the ground first. If digging and trenching
are behindhand, all such work ought to be rapidly puslied
forward, and any alterations or planting to be done must be
Been to forthwith.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Early vineries now require attention. In our own houses the

most forward growths have been trained and stopped ; this
work should be done in time and with care. The best way is to
fasten one end of a strand of matting to the spur, and attach
the other tightly to a wire in the direction the shoot has to be
trained. The growing shoot can then be tied to this with a
strip of matting, bringing it down to its place gradually ; if the
growths are tied down too closely at first mauy of them wiU
snap off. By the time they are long enough to tie down, the
temperature may be much increased. If it is desirable to get the
Grapes ripe as early as possible, the minimum temperature
may be 05", rising in dull cloudy weather to 7U° by day, and
with sun heat to 75'. When the growths have pushed about
5 or 6 inches will be a suitable time to give the border a second
good watering, aud before doing so (if it was not done after the
first watering), spread some rotted manure over the surface of
the border, so that the water may wash nutriment down to the

roots. Syringe the waUs and damp the paths twice daily, as
weU as allow water to evaporate from troughs over the pipes.
Do not syringe the Vines after they start into growth.
Cut all the fruit from the Vines in late houses. The method

pursued is this : Three or four bits of charcoal are placed in
clear aud clean bottles, which are then filled to within an inch
of the top with clear rain water; a striu" is attached to the neck
of each bottle, so that it may be fastened to a rail fixed a little
above the shelves of the fruit-room. The bottle is allowed to
hang in a slanting position to allow the bunch of Grapes to be
clear of the shelves. AU the bottles are first placed in position ;

aud as the Grapes are cut with the branch attached, the bunches
are conveyed to the fruit-room, and the end of the branch in-
serted in the water at once. Lady Downe's, Gros Guillaume,
and Muscat of Alexandria are the sorts which have been bottled
this year. Lady Downe's seems as if it would keep well ; very
few decayed berries have been removed. The other two sorts
will not keep so long, as the footstalks begin to wither. As
soon as the bunches were cut the Vines were pruned, all loose
bark removed, and they were then dressed with the usual
composition.

Mushroom House.—Beds in bearing mast not be allowed to
become dry. If the bed is dry, as probably it will be, water with
rain water some degrees warmer than the temperature of the
bouse. It is not desu'able to give the beds a soaking, merely a
moderate watering. Mushrooms are sometimes tough at this
time of the year, when much artificial heat is required. This is
invariably owing to two causes—viz., the beds not having enough
water, or overdryness in the atmosphere of the house. Water or
syringe the paths, walls, &c., as often as they become dry, which
sometimes will be once a-day, at other times once a-week. The
Mushroom house is generally on the north side of a garden wall,
so that it is not usually a dry place. A thermometer to test the
bottom heat should be placed in all beds where the spawn has
commenced to run, and should the temperature of the bed fall

below (Jo^, a covering of dry oat straw may be placed over the
bed, which will be the means of keeping-up the temperature. It
should always be borne in mind that there is much more danger
of the spawn being destroyed by too much than there is by too
little heat, and the beds had better be too dry than too wet.
Those who possess a good Mushroom house need not fail to have
a bountiful supply of Ehuharh and Sea-kale, which may be in-
troduced to this structure as has been x^reviously directed.
Chicory and DandeUon roots may also be potted and placed
here to blanch ; they are at least wholesome additions to the
salad.

See that there is a continuous supply of Mint and Tarragon
from the early vinery or other forcing house. Cook will be sure
to ask for it if there is none. Mustard aud Cress sown once
a-week in boxes will maintain a continuous supply from the
same source.

PLANT STOVE AND GREENHOUSE.
^
The smaller plants in the stove will require repotting, espe-

cially those that are intended to form specimens. Nothing
injures a plant so much as allowing it to become pot-bound.
It is early yet, and only those plants that really do require a,

shift should have it now, and the potting must also be done
with care. Many of the hardwooded stove plants succeed best
in a compost of turfy loam and turfy peat, one part of the
former to four of the latter; leaf mould and rotted manure are
best omitted. The pots, as well as the crocks, should be quite
clean ; the latter should be laid-in carefully at the bottom of

the pots, the larger potsherds being placed under, and finishing-
off evenly with smaller pieces. Some fibrous peat quite free
from loose mould should be placed over the drainage ; indeed,
too much care cannot be taken in potting all classes of valuable
lilants to see that the drainage is perfect, and this must be
looked after at the time of potting, as it is almost impossible to

remedy any defect afterwards. The potting material for all

stove plants should be porous ; silver sand added to the soil wiU
effect this.

It-'s desirable iu all houses to have an edging of small plants
to i/ue stages. These are best grown in 5-inch pots, but the
plants must not remain too long in the same pots, otherwise
they assume a sickly appearance. The best plants for this pur-
pose are some of the Selagiuellas, such as apoda and dcnticulata.

Some of the Adiantums are equally weU adapted, especially

A. cuneatum. Small plants of Gymuostachyum Verschaflelti
and SouerQa margaritacea intermixed, make a charming line

;

they must all be kept in healthy growth by frequent potting in

suitable soil. We have been re-arranging the plants in the
greenhouse, and now that forced flowers are coming in there
will be no lack of bloom. Cineririas, where the seeds were
sown early and the plants have been well cared for, will now
make a good show with their brilliant colours ; the flowers will

be all the brighter aud open better if assisted with a little ma-
nure water when the pots are full of roots. The water must not
be strong, otherwise it will injure the plants by causing the

branches to die-off. The tree Carnations have not failed to give

us blooms all the winter. Most of the leading flowers have a
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tendency to burst; this is prevented by tying with a strip of

matting, or using small indiarubber rings. The above and
Cyclamens ought to be grown by all who have a greenhouse
without the advantage of forcing houses to bring plants into

early flower.

FLOWER GAUDEN.
The grass has been growing freely on the lawn, and has an

untidy appearance ; on the first favourable opportunity we shall

run tbe lawn-mower over it. Potting Zonal Felargouiums from
the boxes in which the cuttings were struck into GU sized pots.

It is now time to see that Verbenas, Lobelias, Alyssum, Ager-
atum, il'c, are propagated if there is not suflicient; and even if

there is stock, such subjects as Verbenas succeed best from
spring-struck cuttings. Coleus, Iresine Lindeni, and the Alter-

nantheras, especially A. ama^na—this last the prettiest, but the

most difiicult to grow—should be in a house where the night

temperature is about 55",—J. Douglas.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many qnestionB must remain uuauswerod until nest

week.

DooBLE-FLOWERiNG STOCKS [B. W.).—Any of the florists who advertise in

our columns could supply the young plants. Write to them.

Cedrus atlantica (D. M.).—Mr. Gordon, in his " Pinetum," says it is

" a noble tree, like the Cedar of Lebanon, growing from 80 to 100 feet high,

with horizontal branches, and a tabular-shaped head, but rather open in ap-

pearance. It is found on the highest mountains iu Barbary, particularly on
the famous Atlas range in Northern Africa, at an elevation of from 7000 to

1)000 feet, in great abundance, and is quite hardy, and moro rapid in growth
than the common Cedar." It was introduced in 1SI3.

PiNus UAGNiFiCA (ZfZc'Tn).—This was discovered by M. RoezI in 1856*

Gordon adds :—" This magnificent tree grows from 110 to 130 feet high, with
a most regular appearance, and merits its name on account of its grand
foliage, formin.: great plumes at the enda of the shoots. It is found on the
mountains of MoraUa, in Mexico," and is the same as Pinus Devoniana.

Bremen International Exhibition {H. Ontgic8).—YoM had better have
it advertised.

Workman's Flower Show {G. E. C).—In No. 5.38 of this Journal we
published rules for village horticultural societies. You can have a copy if

you enclose four postage stamps with joor address.

Rose Pierre de St. Cyr—Pears (C. B.).— Pierre de St. Cyr is a hardy
and late-blooming Rose, but there are so many kinds of finer quality it is

hardly worth a place among better Roses. Four Pears for south wall in the
north—Jargonelle, Marie Louise, Gansel's Bergaraot, Hacon's Incomparable.
Four for dwarf standards—Louise Bonne of Jersey, Seckle, Comte de Lamy,
Williams's Bon Chretien.

Wahlenbergia granpiflora (M. a. W.).—lt has been known here for

nearly a century. It is portraited in the fourth volume of the " Botanical
Maga7,ine," where it is fully described as a hardy perennial, a native of Siberia

and Tartary, introduced by Mr. John Bell in 1782. It was then called a Cam-
panula, and now some botanists consider it a Platycodon.

Gardenias in Winter (Julia).—They should now be kept rather dry
giving no more water than sufficient to keep the leaves fresh. In February
you may place them in your email forcing house, giving them if possible a
mild bottom heat ; and if kept moist, gently sprinkling overhead twice daily,

they will swell their flower buds kindly ; and when the flowers show colour
discontinue the sprinkling overhead. If the plants are not straggling do not
cut them down, as it will detitroy this year's crop of flowers. A few plants
started at intervals of a month or so up to April will afford you a good suc-

cession of bloom. Keep moist after flowering and until the growth is made

;

then keep drier, or remove to a cooler and drier house.

Tomatoes in Pits (A Very Old Subscriber).—As the bedding plants are
out of the pits by the end of May, you may, by planting-out strong plants of
Tcmatoea then, have in your nnheated pits a fine crop of fruit late in sum-
mer and in autumn. The seed should be sown in March in a hotbed, and the
seedhugs, when showing their second leaves, ought to bo potted-off singly in
Small pots, and retiuned to the hotbed, shading from bright sun for a few
days. Keep them near the glass and only moderately supplied with water,
and when the pots are full of roots shift into 6-inch pots, and place near the
glass in a house with a gentle heat, or in a hotbed ; when about 9 inches
high remove to a house or frame 6afe from frost, and gradually harden-off.
Plant-out in the pits as soon as you can, and do not stop the plants, as it

only retards their growth, but train the shoots to the lower part of the wall
ri^^ht and left, and this will give you shoots for covering the upper part of the
wall; when this is nearly completed keep the plants dry, and they will soon
begin to flower. They must then be watered abundantly, stopping the
shoots one joint beyond the fruit. The lights ought to be kept on through-
out the summer, admitting air as required at 75"^, and to keep the temperature
from exceeding 90"^, shutting-up at 75'^. You may have a row of plants ai
3 feet apart along the centre of the pit, and the shoots may be allowed to
run on the ground or be supported with stakes. Orangefield Dwarf we should
have for the centre of the bed, and Hathaway'a Excel&iur for the back wall.
We cannot say whether Tomatoes or Eidge Cucumbers would pay the better-
Consult a greengrocer, who will tell you what likelihood there is for a demand
for Tomatoes. In large towns they usually sell well.

PotjLTRT Dung (IT. S.).—On no account heat it as you propose, for it

would drive off much of the ammonia. It is good for all crops, and may he
spread very thinly (4 ozs. to the square yard) over the surface previously
to digging, or it may be dissolved in water, 2 ozs. to the gallon, and used as
liquid manure.

Briar Stocks Planting (A. R.).—The stocks may he planted in rows
2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet apart, and the stocks 9 inches to a foot apart in the
rows. The soil is the worst possible for the Briar, which requires stiff land,
but it may be improved by manuring. The situation, if not much shaded,
will answer. You may have a row of early Potatoes between each row of
Briars. Ihe stocks will b- fit to bud in July, at least the majority of them.
Manetti stocks may be planted in rows 2 feet apai't, and the stocks 8 or
9 inches apart in the rowB.

Evergreen Trees Vert Exposed (H. TT.).—Silver Firs require shelter.

The Corsican Pine (Pinus Laricio) will suit you. It grows rapidly after it

becomes estahhshed, often a very trifle less than a yard in a season. The
Austrian Pine (Pinus austriaca) is of denser habit, hut not of such rapid

growth as the Corsican Pine. If you could have two rows we would have
Corsican Pine at the back and the Austrian Pine in front planted quincunx
fashion. This would give you a much better shelter than one row only.

Trees for Concealing Buildings (Sevcnoaks).—You do not say whether
you wish for evergreen or deciduous trees. Wo would not have any of the

latter, but should plant two rows of Corsican Pine at the back and two lines

of the Austrian Pine in front, and face them with evergreen shrubs, as Hollies,

Yews, Portugal and common Laurel. This would give you a much better

screen than deciduous trees, which wuuld probably grow quicker ; kinds of these

that would suit are Sycamore, Lime, and £Im. Poplars are of quicker growth
but not nearly bo twiggy as the others, which is of consequence in winter.

You could plant the Sycamore, Lime, and Elm at 8 feet apart, and have every

alternate plant and row evergreen shrubs, as Hollies, Yews, Portugal and
common Laurel, with a line or two in front, so as to give a cheerful appeitr-

ance to the screen in winter.

Fruit Trees on a South Wooden Fence (J(it'»i).—Being close-boarded

and smooth it will answer for Plums, also forCherries and Pears. Plumssuit-

able are Belgian Purple, Coe's Golden Drop, Early Favourite, and Jefferson, to

which you may add Greou Gage, Golden Gage, and Transparent Gage, which
are excellent for dessert; for culinary purposes Mitchelsou's, Pond's Seedling,

Prince Englebert, Victoria, and Yellow Magnum Bonum. The Plmus ought
to be 20 feet apart. Cherries we Hhoiild havo on the Mahaleb stock and plant

12 feet apart, or on the common stock and plant 20 feet apart. Kinds suitable

are Empress Eugenie, May Duke, Archduko, Bigarrean Napol-.-on, Elton.

Pears on the Quince stock, which you may for horizontal training have at

12 feet apart, or upright-trained G feet apart—Citron des Carmes, Beurre de

TAssomption, Beurrt- d'Amanhs, Madame Treyve, Colmar d'Ete, Beurrc Su-

perfin, Gratioli, Conseilter de la Cour, Van Mous L-'on le Clerc, General Todt-

leben, Glou Mon.eau, Beurre Diel, Beurrc Bachelier, Josephine de Malines,

Marie Louise, Xe plus Meuris, Beurre de Ranee, Bergamotte Esperen, Passe

Crassane, and Madame Millet.

Renewing Heat of CtJCUiiBER Bed {C. S.).—Your pit has sohd brick

walls, and to place linings of hot dung against those would be practically

useless for increasing the temperature of the bed, as the heat of the dung
will not pass through the brick walls. The case would be different if the

walls of the pit, back and front, were pigeon-holed from the ground to within

18 inches at the back, and 15 inches at the front of the wall plates ;
or if

your pit he a lean-to from the stove, the front wall ought to be pigeon-holed,

and there should be a supporting wall in front, the lining pit being 2 feet

3 inches clear of the brickwork. This, kept full of hot dung, would give you
the heat needed, the heat passing through the pigeon holes to the bed.

Striking Cuttings op Geraniums (Wcm).—It is not too early to strike

cuttings of bedding Geraniums ; they may be put in from the present time

up to the middle of March. A Cucumber house is too hot for autumn-strucb
Geraniums, but would answer well for striking the cuttings.

Trees for Heath Infested by Rabhits (M. A. H.].—Where rabbits

abound, the only tree we find suitable for a high and exposed position is the

Corsican Pine. It is of quick growth, and rabbits do not interfere with it.

Scotch Fir succeeds well in such a position, also the Austrian Pine, but
rabbits bark them repeatedly. Plants a foot to 15 inches high are better for

an exposed situation than larger ones, and for that size holes should be made
about 15 inches square. In planting, care should be taken to place some fine

soil under and over the roots, planting firmly, and only as deeply as they pre-

viously were.

Butcher's Broom Propagation {An Old Subscriber).—If the berries

have sound seeds these will germinate if sown in light saudy soil in a,

sheltered place out of doors, covering them about three-quarters of an inch

deep with fine soil. The plants may in part appear above ground the first

season, but usually not until the second year. We do not know that the

plant is propagated by cuttings, but the most common mode of increase is by
suckers and division, securing to each division one or more growing points or

buds, which you will find at the base of the present growths. From now to

April is a good time for dividing it. It is ona of the best of eubjects for

planting under trees.

Acacia for Top of Conservatory Wall (H. B.).—For so high a wall as

30 feet we do not think the Acacias would suit. A. Julibrissin is the highest-

growing we know, but A. coccinea, lophantha, and longifolia are more suitable,

the latter being very fine. Tacaouia Van-Vulxemi, wiiich we have consider-

ably over the length you name, would he very suitable for the upper part of

such a wall, also some of the Passifloras, as P. Comtesse Nesselrode, also

Bignoaia Tweediana.

Blood as a Manure {Provincial),—It is a very powerful manure. Mix it

with earth, and apply it fresh.

CHri'MococcA empetroides {H. Q.).—It is a genus of Thymelacete, founded
on a Cape plant by Meisner in De Candolle's " Prodromus," xiv., 6(55. It is a

small stirub, laxly and profusely branched, much resembling Passerina fili-

formis and P. rigida. It is altogether like a Passerina, exeept in having a

globose, fleshy, probably red berry as large as a small pea. There is no book

that includes " a complete Ust of florist s' Ilowers and their different varieties."

Such an enumeration would fill a thick folio volume.

Phlox Miss Robertson.—Mr. J. Cocker, nurseryman, Aberdeen, informs

us that this Phlox was raised by him, and not by Messrs. Carter, as stated in

t' The Gardeners' Year-Book."

Vine Mildew (S.).—If you have drained the border you have done all that

can be done to destroy this pest. The best compound for you to use as a winter

dressing is sulphur and soft soap, with a httle tobacco liquor. Should the

mildew appear during summer, dust the leaves with flowers of sulphur as

soon as it is perceived. If you limewash the walls of the vinery, add 2 lbs. ol

sulphur to each pailful of the wash.

Pruning Fig Trees (I^^.m).—The best time to prune them is late in the
spring, but the overluxuriant shoots ought to have been stopped in summer,
which would have caused two or three smaller fruit-bearing shoots to have
formed.

Epacris and Heaths Propagating {J. H.).—Epacrises are propagated

by cuttings of the tips of the shoots when about 2 inches long in spring or

early summer, and Heaths are propagated by cuttings of the young shoots

during summer, when they can be hamlled easily, and are 2 or 3 inches long.

The pots for the cuttings should be half filled with drainage, and to within
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half an inch of the rim with very sandy peat and silver sand, pressing firm.

Water and press firm, and fiU-up to the rim with silver sand, and after stand-

ing; a day water again and prefls; after six hours put-in the euttiuRs round the

sides about an inch apart, covering with a bell-glasB or hand-glass, and place

in a close pit or frame sbaded from sun. Air should be admitted when the
cuttings beaiu to grow, a little at first, increasing the amount by degi-ees. The
main point is to keep them from damping, and yet maintain a close, moist
atmosphere. You will lind the propagation and treatment of the most desir-

able greenhouse plants in " The Greenhouse," which may be had free by post

from our office for lOd.

Sowing Briar Heps {J. Bentley).—Dividing the heps, sow the seeds in

moderately rich poil out of doors, and cover three-quarters of an inch deep
with fine soil. The situation should be open, and some of the plauts may
come up the first year, but more will come up the second. The seedling

plants may in autumn be taken up and put-out in nursery rows 1 foot apart,

and tbfi plants 3 or 4 inches apart in the rows. In two or three years they will

be fit for budding for dwarfs.

Forced Vines for PLANTiNO-otrT (0. W. P.).—Vines that have been
forced are not suitable for planting, but they may be cut down to within a

few inches of the soil, and a new and strong cane being produced, they are

then eligible for planting-out ; but we prefer yoimg canes that have not been
fruited. They start more freely, and sooner become established.

Mossy Lawn (J. T. S.).—From now to the end of March, in mild weather,
have the lawn well scratched with a new iron rake, moving it to and fro with
force, so as to bring up and remove the moss. The more you remove the
better; clear it off. lu March give a good dressing of rotten manm-e or

rich compost, spreading it evenly, and not more than half an inch thick.

In April lake again well with the iron rake, removing any rough and un-

eightly portions of the manure and any stones, and with an early prospect of

rain sow over it evenly 8 lbs. Festuca duriuscula, 12 lbs. Cynosurus cristatus,

8 lbs. Festuca tenuifolia, and 81bs. Poa nemoralis sempervirens, 81bg. Tri-

folium repens, and 4 lbs. Trifolium minus, in mixture for 1 acre. If you are

troubled with birds, rake lightly with a wo-^'den rake after sowing; it not,

i3in)ply roll well; rolling should also follow the raking. Let the grass grow
until the middle or end of May, then mow with a scythe, and afterwards

keep under with the mowing machine. If the lawn is wet the moss would
be subdued by draining.

DoRYOPTERis NOBiLis UNHEALTHY (L. M. S.).—Tour plant is probably
tept too cool. It requires to be grown in a stove, and not only to be kept
moist, hut kept moist all round. We should repot it, and keep moderately
XQoist for a time, or until it grows freely, then water abundantly; but it will

not thrive unless you give it the temperature of a stove, or, at this season,
55" to 6u^ at night, and 60=' to 65° by day.

Christmap Rose Culture (L. ^.).—Leave the plant where it ia, and
jnulch round it with some pai-tially-decayed leaves or rotten manure. You
may divide the plant in spring, planting out in good, rich, light soil in a
slightly-shaded border, and watering freely until the leaves turn yellow; but
•sre do not advise dividing the plant unless it is large. As you want flowers

at Christmas, wi should not divide the plant unless you had a certainty

of good divisions. "We should procure plants now, which may be had
through the principal nurserymen advertising in our columns, and plant them
out in a border as above named. At the end of September, or early in

October, take-up with good balls, placing in pots large enough to hold the
roots nicely, using light IJbrou.s loam, with a third of leaf soil, and assign-

ing them a light airy position in the greenhouse. By this mode of treatment
you may have them in flower at the time required. Helleborus niger maximus
andH. niger minor are very desirable kinds, the latter flowering rather earlier

than the former. For flowering at Chriatmas the Roman Hyacinth is good,
baving pure white Lily-of-the-Valley-like bells. Beyond Camellias and
Epacris The Bride, we do not know what other white flowers would suit,

except Primulas, especially the double white Primula fimbriata alba flore-

•pleno. White Camellias are Alba plena, Comtesee Calini, Firabri*ta. Mrs.
PercivaJ, Matbotiaua alba. You may have fine blooms of Chrysanthemums,
growing the plants out doors up to October, and then removing to the green-
house. White-flowering kinds :—White Beverley, Carihsima, Countess of

Granville, Empress of Indio, George Peabody, White Globe, Hetty Barker,
Isabella Bott, Madame Domage, Miss Marechaux, Mrs. G. Bundle, Norma.
These are large-flowered Pompons: JIarabout, Mdlle. Martha, Modele, and
White Trevenna. You will need to keep them cool, in order to have them in

flower BO late.

Lapageria rosea Planting outside (A. B. P.).—The Lapageria would
not suit for planting in a border outside the conservatory, as the shoots come
directly from the root, and it would not answer to cut those away to en-

courage the development of the other shoots. Could you not make a border,

and 80 plant inside the house ? You would have a much better result.

Cyclamen Seedlings not Thriting {A Puzzled Ainatfur].—In your
greenhnupo, in which Primulas, Heaths, and Camellias thrive, Cyclamens
ought to flower well, and wo can only conclude you have erred in their sum-
mer and autumn treatment. In " The Greenhouse," which you can have by
post from our office for Ifirf., you will find full particulars of the treatment of

Cyclamens. Your treatment must be very singular, as you write of " some
corms uncovered, some covered, some nearly dry, some seldom watered,
•others more freely." But you furnish us with no data to enable us to judge
•whether your treatment is right or not.

Apple Trees Barked by Sheep (J. D.).—As your trees are seven or
eight years old, they have mostly good-sized stems, and as sheep rarely bark
trees so completely as rabbits, we expect that enough of the inner bark is left

to enable the trees to recover. We would not advise anything being done to
them, excepting, perhaps, wrapping them round with hay or straw bands to

ieep out the cold ; but if severe weather occur before this is done, we would
bardly take the trouble to do that, as in any case it ought to be removed in
April. Healthy vigorous trees have the power of remedying many evils arising
"from accidents, and this being one, we would not by any means regard the
trees as hopeless, unless the bark is gone whollv, and even then we would not
give them up. We do not approve of any kind of dressing, especially anything
of an acrid or caustic nature; but if their appearance is offensive, you might
paint them over with ordinary mud or clay, if it contains nothing hurtful to

Tegetation. Healthy vigorous trees outlive a good deal of bark-gnawing.
Usually it is the repetition of the injury that kills. Wo have plenty of

inBtances of the latter.

Lime Water for Expblling Worms (T. O.).—Uee clear lime water,
made by placing 1 lb. of fresh-slaked lime in three gallons of water, stir-up

in a cask, allow the whole to stand forty-eight hours, then stop the holes in
the pota with clay, and deluge the soil with the clear liquid. The holes in

the pota should be opened after the soil has been flooded with the lime
water three hours. The lime water does not injure any Ferns that we hava
employed it for, and we do not think it would hurt yours.

Worms in Bulb Pots [S. T.).—Water with lime water.

Name of Grass {A Work'uuf Lady).—The dried specimen of grass you
sent us is, we think, Erianthus Ravennie, a very fine silvery-plumed sort, but
not equal to the Pampas Grass. A bulbous plant, popularly known as " the
Onion Plant," we do not know, nor can we make out from your description.

Send us a flower when the plant comes in bloom.

Names of Plants (J. (?.).—Chimonanthus fragrans, Japan Allspice. It was
introduced from China by Lord Coventry in 1799. (F. W. Z*.).—Phlomis
frutlcosa, Jerusalem Sage.

POTJLTEY, BEE, AKD PiaEON OHRONIOLE.

BRISTOL POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 16th, 17th, and 19th inst. in the Eifle

Drill Hall. The entries of poulti-y amounted to upwards of 850,
those of Pigeons to some 200 more. A full report from the pen
of " Wiltshire Rector" will appear next week. The following
awards were made :

—

liORKiNGS (Coloured).— CocterfI.—1 and 2, L. Patton, Hillmore. Taunton,
3, T, C. Burnell. Mi-heldever. he and c, Mrs. WoUociimbe, stomford Rtctory.
Pulletx —1 and Cud, Henry Lintrwood, Needham Market. 2, W. W. RuUhdge,
Kendal. 3, A. Darby, Bridgnorth, he, Mrs. E. Willcox, Nailsea Court (2). c,

L. Patton.
Dorkings (Coloured).— Cocfc.—l and Cup, Mrs. W'dlocombe. 2, Rev. H. F.

Hamiltun, Combe St Nicholas. S,J. Longland, Grendon. Hens.-1 and 3, L.
PatloD. 2, J Lnngland.
DoHKiNOH (Siilver-Grev).—Cotrfccrelor Cock.—l. O. E. Creeswell, Early Wood,

Bagshnt. Pullets or Bern —1, O. E. Cresswell. 2, W. W. huttlidge. 3, L.
Wren, LoweKtoft. he. Kev. T. E. Cato. Wye Vicarage.
Cochins (Cinnamon and Buff) —Coekerel.—l and 8, W. A. Burnell. 2, Mrs. A.

TindttI, Aylesbury. Pullets—1, Mrs. A. Tindal. 2, A. Darby. 8, W. A. Burnell,
Cocniss (Cmnamon and Buff).— Cocfc.— 1 and Cup, Lady Gwydyr, Stoka

Park, Ipswich. 2. C. Taylor, (iluucester. 3, A. Dickinson, Destington. Hens,
—1. Mra. A. Tindal. 2. H. Feast, Swansea.
Cochins (Brown and Partridge). — Cocfcfrcl or Coek.~l, G. Shrimpton,

Leightofte Buzzard. 2, T. Stretch, Ormekirk. 3, 0. Taylor, he, Hon. Mrs.
Sugden. Wells, e, W A. Burnell. Pullets and Hens— I. F. Wilton. 2. G.
Shrimpton. 3, T. Stretch, he, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury, c, Hon. Mrs. Sugden;
C. Ta\lor.
Cochins [White). ^ Cockerel or Cock. — l, R. W. Beachy, Fluder, Kinga-

kerswell. 2. w. Whitworth. .)un., Longaiglit, 3, W. A. Burnrtll. he. Mrs. A,
Tindal ; J. Bloodworth, Cheltenham, c, J. Turner, Bath. Pullets or Hens.—\,
Cup, and 2, R. W. Beachy. 3, C. Bloodworth. he. Lady Gwydyr; W. Whit-
worth, jun.; W. A. Burnell.
Brahmas (Dark).- C'ocfccrel.—1 and 2, H. Linewood. S, L. Wright, he. T. H.

Waterman, Anderton, Cornwall; J. EvaUR, Kovnsbam (4); Hun. Mm. A. B.
HamJltDU, Fidgrnoiit. Wuburn : T. Waters, Keyusham : L. Wright (2) ; G.
JoneB. Goldthurn Hill. Wulverhampton. c, H. B. Morrell, Oaemawr, Clyro

;

Hon. Mrs. A B. Hamilton; J. Eviins (21; E. Ensor. Brihtol. PuVets —\ and
Cup, L. Wright. 2, H- Lingwood. 3, Rev. J. 1>. Peake, Laleham Vicarage.
I'/tc. H. B. Morrell (>); J. Evans; L. Wright; H. Liucwood. /«;, K. Pritcbard,
Tettenhall, Wolverhampton ; H. E. Morrell; W. Bircb, Barnacle, Coveniry ; G.
Jones ; T. F. An»dell. Cowley Moimt. St. Helens, e. J Evans.
Brahmas (Dark).—Cocfc —1 and cup, Newnham & Manby, Wolverhampton;

2. F. J. Cotterell, Birmmghara. 3, Rev. A. Van Straubenzee, Tettcnhall
Vicarage, vhc, W. H. Crabtree, Levenshnlme. he, J. T. Tainton, Gloucester

;

J. Evans; Hon. Mrs. A. B. Hamilton; E. Ensor; W. Hartley, Earby, Skipton;
L. Wrght. He»w —1, e. Lingwood. 2, J Evans. 3. T. F. Ansdell. vhc,R.B,
Morrell. he, F. J. Cotterell; T. F. Ansdell. c, E. Pritchard.
Brahmas (Light).— CocA-crcI —1 and Cup, T. A Dean. Marden, Hereford. 2,

P. HHiiies. Paltjrave, Diss. 3, F, J. Cotterell. vhc, M. Leno. Markyate Street.

he, Mra. A. VVillianiaon. Leioestpr (2): F. J. Cotterell. c, Mrs. A- Tindal.
PulUts—\, Cup, and 3, Mra. A. Williamson. 2, T. A. Dean, he, P. Haines; J.
Turner ; H. Dravcott. Leicester ; E- EUis, Chepstow ; W. H. Crabtree.
Brahmas (Light).— Corfc.—l and Cup, M. Leno. 2, H. M. Maynard. Holme-

wood, Rvde. Isle of Wight. 3. Mrs. A. Williamson, he. Mrs. A Williamson;
W. H. Cr.ibtree; .1. Blooiiworth, Cheltenham; J Mitchell, Moselev, Birming-
ham, c, J. R. Rodbard. Wringion. flf «*.— I and Cup. Mrs A. Williamson. 3,

J R. Rodbard. S. F. J. Cotterell. he, Mrs. Turner, Avon, Ringwood ; F. Crook,
Forest Hill.
SvAitisii.—Cockerel —\, Cup. and 3, E. Jones. 2, J. R. Rndbard. vhe, J,

Barry, Bristol ; J. R. Rodbard he. E. Jonea ; G. K. Chilcot ; A Darby, c, F.
Cooper, Henley; A. Jonoa. .^tapleton; J. R. Rodbard; Miss E. Browne.
Pullets.—i, Cup, and 3. E. Jouca, 2, Mrs. E. AlUopp. he, G. K. Chilcot, Cot-

ham ; T. Bamtield, Br.ind.m Hill, Bristol.

Spanish.—Cocfc.— 1, W. R. Bull, Newport Pngnell. 2, E. Jones. 3, T. Moore,
West Bi'te Ducks. Cardiff. Hcn».—1, A. Darby. 2, Mra. E. Allsopp. 3, E.
Jones, he, T. BamfieKl.
Hamburohs (Gold-spanKled).~CocfcertfI or Cock—I and Cup, J. Buckley,

Taunton, Ashton-nn'i.-r-i yne. 2, H. Beldon, Goitstock. Bingley. S, W. A,

nyrie, Hurat, Aabt-m-under-Lvne Pullets or Hens.—i and Cup, H. Beldon. 2,

J. Bueklev. 9. J. RoUinhon. he, W. A, H vde.

Hambokghs (Silver-spangled). — Cocfcfrci or Coek. — l, Asbton & Buoth,
Mottram. 2, H. Beldon. 3, J. Fielding. Newehnrch. Manchester. Pullets or

Hctts.~i and vhc. J. RoUinson. Lindlcy, Otley. 2, J. FiebUng. 3, Miss E,
Browne, he. Askton & Booth; Miss E. Browne, Chardleigh Green, c, J. Carr,

Swansea; H. Boldou.
, ,

,

.^^
Hambdrghs (Gold-penciUed).-Cocfcenl or Cocfc.—1 and 2. H. Bpldon. 3, W.

Speakm-in, Nantwich he. T. Edmonds, jun., Totnea : W. J. M. Gregory,
Weston-super-Mare. Pullets ur Hem.— I. J. Walker, Bristwith, Ripley. 3, J.

Rollinson. 3, U. Moore, Weston-super-Mare. he. H. Beldon. c, C. Blood-

worth. Cheltenham (2).

Hamburohh C^ilver pencilled).—Cocfccrci or Cocfc.—1, Withheld. 2 and 8, H,
Beldon Pullet^ or Hen-t.-l and 2, H. Beldon. 3. K. H. Roe, Swansea.
Hamburohs (tilauk)—Cocfecrc/or Cocfc.— 1, Rev. W Serjeantson. Acton Bur-

nell Rectorv, Shrewsbury. 2. H. Maskcry. Brow Hill. Leek. 8. H Beldon.

Pullets or Hens.—lanA 8, Rev. W. Serjeantson. 2, T. Bash, Bristol, he, U.

Game (Black-breasted and other Ucd») —Cockerel or Cock.—\ and Cup, S,

Matthew, Stowmarket. 2. W. T. Lovenng, Caprera, St. AuBtel. 3. J. Cock,

Worcester, vhe. J. Palmer, Wedm'shury. he. W. H. Stagg. Netheravon,
Pewsey {21; J. Forevth, Wolverhampton. Pullet or ifcn.-i,J. Cock. 2, S.

Mathew. 3, G. Cottrm, Sunningdale. Berks, he, W. H. Slagg; H. Lutin,

Oundle; Rev. H Helyar, Pendomr-r Rectory, Yeovil. ^ . „ ,

G'MK (Anv other varietv).—rocfcrrc/, or Cocfc— 1. S. Mathew. 2. P. A. Beck,

Guiladidd Welahpool. ?.'i; Luut, Market Drayton, he, Dr W. K. Bullmore,

Faltnouth'- H .lulian. Pnlh-tnrHen.—lami Cup, Hon. and Rev. F. Uutton,

Wmdrush Kectnrv. Burlord. 2. Mr.^. A Tindal. 3, H. P. P. Price, Castle

Madoc. Hn Clin fir. Mrs. A. Tiiidid ; J. Oscrdt.
Malay —Cockerel or Cock.—l, J. Hintnu, Warmmatcr. 2, 1-. habm, Biroiing-
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ham. 3, Kcv. N.J. Ridloy. Newbury, di;. G. Barnoll. RnBcIey. PMHorBen.
— 1, O. Biiniell. a, W. R Payne. S.J. Hmlon. /ic, W. b. Fajne, J-lirHWi.l)Ury;

W. H. Uuxtable, Barnstupio, Uevon. o, J. Hintoii ; J. S. Kuotli, ChoBtcrfleld.

PiiLisn.— c'ocfciT<!i or Cock~\ and hr, H. Belduu. a and c, G. C. AUkins,
Birminitliam. 3, U Junes. Nealh. vhc, 0. Bl'odworth. Pullets or Hem.—

I

anil I-. 11. Beldon. 2 and he, O. C. Adkius. 3, C. Bluodworth.
¥rv.kch.—Cockerel or Coek.—\ and Cup. R. B. Wood, Utt.ixelcr. 2, Rev. N.

J. Kidlcy. 3, W. Dring, KaverBham. he, Mrs. Troyt?, Bampton ; W. Whit-
wortli.iim.; Mrs. A. Ijudall. c, .1, Walton. Croydon; H. F. Pnco, Tynycoed.
WiotcJii-bUper-Maro : H. tVaot. Pidlelt or Bens.— \, R. B. Wood. 2, D. Lane.
8, W. Burrows, hiea. I'lie, Mra. Llewellyn, Court Colman, Bridgend. hc,W.
Dring. e J. K. Fowler ; J. J. Maiden, Bi^'gleBwade (i) : H. Feast
Anv other ViKiiTV -t'oefcere/ or Coik.—l. O. M. Hole, Tiverton (Blnck

Cotbin). 2. W. & T. Holt, Cbureh, Acerington. 3, Rev. F. Tearlo, Gazeley
Viearage, Newmarket {White Dorking), vhe, W. Wildey, Cosham, Hants
(Blue AudHlu»i«nl. /ic, J. Walkins, Warden, Hereford (Friesland). c, Mrs T.

Pope, Corelev, Warminster (White Dorkingt; H. Feme, Weston-super-Mare
(Siikvl. Pullets or Hens,-i and Cud, W. & T. Holt (Black Cochin). 2, Mrs. A.

'iindHl. 3, Ladv tjwv.ivr. I'/tc, E. Tomkins, Bristol (Andalubians). /ic. Kev.
F. Tcarle; A. barb'v ;" O- A. Beadon, Creecbbarrow, Taunton (White Anda-
lusiaul. r. Miss Mili. Ricknianswoitb (White Leghorn); F. Wilton, (jloucester,

, Ducks (Wh.te Aylesburi).—1. J. K. Fowler. 2 and 3, J. Hedges, Aylesbury.
vhe, J. Walker, Spring >iount, Rochdale.
DccKs (Rouenl.-l and Cup, W. Evans, Prescot. 2, L. Patton. 8, J. T.

Brown. >t. Austell, r/ic, J. N. C- Pope. Bristol, he, 3, C. Hooper, Avonmouth,
Bristol ; J- Walker, e. W. Stephens, Higham Green, Gloucester Vi),

Di CKs (BluokEastlnnim).—1, G. S. Hainsbury, Devizes. 2, J. W. Kelleway,
Merston Cottage, Isle of Wight. 3 and vhc, J.Walker, he, J. W. Kelleway; J.

J. .V allien, c, w. H. StiiKg (3).

Dlcks (Any other variety).—1 and 2, M. Leno. 3, R.Wilkinson, Guildford.
he and c, C. N. Baker, t heisea, London (Carolina and Mandarin).
Geesk.—1, J. K. Fowler. 2, T. Watson, Whilacre, Colesbill (Grey and

Mottled I.

TraKKVs.—1. L. Patton. 2, Rev. N. J. Ridley. 3, T. M. Derry, Gedney. c, J.

W. Morison. Pembroke.
Gamu Bantams (Bluek-breasted and other Reds).— I, W. Boutcher, Notting

Hill. 2. F. sbumach. Southwell. S, J. Blayo, Gloucester, he, E. H. B. Smith
;

J. Rollinson.
Game Bantams (Any other variety).—1 and Cup, G. Hall, Kendal. 2, E.

Payue. Cardiff. 3. J. Eiitou, Grantham, /ic, J. Mayo ; Mrs. G. Hall ; Hall and
Asbmore ; F. Shumacb.
Game Bantams (Any variety).-Cocfc.—1 and Cup. G. Hall. 2 and 3, J. Eaton.

vhe, w. Rogers, Sunderland; F. Shumacb; D. Hunter, Sunderland, he, Mrs.
G. Hall; J. Mayo.
Bantams (ulack Clean-legged).—1, Cup. and 2. W- H. Shackleton, Bradford.

3 and vhe, E. Cambridi,'e, Horfield, Bristol, lie, B. F. Parrott, Henbury, Bristol.
c, H. Beidon ; B. F. Parrott.
Bast-ams (Giild and silver Sebrights).—1, Cup, and c, M. Leno. 2, Mrs. Mayo.

8, J. Walts, Hiiziewell Hall, Birmingham.
Bantams (White Clean-legged).—1, Withheld. 2, H. Beldou. 3, A. G. Blood-

worth.
PIGEONS.

Carriers (Black or Dun).— Cocfc — i, Cup, and 8, R. Fulton, Brockley Road,
New Cross, London. 2, G. J. Taylor, Fartown, Huddersfield. vhe, H. Yardley,
Birmingham, he, T. Crisp, Soutball. e, li. Hodgkinson. Birmingham; T.
Crisp Hen.—I, Cup, and .', R. Fulton. 8 and c, G. S. tloekey, Clifton, Bribtol.
he, T. Ciisp (2).

Carriers (Blue)—Cocfc or Hcji.—Cup, E. T. Dew. iilic. G. Hodgkinson. he,
T. Cri-p. c, W. E. Nalder, Brunswick Street, London ; E. T. Dew, Weston-
super-Mare (2).

Carriehs (White).— Copfc or Hen.—Cup, T. Crisp.
Piiuters.-G'oc/:.—1, Cup, and vhc, H. Pratt Knowle. 2, N. Hill, Ealing. 3,

G. J. Taylor, he. Rev. W. C. BuUen, Bath, e, Kev. W. 0. Eullen ; R. Fulton.
H«i — 1, K. Fulton. 2, G. J. Taylor. 3, N. HUl. he, Mrs. Ladd, Calne ; R.
rulton.
Tumblers (Almond).—Cocfc or Een.—i, Cup, and he, H. Yardley. 2 and 3, R.

Fulton.
TrMBLEHS (Sh'^rt-faced, any variety).— Coi'fc or Hen —1, J. Fielding, jun.,

Rochdale. 2, H. Yardley. 3, R. Pu ton. he, J. Watts, e, G. J. Taylor.
Owls (Foreign)— CocA- or Hen.—\ and lie, T. W, Towuson, Bowdon. 2, R.

Fulton. 3, F. Hraund, Bideford. c, J L, Smith.
Barbs.— C'ocfc or Hen.— I and 2, R. Fulton. S, H. Yardley.
Tri upkters.—Cocfc or Hen.— 1, Cup, and 2, R. Fulton. 8. F. Braund.
Jacobins —Cocfc or Hen.— 1, K. Fulton. 2, T. W. Swallow, Northampton.

8, O E. Cresbwell he,li J.Taylor; R Fulton, c, F. Braund.
Fantails.—Cocfc or Hen.—I and he, J. F. Loversidge, Newark. 2 and c. Rev.

W. Serjeantson. 3. H. Yardley.
TnsBiTS.-Coct or Hm.-l, W. Croft, liillinghall, Ripley. 2 and 3, O. E.

Cresswell. vhc, E. T, Dew. he, T, W. Townaon ; G. J. Taylor, c, G. H. Gregory,
Taunton.
Owls (English).—Cocfc or Ben.—I and Cup, J. L. Smith, 2 and 3, T. W.

Towuson. /te, E. Lee, Nantwich; H. Verdon, Liverpool, e, J. Watts.
Nuns —CocA: or Hen.—1, Rev. A. G.Brooke, Sbrawardine. 2, F. Wilton. 3,

H. Yardley.
Dragoons (Blue or Silver).—Cocfc or Ben—I, 2, and he, W. Bishop, Dor-

chester. 3, W. H. Mitchell, Moseley, Birmingham, c, W. H. Mitchell ; H.
Yardley.
Dragoons (.\ny other colour).- Coc/i: or Hen.—\ and Cup, W. Bishop. 2, R.

Fulton. 3, W. H. Mitcbell. he, W Bishop; W. H. M tohell, e, G. H Gregory.
Antwkrps (Short-faced).— C'ocfc or Hen.—z,G. K. Chilcott. 1 and 3, Withheld.
ANTwasps (Long-faced).—Cocfc or Hen — 1 and Cup, C. F. England, Stroud.

2, H. Jennings. Allerton. 3 and c, E. F, Wilson, Brighton, he, H. Jennings ; A.
Webster, Kirkstall, Leeds.
Any other Vabietv.— Cocfc or Hen.—1,H. Yardley. 2, G. J. Taylor. 3, R.

Fulton, /ic, R. Wilkinson, c, F'. Braund; J. Watts.

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. Kichard Teebay, Ftilwood, Preatou
;

Rev. Greuville F. Hodson, North Pethertou ; Mr. Samuel Burn,
Whitly. Pigeons: Mr. H.Allsop, Spencer Street, Birmingham,

CORK AND SOUTH OF IRELAND POULTRY
SHOW.

'

This waa held on the llth and 15th inst., in the Assembly
Rooms, and far exceeded, both in quantity and quality, any
other of the Society's shows. The classes of Spanish, Dorkings,
Brahmas (Light and Dark), Game fowl, Geese, and Turkeys were
especially fine. The Pigeons, numbering nearly 170 pens, were
a show in themselves, the quality of the Carriers, Barbs, and
Jacobins being equal to any English or Scotch great show.
Cage Birds were extremely good. To add to the amusement of
the public, a flying match of Homing Pigeons was made from
Queenstown to Cork, Mr. Jeffries, Antwerp, winning four prizes
out of six The industrious and painstaking Committee retained
their reputation for ability and courtesy in managing their Show.

Mr. Cooper, of Limerick, won the poultry cup ; Mr. Rumley the

Pigeon cup ; and Mr. Ryder the Cage Bird cup.

A Grey Parrot (No. 410 in the catalogue), exhibited by D. A.
Bayly, was awarded the second prize in its class. This bird was
credited with the following accomplishments :—It speaks fifty-

six separate sentences, sings various comic songs with words,

and two songs without words; whistles the major and minor
scales, with shakes and cadences ; dances to whistling and
singing ; imitates fifteen different birds, together with thirty

other different sounds, including laughing, coughing, sneez-

ing, 1.1c. It recognises several persona by their own names, and
asks questions.
We are glad to add the southern railway companies gave every

facility to the exhibitors, beiug a noble contrast to the grasping

and narrow-minded policy pursued by the northern lines at the

Belfast Show, whose extortionate charges most fairly made ex-

hibitors determine never again to leave themselves open to

such conduct, but have a clear agreement with railway com-
panies beforehand. — [Cork Examiner and Irish Farmers'
Gazette.)

Spanish —Medal, Mrs. Hay. 1, Miss Do Conrcey Drevar. 2, J. C. Cooper
Ac. Mrs. Hay; J. C. Cooper.

, „ ,, ,

DoiiKiNos.—Siloer-Gre!/.-Medal and he, J. C. Cooper. 1 and 2, S. Mowbray.
Coioareii.—1, J. C. Cooper. 2, S. Mowbray. While or other.— I, Mrs. F.
Murpby. 2, Mrs. Hay.
HuuDANs.—1, L. A, Beamish. 2, J. C. Cooper, he. Lady A. Lloyd, c.

Viscountess Doneraile; Mrs. Hay.
CREvE-i'iEua OR La Fleche.—I and e, J. C. Cooper. 2, Miss M. Barron.

lie, Mrs Hay.
Hambuhohs.— Sjiatiflicrf.—1, L. A. Beamish. 2. J. C. Cooper, he, S, Mow-

bray. Penci/ied.—l, S Mowbray. 2, Miss M. Barron.
Polish —1, J. K. MiUner.
Game.-Biacfc or Broien Bed —1, J. C. Cooper. 2, M, C. Cramer, he, T. O'Grady,

c, J. Downey. Any other colour,—1, J. C. cooper.
Game Bantams - Black or Brown ned.— 1, G.Knagga. 2, J. Dowling. ;»c, G.

H. Bull, c, L. A. Beamish. Any otJier colour.—1 and he, P. Ducrow. 2, J. C.

Cooper.
Bkahmas.—Dark.-1, Mrs. Hay. 2, J. C. Cooper, he, Mrs. T. W. Webber ; J.

P.Fitzgerald. CWcfcens.—l, J. C. Cooper. 2, L. F. Perrin. he, Mrs. Sargint;
Mrs. Hay; h. F. Perrin.
Brahmas. — Z,i<;li( - I, F. Hodder. 2, Lady A. Llovd. he. G. Richards.

Chiekens.-l.mT^. Forrest. 2, L. F. Perrin. ftc. Miss M. Barron; Miss Quin;
A. Field ; Mrs. Hav. e, H L. Tivy.
Cochins —B»# or Cinnamon.— 1, J. C. Cooper. 2, H. L. Tivy. n/ie, Mrs.

Sargin'. he, Mrs. Bay. Cli!efccn«.—1, F. W. Zurhorst. 2, Mrs. Sargiut. )ie,

Mrs. Dring; Mrs. Hay. c. Miss M. Barron.
CooniNS.—Porfri(f{7e or Brown — 1, J. K. MiUner. 2, L. Ptoney.
Turkeys.- 1, J. C. Cooper. 2. Miss L. King, c, J. hlattery.

Geese.—1, J. C. Cooper. 2. W. J. Tomkins. he, J. C. Cooper ; Lady A. Lloyd,
Ducks.—itoncn— I, .1. C. Cooper. 2, Mrs. Sargint. he. Miss M. Barron.

Aylesbury —I, S. Mowbray. 2, J C. Cooper, c. G. Richards.
Waterfowl.-.411J/ oilier variety.—1 and 2, Col. W. St. L. A. Stiwell (Ruddy-

headed Divers and Caroline Ducks), iie, J. Hackett (Chinese Geese).

Anv other Variety. -1, J. G. Cooper. 2, Col. W. St- L. A stawell (Golden
Pheasants), vhc, W, J. Tomkms (Mongolians). )ic. Col. W. St. L. A. Stawell
(Sliver Pheasants); S. Mowbray I Black Hamburghs). c. Rev. T. W. Garde
(Sebright Bantams); Mrs. T. W.Webber (Andalusians); Lady A. Lloyd (Black
flambiirgbs).
Selling i-'lass.- 1, A. N. Thompson (Rouen Ducks). 2, J. C. Cooper. 3,

Ladv A. Lloyd (Dorkings), fte. J K Millner; C. H.Gray (Game Bantamal; T.
O'Grady (Game Bantams) ; A. Field ( La Fleehe). c, L. A. Beamish (Houdans)

;

Rev. J. Lyons (Light Brahmas) (2) ; H. L. Tivy (Brahmas).

EXTRA CLASSES.
Game.—Cocfc.—Cup, T. O'Grady. 2, J. C. Cooper.
Game.—Hens.—Medal, J. C. Cooper. 2, M. C. Cramer.
Gamr Bantams.—DnCKicinffS.-Medal, J. C. Cooper. 2. J. Dowling.
TuKKEY8—Fo»n(;—l. J. C. Cooper. 2, Miss H. M'Craith. /le, Capt. Bury;

Miss L. King, e, Viscountess Doneraile; Miss L. King.
Melal for greatest number of points iu poultry class.—J. C. Cooper.

PIGEONS.
Pouters —Cocfcs.—l. J. H. Pcrrott. 2, F. W. Zurhorst. 7ic, J. Hawley. c, J.

Lloyd Hens.-l, J. Lloyd. 2, J. Hawley. he, J. Hawley ; J. H. Perrott ; F. W.
Zurhost. _ , _,.
Carriers —Coel'S.-Medal,2, and he, J. Jeffries, vhe, G. A. Wherland. c.W.

J. Rumley. Hcrw.—l and c, J. Jeffries. 2, W. J. Rumley. lie. G. A. Wherland.
Barbs —Coefcs.—1. J. Hawley. 2, W. J. Rumley. vhe, J. Jeffries 111; W. H.

Bennett (2). (ic. T. O'Grady ; H. L. Tivy (2). Hens.—1 and c, J. Hawley. 2,W.
H. Bennett, i-hc, J. Jeffries, he, W. J. Rumley.
Owls -1. J. Dowling. 2, T. O'Grady. C.J.Jeffries.

Trumpeters.-Medal, W. J. Rumley. 2, J. H. Perrott. c, J. Dowling; J. H.
Perrott.
Jacobins.—1 , J. H. Perrott. 2, W. J. Rumley. he, W. J. Rumley ; J. Hawley ;

R. W. Smiih(i). c.T O'Grady.
Fantails.- 1 and 2, W. J. Rumley. he, J. Hawley.
Nuns.— 1, J. Hawley. 2. . I. Dowling. lie. W. J. Rumley ; J. Hawley.
Turbits —1, 2, and'tilie, W. J. Rumley. c. J. Hawley.
Magpies.—1 and he, W. J. Rumley. 2, J. Hawley
TuMBLEKS.-l. J. Hawley. 2, W. J. Rumley. ftc, W. J. Rumley ; J. Hawley.
Dragoons.—1. J. Dowling. 2, J. K. Milner. vhc, J. Jeffries, fte, W. J.

Rumley. e, J. Hawley ;.!. Jeffries.

Any Variety not Classed.-1, W. J. Rumley (Archangels). 2, J. Hawley
(Antwerps). .... . «, ,

SEi.LiN.i Class.-I, J. Dowling. 2. 3, and he, W. H. Bennett (Owls and Black
and Red Barba). tide, J. K. Milner; W. H.Bennet (Red Barbs), c, W. J.Rumley
(Magpies).

EXTRA CLASSES.
CAEHlER8.—7oiinff.—Medal. J. Jeffries. 2 and iilic. G. A. Wherland.
BAhBS —Any colour except Tellow— Young.—1, G. A. Wherland. 2 and vhc,

J. Dowling. Whole class commended.
Barbs.- rellou'.-ynuniJ —1 and 2, .1. Dowling.
Flying Match.—1.2. 3, and 4. J. Jeffnee. 5 and 6, L. P. Ryder.
Medal for greatest number of points in pigeon classes.—W. P. Rumley.

CAGE BIRDS.
Canaries —Be(0ian.-1, D. Ryan. 2, Miss A. Ryan, he, R. Lane (2); W.

Scannell. c, W. Scannell ; W. Beck.
CiNARiEB.-Woruitcfc.-1. R. Lane. 2, T. J. Babington.
Canarifs.-4nj( o()i«rnnrie(i/.— 1, W. Beck. 2, L. P. Ryder, (u;, D. Ryan.
BOLLFtNCHKS.— 1, L. P. RydcT. 2, J. Dowling. he, J. Dowling; P. Keating;

J. FIvnn.
Goldfinches.-l.L. P. Ryder. 2,J. Hobson. ftc, W. J. KeUy. c,J.Dowhng;

A. J. Leslie; P. Keating.
, . ^ ,^,

Linnets.—1, J. Dowling. 2. L. P. Ryder, fee, P. Keating, c, L. Thompson.
Goldfinch Mules.-1. R. Bull. 2,J.Dowling. ])/ic, K. Jones; W. K. Magill;

Mrs. Clarke; R. BuU. )ic, W. K. MogiU. c, J. Hobson.
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LiKNET Mules.—1, W. K. Magill. 2, J, Dowling.
Blackbirds.— !, t^. Keating. 2, J. Carney, vhc, J. Twomey. he, W.

O'Connor.
Thrushes.— 1, L. P. Ryder. 2, J. Dowling. he, R. Daly.
Larks.-1, R. Daly. 2, L. P. H viler, vhc, C. P.Johnson; R. Jones, he, R.

Lane ; L. P. Ryder (2). c, R. Lane-
Parrots.— I and 2, D. A. Bayly (King and Grey), he, D. A. Bayly (Rosewing

andRosellu); F. Back.
Any other Variety.—I, J. Lloyd (Jay). 2, D. A. Bayly (Cockateel).
Medal for greatest number of points in Cage Birds.—L. P. Ryder.

Judges.—Poidlri/ and Pigeons : Mr. C. F. Staunton. Cage
Birds : Mr. T. O'Crraay.

BKOMLEY POULTRY SHOW.
This was helcJ on the 13th and 14th at the Rifle Drill Hall.

The poultry entries numbered 558, those of the Pigeons 200, and
the Canaries 164.

In both the Dorking classes Mr. Lingwood deservedly obtained
the first prize. We think it is not the first time these birds
have carried off the double honours for their owner. The class
for hens was a very good one, the competition being very close
for the second and third prizes. Cochins followed, cock and hen
together, and all the varieties crowded into one class. The
entries numbered twenty-four : we hope this will encourage the
Committee to do something better for them at their next show.
Whites were first and second, Partridge third. The first-prize
birds were an exquisite pair and well deserved their position.
We were also very pleased with a pair of Blacks, highly com-
mended, belonging to the Eev. J. G. B. Knight. The Brahma
classes were all large ones. In Dark cocks the first-prize bird
was a grand one, but out of condition; the second a big bird;
the third mottled on the breast, but in all other points we like
him as much as the winner. The hens, with the exception of
the first-prize birds, we did not much like. The second-prize
bh'ds were good, but not well matched. The Light cocks, with
a few exceptions, were only of moderate quaUty. The cup
hens were good in size, well feathered on the leg, but deficient
in markings. In the ISpanisli class a few good specimens were
to be found. The first-prize cock was a neat bird and in good
condition. The second pen was rightly placed, but we did not
like the third. Had the cock in pen 153 been in better trim the
position of these pens would have been transposed. The first

prizes in both the Game classes were taken by Mr. Matthews
with birds worthy of the owner's reputation. The French
classes were both good ; in Houdans Mr. Dring secured both
prizes with birds that^we have noticed on previous occasions. lu
Cruve-Cojurs Mr. Wood was first with a good dock, but the second-
prize pen contained the beat hen. The Hamhurghs were nume-
rous, but we could only find two or three good pens. The Black
Bed Bantam class contained twenty-nine entries. The compe-
tition was close between the first and second-prize pens ; the
rest were very poor. The Brown Bed class in quality was not
better than the Black. In the Any other variety Mr. Entwisle
showed two very beautiful pens of Piles, which were first and
second. The class forAny variety, confinedto the county of Kent,
was a very interesting one, showing that Kent, which has taken
the lead in so many of our English pursuits, is not behind in
poultry-breeding. Turkeys were unusually well represented,
and the classes for Ducks contained some admirable specimens.
The Pigeon classes generally secured good entries. The class

for Pouters contained fourteen entries, and many extremely fine
birds were to be found, a good Red winning. A capital class of

Carriers followed, a grand Black cock of Mr. Maynard's winning
in a very strong competition. In Barbs Mr. Maynard again
carried off all the prizes. The Tumbler class contained only
three entries. The Fantaila were a delightful class ; but we fear
the yellow sand at the bottom of the pens would not improve
their condition for future exhibitions. Jacobins deserve special
notice. We could not find a bad bird in the class. Some large
classes of Working Antwerps completed a very successful
Exhibition.
Dorkings.- Cocfcj.—1 and Cap, H. Lingwood. 2. Hon. J. Massy. 3, Visconut

Tarnour. ftc, C. Hatcliffe ; C. M'Niveo. c, F. Parlett; T. Charrington. Heiis.—
3. H. Lingwood. 2, H. Mills. 3, E. Wilson, he, Viscount Turnour ; J. H.
Putney; Hon. J. Massy ; H. Steed.
Cochins.— 1 and Cup, Mrs. E. Prior. 2, R. S. S. Woodgate. 3. T. W. Anns.

he. Rev. J. G. B. Knight ; J. Sleep ; W. White : G. Dowker ; Mrs Brassey.
Brahmas.—Z>ar^-.—CocA'.*.— 1 and Cup. H. Lingwood. 2, H. W. Potter. 3,

lira. J. G. Hepuum. he, F. Hones; Rev. J. N. Heale ; J. Watts, e, H.
Gjddard. Hem.—Cap, U. Lingn-ood. 2, T. F. Ansdell. 3, J. Watts, vhc, F.
Lake ; Hon. Mrs. A. B. Hamilton, he, G. W. Potter ; Hon. J. Massy : F. Lake

;

J. Palmer; J. W. Perkins: C. M'Niven. c, Mrs. E. Pryor; U. Kennett.
BBABUks.—Light.—Coey.—l and Cup, H. Lingwood. 2, G. W. Potter. 3,

Capt, W. Savile. rJic, H. Chawner, jun. /n.'. Rev. F. T. Scoit ; Mrs. Haigh. e,

H. M. Maynard. Hens.—Cu^, H. M. Maynard. 2, Mrs. F. Cheshire. 3, E. J.
KecYes. vhe, J. Long, he. Key. F. T. Scott ; R, Bird, c. Rev. F. T. seotl.
Spanish.—1, Mrs. Tonkin. 2, E. J. W. Stratford. 8, Mrs. Allsopp. he, F.

James.
Game.—Bed.—Cup, S. Matthew. 2, J. Jcken. S, F. Ward, he, H. E. Martin ;

A.J.Matthews. Any othervariety.—'l,S.t/l&U]ie\v. 2. E. Rice. S.F.Harding.
HoodaNs.-1 and 2,W. Dring 3, Rev. H. H. Dombrain. he, W. Cutlack,

jun. ; J. W. Noyle: Mrs. Vallance; J.Long, c. M. Sandford.
Crevrs OB La Fleche.—Cup, R. B. Wood. 2, W Dring. 3, Mrs. Cross, he,

W. Cullack,ju«.; E. Randall; G. W. Hibbert; J. Walton.
HaMBCEGHs.-Pf nci/idi.- 1, W. Spcakman. 2, G. & J. Duckworth. 3, W. K.

Tickner. 4, E. L. Slonham. Sparioled —Cup, W. A. Hyde. 2. G. & J. Duck-
^vorth. S, W. K. Tickuer. 4. T. Walker, jun. he, Ashton & Booth; C. Uid-
Btead; C. E. L. Lucas, c, T. Boulton; J. Ackerman. Blaek.—l, Rev. W.
Serjeantson. 2, T. A. Wright. 8, R. S. S. Woodgate. T. Walker.

Game Bantams--B^acfe Beds.—Cap, W. Eoutcher. 2, W. Adams. 3, W, F,
Entwisle. /if. T. W. Anns. c. W. F. Entwisle ; F. James. Broicn Beda.—l,S.
and J. J. Stephens. 2. Mis9 E. Long. 3. W. F. Entwisle. /ic. B. Mollett. e,
W. S. Marsh. Any other rariety.—l and 2. W. F. Entivisle (Piles). 3, G. S.
Sainabory (Duckwings). )ic, R. J. Symonds; J. Bateman; M. Sandford; G.
Garrod,
BANTAMS.-2.M. Leno. 3, R. S. S. Woodgate. ufic, G. B. Francis ; R.H. Ash-

ton ; G. P. LaJd. he. J. Watts ; T. E. Thirtle ; G. P. Ladd.
Ant other Variety.— 1, G. W. Buothby (Gold Polanda). 2, A. Silvester

(Golden Pohsh). 3, J. Long (Plymouth Rocks), 4. F. Harding (Malay), vhe, 3,
Hinton; R. .s. S. Woodgate. he, J. Watts; A. Ward; A. Kitchen; E. J.
Reeves: S. P. Broad (2).

Any Variety.-Open to Kent onhi.—l, R. Cheeseman (Dorkings). 2, G.
Dowker (Light Brahmas). 3, E. J. W. Stratford (Houdant.1. vhc. W. Dring;
Col. F. C. Hassard. he, E. Goodwin ; S. F. Jackson ; J. Jekiu ; J. R. Lawther

;

J. Long. (.', H. A. Watchurst. Open to Paritihen in Bromley Union only— I,
Miss E. Long (Various). 2, C. W. Gedney (Light Brahma). 3, T. charrington
(Dorkings).
ToRKiYs.-1, F. H. Janson. 2, H. J. Gunnell. 3, T. M. Deny, vhe, F.

Ward (31.

SELLING Class.-1 and Extra, H. Brown (Spanish). 2, H. A. Walchhurst
(Cochin). 3, J. Watts. 4, M. Leuo (Light Brahma). I'lic, G. W. Potter ; E. J.
W. Stratford ; F. Webber, he, M. Leuo ; G. A. Angier ; F. Hones ; F. E. Arier ;

E.Rice; H.Thomas; Eev. T.Cochrane, c, J.SIeep; H.Mills. Coekor Drake.— 1, A. Hews. 2, F. James (Spanish). S. G. Shrimpton (Cochins). 4, F. E.
Arter (Rouens). he. Rev. S. N. Heale ; A. Kitchen ; W. Potter ; K. Harvey ; J.
Chisman; J. Long; E. J. W. Stratford; C. H. Webb, c, M. Leno (2): J. G.
Hepburn. Pnir Hens —1, J. Watts. 2, E. J. W. Stratford. 3. Mrs. E. Allsopp
(Cochinsl. 4, E. M'Morlaud (Dark Brahmasl. I'/ic. E. M'Morland. )ic, H. J.
Gunnell ; J. .\tkinson ; G. D. Harrison ; T. Goodwin ; E. Rice.
Dvciifi.—Auiesbury or Bouen.—l and Extra, J. Rodwell (Aylesbury). 2, R.

Gladstone, jun. (Rouen). 3, N. Edghill (Aylesbury). 4, F. Lake (Aylesbury),
t'hc. H. C. Christy. Any other ranXj/.—l, W. Boutcher (Mandarins). 2 and 3,
M. Leno. vlie, E. Wilson ; Rev. W. Serjeantson. he, F. S. Jaokaon ; G. S.
Sainsbury; C. L. Sutherland.

PIGEONS.
PooTERs.—l and !)ftc, M. H. Gill. 2, Mrs. Ladd. /ic, M. H. Gill; Mrs. Ladd.

e, R. .Ashton (2).

Carriers.—Cup, H. M. Maynard. 2, M. H. Gill, he, M. H. GUI; H. M.
Maynard. e. Col. F. C. Hassaid ; J. Baker.
Barhs,—1 and 2, H. M. Maynard. 'ic, J.Baker, c, J. Baily, jun.
Tcmblers.—1, J. Baker. 2, Mrs. Gill.
Fantails.—1 and 2, H. M. Maynard. vhc, W. H. Tomlinson. tic, Rey. W.

Serjeantson. e, A. A. Vander Meersch.
Dragoons.- 1, J. Baker. 2, W. Gamon. lie, W. H. Mitchell.
Jacobins.—1, G. Roper. 2, J. Baker, he, A. .A. Vander Meersch. c, G. Mann.
Antwerps.— 1 and 2, W. Gamon. tic, G. Piper.
TcRBiTS.— 1, J. Baker. 2, 0. A. Crafer. lie, G. Roper.
Owls.—Cup and 2, J. Bowes, vhe, E. W. Van Senden. tic, L. Allen ; H. W.

Webb.
Ant OTHER Variety.-1, J. Bowes (Archangels). 2, G. HoDoway (Pigmies).

vhe, P. R. Spencer, lie, A. Silvester ; J. Baker, c, F. W. Baxter.
ANT^VEHPs.—J^oiir Working.— Cap, Sparrow & Cotton. 2, C. L. Sutherland.

3. J. Haydon. vhc, W. Kennedy, he, A. Bentley; E. F. Wilson, c. Lady
Lubbock.
Selling Class.—Si'iijiic Bird.-l, A. Bentley. 2, A. A. Vander Meersh. vlie,

W. H. A. Miller, lie, M. H. Gill; H. Thurlow. e, W. G. Tancock; Mrs. S.
Ladd Pairs.— I, W. G. Tancock (Carriers). 2, E. Stocker (Carriers), vhc.
Col. F. C. Hassard. /tc, J. Bowes, c, J. Baily, jun.

Judges.— Poultrg : Mr. Teebay. Pigeons: Mr. Allsop, of

Birmingham. Canaries : Mr. Willmore.

NETTLES FOK TURKEYS—EGG-PEODUCEKS.
In mentioning "nettle tops" for young Turkeys, &c., is the

stinging nettle only meant, or the different Labiates known by
so many people as " dumb nettles ? " [Only the stinging nettle.

—Ens.]
I see by your answer to " C. L. M." in to-day's issue, you

thinkhim fortunate in having six eggs a-day from forty-five hens.
I have the same number from ten hens of the Pheasant Cochin
breed. I have had since January 1st till to-day inclusive

(January 15th) eighty-four eggs. The first three days of the
year there were three or four a-day, then increasing—-twice

seven eggs, twice eight in the day.—M. A. Webb.

POUTERS, ANY OTHER COLOUR OR MARKING
CLASS.

I AM glad to see Mr. Huie and " Go-ahead " supporting this

indispensable class ;
.without it all the standard colours would

dwindle to nothing. They are, as a rule, the most perfectly

shaped and, when Mealies or Chequers, the most beautifully-

marked birds one sees. I have just returned from Aberdeen
Show, which, as far as Pouters were concerned, was the Show
of the year. In the prize list there were classes for Any other
colour, and I may say they contained some of the best birds in

the Show. The first-prize cock, a Mealy, was splendidly marked.
This bird once belonged to Mr. Volckman, and with a mealy and
a splash hen he had bred some of his finest Blues, amongst them
the cup bird at the Crystal Palace Show of 1872. I am not

aware whether Mr. Volckman remains in the fancy, but it is well

known that he was anything but an advocate for the use of

off-colours
;
yet for years, while writing to this effect, he still

continued to breed and show these birds. From this and other

instances I could name, it will be seen that those who most
despisecl this class were unable to do without it. Therefore I

trust committees of shows and fanciers in general will not follow
" Wiltshire Rector's " example in attempting to kick down
the ladder by which he, or perhaps it would be truer to say
others, have risen.—J. E. Spe.nce.

Northampton Show.—Liberal prizes are offered for poultry,

Pigeons, Rabbits, and Cats, besides twenty silver cups. The
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only mistake we note are the two Dorking classes, in which
Dark, Grey, and White are made to compete. No judge ought
to be askecl to decide upon the comparative merits of such an
unfair mixture. There were 1400 entries last year, and pro-

bably there will be more this, for the management has always

been very good.

BABBIT PRIZES AT NORTHAMPTON SHOW.
In answer to " K." in your Journal of the 15th inst., I am

requested to state that the cause of the schedule for Rabbits

not being quite so liberal as last year is precisely that hinted at

by your correspondent in the fourth paragraph of his letter.

Last year a number of fanciers and several of the Committee
subscribed specially for the cups, but a defaulter in one of the

classes was a loss to the Committee of three guineas. This
year we have but one cup promised, and but one subscription

;

and it was decided that this should go to the Angora class. A
number of fanciers may say they would have been pleased to

subscribe ; but I have always found when recourse has been had
to an appeal of this sort, that the proffered support has been so

hampered with restrictions as to make it impossible for the
Committee to avail themselves of it. But if your readers are
inclined to give the Committee anj' special sum as a prize for

any particular class without any other restriction than that the
sum shall go as an extra prize, I shall be moat happy to cor-
respond with them.
As regards the class for the " Heaviest," it has been a loss ; and

the Committee considered it best to reserve the money as extra
prizes, should any of the other classes display unusual merit.

—

WILLIA.M HuapHKEYs, Secretary.

THE NATIONAL PERISTERONIC SOCIETY'S
SHOW.

This was on the 13th inst., being for the fifth time held at the
Crystal Palace. It fully sustained the high repute of this Society.

We hope fanciers will witness such exhibitions heralding-in
" many new years " to come, inasmuch as they present peculiar
characteristics, standing alone, or nearly so, as non-competitive
gatherings. The conditions of a non-competitive show neces-

earily bring together some selected specimens of the loft, whilst
in this amateur exhibition the different varieties of Pigeons
massed together are to the public, and especially to the young
fancier, a good practical lesson on the materials that constitute
practically a breeding stud of Pigeons.
Mr. Esquilant's contribution of twenty Blue and Powder

Blue Owls, a strain he has possessed for many years, greatly

pleased the cognoscenti. Opposite to it stood another most
interesting pen of Owls, Yellow, and of the old English type.

We may at last look forward to the resuscitation of this choice
variety, and thank Mr. Whitehead for his efforts.

Mr. South contributed Dragoons, Blue, Silver, Yellow, and
Ked, also Turbits, Jacks, and Baldheads. We praise Blues and
Silvers, yet keep a little extra admiration for Yellows. A just
critic would, on viewing Mr. South's pen of Yellow Dragoons,
BO level in quality and up to the standard for colour, declare the
fancy justified in selecting the soft richness of the yellow tint

as the recherche colour of the Pigeon. Mr. Stevenson, of

Tooting, a recently-elected member, sent his first contribution,
a good pen of YeUow Turbits. Mr. Bull's Jacobins, good in
colour, were not lacking in quality.
English Pouters found but one exhibitor—Mr. Esquilant. It

appeared that the Pouter, like the prophet, is not esteemed in
his own country, for we observed no less than three foreign
varieties of this bird sent by Mr. Vander Moersch. The same
gentleman also penned a good collection of Fantails, which
variety was also contributed by Mr. Esquilant.
The critical Short-face fanciers who visited the Palace were

not disappointed. They lingered long before the pens of Messrs.
Esdeu, Ford, Merck, and Heritage, for there stood before them
the twenty Black Mottles of Mr. Esden, all of the highest
quaUty, side by side with his beautiful Black, Yellow, and Red
Beards. Then followed Mr. Ford's Almonds, forming of them-
selves a sight worthy of a visit to Sydenham ; then Mr. Merck's
two pens of old and young birds, a splendid collection; then Mr.
Heritage's, though last not least, a pen of birds as near the standard
for head and beak as they can be bred. It speaks well for the
fancy that a bird requiring for its production so much patient
and scientific care should be so numerous and so beautiful as all

the old fanciers were deUghted to affirm. Some good Baldheads
were shown by Mr. Newman ; Jacobins and Tirrbits of a high
class by Mr. Fasten, of Hull.
Mr. Jones had pens of Owls, English and Foreign, also some

choice Turbits. Mr. Tegetmeier sent a dozen Blue Dragoons,
and a pen of the now fashionable Homing Flyers. The fine
condition and super-excellent quality of his Dragoons could not
fail to arrest the observation of a fancier. Mr. Hedley's Barbs
contained many of the known specimens iu the fancy, and some

young birds worthy of their parents. Mr. Gill also exhibited a
pen of very good Barbs.
The Toy varieties were not forgotten. Four were supplied by

Mr. Vander Meersch ; Black Fantails by Mr. Whitehead ; Arch-
angels by Mr. Jones ; Messrs. Huggins, and the Honorary Secre-

tary, Mr. S. C. Betty, also added their quota of Yellow and Red
Dragoons.
At all previous shows organised by the National Peristeronio

Society Carriers have been iu force. In fact they have, on all

these occasions, formed the puce da rcsi:ifancr, which no fancier,

however keen his appetite, has pronounced stinted or deteriorated.

The list of the Carrier exhibitors comprised the names of Col.

Hassard, Messrs. Square, Heritage, Ord, Hedley, Crisp, Feltham,
and Baunton Ford. That the Carrier is the perfect type of

Pigeon beauty was unmistakeably apparent in some birds, prin-

cipally young oues, shown by Col. Hansard, Messrs. Square,
Heritage, and Hedley. Cue young Black cock, the property of

Mr. Square, is not far from beiug the best bird of his season. Col.

Hassard's collection comprised Blacks, Duns, Blues, and Silvers,

just the type of bird we recollect he possessed some twelve
years ago, and which the fancy gladly welcome again. Mr.
Heritage's row of twelve Carriers, exhibited singly, would,
unsupported, have rendered the Carrier contingent complete.
Exhibited together with the high-class birds of Messrs. Hedley,
Baunton Ford, Ord, and Crisp, the Carrier element crowned the

success of the Show.

ABERDEEN POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
{Concluded from page 67.)

There were eighteen entries in the class for young Blue cocks

bred in 1873. Not only was this the largest class, but it contained

some birds of very fine quality. No. 319 (J. C. Lyell), was a bird

of perfect marking and large crop, but with too heavy limbs.

No. 351 (T. Rule), also well marked, but faulty in style of limb.

No. 353 (J. C. LyeU), first prize ; some discussion was created as

to whether he was entitled to his position, but he was without

doubt a good bird and perfect in marking, with finely-covered

legs and toes. Being only a late August Inrd he bids fair to turn

out fine. No. 357 (R. Fulton), was highly commended, and a
good-looking cock all over. No. 300 (G. Ure), commended,
wanted pinion and had an imperfectly-cut moon, but in style

he left little to be desired. No. 301 (A. Frame), wanted bib and
pinion to set-off an otherwise handsome young cock. No. 362

(J. Mitchell), was looked upon as very matured for a young one.

Nos. 363, 364, third-prize, 365, and 300, second-prize, were aU
Mr. G. Ure's, and aU fine. No. 303 might have changed places

with one of the prize birds, being well marked and extremely
handsome.
Young Black cocks were seven entries, and the first was

No. 307 (D. Stewart), highly commended, finely marked, and thin

in girth. He seemed rather ill on the last day of the Show.
No. 308, second prize, was a great bird to be only five months old,

his catalogue age. Some doubts were expressed as to his being

a bird of 1873, but we heard his owner (Mr. G. Schaschke) give the

date of his hatching—viz., the 4th June—from which we calcu-

late that he ought to have been entered as seven months old.

No. 370 (J. Grant), third prize, was a thick bird, not well marked,

and too rough in his leg-feathering. No. 371 (F. M'Crae), was
small but neat and evenly marked, though dull in colour.

No. 372 (G. Ure), the first-prize bird and also winner of the medal
for young cocks, was a grand, upstanding, slender, and long-

limbed bird, but scarcely correct in marking. No. 373 (J.

Mitchell), commended, was a good style of bird, well marked
and long, not exactly right in shape of limb.

Young Red cocks. We would designate this class, which con-

tained eight pens, as the worst as regards Pouter qualities in the

Show. No. 376 (J. Wright), was no doubt the best amoug them
as to length and shape, but almost solid-breasted, without pinion,

and of only fair colour. None of the others warrant a minute

description.

Of the five young Yellow cocks the three shown by Mr. Ura
were first, second, and third, but none of the five was perfect

in colour. In other respects, however, No. 385, the firsi-prize

bird, was good, being a fine, upstanding, and particularly stylish

cock. Had he been of a richer colour he might have been

entitled to the silver cup for the best young cock in the Show.

We have no doubt he will be heard of again.

Young White cocks brought out seven, and No. 387 (M'Gill

Skinner), first prize, was not worthy of his place ; we think

either No. 388 (R. Fulton), second prize, or No. 392 (J. White),

third prize, were in our opinion the best, but the latter had the

fault of being slightly hog-backed, though otherwise a raking

young cock. The quaUty on the whole in this class was good.

Blue Pouter hens of any age brought out ten entries, and the

first on the list. No. 394 (D. Stewart), although unnoticed, was
worthy of a prize, and certainly one of the best four in the lot

being particularly handsome, thin in girth, and well marked.

No. 395 (J. C. Lyell), commended, was also a fine hen with a

capital bib and moon. No. 397 (A. H. Stewart), third pri^e, was
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very dirty, bnfc that could not conceal her fine points. She is
Buch another as No. 3'Ji. No. 398 (G. Ure), highly commended,
might have been more honoured and there would have been no
complaints. Her crop was large for a hen and finely marked,
with great length of feather and thin waist; the only fault she
showed was foul thighs. No. 399 (R. Pulton), second prize.
Looked at in front this hen was too heavy and wide, and, in our
opinion, although a good bird not in the same list as either 397
or 398. No. 400 (G. Ure), first prize, was a grand hen in every
respect, except a little too white on the crop. In shape and
general appearance she was certainly the best in the class.
This class was a very fine one on the whole.
Black hens, any age, were eleven pens. No. 405 (T. Rule),

second prize, was a well-marked and glossy-colonred bird.
No. 408 (A. H. Stewart), was unnoticed but worthy of a prize.We are quite surprised at the Judges overlooking her entirely

;

a bigger and handsomer hen could scarcely be, but she looked as
if she had been kept in a coal cellar. Her almost only fault was
beiug rather smoky in colour, but this should not have con-
demned her, being otherwise so good. She is one of Mr. Ure's
breeding. No. 409 (F. M'Crae), was commended, a heavy bird
but well marked. No. 411 (G. Ure), first prize, a particularly
handsome raven black hen, about perfect in marking, worthy
of her position. No. 414 (G. Ure), third prize, also good in
cdIoux and marking.

Eight old Red hens came next, and the first of them. No. 415.
J. C. Lyell), highly commended, was a very long fair-coloured
hen of correct marking. No. 416 (W. Ridley), first prize and
cup. We recognised this one as first at Glasgow for the last two
years. She is fair-coloured, very long in feather and limb, well
marked, but dues not show much crop, in the pen at least.
No. 418 (R. Fulton), commended, was also mentioned at the late
Glasgow Show. She is a bird of better colour than the two
preceding ones, but much smaller, although a tidy, nicely-shaped
hen. No. 419 (J. C. Lyell), was the bestshaped hen of the lot, but
failed in colour and marking, beiug too gay. The length, shape,
and feathering of her legs were not to be beaten by any henm the Show. No. 421 (A.. Frame), third prize, was a good coloured
and well-shaped but rough-legged bird. No. 422 (John M. D.
Brown), second prize, was an utter mistake, being only good in
colour and marking on the crop. In other respects she was
certainly the worst hen in the class.
Old Yellow hens were eight pens. No. 424 (A. H. Stewart),

third prize, was of a faint colour but a long thin bird and fairly
niarked. No. 420 (R. Fulton), first prize. It was curious to
observe how the Judges stickled for colour in one class, as in the
second-prize Red hen, while in the next thev awarded first prize
to the worst-coloured Yellow in the class, abird of a pale straw
colour and chequered. She was a bird of good marking and
style of legs, but drooped her shoulders too much. No. 427 (J.
White), was very good in colour and marking, and was highly
commended. She looked short-legged, however. We should
have preferred No. 428 (G. Ure), the second-prize bird to the first,
as she was of better colour and equally good in other respects.
No. 429 (G. Ure), commended, was capital in style and rich in
colour, but not so correctly marked.
The prizes for old White hens (eight entries) seemed to give

satisfaction, and were gained as foUows :—No. 430 (W. Ridley),
first prize, a fine hen but she has seen better days. She is
getting heavy in appearance. No. 430 (R. Fulton), second prize,
a handsome thin-girthed bird, and No. 439 (W. Stiles) third
prize.

Seven hens of Any other colour came next, and comprised
No. 440 (J. C. Lyell), commended, a long stylish Blue-chequer.
No 441 (W. Hendry), highly commended, a White with a blue
tail, which ought to have had a thii-d prize instead of No. 443
(J. E. Spence), also a White with blue tail and hog-backed.
No. 444 (G. Ure), third prize, a beautiful atyUah sandy. No. 447
(J. Mitchell), first prize, a very fine Mealy, rightly placed at the
op of the list.

The classes for young hen Pouters, birds bred in 1873, were
all well filled and contained many first-rate in quality. The
Blues were fourteen pens, the first prize going to No. 450 (G.
Wallace), the winner also at Glasgow. She may be described as
perfect m style, and the only fault she has is being slightly
deficient in bib. Her breeder deserves credit for turning out
Buch a beautiful bird. A. H. Stewart's highly commended pen.
No. 451, was very handsome but not perfect in marking, wanting
pinion on one wing and a better-cut moon. No. 453 (G. Ure),
was unnoticed, but of a grand shape. In marking she showed a
good moon but had slightly rough and foul limbs. No. 455 (G.
Ure), second prize, was a very similar bird to the first-prize
winner, but not so nicely marked, having one side with too
much white. There were other very good hens in this class, as
No. 448(M'Gill Skinner), third prize, 452 (F. M'Crae), of a fine
style, and 456 (A. Frame).
There were uine young Black hens, and Mr. Ure took all three

prizes. Between the first and second-prize birds there was
little to choose, both were good in colour, marking, and shape,
and both finely-cropped birds. The third-prize one was, perhaps,

a more stylish bird than either, but did not show nearly so well.
Mr. Fulton's bird (No. 464), was of a good colour and nicely
marked on the crop, but without pinions. She has fine long
flights and well-shaped and feathered legs.

Young Red hens (eight entries) were better than the young
Red cocks. No. 470 (J. C. Lyell), the best-coloured one in the
class, was perfectly marked with clean stocking legs. She is
within very little of the correct colour. No. 475 (R. Fulton),
third prize, well marked, fair colour, and very showy, but
imperfect in shape of limbs and wanting in long toe feathers.
No. 476 (J. S. & H. Robb), first prize, was the biggest one in the
class, but not fine in colour, though fairly marked.
Young Yellow heus (six entries) contained some very good

birds. No. 478 (J. Grant), a long good-coloured bird, which we
preferred to No. 479 (W.Thomson), the third prize bird, short
in feather and too rough-legged. No. 480 (G. Ure), was first
prize and winner of the cup for young hens. She is a good-
coloured bird of good proportions, well marked except that she
wanted pinions on her wings. No. 432 (G. Ure), second prize,
was finely shaped but faint in colour and too gay on crop.
The ten young White hens contained some fair birds, and the

first and third prizes went to J. Grant, Edinburgh, the second
to G. Schaschke, Aberdeen.
There is no doubt there is an immense improvement in

Pouters during the last few years. Anyone who remembers
the first Glasgow Shows, about fourteen years ago, cannot fail

to be struck with the altered style of the birds. The finely
girthed and stocking-legged Pouters of the present day compare
favourably with the rough-legged runtish style so much in vogue
before. In marking also there is a great cliange, and fine btbs>
moons, and pinions are more the rule than the exception. Foul
thighs are still rather prevalent and difficult to breed out. Gay
birds are generally clean-legged, but when otherwise perfect in
marks Pouters generally retain some foul feathers about the
limbs. It seems the acknowledged practice, however, and to be
tacitly understood, that these as well as snips on the forehead
may be extracted as far as practicable, and if the Judges were
to disqualify birds that had been so operated on they would have
enough to do, for it was palpably plain that some dozens of them
had been more or less plucked. The same may be said of the
late Glasgow Show, It is well known that dressing goes on, and
the Judges must just pretend not to see bare places at the roots
of beaks, &c.—[We totally dissent from this opinion.—Ens.]
We wish all success to the Northern Poultry and Pigeon Club
of Aberdeen. Its Show has suddenly sprung-up from the
position of second class to the very front rank, a position which
we hope it will long retain.

We are indebted to a correspondent for the following account
of the rest of the Pigeons.
In old Carrier cocks the prize birds were all excellent Blacks.

Old Carrier hens were a small class but first-rate in quality.
The first-prize winner, a magnificent hen, well deserved the cup
she took as the best Carrier in the Show ; the second-prize one
was fit to be first in many competitions. Young Carriers were
very good, the first and second splendid birds, showing quality
all over.

Short-faced Tumblers were a very fine class, first going to au
.Almond cock, grand in colour and head ; second, also an Almond,
good in head but not so rich in feather ; third a good Yellow.
Barbs were not numerous but of good quality. First an ex-

ceedingly fine Black, which took the cup for the best Barb or
Short-faced Tumbler. Second, third, and highly commended
fair birds.

In Fantails all the prizes went to real Scotch birds with a
good tail and a small body, characteristic of those birds. Being
always in motion they completely put the large coarse English
birds into the shade, the latter always standing in the pen like

stuffed birds, devoid of nervous action. First, second, and third

were all good birds of the real Dundee breed. Pen 545, the
Crystal Palace winner, did not draw the Judges' attention, being
out of condition, apparently from over-showing.
In Jacobins the first prize went to a Red hen, good in colour,

hood, and chain, but yellow-eyed. As this class, however, was
judged by gas-light the Judges cannot be held responsible for

not noticing it ; we prefer, on the whole, the second bird, as
being rather longer in feather and better in head. Third, a
Y'ellow, a fair bird. The class was large and on the whole good.
Trumpeters coraxnisei anumber of excellent birds, there being

little to choose between the prize-winners, which were all of the
new type.

E uglish Owls were numerous and good. The first and SQpond
seemed to us, however, to have a strong cross of the Foreign;
and as there is only one standard for both varieties, and fanciers

will cross them, it seems useless to divide them. No. 591 (J.

Chadwick), was the best of the lot, but came too late for judging.

In Foreign Owls a splendid White, good in all points, was first;

second a good Blue ; third a White.
Turbits were a large class but contained nothing very striking.

First a fair Yellow ; second same colour, well frilled but deficient

in peak.
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Nuns were not numerous, but the first and second were very
good.
Dragoons are birds we do not care much for in Scotland, and

•consequently cannot know much about, but according to our
light the first-prize bird well deserved its place ; there was little

choice between the second and third prizetakers.
Antwcrps were the smallest class in the Show, three entriea ;

and next year we hope there will be no class for them, as they
are quite out of place in a show pen.
In Common Tumblers a pair of nice Black Mottles were first,

Whites second.
Any other variety was not a large class. First, Lace Fantails

;

Becond, Magpies ; third. Archangels.
The Selling class contained no fewer than thirty-eight entries,

and comprised some very good Pouters. The first prize, No. 665
(T. Eule), went to a perfect gem of a Jacobin, quickly claimed at
S.\ 155. Second a Mealy Pouter, and third a pair of grand-
coloured Red Magpies.

HONEY AND BEES AT SHOWS.
A SHOW—what is its nature, and what its effect ? la it an

exhibition of ordinary or extraordinary things ? Could the
cattle, the poultry, the Pigeons, the Rabbits, the song birds, the
fruits, the vegetables, and the flowers, &c., be produced and pre-
sented in such fine form and perfection at various shows, as is

the custom, by ordinary means ? I think not ; and it is the fact
that they are not, nor are they expected to be. Why, then, should
a bee show have restrictions that are not applied to auy other
kind of shows ? To sell sugar syrup for honey, or foreign honey
as the pure nectar of English flowers, is right down dishonest,
and deserves visiting with as severe punishment as any other
fraud. Dishonesty of this kind, to some extent, carries its own
corrective, for few will face the dog a second time which has
bitten them ; so, few will purchase a spurious article from the
party who has cheated them once. But to ascertain and to exhibit
what our little favourites can do under the most favourable cir-

cumstances and assisted by artificial treatment need cause no
one pain. Have shows a demoralising tendency? I think not

;

for it is perfectly understood that every method that art can
suggest is resorted to to accomplish the desired result. It would
never do for the agricultural societies to establish a rule that
stock for exhibition should be simply turned into a pasture field,

the ordinary mode of producing beef, because they would find
their exhibitions, like the honey supers mentioned by "A
South La.vcishire Bee-keepee," at the Burton-on-Trent Show,
not half what they ought to be; and it they did, some one would
begin to squabble about the particular herbage of the field. So
that I think for exhibitions there is nothing like a fair field and
no favour, and the fewer restrictions the better, for you have
only to say to human nature, "You must not," to awaken and
stimulate the spirit of evasion. Of course, if there are to be
restrictions, let them be properly defined and by all means
honestly carried out ; but I think the restrictions suggested by
some of your valuable cent ibutors would tend to give the prizes
to situation, and not to the abilities and intelligence of the
exhibitors.

I cannot think that any bee-keeper would leave the Manchester
Exhibition with false impressions, for he would know that such
supers could not have been obtained in 1873 without artificial
treatment. I am afraid that more false impressions are made
by parties recommending this and the other fine hive, and this
and the other grand system for obtaining honey, whereas the
description of hive is only a secondary matter, if it only is
sufficiently large for breeding purposes and for storing honey.
The main desiderata are good pasture, fine seasons, and strong
colonies ; for without these, no matter what system is pursued or
what kind of hive is adopted, the result will be very poor indeed.
The nature of shows is extraordinary, and necessitates extraor-

dinary treatment, and their effect is to stimulate the exhibitors
to fresh exertions, and I hope we shall have many more of them.—Thomas Bagshaw, Longnor, near Buxton.

HONEY AND HONEY EXHIBITIONS.
I HAD hoped that the question of "What is honey? " would

not again be discussed in "our Journal " till the simple experi-
ments suggested by me would be tried by " B. & W." and others,
who fancy that crude honey, or honey as it is found in flowers,
becomes perfect by evaporation. I am quite certain that if the
question be fairly and fully tested by experiment, my state-
ments will be amply confirmed. In addition to the experiments
suggested, I may mention another, which goes a long way to prove
that honey as found in flowers undergoes a great change in the
hive. Let bees returning from the fields with their bags well
filled be caught and dissected, and let an equal number be fed
from a honeycomb and dissected. The honey in the former will
be found to be crude and imperfect—a mere sweet juice, lacking
the smack and pungency of real honey. If any of our friends
object to take the Uvea of beea with a view to settle so unim-

portant a question, let me ask them to catch the bees containing
the honey (for examination) by the wings, and tickle or touch
the under side of their abdomen with a straw or small twig,
and they will thus cause the bees to deposit the contents of their
bags on the straws or twigs. Let the bees be afterwards set at
liberty, and the deposited honey examined and tasted.
Auother valued correspondent—viz., " A Renfrewshibe Bee

KEEPER," has appeared with a new theory as to how honey is

consolidated in hives. He asks, " May it not be that our
favourites at this particular stage possess the power, before
hermetically sealing up, to suck out and extract the aqueous
and aiirial properties, causing it ever afterwards to consolidate
and keep ? " If we were disposed to examine and compare
theories, and award prizes for best and second best on this
subject, our Renfrewshire friend, so high in other matters, would
not be at the top of the list. At the commencement of his letter
he says, " Mr. Pettigrew is perfectly correct in treating, for all
practical purposes, sealed honey as a distinct article from
unsealed." I am very sorry he has misunderstood ray meaning
or xrnwittingly misrepresented it in this matter, for I have never
treated honey sealsd as dilferent from honey unsealed, or made
a distinction between them. Much that I say about bees is

quoted from these pages and re-appears in country newspapers,
and hence, while courting honest criticism, I am very anxious
to be fairly represented by those who disagree with my opinions.
I hold that honey proper is produced from the sweet juice
found in flowers, and is converted from this sweet j nice or crude
honey into perfect honey by being re-swallowed and disgorged a
second time by bees. Whether found in cells with or without
lids it is perfect honey. I respectfully request those who think
differently to put the matter to the test.

Now for a word about honey exhibitions. If rules could be
framed to operate for the benefit of exhibitors and exhibitions
I should be gratified. At all events, they could be tried. Mr.
Yates and I wrote the schedule of prizes for bees and honey at
the Manchester Show. Mr. Yates gave £.5 of the £25 offered,
the rest being collected by myself. We were anxious to make
the Show a success r.s well as an example. The Curator lately
told me that bees and honey would be a feature in all future
aixtumn exhibitions at the Manchester Botanical Gardens.
Why should not the Crystal Palace introduce " hives and
Tioney " at its next September show? It would be a new and
attractive element at their annual fete. Good prizes will secure
great competition. In the case of the Crystal Palace, in which
bees in glass houses may be seen always, it will not be necessary
to offer prizes for bees and glass hives, but simply for supers
and hives of honey. This suggestion is thrown out for others
to take up and carry into execution.
Those who attempt to frame rules and limits for apiarians

should remember two things—viz., the uncertainty of our
seasons and the desirability of having something strikingly
grand for visitors to look at. Who cares to see what is not
uncommon ? And who cares to exhibit what is not worth
notice ? Prizes are offered for things that command the admi-
ration of visitors. A hard-and-fast line, forbidding artificial

treatment in the case of bees, would probably cause every second
exhibition of honey to be a complete failure. I speak now iu
the interests of societies offering prizes and of bee-keeping gene-
rally, for it is not my intention ever to compete for prizes,
though I have used many incentives for others to do so. If we
visit an agricultural exhibition we find the prodigious products
of artificial treatment—cattle of immense weight and size, each
of which when young consumed the milk of four cows. If
artificial treatment is permitted amongst cattle, &c., it should
be doubly so amongst bees which are dependn.nt on sunshine.
Apart from all considerations of prize-taking, I hold a few pounds
of sugar given to a swarm lately hived to be in accordance with
the management of all able apiarians, and of immense advantage
to the swarm.—A. Pettigrew.

OUK LETTEK BOX.
TnEDEGAR Poultry Show (TT. L.).—We are surprisecl that you have

received no answer respecting the money for the birds sold. Write again to
the Secretary.
Devizes Poultry Show flrffHil.—The card in the first instance was

probably misplaced. You can have no remedy under auy circumstances.
PouLTEY Diary (H. E. R.\.—We publiahed one some years since, but ifc

did not sell, and we know of none now. There is an American periodical so
called.

Hens for Breeding {Qlaiicus).—They are not good hena to breed from,
being too mossy and indistinct in the markings; at the same time many worse
are bred from, and much worse take prizes at some shows. When we say
they are not good to breed from, wo mean if you want perfect birds ; but to
produce good stock you may use them.
Market for Tdbkeys (A. C).—As a rule, Tiirkeys sell better at home

—

i e., in the nearest market town, than in London. Much expense in the way
of carriage and commisaioa is saved. You should make Is. per lb. of them
all, and those weighing 20 lbs. should make more. If they will not make
this price, you must have them fatted, killed, and picked clean, and sent to
London. We repeat, as a rule they sell better at home,
Brahma Useless—Hoddans (J. E. L.).—The Brahma is a failure, and you

will do well to kill him. The description is anything but that of a stock bird.
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Hondaus are good hardy tirda and non-sitters. Their eggs Bhould be set in

March.

Dorkings—Crowtng Hen^^ (Spanish Cork).—Yonr experience of the
Dorking hen may and will be endorsed by thousands. Tliere is no better

breed for general purpoaeH. A crowing hen is the gallinaceous representative
of *' woman's rights." and is a noieaace. She will never lay, and will torment
those that do. Kill her.

Kates of Laying (H. O).—No bird lays every day without intermission,
nor can any average be arrived at. Much depends on health, weather, food,
and eeason. Thirty-three egys are quite a full average result in twelve days
from four or five hens. The number will increase in a fortnight.

Twisted Flight-featkers—Duck Management (L. A. B.).~A twisted
flight in a Goose is a disqualification, and to any other bird. Oats are the
best food for Geese and Ducks. Ducks should be^n to lay at between eight
and nine months old. The best way to keep tame Wild Ducks tame is to
pinion them, to cut-off not only the feathers, but the wiug itself. If this is

not done, ^nd they are kept on a large piece of water, they are apt to be
decoyed away by Wild Ducks in the water either flying over or settling on the
water with them.
Jacobin Pigeons (Idem).—Jacobins should be small, and must be pearl-

eyed. A pearl eye has a white iris Do you mean there is no outlet for the
Pigeons, but they are confioed to 6-feet square ? In that case, if you put-up
plenty of boxes, you may keep six pairs.

Brahma Dying (Tyro),—From your description the bird died from disease
of the liver, caused by great variation of temperature and insufficient feeding.
Tour food is good enough, but where you have to counteract unfavourable
weather you must feed early and late. They should have meal at seven in
the morning and at half-past four in the afternoon, with a feed of maize and
house scraps at mid-day. Our experience of Brahmas and Cochins is, that they
are worn-out at three years aod a half old. We never use them after two.
Rouen Ducks (Lb:m\.—Being only 5 or 6 lbs. in weight they are not heavy

enough, but as they bear age bettor than the fowls you may look to their
getting heavier as they get oUer. You may mate the drake you mention with
the five-year-old Duck and two of the largest and best of your young ones.

Twisted Bill (Duclcwinff).—There is no remedy, and you will do well to
kill him.

Black Silkies (E. J. N. H.).—We can hardly alter our previous opinion,
but will continue to make every inquiry. We have never seen Black Silkies,
but have no doubt they may be made, or may come through accident. The
first Black Cochins were the result of a cross between a Buff cock and a White
hen. In our own experience one particular walk produced two-thirds of Emu
Cochins, although the parents were unmistakeable Buffs, and carefully se-

lected to breed good birds. We think the experiment worth trying, but you
must be prepared for one result which seem^ to show itself already. In the^e
accidental breeds, where black birds are the result, it is almost impossible to
get perfectly black cocks. Coloured feathers will show themselves in the
hackle and saddle, especially after the first moult.

Mixing Varieties (A .Subscri/ier).—We are not favourable to a moderate
run of poultry made-up of several breeds. A well-managed but limited run
should conhist of one breed only, and that breed should possess all the neces-
sary properties for the perpetuation of its breed. Of those you havo named
we prefer the Brahmas. They bear confinement, they are very hardy, they
are good layers and sitters, and the young are easily reared. Houdans and
Creve-Cceurs are both hardy and good layers, especially the latter, but they
do not sit. This involves buying broody hens when you wish to rear chickens.
We do not think either of them possesses any advanta^'o of any kind to com-
pensate for this inconvenience. You might have saved the concrete floor to
your house. As you have it we addse you to cover it 2 inches thick in gravel
or road grit, or, failing those, with good dry earth ; a flijor tbat keeps the foet
always on the stretch, and that admits of no scratch is not favourable for
fowls. The run you name will answer for sixteen hens and two cocks. Pains-
taking may keep more. Having a large kitchen garden you may give them
lettuce, and barrowloads of weeds or rubbish that are dug-up, clearings of
paths, stumps of cabbage, &c. ; but all these tblugs must be thrown in a heap,
and the fowls will scatter them, affi>rding food and amusement. As soon as
they have divested them of t!ie eatable parts the bare stumps should be raked-
up and taken away. If no part of the run is laid-down in grass yon should
cut large sods, with plenty of earth to them, and throw them in ; the fowls
will eat the whole of it. Avoid all artificial heat; healthy well-fed fowls do
not want it, nor does it help them. If anyone would heat gratuitously
every house we have we would not accept the offer. Bricklayers' rubbish is

excellent for fowls, especially during the laying season, but broken earthen-
ware is quite useless. Your laying is very good and above the average.

Fowls for Limited ErN [A. C.).—We call yours a small space. You
may run a cock and six or eight hens in it, and some of the previous answer
may interest you. To be a pleasure and a profit, where there is a family you
should have both eggs and chickens. The breeds you name are non-sitters,
with the exception of the Brahmas. We can find no birds more profitable
than they are. Let experience speak. They are of comparatively recent
introduction, and yet they form one of the largest, and in some instances
the largest, clabs at exhibitions. Their eggs are an average size, and if they
are killed young they are good for the table. No bird is good for the table
after it is old; and for eating purposes it is old at seven months old. The
very dark eggs would be from Cochins or Brahmas. They lay all colours—from
a light mahogany to a French white. If you decide against Brahmas, and
choose among the non-sitters, those that will do best with you will be Spanish,
Houdans, or Crt-ve-Cffurs. Your house will do. Baise the floor of it above the
run, let the bottom he of earth, and the door in one corner—not in the middle.
Poultrv Experience (*).—We are always glad to hoar of your experiences.

The plan you have adopted is the profitable one. Keep a few of your best
hens two seasons, but let the remainder of your stock be pullets. Moulting
becomes more difficult to a hen every succeeding year. The reparative pro-
cess becomes slower and more difficult. They also lay fewer eggs. Send them
to Stevens sale, the nearest market, or into the kitchen. The only code of a
profitable poultry yard should bo a Draconian one, or transportation should
be a regular annual process.
Fowl's Leg Dislocated (Saml.—From your description the bird will never

be a prize one again. A leg broken, when the fracture is visible, can be set
and cured without much detriment, but if the injury be abive the knee there
is little hope A bird hatched November, 1873, cannot bo shown as a chicken
of 1874 at any period of the latter year.
Cocks for Exhibition (Glnmmi.—Pat a pullet with each cock. It will save

their losing much flesh and weight. The hens from which you Intend to breed
should now be running with cocks. Good cooling food is the best for moulting

fowls. Everything heating should be avoided. Mis their ground oats with milk
Give barley meal, and change with whole maize and barley. We have never
found fowls do well on maize meal, and they would not eat it, unless they were
starved to it. Lettuce is good food in moulting time.
Altering Combs (J. M.).—We have never succeeded in getting pea-combs

from single ones, either in Brahmas, Hamburgbs, or Sebrights. Faults are
more surely transmitted than virtues. We would not on any account breed
from a vulture-hocked bird. (C. S.).—If the comb be a good pea-comb it is

not a disqualification-it is a disadvantage. We should not hesitate to breed
from him.
Ulcers Internal (New Subscriber).—The disease you complain of 13

partly caused by great variations of temperature, and partly by insufficient or
injudicious feeding. Avoid all but natural foods. Give ground oats, barley
meal, a little whole barley and maize, with kitchen or house scraps, and you
will have no disease. We have no faith in prepared food, or in substitutes for
that which is sufficient for a wild bird.

Perforated Zinc (C. H. £.).—No. 12^ we should think the best size.

T17 it.

Bee Flowt:rs (J. A. H. S.).—The Sunflower and Euddlea globosa afford

pasturage for bees, especially the Buddlea. We do not remember a flower,

except some of the Arums, to which bees will not resort.

Books (CuUor).—It is the fourth Georgic of Vurgil that details the Roman
knowUdge of bees and their management. There is a translation by R. M.
Millington, published by Messrs. Longman, that would suit your purpose; for

though in verse the translation is very close to the original Latin.
Marine Aquarium Tcuino (Qlaucus).—Indiarubber tubing is the handiest,

and not affected by or affecting the water. Throw the coffee grounds on to
the dunghill.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Squajie, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitade 111 feet.

DiTE.
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the higliest poiut of the apparatus in every instance; those on
any level but the highest, by which the air is to escape in

lining the circulating medium, should be closed when the hot-

water pipes are full. The taps may need to be opened occa-

sionally to let out any accumulated air, but only so long as

to allow of the space thus freed of air being tilled with water.

These pipes, with taps to let out the air, are objected to

by most persons who construct apparatus for heating by hot
water, but to what the objection is taken I cannot make out,

as the heating in such cases is quite as satisfactory as when
the air pipe is open. Note.—I am here alluding to heating
houses on difierent levels. On the lower levels I say taps are

good, or better than any number of feet of open-air pipe ; but
on the higher levels air pipes of some length are necessary,

and it is well if the circulating medium is not quite filled with
water, but so much so as to allow of the circulation of the
water. This affords space for the expansion of the water as

heated. Either we must allow space for the expansion of the
water or have air pipes communicating with the external air,

and such I have had frozen-up in severe weather, and com-
pletely useless.

The supply cistern will need to be fixed at such a level as

not to fill the pipes on the highest level more than three parts
full of water ; or if so high as to fill them the air pipes must
be taken up higher than the supply cistern, and their ends
communicate with the external air (which, for reasons already
given, I do not advise) to allow of the water passing out of

them, as it will when the boiler is hard driven or the swell of

the heated water greater than the pipes can contain. The
pipe from the supply cistern should enter the boiler at its

lowest poiut, or the return pipe by a syphon, which, whilst

it will admit of the cold water from the supply cistern being
drawn into the boiler, will prevent hot water flowing up it.

But a better plan is to have a self-acting valve at the mouth of

the supply pipe in the supply cistern, which will be drawn up
by the suction of the water when the boiler is feeding, and
closed when the pressure of the water is from the boiler into
the feeding cistern, and which occurs when the pipes are filled

to the level of the water in the cistern and pipes alike, as it

only is in this ease when the water is not heated. Water will

always find its level : when it is hot it will fill more space
t
than when it is cold, and it must expand into the air pipes,

and bo driven out of them when boiling, so wasting water, or
fill the supply cistern to overfiowing, or space in the highest level

of the pipes must be left to allow for the swelling of the water.
No hot water ought to work up the supply pipe, and that it is

prevented from doing by a self-acting valve as above described.

I

If the houses are on different levels it may happen that

i

those on the lower level have to be heated whilst the higher
. ones are not heated, the latter being shut off. The air pipes

;
and space left for the expansion of the water are of no use to

j

the lower levels in this case, but the water will expand all the
same. To meet this I would have an air pipe on the main
from the boiler, which would allow for any expansion and
boiling-out, and its end might terminate in a gutter or drop-

I

spout, only I would have it not exposed to frost. With a pipe
of this kind air pipes may be dispensed with, only we must
have taps at the highest parts on all the levels, to allow of fill-

j

ing the pipes with water, and to let out any air that may accu-
! mulate. Water being driven out of the air pipes in houses in

1 winter or at any time is a great nuisance and source of evil.

I fear I have made this matter of air pipes, swell of the water,

and boiling very complex, but I will endeavour to render my
meaning clearer by a diagram ; but I would just say that the
supply cistern and pipe must be out of the reach of frost, and
that it need not be larger than 18 inches long, 7J inches wide,

and 12 inches deep, and the supply to it should be regulated

j

by a ball-cock.

In the above section it will be seen that the compartments
heated are ou six different levels. In describing them let us
begin at a, the flow from the boiler, which, it need hardly be
stated, is lower than any of the flow pipes, b Is the return pipe
to the boiler, entering it at its lowest part. The flow pipes
throughout their length rise about half an inch in 12 feet,

which is independent of the lise consequent on the levels ; and
the return pipes have the same fall to the boiler as the flow
pipes have a rise from it, the return pipes being taken directly
under the flow pipes. The direction of the water is intended
to be shown by the arrows.

c Is a Mushroom house heated by a flow-and-return 4-inch
pipe, a, b, on the same level as the main flow-and-return pipe,
and having an air pipe c. This air pipe serves the whole of
the apparatus as a swell and blow pipe now, but not when it

was its original length ; for when it was the same length as
the other air pipes the water was thrown out first at one and
then at another, causing quite a nuisance from the hot water
dripping and the damp generated. To put an end to this, and
have all the boiling or sweU-out at one point, the air pipe was
shortened to d—about 2 feet, and its end so contrived that
the water would drip into a down or drop spout in connection
with a drain. From that day to this, or about three years,
there has not been any water thrown out of any of the pipes
but this at (/. Even when the heat is not wanted in the Mush-
room Louse the water in the whole of the apparatus finds its

level through the valve on the return pipe being left open, so
as to allow of any swell being parted with through this air
pipe. It answers, therefore, the purposes of air pipe for the
Mushroom-house pipes, and as blow pipe as well for the whole
apparatus.

D, Fernery heated by a flow e, and return 4-inch pipe /, on
the same level as the main flow and return pipes, the pipes

being one over the other, and with an air pipe at the highest
point g.

E, Peach house heated by two rows of 4-inch pipes on the
same level, but 2 feet above the main flow pipe, and rising

to /( where is a tap (at present a plug) to let out the air when
filling the pipes, or any that may accumulate, it being occa-

sionally opened for that purpose, and closed when water comes
out. This, though having no air pipe always open, heats very
quickly.

F, Peach house heated by three rows of 4-inch pipes on the

same level as the other Peach house, or 2 feet above the main
flow-and-return pipes, the pipes being all flows, there being an
open air pipe /. The heating of this house is not so good as

any of the others.

G, Stove heated by four rows of 4-inch pipes all round except

the doorway, the four rows being 3 feet higher than the main
flow-and-return pipes, and having air pipes at their highest

points, J j. There are also pipes for bottom heat to the centre

bed, these pipes being 1 foot 6 inches above the main flow-and-

return pipes, and having a short air pipe k coming through the

bed, with tap on its end. The heating of this house is very

good, especiaUy the pipe beneath the bed, and with the closed

air pipe.

n. Pit heated by two flow 4-inch pipes for top heat, and
returns for bottom heat to the bed. The pipes are on a level

2 feet above the highest pipes of the stove, and their highest

point is at I, where there is a tap to let out any air, which does

not need to be done onco in six months.
I, Pit heated by two 4-inch pipes one above the other, and
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3 feet higher than the pipes in the pit last named. The flow

pipe in this case is not more than half tilled with water, it

being the highest point of the apparatus, the water in this

pipe when the apparatus is filled with cold water being level

with that of the supply cistern 71, as shown by the dotted line

from u to 7K. This allows for the swell of the water ; and though

there is an air tap m at its highest point, and the highest point

of the apparatus, which is left always open, there is no blowing-

out of the water, as the swell and blow of the water is taken

by the air pipe c shortened to d. Before the c air pipe was

shortened the run-out at iii of the water was constant when
the apparatus was highly heated, and when closed the heating

was very satisfactory, as it now is with the tap always open.

This, I am convinced, it ought always to be, so as to allow of

the water expanding and falling as the heating necessitates,

and it should be from 1 to 2 feet higher than the blow-off of

the water at d ; or it would answer just as well to have the

pipe full of water, and have taps in place of all the air pipes

except c, which would require the taps to be opened occasion-

ally to let out any au- that will, if there be a high part of the

apparatus, always find its way thither. Therefore it is best to

have an air pipe at the highest part of the apparatus, and also

one on all the levels, where, it being inconvenient to have air

pipes, taps may be used, one of the air pipes having less length

than the others, and it should be on those pipes which are in

use whenever any part of the apparatus is in action. This is

the case with the apparatus described, the heating of which
is very satisfactory ; the only thing to be wished for is an air

pipe in place of the tap m.
The boiler is fed by the pipe 0, 1 inch bore, which enters the

return pipe e at a short distance from the boiler. On the

end of this pipe in the supply cistern is a self-acting valve,

the valve being drawn up when the boiler needs water, and
closed when the pipes are filled to the same level as the water

in the supply cistern. The supply of water to the cistern is

regulated by a ball-cock.

The pipes in all the compartments are furnished with screw
valves, they being on the return as well as the flow pipes,

which prevents the water heating-up the return pipes, as is not
au uncommon occurrence when there are only valves on the

flow pipes. All pipes which leave the main flow-and-return

pipes have valves, and directly those pipes leave it ; so that

there is no waste in heating pipes not required, the water, by
the valves, being shut-off to a drop, which enables the boiler

or furnace to be attended to for cleaning or repairs without
having to empty the apparatus of the whole of the water.

Thus the apparatus is sooner filled and sooner at work again

than would otherwise be the case. The valves are 4-inch

screw, and very satisfactory, which is more than can be said

of many kinds, some being next to useless for shutting off the

water.

The pipes used throughout are 4-inch, and the flow pipes

one and all have a certain rise from the boiler, which is main-
tained through all the levels, the rise to the levels being direct,

and the return pipes have a fall to the boiler corresponding to

the rise in the flows, the pipes in no case being taken below
the level which the return pipes have before dipping for passing

to the boiler bottom. It is a fact in heating by hot water that
when the heated water commences to fall it becomes cooled,

and ought to pass at once to the boiler by the return pipe for

the purpose of being again heated.—G. Abbey.

June 1st take them back again to the stove, gi-adually giving

more water, and it will be very strange indeed if you do not
soon see the bloom spikes coming up from amongst the bulbs.

Once they are seen, this is the time to give liquid manure, but
not before.

After blooming this time let the plants remain in the stove

till the middle of August, then take them again to their country

seat for about six weeks, giving them the benefit of all the sun
they can have ; after which they must be again taken to the

stove and treated as before, and about Christmas you will have
a good stock of blooms to cut from. This is all I can promise.

I hear of some gardeners blooming them three times a-year,

but I think it only occurs accidentally now and then—it may
be a retarded bloom ; but to bloom the same bulb three

times a-year is more than I can promise, and I think is not

practicable.

The important points are—1st, To mix the soU well together.

2ndly, Not to give too much pot-room, but to choose pots

according to the size of the bulbs. Like all other plants, they

bloom best when the pot becomes full of roots. Srdly, Place

a little moss over the crocks before putting in the soil, thereby

keeping the drainage good. 4thly, After fresh potting be
sparing of water until growth has commenced, or you may rot

your bulbs. .5thly, Give them the full benefit of the sun as

directed. 6thly, Do not give liquid manure until the bloom
spikes appear, and do not put the plants in a corner after

flowering.

—

James R. Pococe, The Garden, Bromhorough Hall,

Gheihire.

EUCHARIS AMAZONICA CULTUEE.
This is one of the best flowering plants we can grow for all

first-class purposes, either for the decoration of the dinner-

table, the bouquet, or for ladies' hair. The treatment I give

is as follows :—By the middle of February my plants will be
out of bloom, then any that require it will be repotted ; the
soil composed of turfy loam and good leaf mould in equal
parts, and one part rotten cow dung, with a little silver sand,
and it will be better if a little charcoal be added. Mix these
well together. Place a little of the coarsest of the soil on the
crocks, then fiU about half full. Select five good sound bulbs,

placing four at equal distances round the edge of the pot and
one in the centre, fill-up with soU, potting rather firmly.

Give a gentle watering through a fine rose with tepid water,
and place the pots in a light airy position in the stove. If the
pots can be stood on bottom heat all the better. Let them
remain there till May-day, then take them to a warm green-
house, keeping them rather dry, and let them have the benefit
of a good scorching sun. This is a very important point.

THE ACHAN PEAR.
The name of this very old favourite Pear appearing in The

JouBNAL OF HoKTicuLTnRE (sco page 52) awakened far distant

memories, and I was pleased to think that your correspondent
Mr. Taylor had found the Grey Gudewife, as I have heard it

sometimes called, useful for culinary purposes, although hardly
fit to take a place in the dessert. My experience with it, as

well as with several other varieties of Scotch Pears, is exactly

in accordance with that of your correspondent.
Having many years ago succeeded a Scotch gardener in a

situation in one of the eastern counties of England, I was very
much pleased to find that he had, a few years before he left

the placij, headed-down some inferior sorts of Pear trees, and
had regrafted them with some of the best Scotch varieties,

among which were the Grey Achau, the Muirfowl's Egg, the
Green Pear of Tair, and several others, the names of which I

cannot now recollect ; but all of which I had known, and con-
sidered as of first-rate quality when in Scotland. So, as may be
supposed, the trees had every necessary attention paid to them,
and in due time they all came into bearing ; hut the fruit of all

the sorts, with the single exception of the Green Pear of Yair,

proved utterly worthless, and after several years' trial they
were ultimately in their turn headed-down and regrafted with
other sorts ; so that I had come to the conclusion that it was vain
to attempt the culture of those esteemed Scotch Pears in the

eastern counties of England. But at the same time I thought
it quite possible that a different result might be secured with
them in the more mild and moist cUmate of the west. Per-

haps some one of your many correspondents may be kind
enough to inform your readers if they have ever known them
to be successfully cultivated in any locality south of the Tweed

;

and it would also be interesting if some of your north-country
correspondents, whose recollection may extend back some
thirty or forty years, were to kindly inform us as to whether
or not the fruit produced by these varieties of the Pear tree

are as good now as they were then, and if they still continue

to hold their own as regards quality with recent introductions.

A recent writer would, it appeals, have us to believe that

the cUmate of auld Scotland is undergoing a gradual change
for the worse, judging by the result of its effects upon vegeta-

tion ; but whether meteorologists will be willing to entertain

this hypothesis or otherwise remains as yet to be proved.

And in the meantime it would be very interesting to know if

this supposed deterioration of climate has had any palpable

effect upon the quaUty, &c., of the hardy fruits of the country.

I have always had an idea that the Cherry, the Gooseberry,

and other bush fruit attained a degree of excellence in Scot-

land which they seldom acquired in the more southern parts

of the island, and I am curious to know if this is still con-

sidered to be the case. I mention the Green Pear of Yair as

being an exception to the worthless character of the Scotch

Pears when grown in the eastern counties of England, and
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this hardy variety is really worthy of a place in any collection,

being a certain bearer ; indeed I liave never known an instance
of its failing to produce a heavy crop, and the quality of the
fruit is not to be by any means despised, but unfortunately it

does not keep long.

If you will allow me to skip from Pears to Grapes, I will

only beg to say to your correspondent Mr. Inglis that I think
there is only one variety of the Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat Grape
in cultivation ; but this appears to be a variety which varies
very considerably in appearance, as well as in quaUty, under
the influence of varying circumstances, and I have seen Vines
of this variety produce fruit so distinct from that of other
Vines of the same sort, that had I not struck them all from
eyes taken from one and the same plant—our only one at the
time—I could hardly have believed them to have been the
same. We, however, consider this variety here as the beat of all

late-keeping Grapes. It is grown in the same house with Lady
Dowue's, and both sorts have this season, as well as during
others, ripened and coloured their fruit equally well, and that
with little or no assistance from artificial heat.—P. Grieve.

SPOILINa SOIL.
Nobody knows what a quantity of good soil is annually

spoilt through an idea that it is not fit for use without pre-

paration and admixture. The old stereotyped advice is, Pro-
cure turfy loam from an upland pasture, stack it up for twelve
mouths, and then chop-down and mix with so much sand,
leaf mould, peat, lime rubbish, &c. Now, one ought always to

bear in mind that a soil naturally suited to the growth of a
plant will last in good condition longer, and will grow that
plant better, than any compound possibly can do

;
perhaps not

so grossly at first as a stimulating mixture would do, but the
quality of growth will be better, and the plant will be hardier
and longer-lived.

If a good natural soil cannot be obtained, the next best
thing is one of the very simplest mixtures ; three ingredients
will always be better than four, and generally two will be
Buflicient. Then why stack-up for twelve months and spoil all

you have been so particular about obtaining— fibre in the turf ?

Decomposition of vegetable matter produces most of the food
of plants ; when there is no longer anything in the soil to be
decomposed the plant will cease to grow. The greater part
of the fibre in turf decomposes during the first twelve months,
and the plants afterwards grown in it get very little benefit
from past decomposition. New loam is quite doubly as strong
as that which has been stacked-up twelve months, and most
quick-growing plants will do much better in it, especially if

the space for the roots is hmited. There are, however, some
plants which thrive in loamy soil that are not gross feeders,
and for these unadulterated new loam might be too strong.
Partial decay or mixing with a quantity of the ingredients
generally used will alter all this. Such substances as mortar,
sand, coal ashes, broken bricks, &c., act principally, if not
altogether, mechanically, and it is only in very rare cases that
the soil would not be better without them, for if they do not
actually impoverish it, which I believe they do, they take up
the space that good soil would occupy more profitably. If the
soil is too heavy or of too close a nature, why not use some-
thing with it that will act beneficially in other ways as well as
mechanically—charcoal or charred earth, for instance ? Many
people have an idea that plants will not do well without a
great quantity of sand. Nothing can be further from the fact.

I have not used half a bushel of sand to mix with loamy soU
wilhiu the last six years. I find plants grow much more
strongly without it. If they do take up silica there is generally
a hundred times more than they want in any new soil. Again,
people are constantly putting mortar in their Vine borders,
because Vines are said to like lime. Perhaps they do, but I
prefer giving it to them in the shape of broken bones.
Another common way of spoiling good soil is by mulching.

Mulch with half-decayed manure round trees newly planted, is

the regular advice. Why mulch ? Is it to keep out the frost ?

If so, use something that is not half decayed, and as dry as
possible. Is it to stimulate the plants V Plants with broken
and bruised roots commence growing quicker in a soil that
does not contain fresh manure. Examine a heavy soil in the
spring that has been mulched through the winter, you will
find it a stinking slimy mass which it will take months to
sweeten. I have nothing to say against mulching trees that
are planted late in spring to prevent the roots drying too fast.

Generally speaking, for hardy trees, keeping the surface soil

loose about them will be better than covering.

—

William
Tavlok, Lonijleat.

HERBACEOUS LOBELIAS.
The old herbaceous Lobelias, so distinct from everything

else, so quaint in appearance, are much neglected. I have for
years taken great interest in these neglected old flowers, com-
monly called the Cardinal Flower, and I purpose giving you
my notes and a few hints on their growth, hybridising, propa-
gation, &c.

The oldest of all, Fulgens and CardiuaUs, are fine indeed,
especially in colour ; but now I am happy to say there are
many improvements. For a scarlet, one of the best is Blazer, a
strong dwarf grower, and the flower intense scarlet ; the foliage

is ample, light green, covered with hair. The finest individual
flower, and the most perfect, however, is St. Clair. The shape
of the bloom is almost perfect, and the foUage reddish green,
and covered with hair. It is a tall and graceful grower.
Dazzle is another splendid variety. The spikes of bloom are

from 3 to 4 feet long, and the intense vermihon of the flowers,

is very tine ; the effect in a bed or border is grand. The
fohage of this variety is very handsome, being rich purple
blood colour. Comet is a very fine variety, a tali grower, with
a brilliant vermUion flower. These beautiful plants when
carefully looked after are not equalled by any other flower of
the garden ; their graceful spikes, 3 or 4 feet long, with their
fiery snake-like tongues, are unique.
The scarlets are my favourites, but now we have white^

purple, rose colour, blue, and other shades, and of these I wiU
describe a few of the best.

Alba grandiflora is the best white, but it is a bad grower.
I would not recommend it for beds.

Leo Lespes is a splendid and distinct variety, rosy pink,
large flower, and fine spike. The plant is a strong grower.
It is a first-rate sort for pots or border.

Progress.—Eosy magenta, large pips, and fine spike. A
dwarf grower. Extra fine in pots

;
good in beds and borders.

Roi des Bkus.—Bright blue. Dwarf grower. Useful for pots.

Purpurea Megia.—Fine pure purple flower. A profuse

bloomer, growing and branching, making a pyramid. Fine
for borders or pots.

Ringleader.—Light rosy purple, fine. Free grower. Very
strong.

Sgphilitiea.—Fine, large, ample foliage. Flowers pale blue.

I have enumerated only the finest sorts for pots or beds,

either for the conservatory or garden decoration. They are

old friends, and only want to be seen and known to be loved
by those who can appreciate the beautiful.

The soil in which they thrive best is sandy loam with plenty

of very rotten manure and water. A damp situation is parti-

cularly suitable for them. They make splendid plants 4 and
5 feet in height in large pots, and their brilliant blooms
render them very effective for decoration. They should be
potted in 8 or 10-inch pots in sandy loam with plenty of rotten

manure. Let the drainage be carefully attended to. Charcoal
in the large pots to the depth of 8 inches is not too much.

Lobelias will withstand a mild winter out of doors, but the

best way to treat them is when out of bloom to cut them down
to within G inches of the ground ; they will die down nearly to

the root, and then send up small shoots, which can be potted-

on for another year. They also grow very well, if layered in

leaf mould and sand, by cutting the bottom of the plant partly

through and layering it in the ground, first plunging the pot.

Give a small cut at every eye under the stem, and peg it down
to the soil with hair pins. Put a slight sprinkling of soil,

over the top. They will likewise strike from cuttings in the

spring.

Lobelias are very interesting to hybridise. Last year I took

a plant of Leo Lespes, and impregnated every flower individu-

ally with another sort of a different colour. The result is

that 1 have now upwards of a thousand plants with flowers of

all colours, from which I have selected some splendid varieties.
—Edwaed Shenton, Hale Farm Nursery, Tottenham.

Imieoved Eound-leaved Batavian Endive.—"A" has cer-

tainly not had the right sort for Improved Eound-ieaved Bata-

viau Endive, as it is totally different in habit from Eraser's Im-
proved Broad-leaved, and more nearly resembling the old Bata-

vian, but having a darker green colour and a much larger heart

than that variety. It is also hardier, and altogether a real
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improvement. I do not consider Eraser's any improvement on

the old sort.

—

William Taylok, Longleat.

GEAPES THROUGHOUT THE YEAR.
I SEND you a few berries of Mrs. Pince and Lady Downe's

Grapes. Tliey were cut from the Vines on the 13th of this

mouth, from a house that I began cutting from in the middle

of last July. The sort I had ripe first was Royal Muscadine.

I had between three and four hundred bunches in all, and they

have been generally very good. I think six months is a good

long season to cut from one house, but I have an opinion that

i could have cut until the seventh month without doing much
damage to the Vines ; but I will not hold that it would be any

advantage to them to let a few bunches hang until you started

the house, then cut them. I started the house last year in the

middle of February, but did not cut-off the wood, or it would

be a bad thing in the way of bleeding, but rubbed-off the eyes

as they broke, and cut the wood off at a later season, when the

Grapes began to colour.

A good judge told me a few days ago he thought these

•Grapes would keep nearly two months longer in a good Grape-

room in bottles or in a Beetroot—that would be making eight

months ; and a nice little house for early forcing would soon

complete having Grapes eleven months out of the twelve, as I

think to have new Grapes by May, and that would be good

work. I have found many faults with this vinery. It was
planned and planted before I knew it. I should be pleased to

describe its construction to you if you think it worth while.

—

Thomas Mates, Gardener, Crowcomhe Park.

[The Grapes arrived in perfectly good condition, and from
the greenness of the stalks would, as suggested, have kept two

months longer ; they were superior specimens in every respect.

We shall be obliged by the description you offer, and by details

of management.—Ens.]

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
We have been requested to pubhsh the following letter :

—

"Boyal Horticultural Sooioty, South KeuBington, S.W.,
"January 21, 1874.

" Sib,—I shall be much obliged if you will allow me to refer

in your columns to a circular which has been sent to Fellows
announcing the formation of a Vote-by-proxy Association.

" The Council do not suppose that a paper so intemperate will

in any way commend itself to the Fellows, and they certainly

do not propose to put the Society to the expense and annoyance
•of issuing a counter circular ; but they think it desirable to point

out by this means, with your indulgence, that the principal

allegations in the circular, signed by Lord Alfred Churchill,

Mr. Bateman, &c.—viz., 1, ' That the Council did not summon
the meeting of the 8th inst. within the period directed by the

bye-laws ;' 2, ' That they have set the Fellows at defiance
;'

3, ' That the Council represents only such Fellows as desire to

keep the Kensington Gardens as a pleasure garden, at the ex-

pense of the interests of horticulture '—are absolutely untrue.
" The Council are amazed that such unscrupulous statements

should have been made, and also at the questionable ingenuity

by which the names of Fellows who are said to have expressed
opinions in favour of proxy-voting are attached to the circular

embodying these statements.—I have the honour to be, sir,

your obedient servant, " W. A. Lindsay, Secretary."

THE SEASON.
The mildness of the weather is bringing out the spring

tSowers early. At our two gardens oil Weybridge Heath there

are now in bloom

—

Cyclamen Atkineii

coum
coum albuul
vernum
ibericum

Iberi8 gibrpltarica

Arable procurrena
Aubrietia deitoidea
Hepatica augnlosa

single mauve
sin;ile pink
Bingle blue

Primroses

Primula denticulata
Lithospermum prostratum
Erica caroea

codonoides
Daisies
Yellow Crocus
Brautbis hyemalis
Helleborus ni^'er

Colcbicum autiimnale fl.-pl.

Jasminum nudiflorum
Louicera fragrautissima
Violet Czar

Russian

-Georoe F. Wilson, Heatlierhank, Weybridge Heath.

is rather pleasant to the taste. I never saw it growing any-

where at the Cape, excepting on the seashore, amidst the

most arid sands, where it seemed to thrive and flourish amaz-
ingly. I have often eaten the berries, which are, as you say,

about the size of a pea.—G. B.

Chtjiococca emtetroides.—It is a most lovely little bush,
in my opinion, and the fruit, which is scarlet orange in hue.

MY WINTER GARDEN.
I TKEFER to any glass roof that Sir Joseph Paxton ever

planned that dome above my head, some three miles high, of

soft dappled-grey and yellow cloud, through the vast latticework

whereof the blue sky peeps, and sheds down tender gleams on
yellow bogs, and softly-rounded Heather knolls, and pale

chalk ranges gleaming far away. But, above all, I glory in

my evergreens. What winter garden can compare for them
with mine? True, I have but four kinds—Scotch Fir, Holly,

Furze, and the Heath ; and, by way of relief to them, only

brows of brown Fern, sheets of yellow bog grass, and here and
there a leafless Birch, whose purple tresses are even more
lovely to my eye than those fragrant green ones which she

puts on in the spring. Well, in painting as in music, what
effects are more grand than those produced by the scientific

combination, in endless new variety, of a few simple elements?

Enough for mo is the one purple Birch; the bright Hollies

round its stem sparkling with scarlet beads ; the Furze patch,

rich with its lacework of interwoven light and shade, tipped

here and there with a golden bud ; the deep soft Heather
carpet, which invites you to lie down and dream for hours ;

and, behind all, the wall of red Fir stems, aud the dark Fir

roof, with its jagged edges a mile long, agaiuit the soft grey

sky. An ugly, straight-edged, monotonous Fir plantation

!

Well, I like it, outside and inside. I need no saw-edge of

mountain peaks to stir up my imagination with the sense of

the sublime while I can watch the saw-edge of those Fir peaks
against the red sunset. They are my Alps—Uttle ones it may
be ; but after all, as I asked before, what is size ? A phantom
of our brain—an optical delusion. Grandeur, if you will con-

sider wisely, consists in form, not in size; and to the eye of

the philosopher, the curve drawn on a paper 2 inches long is

just as magnificent, just as symboUc of Divine mysteries and
melodies, as when embodied in the span of some cathedral

roof. Have you eyes to see ? Then lie down on the grass, and
look near enough to see something more of what is to be seen,

and you will find tropic jungles in every square foot of turf,

mountain cUffs and debacles at the mouth of every rabbit-

burrow, dark strids, tremendous cataracts, " deep glooms and
sudden glories" in every foot-broad rUl which wanders through
the turf. All is there for you to see if you wiU but rid your-

self of " that idol of space ;" and Nature—as everyone wUl tell

you who has seen an insect dissected under the microscope—
is grand and graceful in her smallest as in her hugest forms.

The March breeze is chilly, but I can be always warm if I

like in my winter garden. I turn my horse's head to the red

wall of Fir stems, and leap over the Furze-grown bank into

my cathedral, wherein, if there be no saints, there are likewise

no priestcraft and no idols ; but endless vistas of smooth red

green-veined shafts, holding up the warm dark roof, lessening

away into endless gloom, paved with rich brown Fir needle

—

a carpet at which Nature has been at work for forty years.

Bed shafts, green roof, aud here and there a pane of blue sky

—neither Owen Jones nor Willement can improve upon that

ecclesiastical ornamentation—while for incense I have the fresh

healthy turpentine fragrance. There is not a breath of air

within ; but the breeze sighs over the roof above in a soft

whisper. I shut my eyes and listen. Surely that is the

murmur of the summer sea upon the summer sands in Devon
far away. I hear the innumerable wavelets spend themselves

gently upon the shore, and die away to rise again. And with the

innumerable wavesighs come innumerable memories aud faces

which I shall never see again upon this earth. I wUl not

tell even you of that, old friend. It has two notes—two keys

rather—that iEolian harp of Fir needles above my head

;

according as the wind is east or west, the needles dry or wet.

This easterly key of to-day is shriller, more cheerful, warmer
in sound, though the day itself be colder; but grander still, as

well as softer, is the sad soughing key in which the south-west

wind roars on rain-laden, over the forest, and calls me forth

—

being a minute philosopher— to catch trout in the nearest

chalk stream. The breeze is gone awhUe, and I am in perfect

silence—a silence which may be heard. Not a sound, and not

a moving object—absolutely none. The absence of animal life

is solemn—startling. The ringdove, who was cooing half a
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mile away, has hashed his moan ; that flock of long-tailed

titmice, which were swinging and pecking about the Fir cones

a few minutes since, are gone ; and now there is not even a

gnat to quiver in the slant sunrays. Did a spider run over

these dead leaves ? I almost fancy I could hear his foot-fall.

The creaking of the saddle, the soft step of the mare upon the

Fir needle, jar my ears. I seem alone in a dead world. A
dead world, and yet so full of life, if I had eyes to see ! Above
my head every Fir needle is breathing—breathing for ever

;

currents unnumbered circulate in every bough, quickened by
some undiscovered miracle ; around me every Fir stem is dis-

tilling strange juices, which no laboratory of man can make
;

and where my dull eyes see only death, the eye of God sees

boundless life and motion, health and use.— {" Prose Idylls,"

hy Charles Kingsley.)

A TABLE FOUNTAIN.
A TABLE fountain, simple in construction and action, and

admitting of any desirable degree of ornamentation, has been

Table Fountain.

recently patented in the United States. The sectional figure
annexed will render a description of it clear. It consists of a
pedestal, which may be of cast metal, porcelain, or wood,
turned and ornamented in the lathe, whUe the basin may be
of glass, metal, or other suitable material, with metal rim
adorned, as in the specimen illustrated, with lions' heads,
supporting chains, itc, while small cups d are attached to the
inside as receptacles for flowers. Ferns, <tc. Just beneath the
jet, too, is a tulip-shaped receptacle for flowers ; and the
handles of the plugs c may be ornamented in shape as shown,
or else be concealed beneath the water. In the cylindrical
hollow of the pedestal a heavy plunger a fits water-tight

;

through the centre of the latter the rubber tube e passes,
ending in a flap-valve pierced with a small hole, of sufficient
size, however, to supply the jet with the requisite quantity of

water. The hollow of the pedestal is separated from the basin
by a perforated cap supporting the jet and containing the two
plugs, which are connected to the plunger by chains or cords.
To set the fountain at work all that is necessary is to fill the
basin with water, which will also run into the hollow pedestal,
till the desired height is reached. The plunger is then pulled-
up by means of the plugs or the handles c, the water passing

through the hole in its centre, and beneath through the flap-

valve ; on restoring the plugs to their position the plunger
descends, and the water is forced through the pipes to the
jet, where it rises to a height varying with the size of the jet

and the weight of the plunger. It is obvious also that the
fountain will play for a longer or a shorter time according to

its size ; but it is so easily started again that its action may be
considered as virtually continuous. The water, of course, may
be coloured or perfumed, though such a proceeding might not
be relished by gold-fish, which would otherwise live tolerably

healthily in the glass basin of such a fountain. A tap should
be fitted at the bottom of the pedestal for drawing-off the
water when desired.

—

(English Mechanic.)

MRS. PINCE'S BLACK MUSCAT GKAPE.
I WAS about to write a few observations on this Grape when

the Joiirnal came to hand, bringing Mr. Inghs's queries and
interesting notes. It is the first dawn of there being two
varieties. I will, however, speak of one, and what I may term
its caprice. The Vine came from Exeter direct and is true.

It was planted in a new vinery with Alicante, Muscats, and
Lady Downe's. In due time they arrived at a fruiting state,

and produced fine bunches. The first year of fruiting the
house was not heated— that is, only sufficiently to exclude
frost from bedding plants in winter. The Tines started
naturally, and were carried-on with little more than sun heat.

The Muscats and Lady Downe's did not ripen even moderately
well, Alicante was better, and Mrs. Pince the best of all—that
is, really very good both as to colour, flavour, and keeping.
That is under what I call no heat.

Next, the house was heated by hot water, and a higher but
not really high temperature sustained—high enough to ripen
Muscats, AUcante, and Lady Downe's, which were and are

good to look at, to eat, and to hang, but Mrs. Pince faUs in all

these requisites. In a word, it is not ripe. Is not that strange ?

I must confess myself puzzled not a little by it, and can only
suggest one explanation which I shall come at in a moment.
In 1872 a Vine of Mrs. Pince in a house of Hambnrghs re-

ceiving no artificial heat produced really nice Grapes, well-

coloured and good, but not perfectly ripe for long keeping. In
1873 the Grapes of this Vine were neither well coloured nor
good to eat. How is this ? The first suggestion is, the sum-
mer of 1873 must have been colder than that of the year
previous ; but it is not so, as I find on reference to temperatures
carefully taken on the spot, that the total means (day and
night) , for the months from March to October, both inclusive (the

growing months), was, in 187'2, 53°, and in 1873, 53 J°. I was
struck to find them so nearly alike. The point, however, is

in favour of the year in which the Grapes did not ripen ; tho
year in which they did being sUghtly the colder, much the
duller, and infinitely the wetter.

I am not for a moment disposed to think that these unpro-
pitious conditions are in favour of the Grape, but rather that

it was not a question of temperature at all. The finest Grapes
I ever saw of Mrs. Pince were grown in warm Black Hamburgh
(not Muscat) temperature. They were in all points perfect.

The following year, under the same temperature, they were by
no means so good. They are in an outside border, and it

might be surmised that the deluge of 1872 might have caused
injury to the roots ; but against this idea is the fact of tha

Vine first noticed—the one amongst Muscats—which is planted
inside. The differences here noted are not, therefore, due to

temperature or root-watering variations, and I am driven for

a solution to the foliage.

I will now state a belief, and I invite correction, that Mrs.
Pince requires to carry more foliage than any other variety ta

thoroughly perfect the fruit. Wherever I have seen it first-

rate there has been foliage in abundance—a great proportion
of leaves to bunches. In the variations in question there were
in the successes a few bunches and a long growing rod above
the fruit ; in the failures, more bunches and a much shorter

rod of growth-extension. That was necessarily so. But what
about the side growth ? Well, I believe it was simply too much
restricted, and herein was a great if not the whole source of

the failures. If, say, Hambnrghs will perfect themselves when
stopped at two leaves from the bunch, I say give Mrs. Piuce
four, five, six, if there is room for such to expand without
crowding. Look at the surface of the leaf of Mrs. Pince and
one of Black Hamburgh. Lay one on the other and measure
the difference in breathing, elaborating power, and see the

loss in superficial inches which must be debited to Mrs. Pinco.
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Is there nothing in that ? I think there is, and it tolls us to

leave two leaves on this variety when wo would leave only ouo

on most others. So far as my observations extend, practice

Bustaina the theory of the matter.

There is no doubt that this is a grand Grape when well grown,

and everything throwing light on its peculiarities or nature is

demanded to add to its virtues the one that is lacking—viz.,

certainty of perfection. My contribution is. Let it carry plenty

of foliage ; do not restrict violently ; foUow no rule rigidly ; but

let it go as far as possible, providing only—and this particu-

larly—against overcrowding. This given, I think there will be

little to fight for in the matter of a few degrees of heat more
or less, and on this point I will not enter the lists at all, not

being able to speak practically and with that accuracy necessary

to approach this element of its culture.—J. Wright.

Now, because these facts are true, we do not propose to stop

all digging or ploughing-up of the soil—wo propose to go on as

usual.

—

[American Gardener'^ Monthly).

SOIL CULTURE.
It will never hurt an intelligent man to know why he does

things. Eather will he profit in this, that he can better adapt
himself to circumstances. There are in horticulture hosts of

practices—all good practices—about which none of us know
the reasons, or if we reason at all, reason wrongly ; and hence
we often do work which might as well be undone for all the

good it is to us.

There are innumerable things in greenhouse-building and
greenhouse-warming, in plant-growing and fruit-culture, the
labour on which is absolutely thrown away, simply by doing
what others have done, without knowing why they did it ; and
yet the practices may have been very good in themselves at

the time and for the purpose, whatever it may have been, but
of no avail to the purposes of the modern imitators.

It is not long since the writer was talking with one of the
leading scientists of Europe, and wishing to learn the present

condition of physiological science, introduced the topic of root-

growth. It was contended by our really learned friend that

roots could only grow well when in very loose soil, which soil

must be very loose in order to " admit air to the roots ;" for,

" without a free communication of the roots with the at-

mospheric gases, rapid growth was impossible." He was at

once referred to Grape Vines, which, for mere experiment,
had been set in what might be termed a turiqiike road. It

was, in fact, the side of a road which had been heavily stoned,

and over which horses and hea^y carts have been running for

twenty years. The "turnpike" had to be torn open with a

pick to admit the Grape Vine roots, and the material picked

out, fiUed-in again after the roots were set in. Yet these

Vines make an annual growth of 20 feet, and bear fruit of the

very best description. The grower top-dresses with rich ma-
nure, prunes '

' according to the art," and so forth. The plants

have the best professional treatment, but "loose soil to admit
the air " they have not. Our friend looked at the illustration,

shook his head, and passed on. It is a question whether the

circumstance will ever be called up again to his mind. He will

yet teach that plants " must have loose soil " as strenuously as

ever. He will no doubt think that one or two instances are

exceptions; and yet on " one or two facts," or experiments, as

they are generally called, by not merely " one or two," but
often by one original observer, most of the current literature

called vegetable physiology is founded. If "one or two"
plants can grow magnificently in hard soUd soU, but with an
abundance of good fertilising matter, without being " loose to

admit the air," why may not a thousand?
But these " one or two " facts are not the only ones. The

writer is in favour of ploughing and digging our soil very
much as before. There are many reasons why we must do so

;

but if we ever believed that the mere loosening of the soil was
to be one of these reasons, it is clear, from these facts, we
should be worse than an idiot to continue on in that belief.

We shall have to dig and plough and cultivate for many
reasons ; we often do so now because v;e think the roots re-

quire this ; but where there is no other reason than this, we
may save ourselves this much labour and expense. With
abirndant plant food they will take care of themselves.
We mentioned these cu-cumstances to Mr. Vicki-oy, who has

charge of the experiments at the Industrial University. He
sustained " one or two " facts by his own experience with corn.
For four years corn had been planted in two lots side by side.

In one the ground was manured and " worked " in the usual
mariner for corn, in the other it was manured in the same
way without any working. There was no difference whatever
in the crops produced from either lot.

PLOWEES FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 25.

HCUTELLjVBIA MACEANTUA. — LiRSE-i-LowEaED Skull-cap.

Though less showy, perhaps, than some other of the Lipworts,

many of the Skull-caps are very ornamental plants, and none
more so than the Scutellaria macrantha.

It is a native of Eastern Asia, and appears to be widely

spread, extending, according to Sir WUham Hooker, to the

great wall of China, where it was detected by Sir George

Staunton. As might have been anticipated, it is perfectly

hardy and of easy cultivation and increase. It is an herbaceous

perennial, scarcely exceeding 1 foot in height, with angular,

Scutellaria macrantha.

branching stems, and opposite, entire, lance-shaped leaves,

and forming when sufficiently strong a spreading bushy tuft.

The very handsome purple flowers are produced in long ter-

minal spikes, and are larger than those of any other species

known to us. The plant seeds freely, and may be readily

increased by these means, as well as by division of the roots,

or by cuttings under a glass, either in the border or frame.

Seedlings usually flower the first season if sown early, and
should bo transplanted from the seed pan while young, as they

wUl suffer less from removal than at a more advanced state of

then- growth, when their tap-like root is more developed.

With regard to soil, a mixture of good loam and decayed
leaves or manure appears to best suit this plant, though it

will probably flourish in any good garden soU ; for many hardy
plants, like individuals, possess the happy faculty of adapting

themselves to situations of diverse character, provided that

they are not of too extreme a nature.

It disappears so entirely during the winter months that it is

advisable to mark its place in the border by a label of some
description, for much injury is often done to plants of a similar

character when the borders are dressed in spring, from ignorance
of the precise locality of their roots.

When first introduced this plant was recommended by Sii-

W. J. Hooker as a desirable one for planting in masses, and
now that its seeds are readily procurable at a reasonable rate,

its employment for this purpose may be fairly made the sub-
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ject of eriperiment, as its flowering season is of considerable
duration. The effect would probably be enhanced by planting

it in association with the yellow-flowered S. orientalis, a plant
of similar habit and height. It must, however, be conceded
that neither of these plants can vie in brilliancy with the plants

usually employed in bedding, and their proper place is, perhaps,
the front row of the mixed border.—()F. Thomjisoii's English
Flower Garden, Revised hy the Author.)

A CENTURY OP ORCHIDS FOR AMATEUR
GROWERS.—No. 18.

CALANTHE.
In this genus we have two sets of plants, each widely dif-

ferent in habit of growth. The species and varieties here

included are aU winter-flowering plants, and yield a profusion

of lovely flowers, aUke useful for button-hole bouquets or the

embelUshmeut of a lady's hair. Unfortunately they lose

their leaves about the time the scapes appear, and therefore

are despised by many ; but it a few Ferns are grouped amongst
them the want of theii' own leaves is never felt, indeed some
of the more coriaceous-leaved Ferns may be planted in the

pots with them, and then it matters nothing. The compost
the plants enjoy is a mixture of peat, light loam, good leaf

mould, and dry cow manure in equal parts ; and observe when
potting not to elevate them upon a cone of soil, but pot like an
ordinary stove or greenhouse plant, a little below the rim.

During the growing season they enjoy an abundant supply of

water, but after growth is complete it must be administered
more sparingly, and therefore for this reason I have recom-
mended the selection of coriaceous-leaved Ferns for planting

with them, because they can better withstand a little depriva-

tion of water. At this season, when potting should soon com-
mence, the tops of the flask-shaped pseudobulbs may bo

broken-off and placed upon pots or small pans of sand, where,
if kept moderately moist, they will soon start into growth and
make fresh plants.

C. VESTITA RHEEA.—As beforo remarked, these are free-growing

plants. They enjoy good heat when forming their pseudobulbs,

but when in flower may be brought into the dwelling-house
without injury. The flowers are very numerous, large and pure
white, saving a blotch of rich reddish crimson va the throat.

It blooms during winter and spring, and if kept dry the flowers

last a long time in perfection. This season we have had
another enemy to contend with in the shape of dense fogs,

which singularly stripped our Calanthes of all the expanded
blooms, and turned what few leaves remained upon them
suddenly yellow. Native of Moulmein.

C. VESTITA LUTEA.—This is the exact counterpart of the pre-

ceding, saving in its having a large blotch of yellow upon the

lip instead of crimson, which makes it very desirable as a con-

trast with the red-eyed variety ; but I do not consider it so

useful for head-dresses, because yellow in my estimation has a

bad effect in a lady's hair. I may be wrong in this. What
do my fair readers think on the matter ? It is a native of

Moulmein.
C. Veitchii.—A truly lovely plant, and, what is more, a

garden hybrid, having been raised in this country by crossing

C. vestita and Limatodes rosea. It produces spikes from 2 to

3 feet in length, bearing immense quantities of large, rich, deep
rose-coloured flowers, the throat or eye being white. I shaU,
however, hope to say something more respecting this plant,

with the Editors' permission, when recording the results of

hybridisation of Orchids at a future time.

CYJIBIDIUII.
Very few members of this genus find favour with the pro-

fessional Orchid-grower, although the two species here enume-
rated are exceptions to this iiile. Some of the less beautiful

kinds are not allowed to cumber the space. One, however,
which I consider should find a place in every house is C. si-

nense ; true, it is duU in colour, but then its fragrance is so

delightful that for this alone it cannot be too highly recom-
mended. These remarks will probably cause a laugh at my
expense from some, but I cannot cast off my love for many
of these good old things, much as I love the newer or more
brilliantly-coloured species which are continually being added
to our collections. It must be remembered I have not in-

cluded this plant in my " Century," but have thrown it in for

luck, so that my readers will please remember this if the colours

do not suit their fancy. Cymbidiums should be grown in good
rough fibrou.! peat, with a very little sphagnum mixed with it.

They like a good supply of water during summer, but less will

suffice in winter ; but at no time should they be dried-up, or
the lower leaves will turn yellow.

C. EBUENEDM.—The species is both beautiful and rare, a de-
sideratum of Orchid-growers of aU grades. The plant is very
handsome when not in flower ; the leaves are narrow, some-
what erect, and bright green in colour; flowers large, and thick
and fleshy in texture, pure waxy-white, saving the centre of
the Up, where it is stained pale yellow. It usuaUy blooms
early in spring, and lasts in fuU beauty several weeks. Native
of Assam.

C. Masieesii.—In general appearance this resembles the
preceding ; the foliage, however, is somewhat broader, and
more pendulous. The flowers are produced during winter, the
spikes bearing numerous flowers, simUar to C. ebumeum,
but much smaUer. Native of the East Indies.

—

Expekio
Ceede.

NEW BOOK.
The Treasury of Botany : A Popular Dictionary of the Vege-

table Kingdom. By .J. Lindley and T. Mooke. Longman
and Co. New and revised edition, with Supplement.

We noticed and commended this book of reference when it

first appeared, and its revised re-issue with a Supplement of

one hundred pages entitles it to another commendation. It

shall be in one sentence—It is a very useful and trustworthy
book. We give a specimen from the Supplement.
" Bono dina.—The Feejee name of a species of Solanum

(S. Uporo, also known as S. anthropophagorum) which, accord-

ing to Dr. Seemann, ' ought in Feejeean estimation to accom-
pany a cannibal feast. It is a bushy shrub, seldom higher than
6 feet, with a dark glossy foliage, and berries of the shape, size,

and colour of a Tomato. The fruit has a faint aromatic smeU,
and is occasionaUy prepared Uke Tomato sauce. The leaves are

wrapped round the bokola as those of the taro are around pork,

and baked with it on heated stones. Even the white settlers

use the leaves as a pot-herb.'

"

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
It is announced from Vienna that a process, indicated by

M. Hooibrenk, for facilitating the feetilisation of plants

has proved successful in the Botanical Gardens there. The
process consists simply in touching the end of the pistil—that

is, the stigma—in a flower with a pencU dipped in honey, or,

better, in honey having mixed with it some poUen of the plant

operated upon. A Hibiscus mexicanus, which had never yielded

fruit, having undergone this treatment, produced quite a large

quantity of good seeds. With several fruit trees the process

also succeeded. Further, after operating on certain branches

only of trees which did not yield fruit, it was found that fruit

formed on these, whUe the branches left in the natural state

gave none. The effect, if real, may be explained by supposing

that the honey retains the poUen grains on the stigma, and thus

favours the formation of a poUen tube, which is indispensable

to the fertUisation.

In a letter to the French Society of Horticulture a

chemist, M. Fremont, mentions that a good way of peesekving

cut flowees in a state of freshness is to dissolve sal-ammoniac,

or chlorhydrate of ammonia with the water in which the stems

are put, in the proportion of five grammes per litre of water.

They will thus often be kept fresh for a fortnight. The experi-

ment is one which can be easUy made.

—

(English Mechanic.)

Alfeed de Eothbohild, Esq., has consented to preside

at the thirty-first anniversary festival in aid of the funds of

the Gaedenees' Eoyal Benevolent Institution, to be held

in the ensuing summer.

Peize Cups, of five guineas each, wiUbe presented this

year by Messrs. Sutton, at the Beading Horticultural Society's

Spring and Autumn Shows ; International Fruit and Vegetable

Show, Belfast ; Royal Berkshire Root Show, Eeading ; and
Bu-mingham and Midland Counties' Show.

CANADIAN ORCHIDS.
This peculiar and beautiful famUy of plants is tolerably well

represented in Canada. They form an exceUent example of

the mutual dependauoe existing between the vegetable and
animal kingdoms. When the flower is examined, it is evident

that the only way in which most of the species belonging to

this order can be fertilised, is by means of receiving the poUen
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adhering to the wings and legs of insects. Thus we see that

while the honey-seeking insect obtains its supply of food, it at

the same time eonipletes the final process necessary to the

continued existence of the plant. Among the specimens in

my collection obtained in this neighbourhood are the follow-

ing :—Orchis speotabilis, Habenaria fimbriata, H. phycodes,

H. blephariglottis, H. ciliaris, H. virescens, H. yiridis, H. dila-

tata, H. Hookeri, Calopogon pulohellus, Cypripedium arieti-

num, C. pubesceus, C. parviflorum, C. spectabile, C. aoaule.

Almost all of these species grow on the boggy margins of the

small lakes existing in this region. The show of Orchis and
purple-fringed species (0. spectabihs and H. fimbriata) are

remarkable for the beauty of the three or four purpUsh flowers

borne on the spike ; the former, unlike the latter, prefers the

wooded hillsides. The white-fringed species is deheately

scented, and is susceptible of cultivation, as, notwithstanding

its habitat in low grounds, it flourishes well in the common
flower pot when properly watered. The beautiful little Calo-

pogon is found in the wettest portions of the bog, along with

the round-leaved Sundew. The structure of the flower in this

genus affords an interesting instance of the adaptation of

means to an end in Nature. The poUen, instead of being con-

nected by threads with a sticky gland for the purpose of ad-

hering to the stigma as in the other genera, consists of loose

powdery grains. In order that these grains may adhere to the
stigma, it is broad and flattened at the apex, and covered with

a beautiful array of white, yellow, and purple hairs with club-

shaped ends. The stemless Lady's Slipper (Cypripedium acaule)

is a delicate little species, growing in the shade in moist ground,
and is closely allied to the two cultivated species—C. iusigne

and venustum. It bears only a single flower of rose-tinted

purple colour, and is far more rare than the coarser yellow-

flowered species.—C. M. P., Owen Sound.—{Canadian Fanner.)

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBUBBAN GARDENING.
Domestic Gkeenhouses.—Before entering on a description of

this apparatus, the circumstances under which it was discovered
may be briefly adverted to. Mr. Ward, the gentleman to whom
we are indebted for the discovery, was a surgeon residing in

Wellclose Square, London. From his earliest youth Mr. Ward
had been attached to botanical pursuits, but living in a densely
populated neighbourhood, surrounded by manufactories and eu-
velopod in the smoke of London in its worst form, he had been
compelled to give up the cultivation of plants, until the follow-

ing incident served to point-out a mode by which he could
foUow his favourite amusement with some degree of success.

He had buried the chrysalis of a Sphinx in some moist mould,
which was enclosed iu a close glass bottle covered with a top.

In watching the bottle from day to day he observed that when
exposed to the warmth of the sun the moisture rose from the
mould and became condensed on the inner surface of the glass,

and again fell back upon the mould during the night, thus keep-
iug-up a continual moisture in the atmosphere within the glass.

Thus the most forbidding local circumstances may be overcome ;

and any person, whether inhabiting the most humble or the
most splendid dwelling, provided it be freely exposed for a few
hours every day to the sun's light, has it in his power to rear
and cultivate a miscellaneous collection of plants, to enjoy the
beauty of their appearance, and to watch their progress through
all the stages of their growth at an insignificant expense. To do
this he must provide an apparatus consisting of a box, a stand,
and a glass roof of a size according to his desires and means. We
shall suppose one is wanted of a small size to stand in a window
iu an apartment of limited dimensions. The stand we will
suppose is 1 foot 10 inches iu height, the box which ia to contain
the soil 8i inches, and the glass from 1 foot 7J inches ; in all

4 feet 2 inches iu height by S feet in length, and li foot in
breadth. The bottom being properly fitted, the sides are fixed
to it with brass nails, no iron being used iu any part.
We now come to the preparation for the plants. Lay the

bottom of the box with pieces of broken earthenware to the
depth of 2 inches as an open subsoil. Next lay a stratum of
turfy loam 1 inch deep, and fill-in the remainder of the space
with soil composed of equal portions of peat and loam mixed,
with about one-twentieth part of rough white sand free from
iron. The artificial garden plot is now ready to receive the
plants. Plant these iu the usual manner, and then shower over
them with a fine-rosed watering-pot from three to four gallons of
water till the soil is pretty well saturated, and the litiuid begins
to run off by the two openings at the bottom. After draining
thus for twenty-four hours cork-up the holes, place the glass
case on the box, and the operation will be finished. After the
first preparation the plants requu'e little or no care ; the case
need only be opened for the removal of dead leaves, or for a
little trimming when required. Plants in open flower pots
are exposed to the vicissitudes of change of climate and require '

constant watering, but the plants in these cases seem to be in-
dependent of any change of temperature in the air, and water
themselves. The moisture rises by the sun's influence from
the moistened earth, refreshes the leaves of the plants, and
during the cool of the night falls to the earth again, condensed
like rain and dew. In this there is a constant succession of
rising and falling of moisture in imitation of the great processes
of Nature daily going on in the fields around us. The plant-
case is a little world in itself, iu which vegetation is supported
solely by the resoiirces originally communicated to it.

Cold Pits and Fk.uies.—The principal requisite in preserv-
ing tender plants through the winter in these is to keep them
dormant from October to the end of February, for as the growth
of a plant depends more upon heat and jnoisture than upon
other agents of healthful existence, it is obvious that the more
cool and dry plants are kept, provided they do not suffer from
an excess of either cold or drought, the more likely they are to
be successfully preserved. For this reason both the plants and
pits should be kept dry, by placing the pots on some material,
such as dry ashes, that will absorb moisture, and by admitting
all the air possible in favourable weather. Give air at all times
when the exterior temperature is a few degrees above the
freezing point, supply no water unless the plants are flagging,
and then only iu suflicient quantity to recruit their strength.
Plants thus treated will scarcely be injured by the same amount
of frost that would kill them in a growing state, provided they
are kept closely covered until they are thoroughly but gradually
thawed.
In protecting cold pits and frames the covering should never

touch the glass, because if it do so it will absorb the heat from
the pit and fi-ames, and give it off again to the atmosphere ; but
if it is raised 1 inch above the glass, it repels the radiant heat,
and thus a stratum of confined air is secui-ed, which forms an
excellent protecting medium. For this reason wooden shutters,
frames thatched with straw, waterproof canvas or tarpauling,
are superior to mats ; and hence the necessity, when extra
covering is required, of placing it above, and not between the
usual covering and the glass.

Plants in Rooms should only receive water when in actual
need of it ; but they must be kept as near the glass as possible.
Pelargoniums that are not so bushy as may' be desired, must
have the point of each shoot pinched out ; and the same may be
done with other plants of loose habit. Should the nights
become very severe, it will be a good plan to place the plants
binder a table, surrounded to the ground with a large woollen
cloth ; and, as a further precaution, when necessary, a stone jar
or two of hot water may be placed amongst them at the time of
retiring for the night.
Kitchen G,iBDEN.—Proceed with digging and trenching, except

in snowy or frosty weather. The pruning and nailing of hardy
fruit trees must be concluded as quickly as possible ; but Peaches
and Apricots will be best if left until the end of Febiiiary. If

the Peas and Beans sown iu November appear above ground, a
second crop of each must be put in at the first favourable
opportunity ; but if none were sown at that time, a crop of each
must be put in without delay. A small crop of Early Frame
Radish may be sown on any di'y warm border sloping to the
south, and may be prolectetf by haulm or litter till the plants
are up. Prepare dung, or dung and leaves where the latter are
plentiful, by frequent turning, for beds for forcing Cucumbers
and other vegetables. When these materials are diy they should
be watered when turned over.—W. Keane.

"HOW TO GEOW A EOSE."
Pkat don't think me vain. I know but little, hut would

impart that little to my fellow lovers of the Rose ; and ere I

begin I will beg of old practised hands to pass this article by,

for I fear— nay, know—they wUl find nothiug new here. I

wilte this for the beginner, as there always are and must he
beginners ; else—but I wo'n't moralise. Neither am I pur-

posing to say how to raise new varieties edged and flaked hke
Carnations and Picotees, nor how to grow black Rosea by bud-

ding on the Black Currant, nor how to grow bright sky-blue

Roses by putting cobalt or sulphate of copper iu their drinking

water ; for

" Thug the craftsman thinks to grace the Kose

—

Plucka a mould flower

For hi3 gold flower.

Uses line things that efface the Rose ;"

but to make the most of what we have.
" First catch your hare" is a good old maxim, and " First

get some cuttings or plants of Manetti " will be found an in-

dispensable one to growing Roses on the Manetti stock. And
having done so, select good medium-sized, well-ripened shoots

of the current year ; cut them into lengths of 8 to 12 inches,

according to the number or closeness of the eyes thereon—

a

cutting S inches long ia equally as good as another of 12 inches
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with the eame number of eyes ; out the bottom end of the
cutting immediately below an eye, clean and level, without
stooping ; the top end to he cut just above an eye. AU eyes

are now to be cut clean out except the top two {aeefif/. 1).

I find the cuttings take better and grow stronger il two or

three buds are left on than they do if one only is left.

Fig. 1.—One-third natnral size. Catting of Manetti ready lor planting

n, Lowest bud not cut out, and when planted to be earthed-up to

t, Higheat cut-out bud up to which the cutting iB to be inserted in

the ground.

Fig. 2.—One-third natural size, a, Rose shoot with buds, t. Stock showinj;
T-cut for bud. c. Bud or shield just cut from shoot.

The cutting is now ready for planting, and the sooner this

ig done the better. I do not mean the same day, but if you
let the cuttings lay a few days after preparing you must expect

to see unsightly gaps where they have failed. My plan is to

mark ont a plot of ground in rows thus : Two rows 18 inches

apart, then a space of 3 feet, then two rows of 18 inches apart,

and so on till the plot or quarter is full. Having pegged-out
the ground, we then set the line, chop out a shallow trench

with the hoe, and plant the cuttings. As to distance, it is a
good deal a matter of taste, but 10 inches is a nice distance

;

either an inch or two closer or further apart will be of little

consequence. Shghtly lean the tops of the cuttings towards
each other in the double or IS-inches-apart rows (see fig. 3).

Let the cuttings be inserted in the ground to the topmost cut-out
eye {see fig. 1 b), then tread very firmly, and eai'th-up so as

to bring the soil level with the lower of the two eyes left intact

{fig. 1 a).

The cuttings may now be left to themselves till the weeds
begin to grow, when a scratch-hoeing will be requisite and
advisable, both to destroy the weeds and to freshen-up the
surfaoe-soU, as the cuttings will be much benefited thereby.
Should there be frost and hght rains during the winter it wiU
be well, when the soil is dry enough, to walk up the rows and
tread firm again, as the frost will be found to have loosened
the cuttings, which is not good for them. If heavy rains suc-
ceed the frost there will be no need, as it will have made the
soil firm enough. September and October are the best months
to get-in cuttings, but if you go in for a lot you may keep on
planting till the end of the year. The small and rather unripe
shoots may be cut into lengths and planted closely in rows to

grow into plants for the next year, when they may be planted
out during the winter for budding iu the following yeai', or

potted to use for grafting iu the spring.

Fig. 3.—One-half natm-al size. End of double or 18-inches-apart rows.

Soil cleared from stocks for budding;. Shows also how to plaut, leaning
the tops towards each other. «, Bud inserted, top part of bark cut off so

a^ to lit that of stock, (j, Ditto tied.

There will be nothing else to do till budding time, except to

keep down weeds. Do not be in any great hurry, as the
Manetti is not so quickly unfit for budding as the Briar, and
it is best to bud the Manetti after you have done the Briar.

I say after the Briars, as I hope you will not give the Briar

quite up ; in fact, you must have it for Teas, &c., for although

Teas will do well on the Boursault and some others, still the

Briar for Teas and Noisettes. The first week in August is

quite soon enough to begin, as I find, if the Manetti is budded
too soon in the season, it is Uable to overgrow and cover-up

the bud ; besides, you will get better, larger, and stronger

buds later in the season, and they will not be so liable to start

then. And now, all ye whose backs are long, who measure
more than 42 inches round where the fifth button on your

waistcoat is, who are liable to bilious attacks, headaches,

swimming in the head, rush of blood to the brain, and other

such evils that mankind is favoured with—take my advice,

Don't go in for budding your own Manetti, but enjoy the

good things of this world while ye may, and buy youi- Manetti

plants ready worked, because it is possible, nay, probable, that
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it wo'n't agree with you ; and if standing ou your head all

day, with the glass at 98', is not one of your special enjoy-

ments, you wo'n't enjoy budding Manetti.

Well, all is ready, and buds got, nice plump ones. In getting

buds, nice half-ripe shoots full of good buds should be taken

where they can best be spared. I have been asked, " Do you

out the buds one at a time off the wood, or cut lengths of

wood with several buds on ?" Of course the latter (see piece

Fig. 4.—How to hoU the bud when pullidg-out the wood. As the bark and
wood separate, Blip the third iiugers of both hands downwards Kiadually
till the end is reached ; by so doing the bark will hardly over break.

of Eose shoot with buds,,//i7. 2 a)—I remember the time when
I didn't know—set the siioots in a small can with an inch of
water to keep them fresh ; clear away the earth from your
stocks—don't clear too many at once, as the bark soon dies
and then wo'n't work so well—down, or nearly down, to the
roots ; just rub your thumb and finger round the stock to clear
from soU and thorns ; make a cross T-cut {fir/. 2 i),and insert
the buds as in Jig. S a; tie in the regular way (fig. 3 b), and in
about a month the cotton may be removed. Should any buds
have missed, insert others at once just below where the first

Fig. 5.—Stock with gruwiu:-; bud m M tuck prupelly cut uft'.

was put in. You may do this till quite the second week in

October if the weather is warm, which it generally is, with a
very good chance of the bud taking.
Oh ! ah !—there now ! I have forgotten I am writing this

expressly for those who do not know. I well remember, when
I began, the annoyance and vexation it was to me to find
almost all writers " presume " that everyone knows such and
such a thing as to the minor details, and that was the very in-

formation I wanted, and I have not said a word about pre-

paring and inserting the buds. WeU, then, get good shoots of

the sorts you are going to bud, with plenty of " fat frog-nose "

shaped buds, such shoots as have borne flowers, or are about to

do so ; often these latter yield the best buds, as the former
will have sometimes started, or even blind shoots— i.e., those

without flower buds, if they are not too gross and strong, or

unripe and pithy. Medium-sized shoots are best, about the

thickness of a " churchwarden clay " pipe-stem. As soon after

you get the Bose shoot with buds I advise cutting-off the

leaves, so as to leave the footstalk only (see fig. 2 a), as by
leaving the leaves on, the bark of the shoot is much sooner

shrivelled-up through evaporation than if the leaves are out

off, as there shown, and will keep plump and fresh much longer.

Cut out the bud, as in Jig. 2 a and c, with a thin slice of wood,
and in budding Manetti you want a longer heel to the bud
than for the Briar. Cut the bud with the bark about au inch

long, about two-thirds above the bud, and one-third below;

remove the wood as in fig. 4. I cannot explain it, but take

Fig. 6.—Finished plant, to he planted 4 inches above the junction of stock

and scion, or to dotted line, a, How to cut back in March.

the bud in the left hand as shown there, take hold of the wood
with the nails of the right thumb and finger, and pull it out.

Do it without fear, and boldly, and you will not spoil one in a

hundred. Now make a cut in the bark of the stock, as in

Jig. 2 ft, with a cross-cut—mind your knife is always very sharp
—lift the bark with the back of your budding-knijp, and insert

the bud, as shown in fig, 3 a. Push it well home; cut off

level with the cross-cut, so that the bark may fit well with

that of the stock ; tie with candle cotton, not too tight, and
tie with the knot behind, on the opposite side to where the

bud is inserted {Jig. 3 ft).

I have been asked, "Should the earth be returned, so as to

cover the stocks as before budding V Should the stocks be

pruned or shortened now ?" No, to both questions ; leave them
as they are, and the stronger they grow now the better plants

you will get next year. In September and the following months
to the close of the year, but the sooner the better, the shoots

may be cut from the budded stocks to make cuttings as before,

otherwise do not meddle with them till April, and then go

over them often, and keep down the new shoots that the

Manetti will be numerously and vigorously making. By that

means the bud will be induced to start, if it has not done so

ah-eady, and when grown <j inches or more in Blay, cut the

stock clean off just above the bud (see Jig. 5). The cleaner

this is done the better, although the Manetti stands rougher

treatment than the Briar, and bo is not of so much conse-

quence. I even towards the end of May cut down those whose

buds have not started, and so either make them start or kill
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them, for a Manetti plant in a row of new-budded stuff is

such a nuiaance, it grows at such a rate as to smother the

young plants right and left. Where any buds have missed
altogether I puU-up the stocks to avoid the evil consequences

of their great growth, as, when you are well off for stocks, a

few are of no great note, especially when not wanted. Care-

fully remove any suckers that may appear, as, let the cuttings

be ever so well prepared, a few will show themselves the first

year ; an old chisel is a capital tool for the purpose. In bud-

ding stock plants, the only difference is that you plant your

cuttings in a piece of spare ground very closely, leaving room,
however, to hoe between the rows to keep down weeds, and in

the autumn of the following year lift them and plant very

shallow in rows, or as you hke. Earth-up the same as for

cuttings, and in budding let the bud be put in as near the root

as possible. This is reaUy the royal way to work Manetti, as

you can get the bud so much closer to the roots than by work-
ing the cuttings as planted ; but in either way the practice is

the same, and the instructions for working struck cuttings

wUl apply in every respect. The new shoot from the bud will

require staking and tying, or the wind will blow many out,

and is almost as fatal, if not tied, as it is to the worked Briar.

I have only now to say that in setting the plants out, plant

them deeply, so as to cover the union of the stock and bud
4 inches below the surface (see /ij. 6).

I have seen Manetti-worked plants, when they have been
worked too far from the roots, stuck in with the union 5 or

6 or more inches above the ground and—doing wonderfully

bad!
In pruning the plants cut them down in March to from 2 to

12 inches, according to the strength of the shoots, and so as

to leave the top bud pointing outwards—that is, from the centre

of the plant. It is always well to have an eye to the future

form of the plant (see/uj. 6 a) and keep the plant well open by
thinning-out. Keep a sharp look-out for suckers ; they will

not trouble you much, but iJt one do get ahead it will utterly

spoil and kill the plant, the growth is so strong and rapid.

I was in a garden last summer where the dwarf Hoses were

almost without exception Manetti plants, and the proprietor,

and his lady especially, wondered they never bloomed. Truly

they must have been very badly worked, but in the present

state of competition and love of cheapness I do not wonder at

that. I am sure properly-worked Manetti plants cannot be

grown at the price I have seen them advertised.

In No. 063, December 11, 1873, p. 463, Mr. J. Hinton speaks

of the Manetti having flowered for the second time in his

garden. This is a common thing with me every year, and on
looking about a day or two back I found a ti'uss of ripe heps

which, out of curiosity, I have since gathered and sown. By-

the-bye—a lucky thouglit—Mr. Hinton is mistaken in thinking

I am " his anonymous correspondent." I never do anything

anonymously ; besides, I love La France, and have had to do
battle on its behalf many times in this town, one or two
amateurs here abusing it unjustly—most unjustly, I think. I

consider it one of our very best Eoses, and I think I can see why
such men as Mr. B. Cant call it names. They grow maiden
plants only, on which it, hke some others, is hardly ever fit to

show ; but use it well and grow it on and it is simply grand.

If you want to find the way to a lady's heart, give her a good

bloom of La France and ask her to smeU it !
" Amateur "

—

on the same page 463—doubts the vigour of Eoses on Manetti.

I have now in my garden John Hopper, Duke of Edinburgh,
Charles Lefebvre, and others, with shoots made last year 7 feet

long and as thick as your thumb, enough for one season and
all purposes.—W. Faeren, Cambridge.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
FBUIT AND KITCHEN GABDEN.

Since January came in we have been enabled, almost without
interruption, to continue out-of-doors operations in this depart-
ment. Pruning is finished, and dig(;ing well advanced. Should
any fruit trees remain to be planted the work ought to be done
at once ; they seldom succeed well the following season if ijlanted

after the buds have swelled considerably. The fruit buds on
our pyramid Pear trees are in a very forward state.

Attention must be given to quarters of Cabbatje plants ; any
spaces where plants have died-oif to be filled with plants from
a reserve bed. Stir the gi'ound between the rows. Sow Cauli-
flower in boxes, to succeed that sown in autumn and now growing
in hand-lights or under a wall to be plauted-out. Celery for

the earliest crop may also be sown in the same way as the
CauUflower; place the boxes in a very gentle hotbed.
Those who have not a forcing house for Cucumbers may now

sow in a hotbed. The best way is to make up a small bed for the
seeds, and grow the plants on in pots till they have made good
growth, when the frame should be ready for the plants ; but
do not plant them out if there is much steam, even if it smell
" sweet." It is a good plan to place 3 or 4 inches of old manure
over the surface of the beds, and above this some freshly-cut turf
with the grass side under ; tliis will to a very large extent serve to

keep the steam under, and allow the plants to be put out sooner
than they otherwise would. Perhaps the best materials for a
hotbed are leaves and stable manure in about equal proportions,
to be thrown together in a heap, and allowed to Ue for ten days,
and to be turned over once or twice in that time. Before com-
mencing to buUd up the frame some rough faggots of wood
should be placed on the ground, and on these the fermenting
material should be put ; the princii^al object of this is to cause
the heat to penetrate underneath the manure when Unings are
applied after the heat has declined in the frame.
Mice have been troublesome : they unearthed the newly-sown

Radish seeds, and dug out the early Peas which are just coming
through the ground.

FORCING HOUSES.
Piyie Apples.—Plants throwing up fruit will now require a

moderately moist atmosphere, and the temperature not to fall

below 05^ in cold weather ; on mild nights 70° will be better.

It is well for head gardeners not to draw a hard-and-fast line in
regard to temperature, especially in forcing houses. As the
temperature varies out of doors, so it ought, to a certain extent,

in the houses. To-night the thermometer may register 7° of frost,

and on the following night it may not fall below 45°, and very
often even gi'eater discrepancies occur than are noted. Is it not
folly to try to keep up an even temperature in hothouses under
such circumstances ? The suckers which were potted early in

the autumn last year must now be potted ; most of them will be
planted at once in their fruiting pots.

We do not now use 15-inch pots even for the strongest-grow-

ing sorts, but we cannot obtain large fruit in 9-inch pots.

When on a visit to Mr. W. Thomson's establishment at Cloven-
fords, near Galashiels, two or three years ago, it was marvellous
to see the large handsome fruit swelhng and ripening on plants

of the Smooth-leaved Cayenne variety that would weigh 8 or

9 lbs., and none of the pots seemed to be more than 9 inches in

diameter. It may be owing to the soil, or it may be owing to

superior culture, to houses specially designed to the wants of the

plants, or all combined. In our own experience we cannot get

such fruit in 9-inch pots as in those 11 or 12 inches diameter.

The loam to be obtained here is light and sandy, and in it

the plants grow very freely, but the soil seems to become
exhausted before the fruit is thrown-up. In this, as in many
other tilings, circumstances alter cases. A good potting material

is composed of rotted turf, crushed bones, and a sixth part of

decayed stable manure. An 8-inch potful of bones will be

sufficient for a barrowload of turf. Drain the pots well, and
place some fibry material over the drainage, disentangle the

roots a Uttle, and ram the compost in quite firmly. Plunge the

pots in a bottom heat of 90°, and fresh rootlets wlU. soon form.

Do not give any water at the roots for a week or ten days after

the plants are potted.

We have been getting ready the soil for the first house of

Melons. There is no old-cut turfy loam available ; but we ha.ve

some old spit loam of a clayey nature. This wUl be mixed with

an equal proportion of the light turfy loam, and with the addition

of a sixth part of rotted manure will make an exceUent_ com-
post for Melons. There is no fermenting material used in the

beds—the bottom is filled up with brickbats, leaving about

18 inches for the soil ; and only one-half of the bed is fiUed at

the time the plants are put out, the other half being made-up
with fresh soil as soon as all the fruits are set. Where Melons

are grown in beds or pits by the aid of fermenting material alone,

the seeds may be now sown as has been directed for Cucumbers,

the method of making up the beds being the same in each case.

Cueumhers in heated houses owing to the want of sun are

making but little growth, and that very feeble. A minimum
temperature of G5° is maintained, with a moderately moist atmo-

sphere ; too much moisture in the house causes an unhealthy

growth. The earliest Strawberry plants are flowering profusely

;

going over the blossoms every forenoon with a smaU camel-

hair brush faciUtates setting. Every alternate watering ought

to be with manure water. Cow manure or sheep's droppings

is as good as any other. Guano water is easily made, but it is

not desirable to use it on Strawberry plants in pots. Dwarf
Kidney Beans should be well attended to, as a regular supply of

this vegetable is very desirable, and is usually much appreciated.

The pods should be gathered as they are ready, tied-up in small

bundles, and placed in shallow dishes with just enough water

to covL-r the stalk ends. Make fresh sowings if necessary.

Perhaps the best way is to sow in boxes thickly, and as soon as

the seed leaves are fully developed pot-off four plants in a 7-inch

pot. Sowed Tomatoes in a little bottom heat in the Cucumber
bouse. We do not require a larger supply of this wholesome

escnient than can be gi-own in a dozen pots. The fruits are
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generally ripe by the last week of May or the first in June. No
other variety yet tried is so suitable for forcing as the Orangefiokl

Dwarf Proli'tic ; hut beiug much pleased with the excellent crops

of Hathaway's Excelsior which were grown on the open walls

at Chiswick last year, this variety is being tried against it as a

forcing sort. The fruit, moreover, is quite round, without ribs.

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE.
One of the most valuable occupants of the stove for furnishing

us with cut flowers is the Eucharis amazonica. This plant is,

if liberally treated, almost a continuous bloomer. Now is a good
time to repot the plants ; turn them out of the pots in which
they have been gi'owiug, and if the bulbs are too close together

separate them from each other, and allow more space when
repotting. Turfy loam, with a little leaf mould and rotted ma-
nure, is a good compostfor them. Liberal drainage with copious

supplies of water when the plants are established is the best

treatment. Slugs have been troublesome amongst the Orchids
they are most readily destroyed by looking for them with a light

at night when they will be out feeding. In the greenhouse
little has been done, except tying and training plants. Hya-
cinths throwing-up flower trusses have sticks placed to them
before there is any danger of the spikes falling over and snap-
ping at the base.

Sta^e Pelargoniums in small pots are quite ready to be re-

potted, and will be attended to as soon as we can spare time.
Those plants intended for early flowering should be potted at

once. Plants that were cut down late in the season and in-

tended to flower into July, may be repotted late in February or

early in March. Look carefully after Cyclamens. If the plants
are large there is some danger of both flower and leaf stalks

being damaged through mould. Any decaying matter should be
removed. See that all plants removed to the conservatory from
forcing houses are not exposed to too sudden changes of tem-
perature, and let them not be placed in draughts.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
In this department all fallen leaves should have been removed,

dead and decaying parts cut from trees and shrubs, and planting
finished. Specimens that have just been planted should be
mulched with rotten manure, and supports put to them to pre-
vent the wind from loosening the roots. Turf whereon there are
inequalities should be relaid at once ; the turf must be cut and
rolled back, and the inequalities fiUed-up with fine soil. We
havebegrmto prune the Roses. They are now bursting into leaf;

and allowing the growths to progress as they are, will only serve
to weaken the plants. Hyacinths and Tulips are through the
ground. Snowdrops are in flower, and Crocuses will open in a
few days. WheeUng-on rotted manure to the flower borders
and digging them.—J. Douglas.

TKADB CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
William Paul, Waltham Cross, Herts.

—

Seed Catalogue, 1871.

W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, London, N.

—

Catalogue of
Vegetable, Flower, and Farm Seeds.
Charles Turner, F.oyal Nurseries, Slough.

—

New Pelargunlusm
fur 1871.

W. Bull, King's Bead, Chelsea, London, S.W.

—

Betail List of
Select Flower, Vegetable, and Agrleultural Seeds and New
Flanls.
Smith & Simons, 36 & 38, Howard Street, St. Enoch Square,

Glasgow.

—

Cultural Guide and Descriptive Seed Catalogue, 1874.

E. B. Matthews, 65 and 67, Victoria Street, Belfast.

—

Matthews'
Sower and Reaper : a Seed and Nursery Catalogue, loith Cul-
tural Guide.
Hooper & Co., Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.

—

Gar-
dening Guide and General Catalogue.
Robertson & Galloway, 157, Ingram Street, Glasgow, and

Helensburgh.

—

Deseriptiee Seed Catalogue and. iniafcar's Pocket
Guide to the Kitchen and Flower Garden.

J. Jefferies & Sons, Cirencester.

—

Seed Catalogue, 1874.

T. Bimyard & Sons, Maidstone, Ashford, and Allington.

—

De-
scriptive Catalogue of Vegetable, Flower, and Agricultural
Seeds.
Walter Dawson, Spike Bridge Nursery (The Cemetery), Coven-

try.

—

Catalogue of Hardg Trees, Shrubs, £c.
Felton & Sons, 23, High Street, Birmingham.

—

Seed Cata-
logue.

Lawson Seed and Nursery Company, 1, George TV. Bridge,
Edinburgh, and Southwark Street, London, S.E.

—

List of Gar-
den Seeds.
James Dickson & Sons, Newton NurserieB, and 108, Eastgate

Street, Chester.

—

Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds,
Gardening Tools, £c.—Catalogue of Forest Trees, Shrubs, de.
—List of Gladioli.
W. BoUisson &: Sons, Tooting, London.

—

General Seed Cata-
logue, comprising a List of Seeds of Subtropical Plants, <£-c.

T. C. Maxwell & Brothers, Geneva, New York.

—

Catalogue of
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Eoses, dc.

Little & Ballantyne, 44, English Street, Carlisle, and 36, Mark
Lane, London.—Sj))-i«<7 Seed Guide.

W. Barron & Son, 16, Market Street, Nottingham, and Elvaston
Nurseries, Borrowash, near Derliy.

—

Descriptive List of Choice
Vegetable, Agricultural and Flower Seeds, ti-c.

F. C. Heinemann, Erfurt.

—

General Catalog der Pflanzen,
und Satnen-Handlung.
Barr & Sugden, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.—Descriptive Spring Catalogue of Choice Seeds for Flower and

Kitchen Garden.
Dickson & Robinson, '23, Market Place, Manchester.

—

Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Horticultural Imple-
ments, etc.—List of Gladiolus, t&c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Personalities.—A Wvll-whlier has written to say that *' verj' severe

strictures "on The Journal of HoRTicnLTUnE have appeared two weeka
following,' m an Irish t,'ardenin^ contemporary. We are not curious to know
what these strictures are. We care only for the ),'ood opinion of oui- readers,

whose appreciation of the Journal has raised it to a position unprecedented
in circulation amons f^iirdeninn periodicals, and what our Ii'ish coutemporai7
thinks of us is a matter of pm-o indifference. There are only two objects he
can have in making these strictures, the one to benefit himself, and the other

to elevate horticulture in Ireland, and if ho thinks he is doin^' either or both
let him indulge himself ; but from what we know of the high-class gardeners

of Ireland they will not be complimented by being furnislied with a tirade of

trash which would not be tolerated in any gardening publication on this side

of the ChiinneL Oui- large and increasing circulation in Ireland may afford a

clue to our contemporary's strictures.

Single White Primhoses (G. C).—If you will send your address to Mr.
Robson, of Linton Pai'k, Maidstone, he will put you in the way of obtaining

what you want.

Evergreen Flowering Shrubs for a Small Lawn {Topscij).—For a

lawn, in an exposed situation, 73 feet by 38, we would not have the shrubs

dispersed either singly or in small groups over the enture surface, but confine

them to two or three small detached clumps at each end, and to a circular

bed, IH feet in diameter, in the centre of the lawn, filling the circle with a
selection that woiUd possess much of beauty and interest during the greater

part of the year. Such a circle would require about thirty plants. A dozen
Rhododeniirons might be grouped ui the centre, surrounding them with a

broad fringe of the choicest dwarf-giowiug evergreen llowering and berry-

bearing shmbs. Of Rhododendrons, choose Mrs. John Glutton, John
Waterer, Fleur do Marie, Old Port, Mrs. R. S. Holford, Purity, Charles

Dickens, Miimie, Due de Brabant, Alarm, Mrs. G. H. W. Hcneage. and EI-

frida ; and of other shrubs, Berberis Darwinii, Berheris stenophylla, Erica

mediterranea, Ligustrum japonicum, Kalmia latifolia, Ledum latifohum, Per-

nettya angustifolia, Pernettya mucronata, Skimmia japonica, Andromeda
floribunda, Mahonia Aquifolium, Rhododendron ferrugineum, Meuziesia poh-

folia, Meuziesia polifolia alba, Cotoueaster Siraonsii, Erica australis, E. lan-

ceolata, and E. Aiportii. For the cud clumps choose Spartium iunceum
(Yellow Spanish Broom), Cytisus albus (White Broom of Portugal), Ulex
europ;i^a llure-pleno, Berberis japonica, Arbutus Rollissonii, and a few Rho-
dodendrons.

Select Carnations (E. F. Richardson). — Scai-let Bizarrcs : Admiral
Curzon, Lord Lewisham, Sir- J. Paxton, William Pitt, Guardsman, Mars.

Ci-uiuoii, Bizarrcs: Isaac Wilkinson, Eccentric Jack, Graceless Tom, Jenny

Lind, Lord Raglan, Rifleman, The Lamplighter. Pink and Plt^/»^ Bizarrcs :

Falconbridge, Purity. Purple Flakc!< : Ascendant, Dr. Foster, Earl of Stam-
ford, Mayor of Nottmgham, True Blue. Scarlet Flakes ; Christopher Sly,

Cradley Pet, Justice Shallow, Mr. Battersby, Superb. Ruse Flakes : Mre.

Frederic Bumaby, Sybil, George Tugwell, James Merryweather, John Keet.

Select Picotees (Idem).—Bed-edged : Bertie, Ensign, Mrs. Hornby, Miss

Small, Mrs. Keynes, Princess of Wales, Sylvia, Mrs. Little, Exhibition,

Forester, Lord Valentia, Mrs. Norman. Purple-edged : Ethel, Alliance,

Chanticleer, Edith, Medina, Norfolk Beauty, Admu-ation. Amy Robsart,

Cynthia, Frances, Jessie, Mabel, Mary. Rose and ScarleUcdged : Edith

Dombrain, Juliana, Mrs. Fordham, Gem of Roses, Mrs. Fisher, Obadiah.

Yellow ground: Canary, Claude, Gold Button, Jupiter, Seraph, Sovereign.
" Florists' Flowers," which you can have free by post from our office for 5d.,

treats on the culture.

Tubs for Stove Cli.mbees (F. F., Dublin).—U would answer to have

slate tubs or boxes for the growing of the climbers, but we should have a

border over the hot-water pipes, and it seems you have at present one 3 feet

wide and 3^ feet high or deep. We presume it has a wall forming the bed ;

if not, we should build a wall a brick thick 3 inches higher than the hot-water

pipes, and a 4^inch wall against the back wall to the same height, and have

flags or slates' reaching from wall to wall to form the bottom of the border.

Your pipes will therefore be in a chamber beneath, and this beiug open at

one or both ends, the roots of the chmbera will be benefited by the heat from

the pipes. We should then carry up the wall outside 4J inches thick, the

lower coiu'se pigeon-holed, and the top course laid in cement, and capped

with the same, so as to reSemble a rounded curbstone, which will give a

neat appeai-ance and stabihty to the work. The brickwork should betaken

across the ends, should not bo less than 2 feet high, and need not be more
than 3 feet 6 inches. At the bottom, 6 inches of nibble will be needed for

drainage, and a layer of turves over it, so as to keep the drainage free. The
border should be filled high with soil to allow for settling, and it is well

to di\'ide it crosswise, so as to confine the roots of each cliinher to their

proper limits. Passiflora quadrangularis may be one of the climbers, but it

would also of itself occupy the wall of a large house. P. Decaisnenna is

larger-flowered and scented, and gives as fine, if not finer fruit. We should

not have any of the Passifloras against the back wall, but have them planted

BO as to tram on the rafters of the house. Euphorbia jacquiniicflora answers

well, also Allamandas, but the finest of subjects for the back wall of a atove

is the very beautiful-leaved Cissus discolor. For the roof have Passiflora

princeps.

Shading Cdcujiber House (TF. S.).—The best material Is tiffany, and

fixed to a roller, so as to move up and down at pleasure. They are liable to

be moved and torn by wind, but that may be prevented by having linen tape

sewn up each edge, and if the roller is properly secured it cannot be moved
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by the wind. As to breakage of glass, we have not had anything to complain
of. There are blinds made of strips of wood woven together, named pinoleum,
or tropical revolving blinds, which are very neat, especially those painted
fjreen. The price varies according to quahty. The green-painted are about
5d. per square foot, which is more than nine times the price of a shading
material which we consider more suitable. The pinoleum may be had
through any of the principal nurserymen advertising in oiu: columns.

Compost for Plants [F. P. A. C).—For Stephanotis floribunda two
parts sandy fibrous peat, one part each light fibrous loam and leaf soil, with
one-sixth of silver sand- For Hoya carnosa equal parts sandy fibrous peat,
fibrous light loam, old cow dung, charcoal in lumps from the size of a pea to
that of a. walnut, broken bricks, and old lime rubbish, well mixed. For
Begonias, fibrous loam two parts, leaf soil one part, half a part of sandy peat,
and a sixth of silver sand, with a few pieces of charcoal. For Abutilons,
light fibrous loam and sandy peat iu equal parts, one-fourth leaf soil, and a
sixth each of silver or sharp sand and pieces of charcoal. Lycopodiums and
Maiden-hair Ferns succeed in a compost of tliree parts sandy fibrous peat,

one part yellow loam, and one part, in equal proportions, of sandstone broken
to the size of a hazel nut, silver sand, and charcoal, the peat and loam broken-
up small, but not sifted, except for small plants, and the whole well mixed.

Thbips on Azalea (Thoma.^).—The sprigs of Azalea are infested with
thrips, and the other plants are, no doubt, attacked by the same insects.

The best remedy is to fumigate with tobacco. Choose a calm evening, fihut-up

the house closely when tlie leaves are dry, and fill it with tobacco smoke.
Repeat the fumigation the next night but one, and the following day syringe
the plants thoroughly, especially the Azaleas, on thoimder sides of the leaves.

It will be necessary to examine the plants frequently, and when you find any
thi'ips fumigate the house at once. The insect may be kept under by fre-

quent sprinklings of water and forcible syringings on the under sides of the
leaves dui-ing growth. We do not recognise the sprig of plant sent us.

Plants sent to name should be good specimens and in fiower. In repotting
Ferns it is not necessai^-to plunge them in bottom heat.

Forcing Potatoes {Q. S. P.).—For a frame 12 feet by 6 feet four ban-ow-
fuls of thoroughly rotted manure will be sufficient. It should be mixed with
the soil, which ought not to be less than 10 inches deep, the Potato sets being
planted 4 inches deep ; but if we understand you aright, you want to know
what depth of fermenting dung to place under the soil. It should not he
less than 3 feet, and the bed ought to be somewhat higher to allow for

settling. The Potatoes should not be planted until the bed has a tempera-
ture at 10 inches deep of 75'-, not more. The temperature of the frame may
be 50 to 55 'at night, and 65^ to 75^ by day, and the amount of an- to be
given is dependant on the weather. In fine mild weather too much cannot
be given; and though we grow them in the above temperatures in houses in

frames, we keep them quite cool, being careful only to save them from frost.

Hyatt's Prolific Ashleaf, or Veitch's Improved Aslileaf, is good.

Compost Heap Turning {J. P.).—The mud you have taken from the pond
so recently as December, and placed in alternate layers with lime, we should
at once turn over if this can bo done without converting it into a muddy mortar-
like mass, and whilst the hme is quick, so as to incorporate it with the soil

;

but if it be very wet, and the compost in turning forms a soapy mass, leave it

as it is until it becomes di-y, then turn it, and next autumu turn it again,

adding more lime. Left until spring it will bo in good condition to apply to

the land.

Vine Border inside House [W. V.).—There i^ nothing to liinderyour
forming the border inside the house. It should be properly drained, and be
not less than 3 feet 6 inches deep, clear of the drainage, which ought to be
6 inches deep, better 11 inches, and have drains to take away superfluous

water. The border will de ou the north side of the house, and the Vines
may be planted on that side, training them up the rafters to the other side.

We should, as you have Ipiants in the house, have the Vines planted 3 feet

6 inches or 4 feet apart, and take them directly across the house. The shade
they will give in summer would be beneficial rather than injurious, and in

winter the Vines will be leafless. It will hardly be doing the Vines justice to

train them to the north side of the house only ; and notwithstanding the
credit you would have from having nice flowers, you will find Grapes will

afford greater satisfaction to your employers. A Peach tree would not thiive

satisfactorily on the north wall. The glass you sent us, which is mill-ribbed
glass, will answer for a house for Peaches or A'^ines.

Manuring Vine Border {Town Gardener).—Good tm-fy loam and horse
droppings without straw equal parts, well mixed, the loam chopped-upilne,
and to every six bushels or ban-owfuls add n bushel of half-inch bones and
the same quantity of soot, placing it on the border, after slightly loosening
the surface, about an inch thick. It is suitable alike for inside or outside
Vine borders.

Preventing Gooseberry Caterpillars (Irf^-wd.—Cover the ground all

round the bushes when the buds begin to swell with fresh tan fi-om the tan-
yard 2 or 3 inches thick, placing it up to the stem and as far as the branches
extend, or 2 or 3 feet from the stem all round. Let it remain throughout the
summer, and in autumn dig it in.

Orchids in Vinery (Z*/cm).—There are a number of Orchids that \\'ill

succeed in a vmery. but we should advise you to cultivate those adapted for

cool treatment. Their cultivation is not diflicult, but au amatem- would do
well to pronde himself with a work on Orchid treatment.

Proportions for a Vine-border Compost {A. K.).—To a cartload of
turf, which is a vague term, you may add three bushels of half-inch bones,
and the same quantity of charcoal. For the early house we should have
Black Hamburgh, Mill HUl Hamburgh, Buckland Sweetwater, Foster's AVhite
Seedling, and White Frontignan.

Araucaria I.MBRIGATA LosiNG BRANCHES (J. C.).—The most likely cause
is the heavy clay soil with water lodging in the subsoil ; or, owing to the
elevated position, the lower branches may sufi'er from the strong cuiTent of
air. It is, however, a common occurrence, and no remedy has been found,
though various suggestions have been made from time to time both as to
cause and prevention. Shelter, not necessarily of great high trees, hut of
hills planted on the slope, or shrubs, or even hedges, so as to prevent the
wind from violently moving the branches to and fi-o, would be beneficial.

Our Araucai-ias are all well furnished to the gi-ound; they are sheltered all

round by shi-ubs, but still open enough to allow room for growth.

Tree Carnations not Flowering (C. R. .I.).—Tour cuttings put-in last
April, and which were stopped, have done very well to make bushy plants,
and the reason they have not formed flower stems is the lateness of the
striking and the stopping. Your placing them in a Cucumber house will

cause them to gi-ow very rapidly, and the flower stems will be weak and

spindling, and very likely the flower buds will be abortive. A temperature of

50- to 55 is sufliciently high for forcing Carnations successfully, the former
being the minimum, and the latter the maximum, from fire heat. To flower

Tree Carnations well in winter, a temperature of 50- at night from fire heat is

necessary, and it is equally necessary that the plants be strong and well

furnished by September, the pots being full of healthy roots. We have now
old plants flowering in a greenhouse, and we find they open their flowers
more freely in a low temperature than young plants. Our young plants,

struck about the same time as yours, will not flower until May, and that is

earlier than yours will do if you remove them to a greenhouse, which we ad-

vise, placing them in a light airy position.

Early Peas (W. M. P.).—We quite agi-ee with you in opinion of the firm
you mention ; hut if we inserted your note we should have half a dozen
others from friends of other seedsmen.

Mistletoe Propagation (B. O.).—The seeds were probably taken by birds.

We advise you to try again, from the present time to the end of March inclu-

sive being the best season for sowing the hemes. This may be done by making
two cuts on the under side of the branch of an Apple, Crab, Thorn, or Lime
tree in the shape of a V, the cuts being made through the bark quite to

the wood; x*aising the tongue of bark made by the cuts, taking care not to

break it, squeeze from the berries one or two seeds neatly under the bark,
and let the tongue back into its place ; the operation is then complete.
We have had them grow freely by squeezing the seeds from the berries on a
smooth part of the bark on the under side of the branches, the seeds adher-
ing to the branches by the glutinous matter. You may also graft early iu

Slay, making an incision in the bark of the tree, and inserting into it a thin
slice of fllistletoe with a bud and leaf or leaves at the end ; or you may put in

larger pieces of Mistletoe, taking a piece of wood from the tree, so as to

correspond with the graft, the latter being prepared as in notch-grafting

—

with this difierence, that for the Mistletoe an incision is made below the
notch, as in crown-grafting, to receive the scion, a shoulder being left on the
scion to rest on the notch made in the stock. Budding may be performed
from the beginning to the middle of May, the buds being put in with the
wood, a short heel of wood being retained below the bud for insertion.

Felt Covering on Vine Border {Irlcm).—The felt covering will not do
the border the least harm, nor deprive it of the sun more than coverings of

stable litter, leaves, or wooden shutters, and wiU throw off rain and retain

warmth. We should only remove it on fine bright days, replacing it at night
before May, the border being in a proper state as to moisture.

Water Kam.—"^. J)." wants information as follows:—Given a piece of
groimd, of an elevation lower than the house, which contains springs, must
you tap a spring and create an artificial stream in order to work the ram, or

can you do it by sinking a well and attaching the ram to that ? If a stream
is neccessary, then what fall is required ?

The Onion Plant {^ Working Ladif).—We are mformed that this plant

(see p. 86) is Sciila (Urginea) maritima, which is often grown under that name
in cottage windows.

Stove Plants (F. 2*.).—We will consider your suggestion ; but the myriads
are overwhelming.

Chapman's Packing Boxes (J. 5.)>—We do not know the present address
of the maker.

Poultry Manure {H. M^).—Any gardener in your neighbourhood ought
to be well pleased to fetch it, as you offer it gratis. If you inform us of your
full direction we probably could aid j'ou.

Planting Pear Trees (O. TF.).—Pear trees worked on the Quince stock

should be planted so that the union of the stock with the scion may be level

with the surface of the soil. Those worked on the Pear should not be planted
deeper than they were when gi-owing in the nursery.

Grafting Cotoneaster {I<kin).—It may be grafted as you purpose. Wa
have been perfectly successful in grafting evergreens by performing the
operation just before they start into growth in the spring.

Cuaumontel Pears Bitter [O. Q. K.).—Om Pears of this sort from pot
trees were excellent, but we could only obtain fruit fit to eat in very warm
seasons from standai'd trees out of doors. Last season was not a good one
for ripening Pears, and the only remedy is to grow the finer sorts in orchard
houses or on warm walls. Perhaps your fruit will do for baking.

Vines Planted Last Autumn (An Ignoramus).—It is right to rub-off all

the eyes, except two as near the base of the plant as possible. But it is also

as well (unless you wish to have a great number of sorts) to allow two canesto
grow from each plant. In that case the Vines may he planted 5 feet 6 inches
apart. The best Vines are those one year from the bud. You evidently have
bought some fi-uiting canes ; they would boar fruit during the ensuing summer,
and could afterwards be cut-out, letting the others supply their place.

Neglected Peach Trees (J<fcm).—It would be most satisfactory to pur-
chase young trees to plant on the waJl of your orchard house.

Bruising Bones—Daphne Repotting (J. F. C).—We do not know of a
better plan than to place them on a hard substance and crush them with a
hammer. A bone raifl is of course far preferable, but we do not know of a
small inexpensive machine for crushing bones. It would be well to repot the
Daphne indica rubra, removing any loose soil, or that which can be readily

taken away without injury to the roots, and do not give a large shift. An
8-inch or U-inch pot would not be too large for the size of plant you describe,

unless you reduce the ball considerably, when it would be well to return it to

the same sized pot, or one a trifle larger. As the plant has not flowered, you
may pot it in March, or at once if it is beginning to grow. The Cytisuses
and Azaleas should not be potted until after flowering, and then into a larger

size of pot, merely removing any loose soil and loosening the sides of the ball.

If yoimg plants they may be potted in March.

Locheria magnifica {W. F. H.].—Locheria is a sub-genus of Achimenes,
and rcijuires similar treatment—that is, to be duly suppUed with moisture
and heat whilst growing, keeping it rather dry after flowering, but not drying
ofl' as with other kinds.

Russelia .tuncea Treatment (Idem).—Do not cut it down, but allow
the shoots coming from the root to grow up, repotting now, and giving a
compost of sandy peat and loam in equal parts, with a fourth pai-t of leaf

soil, a sixth of silver sand, and a few pieces of charcoal and goml drainage. It

requires to be grown in a stove, to bo well supplied with water and moisture
when making fresh growths, and when these are completed keep it from
flagging and in a light airy position.

Forming Bushy Cinerarias (F. H.).—To form bushy plants stop them
at the third leaf when the stems are being thrown up. This will oftaee them
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to branch, and the stopping may be again practisoil when the shoots resulting

from tlie first stopping have raaJo two leaves. This will make your plantn

very bushy, the slioots being regulated by neat Ktakcs so as to form a compact
head. It "is now too late to Ktop your plants, but you may by timely attention

have them bushy another season.

Zonal Pelargonium CrLTUiiE (.4. JI.).—Your plants ou^ht now to be kept

rather dry, but not so as to cause them to shrivel ; and at the end of February

they (should be pruned, which we should couline to the shortening or cutting-

cut of irregular growths ; and the branches ought to be pegtred down or taken

out Bo as to secure the breaking of the plant regularly. Place them in a light

airy position, and keep them moderately moist. When the plants have
broken turn them out of the pots, remove as much of tlie old soil as comes
away without bringing off a great many of the roots, and return to the same
size of pot as before. Shade from bright sun, and sprinkle overhead twice

daily tiil they have recovered from the potting; water Rpaiingly, only keep-

ing the soil moist until the roots are working freely in the fresh soil, then
water more freely, and expo&e fully to li^jht and air, but shade fmm very bright

sun for an hour in the hottest part of the day. When the pots are filled

with roots, or early in Mwy, the plants may be sliifted into their blooming
pots, after which they would be best grown in a cold pit, or light aii7 position

in a cool house. Strong irregular growths may be stopped, but not after the

middle of May, also any trusses of bloom as they show up to that time. Train
the shoots out, so as to form a compact well-furnished Kpceimen. Weak
liquid manure may be applied, after the pots fill with roots, at every alternate

watering.

Espalier Apple Tree Wires (Welby).—The distance of the wires or

trainers apart should be 1 foot, the first being fixed 14 or 15 inches from the
ground. Five or six wires will be a good height for espaliers.

Camellias for Conservatory Wall {H. B.).—Monarch and Mathotiana
alba are not " trailing " Camellias, nor are there any that are of that habit,

but they are free-growing kinds, and in a good border and when established

make shoots of about a foot a-year, sometimes less ; so that a plant if planted
quite young would be a number of years in reaching the top of a wall 4 yards
high ; but plants of a good size ready trained for walls may be had, or a one-

sided large plant may be used for the purpose.

Thorn Tree Grafting (.4/tcc}.—Cut-off the head when the buds are

showing the green of the leaves, which will be some time in March or early in

April, and after paring the sawn part smooth put in the scion by crown
grafting; or we should, on such large arms, put in two scions by cleft, and
other two on the same arm by crown grafting. If the grafts prow you wiU, of

course, remove all the shoots arising from the stock; but if they do not,

encourage three or four shoots, the strongest on each arm, and those you may
bud in July ; and if the buds do not take you can graft the shoots the follow-

ing March, putting on the scions by tongue or whip grafting.

MESEMRRYANTHEMrjI CORDIFOLIUM YARIEGATUM SoWING (Idem).—The
seed should be sown in light sandy soil, which should be watered before sow-
ing, allowed to stand for a few hours and again watered, and when settled sow
the seed, covering it very lightly with fine soil or silver sand. Place in a
Cucumber frame or hotbed and near the glass, and when the seedlings appear
remove at once to a light and airy position in the warm greenhouse ; do
not water overhead but through the spout of the watering-poc, pouring the
water on a piece of crock or slate that may be placed in the pot amongst the
seetUings. Very little water is required whilst they aie youug, or indeed at
any state ; all they require is to be kept from becoming limp. Pot-off singly
when they are large enough to handle.
PvRDS JAPONiCA RooT CUTTINGS (Idem).—ThQ cuttings of the roots ought

to be put in now in light sandy soil in a warm situation, covering them about
2 inches deep, or they may be inserted in pots and placed in a gentle heat.
Croton variegatum Cclture {Idem).—lb is a stove plant, but will suc-

ceed in a warm greenhouse, keeping rather dry in winter. Repot in sprmg
when it begins to grow, removing any loose soil, and what can be picked from
amongst the roots without injury to them, and repot iu a size of pot that
will admit of an inch of soil all around the ball, keeping the setting-on of the
roots level with the rim of the pot. Equal parts tibnius peat and loam, with
a fourth part leaf soil and a sisth part silver sand, a few nodules of charcoal,
the whole well miied, will grow this plant well, good drainage being given.
Water freely during growth, and keep moist, and in winter keep ratlaer dry,
yet so moist as to maintain the foliage fresh. To have the foliage well

. coloured the plant should have a light position. In shade it ia very badly
I coloured.

PoTNciANA regia CULTURE (H. G.).~lt will not succeed in a greenhouse,
but requires a stove. It is not much cultivated in England, not being in any
catalogue of plants that we remember. We do not know more than the
species, and the variety to which you allude is probably the species P. pul-
cherrima, scarlet and yellow. Ormosia coccinea is not in cultivation in this
country, neither of it nor of Lithospcrmum do we know where seeds may be
obtained. It would not pay seedsmen to deal in plant seeds not generally in
demand.

Potatoes (Q. W. Drafce).—They do not produce the was moth. Spring-
planted Potatoes should be dug-up as soon as the leaves begin to tm-n yellow.
Bone dust and sulphate of magnesia mixed ai-e a good artificial manure for
Potatoes.

Rustic Summer Houses {A Subscri bn-).—A^ylj to Mr. Caven Fox, Royal
norticultuial Society's Offices, South Kensington.

Insects on Vine Shoots (.4/7ta;cur}.—The minute red insects assembled
round the buds and base of the shoots of your Vines are, wo regi-et to say, the
Acarus, commonly called the red spider, so injurious iu preen and hot houses.
You will observe that they have spun a little layer of silk, on which they are
grouped. You must wash the Vines with a thick cuating of lime, soft soap
suds, soot, and some size or gummy material to make the mixture adhere to
the shoots. This plan wiU also protect your trees from the Vine Oidium.—
I. O. W.
Naming Fruits (A. D., Preston, and o(/wrs).—Our best authority is abroad,

when he returns all will be named.
Names of Plants {C. IT.).—Tnssilago fragrans {Sweet-scented Coltsfoot).

Althou.,'h a native of Italy, and deliciously scented, it was unnoticed by
botanists untU M. Villan, of Grenoble, was attracted to it bv its perfume at
the foot of Mount Pilat in Italy. It was introduced into Enc^land iu 180G.
(J. TTi^on).—Euonymus europreus, the "Spindle Tree." and Peziza coccinea.
(HifjhftrUb.—Ycur Orchid was unfortunately undeterminable. Can you send
a!,'am? {Elizabeth ?^.).—Spiriea ariffifoha. (5u6.).— 1, Gesnera elongata, or
a very close ally

; 2, We cannot say ; send when in flower ; 3, Perhaps Ancy-
iogyue; when leaves and isolated flowers only are sent eome indication of

mode of growth should be given. (J. B.).—Lapageria rosea. (S. D.).—
Bryum argenteum. (G. W.).—Genista frograns. {E. A. H. C.).—Chimo-
uanthus fragrans.

POULTEY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHKONIOLE.

POULTRY-MARKER.
Having frequently seen inquiries made by your coiTespon-

deats as to the best mode of inarkiDg poultry, I enclose you a
marker of my own invention, which I have used all through the
past season with entire satisfaction. It can be put on or taken

off with the greatest ease by using^
two pairs of ordinary round-pointed
wire pliers. It is made by letting fall

one or more drops of melted solder
on to a piece of stoutish copper
wire. The solder is then stamped
with a number by means of a die,

and a correspondingnumber entered
iu the poultry-book. The size and
number of the drops of solder, and
likewise the thickness of the copper

wire, can be varied at pleasure to suit the size of the chicken or
fowl, and any ironmonger will furnish a set of number-dies of
the requisite size at a trifling cost.

This plan may possibly be already known, but I have never
seen anything at all like it, and as it has been most useful to me
I wish to make it known to my brother fanciers through the
medium of your columns. I may add that I prefer two drops of
solder in case of the accidental defacing or loss of one.

I do not find my marker incommodes the birds in the least,
nor does it chafe or injure the feathering or colour of the legs of
Brahmas or Cochins.^WiLLiAii Savlle, Withersde7i Hall, Wye.

THE BRISTOL SHOW SEEN UNDER SUNLIGHT,
The Bristol Poultry and Pigeon Show has now, somewhat

like the city from which it takes its name, grown venerable.
When a Committee have persevered amid great difficulties for
eight years in endeavouring to maintain amongst them a first-

class Show, they are entitled, like their birds, to be "highly
commended." Shows—aye, many—have been started and come
to an end since the first of the Bristol exhibitions, but that has
gone on. Bad weather and Bristol Show time have almost
always gone together. This is discouraging : still more is apathy
shown to poultry matters by Bristolians in general—this is very
unpardonable. The fine Rifle Drill HaU stands fuU in view on
the highway between Bristol and Clifton ; it is not hidden up
in a corner. Every Bristol man of business who has his Clifton
villa passes it, and he does keep, or ought to keep, poultry; but
he does not enter the Show. Ladies in shoals bound for shopping
expeditions sail by gorgeously apparalled, and the spacious haU
would admit them and not crush or damage their dresses ; but
thei/ do not enter. Young ladies and young gentlemen on flirt-
ing expeditions pass by—very remiss in them ; for at a show
where the gangways and corners are many, flirting can be carried
on, and surely sentiment can be suitably indulged in, and even
proposals made, iu the kindred and contagious atmosphere of a
Pigeon Show. Young ladies and gentlemen, you who read this
will, I am sure, be present next year. But jocularity apart, it
is too bad that the Show should be so neglected by Bristolians.
I would suggest that Canaries and other cage birds and talking
birds be shown with the poultry next year : I think they would
draw. I have a crow to pluck with the Hamburgh breeders.
They were very liberally dealt with, but did not give that sup-
port which they ought to have given. Still, with every deduc-
tion the Show was a first-class one—not quite so many pens as
last year, but quality made up for qtiantity.
Friday, the opening day, was terribly wet and windy, and I

could not face the weather, but waited in hope for a fine day on
Saturday : nor was I disappointed. Sunlight the railway journey
through ; suuhght on the pretty country between Bath and
Bristol ; sunlight on the old houses in the narrow old streets of
Bristol ; sunlight on St. Mary Redclyffe, and thai fine towered
old church near Corn Street; sunlight on the Avon; sunlight
on College Green and the old Cathedral; and bright sunlight out-
side the Eifle Drill Hall, and the inside lit up by the bright thin
yellow sunlight that comes after rain. N.B.—A new town seema
to me like a bit of the country spoiled, but an ancient historic
place like Bristol is always, in all weathers, interesting. It has
stood so long, and around it have clustered so many memories as
a town, that its having been once country is quite forgotten.
Thus it is that a city must be venerable in order to be interesting.
But to my immediate duty. In this corner yonder is class 1.

Dorlcings, Coloured (chickens).—Twenty cockerels made their
appearance but excepting the first-prize none were noteworthy.
The pullets were much better though fewer ; first and cup excel-
lent, and the other prize and highly commended and commended
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birds worthy. Dorkings (Coloured) over one year.—Again the
hens were the best in my opinion, though a cock took the cup.

The first hens, Mr. Patton's, were pattern birds. Dorkings
(Silver-Grey).— Only four cocks and only one prize awarded, but
Mr. O. Cresswell's bird deserved what it got—a first; thereat
nowhere. The hens again were the best. (N.B.—Why will not
breeders keep up the beautiful Silver-Greys, birds far more
beautiful but not so heavy as the Dark ?)

Cochins (Cinnamon and Buff), chickens.—Cockerels, twenty-
one, pullets hut ten, but again the latter were the best. (N.B.

—

This is a day of lady-superiority evidently.) The first-prize

cockerel, however, was every whit a Cochin ; the third too

small. First-prize pullets, handsome birds ; second, the plu-

jnage too mottled ; third, small but nicely feathered, but one
<jomb was twisted. In pen 98, Miss Milward's, one of the pullets

was a beauty. Cochins (Cinnamon and Buff), cocks, old.—These
were among the best cocks of the Show. First and cup. Lady
Gwydyr's, was no doubt the best Cochin in the whole Show.
Second sold for six guineas, and very cheap. Cochins (Cinnamon
and Buii), hens, old.—First one an excellent shape ; second good
shape but mottled plumage. Cochins (Brown and Partridge),

any age.—Good classes both cocks and hens, but the latter the

better; six pens were deservedly noticed out of the eleven.

Next Cochins (White).—Both cocks and hens were a sight to

delight a fancier. They are a greatly improved and improving
class. Cocks—first-prize, lovely ; second, good ; third, hardly
fit for his place, not so good a bird as No. 150, which, but that it

is too yellow, is excellent as a Cochin. Pullets or hens—first,

beautiful ; second, better in comb than the first. No. 165,

highly commended, very nice.

The Dark Bralimas were exceedingly numerous, so numerous
that I own, as they were so nearly alike in excellence—great

praise this—one almost wearied of them. Mr. L. Wright's cup
pullets were, of course, very superior, but, indeed, all the Dark
Brahma classes were wonderfully good. The Light Brabmas

—

-fowls for use and ornament in grass-land in the country—were
in the cocks good, but some weeds among them, and more among
the hens. First and cup pullets very worthy. First and cup
old cock stupendous in size.

Spanish.—Now these are the Bristol speciality, and claim,

therefore, special notice. First, cockerels of 1873.—This entry
was as good aa any former year. First and cup, Mr. E. Jones,

this bird has a lovely face, lying smooth in surface and rounded
in form below ; second not flat-faced enough to please me

;

third a better comb than first. No. .392, highly commended,
but wry-tailed ; No. 100, highly commended, not so good as

No. 399 only commended; No. 407, rough cauliflower face.

Pullets—very small entry and hardly up to the mark, but first

and cup charming birds; second, one very good bird; third,

middling only. 416, highly commended, one very good. Spanish,
cocks, any age.—First, too rough a face ; second, good and a
beautiful comb. Hens, any age.—First, much the best ; third

was, I believe, the first last-year's pullet. No. 432 a fine old

ien.
Hamburghs (Gold-spangled).—Few and good. There should

have been more entries considering the encouragement offered.

Silver-spangled, cocks.—First, an admirable bird, well shown ;

third, a very neat bird. The SUver-spangled hens, a very good
class, all but one noticed. Hamburghs (Gold-pencilled).—More
numerous. First, cock, first-rate. Hamburghs, cocks (Silver-

pencilled).—Very few and poor. First prize withheld. Hens

—

better. Black Hamburghs pressing forward well. First, cock,

just the thing. Hens—a good class ; first, second, and third all

good, and the highly commended good also. The Black Ham-
burghs are so much more Hamburghs and so much less Spanish
than in earlier years.
In regard to the Game, which come next, there was some

dissatisfaction among Game breeders, because the Black-breasted
Reds and the Brown-breasted were shown in the same class, and
this was felt the more as all three prizes went to Brown Beds.
First and cup, a thorough good Brown Bed cock ; second, good

;

third, out of condition. Among Game pullets third was a good
style and colour; second, a good hen. No. 663, Mr. Stagg's

highly commended, the best pullet in the Show, but hatched
rather late. Game (Any other variety), cocks.—First, a good
but odd-eyed Duckwiug cock ; third, a good Pile. On the whole
the Duckwings not very good. Game (Any other variety), hens.

—First and cup, a beautiful bird, almost faultless; second,

Duckwing, better if longer, but colour good ; third, a good Pile.

Malays.—Twenty-three entries in all. Cocks—first, a very
large bird ; third, remarkably good plumage. The hens were
most liberally noticed by the Judges, but struck me as wanting
in size, except the prize birds. The Malays are wonderfully
like Vultures as one sees them in the pens, specially the hens.

But this remarkable look points them out from all other fowls

as a thoroughly distinct variety and one worth keeping up.
Polish (Any variety), cocks.—First, Golden ; second, Silver ;

third. Black. Would there were more Blacks, as they are the
original Polish, and after all, perhaps, the handsomest. Pen
No. 647 contained a cock and hen by mistake, but very good.

Polish (Any variety), hens.—First, Golden and good; second, a
good Silver.

French fowls appear, by their number, to have a good hold on
the public favour.

Any other distinct variety, cocks.—First, a good Black Cochin
cock, and truly glad was I to see him. There were Sultans,
Leghorns, Andalusians, Frieslands, White Dorkings, &c., and
very good and interesting almost all of them. Among the
hens the first prize went to an excellent pair of Black Cochins.
The whole class was a good one. Everyone noticed the hybrid
Pheasant and Brahma, No. 726. The Pheasant was most visible

in the bird, but the booted legs proclaimed the Brahma cross.

Among the Ducks the Rouen were particularly good ; and in
the little East Indians, which were a capital lot, Mr. Sainsbury's
were first. There were also Mandarins and CaroUnas, the
prettiest of the pretty.

Geese and Turkeys.—Very few.
Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Reds).—Not so

numerous as usual. A Brown Red took third prize. Game
Bantams (Any other variety).—First and cup, the hen rather
large ; third, a very excellent pen—the whole class a good one.
Black Bantams.—First and cup, cock rather large ; the second I
preferred to the first; third, Mr. Cambridge's, were good. In-
deed the little Blacks were a good lot, and I was pleased to see,

as an old Black Bantam breeder, that they were numerous.
The Sebrights are, in regard to the Silver, improving. The
breeding Gold and Silver together made the latter so cream-
coloured that the real Silver were seldom seen—now it is dif-

ferent. First and cup, beautiful Gold; second, good SUver.
No. 834, commended, were nice and silvery in colour. I have
good hope that we shall see again the delicate and beautifully-

coloured Silver Sebright in perfection. White Bantams were a
little and poor class, and the first prize properly withheld.
Game Bantams (.Any variety, any age), cock birds, were on the
other hand somewhat numerous and decidedly good, more than
hall of them being noticed in one way or the other. The first

and cup bird was what a Game Bantam should be ; second and
third were also good, but not quite worth the price asked by the
owner—ilOOO ! I had hoped never again to see these ludicrous

figxrres. X'50 is more within the region of common sense, and
would suffice to prevent a sale.

THE PIGEONS.

Carriers, cocks (Black or Dun, any age).—Ten entries, and
many very good birds. Seldom have I seen a better class, or a

larger proportion of superior birds to the number of entries.

Hen Carriers of the same age and colours were also good. Some
were chiefly wanting in age—no cause of regret, aa their prize

time is coming. Blue Carriers were again very good, which is

saying a great deal ; but it was hardly wise to offer prizes for

Whites. There were three entries, and only one bird at aU
Carrier-like.

Pouters.—Among the cocks was a capital Black, which took

the cup. N.B.—Pouters are getting more numerous at provincial
j

shows. Glasgow influenced the Crystal Palace, and the Palace

influences all other English shows. Blue, Black, and Yellow,

in the order written, took prizes among the hens, the last a nice

sprightly bird. I much long to see more and better Yellows at

our English shows ; we want some Dundee birds to come south.

The Almond Tumblers were very few, but sure to win. Hardly
more in number were the other Short-faces, but as good. First-

prize, a Black Mottle ; second, a beautiful Red; one, and only

one, Bald !

The foreign Owls were lovely ; the English Owls very foreign-

like. There were Mr. Fulton's grand-skulled Barbs, and three

good Trunqietcrs ; of Jacobins a respectable number and of

respectable quality. The same may be said of the Fantails.

The Turbits were still more numerous. The Nuns again were
but few, while the Dragoons of all colours were quite a show.

This is what I like to see—not merely three or four birds sure

to win, but a large number of rising birds from rising fanciers.

Such classes show spirit in fanciers. I like also to see that a

fancier far away from London, like Mr. Bishop, of Dorchester,

can take to a class and win against great names, even against

the dreaded "Bob." I should like to see other fanciers as

spirited, and not " cowed," as some are, by such exhibitors as

Messrs. Fulton and Yardley. It is not like English pluck to act

thus, and it would be more Enghsh-like to persevere. Here

was Mr. Bishop ahead, and far ahead, though little "Bob's"
good old blood-red Dragoon fairly got a second. I want again

to see, as at the Palace, some good old grizzle Dragoons.

Antuerps, Short and Long-faced, were strong classes. The
Any other variety class was not as numerous as usual. This ia

a class in which lady fanciers might well compete, as they are

specially fond of the pretty-feathered varieties.

Having now gone through aU the classes of poultry and Pigeons

I have only to say that good arraiagement was the rule, as always

at Bristol.' There was Mr. Roue hard at work in his secretary's

office, looking energetic even under the depressing influences of

bad weather and too little support. There was Mr. Cambridge

ready aa ever to render assistance to me. Dear old Bristol

!
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after all the grancleBt historic place in the west of England, its

show ought to be continued and ought to pay. A late lunch
with a brother fancier at the Show (a brother parson too), and
then a stroll etationwards. A pause, as always, at glorious St.

Mary Redclyffe, now fully restored—where, indeed, I sat in one
of the chairs at the extreme west of the building, and was lost

in a dream-hke reverie. The sun, shining through the reddish-
tinted chancel windows, cast a rosy light over that part of the
grand old church ; while the pearly-white reredos below, upon
which no rosy light fell, looked at the great distance like lace-

work wrought by feminine fingers ; and arch and painted window
beyond, and arch and painted window still further beyond,
made the church a very lengthened avenue of stone. I glance
up at the muniment room and think of Chatterton, " the Mar-
vellous Boy." I go out and look at his statue. I go on and am
at the station. Bristol, thou art dirty, 'tis true—" pity 'tis, 'tis

true ;" but then thou hast a history. Thou art no mere mush-
room manufacturing place.

—

Wiltshire Rector.

KENDAL POULTRY SHOW.
This was held in the Albert Buildings on the 22nd inst. and

following two days. There were nearly 600 entries. Subjoined
is the list of awai'ds :

—

Geese.—1, J. Walker, Rochdale. 2, Capt. L. Anyon, Chorley. c, R. W.
Simpson, Kendal.
TuRKtYS.— 1, J. Walker. 2. T. E. Rawson, Thorpe, Halifax, he, J. Thomp-

^ son, Natland Mill l>i*c-k, Kendal; a. F. Siatter, Carlisle; Mra. Rauthmell.
DvcKS.—Rouen —1 and c, J. Walker. 2 and 3, R. GLulstnne, jun.. Broad

Green. Liyerpool, he, W. Evans, Prescot; J. Addison, Kendal Aylesbury.—
Cup and 2. J. Walker. 3, T. P. Carver, Langthorpe. he, Mrs. Wootton, Mapper-
ley. Blaek East Indian.— \, J Walker. 2, G. S. Sainsbary, Devizes. 3, Mrs.
Wootton. Aiiij othc) vari'ti/.—l and 8, H. B. Smith, Broughton, PreBton. 2, J.
Walker, he, ki. B. !?mitli ; M. Leno, Markyate Street.
VoRKisGs.— Coloured, except Silver-Grey.—Coek.—1 and 3, J. Walker. 2, D.

Gel;atiy, Meigle. he. J. Hartley. Windermere ; W. W. Ruitledge, Kendal ; Mrs.
Hind. Kendal. Hens —1, D. Gellatlv. 2. h. Pilkington, Widnes. 3, W. Copple,
Prescot. he. J. Walker; J. White. Warlaby.
D'iRKisGS.—SiIvt-r-Grey, or any other i^ariety. — Cock. — Cnp, T. Raines,

Bridtreh^ngh, Stirling. 2, W. W. Ruttlclge. 3, J. Cunningham, Tarbrouch.
Dalbeattie Hens —1, Hon. Mrs. Howard, Milnthorpe. 2, J. Cunningham. 3,
W. W. Kuttledge. he. Hon Mrs. Howard; R. Smallev. Lancaster.
Brahma PooxRAs.—Cocfc.-l and 2. H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge. 3, W. Swann,

Hurst Head, Bedlington. he, H. Lonfrmaid, Kendal. Hens.~l, H. Lacv. 2, T.
F. Ansdell, Cowley Mount, ^t. Helen's. S, H.Wilkinson, Earby, Skipton. lie,

C. J. Myers, Broughton-m-Kumesa.
Cochin-Chixa.— c'ocfc.-l, W. Cartmel. 2, T. Stretch. Ormskirk. 3, H. Lacy.

he, J. O. Rigfi, Ulveraione. Hens.—Cup, H. Lacy. 2, G. H. Procter, Durham.
3, W. Carimell.
FiiENGH —Crtve-Ca-ur, Houdans, or La Fliche.~l, R. B. W'ood, Uttoxeter. 2,

C. J. Myers. 3. W. .lackson, Bulton-le-sauds.
G&mE.—Blaek Sed —Coek—C-ap. J. Hetcher, Stoneclongh. 2, J. Brough,

Carlifile. 3. D. Havley, Edtaburgh. he, T. E. Satterthwaile, Caelle Howard.
Cockerel.— 1. T. Mason, Lancaster. 2, D. Harley. 3, J. Fletcher, he, T. E.
Sattertbwaite. c, H. Sharpe, Bebside. Hen.~l, N. J. Pope, Biggleswade. 2,
J. Fletcher. 3. C. H. Wolff, Altrincham.
CiAJdE—Broicn-breasted Red.—Coek.—I, Miss M.J. Nelson, Cockahaw, Hex-

ham. 2, C. W, Brierley, Middleton, Manchester, 8, J. Fletcher, /jc, G. Sutton,
Booiham. Coctgrr; —1, W. Higgin, Ulveraton. 2, D. Harlev. 3, T Burgess,
Burlejd m, Whitchurch, he, C. W. Brierley. Hen.-\, C. W. Brierley. 2, E.
and F. Fenwick, Kirkby Lonsdale. 3 and iic, W. Boulton, Furnesa Abbt-v.
Game.—Jhj; other variety.—Cock.— 1. C. W. Brierley. 2, F. ^ales, Crowle. 3,

H. H. Staveiey. Driffield. Hen—I, C. H. Wolff. 2. C. Travis, Ihnrgoland,
Sheffield. 3, F Sales, he, E. Aykroyd: E. Woodbum, Ulvetston.
SPANISH —Black.—1, H. Wilkinson. 2, T. J. Harrison, KendaL S, O. Thomp-

son, Kendal.
Hamburghs.— froWcn-.<;7)rtnp(<'d.—Cup and 2, G. & J.Duckworth, Church. 3,

H. Beidon, Goitslock, Bingley. he, W. A. Hyde. Ashton-under-Lyne; J. Buck-
ley, Taunton, Ashtou-ander-Lyne. SHver-spanaled.^l, J. Fielding. 2. Ashton
and Bootb, Mottram. 3, H. Beidon. he, W. R. Park, Melrose.
H^-UBVRGna.— Golden-penei lied.— I, H. Beidon. 2. R. Dickson, Selkirk. 3, J.

Anderton, Gile^t^ad. he. E. & \V. Fenwick; R. Dickson. Silver-pencilled.—I,W. il. Mann. Kenaal. 2, H licMon. 3. J. Robinson, Garstang.
Ant othee Variety except Bantams.—1 and 2, H. Beidon. 3, J. Robinson.

he, (t. E. Sawdon, Sutton Cpss Hill.
Selling Olass.-1, T. H. Hme, Kendal (Cochins). 2, D. Moulson. Bradford.

3, G. C. Wilson. Dalbam Tower. Milnthorpe. !. T. .J. Harrison (Enff Coiihins).
5,J. Fawcett, Wolverhampton fRonene). Jtc, J. Walker ; W. Cartmel (RouensI

;

E. K-^mp. Milnthnrpe [t)', M. Rcihea-i, Kendal (Rouens); E. Robiason, How-
ffilt iRouens); W Jackson (Grey Dorkmge) ; Mrs. Glessall, Kirkby Lonsdale
(CechiDS) ; G. Bethel. Sedgwick ; E. Fearon, Whitehaven.
Game Hi.sv>.vi3.—BUirk-hreast<:d and other R-d.t.-Cuck.—'i, I. R. Fletcher,

Stoneelough. 2, J. WinakiU, Burnside. 3, E. Fearon. ftc, Miss M. J. Nelson
(2> : W F. Addie, Preston (21. ifcfw.—Cup and 2, T. Sharpies. 3, W. F. Aadie.
he. J. R. Fletcher.
Game Bantams.—Jnjr oth/Tvariety.-Cock.—i, J. R. Fletcher. 2, W. Murray,

Hexham. 3, W. F. Addie. /(<:, T. Sharpies, Rawtenstall ; H. Sharpe. Hens

—

1, J. R. Fletcher. 2, G. W. Teasdale, Ulverotone. 3, W, Murray, lie. J.
Winakiil.
Bantams -Other than Game.—Blaek.—I, W. H. Robinson. 2, J. Walker. 5,

W. Moore. Keighley. he, W. H. Sbackleton, Bradford ; A. Jackson. Any otiier
variety.—l,J. Mayo. 2, J. Waller, Kendal. 8, H. Beidon. he, M. Leno; E.
Walton.

LOCAL CLASSES.
Dorkings.— C'licfccTts.-Cup and 2, Mrs. Hind. 3 and he, W. Ruttledge. vhc,

A. W. 1 rusthwaite. c. J. Moaer, Kendal.
Brahma PooTEA.—C/ucteertj.—l,G. Cartmel. 2, G. W. Brnmwell, Kendal. 8.

G.Bethel.
Cochin-china.— C/iicfc^ 715 —1, J. Hine. 2, G. Cartmel. 3, Mrs. Glessall. he,

T. J. Harrison ; J. N. Stainton, Milntoorpe ; Mrs. Glessall ; J. Hine.
GiMR.-Coekerpl.—l, J. Barrow, Kendal. 2, T. Cartmel. 3. M. & J. Graham,

Kendal- ft-c, J. Wilson ; T.Newton. Pw/ff/.-l, J. Rauthmell. 2,G.C. Wilson
8, T. Cartmel. he. J. Kauthmeli ; G. C. Wilson.
Gi-iiE.—Brown-brea^ted.—l, 2, and 3, G. C. Wilson.
Spanish.—B/a*:fc —Vhickem.-l and 2, T. J. Harrison. S and he. C. R. Kay.
Hamburghs.—Cfticfrens.—1 and 2, T. Suart, Staveiey. 3, C. Kerohaw. he,

J. Roberts, Holme.
DucKLi.NGs.—Cud, G. Cartmel. 2, J. J. Waller. 3, W. Cartmell.
Bantams —C/M>ke7i8.—1, W. Atkinson, Kendal. 2, J.WinekUh 3, Mrs. Lay-

cock, he, Mrs. Winskill; B. Davis ; T. E. Thompson, Lound.
PIGEONS.

Carrier.—Single—Plate, J. Thompson, Bingley. 2, H. Yardley, Birmin"-
ham. he, E. C. Stretch; J. & W, Towereon, Egremont.

Pouter or CnopptiR.—Single.—1, R. Blackl»ck, Sunderland. 2, J. & W.
Towerson. 'ic, W. Jackson ; j Davy, Edinburgh.
Antwehps.—1, W. Gamon. Chester. 2. C. F. Copeman, Birmingham. }ie, H.

Yardley : W. Gamou. c, J. Wilson, Rigmaden.
Tumblers.— 1, J. Fielaim:, jun. 2. H. Yardley.
Owls.—1 and he, T. W. Towuhon, Bowdon. 2, W. Lnmb, Rochdale.
Babbs.- 1. J. Stanley. Blockburn. 2, H. Yardley. lie, W. Jackson.
Fantails.—1, T. W. Towuaon. 2, J. F. Loversidge, Newark, he, W. Lumb,

Rochdale.
Turbits.—1, T. W. Townaon. 2, J. Wilson, he, A. Silvester ; J. & W. Tower-

son.
Trumpeters.—1, R. J. Smith, Yarm-on-Tees. 2,H. Yardley. he, W. McClive,

Ayr.
Jacobins.—1, W. Lamb. 2, J. Thompson, he, J. Thompson ; J. & W. Tower-

son.
ANY OTHER VARIETY.—1 and 2, A. Silvcster. he, W. Lumb ; J. H.Hedley; J,

and W. Towerson.

Judges,—Mr. E. Teebay, and Mr. J. Douglas.

DOEEING POULTRY SHOW.
It has not often, if ever before this year, been my fate to be*

in the neighbourhood of Dorking at the time of the poultry
Show. When, then, the opportunity offered, I thought I would
at all events make an effort to attend, for at Dorking you oS
course expect to see something corresponding to and worthy oi
the name. As the Show is not a new one, and in the centre of
the district which is supposed to supply London with the best
table fowls, I was inclined to hope for great thiugs; but before
the day was over I was reminded, more than once of the saying
which is said to be somewhere, though where I am not quite
prepared to say—"Blessed are they that expect little, for they
shall not be disappointed."
Looking at the schedule to ascertain when the Show would

be open, I was unable to ascertain the point, nor could I see
anything about the price of admission. A friend, however, on
the spot, wrote me word that he thought it would be open at
nine o'clock on the 22nd. I thought, therefore, I should be In
time if I were there on that morning ; but on inquiry learnt that
some fortunate individuals had been admitted on the previous
(Wednesday) evening. Allow me to suggest to the Committee
that a definite hour for opening and a definite rule as to admis-
sion would be advisable in every way. Moreover, no time was
fixed for claiming birds, so some claimed on Wednesday evening,
to the chagrin of those who thought they were in time on
Thursday morning. It is only right to say that when a com-
plaint on this score was made, the Secretary at once endeavoured
to do justice to all parties in the most obliging way. Still, it

would be better if some time were allowed to elapse after the
commencement of the Show before birds could be claimed, bo
that parties admitted to a private view or who have been able to-

attend at the opening of the Show may not have so great an
advantage over others not equally favoured by fortune.

Starting almost before daylight on a cold and misty morning,
I fear that I rather alarmed my friends, who seemed to thinkme
a trifle crazed thus to venture forth for the sake of a few fowls ^
but as all men are said to be mad on some point, I am willing to
plead guilty in this respect, and at the same time to acknowledge
that my feathered friends have added greatly to the enjoyment
of life, as well as lessened the wear and tear of a harassing
occupation.

'* Vtdce est desipere in loco" says the Roman whom we all
acknowledge as one of the most worldly-wise of men, and
behind this saying I am content to entrench myself. The train
passing between hills, which in summer must afford some
charming views, brought me to my destination almost before
the Dorking world was awake. When, however, I entered the
Show, which, by-the-by, is held in the Town Hall, a new and
fairly-commodious building, I found that I was not quite so
early as I supposed—some folks were already there, and all the
birds which I should have cared to claim were " sold." My first
impression on entering was that the pens all looked over-
crowded. The Committee at Dorking are evidently fond of the
old-fashioned plan of making up a pen with a cock and two hens
—in fact, no less than twenty classes required three birds to be
entered in one pen. The effect upon the Show in my opinion
was injurious. It is often easy to select one good cock and on©
good hen, but to choose two good hens that match, together with
a first-rate cock, is a different matter. Thus many of the pens
had one bird with a palpable defect; and in class 17 (Blue-
speckled cockerel and two pullets) the feet of the birds were
particularly defective. Nor indeed can birds be seen to advantage
when crowded ; and as the wire pens at Dorking were of the
usual size, while large enough for a pair, they were scarcely
equal to the requirements of a trio.

My next impression in going round the Show was that it was
scarcely up to the standard that might have been expected. I
have carried off honoui's myself there in former years, and
know that they were won in large fields and after a hard fight;
but the contest even in the open classes this year did not seem
severe. Perhaps, as I am older and possibly wiser, my criterion
of excellence may be a higher one. However that may be, I
am assured the Show is not what it has been. The cause, to my
mind, is obvious. If committees fix their shows near the end
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of January, they must not expect fanciers who care for breeding
as well as winning to send their birds. The Show is altogether
too late—much later than it used to be, or, indeed, need be. It
is true the number of shows in December—the month in which
the Show was formerly held—is very great ; but there are not
many shows at the end of December, and this is the time I
would suggest for the Dorking Show. The prizes at Dorking in
the open classes are as good—I believe, indeed, that they are
better, than those at Manchester. Let the latter attract the
northern fanciers, while Dorking could bring together the best
birds in the south. Manchester, too, lasts nearly a week, Dork-
ing two days only. I need not dwell on the difference this would
make in the choice between the two. The entries amounted to
nearly three hundred, divided among thirty-two classes ; of
these five were " open to all England," as the bills on the walls
were careful to inform us. Four classes contained thirty-one
entries, the Selling class thirteen more.

In class 1 {Dorking cock and two hens) Mr. GreenhUl won the
cup with a pen rightly described as " aged." A grizzled breast
and a tail " turning grey " rather marred the appearance of the
cock, while the hens have evidently seen their best days. Mr.
ElUs, a local exhibitor, won the cup in class 2 (cockerel and two
pullets.) The pullets were fair, but the critical declared the
cockerel had a wry tail. I did not think so. The cockerels
(class 3) were poor, the first-prize bird being good in colour, but
of no size. The pullets were also moderate in quality. Col.
Lane's prize pen being but small, though good in colour. The
open Selling class contained a good pair of hens, which won
the first prize, and were successfully carried off at once by an
«nergetic fancier, who soon saw their worth.

I must not occupy your space by going through all the classes,
some of which were good, some decidedly poor. The Local classes
for cock and two hens as well as for cockerel and two pullets
were not worth much. Mr. Clift, however, showed a pair of

.excellent hens, and Mr. Ellis a very fair Dark cockerel. The
"White Dorkings were very poor, some of them not much bigger
than Hambnrghs. Mr. Cubitt showed one good pen, and Lady
Mary Legge would have won a prize had her man not left a ring
or mark roand the leg of one of her birds. There were large
entries of Blue-speckled Dorkings, many of which, however,
were bad in colour and in feet. There are few more handsome
or prettier birds, to my mind, than the Blue-speckled Dorkings

;

and I must own to some disappointment in not seeing more true
and good-coloured birds. Mr. Griffin's pallets (class 19) were
the best coloured birds, as far as I could judge, and very hand-
some they were.
The last of the twenty Dorking classes had twenty-one entries

(sixty-three birds) to compete for four prizes, given by Mr. Clift

to local exhibitors who had never won a prize. They contained
some very fair birds. The remaining classes were made-up of

other varieties, most of them quite moderate in quality. In
Brahmas I expected to find Mr. Pares first, but his cockerel had
a tail which was almost large enough for a Dorking. In
Bantams a pretty pair of Japanese was first. The largest Ayles-
bury Ducks had bad-coloured bills, and so were distanced. In
Geese the prize birds were not true-bred, so that the competi-
tion could not have been very severe.

I looked in vain for a class of those lovely birds—the Silver-
Greys. Is there a more handsome fowl to be found than a good
Silver-Grey cock with his black breast, black tail, and silver-

white hackle ? I think not, and so was sorry to miss the class. I
am told, however, that the difficulty of breeding these birds is

greater than ever; that the hens must now be so light in colour
that you cannot breed good cocks in the same yard. I know not
whether this be true or not; it is, however, to be hoped that the
judges will not improve this variety out of our shows, as they
seem to have done the Spanish. I have an idea in my head (it

may be a delusion), that the Spanish fowl has been almost
ruined for practical purposes by the standard set-up at our
exhibitions. It is to be hoped that the Silver-Greys may escape
a similar fate.

One of our new judges, Mr. M. Leno, awarded the prizes, and
seemed to give general satisfaction. An exhibitor of Dorkings,
who has won as many cups and prizes as anyone in his time,
assured me that he had been carefully through the classes, and
could not put his hand ou a single mistake.— A Dorkinq
Pancieb.
DoBKlNOB.—Colourfrf.—CuPt G. W. Greenbill. 2, Lieut -Col. Lane. 3, Ivery

and Son. he, F. May; E. & A. Stanfori Chickena.—CaB, G. Ellis. 2, K.
Choeuman. 3, G. W. Greenhill.
DoRKiNos.—Co/ourrd.—Cocfccrel.—1, W. J. RuSBell. 2, G. Ellis. Pullets.—1,

Lieut -Col. Lane. 2, J. H. Putney.
lyo&Eisiis.— Culourfd.—ScUinif Class.~-1, G. Ellis. 2 and e, H. Humphrey.

lie, a. W. Greenhill.
DoEKiNos.— Coloured.—1, J. R. Corhett. 2, F. May. 3. E. May. Chickens.—

1, G. Elbe. 2, G. Hine. 3, J. H. Putney, he, H. Mills.
DoEKiNGS.— Cotourcii.—Cocl.-.—1, H. H. Young. 2, E. T. Bennett. Coekerel.

—1. O. EUis. 2. F. Mar. he, H. Mills ; J. H. Putney, c. G. Hine : H. Mills.
Dorkings.—Co(our<ii.—a'-iw.-l. J. Clift. 2. T. H. Perks. )ic. U. Mills, c, E.

Bowshell: Ivery 4 Son; J. H. Putney. PuUeU.—l, J . Clift. 2, J. H. Putney.
he, H. Mills, c, T. Hoad.
DoEKiNOS.— White.— 1, G. Cubitt. 2, C. Maw. 3, Withheld. Chickens.—1,

W. F. Watson. 2. Lady M. Leggc. 3, G. Cubitt.
Do&Einaa.- White.—Coek.-eiize, G. Cubitt. Hcni or Pullets. — Frize, C.

Maw.

DouKiSGB.—Blue-speckled.—1, Virgo & Son. 2, J. L. Playfoot. 3, H. H.
Young. Chickeiui.—l, J. Wood. 2, K. Pittard. 3, H. H. Youni,'. /w. J. L.
Playfoot.
VoRKisGS. — Bhie-ifpeekled. — Cock. — Vrize, Mrs. E. M. Lamb. Hem or

Pullets.—Prize, W. Gnffin. he, Virgo & Son.
Dorkings.— Oii'c" by Mr. Clift to all persons who have neeer won aprize.—l,

J. Morley. 2, J. Hammond. 3. G. Pescud. i, Mrs. E. Chandler, he, G. Yorke,
c, J. Atkinson ; C. Dobson ; J. Warren.
Brahmas.—Prize, J. Mew. he, J. Pares.
Spanish.—Prize, P. RofTey.
Game.—Prize, J. Mew.
Bantams.—Prize. J. E. Bovill. he, J. Mew.
Ui^ucRGUs.- Golden. -Prize, J. W. Trowbridge. Silver, — Prize, Mrs

Trowbridge.
DrcKS.— ir/iite Aylcsbunj.—\, W. F. Wataon. 2, A. Fuller. Any other breed.—1, J. R. Corbett. 2, Virgo & Son.
Geese.—1, A. Batchelar. 2, W. F. Watson. Goslings.—\, W. F. Watson. 2,

J. D. Taylor.
Turkeys.-1, A. Fuller. 2, C. Dobson;

LOWESTOFT POULTRY AxMD PIGEON SHOW.
With a knot of true fanciers as the Committee of Manage-

ment the regulations are sure to give satisfaction, and the Show
held at Lowestoft on the 2l8t and 22nd iust. proved this. The
poultry while in the hands of the Society received the greatest
care and attention, while the catalogue and awards were printed
and dispatched by the same evening's post—a regulation which,
more than any other, gives satisfaction to the anxious exhibitors.
The Show was held in the Drill Hall, the pens being the pro-
perty of the Committee, and of a most substantial kind; those
for poultry were placed in double tiers, with the Pigeons in the
centre of the room on the top of the poultry.
Of Dorkings the winners were Dark Grey. The first were in

splendid bloom, the second being very large and dark, but
broken-feathered, and somewhat out of condition; the third
were good, but young. In Cochins Lady Gwydyr had an easy
victory for the cup with a capital pair of Buffs, the remainder
being also of good quality. In the next class 'Whites stood first,

and Partridge second. Brahmas were not numerous, but some
good bii'ds competed in both classes, a grand pair of Darks
winning the cup; the hen in this pen was the best pencilled
bird we have ever seen. Game (Ked) was a good class, Brown
Beds taking the cup and prizes ; the Duckwings in the Variety
class proved especially good in colour. Spanish were very good,
the cup pair being a well-shown pair of chickens. Hambure/hs.
—Gold-pencils won the cup against the Silvers ; the winners iu
both classes being very good ; the first-named pen were birds
of 1872. Some very good Gold-spanglea were shown, the hena
being especially clear in colour and marking; bnt the cup was
carried off in the next class with a capital pair of Silvers.
French varieties showed-up pretty well, Creve-Coeurs winning
all the prizes. In the Variety class a good pair of Black Ham-
burghs won the cup against the French fowls; the second in
this class being Golden Polands, and third Sultans. Next came
two very large Selling classes, in which were some cheap birds
very readily sold. Bantams, Red Game, were a fair lot; the
winners very good, and the cup for the section awarded there.
In the next class Piles stood first and third, with Duckwings
second. Bantams, Black, were a grand lot ; the first a most
perfect pair, winning also the cup against the Sebrights, which
were, however, very good; the pullets in the Golden variety
were most exquisitely marked, the second-prize pen being a
grand pair of pure Silvers. Some good Booted Bantams were
shown, but few were matched in leg. Ducks, Aylesbury, good,
but Rouens better; those in the Variety class being Kasarka,
Mandarin, and Carolina. Next came the Hon. Secretary's birds,
which were not shown for competition, and comprised some ex-
cellent Dark Brahmas and Carrier Pigeons.
Pigeons came next, and the entries in most of the classes very

good; the Carriers in all cases being a grand display; the cup
for the first seven classes was awarded to a grand Black cock.
Pouters not numerous, but good, and all Whites. Barbs in both
classes only of moderate quality; but the Bald and Beard
Tumblers a good class, the first being Blue Beards, second Ked
Balds of the Short-faced kind, and third Long-faced Blue Balds.
Almonds only four entries, the winners, especially the first,

very good in head properties ; and Fantails one of the best
classes seen of late, the prizes as usual going to Newark.
Dragoons were all named with one exception, some most perfect
birds coming to the front, and the cup for the second half
awarded to a grand pair of Blues; second very sound-coloured
Yellows, and third Reds. Antwerps were, first and third, lled-
chequers, and second Silver Duns, the first and second beiug
Short, and the third Long-faced birds. In the Variety class

there were many nice pens of the fancy kinds, but the first was
awarded to a grand pair of Silver English Owls, the second to

Pigmy Pouters. The local element, for which provision of two
prizes in each class is made, was very strong, showing the
greatest improvement upon previous years, and some birds held
their own against all comers, and carried off several of the prin-
cipal prizes. We are glad to be able to state that the number of

empty pens was far smaller than heretofore.

Dorkings.—1 and Cup, F. Parlett, Great Baddow, Chelmsford. 1 Local. A. S.
Clarke, Lowestoft. 2. Henry Liugwood, Barking, Needham Market. 3, E. W.
Southwood, Fakenham. he, T. ^ H. Heath ; A. S. Clarke ; Henry Lingwood.
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CocnitiB.—Chinamon or BuX7.—l and Cup, Lady Ofwydyr, Ipswich. 2, Major
O. S. bif,'nuld, Norwich. 2 Local, \V. P. Matthews, aorletitoii. 8, W. Sauuaers,
Lowestoft, c, J. Wfttaon. Any othir vaiicty.-l, R. S. S. Woodnato, Pembury,
Toiibrnit,'e Wclia. 2, T. M. Oeiry. Gedney. 2 Local, VV. ilaward, LowosloU.
8, T. L. Nash, Sproughtou, Ipswich, he, Lady Gwydyr.
ISraiimas.— iJnrfc. -1 and Cup, Horace Ltu^wood, Crectiog, Necdham Market.

1 Local and he, H. W. Thirtle, Lowe&toft. 2. G. S. Pearson, Yarmouth. 2
Local, W. P. Matthew. S, J. Wright, LowestofC. c,W. liiunton. Li>jnt.—1,

P. Ilaines. Palgrave, Diss. 2, Horace Linywood. 3 and he, H. Wataon, uringle-
ford, Norwich.
Oamz.—Black and othir Reds —1 And C\iTf, S. Matthew, Stowmarket. 1 Local,

W. Major. 2, H. E. Martin, Sculthorpe, t akenham. 2 Local, C. Clarke. 3, C.
Page, Lowestoft, hr, 8. J. F. Stafford, c, M. Pitch. Any other varu'ty.—[, S.

Matthew. 2, J. W. Fitch, Komford. 3, H. E. Martin.
Spanish.— 1 and Cup, K. Newbitt, Epworth. 1 Local and vhe, W. Carter,

Lowebtolt. 2. F.James, Peckham Rye. 2 Local, W. White. Lowc3tuft. 3, K.
Saunders, he, Major C. J. Ewen ; W. Cropley. c, W. White ; W. Cropley.
Hamburgbs.— (Jci((/fH-in'7ut//crf.—1 and Cup, J. Webbter. 1 Local, A. Smith,

Loweatoft. 2, C.N. J. Kow, Melford. 2 Local. T. bwiitman, Jan., Loweatofi.
S, (i. &J. Duckworth, Church, t'^ic, W. Speakman. /if. J. Hobmson. Hih'cr-

penclUed.—l, J. Webster. 2, J. Robinson. 3, H. & A. Gill. Rawtenstall.
UAyiiiVRons.—Oold-spanijled—l, G. A J.Duckworth. 1 Local and /ic, Papa

^nd luynulds, LoweBtott. 2, W. A. Uyde, Hurst. Ashton-under-Lyue. 2 Local,
J. Miles. Lowestoft. 3. J. Robinson. aUvcr-.'ipariolcd.—l and Cup, Ashton and
Booth, Mottraoi. JIanchester. 1 Local and 2 Local, J. B. Bly, Lowestoft. 2, J.

Rubmson, Garstang. 3, J. Webater. hc,E. Hills; H. R. Platten, jun. ; J.B.
Bly. c, a. Booth.
French.— 1, J. J. Maiden, Biggleswade. 1 Local, J. Wright. 2, W. Cutlack,

jun., Littleport, Ely. 2 Local, Miss E. Smith, Carlton Culville. 3, Miaa J.

Leathes, Fakenham, he, G. VV. Hibbeit; J. Robinson, c, — iJoult.

Any other Vauiety.—1 and Cup, T. A. Wright, Yarmouth (Black Ham-
burghs). 1 Local, A. Smith (Ajidalusians). 2, G. W. Bootbby (Pulands). 2
Local, S. Norton (Andalusians). 8, Miss E. A, Eeles, Southwold (Sultans).

vhc, T. L. Nash (Silkies), he, W. Cullack, jun. (Black Hamburghs); J. M.
Atkinson (Polanda); H. P. Jellicoe (Polaudb); Lady Gwydyr. e, A. Smith
(Andalusians); S. Norton (Andalusians).
Selling Class.— Coffo.—l, W. Carter (Spanish). 1 Local, H. W. Thirtle

{Brahma). 2, Lady Gwydyr. 2 Local, W. White (Spanish). 3, F. Parlett
(Dorking), vhe, H. Do'ws'ett (Brahma), he, P. Hainea (Brahma); H. W.
Thirtle (Brahma); W. Brunton (Buff Cochin); T. M. Derry (Buff Cochin);
Major Biiinold (White Cochin) ; W. Saunders (opanish) ; W. White (Spanish);
H. P. Jellicoe (Golden Pulands); A. Beutley (Black Bantam), c, Rev. s.

Philip (Br.ihma); J. Hill, Brentwood (Brahma); J.S. Pearson (Buff Cochin);
Rev. W. F. Dixon (Butt" Cochiu); E. Saunders (Spanish) ; J. KeeLle, Herring-
tieet (Spanish); S. Butcher, Lowestoft (Monleviedo).
Selling Class.—ifcHS.—l. J. B. Bly (Hamburgh). 1 Local and vhc, W.

While (Spanish). 2, Lady Gwydyr. a Local, Mrs. Saunders, Lowestoft (Buff
Cochin). 3, W, Barrows, Diss (Kiabma). he, H. Dowaett (Brahma); T. L.
Nash (ISrahma); W. Burrows; Miss Waite, Yarmouth (Dorking and Game);
'£. Saunders (Spanish), c, J. Watson (Butt" Cochin); T. L. Nash (Buff Cochin);
Mrs. Saunders (Buff Cochin); Capps A Beckett, Lowestoft (Silkies).

Game li&.:ii:Ayi3.—Blaek and other lieds —1 and Cup, W. E. Newbitt, Epworth.
1 Local, W. Rubbins, Lowestoft. 2, W. F. Eutwisle, Bradford. 3, W. Basker-
ville, Manchester. hc,W. B. Jeffries; W. BaskerviUe. e, S.J. F. Stafford.
Atiy other varieti/.—), W. F. Entwisle. 2, — BaskerviUe. 3, R. Newbitt.
Bantams.—ij^ac A: or White.—1 and Cup, R. 11. Ashton, Mottram, Mancheeter.

1 Local, 2,2 Local, and vhe,T. E. Thinle, Lowestoft. 3, R. Titlow, Hales-
worth. 7ir, J, S. Pearson; C. Reed, c, M. Leno, Markyate Street, Dunstable.
Am/ other I'rtrrc/y.-l, 1 Local, andj'/it;, W. Stringheld, Lowestoft. 2, Mrs. J.

M. Procter, Hull. 2 Local. W. Herrod, Lowestoft. 3, M. Lcno. he, Miss F. E.
Somes ; R. S. S. Woodgate ; F. H. Spashett ; W. Herrod.
DucKs.~Aylesbury.—l,J. N. Waite, Yarmouth. 1 Local, 2, 3, and hc,F. B.

Potta, Wangiord. 2 Local, A. S. Clarke, liouen.—l, H. Dowsett. 1 Local, 2

Local, and lie, J. Wright. 2, F. Parleit. 3, J. N. Waite. e, Rev. W. F. Dixon.
Any other variety,—I and 2, W. Binns, Pudaey, Leeds. S, M. Leno, he, J. N.
'Waite.

PIGEONS.
CARRIEB3.—Cocfc.—1 and Cup, E. Walker, Leicester. 2, W. Minson, St. Ives,

3, W. Sefton, Blackburn, vhc, G. S. Clements, he, U. Y'ardley, Birming-
ham ; J. Stanley. Hen.—l, J. Stanley. 2, E. Walker. 3, H. Yaraley. vhr, K.
Walker; E. W. Nalder. /il-. W. Minson. c, C. T. Tu\vn8end; G. S. Clements.
ro«H(7.—l, E.Walker. 2, W. Sefton. 3, C. H. Clarke, Old Sneinton, Notting-
"faam. /if. E.Walker: C.H.Clarke; F. Ford, Loudon (2); H.Thurlow (2); VV.

E, Nalder, London (3). e. W. E. Nalder.
Pouters.—Cocfc,— 1, C. H. Byford, Ipswich. 2, H. Thurlow. 2, L. Watkins.

Eeiu—\, L. Watkins. 2, Owen i Pearson, Kettering.
Barbs.-I, D. Bedford. Kirkley. 2, H. Yardley. 3. J. Stanley, Blackburn, he,

C Norman; H. Thurlow. Young.~l and 2, H.Thurlow. i Local and c, D.
Bedford. 3, W. H. Tomlinaon, Newark-on-Trent.
TvMBLERS.—Bahh or Beards.~l and 2, W. Woodhouse, Iving's Lynn. 1

Local and 2 Local, C. Cowles, Lowestoft. 3, G. & AV. Banns, Lowestoft, vhc,
T. Holmes ; W. Sefton. he, G. & W. Banna; C. Cowles (J), c, S. Westerdale;
C. Cowles. Any other variety.—J, 2, and 3, J. Ford. 1 Local and he, C. Cowles.
Fantails.—1 and 3, — Tumlinson. 1 Local and 2 Local, F. S. Worthington,

Lowestoft. 2, J. F. Loversidge, Newark, fee, — Tomlinaon ; F. S. Worthing-
ton (2).

Dragoons.—I and Cup, W. Sefton. I Local, 2, 3. and c, A. W. Wren, Lowes-
toft. I'/ic, E.Lee; H. Thurlow; W. Sefton. he,B.. Yardley; J.Stanley; W.
Sefton.
ANTWERPS.—1, A. Bentley, London. 1 Local, D. Bedford. 2, J. Stanley. 2

Local and c, A. Bennett, Lowestoft. 3, W. Binns. vhe, H. Yardley. lie H.
Thurlow; D. Bedford.
Any other Varietv.—I, — Binns. 1 Local and 2 Local, Miss F. E. Somes,

Yarmouth (Danish and Trumpeters). 2, E. Silvester, Dhellield. S, J. H.
Watkine. he, H. Yardley ; J. Atkins (Hyacinth).
Selling Class.— 1, 1 Local, 2 Local, and vhe. A. W. Wren (Yellow and Red

Dragoons). 2, W. Sefton. 3, R. White, he, W. TomJina (Magpies); J.Ford;
Hon. Mrs. Paget (Florentine Runts), e. Miss E. A. Eeles (Runts); W. V.
Long (Black Barbs); A. W. Wren (Yellow Dragoons).

Judges.—Rev, T. L. Fellowes, Honningham. Rectory, Kor-
wich ; Mr, E. Hatton, Pudsey, near Leeds.

PRACTICE VERSUS PROFESSION.
BKOSILEY POULTRY SHOW.

The second attempt at a poultry show at Bromley was in
quantity and quality a success. But how about management ?

The Treasurer has long been known as a poultry theorist, criti-

cises all, yet it would seem that self-knowledge and self-criticism
would be the most applicable in this ill-conducted business.

Ist. A bird, value i'lio, stolen.
2nd. No receipt given for bought pens.
3rd. No notice sent to owners of sold birds, who anxiously

waited their return.
4th. The SelUng Pigeon class omitted altogether in the

official prize-list.

5th. The London, Chatham, and Dover Railway Company
distinctly and in writing deny that auy authority was given for
the publication that birds would returned on their line free,

thus deceiving exhibitors, who now have to pay, and may have
been induced to send peus they otherwise would not have sent.
Further comment is needless.

—

Reportkii.

NEGLECTS BY POULTRY-SHOW SECRETARIES.
I ENTERED two pcus at the late Cannock Show, and included

in the post-office order Id. for a catalogue, and wrote across the
bottom of the certificate of entry that 1 had enclosed Id. for cata-
logue, to be sent off the first day of the Show. My two pens
were exhibited, but to my surprise the catalogue had not
arrived three days after the Show opeucd. Uf course I wrote
to the Secretary, asking the reason, and told him that I expected
it would be sent off immediately, or, if it could not be sent, to
return stamps, less one for postage—but no reply or notice
whatever. I waited a few days, then wrote again—still the
same treatment. Then another exhibitor called upon the
Secretary at Penkridge. He was not at home, but he left word
about the catalogue—still the same effect. Again I wrote,
experiencing the same neglect as before. I think that secretaries
of shows, having money entrusted to them, should at least send
(if they intend to send at all) the second day of the show. It is

very well for a man to jump at the idea that he can conduct a
show, but he should see that its details are carried out properly,
BO that there may be no disappointment to those who have en-
trusted their money to him. Another exhibitor, who won a cup
there, did not know till ten days after the Show. He was
depending on my catalogue being sent.

—

George Roden, PenUf
near Wolv&rhampton.

[We insert the above as one of many similar complaints.
The least that an honest secretary could do would be to return
the stamps, deducting one for postage.—Ens.]

REMOVING FOWLS FROM THE LATE BRISTOL
POULTRY SHOW.

I WAS induced to exhibit a few pens of Dorking pullets, having
a wish to see my birds stand side by side with others, so that I
might be enabled to judge of their merits. On entering the
Show on Saturday I found that my two pens of pullets had
been highly commended, and both claimed ; but guess my
surprise to find that one pen of birds was taken away, not-
withstanding the rule laid down that birds cannot be re-

moved before Tuesday morning. Will auy single-minded ex-
hibitor say I have been fairly dealt by? I have asked for
the addresses of the purchasers of each pen, and that has not
been granted me. I have had birds claimed at the Birming-
ham and Crystal Palace Shows, and have invariably been
furnished with the name of the purchaser. My object in speak-
ing thus through your Journal is the hope that such errors will
not again be repeated.—A Loveb op Fair PiiAT.

THE CORAL-EYED PIGEON.
Anyone who has paid attention to the subject will have per-

ceived a great diversity in the colour of the iris in the eyes of

Pigeons. The Tumbler, Barb, and Jacobin should both be
clearly white or pearl-eyed ; the Pouter should be orange-eyed

;

and the Carrier has a bright red or fiery eye, but nothing to
compare in brilliancy to the eye of a Pigeon bred in India,
which the natives call the " coral eye." I have seen many of

them, and the colour in all cases was light blue with black bars ;

the size about the same as a Flying Antwerp, and with a stout
but not wattled beak. The iris of the eye is of the colour of a
ruby of the finest " Pigeon's blood " tint, and so brilliant and
pure that it can be distinguished, and in fact calls one's atten-

tion, at the distance of 3 yards or more.—J. C. Lyell,

NORTHERN COUNTIES COLUMBARIAN SOCIETY.
The annual meeting of the above Society was held at the

Cathedral Hotel, Manchester, on the 19th inst. The Secretary
laid before the Committee a most satisfactory report of the

finances of the Society, also of an increase in members. Mr.
Ernest E. M. Royds was re-elected President; Mr. J. B. Binder
and Mr. T. H. Ridpeth the Vice-Presidents. The Hon. Secre-

tary is Mr. W. R. Haycroft, 215, Lower Broughton Road, Man-
chester. The Society has now about fifty members, and in some
varieties of Pigeons is very strong. It has done nothing more
about the challenge, but hopes are entertained that it will be
effected this year.

Oxford Poultry Show.—The date for the third Show is fixed

for the 28th and 29th of October. The late Show having finan-

cially, as well as in point of numbers and quahty, proved a

success, it is proposed to increase the value of the cups and
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prizes, and following in the wake of Cambridge, special prizes

in the majority of the classes -will be given to be competed for

by local exhibitors only. Numerous suggestions previous to

the late Show having arrived too late for consideration. The
Committee invite the support and opinion of fanciers \\hoae

breeds are not already represented in the schedule.

COMING BABBIT SHOWS.
-The Fakenham and West Norfolk fourth annual Exhibition,

to be held on February the 3rd and 4th, is the next Show of any
importance to Kabbit fanciers. It has two classes divided in

the usual manner—viz., one for Lops, the other for Any foreign

variety, with moderate prizes (including one for the county

only), and a silver cup value £2 2s. The entries are already

closed. Nantwich follows on February 6th, but is of little or

no importance.
Hanley Grand Show will be held on February 10th and

following two days. This gives four classes and two prizes to

each, besides extra prizes of pottery, &c. The entries, which
close on the 31st inst., will, I hope, be numerous, thus encouraging

Eanley to give more classes next year.

The first Kettering Exhibition is announced to take place on
the 17th and 18th of next month. Although Rabbits are rather

scantily provided for, I wish it success with hopes that it will

increase in classes as it progresses. The classes are three in

number, with three prizes to each of them, and include a

Belling class, which I hope will be well iiUed. Entries close on
the 2nd.

Walsall has three classes, one for length of ears, another for

all properties, and the other is a selling class (price not to exceed

k.1 in the last). There are good prizes to each class, and a

three-guinea cup for competition between them. The Show is

to be held in the Agricultural Hall of Walsall, on February
20th, 21st, and 23rd. The entries are priced low, and close on

the 0th. Mr. Henry Tardley, of Birmingham, is the appointed

Judge, whose awards gave great satisfaction last year.

King's Lynn will give a grand Exhibition on the 26th and 27th

of next month. This Show has no less than seven classes for

Babbits, not very well divided, but, nevertheless, with good

prizes to them. I hope that this first meeting will be well sup-

ported with plenty of entries, since if this is the case, the

Committee will no doubt give more classes and prizes at its

future exhibitions. Altogether King's Lynn has, I think, made
a good start in the right direction. I must not omit to note that

all entries close on the 12th. February is rich in exhibitions for

Eabbits, and will doubtless be welcomed by fanciers ; not less

so, however, is March, but of these I will treat in my next on
the subject.—A E.iebit Fan'Oieb.

BELFAST CANABT SHOW.
This was held in connection with the Poultry and Pigeon

Show, of which the award of prizes was given at page 68. I would
preface my notes thereon by calling the attention of English

fanciers to two things : That the Show merited their hearty

support, and that they didn't give it; in the doing or non-doing of

which, I think they made a great mistake, which, I feel satisfied,

only requires to be pointed out to ensure its non-recurrence.

The somewhat contracted nature of the schedule might possibly,

to a great extent, account for this, though there was ample room
to make up a fair entry in those varieties which are cultivated

on this side of the water. There might also be some hesitation

in sending birds across the sea; but on that score let me assure

exhibitors there is no ground for apprehension. Birds dispatched

from almost ajiy part of England by either of the usual routes

on the evening of one day land in Ireland next morning, and the

quietest and warmest part of the journey is in the saloon of the

steamer. The question of transit should really be no bar to the

success of a show in the sister isle.

Just a word in the ear of exhibitors and Canary fanciers gene-

rally. You all know as well as I how desirable it is that Canary
shows should be in the best possible hands, and what an excel-

lent thing it would be if they were more frequently held in

connection with first-class poultry shows, with the liberal scale

of prizes and other incentives to emulation which the funds of

wealthy societies are in a position to offer. There can be no
doubt that a display of cage and song birds is a great adjunct to

any show ; for though among the crowds of visitors who throng
the avenues of poultry and Pigeon exhibitions there is, as in

all similar gatherings, a large proportion who look on with the

critical eye of a fancier, there is a much larger proportion who
visit shows simply as sight-seers ; and the more attractive the

spectacle can be made, independently of its intrinsic excellence,

the greater will be the concourse of visitors, which means influx

of revenue and consequent financial success.

Surely there is as much to attract and interest the ordinary

sight-seer in a display of birds as in pens of Geese, Ducks, or

Turkeys, which, mustering in comparatively small numbers, and

presenting by no means an imposing spectacle when viewed from

other than a critic's standpoint, yet absorb a considerable portion

of the prize funds. And the music, too, will bear comparison.

A recitative from a Goose with chorus from surrounding pens is

more noisy than melodious, and not more attractive than the

delicious melody which greets the ear when some hundreds of

songsters are chanting their lays in notes which give a life and

cheerfulness known only to the bird show. I know very well

that poultry takes the lead in every way, and do not begrudge

it the enviable position it has attained ; but I don't feel disposed

to be " sat upon " by cats ! If pussy has now become an object

of attraction—and they are trying to breed cats up to standard

markings, to produce tortoiseshcll Toms and yeUow-striped

Queens—surely there is hope for us ! The breeding and exhibi-

tion of high-class poultry and Pigeons is the luxury of the

wealthy, while our quieter but deeply-interesting hobby is

essentially the child of the working-man, the companion of the

unobtrusive thinker, who loves to be absorbed in such a pursuit

rather than in the many objectionable pastimes which beset the

path of the artisan, glad to find some relief for the mind after

the drudgery of his daily toil. StiU, each in its way is but a

hobby, widely differing in character and treading a different

walk ; and I think all true fanciers and admirers of the best of

evrything of its kind should recognise the breadth of idea and

liberality of those who, in organising an exhibition of their own
particular speciality, do not confine it selfishly to that which

they alone admire, but open their purse-strings to make the

exhibition more comprehensive, and embrace every variety of

domestic bird, from the lowly tenants of the poultry-run and

the wonders of the Pigeon-loft, down to the equally wonderful

varieties of modern Canaries, and the more modest but not less

interesting songsters of our woodlands, or the less melodious

but more gorgeously-attired denizens of far-off lands. I see no

reason why, duriug a great portion of the year, poultry shows

and bird shows should not go hand in hand, and am well assured

each would be mutually benefited.

"The best route is to Stranraer, and then by steamer to

Larne—about three hours' passage, and in daylight. Tours

truly W G Mulligan." Yours truly W. G. Mulhgan had said,

in a previous note, something about Fleetwood and Barrow ;
but

a reference to the map showed it was a roundabout way, ending

in a long dotted line, indicating the track of the Belfast steamers.

The dotted line was far too long for me. It looks very weU on

the map ; but half a day at sea when the Fitzroy drums are

hoisted is not so well, try it. Commend me to the Stranraer

route with only three hours' sea passage, and m daylight, io

arrive in time for the steamer necessitates an early start ;
but

the view at daybreak amply repays for any inconvenience of

that sort Daylight saw us at Castle Douglas, and thence to

Stranraer the line runs through the wildest country. One

sometimes sees bits of warm colouring m hiU scenes specially

in chromos, and we wonder whether such things are ; but no art

could depict the wild beauty of this corner of Scotland ;
and

were it coloured true to nature, few would beheve m the

nicture To one living in a district where the winter landscape
•

of the chessboard pattern, with large black and green squares

interspersed here and there with homesteads, pretty enough in

its way it was something new to travel for many a mile through

the gi-and old hills, many of whose lofty ridges were sprinkled

with snow, while on their rugged sides and in the valleys the

rich hues of autumn still lingered in warm glowing tints, unlike

anything but themselves. No trace of any habitation was visible

for mUes, except occasionaUy a rude peat-thatched hut, and no

signs of life other than a few sheep, with snowy fleeces, or a small

drove of rough, wild-looking, shaggy oxen, with now and then a

few Grouse, which, disturbed by the passage of the iron horse,

took wing lazily, and settled down again quietly when the rush

was over One or two stops (at one of which a Cochin, which I

saw fall off a barrow at CarUsle, then turned upside down, and

finally almost pitched into the van, broke the silence with that

peculiar crow and a cadenza in A minor, m which hia heart

delights), and we pulled up at the rude open platform on

Stranraer pier, where the "Princess Louise was waiting to

eive us a taste of " about three hours' passage, and in (Jayligbt;

Yours truly W. G. Mulligan, who sat at home at ease, how little

did you think upon the dangers of the seas when you lured four

unsuspecting victims on board that steamer! For besides

myself and Mr. Baxter, it transpired tliat my colleagues, Mr.

Jones and Mr. Leno, were on board, and had traveUed with us

and the melancholy Cochin from Carlisle.

The little town of Stranraer is charmingly situated at the

south end of Loch Ryan, which, a fellow voyageur assured me
in a Scotch accent, was the prettiest salt-water lake in Great

Britain. If there be prettier, pretty indeed must they be. Horse-

shoe-shaped and enclosed by hills, it presents a noble sheet of

water up which we steamed for some thirty or forty minutes at

fourteen knots in smooth water, during which few minutes of

peace most of the saloon passengers mdulged in breakfast. I

didn't. I couldn't quite make up my mind whether it would

prove a freight to be carried comfortably in a heavy sea. bome

cargoes are apt to shift. So I stowed myself quietly away, and
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watched the tarpaulins being placed over the baggage, and the

canvas awnings rigged to windward, and other signs of prepa-
ration for a dusting ; while my Scotch friend pointed out the
beauties of the Loch and the little village of Cairnryau, with its

white cottages, its church, and its lighthouse, dotted like baby-
bouses on the east shore under the shelter of the high land.

Before emerging from the Loch into the open sea most of the
passengers came on deck. One naturally takes stock on such an
occasion, and I was rather impressed with an Ulster coat, seal-

skin cap, long greyish beard and short meerschaum, which said
how it had enjoyed the fried fish below. Fried fish! hot ! and
the " Princess Louise " evidently beginning to be drunk and
rolling about in a most improper way. But the Ulster coat
seemed to enjoy the fun, and was evidently in for three hours'
enjoyment—and in daylight. Beside me was a horserug, and
under it was Mr. Baxter; and by-and-by, when the " Princess "

was behaving in a way altogether beyond the bounds of common
decency, I saw the Ulster coat and the horserug going through
a most expressive pantomime, backing, and filling, and tacking,
with the intention of speaking each other ; and ultimately

—

(whether Mr. Baxter brought the Ulster coat or the Ulster coat
brought Baxter I wo'n't hazard an opinion, but my impression
is each was glad to hold on to the other)—the Ulster coat was
introduced to me as Mr. Jones. We shook bauds, but I didn't
rise ; I thought if I did something else might rise, and, as my
Scotch friend {who had vanished) said, " it comes on you in a
moment." Another half-hour, and we were fairly in for it.

Loch Ryan was far astern, and Lough Larne on the Irish coast
was far ahead. Away to the north, Ailsa Craig loomed in the
distance like a huge sugarloaf, and the only craft I could see
were a screw collier and a schooner apparently bound for the
Clyde ; and the heavy seaa, after giving us a pitch and a roll,

and jumping over the paddle-boxes, and over the engine-room,
and down my neck, chased one another in a wild galop after the
screw and the little schooner ; and after taking a peep on board
rushed on to spend their strength on Ailsa Craig. I had
experienced a deal of chaff before leaving home, and the horrors
of the middle passage had been so pleasantly depicted by
sympathising friends that at one time I was considering the
advisability of going into training on a swing and taking regular
exercise in a mild way in a rocking-chair. The fate of the
wretched inan who, in describing his sensations when sick, said,

"At first I was afraid I was going to die, but at last I was afraid

I wasn't," was held up as a warning to me, but none of these
horrors overtook me ; and by the time we got under the shelter
of the Irish land, and what remained of Mr. Leuo, who had been
stowed away below, had been brought up out of the saloon, and
Larne opened the arms of its friendly little Lough to welcome
us to Ireland, I was ready to averthat the " three hours' passage,
and in daylight," was a most enjoyable part of our journey. An
hour's ride by rail, skirting Belfast Lough all the way, and we
were in the metropolis of the North of Ireland, and, chartering
a " kyar," were soon deposited at the " Imperial."—W. A.
Blaxston.

(To be continued.)

OvEKFEEDiNG FowLS.—lu my experience of keeping fowls I

have been more troubled with overfeeding than with any other
poultry ailment. I have just lighted upon the following fable

of iEsop:—"A woman possessed a hen that gave her an egg
every day. She often thought with herself how she might obtain
two eggs daily instead of one, and at last to gain her purpose
determined to give the hen a double allowance of barley. From
that day the hen became fat and sleek, and never once laid

another egg." This fable may notbe generally known.—C. H. S.

FEEDING BEES, AND HONEY EXHIBITIONS.
"A Lanarkshire Bee-keeper" expresses surprise at the

mode of feeding advocated by myself, which is in the main
similar to that recommended by Mr. Pettigrew. The fact is that
I for my part find the bottle not always to be relied upon.
Given every favourable circumstance, the hives populous, and
the bees hungry, the bottle placed just over the greatest mass of

them, the weather warm enough, and the food of the exact con-
sistency, neither too thin nor too thick, then I grant the bottle

is the best feeder of my acquaintance, and I have tried a great
variety in my long experience. But what if any, or perhaps all,

of these circumstances be wanting? In point of fact, this
feeder, good as it is in itself, often fails in saving a hive, and
particularly in cases where the bee-keeper is mostly absent
from home by day and cannot watch his hives. The pages of
The Journajl op Horticulture bear witness to the frequent
disappointments which have followed from its sole use in times
of trial. Expcrto crcde. As to the " fuss of feeding so hur-
riedly," all I can say is that oftentimes the sooner it is over the
better. It may be prolonged with advantage at times when it

is desirable to keep up (as in autumn), or to quicken {as in spring)
the breeding of young bees; but in most cases, and always late
in the year when it is desired simply to bring a hive up to a

proper weight of food, it is obvious that the sooner it is over the
better. To prolong feeding unnecessarily is to stimulate the
hive unnecessarily, and that at a time when every bee's life is

precious, and the risks of loss are great. Surely, then, the
quicker it is over the better. I must add that I do not recom-
mend " pouring 2 lbs. of sugar at a time on a hive of bees."
And now to another subject. I must confess that I read with

amazement the open defence in your columns of the 22nd inst.

of the " unrestricted " exhibition of supers, such as were ahowa
at Manchester last year. All I can say is, that I for one should
decline to suljscribe to or to visit any such exhibition in future.
After all, where is the difference in the cases put forward by
your correspondent Mr. Bagshaw, and branded justly by him,
and cases hke that to which I have alluded 1 " To sell sugar
syrup tor honey, or foreign honey as the pure nectar of English
flowers, is right down dishonest, and deserves visiting with as
severe punishment as any other fraud." Well and good. But
where is the difference in my offence if I exhibit, as the bona,

fide produce of a stock of English bees in any given summer, a
super which is filled with honey artificially gathered (not from
flowers by the bees themselves), and artificially stored in cells

which are not of the bees* own constructing ? Here is " a dis-

tinction without a difference !" If the object of exhibitions be
merely to gratify a gaping curiosity—to produce " something
strikingly grand for visitors to look at," as Mr. Pettigrew puts
it, then we are going in for " Barnum " to an extent that is

destructive of all reality and truth, and I answer unhesitatingly
that " shows (of this kind) have a demoralising tendency." ji

it be legitimate to " resort to every method that art can suggest
to accompUsh the desired result," why stick at any cheatery or
dishonesty ? I may be very old-fashioned, and my notions very
out of date, but I confess that I rarely attend any exhibitions of

flowers and fruits, or poultry, because of the shameless tricks

which are "perfectly understood" to be practised in order to

produce " something strikingly grand " in the way of effect.

The same applies to the enormously fat cattle and pigs which
have been exhibited at Smithfleld and other shows of a like

kind. The result is disease, and not wholesome meat. When
shows were first instituted, the object certainly was not to

astonish the vulgar, but to improve our methods of production,
to stimulate industry and enterprise in that direction, and to

push reality to its utmost limits in every department of horti-

culture and agriculture. It has had a marvellous success, but I
challenge contradiction to assert that that success has been
owing to art apart from truth.—B. & W.

OUK LETTER BOX.
Bromley Poultry Show.— The first prize in "Bantams, any other

variety," was awarded to Mr. Charles Reed for Blacks. (H. Ritchie).—You
should return the birds wrongly sent to you, and demand from the Secretary
your own birds or the ^20 at which they were catalogued. If you have
neither sent to you, consult youi* attorney. {£*. C).—You certainly ought to

have had your birds before the 16th; but who wag in fault, the Secretary or
the railway oflicials ? The third prize for Light Brahma hens we are in-

formed was awarded to Hr. J. Mitchelij and that Mr. E. J. Beeves received

an extra prize.

Bantams with other Fowls (X. Y. Z.).—If your " common fowls " are

such as Dorkings and Brahmas, they might be in the Bamo run without fear

of the Bantam chickens being cross-bred.

Hens NOT Answerins Expectations {Thomas).—We think yon have no
remedy. Hens when removed to another yard are liable to iiregularity ; and
the conclusive bar to any claim against the vendor is that you saw the hea
and bought her, having only a doubt about her age. You have no proof to

show she is older than was represented.

Egg-producers {Welhy).—We did not mention the Hamburghs, Those we
did name lay nearly as many eggs, and those they lay are much larger. We
repeat we should keep either Spanish or Creve-Cffiurs. We would give them
the run in the orchard ; and if you are disposed to try Hamburghs, turn some
Golden-spangled into the street. Your orchard range will accommodate a
larger number than you name. You must secure winter eggs by keeping
spriiig pullets.

Rroody Brahmas {N. T.I.—" What," said my aunt, "shall I do vrith this

boy '} " " Give him some breakfast," said Mr. Dick. It was what the boy wanted,
and it was the right thing to do. What are you to do with broody Brahmas ?

Let them sit. It is what they want, and it is the best thing for you to do.

Give them thirteen eggs each. They will hatch most of them, and they will

be the most easily-reared chickens of the year, and the most saleable birds.

We wish we had them. We are praying for broody hens, and seeking them
far and near. You have bought fourteen pullets since December 4(h. They
have laid 104 eggs—lowest value 17^. 4«L In three weeks yon will have from
eighteen to twenty chickens. In the meantime you have four pullets still

laying, and the two about to change their occupation will lay again in March.

We congratulate you on your success. No amount of management could

enable you to do better.

Fo^xs IN Very Small Space (L. A. B.).—You may keep a cock and three

hens, either Brahma, Cochin, Spanish, or Crtve-Co^ur, subject to providing

them with grass on growing soda
;
green food, as lettuce, iVc, and small heaps

of road grit. If the yard is paved, you must cover it some inches thick with

gravel or grit.

Arrangement of Cocks and Hens {J. P.).—As many hens and broods as

you have may be put together. It does not make the slightest difference

You may also run all your birds together. We advise you. however, to remove
two of the cocks in March and another at the end of April.

Black Bantams {Bantnw).—We do not believe you can use a WTiite cock

without injury to youi- breed unless you have hens or pullets that have been
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kept apart. You will be too late for this year, bat yon whonlil bay or borrow
the best cock yoa can find and put liim to your own puUetn. Save all the eggs
for sittinR, and next season you will have froBh blood thi'oughout the ran.

Wherever it is wanted to breed the best of anything there should always be a
reserve yard or pen.

The Poultry Harem (W. D.).—Your average of eggs is far above oar
experience, and we are sure far above that of most of oar readers and cor-

respondents. Oar theory is, four hens to a cock in January, six in February,
eight in March, and no rule afterwards. We speak of the runs where the
eggs are laid that we intend to set.

Eggs ELonD-sTAiNED (Soldier).—Have yon been using stimulating food to
promote laying ? If yon have, that is tlio cause. Whether you have or not,

sometliing the hens eat causes the appearance of which you complain.
Whether by accident or design you leave the beaten track, you are sure to go
astray. If yon will feed on ground oats or harleymeal morning and evening,

on some maize or table scraps at mid-day, and avoid all things that are said to

be so good for fowls, you will have proper eggs. If youi- fowls are kept iu

confinement you must supply them with fresh earth and growing grass.

Hens' Nests (E. H.).—A basket will make a sitting place for a hen, so will

a butter-tub sawn in half. The sooner you set Dorkings the better. We
prefer the Rouen to the Aylesbury Duck, unless you wish to eat very early

duckliuga. It is essential for egi^s that they should be damped before hatch-
ing. Failing that, some die iu the shell, Komo come out weak. In the case

you mention the hen left her eggH every morning in all weathers to feed, and,
unless your climate has differed from all we know, she could not do that
without returning to her nest wet through.

Varieties to PnEFER [Young Fancier).—You may keepSpanieh, Hondan,
Crt've-Cceur, or Brahma, wo think the latter. If the run he not grass you
must provide them with it. Let the door of the house be in one comer and
not in the middle.

Various (Jack).—You may give all your scraps. We give no artificial foods.

Feed your Creve-Coeurs on ground oats, harleymeal, scraps, and a little

maize, and if they have a grass tun they will do well. Some say the hybrid
Pheasants you mention breed, wa do not think they do.

Brahma Characteristics (Brahma).—The Brahma hen has no tail as
the word is understood in other l»reeds. save the Cochins ; there is merely a
rise from the ramp terminating in a point, instead of getting wider towards
the end as in other breeds. The cock's tail should be carried neither hori-

zontally nor erect, hut midway. An erect tail is a defect.

Bone Dust for Fowls (Idem).—We do not believe in feeding on bones.
It is a mistake. Fowls are not different from other things. The natural food
of a fowl supplies all that is necessary for growth and the formation of bones.
Doctors do not prescribe bones for infants, and birds in a state of nature
cannot get them. If you will supply good ground oats and harleymeal or
other corn in which the hull is ground with the flour, you have all you want.
All the material of bone and sinew is especially found in the hull of oats.

Maize for Fowls (L. A. B.).—Maize is an adjunct. It is not good food
by itself, as its property is to make fat. It may be given as one In three
meals, but not more. It should be given raw, and its merit as winter food is,

that the small birds cannot pick it up. Ground oats and harleymeal mixed
with a small portion, say a twelfth, of peameal served slack in a trough, is the
best food for fattening Tui-keys. The largest Geese are the Toulouse ; they
commonly attain the weight of 20 lbs., and are of undeniable quality. They
lay large numbers of eggs, but do not sit.

A Non-loving Cockerel f-Bm'tmn).—Such dishkes are rare, but they
occur sometimes. In the experience of forty years we have only met with it

once. We should try the gentleman longer.

Numerous Deaths (Boijnton).—Wholesale and speedy death can only he
accounted for by poison, and we believe this is your case. Many animals ai'e

strangely affected by disinfectants.

Houean's Hock Broken (Sam).—Your Houdan cock is useless. If the
bird is cured (?) he will have a stiff leg. We answered your question as
plainly as we could. A bird hatched in 1873 is uot a cockerel in February,
1874. The mistake is with those who made the list. A bird hatched in
January, 1S73, is. in February, 1H74, thirteen months old and an adult. No
judge in the world can tell the difference between a hen of thirteen months
and one of two years. They may guess at the cocks, but they cannot be sure.
If at a show in February there is a class for chickens they must, of necessity,
be birds of the previous year. It opens a door for false entries.

Cocks Fighting (Rm in Urhe).—Tho only cure is to let them fight it out.

If they are only in fair proportion to the opposite sex there will be no fighting.

We have a hundred Brahma hens running with twenty cocks—we have not
had a fight. If you are disposed to overcome the pugnacity of your birds,
employ a boy, furnished with a long rod to which an empty pillow-case should
be tied at the end ; when two begin fighting, let him buffet both alternately
with the pillow-case—they will soon leave off.

Points in a Show Dragoon (IT. T. C.).—Dragoons should not he large
birds, hut of moderate size, neat and compact in form, tight in feather,
have sharp-pointed wings, bo broad in shoulder, with butts well displayed,
and narrow-rumped. The head should belong and straight; skull narrow,
well-developed at the back. The eye should be largo and prominent; the
lash, cera, or flesh-wattle uniform, equal, white, and circular, with but little

of it. The wart upon the beak should be small, and not overhanging. The
neck should be long, slender, and graceful; the carriage erect; the legs long,
clean, and angular; the feet largo. The general bearing of these birds is of a
timid, tremulous kind, invariably displaying a shEiking and nervous tempera-
ment. Blue Dragoons should be of a good sound colour upon the sides of the
wings, head, belly, thigh, back, and tail. The head is generally of rather a
darker hue ; the neck also dark, and gorgeously illuminated with bright
iridescent colours, and terminating in a distinct and circular line upon the
Bhouliers, breast, and back, thereby producing a pleasing contrast with the
lighter and less brilliant parts of the body; the lower extremity of the wing
coverts has two nan'ow and jet-black bars nmning obliquely, and terminat-
ing just above the thigh

; the tail also has a band of black about an inch
wide, and within a quarter of an inch of its end ; the flight feathers are dark.
The beak also must be dark ; the eye of a bright red colour; and the legs and
feet red, and with dark nails.

Matin-c. Ked Cock Jacorin or Turbit (Amateur).^As you want a solid
dee 1-red colour, failing obtaining mates of that colour, we would advise your
mating your birds to good blacks.
Pigeon's Beak Broken (Constant Readrr).^The bird suffers from the

broken beak ; and although he may appear to feed well, it is evident he does

not. We use for the destruction of all parasites carbolic acid and water—one

part in fifty. It requires to be carefully used, but it is infallible as a destroyer

of all parasites.

Transferring Bees (C. H. E.).—We thorouglily understand your questions,

but cannot advise you to follow the "Old Man's" plan of getting bees to

leave their hive. We have never found a queen to leave its hive when treated

as the "Old Man" suggests. Many of the bees go back to the old place,

but will not stay in an empty hive. They molest the other hives standing

near in seeking a home. We think the " Old Man's " plan carried into

practice would be ruinous to nine hives out of ten. The other way of driving

or shaking the bees out is more certain of success, and easy of accom-
plishment.
Parrot Self-plucked (K. T1^).—Your Indian PaiTot has contracted a very

bad habit which is common among such birds when kept long in confinement.

All the varieties of Parrots are fond of gna^ving, and when not able to gratify

this natural propensity they bite-off their feathers. To pravent your bird de-

stroying its plumage, fasten a piece of wood inside its cage with wire, with

which you wiU fiud it will amuse itself. Change its food as often as possible

by giving it fruit, boiled rice, nuts, &c., and a little magnesia might bo occa-

sionally put into its drinking trough. By no means let it have any fat with

its food, and discontinue its bath, or the bird may take cold at this season.

If this treatment has no effect see sketch in Journal of Horticulture for

another remedy, date July 8rd, 1873. No. 640.

Glazing an Aquarium (An Amateur).—If the putty is put only between
the glass and the frame, and the glass fits closely, not the shghtest injuiy to

the fish, &c., will occur.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 5V 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; Altifcude 111 feet.

DlTE.
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wasteful of all is a hot-water or steam-heating apparatus with-

out the addition of smoke fiuea. From the most perfect of

these the gases of combustion must pass off at a temperature
hardly under 212°, for the water cannot abstract heat below

its own temperature ; but in practice even this result is never
approached.
In the best ordinary steam engines the proportion of boiler

exposed to the action of the fire and hot gases is not less than
5 or 6 square feet for every pound of coal consumed per hour,

yet the air as it escapes from the chimney has a temperature

of 500° to 800". The Cornish engines expose a very much
larger boiler-surface. I have not the figures at hand, but
possibly some of your correspondents could supply them. If

a good marine or fixed engine, carefully watched by a stoker

who adds fuel every few minutes that it may burn clear and
bright, and presenting a boiler-surface to the fire to the extent

above mentioned, is only able to extract 7000 units of heat
from coal which actually yields 14,000, how enormous must be

the loss of heating power in an ordinary hot-water boiler, in

which a change of fuel is expected to last many hours without
attention, in which the boiler- surface instead of being at the

rate of 6 square feet per pound of coal per hour is probably
not one-tenth of that extent, in which the smoke is hardly at

all consumed, and the temperature of the effluent gases at

the chimney top is probably not much below a red heat.

—

J. BoiB KiNNBAB, Guernsey.

(To be contiuoed.)

PEACH FOBCING.
Forced Peaches will require more than ordinary care this

season. August—a very important month to those who have
to force early fruit—was very wet and dull, at least in the

western counties, and not at all suited to the ripening of wood
and fruit buds. Where attention had been given early in the

season, and no more shoots allowed to grow than were really

necessary, sufficient would probably be so far matured before

the dull weather not to be materially injured by it.

Trees shut-up at the beginning of December, and kept at

from 45° to 50°, wUl now be in full flower if the wood was well

ripened, and anything we can do to assist them at this un-
natural season ought not to be delayed a day. It is not only

this season's fruit we have to think of, for the permanent
health of the trees ought always to take the first place in our

thoughts. Everyone will allow that the act of setting the

flowers is a great strain on the tree's energies ; I believe it even
greater than during the process of stoning, because at the time

of stoning the trees are in thoroughly good growth, whereas at

tho flowering time they have scarcely commenced to grow, also

there is generally less light and natural warmth to assist them.

Whether I am right or wrong in this, it is clear it is easier

for a tree to set a hundred flowers than it is to set a thousand.

There are many flowers so placed that if allowed to remain no
fruit good for anything could be formed there, owing to want
of space, want of light, &c. It is a good plan to begin by
picking off all those that are weak or misplaced, or not accom-

panied by a wood bud, the backward ones, and those at the

base of the shoots, thin clusters of blooms, and those on the

weaker shoots severely, also thin the lower part of the tree

and horizontal branches more than the upper portion ; leave

flowers on the upper sides of the branches and those at the

extremities of the shoots in preference to those at the base
;

in short, leave them as much as possible where there is room,
Ught, and vigour. Of course, I am supposing that the points

of the shoots are well ripened, otherwise the blooms there will

not be perfect, and must give way to those that are. Many
will say. Leave all the flowers untU you see which do set.

That is not at all scientific gardening, and as I have already

pointed out, more than half of them are useless if they do set.

There is, then, evidently a chance to assist Nature, and she will

amply repay in future seasons, if not in the present one. It is

of no use to be timid about it ; a timid man can never make a

successful gardener. Of course, a due amount of caution is

always necessary. I thin my flowers much more than I shall

advise my readers to do at present.

The flowers that are left should not be tampered with in any
way. They will always set naturally if they are healthy, and if

they are not healthy nothing you could do to them would
cause them to bring forth perfect fruit. They should always

have air night and day from tho time the buds commence to

swell, and a temperature of from 45° to 50' at night and in dull

days, allowing a rise of 20° or 30° by sun heat, with abundance

of air. Do not commence disbudding too early or too severely,

rather stop the points of the shoots at first that you intend to

take off. Give the border a stimulant in the ehape of warm
liquid manure, if it is at all exhausted, as soon as some of the
leaves are grown to their full size. At any rate take care it is not
at all dry inside. I do not advise surface-sprinkling of borders
so often as it is usually done ; it makes them sour and imper-
vious to air. Once or twice a-week will be sufficient even in
bright weather.

Finish thinning altogether when the fruit is the size of a
small marble : it is not good gardening to wait and see which
will fall at stoning. The same rule applies at this period as

at setting the flowers. It is easier for the tree to form a
hundred stones than to form two hundred ; and if my directions

are carried out as to thinning the flowers, &c., the fruit will not
be so likely to fall at stoning. If any should fall after proper
thinning, it is simply a warning that something is not quite

right, and must be attended to before another forcing season
commences. Probably a few broken bones and a Uttle new
loam would put all to rights.

It is important to bear in mind that the Peach will not be

hurried during the stoning period ; it will bear a good deal of

forcing both before and after, but during that time fire heat
should be used very cautiously.—W. Tatlob, Longleat.

CALADIUMS AND ALOCASIAS.
As ornamental plants, and from their fine habit and exquisite

foliage, they are worthy a place in every collection of stove

plants. No one shown through my stove but is filled with

delight when seeing Caladium argyrites. It is indeed a gem
from the banks of the Amazon. Caladium Chantinii was
thought beautiful, but now it is quite in the shade compared
with the many varieties since introduced.

They are of most easy culture, and ought to be more largely

grown than they are, as well as Alocasia metallica with its

magnificent bronzy foUage—one of the most glorious stove

plants that we have.

It has been said that they are so difficult to grow, and
these notes on their culture are written to show how they may
be grown from the time they are at rest till they unfold their

beauteous foUage in the summer.
When they have shed their foliage place them in such a

position that they may be readily examined. Give them just

water enough to keep them firm ; this is of great importance.

The water should be of the same temperature as the stove.

In some places it is customary to place them on shelves or

under the stages till wanted in spring, hence the many
failures. As soon as the first symptoms of growth are visible

turn out the bulbs and carefully remove the soil from the

tubers, clear away all decayed roots, and see whether the

tubers are perfectly sound ; if any decayed parts appear, scrape

them away and apply a little powdered chalk. The compost

should be good sandy peat and decayed leaf mould in equal

parts, with a liberal addition of silver sand, a good sprinkling

of charcoal broken-up finely, and old decayed cow dung,

taking the precaution to kill all worms and insects. Give good

drainage, cover it with a layer of turfy peat, and fill-up with

compost, just covering the bulb, and pack the soQ round it.

Give a gentle watering just to settle the soil, and plunge the

pots in cocoa-nut fibre refuse, temperature about 65° to begin

with. Great care is required not to saturate the soil with

water, but let it be given according to growth. I usually place

a bell-glass over mine, it adds greatly to the beauty of the

foliage, and when they have reached their full vigour take it off.

They require shade during the hot sunny part of the day.

Frequently give them liquid manure, they Uke it and make a

splendid growth. I grow mine in a temperature of 80° to 85°.

Alocasia metallica, a native of Borneo, requires a compost

of very rough fibrous peat mixed with a little well-decayed

leaf mould, and a plentiful supply of sharp silver sand. The

pots should be well drained, for although this plant likes to be

freely watered whilst it is growing rapidly, yet nothing is so

injurious to it as water stagnating about the roots. While

young it should be grown under a hand-glass with the pots

islunged in a bottom heat of about 80. The atmosphere in

which it is grown should be kept very moist, especially during

spring and early summer. It must be shaded from direct sun-

shine.—F. P. LnCKHUEST.

Dk. HofiG Grape.—I was very pleased on reading the account

given by " J. W. 0." of this fine new white Grape (see page 53).
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The results there stated as being the produce of what is gene-

rally termed a planting cane grown iu a 10-iuch pot aro a

sufficient guarantee of the good properties of this variety.

At any rate, the weight (8J lbs.), and quality considered

worthy of being placed on an exhibition table, are enough to

stamp Dr. Hogg Grape as one of the best recent introductions,

and one which I think Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, has great

reason to be proud of bringing before the public.

From the description given by"J. W. 0.," it is quite evi-

dent that we may expect something from the variety in ques-

tion when stronger Vines are grown. I was appointed one of

the judges at a local show, and there, for the first time, saw
this splendid (irape. On turning to my note-book I find that

the dish of Dr. Hogg received the highest number of points

given for White Grapes, with the following remarks :—Bunches
12 inches long, tapering ; berries well set, of good size and
excelleut flavour. If " J. W. 0." will allow me to take away
the latter initial, and substitute Osberton iu its place, I think

it would have more influence with the readers of The Joubnal
OF HoRTicoLTnEE. I am led to make the above observation

by the fact that the Grapes which came under my notice were

products from those noted gardens, of which I think ere long we
shall hear more in the way of Grapo and other fruit-growing.
— Josh. Jefferson, Carlton House Gardens, Worksop.

THE 4PPLE, AND HOW TO PRUNE AND
TRAIN IT.

What is " to prune ? " To prune is to out off or otherwise

sever a limb or branch of a tree, and the object sought to be

obtained thereby is the regulation of the vegetation of the plant.

In the pruning of fruit trees we have a double object in view

—

first, the formation of the plant whilst in its young and grow-

uig state, according to some pre-arranged style or form ; and
secondly, inducing that plant to produce good crops of fruit.

The treatment required for the one is necessarily quite distinct

from that needful for the attainment of the other object, and
will therefore be considered separately.

In pruning as applied to training, it may in the first place

be remarked that the immediate effect of pruning or the cut-

ting-off of any portion of a plant is the concentration of a

greater supply of sap in the parts that are left—that is, the

sap wiien it commences to flow, instead of having to be spread

over the whole, is then all concentrated in the parts that are

left. Hence by pruning we secure greater vigour and a stronger

growth. This is more immediately applicable to winter prun-

ing, or pruning after active vegetation has ceased. The result

of all such pruning, it may be repeated, is to produce ijreater

vigour. In this way, therefore, are we able to regulate by
judicious pruning the growth of our trees. Be it understood

that these remarks on pruning refer to cutting to buds that are

in a condition to put forth shoots, and not to the amputation

of limbs, as may be at times necessary as well. Bearing this

in mind, therefore, it is apparent that if we want a particular

tree or shoot to grow strongly we ought to prune it severely,

and if a weak growth only is required then our pruning has to

be reversed. Let us take, for example, two shoots on the same
tree of the same season's growth, the one several feet iu length

and strong like a Willow, the other a weakly shoot of a few

inches. The ordinary and natural plan is to cut the strong

shoot back to the same length as the weaker, which is not

pruned at all. This at the time of pruning gives the tree a

uniform sort of appearance, but it is altogether wrong and
extremely injurious. The weaker shoot should be pruned back

BO as to compress its forces on a few buds and induce it to put

forth a stronger shoot, which it will assuredly do ; and the

strong shoot should be left at nearly its entire length, and, its

forces being spread over many buds, it naturally breaks more
weakly. In this way, by judicious pruning, we are able to

encourage or repress the growths of our trees almost at plea-

sure, and so train or mould our trees to whatever particular

shape or form our fancy may dh-ect.

We prune our fruit trees in the first place for the training

or formation of the plant, and we so train or form our fruit

trees that they shall produce fruit. Now, it is of paramount
importance in the production of a full crop of fruit that all

the component parts of the tree be of equal constitution

and vigour. If one shoot or branch be weak and the other

strong, the whole strength in a short time, unless checked by
judicious pruning, is absorbed by the strong shoot, and the

result is not only an irregular but an unfruitful tree. The
importance of pruning, therefore, as regards training is not

simply the ultimate form of the plant, but so to guide or direct

its forces that the whole shall be equally distributed over every
part of the tree.

To make my remarks and instructions clearly understood
I shall give illustrations of

the more particular acts of

pruning and training at pre-

sent practised.

Fig. 1 may be taken to repre-

sent a young or dwarf maiden
Apple tree as it is called, just

as it may be received from the

nursery. It is the fashion now
in this fast-living age to plant

maiden fruit trees

—

i.e., one-
year-old grafted trees, that
have made only one growth
from the bud or graft, and
have not been pruned or ma-
nipulated upon in any way by
the nurseryman. We plant

such trees now, and have them
in bearing long before it was
even dreamed of sending them
out of the nursery a few years

ago. The fashion was to have
trained trees and " cut-backs "

so many times, in the belief •

that no one out of a nursery
could perform such an action,

I propose to explain all this

from the beginning.

Let us suppose, therefore,

that this tree is planted in the

ground and has been planted
there for some while, and now,
February, it is time to prune it.

In the pruning of this maiden
shoot for the first time we, in

a measure, start or lay the foun-

dation of the future tree. It is

therefore necessary to bo par-

ticular and to determine be-

forehand what form shall be
adopted. It may be laid down,
in the first place, that no fruit-

bearing shoot should be grown

Fig. 1.—Maiden Apple tree as received lower than 9 inches from the

from the nursery, showing the lixst ground, but this can be varied
cut in pruning, a, GraJt. if required. In pruning, there-

fore, for a low bush form we should prune to the third bud
above the 9 inches, or above the mark where we wish the lowest

Fig. 2.—Pruned as intended for a single cordon, two-thirds of its length.

a, Graft.

branch to come from. From this cut we obtain three shoots

all of about equal strength, which form the groundwork of

the future bush. For a pyramid tree the same style of pruning

is required, or perhaps, if the tree is strong, some five buds

may be left beyond the lowest limit, the top bud in this case
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produciDg the leading shoot, which being trained erect grows

stronger than the other side shoots. We then have one lead-

ing shoot and four side shoots produced as the result of the

first season's pruning. It is no matter what the strength of

the stem may be, it must be cut down to the point stated in

order to secure the branches or side shoots at the proper place.

We can only, at this stage, depend upon four or five of the

buds breaking, prune it where you will. If the stem is pruned

at a feet from the ground the top five eyes only would break,

and the lowest branch would then be 2 feet 6 inches from the

ground.
Fig. 2 represents the pruning of a maiden tree for the form-

ation of a single cordon. This may, of course, be trained

either horizontally as represented, or upright. In this case

no side shoots or branches are required, only buds for the

formation of fruiting spurs ; and so we are enabled to leave the

stem at double the length, the top bud being the only one

required to form a shoot.—B.

THE POTATO DISEASE.
Afteb reading the report of the Judges, and their reasons for

not adjudicating Lord Cathcart's prize to any of the ninety-

four essayists competing, I think with Mr. Luckhurst (page 72)

that they arrived at a most lame and impotent conclusion.

There would, no doubt, be a great sameness in the diiierent

essays, both in the theories advanced and in the practical

suggestions made to prevent the disease ; but there must have

been something worthy of publishing in the Society's Journal

amongst the twenty-three selected essays, if not eligible for

the prize.

In their Eeport the Judges say that the ninety-four essayists

" generally consider it sufficient to assign a cause and a mode
of prevention of the Potato disease, without giving any scienti-

fically accurate theory of their proposed remedy, or sufficient

experimental proof of the accuracy of their statements." Now,

if some of the essayists have described what they believe to

be the cause of the disease, and have likewise given a mode
for its prevention, surely the lapse of more than twenty years

is a sufficient proof that their theories and remedies have

had time to be exploded if not accurate, and one of the con-

ditions was that all prize essays shall be founded on expe-

rience or observation. No doubt some of the theories as to

the cause of the disease and the practical suggestions as to its

prevention made in these essays have been familiar to agri-

culturists and horticulturists previously, but if they have stood

the test of practical experience so long they must be the best

hitherto revealed, and the safest to rely on.

Another portion of the Eeport says, " As regards the botanical

part of the subject, it must be confessed that all the essayists

appear to be in the arrear of the present state of scientific

knowledge." From this extract it seems that all the essayists

were regarded by the Judges as not being up to the present

standard of good botanists ; but that botany has had much to

do with the discoveries of the cause of the disease is doubtful,

and the present state of scientific knowledge has as yet added

very little to our knowledge concerning it.

The recommendation of the Judges to apply the £100-prize

to some competent mycologist, so as to induce him to under-

take the investigation of the life history of the Peronospora

infestans, or Potato fungus, will if followed lead to no result.

The life histories of the mildews or fungi which attack the

foUage of the Pea and Turnip in dry warm autumns, and the

Vine in spring and summer, must be known to mycologists

before this; but despite the cures tried, the fungi regularly

appear in the years when the weather is favourable for their

development, and so it will be with the Potato fungus.

The recommendation of the Judges likewise to award valu-

able prizes for the best disease-proof early and late Potatoes

is another ridiculous portion of their Eeport. These prizes

are not to be awarded till after a three-years trial of the Pota-

toes entered, and they are to resist the disease, and raust,

besides, be of good cropping, keeping, and cooking qualities.

The three-years trials will be so much time lost ; for it will

be found that none of the early and second early varieties are

disease-proof, being only so when ripened in July and the

beginning of -August, before it usually appears. Even if some

of the sorts escaped in a dry season, or in localities with a dry

soil, they might become diseased in other unfavourable soils

or seasons. As to the late varieties, it is only a few with

thick, leathery, red sldns, and strong woody haulm, that resist

the disease the most, but they are not proof against it on

some soils, and cultivators of them know as much already

about them as will be learned after a three-years trial. The
handsome prizes to be offered for disease-proof sorts, to be
raised from Potato plums, will, doubtless, be intended for

seedlings of this section ; but as it will be the spring of 1879
before the competition commences, the Potato beetle will be
here by that time from America, and be a new enemy to

conquer.—W. T.

What Mr. Luckhurst says of blight-proof Potatoes being a

fallacy, at least at present, is quite true ; also that it would be

a costly remedy for the Potato farmers of Lincolnshire and
adjoining counties to discard old sorts for new. They have
done BO to a very great extent ; Victorias, American Rose, and
Eegents fresh from Scotland being very largely grown ; but I

fear that though there is nothing like a change of seed for a

crop, the result has not been to show much diminution of

disease, especially in 1872. Mr. Luckhurst's opinion appears

to differ from that of some of our new raisers as regards where
we are to look for the remedy—viz., between the early and late

sorts. In 1872 my Ashleaf, American Eose, Shaws, Nonpa-
reils, and other early varieties were nearly annihilated, scarcely

producing enough for seed, while Sutton's Flourballs kept

growing till October with scarcely'a tithe bad, the quality

being what I once heard an Irishman describe as " buthery."

Certainly some other late red sorts seem to have more power
to withstand the disease than any early ones, from which I

augur that some good late sort may yet be raised that will

altogether resist it. I do not think that the disease is due to

degeneration, for many of our recently-raised sorts are quite

equal, if not superior in size, quantity, and quality, to any
of their ancestors, and Potatoes grow as vigorously now as

ever they did, those being the points in which degeneracy

first shows itself. But we must first find what the disease

really is before we find the antidote.'

—

John Plati, Gardener,

Hillington Hall, Lynn.

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OP
OUR GARDENS.—No. 15.

MncH that has been written of late years on the subject of

Nature's mimicry, as it is called, appears to me to savour of

the imaginative. No doubt there are protective resemblances

traceable between some insects and the plants or other sub-

stances upon which they feed, or to which they resort. What
has brought this forward more prominently is the circum-

stance that the upholders of the theory of evolution press

certain of these instances into their service. After acknow-

ledging that they are unable to explain the conditions under

which a change in some species originated, they beUeve that

by "natural selection" a mimicry occurring at first in but

one, or at least in a few individuals, led the way to the develop-

ment of a new type, and the continuance of that was insured

by its close resemblance to an object which would protect it

from danger. Now, it is quite evident that all these resem-

blances are not protective, and even those that are seemingly

so have not quite the value sometimes assigned to them,

curious and often beautiful as they are. Thus the large moth
known as the " Red Underwing," sitting on the grey tranks of

the Willows, with the under wings concealed from view, may
be easily passed unobserved, yet it will not unfrequently sit on

a tarred paling, or on a trunk or branch that has lost the bark,

and then be visible enough. Mr. T. W. Wood asserts that

butterflies have, in some instances, after they have gone into

the pupa state, a peculiar sensitiveness of skin, so that the

insect takes just the colour of the object to which the pupa is

attached, very much as a photographic plate catches an image.

He gives the common Nettle Butterfly (Vanessa Urtica;) as an

example, and tells us that the pupas are of a greenish hue

when attached to the Nettle leaves or stems, and more or less

brownish if secured to palings and walls. Other entomologists

have not found this exactness, and further observations appear

needful ere it can be regarded as a fact. It is at least singular

that Mr. Newman, whose knowledge of British butterflies is

equalled by few, makes no allusion to so striking a peculiarity

in his work on these insects. May not the truth be that we

are going from one extreme to the other in the matter of

natural resemblances? Our forefathers called these things

simply " freaks of Nature ;" we want to produce a " cut-and-

dried " explanation of the reason of each, and with all our

research must sometimes fail.

Hoping the reader will pardon this large introduction to a
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rather small moth, I introtluoe a species commonly known aa

the Marbled Ueauty (Bryophila perla), which is frequently to

be seen sitting on garden walls towards the close of the sum-

mer. So nearly does the insect often resemble the wall when

it is greenish white or grey with lichens, that I have observed

persons be so close to the wall as to place a finger on it close

to one of these moths, and yet not see the insect, which does

not readily take fright. Nor does it soon catch the eye when
resting on a paling, though if on a brick wall, if the usual

colour, it is soon noticed. The wings, of a very light grey,

have markings of a darker grey, many specimens, however,

being found with the ground colour much darker, either green-

ish or brown—of course, according to the views of certain

theorists these are intended to sit on dark-hued walls. At the

base of the wing is a dark blotch, and beyond that a white

bar; what ai'e called the discoidal spots are largo and irre-

gular, and the fringe of the wings is prettily spotted with

black and grey.

These little creatures are no wanderers, seemingly, from the

home in which they have been reared ; their life as larva; and

pupa! is passed upon the wall where we find the moths, and

the latter seldom fly to any distance ; indeed, I have never

seen one take wing unless forced by alarm, when it can fly

rapidly enough, yet settling again at the first convenient spot.

It is worth anyone's while, in spring or early summer, to go

to a wall on which he has seen the perfect insect and examine

the crevices for the abodes of the larv;e. They emerge in the

autumn from the eggs which have been deposited by their

parents among the flat lichens so common on walls and build-

ings, and after feeding a little they hide themselves in crannies,

to remain inactive during the cold and wet season, each one,

hermit-like, making arrangements to live alone, yet not exactly

solitaiy, a3 his brethren of the same brood are all about him.

Upon the arrival of the first mild days of spring these larvaj

begin to feed again, always preferring those hchens that are

saturated with moisture, and therefore usually engaged upon
their food at morning and evening. Through the day they

mostly rest in their cocoons, for even when larger they still

follow the same habit of forming abodes of silk mingled with

particles of mortar or moss, or perhaps with biickdust gnawed
off the bricks by the busy jaws of the larva, as was observed

by the late Mr. Kennie. They are often in crevices, or, it not,

Btm so ingeniously made to resemble the wall, that it needs a

little patience to discover them ; and hence it appears that

each time one of these larvffi leaves its abode it has to make a

hole therein, the same being carefully closed again on its

return.

Larva of Acronycta Aceiis.-*

Mr. Newman, writing of the habits of the larvai of a species

of the same genus, and closely resembling the Marbled Beauty,

though not so generally distributed throughout England

—

namely, the Marbled Green (Bryophila glandifera), has stated

as follows :
—" It is curious, and rather opposed to the ordinary

habits of insects in this respect, that, as a general rule, each

caterpillar is totally careless whether he return to his own
dwelUng-place or to that of some relation ; he will, without a

moment's hesitation, coolly possess himself of any tenement
he finds imoccupied, and, carefully closing the entrance, main-
tain his position against all comers. Supposing, however, that

the tenement he examines, with a view of taking posses-

sion, be already occupied, he never presumes to intrude, never

thinks of contesting the point, but continues to wander about
on the look-out for a house until he finds one unoccupied ; in

no instance do two caterpillars attempt to occupy the same
dwelling as tenants in common. Should a difliculty arise in

finding an empty house, which not unfreiiuently happens, the

caterpillar sets to work in the most contented manner to con-

struct one."
The proceedings of B. perla are somewhat similar, and it is

also observable in both species that the larvae are reluctant to

stir out in dry weather, and should it be long-continued, some
of them die in their houses from starvation. The full-grown

2.—Larva of Acronycta Aceris.*

larva is of a bluish or slaty colour above, with some irregular

orange markings along the sides of the body ; the legs and
the under sides are green ; the head is blackish and shining.

Being mature, it then forms another cocoon, in which it be-

comes a pupa or chrysalis. A succession of the moths is to

be seen most years, during about two months, in July, August,

or September.
The cocoons of the moth bearing the Latin designation of

Acronycta Aceris (see figx. 1, 2, and 3), and the English of

the Sycamore Dagger, are to bo found among garden rubbish

near the roots of trees, and also on palings, for the larva has
rather a propensity for wandering after it has ceased eating,

and does not, as a rule, spin-up close to where it has been

r>.v-^ feeding. One cause of

\JyTH, its peregrinations are the
]/—^ high winds which some-

times prevail in autumn,
and as this caterpillar ia

most partial to the higher

branches of the Sycamore
and Horse Chestnut, it is

apt to lose its grasp and
come to the ground with

a sudden thud, rarely,

however, seeming much
the worse for its fall,

owing to the protective

coating of hairs. I have
had this insect shown to

me by gardeners as some-
thing remarkable, and certainly its aspect does distinguish it

amongst hairy caterpillars, and it may claim the epithet " beau-

tiful," while it is never common enough on those trees which
furnish it with food to be deemed in any way an injurious insect.

The body of the caterpillar is flesh-coloured, but the most
characteristic peculiar-

ity it has is a row of

lozenge - shaped white
spots along the back,
eight of these having
a velvety black edging.

On each side, also, there

are a series of pencils

or brushes of orange-
coloured hairs, while

the black head has on
it a white mark having
a resemblance to the letter V. This caterpillar, which is

about in August and September, if alarmed, at once rolls

itself into a ring, the head, however, not being within the

ring, as with some other caterpillars that resort to this mode
of defence. I have never found the larv;e of this species make
any attempt to bite, as do some of those belonging to the

family of the " Daggers," though their jaws can scarcely

penetrate the human skin. No doubt the hairs serve to pro-

tect the larva very effectively from the attacks of most birds.

The illustrious Eeaumur repeatedly watched the larvaj of

A. Aceris while engaged in forming their cocoons, and he per-

ceived that by the time the task is finished they are almost

entirely bare, the hairs being introduced at intervals among
the silk. With his usual accuracy he notes the fact that

though a larva pulled out the hairs in tufts, these were after-

wards subdivided and distributed in smaller parcels, each being

not simply entangled in the cocoon already partly spun , but

secured by added threads. Quoting this account, Figuier, in

his work on insects, remarks that " the operation must, with-

out doubt, be painful to the poor animal." As to that efiect,

however, I hardly think we can speak so positively ; the hairs

mingled with the silk do certainly serve as a protection from
the variable weather through which the pupa has to exist for

eight or nine months. The Sycamore Dagger moth has grey

wings dotted and streaked with black, specimens occasionally

turning-up in which all the wings are of a dingy shade of

brown.—J. R. S. C.

. 3.—Larva of Acronycta Aceris taken out of

its cocoon.*

MRS. PINCE'S BLACK MUSCAT-GROWTH OP
YOUNG VINES.

I HAVE seen nothing to cause me to suppose that there are

two Grapes in cultivation under the name of Mrs. Pince's

From Messrs. Cassell's edition of Figuier's " Insect World."
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Black Muscat. It is far more likely that there is a right and

wrong method of culture, and, as is usually the case, the

majority of us have followed the wrong one. It will be

interesting to note the effect of such alterations of treatment

as the experience of the past season may suggest.

Permit me to remind Mr. Inglis that the canes of 25 feet

long were produced by young Vines in about four months after

they were planted, and as the tips of the canes were by that

time nearer the bottom than the top of the back wall of the

vinery, the eyes upon that part growing upon the treUis sus-

tained no harm, but rather derived much benefit from the

unchecked growth.

There can be no doubt that much mischief is occasioned by
an indiscriminate application of the doctrine of close-pinching.

Far better would it be not to touch any part of a Vine during

the first season of growth in its permanent position, than to

pinch and train with the precision that is so often practised.

Let the roots and branches ramble as they may, we want no
fruit, but growth that is lusty, stout, and strong, to establish

the Vine, to impart to it a vigorous constitution, and thus lay

the foundation of healthy and fruitful existence. It may be

well to quote a case in point. Among a batch of forty or fifty

Vines that once came into my hands to be planted in a new
range of vineries, was a Black Hamburgh of so weakly a con-

dition that it was first of all put aside as useless, but as the

roots proved to be healthy and the slender cane well ripened,

I determined to afford it a corner. It was, therefore, pruned

to within 2 feet of its base, and instead of being pinched like

its more sturdy neighbours every shoot was encouraged to

grow. The result obtained was remarkable and conclusive,

for this weakly plant actually yielded four or five canes that

were larger than many of the single canes of the, at one time,'

more vigorous Vines.

—

Edward Lucehdest.

MY SEED OEDEES—A EETROSPECT.
It is nearly twenty years since I first made out a seed order.

I had then become " head man." How I had longed for the

time, and promised myself what wonderful things I would do !

I left sure that I was in advance of the times, and would show
how to strike out of the rusty old grooves that my hard-

headed, grey-haired chief had moved in. To be sure, he was
safe, there was no getting over that ; but then what was it ?

Why, only the same things over again. True, we had always

plenty of roots, and vegetables, and herbs. Onions never

failed—no, never ; but then we had only two sorts—summer
and winter Onions ; and at the same time we young fellows

knew very well that they were nowhere amongst the new kinds

—out of date, and would do very well for cottage gardens;

but something different was wanted in a nobleman's place,

such as more sorts to " follow one another," and not sticking

to the common 6d.-an-ounce things. And then the Beet

—

just the same one old sort. Of course, there was no com-
plaint of colour or flavour ; but then his lordship did not know
what good Beet was—had only had this " old thing " all his

life, which was not right, considering the splendid new sorts

he ought to enjoy. Wo would have five or six sorts to " follow

one another." Of course, that was the proper thing to do.

And then Lettuce. Just two sorts of that again, and only

two. Such as it was we could always cut, summer and winter

—indeed, it was one of the prides of our practical Yorkshire

chief, as he said, "Nivver to be wDioot sallet." "Follow one
another " the Lettuces certainly did by the surplus plants

running to seed. But what waste ! and how short-sighted not

to grow aU the new sorts which could hardly be made to run
at all, the reason, as everybody knew, that seed was so dear !

What better proof could anyone desire than that? And then

their "nutty" flavour—what a treat it would bo to his lord-

ship, our sorts tasting of plain Lettuce, and nothing else !

But his time would go and ours come, and we would then show
the difference between fogeydom and progress.

Worst of all, however, were the Peas. I am afraid it made
our blood crawl when we thought about it ; and we were almost
ashamed to admit the fact that in a fine four-acred garden
were only three or, at the most, four sorts relied on to supply

the regular great demand. It is true a few odd pints of new
ones were obtained for trial now and then, and everybody
could SCO their superiority but the " old fossil ;

" and then the

three great baps would come as usual maiked Early Frame,
Champion of England, and Ne Plus Ultra, with a few quarts

over of British Queen. Early Frame we knew was a long way
in ariear as the times went, the new ones being a week or

ten days in advance, and we actually labelled it the " Old
Snail ;

" and in the following May, and as if to make us
ashamed of ourselves, the " Old Snail " gave us a good dish

on the 18th day in the north of England, and it was seldom
that it was after the 25th that we had to wait for a peck.

Champion of England we had a little more respect for, it being

in Bendigo's time, who had the " oracle of the ring" in the
bothy, otherwise it was druidical, and not what the nine-

teenth-century Peas had come to. "NePlus" was very well

;

but row after row was surfeiting. We liked British Queen
better, being so much sweeter to eat out of the pods as we
gathered. No doubt we had an abundance of Peas to gather
every day from May until severe frost set in ; but then having
the same old sorts over again was unbearable, and I think we
added unprofessional. In a garden like that we would have
fifteen or twenty varieties to "follow one another," and his

lordship should have " the best " instead of being kept to the

common ones year after year. The old chief had a regular

crotchet about his Peas ; and if he could not get the first sowing
in on the 5th of November, not many thmgs on the place were
right, nor people either. On the arrival of this day we knew
the order—it was probably forty years old. This was it

exactly: " Na, lads, lets ha t'Peas in—it's t'fift agean. Git
all t'labels written—three Frames, seven Champions, five Ne
Plus, and one Queen, and that'll do for t'season. Av nivver

been wihoot Peas i'all ma time, an' ha nivver sal be sticking

to fold sorts an sixteen sawings."

Cauliflowers (including BroccoU) we had, in those days, " all

the year round ;" and of both put together we had never
more than half a dozen what we called " paltry old sorts." Of
Cabbage we had the ridiculous number of two, one of which has-

vanished off the face of the earth—no, catalogues—by its old

name of Carver's Early. We thought it ought to have done that

years ago. True, the old sloth would be ready to cut as soon as

the Brussels Sprouts were over, but we knew the new ones were
much faster than that ; and how he should pet it by planting

in a wood for seed three miles away from any of its congeners,

we could never understand. We knew very well his object,

because, as he said, " he muddent hev seed ' smittled,' as he
sud nivver git another like it ;

" but that an old thing like that

should be worth all the trouble was a mystery we could not

fathom. Then we never grew anybody's " Fern-leaved "

Parsley as we ought to have done. Certainly, we were never
known to be short of a handful, and never heard the cook,

grumble once, but that was because she knew no better, and
we longed to teach her what first-class Parsley really was.

At length the old chief was called to his fathers, full of

years and honours, and never had the writer—he knows it now
—a more trusty friend nor a more safe and reliable teacher, or

his lordship a more competent and faithful servant. His motto
was, "A few things and good to depend on, and of these a
strong lot ;

" while for fancy it may be summed-up, " As many
as you like, but not much of each." That was an old man's
counsel. Let us lest it.

As this, however, may stretch my letter to an inordinate

length, I think I had better defer it till next week. In the
meantime let me not be prematurely dubbed an old fogey

prejudiced against all improvement, and an enemy to further

research and further efl'ort in any direction tending to advance

horticulture, and to add to the benefits, pleasure, and interest

of which it is an inexhaustible scource. No ; if I have read

the Journal for over twenty years, and hope to enjoy the same
pleasure over twenty more, I cannot admit myself an old fogey

yet, but had rather be yclept—An Old Fkiend.

THE KITCHEN GAEDEN.—No. 5.

It may be asked, W^hat is the most desirable shape for a

walled-in garden? I will endeavour to answer the question,

though in doing so I may be unable to advance anything beyond
that which practice has already taught most of us. The ma-
jority of those concerned know that a garden is waUed-in for

the purpose of not only securing increased warmth for the cul-

tivation of early vegetables, but also, and principally, to afford

a home for those tender and choice fruits which will not arrive

at perfection without greater protection and heat than can be
secured in the open ground. To prolong the ripening of some
fruits and to hasten that of others are objects likewise to be
considered. Although various forms have been advocated, not

more than three or four can be recommended to the notice

of those about to make a garden. There are gardens, it is

true, of various irregular shapes ; but as these result from the
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inability to a(3opt a more desirable shape I shall not dwell on
them, but will give outlines of those forms mostly adopted,

and which the amateur will find can be easily applied to his

limited scope.

Fiit- 1 represents a square with the walls at right angles, the

four cardinal points of the compass being indicated, as in the

other figures, by the letters N, s, E, w. Beyond the northern

aspect, which is the least important, there are three other

direct and most important aspects—viz., south, east, and west,

of equal lengths. Now, as the sun travels from east to west,

and the north wall faces due south, this will be exposed to the

•full force of the sun at mid-day, and the sun will play on the

east aspect up to that time, and afterwards on the west.

Before leaving /!<7. 1 I may say it is sometimes better to alter

the aspect a little according to the climate of the locality ; for

in 1860, when I had access to Thompson's " Gardener's Assist-

ant," I made two or three extracts from it, which I will quote.

In reference to this he says, " In tho warm parts of Britain

the wall on the north side should face the sun at 11 a.m., and
the walls on the east and west sides should run parallel to

each other and proceed at right angles from the wall on the

north side. Where the climate is not quite so good the wall on
the north side may face direct south, with east and west walls

«t right angles to it." If the garden is made of an oblong shape.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

as shown in Jig. 2, the southern aspect is considerably increased,

and the east and west walls reduced. Gardens of such a shape

are convenient, and often more suitable than any other. In
colder localities such aa addition to the southern aspect is

very desirable.

I come now to fin. 3, which gives, besides a north and west
wall, one that faces the sun an hour or two before mid-day.
The chief object iu this is not only to vary the southern aspect,

but its position allows the sun to shine on the opposite side

of the wall—that is, the north-west side, for an hour or two
before it sets ; but it is not a form that would commend itself

for any other reason, and in squaring-off the quarters and
horders there is a little waste of ground, as well as two or three

triangular pieces, which are always awkward to cross.

Fig. 3.

Considering the various points iu favour of gardens of dif-

ferent forms, there appear to be none which would meet with

such favour as a square or an oblong ; for besides affording tha

most desirable aspects, there is economy in their construction

and arrangement as well as iu the after-management, and by
very little contrivance they can be made to appear as ornamental

as any other fancy form that can be devised with due regard

to the necessary aspects for the cultivation of fruits. I there-

fore think I shall not be wrong in choosing the four figures I

have given for my future remarks ; and whatever may be

omitted or not understood in this paper will, I trust, be brought

out more plainly in subsequent articles.

—

Thomas Becobd.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 is the same b.s Jig. 2, only running direct north and
•south. Here the north and south walls or aspects are much
reduced, and the east and west aspects of considerable extent.

Gardens belonging to villa residences near towns are often of

this shape, perhaps from the fact that they are easily formed,

and there is no waste of space in laying out the ground.

Narrow slips like these, if favourably situated, are about the

best that could be chosen ; but when a large piece of ground is

enclosed in this way, the only means of increasing the southern

aspect is to carry a wall across the centre from east to west

;

hut for small plots it would not be a wise plan to do so, as the

wall would take up room and shade the ground on its north

side.

ROYAL HOETICULTURAL SOCIETY.
LoED Alfred Chdkchill has sent for publication the fol-

lowing reply to the letter from Mr. W. A. Lindsay on the proxy
question, which appeared in our last issue :

—

" 16, Kutland Gate, S.W., Jannarj 27, 1874.

"Sra,—In his letter, published in your impression of the

29th ult., Mr. W. A. Lindsay stigmatises as untrue the three fol-

lowing statements iu the circular letter recently issued by Mr.
Bateman, myself, and others.

"(1.) That the Council of the Society have set the body of the

Fellows at defiance in the question of voting by proxy.

"(2.) That the same Council represent only the interests of

the Fellows residing in the immediate neighbourhood of the

Gardens.
"

(3.) That the same Council neglected to call the special

general meeting of the Society for the purpose of considering

the question of proxy-voting until after the time when it ought
legally to have been called.

" The first of these statements may perhaps be considered a
matter of opinion. A meeting of the Fellows was specially held

for the purpose of considering a proposition to extend the power
of voting by proxy to all Fellows of the Society. The meeting

afiirmed this proposition by an overwhelming majority. The
Chairman then announced that the Council were not legally

bound to carry out the desire of the Fellows, that they would
take such steps as they might think proper, and would commu-
nicate them to the Fellows when tbey chose.

" In fear, apparently, of another resolution being brought

forward in consequence of his announcement, the Chairman
abruptly dissolved the meeting without even waiting for the

customary vote of thanks. The Council have since taken no
step to carry out the wishes of the Fellows. Whether they can

be said to have set the Fellows at defiance is a matter of opinion.
" As regards the second of the statements objected to by Mr.

Lindsay, it is a matter of public notoriety ; and if Mr. Lindsay

and his colleagues think otherwise, the sooner they are unde-

ceived the better. Everyone in the Society knows that the old

Council of the Society were disgusted into quitting their office

last March by a vote of want of confidence, sprung upon them
by a faction of the Fellows residing near the Gardens, who were
dissatisfied because the old Council refused to make the interests

of horticulture subservient to the wishes of that faction.

"The third statement objected to by Mr. Lindsay is fortunately

a matter of arithmetic, anil can be easily disposed of.

"By bye law 50 of the Society, the Council are bound to

summon a general meeting within twenty-one days from the

receipt of a requisition signed by twelve Fellows. The neces-

sary notice was posted on December 2 ; the latest day, therefore,

for which the Council should have summoned the meeting was
December 21. The Council delayed the meeting until the 8th

instant. " I am, sir, your obedient servant,
"Alfred S. Chdbchlll."

The Royal Horticultural Society as it is and as it might he.

In some letters, hg G. P. Wilson, F.U.S.—This is a reprint of

various letters Mr. Wilson has written on the lamentable state

of the Society, and. which had previously appeared in various

horticultural periodicals.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETINGS.
The first meeting of the year was held at Burlington House

on the 5th January, Professor Westwood, President, in the chair.

Mr. Meldola exhibited a series of photographs of highly magm-
fied insects taken by the microscope and camera obscura, and

the President stated that a work had been some years ago

published in Austria, in which the beautifully variegated wings

of the Tephrites were represented of an enlarged size in the

same manner. Mr. McLachlan called attention to a paper con-

tained in the last part of the French Entomological Society's

Annals, by Messrs. Bar & Laboalbene, on a South American
species of Moth (Palustra Laboulbenei) closely allied to our

Satin Moth, but of very extraordinary habits, the larva being

aquatic, living in the canals of the Sugar plantations in Cayenne
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and feeding upon an aquatic plant. The caterpillar is very hairy,
and the supply of air necessary for its support was apparently
entangled in its hairs, the larva breathiug, in the usual manner
of caterpillars, by means of small spiracles along the sides of
the body.
The President gave an account of a small mass of cocoons

recently found attached to a pot in which a Rose tree was grow-
ing, and which on being opened were found to contain cater-
pillars of the common Yellow-tail Moth, not more than a quarter
grown ; the cocoons, therefore, were only their winter quarters,
and not the ordinary cocoons of the chrysalis. It was stated
that the larvre of the Satin Moth also spin cocoons in which
they pass the winter gregariously. Mr. Stainton had likewise
noticed that the larvse of Nepticula were gregarious in the
young state. Mr. Butler called attention to a memoir by Mr.
Eiley, the State entomologist of Missouri, U.S., on the American
species of butterflies of the genus Apatura, and on the curious
manner in which the chrysalis, instead of being suspended by
the tail, is fixed against its support. A letter from M. Olivier
was read, stating that he had recently come into possession of
a portion of the collection of his grandfather, the celebrated
French coleopterist, which was in good condition, and which he
should be happy to exhibit to any entomologist who might be
desirous of verifying the Olivierian types. Unfortunately the
CarabidiB and Longicorns were lost.

Mr. F. Smith read a monograph on the wood-boring bees of
the genus Xylocopa, and Dr. Sharp read descriptions of the
Pselaphidffi and Scydmonidffi collected by Mr. Lewis in Japan.

The anniversary meeting of this Society was held on the
26th January, at Burlington House, the President being in the
chair, when reports from the Council were read showing the
satisfactory state of the Society, and especially commenting on
the great value of the memoirs published in its Transactions
during the past year. An address was also delivered by the
retiring President on the recent progress of the science, which
was ordered to be printed. On a ballot the following gentlemen
were elected officers of the Society : Sir Sidney S. Saunders,
President; B. McLachlon, Esq., Treasurer ; Messrs. Grut and
Verrall, Secretaries; and Mr. Janson, Librarian; and Messrs.
Boyd, Dunning, F. Moore, and Meldola were elected into the
Council.

MILDNESS OF THE WINTER IN EAST
LOTHIAN.

I SEND yon herewith a bloom of Sweet Pea picked to-day
(January 30th), in the garden of Mr. Dods, farmer at Congalton
near North Berwick, where a patch of mixed Sweet Peas has
been growing and flowering all winter, intertwined in a large
bush of the common China Rose, which is tliickly furnished
with blowing and full-blown Roses ; and both have afforded
supplies of cut flowers up to this date. Here also a fine plant
of Sweet Baj" is now thicldy covered with swollen flower buds,
and the Laurustinus is clothed almost to snowy whiteness with
fully expanded floral corymbs ; these two, as well as the Alex-
andrian Laurel, being seemingly as luxuriant in growth as if

they were in their native climes of Southern Europe and North
Africa. In the surrounding fields and waste places many
common weeds are flowering and seeding as freely as at mid-
summer, such as the common Sow-thistle and purple Lamium,
of which sprigs are enclosed ; as also the common annual
Fumitory, Annual Meadow-grass, duckweed, Groundsel, and
many others.

In the pastures the Daisies with " their snawy bosoms sun-
ward spread " contrast beautifully with the verdant grassy
herbage. There also Buttercups occasionally show their golden
heads. By the roadsides Dandelions are by no means unfre-
quent ; while under the hedges those in-some-parts favourite
spinaceous esculents, the common Nettle and Robin-run-the-
hedge, are sufliciently advanced to be gathered for culinary
purposes.

In the fields the Swedish Turnips and such of the fewrongh-
leaved sorts that still remain are rapidly starting up to flower.
Young grass almost entirely conceals the stubble of last year,
and in many of the warmer-lying fields it already assumes
the appearance of " windroUing " when passed over by gentle
breezes. In the orchards the expanding yellowish buds of Pear
trees are conspicuous ; and still more, in the woods are the
golden buds of the Balsam Poplar, and tlie silvery ones of
the earlier WUlows, the " siller saughs wi' downy buds " of
Burns.
Congalton is on a low south-lying slope of that trap rock

district in the north-east portion of the county which culmi-
nates in North Berwick Law, the Bass Rock, and other less

important eminences, and which is bounded on the east and
north by the German Ocean and the broad estuary of the Frith
of Forth. In its immediate vicinity " snabs," or small hiUocks
of trap, are frequently protruded, upon many of which the
pretty Maiden Pink, Dianthus deltoides, is remarkably abun-
dant ; and the Crow Garlic is so common that its root-bulbs, as
well as compact cone-like heads of small bnlbels, are gathered
for stewing and pickling.

—

William Gobrie, Edinburgh,

AGRICULTUBAL RETURNS OF GREAT BRITAIN
FOR 1873.

The following are extracts from the Report of the Chief of
the Statistical Department of the Board of Trade :

—

As the prevalence of allotments is a subject of interest irs

connection with questions relating to the condition of agricul-

tural labourers and artisans, the inquiry as to allotments was
renewed in the present year, and made, as far as practicable,
to extend to all garden allotments detached from the houses oi
agricultural labourers and artisans.

The return shows there were in 187.3 as many as 24G,000
allotments of land in Great Britain, of which 242,000 were in
England, 1700 in Wales, and 2100 in Scotland. The practice
of letting land in small allotments detached from cottages is

not nearly so common in Wales and Scotland as in England;
and even in England, as will be seen by the table of allot-

ments in each county, allotments are comparatively few in the
northern districts. Differences in rates of wages and of local

agricultural customs affecting the support of the labourers, as
well as in the number of small holdings above the size of aUob-
ments, are no doubt some of the causes that make garden
allotments more or less numerous in different parts of the
country.

The total extent of land let in garden allotments in Great
Britain in 187.S was .59,631 acres, which shows almost exactly

an average of one-quarter of an acre for each allotment, and
the average for England is the same. The average size of
allotments varies, however, in the different English counties.

In twenty-four counties, in which there were altogether 122,00i!>

allotments, the average size may be said to vary from one-
eighth to one-quarter of an acre. In eighteen counties, in

which there were altogether 120,000 allotments, the average
size may be said to vary from one-quarter to one-half of an
acre. One-eighth of an acre is the quantity of land usually

considered as much as can be thoroughly cultivated by an
employed agricultural labourer in his spare time.

The extent of arable or grass land used for fruit trees of any
kind in Great Britain in 1873 was returned as 148,221 acres
This is a smaller acreage than was returned in 1872, but tho

decrease has chiefly occurred in consequence of incorrect

returns under this head in previous years, in those parts of

England where fruit trees are not extensively planted, and in

Wales. The land returned as under fruit trees does not con-

stitute a separate portion of the cultivated area of the country,

as the greater part of land so employed is also returned as

under green crops or grass.

The extent of market gardens in Great Britain in 1873 was-

37,884 acres. Of this number 34,743 acres were in England—

-

the counties of Middlesex, Essex, Kent, and Surrey, contain-

ing 15,.')42 acres, or 44.7 per cent, of the market-garden land
in England.

Less land was planted with Potatoes in the United Kingdom
in 1873 than in 1872 by 138,000 acres, or about i) per cent.

The decrease in Great Britain was 49,000 acres, and in Ireland

88,000 acres. The general failure of the crop in 1872 tended
to diminish the cultivation of the Potato in 1873.

1869. 1870. 1871. 1872. 1873.

I

England 356,829 . . 358,890 . . 391,531 . . 839,056 . . S09,41»
Wales 49,107.. 48,620.. 51,863.. 48,417.. 4-},93S

Scotland 179,275 . . 180,169 . . 18»,307 . . 176,615 . . 160,827

Great Britain. . 585,211 . . 687,661 . . 627,691 . . 564,008 . . 514,66a

A CENTURY OF ORCHIDS FOR AMATEUR
GROWERS.—No. 19.

ONCIDIDM.

-'V FEW members of this extensive genus claim our attentioa

in this portion of our task, although our prescribed numbers
render it necessary that they should be few. In the present

enumeration those kinds have been selected which are remark-
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able lor tho beauty of their flowers, and which, in addition,
i 0. ahplutom majus.—A grand old inhabitant of our plant

are sufficiently low in price to bring them within the reach of
:
houses, and one that never fails to charm every beholder. It

all amateurs; and even with these restrictions I iJnd there are "=— 1^- ^..„A „„a *„ a™„„ u * ,..

numbers of beautiful lands which have been passed over in

silence; but the six species introduced previously, and those

here emimerated, will be found a reasonable proportion for tjie

Century, reference to which will be found at page 11, July, 1873.

To ope'ak in general terms, Cattleya treatment will suit the

Iriuds named below admirably, and therefore it will be quite

unnecessary to recapitulate.

0. Paiii.io majos (the Butterily Oncid).—It is a maiim with

me that this should be one of the first Orchids for an amateur

to rurchuse; icitainly no collection, great or small, should

lack it, and yet I was more disappointed when I first saw the

bloom than with any
other species I have
seen ; the fact was I

had been taught to ex-

pect too much. Having
early indulged in a

passion for entomology
by forming collections

of the British Lepi-

doptera, I had become
conversant with all the

forms of our native

diurnal species, and
the flowers of the

plant in (juestion had
been described to me
by non-entomological

friends as being a

perfect representation

of a large butterfly,

so I longed for the

time to come when I

should feast my eyes

upon this vegetable

wonder. At length re-

port came that in a

garden some eight

miles distant Onci-

dium Papilio was in

bloom, and as soon as

I and another young
companion could get

away we started off to

see this wonder. In
passing through the

stoves and Orchid
houses my brain was
full of great gorgeous
butterflies, and I was
wondering how the
lower side of the wings
would differ from the
upper side, when, to my utter discomfiture, I was told the

flower before me was the veritable one we had trudged eight

miles to see, and I had actually stood before it and not re-

cognised the resemblance. Those of my readers, however,
who may yet be strangers to this beautiful Orchid must not,

however, imagine from the above that no similarity exists, for

there is a striking likeness if a little imagination is brought to

bear upon it ; but from having imagined too much I was
utterly disappointed, and I have always a vivid recollection

of my feelings upon that occasion whenever I draw attention

to this plant.

Oncidium Papilio thrives best upon a block of wood or cork,

and should be well exposed to sunlight. The pseudobulbs are

somewhat compressed, and bear a large, sohtary, dark green
leaf, which is brightly streaked and spotted with reddish
brown. The flower spike is long and slender, and from its

apex only the flowers are produced one at a time. The spikes

should never be cut off until quite dead, for I have known
them to continue to produce flowers from the same spike for

two or three years. The sepals are long and narrow, stand-
ing erect like the anteunic of a butterfly ; the petals are broad,
and extend horizontally, whilst the largo Up is supposed to

represent the body ; the ground colour is bright brown, trans-

versely barred with rich yellow, saving the Up, which is yeUow
in the centre, with a broad marginal band of bright bay.
Native of Trinidad, &c.

IS a massive-growing kind, and to bring it to perfection

should be cultivated in a pot. The pseudobulbs are large,

light green, streaked and freckled with red and brown, bearing

upon their apex a large, thick, bright green leaf. The spike

attains a height of about 3 feet, and is much branched, bear-

ing a profusion of large, bright clear yellow flowers, which on
' the reverse side are white. It blooms during Slay and June,
' and continues a very long time in full beauty. Native of

Guatemala, Venezuela, &c.

\'ANDA.

: There are but few species of this fine genua which I can
conscientiously in-

clude ill my Century,
because the majority
of them luxuriate in

strong heat, although
at the same time I

am fuUy persuaded
several others might
be grown under similar

conditions. I have pre-

viously recorded my
dislike to fumigation

for the destruction of

inspcts amongst Or-

chids, and my experi-

ence goes to prove

that it is one of the

chief causes of Vaudas
losing their bottom
leives. Some of my
readers may say, " But
how are we to get rid

of the horrid pest

which lurks in the

axils of the leaves,

and turns them a dirty

reddish brown? We
may just as well lose

our Vanda and Aerides

leaves by fumigation
asbythe msect." For
this, which is popu-
larly known as the red

thrips, we use tobacco

powder ; and if the

amateur is a smoker,

he may fumigate any
particular plant when
enjoying his evening

pipe.

V. TERES.—A very

distinct species, the

stems and leaves being terete, rush-like, and dark green.

The flowers measure from 3 to 4 inches in diameter, and some

what resemble those of a Pbahenopsis in shape ; sepals and

petals white, suffused with rosy purple; whilst the lip is

purplish crimson, but yeUow in the throat. Some varieties

flower much more freely than others. It may be grown either

on a block or in a pot ; the latter will be found preferable if

the plant is of any considerable size. It usually blooms about

June, and continues long in beauty if kept from the sprinklings

of the syringe. Native of Sylhet.

V. EoxBUKGUii.—A species of great beauty, much neglected

of late years, but really weU deserving a place in even the

most choice selection. It is a small-growing species, its two-

ranked leaves being thick and fleshy, carinate, and deep green
;

sepals and petals china white, and prettily tesseUated, the

Up in one variety being blue, and in the other red. It blooms

during June and July, and lasts long in perfection if the

blooms are not syringed. I am particular in naming the

syringe, because I have frequently noticed flowers may get wet

without injury from condensation, but if wetted with the

syringe they invariably become spotted and soon fade away.

This species is a native of northern India.

V. c.ERULEA.—This is a favourite with everyone, and may
be called a gem amongst gems, and, as I have before noticed,

it grows naturaUy at a considerable altitude, and ia a some-

what low temperature. I am of opinion that it likes plenty of

VanSa crerulea.
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light, a moderately cool temperature during winter, and a moist

atmosphere all the year round. It should never be rested

—

that is, dried off, and requires the least possible amount of

sphagnum or any other material about its roots. The leaves

are arranged in a distichous manner, and are dark green.

Spikes erect, bearing from six to twelve large flowers from
4 to 5 inches in diameter, and of a uniform lovely soft blue.

It blooms at various seasons of the year, mostly during
winter and spring. Native of Khasia.

—

Expekto Cbede.

VABIETIES OF POTATOES.
I AGEEE with the Irish Farmer's Gazette and the Rev. W. F.

Eadolyife as to synonyms and pseudonyms, but must disagree

with the Irish Farmer's Gazette in the list of synonyms given

in the article " Old Friends with New Names " (see Jouknal or

HoKTicuLTUKE, page 55), and am glad Mr. Radclyffehas pointed

out some of the errors. Without any divination, it may be

considered that the basis on which the conclusions of the

Irish Farmer's Gazette are founded were that of the trials in

the " Chiswick Garden last year," and that the writer has no
practical acquaintance with many, if, indeed, any, of the varie-

ties of Potatoes in the list of synonyms. I have no desire to

be hard on the Eoyal Horticultural Society, but cannot refrain

from observing that whoever relies on so sandy a foundation

for a list of synonyms must be prepared for the consequences

;

for the one object of a Society like this should be to prevent

errors of nomenclature, and to keep down the varieties, as far

as is consistent with the importance of the subject, to a reason-

able number, giving no new, or alleged new, thing a certificate

without proof that it is superior in quaUty and produce to

existing varieties. The South Kensington estabUshment, as

far as I can understand, is where the certificated varieties are

manufactured ad Uhilum and ad infinitum, and it may be that

any doubtful subject can be settled by the other establishment

at Chiswick. No great harm will then be done ; for though certi-

ficated at Kensington, it will be proved worthy at Chiswick or be

found a synonym of some standard variety. It may be that a

certificate incentive is necessary to induce the exhibition of new
varieties, but that is no reason why a variety should one year

appear as a certificated new thing and the next as a synonym.
A certificate given anything means that it will be sent out at a

price double or more than the double of that for which it

would be if it were to be found a synonym, and I must submit

that many of the errors in nomenclature, the multiplication of

varieties, and the many worthless varieties existent are, in a

great measure, due to the certificate principle adopted by the

iloyal Horticultural Society—the granting of certificates to

subjects which only appear as selected specimens of what a

sort may be brought to by culture and art, rather than as

manifesting what the subject is under the general treatment

of other kinds. Many subjects we happily do not hear of nor

see named again after the year of their being certificated and
distributed, and it would be well if no subject were allowed a

certificate until it had been grown along with other standard

ones, and found distinct and superior. No other test ought
to be admitted with vegetables—they should be judged compa-
ratively with other kinds, and they would then have given them
what the pubUc is certain to give them when the certificated

or otherwise commended subjects come into their hands, after

a comparative trial—commendation or condemnation.

I simply mention these matters, as they have long found a

place in my mind among the impressions of the Eoyal Horti-

cultural Society since the estabhshment at South Kensington.

Horticulture has advanced, and will continue to do so indepen-

dent of any centralisation of it in a society, but of that ad-

vancement very little of the solid part can be claimed by the

Society outside Chiswick.

The best school of horticulture would be a large estate,

established on the co-operative principle, cultivating fruits and
vegetables for profit as well as the testing of new varieties,

and then none but the very best kinds of either fruits or

vegetables would find then- way into private gardens. To Kew
might safely be entrusted plants or floriculture and arboricul-

ture, and with this and a national estabhshment, or even a

private one, in so far as the money could be found from the

private rather than public purse, dealing with fruits and vege-

tables, the Eoyal Horticultural Society might be let go, espe-

cially as it is a never-ceasing bone of contention over which
no two agree. Disorder and disorganisation are but the fore-

runners of decay and dissolution, and to this the Eoyal Hor-
ticultural Society is advancing with blind measured steps. No

disinterested on-looker can fail to see the infatuation that
prompts the two factions into which the members of the
Eoyal Horticultural Society are divided—the desire for power

;

both studiously seeking the interests of the Society, and pursu-
ing their cause with a vehemence that may hasten the inevitable

day of reckoning. They pretend to uphold the Society which, as

at present and for some time constituted, in no way promotes
the interests of gardening or gardeners. Surely the fates have
been against the Society since its removal from Chiswick to

Kensington—the glory of the former being centred in the
latter. Were Flora and Pomona to appear it is certain it

would not be at South Kensington, except it were briefly upon
some fete day, but at Chiswick amongst their devotees, old

faces and true. Jealous indeed are the gods, and so is every-

one in the horticultural world of the interests of horticulture.

The title of the article, " Old Friends with New Names,"
has led me to the above expression of my ideas of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society. I will now proceed to express myself
as regards Potatoes new and old, especially those mentioned
by the Irish Farmer's Gazette. The onslaught is against " six-

teen impostors with assumed names;" they being impositions
on the Kentish Ashleaf. I could have understood this had
they one and all been put down as Ashleaf, without the prefix

Kentish. What is Kentish Ashleaf V Is there any difference

between it and "Creeper,'' a name given to the old Ashleaf on
account of the tubers being produced at some distance from
the stem on rather stout wh'es '! In what respect does it differ

from the old Ashleaf '.' I put these questions, for it is evident

the Irisli Farmer's Gazette, oi its authority, has concluded that

because some kinds are of one type, ha\-ing originated from a

certain variety, they are to be considered as synonyms of the

oi-iginal. In no other way can I account for the placing of

Veitch's Improved Ashleaf in the company of Cambridgeshire
Kidney. Last year " our best authorities " had found it iden-

tical with Gloucestershire Kidney and Eoyal Ashleaf, it not
being, in my opinion, an improvement to place this very de-

sirable kind— i.e., Veitch's Improved Ashleaf—in the society of

Early May, which is an inferior form of Ashleaf. Veitch's

Ashleaf is a most desirable kind for forcing, in pots, pits,

and frames, and it is, to say the least, straining a point to

discover it is one year identical with Gloucestershire Kidney
and Elvers' Eoyal Ashleaf—both of which are later by ten days
to a fortnight, and have stronger haulm—and the next that it

is Cambridgeshire Kidney, the Kentish Ashleaf.

Mona's Pride, happily, is so dissimilar to the " old famihar
Ashleaf" that we may pass it by without comment, as no one
who has grown the two—a thing, by the way, I may mention
very few have—will ever agree to the synonym.
Up to this stage we have twenty pretenders for the honour

of the Ashleaf, and it may be said of them all, one is as much
Ashleaf as the other. They all show theu' parentage, and for

ordinary purposes may be reduced to two, or at most three,

kinds—viz., Sandringham Kidney, the neai'est to the original

of all kinds named, notwithstanding that the Irish Farmer's
Gazette sets it down as an imposition on Myatt's Prolific Ash-
leaf, the original name of Myatt's Ashleaf, which is ten days
later—it is a vei-y true stock of the old Ashleaf ; Myatt's
Prolific Ashleaf, or Veitch's Improved Ashleaf, the two being

good croppers, and very good iu quaUty, will succeed the

Sandringham. These three are the best of the Ashleaf type,

Myatt's having its tubers close to the stem, whilst Veitch's

are produced on rather long wires, but gives a more even-

sized tuber.

We now come to Lapstoue, no more variable Potato known,
so that we need not wonder at the number of synonyms. I

could in any year put forth half a dozen from a selection of

the true kind. It sports more than any other sort, and the

kinds named as originating from it are all of them inferior,

if we except Yorkshire Hero, which undoubtedly is a fine

Lapstone, in no way inferior to it. Originating from the Lap-
stoue by seed, it is not nearly so variable as the Lapstone,
but, nevertheless, has all the characteristics of the Lapstone,

it not being free from reverting to the Copper-nosed Kidney
from which the Lapstone is derived. Huntingdon Kidney and
all the aliases have more of the Copper-nosed Kidney blood

than of the Lapstone, not one at all comparing with the Lap-
stone for quaUty. They are aU too much nose, and heel too

long ; the Lapstone, though flat, being a bulky Potato, with
very little difference between the rotundity of the nose and
heel. The Yorkshire Hero has a better constitution, hence
succeeds on soils from which the Lapstone is driven by
their wetness and closeness. To keep the Lapstone true the
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seed (sets) should be very carefully selected, choosing those

that have the greatest rotundity, and have the ends as nearly

alike as possible, rejecting those with thick noses and small

tails, and this persisted in annually will keep the Lapstone
very select. Than the old true Lapstone there is no better

kind of Potato as a second early; but to say that all the varie-

ties given at page 55 are synonyms of the Lapstone is decidedly

wrong. Of the Lapstone race they are, and degenerate, but

all are distinct from the Lapstone, which nine-tenths of those

under that title are not. No variety, as before stated, varies

so much, no luud is so difScult to obtain a break from seed.

The seedlings all run back to the Copper-nosed Kidney, or

have great length with flatness. Only once have I made sure

of a break. I have at last a Lapstone with a rose skin, the

tubers being long, flat, curved, thick nose, small tail end,

double the size of the parent, with a thick sprout, purple and
stout; haulm weak, erect, more like that of a round kind
than a kidney, and though a late kind in sprouting, not need-

ing to bo planted on that account before April, or even May.
It ripens with the second earlies, and when the disease is severe

sheds its leaves, and escapes it. It will suit the Koyal Agri-

cultural Society ; the Irisli Farmer's Gazette will not treat it,

because of the Lapstone race, as a synonym of that variety.

Regent is made the same as Early Oxford. It is time to

give in, for they are as diverse as any two round Potatoes well

can be, and I should not trouble about it except to say that

those wanting a good Regent will find it in Walker's Early,
which beats the whole of the Regents, being earlier, with a

stiff erect haulm. It would be a happy union of blood whoso-
ever might give the earliness of the Early Don and a touch of

its pink eye to the Regent.
Red-skinned Plourball I must confess to being deceived in.

I had what I thought was it, but discarded it from its being a
" SoapbaU," when last year I had some Red-skinned Flonrball

sent me. They were very different from the other, having
shallow eyes and a rough skin, the first having deep-suuk eyes
and a smooth skin. I have at last the true sort as originally

sent out by Messrs. Sutton & Sous, Beading ; and though it

boils well now, cooked in the oven or roasted it is better. The
American Red is not Eed-skinned Flourball nor Boston Red :

both are the same as I had at first—what the Irlxli Farmer's
Gazette may know, if it can reach back to the time of the
disease becoming general in 1845, as the Irish Cups, and well
the eyes resemble cups.

I have no seedlings to recommend, though I have one or

two for the Royal Agricultural Society ready now, and may
in 1878 have more that no art of man can prevail against by
persistent bad cultivation with disease. I do, however, recom-
mend the old Ashleaf Kidney, its improved form, Myatt's
Prolific Ashleaf, Lapstone, and a round flat sort, Paterson's
Victoria, with Walker's Early Regent, and Red-skinned Flour-
ball, making sure that you have it, and New Hundredfold
Fluke, the latter a piebald sort, and with the next preceding a
late good keeper. I am also glad to verify the statement of
" D., Deal," that they are not subject to nor have had disease.

Just a word about WiUai'd, a red-skinned sort that boils

beautifully white, and is excellent both in cropping and quality.

Excelsior is a fine white sort, round as is WQlard, and both
have dwarf hauhn—the very type of haulm we want, but lacking
the woody character of Hundredfold Fluke and Eed-skinned
Flourball. I have some seed from Excelsior, from which I
hope for much.
Mr. Luckhurst is disappointed at the result of the Potato

essays, no prize being awarded. I agree with the finding of

the Judges, but I do not agree with the " blundering " policy of

the Royal Agricultural Society. If the essays were not worth
the £100 prize, surely the Society ought to have been above
saving themselves £100 to offer in a prize for that which the
essays did not contain. The essays have had taken from them
their substance ; a basis for the Royal Agricultural Society to act

upon has been given ; and I am sure none of the essayists will

begrudge the time and labour expended if only the result be
the improved cultivation of the Potato, which, however, the
Society ignore, choosing rather to seek for disease-resisting new
kinds to battle against the present mode of cultivation, which
it needs no one extraordinarily endowed to discern, is with the
Royal Agricultural Society perfection. Go on, Mr. Luckhurst,
cultivation is more at faultthan the Potato ; but make it good
as you may, the fact remains that whether the treatment be
good or not, there are conditions attending the culture of the
Potato over which the cultivator has no direct or certain con-

trol—in other words, Potatoes are diseased under the best

cultivation, as I contend they have been for a very lengthened

period, if not through all time.

Wo want hardier-constitutioned kinds of Potatoes—kinds

that will endure the vicissitudes of our climate ; kinds that by
bad cultivation as for centuries practised will not becomo
diseased ; kinds that are disease-resisting, mere waxy lumps
of matter as yet, but which we all of us wish to see floury,

suited alike to the Royal Agricultural Society and the con-

sumer. It is about as likely we shall have disease-proof Po-

tatoes in 1878, and continue the present general cultivation,

as wo shall then enter on a period of uninterrupted prosperity

and peace.—A.

CHATSWORTH,
THE .SEAT OF THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE.—No. 1.

Chatswokth is a hamlet of Edensor parish, about nine miles

from Chesterfield in Derbyshire ; it was known in Norman times

as Chetesworde, and belonged to the Crown, though it was in

the custody of William de Peverel, ancestor of that " Peverel

of the Peak" Sir Walter Scott has celebrated. From the

Peverels it passed to the Leche family, so named from their

ancestor being the king's leech or suigeon. From thence it

passed to an Agard, who sold it to Sir William Cavendish, and
it has since remained in the possession of his descendants.

He married the well-known heiress of Hardwick, and thus

became the chief of the Derbyshire aristocracy. He began to

erect a noble mansion, but dying before even one of its wings

was finished, the completion devolved on his widow, who by
htr fourth marriage became Countess of Shrewsbury. That
building did not satisfy the first Duke of Devonshire, so he
began (in .Tames II.'s reign) to reconstruct it. This was in

1C87, and the mansion was finally completed as it now appears

in 170G.

What memories, associations, and reflections crowd on one's

mind at the mention of this place ! No need to couple with it

the claptrap name of the " Palace of the Peak," a name which
certainly gives one the notion that towering abovt) its stately

halls is to be seen the pictuiesque mountain bearing that

appellation, instead of its being some fifteen miles away. No
need to tell a gardener at least of the number of its rooms,

the size of its halls, the costliness of its decorations, or the

value of its paintings : to him it speaks of somethiug above

and beyond all these. It was the home of Paxtou, the place

where the Victoria regia first opened its beauties in England,
where the house is now so celebrated as the model of that

glass palace to which all the world was attracted in 1051, and
which now crowns the heights of Sydenham—one of tho chief

.jources of pleasure to an overgrown metropolis, and in addition

to all this still the homo of many a rare plant, and the place

where all interested in our beloved pursuit may find amuse-

ment and instruction.

It was with some such feelings that I turned aside on my
way to the great Manchester Exhibition in September last to

pay a long-promised visit to Chatsworth. It had for many a

year been treasured up as a treat in store, and now that it has

been enjoyed the memory of it wUl cling to me as one of those

bright days in the calendar cretu iiotaiula. It was a lovely

evening when I found myself at the Eowsley station, and there

being no 'bus for more than an hour, I started off for a most
lovely walk to Edensor. It was moonlight before I reached

the village ; and the splendid foliage, the calmness of the night,

broken only at times by the deer as they bounded through the

bracken, tended to make the walk most enjoyable. The hotel

at Edensor is charmingly situated, and I am bound to say I

was as comfortably lodged and taken care of as I could have

been at any west-end hotel, but truth compels me also to say

I had to pay quite as much for my accommodation as I had at

the " Langham " a week before. The whole aspect of the

village suggests to me the thought, that of all forms of society

the feudal is (when the carrying-oul of it is complete and the

head of it considerate), that which ensures the best results;

just as of all forms of government despotism, if the despot be

truly the father of his people, is that which secures the greatest

happiness. Here at Edensor you have the very ideal of a

village : the houses all so beautifully built and the gardens so

well kept, the church and school standing in the midst of the

people, that but for that most disturbing element our poor

human nature, one might suppose that this must be the abode

of contentment and peace.

Ou the following morning, in accordance with a courteous

invitation from Mr. Speed, the able gardener at Chatsworth,
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I walked over to the house, not for the purpose of viewing the

interior, but of seeing the grounds and gardens. And now
how shall I venture to attempt any description of the varied

beauties and immense collections of this wonderful place ?

But in looking round I came to the conclusion that there were

two specialities of the place which in their way are unique, I

mean the grand Palm House and the Victoria Tank House.
" Unique ! " some one may say fresh from reading the glowing

description of the Palm house at Kew in the " Edinburgh."

Yes, unique ; for while both are Palm houses they are essen-

tially different. It seems a necessity of a public garden that

artistic arrangement must give way to utility. It is not ar-

ranged for the pleasure of few or many, but for the benefit of

science and the world at large. Now science scoffs at art.

What are all the glories of pencil or taste of arrangement com-

pared with the gathering of one soientitic fact ? And so Kew
Palm house, whUe possessing many noble specimens, is to the

general spectator muddly, dirty, and inartistic. Happily at

Chatsworth it is the other way : science is not, as we know
from its records, neglected, but taste predominates. Where
in a public garden, for instance, could be arranged that cross

avenue of Musas which makes one almost fancy oneself in

some tropical forest ? Look, too, at those grand hanging
baskets, suspended all along from the roof, 5 feet in diameter,

and fiUed with Achimeues crowded with their lovely flowers

and hanging over on all sides of the basket. I never believed

this plant to be capable of such things until I saw it here.

Again we come on a forest of Agaves, suggesting at once
Mexico. Then look at these noble specimens flanking the

centre walk ; Chamierops, Phfcnix, Livistona, and other Palms

towering up to reach the lofty roof. Here, again, are fine

plants of Cycas 'revoluta, and in another place a charming
rockery from'^which a cascade falls, and around which tropical

plants send forth their lovely foliage. But stay, what is this?

—that'brilliant scarlet flower displaying itself some 8'or 10 feet

up—can this bo the puzzle of many an Orchid-grower? Yes,

it is Renanthera coccinea, at which many a good gardener has
shaken his head and s:iid he could do nothing with it. Mr.
Speed, however, has found out the way to make it display

its beaijties. He placed a green pole in the Palm house,

planted the Renanthera close to it, up this it climbed and flow-

ered ; then another higher pole was placed near it, and then a
third, so that now it has run up about 10 feet, and displays

its brilliant coloured flowers most profusely. It is a triumph
of Bood culture, of which Mr. Speed may justly be proud.

Stove climbers have hero an opportunity rarely afforded to

them. We see AUamandas confined in pots, or else allowed a
single ratter to climb upon ; here they wander at their own
sweet will, and most lovely objects they make, their rich golden
blossoms showing themselves most conspicuously. Tree Ferns,

too, have a grand opportunity of displaying their beauties, and
the whole aspect of the house is one of evpr-changing and
varied beauty. Nor will the gardener who is botanically inclined

or fond of curious forms be at fault. There is a fine collection
''' '^pcf,' '•anged along the side of the house, and many rare

forms of Agave'and Beauearnea scattered'thronghout|it ; while

lovely masses of Adiautum ou the rockwork, and other Ferns,

relieve by their tender and elegant foliage the more rigid

forms just enumerated. Altogether this Palm house is a thing

of beauty ou which one delights to dwell, and which must
be a great source of pride to the gardener in whose charge

it is.—D., Deal.

MY BIRD DIAEY 1873.

In May last, when I sent you my bird diary for the first part

1
of 1873, 1 promised to send my report again at the end of the

I year, but I have so little of interest to chronicle, that, had it

!
not been for my promise, T should hardly have ventured to

trouble you with the following lines.

Jul)/.—I mentioned that in May several cuckoos were con-

stantly in my farm garden, and that they kept down the

grub which "devours the leaves of the Gooseberries ; as a

rule they disappear at the end of .Tune, indeed so regularly

i that there is a saying in these parts, that " the cuckoo always

buys a horse at Pershore Fair (the 28tb .lune), and rides away."

One, however, a full-grown young bird, was left behind this

year, and I saw him frequently till the ISth -July, when he

From a photogiaph by Mr. Clarke, Pliotogropher, Matlock Bath.
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finalJy disappeared. He was very tame, and would allow me
to come withiu a few yards of him.
Up to the middle of the month we had been been unusually

free from blackbirds ; we bad only our own home-brod birds

about, and we did not much object to their helping themselves
to fruit. There was plenty for us all ; but one morning, about
the middle of the month, when I went out, I saw the Rasp-
berry bushes in a state of agitation. They were shaking about
without any apparent cause, but on going nearer to see what
was the matter, about twenty blackbirds fled out of them,
and as many more from an adjoining plantation of Red
Currants. The case was evident enough : my neighbours'
blackbu'ds, having finished the fruit at home, had come and
quartered themselves on me. Others came to join them, till

the garden was full of them. We shot at them, we tried to

drive them away with dogs, by shouting, by throwing stones,

but to no purpose ; at last they would not even rise, but
sat there, hiding themselves in the foliage, twittering and
laughing at us. They finished the Raspberries and Currants

;

then all the Gooseberries which were not covered ; then the
early Pears ; then they set to work at the Plums, preferring

the Victorias to all others, but when they were finished, taking
any that were left, ripe or unripe—all was the same to them

;

then they finished the Mahonia berries. Then they disap-
peared for a time, returning about the middle of October, to

eat the windfalls from some perry Pears. This done, they left

us for the winter, and returned to their own homes. They
were assisted by a pair of missel thrushes and a few song
thrushes ; but these last are by no means so bold or so
voracious as their kinsmen.
In Sejiti'mbi'i- and October, beyond the raids of blackbirds

mentioned above, I have little to chronicle. We had a passing
visit from blackcaps and tomtits, which took a few of the
tender-shelled nuts—Cosford I think they are called. The
birds always take these nuts. The tomtits, too, stocked a few
of the Pears, but did far less damage than in some previous
years. About the end of the month the Apple and Pear crop
was gathered and stowed away, and, as I vainly hoped, was
safe against the incursions of enemies ; but in this I was mis-
taken. On going to look at my fruit one day, I found large
slices taken out of the best specimens of Pears, and on ex-
amining the fruit there could be no mistake about the per-
petrators. The rats had got to them. These voracious brutes
seem to swarm in every part of the country to an extent which
never was known before. I expect that the destruction of
stoats and weasels by game-keepers has much to do with then'
increase ; I believe, even from their own point of view, keepers
would be gainers if they preserved the weasels, at any rate for
some years to come, for the rats are great destroyers of eggs
as well as of young rabbits, and are very difficult to catch, as
I can testify. They have scaled the walls of the house by
means of the Ivy, got into the root in some way we cannot
discover, and have destroyed the best of the fruit which was
stored there. 'We can hear them at night, knocking down the
Apples with a bump from the shelves on which they were
placed, and then rolling them along the floor to some part
where thej' stow them away. We dare not poison them, for in
this case they prove greater nuisances in their deaths than in

their lives. We have tried traps of all varieties, but though
we have caught a few, we cannot get rid of them altogether.

I have discovered, however, that they can be driven from any
particular run which they frequent by pouring gas tar into it,

for rats, though living in and upon every kind of filth, are very
particular about their personal cleanliness.

In December the only stray birds which I noticed were a
family of bottle tits, which, as usual, made but a passing visit

;

and a few solitary cock bullfinches. Our birds are now re-

duced to about the original stock with which we began the
year, with the exception of the starlings, which left us in the
summer, and probably were killed in some of their plundering
expeditions. We have a few blackbirds and thrushes, robins,
hedge sparrows, chaffinches, wrens, house sparrows, and yellow-
hammers.

I may venture, however, to say a word or two on the Wild
Birds' Protection Act, which prohibits the Idlling of certain

birds during the breeding season—from the l">th March to the
1st August, yearly. The list of protected birds seems to have
been drawn up with gi-eat care and knowlrdge of their habits.

The only names I could wish to see added to the list are the
chaffinch and the linnet, but I suppose many gardeners would
object, as they are undoubtedly troublesome in devouring
the newly-sown seeds ; but I think all the omissions of the

Bill are judicious. The starling, for instance, is one of the
greatest thieves we have for certain kuids of fruit. It is par-
ticularly fond of Cherries, and your readers may imagine what
chance a grower of Cherries would have of a crop, when I
mention that in one large orchard in this county I am in-

formed that more than one thousand starlings were killed.

They came in large flocks—two or three hundred at a time,
and settled on the trees, and would soon have stripped them of

all their fruit if they had been uniuolested. Blackbirds and
missel thrushes are also rightly omitted, for they are om-
nivorous as far as fruit is concerned, and are so bold, and
have such enormous appetites, that it is necessary to wage war
agamst them ; but I must confess to a weakness for the sing-
ing thrush, and could wish to see his name inserted in the pro-
tected list. The bullfinch again is most properly omitted, as
he is most destructive to the tender buds, and, as I mentioned
in my last notice, he lives on them, and not on any grubs they
may be supposed by charitable people to contain. The house
sparrow, too, though at times he is very useful, is at other
times so destructive that he is fairly exempted from protection.
The same may be said of the magpie and jay, and even of the
rook, which, though most valuable in the spring, requires to bo
kept at a distance in the fruit season, as he, too, has a parti-

cular weakness for Cherries and for Walnuts. On the whole,
I think the Bill has been most carefully drawn. The insect-

eating birds, as a rule, are protected, while the fruit and grain
devourers are very properly left to take care of themselves.

—

William Lea, St. Peter's, Droitwich.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBUEBAN GARDENING.
When the weather is not very inviting forout-door operations,

advantage should be taken of it to regulate the greeuhouse and
frame plants previously to commencing their spring growth.
That the health of plants as well as of animals is materially
influenced by cleanliness is evident from the difference between
the growth of the same species in the country and in the smoky
atmosphere of large towns. In the coiintry plants grow with
vigour, whereas in the town, although enjoying the same ad-
vantages as to soil and water, they only drflg out a miserable
existence. This is caused by the respiratory organs becoming
choked by the accumulation of dust on the foliage ; and as the
plant is thus unable to breathe, some derangement of the system
must be the result. In the constitueut parts of the atmosphere
the most delicate analysis has failed to detect any material
difference between that of densely populated towus and open
places, but that it is less transparent is obvious to those who
have ever observed it from a distant eminence. There is no
doubt, therefore, that the want of light and the dirty state of

the foliage are the principal reasons why plants do not thrive
in towns; but the success that has attended their cultivation in
Ward's cases proves that they can be grown in such situations,

provided they are kept clean, have all the light that can be pro-
cured, and are not parched-up by a dry atmosphere, for it is

to keeping plants free from dirt and to supplying them with an
atmosphere containing moisture proportionate with the tempe-
rature of their liabitations, that we may attribute their success-
ful cultivation in glazed cases. From the above observations
the window gardener will see the necessity of keeping his plants
clean, especially in dull weather, and the possessors of frames
and greenhouses the propriety of washing the glass frequently.
In regulating the plants it will be well to wash the foliage of
Oranges, Camellias, and other smooth-leaved plants with a
sponge and clean water, and the dust may be removed from
Pelargoniums aud other woolly-leaved plants by brushing them
lightly with a soft brush. After the plants are cleaned the pots
should he washed, and the surface in each replaced with fresh
soil, and if they require it they should be neatly tied to fresh
stakes. It is not an uncommon occurrence to see a stick as
thick as a man's thumb supporting the delicate stem of a Cal- '

ceolaria, or forming part of a trellis for a fragile and elegant
climber. This is bad taste ; and it should be recollected that as

a support of this kind is only a necessary evil, the more slender
the sticks are the better.

Carnations, Picotees, Auriculas, and Polyanthuses in frames
should have all the air possible in mild weather, but they must
be protected from wet. It is a good plan to have the frames
raised upon a brick placed beneath each corner, with moveable
boards to fit round it, so that thej' may be let down in mild
weather to admit a current of air among the plants, and be
replaced in case of frost. Eemove all decaying matter, so aa to

keep the atmosphere within as pure as possible, and prevent
the attack of mildew on the plants.

Where the first sowing of Peas is coming through the grounds
it will be advisable to draw a little earth to the plants. In case
of mice attacking them, I know of no better plan than trapping
them; that called the figure-of-4 trap, a number of which can
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soon be made, may be employed. Dig vacant ground, as all
Boili?, but especiaUy such as are of a clayey nature, profit much
by being fully exposed to the action of frost, which has the
effect of rendering them friable and easy to work. Let the
pruning of all kinds of fruit trees be finished as soon as possible,
and forward every operation that can be done with advantage
now, as the most busy period of cropping is fast approaching.
As a suburban garden will only contain a comparatively

limited number of plants, it is a matter of policy to have the
majority of these evergreens, that in the winter season, when all
else 13 so dreary, it may wear a moderately green and cheerful
appearance. Of these such as bloom gaily and abundantly, and
particularly such as blossom in the winter, or bear showy fruit
at that time, or have variegated foliage, should be selected as
tending less to create sombreness and gloom ; and combining
the elegance of their flowers or their appearance with the per-
manence of their leaves, for that purpose we would recom-
mend the various eort"! of Holly, the double-blossomed Furze,
several kinds of Erooni, (iarrya elliptica, Rhododendrons, An-
dromeda floribunda, Berberis Aquifolum, Cotoueaster micro-
phylla, numerous Heaths, Kalmias, Eock and Sun Roses, Gum
Cistus, &c.
Although evergreens may fitly thus prevail in a small place,

it will be unwi.<:e to cultivate them to the exclusion of deciduous
shrubs. The latter, by their lighter foliage and sprightUer
manner of growth and showier flowers, seem to be the natural
bodying-forth of summer's richness and gaiety, and this glorious
season would scarcely appear rightly attended and adorned
without them. They are, indeed, as thoroughly the life of sum-
mer, as evergreens are of winter, and, perhaps, of the two the
absence of winter's decorations would be even least regretted by
the mass. Cuttings of shrubs may be put in during February.
Let strong shoots of last summer's growth be selected. Choose
them from 9 to 1.0 inches long, and, if you can, take about 2 inches
ofithe old wood with the shoots at their base. Trim-off the lower
leaves, place the cutting.s halfway in the ground, and plant
them in a shady border to root. Do this in February in pre-
ference to October, as everything roots earlier from spring
operations. You may also plant cuttings in June, but keep
thern moist and shady. In pruning shrubs be careful to cut-out
the long rambUug shoots of the last summer's growth, which
disfigure their appearance ; cut away also branches of shrubs
which interlace each other, that every shrub may stand alone
and well defined. Take away their suckers, and let each shrub
be kept to a single .stem.
Laurustinus, PhiUyreas, and Laurel are excellent shrubs to

plant near buildings or to hide a wall ; they are evergreen sum-
mer and winter, very hardy, and quick-growing. The Pyra-
eantha is an elegant shrub with its clusters of red berries, and
It looks gay during the autumn and winter. The Arbutus or
Strawberry Tree is loaded with its Strawberry-like fruit in
August, September, and October. This is a beautiful shrub
placed singly on a lawn, if kept to one single clean stem and
a fine branching head. Portugal Laurels are beautiful, their
deep green leaves and scented feathery flowers make them au
important shrub in all gardens.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PEESENT WEEKS.
FKUIT .*ND KITCHEN GiRDEN.

In every garden where the importance of having in a forward
state all out-door operations, such as pruning, digging, trench-
ing and making alterations, is a primary consideration, there
will now be little of that work left undone. In our own case all
such work has been pushed forward, but, on the other handmuch that used to be done in frosty or wet weather, such as
Strawberry supports, pegs, Pea sticks, dc, has yet to be at-
tended to. Where Pea sticks can be obtained in abundance it
IS as we 1 to have them new every year, as the smaU sprays to
which the tendrils of the Pea cling are broken off during the
winter

;
but the old sticks can be used a second time if new

stiokB are mixed with them in about equal proportions. Where
Pea sticks have to be cut, it ought to be done at once, and they
should be pointed. This is best done when they are freshly cut •

a man can do more work, and that with more ease to himself,
than when the wood is dry and hardened. It is also desirable
to size them. The dwarf-growing sorts, such as Tom Thumb
and Blue Peter, though they will do without sticks if these
cannot be readily obtained, will be all the better of sticks
IS inches long. The largest proportion of them will be 4 feet

t^<i ^,*"'fl5cient quantity must Ukewise be prepared at 6 feet,
tor Ne Plus Ultra and allied sorts. It facilitates operations at
the time of using them if they are tied-up now in suiiable
bundles. We prepare elm or hornbeam sprays about a foot long
lor Strawberry supports ; about three or four spravs are placed
round each plant.

"

Seeds that have been sown are vegetating freely. Peas are
up nicely, but the birds and mice are at them, the latter before
they are through the ground, and the former as soon as the
tender growth can be discerned. Mice are caught with a figure -

of-4 trap, an arrangement which has been described in this
Journal, and in which a brick falls and crushes the animal at
once. For the birds nothing answers better than the Pea pro-
tectors advertised weekly ; these are placed over the rows as
soon as the Peas come through the ground.
Planted out the Potatoes on an early border; the sorts are

Myatt'a Prolific Ashleaf, and Veitch's Improved Ashleaf. The
ground is in excellent order. The sets had been spread-out
on the floor of a loft and have sprouted a little, but being care-
f iiUy removed without detaching the sprouts, there will be no
check to the growth. Many persons plant with a dibber ; one
man makes the holes and another follows and drops a Potato
into each

: this i.s about the worst method possible, especially
if the ground should be wet. A better way is to draw drills
with a hoe and plant the sets in them ; then, should the ground
not be in good order, a little dry light mould can be placed
over the sets. Ours are planted with a spade or digging-fork.
The ground had been prepared by digging and manuring early
in the autumn, and as it is now lightly dug or forked over, the
Potatoes are planted so that the ground is left loose.

FOBCING HOUSES.
yiiicries.—Some of the best Grape-growers complain that their

Vines are not starting strongly this year. Last season was not
favourable to properly ripening the wood, and this is, no doubt,
the cause of any weak or uncertain growth in the present year.
In our own earliest house the Vines are starting very regularly,
and the growths are rapidly gaining strength. In a house
devoted principally to Muscat of Alexandria they have not
broken well ; several of the eyes have not started yet, though
some of the growths have made considerable progress. In the
same house Black Hamburgh and Madresfield Court Black
Muscat have started into regular growth. We have now suit-
able weather for forcing ; the nights are not cold, so that it is
not necessary to overheat the hot-water pipes, and sometimes
we can .shut-up early and utilise the sun's rays.
Those having charge of forcing houses at this season should

pay much attention to the ventilation. When cold winds are
blowing from the north or east, with bright sunshine for half
an hoiu-, and the sun is hidden behind a bank of clouds for a
similar period, with glimpses of sun and clouds intervening all
through the day—when such is the case it is better to let the
temperature run up from 5° to 10° than to open the ventilators
too much and chill the tender growths. Shut-up very early in
the afternoon, any time after two o'clock, or at least before three,
according as the house faces the sun. At any rate, no harm
will result to the Vines if the thermometer rises to 85°. Oar
time has been taken up tying and training the young growths
as described two weeks ago. We keep up a good supply of
moisture from evaporating troughs and by sprinkling the paths
and borders, but the Vines are not syringetl after the buds are
fairly started. While we approve of a good supply of moisture,
there is a probability of overdoing it, especiaUy if the water-
troughs are cast on the pipes. This has been abundantly proved
in an early house here, where it is found that by using all the
water-troughs early in the season, at a time when the first leaves
are forming, the foliage produced is thin in texture, and will
not stand an hour's sun in March; and when only half the
number of troughs is used the growths are stronger, and the
leaves robust and healthy.
Made a sowing of Dwarf Kidney Beans thickly in a box, to be

planted out in pots when they are sufficiently advanced.
Strawberries in pots are doing very well this year. The

earliest batch has scarcely any plants in it that have not thrown
up abundance of flower trusses ; the fruit has set well and is
swelling-off nicely, though scarcely any attention was given to
setting the flowers. The main elements of success are a com-
paratively dry atmosphere and a night temperature of 60°, with
a little rise iu the daytime, the ventilators front and back being
kept open a little even in dull cold weather. The same treat-
ment suits Pines in the house where the fruit is ripening.
Weak liquid manure water helps to swell the fruit, and should
be applied at each alternate watering. No manure water is
applied after the fruit changes colour.
Peach House.—Should the occupants of this structure now be

in flower, it is very desirable to brush over the anthers with a
camel-hair pencil ; this will facilitate the setting of the fruit, but
it will not obviate the effects of ineflicient ventilation or an
over-moist atmosphere. The house should be aired very early
in the morning : open the top first, and as the day advances a
little air should also be admitted by the front ventilators. If
there is bright sunshine it will give an opportunity to admit aii'

more freely. See that the border in which the roots are is not
overdry ; although the management may be right in every
other respect, if the roots are in a dry medium the flowers will
drop off.

ORCH.UID HOUSE.
The only occupants of this structure now are Peach and

Nectarine trees, with Strawberry plants on the shelves near the
glass. The trees are all in pots and are looked over once a-week

;

those that axe dry get a thorough watering. The Strawberry
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pots seldom require water roore than once a-week at this season,

bat the soil Bhould not be allowed to become too dry. The
house ought to be thoroughly fumigated before the flower buds

open to destroy aphis. Ventilate freely in the day time, shutting

up close at night.
STOVK AN'C GBKENHOUSK.

Orchids throwing-ap flower spikes must be carefully watched

;

they bhould be examined every uight with a lantern if slugs are

in the house. Oncidium ampliatum, the flower spikes of which
are now throwing up, is exceedingly attractive to them. There
is no better way of getting rid of them than by looking over the

plants, say at 8 aud 10 p.m. We have not yet been able to entirely

eradicate bug from the house, this pest is now showing signs of

active life. Oar plants that are known to bo infested with it

are looked over {with a sponge dipped in water wherein soft

soap has been dissolved), once a-week if possible. There is a

possibility of getting rid of mealy bug entirely if it is foDowed-
up persistently. Green fly seems to be more than usually

abundant this year. The only certain destructive agent in

greenhouses or forcing pits is tobacco smoke, but the houses

must be fumigated immediately it appears, for if it is allowed to

increase the plants are much weakened. Roses, stage and
fancy Pelargoniums, suffer the most from its attacks. The
worm which attacks the Rose bud in an early stage of its de-

velopment must be searched for on Roses being forced. It can
readily be detected by observing the leaves ou the shoot near

the top, they are ingeniously fastened together as a means of

protection.

The greenhouse department is now gay with spring-flowering

bulbs and plants. As regards nearly all forced subjects, they

ought to be removed from the forcing house before the flowers

are expanded, as if these are allowed to open in heat, as a rule

they will not continue long on the plant when removed to a

cool house. See that all specimen hardwooded plants are trained

into shape as soon as possible.

FLOWER GARDEN.
We ran the lawn-mower over the lawn, and this has greatly

improved its appearance. Digging shrubbery and herbaceous
borders, sweeping walks, aud keeping all as tidy as possible.

Continue to propagate all bedding plants of which there ie not

a aufficieut stock.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
S. Dixon & Co., 48a, Moorgate Street, London, E.C.

—

Select

Lint of Vegetable Seeds, Flower Seeds, Potatoes, ((-c.

Drummond Brothers, 52, George Street, Edinburgh.

—

Cata-
logue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds.—Select List of Hybrid
Gladioli, d'c.

Teutschel & Co., Colchester.

—

Retail List of Japanese Lilies,

Orchids, <£c.

John Harrison, Grange Road, Darlington.

—

Descriptive Cata-
logue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Bedding Plants, d'C.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d'C, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Books (A ConKlant Stihscriher).—Loudon's edition of *' Repton'a Land-
Hcape Gardeniug." Appleby's *' Orchid Manual." The latter can be bad
from our office free by post if you enclose 2». 7^d. postage stamps with your
address.

Bdrnino Oil in Greenhouses (H. T. fl.).—Any combustible burnt in a
gresnhouse is injurious to the plants unless there is a flue or chimney of some
kind to convey tlie fumes from the burning (combustible into the open aii".

Vine Burdhr {J. B.),—You Trill have seen directions for forming one in our
last number, pa^je 106.

Croquet Ground {J. A.},—We published full directions for making a
bowling green in our No. 468, and the same directions apply to a croquet
lawn. It should not be less than a quarter of an acre, and oblong is the best
form. 60 yai'ds by 20 yards is a good proportion.

Fuchsia MAi.F0R3iEt> IJ. E.).—It is a curious sport, three small corollas
in one calyx; but it would not be permanent, probably, if the branch pro-
ducing it were rooted; nor, if permanent, do we think it would be so graceful
as the flower in its normal form.

Stove Plants (Julia J/.).—We hope in a short time to have a series of

communications on the subject. We have at present no manual on their

cultivation.

Ofi'-iiiDs (F. M. J.).—" The Orchid Manual " includes the culture of gi*een-

houso aud hardy Orchids. You can have it free by post if you enclose thirty-

two postage stamps.

Planting Flower Beds (S. N. 3/.).—Wo cannot undertake planting, wo
can only criticise that which is prnposed. If you send another plan with
your own arrangement we will suggest any alterations we tliink desirable.

LiTCHi OR LiTCHEE (Gf.).—The usual botanical name applied to the tree

bearing this fruit is now Euphoria Litchi, but it baa been included in other

genera, as Dimocarpus, Nephelium, Sapindus, and Scytalia. It was intro-

duced here by Mr. Warren Hastings in 17bS. The dry fruit mot with in our

markets gives but a faint idea of what it is when eaten fresh in its native

country.

Forming Bu8H\' Cinerarias (F. H.).—Your query was answered last week,

page 106. We would add that the plants should not be crowded, but be kept
neai- the glass and not touching each other, turning them round if they axe

likely to be one-sided.

Plants under Red Cedar (X. F.).—As you cannot get grass to grow you
may raise some plants of Pyrethrum Tchiatchewi, sowing the seed in pans,
and placing them in a greenhouse near the glass ; when large enough to

handle prick out an inch from eaclmtlier, and linally plant out about 3 inches

apart, having loosened the soil about the tree, and watering until established.

Pond Cleaning (Idrm).—Some lime mixed with the mud ami decaying
matter taken from the pond would prevent any injury to the members of your
family from the effluvia given off ; and whilst the pond was being cleaned you
might use a disinfectant, as chloride of limo.

WooDLicE (W. H. H).—Having tried the potatoplan—aboiled onewrapped
in a little hay and laid on its side—without avail, we can only recommend you
to place some damp hay against the foot of the walls uf the structure where
they are troublesome, aud in the luovuing pour bailing water on the hay and
down the walls ; the woodhce will be seureted under the hay close to the wall.

In this way we have kiUed them by thousands ; and the boiling water, if the
soil is tii'm, does not penetrate deeply and cannot injme the roots much, as it

need not be poured on in the quantity to do hai'm. Moss is quite as good as

the hay, or better. We have also poisoned them by mixing laid with finely

giound oatmeal, so as to form a crumbling paste, added about a table-spoon-
ful of arsenic to a half-pint, and placed it on pieces of slate in their haunts ;

but gieat care is necessary in using the poison, und it is not always that the
woodliee will take it.

Seeds for New Zealand (C. W. D.).—The principal London or pro-

vincial seedsmen know what seeds are most suitable for the district you name.
It would be best for you to trust to th'^m to send out a collection.

Camellia Flowers noi" Expanding {R. B. Shaw).—The buds do not
expand from the plants having more blooms than the roots can supply with
nourishment, they not being in a very active state. We should repot the
plant as soon as the flowering is over, but not give a large shift, nor place it

in a tub as you propose. Drain well, and keep the neck or collar high in the
centre of the pot or tub, aud remove what old soil can be taken from
amongst the roots by a pointed piece of wood. Use the top inch of a light

loamy pastme, chop or tear it up tine, and press firm. If the pot admit of an
inch or so of fresh soil all round the ball it is large enough.

Pajipas Grass Culture (W. Rmnell).— Cut off the dead parts in April or

when the young growths are being made, but we prefer to leave them until

the young growths are somewhat advanced. Slulch round the plant when it

begins to grow with some rich compost or well-rotted manure, and water with
hquid manure in dry weather.

MeSEMBRVANTHEMUM CORDIFOLIU3I, ECHEVERIA GLAUCA, AND POINSETTIA
Sowing {F.J. T.).—The Mesembryanthemum and Echeveria seed sown now
in a gentle hotbed and grown-on will, by bedding-out time, form nice little

plants available for planting-out in .Tune after being well hardened-off. They
require to be kept near the glass and to be very carefully watered. Poinsettia

pulcherrima comes into flower in winter, and is grown for its scarlet bracts.

It should be sown in a hotbed, grown in heat tlnougU the summer, and kept
near the glass, so as to be d^varf. It should have a warm greenhouse or cool

stove. Cuttings put in during August make the best plants.

Perennial Phlox Seed Sowing (H. H.).—Sow the seed in Mai-ch in a
pot or pan well diained, and filled to within a quarter of an inch of the rim
with a compost of light fibrous loam two parts and leaf soil one part, with a
free admixture of silver sand. Make the surface fine and even, scatter the
seeds evenly, and then cover with fine soil lightly. Place in a gentle heat,

keeping near the glass, and when the seedlings show the second leaves prick-ofE,

in pans or boxes about an inch aoart, and return to the hotbed, shading from
bright sun for a few days. Harden well off, und p'.aut out-doors in rich light

soil about a foot apart, where they are to remain to fiower.

American Blighi' (C. Y.).—Dress the Apples with the paraffin undiluted
applying it to every pitrb of the stem and braucheri, and particularly to the
swelling, but keep it from the buds. You should likewise lay bare the roots, and
the thick parts of these may also be dressed with paraQiu, using a brush. Do
not pour the paraffin about, but confine it to the stem, branches, aud thick

roots if you find these infested by the blight. If the roots are attacked, the
soil removed should be replaceil by fresh. It may be necessary to go over the

trees in summer, applying the paraffin by means of a brush to the parts

affected, but taking care to keep the oil from the leaves and young wood.

Destroying Daisies on Lawn {C. A. D.).~l( your lawn is of moderate
extent we should advise yuu to employ Watsons lawn sand, which undoubt-
edly destroys Daisies and other weeds ; but the lawn is made to appear brown
for a time. It may be had of most of the principal nurserymen and seedsmen,
du'cctions for its use being furnished with the article. The old plan of

grubbing them up with a knife is a tedious but nevertheless good mode of

getting rid of them, and if yon do not employ the lawn sand we advise this.

It is remai'kable how soon they appear again after they have been removed,
and we incline to the opinion that on some soils it is waste of time seeking

tu extu-pate them. It is better to cut off their heads with a Daisy-knife erery

second or third day, for it is only when they flower that they mar the appear-

ance of a lawn.

Errata.—Page 103, third line from top, first column, for " stooping " read
sloping. Page 103, twelfth line from top, first column, for " dies " read dries.

Page 104, sixth line from top, fiist column, for '* wlien not wanted" read
w]icre not wanted.

Insects on Clcb-rooted Cabbages (C. L.).—They are a species of the
Acarus, or Mite, and feed upon the decayed parts of vegetables. Whether
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thoy occasion decay by wounding the Yegetables is donbtful. If you remova
all your Cabba'^-eworts, burn them, mix some gan liuie with the soil, and
avoid gvowiug Cabbasoworts on the same plot for twelve months, you will
estirimte the Acari.

Insects (TK. T. F. M. J.).—The little flies which are at the present time
" infesting your house so as to become a perfect nuisance " are closely allied
to the small common house-fly, and which, from their sma^bed condition, it

is almost impo3sibl6 to determine specificaUy. They are quite incapable of
stioging. We suppose they have been proda;:o;l from some mass of decaying
or putrefying vegetable matter. Has there been any extra washing of wine
or baer barrels in your neighbourhood, as the flies resemble the common
Mosillus cellarius ?—I. 0. W.
Names of Fruits (R. IV.).—It is evidently Golden Reinette. {T. Kenmihi

and Co.).—We do not recognise the Apple sent. {CaroUiH.).—Your Pear is not
Chaumontel, and we are at a loss to say what it is. It has, however, the same
bitter flavour which the Chaumontel sometimes has when past its prime of
ripeness. Acids mixed with sugar- for some timi^have the effect of converting
it to a bitter principle. Charcoal powder has the power of destroying bitter
princiiJles ; we do not know whether it would check their formation in Pears
packed in it. (J. F. Smith).—1, White Calville; "2, Dumelow's Seedling;
8, Norfolk Beefing ; 4, Bu-raingbam Pippin; 8, Delaware. {T. I'.).—1, Shep-
herd's Fame; 3, Cornish GilUflower.

POULTBT, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

POULTRY HOUSES AND MANAGEMENT.
Five years ago I worried myself to provide roosting-house,

layiag-house, and sittiag-house without involving myself in too
large an outlay. From ilv to £20 was about the figure, but the
result was not satisfactory to me ; and my sole reason for being
dissatisfied was, that my fowls were not thoroughly healthy. 1
had many that suffered from colds ; and as draughts were not in
the house, I could not help fancying that I was " coddling " my
stock too much. Daring my second year two or three birds took
a fancy to high trees to roost in, and I found they were strong
and very healthy, laying well, and in capital condition. At the
end of the second year I closed the houses altogether, and this
is the third winter of my fowls roosting out in the trees about
the orchard which forms their run. They are in excellent
health ; and out of the whole {forty-eight in number^ I have not
had one sick or sorry. I have watched them most narrowly, and
am quite convinced that they thrive better and lay better than
a similar stock did when in a warm house. No one will ever
persuade me to use the houses again.
As to food, fowls will do well if they are fed with maize twice

a-day and with house scraps at noon. But you miist limit your
adult birds to a certain quantity ; and I find that one penny-
worth per head per week, with the house scraps at mid-day, is

ample maize to keep them in good laying condition. I give
ground oats slaked with water three or four times a-week instead
of maize for a change ; but I do not exceed the penny per head
by alternating the food thus.

I have tried custard made of new milk and eggs for chickens,
but now I never give anything beyond ground oats slaked with
water, and they are as strong as when I fed them with luxuries.
When a hen has hatched I at once remove her from the hedge-
row where she has sat to a coop without a bottom, and set it close
in front of another larger coop, in which I place four times a-day
a good allowance of the slaked ground oats. The large coop has
a loose board in its roof, through which the food is put, and is

3 feet deep. The young broods go through the bars in front of it

to feed, and the adult birds cannot reach it. The chicks in the
smaller coop soon run into the larger one, and become familiarised
with the larger broods ; and when a week old, if the weather is not
wet, I turn hen and chicks out to take their chance, taking care
that the supply of slaked ground oats in the coop is diligently
attended to. The bars are sufficiently wide to allow all the
young fowls of eight weeks old to creep through ; and in winter,
when extra food, in my opinion, is required to make up for want
of sun, the bars are wider, and birds older than two months can
creep through.
As regards houses for laying in, I have found that hens infi-

nitely prefer to have their nests in the hedgerows, or under
faggots, sprays, &c. I used to keep the eggs of my best fowlsfor
setting in a tray in the dining-room, and with a wretched result
as to chickens. Now I never remove them from the nest, but
put a pencil mai'k upon them, and only remove those which are
sold to be eaten, and the result is five out of six eggs are fertile.

When a hen is broody I remove her in the evening to the nest
where the eggs are, cover a wire frame with sacking, so as to make
her new nest dark for a couple of days, and the result is five
chickens out of the six eggs. In tlie summer I put nine eggs,
in the winter six eggs under my hens.
With respect to buying eggs for breeding, I prefer to buy a

pullet, and use her eggs ; for only twenty chickens out of 130
bought eggs, over and over again, were a result which disgusted
me. I know, too, that I was supplied with fresh eggs, but the
shaking in transit addles them.
I never "coddle" birds, young or old; but I own to giving

all my young growing stock a good meal of slaked oats separate
from the adults, to plump them up, and I then can always pitoh

upon a fat young bird when 1 want them for the table. As
to sorts or breeds, I keep, to please my eye, SUver-spangled
Hamburghs, and think them most beautiful. I have Brahmas,
pure and highly bred. (I gave 30.3. for the pullets to begin
breeding from). I have a grand Grey Dorking cock running with
them ; and thus mated, the chickens are the best layers of large
eggs and the best table fowls I have ever bred. I have sold them
at 8s. a-couple, and had 2it a-piece for the eggs all the year round.
My outlay from October 1st to December 31st for corn was
S;2 19s., my receipts ±'5 is. id.—C. C.

EGGS IN WINTER.
Some of yom- correspondents have sent yon "experiences "

of their bad luck this winter. Ours has been unprecedentedly
good ; and as we think we have found the best plan for ensuring
winter eggs, it may be worth recording.
Eighteen pullets, hatched last March and April, began to lay

in December, and have given us in the five weeks past, since
December 21st, 374 eggs, with very little help from the older
fowls, the week's supply ranging from sixty-two to eighty-five at
a time when eggs, even in Pembrokeshire, were worth l\tl. or2rf.
They have no artificial food. Barley meal with skim milk or
broth in the morning, and whole barley at night; a mid-day feed
of scraps—raw mangold, or whatever comes to hand—only when
snow is on the ground. A good run of field, thicket, and farm-
yard ; a well-built hen-house, with window at each end, ventilat-
ing it during the day, and in winter closed at night. No arti-

ficial warmth. We have absolutely no sickness among the fowls
from year's end to year's end, and we only lose about five per
cent, of our chickens—that is, three or four among eighty. We
keep aboiit two dozen fowls. In the course of the spring we
shall get rid of all our two-year-old hens except eight, which we
keep till they have reared us our stock of chickens. From the
eight broods we choose twelve or fifteen of the finest pullets for

next winter's laying, thus keening the stock regularly sifted,

half " rising one," half " rising two " years old.

The bulk of our stock is Brahmas, and our two cocks are
Brahmas. Besides, we have a few Game and three Silver
Hamburghs, whose eggs we never set. Our yard supplies our-
selves and our village with sittings of eggs, warranted to pro-
duce a large average of strong chickens—ten or twelve out of

thirteen.

-ill our theory comes from your columns and Wright's
" Practical Poultry-Keeper ;

" and our skill merely consists in
common care and regular cleaning, and measured and moderate
feeding, so that we wonder to hear so many in better climates
than ours complain of failure. The most forcible lesson we
have learnt in seven years' experience is that " favourite hens

''

are unprofitable—and worse, for they make poultry-keeping an
intolerable, distressing business. We have in former years
trained hens to the most familiar tamenessi; and we advise
anyone who cannot help making pets of their hens to give up
keeping poultry. The favourites are sure to grow fat and un-
healthy—a trouble to themselves and to their masters. " Fair
field and no favour " is the only rule.—A. D. C.

REMOVING FOWLS FROM THE L.iTE BRISTOL
POULTRY SHOW.

Fe-ibixg that the letter on the above subject, signed by " A
Lover of Faih Plav," might lead exhibitors who did not
attend the Show to imagine that the Committee systematically
allowed birds to be taken away whenever wanted, I wish to

state the reason why the pen in question was removed on Satur-
day morning. The pullets had been fighting early in the morn-
ing, and when the feeders arrived one was much damaged—in
fact, completely scalped, and had to be removed. A gentleman
soon after claimed the pen on condition that he might at once
take them away and doctor the damaged pullet. The latter

being in a bad state, we were glad both for our own sake and the
exhibitor's to send it off. This pen, and two others sent home
on account of being roupy, were the only pens that left before ten
o'clock on Monday night, and any exhibitor who has ever been
at our Show will corroborate me when I say that we are very
strict in the observance of this rule. .\s the owner of the said

pen of pullets admits having been to the Show, I think he or
she might have inquired of the Secretary or one of the Com-
mittee the reason of the birds being removed—in fact, I have
good reasons for thinking this was done—rather than try to

damage our reputation by inserting such a trifling occurrence
in the pages of the Journal. In reference to the latter part of

the complaint, purchasers of birds often object to others know-
ing they have bought certain pens, and we never give the in-

formation without their consent.—E. Cambbidue.

New Wokk on Pigeons.—Messrs. Cassell, Better, & Galpiu
announce a new illustrated work on Pigeons, uniform with " The
Illustrated Book of Poultry." The coloured plates are to be
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Eimilar, and by the same artist. Of the text it is statel that

the subject matter will be supplied by Mr. R. Fulton, the well-

kuown dealer, assisted by various of the " fancy " fraternity,

edited and arranged by Mr. Lewis Wright, the author of the

"Poultry Book."

DOEEINGS AT THE KENDAL SHOW.
[From a Corresponcient.)

I AM fond of Dorkings, coloured ones particularly ; and in my
estimation they are the fowl of all others. Tliis is my excuse

for troubling you with the following remarks upon them at the

Kendal Show.
Class 7, eleven entries (coloured cook any age), contained some

very good birds. The first prize went to a remarkably well-

feathered bird, shown in first-rate condition, but not large, and
rather light—nothing like the first-prize birds of Mrs. .\rkwright

and Mr. White of some two or three years ago. The second
prize was taken by a bird of a nice colour, smaller than the first,

and with rather a twisted comb—in fact, pen 53, highly com-
mended, should have exchanged places with him. Third-prize

a very fine bird—about the best in the class, but for one fault

—

viz., his tail (what remained of it) having a strong inclination to

touch the back of his head.
In class 8 (Silver-Grey cock, any age), seven entries, the first

prize and cup went to a bird of very good colour and fair size,

the second pressing very closely for first honours ; third, a nice

bird. The rest of the class only moderate.
Class (coloured hens), eleven entries, one of the best in the

Show. The first prize went to a beautiful pair of hens, well
matched, good in colour and in every way, and they certainly

should have had the cup awarded them. The second-prize pen
contained two very good hens, a fair match in colour, but quite

different in shape and style. The third-prize pen consisted of

one very good hen and a middling one, rather light in colour.

The unnoticed pen, belonging to the same gentleman, was,
perhaps, the best in the class as regards size and shape ; but
unfortunately both birds had very affectionate hocks, which is

a bad fault, and must in this instance have thrown them out of

the prize list. The highly-commended pen, 69, will in time be
heard of. They were a pair of beauties, only a little short of

size, which, as they appeared young, they may gain.
Class 10, eight entries. The awards in this class were not at

all pleasing, the first-prize pen showing no breeding whatever

—

scarcely any comb, and nothing to commend them but their good
condition. Pen 82, a capital pair of hens, should have been first,

No. 75 second, and the third as it was.
In the class for Dorkings, any colour (cockerel aud pullet),

confined to the county of Westmoreland, were some splendid
specimens—notably, the first-prize and cup pen, which were of

the fashionable dark colour and immense size, weighing over
20 lbs. They were also awarded the extra three-guinea cup for

the best pen in all the local classes. The second-prize pen,
belonging to the same lady, were equally good in colour, but the
cockerel not quite so large. The third prize went to a pen of

excellent Silvers, good in all points, and capable of holding their

own in any company. Good sound feet prevailed in all classes.

King's Lynn Poultby Show.—This includes Pigeons and
Babbits. Entries close on the 12th. There is one prize con-
fined to Norfolk residents in each poultry class.

SHOWING VERSUS BREEDING.
I WAS very much struck with the justice of your correspon-

dent's remarks, in his report of the Dorking Poultry Show, on the
evil practice of continuing the exhibition season into January,
February, and even March. I quite agree with all he says on this
subject, and for my own part have long given up exhibiting
during this time, which I consider should be a close season, not
only for the sake of the birds, which I fear receive very little

consideration at some hands, but also for the sake of their pro-
geny. I have but little hopes that an appeal on this subject will

have any good effect, as there are dozens of exhibitors who never
bred a prize chicken in their life, who have invested in a prize
pen at the Palace or Birmingham, and hawk it about from show
to show, thus endeavouring by false pretences to dispose of their
own indifferent stock at an enhanced price. Buyers of eggs and
birds should not be deceived by so shallow an artifice, but shomd
find out who were the winners at the autumn shows, where
nearly all must be exhibiting birds of their own breeding. As
an enthusiast and keen lover of the feathered tribe, I have often
been grieved beyond measure to see noble birds reduced to utter
ruin by this continued overshowing, which is little less than
cruelty to animals. "Me turn jjrimum scTviim circumstetit
horror." Then, for the first time, I almost regretted that 1 was
an exhibitor. I am sure all fanciers who are so from inclination
and not from love of gain, wiU agree with me in saying that

February and March Bhows would be better stamped out.—
VlATOH.

DORKING POULTRY SHOW.
Althoogh many of the classes were open to all England, wa

could find few exhibitors residing beyond the immediate neigh-

bourhood of Dorking, and the Show was in effect almost a local

one. We believe no positive connection can bo traced between
the town of Dorking and the fowls that bear its name ; but the

Committee appear to have adopted them, and out of thirty-two

classes, twenty, with a great majority of the prizes, were devoted

to this variety. The people of Dorking also appear equally in-

terested in maintaining the purity of this breed of fowls, for on
our journey from the railway station to the Public Hall, in which
the Exhibition was held, we observed several poultry runs, and
we were much gratified with the way in which the respective

varieties appeared be be preserved. First we saw some Whites,

so good that few fanciers would pass them without desiring a

close inspection; further on another lot, from which we thought

a selection might be made equal to any in the Show ; then some
good Cuckoos—or Blues, as our Dorking friends describe them

—

caught our eye, succeeded by others of a similar description, and
in every case the particular variety appeared to be kept carefully

select, and we could not find one example of the miscellaneous

groups of birds that are seen elsewhere at every turn, and are

usually included in the very comprehensive category of "Barn-
doors."
But to return to the Show. The coloured Dorkings were an

admirable lot, and we were particularly pleased with the pens

exhibited by Mr. Ellis, and his birds throughout showed that

they had come from a stock that has been judiciously selected.

Some good birds were also shown by Col. Lane, Mr. Greenhill,

Mr. Cheesman, and Mr. Clift. The latter gentleman exhibited

two pens that were not an acquisition to the Show. The cock
in one pen was so weak on his legs it was painful to see him
attempt to stand ; the other was swollen, and very diseased in

the toe. The White Dorkings were inferior to the Coloured in

the class for "cock and two hens." The third prize was
judiciously withheld. The Blue or Cuckoo classes surprised us

;

in numbers they greatly exceeded our expectations, and the

quality assiires us that this variety is not so much neglected as

is generally imagined. Pen 171 that took the first prize in the

single cock class contained a magnificent specimen—rich in

colour, very evenly-marked, a good-shaped rose-comb well set

upon the head, no trace of white in the earlobe, and thoroughly

sound on the feet; a little white was to be found in the sickles,

otherwise we should have called him a perfect bird. A few
classes for other varieties followed, but as in the larger nurnber
of them only a single prize of i'l was offered for competition,

the entries were very limited.

In the Brahma class a good pen of Darks, containing a beauti-

ful pair of pullets very evenly marked, were first; the rest, with
the exception of a pen of Lights belonging to Mr. Pares, were a

poor lot.

The Spanish class was a very inferior one, but we liked pens
219 and 228 better than the winners. Classes for Game, Bantams,
Hamburgks, Ducks, &c., followed, but they were only moderate,

and call for no special notice. The total number of entries

was 323. We published the prize list last week, together with
a report from a correspondent.

BRIDGNORTH POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 21st and 22nd ult., and the entries of

poultry and Pigeons were very good both in numbers and quality.

The following are the awards ;

—

Bradmas fLight).— Cocfc.—1, T. A. Dean. 3, J. Bloodwortb. 3, M. Leno. 4,

Mrs. H. J. Baily. vhc, Mrs. A. WUIiamaon. he, A. O. Worthington ;
— Crai-

tree. c, W. Tedd; Rev. N. O. Ridley, ifen.—1, J. R. Rodbard. 2 and S. Mrs. A.
Williamson. 4, H. M. Maynard. 5. J. Mitchell, he, \V. Tedd ; W. H. Crabtree

;

J. Bloodworth ; A. O. Worthington. c, J. R. Kodbard.
Brahmas (Dark).—Cocfc —1, A. Taylor. 2, F. Bennett. S. R. B. Wood. 4, W.

H. Crabtree. uftc, A. Bamtord. ftc, J. Walker; H. Lingwood; J. Watts, c, H.
B. Morrell ; W. G. Cnmming ; W. Beyan. Hen.—l, T. F. Ansdell. 2, W. H.
Crabtree. 3, E. Pritchard. 4. T. F. Ansdell. 5, J. Watts. C. W. Bevan. vhc,

T. F. AnsdeU ; J. Watts, he, H. B. Morrell (2) ; Rev. J. D. Peake ; Dr. J. Holmes ;

J. H. Kemp, c, H. Lingwood ; — Wbitehouse (2).

CocHi.vs (Cinnamon or Buff) —Cock—I, T. Stretch. 2, A. Taylor. 3, W. A.
Burnell. vhc, H. Feast, he, T. A. Dean ; H. Lingwood : J. Bloodworth ; J. K.
Fowler; S. K. Harris. Hen.-l. A. Taylor. 2, Dr. W. K. Bullmore. S, W. A.

Barnell. 4. J. Wyse. vhc, J. Bloodworth ; T. F. Ansdell ; A. Taylor, lie, W.
Shaw : D. Barry.
CocHiN3(White).—Cock.—lands. W.Whitworth.Jun. 2, R. W. Beachy. vhc,

W. A. Burnell. he, R. S. S. Woodgate ; Mrs A.. Williamson ; C. Bloodworth; B.
Chase. Hen.— 1. K. W. Beachy. 2, Mrs. A. Williamson. 3, W. Wlutworth, Jan.
he, W. Whitworth, juu. ; C. Bloodworth.
Cochins (Partridge).—Cocfc.—l and 2, A. Taylor. 3, T. Stretch, he, H. Tom-

linaon. Hen.—l and 8, E. Tudman. 2, T. Aspden. vhc, T. Stretch, he, I.

Aspden; A.Taylor. „ . , „
DoRKi.vos (Coloured).—Cocfc.—l and 8, A. Darby. 2, H. Lmgwood. H«B.—

1 and 3. A. Darby. 2, U. Lingwood.
Dorkings (Any other varietyi.—Cocfc.—1, A. Darby. 2. Countess of Dart,

mouth. 3 and he, O. E. CressweU. Hen.—l and S, L. Wren. 2, A. Darby. 4,

0. E. CressweU.
Game (Black-Red).—CocS.-I, S. Field. 2, H. Horton. 3 and he, A. B. Dyas;

Hcii.- 1, W. J. Pope. 2, S. Field. 3, J. Mason. Ac, P. A. Beck ; J. Newdigate

.

H. Browne.
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Game fAny other varietT}.—Cof7;.—1. MisB OsTinrn. 2, A. B. Dyas. 3, T. P.
Lyon. Bn —1, Miss Oi-born 2, A. B. Dvas. S. W. Jones.
HooDANs.-l, W. DriDK. 2, O. D Harrison. 8, W. Whitworth, inn. 4, B. B.

Wood, he, W. H. roppleslon ; G. W. Hibbert.
FBENcBIAny other Tflrielv).—land 2, R.B. Wood. S-W. Dring. vJic, Rev. N.

G. Kjdiey. he, E. Pritchard : H. Feast.
Hamborohs (Gold or Silver-spaneled) —1, N. Marlor. 2. H. Beldon. S, T.

Blakeman. 4. T. Dean, he, T. Wild. Jan.; Mrs. G. M. EoUs : J. Clarke; T.
Bolton ; I. Davies : J, Ward c, H. Feast.
Hambubghs (Gold and Silver-pencilled).—!, W. Clayton. 2, T. Bonlton. 8, H

Beldon. rlir, P. Hanson; T Wvlde. jun. c, W. Speakman; E. Clayt m.
HAMBURGn8(Blaik). -1, Rev. W. SerjeantBon. 2, T. W.Holmes. S.N.Marlor.

nc, R'.'v. W. Serjeantson : — Kilvert.
LF.onoRNs, D'tMis-iQnES. oB PLYMOUTH RocKs.—1, MisB Mill. 2, J. Lonff. 3,

E. R Fowler, he, Miss Hill : K. R. Fowler.
Malays-1. Rev. A. G.Brooke. S.J.S.Rooth. 8, R, Hawkins. Hc.A.GIover,

jun ; T Harding,
PoLANDB.-l. A, T.iylor. 2 and 8, H. Beldon. r/ic, A. Darby ; D. Mutton, he,

T. Dean ; C. Bloodwortb.
Silkies.— 1, R S. S. Woodgate. 2. O. E. Cresswell. 3. S. P. Broad.
SPANisn.— 1. J. Lceming 2. T. Moore. 3, Mra. E Allsopp. vhe, A. Darby,

tie, E. Jackson ; J. Mansell ; R. Newbitt. e, J. A. Raby.
ANT OTHSK Distinct Vakiety.—1, A. Darby. 2, W. St. T. Holt. 8. R. Loft.

he, S. B. Perry; T. A Bond ; W. Eadeer ; J. Clark.
Selliso Classes (Brahmas, Cochins, or Dorkingsl —Coc«:.—1. J. K. Fowler.

2.W. Beachy. .S, A. F. Sparkes. 4, A. Darby. 5. R. O. Anwyl. 6. Rev. R. W.
Everett. 7, J. Benton. 8, T. A. Dean. 9, W. 6. Patchett. 10. H Yardley. 11.
H. B. Morrell. H.n.! -1. J. Walts. 2, R. W. Beachy. 3, W. A. BurneU. 4, W.
Badger. 5, J. Bentm. he, T. F. Ansdell.
Selling Classes (Any other variety except Bantams).—Cocik.—l, J. Andrews.

2, J. F. Slihtoe. 3, E. Jackson. 4. W. Foster, he, G. Berry. Eem.—l, J.
Leeming. 2. T. Moore. 3, W. Foster.
Selling Class (Bantams).—1,T. Barker. 2, W. F. Entwisle. 3, R. Wingfleld.

4, — Ashley,
Game Bantams (Black Reds).—l.R.Youll. 2, W. F. Entwistle. 3, Wingfleld

and Andrews 4. G. Lanpford.
Game Bantams (.Any other variety).-1 and 2. W. F. Entwisle. 3, J. Long.

he, E. Payne
; R. J. Lloyd-Price ; Wingfleld & Andrews ; R. Youll.

Bantamb.-I and 3. M Leno. 2, W. Robinson, vhe, R. S, S. Woodgate ; Rev.
W. Serjeantson. he, Miss M. Whitmore : R. Wingfleld ; A. Taylor.
TCRKEYS —1, M. Kew. 2, Mrs. Parsons. S. Countesa of Dartmonth. vhe,

Mrs. A. Line, he, — Cherrington; F. E. Richardson; Miss HotchkisB; J.
Lyne

; J. Walts, e. Rev. N. O. Kidlev; E. Kendrick. jnn ; R. Macalister.
Geese.— 1, R.J. L.Price. 2, M. Kew. S. Mrs. H. J. Bailev.
Dicks (Aylesburvl.—l, J, K. Fowler. 2, T. Holton. 3. Dean 4 Son.
Ducks (Rouen). -I, Rev. J. J. Evans. 2, E. Kendrick, ion 3, W. Wllitehead.

ne, W H Houel ton.
Docks (Black).—1 and he, Rev. W. Serjeantson. 2, G. S. Sainsbury. 8, J. J.

Mutton.
DrcKs (Any other variety).—1. W. Boutcher. 2, Rev. W. Serjeantson. S, M.

Leno. he, M. Leno ; H. B. Smith.
DccKs (.Any variety).- 1, Rev. W. Serjeantson. 2, R. Macalister. 3, A.

Easlam.
Local Class (Any variety) —1. — Baker. 2, Mrs. J. S. Ireland. 8, C. Deve-

rem. 4 and 6, T. Tones. S.W.Warner, ftc, J. Roberts.

PIOEONS.-SINGLE BIRDS.
Antwerps.—I. W. Slater. 2. T. Bristow. 8, T. Edwards, jnn. 4. — Gatnon.
Cahkiebb.- Coct — 1 and Cup, H. Yardlev. 2. P. R. Spencer. 8, J. E. Spencc.

he. J. E. spence : J. F. Hincka. Hen.—l and 2, P. R. Spencer. 8, W. P. Keall.
Pouters. —1. P. R. Spencer.
Barbs.— 1 and Cup, H. Yardley. 2, W. Townson. 8, G. W. Dntlon. he, L.

Roach, e, P. K. Spencer.
DRAOooNS.-landS. W. Smith. 2,W.Gamon. ftc, W. Gamon ; Mrs. S. Cliff

;

J. Kendrick; S. Salter. H. Yardlev.
Favtails —1 and he, Rev. W. Serjeantson. 2, H. Yardley. 3, Q. T. Blubm.

8, J. E. Spence.
Jacoetns —1, O. E. Cresswell. 2, P. Hickman. 3, Rev. A. G. Brooke.
MAOPirs —1, C. a. Hitchcock. 2, J. Watts. 3, M. Ord. he, C. G. Hitchcock ;

T. Bincka.
Nuns.—1 and 2, W. Croft. 8, Rev. A. G. Brooke. )ic, W. Croft ; Rev. A. G.

Br.ioke.
OivLs.-1, Cup. and c T. W. Townson. 2, Van Senden. 3, W. Tedd. he, A.

Darby : A. J. Barnes ; Van Senden.
TrBBiTs.—1 and 3, W. Croft. 2, S. Salter. 4, 5, and 6, O. E.CresswelL 7, P.

A. Eiddell.
Trumpeters.—I. J. Lederer. 2. — Pearce. 3. P. R. Spencer.
Tumblers.-1, Cup, and 2, H. Yardley. 3, J. Fielding, jun. he, 3. Kendrick

;

J. Peace.
Any other Vaeiety.—1, M. Ord. 2 and 3, H. Y'ardley. he, W. Tedd ; M. Ord.

PAIRS.
„'*i'^^-""^''^~'' ' Peace. 2, J. Watts. 3, P. R. Spencer. 4, A. Darby. 6,
H.B. Wolryche.

Judges. — PouUrji : Mr. R. Teebay and Mr. J. Douglas.
Pigeons : Mr. Esquilant.

WOLVEBHAMPTON POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on January 30th and 31st, and the 2ud inst. in

Agrioultaral Hall. The following are the awards :

—

Dorkings.—CoMurerf, cxeept Silver Grev —1 and Extra, J. Walker, Rochdale.
2, L Patton. Hillmore. Taunton. 3, J. Copple, Prescot. SUver-Gretl, and any
other variety ezetpt Coloured-—!, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. 2, W. W. Ruttlidge,
Kendal. 3. J. P.obineon, Garstang.
CocHiN-CniNA.—Cinimmon and Buf.—\, Extra, and 2, W- A. Taylor, Man-

chester. 3. W. H. Crabtree, Levenshulme. he, H. Lacy, Hebden Bri ge ; W. H.
Crabtrec. Cocicrfi —1, W. A. Bumell. Southwell. Notts. 2. W. A. Ta\lor. 8,
H. Tomlmson, Gravelly Hill, Birmingham. Pullet.— \ and 2. W. A. Taylor. 3,
H. Goodfellow, Madeley. he, C. Bloodwortb, Cheltenham ; T. Groves, Shrews-
bury, c, J. Watts, King's Heath, Birmingham.
Cochin-China — Brown and Partridae-feathered. — 1 and 2, T. Stretch.

Ormskirk 3, W. A. Taylor. Cockerel.—I and 2. E. Tndman. Whitchurch,
Salop. 3, W. A. Taylor, (ic. Hon Mrs. Sugden, Wells: E. Tudman. Pullet.

-

1, W. A. Taylor. 2, Hon. Mrs. Supden, 8. W. H. Crabtree. /iC, Rev. R. Story,
liOckington Vicarage ; J. Dent. Wolverhampton ; E. Tudman.
Cochin-China — ir/jitc-1. W. A. Burnell. 2 and 3. W. Whitworth, Long-

Bipht. Manchester, he, R. W. Beachy, Fluyder. Kingskerswell.
Erahmab —Darfc.—1 and Extra, Newnbam & Manby, Wolverhampton. 2, W.

A. Taylor. 3, Horace Lingwood. Creeling, Ncedham Marke*. vhc. F. Bennett,
Shifnal he, T. F. Ansoell, Cowlev Mount, St. Helen's; F. J. Cotteriil,
Birmingham; W. H. Crabtree; J. H. Jones, Handf.nth; H.Lacy; J. Watt J.

Coekerel.—'i. Horace Lingwood. 2, Hon. Mrs. Hamilton. R'dgm.-rit, Woburn.
3, Miss l-hillips, Bushbury Hill, Wolverhampton. 4, Newnham & Manbv. he,
E. Pritchard. Teltenhal'. Pullet.—\, Horace Lingvfood '2, H. Lanem-n.
Wolverhainptnn. 8, W. Birch. Barnacle, Coventrv. 4, Dr. Holmes, Wtiite-
«otes, Chesterfield, vhe, Horace Lingwood. he, E. Pritchard ; F. Bennett ; W.
H. Crabtree; Newnham A Manhy; Misa Phillips.
BRAHMAS.—LiVi/it.- 1, J. Bloodworth. 2, J. R. Rodbard. Wrington, Bristol.

6 Mrs. A. Williamson, Leicester, vhc, M. Leno, Markyate Street, he, R. Bird,

Pnlhom ; W. Tedd, Erdingf on ; W. H. Crabtree. Coelierel.-! and Extra, T. A.
Deiin, Marden. Hereford. £, Mrs. H. J. Bailev. Tenburv. 3, M. Leno. 4, F.J.
Cotterill. (ic. J. H. Butler, Erdington. PiiJ/f(.— 1 and"S. T. A. D.an. 2, Mrs.
A. WilliamBon. 4, W. H. Crabtree. he, W. Tedd. c, R. Bird ; Mrs. H. J.
Bailey.
H"nn*Ns.—Cocft.—1, G. D. Harrison. Datchet. 2, W. Dripg. Faversham. 8,

W. Whitworth, jun. ftc, R. B. W».od, Uttoxeter. c, Mrs. H. J. Baile.v. Hen.—
1. W. Dring. 2 and S, R. B. Wood. vhe. D. Lane, Hardwick, Gloucestpr. fee,
J.French. Melton Mowbray, c. G. D. Harrison; R. A. Poi^sier, Pensburst;
Lady G. Vernon, Droitwich : D Lane ; J. K- F.iwler ; W. Whitworth. jun.
Cbp.ve-Cieuh.— Cocfc.—1, Extra, and 2. R. B. Wood. 3, W- Dring. c, E.

Pritihard. Hen.—I, R. B. Wood. 2, E. Lantour, Hexton, Amnthil. 3, W. R.
Park. Melroae. rhc, W. Dring. /ic, J. K. Fowler, c, J. French; R. B. Wood;
J, J. Maiden. Biggleswade.
Spanish.-CocA'.-1, K. Jackson, Fincbfield. Wolverhampton. 2, J. Walker,

Standitord 3, J. Barry, Bristol, t'lic, J. R. Rodbard (21; T. Moore ; J. Leem-
ing. Brougbton. he, R. P. Hickman, Upper Penn ; W. Smallwood. Springfield,
Wolv.-rhainpton. Hen -1. T. Moore, Cardiff. 2, J. Leeming. 3, J. Walker.
r'ic. Mrs. E. Allsonp, Hindlip Hall, he, H. Wynne, Martin Hassingtree; J. F.
Siilitoe, Wolvet-hampton.
Game.—Btoct lied.—Coel-erel.—i, C. Chaloner, Whitwell. Chesterfield. 2. D

Harley, Edinburgh. 3. J. Forsvth, Wolverhampton, he, T. Whittaker. Melton
Mowbray; J. Fletcher, Stoneclough ; R. Price, Rhiweas; J. Forsyth, c, J.
Palmer
Game.—Brown Ited—Coekerel.—l, W. Boulton, Dalton-in-Fnmess. 2. G. 0.

Wilson, Milnthorpe. 3, D. Harley. he, J. Forsyth (2); J. Cock, Worcester;
Lunt & Hassalt. Market Drayton.
Gamp —Exeeidina Brown and Blaek Beds —Coekerel.—l, W. C. Phillips. 2,

W. Adams, Ipswich. 3. F,. Bel), Burton-on-Trent.
Game.—.4/11/ variety —Coek.—l and Cup, S. Matthew. Stowmarket. 2, J.

Fletcher. S, C. Chaloner. /ic. C. Chaloner; J. Palmer. Wednesbo'y. Heit.—
1, G. C. Wilson. 2, B.Price. 8, P. A. Beck. !)kc, J. Cock. ftc. C. Mynors, Sud-
bury. Derby.
PoLANDs.-l. H. Feaet, Swansea. 2, W. Silvester, ShefBeld. 8, G. C Adkina,

Lightwoods, Birmingham, t'/ic. H. Beldon. Goitstock. he, G. C. Adkius; C.
Bloodwortb. c, W, A. Taylor; T. Webb. Sutton.
Hambubghs.- GoW-,ipanti/crf.—1, H. Beldon. 2. T. Boulton, Handford. 8, G.

and J. Duckworth, Church lie. 3. Buckley. Taunton, Aahfon-under-Lyne. c,

C. Parsons, Bimiingham ; G. & J. Duckworth. tiilver-3pangled.—l, H. Beldon.
2, C. Parsons. 3. W R. Park, e, 3. Robinson.
B&^iBVKQBS -Gold-iteneilled.-^, G. & J. Duckworth. 2. H. Beldon. 8. C.

Bloodwortb. c. Mias C. Lancaster, Rugby ; J, Mayo, Oxford. Silver-peneilled^
—1, H. Beldon. 2, W. Meanley, Handsworth. 3, T. Boulton. c, H. Feast ;M.
M Cashmore, Loughborough.
Hambubghb.— Z?(<tcA: —Extra 1, Rev. W. Serjeantson, Acton Bum»ll. 2. H.

Beldon. S, J. M. Kih-ert, Wem. fee, C. Nixon, Longton. c, T. Bush, Bristol (2).

Bantams —flame—1, J. Fletcher 2, J. P'orsyth. 3, W. Adams, he. T.
Hassall. Market Dravton. e. T. Edwards, jun., TettenhHll ; M. S. Rubery,
Bloxwich. White or Black. Clean-legafd.— I, V/. H. !-hacklelon, Bradford. 2,

J. Bloodwortb. 3. J. Walker, he, R H. Asbton, Motram. e, H. Beldon.
Except Game and Wltite or Black.—1, M Leno. 2, J. Walker. 3. R. S. 8.
Woodgate. Pembury. Tunbridge Wells, vhc, M Leno. he, P. Foxhall,
Worcester, c, H. B Smith. Broughton, Preston ; J Watts.
Any other Variety. - 1, Rev. N. J. Ridlev. Newbury. 2, H. Feast. 3. Rev.

A. G. Brooke. Shrawardine. vhe. W. & T. Ho't. Church, he, R. S. 3. Wood-
gale; G. E. Sawdon, Sutton Croashilla. c, W. & T. Holt.
Selling Class.—Brahmas, Dorkings, and Cochins —Cock.—1, Rev A. Van

Straubenzee, Tettenhall Vicarage. 2. H. Tomlinson. 3, J. H. Jones. 4, F.
Bennett he, F. Bennett; D. MacdonaM, Bromsgrove; J. Watts; W. A.
Burnell (2); H. C. White, Sutton Coldfieid; R W. Beachey. c, M leno: J.
H.Butler; Miss Phillips ; J. Longland. Hiiii. - 1, H. C. While. 2.E, Pnlchard.
S, H. Langman. 4, H. Tomlinson. ftc. F. Bennett (2); W. Whitworth, jun. ; J,
Benton. Erdington; H. Feast; J. Watts; M. Leno.
Selling Clars.—Excepting Brahmas. Dorkinos, or CochinjS— Cocks.—1. J. F.

Sillitoe. 2 and 4, Mrs. W. Chalmers, Hallyburton, Coupar Angus. 3, H.
Beldon. c.H. C. While; W. H. Crabtree; H. Feast. Hfu.1 —1, W. McMe'lon,
West Gl.'Ssop. 2. J. F. Sillitoe. 3, Miss Browne, Chardleigh Green. 4. G.
BlooHworth. fee, W. Birch; W. H. Crabtree. c, J. Jarratt, Wolverhampton
W W. Ruttlidge.
Turkeys. -1, J. Walker. 2, E. Kendrick. jun.. Lichfield, n/ic. L. Patton. he

F. E. Richardson, Bramshall. c, Mrs. H Smith. Kingawinford.
Geese —1, W. Cookson, Oswestry. 2, Mrs. H. J. Bailey, vhe, J. K. Fowler.

he. R Price.
Ducks.—.4i/Ies&»rj/.—l, Mrs. Wooton. Mapperlev, Notts. 2. J. K. Fowler,

vhc and e, J. Walker, he, Mrs. P. S. Chinn, Sandfield, Lichfield. Boufu.-U
R. Gladstone, jun., Broadgreen, Liverpool. 2, E. Kendr'ck. jun. rhe, W.
Evans. Prescot. he, R. Gladstone ; J. Walker, c, W. Stephens, Gloucester

;

W. N. Wllitehead, Birmingham : J. Walker. Call.— I and he, Mrs H. .1. Bitiley.

2 and S. R. Gladbtone. jun. vhc, 3. Walker, e, H. Beldon: T. Wakefield.
Ereeptinq Bouen, Aylesbury, and Call—\, 3. E. Morris, Helmsdale Carolina).
2 and vhe, H. B. Smith. 3, — Wooton (F.aot Indian), he, 3. E. Morris (Widgeon
Pintail) (2). e, 3. Lippett, Onibury (White Museovy) ; J. Walker (2) ; M. Leno.

PIGEONS.
Tumblkrs.-Extra I, H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2, J. Fielding, jnn. he, E.

Homer, Harewood.
Fantails.-1 and 2, Rev. W. Serjeantson, Acton Burnell. vhc and he, 3. F.

Loversidge, Newark.
Carriers.- .9in/i/c Bii'iis.—Extra 1 and 2, E. Homer, vhc, H. Yardley. lie,

E. C. Stretch. Ormskirk.
Dragoons —1 and 2. W. Gamon, Chester.
Antwfrps.—1, Extra, and 2, W. Gamon. he. 3. Cox, Wolverhampton; T.

Cbulee, Birmingham ; H. Gough. Wolverhampton ; H. Yardley. Working oi

Homing.— \ and '.'. J. Sparrow. London, he, H. Jennings, Allerton, Bradford (2).

Nuns.— 1 and 2, including a donation from the Rev. A. G. Brooke, Rev. A. G.
Brooke.
Owls.—Extra 1, F. Wild, Hyde. 2, T. W. Townson, Bowdon. )ic,H. Yardley;

W. Tedd.
ToERiTS.-1, H. Yardley. 2, E. Homer, he, S. Salter, Egrove (2); T. W.

Townson.
Pouters.—.*?iii^Je Bird.—\ and vhc, Mrs. Ladd, Calne. 2, E. Homer, he, E.

Homer; H Pratt, Knowle.
ANY OTHER V,vRiETY. — Extra 1. H. Y'ardlcv. 2, W. T. Breedon, King's

Heath. 8, J. Lederer, Bootle. fte, H. Yardley; E. Homer.
Selling Class—1, Mrs. Ladd. 2, J. W. Edge, Erdington. 3, J. Watts, he

3, Walker, Burplem.

Judges.—Rev. G. F. Hodson, North Petherton, Bridprwater;

Mr. E. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston ; Mr. S. Burn, 1, East Terrace,

Whitby; Mr. F. C. Esqnilant, 1, Effra Road, Brixton, London.

FAKENHAM POULTEY SHOW.
The fourth annual Exhibition of the Fakenham and West

Norfolk Poultry Club was held on the 3rd and Ith instant, in

the well-lighted and ventilated Corn Hall, and attracted the

attention of the public beyond the expectation of the most
confident, the weather not being all that could be desired.

The arrangements were good and well carried out by au ener-
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getic working Committee aud Secretary. The entries numbered
638, an increase of a hundred or so over the last year's Show,
and in each of the classes the quality was very good and the

competition severe. Cut straw and chaff were the substitutes

for sawdust for the pens, which were cleaned out daily before

the public were admitted, and every attention possible was paid

to the welfare of the poultry, etc.

There was a good representation of the different classes com-
prised in the schedule, some of which merited special attention,

especially the Dorkings^ Cochins, aud Gavn-, and the decision

of the Judges, except in one or two cases, was satisfactorily

received. The silver cup, value £o, presented by the President

of the Club (the Marquis Townshend), for the best pen exhibited

by a county resident iu the various classes for Game, Haniburghs,
iialays, Spanish, and Bantams, was taken by an excellent spe-

cimen in the class for Game; aud the cup of the same value,

presented by Lord Hastings, for the best pen exhibited by a

county resident iu the classes for Dorkiugs, Cochins, Brahmas,
French fowls. Any other variety, Ducks, Turkeys, and Geese,
was well taken by a fine Coloured Dorking cock.

The Pigeons were quite up to the mark, and the prizetakers

well deserved their awards, especially those in the classes for

Carriers, Pouters, Barbs, aud Tumblers.
The Song Bird classes were well filled and attracted consider-

able attention, especially the Canaries.
The Eabliits exhibited looked well, and the successful compe-

titors merited their distinctions.

The following is the list of awards :—
Dorkings (Colouredl. — Cocfc. — County Cup, and 1. Rev. E. W. Dowell,

Dunton Kectory, KabeDJiam. 2, Henry Linswnod, Barbinfr, Npedhara Rljirket.

TJ/ic, Mrs. B. B. Sapwell, Aylsham. /tc, Major C.J. Ewen, Marliogford Hall,

Norwich. Hens.—County and vkc, E. W. Southwood. Fakenham. 1, Henry
Lingwood. 2, F. Parlett, Great Baddow. /tc. Rev. T. Wren, Heyoridge, Mal-
don ; R. Cheesman. c. Rev. E W. Dowell; T. C. Burnell, Micheldever; Major
C. J. Ewen ; E. W. Southwood (2); A. Darby, Bridgnorth.

Dorkings (Any other variety). — Cocfc. — County and 2, T. & H. Heath,
Norwich 1. O. E. CrcBswell. Early Wood, BiiRshot. he. Rev. F. T<-arle,
Gazeley Vicarage, Newm^irktt. c. A. Darby. Hen—County Cup. T. & H.
Heith. Cup. 1. und 2. L. Wren. Lowestoft, he. 0. K. Crcs^well. c. A. Darby
Cochins (Cinnamon or Buff )—Cocfc.—County, Major Bignold. Norwich. 3,

Lady Gwydyr, Ipswich. 2. Henry Lingi^-ood. he, Major Bienold (2). c, J.

Wntson, Cringleford ; J. S. Pearson. Great Melton (i); Major Bignnld (2).

CocniNS (Any other varieiy).—Coct.—1, Lady Gwydyr. County and 2, Major
Bignold. he. R. S. S. Wooogate, Pembury, Tunbiidge Wells ; W. M. Backham,
Ntirwich; W. AtK-y, Leeds, ijoi.—l. Lady Gwydyr. 2. G H Proctor. County.—Mh jor Bignold. he. Mrs. E. PrvrT, "^ elwyn ; Major Bignold ; J. Bone, North
Elmhiun ; H. J. Gunnell, Milton ;' G. F. Beutley, Linton, c, J. Watson.
Bkaijm AS (Dark).— CVc/i'.— 1, Lady Gwydyr. County and 2, W. Biunton. vhc.

Col. (^otkburn. Biacondale ; Horace Lmgwood. /jc, Mrs. E. Pryor ; Major O.
J. Ewin ; VV. R. Garner, Dyke; J. S. Pearson; W. Brunton. East Dereham.
c.E.H. Wiliett; H. R. Plattin, jun. ; Newnham & Manby ; E. Bircham, Fast
Dereham Hen —1 and Cup, Horace Liogwood, Creeling. 2, E. H. Wiilett.
County and vhc. J. S. Pearson, he. Mrs. E. Pryor ; C. Wiun ; Rev. J. D, Peake,
Laleham Vicarage (2). c, Rev. R. Brereton.
Bbahmas (Ligbi). -Cock —1 and County, J. P. Case, Fakenham- 2, P. Haines.

vhc. Horace Lingwood. he, H. Savory, Field Dalling. c, H. Watson ; J. P. Case.
Hen.—i, \'. Haines 2, Mrs. F. Cheshire, Acton. County, J. P. Case, vhc, J. p.
Case; Horace Lingwood. he, J. P. Case; E. Mayston. c, H. H. Rush.
GaaiE (Brown-Red).—Co'-fc.—2 Cupa, County, 1, and 2, H. E. Marfin. he, J.

Jeken, Eltham ; H. E. Martin.
Game (Black-Red) —t'ocA:.—], J. R. Fletcher. Stoneclongh. 2, J. Mason.

County and he, H. E. Martin, vhc. 3. Forsyth, Wolverhampton.
Game (Black and Bro^-n Red(.—He;i.—1, H. L. Cockscdge Woolpit. 2 and

Countv, H. E. Martin, vhc, F. Sales, Crowle. he, H. E. Martin (2) ; J. Jeken ;

J. F. Waiton.
Gauk (.\ny other varietv).—Cocfc —1. F. Sales. 2, .T. F. Walton. Countv, H.

E. Martin, 'he. H. L. Cocbsedge: J- B. Fletcher: E. W. Southwood; H. E.
Ma' tin (i) Hen.—1,F, Sales. 2 and County, G. P. Tricker. vhc, 3. F.Walton,
ftc, H. E. Martin.
Hambdrghs (Golden-spangled).—1 and Cup, Farness & Sudall. 2 and County,

H. R Plattinijun, Fakenham.
Hambchghs (G'llden-pencilled).—1. Fumesa & Sudall. 2 and County, H. T.

Coldham. King's Lynu. he. O E. Cresswell.
HAMiiURGHS (8ilver-spangled)—1, ABhton & Booth, Mottram. 2 and County,

H. R Plat tin, jun. vhc, J. Wright, Normaneton, Lowestoft. c.H. T. Coldham,
HAMBUHGns (Black).—County and I, T. A. Wright, Yarmouth, he, W. Cut-

lack, jun,, Littieford; J, P. Case; R S. S. Woodgate. c, Furness & Sudall.
Mai-AYS.—County, E. Branford. 1 and Cup, J. l''. Walton. 2, S. B. Perry.

he. Rev. N. J. Ridl*-y; E. Branford; Rev. A. G. Brooke. Shrawardine (2); J. S.
Roolh. Chestertifld ; S. B Perry, Lymington ; F. Harding, e, E. Bianford,
Whissonset (2); J. S. Rooth.
Spanish.—County and he, Hon. M. Milles, Elmham Hall. 1, F. James,

Peckhiim Rye. 2, Furness & Sudall.
Fkench.—County, Major C. J. Ewen. 1, W. Cutlack, jun. 2, Rev. N. J.

Ridley, ^ ewbury. he, Misa J. Leathes, Fakenham ; Major C. J. Ewen ; J. W.
Atkin, Boston.
Any other Variety.—County, Major C. J. Ewen (Polanda). 1, G. W.

Boothhy [Goiden-BpanRled Polands). 2, Rev. N. J. Ridley (White Leghorn).
ftc. A. Smith (And.tlusians) ; Major C. J. Ewen. e, Mrs. C. North, Roughaui
Hall (-ilkies); T. L. Nabh, Sprougbton (Silkiep)
Sei-lino Class.—CocA-.—1, O. E. Cresswell (White Cochins) ; Furness and

Sudall (Cochin). 2. T. M. Derry, Gedney (Partridge Cochin). E-xtra 2. Rev.
W. BarJow (' oloured Dorkiog). 3, Lady Gwydyr. 4, J, S. Pearson (Buff
Cochin), he, Major O J. Eweo (Polandl; W. Brunton (Buff Cochin I; J. P.
Case (Black HHinbur^h); C. Denton, Lowestoft (Golden-spangled) ; T. L. Nash
(Dark Brnhma an 1 Buff Cochin) ; P. Haines, Palnrave (Light Brabina) ; Major
Bignold {Buff Cochin); L. Wren (Brahma); J. B. Bly (Silverspanniled Hara-
humhs) c, W. Gravi?3, Fakenham (Golden-pencilled Rumplesm; J. Wright
(Brahma); H J. Gunnell (t-'reve-Coeur) ; W. Brunton (Buff Cochin); G. P.
Tricker (HIack Rei and Duckwing Game); J. Bone (Cochin-Cliina); R. S.
Norgate (Dark Brahma) ; .1. F. WaUon (Pile Game); Col. Cockburn (Spaninh).
Skllisg Class.~fl^(i.—l, Major C. J. Ewen (Black Spani>h). Extra 1, Lady

Gwydyr. 2, R Giiler. Burnbam, Thorpe (Coloured Dorking). Extra 2, T. L.
NaHii (Dark Brahma). 3, Col. Cockburn {Dark Brahma). 4, G. F. Bentley
(Euff Cochin), vhc, 3 Bone (Cochin-Ohina); T. L. Naah (Dark Brahma), he.
Rev. F. Teurle (L>arl? Brahmal: A. S Wales (Bla-'k Bantam): W. Wooiiliouse,
King's Lynn (Spanish), e, T. & H. Heuth; R. S. Norgate ; T. L. Nash; Miss J.
Leatbes (Creve-i oeur) (2); T. Spurr (Lieht Brahma).
Babnd.ior or Ckoss-Bbed.— 1, W. Nicholson, Brisley Hall. 2, H. Savory.

e, F. (I, Butcher. Fakenham; H. R. Pattin. jun.
Gam)! Bantams (Black and Brown Red).—County and yfec, T. J. Miller,'iun.

l,Mrs. E. Newbitt. 2, W. F. Entwisle, S.J.Eaton. 7tc, F. E. Turner, East

Dereham ; J. S. Pearson ; W. Adams, Ipswich ; W. B. Jeffiieg, c, T. J. Miller,
jun.; Mrs. C. North; W. Southwood. ^

,.

Game Bantams (Any olher variety).—County, W. Southwood. Fakenham.
Cup and 1, W. F. EntwiBlc. 2, J.Eaton, c, F. F. Cooper ; W. Southwood.
BANTflMs {Nanltin).—County and \. E. Branford. 2, O. E. Cresewell.
Bantams (Any other variL-ty, except Game aud Nankin).—County, J. S. Pear-

son. 1, R. H. Abhtou. Mottrom ; T. J. C. Ratkham. 2. T. E. Thirtle. Lowes-
toft ; M. Leno, Markjate Street. 3, .1. C. Kurton, Fakenham. vhc, C. Reed;
E. Walton, he. Mth. C. North; R. Titlow. Haleswoith; J. R. Fletcher; W.
Lidgard, Barton-on-Humber. e, H. Watson.
Ducks (Aylesbury and Rouen).—Connty and 1, J. N. Waite. 2, W. Nicholson,

he, U, C. Bonner, East Kutlham (2); Rev. \V. F. Dixon, Brooke Vicarage; J. N,
Waite, Yarmouth.
DocKu (Any other variety).—County and I, Mrs. T. J. C. Rackham, CattoD.

c, M. Leno : Mrs. T. J. C. Rackham.
TuiiKEYs.—County. J. W. bharman- 1. H. J. Gnnnoll. 2, M. Kew, Market

Overton, he, J. W. Sharmen ; R. D. Savory ; T. M. Derry.
GEESE.-County and 2, Hon. M. MiUes. 1, T. M. Derry. he, J. N. Waite (2)

;

A. Craclinell, Banham ; J. W. Sharman.
PIGKONS.

Carriers.-County and Cun, J. H. Pettet, Yarmouth. 1 and 2, W. MinBon,
St. Ivts. he, L. Wren.
Pouters.—County and 2, H. Thurlow, Burnham Markc'. land Cup, Mrs.

Ladii, Calne. /ic, a. Baker, Downham Market; Mrs. Ladd; N. Hill, Ealing,
c, A. Baker.
Barbs.— 1, H. Thurlow. 2, C. Norman, WeBterfield. he, W. B. Mapplebeck,

juo. c, J. H. Pettet {t).

Tumblers (Balds).- County, W. Wooiihouse. 1, J. Ford, MonkwcU Street,
London 2, W. Fawcett. Baildon. vhc, W. Woodhouse; G. & W. Barms,
Lowestoft, he, 0. Cowles, Lowestoft.
Tdmblers (Bear.is).-County, 1, and 2. W. Woodhouse. 7tc, C. Cowele (2).

Tdmblers (Any other variety).—County and i'/tc, C. Wasey, South Creaks,
1, J. Ford. he. W. B. Mapplebeck. jun.
Fantails.—County and he, F. Aidisn, Walsingham. 2, W. H. Tomlinson.

Uc, J. F. Loversidge. c, 3. F. Loversidgc, Newark ; W. H. Tomlinson.
UBAGOONS.—County and Cup, H. Thurlow. 1, W. H. Mitchell, Moseley, Bir-

mingham. 2, A. W. Wren. if/tc,W. H. Mitchell (2). /ic, W.B. Mapplebeck, jun.

;

W. V. Longe ; F. Aldias. c, C. Juler.
Antwrrps.—County and 1, H Thurlow. 2, A. R. Burrell, Cambridge, lie,

W. H. Mitche 1. e. E. H. Southwood.
ANY other Variety.— 1, A. Manders. Lynn. 2, F. Aldiss. he, 3. Ford.
Selling Class (Any variety).—!, A. W. Wren. 2. Mrs. Ladd. 3, G. Lenny,

Lewes, vhc, H. Thurlow. he, G. J. Lenny (i). e, W. V. Longe ; G. J. Lenny.

CANARIES.
Clear Y'ellow.—L Bemrose & Orme, Derby, vhc, Berarose & Orme. he, B,

Broadwater. Trowse Newton; H. Larke, Norwich; J. & G. MacUley, Norwich

;

Alden & Havers, Norwich.
Clear Bcff-—I, 2, and vhc, Bemrose & Orme.
Evenly-marked Yellow.—1 and 2, Bemrose & Orme. vhc, J. & G. Mackley

;

Bemrose & Orme.
Evenly-markfd Bdff.—1, 2, and vhe. Bemrose Sc Orme. he, 3. & G. Mackley -

Ticked and UNEVEhLT-MARKED (Yellow or Buff).— 1 and 2, Bemrose & Orme,
vhc, 3. & G. Mackley (2) ; Bemrose & Orme (2). he, H. Larke.
Crested (Yellow or Buff).-1, J. & G. Mackley. 2 and c, Bemrose & Orme.

vhc, 3. & G. Mackley ; Alden & Havers.
Cinnamon (Yoilow or Buff).— 1. Bemrose & Orme. 2, J. & G. Mackley. vhc^

E. Jarrett, Lynn; J. & G. Mackley (2); R. Poole, Maiden ; Bemrose & Orme.
he. R. Poole (a); Bemrose & Orme.
YoRKSBiRB (Clear or Variegated, Yellow or Buff),—1 and vhc, L. Belb, Dews-

bury. 2. J. & G. Mackley. he, E. Jarrett.
Any other Variety.— 1, J. & G. Mackley. vhc, E. Jarrett Cuthbertson and

Massen, King's Lynn ; J. i: G. Mackley ; Bemrose &. Orme. he, L. Belk ; J. & G.
Mackley (b).

British Song Birds.—1 and 2. J. & G. Mackley (Bullfinch and Blackbird).

3, Alden & Havers ( Bullfinch), ir/ic, J. Newland, Fakenham (Bullfinch); Alden.
and Havers (Goldtinch). he. G. Richardson, Fakenham (Thrusb); N. Aldis
(Goldhnch); W. & E. Bui-niston, Middlesbrough (BulHiuCh and Bramblefinch),
J. & G. Mackley ( starling).

Selling Class.—1 and 2, Bemrose & Orme. 3, L. Belk. vhc, H. Larke (2);
J. &G. Mackley. he, G. Richardson (2); R. Bartram. Old Walainghara (3)

W. &E. Eurniston (2) ; J. & G. Mackley ; E. Patrick, Fakenham.
RABBITS.

Lop-eared.—County and 2, F. J. Smith, East Dereham. Cup, 1, and vhc, F,
Banks, Doughty ^t., London, he, T. Wild, Wal8in;;ham ; J. Cranch.
Any other Variety. -Countv, F. J. Smith ( xngoia) 1 and 2, B. W. Mason,

Hull (Silver-Grey and hlack-aud-WhitA) 8, W. H. Tomlinson (Himalayan).
he, 3. Hallas. Huddersfield ; W. H. Tomlinhon, Newark (Himalayan); Mrs.
Passingbam, Milton (Dutch).

Judges.—Mr. E. Hutton, Rev. E, Fellowes, and Mr. H
Thurlow.

NOMENCLATURE OF PIGEONS.
"Turkey Quill" being in his last rather more definite, I

can be so too ; but all I could clearly gather from his first letter

was that he supposed me by "silver-dun" to mean the silver

barred with dun of the Antwerp breeders, which I did not mean.
I was also unwiUing to enter into the matter at any lengthy

because I do not think that to find fault with a description of

any particular bird, in utter ignorance of the bird itself, and
whether the description was really correct or not, is the proper
way of opening any such general discussion as that of the cor-

rect nomenclature of Pigeons, which ia quite capable of being

discussed in a general manner. Had "Turkey Quill " seen

the bird, and, having seen it, considered my description wrong,
his course would have been legitimate enough. I will now,
however, clear up the matter as far as I can, and if he still con-

siders me wrong, have no wish to complain.
My own recollection of the hen would be, a very pale, or what

I would call " silvery " dun ground colour all over, chequered or

rather grizzled with silver on the shoulders of the wings.

Being, however, anxious to make no mistake, I have applied to the

breeder and exhibitor, who writes me that she has a silver ground,

the body feathers being ticked with dun. (I may add that this

gentleman himself, when, surprised at seeing her in a Blue class,

I asked him what colour he would call her, replied at once
" silver dun.") He, however, advised me in his letter to obtain

the description of a well-known fancier and dealer in London,
which I have done. He, describing her, like myself, from recol-

lection, states her to be " a pale silvery dun, chequered on the
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wings with very pale blue; " and as this last description would
aiford some apology for her being in a Blue class, it is, in my
opinion, probably correct.

It is singular that none of us quite agree ; but in all three
descriptions the very pale ground-colour, combined with dun,
are found. Eeturning to " Turkey Quill's " first letter, he
remarks that blue-black means simply a bad black, buff-yeUow
a bad yellow, etc., etc. To this I cannot agree. A blue-black
means that the black is "bad," certainly ; but it means that the
black is bad in the direction of being blue ; and there is another
equally " bad black," which would not be so described. So of
the buff-yellow, &c. ; they do not mean simply " bad " colours,
but bad in certain definite directions. In exactly the same
sense I certainly meant that the Carrier hen was " a bad-
coloured dun," but bad in the direction of being silver. The only
alternatives I can conceive would be a dun silver (which would
be a barbarism) or a dun chequer ; and the dan was not dark
enough nor the chequer clear enough for the latter term.

I may, however, add that my very obvious intention was not
to give such a precise description of the bird as might convey to
distant fanciers the colour of every feather, but to express the
impropriety of her being in a Blue class. For this purpose I
used the nearest short expression which came to hand. I shall
be glad to know what " Tubkey Quill " would have called her;
but beyond that, the question as to this particular bird is not
worth discussion. If it should, however, be the means of
opening-up the general nomenclature of colours, such a discus-
sion may prove both useful and interesting ; but I would suggest
to " Turkey Quill" to simply mention any point that occurs to
him frankly and directly on general grounds. It will equally
answer his purpose, and save both time and space.

—

Youb
Beportek iT Glasgow.

I H.wE noticed " Turkey Quill's " notes on the above subject.
The Carrier in pen 77 at the late Glasgow Show was what I
would call a Dun-chequer, the ground colour of the feathers
being of a light dun, and tipped with a darker shade, presenting
a dappled appearance like a Blue-chequer. The term silver dun
as applied to Autwerps of a mealy colour is, as he says, incorrect

;

but Autwerps are to be had of a colour which the term sUver
dun is, I think, a correct name for—viz., a silvery ground with
dun bars and neck. The real sUver colour as seen in Ealdpates,
Bragoons, and occasionally though rarely in Pouters, is a very
light blue with black bars. Silver Dragoons with dun bars are
Silver Duns, and black-barred birds are Silvers. There are five
colours of barred Pigeons : blue with black bars, silver with
black bars, silver-dun with dun bars, mealy with red bars, and
yellow-mealy with yellow bars. When I came across pen 77 at
Glasgow Show, and referred to the catatogue, I was of opinion
that the bird being a Dun-chequer had no place in the Show at
all, and was not entitled to the prize. 'The three classes for
young Carriers were :—No. 11, Blacks ; 12, Duns ; and 13, Blues.
In the old classes, however, the Blues included any other colour,
and it was an evident omission not to have the same clause in
the young class.

I think the following list includes all the self-colours found in
English Pigeons:—Black, red, yellow, dun, blue, silver-dun,
mealy-yellow, mealy-blue, chequer, red-chequer, yellow-chequer,
dun-chequer. Besides these there is a colour often seen in India,
particularly in Fantails, Sherajees, and Mookies, which I would
call simply blue, being of the colour of the body of a Blue Pouter,
but without black bars or dark neck and tail. White might be
called a self-colour also, except that, properly speaking, it is not
a colour, being the result of want of colouring matter in the
feathers. Pure white Pigeons (albinos) are to be got in almost
every large field dovecot, and the ingenuity of man in matching
whites with coloured birds has resulted in mottles, baldpates,
splashes, and every degree of marking. I would not call an
Archangel a self-coloured Pigeon, though without white, be-
cause it is of two very distinct colours—black and copper-
coloured.—J. C. Lyell.

BELFAST CANARY SHOW.
(Concluded from page 113.)

Belfast Snow was a first attempt ; and the launching of such
an expensive affair is a matter which keeps its promoters on
thorns till the opening of its doors decides whether the public
or the Society are to pay for the spectacle. It requires a
knowledge of the tastes and inclinations of townspeople before
entering on the speculative business of exhibitionising, and the
process of educating people in a certain direction may turn out
rather expensive. The schedule was good and the scale of prizes
liberal, and I am sure it only requires that exhibitors be made
aware of the facilities for carriage to ensure for the Belfast
Society a brilliant future. The success of this, the first Show,
must have been very gratifying, but I am much mistaken if the
Committee will rest satisfied with less than twice the number
of entries next year. With such stuff at the back, a show is

capable of being increassd to any exten and then the question

will be, as was gravely mooted, " Where shall we put them ?
"

" Build a place," replied Mr. Montgomery.
I am not iu the poultry " line," though I have a lot in my

yard which I will show against all comers as eaters. I refrain
from publishing my balance-sheet lest it should deter others
from commencing such a healthy pursuit. "Wiltshire Rector"
once tried to get me into Pigeons ; and if any birds could have
appealed to refined taste, the pair of snowy Fantails be sent
me ought to have done so. And once Mr. Fiilton took me round
the Newcastle Show, and talked to me like a father. I suppose
my tastes lie iu another direction. But " what great events
from trifling causes spring !

" My falling in love with the Canary
arose simply from the fact of a drunken sailor sitting on a cage
on my door-step. To save the birds I took possession of the
cage. The man never called for them, nor could I ever find the
owner. And when I moved into the house where I at present
reside, I found in the yard a small poultry-house. It looked to
me like a Bantam arrangement, and I have since discovered that
birds of no less note than Mr. George Hall's Bantams have lived
iu it—and—possibly may again. That little poultry-house set
me going, and how soon a taste grows ! It was with a new
pleasure I went the round of every pen in the Show with Mr.
Leno. The use of the Judges' book left the counterfoils in our
hands, and his notes and remarks upon nearly every pen were
extremely interesting, indicating the accomplished judge, and
showing with what care he had weighed over the merits and
demerits of every bird. The poultry world has received a
valuable acquisition in the elevation of Mr. Leno to the " bench,"
and no inquirer (or grumbler either) could look in his face and
say. Why? without feeling certain of getting a most courteous
explanation or satisfactory reply, at the bottom of which plainly
lies undeviating honesty of purpose. In the Selling class several
pens were pointed out to me as representing full value for
money; and notably in the single cocks one of Mr. John Stuart's
Dark Brahmas, No. 158 ; and among the " best pair of hens or
pullets " Mr. B. P. Williams' Dorkings, No. 200 ; and Mrs.
Taaffe's Cochins, No. 228.

The Ulster coat was happy among the Pigeons, and duly
performed his devotions before Mr. James Montgomery's won-
derful Dun Carrier cock. I didn't watch him ; but I understand
that when he put tlie cup-card on the pen he respectfully raised
his hat to the noble bird.

The great features in the Canary classes were the " Scotch
Fancies"—indeed, no other variety except the Belgian seems to

have been cultivated in Belfast. The Belgians themselves were
only an indifferent sample, though there were one or two which
showed they had it in them. 'The Fancies were a fine lot of

birds, but in many cases very coarse in feather. The silver cup
for the best specimen was won by Mr. Samuel CroU with a
Yellow hen—a gem, her mother standing second. I was glad to

find both belonged to the same owner, as they were so much
superior to the rest, and so much alike that it was no easy matter
to separate them. I think I have seen longer birds, but for

symmetry and quality of feather they were unique. The
winning birds were all meritorious specimens, and but very few
in either of the four classes were thought undeserving of com-
mendation. Mr. Baxter's small collection from Newcastle,
embracing Clear, Variegated and Crested Norwich, Lizards,

Coppy, Cinnamons, Variegated ditto, and Mules, including a
very pretty Cinnamon Mule, bred from Cinnamon cock and
Goldfinch hen, attracted considerable attention, and next year
these varieties will find a place in the schedule. Our British

birds were poorly represented. The Skylark, Song Thrush,
Blackbird, Bullfinch, Starling, and other familiar faces were
absent. But Belfast did its best ; and if fanciers will do their

best to help Belfast, then Belfast will do its utmost to help them.
Judging over, we endeavoiu-ed to solve the problem as to how

many persons an Irish " kyar " will carry, and how many miles

au hour a grey horse can " reel off." Both seemed to me to be
unknown quantities. Our destination was Springfield, where
Mr. Mulligan has a pretty little place, and thence to Whiterock,
the residence of Mr. Firth, the working Secretary, pleasantly

situated at the base of one of the mountains which bound Belfast

on the north-west. I should think the " jarvie " never drove
such a load before. About half-way to Springfield he pointed

over his left shoulder with his whip to a large red-brick brildiug.

"D'ye see that?" "What?" "That." "Which?" "That."
"Well! " " Shure an' it's the Lunatic Asylum!" We dropped
Mr. Jones at Springfield, and picked him up on our return. Ha
was doing the otium cum dignitate iu an easy-chair with au
Havannah. A glass of champagne and a look at Mr. Mulligan's

poultry cups, and the "jarvie" whisked us back to Belfast to

the serious business of the day—the dinner at the " Imperial."

After-dinner speeches are proverbial; but Mr. Montgomery's
loyal speech on giving " the Queen," his remarks on Home Bule.

and his hints and advice to young fanciers, the fruits of years of

experience, will not be forgotten by those who listened to them.

An early ride and a bracing air enabled us to do justice to Mr.

Firth's good things at breakfast at Whiterock next morning,

and as the steamer did not sail tUl five, there was not that cause
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for apprehension as in the case of the hot fish. Everything must
come to an end, however, and five o'clock that evening saw UB

steaming out of Lough Larne on our homeward journey. Three
hours' passage, and not in any light this time. But it was a

lovely evening, and one could hardly imagine it was January.

The lights at Larne and away to the north on "The Maidens "

grew gradually less till they disappeared altogether, while the

revolving light on CorsewaU Point flashed its alternate red and
white glare with greater hrilUancy as we neared Loch Ryan.
Cairnryau was sleeping quietly under the hills, the light from
its friendly beacon streaming into the Loch as we steamed up
its quiet waters, not sorry to be nearing home, with pleasing

recollections of kind friends on the other side.—W. A. Blaksto.n.

THE BEE-KEEPER'S CALENDAR for FEBRUARY.
This month, like last, is one of inactivity amongst bees. As

the days lengthen the hopes and enthusiasm of bee-keepers are

awakened, and some preparations are made for coming events.

After so many unfavourable seasons in almost unbroken succes-

sion, let us anticipate that 1874 will be a favourable one for the
apiarians of Great Britain. For two or three years I have been
anxious to realise £'100 profit in one season from bee-keeping,
partly from selfishness, partly because my father once saved
that amount in one year from his bees, and chiefly from my
desire to have an encouraging example of bee-keeping to place
before the working rural population of England.

If the weather continue mild, queen bees will begin to lay

«arly in this month. In this neighbourhood I once saw young
bees on the wing on the 15th of February. The queens that
year commenced to lay in January. About three years ago we
had a very cold late spring, when queens did not lay till about
the end of March— at any rate, the first hatch of brood did not
appear till the middle of April. An open early spring and a
warm early locality are very advantageous to bees, for their

Jives are of short duration—nine months at most, but very, very
few of them live so long. If a hatch of brood be not obtained
in March to fiU up the ranks thinned by death, many hives
become so weak in bees that these have a hard struggle to live,

and the population of some is altogether destroyed. In a cold
spring and cold late locality I think it is desirable to stimulate
bees by artificial feeding, and thus cause them to breed earlier

than they would otherwise do.

It should be borne in mind that spring feeding is simply to

stimulate and keep alive, and the food not to be stored-up as in

autumn. During February half a pound of sugar with half a
pound of water weekly will be enough for a hive of moderate
strength. And this half-pound should be given in three doses^
Bay one every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Every bee-
master has his own mode of administering food to his bees.
For spring feeding we use troughs about 1 foot in length,

2 inches broad, and less than half an inch deep. These are filled

or half fiUed and pushed into the hives by the doors, thus
twenty hives may be fed in less than ten minutes' time. If bees
have been prevented from leaving their hives by frosty weather
for weeks, an accumulation of dirt will be found on their boards,
and it should be scraped off this month.

Cottagers who make their own hives should get them ready
during the long evenings of winter ; and amateurs, too, should
prepare beforehand for an increase of swarms. We have already
ordered fifty large hives for our swarms. These, with twenty
old ones now empty, will probably he required for swarms in
May and June. I calculate on having at the rate of three swarms
from two stocks—that is to say, one swarm from each hive, and
a second swarm from every second hive of bees. The readers
of this Journal know that Pettigrew has for years been ringing
the bell and telling the bee-keepers of Great Britain and Ireland
to adopt hives larger than those in general use if they wish
to realise great profits or large results from bee-keeping. It

is evident that a large number of workmen will compass and
do more work of every kind than a smaller number, and it is

equally clear that the births in a large town will far outnumber
the births in a country village.

In preparing hives for the reception of swarms, guide-combs
and cross sticks only are necessary. The guide-combs should
be sealed to labels of wood, and then pinned on the crowns of

hives (of course on the inside), by nails. The combs should be
made to run from front to back, and the cross sticks from side to
side. Thus the combs cross the sticks and are fastened securely
to them. These cross sticks are of much service to bee-keepers
who carry their bees from place to place ; and they are of use to
the bees, for these go from comb to comb across the hives
by their means. Where the combs are fastened to the sticks,

the bees leave small holes as doors or passages for their own
convenience. We put four or five cross-sticks nearly as strong
as a walking-stick in every hive. When the combs are cemented
to these, the hive will bear a great amount of iU-usage before the
combs are injured. We have sent hives to almost every corner
of England without injury. If the reader has no guide-comb
preserved from last autumn, he should cut out of one of his hives

of bees all he will require for his swarms this year. Old tough
comb is better than new brittle comb for this purpose, but it

should be cut out before brood be put into it. A bit of comb
about 2 inches square is enough for each hive. It is requested
that the reader will bear those simple things in mind, for it is

not my intention to repeat them at the busy swarming season.

Sometimes a bee-master may wish to remove his bees from
one part of his garden to another. The present month is,

perhaps, the best time to remove hives a short distance, for beea
come out but seldom now ; and when they come out it ia for a
winter dance and purposes of cleanliness, and when on thesa
errands they look well about them, and never go far from home.
In times of honey-gathering they leave their hives to go straight

to the fields or orchards, and may not discover that the position

of their homes has been altered till they return to the old

stands. In summer, hives should be removed from one part of

a garden to another by short stages—say 1 or 2 yards every day.
At present they may, I think, be removed from one side of a
garden to another with safety. When this is done, all the hives
should go at once ; for naturally some bees would return to the
old place, and if they found a hive near it, they would seek a
home there instead of returning to their new position.

February is a favourable time to purchase hives and commence
bee-keeping. Bees can now be removed to great distances

without risk of suffocation even in the hands of inexperienced
persons. I am frequently consulted as to where bees can be
bought, also when bee-keeping should be commenced, and gene-
rally recommend those seeking advice to commence with not
less than two hives, and to buy, if they can, of the cottagers in

their own neighbourhood. When I say neighbourhood I mean
within a few miles, for there would be some risk if the bees bought
had been standing within a mile of the buyer's garden. When
hives of bees cannot be obtained near home, they may always be
had of respectable extensive bee-keepers elsewhere. Here let

me notice that there exists in the minds of many people, both
rich and poor, a foolish prejudice and a ridiculous superstition

respecting buying and selUng bees. " It is very unlucky to

either buy or sell a hive of bees. I bought a hive once, and it

died." And the poor man says, " If I sell one of mine all the

rest will die." Many old women in England believe that all

the bees in their possession wiU die if they are not told of the

death of one of the family of the owner. Such superstition is

very remarkable and lamentable. I can believe that many
gentlemen have made a commencement in bee-keeping and
failed. Their hives may have been diseased and worthless when
they obtained them. 'The season after they purchased them
may have been unfavourable, and the bees may not have received

proper attention. I venture to express an opinion that almost all

the disasters attending hives purchased by beginners have been
owing to their own ignorance. It is a most difficult undertaking
to teach a novice in bee-keeping how to distinguish between
a good and a bad hive, and how to value aright hives at all

seasons.
Next month I shall begin to examine hives internally, and

continue to examine them thus till the end of September.

—

A. Petiigbew, Sale.

HOW TO KEEP BEES AT A PROFIT.
Some years ago I began to keep bees, from a desire more to

learn their habits and amuse myself than for any return I might
obtain for the trouble. I have certainly learnt a lesson, but have
gained no money. I have now ceased to take much interest in

my little pets. On reflection I begin to think my old grand-
mother right, who kept bees on a common-sense plan. Her rule

was to destroy all old stocks, keeping over only the early swarms

;

so that by having none more than one year old with the " casts,"

as the later swarms were called, she had two classes of honey

—

one she sold at a good price, the other was made into a drink

called mead. My grandmother seldom fed her bees, for she

never attempted to keep a weak swarm over the winter. I

begin to think the old woman, by instinct, did what was no
doubt the best to get honey. She never had any old foul corub

for bees to breed in, as in hives two or three years old, and in

not feeding the bees with syrup the comb is not filled with such
stuff in the breeding season.

There is another point I think of importance which I should

be glad of some information upon. My opinion is that feeding

bees, as a rule, is bad; except on absolute danger of their dying,

I do not think they ought to be fed. It must be wrong to teach

bees to rely on the bottle, as it might tend to make them idle.

We have some proof of this ; for it is well known that in the

tropics where the bees can get honey all the year round they

store but little, but in the cold regions of the norih, with a very

short season, they collect the most honey.

I took some pains to inquire into this subject when in Swit-

zerland. I could not believe that so large a quantity of honey,

which I saw in the market, could have been gathered in those

narrow valleys so long locked-up in frost and snow ; but one

season when I happened to be there at the end of May, I could sea
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the reason then very well. Were it not that I fear you will not
publish these remarks I might extend them.—J. C., Brentford,

SUPERS FILLED ABTIFICTATJ.Y.
I HiTB read with great pleasure the indignant protest by yotir

able correspondent, "'A Res-fbewshire Beekezpeb," against

the nefarions practice which has within the last few years been
adopted, of filling supers intended for sale or exhibition by the
artificial means which have been described.

It is much to be regretted that any bee-keeper ehould have
his moral powers so defective as to be unable to see that he lays

himself open to a charge of fraud when he palms upon the
public, as the product of a single season, an article which in

reality combines the collections of two or more. Even suppos-
ing such a compound to be genuine honey, it can only be honey
of inferior quality and flavour, much of the excellence of that
which went to make it up having been lost through age and
other influences. If in completing the contents of either large

hives or supers sugar has been used, is not the party using it

guilty of a crime which is now frequently punished—viz., the
crime of adulteration ?

I am glad Mr. Breen has made a clean breast of his doings by
ToluntarUy disclosing his proceedings; but I hope we have
heard the last of them, and that competing supers entered for

prizes will have the affidavit attached to them, declaring that

nothing went to their composition but what the bees collected

directly from the fields dtiring the period extending from April
1st till November Ist of the year for which a reward is offered.

It is an easy matter to make beautiful large artificial glass

supers. There is no need to try. It was accomplished years
ago with the greatest success ; and I have now to learn that

anything has yet been produced superior to the 87 lbs. glass

which was so admirably photographed and described by " Een-
PBEwsHiRE Bee-keepeb " in your number of June 4th, 1668.

I saw that glass at Moffat Show in September, 1867. I over-

heard some particulars in regard to its manufacture; but the
information obtained was so repelling as to take away all heautieB
from the super in my eyes.—R. S.

OUR LETTER BOX.
T*BT> FOR DoREiNGS {TauTi Caput).—Yon have described the paradise of

Dorkings. Xo other breed will suit jou half so well, or pay you bo much
money. Laying is the result of proper management, and keeping early

pullets of each year to be layers in the winter. Profitable eggs are those that

are laid when other people have none. Houdana are very good layers, but

they do not sit. M'here there is such a run as you describe, nothing is so

profitable as the Dorking. They are good layers, good sitters and mothers.
Climate does not interfere. "We have seen as good Dorkings bred in Scotland

as we ever saw in the south and south-west of England. We know no place

where there is not a sale for good fowls, and the Dorking will make you better

market fowls than any other. The Spanish do not sit, neither do the Creve-

Ccenr nor the Hamburghs At this season of the year the proper plan is to

buy a few of the breed you intend to keep, and egga that jou can put under
your mongrels as they become broody.

FEfiTTLE Eggs {T. H. E.).—Answer to question No. 1—After two or three

days. 2, You may set the eggs after three days certainly. We should have
little faith in the cock yon mention as a stock bird. In a horse such a disease

would be called string-halt. We know no name for it in fowls. There is no
reason why it should be hereditary, bat as it is a serious thing to lose the
early season, we never advise anyone knowingly to ose a doubtful bird or one
subject to any disease or infirmity.

Bbahxa PruLETa {D. Judd).—As a rule yonr pnlleta shonld be laying,

And judging from your description we should say they are laying. You do
not tell as the flooring of their roosting house. Whatever may be the diffi-

culties of their ont-dcor run, the flooring of their house may be of earth.

They will scratch in this in the mo'ning, and they will resort to it daring the
day. April pullets have laid before this. Are you sore they do not eat their

eggs? It is a nasty trick, and they learn it one of the other. Can they
always go out ? if not, at what time are they let out ? Many bad tricks are

learned when they are shut-up together and have nothing to do. "Idleness
is the mother of all vices." Change your food a little. Give the barley in

the shape of meal instead of whole. Let them have it slaked with wat«r
morning and evening, at midday house and table scraps if there are any, if

not, give them some whole Indian com. Discontinue potatoes and Indian
meaL Potatoes rather hinder than increase layiog. They cause disease of

the liver. Do not give them too many worms. In a state of nature they have
them only as luzories. So far as you can do it, let them be exactly as they

would be in a state of nature. Ko disinfectant is needed if the dung is raked
OfiE daily, and the gravel forked occasionally.

Da£E Brahsus' Fkathkes {GUcum).—We are not Bore you are not mis-

taking windmills for giants. We do not understand ''streaky*' defects In

Brahmas. They are not like Hamburghs, where a faint mossing diequalifies.

The fault of the feathers yon send is, they are tinged with yellow. That is a
faalt and a graTe one. If you choose a cock positively without a buff or

chestnut feather on the wing or back, you may breed from your pullets. If

they are well marked and pencilled to the throat, yon may pat the virtae

against the vice.

C&ossoiG Black and Ybllow Jacobins {A. B.).—We have freqaently
experimented in crossing Black and Yellow Pigeons, and always with, a bad
resalt. The young have come strawberry-coloured or smoky.

Points in Caeriees {Inquirerj.—The following are the chief

—

Wattle.—
Broad across the base of the beak, tilting and tapering from the head towards
the point of the bilL It should not press on the cere of the eye, as with age
it brings coarseness. The wattle and cere should be of distinct formation.
The £y£.—Ins bright orange red ; cere, or eye wattle, a complete circleround

the eye, broad, and eqoal in width. Head,—Long, narrow, flat at the top

;

the narrower the space occupied by feathers along the top of the head between
the eyes the better. In a very superior speciaiea it will be less than half an
inch wide. Btak.—Long, straight, thick, fitting closely throughuut its length
when closed; it is then called " a box bilL" If the upper mandible arches,
the failing becomes even more and more developed as age increases ; so much
so, that not unfrequently the upper bill carves over, and the Pigeon becomes
what is generally known as "Parrot-beaked." This defect is by s--me fanciers
thought to be brought on by the birds being fed in troughs, by which no free
action of the bill in picking np its food is called forth- Mr. Ord, however,
aoubts this, and beheves it to be hereditary, form.—Iseck long, thin,
and very shghily curved. Shoulders wide. Wings strong, and pinions long.
Back rather hollow. Legs large and stoat. Attitode erect and gracefuL
Colour.—If black, the feathers shcnld be jet colour, as a slaty tinge is a great
fault; and in Duns, a clear colour is most important, as the feathers should
not be at all freckled with lighter colours at the edges, or chequered in the least.

Mr. Ord believes that the Ireckling in Duns is caused by exposure to the suq
and weather. His prize birds are kept constantly in the locker, and have not
a pale feather; but others, which are allcwed to fly about out cf doors, are
chequered with paler feathers. Your room will do well for Carriers. In sodi
rooms they are constantly bred.

Feeding Bees {J. N. T.).—Owing to the mildness of the weather dtiring

the winter months bees have consumed a great deal of their stores. You will,

do well to commence feeding at once, and continue to do so till fruit blossoms
appear. Bees will now begin to breed, and require more food.

Neighbour's Hive [T. L.).—Messrs. Neighbour .i Sons, 127. High Holbom,
London, W.C.

METEOBOLOGICAI, 0BSEBVATI0N9,
Caieden Squase, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0= 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
1

9 4.M.
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tree, and the mass of roots found permeating it in all directions
will prove there is something in it which the tree likes.

Passing now from the consideration of leaf mould as a
natural manure I will turn to it in another aspect—as an
ingredient in composts. Although I have been for many years
opposed to the use of most of the mixtures that have been
recommended for special purposes, preferring on almost every
occasion to confine myself to some simple material, with,
perhaps, the addition of sand, I am aware that most plant-
growers have their favourite compost, and in many cases leaf

mould forms an important constituent. Mr. Wright has
called attention to the excellent growth of Camellias in Bel-
gium where the soil employed is considered to be leaf mould
alone, and the question naturally arises, Cannot the same
result be attained in this country ? It has for many years been
known, or at least supposed, that the dark-coloured material
in which are grown the healtliy little Camellias sent over from
Belgium is more of a leaf mould than a peat. Nothing can
look better than they do in Belgium, but as Mr. Wright has
justly put it, how few of them present the same appearance
after twelve months in England ! and occasionally a hint is

thrown out that the growth is by no means prolonged in such
a way as to exhaust the soil in which they are grown, and that
they begin to go back immediately they are put into other
hands. Certainly they very often do go back, but whether to

blame our continental friends or ourselves is one of the matters
we have now to consider.

For my own part I may say that I neither give the soil

they are grown in abroad the whole of the credit of their

looking so well, nor do I altogether blame the altered material
in which we are obhged to pot the plants when we receive
them as being the cause of their doing so badly ; the change
may be only partly due to this cause, the other and by far the
more important one I have no hesitation in saying is water.
I only wish some of your scientific readers would investigate its

effects ; it would be of far more service than minute details as

to the mixing of soils and the like, for to plants in pots water
is of much greater consequence than soil. A friend of mine
having access to the best peat that it was possible to pro-
cure was unable to grow Heaths well, and ultimately gave up
the attempt, as he had no means of supplying them with
water except that which was drawn from a deep chalk well,

which was slow poison to the Heaths. There are plenty of

country places where the water is of this kind, and there is

no alternative but to use it. In most cases suburban residents
are supplied from waterworks with water better suited to vege-
tation ; indeed, I know that the water furnished to more than
one large town is better for plants than that from wells in the
neighbourhood. Now, in the culture of a plant requiring so

much water as the Camellia, it is of the utmost importance
that it should be of the description best suited to it, and such,
probably, is that furnished to the great Belgian estabUshmente,
hence the success. Though the same conditions do not exactly
apply to vegetable as to animal life, still there is a certain

analogy between the two, and just as bad water may be de-

structive to the latter, so it may be in a greater or less degree
to the former ; and till we can by some simple process purify

water containing matters injurious to plants we must submit
to seeing them languish under the poison.
While referring to leaf soil for the Camellia, I may remark

that some years ago I had a few plants from Belgium which,
like all others I have seen from there, appeared to be grown
in that material, and desirous of trying the effects of our own
leaf mould, I took the most decayed portion from the outside

of a heap of considerable ago and size. Thinking it might
not be firm enough in texture, I mixed with it a little mud
that had been taken from a pond receiving a large amount of

house sewage, and a quantity of leaves also. This was a rich

manure in its way, as its effects on grass land and other crops
indicated, and I concluded it would not injure the leaf mould
by anything it might contain. A little drift sand was also

added, the whole being fine, and in a fitting condition. The
result, however, was not satisfactory ; whether owing to the
character of the mixture or from the quality of the water I

am unable to say, but I should be strongly incUned to blame
the latter, as some plants subsequently turned out of doors
in the same material, and which had no water except from the
heavens, succeeded pretty weU. I should say that a good,
firm, sandy loam, such as is often met with overlying the red
sandstone, will do better for Camellias than any mixture I

know, and for mixtures I am no advocate, especially that of

peat and loam, so often recommended.

But to return to leaf mould. I cannot perceive how it is

likely to be hurtful to anything ; true, its want of solidity would
seem to unfit it when used alone for pot-culture, as it cannot
be expected to furnish so lasting a source of food, unless, as I
imagine is the case with our Belgian friends, its defects are
compensated for by the water. As an addition to stiff soils

its uses seem to be too well recognised to allow of anything
serious being said against it. At the same time when it has
been so much extolled for the effects it produces, it would be
well to ask what share water had in the result. When our
knowledge shall have been more extended in this direction, we
shall probably find out that many plants for which particular
soils or mixtures were necessary can be better managed by sup-
plying them with the kind of water they require.—J. Eobson.

THE KOTAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

Februabt 10th.

This was held on Tuesday in the Council-room, South Ken-
sington, Viscount Bury (the President), in the chair. Amongst
those present were Lord A. Churchill, Sir Alfred Slade, Bart.,
(Council), Sir Coutts Lindsay (Council). Mr. Hardcastle, Mr.
Godson, Eev. C. P. Peach, Mr. Dobree (Council), Mr. Liggins,
Mr. Cole, C.B., Major-General Scott, Mr. Qailter, Mr. Godson,
Mr. Bowring, Mr. Bateman, Mr. Shirley Hibberd, Mr. Haughton,
Mr. W. A. Lindsay (Hon. Sec), &c.
The Secret-vry read the advertisement calling the meeting,

and then the minutes of the last General Meeting, which were
confirmed.
The CH.irRMAN said the first business—the first formal business

—they had to transact was to appoint scrutineers for the purpose
of deciding upon the result of the ballot for the extraordinary
vacancies in the Council. The ballot hst, he supposed, was in
the hands of the members, and he need not read the names. He
wished, however, to say that there were no ordinary vacancies
in the CouncU. The Council supposed that as three members of

the late Council decUned to accede to the wishes of the Society
expressed on the -Ith of April that they would retain their offices,

it was not necessary to do anything more than to flU up the
vacancies so created. However, the matter was investigated.
It was referred to the legal adviser of the Council, and they bad
been advised that three members of the Council ought to resign,

or ought to have resigned. Their legal adviser said it was too
late to do it now. However, he would read the opinion for the
meeting. The Council wished to act in accordance with the
wishes of the Fellows, and would be very happy to remedy the
mistake, which, however, they were informed, was of no real

importance. The question submitted to counsel was this

—

" What the Council can now do, and what they should do at the
General Meeting on the 10th of February as regards the ballot-

ing list, &c. 1 " Now, the opinion of counsel was as follows—
" I am of opiuion that a vacancy by resignation is not equivalent to a

vacancy by death or incapacity within the meanintj of the lUth clause of the
Charter or the 8Gth bye-law, and that a mistalie has been made by the Council
in stating that there are no ordinary vacancies and in niakinf^ no provision

for filling Buch vacancies. This mistake does not, however, in my opinion,

affect the validity of what the Council has done and proposes to do. The
ballot list for Council is valid and may be acted upon. The objection to it is

that it does not go far enough, and nothing is done to rectify the mistake
which has been made. The Hth clause of the Charter and the 115th bye-law
prevent the mistake from causing serious consequences, and notwithstand-
ing the mistake the acts of the 'new Council will be perfectly valid. Under
these circumstances I advise the Council to proceed with (heir list, but to

admit the mistake which has been made as to the ordinai*y vacancies, and to

explain to the meeting that it was impossible to rectify the mistake in time,

and to say that the Council is adnsed that the mistake is of no real conse-

quence, and need not be rectified at all, but that if the Fellows wish it three

members of the Council will retire and a special meeting will be called to elect

successors to them. If they desire this to be done, the Council, having made
a mistake, ought, 1 think, to comply with such desire.

" With respect to Mr. Haughton's second letter, it proceeds upon the
erroneous assumption that the appointment of the present Council wag
invalid, and his proposals, as contained in that letter, shoold be opposed.

As regards the debentures of the old Society, I am of opinion that they are

as binding on the present Society as they were on the old Society.

(Signed) "NiTHANrEL Lindley,
" 6, Stone Buildings, Linrohi's Inn,

Now, continued his lordship, that was the opinion of counsel,

which he had read to the meeting.
Mr. Haughton said his objection was founded upon the 110th

bye-law, which required that if any Fellow desired to substitute

the name of any other Fellow for that of any one recommended
by the Council, such Fellow must, seven days after the cir-

culation of the list, leave notice on the Society of the proposed
substitution. Now, that was to say that the present meeting
would be deprived of its undoubted right to put in three other

members if the list was framed in the proper way. He could

not nominate the gentlemen he wished to have elected. That
being so, it appeared to him that although Mr.Lindley's opinion

was quite correct, there was no inconvenience or danger to the
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Society, yet that this meeting would be doprivecl of its right to

elect membera on the Council in a iluo and proper manner.
Now, there was another question
The Chaikman.—I do not want to interrupt the gentleman

who seems to have something to say [a laugh] ; but the Council
wish to state that if what is proposed is not agreeable to the
meeting, and if what the honourable gentleman says is in ac-

cordance with the views of the meeting, we shall forward those
views in every way [cheers]. Three of us ought to resign, but
we were misinformed. Three of us will resign. The question
is. Will gentlemen leave things as they are ? It is a matter of

perfect indifference to the Council [hear, hear].
A Fellow.—Put it to the vote.
Mr. Hauguton was very much afraid they had no power to

adopt the suggestion at that meeting. Mr. Lindley referred to

the 115th bye-law, which applied to cases where there had been
no election or an invalid election ; but that bye-law did not
enable them to elect the three they ought to elect that day,
unless they gave notice in accordance with the 110th bye-law.
He was afraid if the election were made by the Council it would
be invalid. The proper course would be to adjourn the business
to another day [IJear, hear, and " no "].

The Ch.urman.—I put the question whether the Fellows desire
this to be done. Mr. Lindley says it is not necessary, and the
Council say it is a matter entirely unimportant to them. They
wish to comply with the wishes of the Fellows [hear, hear] ;

for I put this to the meeting, that we are willing to admit we
committed an inadvertent mistake, and in order to remedy it we
will ballot out if the meeting wishes it [hear, hear]. However,
Mr. Lindley thinks it is not important, and therefore the meet-
ing will take their own course. Those in favour of balloting
out, and thereby remedying the mistake, hold up their hands
[one hand held up]. Those in favour of the matter remaining
as it is hold up theirs [a large number of hands held up].
Carried [laughter]. The meeting has determined that the
matter shall rest as it is [interruption, and cries of " no " and
"yes"]. The next thing we have to do is to request Mr.
Liggins and Mr. Pincher to act as scrutineers.
Mr. Hadghton.—I think this is the proper time for me
The Ch-airman.—I think the meeting will consider it better

that I, the President of the Society, should say a few words and
conduct the business in the ordinary manner. In point of fact,

I want to say a few words before the formal business of the
meeting begins. We are in a critical position in this Society.
You remember that a few years ago a proposition was made by
which the gardens were to be disposed of in such a way as we
thought would be very much for the benefit of the International
Exhibition and very little for the interest of the Fellows of the
Horticultural Society. Upon this a division of opinion arose,
and the old Council resigiied. The present Council—[A voice,
" Members are not to ballot "—Uproar.] I appeal to you, ladies

and gentlemen, to support me in the chair [cheers]. I was
making a statement of the fact that differences of opinion have
arisen, and that a majority of the Fellows placed the present
Council in ofBce, and their distinct duty and policy was so to

arrange matters as to preserve the gardens of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society for the use of the Fellows of the Society [cheers].
The new Council have, in the face of very great opposition and
very great difficulty, carried out that policy to the best of their

understanding and power. They felt that it was exceedingly
necessary to enter into cordial arrangements with the Royal
Commissioners, and with that view and with that reason, within
a very few days a Committee of their body met a Committee of

the Royal Commissioners, and agreed with them on certain
terms by which mutual advantages would be obtained. From
the very first it was asserted on the part of the Commissioners
that your Council as at present constituted was not a legal body.
We felt when we met the Commissioners that it would be utterly
futile to enter into any arrangement with them, and then let it

be in their mouths to say that we entered into it ; but that as we
were not a legal body, it went for nothing. In one part of the ar-

rangement was inserted a clause by which the Commissioners
were bound that they should not be the parties to raise the ques-
tion. The Committee of the Royal Commissioners agreed to

this, and upon that agreement we at once placed them in pos-
session of all the advantages they derived under the agreement,
and we ourselves entered into the possession of advantages which
accrued to us. But when the matter was remitted from the
Committee of the Commissioners to the Commissioners them-
selves, several points in that agreement were struck out, and one
of them was the clause which stated the Commissioners would
not question the legality of our appointment. I need hardly
Bay that we should not have considered ourselves at liberty
to place the Commissioners in possession of advantages under
the agreement unless we behoved the whole of the agree-
ment was going to be acknowledged by the Commissioners
[loud cheers]. We regret very much, although we cast no
imputation upon them, to have to say that they have steadily
and persistently, although placed last year in possession of

all the advantages under the agreement, disregarded that por-

tion of the agreement I have referred to, and have declared

tliat we are an illegal body and that they could not deal with ua

[oh! and " shame "|. But if this is so, why should they
give us thousands under the agreement ? They gave us certain

advantages and we gave them certain advantages. The position

is this, if we quarrel among ourselves the all-devouring-element

of South Kensington will swallow us up, and our gardens will

be taken from us, and we shall be turned out. Wo want you,

if you agree with us, to put such confidence in ua as will be sure

to make us successful to resist all attempts against the integrity

of your gardens [loud cheers]. The bone of contention is the

possession of these gardens [loud cheers and "no"]. I warn
you in time that if you are not very much on the alert these

gardens will pass out of your hands. Now, gentlemen, there are

several matters which we are told are going to be brought before

you to-day. I conjure you not to quarrel over these matters,

but to defer them until a more fitting opportunity. Let us go

on in the poUcy we have begun, and then, I think, we shall

bring it to a successful issue. Now, gentlemen, there is one

question of very great importance—the question of voting by
proxy. I do not conceal from you that there is a difference of

opinion on that point among the members of the Council. But
a very strong expression of opinion was passed on that sub-

ject at a late meeting in favour of voting by proxy, and aU
I can say is that the Council, having taken this matter in

hand, have no objection to draft a bye-law— such a bye-law

as would tend to improve the relations between the Royal Com-
missioners and the Fellows of the Horticultural Society [loud

cheers]. We hope that wiU satisfy you. The Council under-

take, and you may consider this a pledge on their part, they

will not canvass against the motion, or ask for proxies against it,

or do anything to interfere with it, but each individual member
will reserve to himself the right to discuss the matter when
it comes before them. I hope that will be satisfactory [cheers].

I really do not know of anything we are to do but to renew

our appeal to you that you should throw away all dissensions and
work for the common good, and also—I will not say against the

common enemy, for we wish to be friends [laughter]—but to avoid

new danger, i can only say for myself and colleagues that the

work at this table and upstairs has been done most assiduously

for the last year, that it is very hard labour, and that it is some-

what thankless [hear]. We cannot have any personal intereata

in the matter further than wishing to see these gardens as open
spaces and unbuilt upon in the hands of the Horticultural Society

[loud cheers] . All I can say is, if you disagree with our policy

you displace us by others, and if any question brings that about I

for one shall retire into private life with the most assured feel-

ing I had tried to do my duty, but that I have been relieved from

a very considerable and very arduous work [loud cheers].

Mr. Haughton said he should like to refer to bye-law 90.

Mr. Godson.—Move the report and second it [laughter].

Mr. Hauohton rose amid loud cries of " chair, chair," and
" order." He could not obtaiu a hearing, and after some fur-

ther interruption,
The Chaleman said. We do not want to stifle discirssion. Every

one here will have an opportunity of speaking, but pray let us

proceed in a proper and business-like way.
The Honorary Secretary, Mr. W. A. Lindsay, was about to

read the annual report when, by the unanimous consent of the

meeting, it was taken as read.
The Chaxkhan.—I now beg to move the adoption of this

report.

Sir CouTTS Lindsay seconded the proposition.

Mr. H.inGHT0N said he had an amendment to move to the

following effect :
—" That this meeting and business proposed to

be transacted thereat be adjourned to Tuesday, 10th March next,

at 3 P.M., to enable an opinion of the Court of Chancery to be
obtained, if possible in a friendly way, as to the legal position

of the Society, and that Lord Alfred Churchill, Sir Daniel
Cooper, Bart., Messrs. T. Dyer Edwardes, H. J. Veitch, and
G. F. Wilson, jointly and severally, be empowered to act on
behalf of this meeting in applying to the Court of Chancery, and
to co-operate with others." Mr. Haughton said he was perfectly

aware of the unusual nature of the proposition he had made.
He hoped they would hsten to him patiently for a very short

space of time while he expressed to them the reasons which, in

his mind, rendered it absolutely necessary that some extra-

ordinary steps should be taken to extricate the Society from
the position in which it now stood. The noble lord in the

chair had told them how this difference of opinion, which
unhappily existed, arose last year in consequence of the action

taken by some of the Fellows of this Society when the report

was laid before them by the Council. Many of them were there

to-day, and he felt that if they had not the circumstances fresh

in their recollection they must have the strong and violent

language used in that room, language which he was not going

to follow [cheers]. He might say that he now very much
rejoiced when the Council, with their Chairman, came before

them and had laid aside that position of open hostility they dis-

played when tiiey last met there [hear and cheers] . He was glad
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to hear ahearty response to that sentiment [hear, hear]. When
this difference of opinion arose on the subject matter of the
agreement proposed for the advantage of the Society, it appeared
the agreement could have been negatived without any tumult.
Instead of the agreement being negatived in the interest of the
Society, the Council was attacked, strong language was used,

motives were imputed to them ; they were charged with conspir-

ing with other persons to ruin the Society, with being false to

their trust as trustees, and with acting as gentlemen would not
and should not act. That being so—yielding to what was being
done, and teeli.-!g they could not sit with honour at the table as

trustees to be abused, these gentlemen said, "If you like we
will resign "—that is, " we will resign if we have the power "

["oh, oh"]. He would give authority for what he said. He
had the highest authority for what he said. To come back to

the point. They said, " If we have the power to resign we wiU
be only too glad to do so, and to get out of the position in which
we are placed," and they did so accordingly. At aaother meet-
ing—not an annual meeting, or one having power to entertain
the question—they brought forward a bye-law framed with the
object, and enabling them to resign in a body. Now, if that
bye-law were good, the gentlemen now sitting behind the table

were legally elected, subject to another consideration, that
before they could be elected into their present places there
should be vacancies of the places they filled. In the acceptance
of the resignation of the old Council the voting was taken
openly, whereas the bye-law made it imperative it should be
taken by ballot. That being so, it was a matter of doubt whether
the meeting could legaUy accept these resignations. Again, if

the bye-laws were beyond the power of the Society, or repug-
nant to the charter of the Society, then he asserted equally
these gentlemen had no right to sit where they did. Another
point—the Council had secured the opinion of a man of high
eminence in his profession, but he had before him an opinion
given by a gentleman who was at least of equal, if not superior,
standing in his profession, he meant Sir G. Jeseel, the present
Master of the EoUs. It was quite true that in the circular sent
ant some time ago by Mr. W. A. Lindsay the opinion of Sir

J. D. Coleridge and Mr. Lindley was given, in which they said
" The opinion of the Solicitor-General, as set out in the case,

appears to us to be a mistake, as

The Chaibsian.—Eead it.

Mr. Haughton (reading).—" We are of opinion the new bye-
laws are valid and legal [cheers], and the new Council is duly
and properly appointed [cheers]. The case really turns upon
the effect of the 10th clause of the Charter, and we are of opinion
that the new bye-laws are consistent with and not repugnant to

that clause [renewed cheers], and the opinion of the Solicitor-

General as set out in the case appears to us to be upon, as it

were, a question of validity."

The Chairman.—The meeting wiU perceive that that opinion
is signed by Sir John Duke Coleridge and Mr. Lindley [hear,

hear]

.

Mr. Haughton went on to say that the question submitted at

the time to Sir G. Jessel, when he was Solicitor- General, was
whether it was competent for the Council to resign in a body,
and if the Fellows at a General Meeting could appoint a fresh

Council, or whether the resignation of the Council in a body
would leave the Society without a government. The reply was,
" I think this can be only done at the February meeting." The
second question was, " Can the appointment of an entirely new
Council be legaUy effected by an alteration in the bye-laws ?

"

The answer was, " I think it can by a bye-law authorising the
Council to fill-up vacancies by resignation between the February
meetings ; the Council so appointed is re-eligible in the following
February." That was to make a temporary appointment until

the succeeding annual meeting had full power to deal with the
question. The third question was, "Can the suggestion of par-

tial retirement and gradual filling-up of vacancies be adopted
if the Council thinks fit, under an amendment of bye-laws,
without waiting for the annual meeting? " The reply was, "I
think this can be done aa above-mentioned." Now, the question
was whether members elected on the Council at the General
Meeting—another Council then constituted—was authorised to

carry on the affairs of the Society. The answer was, " I am of

opinion that they were not duly elected, even if such a bye-law
as that was passed on the 2Gth March, 1873, was not repugnant
to the Charterl; yet it would not have been legal, not having been
passed in the mode prescribed by bye-law 127, and therefore the
election was not legal, and the old Council remained in office."

[Cheers and counter cheers.] The second question was whether
members of the Expenses Committee appointed on behalf of the
Horticultural Society had been legally appointed on the Com-
mittee, and whether the Society should be bound by the reso-

lution passed 1 The answer was, " I am of opinion the old

members of the Expenses Committee remained in office. They
do not appear to have resigned their office as committeemen."
The third question submitted by the Commissioners was.
Whether an agreement entered into between the Eoyal Com-
missioners and the Society, aa before stated, might not, iu case

the present Council and the Expenses Committee were not
legally appointed, be hereafter repudiated by the Society ?

Mr. LiGGiNS rose to order. The Fellows had assembled for a
particular purpose, and not to hear legal opinions, which were
decidedly irrelevant [" no " and hear]—legal opinions got up by
a clique [cries of " order "].

The Chairman.—The gentleman (ilr. Haughton) need not be
alarmed—I think he is quite in order [hear, hear]

.

Mr. Haughton said he should be sorry to take up the tune of

the meeting unnecessarily. He only did take it up because they
were told Sir George Jessel's opinion sustained the legal exist-

ence of the Council. If he were to give a short resume of the
opinions, he might be charged with suppressing something [no,

no]. Well, the answer to the last question was—" It does not
follow it might in all cases so repudiate because it is not legally

binding ; but I am of opinion it would not be legaUy binding."

Now, the opinion he had just read was a justification of the
action of the Commissioners ; for having taken that opinion,

they conceived themselves bound by it, and so could not enter

into business relations with the Society [cries of " oh "]
. They

could not recognise it ; and until this question was settled, the

action of the Society aa far as regarded the out-door world
as to the privileges of these gardens must be paralysed. No one
would deal with them—no one would recognise them. He should
conclude by saying it was not for that meeting to determine
whether Sir John Duke Coleridge and Mr. Lindley on the one
side, or Sir George Jessel on the other, be in the right. It

ought to be sufficient for them to know there were such grave
doubts that a distinct difference of opinion existed between such
eminent authorities [hear, hear]. They ought not in that room
presume for themselves who was right and who was wrong, or

decide such a grave question of law which went to the very root

of the Society. The Council, he thought, ought to unite with his

friends and himself in endeavouring to place the legal position of

their governing body beyond all dispute [hear, hear], and to de-

termine what the status of that body was, so as to enable them
legally to transact their duties [hear, hear]. He could not
understand the opposition offered to this course. He thought
they might all unite and act with temper and forbearance

[cheers] . He now begged to move the amendment as follows :

—

" That this meeting, and the business proposed to be transacted

thereat, be adjourned to Tuesday 10th of March next, at 3 p.m.,

to enable the opinion of the Court of Chancery to be obtained,

if possible in a friendly way, as to the legal position of the

Society ; and that Lord Alfred S. Churchill, Sir Daniel Cooper,

Bart., Messrs. T. Dyer Edwardes, H. J. Veitch, and G. F. Wilson
jointly and severally be empowered to act on behalf of this

meeting in applying to the Court of Chancery, and to co-operate

with others."

The Rev. C. P. Peach rose to second the amendment. Ha
said his object iu being there was to represent to a certain extent

the feehngs of the country Fellows, who were being alienated

from the Society because they did not know the position in

which it stood. They thought that no bye-laws could be passed
by the Society if it had not a legal Council, and therefore it was
necessary to know what the position of the Society was, and
whether they had a legally constituted Council or not. He did

not say this with any idea of opposing the Council.
^
He was

anxious to strengthen their hands, and if the legal opinions were
in their favour they would strengthen their hands. On the

other hand, he could only aay that it was necessary for the

welfare of the Society that they should have a legally constituted

Council, and therefore it was best to go to the highest authority

and see whether the Council had the power to accept what the

Commissioners did, and whether the Commissioners had the

power to accept what the Council did. The Fellows in the

country did not really know whether the Council had power to

receive subscriptions.
^

The Chairman.—I want to say one word. I wish that the

Society should be placed in possession of this fact, that this

resolution is, I suppose, the resolution of the Royal Commis-
sioners [cheers, cries of " no," and interruption].

Mr. Haughton.—It is not [cheers].

The CuAiKMAN.—The two persons who circulated it came in

with the pass of Mr. Richards, the Assistant-Secretary of the

Commissioners. Mr. Richards is here, and you can ask him.

General Scott.—The Commissioners have mthing whattver
to do with the resolution. No single member of the Commission
has ever seen that resolution or heard of it [cheers, and oh, oh].

The Chaikman.—Therefore you should keep Mr. Richards in

order, and not allow him, with tickets which were disputed, to

come in here and circulate papers against the Horticultural

Society [cheers].

Lord A. Chuhchill.—The resolution was adopted at a meet-
ing of the Fellows yesterday.

The Chvtrman.—This circular asking for proxies is signed by
James Richards, and he is an officer of the Royal Commissioners.

The Eev. C. P. Peach.—I have no knowledge of Mr. Richards

having anything to do with it at all. I was yesterday asked to

second the resolution in the interests of the Society.
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TliB Chairman.—We must, I suppose, accept the disclaimer of

the Royal Commissioners. At the same time you know the affairs

and finances of the Society are not in a very flourishing con-

dition, and if you get into Chancery where are the funds to come
Irom ? Tliat is all I say [applause].

Mr. DoBRKE (Treasurer) said he went to the Albert Hall to see

Mr. Richards, and having waited some time was asked his busi-

ness. He said he had come to see Mr. Richards on horticultural

matters, and that he was the Treasurer of the Society. The
person bespoke to looked at him and said, " Do you want to

inow what they are doing? [laughter]. They have taken
another opinion," he said, " and they are going to send out
another opinion with the circular. They have taken another
opinion from Sir G. Jessel, and Sir Daniel Cooper is going to

send it out with a circular" [laughter]. Therefore he (Mr.

Dobree) contended that the circular was sent out on the au-

thority of the Royal Commissioners [hear and no].
Mr. Shirlet Hibdebd said the promoters of the amendment

had not provided the Society with the means of going to law.

It was absurd to talk about going to the Court of Chancery.
Did the gentlemen know what a Chancery suit would cost ?

[hear, hear]. Did he wish to break his own or their hearts and
spend every shilling they got, and in the end to be as wise as

they then were ? The Commissioners had transacted business
with the Council and the Council with the Commissioners, and
if the Commissioners could recognise the Council when it suited
them they must also recognise the Council when it suited the
latter [laughter and cheers]. Who were the men now opposing
the Council ? Those who invited them to come in ten months
ago [no, no]. The men who had brought them into a thousand
difficulties had been plotting against them. He thought they
ought to support their Council, so that something like a sensible

arrangement might be made with the Commissioners. That
•was the principal business before them [hear, hear].

Mr. LiGGiNs observed that it was then past four o'clock, and
they had no longer power to continue the ballot.

The Chairman announced that the list recommended by the
Council had been unanimously adopted. It was as follows ;

—

Extraordinary vacancies.—Vacating members, H.R.H. Prince
Arthur, H.S.H. Duke of Teok, Lord Londesborough, and Mr.
Andrew Murray. Fellows proposed by the Council to fill up the
vacancies, Lieut.-Gen. Hon. Sir A. H. Gordon, K.C.B., Mr. Joseph
Robert Tritton, Mr. Burnley Hume, and Mr. H. Webb. Officers

;

—President, Viscount Bury. Treasurer, Mr. Bonamy Dobree.
Secretary, Mr. W. A. Lindsay. Expenses Committeemen, Sir
Alfred Slade, Bart., Mr. W. A. Lindsay, Mr. H. Little. Auditors,
Mr. James Nicholson, Mr. J. Gibson, and Mr. R. Hudson, F.R.S.
Mr. LiGGiNS said therefore there was no doubt now the Coun-

cil were legally elected [hear, and laughter]. They had now a
legal right to sit and work with diligence and activity to carry
out the best interests of the Society. Their very first effort

should be to break down the clique headed by Major General
Scott, Mr. Bateman, Mr. Cole, and Lord Alfred Churchill, who
had circulated among the Fellows such papers as were seen in

the room that day. If it went forth that the Society was going
into Chancery, people would not join it [hear, hear]. They
should support the present Council. Why, if these gentlemen
thought they had the shadow of a chance of electing their own
Bet did they not do so at that moment ? He thought it was
monstrous that Mr. Richards, an old servant of the Society, who
was greatly respected, should betray them in such a way. Let
them support the Council and the President, who did not neglect
4he business as the late President did.
Lord A. Churchill remarked that the meeting had just

elected four additional members of Council more than were pro-
jrided for by the Charter. He maintained that there were no
Tracancies.

The Chairman said the Council were acting under legal
jidvice.

*

Lord A. Churchill.—Well, the amendment was for a friendly
reference to the Court of Chancery to decide the dispute. There
were strong legal opinions on both sides of the question. Sir
George Jessel gave it as his opinion that the old Council still

existed, and as one of the old Council he felt in an uncomfort-
able position, because, as certain gentlemen were spending the
money of the Society, he did not know but some day or other
the money would be run through, that the debenture interest
would not be paid, and that then the debenture-holders would
come upon the old Council for the money which had been spent
[no, and laughter]. It was perfectly reasonable that the meet-
ing should now agree to a friendly reference [no, no]. Ifitwere
decided that the present Council were the legal occupiers of the
office he would give them all the support he could, but if not
the old Council must return. It was a question of law, and if

handled in a friendly way could be decided without any expense
at all.

A Provincial Fellow said there was a strong feeling in the
country about the withdrawals of the Saturday tickets.

Sir A. Slade said that as to the Fellows' orders on Saturdays
and the Is. charge, the present arrangement would last for

one year. Many persons would come to the gardens when the
admission was Is. Oftentimes five hundred orders came in, but
not a shilling in money.
A Country Fellow.—We look upon it as a breach of faith.

Mr. Lindsay (Hon. Sec).—It is the desire of the Council to
make the gardens more popular with the public on holidays.
Every Fellow received, or ought to have received, a table of his
privileges previous to paying his subscription.

Mr. BowBiNG, as a Royal Commissioner, wished to state that
neither he nor any other member of the Commission had any-
thing to say to the issue of the circular referred to. He held
the office of Treasurer to the Commission, and it was his duty
to receive X'210<J from the Horticultural Society which had never
reached him [a laugh]. He had only i'lOOO handed over to him,
which showed an alarming deficit. He was a life member and
debenture-holder of the Horticultural Society, and no person
could take greater interest in the gardens than he did. He had
served for many years as honorary secretary of the Expenses
Committee, and this would show he had a strong personal in-
terest in the welfare of the Society. He wished, however, to
say he was the only survivor of three indi-viduals whose duty it

was to bring about the existing arrangement between the two
bodies. These were the late Prince Consort, Mr. Coulson, and
himself. The Commissioners spent no less that ^5.5,000 in the
arcades, and they added two sums of ^£13,000 and £10,(X)0, which
made i.'78,000 expended in promoting the interests of the Horti-
cultural Society. Had they acted as ordinary landlords and
tenants they would have had to receive a large sum of money,
but the only sum they received for property worth some i!300,000
was i'516 15s. 9d. The Commissioners had received nothing by
way of rental, but by way of interest. He thought it a grave
question whether the lease of the Society had not already
fallen through [oh] . In two years from the present time, if thera
should be no payment of rent, the real question would be whether
the forfeiture of the lease would not arise. The debentures of tha
Society could not be worth a single farthing, and the Commis-
sioners would distrain on every article—the arcades, the conser-
vatories [no, no], the trees, and the shrubberies, which were
also distinctly specified as being forfeited to the Commissioners
in case the rent were not paid. That was a very serious matter
[hear, hear]. He deeply regretted that the Council should have
placed themselves in hostility to Her Majesty's Commissioners,
but when he saw the extraordinary step taken by the present
Council when the Commissioners made arrangements for letting

on lease a certain amount of their land, he was astonished. In-
stead of going to Her Majesty or the Home Office, the Council
petitioned the two Houses of Parliament to prevent the Com-
missioners doing the very thing they had the power by their
Charter to do. And four out of the five reasons they laid before
Parliament were reasons which applied equally to the great
national buildings about the gardens as to private buildings.
The late Prince Consort would never have allowed this agree-
ment to have been entered into unless with the understandinf;
that the gardens should be surrounded with buildings. He
hoped the meeting would agree to the amendment [no, no].
One of the last meetings of the Commissioners took place at Marl-
borough House, under the presidency of H.R.H. Prince of WaleP,
and then they had the opinion of Sir G. Jessel telling them that
the present Council was not legally elected. Under that it was
impossible for the Commissioners to ratify any agreement with
a Council not legally elected. He had moved that the whole of

the recommendations with the exception of this one should be
adopted, it was seconded by the Duke of Edinburgh and passed

;

and so much for acting in hostility to the Society.

Mr. W. A. Lindsay (Secretary), remarked that the Com-
missioners had refused to pay the Society ^£1013 due to it. In
1872 the late Council made a mistake by paying £1200 to the
Commissioners on the understanding that if it was found
there was not a sufficient surplus to pay the rent it should be
refunded, but it had not been [hear, hear]. As to the Com-
missioners refusing to ratify the arrangement, it was not a
matter for the Council, as the Board of Management repre-
sented the Commissioners. The fact was, that Mr. Cole objected
to deal with them unless they were empowered by the Council
to deal with him, and stated that he and Dr. Lyon Playfair had
power to negotiate. If the Committee of Management chose
to repudiate Mr. Cole's action on that occasion, Mr. Cole ought
to have resigned his appointment. When he referred to tha
fact that upon one occasion the late Council expended £500
upon a statue, he asked whether that was a proper way to ad-
minister the funds of the Society ? There never was bo careful

a statement of accounts as that presented this year, and there
never was a Council which tried more assiduously to forward
the interests of the Society [hear, hear]. As to the amend-
ment, they were quite certain the Council had been rightly

elected, but if it was the desire of the Commissioners to institute

a suit against them they could do so. It was evident a large

majority were in favour of the course proposed by the Council
[hear, hear].

Mr. BATEiLiN, with reference to Mr. Bowring's remarks, said
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he had found, by refreshing his memory, that instead of the
Society coming as a suitor to the Commissioners, the Com-
missioners, at the time when the Society was in great diiflculty at
Chiswick, were contemplating the preparation of the central part
of the land at South Kensington as a garden, to be surrounded
by Italian arcades, and had conceived the plan of doing what the
Horticultural Society were afterwards made to assist them in
doing. It was therefore above all things necessary that the
Fellows should form an accurate judgment of the rights of the
case between the Society and the Royal Commissioners [hear,
hear].

Mr. QuiLTER thought the best course was to adjourn the
meeting for a month [no].

Mr. Godson had arrived at the opinion that the Council had
not teen legally appointed, and they ought to put the Council
in a jiroper position. He should now move
The Ch.ueman.—You are out of order. You cannot move an

amendment upon an amendment; you mtist dispose of the
amendment first [hear, hear]. I shall now read the amend-
ment.

The amendment was then put, and on a show of hands there
were

—

Por the Amendment 52
Against it 71

Majority against it 19

Mr.' Cole demanded that proxies should be taken.

When the proxies were counted the poll stood thus

—

For the Amendmentll^"^;/^-^-::;::;;:;
i?3

225

Against the ^^^^^\^^ ""^^ -::-
,1]

231

Majority against the Amendment 6

The announcement of the numbers was received -with cheers.

The Chatejian then put the motion for the adoption of the re-

port, which was unanimously carried.

Lord A. Chuechill moved that the resignation of the old

Council be now accepted.

The Chairman.—That was done at a former meeting.

A vote of thanks was then given to the noble Chairman, and
the meeting then separated, having lasted over two hours.

At the Annual General Meeting of the Koyal Horticultural
Society, held on the 10th, my name was so freely used by some
of the speakers, that I feel you will allow me the opportunity of
writing my defence. I was accused of " plotting against the
Society," and one member who sat behind the table told me " I
was not a Fellow, but an honorary member," " that I had no
bufiness in the room, or power to pass anyone into the Gaidens,"
and Ihat " if I was not ashamed of myself I ought to be, as I had
acted most disgracefully, &c." I aiErm that the Society unani-
mously elected me a forty- guinea life Fellow, in consideration of
which I hold two transferable tickets, with certain privileges.
The latter part of the accusation must be answered at more
length.

I have been intimately acquainted with the business of the
Society for thirteen years, during which time many clever horti-
culturists and financiers have sat on the Council. At the end of
my connection with the Society the old Council had been re-
placed by gentlemen, the validity of whose elections had not
only been questioned, but the resignations of their predecessors
disputed by eminent legal opinions. As a well-wisher of the
Society I consider that these doubts should be placed beyond all

question, and therefore I did not hesitate to act with Lord A.
Churchill, Sir Daniel Cooper, and others, in trying to induce the
Fellows seriously to go into the matter, either by means of a
friendly law-suit, or the highest legal opinion obtainable ; in fact,
I did the secretarial part of the work, and some few of the cir-

culars bore my name. A resolution was settled upon, and
ordered to be printed for circulation amongst those attending
the meeting, experience telling us that no fair hearing could
be obtained or views explained with any clearness when the
matter differed from the views of a certain section. For the
above reason I passed two people on my tickets (not into the
meeting-room, for that I knew to be wrong) to distribute the
papers, and for these offences I have the latter part of the
accusation made against me.

At the risk of hints as to the "decease of my trumpeter," I
cannot help adding in conclusion, that so far from "plotting
against the Society," I have been consulted by those in power
upon many important points, to which I have never hesitated to

give my best attention and advice, besides devoting many weeks
of my time in aiding the work of the Society long after receiving
any remuneration. I do not regret this, far from it, and I only
name it now to show I am not the traitor some (though very few
I am happy to say) would make me out.— James Eiciiabds.

Eepobt of the Council to the Annual General '^"

Meeting.

The Council, in presenting their Eeport, have to congratulate
the Society on the success of its operations during the past year.

The Chiswick Garden has been well kept up, numerous grafts

of fruit trees have been distributed, and every effort made that
they should be of the best kinds. An extensive trial of Potatoes
and French Beans has been made, with a view to determine the
best varieties and to settle their nomenclature. Every effort

ought to be made in view of the interests of country Fellows to

promote the efficiency of the Chiswick Garden. The Directors'

Eeport is enclosed with this paper. — -
'

The Council announce, with great satisfaction, that Dr. Hooker,,

President of the Eoyal Society, has accepted the chairmanship
of the Scientific Committee; and they take the opportunity to

again invite Fellows to send for examination to the Society's

Scientific, Fruit, and Floral Committees any specimens which
may appear to be of interest or importance. The provincial Show
held at Bath was a horticultural and financial success, but it is

proposed to make very material alterations in the arrangements
of future provincial shows, with the object of increasing their

scientific value and social comfort.
At South Kensington the Shows have been very Buccessful

;

the displays of pot Koses have surpassed those of previous years,
among which Mr. Paul's enormous exhibition attracted great
admiration, while the fine collections of spring and alpine
flowers have greatly stimulated cultivation in those special
directions. Messrs. Waterer's Ehododendron tent gave the
public a great opportunity of selecting specimens of this tribe of

plants, and to Lord Londesborough special thanks are due for
displays of Orchids which were objects of universal interest and
curiosity.

After consultation with some of the principal exhibitors it has
been thought good to reduce the number of the shows, with a
view of increasing their importance, and it is hoped that this

course will meet with the unanimous support and co-operation
of those interested in these arrangements.
To increase the public usefulness of the Gardens, it has been

decided to reduce the admission fee on Saturdays to Is., and to
make Fellows' orders not available for that day.

An intimation having been conveyed to the President, in July
last, that His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales desired th&
use of the Society's conservatory for a ball to be given to their
Imperial Highnesses the Czarevich and Czarevna, the Council
felt that they would best meet the wishes of the Fellows by at
once placing the consei-vatory at His Eoyal Highness's disposal.

In their opinion no precedent for the use of the Society's Gardens
for any private purpose has been thereby created.

It is important for the interests of the International Exhibi-
tion, held yearly at South Kensington, that arrangements
should be from time to time entered into with the Royal Horti-
cultural Society for the purpose of facOitating communication
between the two wings of the Exhibition building, and for the
general convenience of visitors to the Exhibition and Gardens.
Last year the present members of Council, who only entered
upon their duties a few days before the opening of the Exliibi-

tion, found the Exhibition Commissioners very desirous to enter
into some such arrangements. Committees, selected by the
Exhibition Commissioners on the one hand, and by the Council
of the Royal Horticultural Society on the other, met to negotiate
these arrangements, and it was understood that b(»th parties had
full power to treat. Without such arrangements the Com-
missioners would have been unable to fulfil contracts with ex-
hibitors already made, and without the sanction of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society.

An agreement was accordingly entered into, and as a special

act of courtesy to the Exhibition Commissioners, the Royal
Horticultural Society consented to allow it to come into opera-
tion before it was finally executed. The Council have, however,
to state with regret that the Commissioners having enjoyed the
full benefit derivable from the terms agreed upon, alterwards
refused to ratify important parts of the agreement.
The Council have deemed it advisable to employ the services

of a professional accountant in making up the financial state-

ment of the year. They now present the accountants' report -

and a copy of the accounts, duly audited, may be had on appli
cation at the Secretary's ciBce.

On -1th April the balances in the bankers' hands were:

—

At credit of the Revenue Account £2265 19s. 9(J.

Do. of the Provincial Show Account AllB'j 19s. 6d.

The Council found debts owing by the Society, some of them
of not less than five years' standing, and amounting up to
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Jammry 1st, 1873, to £402G 18s. 5<Z. The moat preasiuf; have
been met, to the extent of £3035 15s. id, but £391 3s. Id. stiU

remain.
All the liabilities of 1873 have been paid np, except a sum of

abont ±'3096 3s.

The Council have to observe that by the agreement of 1860 it

was provided that the Kxpensea Committee, consisting of six

members, three appointed by the Exhibition Commissioners
and three by the Boyal Horticultural Society, should meet from
time to time to sanction the payments made by the Society out
of the receipts from the Gardens. Since the year 1871, how-
ever, this Expenses Committee have not met, owing, during the
past year, to persistent refusals to do so on the jmrt of the
'Exhibition Commissioners.
In July, 1872, a payment of £1200 was made by the Society

to the Exhibition Commissioners on account of rent, and in

anticipation of the accruing surplus. To no part of this sum
iad the Commissioners any claim under the agreement of 1800
unless it existed as a clear surplus on the receipts of the year.

At the end of the year only a part of this surplus existed ; and
although the payment was made under a distinct understanding
that in this case the money, or any part of it not due, should be
refunded, the Council, after many applications, have failed to

recover from the Exhibition Commissioners the sum in ques-
tion, amounting to about i'931.

There is one item in the financial statement to which the
Council wish to call the serious attention of the Society—the life

compositions.
By the agreement of 1860 life compositions were authorised

with the proviso that, during the continuance of the lives com-
pounded for, one-fifteenth of the amount of such compositions
should be chargeable in each financial year as part of the receipts

of the Gardens. This composition mouey was for some years
funded, but about ten years ago the then sum invested was
spent.
So long as the actual receipts for Ufe compositions in each

year equalled this charge against the Society no inconvenience
arose. As, however, the charge increased year by year, while
the receipts under the head of life compositions diminished, the
time at last arrived when the receipts no longer equalled the
charge. Last year the deficiency was £101 2s., and this deficiency
may annually recur.
Doubts liaving been raised as to the validity of the proceedings

of the Meeting of 1th April last, which received the resignation
of the old and elected the new members of Council, a case was
laid before Mr. Lindley. Q.C., the standing counsel of the Society,
and the late Attorney- General, Sir J. Coleridge. These eminent
lawyers stated their opinion that the proceedings were perfectly
valid, and the present Council legally elected.

In December last the Council received a requisition, signed
'oy twelve Fellows, to call a Special General Meeting for the
purpose of passing a bye-law enabling all Fellows to vote by
proxy. This Meeting was held on the 8th January, and a motion
was passed that the Council should re-enact a bye-law which, in

the course of the preceding year, had been rejected by the
Society. The Council consider that the question of proxy-
voting will have to be argued on much more general grounds
than those argued at the Meeting. They therefore intend to

invite further discussion upon the question, when more of the
Fellows are in London, and, pending the decision then to be
arrived at, are unable to comply with the instruction carried at

the Meeting of the 8th January.

Eepokt of the Accountants.
"8, Walbrooi, London, E.G., .January Slst, 1874.

" To the Conncil of the R \val Horticultural Society, South Kensiu-^ton.
"GcNTLEMEN.—In compUanc9 with your instnlctions, we now bog to for-

ward the reveune a-^count of your Society for the year 1873, du]y audited, and
showing faftpr lyin:^iu'^ forward the sum of ^931 3^. at debit on the Slst De-
cember, 1872) a balance against the Society on the transactions of the imat
year of £441 158.

" This anaount hag been increased by charging the accoimt with £2fMl Is. Id.
liabilities belon^ng to previous years, but paid in 1873, in addition to others,

still outstanding, of ,£391 3s. Id., so that the balance existing at the debit of
this account on the Slst of December last, was iS474 .5s. Sd.

" We have not prepared a balance sheet showing the position of your So-
ciety, as our Instructions were not to that effect.

"To do this would necessitate the exanilnatioa of many balances {repre-
senting very considerable amounts), which seem to have been carried forward
ior a long term of years, the thorough Investigation and testing of which
would be a work of great labour and very considerable expense.

" The balance at your bankers on the 31sit December, 1873, was £375 19». Id.

;

;and there was in hand (petty cash) on the same date, the sum of £6 4s. Gd.
" Wa are, gentlemen, yours faithfully,

" C. F. Kemi', Fobd, & Co."

Bepoet op the Chiswick Bo.uiD OF Direction, Febbhakt, 1871.

The Board of Directors have to report that the garden labour
at Chiswick, which for the last year or two has been very much
directed towards the various works of re-arr.ingement, conse-
quent on the recent curtailment of the area of the garden, has,
by reason of the completion of those works, been available for
other purposes, so that during the season of 1873 it was found
2>racticable to take up a fair share of the experimental trials of

vegetables and flowers, for which, in conjunction with the supply
of decorative plants for Kensington, the garden is now more
especially designed. These trials were not indeed wholly sus-
pended during the period when the alterations were in progress,
but they have now again assumed in some degree the more
extended form and comprehensive character which the im-
portance of the subject demands.
lu the Fruit and Vegetable Department the distributions to

Fellows and correspondents of the Society comprise 60,000
packets of vegetable seeds and 1543 packages of cuttings of

Vines and scions of fruit trees. Amongst the latter was an
important collection presented to the Horticultural Society of

Victoria, of which the oflJcials of that Society report that
" owing to the lengthened voyage of the ship by which they
were forwarded, a large number perished."
A considerable collection of Cherry trees of pyramidal form

were, some few years since, got together ; but they proved to be
extremely unsatisfactory, owing partly to the difficulty of effi-

ciently protecting them ; they have therefore been dispensed
with, and have been replaced by young trees planted against the
boundary walls, and which are to be trained as single cordons.
An extensive collection of pyramidal Plum trees, which had

become too much crowded, have been transplanted and re-

arranged at wider intervals so as to admit of their fuller deve-
lopment.

The trees planted out in the orchard-house had grown so freely

that they had already become too much crowded ; and as thin-

ning-out in some form was necessary, the opportunity has been
taken to lift and pot the pyramidal trees, chiefly Peaches and
Nectarines, and to re- arrange the standards, which are still

planted out. In this way the overcrowding of the trees may be
more readily prevented by the temporary removal of the potted
trees.

Many new varieties of the Grape Vine have been introduced
to our gardens within the last few years, and it has been thought
desirable to devote a house to the growth of these, with a view
to a closer observation of their peculiarities and merits. The
small curvilinear vinery, in which the different sorts of White
Muscats had been brought together some years since for a like

object (which has been accomplished), has been set apart for

this purpose.
The experimental trials and comparisons of the varieties of

different vegetables have, during the past season, been taken up
chiefly by such important subjects as Potatoes, Peas, and Kidney
Beans. Of the Potatoes, the trial has been very complete and
satisfactory, some 271 reputed varieties having been planted,
though this number has been greatly reduced by ascertaining
that many of the names are synonyms of others. Some of the
more recent American varieties have proved to be highly meri-
torious, as have some of the English seedlings raised by Mr.
Robert Feun, of Woodstock ; and nine first-class certificates

h.ave been awarded l>y the Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
The trial of Peas has been a continuation of iihat of the previous
year, and in this case five certificates have been awarded, all to
novelties raised by T. Laxton, Esq., of Stamford. The trial of

Kidney Beans, though only a partial one, has resulted in the
award of five first-class certificates. These trials will all be duly
reported on in the Journal.

It is proposed to recommend to the Committee to continue
during the present year the critical examination of Potatoes and
Kidney Beans, and to add thereto the varieties of Celery, which
now seem to be in need of another revision, with the view of

ascertaining which are' the most profitable and meritorious.
In the Floral Department similiar activity has been displayed.

The distributions comprise 60,000 packets of flower seeds, 3825
plants allotted by ballot, and 873 packages of cuttings of plants ;

while for the Society's own use at Kensington 12,876 plants have
been grown and furnished for the decoration of the Conserva-
tory ; 63,010 plants have been expended on the summer bedding,
and 31,833 on the spring bedding of the past year. lu addition
to these, 37,917 plants have been supplied during the months of

November and December to furnish the display during the
ensuing spring.

The comparative trials of flowers have been chiefly amongst
Zonal Pelargoniums (which are so numerous and important as to

require annual revision). Fuchsias, Pentstemons, and Phloxes.
Of the Pelargoniums no fewer than .522 varieties were planted
out for observation ; and amongst these, in their various sections,

the Floral Committee distributed twenty-nine certificates. The
salmon-coloured and white-flowered varieties of Pelargouiums
not being found suitable for open-air culture, but being highly
decorative as cool greenhouse plants, the Committee in 1872
desired that a trial of these as pot-plants should be made, and
fifty-four varieties were thus grown, with the result that one was
specially certificated, and a selection of the most useful of the
remainder approved and recommended for in-door decorative
purposes. In the case of Fuchsias 182 varieties were grown,
and seventeen of these were certificated as desirable decorative
sorts ; while of Pentstemons and Phloxes large collections were
planted out, and four of the former and seven of the latter were
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selected for certificates. The report on these collections will be
found in the number of the Journal juBt issued.

The collection of Hardy Herbaceous Perennials has been en-
riched during the season by the presentation of three hundred
species and varieties from the Boyal Gardens, Kew, and of

numerous species of Aster from the Floral Director. Of these
latter plants it was hoped that a large collection might be got
together with a view to their examination by the Professor of

Botany ; and contributions for this purpose will still be gladly
received by the Gardener-in-chief.
A very handsome new Fern, which sprang up in one of the

propagating houses a year or two since, and which is now a well-
developed specimen, has been described and figured during the
past year in the Journal under the name of Pteris serrulato-

tremula. It is very remarkable that this plant, supposed from
its compound appearance to be a hybrid between P. tremula and
P. serrulata, though forming spores in abundance, cannot, so far

as yet experienced, be increased by this means, the typical
P. tremula only being produced from them. It is probably,
therefore, after all, only a spore-sport of this well-known plant.

Of other matters which have come before them, the Directors
think it only right to mention that the Gardener-in-chief has
reported most favourably to them of the action of anew wrought-
iron boiler, erected by Messrs. T. Green & Son, which has done
its work most efiiciently and economically ; and they are in-
formed that a similar boiler is now most satisfactorOy heating
the Conservatory at Kensington.

Professor Thiselton Dyer's lectures to the young gardeners at
Chiswick, on elementary matters of science bearing upon hor-
ticulture, and which were briefly referred to in the Report of
1873, were listened to with attention and advantage by the young
men to whom they were addressed. It is much to be desired
that instruction in the higher branches of horticulture should
also be given.

Statement of Accochtb from Jannary Ist to December Slat, 1873.

ElPJHDimEB.

Balance brought forward from'Slst December,
1872

By Chiswick Garden Expenses

:

—
Bent, Rates, and Taxes
Labour
ImplemeutB, Manure, &c
Bepairs
Trees, Plants, &c ,

Miscellaneous

Sy Expenses of Management

:

—
Salaries

Horticultural Directors, Fruit and Floral
Committee

Foreign Importations
Postages
Beading Boom
Gas
Journal
A\ ai;^es

Printing, Stationary, and Almanacs
MiRcolIaneoUB
Dintribution of Plants
Lindley Library

£ s. d. £ s. d.

876 19 9

198 11 9
1202 18 S
285 14 10
150 19 6
24 1 4
67 2 7

1919 3 3

E2g 3 2

459 7 11
5

122 16 10
24 8 9
25 17 10
1 15

365 16 9
649
37
116

6
2,241 15 6

By Expenses of Exhibitions ;

—

Tents account, last instalment
Advertising
Prizes and Medals
Bands
Police

Gardeners' and Judges' Breakfasts and Ex-
penses attending Shows

Superintendent of Flower Shows
Albert Hall

234 16 9
114 11 6
550 4

8 8 10

391 14 2
100

18 4

600

By Kensington Garden Exptnsei:—
Labour 912 10 5
Rates, Taxes, and Insurance 1,271 12
\Vater . , 85 15
Repairs 248 17 6
Implements, Manure, Ac 217 18 5
Gravel 1 8
Trees, Bulbs, and Shrubs 826 5 7
Superintendent's Salary 100
Miscellaneous 9 9 9
Alterations 88 111
Engineer for Waterworks 694 1 S

Glaiaher's Tabids
Rhododendron Exhibition
Commission on Rent of Arcades
Interest on Debentures

1400 7 6

Liabilities on Current Account, 1873 1763 3
„ for Prizes, 1873 1833
„ on Cturent Account, 1872 891 3

3905 19 10
125 19
S3 12 7
33 13 4

1956 2

12,493 12 9

1

Total ,

3487 G 1

16,980 18 10

Bbceipts.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

Life Compositions 857
Admission Fees 348 12
Annual Subscriptions 8194

,, „ outstanding 122 lU 8
Garden Produce Received 245 9 6

„ „ outstanding .. 83 19 5
329 8 11

Daily Admissions and Promenades 442 4 11

Exhibitions and Fetes 870 1 6
Due by Provincial Shows for Hire of

Tents 200
1070 1 6

Miscellaneous 19 15 10
Interest on Davis's Bequest 59 15 8
Balance of Provincial Show

Account at Bankers 268 19 8
Less owing to R. H. S. for Hire

of Tents 200
68 19 8

Loaned to the B. H. S 1800
1868 19 8

Conversazione 10 9 11
Advertisements 82 15

Annual International Exhibitions 1110
13,965 14 t

Tents, subject to valuation, Account .... 500 0-

Cash in hand at Bankers' 375 19 1

„ Petty Cash 3 4 6
379 3 1

Balance 1136 1 2

Total 15,980 18 10

FACILITATING FERTILISATION.
I REMAEK, in The Journal of Horticulture of Jannary 29th,

an article on the process indicated by my friend Mr. Daniel
Hooibreuk, of Vienna, for facilitating the fertilisation of plants

by touching the stigma with a pencil dipped in honey.
Although Mr. Daniel Hooibrenk has done everything in his

power to make this process known, and has advocated it ener-

getically, it is but just to state that he is not the inventor of

the process, and that it was previously made known by the

late Mr. H. Lecoq in 18G2 in his work entitled "De la Feconda-
tion Naturelle et Artificielle des VCgetaux, ou de I'Hybridation."

Mr. H. Lecoq was at that time and till his death the Director

of the Botanical Garden of Clermont-Ferrand.

—

Jean Sislet,

Lyons.

CELEEIAC OE TURNIP-EOOTED CELEET
CULTUEE.

Tni3 delicious vegetable is very seldom seen in perfection iii

our gardens, and yet it is one of the veiy easiest to grow, and
one of the most useful. It can be used as a second-course
vegetable, and also as a salad, boiled and sliced Uke Beetroot,

while for flavouring soups it is almost, if not quite, equal to

ordinary Celery ; besides, it can be had in good condition

when good Celery is not procurable. It is also very hardy ;.

it takes a great amount of frost to injure it, and it is not so

likely to suffer from insects and diseases as the ordinarj
Celery ; indeed, I have observed Celery grown close to it quite

ruined with a fungus similar to that which attacks the Holly-

hock, and Celeriao was perfectly free from it.

To grow it well it should be sown thinly on a hotbed in the

last week of March or first week of April. As soon as the

seedlings are uj) the lights should be taken quite off on every

favourable day, and, when large enough to handle, the plants

should be pricked-out about 3 inches apart in equal parts of

rotten dung and loamy soil. If it has a little warmth under
it, it will do all the better. When it fairly is established in

this, before the leaves touch, it should be planted in its per-

manent quarters.

The ground to receive it should be quite as liberally dressed

as for the other Celery—that is to say, it should have 3 or

4 inches of good manure spread over the top and forked-in,

keeping the ground level. Take the plants carefully up with

a trowel ; or cut into squares with a spade, and plant in rows
2 feet apart and 15 inches from plant to plant in the row.

Very little attention will be necessary alter this, unless the

ground is light and the weather dry, when the plants may rs-

quire water once or twice. They will be fit for use by the end
of September, and may be taken up as required till there is

danger of their commencing to grow a second time, when they
should be taken up and kept in a similar way to Beetroot.

The treatment I give to this vegetable is exactly the same as

that given to the main crop of Celery up to the final trans-

planting. The first week in April is the best time in the
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whole year to sow for producing really good Celery, and not

February or the beginning of JIarch, as many would now have
one believe. Sow late and thinly, prick-out as soon as large

enough to get hold of, transplant finally with good balls before

the leaves touch, and never allow it to receive a check. These
are the only secrets in growing Celery or Celeriac—W. Tayloe.

VAEIETIES OF POTATO.
On reading his remarks on "Varieties of Potatoes" in last

week's Journal, I have been greatly amused with the self-suffi-

ciency of a contributor signing himself " A.," and I have no
doubt the Eoyal Horticultural Society and Irish Farmers'

Gazelle will be equally so.

" A." professes to have great knowledge, and on the strength

of this assumes at once the attitude of censor and of judge.

What his qualifications are to either of these positions I do
not know, but he betrays in his communication such an
amount of ignorance on the subject upon which he writes,

that I am led to think that his pretensions cannot be supported.

To justify what I say, I ask you to refer to his communica-
tion. "A." asks, " What is Kentish Ashleaf ?" He ought to

have acquainted himself of this before he wrote and presumed
to call in question the decision of the Committee who do
know it. I will tell him. Kentish Ashleaf is that form of

the Ashleaf which has been grown in Kent and by the great

market gardeners round Loudon for years before " A." was
born, unless he is more than a century old, and is quite dis-

tinct in many respects from the old Ashleaf. It is a much
stronger grower, and greatly more prolific than the old Ashleaf,

which is easUy distinguished by its dwarf growth, small leaf,

and earlier maturity, on account of which it is preferred for

forcing in frames. I find the true characters of the different

Ashleaf varieties well described in the " Gardeners' Year-

Book " for this year, to which I refer "A.," as he does not

Beem to know that there are three types, perfectly distinct,

known by the name of Ashleaf.

In speaking of " Lapstones," " A." says that Yorkshire

Hero was raised from the seed of that variety, and does not

appear to know that Mr. Almond raised, or believes he raised,

it from a graft-hybrid. So long as "A." confines himself to

write on subjects he understands he writes well and instruc-

tively ; but when he goes out of his way to run a tilt at such a

body as the Committee of the Eoyal Horticultural Society,

and sets up his limited means of observation against the in-

finitely greater advantages of the Society, he is doing himself

an injustice, while he does the Committee no harm.
Does " A." know that, in making the attack upon the Com-

mittee of the Society, that he is setting his opinions against

such men as Dr. Hogg, Mr. Barron, Mr. Fenn, Mr. Dancer,

Mr. Douglas, Mr. Becord, Mr. Barley, Mr. Woodbridge, Mr.

Perkins, Mr. Beale, Mr. Barr, Mr. Nash, and a host of other

practical men, whose sole object in these trials is to elucidate

the truth from data which " A.," unless he has extraordinary

opportunities, cannot possibly possess?—J. P.

grown out of doors it must be planted under a north wall, or
screened from the sun's influence by a fence, for it will not
flourish except in the shade. Until its hardiness in the
northern and eastern counties has been more fully tested we
would not recommend its exposure during the winter months
without some protection. A small hand-glass or a large in-

verted flower pot will offer a ready means of warding-off the
effects of frost; and to these may be joined, as an auxiliary, a
small heap of coal ashes. Where there is the convenience of

a cold frame, the roots may be potted in the autumn and pre-

served with less risk.

FLOWEKS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 26.

MITKABIA COOCINEA.—SciBLET MlTnAniA.

MiTEARU cocciNEA has the merit of being the only hardy
plant of its order yet discovered. We do not, however, use tho

term " hardy " in its most extended sense ; in very severe winters

some protection would, doubtless, be necessai'y : but Messrs.

Veitch, of Exeter, the importers of this fine plant, are of

opinion that it would bear ten or twelve degrees of frost

without injury.

The habit and general appearance of the Mitraria will be
sufficiently understood by a reference to our figure. Its stems

are unusually slender, branched, and, in specimens of sufficient

age, reach the height of about 3 feet. The foliage is small,

and somewhat brittle and succulent, with a number of short

hairs scattered over its upper surface. The flowers are nume-
rous, and produced singly from the axil of the leaves, on foot-

stalks 2 inches long, with a ventiicose corolla, from the mouth
of which protudes the long slender style. Its season of bloom-
ing extends from May to the end of June.
The soil most suitable for its cultivation is a mixture of good

turfy peat and loam, in the proportion of three parts of the

former to one of the latter. Where this is not at hand any
soil containing a tolerably large proportion of leaf mould may
be used, avoiding those of a poor sandy character, as well as

pure loams deficient in decayed vegetable matter. When

Mitraria coccinea.

I

If grown as a pot-plant it will be necessary to provide it

I with a cool, shady window; and an arid atmosphere must at

j
all times be avoided. Especial attention must be paid to the

I drainage, for the soil in which it appears to succeed best being

of a retentive nature, too great an excess of moisture must be

1 guarded against by a good supply of broken crocks.

Gesneraceous plants, as weU as all others with tuberous

roots, usually require to be kept quite dry when at rest ; but

with the Mitraria a somewhat different treatment will be

necessary, for its fibrous roots will not bear the complete

withdrawal of moisture. It will, therefore, need an occa-

sional watering during the winter months, though the soU

must be kept only in a slightly moistened condition, and the

plant should be placed in a cool situation—by no means in a

warm apartment.
Its propagation presents no greater difficulties than that of

the other plants of its order. The easiest mode of increasing

it is by division of the roots in spring ; but cuttings may also

be taken at any time during the spring and summer months,

and struck in any Ught vegetable soU under a bell-glass or

tumbler.
It is a native of the Island of Chiloe, a circumstance which

will explain both its comparative hardiness and its preference

for a cool moist atmosphere and partial shade.—(IF. Thompson's

English Flower Garden, Revised by Ike Author.)

ALARUM THERMOMETERS.
When in Edinburgh recently Mr. Bryson, philosophical in-

strument maker, Prince's Street, called my attention to a most
ingenious arrangement of thermometers and galvanism, by

which the temperature of the external air, or that of any glass
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structure, can be indicated at any moderate distance, and it

occurred to me at once that his invention could be made avail-

able in a great variety of ways for horticultural purposes

:

hence my reason for troubling you with a few suggestive re-

marks about his apparatus.

In explaining the mode of its action Mr. Bryson said,
" Suppose you wish to be warned during the night when either

the external air or that of any hothouse has fallen to a given
point, you fix the indicator to that degree, and the moment it

falls to it a bell fixed in your room begins to ring, and continues
to do so tlU the temperature rises to about the given point
again, unless it is thrown out of gear by yourself." This is

what he calls the minimum indicator. There is also a maxi-
mum thermometer, which is set in the same way, so that the
moment the heat exceeds that at which it is fixed the bell

shall ring, this begins and keeps on till the temperature falls

below the point fixed upon.
I need hardly suggest the variety of ways in which such an

arrangement would be useful to gardeners, and more especially
to amateurs, in the management of hothouses. For instance,
when the weather is variable and sudden frosts set in, espe-
cially towards morning, the thermometer outside the window
could be set to indicate 36°, and this would give a margin in
order to get up heat before the freezing point was reached.
In the case of amateurs who heat their small greenhouses
with gas, they could have an arrangement in their bedrooms
by which they could turn on more gas, and when the minimum
point was exceeded the beU would cease, and they would know
that all was safe. On the other hand, when the heat exceeded
what was required, the damper could be dropped into the flue,

or the gas shut off, as the case might be, by a simple arrange-
ment like bell wires. In this way much trouble as weU aa fuel

could be saved.—W. Thomson, Tweed Vineyard, Galashiels.

EOUGH PLATE GLASS.
There are, no doubt, those among our readers who are old

enough to remember well nigh forty years ago. They vrill be
able to call to remembrance some of what may he termed the
curious incidents of gardening practice, as well as some of the
many principles or theories promulgated during that time by
those who regarded themselves as the legitimate teachers of

the science of our profession. They will remember how ridi-

culously absurd were some of the schemes and systems which
were expected to send horticulture bounding forward on the
royal road of improvement. The Eoyal Horticultural Society
of London had hollow pillars of brick built in its gardens, and
filled with little besides bones and charcoal, in which to plant
Vines and show practical men how to grow Grapes ad libitum

in this unfavourable climate of ours. The next swing of the
Vine-growing pendulum landed us up to the nose in dead pigs

and slaughter-house refuse as the prime powers for producing
fine Grapes. By means of planting a single row of White
Providence Pine Apple i feet apart in pits of rich soil heated
with stable litter, some extra large fruit were produced, and
hence an economical champion steps into the ring of gaping
and wondering practical gardeners, and tells them that all that
is needed to produce the finest Pine Apples are a few bricks, and
boards, and glass lights, and some stable manure ; and promul-
gates the theory, so complimentary to practical men, that
whoever amongst them put their employers to the expense of

hot-water pipes, &a., for Pine culture, could only do so with
the pure motive of getting a per-centage out of the bill

!

Another wrote articles in the papers by the ell, to prove that
the intermediate or progressive system of shifting pot plants
was all wrong, and that the soundest and most sensible theory
was to transfer them out of thumb pots into the largest size

required at once.

Then rough and comparatively obseui'e plate glass was re-

commended as the panacea for all the ills to which plants are
heir in ordinary glass houses. Among other wonders which
this glass was to work, it was to render shade in bright summer
weather entirely unnecessary, and yet it was not to intercept
the Hght in winter ! But we are not writing for the amuse-
ment of our readers, else we could well nigh fiU our whole
number with the absurdities which have been propounded.
Of course, such advanced notions, when brought to the test of

public utility, were found to be indebted to imagination for

their rose-coloured virtue ; and so such projects, and even their

projectors, are speedOy well nigh forgotten by an ungrateful
generation of men who have the opportunity of practising the
science of horticulture. But of course we must not forget

that there is a gracious law in nature that makes our own
offspring appear to us the most lovely in the world, and un-
happily all are not sceptical, and such theories ai-e followed

by a certain number, merely on the faith of high scientific

authorities.

But our heading reminds us that it is a few words on our
experience of rough obscure glass that we want to say. When
the fact is stated that we are getting rid of it as fast as we can,

it is scarcely necessary to say that we do not like it for horti-

cultural purposes. We are not sufEciently clear-headed to

understand how it manages to shade in summer, and in winter

let through as much light to Pines, etc., as clear horticultural

sheet-glass ; but we have mastered the fact that it so shades
them—both in summer and winter ; that we find those grown
under it are never so stocky, nor so certain to fruit when re-

quired, as those grown under clear sheet-glass.

Our experience with Vines under rough plate is that they
require the most exact treatment in the matters of air-giving

and air-moisture to prevent the under sides of the leaves from
becoming one mass of blotchy warts; and even with such care

we have never been able to wholly avert this affection—said by
some to be produced by something amiss at the root, but which,

we venture to say, is brought on in ninety-nine cases out of a

hundred by overmuch moisture in the atmosphere and deficient

ventilation in dull weather, and of course obscure glass favours

the malady. And for Orchid culture we do not find it so good
as ordinary ground sheet-glass.

We could find a much more extended catalogue of faults

with rough obscure glass, but we do not consider it necessary

in order to warn our readers, who may be building or glazing,

against it, more particularly north of the Tweed, where gar-

deners are not troubled with overmuch light, as a general rule.

Eough plate is recommended for horticultural purposes

chiefly because scalding sometimes occurs to Vines and Pines

under clear sheet-glass when the sun is powerful in our few

bright months. Where such is the case, and the evil cannot

be obviated otherwise than by slight shadings, we should re-

commend shading for a few weeks in preference to glazing with

glass sufficiently obscure to keep light from the plants for

three-fourths of the year. We have never experienced scalding

under the clearest sheet when it is, as it ought to be, free from
specks. Foreign sheet-glass is generally very specky, and all

such glass should be rejected ; and where a few specks do

occur, they are easily obscured in summer, so as to prevent

their acting on the foliage like lenses.

Unless it be in exceptional circumstances, and during the

very brightest sun, we consider shading to healthy Pines and
Vines, as well as many other things, a great evil. To increase

the evil by using glass which prevents the fullest passage of

light (for the sake of preventing any bad effects that may arise

from its intensity for a very short time of the year, while such

can be temporarily effected), cannot be sound practice. Light

is the great consoUdator and colourist of our flowers and fruits

;

besides, flowers and fruits may be called for in vain, like spirits

from the vasty deep, unless vegetation is first perfectly matured
by the agency of Ught.

—

{The Gardener.)

GAEDENING VICTIMISED BY SMOKE.
" Each day the wind rising with sooted wings,
A sable cloud athwaxt the welkin flings."

I BEAD with great interest your articles on " Villa or Sub-

urban Gardening," and try to gleau what information I can

from them ; but, unfortunately, they fall short of what I re-

quire, for I have the misfortune—and it is a misfortune to all

who love flowers—to live near a large manufacturing town,

and my efforts to render my beds gay and flourishing are

entirely frustrated by the volumes of smoke that pour over

them from the tall chimneys in the neighbourhood. This

evil is not touched upon by the writer of the articles in ques-

tion, and I, for one, should esteem it a great boon if he, or any

of your readers, would occasionally give the names of a few

plants hardy enough to resist this abominable nuisance. Some
flowers I find wiU thrive in spite of it, but very few. That

lovely flower Phlox Drummondi does well, and a few more
common annuals, such as Clarkia, Eschscholtzia, Convolvulus

minor, hut not major, Marigolds, Mignonette, Asters, Stocks,

etc. ; but these last only a short time, and I try in vain to

make anything of Scarlet Geraniums or Verbenas. The same
with Eoses, except a few, and those do only moderately well.

Pinks and Carnations I can grow, and for this I am thankful

;

but as I have a large garden just in front of the drawing-room
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window, I am most anxious for a few hints as to any addition

it would be possible to make under these unfortunate ciroum-
stanoes. I may add that the garden is on a hill, and much
exposed to the west and south-west. The kitchen garden
presents the same difficulties, and although I have sown Peas
over and over again they never pay for the trouble. I have
a good wall fronting the west, and on this I have occasionally

a few Pears. Cherries I can make nothing of, except a small
crop of Morellos on a south wall ; the same with Apples and
PlumB, although we have many trees.—A Lady GAnDENEit.

[Many besides our correspondent would be benefited by
Buch information as she seeks for, and we will readUy give

insertion to communications on the subject.

—

Eds.]

THE VALUE OF FUEL.—No. 2.

It was shown in the last paper on this subject that the
theoretical amount of heat yielded by different species of fuel

was enormously modified in practice by the nature of the
arrangements for combustion and for the utilisation of the heat.

It is i^uite possible, in consequence, that the cheapest of fuels

might become the dearest in use. Still, before considering
the best mode of extracting the heat, it will be as well to

ascertain which species of fuel is really the most economical
at existing prices, supposing its fuU degree of heat could be

employed. The prices will of course vary according to local-

ities, but each person may correct the figures for himself.

Taking coal at 20s. per ton, the price per pound is about
one-ninth of a penny. A ton of coal yields from 55 to 80 per

cent, of coke—according to its quality—or say on an average

fifteen hundredweight, which is about the weight of a chaldron
of thirty-six bushels. It may be convenient to remember that

as coke swells in making and thus occupies more bulk than the

ooal from which it is made, its weight is somewhere about half

that of the same bulk of coal. The price also varies, but
generally it is about 30s. per ton, or say one-sixth of a penny
per pound. Of gas about 9500 cubic feet are made from eacla

ton of ooala—it is of specific gravity from -50 to -55 (air being

10, and 13J cubic feet of air weighing 1 lb.), and this quantity

of gas therefore weighs about 365 lbs. At 4s. per 1000 cubic

feet, as furnished by the companies, its cost is therefore about

1Jd. per pound. Petroleum at 2s. per gallon costs about 3d. per
pound, and colza oil Gd. per pound.

If, therefore, we range these substances according to the

cost of the quantity of each required to yield 10,000 units of

heat we shall obtain the following results in pence and deci-

mals of a penny :

—

Colza 8-3
I

Coke '15

Petroleum 1-5 Coal (Household) -OS

Gas '5
I

Or, iu other words, a given amount of heat which can be
obtained from coal of ordinary quality for Id. would cost

nearly 2d. if derived from coke, dd. if derived from gas.

Is. dd. if derived fi'om petroleum, and 3s. if derived from
colza oil.

Obviously, then, coal is the fuel which economy points to,

provided only we can burn it economically. The fact that

other descriptions of fuel ever compete with it only shows the
points in which we mismanage it. Coke yields no waste in

the form of smoke, and gas no waste in the form of uncon-
Bumed carbonic oxide, while the oils, if used, are generally

employed in lamps, or in an apparatus which extracts the
whole of their available heat. Thus dealt with they may
easily become more economical than coal, thrown in masses
into a furnace which vomits forth unburnt gas and soot, and
which is placed beneath a boiler so small as to let nine-tenths

of the heat escape into the chimney. But these errors may
be remedied. A wide and long range of furnace bars on which
the fire may be kept thin and bright, and the coal gradually

coked as it is pushed forward from the front, while air enough
is admitted to consume fully the hot gases at the back, the
admixture of clay balls to prevent caking and to make com-
bustion slower while equally perfect, and a large increase of

boiler-surface exposed to the flame and effluent gases, aided, if

necessary, by the addition of a flue through which they may
give off their heat in the house before entering the chimney,
would enable us to use coal with the certainty of giving the
full advantage which its real heating power and low price can
afford.

But it must be kept in view that to permit this result space
is absolutely essential. It is true, indeed, that whatever the

fuel a large boUer-suiface is alike indispensable, for iion can

only transmit a fixed amount of the heat applied to it iu a
given time, and if we want more heat we must increase the
extent of iron exposed. But, over and above this, coal needs
space for its combustion, for its nature is such that in a con-
fined space it distils instead of burning. Now a large space is

not always to be had, and in such cases either coke or gas may
prove more convenient. But I may point out that in burning
coal another element of great value is wasted, and might be
preserved without loss of heat. Your readers are all aware
that in gasworks a large amount of ammoniacal liquor is

produced, the value of which as manure is immense. Each
ton of coal (if of average composition) yields thus about 30 lbs.
of ammonia, the money value of which at present prices is

about 25s. I have shown in a recent number of the Agricul-
tural Gazette of what enormous importance to the country it

would be to save this waste, and I have also suggested that
the general use of private gasworks would be a measure which
would do something in this direction. Attached to gardens
such apparatus would cost Uttle trouble, and indeed in many
establishments they already exist. But the resulting gas need
not be purified when intended only for heating pm-poses (al-

though it might be if desired also for lighting), since it would be
equally available for heating although not thoroughly purified.

In ordinary gasworks about one-third or one-fourth of the
coke produced is used for heating the retorts in which the gas
is made, but in gardens a large proportion of the heat thus
expended could be recovered, either by the use of a flue, or of
a boiler to utilise the heat from the furnace in which the retort
is heated. The practical result would be that each ton of
coal would yield about half a ton of coke for combustion iu

the regular stokeholes (over and above the coke employed in
the retort furnace), about 9000 cubic feet or 350 lbs. of gas for

use in heating whenever found convenient, and at least 20s.

worth of ammoniacal liquor tor application to the garden crops.

In future papers I shall deal with the arrangements for con-
veying the heat to the places where it is required, and the
amount of heating surfaces necessary for given amounts of
coohng surfaces.—J. Boyd Kinneab.

RAINFALL AT NASEBY WOOLLEYS,
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.

1873.

January . .

.

Februai*y .

March . .

.

April

May
Juue
July
August . .

.

September
October . .

.

November .

December .

Total .

-H. Habeis.

Number of days
ou which )

rain or snow fell. -

Total amount.

14
13
12
12
13
9
14
15
12
10
12

142

Inches.
1.54

1.30

2.69

0.70

2.67

4.08
1.88

2.62

1.02

2.13

2.38

0.52

- 23.43

NASH COURT.
I HAVE only lately seen an interesting communication on

Nash Court in Kent, from Mr. J. Eobson, in the number of

The Jouknal of Hobticulture for October 9, 1873. As the

great grandson of the last Thomas Hawkins, of Nash Court,

and a party to the sale of this old family place to Mr. Lade,

the present owner, I send you a correction which you may like

to notice. There are in Kent two estates, both of which bear

the name of Nash Court—one in the Isle of Thanet and the

other near Boughton-under-Blean, Faversham ; and these have
been inadvertently confounded in the history of Mr. Lade's

house. The descent, I believe, is correctly stated through
various families down to the Turners, of the Nash Court in

Thanet, which, as long ago as when Hasted wrote his history

of Kent (1790), had ceased to be a gentleman's mansion, and
was used as a farmhouse and granary. But the error is in

applying that descent to Nash Court at Boughton. That estate

never passed away (for more than five hundred years) from the

Hawkins family. It came to them by the marriage of Joan
de Nash with Andrew Hawkins, as appears by the inquisition

iwst mortem taken 17 Edward HI. (1313), It descended from
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father to son until it came to tlie Thomas Hawkins mentioned

bv Mr. Eobson, who rebuilt the mansion, and who died June

21, 17C6, at the great age of ninety-two. He was thq grand-

father of the last Thomas Hawkins, of Nash Court, who died

September 23, 1800, leaving four daughters and co-heirs

—

1. Bridget, married to Henry Roper, 14th Baron Teynham.
2. Mary, married to Sir Edward Knatohbull, Bart, of Mer-

sham Hatch, Kent.

3. Anne, married to Lt.-Colonel Woodr-offe, of Poyle Park,

in Surrey.

4. Eleanor, married to Henry Goold, brother of Sir George
Goold, Bart, of Old Court, Co. Cork, whose descendants in

1864 sold the estate to Mr. Lade.—G. F. Duncombe.

POETRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

FsAGE.EA ZETLANicA. Nat. onl., Loganiaoeffl. Linn., Pent-

andria Monogynia.—Flowers white. " A native of the central

province of Ceylon, where, according to Dr. Thwaites, it

abounds on the banks of the river at Balangodde. It is one

of the handsomest species of a fine tropical Asiatic and Poly-

nesian genus, of which some twenty species are enumerated

by Bentham in his notes on Loganiaceffi, published in the
' Linniean Journal' in 1857, to which several more are now
to be added from the Malayan Islands."— (Bo(. Mag. t. 6080.)

Gaillaedia Amblyodon. Nat.ord.jCompositie. Linn.,Syn-

genesia Frustranea.—Flowers crimson. " A very handsome
October-flowering annual, a native of sandy plains in Texas

and New Mexico, where it blossoms from the beginning of

summer until the winter's frost cuts it off. The genus to

which it belongs inhabits both temperate North America and
extra-tropical South America, and consists of about eight

species. The present species was discovered by Berlandier

in 1827, and collected subsequently by Lindheimer in 1844,

and by Drummond in 1845."

—

(Ibid., t. C081.)

Stapelia Cokdeeoyi. Nat. ord., Asclepiadaceffl. Linn.,

Pentandria Digynia.—Native of South Africa. Flowers green

and purple-tipped. Dr. Hooker says, " I have named this very

curious and distinct species after Mr. Justus Corderoy, of

Blewberry, near Didcot, an old and an eminent cultivator of

succulent plants, and for many years a valued correspondent

of the Eoyal Gardens. It flowered at Blewberry in September

of last year."— (7(/id., t. 6082.)

Ieis Dotjglasiana. Nat. ord., Iridaceaj. Linn., Triandria

Monogynia.—Flower lilac and white with purple veins. " Dis-

covered by Coulter in California, and subsequently collected

by David Douglas in 1833 in New California, but unknown to

me from any other locality and collector, except from a men-
tion of the plant in one of the reports of the United States'

surveys, where it is stated to be found on hillsides in the

Grass Valley, CaUfornia, together with a large-flowered variety

(how large it is not said), and longer pedicels (1 inch) at the

Corte Madera, also in California."

—

[Ibid., ti 6083.)

Odontoglossum eoseu^i. Nat. ord., Orehidaceie. Linn.,

Gynandria Monandria.—" In its rose-coloured flowers this

forms a remarkable contrast to the prevalent colour of the

genus to which it belongs. It was discovered by Hartweg near

Loxa, in the Peruvian Andes, in a quite cool region, and was
introduced by Mr. Linden from that region by his able col-

lector, Mr. Wallis, in 1865."— (Ibid., t. 6084.)

Steawbeeey— The Amatfur.—" We have to thank Mr. Barron,

of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardeu, Chiswick, for the

examples of this fine and useful Strawberry. It is another of

the triumphs of Mr. Bradley, whom we have had to thank

already for Oscar, Dr. Hogg, and others of our finest fruits,

amongst which this last is not by any means the least. Daring

the past season abundant evidence has been educed to prove

it one of the most useful of its class. It has been named
Amateur by Mr. Bradley, in consideration of its enormous
cropping qualities, its free growth, and general suitability for

amateur cultivators. The appearance of the plant is some-

what like that called Sir C. Napier, a stronger grower, how-
ever, better constitutioned,and with the leaves larger and of a

deeper green, but somewhat subject to mildew. It is a very

heavy cropper ; and the fruits, which keep well, are very large,

obovate, and cockscombed in shape, of a fine deep red colour,

frequently with a heavy coating of glaucous bloom, like the

Hautbois. The seeds are small and prominent. The flesh is

firm and solid, of a deep red colour, and of a fine, rich,

sparkling, sub-acid flavour, exceedingly pleasant to thejpalato.

It is in all respects a very excellent Strawberry, and well

worthy of the first-class certificate awarded to it by the Eoyal

Horticultural Society. In reference to this Strawberry we
have received the following communication fromMr. Earley :

—

' The new seedling Strawberry named The Amateur has proved

here to be a most valuable addition to existing varieties.

Black Prince, President (of two separate growers). Dr. Hogg,
Keens' SeedUng, and British Queen—which does well on this

ground— all ripened in the order here noted, and they were

followed at the nick of time by Amateur, which well fiUed-up

the gap existing between the last named of the older kinds

and the valuable Frogmore Late Pine. The fruit of The
Amateur is firm, and good for travelling. It grows close

around its crown, requu-ing a less amount than usual of net-

protection, and possesses a flavour more brisk and refreshing

than Strawberries generally have, and this without anything

approaching to unpleasant acidity. Indeed, to those who
think Strawberries somewhat insipid. The Amateur wUl prove

a boon. Small runner-crowns dibbled out on to good soil

somewhat late in the season, were able to produce a crop.' "—

'

[Florist and Pomologist, 3 s., vii., 25.)

POINCIANA REGIA.
Theee are two well-marked varieties of this magnificent

flowering tree in the East Indies, though I cannot say whether
they ai'e permanent or not. One has scarlet and yellow blos-

soms, and the other crimson and white. The former seems to

be the most common, and is abundant at Madras, Secunder-

abad, Rangoon, and other places, while the latter prevails

chiefly at Bangalore. Whether due to the climate or not I am
unable to state, but it appeared to me that the foliage of the

Bangalore plants was richer and more profuse, and consequently

much more beautiful, than any that I saw elsewhere. Indeed,

the luxuriance of the trees generally on the Mysore plateau

seemed to indicate that there they had found conditions of

soil and climate eminently favourable to their most perfect

development. There are, however, many large and noble spe-

cimens at Coimbatore, near the foot of the Neilgherries ; and
in May, 1866, the road close to the town was aU aflame with

their gorgeous flowers. No object in the whole vegetable king-

dom can, in my opinion, vie with this splendid Poinciana in

the radiant wealth of its peerless bloom—not even the far-famed

and glorious Amherstia nobilis, which I have seen in great

perfection at Rangoon and Moulmein, in Burmah.
I have now and then heard the Poinciana regia called the

Ostrich-feather Tree, without doubt on account of its beautiful

foliage, which has much the appearance of broad spreading

plumes ; and at Bangalore it is occasionally known as the

Flame of the Forest ; but this name, though by no means in-

appropriate, is ths prior property of another brQliant plant,

the Ixora coccinea, to which it is also very applicable. Some-
times in India the term Gold-Mohur Tree is used to specify

the Poinciana under notice, though it seems to be really owned
by the yellow species Poinciana elata ; and the name of Flam-

boyant is familiar to those who have seen the tree at the

Mauritius.
Poinciana regia has apparently only been found in a wild

state in Madagascar, whence it made its way many years ago

to the Mauritius, and subsequently further east. It belongs to

the Natural Order Leguminosai, and the genus was named by

De CandoUe in honour of M. de Poinci, once governor of the

Antilles.—G. E. B.

CHATSWORTH,
THK SEAT OF THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE.—No. 2.

The other most remarkable feature of Chatsworth is to my
mind, as I have already said, the Victoria regia house. There

may be, for all I know, other houses for aquatics as large as

this, but I am sure that none can ever equal it in interest.

No one standing within it can forget that it is the little germ

from whence arose the gigantic glass house of 1851 and the

Crystal Palace at Sydenham ; but whether or no there are

others larger, there are none more attractive. We have not

only the queen of Water Lilies in excellent condition and in

full flower ; but round the house are different varieties of

Nelumbium and Nympha;a, while Palms with their graceful

and elegant foliage placed at the edge of the tank add their

charm to the scene. Suspended, too, from the roofs are large

baskets of Achimenes, some radiant with their brilliant blue

flowers, and others like a sheet of snow; and thus again artis-

' tic beauty and horticultural sldll go hand-in-hand.
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1 think few persons understand what are the requirements

Of such a place as Chatsworth, anj the amount of responsibility

that rests on the gardener who has to supply the wants of its

owners. How few who, admiring the luscious fruits or bril-

liant flowers which adorn the tables of our great houses, think

of how much the skill and intelligence of one man have been
taxed to send them in just at the time that they are wanted.
If they want to have an idea of it, then let them go through
the long lines of houses contained in this garden—look, too, at

the out-door arrangements, and then say whether he who has
all this on this on his shoulders has not his work cut out for

him. Such were my own reflections on going through house
after house in the kitchen garden. Here, for instance, are two
houses entirely filled with pot Vines. Here, again, are houses
after houses filled with Black Hamburghs, Muscats, and all

the best kinds of Grapes, among them Mrs. Pince being notice-

able and much used by Mr. Speed. The late houses, contain-

ing Black Alicante and Lady Downe's, were in line condition.

Then we came upon Peach and Nectarine houses, from whence
the fruit had all been picked, but the trees with their well-

ripened wood promised well for another year. Then we have

a Fig house 50 feet long, all the trees being in pots ; then a

splendid house of Plums, and so on in every department of

fruit-growing. Then as to flowers and plants, the same cm-

barnis des riehesses meets one at every turn. Here, for example,

is a circular house erected for Amherstia nobilis, that grand

and noble paragon of India ; whUe all round the front are fine

specimens of Nepenthes, which have been planted out and

trained to the glass. Here is N. llalllesiana with its dark

green pitchers, and N. sanguinea with blood-red-coloured ones.

CHATSWORTH.*

Here, again, hybrida maeulata with pitchers streaked with

reddish purple, and others of this strange family.

Turn we now to the three Orchid houses with such plants of

Vanda as are rarely seen, Aerides, Saccolabiums, Phalasnopsis,

&a. Another house contains Cypripediums, MUtonias, then

another Dendrobiums, Cattleyas, Lielias, &c. ; while trained

along the house is Stephanotis floribunda. And now we come
upon a fine collection of Sarracenias ; then to a stove filled

with fine-foliaged plants for decoration—Crotons, Dracienas,

Marantas, and allied plants
;
plenty, too, of Palms, which, in

their young state especially, are so useful for this purpose.

But as I have said, what description can ever give one a correct

notion of the grandeur of such a place? It is, however, well

to recollect that an intelligent gardener like Mr. Speed is not

contented with dealing with grand totals ; he is also conversant

with smaller details. Here are two instances : We all know
Disa grandiflora is a difficult plant to grow well. I found here,

however, a fine specimen, but Mr. Speed told me there was
only one position in the house that suited it. He had tried it

in others, and it immediately began to droop. This was near
to the door in an intermediate house ; here it received the

full air, and seemed to rejoice in it. The other instance was
Ou\-irandra fenestralis, the curious Madagascar Lattice Plant.

Although often grown, how seldom is it grown well ! and since

I saw a fine plant of it some years ago at Dangstein I have

not seen so good a one as here. Now Mr. Speed has ascer-

tained three things with regard to it—first, that the tank

should be placed close to the north wall of the house ;
second,

that the plant should be potted deep ; and third, that it should

be sprinkled every day. Under these conditions it thrives won-

derfully well. One of the most attractive places in the grounds

was a long glass corridor, on the back wall of which were

trained many fine climbing plants, such as Indigofera decora

with pretty lilac-coloured flowers, Clematis .Tackmanni, Rose

Mari'chal Niel, Lapageria rosea, Ehynchospermum jasminoides,

Cantua dependens ; and here also was a fine plant of the old

Fuchsia microphylla, so seldom seen, and so very pretty. In

the centre is a grand plant of Camellia reticulata, and another

fine one of Alba plena. Adjoining tbn house stands the

orangery, which on grand occasions is lighted up and forms a

beautiful object. It is 100 feet in length , and filled with Orange

trees 15 to 20 feet high. Camellias, tree. Ferns, &o.

As the Victoria house was the model from whence arose the

Crystal Palace, so doubtless the waterworks at Chatsworth

suggested the grand display at Sydenham. Far up in the

woods when the water is turned on, as it obligingly was by

Mr. Speed when I was there, one sees it tumbling down a

veritable cascade ; as it comes further down it is made to go

From a photograph by Mr. Clarke, Photographer, Matlock Bath.
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over a temple, which thus beoomea a veritable water temple
;

then it rushes down a long and steep incline of stone steps,

forming where it pours down it a swift and noisy rapid, and
finally the chef d'auvre of the grand fountain, throwing its jet

far above the highest trees with which it is surrounded—

a

noble series of works, fit for such a reeidenoe.

It would be useless for me to proceed further. In every

department—flower, vegetable, and fruit—I saw evidence of

the highest sldll and the use of almost unhmited wealth ; and
I can well understand the pride which such a gardener as

Mr. Speed can take in the garden. Such a situation, however,

has its drawbacks. Chatsworth is a show place, and this in-

volves a constant succession of visitors, many of whom, caring

not a doit for horticulture, think they must do the garden as

well as the rest of the place ; and many times, if they are

people of position, must be accompanied by the head gardener.

Now I do not beUeve any gardener grudges this when the

visitors really care about a garden, but when they do not it is

an insufferable nuisance. I hardly suppose that there are

many railers at a " bloated aristocracy " amongst the readers

of the Journal ; if there are, it may be as well to mention that

to allow the puhho to have the liberty they possess of going

through the grounds and garden involves' an expenditure of

£2000 a-year.

Such were my impressions, faintly described, of Chatsworlh.

We see grand chateaux abound, large forests, and picturesque

gi-ounds, but nowhere can one find such gardens as are attached

to many of the grand mansions BO liberaUy dotted over our

tight little island.—D., Deal.

AVOIDING POTATO FAILURES.
It may probably be considered incorrect to assert that de

generation of the tubers of the Potato has not occurred, when
the fact of its being subject to disease would imply degeneracy.

There can be no doubt that the system of the modern Potato,

under the influence of cultivation, has become far more sus-

ceptible than the plant was when first introduced from its

native habitat, and it is for this reason that I consider careful

selection and culture to be most advisable—not to cure the

disease, but to combat and avoid its evils so far as may be.

Excessive moisture has all along been recognised as the

primary cause of disease ; and I beUeve I am correct in stating

that the disease was not unknown to many persons before the

ungenial season of 1815 brought it down in one fell swoop
upon the entire crop throughout the country. But there is an-

other evil that is much to be dreaded, arising from the effects of

excessive moisture, and called supertuberation or second growth

;

for, while the blight may spoil part of a crop, supertuberation

in its worst form will affect the whole so seriously as to render

it totally unfit for table. HappUy the cause of this second
growth ia no mystery. The hot dry weather of July frequently

induces in the general Potato crop premature ripeness ; when
this occurs the growth of the tubers ceases and nothing will

induce them to swell to a larger size. The rain that so fre-

quently follows in August then causes supertuberation, accom-
panied by the growth of laterals upon the haulm. What can
bo done, then, to avoid such a combination of evils which at

first sight appears likely to render all our care unavailing ?

We must be constantly on our guard in July, especially towards
the end of the month ; and if the foliage assumes a yellow

tirge, however slight it may be, it is a sure token that growth
—the legitimate growth of the season—has ceased, and that

the crop is sufficiently ripe to be taken up. This is the grand
opportunity, and those who are fully awake to its importance
will not dally but lilt and house the crop as quickly and care-

fully as possible. Then, when the early autumnal rain sets in,

vo gladly welcome it, rejoicing in the refreshing verdure of

the pastures that have been parched by the summer sun, and
in the quickened growth of Turnips, Celery, and other impor-
tiint crops, instead of complaining of the weather with our
hands in our pockets, or writing melancholy accounts of the

ravages of the blight, and the sad prospect before us when we
shall have begun searching for the remains of the crop in

September or October.
The fact of the antiquated notion that a crop of Potatoes

will bo spoiled if taken up before the haulm is either dead or

very much decayed being still very prevalent, atfords another
remarkable example of the difficulty of impressing the agri-

cultural mind with the necessity for improvement or advance.
The beaten tracks and landmarks of our forefathers should be

to us as a starting-point.whereon to base improvement, rather

than a dead weight to cripple our eSorta and retard onr pro-

gress. Let but the fact be clearly recognised and acted upon,
that the only Potatoes worthy of cultivation for the general

crop are those which may be lifted quickly after the tubers

cease to swell, without suffering any deterioration of quality,

and that we are really in possession of such kinds, and future

losses from either blight or second growth will bo so much
reduced as to be comparatively trifling.

—

Edwaed Lucrhubst.

NOTES FEOM MY GAEDEN, 1873.—No. 3.

The earliest florists' flower with which I have to do is the

Hyacinth ; and as I had a good bloom last year, and was en-

abled to take the first prize in the only class I could exhibit in

at South Kensington, I may be helping others, perhaps, if I

detail my plans, inasmuch as I am obhged to combine economy
with efficiency, and, having no forcing house, it is not an easy

matter to get in good blooms by the time of the Show,
March 18th.

It is usual, in giving directions for growing plants, to begin

with the soil, but in the case of the Hyacinth there is some-

thing antecedent to that, and that is the bulb itself. No
amount of care, skill, or expense will avail if you start with

indifferent bulbs. If you wait until the season is advanced,

and bulbs have been tossed about in shop windows, and have

already exhausted some of their strength, it is hopeless to get

a good spike; therefore it is well to be early in the field, and
select, or have selected for you, good bulbs in due time. Size

does not always indicate a good bulb ; many bulbs never are

large. A good weighty one, sound at the base, is what ought

to be sought for, but the better way is, I believe, to leave it

to the seller ; tell him what bulbs you want, and for what
purpose, and you will not be disappointed.

I grow generally about eighty bulbs, and the following were

the chief sorts that I grew last year. It will be observed that

they were nearly all single flowers, as these are the best for

exhibition, giving larger and fuller spikes. I have marked
with an asterisk (*) those which gave me the finest trusses.

Of double varieties I grew

Duke of Welllngtoa
*Noble par RK-rite

Bloksberg
Koh-i-noor

Laorens EoBter
Grootvorst
^Prince of Waterloo
Gurrick

Cosmos
*Norma
Princess Helena
La Dame du Lao

Conronne de CeUa
^Grande Vedette
Charles Dickens
La Nuit

sniOLE SEDS.
La Prophete
Howard
*Lord Macaulay
*Cavttignao

SINGLE DLUES.
'''Grand Lilas

"ArguB
*Lord Palmerston
Prince Albert

SINGLE LILAC OR HAUTE.

Robert Steiger

*Mra. Beecher Stowe
*Solfaterre

Yon Schiller

Grand Vainqneur
»Baron Von Xoyll
Mimosa
Orondatea

Haydn

Grand Vainqneur
*Mont Blanc
•Grandeur ^Merveille
EUrida

Alida Jacoba
^Duc de Malakoff

PURE WHITE.
Grande Vedette
+Paix de I'Europe
Orondatea
Aiba maxima

SINGLE YELLOW,
Anna Cai-oliua

»Ida

Unique

^Madame Van der Hoop
Queen of the Nether-
Voltaire [lands

^Mlrandoline

Koning van Holland
^Heroine

In this selection I believe that most of our finest flowers

will be found, and on looking through the list of winning

flowers as shown by larger exhibitors I find that they are gene-

rally composed of such kinds. Now and then a few newer

varieties are to he found, but it is not often that the new
surpass the older sorts.

And now as to the method of culture adopted. At the end

of October I made up a compost of half old rotten cow dung
and half loam taken from the top spit of a meadow, and added

a good portion of sand so as to keep it open. The pots used

were 32's, one or two large pieces of broken pots placed at the

bottom, and then the pot filled up with the compost ; a hole

was then made at the top of the mould large enough to place

the bulb in, and a Uttle sand put in it, and the bulb then

planted. I have found this better than making the hole with

the bulb itself, for they then sometimes push themselves out if

any resistance is offered to the tender rootlets. I next placed

a small pot reversed over the bulb, and on the hole of it put a

piece of tile ; the pots were then all placed together in a shady

place, covered over with about a foot of leaves, and there

left. This was fur the purpose of promoting root-action before
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the bulbs pushed. Ashes, or sand, or any material that will

keep them dark will answer ; but loaves wore convenient to

me, and, moreover, are lifiUt and easily managed. They were

taken out of this about the end of December and transferred

to a cool vinery, where, however, they were kept from frost.

As I had not any forcing house I was compelled to adopt what

is, I believe, a Dutch plan. I made up a small hotbed and

placed the pots in it : they rapidly came on. I then trans-

ferred them to the top shelf of my greenhouse, giving them a

plentiful supply of water all the time, and also giving them

occasionally hquid manure. I have a small house in which I

bloom my Auriculas, and to this all except those X took up to

South Kensington were consigned, and I had a very beautiful

bloom. Of course they were staked as they grew, so as to

prevent the blooms from falling about. Those that I took to

the Royal Horticultural Society won the first prize ; so that I

am justified, I think, in saying that in my little way I did very

well. Those who do not wish to get them in flower so early

need not trouble about the hotbed, but will have a good bloom

at the end of March.—D., Deal.

ORNAMENTAL BEICK.
There is a orm of brick used here in constructing ornamental

screenwork on the upper portion of walls which I think is worth

bringing before the notice of your readers. It is capable of
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wire frames, which I shall eiideavoar to describe, in hopes that

it may beuefit some oue similarly placed with myself. These

frames are very simple, easily and quickly made ; for I feel as

if I could make one quicker than describe how it is done. In

the first place, make a hoop of any sort of thin, stiffish wire

(I use small galvanised wire), about 4 or 5 inches in diameter.

This done, get three pieces of the same sort of wire about

8 inches long, and with the pliers twist each into the shape of

the accompanying figure. Make the length ,^ ^^ ^
from (7 to b equal to half the diameter of your

hoop. Now, by means of the Uttle hooks at

a, arrange the three pieces of wire at equal

distances round the hoop, and press the hooks
tight with the pliers, and it will be found that

the three legs c will all meet at the centre of

your hoop ; and by tying those together with a piece of fine

copper wire they form the handle of the frame. Before tying
these together I generally add a fourth wire to stand straight

up in the centre, about IJ or 2 inches above the level of the
hoop : this servos to keep the centre-piece of the bouquet in

its proper place. Next, get a piece of common galvanised
wire netting of a smallish mesh, and cut out a round piece of

the size of the hoop of the frame
;
place it on the top of it,

and fix in any convenient manner on the hoop or the three
cross wires, keeping it slightly depressed in the centre, and the
frame is complete.

Scarcity of flowers was not the first thing which made mo
think of this plan. The ladies for whom I am in the way of
making bouquets for balls, &o., complained of my making
them too " dumpy," and also too small. I coulj certainly
remedy the latter complaint ; but I found that the larger I

made them they became the more disgusting in shape. They
wanted them much flatter in shape than I could make them

;

and the flowers that I wasted in trs'ing to accomplish that end
were more than I liked to own. I made one of those frames,
and to my great delight I found that I did not require more
than half the flowers, and could at the same time make them
large enough for anyone's taste, however extravagant, and as
flat as a table, with as many modifications between that and a
pyramid as fancy might choose.
And now, before going into the arrangement of the bouquet,

a few words about the preparation of the materials. We will

take the Camellia in the first place, as being the most promi-
nent object at this season. I never out a leaf or a leaf-bud
with Camellias for hand-bouqnets, knowing that those most
forward buds are the most likely ones to produce a crop of
flower buds next year ; and on this principle I am always most
willing to cut Camellias, because, instead of injuring the plants,
which is the case if a couple of leaves are taken with the flower,

the removal of the flowers soon after expanding concentrates
the strength of the plant into those buds which produce next
year's crop. For bouquets or the hair proceed as follows with
Camellias : Take the bloom between the forefinger and thumb
of the left hand, and with the other thrust a piece of copper
or brass wire through the base of the flower, bending the two
ends down to meet and be twisted together so as to form a
stalk. If the flower is quite fresh this will be suflicient ; but
if the flower is old, and likely to fall to pieces if roughly shaken,
put auother wire through the flower crosswise to the other one,
twisting all the wires together. If for the hair, a nice fresh
leaf may be placed on one or other of the wires, to lie between
the hair and the bloom. If for a bouquet, two leaves may be
wired separately, and arranged at pleasure when making-up.
Half-open buds may be wired in the same way, placing a leaf
on the wire at the same time. Many other flowers require
wiring as well as Camellias. If their stalks will admit of it,

thrust a very small wh-e through them some distance above the
base, and twist the ends round the stem to make the flower
stand upright. If the stalks are too slender for this, the only
way to do is to tie them to a small piece with very thin copper
wire.

And now to the arrangement. Having the frame made,
the flowers gathered, and those wired that require it, place
the frame with the handle through the hole of an inverted
flower pot, which is the most ready means of getting your
hands at liberty in the course of making-up. Now get a hand-
ful of Selaginella denticulata, or dried dyed moss of the shops
if none of this useful Selaginella is to be had

;
place this on

the top of the frame, as nearly as possible in the position it

has grown, keeping it higher and denser in the centre, or as
near the shape of your intended bouquet aa possible, leaving
the loose ends hanging carelessly over the hoop. Take, say, a

white or red Camellia for a centre, and passing the wire down
through the moss, tie it firmly to the wire sticking up in the

centre, and then pull it gently down to the desired height,

its outer petals resting on the green moss.
Next, proceed with the arrangement of flowers of a formal

character, with due regard to colours, placing each flower or

truss so as to stand out clear of its neighbours. The outside

row should be placed so that one-half of the flowers extend
over the hoop ; but should not be so exact as if a compass had
been used. The groundwork, as it were, having thus been
formed, we next proceed to fill-up with flowers of a more
graceful character, such as Justicia coccinea and J. speciosa,

in single lateral spikes, single twigs of Deutzia gracilis, or

Spirica japonica, Rose buds. Snowdrops, Cyclamens, little twigs

of Heaths and Epacris, or anything that is small and twiggy,

to stand-up above the great body of colour, to give the whole a

less formal appearance. These are placed in the widest spaces

left between the other flowers, and all the lesser !spaces are

fiUed-up with small fronds of Ferns—Adiantum assimile being

one of the most useful for this purpose. The bottom pinnn3

of Ferns used should be stripped off, for the purpose of getting

them down through the moss. Having all thus filled-up,

gather all the stems together, and tie them to the stem in the

usual way, and then add a border of Adiantum cuneatum or

A. formosum, and the bouquet is complete.

I venture to say that young ladies will find a bouquet made
after this fashion will stand a good deal of " knocking about ''

on a ball-night without getting out of shape. The saving of

time and material is something wonderful ; so that the frame
system has many advantages. I intended this paper to ex-

tend to table decorations as well ; but I think it is unnecessary,

as anyone who is scarce of flowers, with ordinary ingenuity

will be able to apply these remarks to other purposes than
hand-bouquet makiiig.—E. Inglis (in The Gardener).

Gardenees' Royal Benevolent Institutwn.—Dr. Hogg has
been elected a Vice-President of this Institution in the place of

the late Charles Lawson, Esq.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PBESENT WEEKS.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

We have recently alluded to the remarkably fine weather for

forwarding out-door operations ; the wind has been veering
round from east to north, and frost has set in, accompanied by
fog, so that working out of doors amongst bushes and trees is

very uupleasaut. Before the ground became too hard some
rough manure was spread over it, so that should the frost con-
tinue we shall be enabled to finish the trenching.

We had commenced to plant-out the Sea-kale, but the frost

prevented our continuing the work. Our plan with this vege-
table is to sow a few rows annually, and also to plant-out the

best of the roots that have been used for forcing, and all the

small roots that are not strong enough to be taken to the forcing

house. The ground in which the Sea-kale is planted is trenched
and moderately rich, and at the time of planting some coal ashes
are placed round the roots.

We alluded last week to the early Potatoes, and it may not be
out of place to draw attention to the general crop, as many of

our readers may be desirous of purchasing sets. The experience
obtained here in regard to the American sorts would lead us to

the conclusion that they are not worth growing. American
Rose does not throw much haulm, but it gave us only the most
miserable apology for a crop, and the less said about the quality

the better. Boston Red yielded enormously, but the Potatoes

were of every conceivable shape ; the produce had au earthy
flavour and a waxy texture. Of Springfield White we had three

years ago two or three small Potatoes that were cut-up into

about a dozen sets, which produced about one hundredweight
and a half of the most ugly specimens ever seen, and quite

uneatable. Indeed, after several trials conclusive evidence was
afforded that our soil was not suitable for the varieties intro-

duced from America. There are some new sorts from that con-

tinent being introduced this year to the public. Most of them
we have seen growing, and tasted after being cooked ; they were
well-shaped, of a good and distinct flavour from our English
varieties, and the produce uniform in size. They have been
accurately described by Mr. Barron in the " Proceedings of the

Boyal Horticultural Society."

The Potatoes that can be recommended for a general crop, and
which should, if possible, be grown in the field, are Dalmahoy,
one of the earliest and best of the Regent class, and Walker's

Regent, which succeeds this and is rather more productive.

For the latest crop Sutton's Bed-skinned Flourball is as good
as any, and its freedom from disease is an important point in

its favour. This variety was obtained from Messrs. Satton, of
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Eeadiug, when it was sent ont for the first time, and has since

then beau annually grown at Loxford Hall by the acre, so that

there has been ample opportunity to test it. Its freedom from
disease is remarkable. This year a diseased tuber may be found
here and there, but they are not worth notice when from one-

half to two-thirds of the entire crop of Regents is diseased. It

is considered a profitable investment to obtain a supply of seed
Potatoes from Scotland annually.
Sow early Turnips on a warm border. The main crop of

Onions may also be sown ; White Spanish, Brown Globe, and
James's Keeping are our selection.

ynniT and fobcinq houses.
Pineries.—We shall, if possible, renew the Pine beds this

week, and will make a trial of what is to us a new plunging
material. It is difficult to obtain tan, and when this is used an
anxious time follows in case the bed should become overheated,
and thus destroy the roots of the plants. The only way to be
safe is to stand the pots on the surface until the heat subsides
to 90'^, and when it declines to 85° this temperature can be main-
tained by the aid of the heating apparatus. It is not necessary
that the bottom heat should rise above 85°, nor should it fall

many degrees below it. We use cocoa-nut fibre refuse for

plunging pots in cool houses, and out of doors this material,
when fresh, throws out a gentle heat, and will probably, with
the aid of the hot-water pipes, give out enough for the Pines

;

it is also a much better material in which to plunge pots, and
there will be no danger from overheating. During the present
severe weather, rather than overheat the pipes, let the night
temperature faU to 65° ; in mUd weather it may be maintained
at 7(1". Utilise all the sun heat possible by shutting-up early in

the afternoon.
Melons that were sown in the first week of January will now

be ready to plant ont. The compost should be prepared as re-

commended in a previous number, and taken into the house a
few days before putting out the plants. The glass should be
perfectly clean outside and inside of the house, and all internal
woodwork should be washed with water in which a little soft

Boap has been dissolved. Coat the brickwork with limewash,
and if a pound of sulphur be added to each pailful of the wash
all the better.

Cucumhers are improving; the young leaves that are now
forming are thicker in texture, and the growths are strong. A
night temperature of 70° suits them best, while 65° is a good
minimum for the Melon house.

Orange House.—Very few establishments have a house entirely
devoted to the culture of the different varieties of dessert
Oranges, and it is not generally known that fruit of the most
delicious flavour, far superior to any imported, can be grown in
England. The few trees we have are now in flower, and are
growing in a house where the night temperature is about 60°.

Tangerine, St. Michael's, and Maltese Blood are the most desir-
»ble sorts to grow. The fruit generally sets freely, but the
atmosphere ought to be moderately dry wheu the blossoms are
expanding.
Fig trees in pots are also starting into growth. It is well not

to have the plants in a house with a high night temperature,
and especially where there is not much circulation of air during
the day, as such treatment causes a weak growth, and the fruit

will probably drop off. Our trees are potted annually in October
or November, and surface-dressed as soon as they are in active
growth. It is best to have a house entirely devoted to their
culture, and they should not be far removed from the glass. A
temperature of 60° is quite high enough at night, and better let

it fall a few degrees below this than rise above it in cold weather.
The pots are not plunged with us, and the fruit is generally of

excellent flavour. Shut the house up early in the afternoon,
and syringe the plants at the same time. Figs luxuriate in the
moist atmosphere produced by such management. Fig trees
also require to be watered carefully. When in full growth they
take a large supply, and if manure is added to it at each alternate
watering so much the better ; but if they receive an excess of

water signs of distress will be soon apparent, deep green leaves
will assume a yellowish green colour, and when this is the case
no after-treatment wUl cause them to produce good fruit that
season. Liberal drainage is essential in this as in the case of
all trees or plants requiring a large supply of water.

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE.
No class of plants wiU better keep-up a supply of flowers at

this season than the Orchid family. Take two species only

—

Dendrobium nobile and Lycaste Skinneri. Where in the whole
range of exotic plants can two others be found that are so
easily cultivated, and will at the same time continue to pro-
duce such a lavish profusion of beautiful flowers '? The Chinese
Dendrobe should be kept in stove heat when making its growth,
but the plants during autumn and winter can be placed in a
greenhouse or cool vinery. Peach house at rest, &c., and be
removed to the stove when required. Lycaste Skinneri is a
cool-house Orchid ; also in the cool house, Odontoglosaum cris-

pum and Crelogyne cristata furnish abundant supplies of the
most lovely flowers. The atmosphere of the cool house should

only be moderately moist, otherwise the flowers are liable to

spot. The temperature at present is 45° to 50° at night. The
above Orchids are as easily grown as any other greenhouse
plants ; indeed, much more easily to the uninitiated than Heatha
and many other Cape plants.

FLOWER GARDEN.
AU the beds and borders planted with spring flowers shoulfl

be free from weeds and have a neat and orderly appearance.
Hyacinths, Tulips, and all other bulbous-rooted plants are

through the ground ; our beds were dressed over the surface with
fresh soil, which improves the appearance and is beneficial to

the plants. We are also busily engaged propagating and potting-

off bedding plants. Owing to want of space we did not pot-off

the Zonal Pelargoniums in autumn ; now that the late vineries

are cleared of Grapes, there will be plenty of accommodation for

them. Pruning Roses, manuring and digging the beds. If

herbaceous borders have not been lightly forked over this ought
to be done at once, as many of the early-flowering plants are in
a forward state.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES EEOEIVED.
B. E. Davis, Middle Street, Yeovil.

—

Catalogue of Vegetable,

Flowery and Agricultural Seeds, tic.

F. & A. Dickson & Sons, lOG, Eaatgate Street, Chester.—Coia-
logue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, d'C.

Butler & McCuUoch, Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.^
Spring Catalogue of Seeds.
Harrison & Sons, Royal Midland Seed Warehouse, Leicester.

—Seed Catalogue.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* We request that no one wiU write privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. AU
communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, <£c., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them ou
separate communications. Also never to send more than

two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Books (C. Waghom).—" Kitchen Gardenmg for the Many " will suit yon.

You can have it free by post if you enclose iiTe postage stamps with yoor

fall direction.

Plum Shoots {E. TValpoU).—The parasites are the Tine scale, Coccua vitis

Brush oyer them with a creamy mixture of soft soap and spirit of turpentine*

Potato Disease (B. S.).—Wo shall readily insert a detail of results in

practice, but your theoretical conclusions seem to be refuted by the fact that

tubers of the Potato imported from its native country produced diseased

plants the first year.

Poultry Dono (T. W. T.).—In moderation it may be used for any crop.

The addition of lime is no Improvement. We should store it in layers, alter-

nating with layers of earth.

Cabpet Beds m Battehsea Pabe (T7. If.).—Tout recollections of the

bedding are too general to answer your question definitely. A groundwork of

Feverfew, with Alternanthera fdling-in the pattorus, was most prevalent in

the carpet beds last year. In a few iustauces both Ckild and hilver-leaved

Geraniums were used as a groundwork for Coleus Verschaffelti and re-

fulgens. The colour of the latter Coleus resembles, and might be mistaken

for PeriUa. Chama>puce diacautba aud Alteruanthera maguilica as ground-

work were also used, as were Ceutaurea caudidiBsima and Iresino Lindeni.

There was no Cineraria maritima used lant year. Feverfew, Stachys lanata,

Cerastium, yantolina, and Verouica iucaua as hardy plants might answer your

purpose. The only dark-leaved hardy plants that we know are Ajuga reptans

rubra and the purple Trefoil, neither of which, wo fear, would give satisfaction

as summer carpet- bedding plants.

Pelargonium Bowkeri.—" J. S." wishes to know where he could find the

true Pelargonium Bowkeri said to have a yellow flower '.'

Pine Apples (S. W. S.).—For summer we should advise Queen, and for

winter Black Jamaica and Smooth-leaved Cayenne. In your case we should

prefer to plant-out in the bed instead of shifting into fruiting pots, and after

the fruit is cut a sucker may be encouraged and left to the old stool, the old

plant being cut away. Thus by top-dressing you may keep the bed furnished

with plants for some years without the trouble of repottmg, &c. Very nice

fruit have been grown in this way, but our best cultivators produce their

finest fruit on plants in pots.

Obatellino Cabeiaqe Dbive (G. B.).—Wo should remove as much of

the old gravel as is reduced to a muddy state, have the walk picked-up as you
propose, and the surface made regular. We should then put on a thickness

of the rough building-stone chippings, which we fear are soft, putting them
on so as to give the centre of the drive a rise of 7 inches above the Bides,

which should be 2 inches below the edge or grass verge. We should put on
2 inches of chippings that are so small as to have a neat appearance, and
admit of the drive being cleaned, without giving it when raked a rough

aspect, and making it necessary to remove the larger portions of stone

repeatedly. The only matter we have a donbt about is the stone. If ordinoiy
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freestone it will do only for the foundation; the surface should be of a bard
materia), as gravel 2 or3 inches thick. If the stone is soft the drive will, after
a season, be very little better than it i3 now, and it ia well to consider whether
it would not be cheaper to give a coating of gravel than expend time and
labour on that which will not mend matters.

White and Dark-foliaged Beddinq Plants (T. W.J.).—As you want
plants that are between 1 and 1^ foot in height, our selection is confined to
Centaurea ragusina (candidissima), which in its improved form, C. ragusina
compacta, is of dwarfer, more compact habit. It ia increased by cuttings
of the side shoots now, placed in a gentle heat. Cineraria maritima would
suit, but the plants must be raised from cuttings, as those obtained from
Geed are not of good colour, and grow too stront^ly in the first year. The
cuttings may be put in now or early in March in sandy soil in gentle heat.
The beat thing for associating with these is Iresine Lindeni, which is readily
increased by cuttings in heat. The dark-leaved Beets, as Dell's Crimson,
accord well with the Centaurea or Cineraria. The seed may be sown in
boxes in a cold frame or very gentle beat early in April, and the seedlings
pricked-off, when the rough or second leaves appear, about an inch apart in
boxes, shading for a few days, and when established admit air and light freely,

and plant in May. You may instead sow in tho second or third week of
April where the plants are to remain.

Select Gladioli (J). R.).—Y'u will find all the information you require in
*' The Gladiolus ; its Historj-, Cultivation, and Exhibition," by our contributor
" D., Dfa/," published by L. Reeve & Co., Henrietta Street, Covent Garden. Is.

"We subjoin a list of the beet twenty-four:—Adolphe Brongniart, Delicatum,
Beatrix, Eug'-ne Scribe, Eurydice, Horace Vemet, Jupiter, Legouvi', Madame
Furtado, Madame Desportes, Marie Stuart, Meyerbeer, Michel Ange, Norma,
Orphi-e, PbctbuR, Primatice, Schiller, Sir J. Franklin,Ulyese,Virgile, Princess
Mary of Cambridge, Virginalis, and Mrs. F. Whitboum.
Charcoal fob Plants (Wife and Mother).—Any kind of charcoal will do

to use as drainage or mix with, tho soil for potted plants. About the hive
next week.

Cineraria Leaves Cohling (8. B.).~U the edges curl towards the inner
surface it is their natural mode of growth.

Burnt Clay as a Top-dressing (A. Scoft).—It will be beneficial to a grass
field, of which the soil is of a retentive character. It is beat to apply it now.

Hamilton's System of Pine Ccltuee (H. £.).—His book was published
thirty years since, and is probably out of print. The following is his mode of
culture :—Suckers taken off in October or November, plant into pots from
SJ to 6^ inches diameter at the top, and plunge overhead in the tan ; this
causes them to strike root in a very short time. In this state let them remain
without any water, except occasionally sprinkling them with the syrintre. and
this, in the winter season, only in the early part of the day. In March trans-
plant into pots from 7 to 8 inches at the top ; and at this shifting pluutje up
to their rims in a heat of about 85^ or even 90'=' for a week or twu after pot-
ting, to accelerate their striking root into the fresh soil. As soon as plun^ied
sprinkle them over their leaves with water 2- or 3° wanner than the atmo-
sphere in the house ; and this mode of watering ought to be repeated twice
a-day in the summer season, except in very cloudy weather, when steaming
the house will be found to keep the atmosphere and the plauti^ sufiiciently
moist ; but as the season advances only water the plants over their leaves in
the evening, at the time of closing the house, whilst the sun is still shiniog
on the glass, and before its rays are much diminished. As soon as the
heat rises in the tan give a good watering at their roots at this season,
to settle the soil about them, but after this watering the soil ought to be
iept sufficiently moist by watering the plants all over their leaves, every
evening, after sunny days. About the latter end of May again shift into
larger pots, but at every one of these shiftings the bed must be replenished
with fresh fermenting materials, as a brisk bottom heat is of the greatest
importance for two or three weeks after the plants have been fresh potted.
If there is much sun at the time shade tho plants rather than give much air

for a week or two after potting, but at all other periods they ought to have
plenty of air. The size of the pots at this shifting ought to be from 9 to
10 inches diameter at the top. The plants are every way treated as before,
well watered over their leaves after bright sunny days, also plenty of water
thrown on the pathways, or on the flues, pipes, &,c. If the plants are in-

tended to be tumed-out into the tan in the autumn they may thus remain
until the bed is ready for them, but jf they aie to be fruited in pots the fol-

lowing season they ought to have then- last shift early in August. The size
of the pots required will be from 11 to 12 inches diameter at ihe top, and in
order to grow the Queen varieties, as well as the Envllle, to a large size they
ought to have their last shift ten or twelve months previously to fruiting.
In tho fruiting stove he recommends the maximum heat of the house in
November, December, and January, by artificial means not to exceed 6')", the
minimum .^5\ In spring and autumn, if fruit are to be swelled, maximum
by sunshine SO'^, minimum 68-, medium by artificial heat 70". In the sum-
mer the maximum, under the effect of strong sunshine, may rise to 90"^, and
may be allowed to drop as low as 70^^ in the morning. In very bright sunny
weather, Mr. Hamilton says, the plants in fiiiit had better be shaded than
have admitted to them too much aii' at any time of the day. From this
Tecommendation of shading we entirely dissent, considering it to be one of
the most incorrect practices in modem Pine culture. In this country, where
we have so much gloomy weather and consequent deficiency of light, there
ia never such an excess for any plant that is a native of the tropics as to
render necessary shade when it is established, or its fruit swelling. It is a
recommendation not in accordance with the dictates of nature, though
such a recommendation was very necessary in those bygone days when Pine
plants were cultivated almost without roots. We condemn the shading
system altogether for plants of any age which are established with roots.
Applied to fruit or fruiting plants it must certainly occasion a considerable
sacrifice of their best qualities. A far more correct piinciple is, instead of
shading, to secure in fervid weather a genial humidify to tUe interior atmo-
sphere. By this method the plants will always maintain a dark, healthy
green, have stems stout and well rooted, with leaves short in proportion,
wide and fleshy, and well able to show and swell-off fruit of the first

quality. In order to swell this fruit to a large size no air ought to be
given until the thermometer reaches 80' or 85 , which will generally reach
that point in the momiuK by nine or half-past. To keep it down to this
give it the benefit of air until half-past ten, then close the house and water
them over their leaves, thus let them remain until half-past two or three
in the afternoon, letting them have all the bonelit of li;^ht and sun. At
half-past four close the bonse, syringing a^'ain over the leaves of the plants,
which will keep them moist during tho whole of the night. Newly-potted
plants will be benefited by a heat of about 90- for two or three weeks, after

Vhich time it may fall to 85^ maximum and 80 minimum, bat in the winter

75^ will be sufficient. The bottom heat required for those plants which are
to produce several fruit from the same plant ought to be a3 eqaable as pos-
sible, at a medium of about 80-, and not to fluctuate more than 3- above or
below; however, a plant will swell well in summer in a bottom heat of 70'',

but in winter, when the supeiincumbent atmosphere is kept cooler, the
plants that are swelling their fruit wlU make httle progress except the bottom
heat be about 75^

Insects (A SubifcriWr'a Sister, Co. Cork).—As well as we can judge from
the shattered and rubbed state of the specimen sent by you, it was the female
of the pale Tussock Moth, Dasychira pudibunda, a rather common species.
—I. O, W.
Names of Feuits (TT. Atkitison).—We do not recognise either of the spe-

cunens. Are they not local seedlings ?

Nasies of Plants (A. D. Ramsey).—Euscus HypoglosBum, or double-leaved
Butcher's Broom.

POULTKT, BEE, AND PIGEON OHRONIOLE.

EXHIBITED BIRDS MUTILATED—HAMBUEGHS.
I AM sorry to find that the mischievous race of tail-pullers is

Hot yet extinct. I sent a Black Hamburgh cockerel to the late

Bristol Show, where he won the first prize, and returned minus
both sickle feathers. He is thus rendered useless for exhibition
purposes for the rest of the season. Of course, I cannot say
positively that the mischief was done at the Bristol Show, but
I think you will agree that the following facts have a very sus-
picious look.

In 1870 I won the first prize with a Black Hamburgh cock at

this Show, and the bird returned home with one sickle feather
the less. In 1871 I only won the second prize, and so, I sup-
pose, escaped scot free. In 1872 I won both first and second
prizes, and when the two cocks returned home I found that a

sickle feather had been drawn from each. In 1873 I was third

only, and, I suppose, the cockerel was not considered worth
meddUng with, for he was returned unhurt. This year I have
again won the first prize, and the sequel I have already men-
tioned—viz., both sickle feathers are taken. It seems to ma
that it will be only prudent to steer clear of the Bristol Show
in future, lest my friend, whoever he may be, should take a
fancy next time to the whole bird.

I see "WiLTSHniE Bectob" complains of want of support
from the Hamburgh breeders, but I think the reason is not far

to seek. It is a long, tedious, and expensive journey from Lan-
cashire, the Hamburgh head-quarters, to Bristol, and as long as

the Bristol Committee offer only a £2 prize, and charge 7s. Gd.

entry, it is not to be wondered that the north-country breeders
should prefer to keep their birds for the shows nearer home,
where they can win a i.'2 prize for a 5s. entry fee. It may be
said that there is a Hamburgh cup offered, bat I do not think
that a fifth chance of a cup is much inducement. I do not,

however, speak from any personal feeling in this matter. I

have always supported the Bristol Show, and I shall be sorry to

have to give it up.—W. Seejeantson, Acton Burnell, Bectory.

P.S.—Since writing to you I have learnt from a friend, Mr.
Kilvert, Palms Hill, Wem, who also exhibited some Black Ham-
burghs at the late Bristol Show, that his cockerel came home ia
the same plight as mine—viz., with both sickle feathers missing.
This makes it still more improbable, I might say impossible,

that all this mischief could have been done by accident.—W. S.

NOTES FEOM THE YARD.
As I think my poultry book would compare favourably with

many others, I wUl state a few facts from it.

Last month the produce of two yards, one containing a
Dorking cock and seventeen mixed hens, and the other a Brahma
Pootra cock with five hens, was 217 eggs, against 252 laid by the

same number last year. Now I think this very good, especially

as it is said to be a bad lajdng season. The Brahmas were lay-

ing from November, and although none have yet been made use
of, there have been several broody hens. The largest yard have
the run of a large field and a long run besides ; the others are in a

small yard. We feed on whole corn in the morning, and ground
oats slaked with milk or water. Last year we had from twenty-

four hens and two cocks 1866 eggs, and never wanted for new-
laid eggs. We reared a number of chickens. In my next I will

say something as to the different breeds.

—

Ccltor.

crowing hen PRODUCTIVE.
I SEE by your answer to " Sp.inish Cock's " inquiry concerning

a crowing hen that it is useless to keep her, as she will never lay.

I have a White Dorking hen that crows ; she always answers

the cock in the morning, and is the best layer out of five. She
has laid twenty-six eggs since the 21st of last December to the

Ist of the present month inclusive, and she has not left off yet.

She is a good sitter and mother as well. Her age is from four

to five years ; she has always crowed since I have had her. I
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receivetl the same advice, bat would not act upon it, and she

has well repaid me during the last two years.—G. Moseley,
8, Rose Cottages, Alpha lioad, Surhiton Hill.

HITCHIN POULTRY SHOW.
We were very sorry to find that the liberal prize list oiiered

at this Show did not attract a more liberal entry. It would
have been better to have thrown the classes open to all ages, as

at this season chickens can compete quite fairly with old birds
;

l)ut even then we fear it is too late for such a liberal prize list

to meet a fair return from exhibitors. The attendance of the
pubhc was also very small, as might, perhaps, be expected ; the
place having little population of its own, and being just too far

from London and other towns to attract many visitors.

The quality of nearly all the classes was very high, and the
260 pens of poultry were, almost without exception, shown in

single tier, with the Pigeons on the top, an arrangement which
made the inspection and judging of the pleasantest description.

The Exhibition was held in the Com Exchange, a fine sky-
lighted building, the only fault of which was that on such a day
as last Thursday it was somewhat cold. The pens were all well
littered with clean chaff, and it gives us pleasure to state that at

no show this season have we seen the birds better or more care-
fully attended to, the whole management reflecting the greatest
cretiit on all concerned, and forming a curiously strong con-
trast to a recent notorious fiasco. It is much to be hoped that
BO excellent and thoroughly straightforward an enterprise may
be enabled, in spite of the present disappointing results, to

occupy another time a better position, and become one of the
recognised fixtures of the year.
Both classes of Dorkings were very good and very small, the

Silver-Grey cup and second being each taken by excellent and
well-known birds ; and the cup pen of Coloured birds being of

Buch grand size and quality that more than one good judge
thought them the best pen in the Show. We have rarely seen
better birds, especially in chicken classes. Cochins were not so
good, neither Buffs nor other colours being at all up to the
mark, and the two classes only numbering eighteen entries
between them. Judging, also, was far from easy, there not being
one thoroughly good pen in either class. The cup pen contained
a very good cock, but not a good hen. Brahmas were excellent,
particularly the Dark ; but in this class we thought the judgingat
fault, much the best pair being the third-prize, both cockerel and
pullet in which were all but perfect ; while in the cup and second-
prize pens the pullets were only fairly good, and both cockerels
were a dirty yellow, coarse in comb, bad in figure, and with im-
mense ill-shaped tails. The next best pen in our opinion was
fourth ; it contained a beautiful pullet and a very handsome
though small cockerel, which won the third prize at the Palace,
and liad, at least, symmetry to recommend him. There were also
most excellent bii'ds in Mrs. BaHUe Hamilton's and the Rev. J.

Richardson's pens. In Lights the cup was won by Mr. Dean's
beautiful Birmingham cockerel, tolerably well mated, and
which is certainly the best bird of the season. The other prize
pens were fair average birds, and Mr. Haines's pen contained,
we believe, the Palace winner, but so badly mated as to throw
him out, though the cockerel was certainly, next to Mr. Dean's,
the best in the class. French Fowls were good, as will be seen
from the prize list; Houdans being specially noticeable for
bringing agam well to the front the old name of Mr. 0. Quibell.
In Creve-Cteurs we confess we would have liked to make-up a
pair by taking one bird from Mr. Wood's pen and one from
Mr. D ring's.

Passing to the smaller birds, Game were fairly good classes,
but many of the birds rather past their best condition. In
Spanish there were but half a dozen pens, and we noticed that
the combs of nearly all the cocks were going black with the cold.
The winning pen contained a capital cockerel and one of the
best pullets we have seen for two years, being very smooth and
large in face with a capital deaf ear. Spangled Hamtiurghs
" brought in " one of the genuine old " Lancashire " breeders
with a capital pen, Mr. Beldon having to go second. The
Pencilled class we did not think quite so good, and are not sure
we should not have preferred the second-prize to the first; but at
the time of our visit the first-prize cock was evidently going
rather out of order from the cold. In Any other variety the
winners were a really grand pen of Golden Polish. The Selling
class contained several good pens, which we observed were
" sold " in nearly every case. We especially noted a highly-
commended pen of Buff Cochins, the pullet in which would not
be dear at ±'5. The Local class brought out Mr. Shrimpton's
grand Partridge cock, which, in all essential points, is the best
Cochin of the season, though certainly too dark in coloiir. Game
Bantams were good—excellently good; and compared with
others, were quite a strong class, numbering twenty-one pens.
We did not think the winning pen well selected. Any other
variety only contained a dozen pens, the first prize going to a
good pair of Sebrights.
AH the classes of Buclcs, though not large, were far beyond

the average of a country show. The winners in Aylesbury and
Rouens were fit for any competition. In Black East Indians
Mr. Sainsbury took the honours with rather badly-matched but
exquisitely-coloured birds. In Any other -variety Mr. Leno won
first with Mandarins, and second with his Carolinas. There was
also in the class a pair of the now-seldom-seen White Call Ducks.
Pigeons were remarkably good, and compared with the prize

list in much greater comparative force. We are not sure that

we should endorse the pens selected for the honours in Turbits
and Jacobins, but only had time for a very hasty examination of

this department of the Show.
Dorkings.—Siiirr-Grci/.—l and Cnp, O. E. CreBBwell, Early Wooa, Bagsbot.

2. L. Wren, Lowestoft. 8, W. H. DeniBon, VPobnm Sande. Coloured.—1 and
Cup, F. Parlett, (Jreat Baddow. 2, Rev. J. G. A. Baker, BiKpleewade. 8, R,
Cheeaman, Westwell, Kent, he, J. Walts, King's Heath, Birmingham.
CocHiN-CniNA.— ZfMiT or Cinntimon.-\, Capt. T. S. Robin, t'etit M-'natfe,

Jersey. 2, J. Watts, he, W. A. Bumell. Any other colour.— 1 and Cup, W.
A. Bumell. 2, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley. he, Mrs, E. Pryor, Welwyn; J.
K. Fowler, Aylesbury ; T. M. Derry, Geduey.
Brarma Pootra —Do.rk.—\, Cup, and 2, Horace Linffrvood, Greeting. 3, L.

Wright. Crouch End. Hurnsey. 4, W. Mansfield. Cambridge, vhe, Hon. Mrs.
A. B. Hamilton, Wuburn. he.Vr. J. Holmes. Chesteitield ; Hon. Mrs. A. B.
Hamilton; Rev. J. liicbardson, Sandy ; Kev. J. D. Peake, Laleham Vicarage;
E. Pritchard. Tettenhall. r, P. Unsworth, Lowton, Newton-le-Willows. Light.
—1 and Cup, T. A. Dean, Marden, Hereford. 2 and c. Capt. W. Saville, Wye.
3, J. Long, Bromley Common. 4, H. M. Maynard, Holmewood, Isle of Wigbt.
lie, P. Haines, Palgrave, Diss.
CREVK-CoiORB—1 and Cup, R. B, Wood, Uttoxeter. 2, W. Drlng, Faversham

3, Misa Mortimer, Rudball, Ross, vhe, R. B. Wood (2) ; H. Feast, he, J. J.
Maiden, Biggleswade.
HouDANB.—I and 2, W. O. Quibell, Newark. 3, W. Coppleaton. LostwitbieL

he, W. Dring; R. B. Wood; Mrs. Vallance, Sittingbonme ; W. 0. QuibeU. c,

A. C. Bryant.
Game.—B(ai-A--6rf(W(i;<i Red.—\, R. Hall, Cambridge. 2, S. Field, Bicester. 3,

J. Mason, Gloucester. Any other rorii:tij.—l and 2, R. Hall. 8, H. E. Martm,
Scultborpe. he, F. Warde, West Farleigb.
Spanish.—1. F. James, Peckbam Rye. 2, S. W. Hallam, Wbitwick, Leicester,

3, J. S. Dew, Gamlingay Mills.
Hamburghs.—Go/fi or Stlvcr-^pnnoled.-y N. Marlor, Denton. 2 and 3, H.

Beldon. vhe, M. M. Casbmore, Hbeepsbed. LouRhboroagh. he, W. K. Tickner,
Ipswich; Rev. R. G. Green, AmptbiU. Gold or Silver-peneillcd.—l and 3, H,
Beldon. 2. J. Walker. Birstwilh, Riplev. he, W. Speakman, Nant^vicb.

Any other Variety.— 1, T. Dean (Golden Poland). 2, H. Beldon. 3, Rev. N.
J.Ridley, Newbury (Malay), he, J. Hinton. Warminster (Silver Poland); —
Rootb, Cbesterfleii (Malay); S. P. Broad (White Silkies); J. K. Fowler; J.

Walter (Black Hamburubs").
SELLING Class.-1, W. Mansfield (Dark Brahma). 2. Mrs. T. Ponsonby,

Goldineton Bury, Bedford. 3, M. Leno.Markyate Street (Light Brabmas). he,

D. Young. Leamington (Buff Cochin); R. Cheesman (Coloured Dorking) ; J. K.
Fowler (White Cochin) ; T. M. Derry (Partridge Cocbin); H. Beldon. c, Rev.
N. J. Ridley (White Leghorn); — Rootb (Malays).
Local Class.—.4«y variety.—Open to amateurs resident in Bertfordshtre

andBedfordshire.—l and 4, B. H. Sbrimpton, Leigbton Buzzard (Cocbm). 2,

G. Crick. Stopesley, Luton (Cocbin). 3, S. Lucas, Hitcbin (Light Brabma).
rlic,<i. Oakley, Liiton (Partridge Cocbin). he,H. Ford, Ridgemont. Woburn
(Dark Brahma); G. Spencer, Stottord (Cr.ve-Coenr) ; G. E. Porter, Sandy
Partridge Cocbin); Rev. C. C. Ewbank, Biggleswade, c, Kev. J. G. A. Baker
(Coloured Dorking): Mrs. E. Pryor (Partridge Cocbins).
Bantams.—Gamf.—l and Cup. M. Leno. 2, Capt Wetherall, Loddington. S,

W. F. Entwisle. Weatfleld. Bradford, he, K. Payne, Cardiff; T. Randall. jun.,

Guildford; R. Kemp, Hollo way Road, London; G. Lucas, Hitcbin : J.Eaton.
Any other rariety.-l,U. hmo. 2, C. Reed. 3, J. Mayo, ti/ic, W. H. Shackle,
ton. Bradford, /ic, T. E. Thirtle, Lowestoft ; G. Oakley.
Decks.-.4!/(M!)uri/.— 1 and 2, J. K. Fowler. liouen.—l and Cup, F. Parlett.

2. T. J. Upsber. 3. J. K. Fowler, he, T. J. Upsher ; J. K. Fowler. Black East
Indian —1. Cup. and 8. G. S. Sainsbury, Devizes. 2, J. VV. Kellaway, Merston,

Isle of Wigbt. ftc, G. Oakley. .4n]/ o(/ifr ranXi/.— 1 and 2. M. Leno (Fancy).

he, E. K. Fordbam, Ashwell ; J. Watts ; W. Boutcber, Notting HiU (Mandarinsl

PIGEONS.
PoCTEHS.—CocSs.-1, N. Hill. Ealing. 2 and 3, R. Fulton, New Cross. Mens.

— 1, R. Fulton. 2, N. Hill. 3, W. Nottage, Nortbampton.
Carriers.-Cocfcs.—1, Cup. and he, R. Fulton, Hereford. 2, E. Walker. 3, P.

R. Spencer, Hereford, e. W. E. Nalder. St. John's Street Road, London.
Hinj.—1,R. Fulton. 2 and 3, E. Walker, fic, W.E. Nalder; P. R. Spencer; E.
Fulton, c, W. E. Nalder. . ^
Barbs.- 1 and 2, R. Fulton. 8. H. M. Maynard. he, H. If ardley, Birmingham,

c, J. W. P. James, Hereford ; P. R. Spencer.
TuMBLEBS.- 1 and Cnp. H. Yardley. 2, J. Ford, Monkwell Street, London.

S.B.Fulton, ftc, J. Ford; R.Fulton.
OWLS.- 1 and 2, R. Fulton. 3, W. Wbilaker, Henlow. c, H. W. Webb.
TuRBiTS —1, S. Salter, Egrove. 2 and he, R. Fulton. 3, O. E. CressweU.
ANTn-ERPS.-Homi/ti?.-1 and 2. Capt. G. Edwards. Hyde Lodge, Hammer-

smith Malb 3. J. Sparrow & Cotton. Grosvonor Mews. London, he, J. W. P.

James ; F. Lubbock ; J. Buzzard, Bedford, e, J. Mantel, Newport Pagnell ; J.

Sparrow & Cotton. Grosvenor Mews. London (2).

Jacobins.—1. J. Thompson, Bingley. 2. O. E. Cresswell. 3, G. Hardy, Gold-

bawk Road, Sbepberd's Bush, c, G. Hardy ; J. Thompson (2).

Fantails.—I and Cup, H. M. Maynard. 2, J. S. Lovertidge, Newark. 3, H,
Yardley. he, J. S. Loversidge ; P. K. Spencer.

, „ , , .

Any other Varietv.-1, K. Fulton. 2. H. Yardley. 3, J. S. Pnce. Potter's

Bar. he, P. R. Spencer, f, G. Hardy; A. J. Barnes, Gloucester (Black Mag-
pies); J. S. Price (2). „ ,

Dragoons.—Bffi or TeUow.—\ and 2, S. C. Betty, Park Street. Regent's Park,

London, vhe, W. H. Mitchell, he, W. Hill, Handtorlb (4). Blue and mlver^
1,2. and ;»;. W.Hill, c, W. H. Mitcbell; J. G. Dunn. Newcastle-on-Tyne; W.
Hill. Wlnte.—\ and 2, W. Bishop, Dorchester, he, W. H. Mitcbell, Moseley,

Birmingham; W.Hill.

Sv.vo-EH.—Poultry : Mr. K. Teebay. Pigeons: Mr. F. Gres-

ham; Mr. P. H. Jones.

FAKENHAM POULTRY SHOW.
{From our Usual licporter.)

This year the entries, the quality of the birds, and more
especially the improvement in the quality of the county birds,

proved that the exertions of the energetic Committee were not

expended in vain ; for while the entries were large as compared
with the past, and the arrangements and management better,

yet the great point observable was the superiority of the stock

shown by the local exhibitors, which in some instances exceeded

anything shown in the same classes by exhibitors from a distance,

very few pens passing unnoticed in any section.
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Of Dorking cocks of the coloured variety, a grand broad and
deep cockerel was awarded the first prize and county cup for

the section of the large varieties. The second and third prizes

went to large adnlt birds. In hens, which as a class were
superior to the cocks, a grand hen stood first, the rest also being
very good. In other colours of cocks the birds were only of

ordinary merit, but the hens were such as are rarely seen, the
cup for the Dorking section falling to the first-prize Silver.

Cochin cocks made a capital class, the winners being Buffs, a

veteran bird carrying-off the cup, closely pressed, however, by a

most exquisite White hen belonging to the same exhibitor ; in

the latter class a capital Buff somewhat out of condition was
second. Class 6, for other coloured Cochin cocks, contained
good White and Partridge birds. Brahma cocks (Dark), were a
large but not good class, although some of the birds were good
in shape and sound in colour. Hens were also numerous, and
the winners very fine, the cup being awarded to Mr. Lingwood's
fine hen. Light Brahma cocks exhibited a great improve-
ment in colour and marking; the hens also being a fair lot.

Oame were one of the finest sections, and the local celebrities

had a number of well-shown birds; one Brown Red cockerel
won both the open and county cup. The rest in this class were
of fair quality. Black Red cocks were good in style and colour,

but the first-prize cockerel was minus one toe nail, and the second
was a cock without a spur. This variety is sadly neglected,

although among the most beautiful of Game. Red hens were
very good ; the winners were all Brown Reds, not one good Black
Red being shown. Cocks, any other variety, comprised some
good coloured Duckwings, notably that which was first, the
second being of high quality and colour, but they were not in the
best feather. In hens an almost perfect Pile pullet was first, and
a Duckwing hen second. Saniburghn were not numerous; in

fact, there was not one entry of Silver-pencilled. The Gold-
spangled were very good, especially the cup pen. Gold-pencilled
were poor, while the Silver-spangled and Blacks were good. Of
Malays there was a grand display, old and young being shown
in one class. They were all Reds, except one pair of Whites
to which the first prize and cup were awarded. Second came a
stylish pair of Dark Red chickens. Most of the lighter colour
were white in tail and red on the margin of the breasts. The
Spanish winners were good, but the rest poor, and French
Fowls were only of moderate quality. There were two Selling
classes containing eighty-four birds, many of which were of the
highest quality considering the restricted prices.

Red Game Bantams were poor, except about half a dozen
birds, comprising the winners and one Brown Red cockerel
shown by Mr. Pearson, of Wymondham. Other kinds of Game
Bantams were Piles first and Bantam cup, and the second-prize
Dackwings. In the Variety class of Bantams were many good
pens, and the prizes were awarded in duplicate.

Ducks, Aylesbury or Rouen, were only of moderate quality,

but the other varieties were good.
Turkeys and Geese were large and well shown, and mostly

county birds.
Babbits were next on the list, the Lop-ears showing high

quality. The cup went to a grand Tortoiseshell doe ; second
came a Blue-and-white, and an excellent Sooty Fawn was very
highly commended. Rabbits of any other variety were—first

Silver-Grey, second Dutch, and third Himalayan.
The list tor Pigeons was somewhat limited, but there were

some good birds. Carriers were only moderately good, but there
were some very good Pouters, both winners being White, and
the cup for the first three classes was awarded to the former.
Barbs were only young, and not well developed. In Tumblers,
Bald, the first were very pretty Blue Short-faces, and the second
a very clean-cut high-coloured pair of Black Long- faces. Some
capital pens received high commendations. In Beards the
winners were small and neat, and the first-prize birds took the
aup for this section. Tumblers, any other kind, were Almonds
of high quality in both head and feather points. Fantails were
good, but mostly quite crushed in feather, a fault not easily sur-

mounted with birds often in the basket and show pen. Dragoons
were a good class ; a Blue cock was first, and a Red second.
Antwerps were not numerous ; the first was a SUver Dun Short-
face, second a Long-faced Blue Chequer. The Any other variety
class contained nothing striking, but in the Selling class were
some good birds.

Canaries were not numerous, but there were birds fit for any
competition, the prizes going generally to the new Derby tone
of colour.
The only drawback to the progress of the shows in the counties

of Norfolk and Suffolk is the excessive railway charges, but with
a proper representation made by the combined societies this

difficulty would no doubt be easily got over. The awards were
published last week.

PEKIN DUCKS.
These Ducks elicited so many inquiries at the late exhibition

of the Connecticut State Poultry Society, thataU poultry fanciers

and farmers who have good facilities for raising waterfowl will

be interested to know something more about their good qualities
and history. They were brought to this country from Pekin by
Mr. James E. Palmer, of Storrington, and landed in New York
on the 11th day of March, 1873. Quite a large number were put
on board the ship, but most of them died during the passage.
Mr. Palmer succeeded in getting one drake and three Ducks to
his farm alive, but, of course, dwarfed by the long voyage. His
attention was first called to them in China by their large size.

He at first supposed they were a small breed of Geese. They
recovered their flesh sooner than he expected, and before he
had suspected them of laying he found a lot of their eggs in a
small brook running through the pasture where they were con-
fined. The Ducks laid constantly untU the last of July, some-
thing over one hundred eggs each. Some of the eggs were sold,

given away to friends, and set under hens. About fifty birds
were raised. The eggs hatch in twenty-five days, and the young
birds are about one-third larger than the Rouens when they first

come out of the shell, and they grow more rapidly through the
season. Mr. Palmer's largest pair at the Exhibition, only five

months old weighed 15 lbs. without any fattening or special
preparation.
They are clear white, with a yellowish tinge to the under part

of the feathers, which are very thick and downy. The wing
primaries, and all of the flight feathers are remarkably short,
showing that they have long been domesticated, and are not dis-

posed to fly much. They are very hardy, not minding snow or
rain, are easily kept in small enclosures, and only require a little

clean water and regular feeding to raise them successfullj'.

Where they have a good run they are excellent foragers, an d
will take care of themselves as readily as any other breed of

Ducks. They have large yellow bills and reddish legs. Their
long graceful necks, their white plumage and remarkable size,

make them pleasing objects upon the water or about the farm-
yard and lawn.
They have excited a great deal of interest among all poultry

fanciers who have seen them at Mr. Palmer's farm, and were
the leading feature of the State Exhibition.
The Hartford Courant, in its notice of the Show, says :

" The most interesting event of the Show, and of the year iu
poultry matters, is the importation, by Mr. J. E. Palmer, of a
new variety of Ducks, previously unknown in England or
America. They are as much larger than the common kind of

Ducks as the Cochins or Brahmas are larger than ordinary
fowls."
A pair of the old birds, and four pairs of their offspring, were

on exhibition. The importance of this new acquisition to our
list of waterfowl will be felt by all farmers as well as fanciers.

If they do for our Ducks what the Asiatics have done for our
hens, it will indeed be a great acquisition for the whole country.

—W. Clift, Mystic Bridge, Connecticut.—{Canada Farmer.)

POLYGAMY IN PIGEONS.
I REMEMBER reading in your pages some few months since a

correspondence on the above subject between " R. W." and
" WiLTsHntE Rector," and as additional information, beg to

send the following.

I have at the present time one Blue Fantail cock paired to

two hens—viz., a Blue Fan and a Turbit hen ; both hens have
eggs, two each, laid in the same nest, or perhaps it would be
more exact to say in one nest compartment, the nest-pans having
been removed. This is the second time the same three birds

have been in the same circumstances. The previous time they
did not hatch, though, 1 believe, entirely owing to one of the
birds being away several times at exhibitions, otherwise, I have
not the slightest doubt, they would, as I have never seen the

nest without two birds sitting, though 1 have also noticed that

the cock bird will sit at different times on each or either pair of

eggs, whichever may be vacated.
The Blue Fan cock was first paired to the Blue Fan hen, but

requiring her to show, her faithless mate during her absence
" took a fly with another," and the poor Blue hen came back to

find her nest occupied by another. As you may imagine matters
were lively for a short time, but now the hens sit side by side

quite peacefully. Should the reverend gentleman doubt the

accuracy of my observations, 1 can only add—Owns Pbobandi.

RABBIT FEEDING.
First, as to times of feeding. Some English fanciers

advocate feeding three times a-day ; but I find twice sufficient.

The first feed is given about six o'clock a.m. in summer, aud
about half-past seven in winter. This usually consists of wheat,
buckwheat, or barley, with the addition of a small piece of turnip
or carrot about the size of a small hen's egg. In summer, when
clover or other green food is obtainable, a small handful of that

is given instead of the roots. In feeding with the above grains,

I alternate them; this gives the Rabbits a better relish for their

food.

The night feed, which ia given about six o'clock, is always
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•oats, with a handful of cut hay (clover if to be had), and when
green food is scarce a small piece of carrot or turnip. If I can

get fresh clover I dispense with both hay and roots. lu using

green food never give it while wet. My custom is to cut it and
let it wilt before using; cut it when dry, and keep one day's

supply ahead. Occasionally I give for the morning feed whole
Indian corn ; in the winter or in cold weather coarse Indian
meal stirred into scalding hot milk, and covered closely for half

an hour until it is steamed through ; this mess must not be soft

or mashy, but crumbly. Peas soaked a few hours, and then
drained, make another good change for the morning food; once
a-month, or oftener, a little linseed oil cake may be given with
the Indian meal, but it should be quite sparingly used. Vege-
tables I use very little of, and only after being somewhat wilted.

Ijettuce is too cold and wet. Cabbage is somewhat better. In
their season beet and carrot tope and pea haulms help along the
bill of fare ; but all these greens are only given as relishes, and
that with a sparing hand. The too free use of very green or

wet vegetable food will be certain to produce the most disastrous

results : Pot-belly, dropsy, and other diseases are sure to follow.

Dandelion tops are greedily devoured, and are a most excellent

feed. This is an almost certain cure of the disease known as

red water, and is an excellent corrective of other ills. Plantain
leaves are also a safe and good feed if not used to excess.

Potatoes roasted dry are also esteemed a most wholesome feed.

All kinds of meal—oatmeal, barleymeal, and middlings are used
by English fanciers, and recommended.
An English writer, quoted by Bement in his work published

twenty years ago, says that the words "dry food" "should be
printed in large letters, and placed in a prominent position in

every rabbitry." In the observance of the teaching of these two
words lies the key to success in this fancy. No matter what the
provender consists of, always give a preponderance of dry food.

Some writers have recommended keeping a cup of water where
the Rabbits can have free access to it ; but this I cannot endorse.
In extremely hot summer days I have given each animal a few
spoonfuls of water morning and night; and my breeding does
are given perhaps half a gill of water or milk for two or three
days before and after kindling. I prefer to give milk when it

can be had, as it is nourishing as well as thirst-quenching. At
other times I never allow them to have water. A very little

salt once a-week mixed with their feed is beneficial.

For condiments to tempt the appetite I use fennel, sweet
marjoram, parsley, aniseed, chicory, and tea leaves dried; but
these also should be used in small quantities, and more as a
tonic than as a regular diet.

I thing I had nearly omitted the importance of removing all

grain or food from the feed cups before putting in a fresh snpp ly

After having breathed on the feed and nosed it over, the Rablait,

who is a dainty animal, will not eat it unless compelled to by
hunger. A very little attention wiU soon learn the amateur how
much each of his pets will consume, and he can regulate the
feed so that none or scarcely any will be left. The feed cups
should be often washed, for cleanliness is one of the indispens-
able adjuncts to success. The same cup or vessel should not bo
used for both wet and dry feed, unless thoroughly cleaned and
dried after being used for the former.
Does with young should be more liberally fed, and with more

nourishing diet than others. A slice of bread dipped in milk is

a dainty treat for them, as well as being very nutritious. The
amateur will find, however, that Rabbits, as well as himself,
have their likes and dislikes, and while one will greedily devour
some kind of provender, another will refuse to touch it. In such
eases better humour the tastes of the animal rather than risk

loss of flesh and sickness in trying to force upon it a distasteful
dish.
To sum-up, my rules for feeding are : Ist, Dry food mainly;

2nd, Frequent change of diet; 3rd, Regularity in feeding; 4th,

Cleanliness.—A. M. HiiSTKD.

—

(Pet-Stock Bulletin.)

HONEY AND BEES AT SHOWS.
I ADMiEE the straightforward and thoroughly honest way in

which your valuable contributor " B. & W." has put his views
about shows ; but I think it these views prevail, the day of shows
will fast pass away.

I trust my last letter did not convey the idea that trickery
" was perfectly understood " to be resorted to. What I intended
was that the extraordinary things exhibited had been obtained
by extraordinary means, and that it was " perfectly understood "

that it was so ; and I trust that neither my voice nor pen will
ever be used to say one word in favour of " cheating or dis-
honesty," much less to defend it.

The point is, Is a show of necessity demoralising ? I think it

is not. Cannot an article be what it is represented to be, and be
represented as what it really is ? Where, then, is the harm ?

—

no one is cheated or deceived. I would advise a rule to be made
for all shows, and in the most stringent manner possible, that
any article placed for exhibition being misrepresented, whatever
that article might be, it should ba forfeited to the committee

;

that the exhibitor should for ever be debarred from exhibiting
again, and that the case should be published in the report.

I never have exhibited anything myself, but had intended to

do so at the Manchester Show, and should have so done, but for

a mishap a few days before the time ; and here is a casein point.

A schedule of prizes was sent me, and I resolved to try in

class A. I purchased a 20-inch straw hive. I placed a piece
of guide-comb in it about 3 inches square, and six cross sticks,

and on the 29th of May I put a good swarm of bees in it; and I

venture to say that no one would have been l)6ttor pleased than
myself if my singing workers had accomplished the task I had
set out for them without any further trouble or artificial aid.

But the weather was against them, there being scarcely two fine

days together ; so I fed with syrup to promote comb-building,
still hoping the good time was coming when the cells, so beauti-

fully constructed, would be filled with honey. I united a small
swarm to it on the 16th of June, and another on the 19th, when
I placed an eke underneath 5 inches deep, for the hive (20 inches
by 12) was nearly full of combs. (As the weather continued un-
favourable, I commenced giving honey instead of syrnp.) The
bees increased in numbers amazingly, and commenced clustering

outside, although my hive was 20 by 17. On the 3rd of July I

gave them another 5-inch eke, and discontinued regular feeding,

only giving them food now and then when there were several con-

secutive wet days, depending upon the heather in August ; but

in that I was disappointed by the same cause—bad weather.

August Cth I artificially swarmed the hive, so that it might be
free from brood when taken to the Show. August 12th it weighed
148 lbs. gross, and I took it about three miles from here to tha

moors. On the 16th I weighed it again, and it had lost 8 lbs. On
the 20th I weighed it again, and it had regained 6 lbs ; but as it

only wanted a fortnight to the Show, I brought it home, and re-

solved to give itwhathoney it would take for a week, and from the

Friday night until the Thursday following it took nearly 80 lbs.

On the Thursday at noon I was going to take ofi the bottom eke,

as it was not quite full of comb, when I had the misfortune to

break some of the combs, and afraid I could not make it look

nice, concluded not to exhibit it.

Now, all this was not done in a comer, for everything was
open and aboveboard. I explained to everyone who came to

my garden what I was doing, how I was doing, and what I was
doing it for ; and had the hive gone to Manchester it would have
been as truthfully represented there. Am I to any extent

demoralited by this performance ? I think not. But if it had
been done with an intention to deceive either the Committee or

the public, I would denounce it as vigorously and as unhesitat-

ingly as " B. & W." So I come to this conclusion : That if we
are to have shows, there must be something really grand to look

at, otherwise visitors will not come ; but it need not be at tha

expense of " reality and truth." Let there be a properly-defined

schedule of prizes, require truthful representation, and then we
need not fear the result.—T. Bagbhaw, Longnor, near Button.

EDUCATING PAEBOTS.
Of all the feathered pets. Parrots best repay the time and

trouble bestowed on them. They can be taught to imitate the

human voice perfectly, and when properly educated can repeat

phrases, and even long sentences.

The Mexican, or yellow-headed Parrot, is the best talker, while

the grey or African is most celebrated as a whistler, though
nearly all varieties are susceptible of some instruction, la

selecting a bird for education, it is important that it should be
young and healthy. Treat it gently until it becomes accustomed
to your voice and handling. When the bird receives lessons let

it be in a dark room, where no other sounds can be heard but

the voice repeating very distinctly over and over again the words

to be learned.
As soon as the bird makes any attempt at imitation it should

be rewarded with a nut, some fruit, or a piece of sugar, of all of

which it is very fond. The teacher must not be discouraged if

several weeks elapse before his efforts are rewarded. Parrots

learn slowly at first, and should be taught to pronounce two

words distinctly before receiving a second lesson. After being

taught several phrases in this way they catch words and even

sentences themselves. It is said they never forget anything

once learned.
Strict attention should be paid to the cleanliness of the cage, and

a plentiful supply of fresh sand provided every day. Their food

should consist principally of stale bread dipped in water, squeezed

dry, and a Uttle milk poured over it. They are fond of nuts,

raisins, and all kinds of sweet fruits. A few hempseed may bo

given occasionally with advantage. They eat vegetables of all

kinds, and drink coffee. Animal food should be avoided, as it

injures the plumage.

—

{Pet-Stock Bulletin.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
Books {Mrs. Wahh).—T:he price of Wright's "The Brahma Fowl" iij 5s

Any bookseller can obtain it for yoo.
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Cups FOR Game Fovtle (Cheshire).—As there is a cup for the best Game
cockerel your cockerel must be shown in that class, and not in the class where
there is a cup for the beet Game cock. The words " any age" make no dif-
ference.

TraiE OF Febtiusino (A. C. C.).—Yoa may set the eggs certainly at the
end of a week. We should espect them to be fertile at the end of four days.
Hens Egg-droppeks (An Amattur).—There is nothing the matter with

your house or treatment except giving the buckwheat. Discontinue it, it ia
too fatteDing. Give two feeds of meal and one of whole com. Give barley
instead of wheat. If, as we gather, your perch ia within IS inches of the
ground you have not the least need of a hen-ladder. The birds will hop up
and down. The ouly way to cure the pullet of her bad habits is to remove
the perches for a time. The fowls will not suffer from it.

Hatch from a Sitting of Eggs (Vicanus).~At any season of the year
it is a fair average, and one with which we should be content, to hatch half a
Bitting of eggs. This year from our hrflt sitting of nine wo have five chickens

;

our two nest were eleven each, and we have eight and nine from them. We
hold to the opinion that in the early season a cock should have few {say five)
hens with him. At present we are running ten hens to a cock. The buyer in
your case has no claim whatever to another sitting. He has already hatched
five, and has no right to expect as many now as he would in April.

Buenos-Atrean DtTCKS (Julius).—They would be quite as successfal if
you bred them good. There is far more difference in Buenos-Ayrean than in
Carolina or Mandarin. The former breed well, and belong to the class of use-
ful birds—the latter are purely "fancy birds." Thoro are few shows where
Buenos-Ayrean can shuw in the variety class—they mostly have a class of
their own.

Fowls for Table (Su&scri&c?).—We do not like crosses as a rule, but if
there is one that is bearable it is that between the Brahma pullet and Dork-
ing cock. It makes a good table fowl. We hardly uuderatand that eternal
craving for a nou-sitter of a sitting breed, or for increasing the number of
eggs Nature has allotted to a hen. No rule of Nature can be evaded or
interfered with with impunity. You may mis sitters and non-sitters, you
may make the Brahma lay rather more eggs, but she will be a restless and
bad sitter. If you want table fowls you should have Dorkings, or Dorking
and Brahma mixed, and they should have yoxir best ran. You will not, how-
ever, breed prize birds from parents closely confined, however good they may
be. You must so arrange your walks or pens and runs as to allow both sets
the use of the three.'acres. Our division would be to give the Dorkings two-
thirds of the day, and the Brahmas one-third. It is seldom a stable is a good
place, unless the flooring be covered some inches deep with sand, gravel, or
earth. Stone, wood, brick, or clinkers are all bad for fowls to roost on, or to
be shut up on.

Management of Pigeons (Young BegiTiner).~We cannot think of any
safe plan for you to let your pair of Pigeons walk in your gai-den and yet not
fly. If you cat their wings (a bad plan always) they would, in their loft, get
lalla and break a leg or bruise their breastbones. You might perhaps tie the
long feathers of une wing, but we do not recommend it. If you made a little
place of cheap galvanised iron wire for them out of doors, and carried them
to it now and then, that might do, but if the hen were about laying you might
lose an egg. As you really are a young beginner we advise you to send to our
office for a copy of Brent's " Pigeon Book," free for nineteen stamps, and study
its pages earnestly.

Canaries' Eras Affected (E. L. P.).—I have never met with such a case
before. Do you think it can arise from cold, or does the affection appear
chronic ? As you have two birds suffering from the sam^ complaint I should
be inclined to think it ia some form of infectious ophthalmia; and yet it does
not seem to affect the geueral health of the biids. You can do no harm by
bathing the eye with warm water. Hold the bird firmly but lightly, and
bathe the eye with a sponge, or pour the water on from a spuon. You need
not be afraid nf drowning the patient, and must not be surprised at the forlorn
appearance it will present when well n.iaked, for it will be uoit to impossible
to couliue the bathing to the spot affected. The bird will soon dry itaelf if
placed near the fire, and will look all the better for the operation.—W. A.
Blakston.

Canary Dyin(5 Suddenly—Goldfinch for Breeding (J. G. Webber).—
The bird must have died from epilepsy or apoplexy, or—something else. In
the absence of other evidence to lay before the jury I would suggest a verdict
of " Died from natural causes." A fresh-caught Goldfinch ought to be ready
for pairing about the end of May, or a little earlier.—W. A. Blakston.
Feeding for High Colour in Canaries (Ally Sloper and others).-! have

been inundated with inquiries respecting this matter, aud it is interesting to
trace the under-current of feeling which pervades many of the communica-
tions. Many seem to doubt the potency of the simple recipe, and others,
thiiiking something else fies hid, want to discover the little secret in a most
disinterested sort of fashion. However, to all whom it may concern, to one
hard-boiled egg add an equal bulk of bread crumbs or crushed biscuit, and to
this add the Cayenne pepper. How much ? A teaspoonful 1 You may begin
with lews, but the quantity they will eat must be seen to be believed. This I
say advisedly, for those who will not boliovo Mr. Bemrose's ips<' dixit will
beheve nothing till thsy see it—and many not even then. This mixture must
be given daily, in addition to the ordinary seed, and must be begun while the
blood is in circulation in the young feather

—

Le., immediately before and
during the moult.—W. A. Blakston.
Points of a Crested Canary (Highjield and Beginner).—I will endeavour

to illustrate the points of a Crested Canary by a sketch in a future issue.^
W. A. Blakston.
Bee Management {hive and Learn—Qodstone).—Yon are in a locality

which is excellent for bees, and there by a little attention and perseverance
you will soon manage them with advantage both to yourself and thecottagers
around you. You have not acted wisely in keeping the bees in their hive
during the late mild weather. The sooner you open the door the better it

will bo for the bees. When snow is on the gr.iuud bees should be kept within
their hives. You will do well to feed your bees in March three times a-week.
About half a pound of sugar mixed with half a pint of pure water will make
three feeds for them. In April the quantity may be either increased or the
food may be given more frequently. If your hive is a strong and healthy one
it will require supering at the beginning of May. By turning up your hive
you may cut guide comb enough out of it, without much injury, for your
supers or swarm Mvos during this year. Doubtless guide comb and supers
may be reatfily obtained from dealers, but wo cannot recommend one in pre-
ference to another. Consult our advertising columns from time to time.
Bees in Supers (Scybor).—Your case is not singular as respects the beea

taking possession of the supers. We are in the same predicament with three

of our hives, and are somewhat pnzzled how to treat thcra. The stock hives
below were no doubt utterly destitute of food when late autumn came, and
the sensible creatures preferred to ascend to the attics, where they had stored
their early summer supplies, rather than give themselves the uimecessary
labour of carrying it below. If your supers are tolerably large, you might
remove the stock hives now and reserve them for the time when the bees
wanted room. They would then immediately take to them, and thither the
queens would speedily descend and the supers become bond fide supers again.
This is what we are inclined to do, if we do not let well alone aud leave the
bees to their own devices. The only gain to the bees that we can see in
adopting the former course would be the saving to them of labour in passing
in and out from the open air. Of cnurse the beauty of the honeycomb in the
supers will be spoilt, but better this than risking the loss of young brood
already in course of rearing, and the sacrifice of many valuable lives in any
process of translation at this beason of the year.
A'^ED Stock Hives {Wtm).—We think it better after eight or ten years

to transfer bees to a new hive and destroy the old and blackened comb. No
doubt there are instances where bees have thriven in much older hives, but
in how many instances has there been failure ? The proper time for doing
this is after the issue of the first swarm, before the young queen's eggs have
been largely hatched, say about a fortnight after the issue of theswarm. Put
this in the old hive's place, which will tend to increase the young population
in the latter and prevent its swoimiug a second time.
Hives (J. A. Q.).—Several makers advertise in our columns, and supply

bees also. Write to them, and ascertain which can best meet your wishes.
Sugar (W. J. C).—Any wholesale grocer would supply you.

aiETEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat.5r32M0"N. ; Long. O'^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feefc.

DiTE.
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Onions, -ffhich were once a source of anxiety to me as to
ordering the best, were only got over by my clever young
adTiser voting this and that indispensable, until we embraced
all in " large type," and now, like my old tutor, they have
gradually come down to two. With James's Keeping and
White Tripoli I never know what it is to be short of Onions
for above five minutes at a time.

Just a word on Lettuce. Year by year odd sorts dropped
out of the order, and only two remain—viz., Hardy Green and
the old Black-seeded Bath Cos. Don't, young friends, cry
" ridiculous," because the last requires tying. It does, but then
there is no Lettuce like it for true, full flavour, solidity, and
crispness ; and if you have a Lettuce-connoisseur to supply,
you will find that nothing will satisfy so well as this old kind
if only put on the table in first-rate trim. It is not at aU un-
common, indeed it is frequent, for visitors at the table to
come into the garden the next morning, see the Lettuce grow-
ing that they found so good to eat, and take down its name.
No more need be said, except that whatever others are grown
this is the Lettuce to depend on for the main supply summer and
winter. If it ever fall to my lot to describe it in a catalogue
I shall say, " Still the hardiest and the best."
Need I say anything on Beans ? Perhaps only to observe

that Carter's Champion is an improvement on the old Scarlet
Runner ; and as to dwarfs, Negro for strong land, and the old
Mohawk for light soils, may always be depended on to do theii-

duty well. Common Broad Beans hardly demand a word, but
in point of quality Beck's Dwarf Gem heads the Ust and should
never be omitted. As to the larger ones, the best or the worst
will neither make nor mar any man's reputation, and as there
is not much danger of a wrong choice I can, with a good con-
science, " leave them to chance."

I pass on to Peas. Here anxiety and perplexity once cul-
minated. It is not so now. I have no misgivings as to what
to order to " follow one another," and have no lurking fear of
having to change " a word or two of a sort " with the heads of
the kitchen and parlour. Mind, I am not going to say a word
against the new varieties, as I know how good some of them
are, but I will say this fearlessly, that by growing too few or
too many sorts you spoO all. I have neither stolen nor begged
experience on the point, but bought it. Had I been content
to follow my safe old guide instead of putting my trust in the
young one, I should never have been driven to make explana-
tions and frame apologies in the all-important matter of Peas.
Once on a time, when I thought I knew most things—and the
few I had overlooked my precocious friend had duly appro-
priated—my seed order, of course, embraced about twenty
varieties. The " row of a sort to follow another " was to
gain its just triumph. Ancient prejudice was to be swept out
of the garden by modern practice. The past was to be lost in
the success of the present. The old system must die and the
new style reign supreme. How futile ! They were duly sown, I

the nicest possible calculations being made as to the time of
each coming in to " follow one another." But they did not I

keep correct time—and then, what ? Why, of course, we blamed
(

the seedsman for not sending them true to name. How often
I

it is that ignorance begets injustice ! The sorts were good i

enough in themselves, but by having too many kinds and too
few of each, we spoiled all, and in this way we were often
driven to make-up a dish of two or more varieties. Young
men, that wo'n't do. Mix Laxton's Quality and Hundredfold,
for instance—two excellent Peas in themselves—but the mixing
spoils both; or two older ones. Champion of England and
Prizetaker, and then—be ashamed. If I were driven to put
a mixture like that on my employer's table now I should feel
as if I had committed a crime ; but I know better. I always
have an abundance of the best, and these are just my old
friend's number. Years have proved him right and my
youthful genius wrong again. And what are the three—the
chosen as the result of many years' actual practice ? First I
must say that my employers prefer to wait a week and dispense
with all the early rounds, and begin with Laxton's Alpha as
the first of the wrinkled Marrows. This, then, is my stand-
ard early, sown over and over again, followed by Champion of
England, ditto, ditto, ditto, as still the best for the general
crop

;
and this again succeeded, in like maimer, by the fine well-

proved genuine late Pea, Ne Plus Ultra. With these three I
can do all that is recjuired. They give three certainties, each
indispensable-viz., certain as to quality, quantity, and time.

I need not further enumerate. I have proved the soundness
of the advice of an old practical man, and can endorse it by a
no inconsiderable amount of experience as, if not absolutely

the best, yet thoroughly reliable to meet everyday wants, and
as satisfying alike master and servant. Just as my seed-orders
have grown less in variety, just in the same proportion has
success become greater, until a complaint was never heard.
That is the great goal to aim at. Until it is reached gardening
is a hard and wearying race ; but when obtained, hard work
becomes easy and servitude pleasurable. I have pointed out
the rock on which I split and the way I righted. It is the one
and common track of danger—a fascinating track, on which
hundreds of young gardeners are allured. If they will read,
consider, and trust hard-bought experience they may save
themselves much trouble which undue enthusiasm may more
than possibly produce. If the young think the older brethren
of the craft require pushing on, certainly the old consider a
word of caution salutary in holding somewhat in check the
professional impetuosity of youthful friends, whom they desire
to see prosper and grow into better men than themselves.

" But surely all this is very old-fashioned," some may say ;

" these old things must be out of date." No, they are not

:

they are the very sheet-anchors of the vegetable garden, and
will serve it well in the future as they have done in the past.
But what about the new ones ? Buy them and try them.
They will give a vast amount of interest and pleasure. The
sldll, perseverance, and enterprise which produce them demand
acknowledgment. Of their comparative merits I cannot write
at present, feeling my letter already too long.

—

Old Feiesd.

LONICEEA FRAGBANTISSIMA AND
L. STANDISHII.

We have received from Mr. George Lee, of Clevedon, speci-

mens of Lonicera fragrantissima, with the following communi-
cation :

—" I had it some years ago from Mr. Rivers, under the
name of Lonicera odoratissima. I had another some years
previous under the name of Lonicera fragrantissima, which I
have since had from Mr. Cranston, of Hereford, under the name
of L. Standishii. They are each hardy, as far as mature growth
goes, but the young growth of odoratissima is killed by the
frost. L. fragrantissima commences flowering in October, and
continues, except in very severe frost, till April. Odoratissima
does not begin till February or early in March as a rule ; but
the reason I have sent it is because I think it deserves to be
much better known as a wall plant, on account of its beautiful

evergreen foliage, as you will see from the two branches I have
sent, as well as on account of its delicious perfume. It wiU
grow as a shrub, but then it loses its leaves in winter if in ex-

posed situations, but against a wall it continues green. The
specimens sent are from a north wall."

According to M. Carriere, in " Flore des Serres," L. fra-

grantissima and L. Standishii are distinct ; the former he
describes as spreading almost horizontally with a whitish
aspect, and never completely without leaves, the new ones
appearing at the same time as the flowers before the fall of the
old ones. L. Standishii, he says, is a close erect bush with
numerous short branches, and with a reddish-brown or russet

aspect. Its flowers are much more numerous, more con-
spicuous, slightly coloured, and at the time of their appearing
the plant is entirely without leaves.

But M. Carritre says both bloom from January till March.
Both specimens sent us are clearly L. fragrantissima, and that

one must be a most desirable variety of this species, which, as

Mr. Lee says, begins to flower in October, and continues tiU

April.

TSUGA TSUJA.
A coKEESPONDENT, " CoNirER," inquiring for a description of

this Japanese Hemlock Spruce, justly complains of " its bar-

barous naming." He might also have complained of its

numerous renamings. Siebold, its discoverer, called it Pinus
Ai-aragi, and other botanists have written of it as Abies

Tsuja, Pinus Tsuga, and Tsuga Sieboldii. It is thus noticed

by Mr. Gordon :—" The Japanese names for this Fir are

Tsuga (Yew-leaved) and Araragi (Yew-hke). It is much used
for planting round their sacred temples on account of its

graceful appearance, and a variety of it, called Hime, or

Fime-Tsuga (dwarf Yew-leaved), is much cultivated in pots

by the Japanese in their town gardens, the plants never grow-
ing more than a yard high under such circumstances, and
with much smaller fohage.

" It is said to be a large tree, attaining 100 feet in height,

at an elevation of 6,000 feet, on the sacred mountain Fusi-
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Yama, near Yeddo. The Fusi-Tama is the highest monntain
in Japan (14,000 feet), with dense Pine forests, chiefly com-
posed of this Idnd, covering its sides to 8,000 or y.OOO feet of

elevation."

The best description of this Conifer is by Mr. A. Murray in

the "Proceedings of the Eoyal Horticultural Society, '\from
which we extract the following. The woodcut is one of our
own.
" A tree of from 20 to 25 feet high, of the habit of Abies

can adensis, to which it is closely allied. Trunk erect, with
yello wish brown timber. Branchlets with a dirty cicareous

brown bark ; the youngest slender, glabrous, pale brownish
;

pulvini angularly decurreut, thickened, and turned upwards,
wholly adpressed to the branchlet

;
phyllula) semi-orbicular.

Buds surrounded with scales, which are very numerous and
imbricated ; the lower scales ovate, obtuse, keeled, glabrous,

coriaceous, abbreviated, persistent, but not placed remote from

Tsuga Tauja.

•each other ; the upper (and inner) scales much longer, spathu-
late, obtuse, membranaceous, and deciduous. Leaves from
ti to 10 lines long, perennial, approximated, and alternate, but
subdistichous from the lower leaves being more or less twisted

at the base, distinctly stalked, with the stalk rather long and
slender and sUghtly curved, linear, generally obtuse and emar-
ginate, rarely somewhat sharp-pointed, entire, glabrous, cori-

aceous, above deep clear green without stomata, below keeled,

with a midrib, on each side of which is a white line of from
seven to ten stomata. Male catkins growing in the axilla) of

the branchlets of the preceding year, scattered, solitary, en-

circled with scales ; the scales more numerous than in the
leaf-bearing buds, closely imbricated, in other respects con-
formable to them ; the catkins themselves cylindrical, stipitate,

with a straight stiff slender cylindrical stalk, longer than the
scales. Stamens numerous, at first closely imbricate, after-

wards somewhat looser, spreading out horizontally, rather
long ; the filaments filiform, dilated at the apex into a scale,

or a small spathulate obtuse entire coriaceous connective ap-
pendix, from the base of which descend two divergent elhptical

longitudinally bivalve loculi. Female P"*'j^js solitary, terminal
on tho branchlets of the precediu'— ,'^^',, Jet, at first enclosed
in scales as much as the male catKlns, <..«3rwards emerging on
a short footstalk, to whose base the scales are persistent.
Cones ripen the first autumn, small, not an inch in length,
sub-elliptical, narrowest at the apex, remaining on the tree
after the fall of the seeds. Scales (a in cut), inside, with
seeds, about thirty in number, imbricated, coriaceous, gla-
brous on the outside where exposed, tomeutose inside and
where covered on the outside by the neighbouring scales, and

somewhat shining pale brown, nearly orbicular, deeply emar-
ginate and stipitate at the base, slightly emargiuate at the
apex ; margins entire, substriated where exposed. Bracts
short, rather broad, closely adpressed, bifid or bilobed from tha
midrib, not extending so far as its wings on each side. Seeds
small, ovato-rhomboidal, inequilateral, somewhat compressed,
with depressed spots of various size on the test, and with
globules of resin shining through the skin ; the wing pale,

ferruginous, membranaceous, straight behind, abruptly ex-
panded from the seed in front, thence obliquely directed to
the apex, which is sub-truncate, nearly a third shorter than
the scale."

POTATOES.
The value of this crop and the interest excited about it

must be my apology for having a few more words on the sub-
ject. I have given my own experience, and have nothing
further to add on that score ; but I am anxious to ask my
former neighbour and friend Mr. Luckhurst whether he con-
siders it desirable to lift the crop when the skins rub. I have
always understood that there was danger as to their keeping
if they were in this state. My Victorias last year were green
in the haulm and the crop large ; and I intended to lift them
early in August, but found that the coats rubbed so easily that
I was afraid to do it, and left them a while longer, and the
result was a terribly diseased crop. I am now (February 14th),
planting my entire stock, and hope to have all finished by next
week, thus expecting to have an early ripened crop ; but on
this point, as to the rubbing of the skin, I should be glad to be
informed.

I am afraid your correspondent " J. P." will challenge my
sanity if I venture to express a doubt as to the decisions at

Chiswick with regard to Potatoes, but for practical purposes
I hold that those trials are not sufficient. What ought to be
done is to have the Potatoes sent in, and from those grown there
a trial to be made the second year. I have long felt that the
place whence our seed came made a good deal of difference
in the crop ; and hence there ought to be, to ensure a fair

comparison, a trial from Potatoes all grown on the same kind
of soil and in the same locahty. I feel this the more because
I cannot understand the praise given to the American varieties.

Either they are entu-ely different to what I have ever found
them, or else the ideas at Chiswick as to what constitutes a
good Potato are very different from mine. There is not one
of them that I have seen that I would give garden room to.

They are, it is true, large croppers, and some of them fine-

looking both in haulm and tuber ; but they are very subject to

disease, and like Paddy's horse, which was " a mortial bother
to catch, and when he was caught wasn't worth the bother."
—D., Deal.

A GOOD FIG.
The other day I heard a Spanish proverb, that a good Fig

should have " the eye of a widow, and the cloak of a beggar."
The tattered covering through which the flesh is seen is a good
proof of excellence, and the weeping eye is desirable; but there
are first-rate sorts, as the Coldi Signora Nera, whose eye is not
moist, while White Marseilles, an inferior sort, drips in the
most approved manner.—G. S.

DESTEOYING GREEN FLT.
On going into my Cucumber house one morning last week

I found some Strawberry plants covered with green fly and red

spider. I called to mind what I had seen in " our Journal

"

about the ammonia in guano being fatal to insect life, and de-

termined to try the effects of some liquor made up of chamber
wash, soapsuds, and dish-washings, knowing that the said

liquor was highly charged with ammonia. About two gallons

were put into an old iron bucket, and made so hot that I oould

barely handle the syringe, through which the hot flue was
given a good soa'dng, thereby filling the house entirely with

steam. The morning after there was not a live insect in the

whole house, and all the plants, Cucumbers as well, are looking

much better for their bath,

—

William Osbaldiston, Fulwood.

Sale of Orchids and Tree Febns.—Mr. J. C. Stevens had a

sale of Orchids and tree Ferns on the Ijth inst. Of the Orchids,

Oncidium zebrinum sold for £ 1 8s. ; Odontoglossum Hallii for

£3 lOs. ; Oncidium Eemulum and superbiens, each £3 10s.

;
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Odontoglossnm coronarium, £2. Of the tree Ferns, the highest
•frice was £3 l.js. for a Cyathea dealbata, having a trunk 2 feet
1) inches high. Mr. Stevens also sold on the 12th iust. five
hundred lots of Orchids, realising about £700. Dendrobium
Jamesiauum sold at from 30s. to 50s. per lot ; Cajlogyne (Pleione)
Eeiehenbachiana, from 30s. to 57s. dd. ; Saccolabium Blumei
maJAis, a strong plant, 52s. Gd. ; two of OdontoglossumEoezlii,
five gotneas ; and Saccolabium prajmorsum for 65s.

ROYAL HOKTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
Feebuahy 18th.

At the January meeting scarcely anything was exhibited ; at
this, on the contrary, there was an excellent display. Novelties
were fairly represented, of older plants several beautiful speci-
mens, and of mixed groups no lack, and among these Orchids
reii;ued paramount, while the briUiant colom-s of the Cycla-
mens and CameUias lent a glow to the whole.

Fbuit CoMirrTTEE.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.
A collection of Variegated Greens was exhibited by Messrs.
Stuart & Mein, of Kelso. They are the same as have been before
the Committee for several years past. Mr. Clayton, gardener,
Grimston Park, sent a box of the " Grimston Park variety of
Sion House " Cucumber, which does not differ from the original
variety. Mr. Bennett, gardener to the Manxuis of Sahsbiiry, at
Hatfield, sent tubers of a handsome seedling Potato raised from
the American Early Rose, and it was recommended to be grovm
in the garden of the Society.

Mr. Horley, Toddington, Beds, sent a seedling Apple, and one
was also received from Mr. I. Wermlughton, Neeton Lane, Guils-
borongh, both of which were considered inferior varieties. Mr.
Bennett, The Gardens, Hatfield, sent a dish of Lownde's Pippin
—a good-sized cooking Apple, and also dishes of Winter Bon
Chretien and Uvedale'a St. Germain Pears.
Mr. Jones, The Royal Gardens, Frogmore, sent three very

handsome fruits of Smooth-leaved Cayenne Pines, which were
awarded a cultural commendation.

Messrs. James Carter & Co., Holborn, sent ten dishes of Pota-
toes, among which were New Snowflake—a newly-imported
variety not yet in commerce, and. Peach Blow, Carter's Main
Crop, Early Rose, Late Rose, Extra Early Vermont, Vermont
Beauty, Gleeson's Late, Comptou's Surprise, and Red-skinned
Flourball, for which the Committee awarded a letter of thanks
to Messrs. Carter.

Floeai. Cojuhttee.—W. B. Kellock, Esq., in the chair. A
very good collection of Orchids, Cyclamens, Amaryllids, and
other plants was sent by Messrs. Veitch, Royal Exotic Nursery,
King's Road, Chelsea. In it were Odontoglossum pulchellum
niajus, a perfect gem, nothing could be better for wedding or
other choice bouquets ; Angi'iccum citratum, which had a first-
class certificate, forming a compact exquisite wreath of creamy-
white flowers; a pure white form of Cattleya Trianoe; Loelia
Pilcherii, a garden hybrid, the sepals and petals dehcate blush

;

Amaryllis Leopoldii, maroon crimson centre, margined with
creamy blush; and A. Ackermanni pulcherrima. There were
nleo a number of seedlings of considerable promise, crosses with
Eippeastrum pardinum. Toxicophltea spectabiiis, a stove shrub
vviiu lieads of white flowers delicately scented, received a first-

class certificate. A cultural commendation was awarded Messrs.
Veitch for their fine gi'oup of Cyclamens.
Mr. B. S. Williams, of Upper HoUoway, also sent a coUeetion

of plants, prominent among which were the valuable winter-
flowering Orchids, Ccclogyne cristata, Odontoglossum nebu-
losum; Calanthe Turueri, perhaps the best of the vestita
section; and Renanthera coccinea, avery healthy specimen with
a branched spike of its quaint flowers. This was awarded a cul-
tural commendation.
Mr. C. Turner, of Slough, sent an exceDent group of plants,

comprising standard Aucubas, green and variegated, profusely
covered with berries ; and Zonal Pelargoniums very well flowered
for the season. Messrs. Standish & Co., Royal Nurseries, Ascot,
likewise sent a group of Azaleas, Bouvardias, Chinese Primulas,
the white-flowered Abutilou Boule de Niege, Lily of the Valley,

Mr. W. BuD, of Chelsea, had first-class certificates for Ple-
ocnemia Leuzeana with graceful glossy fronds ; AlsophUa ele-
gantissima, another handsome Fern with wide-spreading, shin-
ing frouds ; Rapartea pandanoides, and Hippeastrum pictura-
tum, very distinct in colour, white strijied with crimson. Along
with these were Alpinia vittata with cream-variegated leaves,
and Copernicia or Corypha cerifera, a very ornamental Palm.
A grand collection of cut blooms of Camellias was exhibited by

Mr. W. Paul, of Waltham Cross. The most noteworthy were
Marchioness of Exeter, Alba plena, Fimbriatn, Elegans, Imbri-
cata, Uliinte, Principessa AJdorandinia, salmon flesh, peculiarly
beautiful and dehcate in colour; Bealii, very rich in colour;

Sarah Frost ; Jenny Lind, a beautiful and fine-constitutionefl
variety ; and Madame Lebois. Mr. W. Paul also exhibited his
Waltham White Chinese Primula, which had before received a
well-deseiTed first-class certificate.

Mr. F. Perkins, of Leamington, sent Chinese Primula Prince
Arthur, semi-double, rose crimson, very showy ; a first-class
certificate was awarded. Mr. Smith, Eahng Dean Nursery, also
sent a variety of the same character, but much paler in colour,
called Carmine. From Mr. R. Dean, Ealing and Bedfout, came
a collection of Primroses ; Violacea had a first-class certificate.

A noble specimen of the beautiful golden-and-white Ccelogyne
cristata, exhibited by Mr. Child, gardener to Mrs. Torr, Gar-
brand Hall, Ewell, was awarded a cultm'al commendation ; and
a first-class certificate went to Mr. Mitchell, gardener to R. F.
Ainsworth, Esq., Manchester, for Dendrobium Ainsworthii, a
hybrid between D. heterocarpum and D. uobile, with flowers
larger, more creamy, and with not so deep-coloured a blotch as
the latter.

Mr. George Lee, of Olevedon, Somerset, offered four special
prizes for two plants of his fine new Violet Victoria Regina (of

which an engra\'ing and description were given in vol. xxiv.,

pp. 2G.5 and 26G), flowering in G-inoh pots ; and similar prizes for
The Czar. There was hardly any competition, and none of the
specimens shown were remarkable. Mr. R. Dean was first

for both varieties; J. Maguire.Esq., The HoUies, Northampton,
being second for. Victoria Regina.

CROCUS IMPERATI.
A MEET companion for the choicer species of Christmas

Rose (Helleborus), the brave Uttle, cold-defying, ever-flowering

Violet Cress (lonopsidium), that hardiest, earliest, and most
floriferous of flowering shrubs, Rhododendron prrecox, &c., is

that magnificent Calabriau Crocus named by Tenore after the
old Italian botanist Imperato, C. Imperati. Here is a plant,

the showiest and most stately of the genus, which puts forth

its beautiful and fragrant blossoms weeks and weeks before
the earliest of the yellow or other spring Crocuses dare to

venture theirs, beginning to flower in midwinter, and persist-

ently continuing to bloom well into the first month of spring.

In habit too, and bold appearance, it is superior to any of

them, and further, is remarkable for the delicious primrose
fragrance of its flowers. 'Oue of its distinguishing features,

too, is that, unlike other species, the pretty dark green foliage

appears long before the flowers, sets off their beauty to advan-
tage, and enhances not a little the value of tho plant for the

purpose which we have immediately in view. The three outer
divisions of the flower are yellowish-white, with three weU-
marked feathered longitudinal stripes of purple ; the three

inner nearly or altogether purple ; the anthers are yellow, the
stigmas orange and fringed. There is also a white variety of

it which is very fine, but somewhat rarer than the species; it

also is somewhat later in flowering. For bordering, say a
tastefuUy-arranged circular bed of Hellebores for border lines

or patches, or any other situation in the shrubbery or spring

flower garden which taste or fancy may suggest, we confidently

think our readers will find in the precocious, winter- defying,

and beautiful Crocus Imperati, one of the choicest subjects

they could take in hand, and we hope ere long to find it better

known, and see it far more extensively grown than it is.—
{Irijih Farmera' Gazette.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
A CURIOUS form of Chinese Peimrose has been raised in the

garden of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick. It is

like that which wc lately figured of the common Primrose,
and which was called by the old florists Jack-an-apes on Horse-
back. The stalks produce flowers in whorls, and the bracts

are so enlarged as to become foliaceous ; in seme cases the
calyx is also foliaceous as in the Galligaskins. It is a very
grotesque-looking thing.

According to the Californiau papers. Orange Cultukb
is there taking a largo development, and is becoming extremely
profitable. It is estimated that as much as three thousand
dollars an acre can be realised.

ECONOMIC CONSUMPTION OF COAL.
The Exliibition of appliances for the economic consumption

of coal, which has been formed in the Peel Park, Salfbrd, by
the Society for Promoting Scientific Industry, was formally

opened ou the 6th inst. Mr. J. Lowthian_Bell, who had been
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aunouaeed to open the Exliibitiou, was prevented from being

present, but forwarded the copy of an address which he had in-

tended to deliver. This was read by the Seoretary, Mr. Lar-

Scins. The Exhibition will remain open for some weeks, and
will doubtless receive its share of public notice when the elec-

tions are occupying less attention than they are at present.

The domestic stoves and ranges, and the patent and other

artificial fixtures, of which there is a good selection, naturally

attracted the most attention from the general public. The
fire grates, kitchen ranges, and stoves of new and improved
designs are particularly numerous, and especially interesting

as indicating the progressive steps which are being made in

effecting a reformation in the extravagant waste of fuel in do-

mestic consumption, which Mr. Lowthiaa Bell very forcibly

pointed out in his address. In the artificial fuels the manu-
facture of peat holds the prominent place, and here very

important strides have of late years been made. Blocks of

peat as hard and as dense as coal are exhibited, and in some
cases the manufacture of this material has been carried to such
perfection that the blocks admit of moderately delicate carving.

Amongst the other artificial fuels, probably the most remark-
able is the patent " Phceuix fuel," which is composed from the

refuse of coal fires by the admixture of a patent compound
fluid. The formal opening proceedings in connection with the
Exhibition were followed by a conversazione in the evening,

Iheld in the Peel Park Museum. We may publish more notes

on the Exhibition shortly.

TOWN GARDENING.
I QUITE comprehend the difficulties of your lady correspondent

(page 146) respecting flower gardening, &a., near a large town.
It has been my lot to have three summers' experience here,

in the vicinity of Liverpool, only two miles from the Exchange,
and I have reason to believe if there is one locality more than
another in the United Kingdom where the culture of flowers,

fruit, or vegetables is carried on under difficulties it is this.

In addition to the atmosphere being charged with sulphur,

and clouds of smoke constantly descending and leaving its

imprint of soot upon every green leaf under glass as well as

outside, we often feel the effect of a cutting west wind coming
up from the Mersey with great violence ; and in the early part of

the summer I have seen the ground literally strewed with young
green leaves cut from the trees by its influence

;
yet under

these circumstances it would not do to leave the beauty of our
flower gardens entirely to the mercy of a few annuals. Far
from this. Bedding-out is carried on to a great extent almost
to the heart of this great commercial town, and in many
instances exceedingly well, especially at the Prince's Park
and the Botanical Gardens. Of course only such of the

hardiest varieties as can be relied upon are used, and these

consist of a great number of the most varied and beautiful of

our bedding plants.

I will enumerate a few of these for the help of those who
may require it. In Scarlet Geraniums I think Vesuvius the

best ia its class ; Nosegay, Waltham Seedling, and Lady
Constance Grosveuor. In its colour, old Christine holds its

ground ; Amy Hogg also suits admirably. In Golden Tricolors

Sophia Dumaresijue seems more vigorous than Mrs. Pollock,

although the latter did well with me last season ; in Silver,

Bijou and Flower of Spring. In Bronze, Beauty of Calderdale

is preferred for our requirements. Calceolarias, Aurea flori-

(buuda, Prince of Orange, and Sparkler. To insure success

svith this class of plants they ought to be planted-out early,

say about the end of March, weather permitting. Verbenas,
scarlet. Lord Eaglau, Firefly, and Defiance ; white, Mont Blanc
and Boule de Niege ; Purple King and Celestial Blue also do
weU. The main point with these is to have strong, clean,

liealthy plants when put out. Ageratums, Imperial Dwarf
and mexieanum, spring-struck if possible. Lobelias any va-
Tiety. Some of the Nasturtiums make a nice show, such as

King of Tom Thumbs. The Violas are also very useful. With
these come the following useful ornamental plants, such as

the invaluable Pyrethi'um Golden Feather, DactyUs glomerata
variegata, Centaurea candidissima and Clementei, Cineraria
maritima, Stachys lanata, Cerastium tomentosum, Perilla

nankineusis, ornamental Beet, &c. ; and Iresine Lindeni may do
well in some places. All kinds of Dahlias do well here ; they
must be securely staked and constantly watched. I might
greatly extend this list, but if these are treated and used
properly they wiU worthily repay whatever trouble and ex-
pense may be incurred.

Perhaps a few words on management may be acceptable
Firstly, then, the plants must be well hardened-off before
being planted. If you have them to buy, procure good strong
stuff at least a fortnight beforehand

;
put them in a sunny

sheltered place, and cover with Shaw's tiffany eveiy night,
also in the daytime when very cold, and be careful they do not
suffer from want of water. I mention this because I have seen
plants brought from the nurseries and put out the same day
into the beds. How healthy and beautiful they looked, but
not for long. It was evident they had been under glass till

their latest moments in the nursery, and at the first blast of
a wind such as I have referred to the foliage is so injured that
half the season is gone before they properly recover. Next,
prepare your beds, if not previously done, putting in plenty of
well-decayed stable manure or leaf soil, adding a hberal quan-
tity of sand if the soil in the beds is of a stiff nature. After
planting, which should take place not before the last week in
May, give a good soaking of water; and as your garden is

bleak and exposed, protect with tiffany, not by putting it on
the plants, but in such a manner as to break the wind. I
would not advise you to water often, unless absolutely neces-
sary, but just sprinkle the foliage with a fine-rosed watering
pot every evening succeeding a fine day, to wash off the soot.

Eespecting Boses, we have tried them here, and if they
have lived after the most kind attention it has only been to
our disgust.

Of fruit trees we have some large specimens trained to walls
and otherwise, but we never expect much produce from them,
and therefore are never disappointed. They appear more as
monuments, reminding us upon what kind of trees their re-

spective fruits do grow. They consist of Pears, Plums, Apples,
etc. The only advice I can offer is. Root-prune them next No-
vember, if this has hitherto been neglected ; also have the
wood well thinned-out, and keep them free from American
blight, ttc, which I find a little ti'oublesome. Peas, as a rule,

do pretty well here, considering.—R. Scetees, Gardener, The
Quiiita, Prince's Park, Liverpool.

THE CATHERINE PEAR.
I SEND you the enclosed extract from " Notes and Qrieries."

Can you supply an answer to a question in which I am as much
interested as the querist ?—Noins.

" CiTHEBiNE Peah.—Suckling, in his 'Ballad upon a Wed-
ding,' compares the streaks of red on the lady's cheeks to those on

" * A Catherine Pear,
The side that's nest the son j

'

and in the ' Schoolmistress,' Shenstone speaks of the lovely dye
of the Catherine Pear. Is this Pear extinct, or has it only
changed its name ?

" Lavater tells us, we instinctively expect a handsome Apple
to prove toothsome ; but as the least comely Pears, so far as my
experience goes, are generally the sweetest, one might suppose
the Catherine Pear's charms to have been but skin deep, and
hence to have lost their hold on popular favour, were it not that
Shenstone declares its juice to have been equal to its dye. Will
some Melibccus afford this immortalised fruit a note 1—Henby
Attwell, Barnes."

[When Suckling and Shenstone wrote, the varieties of Pears
were very few when the list is compared with that containing

now many hundreds. The Katherine Pear is not now to be
found in any nurseryman's catalogue, nor anywhere except in

old orchards, and there we met with it many years ago. It was
ruddy on the side exposed to the sun, and when ripe the other

parts were yellow. When ripe it was mealy and insipid, and at

the best the juice was sweet and flavourless. It was probably

introduced during the reign of Henry VIII., and named in

honour'of one of his queens. Parkinson, in his " Paradisus,"

published in 1629, describes it truthfully:—"The Catherine

Peare is kuowne to all I thinke to be a yellow red-sided Peare

Of a full waterish sweete taste, and ripe with the foremost."]

THE WEATHER.
A GOOD observer writing from Galashiels says, " We have

Wonderful weather. I saw at the Bridge of AUan, on the Gth

Inst., a Thorn hedge with fully expanded leaves. Clematis
Jackmanni coming into bloom on the wall of a dwelling house,

and the Chinese Pffiony with the flower buds showing. Pear
trees are nearly in full blossom. If frost come now it will play

havoc. This leads me to assure you I never was more struck

with a small invention than the alarum thermometer. My
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eldest Eon acts as my foreman. He has a common thermo-

meter outside his bedroom window, and with our great house

frost is very ticklish, and he has to be constantly watching

that it does not freeze while we have no fires on. When I get

one of Mr. Bryson's instruments outside his window, and say

it is set to begin ringing at 36" or 38°, so as to give time to get

up steam before the temperature falls to 32°, he can rest at

ease, for the bell never leaves off ringing tUl the temperature

rises above what the instrument is set for, or until it is thrown

out of gear.—W. T.

INFLUENCE OF THE DWELLING.
In reply to a correspondent, " A Dorset Incumbent," we can

say, from long experience, we never knew a happy cottage

home that was an untidy one, and that we fully agree with

the Rev. Brooke Lambert who recently wrote :
—

" Your first

endeavour should be to make the people take a pride in their

surroundings, in clean floors, tidy walls, and bright windows.
Don't forget those great educators of men—flowers. And iu

encouraging them to grow flowers, discourage them from the

delicate hothouse plants, and the Hoses which will not bear

smoke; and press on them Musks, Creeping Jenny, ornamental
Grass, Fuchsias, and that beautiful window green the Nettle

Geranium. And then try and make them see that life is not

so hopeless if only they will try and save. Tell them that so

long as they spend all their earnings in drink, and lay by
nothing for the future, you cannot help them. But if they
will only try they will always find a friend ready to help. As
you go on at your work you will begin to feel a respect for

them, which will make you shrink from offering them money,
as you would shrink from offering it to one in your own class

of life, and your relations are yet such that iu the case of

great need you can go to them as to a friend and say, ' Don't
be ashamed to borrow of me.' And as you see them struggle

you learn the difficulties of their case, learn how harshly you
judged them when you set them down as all belonging to one
degraded class. You will find instances of kindness which
make your eyeballs sore, of heroism which make you wish that
you could in your own sphere go and do likewise."

Then for " the straggling, neglected Vine " our Dorset cor-

respondent specifies, we agree with bim that making staples of

Osier twigs and thrusting them under the tUes or slates is

liable to loosen them, but there is a mode of training the Vine
shoots over the roof without using such staples, and it was
thus described many years since in one of Mr. Loudon's works :—" By following the undermentioned simple method the Vine
may be trained easily on slating and tiling. In the winter
pruning take pieces of tin G or 7 inches in length, the refuse
of the tin-workers' shops will do, and at convenient distances
turn them over the shoot intended to remain, and thrust part of

the two ends {a a) between the tiles or slates. The weight of

the incumbent tile or slate will be sufficient to keep the shoot
in its place so as not to be disturbed by winds.

If " A Dorset Incdmbent " induces his cottage parishioners
to cultivate potted plants in their windows, and Grape Vines
on their roofs, he will have gone far towards effecting his good
purpose—" making his parishioners more home-loving."

The Season in the South of Ireland.—I am sure that you will

be surprised to hear the sort of a season we are having here in

the south of Ireland. I have Pear trees (standards) in the
open air in full flower, and my Apricot trees against a south
wall are covered with a mass of bloom. Peas sown on the
ICth of December are 3 inches high ; Beans sown the same date

4 inches high. The Cherry wall is easterly, and the trees are

showing their flowers.

—

Wii-liam Ryan, Gardener to Mr. Early,

of Dononghmore, Knocklofty, Clonmel.

WINTER BROCCOLI.
Broccoli, during the winter, is a rather precarious crop in

some situations—so much so that if we were to plant a quarter

of it we should probably be disappointed of a supply. There
are gardens where Broccoli is almost a certainty, and, on the

other hand, not a few in which after November it is the excep-

tion. Perhaps no vegetable degenerates more unless great

care is taken in selection, and with early kinds there is a
positive difficulty in saving the seed true. This must be
apparent to all on considering what we get for early varieties

such as the White Cape, Grange's Autumn, Penzance, Adams's
and too often Snow's Winter White. After the great care in

sowing, planting, protecting, Ac, not unfrequently we have
heads the size of a button Mushroom, or a big bunch of white

or purplish green sprouts.

Broccoh culture in cold, wet situations, unless there be a

few of the late hardy varieties, is frequently a failure. Where
there is plenty of spare ground space can be allowed such pre-

carious crops without much loss, but it is not so where every

inch is absolutely required to supply the wants of the estab-

lishment. It is not new sorts that we want, but a more careful

selection and saving of those we already have, and I fear that

the worthless mixtures often sold are caused, in a great mea-
sure, by saving the seed of more than one variety in the

same garden or field. Indeed, if within a few fields of each

other, different varieties of Broccoli are sure to be cross-

impregnated by bees or other insects. We need not, how-
ever, search long to find that Broccoli can be kept true and
without degeneration. See what is done at Penzance and in

its neighbourhood. Who has not seen the Cornish Broccoli

and not wondered at its size and snowy whiteness ? Yet it has
been grown in that county for years without change of seed

or soil.

If, again, we wanted proof that every Broccoli can be kept
pure, we have it in the best strains of Snow's Winter White.
I had almost given up the idea of growing Broccoli, so unfa-

vourable is this locaUty—cold, wet, heavy soil, with a super-

abundance of atmospheric moisture, a night or two in which
the thermometer falls 10° or more below freezing, and then
comes a drizzling rain. But here is the point : It is not alto-

gether the locality, but the worthless seed we have sent us.

I have this year been gratified with row after row of Snow's
Winter Broccoli, and every plant formed a head the size of a

breakfast-cup or thereabouts, and that at a season when, of

all others, a really good vegetable is highly appreciated—viz.^

on and after Christmas, and Broccoli above all vegetables is

welcomed then. I have not been one week without Cauli-

flowers or Broccolis since the beginning of June, and now we
are just commencing with another valuable Broccoli—viz.,

Veitch's Spring White. This, with one or two others, wiU
carry us on to within a week or two of early CauUflowers. This

is a very late garden, or probably we should have Cauliflower

before the last Broccoli was cut, as we have before now.

—

John Taylor, Maesgu-tiniie.

PEACH FORCING.
I notice in page llfi a letter on the above topic from my

worthy friend Mr. Taylor, and beg for a short space in reply.

I understand Mr. Taylor to say that Peach houses, shut up
at the beginning of December and kept at 45° to 50°, will now
(first week of February), be in full flower. My first Peaches
were shut up on the 10th of December, and I enclose you a
shoot with the fruit attached, so that you may judge for your-

self. I may remark, when I begin to force Peaches or any-

thing else, I like to force in the proper sense of the word. I

maintain that Peaches will set better at 55° to 60° than at

45° or 50°.

The general treatment our Peaches have received is of the

simplest kind—merely to keep the house at 50 until the flower

can be seen to show the colour, raise the temperature to 55°

until the flower is fully developed, then keep steady at between
55 and GO \ The paths and borders have been duly syringed

daily whilst setting, and the trees syringed every day before

they came into flower. Now, respecting fertilising the blos-

soms, I may say that I have practised it for years, and with
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fair results. However, I have three more Peach houses, and
will certainly give Mr. Taylor's plan an impartial trial.

With the latter part of Mr. Taylor's letter respecting thin-

ning I altogether disagree. Whether good gardening or not,

I always, if possible, play a surer game, and one that has for

thirty years served me well—allow plenty of fruit to remain
until you see the second swelling commences, and then, but
not until then, thin to the proper distance apart.—K. Gilbert,
Burghlcy, Stamford.

[The Peach branch sent by Mr. Gilbert (Feb. lltb), was a
foot in length, and had on it twenty Peaches, each the size of

a medium pea.—Ens.J

A CENTUKY OF ORCHIDS FOK AMATEUE
GROWERS.—No. -10.

PLEIONE.
This, popularly known as Indian Crocus, is a small genus

often included in Ccclogyne, but abundantly distinct. Natur-
ally the species grow upon the branches of the forest trees,

and as they bloom without their leaves, they are said to set

the trees all ablaze with their bright-coloured flowers. The
fact of their blooming without foliage has caused many to

lodge complaints against them, and to assert this completely
spoils the effect. Where there's a will there's a way, however

;

and as I am of opinion Pleiones never are fully at rest, there

is nothing to prevent a few plants of such subjects as Nephro-
dium molle and some other erect-growing Ferns being planted
in the pots just when the leaves begin to fade, and by the time
the flowers expanded the Ferns would compensate for the loss.

Pleiones should be grown in pots in a mixture of rough peat,

sphagnum moss, and old dried cow manure. The pots should
be well drained. During the growing season they enjoy an
abundant supply of water, and when the leaves begin to

change colour water should be withheld to some extent ; but
when the flower buds at the base of the pseudobulbs begin to

show signs of moving, a little extra water may be given.

P. Wallichuna.—This species is also known by the name
of precox ; it usually flowers from October to December. The
blooms are large and very handsome ; sepals and petals deep
rosy purple, the lip of the same colour, with the centre white.
Native of the Himalayas.

P. MACULATA.—In habit this plant is similar to the preced-
ing, and it blooms at the same season ; sepals and petals pure
white ; Up white, beautifully streaked with purpUsh crimson.
Native of Assam and Khasia.

P. LAGENABiA.—Undoubtedly this is the most beautiful of
the kinds yet introduced, the habit of growth is like the pre-
ceding ; all of them, however, have some sUght differences in
the shape of their pseudobulbs. Sepals and petals soft mauve

;

lip veined and blotched with rose and brilhant crimson.
Native of Nepaul and Khasia.

P. UUMILI3.—In the shape of the pseudobulbs this is the
most distinct of the species here enumerated. Flowers large

;

sepals and petals bright warm rose ; lip white, streaked and
spotted with crimson. Native of Khasia.

ODONTOGLOSSUM.
In the first half of my task I detailed the treatment

necessary for these plants ; the two species here mentioned,

however, have been found to enjoy a little more warmth than
most of their relatives.

0. ciTROSMUM.—The pseudobulbs and leaves of this species

are bright shining green in colour ; the spikes are pendulous,

bearing numerous pure white flowers ; in some varieties the

lip is tinged with soft rose. This species is, perhaps, more
correctly named 0. pendulum. It enjoys good exposure to the

sunlight. Native of Mexico.

0. citiosmum.

0. Phal.enopsis.—A very dwarf-growing and handsome
species, producing small pale-coloured pseudobulbs and light

green leaves. The spikes has two or three large, flat, and
very handsome flowers, which last a long time in perfection

;

sepals and petals pure waxy white ; lip white, with a large

blotch of purplish crimson extending over the greater portion,

but leaving a pure white border. Native of New Grenada.

TEICHOPILIA.

With one species of this genus I shall bid adieu to my
readers on this subject for the present ; but if the Editors of

our Journal will sanction it, I have no doubt there will be
something for me to say upon those species and varieties

omitted in this enumeration.
T. cRisPA.—Is at once a dwarf, compact, and handsome

plant ; the pseudobulbs are somewhat stout, and bear a single

dark green leaf ; the spike has from two to three large

flowers of a light reddish crimson, saving the sepals and petals,

which are edged with white. It blooms twice in the year, and
lasts a long time in beauty. The treatment recommended for

Cattleyas suits it admirably. Native of Central America.

—

Expeeto Ckede.

THE VALUE OP FUEL.—No. 3.

Whatever the medium through which the heat of the fuel

is conveyed into the house, it is of the first importance that

the extent of surface provided for its diffusion should be
ample. In the case of flues it is well to have the part nearest

the furnace of double thickness, by which means there is less

heat given off at first, and more preserved for the remoter

end of the house. It is also very advisable to make the flue

area smaller near the furnace, both because the gases must
then pass more quickly where they are hottest, and conse-

quently have less time to cool, and because there is thus a

great security against their escape through the joints or cracks

of the brickwork, it being, of course, understood that the

chimney through which their final exit is made is of not less

internal area than any part of the flue. When this is the ease
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there is a suction going on tlirougla the whole length, which

will draw in the air through any fissure ; whereas, if the exit is

contracted and the throat of the furnace large, there is a

forcing of ail- into the flue, which seeks its way out wherever it

can find an opening. Attention to this principle would cure a

large proportion of smoky chimneys.

But although water neither allows gas to escape nor can

become heated above 212°, there is also in its use necessity for

ample extent of pipe. The temperature even of 212° is too hot,

and causes a certain deterioration of the air. Probably 1.50° is

the utmost consistent with salubrity. Further, if the pipes

become heated nearly to then- full extent, there is trouble with

escape of steam, diminution of water, incrustation of the

boiler, and finally a considerable chance that fuel may be

wasted, because more is burned than the water can cool.

But, subject to attention to this rule, water presents great ad-

vantage for the transmission of heat on account of its high

specific heat

—

i.e., the large amount which it absorbs for each

degree of rise of sensible heat, and gives off again in cooUng
for each degree of loss of sensible heat. Weight for weight, it

thus absorbs and gives off fully four times as much heat as

air, and bulk for bulk nearly three thousand times. Hence a

pipe containing hot water wiU give off three thousand times as

much heat as the same pipe containing hot ah', or, in other

words, win convey the heat three thousand times as far with

the same loss. Brickwork being a much worse conductor of

heat than iron (in about the proportion of 1 to 3), and a

brick-on-bed being thirty or forty times the thickness of an
iron pipe, while a flue is generally four to eight times the area

of a pipe, the difference is partly compensated ; but it may
still be reckoned that a flue wUl only convey its heat to one-

fourth or one-sixth the distance that a hot-water pipe will.

Before deaUng with the actual amount of fuel which is re-

(juired for heating various structures, it is necessary to deter-

mine what proportion of the total heat evolved may be fairly

considered to be available in practice. The tables on p. 115 show
the amount produced by each fuel, and, as already observed,

the waste is but trifling when the fuel is burned within the

structure to be heated, or when the heat produced is abstracted

through a sufficient prolongation of flue. 'When the fire is in

a stokehole, it would not be difficiilt in general to make the

ventilation of the stokehole pass through close stone pipes led

within the house to be heated, and in this way a large amount
of waste might be economised. If, then, care is taken to save

as much of the heat as is possible, we may reckon that a de-

duction of ten per cent, ought to be ample to cover the total

waste. The amount requisite to produce a draught in the

chimney is too trifling to require notice. I have found by
experiment that a temperature of -10° above the au" in a chimney
15 feet high occasions a sufficiently strong draught, and a

temperature of 70" above the air a fierce draught. Now, for

the combustion of each pound of coal about 20 lbs. of aii',

equal to 270 cubic feet, aie requisite, allowing, as is found to

be the case, that only half the oxygen in the air combines with
the fuel. The heat of these 270 feet on passing through the fire

would be about 2500° Fahr., and therefore, if the temperature
iif the chimney is 60° above the external air, the allowance of

heat necessary to ensure a very powerful draught is under one-

fortieth part of the total heat generated by the fuel. I pro-

pose, therefore, in the following calculations to assume that

coal ought to give 12,000 units of available heat to the structure

which is to be warmed. And it is, of course, understood that

12,000 lbs. of water raised 1° is exactly the same thing as

6000 lbs. raised 2°, or 1000 lbs. raised 12°, and so on. Now,
12,000 lbs. of water are equal to nearly 192 cubic feet ; but the

heat absorbed iu raising water 1° is sufficient to raise 3000
times (very nearly) the Ukc bulk of air 1°, consequently the heat

yielded by 1 lb. of coal wUl raise 192 x 3000, or 576,000 cubic

feet of air 1°. So much for the quantity of ah' that can be
heated by 1 lb. of coal.

Now for the cooling. Let it be kept in mind that air would
remain stationary in temperature unless the heat is allowed to

pass off, and it wiU be seen that its absolute loss of heat does
Dot depend on its bulk, but upon the nature of the media by
which it is surrounded : hence the common method of esti-

mating heating power by so many feet of pipe required for so

many cubic feet of contents of the house is only a rough-and-
ready way of approximating to the extent of cooling surface

by which the air is smTounded ; but it is more accurate to

take the cooUng surfaces lUrectly. The experiments of Hood
have shown that each square foot of glass cools about 1.^ cubic

foot of air as many degrees per minute as the external tempe-

rature exceeds the internal. If this excess is V, then 1 square
foot of glass cools 1| cubic foot of air 1° per minute ; or -160,800

square feet of glass will cool 576,000 cubic feet of air per minute,
which, as we have seen, is the quantity of air that 1 lb. of coal
will heat V. Therefore 1 lb. of coal burned per minute will

supply the heat lost through 460,800 square feet of glass ; or
dividing by 60, 1 lb. of coal burned per hour will supply the
loss of heat occasioned by 7513 (say, for convenience, 7500)
square feet of glass iu the same time, when the external tem-
perature is 1° below the internal. For any other difference of
temperatures we must divide 7500 by the number of degrees
of difference to obtain the surface of glass which 1 lb. of coal
per hour will heat. For any different superficies of glass we
must divide 7500 by it to obtain the degrees of heat above the
external air which 1 lb. of coal will maintain ; and for any
additional consumption of coal per hour we have to multiply
either the degrees of difference of temperature, or the superficies

of glass, found as above, by the number of pounds of coal to be
burned per hour to get either the temperature that wiU be
maintained in a given structure, or the extent of structure
that will be maintained at a given temperature.
We may express these rules algebraically in the following

equations. Let C be the number of pounds of coal to be
burned per hour ; D, the difference of external and internal
temperature in degrees ; and S, the superficies of glass in
square feet. Then

,, , _ DS _ 7500C imc
(') '•' = 7500 > '' = D . ^ = —g- '

From which, when any two of the quantities C, D, and S are

fixed, the third can be found. Or, in words : To find the coal

requu-ed to keep a given structure at a given difference of tem-
perature, multiply the superficies of glass in feet by the pro-
posed difference, and divide by 7500.

To find the superficies of glass which will be maintained at

a given difference of temperature by a given quantity of coal,

multiply the pounds of coal per hour by 7500, and divide by
the intended difference of temperature.
To find the difference of temperature that wUl be maintained

in a given structure by a given quantity of coal, multiply the
pounds of coal per hour by 7500, and divide by the superficies

of glass in feet.

These rules are quite independent of the manner in which
the heat is conveyed or applied in the structure, whether by
Arnott stove, flue, or hot-water pipes, provided only the

arrangement be such as to yield twelve pai'ts of the heat of

coal, which, when burned, gives thirteen to sixteen parts. If

the coal be of very inferior heating power it may be proper to

use 7000 instead of 7500 for a constant. The same rules also

apply to other species of fuel, substituting a different constant
in place of 7500. This constant may be obtained by multiply-

ing 7500 by the imits of heat belonging to the fuel in question
(less ten per cent, for waste), and dividing the product by 12,000.

In computing the superficies of glass the woodwork may be in-

cluded as a sort of set-off against the extra loss of heat tlirough

the laps of the glass. The loss through the back and front

waUs of lean-to houses must also be considered, but it is

reckoned by Dr. Arnott at only one-twentieth of that of glass

;

but, on the other hand, it is important to remember that the

effect produced by coal in the foregoing calculation is that for

extreme low temperatures in sunless weather, and in compari-
son with the temperature of an unheated greenhouse. The
night temperatures will always be by fire heat in excess of what
has been shown, because as, even in cloudy weather, the day
temperature of the air is almost always 10° to 20" higher than
the night, there is bottled-up in any glass structure, in the

soil, and walls, an amount of heat in the day which is slowly

given off at night, and which to that extent diminishes the

amount of coal required at night to maintain a given tempera-
ture. Gardeners are familiar with the saving of coal effected

by early closing in sunny days, and a like saving accrues in a

less marked degree even on sunless days. The formulfe given

above must therefore be taken as the extremes that can be re-

quired by firing alone, in protracted periods of sunless weather,

of uniform temperature. In such conditions I have found
them hold good in practice.

The next point is to ascertain how many feet of (say 4-iuch)

pipe are required in order to convey and transmit, through the

water to the surrounding air, the amount of heat produced by
1 lb. of coal per hour. Now, it may bo deduced from Hood's
researches on the rate of cooling of iron pipes that 1 foot in

length of 4-inch pipe, which contains 150 cubic inches of water,

weighing 5-425 lbs., loses -GSV per minute, or 40-86° per hour.
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when tho water is 100" above the temperature of the surroniul-

ing air. But as 1 lb. of coal raises 12,0(l0 lb."!, of water 1
", it

will raise .';-l25 lbs. (that is to say, the water in 1 Hiieal foot of

pipe), liliOl", or the water in ft't lineal feet 10'8G°. Hence 1 lb.

of coal per hour will keep 55 feet of -l-inch pipe at a steady

temperature of 100' above the surrounding air, or 5500 feet

1° above the surrounding air. Then, if we take j> to represent

any different length of pipe, and il to stand for any other dif-

ference between the temperature of the pipe and of the air in

the house, we shall get the following equations, corresponding

to those given for the heating of air,

5500C ,
65C0O _ ])d

{^)i>. = —r> «=
,, ' ^ = Zm-

The first of which may be expressed in words thus :—
To find tho length of pipe which a given number of pounds

of coal per hour will maintain at a given temperature, mul-

tiply the pounds of coal by 5500, and divide by tho difference

between the heat the water is intended to be kept at and the

intended heat of the house.
The other formula' may bo reduced into words in like

manner.
Finally, if we wish to e:(press any one of the quantities

p, d, D, and S in terms of the others, by taking from the

formulas (1) and (2) the common value of C, and equating, we

obtain ^^ =
J^g. From which it follows that

,„ , 6500ZJS UDS , , 117)8

^^ =
iifl

"early.

The first of which formula; may, for an example of the rest,

be expressed thus :

—

To find the length of pipe which, at a given temperature of

the water, will heat a structure having a given superficies of

glass to a given temperature, multiply the superficies by eleven

times the intended difference between the outside and inside

temperatures, and divide the product by fifteen times the

intended difference between the heat of the water and the air

of the house. And having thus found the value of y, if we

substitute it in the equation C = ^-^^ we shall get the quantity

of coal necessary to give the desired result in the given con-

ditions.

The data on which these expressions and rules are founded
are well known ; but the method of deriving them and the

formula) for calculation are, so far as I know, new, and may
therefore have admitted error. I shall therefore be glad if any
of your correspondents will kindly point out any mistake they
may discover. Subject to such correction, the formuhe will

be found very useful in adapting heating apparatus to any new
structure or in testing the performance of any existing arrange-

ments.—J. Boyd KiNNE.iit.

D ^^,,and

TO YOUNG GARDENEBS ON RENOVATING OLD
FRUIT TREES, AND OTHER SUBJECTS.—No. 3.

It is from youthful vigorous trees that wo must remove large

branches and roots. I am well aware that large trees when in

sound health and favourably situated will bear the removal of

large limbs without apparent injury, and the wounds will heal

rapidly; but such amputations often lay the foundation of

decay. This also arises in many cases from tho roots being in

a cool wet subsoil, where the central ones become decayed,
and the evil gradually extends to the body of tho tree. To
head-down a tree in such a condition for grafting, or to form
a new head, or even to cut oft' any part with the object of im-
proving the tree, will only end in disappointment. In all such
cases it is well to consider whether it is not advisable, if the
tree can be spared, to at once replace it. If this is not to be
done, let the large branches alone, but thin-out the small ones,

and remember that the roots play an important part in re-

storing vigour.

If much younger trees are not thriving or have been neg-
lected, and it is thought necessary to head-down or cut back
for grafting, yet if the roots are in difficulties, the foliage of

the young wood from the grafts will in a year or two assume
the appearance of having been plated with silver, be turned to

a glossy milky colour, or in other cases to a sickly yellow. I

have seldom seen such trees recover if not taken in hand
immediately. If left for a year or two they may be at once
removed, as they will never do any good. We should secure

a stock of young trees to take their place—not mere maiden
trees, but those of four or five years' growth, which may be

expected to bear some fruit at once. It is somewhat strange

that it is quite possible a tree may present no sign whatever

of unnatural-coloured leaves before tho branches are cut off,

although in cool subsoils combined with almost sunless aspects,

such as north borders, wo find single branches assuming this

character : cut them off, and the like will appear again. It is

an unmistakeable sign that all is not right at the roots, and
the sooner these are brought near the surface in new soil the

better. To head-down such a tree with its organisation so dis-

ordered would be folly. Until its foliage appears in its natural

character it is best to case-off' any outlying branches, and care-

fully lift the roots and remake the border.

Cutting off large branches is a frequent means of bringing

this disease about with certain varieties, the sudden shock to

tho whole system being more than the tree can endure. I will

give an instance. From a young Morello Cherry tree in a north

border it was deemed necessary to take the centre branch

;

before doing this the tree was, to all appearance, in tho very

best of health, yet the following summer it produced this

unnatural-coloured foliage and refused to grow an inch. In

another case some, to all appearance healthy, bush Apple trees

were headed-down and grafted ; they made rapid growth and

formed nice bushy heads, yet in tho third year they, too, had
this sickly hue and ceased to grow. In this instance the posi-

tion was the reverse of that in which the Cherry was planted,

but the subsoil was bad, and the surface soil unfavourable to fruit

trees. These are not solitary cases ; I have witnessed hundreds

similar, and I contend, like Mr. MiiUer, that more trees are

destroyed by the amputation of limbs than all other causes put

together. I have always found that trees on a dry open subsoil

bear severe pruning better than those on cool soils, but would

advise that on no occasion whatever, if a tree is to continue to

be prosperous for any considerable time, should large branches

be sawn off'—for instance, branches of or 8 inches in diameter.

Any large wound which may be made should be immediately

covered with a waterproof composition to preserve it from

the action of the atmosphere and from insects.

There is a right and a wrong way of eutting-off limbs.

Almost invariably we see trees headcd-down with the branches

severed horizontally, forming a receptacle for all noxious

substances to penetrate into the wound. Avoid this at all

times, and always cut in a vertical direction. I am of opinion

that there are certain ages beyond which trees cannot have

their heads or hmbs taken off with any chance of the wound
healing over. In every garden and orchard may be seen clumsy

wounds left from 3 to inches from the main stock or branch,

and the decay can be traced passing downwards without the

least efl'ort on the part of the surrounding bark to cover the

wound ; the tree gradually sinks, and at last refuses to proilviou

even a leaf.

I remember that about twenty years ago some orchards were

to be converted into market gardens. Many of the trees were

large, sound, and vigorous, but bore small useless fruit ; they

were headed-in, but not closely, and grafted well out on the

tops of the branches, placing in many instances on one tree

from 150 to 200 grafts of the best-bearing varieties, which

were generally of slow growth. Immense crops were pro-

duced for a few years, then the foliage assumed a sickly

colour, and died. The trees paid well even at this time, and,

of course, young trees were growing up to take their place ui

tilling the baskets for market. This is jnst what ought to be

done in private establishments. It was evident, however,

that the union between the stock and the scion was never a

happy one from the first. The grafted trees made vigorous

eft'orts to replace the limbs which had been cut off by push-

ing every hidden eye into growth, and if these had been

allowed to appropriate the abundant supply of sap sent up by

the roots, I have little doubt the trees would now be in a

healthy state. In support of this view I may state that the

trees which were grafted with stronger-growing varieties are

to this day as vigorous as ncid be, and this I ascribe to the

heads being capable of elaborating the abundant supply of

nourishment provided by the roots, and returning to these

all that was wanted to support the underground working

power. In the case of the slow-growing varieties placed on

strong-growing stocks there was no such balance, as for the

large supply of crude food sent up by the roots there was no

machinery to elaborate it properly : hence decay set in. In

heading-down a large tree, then, would it not be advisable to

shorten the roots at the same time, in order to preserve the

balance, or make it incline to whichever side we wish '? Thus, if

wo want to render the bead more vigorous we encourage the
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roots, redueo the crop, and displaeo old wood with young; but
it the object is to diminish vigour and produce more fruit, go
at once to the roots and shorten them.
In the article on this subject, page 54, second column, the

words, " The whole economy of the tree is disordered," should
be omitted.— .T. Tatloe, Maesijinjnne.

BALSAM CULTURE.
Thehe are few plants grown for the decoration of the con-

servatory or show-house that are more beautiful than the

Balsam. \'ery pleasing is their combination with other choice

plants, being graceful in outhne, with a profusion of soft-

tinted flowers relieved by an abundance of delicate foliage.

They are easy of culture ; their flowers have a delicate perfume,
and where a constant display is requh-ed, they are of great value

to the gardener. They should be grown about 2 feet 6 inches

to 3 feet in height, and about 20 to 24 inches through, and as

vase plants or for the dinner-table they have few equals. I

usually sow in the first week of the new year, and about every

two months up to .Tune or .July to keep up a succession. A
suitable compost is good fibry loam, leaf mould, and old de-

cayed cow dung and silver sand. It ought to be borne in

mind that few plants suffer more from any sudden change of

temperature than the Balsam, therefore the compost should be

warmed. It is best finely sifted
;
give good drainage ; cover

the seeds about an eighth of an inch deep, and plunge the

pots in a gentle bottom heat ; then water sparingly tUl the

plants appear, when they must be well exposed to light. As
soon as they have made their second leaves transplant them
into large GO-pots, the pots being first placed in the house to

get warmed (if not new, they must be well washed), for the

Balsam is very susceptible of injury from damp or cold,

although not requiring a high temperature to grow it suc-

cessfully. In potting, great care is required to separate the

plants carefully so as not to injure the roots, and not to press

the sou too firmly so as to bruise the soft stems of the plants

;

cover the stem up to the seed leaf. They require to be

shaded for a few days tUl their roots get hold, after that

shading may be discontinued, and the plants exposed to the

air and light. The water applied should be tepid, and liquid

manure frequently given them. The more liberal the treatment
the stronger the growth. Never allow the plants to want for

water, but give it them according to growth. A suitable tem-
perature is 72° to 75°, and on sunny days they will take no
harm at 80°.

The bottom branches should be kept pegged down to the sur-

face of the puts. As soon as they have tilled the pots with
roots they must be repotted. Never allow them to become
pot-bound. I pick the flowers off till they are of the size re-

quired. The pots must be shifted into a cooler house before

being placed iu the conservatory, so that they may not suffer

from a sudden change. In the summer plunge them up to

the rim in ashes in a pit. Last year I had them in bloom iu

February in the conservatory, and kept up a succession to the
end of the season.—F. P. Luckhukst, Slill Bank Hall,

GREEN'S BOILERS.
In the interest of those who are about to erect or change

hot-water apparatus for plant structures, and wish to have
the evidence of recent practical tests, we can add our own
favourable testimony to that given by the Eoyal Horticultural
Society, in its report, on the efficiency of Green's new wrought-
iron boiler (saddle-fashion). It should be previously remarked
that the boiler sent out by Messrs. Green & Son in 1869
and the present boiler are as dissimilar as possible ; the im-
provements carried out in the latter constitute it one of

the most effective apparatus ever offered for horticultural

purposes.
The large one now at work in our establishment is 4 feet

6 inches in length, 4 feet 6 inches in height, and 2 feet 4 inches
in width ; heating most efficiently 3393 feet of 3 and 5-iuch
piping, part of which is 240 feet from the boiler, and a con-
siderable extent of it is 200 feet distant, whilst its present
power is such as to warrant in milder weather an average circu-

lation of 5 to 800 feet further in extent. This boiler admits
of 80 square fset of heating-surface fully exposed to the
action of the fire, which acts on four flat water plates across
the boiler, each plate being 2 feet in width by 4 feet in length,
the collective heat being utUised within the boiler without
waste in the flue or chimney, thus heating a greater extent

of surface than any other boiler yet known to us. Amongst
its advantages are the following :—When placed in the usual
recess under cover it requkes no brickwork iu setting. In
the event of any injury or accident the boiler can be removed
by an efficient workman, without interfering with the bottom
tubular bars, and be replaced with another in nine hours.

These very important features have served to displace the
upright tubular boiler in favour of the present one, the former
being found impracticable to repair within a period of safety,

and otherwise involving a very considerable risk and expense.
Having had to remove two of the upright tubular boilers in

consequence of fracture, and each involves a whole week to

replace, it will on comparison be readily inferred that our
present boiler is really a boon to horticultural estabUshments.
With the upright tubular boiler connected with the same ex-

tent of piping we never average more than an intermediate
temperature, falling far short of the heat required when most
needed ; whereas in our present boiler we find no difficulty in

maintaining an average hothouse heat.

As a proof that Green's boiler utilises the whole heat with-
out waste, the flues leading to the chimney are nearly cool iu

comparison with other boilers iu full work. The flues formerly
requh'ed special precaution to be taken to avert danger by the

waste heat rushing along the flues and passing through lofts

where hay and mats were stored for convenience ; this risk is

now entirely removed by the waste heat being duly turned
to its proper account. We calculate that this boiler does its

work cleverly and uniformly with two-thirds of the fuel required

for the No. 5 upright tubular, which this replaces, and a still

further important saving is effected by its fuel not being

restricted to coke ; such is the equable power of its combustion
that the fire burns equally briskly with a general mixture of

clay mixed with cinders or other combustible garden refuse.

Having a large bed of extracted clay contiguous we feed our
fires with it throughout the day, and bank-up with coke at

night. Being formed with water bars, the five chamber is not

encumbered with large clinkers, neither is the fuel subject to

hanging up as in some other boilers : hence it is far more
readily cleaned, and by its equable combustion can be safely

left for a length of time without risk of check in circulation.

This boiler is found superior to any other yet used by us
;

its special merits being quick circulation, economy in fuel,

sustained power, and adaptation for immediate repair or re-

placement under any possible exigency. We have four of these

boilers alilie efficient in their working, and we shall have plea-

sure in showing the apparatus at work to any gentleman
amateur, or gardener.—E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington

Nurserij, St. John's IVood.

NOTES BY THE WAT.—No. 2.

It was a bright frosty morning when I left Lyons on the

yth of this mouth (January) and turned my face southward by
the railway to JIarseilles. It was not long before the train

I

eutered the grand valley of the Rhone, not now smiling with

I

rich verdure and luscious fruits, as I have often seen it before,

but shrouded in a garment of white, indicating that for a time
nature was dead, only to spring into the renewed life which is

sure to follow. The Yine-dressers were busy with their 3erpettes,

cutting-out the last year's wood and binding it into little bundles

for fire-kindlers. Those of the Mulberries which required

pollarding were undergoing that operation. I do not mean
the black-fruited Mulberry, but the white, which is grown for

its leaves to serve as food for the silkworm ; for, be it remem-
bered, we are now iu the region of silk, and here in this fertile

valley is it produced in lai'ge quantities all the way down to

Marseilles and MontpeUier. 'The trees are just Uke pollard

Willows, the object being to obtain as strong shoots and vigor-

ous leaves as possible, and this can only be done by cutting-

down the large branches and inducing a strong young growth.

How the old grey rocky steeps reflected back the bright light

of a glorious sun, which accompanied us all the way til! we
passed Montelimart ! and then he went down under the hills

of Arduche, leaving us in darkness all the way to Marseilles.

It is a grand sight, the valley of the Ehone, either in summer
or in winter, but in winter especially it looks stern and severe,

fenced-up as it is on either side by the rugged and almost pre-

cipitous mountains of grey rock ; but these in summer, where
terraces have been formed, are smiling with fruitful Vines.

The Alps, sensibly near by the cold air they diff'used as we
approached them, were covered with snow, which the declining

.sun lit with a varied beauty. After passing Orange and Avignon
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there was a perceptible change in the temperature, which im-

proved as we got nearer Marseilles.

On the following morning, when I tnrned-out of the Grand
Hotel NoaiUes to see the changes that had taken place in the

old city since last I saw it many years ago, I was struck by the

extreme mUdnesa of the temperature ; and thinking a change

had taken place in the night, I remarked to the porter that it

had become very mild, at which he shrugged his shoulders

and rather differed in opinion from me. I asked how long this

had lasted, and he said all the winter, but that they considered

it rather disagreeable than otherwise, for they usually had it

much warmer than this. I was convinced now I was nearing

the subtropical region I had so longed for. In the entrance

hall of the hotel the sides were lined with large tubs planted

with Euonymus japouicus in full fruit, handsome plants 6 feet

high. In the market were an abundance of Artichokes, and
I observed plants ornamented with paper flowers of viiriou»

colours, much in the way that the small Spruce Firs were at

Lyons with the dyed flowers of Xeranthemum annuum. I did

not make any stay in Marseilles through a desire to terminate

my joui'ney, which had now become very tedious, and I shall

endeavour to see something or anything in the way of garden-

ing that I may consider worth notice on my return homeward.
From Marseilles the railway into Italy is a single line, and

its course is all the way close to the shore of the Mediterranean,

sometimes through narrow passes of bold rocky alpine scenery,

from which it emerges at intervals again to afford a full view

of the sea. All the way to Nice there is little to be seen in

cultivated grounds but Vines and Olive trees, with occasioually

the White Mulberry, indicating that silk is produced, and the

VIEW FROM THE GnOUNDS OF THE CASINO AT MONTE CARLO,

hills are covered with Piuus maritima, P. halepeusis, and
Evergreen Oaks. Between Toulon and Cannes I observed

considerable plantations of the Gnaphalium, the flowers of

which are dyed for "everlastings," and of which the "im-
mortelles," now become so common among us, are made. I

had no opportunity of examining it closely enough, but I

beUeve it to be the Gnaphalium margaritaceum. It is grown
in the fields in the same way as Lavender is grown by our

herb-growers at Mitcham and Hitchin. When we got to

Cannes the aspect of vegetation began to change. Oranges
appear ; and here and there between Cannes and Nice we see

specimens of the Date Palm. These become more numerous
as we proceed on the journey, untU, reaching Monte Carlo, they

become quite the leading feature in all effects produced by the

landscape gardening of the district. Monte Carlo, which is

a suburb of Monaco, and where the only remaining gaming
tables in Europe are to be found, is one of the most charming
spots that can be conceived of. The grounds attached to the

Casino have been very artistically laid out ; and here it is that

the Palms are to be seen in their best condition, as ornamental
trees. Our figure will give some idea of the style of gardening
which has been followed. But it is at Bordighera, a few mOes
beyond Mentone, on the Italian frontier, where these Palms are

grown to a large extent, and whence the supplies of Palm
branches are derived with which Rome is supplied for the ser-

yioea on Palm Sundays.

When I looked from my bedroom window of the Hotel

de la Mediterranoe, at Mentone, on the morning after my
arrival, what a new and marvellous sight presented itself

!

Close upon the town there is a range of steep little hills,

richly clothed with vegetation, which have been girdled with

numerous terraces one above the other, and studded with

smUing villas in every variety of fancy forms, each standing

in a garden of Orange and Lemon trees. The trees are groan-

ing under the load of the golden fruit, the crop of which is

now ripening, and in some cases this is so great as to require

props to support the branches. Such a sight is like a trans-

formation scene. Away beyond these little hills there rise, by

a gradual succession of waves of rugged rock, still higher grounds

also terraced, wherever a modicum of soil can be obtained

wherewith to make Orange and Ohve groves. The soil is rich

where there is any, and nothing so exemplifies the patient

industry of these hard-working Ligurian people than the fer-

tility with which they have clothed these apparently barren hills,

and this process goes on higher and higher still till it reaches,

as at S. Agnese, a height of nearly 2500 feet. S. Agneso is

one of a group of these high peaks which form a range of

mountains enclosing Mentone from the north, and protecting

it from the cold winds coming from the Alps in that direction,

and the spurs of these mountains form a barrier on the east

and west, so that by tliis shelter from all the worst winter

winds that blow has, with its fine pure air, warm climate, and
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sea influence, rendered this little town the health-giving blessing

it has been to many.—11., Mentonc.

PRIZES FOR DISEASE-PROOF POTATOES.
The following are the prizes and conditions upon which the

Committee of the Royal Agricultural Society recommend the
-tlOO oiiered by Lord Cathcart last year for essays on the Potato
disease, and which was not awarded by the Committee, to be
applied. We give them in full in order that our readers may be
supplied with the information requisite for an intending com-
petitor :

—

I. The Committee recommend the offer of the following prizes
— (1) For an early Potato, which shall be disease-proof during
three years' trial, and possess the best cropping, keeping, and
cooking qualities, ilOO. (2) For a late Potato, which shall be
disease-proof during three years' trial, and possess the best
cropping, keeping, and cooking qualities, ±'100.

II. They also recommend that an additional sum, not exceed-
ing .4100, be placed at the disposal of the judges to divide at
their discretion in prizes to disease-proof Potatoes in the above
classes not obtaining either of the foregoing prizes.

III. They further recommend that prizes of the same amount
as the preceding be offered for disease-proof Potatoes raised from
seed to be sent in for competition during the month of February,
1879.

The Committee had drawn up the following conditions, which
they recommended should be attached to the offer of the fore-

going series of prizes :

—

Each competitor must send 1 ton of each sort of Potato with
which he intends to compete, in twenty bags containing 1 cwt.
each, so as to be delivered at a warehouse provided by the
Society not later than February 21.

Each bag must have a parchment label attached, giving both
the name and address of the competitor and the name of the
Potato. These labels will be removed by the Secretary of the
Society, who wiU see that each bag is legibly stencilled with the
number which will be assigned by him to the competitor.
One hundredweight of each kind of Potato sent to compete

will be forwarded to a Potato-grower in each of the several dis-

tricts of the United Kingdom as follows :—North Yorkshh'e,
South Yorkshire, Cumberland, Fylde district of Lancashire,
Marsh district of Lincolnshire, Essex, Higham district of Kent,
Devonshire, Staffordshire, Bedfordshire, South Wales, North
Wales, Morayshire, Perthshire, the Lothians, Kenfrewshire,
Ulster, Connaught, Leiuster, and Munster.
Each Potato-gi-ower will be instructed to plant the competing

kinds of Potatoes in the same field with his own Potato crop in
adjacent plots, carefully keeping each sort distinct, and submit-
ting each to precisely the same treatment as his ordinary crop.
He will also be instructed to keep a careful and precise record
of every event connected with the growth of the experimental
Potato crops, including the dates of all agi-icultural operations,
the quantities of manure applied, with the time of application,
the appearance of the several plots from time to time, notes of

the weather, and other information connected with the growth
of the crop. Books prepared for this purpose will be furnished
to each grower by the Secretary of the Society.
The crops will be carefully han'ested, and weighed in the

presence of a representative of the Society ; e.ach kind will be
carefully kept separate, and thoroughly examined for diseased
tubers. The proportion of diseased tubers, should any be found,
will be carefully noted. The crops yielded by the competing
kiuds of Potatoes will be the property, and at the disposal, of
the Society ; and the growers will be paid for the use of their
land, cost of manure, tillage operations, and all other accommo-
dation at a price to be previously agi*eed upon.
The trials will bo repeated next year with the produce of the

competing kinds that may be found to resist disease on all the
experimental plots this year; and similarly they will be re-
peated in 1876, with the produce of those that have resisted
disease in the two previous years. The awards, if any, will be
made early in 1877.
The judges will be instructed not to award any of the prizes

except to the owners of competing kinds of Potatoes that are
found to resist disease during the whole of the experimental
period of three years.
Every competitor, whose Potatoes shall be attacked by the

disease during the experiments, may be required to pay such
sum as the Council may determine, not exceeding £20, towards
the expenses of the cultivation of each kind of Potato sent by
him to compete for the prizes offered. '

Inspection of the growing crops by a representative of the
Society will be made, once at least, during their growth.
In addition to the foregoing scheme of prizes and experiments,

the Committee also recommend that each member of the Council
be requested to furnish to the Secretary of the Society the
names and addresses of any gi-owcrs of Potatoes on a large scale
within his district.

That some of the principal local agricultural societies be re-
quested to faruisli similar information.
That a series of questions be prepared to be sent as soon as

possible to sucli of those growers as the Committee may select,

in order to obtain the results of their experience, and that a
report based on such replies be prepared for early publication
in the Journal of the Society.
The Committee further recommended that Messrs. Jabez

Turner, W. H. Wakefield, W. Carruthers, G. Hope, and J.
Baldwin (Glasnevin), be invited to act as judges of Potatoes;
and that a sum of .i50 be placed in the hands of the Secretary
to defray current expenses.
This report was adopted on the motion of Mr. Whitehead,

seconded by Mr. Jabez Turner; and it was announced that the
Directors of tho Agricultural Hall Company would place a suit-

able warehouse for the reception of the competing kiuds of
Potatoes, rent free, at the disposal of the Society.—Tiavirf and
Water.)

ENTOMOLOGICAL GLEANINGS.
Mb. Wonfor has recently communicated to the Brighton

Natural History Society the result of some of his investigations

regarding the uses of the antennte of insects. He is as yet unable,
however, to place before us such definite information as will

leave the matter open to no question. In his paper he care-

fully considers the three leading hypotheses—namely, that
these organs are either tho seat of the sense of touch, of

hearing, or of smelling. A variety of observations have been
given by the advocates of these different views, each mainly in

support of his own. As Mr. Wonfor points out, there is no
doubt at all that the antenn.T3 are employed by many insects

as organs of touch ; but that still leaves it doubtful whether
these are not intended primarily for another purpose in addition.

Insects have been repeatedly seen to direct the antenna? towards
the quarter whence a loud or sudden noise proceeded ; and in

the case of the larger Crustac ea, it may be considered as proved
that the organs of hearing are situated at the base of the long

external antenna?. The microscopical researches of Newport
and Hicks also point to the conclusion that among the insects

the antenna? subserve the same purpose. As far back as 1847,
however, Erichson's investigations had brought to light the

fact that the walls of antenna? are full of small pores, and
these pores contain fine hairs, in which he thinks the sense of

smell is situate. Coupling this with the cu-cumstance that the

moths belonging to the Bombyx family, and which are at-

tracted by the females from long distances, have large and
deeply-pectinated antennn?, Mr. Wonfor holds to the belief that

the antennw are organs of smell.

An illustration of those occasional singular assemblages of

insects in largo swarms is given by Mr. Cole in the " Entomo-
logist." He observed last August, near Woodford, in Essex,

that a patch of Fern and Broom, about four 4 square, was
almost black with hosts of a little fly (Sepsis cynipsea), all

slowly moving and vibrating their wings in a peculiar manner,
while some object not apparent was engaging their attention.

A few sweeps of a net brought together a mass of flies that

weighed more than half a pound, and in bulk the flies eslialed

a strong odour of Lemon 'Thyme.

A singular instance of the tenacity of life has recently been

noted. An entomologist in capturing a specimen of the Gray-

ling Butterfly (Satyrus Semelo), struck off its head. The insect

lived in a pill-box for four days afterwards ; and during this

time, if occasionally liberated, it would fly a short distance.

A correspondent of the "Entomologist" snggests that the

agency of hydraulic pressure is the means by which many
insects escape from the pupa-case. He observed in several

hundred individual moths belonging to two species that enter

the pupa state in wood or the stem of a succulent plant, that

when the insects burst open the case they emitted a fluid which
filled the anal segments of the case, and no doubt assisted in

their extrusion.

Writing on the subject of parasitic flies, Mr. Spicer observes

that though the least likely place to discover the larva^ of an
Anthomyia (or " flower-loving fly "), would be the human
stomach, such larva? do sometimes exist there. He explains

their occurrence in man's interior by the supposition that they

are introduced with vegetables which have been standing

some time, and on which the mother fly has, " in the inno-

cence of her heart," laid a batch of eggs. These larv.x^ cling,

so it is said, to the inner surface of the intestine by means of

minute spines with which the back and sides are armed.

Troublesome, perhaps, as occasioning some pain and irritation,

these undesired visitants can hardly be dangerous. That such
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a thiug Joes ever happen ia one argument among others against

the use of vegetables that are not perfectly fresh ; and perhaps
our cooks ought to scrutinise leaves, &o., a little more carefully

than at present.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Plantinq Ranunculus.—Observe whether the roots are sound

or not ; if they are damp or mildewed they are of little or no use.
Any piece of ground which has been rough-dug in autumn, aud
left through the winter to receive the benefit of the frost, is just
what the Ranunculus delights in. With regard to situation,
some spot should be chosen, as remote as circumstances will
allow, from hedges, old Box edgings, walks, or anything which
might harbour slugs ; a level space is to be preferred. Haviug
fixed on a plan to plant, on the morning of a fine day level the
bed rather roughly, but evenly, with a three-pronged fork, with-
out putting a foot upon it, then let it remain till two or three
o'clock, when it will be dry, and rake it perfectly level ; this
done, draw a line up the middle, aud, with a small trowel,
draw a straight furrow, beginning at the centre and advancing
to the edge with successive furrows. The amateur should regu-
late the size of the bed by the number of roots, and dispose of

them equally all over it. Place the roots so that the crowns
shall be 14 inch beneath the sm-faoe when the bed is completed,
and haviug thus filled the furrow with tubers 1 inches apart,
drop a Httle sand on each, sufficient to cover it, and draw the
mould over the whole. The manipulations which have been
described are rather laborious from the long continuance of the
stooping posture, and they will probably discourage those who
are not thoroughly imbued with a love of flowers ; but the reso-
lute amateur will remember that no good results are ever se-
cured without toil, and he will be cheered in his labours by the
prospect of a splendid bloom.
Seed-sowing.—As the busy season of seed-sowing is at hand,

proceed with the general work, both in the flower and the
kitchen garden, as fast as possible. Borders containing herb-
aceous plants that were not dug over in the autumn should,
now that the bulbous plants are above ground, be attended to
immediately. Instead of being dug they should be neatly
forked over, previously dressing the ground, if poor, with rich
compost or manure, aud taking care to disturb the bulbs as little

as possible. Coarse-growing plants, as Asters, Achilleas, Phloxes,
&c., must be reduced in size. lu doing this retain a portion of
the outside, only removing the outer part and the centre ; or, if

necessary, take up the plant altogether, and, after adding some
fresh compost to the soil, replant the best part of the old stool.
In this way neat compact plants may be obtained, aud, wliat is

au advantage in small gardens, some of the coarse-growing ones
will be checked in their growth.
Cuttings.—Many of the more hardy of the autnmn-struck

plants for grouping, such as Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, common
Verbenas, &c., may now be potted-off into small pots, and placed
under the shade of the greenhouse plants until well rooted, so as
to be ready to plant out in sand iu temporary pits towards the
end of March, and set the pots at liberty for other things. Very
small pots must be used, the object being to get the compact
ball of roots, which, when plunged in sand, will produce a dense
mass of fibres, ready to push into the soil directly after the
plants are placed in their permanent quarters.

For this reason I would advocate the autumn as the best season
for striking cuttings, because every day in spring brings its work,
whUe autumn is comparatively anidle time in the garden. There-
fore, as three dozen plants can, on an average, be kept under
every superficial foot of glass, let us get over these kinds in au-
tumn, have them potted early in spring and plunged in tempor.iry
pits, so as to set the other pits and frames at liberty for more
useful purposes. Any new or scarce plants of which your stock
may be limited had better be placed in heat to produce cuttings
for propagation. Among the plants not so extensively grown
as their merits entitle them to be I may mention Nierembergia
intermedia, gracilis, Lautana Sellowii, the old Ruellia formosa,
Bouvardia triphylla and splendens. Both the latter plants are
readily increased by pieces of the roots cut into portions about
1 inch long, placed over some light sandy soil, covered about
halt an inch deep, and plunged in a gentle bottom heat. The
youug plants must be potted-off when about 1 inch high. The
old plants should be parted and potted in March, and placed in
heat until they have produced shoots 2 inches long, after which
they must be hardened-ofl previously to being planted-out.
B. splendens strikes fresly from cuttings, and the other species
is best increased by roots.

A few seeds of Brachycome iberidifolia, Schizanthus Hookeri,
Priestii, and humilis ; Mesembryanthemum tricolor, Rhodanthe
Manglesii, Clintenia pulchella, Phlox Drummondi, and Portulaca
Thellusoni may be sown in gentle heat to bloom in pots. Some
of the autumn-sown annuals will require repotting.

In the kitchen garden plant a few early Potatoes at the foot of

a south wall or on a warm border; but if they can be placed on
a slight hotbed, so as to start them into growth a little, they will

be as well planted three weeks hence. Make a small sowing of

Lettuce, and also get in another crop of early Peas and the first

crop of Windsor Beans.
Lay in a stock of different kinds of soil under cover while it

is dry, ready for potting next month. In planting flowering
shrubs be very particular to plant them at such distances that
each plant may have plenty of room to grow and strike out its

roots aud branches freely. If shrubs are crowded together they
become stunted in growth and lanky in form.

If you are forming a clump, or even a plantation, let each shrub
be planted 6 feet-apart from its neighbour ; but if you wish to

plant Roses, Syringas, Honeysuckles, and Lilacs in your flower
borders, they should be from 12 to 1.5 feet distant from each
other, so as not to interfere with the flowers growing below
them. October is the autumn montli for trausplauting shrubs,
and February and March are the spring months. March is the
last month for transplanting evergreens. When you wish to

transplant or plant a shrub, dig a circular hole sufficiently large

to receive the roots of the plant, which must be laid neatly
down while some person holds tho shrub iu its proper position

straight aud upright, cut away any dead or damaged roots, then
break the earth well with your spade and throw it into the hole,

shaking the plant gently just to let the earth fall closely among
the roots. When it is well fiUed-up tread the earth gently round
the shrub to fix it, but do not stamp it. Water each shrub after

planting, give a good soaking, and let the plant have a stake

to support it.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
FEUIT AND KITCHEN GAUDEN.

Keen frost accompanied by cutting east winds brought every-
thing to a standstill except trenching. The rough manure
placed over the surface of the ground prevented the frost from
penetrating deeply. In a previous article allusion was made to

the undesirability of trenching the ground when tho surface was
frozen deeply. Another undesirable practice is to trench-in a
hard surface where the ground has been trodden or wheeled
upon. This is sometimes done, the top spit being thrown to

the bottom in lumps if the soil is at all heavy. Iu such a case

it is best to fork the surface over, and if possible allow it to lie

for a month or more until pulverised by the action of the atmo-
sphere ; and if practicable, it is best to trench when the surface

is dry.
Nailing.—Where this is not finished it ought to be completed

as soon as possible. The Peach wall is generally left to the last

;

aud as the trees of this are more infested by insect pests than
any others, it is best to unnail the trees altogether and renail

with new shreds. The old shreds can sometimes be used a second
time if they have been dipped in boiling water. Iu most modern
gardens, neat wire trellises are substituted for the old system of

nailing. The only danger arising from this method is, that the
wood is liable to canker if it is tied too firmly to the wires.

Galvanised wire is the worst, ordinary wire painted is the best

to use. The wire should be strained tightly, and fixed pretty
close to the wall. All pruning should be finished as soon as

possible.

We made a sowing of Celery in the open air ; the first sowing
was made in a hotbed for the earliest crop. In our light gravelly

soil the first sowing, which is generally made uuder a glass light,

runs to seed to a large extent during the summer months. We
have also been planting out Onions that were sown in autumn.
In many gardens the spring-sown Onions are annually attacked

by the grub, and the crop much damaged, or even totally de-

stroyed. When this is the case, the best mode is to sow in

autumn, and plant-out in rows or beds in February. In this way
there is no danger of the crop being destroyed or even much
injured by the worm.

Parsnips and Carrots.—We sowed the former. This vegetable
is grown and appreciated in the neighbourhood of London, but
in Scotland it is Uttle known amongst the poorer class. The
cottagers have their beds of Onions, Carrots, Leeks, and Cab-
bages, but wholesome salads aud a nutritious vegetable like the
Parsnip should find a place in all gardens. The best Parsnips
are obtained from ground that has been trenched in the autumu,
and the manure placed a foot below the surface. It may also be
as well to state that where Carrots have been annually destroyed
by the worm when the ground was dug in the usual manner, a
sound crop has been obtained by following the above practice.

Those who cannot obtain Carrots free from the worm would do
well to try this system. Proceed in this way : At one end of the
quarter to be trenched take out an opening 1 foot 6 inches deep
and 2 feet C inches wide, this is to be wheeled to the extreme
end to fill up the last trench ; mark-off a space close to the
opening 2 feet wide ; take the top spit of this and throw into the
opeuiug; the loose earth must also be shovelled in, this will take
(i inches from the surface. A good dressing of manure must now
be put in, and the bottom soil thrown out on the top.

Where Radishes are through the ground a light covering of
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straw should be thrown over theta when there are any signs of
frost. Earth-up early Cabbages.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Vineries.—In our early houses we have been tying and training

the growing shoots. The growth of the Vine ia very rapid, and
a few days of inattention now might lead to results that could
not be remedied during the whole of the season. All leading
growths are trained where they will not be too much shaded by
the leaves of the laterals ; these are stopped two eyes beyond
the bunch as soon as possible. The young growths must also
be carefully handled ; if they are bent down too much at one
time, they will either snap off during the operation or the follow-
ing night. With care the growths may be trained into any
position, and all of them should be brought underneath the
wires. Some sorts of Vines are more difficult to train than
others ; those with gross wood are easily damaged. Of this
description Golden Champion may be taken as one. A person
who did not know its character, and who would train it as
he did a Black Hamburgh, would find a number of the best
varieties broken-off in the morning. A good supply of atmo-
spheric moisture must be kept up, but saturation must be
avoided. Damp the paths, walls, and borders twice a-day, and
oftener if the sun is powerful ; shut-up as early as possible in
the afternoon, and keep the night temperature about 65'. If the
weather is mild the Muscat house may rise to 70', but do not
try to get up to this if the days are cloudy and the nights cold.
When there is little sun at this season, forcing houses require
as much firing by day as at night. It is a common mistake with
young gardeners to act contrary to this. They start their fires

in the afternoon to get-np the heat ; and in the morning, if the
heat in the house is all right, it is a common practice to
bank-up the fires for the day. This answers very well if

there is a chance of sunshine. In dull weather the fires must
be maintained.
Peach House.—In the earliest house, if the fruit is set, it will

not be necessary to be so very cautious in regard to atmospheric
moisture. The trees should be thoroughly syringed every day :

at present this is best done in the morning. A portion of the
fruit should be thinned out, but too much should not be taken
off the trees at one time. It is as well to make three thinnings,
and the same in regard to disbudding. If too large a portion of
the growing wood or leaves is removed from a Peach tree or
Vine that is being forced, it tends considerably to paralyse the
functions of the tree. Many Peach-growers leave a large portion
of the fruit to be thinned-out during stoning, but if the trees
are in good health and not overburdened with fruit there is no
danger of its dropping off at that time.
Orchard Houses that are not furnished with a heating appa-

ratus should be freely aired, so that the trees may be kept in a
backward condition. The later they are in flowering the less
danger will there be of the blossoms being damaged by frosts.

If the trees are in pots they will not require water once a-week,
but it is well to look over them as often as this, and water those
that require it. If the trees were infested with aphis last season,
even though none can be seen now, it will be as well to give the
house a good fumigation with tobacco smoke. This pest begins
to increase when the trees are in flower, and it is better to kill

it before the trees are so far advanced.

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE,
It has been necessary to make a re-arrangement in the stove :

some Orchids which are wintered in a drier and cooler house
have now been removed hither. Orchids, Ferns, and some other
plants have been repotted. Lycopods are also found useful in
the stove for jilacing near the edge of the staging to hide other
plants ; to be kept in the best health they require frequent pot-
ting. One of the commonest but most useful is Selaginella
denticulata, and the variety having the growths tipped with
white is very pretty. S. apoda is a neat species, and one of the
prettiest trailing species is S. cfesia. Many of the species are
very elegant grown in large pots, and they make very handsome
specimens indeed. Of these the best are Selaginella africana,
formosa, Lobbi, Lyalli, Walhchi, Warscewiczii, and Wildeuovi.
The last-named is a very neat-growing pretty species, which
does well in a greenhouse.
Any hardwooded plants requiring training should be attended

to at once. The same remark applies to greenhouse plants of

a similar character. The temperature of the greenhouse and
conservatory should be warmer, presuming that the houses con-
tain forced flowers. During the recent cutting east winds much
attention has been required to keep up a proper temperature to
suit the different occupants. Hardwooded plants are apt to
suffer if air is not admitted freely ; and stage Pelargoniums
become a prey to green fly in a close atmosphere. It has been
necessary to fumigate for this. Where a continuous display of

flowers is required, it is necessary to remove fresh batches of

all the different sorts of spring-flowering plants and bulbs to the
forcing house once in two or three weeks. Such subjects as
Hyacinths and Roses should bo placed near the glass, though
all plants should have as much light as possible at this season.
Stage Pelargoniums have been potted into their flowering pots.

Turfy loam, leaf mould, rotted manure, and some bone dust were
the potting material used; the plants not being intended for

specimens, but to produce good trusses of flowers, the shoots
have not been stopped nor tied down.

FLOWER GARDEN.
We had pruned a large portion of the Roses before the froat,

the remainder have been finished since. The ground has been
well manured, and is to be forked over as soon as convenient.
Phloxes may now be planted. Plants from cuttings struck early
last season, and which flowered in pots in the autumn, are the
best, the spikes being much stronger than when division of the
roots is resorted to in order to increase the stock. The Phlox is a
gross feeder, and luxuriates in deeply trenched soil that has been
highly manured. We have a good stock of all bedding plants
except Alternanthera amosna ; this is the prettiest of all, and at
the same time the most difficult to grow. If there is a scarcity
of it the plants should be in heat, and cuttings should be taken
off as fast as they can be procured.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUE EECEIVED.
E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington Road, St. John's Wood,

London, N.W.

—

Catalogue of Flower, Vegetable, ami Agricul-
tural Seeds.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*.*• We request that no one wUl wiite privately to any of the

correspondents of the " Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addi'ossed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, <6c., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them
answered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questiona must remain unanswered untU next
week.

Personalities.—It is only from courtesy to oar correspondent " An Old
SciiscRiBER," who has sent us an extract from our Irish {jardeninfj contem-
porary containing one of the strictures alluded to by " A Well-wisher " a
week or two a^o, that we again make any reference to the subject. It is

really too contemptible to take any notice of. The only allowance we can
make for " the strictures " is, that they mast have been written by some half-

educated person who cannot appreciate the writings of gentlemen, and we
can but pity him. He, like many of that class, like to have everything reduced
to their own standard, which is a very low one ; but that would not suit the
readers of this Journal. We cannot allude to this subject any more.

Books (Z). li. C.).—" The Orchid Manual." You can have it free by post
from our office if you enclose thirty-two postage stamps with your address.

Christmas Rose {W. L.).—You had better advertise if you require a
riuantity.

Stove {A Constant Reader).—We do not know it, and not one is admissible
among plants that has not a smoke- tiuc.

Pruning Peach Trees (C. S.).—Shoots th,at have only a small portion
of youn;^ wood at the point of a long shoot or branch ought to be cut out, and
their place taken by younger and more vigorous shoots. The main branches of

the tree should he about a foot apart, and from these a young bearing shoot
should be trained-in at every foot, and if more than a foot long they should be
shortened to that length, but if strong they may be left at tueir fuU h-ngth.

We always, however, shorten ours to as near a foot as we tind a wood bud.
Full instructions for pruning Peach trees are given in the " Modem Peach
Pruner," which you may have by post from our oflice for 3.^. 8(f.

ErcHARis amazonica in Glass Case {R. 2?.).—It would grow well in a
heated case, but wo fear would not flower unless \ou were to remove it for a
few weeks in summer, or even place it in a window so as to induce rest ; after

about six weeks it might be returned to the case, and would probably flower.

The time to remove it would be when it had made a good growth, and the
leaves were full-sized, the plant appearing stationary as regards growth.
Plants may be obtained of any of the principal nurserymen.

jEraniums Growing (Biaps).—The Geraniums are starting into growth
from the warmth, and would be better removed to a cooler place, the cooler

the better, if safe from frost. Place thera where they will have light. Cut
away all the long straggling horn-like shoots to within an inch of their base.

There is no doubt the plants will be much injured by the warmth and
premature growth, but by giving them a Ughter and cooler position it is likely

they will recover.

Salt tor Garden lldnn).—You may benelieially apply the salt to your
kitchen garden ground in March, scattering it evenly over the surface, but not
upon growing plants, though it may be distributed between the rows and
about the plants, at the rate of twenty bushels per acre.

Pear Tree Gruji-eaten (IiU:vi).—From your description we tliiok the
" worm " in the trunk of your Pear tree is the larva of the goat motli. The
caterpillar should be destroyed by thrusting a wire up the hole, even if it be

necessary' to enlai'ge the hole to get at it. It has been found that chloroform
closed in the hole destroys the caterpillar, and no doubt linseed oil injected

would do the same. Tobacco smoke blown in has also been found useful.

Hyacinths in Glasses Rootless (Iilcm).—Probably tlio want of roots is

a result of the glasses being in too strong light. Cover them with paper jiiet

level with the roots dowuwaids, and wo think you will hud the roots will
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descend. Keep the water ffweet, and continue the bits of charcoal, taking
care that the water is of the eame temperature as the room.

Veronica saucifolia Culture (PtnZif).—This is the name of the plant
of which you sent us a specimen. It is a half-hardy everpreen elirub, and
requireB to be grown in a greeuhonee, though it will succeed very well out-
doors in summer. It is increased by cuttings of the growing Bhoots taken
off with two joints, and the growing points inserted in sandy soil up to the
second joint, the leaves being removed below the lowest joint. Place tho
cuttings in a gentle bottom heat. To keep it dwarf and bushy, cut it

down in spring, and keep it stopped, so as to induce pide shoots. Tho beat
plants are those from cuttings stopped until a good-habited bushy plant is

formed ; then allow it to grow for flowering. It will not bloom well if kept
very cloeely stopped.

Continuous Succession of Flowers (Mfm).—Chryeanthemnms from
October to January inclusive, Fuchsias from May to October, and Primulas
from October to May. These ai'e the times when they are usually in flower

;

and though they may bo bloomed at other seasons, it is not desirable, as tho
flowering is not satisfactory.

Vine for Cucumuer House—Orchids (Idem).—We do not consider a
Cucumber house suitable for Vines, but the kind that would do best in winter
along with the CucnmberK is the Black Hamburgh. Orchids succeed well in
n Cucumber house, as At^rides falcatum, odoratum maximum, Lobbi, Angrjp-
cura sesquipedale, Catfleya superba, Cypripedium barbatum snperbum, C. liir-

sutissimum, C. villoeum. Dendrobium chrysotoxum, !>. densitlornm album,
D. Farmeri, D. macrophyllum Dayanum, D. Pierardi, Phahenopsis amabilis,
P. grandiflora, P. grandiflora superba. P. Schilleriana, Saccolabium giittatum
giganteum, S. retusum, S. Blumei, Dayanum, Vanda gigantea, V. insignia,
V. suavis, and V. violacea.

Camellia Lea%'es Unhealthy (Gardener).—The leaves are probably in
this condition from having been exposed to powerful sun when the plants
were making fresh growth. Slight shade from bright sun is neccssai^ during
summer. With this the foliage will, we think, bo all right another seabon

;

but we should advise you to sec to the roots, making the drainage good, and
potting if required; or remove tho surface soil down to the roots, and top-
dret-s with fresh soil. In doing so be careful not to injure the roots.

Potato Planting (F. E. r.).—Plant early in next month during dry
weather. We prefer medium-sized tubers for planting, cutting off the crown
or cluster of eyes at the end only. If the tubers are large we prefer cutting
them in halves, and leaving two or three eyes in each half. Using small sets
is a great mistake. In storing seed Potatoes, it is of no consequence whether
the eyes are upwards or downwards. Store in a cold place to prevent the
eyes emitting long shoots before planting time.

Hand-Drill (J. H. L,).—Drilling, as you
say, is a difficult operation fur an unskilled
amateur. A very simple, and at the same
time a very expeditious and effective mode
of pUmting small seeds, is to put them in a
wine bottle, with a quill inserted in the cork,
as shown in the cut. If the seeds are ex-

tremely small, and it is necessary to sow
them thinly, mix the seed with dry sand
before it is put in the bottle.

Trees Overshadowing (R. H. D.).—The
usual course is to give notice to the owner
of the trees of the injury they occasion, and
ask him to remove the branches overhanging
your garden. If he neglects doing so, then
usoally you might cut them off ; but there
are many facts of which we know nothing,
and which may control your right, so you had better consult your solicitor.

Epacrises and Azaleas Dying (R. 5.).—Probably the plants have gone
off from having been in small pots and pot-bound, and then shifted into

larger pots, or the soil may have been unsuitable. "Black soil" does not
sound well. It may have been bog soil, which does not suit these plants.

Sandy fibrous brown peat is necessary, and in shifting from small pots the
shift should not be large; the sides of the ball should be loosened with a
pointed piece of wood, and the neck or collar of the plants kept high in the
centre of the pots, or level with the rim, and the soil should fall gradually,

so as to be about half an inch below the rim of the pot.

Forcing One-year-old Sea-kale (Bus).— The seed should be sown in

March, or, if the ground is then wet and cold, early in April, in drills a foot
apart and an inch deep, placing the seeds about an inch from each other in
the drills, and covering with fine soil. The plants should be thinned so that
they may stand 6 Inches apart, and be kept clear of weeds. They will by
autumn be nice plants, and should be taken up when the leaves have fallen,

and be placed in pots or boxes to be removed to a dark place where there i.s

gentle heat. If you wish to force on the ground it will be necessary to sow
iu holes about an inch deep, and in a circle about 4 inches across, putting in

the seeds about an inch apart. Four of the best plants may be left to form
a stool. The stools should be 18 inches apart and 2 feet from each other in

the row, allowing twice the latter distance between every two rows, so as to
/orce two rows at a time.

KoSR Pruning (7ff<'»i)-—Tour Roses will have their young growths cut by
the recent frosts. Cut them back now to within three or four eyes of their

base, or to eyes that have not started into growth. Any strong shoots may
be left a little longer, and weak shoots should be cut-in to one or two eyes.

Annuals for Croquet Ground (Petite).—You could not improve on the
pink and white varieties of Saponaria calabrica, the seed being sown in

March or early in April amongst the bulbs, which will not be injured by the
Saponaria, but the latter may siiffer if the bulbs cover the ground densely.

The leaves and stems of the bulbs should be removed as they die off. For
the boxes annuals will answer, and they are less expensive than plants.

Sweet Alyssnm, white; Abronia umbellata, rosy lilac ; Gypsophila muralis,
pink; Sanvitalia procumbenK flore-pleno, yellow; Lobelia speciosa, blue ; and
Mignonette. For covering the sides, Mauraudya Barclayana, purple, and its

wliite variety, are good, and may be raised from seed ; but all the annuals
named will hang over, and so cover the sides of the boxes. A few hardy
plants for the garden are Achillea umbellata, Alyssum saxatile, Aubrietia
Campbelli, Campanula floribunda, Delpliinium Borlowii, Draba Aizoon, Helle-
borus niger, Hemerocallis Kwanso tiore-pleno, Hepatica angulosa, Iberis
Bemperflcrens, Lythrum grandiflomm, Wyosotis dissitifiora, Gilnothera macro-
corpa, Papaver nudicanle. Phlox vema, Potentilla Menziesii. Saxifraga longi-

folia, Spir.Ta japonica, S. palmsta, Statice latifolia, and Veronica taurica.

Bedding Plants for Tricolor Flag (Alpha).—The best representation

wo have seen was Scarlet Geranium, Payne's Perpetual ; white, Centaurea
ragusina compacta; and blue. Lobelia speciosa.

Ferns for Greenhouse—Double Red and White Geraniums (L. A.).—
A few Ferns are Acrophorus hispidus, Anemidictyon phyllitidis, Adiantum,
Capillus-Veneris, A. wthiopicum, A. cuneatum, A. setulosum, Asplooium bul-

biferum, A. dimorphum, Blechnum occidentale, Cheilanthea elegans, Davallia
canariensis, D. disHecta, Lastrea acuminata, L. glabella, Lomaria gibba,

L. L'rierminieri, Nephrodium raolle and var. corymbiferum, Nephrolepis ex-

altata, Onychium japonicum, Platjcerium alcicorne, P. rotundifolium, Ptcria

cretica albo-Iineata, P. serrulata and var. cristata, P. tremula, and P. umbrosa.
Of Lycopods : Seiagiuella denticulata, (ormosa, and Wildenovi. Full par-

ticulars of treatment are given in " The Greenhouse," which you may have
free by post from our office for lOJ. Double red Geraniums are Incendie de
Fontenay, Victor Lemoine, Goliath, Wilhelm Pfitzer, Gambetta, and Princess
Teck. Aviiite doubles are Album plenum, Alice Crou^ise (this has a salmon
centre), and Aline Sialey. The double-flowered are more durable for cut

flowers than single.

Blue Titmouse Eating Peas {J. W, L.).—There is no means of prevent-
ing these birds from taking Peas but to destroy them, which is a great pity»

as for the greater part of the year they live on insects, and it is only a short
time they do harm, generally when they have young. Peas for a succession,

areSangster's No. 1 for present sowing, and at the same time Alpha, then
at fortnightly or three-week^^ intervals Maclean's Dwarf Prolific, Wonderful,
Veitch's Perfection, and Premier up to Jane, and in that month two sowings
of Ne Plus Ultra and Premier. Snow's Winter Broccoli, to come in during
November, should have the seed sown early in March.

Erica Cavendishii Pruning (Idcm).~-lt requires no pruning beyond
sliortening irregular growths, so as to form an evenly-balanced specimen.
This should be immediately after flowering, and the old flowers ought to be
removed directly the flowering is over.

Destroying Ants (Alpha).—ThB best means of destroying them is to

place small pieces of beetle poison, about the size of a pea, on a piece of

slate in their runs, taking care that no domestic animal partakes of it.

Another good plan is to get two pieces of sponge, dry and clean, and on two
sides smear them with honey; place those two sides together, and put the

pieces in the haunts of the ants, which will pa^is into the sponge, and may be
immersed in boiling water. It answers nearly as well to dredge the sponge
with powdered loaf sugar. The sponges having been washed clean and dried,

may be used agaiu and again. Ants are also fond of ohve oil ; this, placed

about 1^ inch deep, in jam pots put iu their nms, will take them in great

numbers, and may be left until rancid ; then the pots should be thoroughly

cleaned and renewed with oil. The best salad oil should be used.

Corn Salad (D. L.).—The Broad-leaved Italian is the best variety, and to

have it in winter a sowing should be made about the second week in August,

and again at the beginning of September. Sow iu light rich soil and iu a
sheltered position, watering if the weather be dry. It is best sown in drills

about 6 inches apart. Stir the ground frequently between the rows, and if

tho plants are too close together thin them out to an inch apart, further

thinning as required for use to 4 inches, and these will give a successian of

leaves. These should be taken off as for Spinach. In severe weather a pro-

tection of mats «r other covering should be put on.

Stove Plants for July and August (A Three-years Subscriber).—'Wc*
presume the Allamanda has been kept dry. We should now repot it, remov
ing most of the old soil, and return it to the same pot or one of a size that

will hold the roots properly, placing the plant iu bottom heat if you have it.

The shoots should be tied down, so as to induce them to break regularly, and
as the pot becomes full of roots shift the plant into one at least 2 inches

larger. The shoots should be tied to a trellis, about which you must exercise

your own judgment. Water moderately at first, but increase the amount as

the plant grows more freely, maintaining a moist atmosphere. The Bougain-
villea should have similar treatment to the Allamanda. The Ixora you will

need to keep back—rather dry and cool until May, and then you may en-

courage growth by a brisk heat and moist atmosphere. Stephanotis flori-

bunda you will also need to keep cool and dry until the beginning of June»

then place in heat and moisture. The Iioras, if not specimens, may be
placed in bottom heat now and growth encouraged, then repot, and after they

have made a good growth gradually reduce the meisture ; about the middle

of Jmie return to moisture and a brisk heat, and you may have them in

flower at the time wished for.

Gardener Emigrating (A Journeyman Gardener).—We never recom»
mend any place for emigration, so much depends on the character, &c., of the

emigrant. We know that gardeners who have gone to Victoria are very

thriving.

Names of Fruits {T. V.).—The Apple, Shepherd's Fame, is described in.

Hogg's " British Pomology " as a large, obtuse, ovate friiit of a pale straw

colour, with broken patches of crimson on the shaded side, streaked with,

yellow and crimson on the side next the eun. The flesh is yellowish, soft,

and tender, sweet and briskly flavoured. In use from October to March.

Names of Plants (C. S. TT.).—1, An Echeveria ; 2, Indeterminable j

5, Alyssum maritimum variegatum ; 6, Peziza coccinea. Very bad specimens.

(M. S. JT.).—Nicotiana undulata. (J. Huis?)).—Sparmannia africana. (Con-

stant Reader).—An Echeveria, but we cannot determine the species. (2*.

Turner).—Your Orchid was too shrivelled for determination ; it is probably a
Plenrothallis or Stelis. ( Name mislaid).—lochroma grandiflora (?) Bot,

Mag., t. 5301. (fir?.f;).—Aspidium triangulum. (F. W. B.).—l, Gymno-
gramma ochracea ; 2, G. L'Herminieri ; 3, Indeterminable. [W. A. E.j.—
We cannot name plants from leaves only.

POULTEY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

OBJECTING TO JUDGES.
I WBiTE to bring before the fancy a matter which concerns

their interests most vitally, and especially now, when the cry

arises on all sides for more judges ; the proceedings I wish to

expose being directly calculated to render the supply of those

we already have deficient, and that in a manner, I think, most
despicable. It appears to be the practice of a few individuals
" who I have been led to understand act in a certain degree ia
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concert," to send their entries Bubject to a condition that if a
judge officiates whom they will pick out, their entries are to be
returned. Now, at first eight it may appear nothing nureason-
able that anyone should exercise an undoubted right either to
keep his birds at home or only show them' nnder certain con-
ditions ; but let lis see how this system of protest, as at present
carried on, may—-nay, even does, work. By way of illustration

we will suppose half-a-dozen fanciers make up their minds to
exclude a certain judge. A, B, or C, the entries (probably in-

creased to some extent) are sent in by each subject to the condi-
tion named, that, say, Mr. A does not judge. We know the
anxiety of all active promoters of shows to secure a good entry,
and need not wonder the result is in nearly every case, that as
they have other choice the judge named is passed over ; a
reflection is cast upon his character and an injury done, he
knowing neither his traducers nor being able to meet any charge.
It will thus appear that a combination of but a few fanciers
could influence, or rather almost destroy, the prospects of any
judge as a judge. This I know has been done, and done without
justice or valid reason, in more cases than one, and I think this
sufficient excuse for my writing, because if rings or cliques of
this description increase true fanciers will fear

—

Eespicebb ad
FiNEM.

BEIDGNOETH POULTRY SHOW.
Fob the sake of other exhibitors of poultry I think it only

right to make known, through the pages of The JonBNAL or
EoRTiciTLTnEE, the treatment my poultry have received from
the Committee of the Bridgnorth Show. The Show took place
on the 2lRt and 22nd of January. On the 20th I sent sixteen
pens of different kinds over in my own cart, the same convey-
ance being sent to bring them back on the 23rd. Only eleven
pens were returned, and the man was told that " the Turkeys
were sold." Hearing nothing more I concluded the other pens
were- also sold ; and it was only on Wednesday last, February 11th,
three weeks afterwards, that I heard from the Secretary " that
Bome of the fowls had been sent by i-ail by mistake ; they are
still here being well taken care of." I was requested by him to
send for them; this I did on Thursday, the 12th of February,
and the fowls (valuable Dorkings of different kinds, three hens
and a cockerel) were seen by the man who went for them running
in a yard with Brahmas, Cochins, iSjc. The explanation given
me by the Secretaryof this delayis as follows :^" We have been
BO much engaged the last fortnight in this hurried election, we
hsive not been able to attend to anything." Surely the writing
on a post card the request that the cart might be sent from this
place to Bridgnorth (eight miles distant) would not have taken
very much time, even in the midst of a hurried election, and I
Bho;i.dnot have been deprived of my fowls for three weeks.

—

AuerSTA Daktmouth, Fatshiill, Albrighton, Wolverhampton.

PEODUCTION OF EGGS.
I -n-RiTE to let you know the success that has attended my

management learned from your Journal. I there first saw that
ground oats are a nourishing food for fowls in cold weather
and to bring them on to lay. During the month of November I
fed them on the oats (scalded), with maize and barley, twice
a-day. I have fifty-four stock poultry, including cocks ; they
are Houdans and Brahmas. The Brahma pullets commenced
laying early in December, in which month I had 28r) eggs ; others
coming on increased the number in January to 3G3 ; to-day (the
14th of February) I have 239, the produce of fourteen days. So
you see there is still a great increase. I have had several hens
that wanted to sit, which I have shut-up in the dark for two days

;

they then coma on to lay again in less than a fortnight. They
have an unlimited grass run eveiy other day, the Houdans out
one day the Brahmas another, as I keep them apart.—G. L.

SUPPLY OF POULTRY-SHOW LABELS.
Mat I call your attention and that of poultry-show secretaries

to a matter of no slight importance to exhibitors—that is, the
posting of labels? I have the fortune, or misfortune, to Uve in
a rugged mountainous land called " Wild Wales," where postal
deliveries and trains are few and far between ; and in addition
to this, I am six miles from either post office or station. Now,
Bix times in seven weeks have labels not been sent in time, and
in three cases not at all. When they are sent they arrive often
not more than from seven to eight hours before the birds should
be delivered at the show; and when amongst the aggressors one
finds the names of Newport, Wolverhampton, and Hanley, it is
ull time that this should be remedied.

—

Madoc.

prizes, two of which are silver cups [one to be awarded to the
best cock, the other to the best hen]. This, I think, ought to
secure strong competition and induce numerous entries of these
majestic birds', especially as they are to be judged by Mr. F.
Gresham.—A Poultby and Pigeon Fancieb.

ScHEDCLE op THE NoRTHA'apTON Show.—I wish to Call atten-
tion to the liberality of the Committee in providing so many
cups and other prizes for so large a number of classes. In the
V outer classes more particularly there are no less than eighteen

BARROW POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 13th and 14th instant. There were

upwards of six hundred entries, among which the following
awards were distributed :

—

Game.—Copfc.—1. W\m M. J. Nelson, Cocksbaw, Hexham. 2, T. Mason, Lan-
caster, 3, J. & A. McKay, Horhead.
Game.— CJlic/i'pn.'t.—Cup..T. M-ison. 2 and vlie, W. Boulton, DaUon. /jc, J,

Broagh, Carlisle ; Misa Lister, Stokonley.
Gamk — C/iicl-i-nf.—1, €. H. Wolf, Hale, Altrincham. 3 and 3, W. Boulton.

he, D. Gibson. Barrhead.
Game Bantam—Cocfc.—l and 8, Mrs, G, Hall, Kendal. 2, T, Barker, Hill

End, Burnley, he, Miss M. J. Nelson ; Mrs. W. Laycock, Sedgwick ; M. Leno.
Mavkyate Street.
Selling Class.—1. G. C. Wilson, Dallam Tower. 2. W. Whitworth, inn.,

Lons8i[,'ht 3, E. Smith. Passraans, Rochdale. 4. J. Leeraint?, Broughton. he,
W. H. Crahtree, Levenahulme : T. W. Finch, Fnlwood : T. Davidson, Egremont;
J. & G. ^Vceka. Bootle; L. Casson. Weieton.
Spanish.—BZac&.—l, J. Leeming. 2 and 3, C. R. Ray. he, H. Wilkinaon,

Earby.
Dorkings.— 1, J. Walker, Rochdale. 2, D. Gibson. 3, J. White, Warlaby

.

he. W. Jackson. Bolton le-Sands.
Game —BUtc'k-hr<'mU-ii and other Reds.—Cap, T. Mason. 2, G. C. Wilson.

S. H. Shani, Shelf, Halifas. he, J. H. Wilson, St. Bees. c,3. H. Mackereth,
Holborn Hill, Cumberlani. Ducknnngs and other Greys and Btuc^-—1. H.
Martin, Ulverston. 2, J, W. Thornton, Bradford. 3, J. W. Brockbank, Kirk-
santon. he. C. U. Bourne, Ilkeston.
Cochin-China,— Ci?i/irt7«o« and Buff.^Cap. W, H. Crabtree. 2. J. O. Rigl?,

Ulverston, 3. G.Cartrael, Kendal, ?i(t. C. J, Myers. Broughton-in-Fumess : T.
Stretch, Orraskirk. Broim and Partnd.ie.~\ and 3, T. Stretch. 2. T. Aanden,
Churcli. he, 3 .1. Waller, Kendal ; W. H. Crabtree. White.—\, J. & T. Weeks.
2 and 3. W. Whitworth.
Brahaia Pootea —1 and 2. W, H. Crabtree. 3, A. Bamford. Middleton.
Hamburghs.—GoWeit-pcnr(7?.'fi —1, R. Dickson, Selkirk. 2, G, & J. Duckworth.

3, J. Auderton, Gilstead. Stlver-p''neUled.~\, T. Boulton. Haadforth. 2, J.
Rhodes. Hyndbum, Accrinpton. 3, W. H Goddard. Barrow.
Hamocrghs,-OoMpi7-8p'lH(7l^'^—1. N. MarJow, Denton. 2 and 3, G, & J.

Duckworth, /(c, J- Hall. Stacksteadg, Manchester; A, Harbnrn, Bishop Auck-
land- SiJver-Sjianih'd—\, Ashton & Booth, Mottram. 2, H. Stauworth, Burnley.
3, T. Bellman, Ulverston.
Any other Variety.-1, J. Walker. 2, H. Sharp. 3, A. Silvester, Sheffield.

he.C. 3. Myers; R. Hawkins, Seaham ; W. Whitworth; W. H. Goddard; T.
Marples, Blackbnrn.
Bantams.— <?i7il'-.—l, J. Heaton. Grantham. 2, Mrs. G. Hall. 3, W. Gray.

he, Mrs. G. Hall: Miss M, .T. Nelson. Game, any other variety —1. 3. Heaton.
2. T. Barker. Bu-nley. 3. Miss M. .J. Nelson. vhe.Mrs. G. Hall: W, Murray,
Hextiara. he. Miss M. J. Nelson ; W. Gray, Tow Law. Darlington. Any other
t'nriitij err,-pt Game.—l.W.ySoore. 2, M. Leno. 3, R. H. Asbton. (ic, W. H.
Robinson : M. Leno.
DccKS —1, .1. Walker. 2. W. C. Hunter, Old Barrow. 8, J. W. Brockbank.

Rouen —1. 3. Walker. 2, R, Gladstone, Broad Green. Liveruool. 3, Miss M, J.

Nelson, he. R. Gladetone. Any otJier varietij.-l, A. T. Umpleby, Borough-
bridge. 2, M. Leno. 3, J. Walker, ftc, R. Gladstone ; M. Leno,

PIGEONS.
Carbiebs.—1, J. Thompson, Bingley. 2, D. Garslde, Manchester, he, W.

Jackson.
Pouters.-1 and he, 3. & W. Towerson, Egremont. 2, H. Yardley, Birming-

ham.
Tumblers.-1, W. Braydon, Donse. 2, 3, Fielding, jun.. Rochdale, he, H.

Yardley : .T. Gardner, Preston (2).

jAcniiNs.—l. J, Thompson. 2, W. Braydon. Jic, H. Yardley ; J. & W. Tower
son ; J. Thompson.
Antwerps.—1. C. F. Copemnn, Rolehnll. 2, J. Gardner, he, C. E. Peddar,

Preston ; H. Yardley : J. Gardner.
Barbs.—1, H. Yardley. 2, T. W. Townson.
ToHHiTs,—1. A. Silvester. 2, J. Wilson, Rigmaden.Eirkby Lonsdale, /tc, W.

Bravdon; — Wilson; T. W. Townson,
Owls.— 1, W. Bravdon. 2. J. Gardner, lie, T. W. Townson, Bowdon.
Fantails.—1, T. W. Townson. 2, J. Thompson, he, W. Braydon; J. F.

Loversedge, Newark.
Dragoons.-1 and he, 3. Gardner. 2, J. Thompson.
Tbumpeters.— 1 and he. 3. Gardner. 2, .1. & W. Towerson.
Runts.—1, J. Fisher. Barrow. 2, H. Y'ardley.
Any other Variety.- 1, A. Silvester. 2, J.Gardner, he, A. Silvester; C. H.

Sharp : J. & W. Towerson (21.

Selling Class.—1. J. & W. Towerson. 2, Misa J. Thompson. 7ic, W. Jaok
son ; J. & W. Towerson (2) ; J. Fisher.

Canaeies.-jViiIi'.-1, T. Scully. 2, J. WUUama. Piebald.—Tellaw or Buff.—
1 and 2, J. Moffat, Ulverston.

Judges,.—Poultri/ and Pigeons: Mr. K. Teebay, Fulwood,
Preston. Canaries : Mr. J. Boulton, Ulverston.

HANLEY POULTRY SHOW.
Tins was held on the 10th, 11th, and 12th inst; The follow-

ing awards were made ;

—

Dorkings.-Darl.- 1. L. Palton. 2, J. Walker. 3. Mrs. Arkwright. Any
other variety—1. Duke of Sutherland. 2, J. Walker 3. W. Badger.
Spanish.—I and Extra, J. R. Rodbard. 2, R. Newbitt. 3, J. Walker, he, Mrs.

Allsopp; G. Hurst.
CocHras.-ci!innni07inn(iBK(r.—1 and 3. W. A. Taylnr. 2, H. Beldon. he,

W. A. Burnell. Broien and Parti idgc-feathered. — \. W. A. Taylor. 2, T.
Stretiih^ a. Withhold. in;i(f.-l, R. S. S. Woodgato. 2. W. A. Burnell. 3, W.
Whitworth, jun. Any other variety.—1, 3. Walker. 2, H. Frankland. 3, A.
Darby.
Bbvhma Pootba.—Dfirfc.—1. Extra, and 2, W. H. Crabtree. 8, Mrs. Ark-

wrigbt. »i(?, W. A. Taylor. Z.i(;li(.—1, W. H. Crabtree. 2, T. A. Dean. 3,J. K.
Rodbard.
Polish.—1. Extra, and 2, H. Beldon. S. A. W. Crichton.
CREVE-ClEnR.-1 and 2. R. B. Wood. 3, J. J. Maiden.
HoUDAN.—l, W. Whitworth, ,iun, 2, R. B. Wood. 2, J. French.
Any OTHER Variety.— 1. T. RIarples (Sultans). 2. Rev. A. G. Brooke. 8, H.

Beldon. he. E. Viekuas (Sultans) ; J. F. Walton (White Malavl.
G i^ie.-Blaek-hreasted Red.—Coek.—\ and Extra, R. Ashley. 2. 0. Chaloner.

S. J A. Fletcliai-. he, C. Chaloner: J. Forsyth. Elael; R.'d.—Hin—l, 3. P.
Gardener. 2. S. Andrews. 9, W, J, Pope, he, E. H. Wood ; C. Chaloner.
Game.—Broicn Rei.—Cock.—\ and Extra, R. Ashley. 2, Duke of Sutherland.
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3. J. R. Fletcher, he, G. Lnnt. ^etl.—^. Miss Oaborno., 2, J. R. Fletcher. 3,

J. F. Walton, he. K. Ashley, c, E. Hi Wood. „ „ ,„ ,
GiyiE.—Duclcwindf, or ot/uT iirciia and mucf. — l and Extra. D. W. J.

Thomas. 2. E. Wmwood. 3, K. Asblev. lie, C. Chalouer: H. Beltlon. Any
olkervarictij.-l, R. Ashley. 2. J. I'.r.isslnKton. 3. Duke of bvitherland.

HiMBCBons —Bini'ik. — 1. Rev. W. Sur«cantson. 2, J. Rohmson. 3, U.
Uaskery. c, H. Heklon ; Rev. W. Serjeautsou.
Hambcrghs.— Oo/.(iii-s))iini7(erf.— 1 and Extra, M. Cashmoro. 2, T. Bolton.

8. (i. & J. Duokworth. lie. U. Bcldon. c, T. Bolton; Uuka oj Sutherland.
Golden-peucilicd.—l and S, H. Beldon. 2, Duke o( Sutherland.
H»MBu«Gus,-SiIf. r.,suan<((<.iJ.— 1, U. Beldon. 2 and he, J. Fielding. 8, J.

Robinson. Stlrcr-iiniclUed.—l and 3, H. Boldon. 2, .1. Rhodes.
BxHTmis.—Blnek-l'reiuted lied.-l and Extra. R. Switt. 2, J. Eaton. 3, H.

Beldon. Oimc, iiiij/ older D(irie(|/.—l. J. R. Fletcher. 2. O. Pole. 3, A. Ashley.
Black or Wliit,-, Clcaitrlrgged, not aame.—l and Extra, R. A. Ashtsn. 2. J.

Walker. 3, H. Beldun. Any other variety, not Game~l, J. Walker. 2, F. Hol-
brook. S, Duke of Sutherland.
Ducks.- ir;ii(e Aulrsbiiry.—}, 2, and 3. J. Walker. Ann nthir varuly.-l. H.

B.Smith. 2, Mrs. ArkwriRht. 3, J. Walker, ftc, E. A. RidB\Yay ; U.B.Smith;
Master R. BrouRhton. c. Rev. W, Serjcantson.
Geese —n'/iite.-l and 2, J. Walker. Orey.—l-mi 2, J. Walier.
Tdrkets.—1 and 3. J. Walker. 2. Rev. W. J. Ridley, he, li. Macalister.

Selling Classes.—(I'<'?A:i)Ji7-'. Coeliin.'i, Briihnian, Game, Duck, Geese, 'and
Turkeys}. — Cock. — 1 and 2. W. Sowerbntts. 2. G. Andcrton. 8. Duke of

Sutherland, he, J. Walker; Duke of Sutherland, e, W. C-'bell. Hcn.—l, J.

Walker. 2, H. lioodfellow. 3. Rev. F. Dulton. he, H. Beldon. c, T. A. Dean.
SELt.iNC. Classes. — (s'jxtnj.i/i, PolUh, Crirc Cfunrs, Hoiuiam, Any other

variety. Game, Hamhiirtjhs, and Bantam^).—Cock—J, Mrs. Cooper. 2, T. Boulton.
8. J. Walker, he, M. S. Beighton ; R. Newbitt; E. Winwood. e, Duke of

Sutherland; Rev. W. Serjeantson:, J. Mansell; Mrs. Cooper. Hen.— I, J.

Walker. 3, Mrs. E. AUsopp. 3, H. Beldon. he, J. F. Dizou. c, A. T. Waters

;

Mrs. Cooper.
Selling Class.—(.4»y F'trte/;/).-!. H. Beldon. 2,E. Jackson. 3,J,Walker.

Ac, D. GcllaUy. c, J. P. Parker ; R. Newbitt.
PIGEONS.

Carriers.—1, E. Walker. 2 and he, E. Horner.
Pouters.—1 and he, E. Homer. 2, H. Yardley.
Dragoons.—I, H. Yardley. 2, H. Gamon. he, H. Gamoii ; G. South, .c, E.

Horner.
ANTWERpg.—1. W. Gamon. 2, C. F. Copeman. he, W. Gamon ; H. Yardley.
OviLS.—Enotish.—l, J. W. Townson. 2 and vlie, A. Mangnall. he, J. Walker

;

H. Vardlev^ P.H.Jones. Any cither imricty.—l, I*. IS. Jones. 2, J. W. Townson.
he. F. Wild ; E. Homer.
Fantail9.~1 and 2, Rev. W. Serjeantson. he, F. Loversidge.
Nuns.—1, W. Crofts. 2, Rev. A. G. Brooke, he. Rev. A. G. Brooke ; E. Horner.
TORBiTS.—l, W. Crofts. 2, P. H.Jones. /ic.W. Crofts ; G. Taylor ; E. Homer.
Jacobins.-1 and Extra, E. Homer. 2, J. Thompson, he, G. South ; E. O.

Stretch ; G. Taylor.
Barbs.-1, E. Homer. 2, H. Yardley. he, A. Mangnall.
Tumblers.- 1, H. Yardley. 2, G. J. Taylor, he, J. Fielding, jun. ; E. Homer.
Any other Varietv.—1 and Extra, P. H. Jones. 2, G. J. Taylor, he, H.

Yardley ; G. J. Taylor (2).

Selling Class.—1, R. White. 2. E. Homer.
KABBITS.

Lop-eared.—1, Extra, and 2, F. Banks, he, T. Hargreaves, jun. ; A. Woodall

;

E. Frost; F. Purser.
Himalayan;— 1, W. Whilworth. 2, Messrs. Hackott. Jic, Messrit. LegKott; J.

Bunn ; A. R. Hulme ; W. Whilworth ; C. G. Mason (2) ; J. Hallas ; C. King ;
—

Tomlinson.
Anqora.-I, W. Whitworth. 2. T. Ball, /ic, H. Sweetman: W. Whitwortb.
Ant other Variety.—1, T. Allen. 2, W. Whitworth. he, F. J. Allpreas ; W.

T. Buchan (2) ; S. Butterworth.
CATS.

TAnnv.-Sftort/ia!?-c</.—1, Mrs. W. J. Nichols. 2, G. Ellia.

ToRToisBBHELL.—Coioitr^fo be Bcd, Yelloiv, and Black, no Wliite.~l, Mrs.W.
J. Nichols. 2, W. Steele.
Black-and-White — Eyc7t?i/-marfcerf.—1, J. Upton. 2, F. J. Goodall. /

Black.—To be entirely Black.—1, Mrs. Brassingtou. 2, H. Anstin. he, J.
^^

Hincks; W. L. Scott.
White.—To be entirely White.—\, T. W. Minton. 2, T. Barber, ha, G. Hines.
Angora or Persian.—J and Extra. Mrs. Potter. 2, S.Jones, r/ic, J. Hincks.
Long-haired.—B/acfe. White, or Tabby —},Mr5. S. A. Pocock. 2, A..Adderley.
Heaviest.—vlny variety or colour.-l, Mrs. Potter. 2, E. Bmtter.

Judges.—Poultry : Hev. G. P. Hodson, Mr. Lowe, and Mr. P.
H. Jonea. Pigeons : Mr. lEUdpeth. Babbits anil Cats : Mr. P.
H. Jonea.

CRYSTAL PALACE GREAT EXHIBITION OF
CANARIES,

AND BRITISH AND FOREIGN CAGE BIKDS.

It had so chanced that until Monday last I never had seen
" the Palace Canary Show," as it is colloquiallycalled, but I had
always wished to be there, especially since one " W. A. B." had
written such graphic accounts thereof. I had always thought
that the faii-y songster of the parlour would be so much in his
place in the fairy Palace of glass ; and then the pert little rasc.il

IS always so much at home wherever he is. Talk of a cat always
falling on his legs ! puss is nothing to a Canary, who, give him
his cage, ia at once at his ease and ready to see company. Give
him his cage—that is the point, for that is home, his house, his
castle ; out of it he is but a poor wealf-winged flutterer.

I had often seen the Palace Poultry Show, and thought the
blithe Bantam more wholly at his ease than the huge Brahma;
and that Mra. Dorking seemed to be dreaming—day-dreaming,
with wide-open thoughtful eyes, of the farmyard. Then as to
the great Pigeon Show. Although the many-plumaged Doves
seemed more at their ease, especially when in pairs (a peculiarity
I have noticed also in the human species), yet Mrs. Fan, or
Mra. Jack, or Mrs. Almond might be supposed to have their
thoughts upon the nest in the corner of their loft, where their
partners murmur sweet sounds of affection into very willing ears.
But Mr. Canary, the bachelor " Dick " of thousands of parlours,
is quite a cosmopolitan, and with a saucy look of hia saucy face,
ami a wag—no, a jerk, of his saucier tail, looks roimd at a
show as much as to say, " Here I am again, as good as you,
only—better."

Climbing the many steps ascending the long sloinng wood
walks leading up to the Palace, I enter at the extreme west. I

like to enter there, for there I entered some dozen or more years
ago, when the Palace was new, and new to mo. But I must on
inijuii-y walk right on to the other end. Tramp, tramp, past
organ and past theatre. And what now, Mr. Wilson ? A pretty
tent-like structure ornamented with flags—a roof within a roof,

witli crimson curtains drawn tastefully back : what meaneth
this Arabiau-Night-like pavilion ? Hark, the song of the birds I

Why, here must be the Canary Show ! Two grand and grave
but gaudy Macaws are at the entrance, .guards over the little

ones within. The sidea are green baize. A line of cages, and
above a line of cages ; not one on the top of the other, but, with
good taste, Mr. Wilson, the top row placed a little backward

;

then two gangways in the middle, and on either side birds ;

while with perfect taste Mr. Williams, the head gardener of the
interior of the Palace, had introduced here and there masses of

flowers, now breaking pleasantly the long line of the cages, thou
with shrub and statue occupying the centre.

In 1873 the number e.-diibited was 10G3; now, in 1874, the
numbers have, advanced to 12G9.

First, as I enter on the right hand come, on the lower tier, the
Clear Yellow Norwich. Now my readers must understand that
the Norwich birda aro'here most properly divided into the usual
old variety, and the " high-coloured " birds of the Bemrose-and-
Orme manufacture, or I may call them into non-peppered and
peppered birds. This is fair and wise, and I hope every ex-

hibitor will honestly enter actually and really non-peppered
birds in the non-peppered classes.

Class 1, Clear Yellow Norwich.—Sixty-seven entries and only
three prizes ! My first feeling ia pity for the Judges, for so
many were so level in goodness. I would remark, that a capital

plan has been adopted by Mr. Wilson to guide the eyes of the
spectators. ' He, Mr. Wilson, hangs np a large card at the
ending of a class and the beginning of another, marking-off each
class plainly. Hence, testy old gentlemen, white-whiskered and
spectacled, were not heard so frequently grumbling, " Confound
it, I can't make out whatever class I have got to." The Norwich
birds ran through theusual courses—Clear Yellow, Clear Buff
(N.B.—Please drop that word "buff," good fanciers; "mealy"
issitrely a better word) ; then Best-marked or Variegated Y'ellows
and Buffs, and Ticked or Unevenly-marked Yellow and Buff. I
looked with pleasure upon many in all these classes. Then I
try to keep all these in my mind's eye, and I now pass over ta
the high-coloured, the pejjpered, which before I would not
purposely look at, and I must own (and mark, I had never seen
a peppered bird before), the contrast ia wonderful.

" 'Tis as moonli;:;ht unto sunlight,

And as water unto "wine."

Messrs. Bemrose & Orme, or whoever may have discovered this

art of feeding, have developed a new colour rather than in-
tensilied an old one, and a most splendid colour it ia. There
hops before one in perfect health a peijpered and peppery little

gentleman, who looks as if he must, fi'om his plumage, belong
to the tropics, and not to our cold climate. We must remem-
ber that this colour has come from fair means, and that there
has been no painter or dyer at work, and that chemicals were
tried in vain. This new colour marks an advance in the fancy.

Wouli that among Almond Tumblers or any Pigeons there

could be a like advance. Of course, the " peppered birds " are

as yet a minority. One wonders how the little rascals' throats

can have borne all the cayenne, when one thinks how we should
shrink from a spoonful in a like little quantity of our food. I
will defy anyone to imagine the befiuty of these birds, sight

alone does in this matter. I pass on to that good old variety

the Crested, here well represented in all their varieties. Then
come the Belgians, birds of peculiar forms and pecviliar habits

as well. A Belgian's cage should be on high legs for the fancier

to be able to scratch or tap at the bottom. 'This excites Mr.
Belgian, who forthwith begins to set-up his slioulders and poke
down his head, and present, save to the enthusiastic fancier, a
ludicrous picture of deformed curiosity. The pretty London
Fancy was well represented, but not numerously, and the birds

were, I was pleased to see, entered as " Jonque " and " Mealy."
Next came the Lizards, surely one of the very prettiest of the

Canary tribe. What cage bird can be prettier than a clear-capped

Golden Lizard ? with his golden cap on he is set off as none
other Canary is. Nor are the sober-liveried Silvers much less

pleasing. Would but the Lizard's colour last year after year,

he would be as popular as his Clear Norwich brother. For
Broken-capped Lizards I have no word of praise, they are like

the off-colours in show Pouters. Cinnamons were abundant
and good. There were a few, very few, Yorksliire birds, chiefly

remarkable for their l.irge size, and coarser shape and look.

Among the Any other variety were a few Manchester Coppeys
and Green Canaries and others.

Next came some exquisite Goldfinch Mules. Mr. Doel'a

alone were worth all the journey from Wiltshire to look at.

Somehow there is a look and style about hia birds which is un-

approachable. I believe he never shows anywhere else. His
Mealy Goldfinch Mule cock, No. 017, was the most beautiful •

Mule I ever saw, so evenly, majrked in eye [and wing. Nos. 603,
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609, and 618, Mr. Doel's, were also very beautiful. There were
besides many Mules which were strikingly handsome, both
Light and Dark. There were also three Black Goldfinch Mules,
literally black—partly cases of hempseed, doubtless. There was
a Bullfinch and Goldfinch Mule, form of the former chiefly,

colour of the latter chiefly; Siskin Mxiles, Greenfich Mules, Sec.

Cages containing six Canaries follow; then come Bullfinches,

Goldfinches, Linnets, Siskins, Redpoles, Skylarks, and Robins,
Oh ! Bobby Robin, I would rather not have seen you caged,

though Miss Robinson's cages, cottage-shaped, are neat, warm,
and show good taste in make and usually in colour. Blackbirds
and Thrushes, Starlings—one, No. 831, seems to be a most
talkative gentleman—two Magpies, and one Jay, three Jackdaws,
and oh ! bad taste, in black cages. Contrast, contrast, good ex-

hibitors, is what is wanted.
Among the Any other variety of British birds were a pair of

Bearded Tits, the lady most properly not bearded ; a brown
cock Blackbird, a good solid brown colour; two Choughs sent
by Lady Dorothy Nevill, Bramble Finches, &c. ; No. 855, a good
collection of British Finches, thirteen varieties ; several Snow
Buntings, Mealy Linnets, &c., and a pair of Blue Tits in a cage
of virgin cork, a most snug-looking abode ; a few Blackcaps,
and one Nightingale, and he had no tail ! So much for the
British birds.

FOREIGN BIRDS.

These were highly ornamental. Among them glowed Red-
headed Cardinals, Australian Parakeets, a most splendid crim-
son-winged Parrot (No. 921), and a Rosella Parrot (No. 923),

these two perhaps the most beautiful of all the larger birds in
the Show; King Parrots and Indian Parakeets, and the good
old-fashioned African Grey Parrot, as a talker unequalled—these
birds are now dear, as none have been imported, owing to

Ashantee and other African troubles, for the last two years;
Cockatoos of many kinds, looking as if they could say anything
if they chose. There were many smaller foreign birds—an
Ortolan, suggestive of gourmands; a Solitary Thrush, possibly
" the Sparrow that sitteth alone on the housetop " of the Bible ;

a Mocking Bird, Avadavats, and many others ; a Saffron Finch
(No. 990), which looked a Hkely bird to cross with the Canary

;

and a great crowd of other small foreign birds. There was in

addition, and rightly, a large Selling class, so that anyone whose
fancy led him to buy could at once carry out his wish.

In conclusion I would strongly recommend a uniformity of

cages. At present the rows resembled the houses of most London
streets—one tall, the next short; one narrow and high, the next
broad and low. Also the cages should be warm, wooden back
and sides, and wire front. I was glad that I saw no treadmill
cages, and only one poor bird braced round the body and obliged
to pull up a little waggon to get food and a bucket to get water

;

this a mere ingenious piece of cruelty to be reproved, not praised.
All the arrangements reflected the highest credit iipon Mr,
"Wilson, who afiorded by this Show pleasure to thousands.

—

Wiltshire Rector.
NoBwicn (Clear Yellow).—1, Bemroee & Orme, Derby. 2 and Extra 3. P.

Flexney, Market Street. Caledonian Road, London. 3, W. Walter, Winchebter.
vhc, J. Tarr, Thomhill Place, Caledonian Road, N. ; P. Flexney (3) ; J. T. Oaley.
Colchester; J. Adams, Coventry; Bemroae & Orme; W. Walter; Alden and
Havers, Norwich (il). }ic, J. T. Galey ; J. Athersuch & Son (2); J. Bexson,
Derby; J, Adams ('i); R. B. Newsom, Bromley Common (3); Bemroee and
Orme; T. Fenn. c, J. Mertdith. Kingston-on-Thames; J. Adams (S); T. New-
march. Jan., Crystal Palace (2); T. Fenn, Ipswich (4); G. & J. Mackley, Nor-
wich (4).

NoRwron (Clear Buff).— 1, W. Evans. 2, Bemroae & Orme. Extra 2 and Extra
3, W. Walter. 3, P. Flexney. vhc, J. Doel, Stonehouse (2); P. Flexney: J.
Adams ; Bemrose & Orme. he, P. Flexney ; J. T. Galey ; R. B. Newsom (J) ; T.
Smeeton ; Bemrose & Orrae; Moore it Wynne. Northampton (2); G. & J.
Macbley. c.J. Doel; J. Meredith; H. Jc D. Aadley, Leicester; J. Bexsun (i);

W. Corden, DarKord; Mrs. Judd, Newington Butts ; T. Fenn: Alden &. Havers ;

G. & J. Mackley.
Norwich (Marked or VaripRated Yellow).—1 and 3. Bemrose & Orme. 2, J. T.

Galey. Extra 3, J. Athersuch & Son. I'hc, J. Athersuch & Son ; Bemrose and
Orme; W. Walter, he, J. Adams (2); Alden & Havers, c, J. Bexson ; J.
-Caplin, Canterbury ; Alden & Havers {i) ; G.&3. Mackley (4) ; S. Tomes.
Norwich (Marked or Variegated buff) —1 and 2, Bemrose & Orme. 3. J.

Adams, v/ie, H. & D. Audley; J. Athersuch & Sod; J. Adams; Bemrose and
Orme; G. & J. Mackley. he, J. T. Galey; W. Richards, Bulwell, Notts; J.
Adams; Athersuch & Son; R. B. Newsom; T. Smeeton; G. & J. Mackley.
e, J. T. Galey ; S. Toraea ; Alden & Havers (2) ; G. & J. Mackley (2).

Norwich (Ticked or Unevenly-marked Yellow) —1. J. Baxter. 2, P. Flexney.
S. J. Bexson. Extra 3, Bemruse A; Orme. vhe, P. Flexney; J. Adams (5) ; S.
Tomes ; T. Smeeton. Nottinfjham. he, J. Meredith (4) J. Athersuch & Son ; J.
Bexson ; J. Adams (3) ; T. Newmarch. jun. ; Bemroae i Orme ; R. B. Neweom ;

W. Walter. c.J Meredith ; J. T. Galey (2) ; A. Colman, New Catton (2) ; Alden
and Havers ; G. & J. Mackley (2).

Norwich (Ticked or Unevenly-marked Buff).—! and Extra 3. Bemrose and
-Orme. 3, J. DoeL vhc, J. T. Galey (2) ; J. Adams, he, W. Richards ; J. Baxter,
NottLngham ; S. Tomes. Cj J. Adams ; W. Walter ; A. Colman.
Winners of the Extra Prize in the first six classes of Norwich Canaries, Bem-

rose & Orme.
Norwich (Clear and Ticked. High colour).—1, 2, 3, and Extra 3, Bemrose and

Orme. Extra 2, J. Athersuch & Son. vhc. J. Athersueh & Son; Bemrose and
Orme; T. Tenniawood, North Acklam. he, J. Athersuch &, Son; J. Adams;
Bemrose & Orme (4). c, Bemrose & Orme (2); G. & J. Mackley.
Norwich (Marked or Variegated Norwich, High colour).—1, 2, 3, and vhc,

Bemrose & Orme. c.J. Adams.
Norwich (Marked or Variegated Crested Yellow).—1 and he, P. Flexney. 2,

W, Waller, Tabernacle Walk, Kinsbory. 3, G. & J. Mackley. c, J. Packham,
Beddingtun Comer: G. & J. Miieklev.
Norwich (Marked or Variegated Crested Buff).- 1, G. Wones. 2, J. Tarr.

Extra 2, F. Woodward, Litchurch. 3. Alden & Havers. Extra 3. J. Shield, .jun.,

Ravensdown, Berwickon-Tweed; Alden A Havers, vhc. Edge li Judge, Derby :

H. Gibbes, South Brent ; S. Tomes ; Bemroae S: Orme ; J. Caplin ; Martin and
Oriffia ; Aldea & Havers ; G. & J, Mackley. he, J. Tarr G. H. Goolter (2) ; J.

Goode ; J. Adams ; Moore & Wynne ; Martin & Griffin ; Alden & Havers, c, G.
H. Goulter, Norbiton (2); S. Tomes; Mrs. Eagle ; T. Fenn; G. & J. Mackley.
Norwich (With Clear, Grey, or Dark Crest, irrespective of Colour).—1, Alden

and Havers. 2, Brown & Gayton. 3. J. Bexson. Extra 3, Martin & Griffin.
Norihampton. v)u\ N. Walker, Long Acre, London; F. Woodward; R. E.
Triffitt, York ; S. Tomes (2) ; T. Fenn. he, J. Devaney ; J. Baxter, c, Mrs. A.
M. A. StephenaoD, Bishop's Cleeve, Cheltenham; N. Walker: AJden and
Havers (2) ; G. & J. Mackley (2).

Belgian (Clear and Ticked Yellow).—1, J. Doel. 2, R. Hawman, Middles-
brough. Extra 2, J. Rutter, Sunderland. Extra 3, H. Gibbes (2); Mrs. J.
Chiuery, Wootton. vhc, J. Doel; Mrs. Dresing. /iC,J.Doel; R.Hawman; J.
Rutter.
Belgian (Clear and Ticked Buff).—1 and 3, H. Gibbes. 2, Extra 2, and he, J.

Rutter. vhc, J. Doel (2) ; H. Gibbes ; J. Butter ; G. & J. Mackley. c. J. Doel.
Belgian (Variegated, irrespective of Colour).—1, 3, and /ic, J. Rutter. 2, J.

Hickton, Sutton-in-Ashfleld. vhc, J. Hickton (2) ; J. Ratter.
London Fancy (Jonque).—1 and 2, T. Clarke. Sutton, Surrey. 3 and vhc, .T.

Waller. Tabernacle Walk. Fin^bury. he, T. Clark; J. M, Wilson, Pimlico ; J.
Waller (2). c. T. Clark ; J. Price.
London Fancy (Mealy),—1 and 3, T. Clark. 2, W. Brodrick, Chudleigh. vhc,

T. Clark ; W. Brodrick : J. McMiUin, Homsey. he, T. Clark ; J. McMiUin (2).

e, T. Clark ; J. Price ; J. McMillin.
Lizard (Golden-spangled).-1 and 3, W. Watson, jun., Darlington. 2, T. Dove,

Sulton-in-Ashfield. Extra 3, J. Martin, vhc, T. Haywood, Nottingham; .1.

Hickton; G. & J. Mackley (2). he, T. Haywood: J. Shackleton, Wellfield,
Rochdale; T. W. Fairbrass, Canterbury, c, T. W. Fairbrass.
Lizard (Silver-spangled).- 1, W. Watson. 3, T. W. Fairbrass. 3, J. Shackle-

ton, vhe, Rev. V. Ward, Hythe ; T. W. Fairbrass ; G. i J. Mackley. c, G. & J,
Mackley.
LiZAHD (Gold or Silver-spangled, with Broken Caps).-1 and he, T. W. Fair-

brass. 2 and c. W. Watson. 8, C. Hibbs, KUburn. vkc. Rev. V. Ward ; T. W.
Fairbrass.
Yorkshire (Clear-marked or Variegated, irrespective of Colour).—1, 2, 3, and

vJic, L. Belk, Dewsbary. he, J. Stephens. Middlesbrough.
Cinnahon {.(onifue).— I and Extra 2, J. Adams. 2, Bemrose & Orme. 3, J.

Bexson. Extra 3, J. Stephens, vhc, W. G. Warren, Elackheath Hill; J.
Bexson; W. Corden. he, W. Corden; Cox & Hilliers, Northampton ; Moore
and Wynne: F. M. Fellingham, Brighton; J. Waller (7); G. & J. Mackley. c.J.
Waller; G. & J. Mackley (2).

Cinnamon (Buff).— 1. J. Adams. 2, Bemrose A Orrae. 3, G. & J. Mackley.
Extra 3, J. Bexson. r/ic, J. Bexson; J. Adams; Cox &. Hilliers; Bemrose and
Orme; T. M. Fellingham. he. Edge & Judge; W. Raynes (2); W. Corden (4);

W. Waller (3); J. Waller (2); G. & J. Mackley. c, J. R. Naylor, Chatham (2)

W. Corden (2) ; Moore & Wynne ; J. WaUer (3).

Cinnamon (Marked or Variegated, irrespective of Colour).-1 and 2, Withheld.
3, Bemrose & Orme. vhe, R. Sandell, New Cross Gate, London ; T. Armstrong,
Great Broughton. /tc, L. Belk (3). c, J. Bexson.
Any other Variety.— I and 3, Withheld. 2. W. W. C. Selkiik. vlic, Moore

and Wynne; J. Baxter (Scotch fancy), /ic, L. Belk; C. A. Jones, Lewisham
(Jonque Crested) ; J.Baxter.
Goldfinch Mule (Evenly-marked Yellow).—!, 2, and vhe, J. Doel. 3, T.

Fenn. Extra 3. R. Hawman. he, G. &. J. Mackley.
Goldfinch Mule (Evenly-marked Buff).— 1 and 2, J. Doel 3, T. Fenn. vhc,

H. Gibbes. he, J. Doel ; W. Barnes ; G. & J. Mackley.
Goldfinch Mdle f \nv other class of Yellow).—! and 2, J. Doel. 3, J. Brown,

jun., Penrith, vhc, J. Doel; J. Goode, Leicester, c, J. Doel (2); Alden & Havers,
Goldfinch Mole (Any other class of Buff).—1.2, and c.J. Doel. 3, J. Brown,

jun. vhc,G.&. J. Mackley. /tc, E. Waller, Norbiton; T. Tenniawood; Alden
and Havers.
Winner of the Silver Cup in Goldfinch Mule classes, J. Doel.
Goldfinch Mdle (Dark Jonque).—!, Bemrose & Orme. 2 and e. Cox and

HUliers. 3, Mrs. Dresmg, Fareham. r/ic. Brown & Gaji;on, Northampton; W.
O. Hayes, White Street, Borough; G. & J. Mackley. he, J. Goode; W. O,
Hayes.
Goldfinch Mcle (Dark Mealy).—!, W. Evans. 2, Cox & Hilliers. 3, G. and

J. Mackley. vlu;. Cox & Hilliers ; Moore & Wynne ; G. & J. Mackley. c, C.

Varetti, Clapham ; A. Waterworth, Shipley.
Mule (Linnet). ~1, J. Stevens. 3 and vhc, J. Spencer, South Shields. 8, W.

Button, Bailduo. c, — Meredith.
Mdle (Any other variety).— I, J. Doel. 2, W. Hutton. 3, R. Sandell (Siskm).

vhc, J. Doel {}): Miss J. Stapleton (Bullfinch), he, J. Baxter, Newcaatle-on-
Tyne. c, R. J. Troake, Clifton, Bristol (Greenfinch and Canary).
Norwich (Six in one Cage, irrespective of Colour).—! and 2, W. WaUer. 8, G,

and J. Mackley. vhc, J. Meredith (2) ; I. Garrett, Brighton ; J. CapUn ; G. and
J. Mackley. he, J. Meredith (3); 1. Garrett, e, J. Meredith.
Lizards (Six in one Cage, irrespective of colour).— 1, W. Watson, jun. 2, J.

Martin. Salford. 3, T. W. Fairbrass. he. T. Dove. c. Rev. V. Ward.
Goldfinch Mules (Six in one Cage).—! and 3, J. Doel. 2, W. Hutton. vhCt

W. Bates, Nottingham ; J. Baxter.
MiscELLANEODs.—Prize, Brown & Gayton ; J. Baxter.
BULLHSCH.—Prize, J.Drake. he,T. Willsher, Chichester; J. Drake; G. and

J. Mackley. e, Broom & Gayton ; Mrs. Kettle. Kensington.
Goldfinch.—Prize, R.J. Troake. he, J. Meredith; J. Prosser, Derby; W.

Price, Blackheath. c, W. L. Chapman, Northampton.
Linnet.—Prize, R. Hawman. he, A. G. Bragger, Lambeth; W. & C. Bumis-

ton. c, J. Spencer : G. i J. Mackley.
Redpole or Siskin. — Prize, Rev. J. P. Bartlett, Southampton, he, u.

Knight ; Brown & Gayton ; \V. Walter, c, R. Sandell ; T. Willsher; J. Drake,

Ipswich. „ „
Skylark.-Prize, W. Walter. vJie, J. S, Benton, Rochester, he, T. Freeman,

c, Mrs. Judd.
Robin.—Prize and he. Miss M. A. Robinson, c. Brown & Gayton ; J. Drake.

Blackbird.—Prize. R. W. AUvin, Deptford. he, A. W. Sweeting, Sydenham ;

S. Bramley, Laurie Park ; G. & J. Mackley. .,„ , , i

Song Thrush.—Prize, A. W. Sweeting, vhe, W. Walter, c. W. Ireland,

Anerley; Mrs. E. Gallo. _ , ,

Starling.—Prize, T. Dove, he. Miss E. Hawkins, Bear Street. Leicesti^r

Square, c, Mrs. Judd ; G. & J. Mackley.
MAdPiE.— I*rizo. Miss M A. Robinson.
Jay.—Prize, G, & J. Mackley.
Jackdaw.— 1, Miss M. A. Robinson.

.

British Birds (Any other variety).—Prize, J. Young, Netting HiU (Beardca
Tita): J.Pratt ( Brown Blackbird) ; Lady D. NeviU, Dangstein (Chough), vhc.

Rev. T. S. Carte, Torringt.n Square, W.C. (British Finches) : E. Martm (Blue

Tits); A. Skinner, Islington (Pied House Spirrow, Pied Linnet, and Menly
Linnet), he, Mrs. E. Gallo (Dunnockl; Miss M. A. Robinson (Bramblefinch)

:

Mrs. W. Mostyn. Coed-bel (YellowhammerB) ; Mrn. W. U. Allcorn, London (Pied

Goldfinch); J. Drake (Black Bullfinch); W. Walter (Wuodlark and Missel

Thrush); G. & J. Macliley (Pied Sparrow), e, J. C. Higgs, Leather Lane, E.C.

(Hedge Sparrow); Rev. T. S. Carte (Snow Bunting); A. Skinner (Woodlark); T.

Newmarch, sen. (Snow Buntings); G. & J. Mackley (Snow Bunting).

BIRDS OF PASSAGE AND MIGRATORY BIRDS.
Blackcap.-Prize, J. Young, vhe, C. Varetti (2).

NiouTisoALE.—Prize, G. Coram, Cambridge.
Any other Variety o? British Birds.-Prize, C. Varetti (Titlark).

FOREIGN BIRDS.
WiDAH Birds.-Prize. G. & J. Mackley. he, W. Walter.
Cardinal (Red-headed).— SJng^''.—Prize, W. Walter. I'he, Miss M. Hawkins.
Nioutingale (Virginian).—a't;iff/f.— Prize and he, T. Newmarch, jun.

Waxbills (Any variety).—Prize and he. W. Walter.
sparrows (Java).—Prize, Mrs. Judd. vhr, C. B. Budd, Clapham. he, T. New-

march, jun.
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SPARnftWB fCoral-necked).—Prize, W. Walter.
PpABRows (Diamond).—Si/t/jic—Prize, W. Waltor. r, Mrs. Judd.

Doves (SmallJ.-Prize, Rev. A. Jolinson, Horselydown. cr, H. Small, Syden-

bam: — Drake.
, , ^, , ,

Doves (Barbary or Ring).—Prize and tf, J. Lealohford, Lower Norwood, lie,

U. SmalJ.
Love Birds.—Prize. W. Walter.
Parakeets (Australian Grass).—Prize, Misa M. Hawkins, vnc, W. Walter.
CocKATEALB.— Prize, Mrs. Miller. Upper Norwood, he, T. Newmarcli. jun.

Pabrotb or Parakeets (Any other variety of Small I.—Prize, Rev. A. Johnson
(Turqaosine). he, Mrs. Mostyn. Sydenham (Parrots from St. Edward's Island),

c. Miss \V. Pope, Sydenham (Senetial Parrots).

Pabakeets (Australian or Broad-tailed).—Prize, Mrs. C. E. Sambrook; J.

Rawley (Crimson-wing Parrot), he, T. Newmarch, jun. (Cookateal). c,T. New-
march. Ben (Mealy Rosella).
Parakeets (Ring-necked or Indian).—Prize and c, T. Newmarch, jun. vhc, A.

Bell, he. Miss Catt, BrLxton.
Parrots (King).—Prize, Master J. S. Harrison, Spaldmg.
Parrots (Green, or any other variety of large, except Grey).—Prize, Mlsa W.

Pope (Green Eagle-eyed Spectacled Parrot).

Parrots (Grey).—1, Miss S. Benbow, Wallington. 2, Mrs. Judd. he, R.

Theobald, Brompton Road, c, D. Child, Upper Norwood.
Cockatoo (Any other variety).—Prize, T. Newmarch, jun. (Slender Bill), c,

.\. Vicars (Forest Hill). „
Cockatoo (Leadbeater or Rose-breasted).-!, W. Walter. 2, A. Vicars, c, T.

Clapham, Muswell Hill.

Cockatoo (Lemen or Orange-crested).—1, M. George. 2, J. Meredith, c, H.
Cross, South Norwood.
Any other Variety.—Prize, Mrs. E. Gallo (Rock Thrush). Equal Prize,

Mrs. Rilley. Notting Hill (Mocking Bird); J. Cross (Chihan Starliugs); Miss
M.Hawkins (White Java Sparrows), rhe, R. Woohvard, jun. East Brixton
(South Americnn Matipie): Miss M. Hawkins (Lesser Pekiii Nightingale and
Greater PekinNiehtinfiale): T. Newmarch, jun. (Blood-winged Parrot); Rev. A.

Johnson (Australian Barwing Doves), he, Mrs. W. Mostyn (Australian Banded
Finches); E. Sweefing (Madagascar Finch): Mrs. F. Ford (Indian Avadavats);
Mrs. Judd (Indigo Blue Birds); T Newmarch, jun. (Spice Birds); W. Walter
iSaffron Finch) ; T. Newmarch. sen. (Bronze Manikins and Avadavats) ; Rev. A.

Johnson, e, Mrs, E. Gallo (Blue Solitary Thrush); T. Newmarch, .jun. (Chesnut
Finches and White Banded Manakins); J, Newmarch, sen. (Black-headed
Manakins and Silver Bills).

Jv-DQEs.—Canaries : G. Earnesby, Esq., A. Willmore, Esq.,

T. Moore, Esq. British and Foreign Birds : H. Weir, Esq.,

J. J. Weir, Esq., assisted by F. W. Wilson, Esq.

BEE-FEEDING EXPERIENCES—REMEDY FOR
BEE STINGS.

In October last I bought my first bive of bees—an old-world

cottager's hive. Having no experience, and relying entirely on
" book-learning," I came to the conclusion that it was " light,"

and required feeding. I tried troughs outside the hive, but as

this method required constant attention to renew the supplies,

and attracted robbers of all kinds (where do the hosts of blow-

flies come from ?), I was compelled to abandon this plan. I

then cut a hole in the top of the hive, and applied one of Neigh-
bour's circular troughs with a iloating stage ; but the cold

weather was upon me, and the bees only mounted into it in

smaU numbers ; some of these even were chilled, and never re-

turned to the hive. This plan also failed. I then saw that one
of your correspondents advised the feeding of light hives in a

greenhouse. Evidently it was the very thing for me. The hive,

therefore, was duly removed on a memorable Saturday night to

my little greenhouse, the food duly placed, and I went to bed as

happy as the proverbial sand boy. Well, I admit Sunday is not
an early day with me. I was not suffering from bees on the

brain, and I slept. My first care was my bees. Oh, horror ! The
weather, instead of being November, was May ; the sun shone
brightly, the bees hummed merrily out of the hive, and bumped
and thumped against the wet glass. Then they were chilled,

and fell by hundreds between my flower pots, and thence on to

the colder floor. I gathered up my darhngs, warming them in

my hands, or in boxes before the fire, before replacing them in

the hive. They behaved very well to me, for I was innocent of

bee-dress and gloves, and during that seven-hours work, having
handled hundreds of bees, I received but two stings—one through
having slightly pinched my friend, and one from a vixenish
party on the forehead. I had had enough of that, and the bees
were that same night relegated to the garden, and invited, in

the words of Montalembert, " to take a bath in the free air of

England."
But still the bees must be fed, and one of your correspondents

suggested the plan of all others that suited my case. He said

a fight hive might be kept in the kitchen, and fed, if the
entrance to the hive were closed. A piece of perforated zinc
was accordingly obtained, the entrance carefully barred, and yet
fresh air secured.
The hive of much-suffering bees was again removed to the

greenhouse—temperature 45'. There they remained a week,
carefully watched night and day, feeding but little, and showing
signs of anger that they were prisoners. At last one uuhappy
day, I left home early without looking at them, and returned
late at night. To my question, " How are the bees ? " I received
the reply, " Oh ! I forgot to look at them, father." " Then I

will. Come on." I raised the woollen covering from the feeding
trough, and found it full of one soUd mass of drowned and
drowning bees. Their weight had forced the float downwards,
and they were struggling in the food which I in my fondness
had placed for their sustenance. It was evident that something
must be done to liberate them, and to-morrow again was Sunday.
I took them to the potting board, removed the zinc and the

feeding trough, and out they streamed in hundreds on that

memorable December night. There they were left till the
morning. I then raised the hive from the floor board, and found
it fairly covered with dead bees and a large quantity of honey.
On turning the hive up I found about fifty cowed and dispirited

bees and seven large combs. About one-half of these were
unsealed, and some of the cells contained brood. So ended
my first attempt at bee-keeping. We treated our dead bees

with all respect, and having held an inquest, we returned the
verdict of " killed by kindness."

Since then I have studied ^Esop, and commend to the perusal

of amateur bee-keepers the wise old story of the man and his

ass, which means that I shall let my next lot of bees take care

of themselves, while I correct my experience by the sugges-
tions of your contributors. If the recital of my faUures help to

warn others from sunken rocks I shall greatly rejoice. I have
made one discovery—that a preparation of Ledum palustre

(Labrador Tea) homceopathically prepared is a sovereign remedy
for bee stings.

—

Beaten but not Dismayed.

FOUL BROOD IN HIVES.
It is believed that the late Mr. Woodbury (" Devonshire Bee-

keeper ") exerted himself more than any other British apiarian

to find out the mysteries of this terrible disease. By his own
researches and investigations he examined the subject as far as

he could. He not only discussed the question in these pages,

but translated for their readers long and elaborate papers from
German writers on the disease. From the time when he and
I became acquainted with each other a very close and friendly

correspondence was kept up between us till he died. In looking

over a pile of his private letters to me lately, two things struck

me forcibly—viz., his loyalty to truth and The Journal of
Horticulture. In all his private and public correspondence

I never found that he ever overcoloured or undervalued the

opinions of those who differed from him, or ever indulged in

personalities. His constant aim was to find truth, and enlighten

the readers of this Journal. Frequently he begged me to con-

tribute articles to its pages, and once or twice he sent me the

proof-sheets of his translations from the German. The views

held forth in those papers did not appear to satisfy his inquiring

mind, and he asked me for mine on the subject of foul brood. I

told him my opinions on this question were not entitled to much
respect, for I had not given much time to its investigation ; and
that all my life I have thought that much of foul brood found in

hives has been caused by either improper food or irnperfect

feeding. The expression of this opinion seemed to give him
great pleasure and fresh food for thought ; for in a day or two
afterwards he wrote me a complimentary letter.

When the reader is informed that, in my opinion, much that

has been said and written on the cause of foul brood is simply

hypothetic—mere guessing, he will not expect to receive from

me much information or dogmatic teaching on the subject. All

I shall attempt is to describe the appearance of foul brood, and
the course it generally runs.

Foul brood in bee hives is an incurable malady. From some
cause, and in some seasons more than others, larvs or half-

hatched bees perish in their cells. These cells are at first sepa-

rate from each other, and are covered with lids concave in form

;

the Uds of healthy normal brood are convex or rounded. The
cells of dead brood multiply fast, and by reason of their num-
bers come in contact with one another. This disease does not

appear to spread by contact or touch, but by the multiplication

of cells all over the brood combs. The matter in the cells is of

a dirty red colour, as thick as honey, and almost as offensive to

the smell as rotten eggs. The matter of foul brood is so putrid

and offensive to bees that all prosperity departs from hives in

which it is found ; indeed the bees of infected hives frequently

abandon them, and go off as swarms; sometimes they creep

underneath their boards and build their combs there. Of course

experienced bee-keepers do not keep diseased hives till they

become uninhabitable. The stench of this disease can be easUy

smelt outside the hive, and symptoms of its existence may be

seen in the conduct of the bees.—A. Pettigrbw, Sale, Cheshire.

(To bo continued.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
Books iSuhseriber, C. J-o!(i).-Brenf8 Canary Book. You can have it free

by post from our office if you enclose 19 postage stamps with jour address.

Newcastle-dpon-Tyne Show {J. P. Ciirivr).—'So doubt you could recover

from the Committee the money for which your birds were sold; bat there arc

too many circumstances needful to be known to justify us m advismg jou.

Consult a solicitor.
, , „ , , , ^y. l

Hjtchen Show.—Mr. Haines says his Light Brahma cockerel was one that

took second prize at Manchester and BristoL
^ ,. ,. , ^.

Fakenham Show.—The following omission occurred m the prize list of this

Show—viz. Game, any other variety, Hon.— (ic, H. P. Pamel-Price (Pile).

Shell-less and Imperfect Egos (J. K. L.).—It is always considered

the hen forms the egg internally, but the shell requires assistance from with-

out Chalk and lime are materials in request. If such are not to bo had in

the runs of your poultry, supply them. The easiest and most effectual
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method ia to throw down a baiTOwful of bricklayers' rnbbish near to their
j

house. Throw it in a heap, it affords them amusement to get what they

want. If your fowle have tliis, and aro still in the habit of laying soft eggs,

there is something wroni:,' in their secretions. They ai-o cut of health.

Either their food is at fault, or they lack eomething ueceseary for them.
Tour meagre information will not allow us to guess the cause. Soft food is

the beat for sittkig hens, Creoles are not a distinct breed. Creels are much
esteemed in some districts.

Cochins and Brahjias (H. Cojb),—Glad to hear of some of our old birds-

There are none such now. Wo never ai)prove of crosses between sitters and non-
sitters. We are not very friendly to any crosses, and believe that any reason-

able expectationB in the way of poultry may be realised With pure birds. We
cannot say what the effect of a mixture of Dorking, Houdan, and Brahma
would be, nor do we think you would from a sight of the birds. If you mean
to cross, confine yourself to Dorking and lirahma. That will give you a good
table fowl. We have no doubt you can get the Brahma pullets you requii-e at

25«. each, but we have left Winchester and aro now Londoners. If you run
Light and Dark Bralima3 together they will do to eat or to make broth, but

they will be neeless as stock fowln. Judging from your letter we suppose you
have two runs. Allot one to your pure Dark Brahmas for one reliable and
saleable breed. In the other keep what you like. You must not mix Light
Brahraas with White Cochins. You will lose comb, markings, and all that

constitute a Light Brahma, while yon will get a comb and black feathers in

the Cochins that will make them valueless.

Cockerel's Foot Crushed [Dover).—We should fear the bone is crushed

or very seriously damaged. We shduld poultice while there was the discharge

you mention, but as soon as that lessened we should keep the foot bandaged
in its proper shape, and dreased with citron ointment. The ball of the foot

may be injured by the fowl walking on it. In that case bind three or four

splints round the leg, and let them reach hall an inch below the foot. The
bu-d will nmke a bad walk for a time, but if the foot gets well he will soon
walk straight.

Brahma Pullets not Laying (Brahma).—We expect yon will have egga
before you read our answer. For winter layers, pullets should be hatched in

May. There is gi-eat difference in three months' growth, or in three months'
approach to matmity. After June the days shorten, and the sun loses power,
People wUl smile at this, but we will ho judged by those who breed for a
livelihood all the year round, and will ask them the difference in rearing April

or June chickens. We see no fault in your feeding except the buckwheat.
That ia too fattening. Pullets naturally put on flesh and fat before they

begin to lay. When over-fat they cannot lay. Anything that tends to make
fat should be avoided.

Hen Dying Suddenly (G. H. L.).—There is nothing in your description

of the dead hen that is inconsistent with " natural death." Such is not un-
common both in cocks and hens at this time of year. Did yon find the egg-
orgaus quite healthy ? Death is often caused hy straining to lay an ^gg that
is impeded by fat.

Fence poit Poultrt-vard (J. H, T.).—A 3-feefc fence is insufficient to

confine a Dorking cock at any time. You may render the exploit much more
difficult by cutting all his flight feathers down almost to the quill on one
wing. Cut them as low as you can without causing bleeding, and cut off ten
feathers. Constancy is not a gallinaceous virtue.

Laying Obstrtjcted {F. T. L. T.).—It is always a difficulty for a pallet to

lay herflrst egg, and Nature-seems to have provided it shall always be a very
small one, probably the smallest she will ever lay. It is nevertheless voided
with difficulty, and is always mora or less streaked with blood. The treat-

ment is to lubricate the vent with oil, and to continue till there ia a plain

action of opening and shutting. When this is seen the feather should be
introduced still farther, and this should be repeated till the egg is laid. We
never venture on an incision ; we consider the ovary the most delicate part of

a pullet's body. We see nothing to hinder the bird from laying her eggs and
performing all the functions a good hen should do. Hens sometimes suffer in

the same way, but that is generally caused by internal fever. The treatment
is the same—a wing or tail feather saturated with oil, and introduced till it

reaches the egg. No violence must be used, as a broken egg in the egg-

passage is a fatal accident. Where the oil is freely used nature will do the
rest.

Breeding Age (.7. P.).—Much depends on the time of year at which the
bird is hatched. A bird hatched in March, although only seven months old

in October, is a stouter and more serviceable bird than one hatched in June
will be in the following March. No cock should run with hens till be is sis,

or, better, seven months old, even if brought into the world under most
favourable circumstances. You may safely set the eggs after he .has been
mnning four days or a week ; the fii'st is long enough if there is harry.' -,You

may keep twenty-five or thirty fowls.

Uniting Swaum and Oast [A Young Apiarian).~Yo\i will certainly suc-

ceed in transferring all the bees from your straw to bar-frame hives by driving
Eill out of the former on the same day as the first swarms leave them, and
casting them together in any way you like. Better do it on the day of swai-m-

ing than leave it for a day. or two later, for there is a peculiarity of smell in

every colony of bees different from all otihers; and as bees know each other
and strangers by smell, the swarms should be united before they become, as
it werOf separate families. The day. after swanniug may answer for the

unions to take place, but the sooner it is done the better. There are so many
ways of uniting sworma, that we hardly knowwhich to suggest in your case.

If you raise the bar-frame hivos off their boards by wedges, and throw the
bees from the old hives on the flight boards, or put the driven bees down so

that they can pass out of the one hive int* the other, they will speedily run
into the bar-framed hives, and be received by their old comrades. There will

be no queens amongst, the second lota of .bees taken so soon after the first

swarms.

A Large Super on Two Htves (Tdem).—Two swarms will -not work
amicably in separate hives in filling a large super. Better have a super on
each hive.

HrvES (A.).—The hives used by* Mr. Pettigrew are made of straw, and aro

large, and neatly sewn. He uses three sizes—viz., IG, 18, and 20 inches wide
inside, all 13 inches deep. He considers them incomparably better for bees
than wooden hives, and better as storehouses for honey than straw hives

with bar frames, but they are without windows. They ore also very much
cheaper than any other hive worth using in this country. No better bar-

frame hive than Woodbury's can he obtained, for it is made of straw. We
do not recDmraond makers of and dealers in hives. If you wish your supers
filled with comb for home use, wo would advise you to use those made of

straw or wood without bar frames ia them. They are not only cheaper with-

out frames, but very much better. Where honey is the object sought, com-
plications in hives and supers should be avoided.
Cleaning Hive's Floor-board (W. E. 31. ).—The best time of day for

cleaning the Uoor-boards of your hives is early in the afternoon on a still and
warm day. We should first of all break the hives fiom the boards (in bee
dress and gloves) with a screwdriver or strong knife; then blow a little

smoke (tobacco or brown paper) into the hive to quiet the bees. Then,
having ready a new board, gently lift up the hive and place it on the board,
which can be put exactly where the hive stood before. The old board con
then be scraped and washed with hot water, and given to another hive, and so
on through the apiary. The operation need not take more than two or threa
minutes in the hands of a skilful workman. If done carefully no serious dis-

turbance of the bees can occur.
Roasted Birds for Bf.f.s (.-f. P.).—You ask for our " readers' opinion as to

giving sparrows and blackbuds (roasted) to bees for food," and say that "it is a
common practice here in Ireland." You moreover state that "healthy hives
with plenty of honey in them relish such food." Your statements are certainly
novel to us. We never heard of bees taking to food of this kind; but there is

no denying what you say, that, if these are facts, " however ridiculous it may
appear, it cannot be nonsense." Still we demur to the "facts." Have you,

seen the banquet with yonr own eyes ? and can you tell whether the bees de-

voured bones and all ? It may turn out that they merely licked the salt of tho
butter in wliich the spaiTows were roasted.

Suitable Hive {A. D.).—As you cannot devote mnch time to your bees,

and therefore require a simple form of hive, we think you cannot do better

than adopt an improved cottage hive. As the sight of such hives is better

than mere description, we will refer you to our " Bee-keeping for the Many,"
which can be had from our office by payment of five stamps. Any hive-

maker in your neighbourhood would construct your hives, if of straw, at a
much cheaper rate than you could buy them by advertisement. 'What you
seem to require is a plain flat-topped straw hive, with a hole in its crown and
a cap or smaller hive at top. All this can be covered in the usual way with
a straw covering, or " hackle," as it is called.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51** 32^ 40'^ N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitade 111 feefc.

Date.
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rabbits, and still live, altbougli I need hardly say that such

treatment is very bad for them.
Occasionally reference has been made to the relative merits

of the single «nd double varieties of the Snowdrop, but it I were

to give an ojiiuion it would certainly bo in favour of the single

one, which is earlier, more free-flowering, and increases more
rapidly. In connection with the last-named property I would

ask if anyone has managed to obtain bulbs of this plant from
seed. Many years ago, having a quantity growing in a situation

that appeared to suit them, I had the seed gathered when it

appeared ripe, and sowed it at once amongst shrubs, on rough
ground in plantations, orchards, &a., expecting that at least a

part might vegetate ; but I have not been able to trace a single

plant to this half-natural sowing, and there was no lack of

seed, for nearly a couple of quarts were so thrown about. I

did not at the time examine the seed, which I have since

thought might be imperfect, yet it had all the appearance of

being. well matured. The question then arises in my mind.
Does the Snowdrop ripen its seeds in this country, or does it

not ?—J. EoBSON.

MKS. PINCE'S BLACK MUSCAT GEAPE.
Theee is certainly something very mysterious about this

Grape, and I am not surprised it has been hinted that there

are two varieties under the same name. I do not at all think,

however, such is the case. My opinion is that, Mke many
other new things, its constitution was partially ruined by very

rapid propagation, and that in course of time it will get all right.

I believe I can see signs of improvement in it. It is certainly

very desirable it should have a good constitution, for it is the

best-flavoured late Grape I am acquainted with. I have this

day (February 13th) tasted it in comparison with Lady Downe's
and Alicante, and it is far superior in point of flavour ; but I

am obliged to confess I have not yet been able to grow it satis-

factorily, and had almost condemned it before I saw the beau-

tiful examples of it at Chatsworth last autumn, and then I

made up my mind to try again.

It may not be known to all of your readers that a Vine when
sent out new is sometimes procured early in autumn by the

trade, planted and forced into a most unnatural growth in the

same season, and from this second growth (which has to be

matured as far as it is possible to mature it in the late autumn
and early winter months by strong fire heat) hundreds of plants

are raised and distributed over the country. It is reasonable

to suppose that plants so raised cannot have such a constitu-

tion as those raised in a more natural manner, although they

may be vigorous and healthy to look at, and no eye can detect

the difference. Then, again, see the crowded w.ay in which
young Yiues are grown in most nurseries, they cannot possibly

be all ripened ; and remember that unripe eyes will grow as

fast as ripe ones. Those not even brown will grow, and make
healthy plants to look at, but they cannot be so in reality.

If my theory is right as regards Mrs. Pince, may it not be

the same with other new Grapes which have been perhaps too

hastily condemned ? and some of which were sent out by men
who know all that is at present Icnown about Grapes and Grape
culture, and whose honour is above the slightest suspicion, yet

whose much-lauded productions are at the present time pro-

nounced by the public to be worthless.

It is said that everyone thinks his own geese are swans, but

that only holds good of enthusiastic beginners. Practice and
daily disappointments such as the most successful gardener

always meets with make him able to compare impartially his

own productions with those of other people, and I cannot

believe but that some of the new things were better before

they were grown at express speed for distribution than they

have proved to be since that time, or their own raisers would
never have allowed them to be distributed.

—

William Taylok.

DIG-UP POTATOES BEFOBE RIPE.
I AM glad the inquiry concerning the rubbing off the skin of

young PotatOLS has been made, as I have inadvertently omitted

any mention of it in the papers on this subject. When the

Potatoes cease to swell the skin begins to harden or ripen
;

then, as I have before staled, the crop of such kinds as Vic-

toria may be lifted with perfect success. Never mind about

rubbing off portions of the skin, the economy of the tuber will

repair all that, and what is of more importance, the quality of

the Potato will sustain no harm. I have now about a dozen
sacks of Victorias that are as excellent in appearance as they

are in quality, which, when they were taken up on the 14th of

last August, were so tender that the skins were very much
torn. So also were some Flukes, Kegents, and other sorts,

and yet all have been good after their kind. I can speak with
confidence about this important matter, for I have practised

early-lifting most successfully for several years ; and had
" D., Deal," taken up his Potatoes as he first intended he
would not have had to revert to baked Potatoes, as he appears
to have done; for, after aU, it is the Potato that boils well

that is most valuable.

When the early lifting—which I hope to see more generally
followed—is practised, it will not answer to throw the tubers

in a heap, and then leave them alone. On the contrary, most
careful tending in the storehouse is necessary. It will, per-

haps, be best to describe the entire process of lifting and store-

age. On a bright sunny morning the diggers, each with a
four-tined steel fork, begin lifting at 6 a.m. ; but the collecting

does not begin till four hours later, which gives the diggers a
good start, so that by the time the Potatoes are put into the
sacks the skins are tolerably dry. In taking them to the store-

house due care is to be exercised to handle them as gently as

possible. They are spread in layers of about a foot thick, and
sHghtly covered with straw, every window being kept open day
and night. Once a-week each layer is examined closely for

bUghted or rotten tubers. The ripening process still goes on,

and when the Potatoes are fuUy matured—that is to say, when
the skin will not rub, they may be stored in much closer com-
pass for the winter.

—

Edwakd Ldckhubst.

EOTAL HOBTICULTUB.il SOCIETY'S COUNTEY
SHOWS.

As we were going to press we received from the Secretary of

the Eoyal Horticultural Society copies of a correspondence
which has taken place on the presentation of a memorial to

the Council regarding the holding of a country show this year,

and we have only space for his reply, which will indicate the

nature of the correspondence.
" Royal Horticultural Society, Soutli Kensington, S.W.

" 25th February, 1874.
*' Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, King's Road, Ctielsea, ft.AV.

" Gentlemen,—In reply to your letter of the 20tli inst., the Council, far

from having any desire to put a stop to provincial shows, are, on the contrary,

most anxious to promote and encourage them.
'• Until veiy recently they were in negotiation with the authorities of an im-

portant town on the coast, and of one in Scotland, with a view to holding

shows, but without beiu^ able to come to any satisfactory arrangement.
" The Council will be most happy to receive proposals or suggestions for a

show during the ensuing summer, and will give such proi^osals their earUest

and best consideration.
" I have the honour to be, gentlemen, your obedient servant,

(Signed) " W. A. Lindsay, Secretary,"

LEE'S VICTOEIA REGINA VIOLET.
Many inquuies have arisen about my obtaining the Victoria

Eegina Violet, and in reply I disclaim all merit or skill in its

production. The flower was naturally fertihsed by the bee or

some other insect ; the seed was carried by a mouse and de-

posited, at least 15 yards from where it grew, in a Strawberry

bed, and was discovered by me in December, 1871, having

grown there a year or more previously. The Victoria Eegina

could at that time be covered with a dinner plate, and the

other plant (Prince Consort), about 15 inches distant, was still

smaller. There was, I think, one fully expanded bloom on
Prince Consort ; others had been, but were past.

Strawberries and weeds were carefvilly cleared away, a little

good BoU placed round the plants, and each protected by a

hand-Ught. As the flowers came up they were caiefuUy fer-

tUised ; each pod was attentively watched, gathered when
matured, and, as I thought, carefully stored. The seeds wers

sown in the autumn, but not one vegetated.

The following statement gives the order of the origin and

progress of the plant :

—

Summer of 1870.—Seed sown by a mouse.

Spring of 1871.—Plants probably appeared.

Summer of 1871.—Plants produced summer flowers.

December, 1871.—Plants discovered as narrated above.

Spi-ing of 1872.—Thirty plants sprung-up around the parent

plant from flowers of the previous summer.

The summer flowers of 1872 were taken no notice of, or

perhaps some hundreds of seeds might have been secured. A
few pods were taken from the young plants (these also from

summer flowers), and the seed at once sown in a pan ; they
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produced about sixty plants. But what is remarkable in each

case is that the seedlings are so different from each other
;

indeed many of them are so uuUko the parents as to render

it quite a matter of dispute whether they could possibly be

their progeny.

My earnest hope is to obtain great improvements by care-

fully selecting seed. What I am most anxious for is to get

colour, compact and upright growth, fine fohage, and scent as

well as size tit for conservatory decoration.

For example, I have one seedling with the lower petal or lip

black, but the petals are very narrow although long, only

1 J or 2 hues wide, yet I was pleased with it as a parent ; and
to my great delight some two or three weeks after I had another,

although not so dark, yet of good shape and compact growth,
properties which the other did not possess. Another seedling

I have, although small (not larger than Devoniensis), is quite

as dark, of upright growth, and as free a bloomer as the old

Russian, producing at one time thirty or forty fully expanded
ilowers on a very small plant. This would also be an addition

to our conservatory decorative plants.

How beautiful a plant is The Czar or Giant when well grown,
even apart from its flowers. I have two of that habit of

growth, with very deep green leaves, quite distinct as to the
darkness of the foliage, and having large deep blue Ilowers of

good shape. They are likely to be useful as parents, at least

i have every hope they will prove so. I'riuce Consort also is

of very handsome growth, darker green in leaf than The Czar,
and of fine upiight growth. This I intended sending out at

the close of this year; but the demand for gathesed flowers is

50 great that, iastead of doing so, I purpose planting them as

well as largo numbers of Victoria liegina.

I gather from my present experience that there will be a
great demand for these flowers in the large cities and towns of

the United Kingdom. They have only to be known to be ap-

preciated. Even the working classes give them the preference
at an advanced price.

—

(i. Lee.

HEATING—FUEL.—No. 4.

The first requisite in a heating apparatus is power, the
second efficiency, and the third economy. Power and el'liciency

are in a great measure dependant upon the boiler, but all three
are to a large extent affected by the mode in which the heat
obtained is applied. We communicate heat to a great volume
of water, and only permit it to be radiated in the structure to

be heated from a small extent of surface.

Now, a structure heated by hot water is warmed iu propor-
tion to the extent and heat of the pipe surface exposed within
it. Pipes heating beds, only give heat indirectly to the house,
•consequently pipes used for bottom heat are not to be taken
dnto account when calculating the amount of piping required
•to heat any structure to a given temperature. It is usual to

follow Tredgold in calculating the extent of piping required.
His rule is " Multiply the cubic feet of air to be heated by the
luumber of degrees the house is to be warmed, and the result

divided by twice the difference between the temperature of the
house and that of the surface of the pipes will be the feet of

piping requhed." In using this formula we must bear iu mind
that the temperature of the surface of the pipes at their maxi-
mum may be 200' or even boiling (212'j, but as a rule are rarely
over 180°, which we will adopt as the maximum temperature
of hot-water pipes. Let us apply this to a stove under my
•care, 30 feet by 2i feet, and containing 5280 cubic feet of air.

The maximum from fire heat is 05°, the temperature of the
air being 20°, which is 45° of difference. From the 6280 we
must deduct 500 cubic feet for a bed which occupies the centre
of the house, and we have 4780 cubic feet of air to be heated
by artificial means 45°. This, according to Tredgold's rule,

would therefore be igfi^^f„ -=
^jo"

= 935 feet of pipe sur-

face at 180°, which is more by 300 feet of piping than required
iu actual practice. COO feet of surface at 180° are sufficient

to maintain the maximum of G5°, the external air being at 20°.

Tredgold, however, affords us data for ascertaining what he
terms the cubic feet of air. " To the length of the stove in
feet, multiphed by half the greatest vertical height in feet,

add lA time the whole area of glass, and also eleven times the
number of doors [in feet] ; the sum will be the number of cubic
feet to be heated from the temperature of the external air to that
of the stove." In the case of the stove, 80 feet multiplied by 8
(half the vertical height) = 2-iO ; this added to U time the whole
area of glass = 1734, and eleven times the doors (four) or 880,

will give a sum of 2854 as the cubic feet. Therefore, as per rule

,
2854 X 45 1284S0 _-^ , i , t • , ,

above, ,„(,— 55 ^-^ = "23ir
~ feet of pipe surface, equivalent

to six rows of 4-inch piping aU round the house excepting the
two doorways.
The latter method of calculating the piping required to

maintain any temperature desued is very nearly accurate and
accords well with practice, but unless Tredgold's method of

ascertaining the cubic feet to be heated be adopted the cal-

culations are almost twice too high.

By Hood's method we also obtain an equally erroneous
number of feet of surface. Hood's rule is, " Multiply 125 by
the difference between the temperature at which the room (or

structure) is proposed to be kept, when at its maximum, and
the temperature of the external air, and divide this product
by the difference between the temperature of the pipes and the
proposed temperature of the room ; then the quotient thus
obtained, when multiplied by the number of cubic feet of air

to be warmed per minute, and this product divided by 222,
will give the number of feet in length of pipe 4 inches dia-
meter, which will produce the desired effect." This rule ap-
plied to the stove would be :—45°, the difference between the
temperature at which the house is to be kept and that of the
external air, multiphed by 125 =5025, which divided by the
difference (115J between the temperature of the pipes (180°) and
the proposed temperature (65 ), will give 48. 'This multiphed
by the number of cubic feet of air to be warmed per minute
(4780) =229,440, which, divided by 222, will give us the num-
ber of feet of 4-inch piping required = 1033, or nearly double
what actual practice demands. The rule is appUed to raise

the temperature from 20° to 05", which I am convinced is not
the proper minimum to calculate from as that of the external
air. It would be much better to reckon the external air at 32°,

and the temperature of the surface of the pipes 180°, which
ought never to be exceeded in plant houses, except in verj

severe periods, and the figures would then stand as under;—
125 X 33 = 4125 -=-115 = 35 x 4780 = 107,300^-222 = 753 feet of

4-inch piping, which is fuUy 153 feet more than in practice is

required.

We should, however, bear in mind that Hood calculates the
temperature of the pipes to be 200°, or 12° less than the boil-

ing point of water, which is very much too high a degree for

the pipes in horticultural structures to be heated for any con-
siderable time ; in fact, life-long practice as a gardener con-
vinces me that the lower the temperature of the heating sur-

face the more congenial is the heat to the growth of plants.
Instead of heating pipes to a temperature of 200°, or even
160°, I am satisfied the pipe surface should seldom exceed in
temperature twice that required to be given any structure to be
warmed. This would entail a larger heating surface than would
be needed were the heat radiated at a higher temperature ; as, for

instance, for the stove aforenamed we at 180' require 753 feet to

give a temperature of 05°, calculating the external air at 32° ; but
if the temperature of the pipes were 200°, according to Hood we
have 125x33 = 4125->135 = 30x4780 = 143,400-^ 222 = 045 feet

of piping required. Even this in severe weather is an excess of

piping, so that by adopting Hood's rule for determining the
feet of piping required we need not heat the pipes so highly
as were the rule of Tredgold adopted.
Although it is desirable to have a large rather than a small

amount of heated surface, the cost of the one is very much
greater than that of the other. Some, though aware that a

small extent of piping radiating heat at a high temperature is

not so good for healthy vegetable growth as a larger surface at

a lower temperature, are, nevertheless, from pecuniary con-
siderations, desirous of employing no more piping than is

absolutely necessary, the pipes being heated to the maximum
of 200°. The minimum amount ol piping would seem to be
secured when we take as the temperature of the external air

that of the mean temperature of the coldest half of the year
or winter months, which in this country is 40".

I have a greenhouse which is 26 feet square, and by Hood's
rule, the external temperature being considered 40°, and the
house to be kept at a maximum of 50' from fire heat, we have
125 X 10 = 1250 -^ 150 = 8 X.5408 = 43204 4- 222 = 190 feet of sur-

face at a temperature of 200°, the actual piping employed
being 182 feet of l-inch, or two pipes, a flow and return on a

level all round, except doorways. This amount of piping,

though sufficient to keep out frost, is not to be advised, as the
heat is given out at so high a temperature as to dry the atmo-
sphere too much in the immediate vicinity of the pipes. The
temperature of the external air may, for this country, be cal-
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cnlateJ at 40°, the mean of its winter months (and in all

countries it wonld be safe to take tbe mean of the coldest

mouths of the year as that of the external air) ; but for the

successful cultivation of plants and fruits it is not good policy

to attempt such cheeseparing, and I therefore advise for this

country the external air to be reckoned at 32% and determine
the feet of heating surface at 200' by Hood's rule, for the

piping found by it, though entailing a somewhat greater first

cost, wonld be infinitely better for the plants (the surface seldom
needing to be heated over 160° to give the required tempera-
ture within the structure), and the saving effected in fuel after-

wards would more than balance any claim for interest on
extra first cost or outlay in pipes.—G. Abbey.

THE KOSE GRUB.
A TRiENDhas written for information, asking a question that

must occur to many, so I have thought it best to answer it

through the pages of the Journal. It is this— speaking of

budding Roses— " How about buds that show a hole through
them, after separation from the wood—should they be used?"
Most certainly not, even if it is the only bud of the sort you
have. Throw it away, it will not grow. The hole is caused
by " the worm i' the bud." The larva of a little lepidupterous
insect belonging to the Tortricidn^, a Spilouata—probably
roborana, tripunctana, or rosfecolana—vulgarly the grub of

a little moth called the Long Cloak. I do not quite know
whether its metamorphosis is thoroughly known, but certain it

is the ova or egg is laid in May, June, and July on the tip of

the bud, and the larva hatching, bores down into it, eating its

way through. Some of the larva; feed-on rapidly, and success-

fully pass from larva to pupa, and from pupa to imago, or the
perfect moth state, the same summer, while others hybernate
.—perhaps from the eggs of the late-hatched moths, but this I

am not certain about. The hand of God is too great in His
work for me to say what is in the provisions of Nature ! it is

enough for me to hear with my ears, and to see with my eyes
;

but to say the larva; that hybernate are only from the late-

hatched images, or a second brood, is too much for my poor
philosophy. I know not His manifold ways.

" I know not what I am, but ODiy know
I have had visions tongue may never speak."

But I am wandering-
His works.

-am losing myself in the love I feel for

" As I feel and wonder, listen,

Listen in a dream."

For all the time the grub in question may be another species'
and even genus, than the above-mentioned, as I find the perfect
form of another Rose-feeder, Anthitbesia ochroleucana, is by
no means rare in my garden, and the larva state of which, I
believe, has not yet been described.

Well, I was going to say some of these larvse (grubs) hatch
in June and July, bore through the heart of the bud down into
the pith of the wood, and there hybernate through the winter,
ready to commence operations in the spring, and to eat out
the heart of shoot after shoot, much to the annoyance and
disgust of the Rose lover and grower.

It often happens, after cutting a bud and separating the
shield from the wood, that a small pin-hole is to be seen clean
through the bud nicely but thinly lined with a silken web,
and on inspecting the shoot from which the bud was cut you
will, perhaps, find you have cut through a vei-y small brown
larva with a bright black head; if not, cut further and deeper
into the wood, so long as you can follow up the hole, and then
you will find the little wretch (Rose-grower now) snugly en-
sconced. I always give them a dig with the point of my bud-
ding-knife. Rose-grower still, although lover of nature; but
somehow my love for the Rose is too great for my love of
nature generally, and I find I cannot keep to the good old
" live and let live " in this case.—W. Fareem.

THE PATENT GLASS-CUTTEK.
T.^KiNG advantage of the many valuable hints that appear

frcm time to time in this Journal, I have built a small green-
house, It feet by 9 feet, span-roofed, and being only a labouring
man have had to do the whole of the brick-setting, joinery,
painting, and glazing myself, and under the peculiar circum-
stances in which I obtained the glass it was necessary that the
whole of it should be cut 8 inches by G inches. To purchase
a diamond would have been a serious financial consideration,

my means being somewhat crippled by my already large expen-
diture ; but on receiving my copy of the Journal my heart leapt
when I read your paragraph on Messrs. Dick Radclyffe's Patent
Glass-cutter. I took advantage of what I considered my good
fortune and wrote for one, and obtained it immediately. It
served my purpose beyond my expectations, but, in consequence
of the great amount of work it had to do, it confirmed your
misgivings about its durabihty, and became duU and required
resetting ; and confiding in your statement, " that you under-
stood it could be reset for 6d.," I returned it to Messrs.
Radclyffe with the required number of stamps. It was re-

turned with a note that " it is so cheap that resetting is out
of the question."

I should not have troubled you had it not been, that, feel-

ing satisfied there was some misunderstanding somewhere, I
thought it advisable to inform you of the circumstance. I do
not wish to find fault with the useful little instrument, because
for ordinary purposes it is a marvel of cheapness.—T. Nobton^
Leeds.

[When we said the cutter can be " made equal to new for

6d." we quoted from Messrs. Radclyffe's communication.

—

Eds.]

THE KITCHEN GAEDEN.—No. 6.

I NOW come to the formation of the garden, and wish first to
direct attention to the importance of securing a proper starting

point, so that the course of the walls will be true to the difierent

aspects required.

Now, whatever shape a garden is intended to take, we should
first find out the direction of the four cardinal points, and
mark their positions, so that they may be easily referred to if

needed in any subsequent operations. Generally there ara

surrounding objects indicating with suflicient exactness one or

more of the points sought, and from which a line may b&
traced out to serve as a starting point, but in the absence of

any such guide the next method, and perhaps the most reUable
one, is to first find out the meridian lino. This may be done
by iixing a long straight pole or stake quite perpendicular in

the ground, as near as possible to the spot about to be enclosed.

At midday thid pole will throw a shadow, whose length will be
in fair proportion to the height of the pole. This line will of

course point towards the north, and at the extremity of it

another mark should be fixed, which will give the direction of

the wall that is to run from south to north. Or, presuming
that the garden is to be in the form of a square or any other

regular-sided figure, and that the operator is standing on the

right-hand side, this line would indicate the course of the

east waU ; and it may be extended to the length required if
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the ground is tolerably level, so that a eight can be obtained

by placing stakes at regular distances in a line with those first

fixed. In doing this there ought to be two persons engaged,

one to place the poles while the other takes the sight from the

first two poles put down. After fixing upon the length of this

wall the nest thing is to strike out the liiie for the wall that is

to run from east to west, or the north wall, which ought to

proceed at right angles to it. In order to make sui'o of this,

instead of trusting to the eye alone, it will be found by working
out a simple problem in practical geometry.
The accompanying figure (./(;/. 1) will give the method. The

line A B is 2 inches long, and for the purpose in view we will

say that it represents 20 feet, or the wall running from south
to north as above described. Extend the line 1 inch, or 10 feet

beyond b, and take that length as a radius, and describe an arc

touching at points c and d. The width from c to d is equal to

one side of the figm-e. Now take three parts, or 15 feet of this

width, and from points c and d describe the arcs at c, then
draw a line from e through the intersection at c, and it will give

you the direction the north wall ought to take to be at right

angles with a b. Proceed in the same manner to find the course
of the other walls, and the square will be completed.
The above describes the formation of /ii/. 1 in my article

No. 5 (page 121) ; for Jhjs. 2 and 4, which are oblong instead

of square and the walls proceeding at right angles to each

other, the same rale may be adopted, the only difference being

that in the former the north and south walls must be extended

to the desired length towards the west, and in the latter the

east and west walls towards the south.

Fig. 3 (page 121) shows some difference from the others as

its shape indicates, but only in the position of the south wall.

Now, as before stated, by adopting this shape it is intended
that there should be no part of the garden within the walls on
which the sun could not shine at some time on a clear day
during the summer months, therefore it is necessary to be par-

ticular that this object is secured by giving the waU its proper
position. Assuming that the other walls in this garden are

placed east, west, and north, and that the west wall is GO feet

long, the east wall ought only to be one-thii-d the length of

that, or 20 feet ; then if the south wall starts at the extremity
of the west wall and joins the east wall at b, that will give the

direction requned. Fiij. 2 will illustrate my meaning, and it

will be seen that the length of the wall a e is considerably
greater than if on the square, which will be considered an ad-

vantage by some.

—

Thomas Eecoed.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
A humour having got abroad that a number of the Fellows

of the Royal Horticultural Society had formed themselves into

a body to Institute a suit in Chancery against the present
Council, we have received the following communication from
good authority intimating what the real proceedings are. It

is certainly very desirable for all parties that any doubt as to

the responsibility of the late and present Councils should be
set at rest.

" Allow me to inform your readers that the measure now
contemplated by some Fellows of the Eoyal Horticultural

Society for the purpose of deciding the legality question is

not a suit in Cltam-enj, but a very different and more simple
proceeding. The Lord Chancellor has a pecuUar and especial

jurisdiction in such cases, and it is to him that the appeal will

be made. The situation has now become an intolerable one,
and the gentlemen alluded to have determined that the ques-
tion shall be settled one way or the other.—E. T. C."

I AM not going to inflict another long letter upon you, but
must beg for a small space to answer objections raised to the
guinea subscription plan. At the Wednesday meeting I was
placed near four good specimens of their respective branches
of the profession, two being well-known nurserymen and two
first-class gardeners ; one of the former suggested that I was
trusting too much to gardener subscribers. As one of the gar-

deners spoke out well for his class, I left them to settle the
matter between them, but afterwards had the objection raised
more fully. I will now answer it.

I never contemplated the social position of the Society being
lowered, or that the renovated Society should consist in a very
large part of gardeners, though I believe that a considerable

accession of these mere working bees would greatly strengthen

it. A head gardener, to keep his situation in a large place, must
be a superior man, and it is only the best of these (such as

those who work so actively on our Committees), who would
take enough interest in general horticulture to make them
afford the guinea annual subscription. In very many cases

their influence would make their employers join the Society.

Judging from the letters that come to me, the idea of the
guinea Fellowship has been most warmly take i up by people

in as high social station as that of the present Fellows, and
they talk of influencing their friends, presumably of the same
class, to join with them.

I see the acting Council has published in extenso in one of

your contemporaries the Society's accounts for the past year.

Let anyone look through these, bearing in mind that much of

the cost of Chiswick goes for furnishing South Kensington,
and judge for himself whether a Society with the guinea sub-

scription of 5000 Fellows would not have far greater working
power than the Society in its present state has with the much
larger income, of which the lion's share goes to keep up a

square for the Kensingtoniaus.

—

Geokge F. Wilson, Heather-
bank, Weyhridije Heath.

I AM sure it would be very satisfactory indeed to be informed
whether there is to be a grand provincial Show of the Koyal
Horticultural Society this year or not. Yes or no, one way or

the other. If the former, why we can all wait for the schedule
;

and if the latter, there would be an end of the matter. It ought
to be settled one way or the other. Even supposing a show to

be decided upon, it will occupy a very considerable time before

the schedule can be in the hands of exhibitors, and it would be
both a mistake and a hardship to spring a schedule upon them
at the eleventh hour, when in many cases proper preparation

would be impossible.—T. M. Shuttlewokth, F.E.H.S.

NEW BOOK.
The Potato Disease and its Prevention. By C. Dimmick,
Nurseryman, Eyde, Isle of Wright. London : Houlston and
Sons.

We have received several pamphlets on the same subject,

but not one characterised by the good sense of Mr. Dimmick's.

We wUl give a few extracts, and recommend the entire pamphlet
to our readers.

" After long and careful investigation I came to the following
conclusions :

—

"Ist. That the Potato being a native of a dry, warm, sunny
country, it requii'es extraordinary care to preserve it in a state

of health in more northerly regions.
" 2ad. That it is a disease and not a blight.
" 3rd. That the constant mbbing-off of the shoots of the

seed tubers, which had been practised year after year, had bo

diminished the vital energies of the Potato, that its constitution

has become weakened and debilitated thereby, and rendered
increasingly susceptible. And that the constant ill-treatment

and high cultivation it has been subjected to, combined with
the sudden changes of our variable climate, have brought it

into a state of disease.
" It is reasonable to conclude that the laws of Nature may be

interfered with in a vegetable as well as in an animal, and in

my experience I have found how remarkably Nature's laws have
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been violated with regard to the Potato. If an animal ia taken
from a warm climate to a cold one, extra care is required to pre-
serve it in health. This is a fact which all keepers of zoological
collections can corroljorate, and the greatest care is taken in

their institutions to keep each animal in the fnllest vigour, so

that they may not suffer from the change of climate and other
foreign circumstances by which they are surrounded, and of all

animals the natives of tropical countries would be the most
likely to fall into a state of disease if these precautions were
neglected."

*' Depend upon it, one great cause of the disease is that we
have not sufSciently studied the native country of the Potato
and adapted our treatment to it accordingly.

" I remark further, that it is a disease and not a blight, and
that feebleness of constitution in the Potato is the great pre-
disposing cause of the disease."

" The same causes always producing the same effects. In all

cases when the disease sets in just as the plant is making an
effort to perfect its tubers it is more violent than when the
tubers are in a more advanced state ; this is the reason why
early Potatoes ripening in July are not so liable to an attack of

the disease as are later crops. In the first place, early kinds
have always been more carefully treated ; and secondly, they
are scarcely ever subject to the same exciting causes, arising
from sudden changes during their growing season."

" I come now to the principal cause of the disease—viz., the
constant rnbbing-off of the shoots of the seed tubers, which
operation being repeated year after year has so diminished its

vital energies, that the constitution of the Potato has become
weakened and debilitated, and thereby rendered increasingly
susceptible of disease. And the constant iU-treatmeut and high
cultivation it has been subject to, combined with the sudden
changes of our variable climate, have brought it into a state of
disease."

" As a grower, I well remember how this process has been
conducted, generally once before Christmas and twice or thrice
afterwards, and on each occasion shoots in large quantities have
been taken away. I once said to one of my men as he was
taking away a large basket full of these shoots to the muck
heap, 'Don't you think it will greatly exhaust the Potato to be
continually taking away these shoots?' He replied, 'No doubt
of that ; and, besides, you wo'n't have so many Potatoes in
measure by nearly one-third at planting time as when they were
first stored away.' I found this to be perfectly correct, for when
planting time came the tubers were reduced to about half their
original weight ; they had lost their soUdity, and handled like
pieces of sponge, consequently their life, and health, and vigour
must have been greatly reduced."

" The next consideration is the storing of the tubers for seed,
a matter of the most vital importance, because the first shoots
must positively be preserved. I lay more stress upon this than
upon anything else, because it is of more importance than all

other things together, for if you put your seed Potatoes away in
masses and encourage them to grow out, and repeatedly take
away the shoots, you take away that power which would enable
them to resist the disease in the future. The seed tubers, there-
fore, should be stored as soon as they are dug up. Dry warm
days should be chosen for this work, for if they are taken up
wet they can never be dried so well afterwards, and if you
can let them remain in the sun for a few days after they are
taken up so much better; but never mind about greening them
before they are stored, they will green fast enough afterwards
if properly stored. In all cases handle them very carefully,
even as you would your choice Apples and Pears ; always set
the most careful man you have to select your seed Potatoes if

you cannot possibly do it yourself."
" The time of planting will vary a little, and wiU depend also

upon the weather and the state of the soil. March is the
proper time, and it is a very good rule to begin at the beginning
and finish at the end of the month ; but if the weather is open,
and the soil in a fit state, planting may be begun in February,
especially where there are large quantities to be planted; but
should it be a backward, wet season, and the land in an unfit
condition, it will be much better to wait, even though it may
become necessary to put on extra strength to get them in
quickly, for there is generally dry weather in March. In all
cases planting should be finished by the middle of April.
There will be no great difference between their times of coming
out of the ground, for even those planted in April will be up
quite as soon as it wiU be safe, for we often get hard frosts the
first or second week in May."

sets. We are aware that the fall size for one set is as stated
by our correspondent.

—

Eds.1

Cboqcet Ground.—In your Journal of Febrtiary 5th you
say, " 60 yards by 20 yards is a good proportion." Sixty yards
would be too long, and 20 yards too narrow. A full-sized
croquet ground is 40 yards by .30 yards. All the grounds at
Wimbledon are set out of this size.—G. A.

[The croquet ground CO yards by 20 yards is used for two

NOTES BY THE WAT.—No. .3.

The town of Mentone, or Menton as it is now called, since
its annexation for the second time to France, is a small place
with a resident population of little over six thousand, but in
the season, which extends from the middle of November till

the end of April, it is increased by between two and three
thousand. It is situated in one of those lovely crescent-
shaped bays in the Gulf of Genoa, of which Capo S. Martino
and Bordighera respectively form the horns, and Mentone is in
the centre of the crescent. No breath of rude winter wind
ever comes near it, and there it lies in the month of January
basking in a brilliant sun, and the blue Mediterranean in
front reflecting the rays like a Titanic mirror. But for all that
Mentone has its troubles, and those who come here expecting
to be rid of theirs are too frequently disappointed. It is said
that " every Rose has its thorn," and health-seekers will find
that even here they cannot indulge in acta of indiscretion any
more than they can elsewhere. Though the climate is so fine it

is very treacherous. The mornings and evenings are cool while
the days are sometimes insufferably hot ; and when the wind
blows from the sea, even on these hot days when invalids are
tempted to sit and lounge about, they almost invariably catch
colds which are sometimes of a very gerious character.
The vegetation with which we are everywhere surrounded

has aU the character of a subtropical region. The Date Palm
(Phcenix dactylifera) , of which there are some magnificent
specimens in the gardens, here seems to luxuriate ; but though
it blooms and fruits freely, there is not suflicient heat to
mature the fruit. Agaves abound, both the green and the
golden-striped variety, these being planted in rows along the
promenade and in all gardens. At Villa Medecin, the resi-

dence of the Mayor, I measured the leaves of a striped one,
which were 6 feet 6 inches long, and this was not the case
with one plant only, but with many. I thought how some of

our exhibitors at home would long to have a pair of such for

a collection of twelve greenhouse plants. Here there are no
greenhouses, and the Agave is a hardy plant, growing on hOI-
sides by the roads and railways. Among the other plants

grown in the gardens and shrubberies are Sparmannia africana,

Australian Acacias, and Mimosas of several species, and
towering above everything may be seen in every garden Euca-
lyptus globulus, in some cases 50 feet high. Salvia fulgens.

Cineraria maritima, Veronica Andersoni, and Fabiana im-
bricata assume the form of bushy shrubs, while there are

Roses now covered with bloom, conspicuous among them
Marechal Niel and Gloire de Dijon. Datura arborea and the

red variety of Castor Oil plant (Kicinus communis sanguineus)
are quite trees, now blooming abundantly. Eriobotrya japo-

nica, Justicia arborea, Abutilou striatum, Habrothamnns
elegans are also large trees or shrubs now in bloom. The
Prickly Pear (Opuntia) is seen in great masses everywhere ;

and one of the most elegant and most abundantly-grown trees

of any is Schinus Molle, a very elegant and graceful tree,

with its pendant pinnate leaves and its clusters of coral red
berries. When bruised the leaves have a strong balsamic odour,
and emit a milky juice which is quite resinous. This tree ie

very properly planted everywhere. At Nice there are rows of

them on the Quai Maseena, in the public gardens, and, indeed,

wherever trees are planted. Pittosporum Tobira is also another-

favourite tree, attaining the size and producing much the
same eiiect that Portugal Laurels do in England. The Ole-

ander is very abundant, but not yet in bloom. There is a
pretty plant which produces a fine effect here at present, and
which at first sight looks like Tropisolum canariense, as it

rambles over screens, bowers, and buildings; it is Senecio
mikauia;formis. I never see it in England anywhere. I should
think it would make a good conservatory climber, and it blooms
all the winter. It is much grown in pots and suspended from
corbeilles in Belgium, from which it depends in " Creeping
Jenny " fashion.

Gardening in the south of Europe is not practised—at least

what we in England call gardening. Everything here grows of
itself, and neither gets nor needs tending. Trees are pruned
when they need pruning, and weeds are kept down when they
grow ; but the climate is so hot in summer that neither weeds
nor garden flowers can grow. To garden here means incessant
watering, and water is scarce except during the rainy season
and when occasional showers come. Kitciien-gardeu crops
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are good, and the markets are bountifully supplied. Already,

in .January, early Peas are coming in. The gardens in the

suburbs have all rows of Peas now 4 feet high in full bloom

and some pods showing. Broccoli is very abundant.

The great cultures here are Oranges, Lemons, Olives, and

Grapes. Of the Oranges I cannot speak in very high terms,

for although they look by appearance to be ripe, they really

wiU not be so tUl April or May. In some instances I have

observed the crop being gathered now, doubtless for exporta-

tion, as the fruit will now bear carriage better than it will

when fully ripe. I doubt much if they ever attain the high

perfection we find in the St. IVIichael's and Maltese Oranges

imported into England. The greatest height above the sea

where I have found the Orange growing is (ilO feet on the

terraced gardens on the mountains. The Orange is not so ex-

tensively cultivated as the Lemon, although the tree with-

stands a greater amount of cold, and is hardier, the reason

being that the Lemons cultivated about Mentone are said to

be the finest to be had in commerce. The annual produce is

said to be thirty millions of fruit. Every day at this season

the women may be seen bringing in great baskets full of fine

large fruit from the gardens to the merchants' stores, all of

which are carried on the head—such weights as almost terrify

one to think how these people can bear them for such dis-

tances as they travel. I am told that some of them come
from two or three miles with a load which cannot be less than
a hundredweight. They remind me of the Strawberry women
who used some years ago to carry the finest Strawberries from
distances about Isleworth, Twickenham, Mortlake, and Dept-

ford to Coveut Garden Market. This practice seems aban-

doned now, and the fruit is carried in carts made expressly for

the purpose. Some contrivance might be devised here to hberate

the women from such unwomanly drudgery, and one instinc-

tively asks why it cannot be done by mules, which perform

every other carrying work that is needful between the town
and the mountains. I am told the Lemon blooms aU the year,

and that it produces four successional crops. There are places

here where essences are extracted in large quantities from the

Orange and Lemon peels, and this forms one of the important
commercial products of the place. One of the largest of

these is conducted by the Mayor, M. Medecin, and the large

merchant of the town in the finest Lemons has his magazine
in front of the window where I now write.

The Olive tree grows here in great luxuriance, and attains

an enormous size and great age. I measured one near the

Borigo valley, a very old tree, which 2 feet from the ground
was 18 feet in circumference. The trunk was very deeply

furrowed, and the tree itself, which is now becoming rather

bare and " stag-headed," resembles in its old age one of our
old trees of Sahx alba. The Olive may be said to be the tree

of the country. Wherever you see a shade of sombre green
be assured it is an Olive. In ascending the mountains I found
it cultivated to the height of between 1300 and 1400 feet, and
then it ceased to give place to Chestnuts, Walnuts, and Figs.

The OUve seems to be a tree of great vitality, for however old

it may be, and however denuded its branches are, there is

always a crop of strong suckers emitted round the trunk and
from the roots. Some of the trees I have seen must be many
centuries old, and from them we can gather how long these

terraced gardens in this country, which reach even to the top

of the highest hills, have been made; for on the way to

S. Agnese, 1300 feet above the sea, I saw some patriarchal

trees, now going to decay, occupying their original place on the

top of the retaining wall of the terrace.—Pi., Mentone.

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OP
OUR GAEDENS.—No. 16.

I.N a locahty which shall be nameless here an individual

resides who is not by any means a bad amateur gardener, and
who cultivates the study of zoology as well as horticulture.

The former he has managed to turn to a practical purpose
in his garden, and sundry four-legged creatures roam there

upon which many persons look with suspicion, and perhaps
disgust. Vou walk up to one of the sheltered walls to examine
his fruit trees, and on the ground, snugly ensconced in an
angle of the wall, and reposing there after he has been ban-
queting upon a host of snails, a huge toad leers up at you.
As you sit in his summer-house you hear a strange rustling

under the seat, and presently from a corner outwalks a hedge-
hog, introduced to the domain on account of its appetite for

insects, especially beetles. Birds of various species, some of

which are, at least occasionally, guilty of touching in a garden

what they should leave alone, though they usually prey upon
insects, are freely tolerated or even encouraged. Most aston-

ishing of all, and provocative of screams on the part of lady

visitors, in one plot of ground which is entirely shut-in our

friend allows several blindworms to range about and feast on
slugs and snails, or insects should they so incline. I have no

doubt that Mr. Wood is right in asserting that this harmless

and sadly abused Uzard is really as good a friend to a garden

or field as is the thrush, only from the way ia which it works

nobody observes how much service it renders us. But I was
going to add that our worthy friend with aU his acuteness is

not awake to the value of insect helps in enabling us to keep

some troublesome species in check. For instance, if I were to

propose to him the introduction into his garden of a colony of

laurying beetles he would probably shake his head, though he

knows something about the habits of these insects, and argue

that though they might do a httle good by interring certain

objects which are better laid under the mould, they would
probably also make free with the roots and tubers of plants

;

also he might, perhaps, urge that the burying beetles, unlike

intelligent bipeds, will exercise no judgment in then- work. If

they found a dead bird it is all but certain they would dig its

grave on the spot, whereas the gardener might thiak that it

would prove a desirable fertiliser in a different place. A strong

prejudice which we most of us imbibed at early chUdhood, and

which leads us to be suspicious of the insect races generally,

helps to limit the encouragement given to useful species.

Many, more particularly those which may be called " dark-

ling insects," because their labours are carried on at night, or

beneath the surface of the earth or some other substance, do

us benefit and we know nothing about it ; they come into the

horticulturist's territory unasked, and it must be admitted

they do not destroy noxious species out of pure kindness, but

for their own benefit. The burying beetles and some of kin-

dred habit, may be said to be of service to us in two ways

—

firstly, by burying or devouring dead animals which might

render the air not only noxious to human health, but also

hurtful to plants ; and secondly, they help to fertilise the soil

by placing beneath it matters very useful when decomposed,

towards which decomposition the beetles lend their aid. The
beetles now under consideration belong to the section called

Ehypophaga, or, in plain English, FUth-eaters ; and it must

be owned that the habits of both the land and the water species

are a little offensive to our refined notions. The water beetles,

indeed, prey both on land and in their usual element, which

they quit at night occasionally. These are furnished with

hind legs, which serve as paddles ; they are the PhUhydridic,

or Water-lovers. Next to them is the group of the burying

beetles which have legs fitted for running, short and square

wing-cases, and antenna; clubbed, the club or knob being large

and round. Like the vultures, these carrion-seekers of the

insect race are endowed with strong wings, which enable them
to travel, when needful, long distances after the objects which,

unhke most birds of prey, they can rarely discover by sight,

hut by smell or some sense unknown to us.

The Necrophori are more common in rural districts where

habitations are sparingly distributed than they are in the

vicinity of large towns. Possibly they consider that where the

latter exist men ought to take upon themselves the duty of

scavengers, and not require much aid from the insect world.

Walls will not exclude them from a garden should they be

desirous of entering it ; and where there is one of these to be

seen we may be almost certain that there are others not far off,

for it is their wonted plan to work in parties. Strong and

persevering as these insects are while at their toil, which is not

so much for the benefit of themselves, but of their offspring,

they could not succeed in some of their endeavours if they did

not work together, and also on a mutual understanding. Not

only may they be called gravediggers, they are also undertakers,

for they take under whatever object it be upon which their

attention is concentrated. Nor does it cease to be regarded

with interest even after it has been hidden from view; for

after a dead animal has been decently buried these beetles

enter the earth themselves, or at all events the females do.

It is beyond the power of the Necrophori to remove a quadru-

ped, bird, or fish of any size from the place where they find it,

so their plan is to sink a hole beneath the body and remove

the earth which presses around it as it sinks into the cavity,

until at last it is brought several inches below the surface,

when by a continuance of the labour the earth is filled-in.

Figuier says that the depth at which a carcase is laid is from
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7 to 10 inches in the instance of the burying beetles that are

most common : this, however, is a Uttle over-estimated. The
head and the legs are, of com-se, the only implements the

beetle can employ ; but by changing its position, and alter-

nately employing different pairs of legs, one of them has been

seen to work on with scarcely a moment's pause for some
hours. By several pushing or dragging together, these insects

manage to shift a dead animal a little, should it not be pre-

cisely as they wish ; but I can scarcely credit the statement of

Gleditsch, that when he had set several of the Necrophori to

bury a dead linnet, one of them, by an extraordinajy effort,

lifted the bird and placed it in the grave. Some credit is cer-

tainly due to this entomologist for having through nearly two
months watched a number of these at their labours, giving

them a variety of subjects to work upon. He found (and the

experiment has been repeated by others) , that if a dead animal
was fastened to the end of a stick, and even tied thereto, the

beetles will undermine the stick and gnaw asunder the string

by which the carcase is secured. It would be curious to ascer-

tain—which has not yet been done—whether the burying

beetles would attempt to do anything with a dead animal lying

amongst long gi'ass, where digging could hardly be attempted.

The largest burying beetle found in Britain (Necrophorus

germanicus,./!7y. 1) is nearly black ; the other species are banded
with orange and black, andof these N. vespUIo (jiij. 2) seems most
generally distributed. The odour they givo forth is pecuUar
and disagi'eeable ; not, however, exactly resembling the products

of decomposition, but rather musky, no doubt protecting the

species from the attacks of some enemy. The larva) also, long-

bodied creatures, with scaly segments and very short legs,

grow slowly, and, having attained their full size, form eai-th

cocoons for themselves, coming forth as beetles in early

summer. The poet has managed to throw a Uttle romance
about the proceedings of the burying beetles, and writes thus

of them :

—

" From sire to son throngh circling years

Labour these watchful creatures, noting well

If falls a small bird from the bending spray,

Or mole toss'd out by ruthless bands, his home
Laid waste, himself a corpse, where late he wrought
With patient toil his humble shed to rear

;

Or brown mouse sleeping his last sleep

—

Each and all are laid the earth beneath
With decent care."

In the tribe of SUphida: are smaller species as serviceable to

man as the Necrophori; some, indeed, more so—as, for ex-

Fig. 2.—Buiyiug Beetles (Necrophorus vespiilo) interring the body of a rat.*

ample, the Four-spotted SUpha (S. qnadripunctata), represented

in the accompanying woodcut—;rt<7. S), a reddish brown beetle,

Fig. 1.—Necrophoi-us gcrmanicus.^ Fig. 3.—SUpha qnadripunctata.*

with two double spots on the elytra or wing-cases. At first glance

it may seem to resemble a lady-bird, though the body is more
elongated. In the perfect state these beetles have been seen

feeding upon caterpillars on the Oak and other trees, whUe the

* From Figuier's " Insect World." CasBell's edition.

larvto devour offensive and decaying substances, which are not

interred by the parent beetles usually, though they had long

ago the name of " Sextons " given to them, because they are

sometimes to be seen digging into the earth, or into manure,
&c., resting thereupon. It must be acknowledged that one of

the SUphida;—namely, S. obscura, has been foimd in the act

of doing damage to Beetroot, which fact is, therefore, a partial

set-off against the services of certain of its relatives. S. h-cvi-

gata preys frequently upon snails ; and despite the spume
which these molluscs throw out when they are approached by

an insect enemy, the beetle manages to overcome and devour

them. The larva of the SUphida are likely enough to be

turned up by the spade or fork, and as likely to be considered

hurtful creatures, for they are black unpleasant-looking grubs,

yet, with the one exception mentioned, rather useful than

otherwise. They are much more rapid in their movements
than the larvo? of the Necrophori.—J. R. S. C.

ASSOCIATION OF SCULPTURE WITH PLANTS.
Whateley observed justly of the dressed grounds, that

" nothing should seem neglected near the house ; it is a scene

of the most cultivated nature ; it ought to be enriched ;
it

ought to be adorned ; and design may be avowed in the plan,

ami expense in the execution. Even regularity is not ex
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eluded ; bo capital a structure may extend its influence beyond

its walls ; but this power should be exercised only over its im-

mediate appendages. The platform upon which the house

stands is generally continued to a certain breadth on every

Bide, and, whether it bo pavement or gravel, may undoubtedly

coincide with the shape of the building. The road which

leads up to the door may go off from it in an equal angle, so

that the two sides shall exactly correspond ; and certain orna-

ments, though detached, are yet rather within the province of

architecture than of gardening. Works of sculpture are not,

like buildings, objects familiar in sceres of cultivated nature;

but vases, statues, and termini, are usual appendages to a con-

siderable edifice ; as such they may attend the mansion and
trefpass a little upon the garden, provided they are not carried

so far into it as to lose their connection with the structure.

Some pieces of sculpture also, such as vafes and teimini, may
perhaps now and then be used to extend the appearance of a

garden beyond its limits, and to raife the mead in which they

are placed above the ordinary improvements of cultivated

Nature. At other times they may be applied as ornaments to

Cir-jUp ui \\ UIl^ -Lia j.

the most polished lawns. The traditional ideas we have con-
ceived of Arcadian scenes correspond with such decorations

;

and sometimes a solitary urn, inscribed to the memoi-y of a
person now no more, but who once frequented the shades
where it stands, is an object equally elegant and interesting."

One test of a gardener's good taste is the planting he selects

for near a terrace and vased wall. We never saw such struc-

tures look anything but heavy if round-headed shrubs were
associated with them. Irish Yews and other pyramidal-formed
plants are especially congruous with such architectures. Of
flowers, the white LUy grouped near them, as shown in the
accompanying woodcut, for which we are indebted to CasseU's
edition of Figuier's " Vegetable World," is especially effective.

Peolonging Life in Cot Flowers.—M. Fremont, a chemist,
in a letter to the French Society of Horticulture, mentions a

way of preserving cut flowers in a state of freshness, .'.t is to

dissolve sal-ammoniac, or ohlorhydrate of ammonia (obtainable

of any druggist) with the water in which the stems are put, m
the proportion of five grains to a pint and a half of water. In

this way, it is said, they will often keep fresh for a fortnight.—

(Irish Farmers' Gazette.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We observe that M. Alcgatiere, of Lyons, will send oat

in May three new double Zonal Geraniums, raised by;M.

Jean Sisley. They appear to b3 very remarkable, Georges

Sand having double flowers larger than any single one known.

It is white when grown under glass, and rose-tiuted in the

open. Fram-ois Pcrtiisati has large double flowers, aurora,

edged with white. Car! Vor/t has medium-sized" flower^ of a

salmon orange of a new shade.
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'^ At last, stirred into action probably by the prospect of

the early completion of the new City Fruit and Vegetable

Market, the Duke of Bedford has determined to cover-in

CovENT Garden Market. An extraordinary general meeting

of the Market Gardeners, Nurserymen, and Farmers' Associa-

tion was held at the Bedford Head Hotel, Covent Garden, on

the 7th inst., to take into consideration the model of the pro-

posed covering. Several of the members were of opinion tliat

the proposed erection was not high enough, and that the 4 feet

left open on either side was very objectionable. The openings

at the side and the low roof were stated to be for the con-

venience of those persons who occupy the upper rooms over

the shops in the centre row. One of the members suggested

that the roof should be carried up 4 feet above the parapet of

the buUdings on either side, which would afford plenty of light

and ventilation to the upper rooms. It was ultimately resolved

that a deputation should wait upon the agent to the Duke to

thank him for the proposal of covering the market, and to

suggest a few alterations and improvements in the model sub-

mitted.

—

(Build hill News.)

Me. Alfred de Eothschild, the Chairman of the en-

suing Gardeners' Eoyal Benevolent Institution Anniversary

Dinner, has named Thursday, the 2nd of July, for that pur-

pose. It is the day after the great Hose Show at Kensington,

and several of the leading exhibitors have promised to send

their plants from the Exhibition to the London Tavern to

assist in decorating the rooms.

Messrs. Sdtton, of the Beading Eoyal Seed Establish-

ment, are presenting a coloured geological map with their

" Farmers' Year Book." They think it has long been a desi-

deratum, as it points out to the farmer and landowner the

geological strata of the district in which the farm is situated
;

and tables of the Grasses suitable to soils on the strata are

given.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
The amateur who possesses a gi*eenhouse should, towards the

beginning of next month, shift Geraniums that are well rooted,

using a rather heavy and rich soU, potting, forcinf;, and keeping
the plants well tied out and near the glass. See that Camellias
are never allowed to get dry at the root, otherwise you may lose

your buds, and do not expose the plants to cutting currents of air.

Calceolarias that are well rooted in small pots should now have
more pot-room. A soil of half loam and well-decayed dung or

leaf mould, with a little sand, suits them well. Pelargoniums
which are intended to bloom in the greenhouse must now be re-

moved into their flowering pots, and the branches must more-
over be tied-out if large symmetrical plants are desired. Those
stopped in November will flower in May ; a second lot should
now be stopped to flower in June and .July, and a third about
the middle of April to bloom in August and September. For
growing Pelargoniums I have never found anything equal to

the parings of grass edgings, or thin turf one year old, and leaf

mould and peat earth in proportions of four parts of the former
to two parts of each of the latter roughly mixed together, but
not sifted ; in fact I never sift soil under any circumstances, un-
less for the purpose of taking the fine particles out, and using
the turfy portions only. This compost, with the admixture
of a little sand if the plant is delicate, or loam if of luxuriant
growth, will answer for all kinds of greenhouse plants, with
the exception of Heaths and other delicate-rooted hardwooded
plants.
The best plan is to allow the soil in the pot to have the appear-

ance of dryness, but never suflicient to make the plants flag,

before a supply is given, which should then be pretty copious

;

but always empty water out of the pan or feeder in which the pot
stands as soon as the soil is properly drained. The water used for

the purpose ought always to be of about the same temperature
as the room in which the plants grow. Never use it fresh from
the pump ; either let it stand in a warm room all night, or take
off the chill by adding a little warm water to it, or the growth of

the plants will be much checked.
The principles of correct planting in the open ground are the

same as those which regulate pot culture, allowance being made
for the altered circumstances of the plants ; indeed, good planting
is even more necessary for plants in pots, since they are so arti-

ficially situated, and have so little chance of being liberated from
the bad management of man by any intervention of Nature. A
tree may j^ossibly get on in spite of the want of skill in the
planter, because, the soil being favourable, the roots may escape
from their pent-up position, and abundant rains may redispose
the clods so unceremoniously thrown upon them ; but let a
plant be once badly potted, and its chance of flourishing is gone.
The pot presents an impenetrable barrier to the roots, and
the water appUed only makes the soil more compact and less

capable of fulfilling its office. There is also this difference

between planting in the open air and in pots :—In the one case
the work only requires to be done once, while in the other the
operation must often be renewed ; yet how constantly is this

particular forgotten by amateurs who are really fond of flowers,

whose collections are sickly because the pots are full of labyrinths
of roots, which in hopeless continuity perform pilgrimages
around the walls of their prison, seeking a loophole for escape.
Turn the mass out of the pot, and how curious is the spectacle.
The soil, by some strange process, is gone, and in its place there
is a coil of vegetable fibre, which in some cases has traversed
six times round the pot in search of fresh nutriment.
The time has now arrived for the florist to bestir himself.

Auriculas and Polyanthuses must receive their spring dressing
by removing the surface soil of each pot down to the roots, and
replacing it with the usual compost. Avoid using rich manure
for this or any other flower, for it may be asserted as a natural
law, that as all plants like fresh soil and leaf mould, a compost
of these two ingredients with a Uttle sand will grow plants as

healthy, though possibly not so luxuriantly, as a complicated
admixture of more stimulating materials. After the plants are

replaced in the frame they must have all the air possible by day
and night in mild weather, but must be protected from frost.

A gentle shower of rain will not injure them on a mild morning,
but take care that the water does not stagnate in the centre of

the plant, or the bloom will be injured.
Ranunculuses and Anemones should be planted now. Car-

nations and Picotee layers that have been stored in frames in

small pots may now be removed into their blooming ones, taking
care that the soil used does not contain wireworms, which are

their most deadly enemies. Where there is convenience the
plants may be returned to the frame after being potted, but
where there ia not they must be so placed together in a sheltered

place that they can be protected from rains. Sow Carnation
seed in pots or seed-pans, and protect it from rain and vermin.
In the flower garden finish the pruning of Roses ; in doing so

thin-out the weak shoots, and shorten the strong and well-

ripened ones to four or six buds according to their strength.

Strong-growing kinds such as Brennus, Fulgens, Triomphe
d'Angers, and others of similar habit, with most of the Noisette
Roses, when budded on tall stems make beautiful objects if in-

stead of being shortened the shoots are turned down and tied to

the lower parts of the stem. In the borders sow Sweet Peas
and Larkspurs, and prepare tor general sowings of annuals next
month ; but do not rake the borders at present, or they will be
rendered almost impenetrable for the whole of the season. Hoe
or fork them over 2 or 3 inches deep as often as you please, but
do not rake them until the dry winds of March have abstracted

a little of the superfluous moisture from the soil. For the sake

of a few days' neatness in the early part of the spring, we fre-

quently do more injury to the soil and summer flowers than can
be remedied during the remainder of the season.

When the weather will permit, edgings of various kinds may
be planted, such as Box, Thrift, Daisies, London Pride, or

Gentianella ; but while it continues cold care must be taken of

anything liable to be injured by frost.

VEGET.tBLEs.—As soou as the weather is favourable a small
sowing of Peas and Beans may be made, and as the busy season

is at hand everything that can now be done should be forwarded
before that time. Ground intended for Onions and Carrots may
be pointed over and well broken-up. Alterations and improve-
ments (if any), around the villa should be proceeded with.

Fruit.—If any fruit trees remain to be pruned they should be
finished now ; the Grape Vine especially, if not cut in autumn,
must not be delayed.—W. ICeane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
kitchen and fruit garden.

Protecting Blossom from Spring Frosts.—The forward state

of the blossoms of Apricot trees demands that steps should

be taken to protect them from frosts. Peach trees on south

walls are also in a forward state, indeed more so than those

gi-own in orchard houses. In many large gardens glass cases

have been erected against the walls, and under good manage-
ment they are certainly most efficient protectors. Some have

gone so far as to cover their walls with glass in this way, and
have fixed hot-water pipes as well. The ordinary coverings

are formed of canvas, which is roUed-up under a wood or stone

coping in the daytime. Moveable wooden copings are the best;

these may be made to project about 11 inches over the trees,

beiug required only when the trees are in flower. They may be
removed to a place under cover at other times, and will thus

last much longer than if they were constantly exposed to the

weather. We have used various materials for protecting the

blossoms of fruit trees from frost. Frigi-domo and a material

made by Collinge & Son, of Peel Street, Manchester, are the

best we are at present acquainted with. The way to manage
with the shading is to have poles laid against the wall and let

into the ground about a foot. The poles need not come out more
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than 3 feet from the base o£ the wall if it is hiRh ; if the walls

are low 2 feet will be enough. Strong webbing should be sewn-

on to the top and bottom of the shading ; it may then be nailed

to the wall just under the coping, and at the top of each pole

a bit of tape or string should be fastened to hold the covering

when it is rolled up. A man with a light ladder can go round
the walls and undo the strings in a few minutes ; another follows

with a hammer and nails, and fastens the covering moderately
tight to the base of the poles. We also tried one season to cover

pyramid Tears in the open garden by raising a framework round
them and throwing a covering over; this entailed considerable

trouble, and the result was not very satisfactory, for the trees

which were covered did not fare better than those exposed. In
whichever way the protecting material is used, it ought on no
account to touch the blossoms.
We have been finishing trenching and digging, and will im-

mediately proceed to clear the walks from weeds, and give them
a fresh dressing of gravel. All such work ought to be finished

aa Boon as possible.

FKCIT AND FOKCINC. HOUSES.
Pine Houses.—Many Pines had been cut in the fruiting house,

and this necessitated the removal of plants from the succession

house to fill the space ; at the same time the old material, which
was composed of spent tan, was turned over and mixed with
cocoa-nut fibre refuse. The beds i:c the succession house were
also turned over, and the plants repotted. In doing this a good
portion of the old and exhausted mould is removed, as well as

the older leaves near the base of the plants. The compost must
be rammed in firmly, the plants also being put in rather deeper
than they were before. The bottom heat for newly-potted plants

should be 90', and a few degrees above this will be beneficial

rather than otherwise, the object being to cause the emission of

fresh roots. As the days lengthen more atmospheric moisture
will be necessary. The evaporating troughs over the pipes, which
have been kept dry up to this time, may now be kept full of

water. Seventy degrees is the best night temperature, and this

may fall a few degrees in very cold weather.
The first dish of Strawberries was picked on the 20th—Black

Prince. All things considered, this is the best variety for very
early forcing ; if the runners are layered in good time and well
managed, however early the plants may be started, there is

always a certainty of a crop. Keens' Seedling is the next in
succession ; this is much superior to it both as regards appear-
ance and flavour. President is one of the very best for a main
crop, and British Queen the latest. Forced Strawberry plants
are persistently attacked by red spider, and good fruit cannot be
obtained if this is not kept under. The plants may now be
syringed twice a-day up to the time the fi'uit begins tocolour,

when syringing must be discontinued. The water must be
applied with force to the under sides of the leaves.

Dwarf Kidney Beans that have been potted from the seed-
boxes are apt to flag during bright sunshine ; instead of shading,
it is better to dew the plants over with a syringe.

Planted-out the first house of Melons ; the compost had been
in the house about ten days previously. A portion of fine loam
was laid on the surface of the bed to raise a small mound where
each plant was put in ; this to a large extent prevents the plants
from dying-off at the surface of the ground, as Melon plants very
often do just before the fruit ripens. When the plants were put
out the surface of the bed was dressed with rotten manure ; this

keeps it moist, and also retains water which, evaporating gently,
is also beneficial to the plants. Pinched the points out of the
growing shoots of Cucumbers, and trained the shoots to the
trellis, removing also all decaying leaves from the plants.
Smoke for thrips, and syringe in the morning for red spider.
Melons and Cncumhers may now be planted-out in hotbeds.

To keep down superfluous heat and steam it is a good plan to

cover the surface of the beds with turves, the grass side being
placed under ; on this the hills should be raised. When it is

ascertained that the temperature is all right, the plants can be
turned out, one or two being put on each hill. The glass must
be washed before this, as it is highly desirable to have as much
light as can jiossibly be obtained.
Mushroom Souse.—Fresh beds may be made at any time, the

object being either to have a continuous supply or to have them
at the time they are required for consumption. It is not always
possible to ascertain how a bed will bear. The spawn is not at
all times equally good, and at another time the manure of which
the bed is composed is at fault—it is, perhaps, overheated or
too damp ; in either case much of the spawn is injured. The
main element of success in Mushroom culture is to have the
manure well worked previous to use. It should be laid out on
the floor of a dry shed, after having been placed in a heap to
ferment ; when moderately dry the bed may be made up—it

should be beaten down firmly with a rammer or the back of a
spade. About the third or fourth day it can be ascertained how
the bed will heat, and if the temperature is suitable at that time
the spawn may be put in. Break the bricks into pieces as large
as pigeons' eggs, insert them to the depth of IJ inch, and after-

wards cover the bed with loam. Should the heat decline before

the Mushrooms appear, cover with oat straw or hay ; 55° is a
good temperature.
Orchard House.—The blossoms are now in a forward state,

and on frosty nights the pipes are warmed sufficiently to keep
out the frost. Brown scale has been troublesome to us, but it

has always been kept under by going over the trees with a
sponge dipped in water wherein some soft soap has been dis-

solved. Aphides increase as the blossoms expand ; there is also

green fly on the Strawberry plants; so that the house will bo
well fumigated with tobacco. Ventilate freely in fine weather.

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE.
If stove plants are not free from scale and bug they ought to

be washed by hand. If this work is neglected until later in the
season the insects increase so fast, and there is so little time to

attend to them, that the result by midsummer is that the plants
are overrun ; besides, it is not possible to cleanse such subjects as

Stephanotis and Ixoras from bug if this pest get into the flower
heads.
Both hard and softwooded plants may be potted now. The

greenhouse is gay with spring-flowering plants, forced Roses,
&a. These last are invariably attacked by green fly, and should
be fumigated before the flower buds are much advanced, as the
flowers smell of tobacco if the buds are partially opened whea
the house is smoked. Keep the plants as near the glass as

possible, and water with manure water, which will bring up the
colour in the flowers.
Hyacinths should also be taken out of the forcing house as

the first flowers open ; sticks must be placed to them in good
time, and the bells may be regulated with a pointed stick. The
bells on some of the varieties are thinly placed, and have also a
tendency to hang down, whioh is objectionable. Such sorts

may be improved by lifting the bells up with a stick or pencil,

so that they may stand out in a horizontal position.

Stage and Fancy Pclarrjoniums hho\x\(\. be trained now if they
are intended to make specimen plants. As they are grown by
the London exhibitors the shoots are tied down to a wire fastened
round the pot. A wire is fastened under the rim first, then two
or three sticks are laid over the pots and tied down to the wire
so as to project from 3 to 9 inches according to the size of the
plant; a stout ring of wire is then tied down to the ends of the
sticks, and in this way a plant maybe trained-out to a large size.

If the object is to secure large trusses the shoots should be few
in number and ought not to be bent in any way.
Chrysanthemums that were struck from cuttings in December

have been potted into 5-inch pots. It is well not to allow such
plants to receive any check to their gi'owth. The point is taken
out of the plant when it is about 5 inches high ; this causes the
production of from five to seven shoots near the top, and will
allow a clear stem about 2 inches above the surface of the mould.
Plants intended to produce flowers for exhibition are not pinched
at all ; as the leading shoot grows it is tied to a stick to preserve
it from injury.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Eoll the lawn and also the walks ; no litter should be allowed

to accumulate on beds or borders. Hardy herbaceous plants
may now be divided if it is desirable to increase the stock.

Bulbous plants should not be disturbed now, otherwise the
flowers will not be so good. It is best to remove all such plants
in the autumn.
This is the best time to propagate Phloxes. The stools, if two

or three years old, will have thrown-up a number of shoots ; all

of them may be removed except five. The cuttings may either

be put-in out of doors or in pots. If the former, a bed should be
marked out, and 2 inches of fine mould placed on the surface

;

the cuttings may then be put in 3 inches apart and inches
between the rows. If in pots, it is best to put one cutting in the
centre of a small pot, and then place the pots in a gentle hot-

bed ; when well rooted give air freely and shift into 5-inch pots,

or plant in beds. When grown in jiots the Phlox is very useful

for decorating the greenhouse or conservatory in autumn.

—

J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
H. Canuell, Station Road, Woolwich, S.E.

—

Floral Guide for
187J.
Sutton & Sons, Heading.

—

Sutton's Farmer's Year-Booh an3,

Grazier's Manual.
Ewing & Co., Norfolk Nurseries, Norwich.

—

List of New
Roses.
George Yatea, 29, Little Underbank, Stockport.

—

Descriptive

Catalogue of Select Vegetable and Flnwer Seeds.

.1. Brunning & Co., 1, Market Place, Great Yarmouth.

—

General
Seed Catalogue.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many questioua must remain unanswered until next

week.

NA3IING Plants.—We are most willing to name plants, and have superior

botanical aid for the purpose
;
yet, even under the most favourable circum-
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Btances it is difficult to discrimiiiato any one species of a numerous prenus.

"We therefore ask those who wish us to name plants to send their specimens
in a small bos ; the postage is either nothing extra or trivially increased. We
have just received speeimcna of rai-e Orchids literally smashed by the post-

office punches, so as to be totally unidentifiable.

Poisoning Mice (W. C).—We do not know the process of praparing
poisoned wheat for destroying mice, nor have we found the poisoned wheat
EO readily taken by mice as ordinary rat poison, which may be had of any
chemist. We melt some lard and with oatmeal form a kind of di-y paste,

•which we place in their haunts for two or three nights ; afterwards we mix
poison with lard and oatmeal prepared in the same way, and place it in their

haunts, taking care that no domestic animal can partake of it. The mice
will usually take the poison, but rats are more fastidious, and are best enticed
for a few nights prior to placing the poison. Both rats and mice are more
effectually poisoned by feeding them for a few nights before putting down the
P'lison.

Tomatoes in Cucumber House (C S.).—The temperature of a Cucumber
iiouBO is not too warm for Tomatoes, and the seed-leaves falling prematurely
18 rather to be attributed to dryness than to the raoistuie of the house ; but
•we should say it had resulted from a sudden check the plants bad received.

The plants do well trained to the back wall and on the roof. It is not ad-
visable to syringe Cucumbers when the house is shut-up for the day while the
Bun is full on them ; but the house, floors, walls, and other eurfacea should
then be sprinkled with water of the temperature of the house.

Vine Border Covering {T. Goldsmith).—The border having been covered
tip since November will be dry—too dry. We should therefore remove the
covering, thoroughly moisten the border with water at GO', and then put on the
fresh horse throppinfrs you have, and tread them firm. IE they are bo thick as
to raif^e a gentle heat all the better. Cover-up with the boards, and they need
not be removed until April, when you may again water, and this time with
water at 70' , and on the droppings, so that nourishment will be caa-ried down
to the roots. We should put on the boards for at least another month, aijaiu

remove and water, and oveiy fine day remove the covering, replacing it at
iiif,'ht and when heavy rains prevail. Eomove it by degrees, so as to entirely
dispense with it in June.

Potatoes for Stiff Soil (Zti^m).—Myatt's Ashleaf for early, Dalmaboy
for second, and Walker's Regent for main crop. You will require about a
buphol of Myatt's Ashleaf, two of Dalmahoy, and four of Walker's Regent, but
much depends on the size of the sets, and wo may not have hit your demands
for early supply, but you can remedy that by altering the quantity to suit your
needs.

Amaryllis and Lilium from Seed (W. N. C. H.).—The cause of the
Beed failing is, no doubt, your having kept it too long out of the ground.
The seed should be sown as soon as it is ripe, or be kept in silver sand until
spring, and sown (the earlier the better), in pots or pans filled to within about
half an inch of the rim with a compost of fibrous loam, peat, and leaf soil in
er]ual proportions, with a sixth of silver sand, draining efficiently, and having
the surface fine and even. Scatter the seeds evenly, and cover with fine soil

to a depth equal to the diameter of the seeds, and place in a hotbed or house
with a temperature of 65= to 75^ and keep moist. When the Liliums oi-e up
keep them near the glass, by degrees harden them off and remove to a
frreonbouse, and by autumn they will have formed small bulbs, and may be
potted-off singly. The Amaiyllis should he continued and grown-on in beat,
not drying them off in winter, but keeping them moist, yet not so moist as
when in growth, and pot-oS singly when they are growing freely ; encourage
growth by a moist atmosphere and brisk bottom heat. In about three years
they may be had in a flowering state.

Epaorises and Ericas after Flowering (Inquirer).—In a cold green-
liouse Epacrises should flower in February, but wo think by a cold greenbouso
you mean one from which frost is excluded, and in such tbey may flower
Bomewbat earlier. After flowering they should be cut-in to within about an
inch of the old wood, and the Ericas, if of the winter-flowering kindu, should
be trinimed-in so as tofoim compact plants, hut leaving some small shoots;
in fact, merely cut-in the long straggling growths. Water moderately, but
encourage giowth by a tolerably close and moist atmosphere, and if the
plants need potting it should be done when the young shoots are about an
inch long, merely loosening the sides of the ball, draining the pots well, and
keeping the neck or coUar of the plants high in the centre of the pots. Shade
from bright sun for a few days after potting, and after that admit air and
light, of which these plants can hartUy have too much. Water only when
the soil becomes dry, but before the plants flag, then give a thorough supply.
Sandy peat soil is the only suitable compost. The Camellias should be
repotted, removing any old soil coming away freely from the roots, which
must not be injured. Use a compost of the top inch of a pasture or common
where the soil is light and sandy, and turf tom-up rather fine but not sifted.

Pot very firmly, and finish-off with the finer portions of the compost. Tho
neck of the plants should be level with the rims of the pots, and tho soil

shoulfl fall towards the rim so as to leave space for water. Water abundantly
when the plants are growing, and at all times keep the soil moist, avoiding,
however, making it sodden by needless watering. In hot and bright weather
Camellias are the bettor of a slight shade.

Peacfi Culture (A New Bcflinncr).—The stoning period is when tho
Peach has attained to about hajf its size, and the shell of the seed is forming.
The " Fruit Manual," price 4rf., and Pearson's " Orchard House," price Is, 6(1.,

would suit you. Tbey can be had by post from our office.

Heating Vineries (Cosmos).—The "large vinery" planted throughout
with late varieties, 150 feet long, 21 feet wide, and 15 feet of rafter, wrll be
efficiently heated by two rows up both sides of the house and across one end

;

and you should not have less, as it is not good for the Vines to heat the pipes
highly, and this is a waste of fuel. There is no gi-eater mistake than a
Bmall quantity of piping, which to maintain the required temperature requires
to be made vei*y hot. The pipes, we presume, are to be level, and 'J inches to

a fout clear of the border. We should arrange to have the valves all on the
side of the bouse next the boiler, and directly the pipes enter the houses, and
on the ruain flow and return pipe, in each case so as to completely shut off

the water: thus you will only need two valves for each tlivision. The main
flow should in this case be branched as soon as it enters tho house, as also
must the return pipes ; and after they divide you can put in the valves, and
you will thereby bo able to heat one house or the other separately or together
as wished, and without any piping being needlessly heated, as would be tho
case woro you to have the valves on the opposite side of the house to where
the water enters tho house, and as your sketch indicates. In other respects
the heating proposed is satisfactory. The other vinery in three divisions will

be best heated by 4-inch pipes (unless you wish to save fuel, when a less dia-

meter of pipe with tho same heating surface would he better), as the Ham<
burgh house will be forced, and the Muscat house requires a good heat. The
Lady Downe's house ought also to have four rows of piping, as the Vines re-

quire strong beat, and we should heat somewhat differently from what you show.
We would branch from the main, directly entering the Muscat house, for the
Hamburgh house, and have valves on both the flow and return pipes for that

house, branching in the Hamburgh house as you show. We should not take

the pipes across the end of the Muscat house where the pipes enter, nor
across that end at all, but turn to tho right and take the pipe up that side to

the top, and continue it into the other house (Lady Downe's), but with an
elbow at the end of the Muscat house, and continue across the end and up
the other side, and thence return by the name route or alongside the flow pipe

by a return to the place whence the main flow branched or divided; and there

an elbow or branch must be introduced to take the return pipe from the Lady
Downe's house, and thence alongside the flow back to the boiler. Continue
the flow round the Lady Downe's house, and take a return alongside as in the
Muscat house, omitting in both cases tho end where the water enters. Ton
will need a valve on the flow and return of Lady Downe's house, and on the flow

and return of the Mut;cat house where it crosses tho end. so that you can reduce

the heat in the Muscat house to a minimum when the Lady Do^vne's bouse
is to be heated and not the Muscat house ; and you can have a valve on the

flow and retm'n pipes of the Muscat house directly on leaving the main, by
which you can keep both the Muscat and Lady Downe's houses cool when the

Hamburgh house is being forced. By the valves you can regulatethe heafc

to a nicety, but have good screw valves of the beat make. Our boiler's flow

pipes have 1 foot 6 inches rise direct from the boiler, but a foot is as good as

a yard. It makes no difference to the cii-culation of the water ; but we advise

you to make the water flow tho revers^ way to the general principle—let th«

pipes bo all flows, and, when the pipes fall, fall at once directly to the return

pipe of each house, and the main return direct to the bottom of the boiler.

This gives an impetus to the circulation, and better circulation with more
uniformity of heat throughout the pipes. Three-inch pipes will certainly

give you the heat you need, but you will at times require to heat the pipes

more than is good for the Vines; therefore we advise a large amount of piping

in preforence to a small amount and hot, both for economy in fuel and for

successful culture. We would further state, that fuel beint^ a great consider-

ation, we should seek to reduce its consumption, and therefore have to point

out that were you to use 4-inch pipes only for the main flows and returns,

and heat the houses with 2-inch instead of 4-incb piping, having four 2-inch

instead of two 4-inch, you would have the same amount of heated surface ana
only half the quantity of water. For instauce, a 4-inch pipe 15 feet long con-

tains eight gallons of water ; a 2-inch pipe 15 feet long contains two gallons.

In this way you would have a greater first-cost in pipes, but the money would
give a good interest in saving fuel by there being only half the quantity of

water to heat.

Tan not Heating (J. H. L.).—The tan is probably old, and as you say
" refuse." Very likely it will not heat, for it ought to have done so in the time
you name. Part of it may be Larch bark, which is now much used in tanning
but is not nearly so good for heating purpostis as Oak ; indeed, some we had
has not heated at all. Tho only thing you can mix with it is some fresh tan

from the pits. This will, no doubt, cause a gentle heat.

Pot Vine Pruning {Idem).—If you intend to keep the Vine in the pot

and BO fruit it, it should not now be pruned, nor, indeed, if you plant it out

;

but you may depress the cane so as to make it break regularly, and as they

show rub off tho shoots from the ground to where you want them, leaving

two or three for side shoots, and one for a loader to bo trained up the rafter.

The cane can be cut back without fear of bleeding when tho Vine has made
leaves. If you fruit it this year in the pot leave it at its full length. So
long as the wood is not broken the cane will not be the worse of being bent,

though if tvristed so as to splinter it will bleed at that part.

Plants for Crags and Rocky Ground {E. 0. B.).—The foUowing are

rock or alpine plants, and will, no doubt, succeed with you if looked over

occasionally so as not to bo overgrown by the natural ve>;etation:—Alyssiim

paxatile and var. compactum, Ajuga alpina. Anemone apeunina, Antennaria
hyperborea, Antin-hinums, Arabis albida, A. alpina, A. beUidifolia, Arenaria

vema, Aubrietia deltoidea grandiflora, A. grteca, Campanula gargonica,

C. Jamiesoni, Cerastium tomcntosum, Cbeiranthus alpinus, Cistus formosus,

C. algarvonsis, C. ladardferus, Cyclamen Coum, C. neapolitanum, C. europjeum,

Daphne Cneorum, Draba aizoides, Erinus alpinus, Erythnta aggregata, Genista

prostrata, G. triquetra, Gentiaua acanlis, G. vema, Glechoma hoderacea varie-

gata, Helianthemum canum, Iberis saxatilis, I. Tenoreana, Lepigonum
rnpestre, Linaria alpina, Lithospermum fruticosum, Meconopsis cambrica,

Papaver alpinum. Phlox Nelsoni, P. vema, Lotus corniculatus fiore-pleno,

Saxifragas afiinis, aizoides, caryophylla, Cymbalaria, longifoha, palmata,

oppositifolia, and urabrorfa; Sediim acre, angUcum, kamtschaticum, Ewersii,

pallidum, roseum, glaucum; Silone acaulis, Sempt*rvivum arachnoideum,

S. cihfornicum, S. globiferum, Statice alpina, and Vincas horhacea, major

olcgantissima, minor, and minor plena.

Alpine STRAwniEKRy Seed (Carohts).—Write to the seedsmen who ad-

vertico in our columns.

Annuals for Cdt Flowers (TT.D.).—We presume you want hardy annuals

such as Alyssum maritimum, Asperula azurea setosa, CaUiopsis Burridgii,

C. marmoriita nana. Candytuft, crimson, sweet-scented, and AVhite Rocket;

Centaurea Cyanus major and minor; Centrantbus macrosiphon, Chrj-santhe-

mum Burridgeanum, C. Dunnet ti flore-pleno, Collinsia bartsu'e folia, Erj-simum

arkausanum, Gilia tricolor, Godetia roseo-alba, HeUchrysum bractoatum and

monstrosuiu in variety; Larkspur, Branching and Rocket; Leptosiphon den-

sifiorus and densiflorus albus ; Love-lies-bleeding, Lupine, blue, white, rose,

and yellow ; Lupinus nanus, Mignonette. Tom Thumb Troprr-olums, Inrincible

Kweet Pea, Double Dwarf Scabious, Scbizopetalon Walkeri, Scuecio elegana,

Sweet Sultan, purple, white, and yellow; and Wbitlaviagrandiflora. Collinsia

bicnlor may be sown rather thinly in light rich soil—in loam and leaf soil—

and placed in a cold frame, and the pUuits thinnod-out to an inch apart,

watering as required, and admitting abundance of light and an:. Rhodanthe
Manglesii sow in a smaller size of pot, say S-incb, placing about half a dozen

seeds in a pot, and using a compost of equal parts of fibrous loam, leaf soil,

and sandy peat. Put the pots in a hotbed and near the glass. Shift into

G-inch pots, keeping the ball entire, and not covering lower than the seed

leaves; water moderately and afford a light airy position in the greenhouse ;

or the plant may be tmned out of doors in a sunny exposure in light rich soil,

Dendeobium hedyosmum Culture (Qlenhrook).—T:\io flowers are greenish

white when they first expand ; they afterwards.become almost pure white, and
are dnlicately fragrant. This species, like the majority of the Burmese
Orchids, requires strong moist heat to grow in, and consequently we fear,-

with only a cold greenhouse at your command, you cannot hope to be anc
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cessful in its cultivation. It would be mach better to exchange it with some
o( your ut'iylibours who possess a stove. Tlie plant in qneation bIiouIlI bo

fastcneii np<m a block of wood with just a liUle spbngimra mofis, aud until it

begins to root ami yrnw a little it should be hun^^-up head downwards ;
this

will prevuDt water lod^'ing about the eyes and rottiny thorn, wliich ofk:u occurs

when nowly-introJuoi-d Orchids arc subjected to the samo treatment as those

already established. In answer to your querj' reapoctinfj thL^ iufrodnciug of

Orchids, wo may pay that good, new, or rare species would pay to import ; but

it generally happtna that those persona wiio send homo Orchids to their

amateur friends havo no knowledge of what kinds wo havo in cultivation in

Europt;, and, in addition, generally send those easiest to obtain ; and the

result is, that amateurs' cousi^-nments seldom realise the cost of thu freight.

On the otiicr hand, if your fi-ieuds have a good knowledge nf these plants and
can send you home now or rare kinds, we should advise you to moke the

venture.

PoiNciANA, REOiA CuLTiTRE (Idem).—It certftinly must be kept in strong

moist heat, aud cannot be Buccessfully grown out of stove heat. When
growth is completed these plants require a good dry seaaon, or season of rest

;

but amateurs, and indeed professional gardeners, too often forgot their plants

are in pots, and when they treat them to a thorough drying-off as it is

termed, they destroy every particle of roots the plants have. This, however,

does not occur in a state of nature; the roots are not exposed all round to

the dryness of the atmosphere, and although the surface soil may bo well

parched and baked, there are sure to be some roots deep down in the soil

where moisture is to be found. The above error, we are lirmly convinced, is

the reason we usually fail in the cultivation of many beautiful p"lantt; from
what ore termed di'y countries.

Grafting Weeping Ash {M. S.).—Take off the scions now, keep with the

ends in moist clay, and graft at the end of March, or if then cold during the

first mild weather in April.

Daphne indica Ccjltpre (Idem).—Use a compost of equal parts of peat

and loam, with oue-sisth of silver sand. The peat and loam should bo fibrous

and tom-up rather fine, and afford good draifiage. Repot when the plant

commences gro^vth. and keep rather moist and shaded when making fresh

growth, otherwise alTonl a light airy position. It is not unusual for the plant

to have yellow leaves at this season, but if last year's leaves arc so affected

we should place the plant in gentle moist heat aud encom-age growth. The
roots are probably in a wet sotu- soil ; remedy it at once.

Hydrangea JAPOsicA (Jdt'wi).—Cut down now, but leave sufficient of the

ripened shoots for flowering, which they will do in a greenhouse in July, or

earUer according to the temperature. The plants should bo potted when they

commence growth, or now ; in doing so remove as much of the old soil as can

be taken away without injuring the roots, repot in the same or alargor eize of

pot, aud when this is full of roots shift into a size larger. Water abundantly,
affording a light airy position. Beyond pegging-down and tying-out the
shoots no other treatment is requhed.

Lawn Mowers (E. R. P.).—Yon will obtain all particulars if you write to

the makers, Blackfhors Road, London.

Names of Fruits (T. F.).—The Apple is the Winter Codlin, and the Pear
March Bergamot.

Names of Plants (TT. A J?.}.—We are sorry that thol flower between the
leaves escaped our notice, it must have been smashed flat. Tha shoots had
only leaves on them, and we cannot undertake to name plants unless their

flowers are sent. Specimens should be In a bos.

POULTEY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

CONDITION.
Some weeks ago a correspondent expressed the opinion that

both myself and the judges laid far too much stress on the con-
dition of fowls at shows, adding the curious assertion that nothing
was 30 easy of attainment ! That does not seem to be the gene-
ral experience, however; and I can call to mind many occasions
when I have seen pens of really sterling merit compelled to

occupy an inferior position because they were not in good show
trim. Such birds are not unfrequently "claimed" by knowing
judges, aud the former owners feel a little natural vexation to

find them score a succession of triumphs in more skilful hands.
I propose to say a few words upon this subject, in the hope that
they may bear fruit before the next show season.

First of all, of course, good condition implies good health.

There may be health without good condition ; but without health
really good condition is impossible. And when fowls have a
good open grass run in clear country air which has no smoke
to dirty the plumage, if they are even decently fed and cared for,

they attain, without any trouble at all, a condition which leaves
nothing to be desired. Their combs are bright, their plumage
clean aud close, their carriage sprightly and vigorous. And it is

only fair to say that some of our "leviathan" exhibitors owe
most of the bloom in which they show their birds very much to

these great natural advantas^es. Mrs. Arkwright, Lady Gwydyr,
Mr. Lingwood, Mr. Maynard, Mr. Beldon, and many others

—

all have clear country air and country grass to aid them ; and
all who have these need very little more. I might go further,

and say they need notlung more beyond seeing that the arrange-
ments in the houses, &c., are such that the plumage never gets

damaged, and especially that there is nothing to catch and in-

jure the tails of the cocks. In such circumstances I would not
advise iron, or tonics, or any artificial treatment whatever.
Even a limited grass run, such as can sometimes be had near

a town, will do much towards success. Such I now myself enjoy,

and I get with hardly any trouble much better condition than I

could at Bristol, where I had none, and had not time for the
necessary treatment in lieu of it. All needed even here will be

to give such feeding as shall result in vigorous health, and then
wash the fowls as required, on which we shall have a word or

two by-and-by.
In strict confinement it is that the difficultieB begin ; and hera

it is that, in my opinion, and according to my experience, the
replies often given to corre8X>ondents are somewhat at fault,

various things being again and again denounced as " quackery "

which are really valuable aids. To take certain tonics, for in-

stance. Fowls in a state of nature do not need them. But there

is in a Hare or a Pheasant, as everyone knows, an aromatic
flavour, which shows that they get naturally something very
analogous to such spices as we are considering ; and we know also

by personal experience that we cannot live healthily upon the

same diet when following sedentary occupations as if engaged
in an out-door life. Nay, the very " ground oats " or any other

soft food, as BO constantly recommended, is so far quite " un-
natural " to a fowl ; it is simply found better adapted to the
domesticated animal. Even to fowls thus confined, however, I

do not advise tonics to be given regularly—only in cold, or wet,

or moulting seasons, or when " getting into condition," which
brings me back to my immediate subject.

The object as regards diet must still be the same—viz., to

maintain the most perfect health ; and I assert fearlessly, that as

regards all breeds adapted for confinement this consists in giving

rather less than most people give of soft food and grain—keeping
the fowls rather spare, in fact—but giving a little cooked meat re-

gularly, and plenty of green food every day. If worms or insects

can be obtained instead of meat all the better, and a very little

is sufScient, while much is actually injurious. Health can be
maintained without any meat at all ; but aU who remember how
constantly a fowl is seeking for insect food when at liberty, and
how much it obtains, will readily believe me when I say that a
little is needed for that highest degree of health and spirits

which we are considering. In most cases table scraps helped out
with pot liquor will give all that is needed. As to green food,

of any that can be got they can hardly have too much ; and if

none can be procured, minced turnips may be substituted, and
when the birds tire of this the turnips can be boiled and mixed
with meal. But really green food is much the best ; and as the

result of all, the birds should be kept just a shade thin ; hungry,

healthy, happy, with bright red combs, and a sUghtly sharp

breastbone, but with good hard flesh on each side of it. Such
a bird, if ios house has been arranged with the same precautions

as to damaging its plumage, however small that house and ruu
may be, can be shown in the very height of condition.

I may be contradicted her*. I have again and again heard if;

said that birds " have to be " fattened-up to an unhealthy state

in order to stand a chance of winning. I reply without tha

least hesitation that this is not now the case, whatever it may
have been ; and that this mistake is one of the reasons why so

many people fail. They have heard people must so fatten, and
they try to do it, and spoil their birds. I see even noted ex-

hibitors do it, and I grant they often win ; but it is in spite of

it, and a very large proportion of the very best birds each season

are shown in thoroughly hard feather, and are bred from with

perfect success after. I never fattened a bird for show in my
life, and for one who exhibits so little I have had fair success.

No ! feed your birds only as much aa wiU keep them healthy

—

no more. So fed, the meat and the green food will keep the

plumage close and the combs red, which cannot be got in con-

finement without these items of diet.

Then, some four, or even only three weeks before the show
season commences, you may, if you desire, give a little prepara-

tion. Feed a very little more, adding to the soft food a very

little of any aromatic tonics in powder—say a mixture of gentian,

ginger, and aniseed—beginning with a very httle indeed, and

ending with only enough to give a slight flavour. And every

three days mix the meat with linseed stewed iuto a jelly instead

of mere hot water, which wiU add greatly to the gloss on the

plumage. But still, never overfeed the appetite ; I say only " a

little " more, remember, not much.

Then a week before the show examine your birds. B.arring

misfortune, they should and will be sound in feather, healthy,

hearty, with a rich gloss on the feathers, but very likely dirty.

And it is here that perhaps most amateurs fail, by omitting to

provide what is an absolute necessity for showing birds m con-

finement with credit—namely, some place where they can be

kept clean. If a spare room littered with soft straw can be given,

that will do ; but on the whole I prefer either a pen, some 6 feet

square, floored with perfectly clean sand, or pens like show pens,

only 3 feet square. These last are most convenient, and get the

fowls used to confinement, which is important ; for most young

birds are very wild when first confined, and if then sent to a

show almost always destroy their tails, and so lose their chance ;

whereas about three days in a larger pen about a yard square,

and with no one to frighten them till they have calmed down a

bit (after which they should be visited and petted as much as

possible), will make them perfectly quiet and save their beautiful

plumes. ,, , „ 3
If the birds are dark iu colour they will not usually need
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waBhing, but a clean handkerchief held in the steam of boiling
water and smoothed over the feathers whUe eUghtly damp will
remove much dirt, and the rest wiU, in most cases, disappear
during a week's confinement in the pen, which should be
littered with either sawdust or clean strmv-chcdi finely cut, and
cleaned out regularly every morning and evening. Those who
have never tried it will wonder how rapidly a fowl gets clean
when thus penned-up for a short time in a clean place. But
white birds, or which have white about them, or buffs, will need
washing. Now here again the mistake of most amateurs is that
they never attempt to wash a fowl till they want to send it to a
show, when they are pretty sure to " make a mess " of it. They
should try once or twice on their commoner birds first, by which
they would get experience and confidence, and come out all
right. I would begin with a cock, which is much easier to wash
than a hen, as his narrow hackle feathers do not need to web
again so perfectly in order to look well ; and moreover, in many
breeds, it is only needed to wash part of him, such as hackle,
saddle, back, and wings. In such cases a good, solid, rather
rounded nail-brush is the thing. If the bird is white, first blue
the water. I do not consider this " dyeing "—in fact, if there
be enough blue to dye the bird at all, the white is spoilt, of
which there were some curious examples in the Silky class at
the last Palace Show : but a little blue (and even that little looks
mry blue in the pan) gives a wonderful brilliancy to a good
white bird, and every exhibitor is considered to have a perfect
right to use it, as all the good " washers " certainly do. Make
the water comfortably warm, and first of all scrub the head and
comb well and briskly with soap and water. Then with the
sponge wet as much as you can the hackle, back, and saddle,
after which pass the soap over it a few times, and then after
well soaping your nail-brush, rub it sideways repeatedly over
every part till you judge all the dirt is off, always brushing
straight down the feather, and taking no pains either to wet
down to the skin or to avoid doing so. When you have done,
while your assistant (to thus partially wash a bird requires one,
though not to wash him wholly) holds him over the pan, you
must sponge the soap off plentifully, letting the water stream
out of the sponge till you are sure all the soap is out ; after
which you have no more to do than wipe-off as much as you
can with the sponge squeezed dry, and put the bird in an ordi-
nary show-basket, lined with linen or canvas, close by the fire
till he is dry. A show-basket lined is best, because it keeps off
and equalises the heat of the fire.

If you can have no assistant you may do very weU by making
in the middle of a jack-towel two cross-lits—thus, -\ |-, with
alput 4 inches between them. You pass the bird's legs and
thighs through these holes, and then hang the towel by the
ends to a hook in the ceiling or a joist overhead. You only need
take care all the fluff feathers are nicely through the holes, and
the bird, being helpless, is generally very quiet.

But hens, or birds light-coloured all over, need a thorough
washing. Here, again, some of the directions given are at
fault, for so long as you try to wet only the "surface of the
feather," as I often see stated, you will never wash a fowl
decently. I know, for I tried that plan myself till I was sick
of it. No, you must stand your bird in the water. In fact, you
had better have two pans, one full of good strong suds. Any-
way, you must wash thoroughly, but in this case with a sponge,
not using the brush, which woidd prevent all but hackle feathers
webbing again. You only need take care not to rub the wrong
way; with this exception, wash as much as you like, and be
sure the plumage is wet through. The water being warm, the
bird may faint, in which case there is no cause for alarm, as a
dip in cold water will almost always revive it. The head should
always be well scrubbed with the brush, however, as nothing
sets off a bird more than a nice bright comb and clean head.
When clean all soap must be washed thoroughly out as before,
for which two distinct tubs or " waters" are much the best and
most certain, while a little borax in the water also assists to get
the soap thoroughly out. This is the essential point, for if any,
even the least soap remain, the feather in that part will appear
draggled, and will not web properly ; but if well cleaned, by next
morning, or when dry, all wiU be right again, with the exception
that the gloss will have been removed by the washing. That is
just the reason why the operation should be performed some
days before the show; for in that time, with the help of the lin-
seed, there will be a fresh secretion of oil, and the birds being
kept perfectly clean in the pen, will be in the verj- height of
condition. For white or buff fowls gloss is of less importance,
and these are very often washed the day before showing.
Many birds, if kept in proper hard plumage, would not need
washing ; but a loose-feathered bird always becomes compara-
tively dirty. On the other hand, such birds as Cochins, even
though clean, are often washed merely to increase the apparent
size, as washing causes the fluff, and, indeed, the whole plumage,
to " stand out " more than it did before.

Birds bred in confinement cannot be shown often with suc-
cess, or even safety; once in three weeks or a month is enough.
I know a contrary opinion popularly prevaUs ; but I also know

that while many exhibitors do exceed this rule, they suffer the
penalty. One well-known exhibitor has had several birds re-
turned to him dead this season, and I have many times seen
beautiful birds which could barely stand, while the barrenness
of celebrated hens has become almost proverbial. Short of
this, the pale flabby comb and listless air tell sad tales ; and
so far from agreeing with the correspondent I referred to at the
commencement, that judges lay too much stress upon condition,
I think they would do well to lay more—so far, at least, as to
disquaUfy far earlier than they now do for evident signs of over-
showing. They might by this offend one or two, but I believe
they would give satisfaction to the great body of exhibitors and
to all real breeders of fowls ; and though I can never join in tha
outcry against people " winning everywhere " with birds they
have " bought at any price," and never have joined in it, beUev-
ing that by their spirited purchases they are one of the great
supports of " the fancy," I do think that so far as I have now
suggested the judges might and ought to go in mere humanity,
and that as soon as their intention to do so was clearly understood
the whole body of fanciers would feel grateful. I must say
that I have seen prizes won this season by birds whose "con-
dition " did not deserve it, and which was to a humane man or
true fancier really pitiable ; that birds have, in fact, won prizes
no bird could win and remain in health ; and I need hardly point
out that this might be checked without any chaugo in the
wholesome maxim, " Let the best bird" win, and that so doing
would open the doors of the prize lists to a larger number of
really good birds, and so encourage other fanciers. I do not
complain of any particular judge. The line between fair con-
dition and " overshown " condition cannot be a very marked
one, and all I suggest or ask is that the judges draw it rather
tighter. I believe that in so doing they would be serving the
best interests of all.—L. Wbight.

THE BROMLEY PRIZE CARDS.
A QUESTION was asked some time ago in the Journal previous

to the Bromley Show whether it was a hond-fide concern, and a
prompt reply given that it was. Doubtless the answer was
correct. The Show has been held, and the prizes paid ; hut on.

receiving my money I found that I had been mulcted of Is. for

each prize—and for what ? For my prize card ! Now when the
Society issued its schedule, amongst other inducements held
out to exhibitors was one that their cards would be printed in

gold on leather, and with a rejtresentatiou of the particular breed
for which the prize was given. I do not suppose that any person
was induced to exhibit by such a tempting bait ; but neither do
I suppose that anyone imagined that this wonderful gift was to

be had at the exhibitors' expense. But the Committee of the
Bromley Show are an ingenious body; they have had these cards
printed on American cloth, and have, I have no doubt, turned
an honest (?) penny by the transaction. Now I look upon this as

a regular " do," and were the matter worth it I would resist

vi et artnis. I should add that the card is a most trumpery
affair, the gilding very faint and rapidly vanishing away. Might
it not be well to ask the Bromley Committee whether they
would object to receiving them back, and wear them whenever
they meet for consultation ? It might be regarded as a deUcate
compliment paid by the exhibitors.—D., Deal.

Claim for Shooting a Pigeon.—Blackburn County Court,
before W. A. Hulton, Esq., Judge. Fish v. Bury.—The plaintiff

sought to recover the sum of tlO for a Pigeon. The plaintiff

said about four years ago he bought a Pigeon, and gave £5 for it.

It was a Black Dragoon. It was the best Pigeon in Darwen for

flying matches. He had won about i'lOO in matches since he
had it. On the 19th of January it was matched to fly for £15 a
side. He had paid i,'l for training it for the match. He had
also paid £i as a deposit. He had lost that money in conse-
quence of the Pigeon not flying. He had been offered i'lO

several times for it, and would not take it. J. Howarth said
that he was requested to watch which way the Pigeon flew.

He went to the top of a hill near at hand, and he saw the de-
fendant shoot the Pigeon, and he then waved his hand, and his

dog brought the bird to him. Witnesses gave evidence to show
that the bird was worth X'lO, that it had cost over £'25 in train-

ing, that it had flown over one hundred matches during the last

four years, and that it had beaten every Pigeon in Darwen, and
had flown matches at Bolton, Horridge, Bury, aud other places.

His Honour gave a verdict for the plaintiff for the full amount.

Cochin-Spanish Hen.—It is a first cross between a Cochin
and Black Spanish. She commenced to lay on December 24th,
and, with few exceptions, has laid a larger than an average-sized
egg every morning. On Friday morning (February 13th) she
laid an egg measuring 8 inches longitudinally, 6J inches in cir-

cumference, and weighing -JJ ozs., and has laid every morning
since up to the time of writing (February lOth). She is also an
excellent sitter and mother, having brought up two broods of
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Game Bantams last season. If any of my brother fanciers wish
for a cross for the above purposes, I can strongly recommend
this.

—

Lancashire Black Bed.

WALSALL POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
This ^ear the entries for poultry were somewhat less numerous

than those of last season ; but as the competitiou iu the Pigeon
classes had increased by about forty pens, and the entry of

Babbits was a large one, the Show on the whole was not only as

complete iu numbers, but unquestionably superior iu general

excellence to those preceding it.

The greatest falliug-off was in the Dorkings, both classes beiug

open to all colours (though none but Dark-coloured competed)

;

and here wo regretted to find that diseased feet were very
frequent, and one of the best-lookiug hens at first sight was,

when handled, an unquestionably wry-backed one. The condi-

tion of the Dorkings shown was also such as, with proper atten-

tion, might easily have been improved. The Buff Cochins
mustered strongly and well for so late in the season ; it is only

very rarely that so good a collection can be brought together. The
hens of this variety were especially good. The first-prize hen,
a Clear Buff one, took also the silver cup, though, as remarked
by a very old Cochin breeder, " it was a very tight fit between
her and the first-prize White one." Partridge Cochins were
good throughout large entries, whilst the excellence of the
White rested almost entirely with the prizetakers. The Light
JBrahmas were a scanty and by no means superior lot, the three
prize birds being the only cocks which were considered worthy
of mention by the Judges ; and strange to say, in the class ap-

pointed exclusively for Light Brahma hens only one entry was
made, and even that pen was left empty! In the Dark Brahma
classes capital specimens were general, though some of ihem
evidently overtaxed by too frequent exhibition. The Spanish
fowls were large classes and of superior quality, the cup-winner,
a hen, being the best shown for some fifteen or twenty years past.

In Black or Brown-breasted Game the latter variety took the
lead, as is mostly the case at this season of the year, their excel-

lent condition and purity of colour being a notable feature
throughoiit strong classes. The Duckwings were also good, as

were the Bed Piles. The Hamburgh classes were of great merit
throughout, and the consequence was, the prizes were very widely
dispersed. It would be impossible to speak more highly thau
deserved of all the classes of Hamburghs. French fowls were
very indifferently supported, the entries being both limited and
most of the birds in the very reverse of show condition. Golden
and Silver-spaugled Polanils were represented by some of the
best birds in the kingdom. There were also some very excellent
Malays shown, though somewhat too small. Go^rxx&Bant ams\7ex&
remarkably good, and some of the Bed Pile Bantams and Sebright
Bantams are also deserving of especial notice. It is worthy of

remark that several pens of thoroughly good White-booted
Bantams were shown, and also a few first-rate pens of Black
Bantams.
The arrangement for both varieties of Ducks (Aylesbury and

Bouens) to compete together is not satisfactory—the Bouens at

the Walsall Show carried the day. Whistling Ducks and East
Indian Ducks took first and second prizes, but there was no entry
in the variety Duck class for the third prize. The Selling classes

were abundantly filled with good birds, the price ruling so low
as to cause many immediate sales. The Turkeys were marvel-
lously good throughout, and the majority of the Geese were very
superior.
The Walsall Agricultural Hall is an excellent building for

every purpose of a show ; but if the Committee, who are most
attentive aud praiseworthy in their personal attention to every-
one, could arrange another season the darker-feathered poultry
in the upper tiers of pens, as the light is entirely from the roof,

the general appearances of the Exhibition would be improved.
One exceUeut feature is worthy of record—the catalogue with
prize list was ready almost at the time of opening to the public.

Dorkings —Cock —Cup. .T. Watts. King's Heath, Birmingham. 2. H. Feast,
Swansea. S, W. Bayliss. WalsaU. Hen.—1, J. Stott, Healey, Rochdale. 2, R.
A. Davies, Burntwood. 8, W. Baylisa.
Cockin-Chin'a (Cinnamon nv BuffJ.—rocfe.—1, H. Feast. 2, H. Yardley, Bir-

mingham. 3, S. R. Harris, Cii^garne. Hen.—Cup, J. Andrews. Worcester. 2, S.

Sambrooke, Chipping Camoden. 3, J. Nash, Walsall, he. S. Sambrooke; J.

Catteli, Birmingham; H. i'east. c, K. Fowler, jun., Birmingham; T. Blood-
worth, Cheltenham.
CocHiy-CniNA (Partridge}.—Cocfc.—l, T. Stretch, Ormskirk. 2, M. Caahmore,

Sheepshed, Loughborough. B. J. Stepliens, Walsail. he, J. Bussett. jnu., Wal-
sall; J. Stephens. Hen.— 1, T. Stretch. 2, T. Derry, Gedney. 3. -T. Stephens.
he, M. Cashmore. c. Rev. R. Story, Lockington Vicarage, Derby ; E. Kendrick,
Jan., Lichfield.
CocHiN-CniNA (White).— f7oefc—l, R. S. S. Woodgate, Pembury, Tunbridge

WcUb. 2 and 8, W. Bayliss. Hen—1, R. S. S. Woodgate. 2, H. Feast. 3, J.
Bloodworth.
Brahma Pootra (Light).— Cocfc.—l, J.Bloodworth. 2, J. H. Butler, Erdington.

S, Mrs. H. J. Bailey, Tenburv.
Bhahma Pootra (Dark).—Coefc.—1. J. Watts. 2. R. P. Percival, Narthendon.

S, E. Sharratt, Rugeley. ftc, E. Pritchard, Tettenhall; R. P. Percival. Hen.—
Cup, J. Watts. 2, E. Kendrick, jun. 3, E. Pritchard. Ae, E. Kendrick, jun.

;

R. P. Percival. c, R. P. Percival.
Spanish.—Coe/;.—l, F. James, Peckham Rye. 2, E. Jackson, Finchlield,

Wolverhampton. 3, J. H. Raby, Great Witley. Iu:, Cooper & Nash. WalsaU.
Hen.—Cup, T. Moore. 2, Sirs. Tonkin, Bristol. S, Coopers Nash, (ic, F.James.

c, J. Aldridge, Jan., Walsall ; Mrs. B. AUsopp, Hindlip Hall, Worcester ; Mrs. E.
Wilkinson, Greenheys, Manchester; H. Feast.
Game (Black or Brown breasted Red).—C'ocA:.—Cup. J. Palmer, Wedneebury.

2, Miss Osborne, I'arnton. 3, T. Maaou. /ic, G. Eurnell, Rugeley; J. Palmer,
c, H. Horton, Colwall, Malvern; W. E. Oakley, Atlierstone (2); .1. Andrews.
Hen.— 1, Alias Osborn. 2, F. Sales, Crowlo. 8, J. Palmer, he, W. E. Oakley.
Game (Anv other colour).— Coefc.—l. J. Andrews. 2, F. Sales. 3, J. Palmer.

Hen.—1, J. Palmer. 2, E. Winwood. Worcester. 3, H. Feast.
Uamuuiuhis (Golden or Silver-spangled) — c'oefc.—Cup, H. Beldon, Goitstock.

2, T. Apadeii, Church. 3, J. Boultou, Handford, Stoke-on-Trent. liC, H. Feast;
M. Cashmore. Hen.-l, J. Clarke. St. Days. 2, H. C. While, Maney. Sutton
Coldfleld. 3, T. Blakeman, TottenhaU. Ac. S. Heap, WalsaU; T. Boulton; T.
Apsden. c, R. Davis, Penn; M. Caahmore.
HAMi!UB<-iHs (Gold or Silver-pencilled).— Coe/c.—l, H. Beldon. 2, W, Speak-

man, Dodilington Park, Nantwich. 3, T. Apsden. Hen.—1, H. C. While. 2, H.
Feast. 3, M. Cashmore. /ic, J. Rhodes, Hyndburn, Accringtou ; H. Beldon; '!'.

Apsden ; M. Cashmore.
French (Any variety).—Cocfc.—l. Rev. N. J. Ridley, Newbury. 2 and 3, H.

Feast, he, J. B. Ellia, Leicester. Hen.—1 and 2, H. Feast.
Any other Varietj.—CocJ:.— Cup. H. Beldon. 2, Rev. N. J. Ridley. 3, M.

Caahmore. /tc, H. Maskery, Leek; H.Feaat. Hen.— 1, H. Beldon. 2, H. Feast.

3, M. Cashmore.
Game Bantams (Black or Brown-breasted Red).—Cup, J. Andrews. 2 and 3,

W. .\dams, Ipswich, he, G, E. Small, Barton on-Humber.
Game Bantams (Any other variety),— 1, T. Barnett. 2 and 3, F. Shuraach,

Southwell, he, J. Andrews.
Bantams (Not Game, any variety).-1 and 2, R. H. Ashton, Mottram. 3, H.

Yardley, Birmingham. hc,T. Holbrook, Derby; J. Watta, Birmingham (2);

R. H. Ashton.
Ducks (Aylesbury or Rouen).-1 and 3, E. Kenkrick.jun. 2, R. Beckitt, Hart-

ford, he, W. H. Houghton, Dudley.
Dqcbs (Any other variety).— 1, H. Yardley. 2, E. Kendrick. jun.

Tt'RKEYs.—1 and 2, E. Kendi-ick, jun. 3, R. Beckett, he, Rev. N. J. Ridley ;

J. Watts ; W. Goath, Walsall.
Geese.—1, Mrs. H. J. Bailey. 2, R. Beckitt. 3, W. Cookson, Oswestry.
Selling Class.- Cocfc.—1. Cooper & Nash. 2, W. Smart, Walsall. 3, J.

Watta. Itc, W. Tedd, Erdington (Light Brahma); Mrs. H. Shutt, Stourbridge
(White Cochin); T. Blakeman, TetlenhaU (Golden-spangled Hamburgh); J.

Bayley, WalsaU ; R. H. Ashton. e. Mrs. H. Shutt ( White Cochin) ; H. C. While
(White Cochin); T. A. Dean.Marden (2); J. Andrews; J. Mosa (Spanish); M.
Cashmore.

, , .

,

Selling Class.-Hens.-1. W. Smart. 2. J. Stephens (Spanish). 3. J. Aldridge,

jun. (Black Spanish). /ie,J. Watts; Mrs. E. Alsopp. c, W. Tedd ( White Cochin);

E. J. Webb. Admaston (Light Brahma) ; Cooper & Nash (Spanish).

Selling Class. -1, Cooper &Naah. 2, T. A. Dean. S.J.Nash.

PIGEONS.
Pouterb- Coefc.—1 and 2, H, Pratt, Knowle. )ic. E. Beckwith, Monkwear-

niouth. C.Mrs. Ladd.Calne. Hen.-l, H. Pratt. 2,H. Yardley. ii he, Mrs. Lad J.

e, E. Beckwith. „ , „ .
Carriers.—C'ocfe—l.H.Yardlev. 2, J. E. Spence. Bronghty Ferry. ftcS.A.

Cooper, Walsall, c, H. Beebee, WalsaU. Hen.—1, H. Yardley. 2, E. Beckwith.
c, S. A. Cooper.

, „ ,, ,,

Barbs.— t'ocfc or Hen.-l. J. W. Townson, Bowdon. 2 and he, H. Yardley.

Tumblers.-Coefc or Hen.—Cup and )ie, H. Yardley. 2, E. Beckwith.
Owls (EngUah).—Coefc or Hen.—1, S. A. Cooper. 2, J. W. Edge. u/ic,J. W.

Townson. /te, S. A. Cooper; J. Watta. c, W. Tedd.
Tdrbits.—Coefc or Hen.—Cup, 2. and c. W. Croft, KilUnghall, Ripley, he, A.

Riddell, Lichfield ; E. C. Stretch. Ormskirk.
Jacobins.-Coefc or Hen.-l, Rev. A. G. Brooke, Shrawardine. 2, H. Yardley.

Dragoons.—Coefc or Hen.-l and 2, H. Yardley. 'le, S. Walker, WalsaU.
Antwerps.— Cocfc or Hcn.—l, T. Clulee, Birmingham. 2, J. Watts, he, S.

Adderly, WalaaU; T. Clulee. e,S. Mills.

Fantails.-Coefc or Hen.— 1, W. H. Tomlinaon, Newark. 2, J. F. Loversidge,

Newark, he, W. H. Tomlinaon ; H. Yardley. «. „ .^
NONS.—Coefc or Hen.-l and 2, Rev. A. G. Brooke, he, H. Yardley ; W. Croft.

Anv other Variety.-Coefc or Hen.-l, J. W. Townson. 2, 3, and vhe, H.
Yardley. )ie, S. Amphlett, Walsall (Archangel), c, A. Silvester.

Working or Homing.—Coefc or Hen.—\, D. Nash, Walsall. 2, H. Yardley.

8, H. Myring, Walsall, he, C. F. England, Stroud, c, E. C. Stretch.

Selling Classes.—Ponders or Carriers.— Coek or Hen.-l, 3. and vhe, H.
Yardley. 2, H. Beebee. Walsall, he, J. Watts, c, Mrs. Ladd. Anil other

variety —1, 3. and vlic, H. Yardlev. 2, J. Watts, he, C. N. Lythe, Oottingham,
Hull ; J. Naah. e, W. H. MiUer, WalaaU.

Rabbits.-lendlft o/Ear.-Cup and 2, F. Banks, Doughty Street, London. 3,

T. Green, Moxley. he, F. Brace. Anij variety.—All Properties,—I and 2, F.

Banks (Lop-eared). 8, T. Garner, Kingsthorpe (White Angora), /le, T. Green
(Blue); C. King. St. John's Wood. Selling Class.—1, J. Bowman, York (Lop-

eared Tortoiseahell). 2, J. Bonn (Himalaya). 3. M. Caahmore. )ic. A. W.
Whitehouae, Northampton (SUver-Grey); J. Hallas, Huddersfleld ; J. Slater.

JvoGES.—Poultry : Mr. E. Hewitt, Birmingham; Mr. J.

Martin, Worcester. Pigeons: Mr. J. Siddons, Aston; Mr. H.
Allsop, Birmingham. Babbits ; Mr. H. Yardley, Birmingham.

KETTERING POULTRY SHOW.
After a discontinuance of five or six years the Kettering

Poultry Show is again a candidate for pubUc favour, and cer-

tainly, if well-considered arrangements coupled with careful

personal superintendence deserve success, it was here merited,

and, we are glad to say, attained. The Exchange was very

tastefully decorated, the pens being supplied by Billett, and a

more thoroughly orderly Show could not have been devised. A
Dorking cup for any variety was awarded to Mr. Lingwood'a

well-known pen of Greys, the Whites being also a remarkably

good class. A general competition for a cup, open to any breed

of either Cochins or Brahmaa, brought forward a very strong

competition; a reaUy weU-shown pen of Buffs proviiag the

winners. The Game classes were full of excellent specimens,

Mr. Julian taking precedence with the highest-conditioned

specimens we have seen for a long time past, both of Duckwings
and Brown Beds. As regards the Sjyanish fowls, the entry was

fair in numbers, and this, combined with unusually good quality

and reaUy low prices, gave easy opportunity to persons desirous

of possessing this aristocratic breed of poultry. One entry

alone was made for French fowls, though an especial class was
appointed them. Some very meritorious Spangled Hamburghs
were entered, and a few good Black and Gold-pencilled, but not

a single pen of Silver-penciUed were competing. Some very

neat Black Bed Game Bantams, Silver-laced, and both Black

and White Bantams proved not the least interesting portion
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of the Show. At any local meeting it is difficult to find Turkeys '

and Geese of equal merit to those entered at Kettering; but it

should be borne in mind that mixed colourB in the Geese con-

stituting a show pen are not allowable, however otherwise as

individual birds they may be praiseworthy.

The weather proved favourable. The Committee were most
desirous to please everyone, and the visitors were quite as

numerous as could be expected.

Though the Pigeons were limited in number, as might be ex-

pected fi-om the season being advanced, the classes of Pouters
and Carriers were exceptionally good. A local exhibitor, Mr.
Martin, took the cup with a beautiful White hen in excellent

condition and show, and a first prize with his White cock,

closely followed by an excellent Blue-pied. In Carrier cocks
Blacks were first and second. In hens the first prize went to

an excellent Black. A very good pair of Archangels in the
Variety class won a cup.

D0BK1NX.S.—-47!^ vnrifty except White.—CuVt Henry Lingwood, Barking,
NeeJham Market. 2, F. Parlett, Great Baddow. 3, E. W. Southwood, Faken-
ham. he, A. S. Clarke, Lowestoft ; T. E. ulnham, Loddington Htill. KetterinR

;

J. Holme, Lcddington. White.~\, Rev. F. Tearle, Gazeley Vicarage. 2, J.

Robinscn, Gari^tarfr. 'A, Miss A. Bayee, KetterinK-
i'QCUVSB.— Cinnancn or Buff.—Cup, ftlTB. E. AUsop, Hindlip Hall.WorceBter.

2, T. Ropers. 3, H. Lingwood. he, D. YouDg, Leamington; H. J. Gunnell,
Milton; J. Bloodworth, Cbeltenbam; J. Staley, North C'ottingham, Newark
Any other variety.—l, Mre. E. Pryor, Welwyn. 2, T. M. Derry, Gedney. 3, P.
PaRhmore, Noiihamptiin.
Brahmas.— L!!7/i^— 1. Horace Lingwood, Greeting, Needham Market. 2, J.

Bloodwortb. t'heltenliam. 8, A. F. Faulkner, Thrapeton. Dark.—I, Horace
Lingwood. 2. \V. E. Gamer, Dyke,Bom ne, S, J. Watts, King's Heath, Birming-
ham, he, H. W. Castle, Kensington ; H. Goddard, Hertford Road, London, N.

;

J. S. Clarke ; Mrs. E. Pryor.
Game.—B/ucfc or Brown Beds.—T, H. M. Jnlian, Hull. 2, T. Hancock, North-

ampton. 8, R. Hall, he, B. Cox, Moultcn; E. Winwood.WorceBter. Any other
I'flUtfy.—1, H. M.Julian. 2. B. Cox. 3. O. Barnbdal], Newark.
'BiTiLBVRGHS.—Gold or Silvcr-spaTigled.—l, J. Ward, Bardon Hill, Ashby-de-la-

Zouche. 2, J. Robinson. 8, T. Love, Kingatborpe. Gold or Silver-pencilled.—
a, J. Robinson. 2, C. J. N. Row, Melford. 3, T. Wild, jun., Melton Mowbray.
c, E. Robinson, Kettering.
French.— 1, J. RobinBon. (No competition.)
Spanish —J, T. Boulter, tpencer Street, Clerkenwell, London. 2, J. F.

Parker, Noribampton. S.Mrs. E. AUsopp. he, T. Rogers, c, S. W. Hallam.
Any other Variety.— 1, J. Rubinson. 2, A. Silvester (Golden Poland). 3, J.

Foster, Kettering (Black HamburghB). he, G. W. Bootbby, Louth (Golden
Poland); MisB Blencowe, Kettering (Lanpshans); J. Foster (Black Ham-
bcrphs); Miss Vemon, Kettering (Golden Poland); Rev. N. J. Ridley, New-
bury (Malays).
BiNTAMB.— Gomf.—1 and S, Capt Wetberall. Loddington. 2, T. W; Anns,

Clapham. he, Capt. 'Wetberall ; D. Warren, Syston. c, M. Lcno, Markyate
Street. Any other variety.—1, M. Leno. 2, R, H. Ashton, Mottram. 3, Rev. F.
Tearle. c. J. Walts.

Selli?;g Class.— Cor/: or Cocl(rel.~l,3. S. Clarke, Oundle (Dark Brahma).
2, T. Rogers, Walsall. 8, J. F. Parker (Spanish), he. Miss A. Bayes (White
DorkingT. c, H. Holle, Kingsland, London (Light Brahma); Miss C. E.
Palmer, Odibam (Golden-tpangled Hamburghs). Hens or Ptilleta. — l, T.
RogerB. 2, Miss Vemon (Partndge Cochin). 8. T. Burnaby (Dorking), fttf, W.
Nottage, Northampton (Spanish); W. E. Cave, Market Harborough (Buff
Cochins); Mrs. E. AllBopp. c, G. F. Bentley, Linton (White Cochin); R.
Sykes, Geddington (Dorking); B. Cox (Game); S. Horn, Kettering; A. F.
Faulkner, Ihrapttone (Golden-pencilled Hambarghe); W. Birch, Barnacle,
Coventry (Brahma); P. Passmorc (White Cochins).
Set LINO Class.-Drofrc— 1, T. Burnaby. Kettering (Rouen). 2, T. Plumb,

Noribampton (Aylesbury). S.J.Harvey, jun., Thannington (Rouen). Ducks.
—1, C. Richards, Glcndon, Kettering. 2. M. Leno. 9, Sir J. B. RoblcBon,
Kettering.
DrcKB.—Iiouen.—Cni), F. Parlett. 2, T. Burnaby. 8, M. E. JoneB, Welling-

boruush. he, J. Earvt-v, jun. Aylefhury.—l, J. J. Sharp, Broughton, Ketter-
ing. 2. T. Humb. 3. H. Wyman, htilton. he, H. J. Gunnell.
TrnKEY8.~l and S. H. J. Gunnell. 2, M. Kew, Market Overton, he, Kev. N.

J. Ridley; C. Richards.
Glebe.— 1, M. Kew. 2, H.Wyman. B, J. ShefQeld, Geddington Grange,

Kettering.
PIGEONS.

Cabriebs.—Cocfe.—1, H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2 and 8, W. Minson, St. Ivea.
he, E. Beckwith, Bonnerefield, Sunderland ; T. Chambers, jun., Northampton.
EeJi.—l, W. Minson. 2 and 3, E. Walker.
PouTEBs.—CocA-— 1, C. Martin. Kettering. 2, N. Hill, Ealing. 8, L. Watkin.

he, C. Martin ; L. Watkin, Noribampton ; W. Stiles, Rnshton, Kettering. Hen.
-Cop, C. Martin. 2, N. Hill. 3. E. Beckwitb.
Ti ^•Bi.T.ha.—Abnond.—Coek or Hen.—}, H. Yardley. 2, G. Packham, Exeter.

3. E. Beckwith. Any other variety.—Cock or Hen.—l, H. Yardley. 2. E. Beck-
with. 3, J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale. Tic, H. Yardley ; J. E. Spence, Broughty
Ferry.
Bapbs.—1, H. Yardley. 2, F. Wild, Hyde, Manchester. 8, W. Larkins, Hen-

low, Biggleswade.
Jacobins.—1, T. W. Swallow, Northampton. 2, T. Homes. 8 and he, C.

Martin.
Dkaooonb.—I.W. Smith, Walton, Liverpool. 2,W. H. A. Miller, Walsall. 3,

W- Stiles. Kettering, he, W. Smith ; W. Larkins ; D. Yonng.
Fantailb.—1, H. Yardley. 2, J. E. Spence. 3, S. Horn, Kettering.
Tui*BiTs.— 1 and 2. C. A. Crafer, Wellington. 3, C. Martin.
AsivfEBpa.Short-fiieed.—'i, V. F. Copeman. Copt Heath, Solihull. 2, H.

Yardley. S, W. B. Bull. Hominp.—l, R. HaU, Cambridge.
Any othee Variety.—Cup, H. W. Webb, Lower Sydenham (Archangels). 2,

A. Silvester. 3, H. Yardley.
Selling Class.—P<nr or Sin^/t'.—l, W. Nottage (Carrier). 2, G. J. Lenny,

Lewea (Black Barbel. 3. W. Stiles (Dun Carrier), he. Master S. Vemon,
Grafton Vicarage, Kettering (Speckled Jacobins); G. Packham (Priests); W.
H. A. Miller (Carrier); H. Yardley; W. Nottage; G. J. Lenny (Dun Carriers
and Grizzled Dragoon),

RABBITS.
Lop-eared.—1, F. Banks, Doughty Street, London. 2, F. Parser, Bedford.

3, A. Ashmead, Northampton.
Any other Variety.— 1. J. Martin (Angora). 2, J. Tebbutt (Patagonian). 3,

F. Purser (Silver-Grey), he, G. Johnson; J. Martin (Angora); G. Foster,
Northamptun (Dutch).'
Selling Class.—1, F. Banks. 2, J. Hallas, Huddersfield, 3, G. Johnson.

The Judge for poultry was Mr. E. Hewitt, of Sparkbrook,
near Birmingham ; and the prizes for both Eabbits and Pigeons
were awarded by Mr. F. Esquilant, of Brixton, London.

been decided. A butcher and a beerhouse-keeper were fined
15s., inclueiva of coats, for ill-treatment, which consisted in
tying the birds by the legs in pairs, suspending them for sale,

and carrying them in that position for about half a mile. The
birds, when examined by the inspector of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, were half dead. The magis-
trates considered it a case of gross cruelty, and would have
committed the defendants were they of opinion that the ofEence
was knowingly committed.

—

{Land and Water.)

Important to Fowl Dealers.—At the petty sessions at

Peterborough, a case of some importance to fowl dealers has

NANTWICH POULTRY SHOW.
The fourteenth annual Show was held in the Town Hall, on

the Gth and 7th inst. The entries were numerous, amounting to
upwards of three hundred. The following awards were made :

—

Selling Class.- 1, J. Pownall, Newton Hall. 2, C. W. Laston, Nantwicb.
3, J. flatt, Swanlow. he, W. Church, Nantwicb.
Spanish.— 1. Mrs. Allsopp. Worcester. 2, S. L. Edwards, Tarporlev.
Turkeys.- 1, Mrs. Cuniiffe, Darnhall. 2, R. Beckett, Hartford. Ac, Miss E,

Gibbcs, Worlefaton ; R. MafaliBter, Wenlock.
Geese.-1, R. Beckett, Hartford.
l)\:c-&B.—Aylesbury.— \, i;. Beckett, Hartford. 7>;icfc«.—l, W.Evans, Prescott.

2, J. i'latt, Swanlow. Various.—l, T. Rigby, Darnhall.
GAiiE Bantams.-Bro»n Heda.—1, J. R. Fletcher, Stoneclough. 2, A. Ashley,

Worcester. 3, J. I'latt, Swanlow. Other than Black or Brown Reds.—1,J. R.
Fletcher. 2, T. Barker, Burnley, he, A. Abhiey. Black-breasted lieds.—l and
3, Miss BaBkerville, Sandbach. 2, A. Ashley, Worcester, he, A. H. Jones,
Liverpool.
Bantams.—A'of Game.—I, A. Ashley. 2. A. Smith, Halifax.
Dorkings.—1, S. Kitchen, Warmingham. 2, T. Rigby, Darnhall.
Cochin-china.—PdrfriJyf.-Socic'ty's Cup, T. Stretch, Ormskirk. 2, E. Tud-

man, Whitchurch. Other than Partridge.— 1, A. Bamford, Middleton. 2, Mrs.
AllBopp. 3, T. Rigby, Darnhall Mill.

Brahmas.— 1, A. Bamford- 2, G. Lightburn, Crewe. 3, G. Watson, Liverpool.
Gaue.— Cockerels.—Cui). J. Cheaters, Nantwicb. 2, T. Wbittineham, Bather-

ton. 3, T. Burgese, Burleydam. he, K. Asbky, Nantwicb; S. Joinson, Nant-
wicb. Cocfcs.—Cop, C. W. Laxton, Nantwicb. 2, W. Galley. Nantwicb. 3, A-
Robinson, Wrenbury Grange, he, 3. Chesters, Nantwicb. Ben or Pullet.—}y

J. Chestera. 2, P. Hmde, Little Budwortb. 3, R. Sadler, Wrenbury.
GsJdE. — Blaek-hnaited Beds. — I, W. Sumner, Wmsford. 2, R. Ashley.

Chickens.—1,R. Ahh\ey. 2, E. Aykroyd,EcclesbaU. 8, W. Manning, Hatbertun.
Gaile.—Bioun-breastcd llcds.—1. J. Pedtey, Nantwicb. 2, E. Prince, Nant-

wicb. 3, W. Miller, Wybunbury. Chickens.— I and 2, T. Burgess, Burleydam,
3, R. Ashley, he, G. C Barnett, Birkenhead.
GAME.-0(/ifr than Black or Brown Eeds.-l, W. Rycreft, jun., Acton. 2, T.

Hasball & Co., Adderley. 8, J. Wiikinson.Norbury. /ic, W. Church, Nantwicb.
POLANDB.—1 and he, \\. E. Little. Chester.
Any other Vakietv.—J, J. Pownall, Newton Hall (Creve-CcearB). 2, R.

Eulse, Winsford (Black Hamburgbs). 3, Mrs. Cunliffe, Darnhall (Houdans).
HAMBDBons.—Pcncii;<^'(i.—l,H. Smith, Nfewton, Hyde. 2. Mrs. Flynn, Church

Lawton. 3, T. B. Lowe. Chester. Spangled.— 1, Mrs. Flynn. 2, J. B. Manley,
Middlewich. he, E. Roberts, Swanluw Bridge.

PIGEONS.
Caebiebs.—1, H. Yardley, Birmingham, he, J. Chestera, Nantwicb.
Dbagoons.—lands, S. Cliff, Nantwicb. 2, J. Cheaters, he, G, W. Dutton,

Chester.
PouTEEB.—1, H. Yardley.
Barbs.—1 and 2, J. Chesters. he, F. Wild, Hyde.
TfMBLEBS.-S'iorf/nccd.-!, H. Yardley. 2, G. W. Dutton. Long-faced.—l

and 3, B. RuBcoe, Nantwicb. 2, H. Yardley.
Fantails.— 1, G. F. Lovereidge, Newark.
Jacobins.—1. H. Yardley. 2, Master W. G. Forster. Shrewbridge,
Ov.'L.B.—English.—1, A. Smith, Halifax. 2, E. Lee, Nantwicb.
Trcmpeters.-1, H. Yardlev. he, W. T. Massie. Nantwicb.
TuBBiTS.—1, G. Cutler, Sheffield, he. H. Yardley.
Any other VARiErv.- 1, G. Cutler (Foreign Owls). 2, T. Gamon, Nantwicli

(Runts), he, H. Yardley; R. P. Earwaker, Alderley.
Doves.—1, Mrs. J. Hockenholl. 2, Master A. Hockenbull.

SPALDING COLUMBARIAN SOCIETY'S SHOW.
This was held on the 19th, when the annexed awards were

made ;

—

Pouters.—BZue.-Cocfc.—l and 2, H. B. Massey. Hen.—I, H. B. Massey. 2, W.
Andrew. Bed.—Cock.— 1, H. Simpson. Any other colour.-Een.—l, H. Simp-
son. 2, T. H. DowB. _ „
CARaiERs.-£((Jcfc.— Coffc.-land 3. W. Bulmer. 2 and he. W. Massey. Hen.

1, 2, and 8, W. Bulmer. c, H. Simpson. Du?i.—Cocfc.—1, W. Bulmer. 2, W.
Massey. Hcn.—l, W. Massey. 2, W. Bulmer. Any other colour.-Cock,-!, W.
Massey. 2. H. B. Massey. „ „ ,,
Barbs.—BiacA; or Dtin.-Cock.—I, 2, and he, W. Massey. 8, H. B. Massey.

Hen.—1, ?, and 3. W. Massey. he, H. B. Massey. Red.—Cock.—1. W. Massey.

3, C. G. Cave. Hen.—l, W. Massey. Any other colour.—Coek.—l, H, B. Massey.
Hen.—l, H. B. Massey. ^, ,

Draq'^ovs.—Blue.— Cock or Hen.—l and 2, H. B. Massey. Any otheT colour.

—1, W. Bulmer.
AsTWERPS.—Hoviing,—1, 2, and 8, G. Shadford.
Tviini.ER8.-Almond.-l, T. H. Dows. Any other colour.—1, T. H. Dowa.

Short-faced Bcur^/i.— 1, Extra,2,and3, W. Woodbouse. Short-faced Baldneaitt.

—1, 2, and 3, W. Woodbouse.
Fantails.-I, Extra, 2, 3, and c, H. Simpson. „ _.

OwL8.—£npiwft.—laud 3, W. Woodbouse. 2, H.B. Massey. c, H. Simpson

;

W. Woodbouse.
Turrits.—1, T. H. Dows.
Jacobins.-iied.-1, W. Woodbouse. 2, H. Simpson.
Trumpeters.—Prize. H. bimpson.
Runts.—1, T. H. Dowes. 2 and 3. W. Woodbouse.
Any other Varlety.—1, T. H. Dows. 2 and 3, H. Simpson.

BIRDS BRED IN 1873

PovTERS.—Blue.— 1, Extra, 2 and 3, H. B. Massey. Tr7ii(('.-l,Extra, 2, and 3,

H. Simpson. Red.—l, VV. Andrew. Xellow.-l, W. Andrew.
CAimiERB.-B(acfc.—l, Extra, 2, W. Massey. Sand /if, W. Bulmer. c, H. A.

Ayrton. Ixin.—l, Extra, 2, and /(C. W. Bulmer. 8 and c, W. Massey. Any other

co/onr.—l, W. Massey. 2, H. B. Massey.
Barbs.—Blucfc or Dun.—l, Extra, and 3, W. Massey. 2, H. B. Maasey. Red.

—1, Extra, and 2, C. G. Cave. 8, H. B. Maasey. Any other colour.—1 and Extra
C. G. Cave. „ . . i.

Selling Classes.—Sint7?e.—LW. Massey. 2, H.B. Massey. 3,n. A. Ayrton.

Pair.—l, W. Massey. 2, U. B. Massey. 3, he, and c, H. Simpson.

ILVBBITS.
Lop-EABED.—Bitcfc.—1, A. C. Wiseman. Doe.—l, A. C. Wiseman, t, R. Buff-

bam.
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Belomn Hare—Bucfc—1, A. C. Wiaoman. 2, H. B. Massoy. Doe.-l, T. H.

Dow3. 2, R. Buffham. , „ „ „ -x,

SiLVEB-GREy.— 1 ami 3. E. Brammitt. 2, R. Buffham. ;«, E. S. SmitU.

Himalayan.— 1. E. S. Smith. 2, E. Brummitt.
Heaviest.—I, R.Buefliam. 2, E. Brummitt. 3, E. S. Smith.

SoDGES.—Pigeons : Mr. P. H. Jones, Rauelagh Lodge, Fulham-
Babbits : Mr. J. W. Harrison, Spalding.

THE BABBIT FEVER.
Wb are indebted to Mr. S. B. Pike, of San Francisco, Cali-

fornia, for the information which we give in the extract which
follows :

—

" It may or may not be news to the fanciers on your side of

the Continent to know that the Japiuese have the Rabbit fever

to that extent the chicken fever seems tame in comparison.

Every steamer which has left this port for Japan for some weeks
past has taken from 500 to 1000 head, which have sold there for

all sorts of prices. I have the word of the first officer of the

steamer " Great Republic," that he saw twelve hundred ($1200)

Mexican dollars counted down upon the ship's deck for one

Rabbit ! How is that for high ? "—(Pet-Sioch DMetin.)

Catennino Canakies.—A great deal of fuss has been made
lately about peppering Canaries. The fanciers do not seem
aware that in countries where cayenne grows out of doors the

dilfioulty is to prevent the birds destroying the pods. I cannot

see anything improper in indulging them in their natural taste.

—F. C. Hassabd, Sheerncss.

THE COMMENCEMENT OP THE BEE SEASON.
Amid the discouragements and disasters of the past almost

unparalleled unpropitious bee season, whicli are not yet fully felt

and realised in all their magnitude, nor will be for some weeks
to come, it is cheering to recognise in some of the writers in

the Journal that indomitable courage and perseverance in follow-

ing out the favourite pursuit, that not even the sad experiences

of 1873 are sufSoient to damp their ardour or cool their love.

The apiarian motto must evidently be '^ Nil despeyandnm"
Bad seasons, like good ones, often run in a series consecutively,

so that we may now reasonably hope that after so many bad and
indifferent bee seasons we shall be on the verge of a glorious

firture which shall change the whole aspect of affairs—a future

pregnant with grand results, and in which our little favourites

can, from the pure and unadulterated fonts of nectar so richly

supplied by Nature in her choicest flowers, fill our " crystal

palaces " unaided by any of those devices which have so recently

in these pages, for the honour of English apiculturists, been so

justly condemned. Such at least are our hopes.
" Cea^o every joy to glimmer on my mind,
But leave, oh I leave the light of hope behind.

What though my winged hours of bliss have been,

Like angel-visits, few aud far between,
Her musing mood shall ev6i7 pang appease,

Aud chai-m when pleasures lose theii- power to please."

But, to pass from poetry to prose, many who would not be
attracted by mere sentimentality on the subject will be in-

stinctively drawn by the hopes held forth by your indefatigable

correspondent, llr. Pettigrew, who, as mounted upon the
" paddle-box to pilot (as he says) the apiarian steamer for the
next twelve months " in the Journal, holds up to view a i'lOO

bank note (« !a Gladstone with his financial budget before the
nation) as his anticipated surplus profit in 1871, and therefore as
an inducement to the apiarian crew to stand fast to their gear.

I earnestly hope that Mr. Pettigrew will realise his heart's
wishes, though we poor northerners would be content with
comparatively smaller things.

It was on the 15th February that I observed the first pollen-
laden bee enter one of my hives. On such occasions I always
recall to mind good old Bonnar, who was one of the best prac-
tical apiarians of his day. " The first day in spring (he says)
that I ol)3erve a bee carrying a load I generally call my family
together, to take a glass and rejoice with me and my faithful
servants at the return of the salutiferous season." The witness-
ing the first load certainly excites the keen apiarian, just as the
first shot at the commencement of a battle excites the warrior.
Such beginnings, small though they be, indicate that the season
of repose is giving place to one of activity aud industry, when
great and combined efforts in the little community must be
made to replenish their wasted stores and increase their
diminished numbers ; and for this end the ardour and persever-
ance of the little race is such, that not onlj' is advantage taken
of every favourable hour, but amid dangers and risks innumer-
able they hazard even life itself in the prosecution of their eager
work. It will be remarked how different is the activity of the
bee in early spring compared with that exhibited late in autumn
when breeding is over. Pollen is t'ne great object of search in
spring in every well-conditioned hive, aud a good criterion of

its healthiness may always be formed by the number of pollen-

laden bees which enter it. This was a favourite test of Bonnar
in deciding on the comparative value of any two hives, to count

the number of pollen-laden bees that entered in a minute. This

is a valuable hint to beginners in choosing a hive, especially

when other conditions of age and weight are equal.

The past winter, being so mild and open, has told heavily

upon the stores. I do not think I ever noticed such consump-

tion. In an ordinary winter not more than from 7 to 10 lbs. are

usually consumed, say from the beginning of October to the

middle of March, but this winter the average month's consump-

tion is much exceeded, so that some of my weaker hives are

even now at starvation point. I fear, therefore, from the state

of hives generally in the autumn, many will succumb to famine

unless carefully examined and timeously attended to.

For spring I recommend top-feeding for hives weak in bees,

the bottle being chiefly used, or a piece of honeycomb placed

on the opening at the top, and protected with any small super,

in both cases to be closely wrapped with woollens and other

appropriate coverings. This brings the food into close proximity

to the bees, which in ungenial or cold weather ia indispensable.

In supplying populous hives with food I discard the bottle^ as

the more troublesome method, aud use for spring shallow zinc

circular vessels of suitable size, with a central entrance tube,

surrounded by a perforated wooden float, and all covered with

a lid. For warmth cover over also with woollens, &c.

I cannot approve of careless feeding of any kind, and more
especially of the practice of pouring the liquid food over the

combs. This is objectionable in two ways : It encoui-agea

robbers, and is injurious to the hive itself. Bees, as a rule, dis-

like wetted dripping combs, and when so supplied largely, as ia

sometimes recommended, the bees are often dislodged from the
" brood nest," and this is highly prejudicial to prosperity.

Neither should bees be fed at the entrance-door by the use of

a trough or otherwise, unless at night, as it may entice robbers.

When adopting under-feeding at all I prefer inserting a trough

laterally in a receptacle purposely scooped out in the floor

board, away from the doorway altogether. This trough when
not used is permanently placed in the floor board reversed. In

spring every precaution must be adopted to prevent pilfering

and attacks by robber bees. Careless feeding must be especially

guarded against, and in all cases of annoyance by stranger bees

no time should be lost in narrowing the doorway to the smallest

possible dimensions.
I cannot close these remarks without cautioning beginners in

bee-keeping against shifting their hives at this season of the

year from one part of the garden to another. Mr. Pettigrew

will excuse me if I doubt that his experience in this matter

justifies the opinion he expressed under date 5th February,

when he says that hives may at this season " be removed from

one side of a garden to another with safety." Mr. Pettigrew

must know that an opinion so expressed from the " paddle-box "

is tantamount to a recommendation, and may lead some of the

less experienced "crew" to adopt it. I have only to say that

in all cases and circumstances such removals are to be con-

demned, and more especially at this inclement season. Many
bees in every case are sure to be lost, and possibly even the

hives themselves permanently damaged. We all know how in-

valuable even a few bees are at this early season, and therefore,

as a rule, I strongly advise never to shift the site of a hive to a

short distance. At all times, I repeat, it is bad practice, and at

this season especially it is sure to be productive of disappoint-

ment and loss.—J. Lowe.

FOUL BROOD IN HIVES.
{Concluded from parje 177.)

I SEE, by the proposed schedule of prizes to be offered for com-

petition at the Crystal Palace exhibition of hives, that £5 wUl

be offered for the best essay on the cause and cure of foul brood.

As the schedule is presented subject to alteration, perhaps I

may be excused for suggesting that the prize be offered for the

best essay on the cause and prevention of foul brood, for cer-

tainly there is no cure for it. We might as easily cure rotten

Frequently brood in this changeable climate ia chilled to death

and becomes foul. In spring and early in summer bees sit

loosely over their combs, and spread their brood as widely as

they can. A sudden change from heat to cold may cause the

bees to creep more closely together, and thus expose some parts

of the brood comb to the chilling influence of cold weather,

and prevent the bees from properly attending to the brood. The
cause here is not hidden. About eight years ago I went to

Scotland in September, leaving three hives without sufficient

food for the winter. When I returned I omitted to feed these

hives till November. When I fed them the weather was open

and warm, and the queens began to lay. In about ten days

afterwards a severe frost set in and killed the brood. The bees

were allowed to remain in these hives till the following March.

"The reader should, however, know that in nine caaea out of ten

foul brood ia produced, not by chills, but by other causes not
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well nntlerstood ; indeed, foul brood is oftener found in hives
that have been full and apparently long on the point of swarm-
ing than in hives not bo well filled. Hives managed on
the non-8warming system are more frequently afflicted with
this incurable malady than those managed on the swarming
system.
Let me repeat that dogmatic teaching on the cause of foul

brood should not be attempted or expected. We are still igno-
rant as to the immediate cause of the Potato disease, and the
cause of foul brood is equally beyond the ken of mortals.
A week or two ago one of our practical teachers in the poultry

department of this paper told us that he kept sixteen hens,
eight pullets, and eight a year older, and never kept any over
two years old. This is the advice I would tender to bee-keepers.
Let the half of your stocks of bees be from swarms, and seldom
keep any beyond two years old. Thus you will not suffer much
in your apiary from foul brood.—A. Pettigrew, Sal$j Cheshire.

A New Weekly Paper is announced for the special use and
benefit of fanciers, or those who breed for exhibition any kind of

pet birds or animals, such as dogs, poultry, Pigeons, birds,
Rabbits, Cats, S:c. It is to be called " The Fanciers' Gazette,"
and will be under the editorship of Mr. Lewis Wright, so widely
known by his various writings on poultry.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Various (I. 2V.).—We never feed oar fowls on meat, beyond giving them

the table scraps. We believe, wherever thej' have a good grass run they get
enough of animal life for all useful or necessary purposes. We believe much
mischief is done by overfeeding and by seeking out various foods. Exces-iive
fat is not favourable to laying. If you mean to give meat, give it cooked.
Eaw meat induces cannibalistic habits. You mav pinion the Dorking cock as
you would any other bird—by cutting off the flight of the wing, but it will
probably answer the purpose if you cut the feathers.

Brahma Cock:erel Dying Suddenly {Novice).—You have no remedy
against the seller. The bird would not have been highly commended by the
judges had he not seemed in perfect health. We have never known fowls die
of heart disease. They die of rupture of vessels on the brain. Cocks are
more subject to it than hens, and it is more frequent at this time of year than
at any other. We should set the eggs, and expect them to hatch, hut we can-
not think why you did not get another cock before.

Egg-eating Hens (Siihscribn-).—The be^^t advice we can give yon is to
sell or kill the hen. She will not give up the habit while she is with'you, and
it is more than doubtful if she will at all. You should remove her at once, as
the others will acquire the habit.

Parentage of Eggs (C. G. Anxiom).~U no other cock have access to
the hens, we beheve the cock fertilises all the laying. If another cock is ad-
mitted, it is then an undecided point how soon he may be supposed to have
influence. You may wash your birds with soap and water, wiping the feathers
downwards, and cleansing only the dirty— i.e., the outer part of the feathers.
^\'hen they are clean put the bird or birds in a small open basket with plenty
of Btraw, and stand them in front of the fire till they are dry.

Brahmas not Laying {Agricola).—If you consider the weather we have
had—the constant changes and great variations uf temperature—you will
hardly Wonder that, being hens and not pullets, your Brahmas have not laid.
Have a little patience and all will be well. We do not admire your feeding.
Do away with the rice, potatoes, Indian meal, and raw meat ; also with the
wheat and oats. Give ground oats or barleymeal morning and evening ; some
whole maize at midday ; vary by giving the scraps. Give nothing more.
We attribute half the complaints and disappointments of the present day to
artificial and eicesaive feeding.

Extensive Poultry-keeping {Tauri Caput).—Yon put it out of our
power to advise you, because you do not describe your locality and premises.
How large is the stackyard ? What is the acreage you command ? What
food can the birds get beside that which is given bv hand ? Is thrashing
always going on ? \^^ly do you make no mention of fowls ? Do you intend to
sell none '.' There is no doubt poultry will pay if it is attended to, like any
other business. The cause of much disappointment is that people wish to
treat it as a hobby, as a mere fancy, and yet expect to find it prwtitable. In
every pursuit we know, saccess is the reward of much and serious painstaking.
As you cannot expect to get 130 eggs from every hen, you must make up the
sum by selling young fowls for the table. This will enable you to sell the
surplus stock of cock chickens. You must also keep a good supply of pullets
for wintoi- layers; their eggs will often make 2d. each. We do not believe you
can moke your poultrj' a certain income to be calculated like a sum in
addition. With painstaking you can nevertheless make it pay, and if you will
give us more detail of your appliances we will give you more advice.

Bromley Poultry Show.—We have received from "The Treasurer
OF THE Bromley Show" a letter in reply to "Reporter," but the defence
amounts to no more than is contained in these two sentences—the errors
were *' for want of time and assistance," and that the mistake about free
carriage was the Secretary's. We at once say that these are no excuses, for
if auy one undertakes to manage a poultry show, he thereby undertakes that
it shall bo well managed. We never heard of a show worse conducted than
that at Bromley—theft and mis-statements marked it; and as we are writing
we have recsived the following:—" Having won a prize at the late Bromley
Poultry Show, I was somewhat surprised at receiving the amount less one
Bhilling, which was charged for the prize card 1 As a frequent winner at
many of our greatest shows, I ask if this is not " something new ?" I will
gladly sell the elaborate card to any of our correspondents, as I would far
rather possess the shilling, and I believe other exhibitors will a':rree with me.
—A Winner at the Bromley Show." Such proceedings must prevent
exhibitors sending birds to any future show at Bromley.
Objecting to Judges.—You have struck the right key to open the door

for the reformation of a lot of abuse, and though I am not an exhibitor, I am
aware of a eircumstance whore a judge has been treated in the manner

described by "Respicere ad Finem," aud which cannot bu too strongly

denounced.—C. B.

Dorking Cock's Comb Fallen {Richmond).—The falling comb is a dis-

advantage to a Dorking cock, but improved condition will sometimes cause it

to become upright, except just at the back where it turns. If competition
were close the defect would turn the scale against him.

Feeding Bees {A Monmouthshire Laihj Bee-keeper).—In this month's
Bee-keeper's Caleiidoi- (p. 135) most of your questions have been anticipated.
About half a pound of sugar mixed with an equal weight of water, given to
each of your hives, will stimulate your bees to breed and keep up the hum of
prosperity. Clean the floorboards at once. Widen the entrances at the end
of March. You may remove your hives a few feet at any time with safety,

and change the covers too, as you intend to do. The loss of so many stocks
of bees in your neighbourhood and elsewhere is wholly owing to the ignorance
and inattention of their owners. A few pounds of sugar and a little atten-

tion would have saved them.

Bleaching Grasses {E. 3. E.).—Dissolve 2 ozs. of chloride of lime
(bleaching powder), in three pints of water, put the grass into the solutioD,

aud let it remain in it for an hour; then taike it out and rinse it in two or
three changes of clean cold water.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 5V 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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pots, placed in the stove until July, anil afterwards potted

in 48-sized pots. I then placed them in the greenhouse. As
they became stronger they were frequently placed in Tases,

kept in the drawing-room for a week or ten days without water,

and afterwards returned to the greenhouse. This treatment

they endured frequently, until they became too leggy for that

purpose. In February, 1872, I potted them in 36-sized pots

to grow them on for conservatory purposes, and there they

remained throughout the summer and autumn months up to

December, frequently throwing roots over the top and under-

neath the pots, but these roots were cut off. It may be well

for me to state that our conservatory was not heated the

same autumn, the thermometer often reaching 34°.

In January, 1873, the heads were taken for cuttings, and the

old plants removed to the early vinery for a short time. When
they had started into growth I noticed at the axil of each

leaf something making its appearance as if for producing more
shoots, but found that it was bloom. This was in June, but

to my disappointment, hke the Fig, it bloomed inwardly. I

stiU waited, anxiously looking fom-ard to the ripening period.

I could not see any alteration in the fruit until September,

when it commenced to change colour. When fully ripe it was
of a very dark brown with light spots. The fruit increased

about three-quarters of an inch in length. Soon afterwards I

was tempted to taste it; it was quite sweet, agreeable, and full

of seeds.

The compost which I find suits it best is one-third light

loam, one-third peat, adding leaf mould, cow dung, charcoal,

silver sand, and a small portion of soot in equal proportions,

—H. A. Maun, Brampton Park.

CULTUEE OF "WINTER BROCCOLI FAR NORTH.
In the Journal of February 19th I see an article on Winter

Broccoli by your correspondent Mr. Taylor, in which he com-
plains of the difficulty of getting it of a true strain, and I can
fully endorse what he says on that head from experience.

Winter Broccoli, in the north of Scotland, from where I write, is

often a very uncertain crop under favourable circumstances,
and of course much more so when seeds of mixed or inferior

quality are supplied. In several places of note as vegetable-
growing estabUshments which I have seen, the quarters selected

for winter Broccoli were generally the most favourable which
could be had as regarded exposure to the sun, and on
being appointed to a master's place, I, of course, followed the
same jilan with varying success, untD a few years ago a cir-

cumstance occurred which made me alter my system as far as
situation is concerned. Having received a packet of a variety
known as Carter's Champion, I had it planted along with the
others in a favourable position, as I supposed, sloping to the
sun, and in the autumn it looked all that could be wished
in a Broccoli to stand the winter and do good service. The
winter being a rather mUd one all went well till about the
middle of January, when I looked through my Champions,
expecting them to tum-in next month; but mischances will

occur between the garden and the kitchen, so it proved in my
case.

The first fortnight in February we had hard frosts every
night, with bright sunshine by day, during which my Broccoli
almost succumbed or was rendered useless ; but fortunately a
few lines of the same variety were planted in another quarter,
where they were shaded in the early part of the day by some
trees at 20 yards from them, so that they were partially thawed
before the sun got at them. They came in during March, and
very good heads they were ; so from that time we have always
endeavoured to have room for winter Broccoli in such a posi-
tion as not to have the sun tUl partially thawed, and have
succeeded well since.

It must be noted that ours is a rather light soil, and per-
haps the above practice would not suit on clay boUs. 1 know
it is the practice in some places to lift and store the Broccoli
in sand, and other means of protection afforded ; but for ouo
place with convenience for that, there are twenty where such
cannot be attempted.

Another great mistake with Broccoli to stand the winter is

overcrowding, the consequence of which is that after a few nights
of severe frost, followed by sunshine, down go the leaves never
to rise more ; with the exception of a few near the crown there
is little to be expected from such plants. We give 3 feet by 2^,
and try to have the ground well trenched and manm-ed, and
by such means get stout robust plants tit to face all weathers.
The selection of proper varieties, and not too many of them, is

of great importance for winter crops. In summer one can
make many shifts, but not in winter.

Your able correspondent, " Old Friend," has pictured but
what is really the experience of many a gardener if willing to
confess it. Now, in the case of Broccoli, every year brings out
new varieties with high-sounding qualities recommending them
to the notice of the public ; they may or may not be what they
are given out for, but as (" Burnt bairns dread the iire"), I
always make a point of not dismissing the old tried sorts for
the stranger, but rather plant an extra line before trusting him
further till assured of his friendship by proof.

There is one introduction of late years which is a great
acquisition to us in the north, whatever it may be in the
south—that is, Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauliflower. The past
two seasons we have cut it in fine condition from September to
January, and I do not know how much longer we might have
done so had more been planted, and such heads as to put the
autumn Broccoli into the shade; it is the only addition of
importance we have made to our old varieties, which in ordi-
nary seasons give us a pretty constant supply. We have,
first. Snow's Winter White, which succeeds the CauUflowers

;

then Granger's Spring White, followed by Wilcove White, a
really good sort which carries us well on to the Cauliflower
season again. Now, there may be many other varieties of
equal merit to these, but as they give ua a fuU supply I am
perfectly satisfied with them.

I beheve much of success with Broccoli depends on not
letting the plants remain too long in the seed bed before prick-
ing them out, and finally planting them before they are too
large and drawn-up, for once in that condition they may as
well be thrown away. With plenty of room when planted-out,
and the soil well worked and kept constantly stirred with the
hoe, and only such sorts as are to be depended on planted, no
one on moderately light soil need despair of having winter
Broccoli. But as a great many readers of the Journal hav&
clay soils, an article on the management on such would no
doubt be very acceptable.—J. S., Aberdeen.

ERANTHIS HYEJIALIS, OR "WINTER ACONITE.
This cheerful-looking plant, with its bright yellow flowers,

is not half so often met with as it ought to be, for, Hke many
other favourites of former days, it is utterly neglected by the
fashionable flower gardener, who, in limiting his display to a
certain period, has totally ignored the remainder of the season,
and at least the first two and the last two months in the year
have no place in his calendar. The plant is of neat growth,
and produces rich-coloured blooms, equaUing in that respect
the best forms of the bedding Calceolaria ; and although it

blooms very often in January, and more abundantly in Feb-
ruary, at a time when flowers of all kinds are scarce, its im-
portance seems not to be duly appreciated, probably owing to

some idea of its being difficult to manage, and also, perhaps,
from its not being sufficiently known. Be this as it may, a
plant with bright shining foliage of a clear riuspotted green,

with flowers larger than the Primrose, supported on stalks not
more than 3 or 1 inches high, and appearing almost in mid-
winter, ought not to be lost sight of. It is by no means plen-
tiful; possibly it was more so half a century ago, and the
places where it is most likely to be found in quantities are

some of the old-fashioned gardens which it is a treat now and
then to meet with.

Perhaps one of the causes of this plant's not being more
frequently met with in fashionable winter or spring bedding

is the fact that it does not transplant so well as many others,

and the best examples of it are seen where it has been let alone

for two or three years ; then it rushes up in luxuriance every

Christmas, and blooms at the proper time. The best examples
of it at this place are planted as edgings to Rose beds, and
also as edgings or rings round single trees or shrubs, where it

is not disturbed the whole year round. In such places it

ripens seed, sows itself, and often comes up amongst the turf,

or it may be on the gravel walk, and it also increases itself at

the root, but not very rapidly ; so that in most cases where an
edging of it is wanted I would recommend sowing the seed as

soon as it is gathered, and that care should be taken that it is

not disturbed till the ensuing spring, when it comes up thickly

enough. Excepting transplanting in order to fill-up defective-

places, I would leave the plants in the seed row, unless they are

very close together, in which case thinning may be necessary.

Usually this plant thrives in a dry open soil, but our expe-

rience with it shows that it also succeeds -well in one of a
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somewhat chalky character, as wo have Been it in such a posi-

iion struggUng snecessfuUy to maintain itself amongst the grass

and other herbage under trees. If grown in the mixed flower

border a stout stick or other low mark should indicate where
it is, as during a great portion of the year the bulbs are dor-

mant and there is no foliage. The edges of rockwork also

afford a favourable position, likewise the margins of shrubberies,

and similar places. Early iu February, when it shows itself

along with the Snowdrop and Primrose, no plant is more gene-

rally welcomed ; and whether growing at the base of a palatial

residence, or as a patch by the pathway to a rural cottage, it is

equally at home.
Although I have advised sowing the seed where the plant is

•wanted, the Winter Aconite bears transplanting tolerably well

when it has just started to grow, and iu such a condition it

may be removed without much injury from the seed bed; and
as this is often more convenient than the other modes of

obtaining a quantity, I may remark that it answers very well.

In some soils that suit the plant it is extremely accommodat-
ing, and I have seen it overcome grass and other herbage that

usurped its place iu the autumn ; therefore those anxious to

have it in abundance need not be apprehensive of its want of

constitutional vigour, provided the soil is of the right kind.

Its greatest enemies are the spade or digging-fork, and in some
cases the scythe ; in other respects the Winter Aconite is better

able to take care of itself than many other plants, and, as I

have already remarked, few are more worthy of notice, coming
into bloom amongst the very earliest of the early flowers, and
presenting us with the same glittering tint of yellow which
renders the Crocus so acceptable, while it is some weeks before

it, and altogether of a different character.—J. Roeson.

EOYAL HOETICULTUBAL SOCIETY.
Mabch 4th.

Fruit Committee.—A. Smee, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

Apple Annie Elizabeth, a kitchen variety which was certificated

by the Committee in 1863, was sent by Messrs. Harrison & Sons,
Xisicester. The fruit were iu good condition, juicy, and solid.

The same firm also sent fruits of Duke of Rutland Apple taken
from the seedling tree, but they had been badly kept, aud were
of inferior quality. Pots of Dwarf Kiduey Beans were sent by
Mr. W. Rapley, gardenerto R. Hudson, Esq., Claphani Common.
Flokal Committee.—Mr. J. Fraser in the chair. Messrs. J.

Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, sent fifty-three

pots of Roses, comprising the best of the Hybrid Perpetuals aud
Teas. The flowers were not quite so large as they are at the
later exhibitions, but the fohage was very beautiful, and the
blooms quite as brilliant in colour as they are to be had at any
season. Amongst the crimson shades the best was Mdlle. Marie
liady, followed by such sorts as Sir Richard Wallace, Duchesse
Ae Caylus, Madame Victor Verdier, and Fisher Holmes. Of
rose shades Lyonnaise, EHe Morel, Madame Marie Cirodde,
Mons. Noman, Paul Nuron, and Anna Alexieff were the most
noteworthy ; aud Bessie Johnson, a beautiful blush. Teas con-
sisted of Coquette de Lyon, Madame Falcot, Marcelin Roda, and
Madame Willermoz ; the first two are fine button-hole flowers.
The same firm sent a collection of well-grown plants of early-
flowering Clematis, nice healthy plants furnished with a score
of flowers on each. Lucy Lemoine, an exceedingly fine variety
of the Fortuuei type, with pure white double flowers, had a first-

class certificate. Orchids and Amaryllis were sent liy the same
firm. Dendrobium thyrsiflorum was very beautiful. What a
pity it is that the flowers are of a fugacious character. Vanda
suavis, one of the best of the Vandas, was also shown, likewise
a handsome plant of Dendrochilum glumaceum. The following,
sent by Messrs. Veitch, also obtained first-class certificates.

Khododendron Duchess of Edinburgh, a garden hybrid resem-
bling R. Lobbii in the colour of the flowers, which are a glowing
vermilion scarlet—the small seedUug plant which was exhibited
shows it to be very floriferous; Rhododendron Early Gem, a
-very useful early-flowering variety, of which a basket was sent
lifted from the open ground—it has a profusion of bright Ulac-
coloured flowers. Iu addition baskets of Ligustrum japonicum
and L. japonicum lucidum, broad-leaved Privets, were sent by
Messrs. Veitch.

Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, sent Encholirion corallina, Vith pale
yellow flowers and red bracts ; a cut specimen of MediniUa
amabilis, with lilac peach-coloured thyrses ; aud Cymbidium
Mastersii noticed in previous reports.

Mr. Denning, gardener to Lord Londesborough, Norbiton,
sent Epidendrum imperator, with brilliant cinnabar flowers,
with a paler column and rose lip. This was awarded a first-

class certificate.

A box of the charming early spring-flowering Iris reticulata
came from Messrs. Barr & Sugden, of Covent Garden. This
plant should be iu every garden, as it flowers out of doors^with

the Crocus. But its delicious fragrance is most fully developed,
aud the intense purple colour shows up to the best advantage,
when the sun streams upon the plants through a glass screen.
Mr. Barker, nurseryman, Littlehampton, Sussex, sent a seed-

ling Imantophyllum named Barkeri with striped leaves, good
both as a flowering and ornainental-foliaged plant, though the
flowers of the specimen exhibited were not so large as in I. miui-
atum, of which it appears to be merely a variegated form. From
Messrs. Standish & Co., Royal Nurseries, Ascot, came a group
of Hyacinths, Cinerarias, Spirtea japonica. Clematises, and
double-flowered Zonal Pelargoniums ; and from Messrs. E. G.
Henderson & Son, Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, a group
of seedling Cyclamens, and one of SoldaneUa alpina.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The Teials of Flowers at Chiswick this season are the

following:—New Pelargoniums, for bedding purposes; Pelar-
goniums of the pink and rose-coloured sections, as pot plants

;

Fuchsias, as pot plants, grown to larger size than heretofore
;

Pentstemons, of which some very fine sorts bloomed late last
year ; and flowering Begonias of the boliviensis strain, now be-
coming so numerous. A collection of bedding Violas and Pansies
is also being got together. Those who possess novelties which
they desire to have tested, as well as those who are willing to
render aid in making up the collections of these flowers for the
general information of the floral world, are invited to send
their plants to Mr. Barron, the Gardener-in-Chief , at Chiswick,
as soon as they conveniently can. It may be mentioned, as an
inducement to raisers of novelties to send their own productions
direct to Chiswick, that it has recently been decided, on the
recommendation of the Board of Directors, to issue certificate

cards in the case of all subjects certificated at the gardens, and
which will of necessity be made out in the name of the donors.
This has not hitherto been done, as the announcement has
been reserved for the report ; but from the frequent delays which
occur in the issue of the latter, it has been thought desirable
to issue the certificates immediately after each of the Chiswick
meetings.

Mrs. Mart Treat publishes in the " American Natu-
ralist" for December, 187-3, a remarkable contribution to our
knowledge of the sensitiveness of the leaves of the Sundew,
her experiments being chiefly made on the large American
species Drosera fiUformis, the leaves of which capture and kiU
moths and butterflies 2 inches across. Her observations are
in accordance with those already recorded on English species,

that the motion of the glands is excited only by organic sub-
stances, or if for a very short time by mineral substances, that
the excitement passes off almost immediately. The most
astonishing of her observations is, however, that when living

flies are pinned at a distance of half an inch from the apex of

the leaf, the leaf actually bends towards the insect until the
glands reach it and suck its juices. In the " Naturalist " for

January is an account of Roth's observations on the irritabihty

of the Sundew, made nearly a century ago.

—

(Nature.)

KEEPING GBAPES IN WINTER.
1. Thin the bunches more severely than if not intended for

keeping.

2. Give them, especially when ripening, plenty of light, ajid

a circulation of dry warm air.

3. Complete the ripening, if practicable, by the first week
iu October at the latest.

4. Allow no stagnant water about the roots of the Vines.

5. Keep all inside surfaces dry after the 1st of October.
G. Avoid a low stagnant temperature ; keep inside of house

steadily above the external temperature.
7. Keep the house close during foggy damp weather. Keep

the temperature at about 4.5°, with just a chink of air at top, and
this, if possible, so as not to allow the damp to tnler.

8. Remove all faulty berries, cut-ofl' all laterals, and, if

necessary, remove a part of the foliage.

liesidts.—Out of three hundred bunches kept in a low sunk
pit under the above conditions, not 2 lbs. were lost by decay— (TItc Gardener.)

DIG-UP THE POTATO BEFORE EIPE.
The remedy which is recommended by Mr. Luckhurst is

certainly the best and most practicable for avoiding the disease.

As an amateur I have practised it for ten years, and can, there-

fore, fully corroborate all he says. I have grown Fox's Seed-
ling, Dalmahoy, Fluke, Paterson's Victoria, Lapstoue, Early
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Betty, Sutton's Red-skinned Flonrball, and other sorts, and

have not by disease lost as many gallons as I have practised

the method referred to years.
" D., Deal," asks in your number for February 19tb, Are the

Potatoes to be dug before the skins are set ? I have done so

for years with the above result. Last year I planted from the

22nd to the 2;)th of March, and dug my crop and housed it

from the ICth to the Slst of July. I dig tliem on a sunny
day, and let them lie open to the sun until evening, when they

are carried in-doorB, and kept in boxes.—C. B., Godalminr/.

VELTHEIMIA VIRIDIFOLIA CULTURE.
This is an old-fashioned bulbous plant which has been intro-

duced from the Cape of Good Hope more than a hundred years.

It is of easy culture, thriving well in any good light sandy

soil. The flowers somewhat resemble those of the Tritoma,

and continue a long time in perfection. Single buds in small

pots will flower during the winter months freely, and they

produce a very pleasing variety among gay-flowering plants.

We prefer growing three or four bulbs in what are termed

32-pots. After the flowering season is over gradually with-

hold water, but take care never to aUow them to become
dust-dry.

This species is quite hardy, and may be placed out of doors

all summer behind a north wall. About August place them
in a frame, and give them plenty of air and water. Before

frost sets in remove to a shelf in the greenhouse till the flowers

appear, when they may be placed among other flowering plants.

If kept free from damp the flowers will continue in perfection

for three months, or even longer, and they have a very pretty

effect among other inmates of the greenhouse in the dull

winter months.
It can be readily increased by offsets from the bulbs, which

may be potted-off and grown-on until they become strong,

when they will produce flowers. This is a very interesting

plant, and requires little care or attention.—J. Smith, Exton
Park, Rutland.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S COUNTRY
MEETINGS.

We have received the following from Messrs. Veitch and
Sons :

—

" You last week published a letter from the Secretary of the

Royal Horticultural Society to us with reference to the non-

holding of a provincial exhibition this year. We shall feel

obliged by your publishing this week the enclosed, which is

our reply to the Secretary's letter."

" Koyal Exotic Nurserv, Kins's Koad, Chelsea, S.W.
" February'aSth, 1874.

*' W. A. Lindsay, Esq., Secretary, Royal Horticultural Society.
" Dear Sir,—We beg to acknowledRe your letter of the 2oth inst., to which

pres'^ure of business has prevented our sooner replyinc.
" "We must express our very great surprise that it is onlyat so recent a date

that the Council acknowledfjed that they have been unable to come to any
satisfactory arrangement with rcf^'ard to a provincial show being held this

year, that acknowledgment being obtained only in consecpience of the protest

sent to them by exhibitors who acted on a rumour which had reached them ;

and we think it is not complimentary to exhibitors as a body, or treating

them with the courtesy they aro fairly entitled to, to ask them only at the

last moment, as it were, to help the Council by " proposals and suggestions
"

out of what appears to us to be a very great misfortune for the Society.
" Had the Council really wished to have the opioinua and suggestions of

exhibitors, wo submit that it would have been much better to have solicited

them last autumn at some of the meetings held for regulating the prize list

for this year.
""When the Annual Report was issued by the Council a short time since, we

noticed that the Provincial Show at Bath last summer was specially alluded

to as a 'horticultural and financial success;' also that 'very material alter-

ations were proposed in the arrangement of future provincial shows, with the

object of increasing their scientific value and social comfort.'
" We think, therefore, from the Council's own statement there is every

cause to regret their inability to arrange for such an exhibition, and under
the circumstances of the case we fail to see why the last portion of the para-

graph quoted was thought necessary, when they must have known that no
exhibition was likely to be held this year. "VVe must also add, that as you
say in your letter to us, ' the Council are most anxious to promote and encou-

rage these shows,' it seems to us extraordinary that they are unable to cai-ry

out arrangements which were so successfully managed by the late Council
during the last six years.

" In conclusion we wish to say that we are only now stating our own views,

having had no opportunity of conferring with those gentlemen who signed

the protest with oarBelves. " We are, dear sir, yours faithfully,

"James Veitch & Sons."

Would you let me correct a printer's error in the letter that

vou were good enough to print last week ? I spoke of gar-

deners as " these more working bees ;" the change of a letter

aas made it mere working bees. Xo one who reads the articles

in your .Journal by gardener contributors or Mr. Fish's speeches
would caU first-class gardeners mere working bees.

I see the question of a coimtry show is being revived. As
I read the printed accounts, they seem to show that not only

all the old country show fund, but the surplus from the show
at Bath last year, have been spent by the acting Council for

the general (that is, mainly Kensingtonian) purposes of the
Society. But still it seems a vast pity that such a temporary
misappropriation of the surplus should lead to a break in

country shows which have really helped horticultural progress.—George F. Wilson, Ileatherbank, }l'e)jbridge Heath.

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 27.

TRITONIA ACEBA.—GOLDES-FLOWEKED TailONIA.

This fine Caffrarian Irid when vigorously grown, and with
healthy foliage, is, undoubtedly, one of the handsomest species

not only of its genus, but even of the natural order to which it

belongs. Unfortunately, its thin membranous foliage not sel-

dom becomes in a dry atmosphere a pruy to that pest of the

Tritonia aui-ea.

gardener, red spider, and its vitality being thus weakened, the

development of the flower-spike is checked, and the plant is

shorn of much of its beauty. With ordinary care, however,

and the occasional use of Gishurst compound or Fowler's

insecticide, followed by the syringe, it is by no means difficult

to preserve the foliage in a healthy state, and the plant wiU
well repay the amateur for these slight attentions.

Strong corms wUl produce stems from 2i to 3 feet high, with

a branched spike bearing numerous flowers of a rich apricot

colour, each 2 inches across.

It is found to succeed best in a mixture of equal parts of

heath soU, loam, and leaf mould, with a small portion of sharp

white sand ; in short, in the same compost in which the

Gladiolus, Ixia, and most of the plants usually classed as

Cape bulbs are known to flourish. The corms should be

potted about October, in well-drained pots tilled with the

above compost, and placed in a cold frame, with just sufficient

protection to ward-off severe frost ; and during the midwinter

months it should be kept nearly dry. Where there is not the

convenience of a cold frame the pot might be safely placed in

the window of a cool room ;
and in either situation it may be

retained till May, when it should be stationed out-doors, in a

partially shaded border, upon ashes, to exclude the worms.

As soon as the flower scape appears the plant may be removed
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to the window, or a cool greenhouse, where the development

of the blossoms will proceed more favourably than when fully

exposed. In the southern counties, in favourable localities and

in suitable soils, it may bo planted-out after danger of frost is

over ; but the corms should be repotted in autumn, as it is

incapable of resisting severe frost.

Tritonia aurea may be increased by seed, which is produced

by the strongest flower scapes, if the plants are continued in

growth after flowering ; and the seed should be sown as soon

as gathered, the young plants being carefully preserved from
frost the foUowiug winter. It is worthy of remark in con-

nection with the growth of this plant, that the new corm
annually produced is found at a distance varying from one to

several inches from that of the previous year, with which it is

connected by a stout fibre. Whether the older corms perform

any usefuJ function is uncertain, but they never flower but

once, though often remaining undecayed for years. As the

bulbs of some species of Tritonia may be preserved in a dry

state for weeks, it is necessary to point out that in the case of

T. aurea the drying-off process must not be attempted. When
the foliage withers water may be partially withhold, but the

soil must on no account be permitted to become (luite dry.

The blossoms of this plant when dried, and afterwards moist-

ened with warm water, give out a strong odour of saffron,

which circumstance has induced Dr. Planchon to constitute it

a new genus under the name of Crocosma, by which it some-
times occurs in catalogues.— ()('. TJiompsoii's EnpUsli Flower
Garden, Kcvised hij the Author.)

A NEW ENEMY OF THE POTATO.
1 WISH to say a few words about an enemy which threatens

to lay waste one of Europe's most valued esculents, the Potato.

For a long time North America has had to contend against two
foes, which devoured the early shoots and leaves of the Potato,

and thus destroyed the hopes of the farmer and gardener.

These were beetles belonging to the same family as the Blister-

fly, and named Lytta atrata for vittata) and Cantharis viniaria.

They can bo kept within bounds ; but of late a third beetle

has appeared among us, which really threatens to drive the

Potato out of cultivation altogether. It bears the name of

the Colorado Potato-beetle (Doryphora decem-punctata) ; and
should it once reach the Atlantic coast, and be carried unob-
served across the ocean, then—woe to the Potato-grower of the

old country !

A man must witness the myriad legions of this insect, and
the ravages of its never-tiring larvte, in order to form an idea

of the terrible danger with which Europe is threatened. For
myself, judging from the tenacity of hfe exhibited both in its

larval and perfect condition, I have not a doubt that it will

soon overstep the bounds of North America, and make a home
for itself in other lands.

Its true domicile is in the Rocky Mountains, where it feeds

on a species of wild Potato, Solanum rostratum (or carolinianie).

No sooner, however, had the edible Potato (Solanum tuber-

osum) been planted by settlers at the foot of these mountains,
than Doryphora attacked it greedily ; the more largely its cul-

tivation extended westward, the faster did its insect foe travel

in an easterly direction, and scatter itself over the land. In
the year 18"i'J it was located one hundred miles west of Omaha
city, in Nebraska; in 1851 it showed itself in Iowa ; in 18(J5,

not only had it begun to devastate Missouri, but it had crossed

the Mississippi in Illinois, everywhere leaving behind it flourish-

ing colonies. In 18(jS Indiana was visited ; in 1870 Ohio and
the confines of Canada were reached, also portions of Penn-
sylvania and New York ; and its entrance into Massachusetts
was notified. During the year 1871 a great army of these

beetles covered the river Detroit in Michigan, crossed Lake
Eric on floating leaves and similar convenient rafts, and in a

very short time took possession of the country between St.

Clair and Niagara rivers. Having got thus far, in spite of aU
efforts to stay then' progress, there is every reason to believe

that before long we shall hear of them as swarming in the

streets of New York and Boston (as they already swarm in the
city of St. Louis), and then their passage across the Atlantic
is a mere matter of time. Sloreover, the beetle in its different

stages is so entirely unaffected by the extremes of heat and
cold, of wet and dry, which it has met with here, that I have
no doubt it will care as Utile for the changes of climate which
occur in the temperate zone of Europe, and, once settled, will

quickly become naturalised.

The devastations of the Colorado beetle are all the greater

from the fact of its propagating itself with extraordinary

rapidity, several broods following each other in the course of

the year. The first batch of infant larva; appears towards the

end of May, or, if the weather be mUd, of April. In fact,

scarcely has the Potato plant shown itself above the ground,

before the insect, which has been hybernating during the

winter, also wakes to life. The female loses no time in de-

positing from seven hundred to twelve hundred eggs, in clusters

of twelve or thirteen, on the under side of a leaf. Within five

or six days, according to the state of the weather, the larvae

escape from the egg and begin their work of devastation,

which goes on for some seventeen days, when the little creatures

retire below the soil, in order to undergo the pupal condition.

After a delay of ten or fourteen days the perfect insect comes

into being, and the business of egg-laying commences anew.

In this way, according to recent observations, three broods

follow each other ; the last, as just stated, wintering below the

surface of the ground. No description can do justice to the

marvellous voracity of this insect, especially in its larval state.

When once a field of Potatoes has been attacked all hope of a

harvest must be given up ; in a very few days it is changed

into an arid waste—a mere mass of dried-up stalks.

Fi'j. 1.—Coloraao Potato beetle iu different stages, from egg to iierfect iuoecls.

At one time the cultivator indulged in the vain hope that

Doryphora was a mere passer-by, that he would do his worst

and then move on, without becoming a permanent nuisance.

Others, again, fancied that a hot summer and autumn, followed

by a long drought in the ensuing year, tended to diminish its

numbers. But it has been proved incontestably that tho

diminution was only due to the circumstance of many of the

larv;e perishing, through being unable to enter the ground

hardened and baked by the great heat; plenty were left to

continue the breed.

Of the many nostrums that have been employed for the

destruction of this beetle, one only has shown itself to be of any

value. I mean, dusting the plants with the highly poisonous

substance Paris green—a compound of arsenic and oxide of

copper. However, setting aside the dangers of inhaling this

deadly mixture whUo spreading it over the fields, there is tho

additional peril of impregnating tho soil with it—a peril which

experiments carried out at Washington have shown to bo well

foimded. There remains, therefore, only tho plan of hand-

picking, day after day, the eggs, larv;c, and beetle ; but even

Fig. -2 a, Cojurado beetle, 'i, Foot of ditlo. r, ruiiaoXt.ilio. (/, Wing-
case, enlarged.

this operation re(iuires considerable care, for the juice of the

crushed insect and its larvic produces bladders and blisters
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wherever it comes in contact with the skin. If a wounded spot
be touched by it, severe inflammation ensues, which is hable
to pass into ulcers, and anappUcation of it to the eye endangers
vision to a very serious extent.

Fiij. 1 gives an idea of the Colorado Potato beetle in its

different stages. The eggs are of a deep orange-yellow. The
larva on first emerging are of a blackish hue, which passes
quickly into a dark red, with a slight orange tint. On attain-

ing their full size the colour varies between orange, reddish-
yellow, and flesh. At c. Jig. 2. is shown the pupa ; at a the
perfect insect, natural size ; a foot is portrayed at ft ; a wing-
case considerably enlarged at d. The ground colour of the
latter is creamy-yellow (mhin-gelh), with five black longi-

tudinal stripes, of which the third and fourth unite at the base.

Doryphora does not by any means confine itself to the Po-
tato. In places where that esculent is wanting, it will support
itself on any other member of the Solanaceous order—the Egg-
plant (S. Melongena), the Tomato (S. Lycopersicum), or the
Winter Cherry (Physalis viscosa). Indeed, in the northern
parts of Illinois and in Wisconsin, incredible as it may appear,
it has established itself in the Cabbage garden as readily as in
the Potato field.—Fk. H., State of Illinois.—{Hardwicke's
Science Gossiji.)

[Our attention to the above was enforced by the following
note from a gardener's worthy companion :

—

" My husband's eyes are not in a writing condition. He asks
me to send you a paper (but doubts not that you have seen it)

containing a notice of the Colorado Potato beetle. It has been
sent to my husband by Mr. Beaulah, an intelligent farmer and
Journal admirer, who has for a long time been making in-

quiries, and say3 that his private information from the States
warrants him in raying that the account is nothing overdrawn.
My husband thinks if the pest find its way to England it will

be in a pupa state with seed Potatoes, or that some enthusiastic
naturalist will inirse some precious specimens, and get them
over alive, and then expect a medal from the Entomological
Society for his skill and perseverance."]

A SUGGESTION.
A THODGHT has struck me that the Eoyal Horticultural

Society might do good service by offering prizes or certificates

of mei-it for the best-managed gardens in the district in which
it holds its provincial exhibition, thus taking a lesson from
our cottage-garden societies. It does not take a very sharp
eye to perceive the improvement that takes place in village

gardens where merely nominal prizes are given : weeds disap-

pear, crops grow more vigorously, aud the men are better. I

am av/are that the difficulties would be greater in judging large

gardens—it would be difficult to find judges Im whom everyone
could place confidence, but I believe competent and impartial
men are to be found. The expenses would be great, but I

think the benefit to be derived would be greater.

The provincial meetings of the Koyal Horticultural Society
are getting to have the character of annual gatherings of gar-

deners. We can always reckon on meeting some old friends

aud making a few new ones ; and I must confess that I attend
these meetings more for this purpose than for seeing the exhi-
bition itself. We can also generally arrange to make our little

holiday tour at the same time by visiting some of the places
in the neighbourhood. But there is a difficulty—there are
always more places within reach than one can find time and
money to visit. All these places are reported in the horticul-

tural papers to be wonderfully good, and it is true there is

something good in each of them ; but one cannot get at the
comparative quaUty of them, aud is always disappointed in all

because some are better and some worse than expected. In
a little tour I took at the time of the Exhibition at Manchester
last September I had the pleasure of seeing what I believe was
the best managed garden I ever saw, and I had hardly heard
the name of it before, aud certainly should not have thought
of going there to look for good gardening had I not been
directed by one who knew. If some scheme could be launched
whereby we could have au authoritative comparison of some
of the best gardens within reasonable distance of the exhi-
bitions it would be a great assistance to those who, like myself,
are anxious to pick up as much information as possible in the
shortest time, while the man who ."should be fortunate euou;'h
to bo marked out as the best gardener within twenty miles
would have something to be proud of. We know v.-e cannot
ho certain that a man is a good hand at his profession because
he sometimes takes the first prize for Grapes or Cauliflowers.

Perhaps his principal attention has been given to those par-
ticular things he exhibits and others have been neglected, or
they may be the only good specimens he has ; but examine
them where they are growing, and give prizes or certificates

for the best house of fruit of any one kind, the best managed
kitchen garden, or the best general gardening, and you at once
stamp the recipients of these honours as something to admire
and imitate.

—

Wm. T.\ylok.

ROSE PETALS.
I WISH to say a few words in favour of Eoses with large

petals. Grace and beauty of form in our floral queen must go
with large petals. The smaller-petaUed Roses are to the eye
of the artist often too confused and abrupt in their gurves to be
nearly so graceful as the larger ones. We must all admit that

the most beautiful shape for a Eose is the deeply-cupped or

half-globular form, as in Madame Eothschild, Pierre Notting,
Marechal Niel, Ac. With this shape it is evident that much
of the reverse or back of the petal is seen, and when in red
Eoses this is of a whitish tint or dull leaden purple, which is

too often the case, the beauty of the form is seen to disad-

vantage, as colour attracts and fills the eye before it takes
note of shape : therefore it is most desirable that brilUant-

coloured Eoses should be thorough, or the same on both sides ;

and it would be well in judging a new Eose to bear this in

mind, as well as the importance of large well-curved petals.

The moat perfect specimen of a large-petalled Eose I ever

saw was a Lielia, nearly globular, measuring 5J inches in

diameter by nearly 4 inches deep. After this magnificent
bloom had stood three days, and been twice exhibited, I mea-
sured some of its .singularly large, thick, shelly petals, 4 inches
in diameter, and like lovely pink saucers. The curved, arched,
or shell-shape of the petals adds greatly to the endurance of

the flower, and exhibitors have often proved that the beet

Eoses to stand long journeys are those approaching the globular
in form.

—

Henky Curtis, Devon Eosery, Torquay,

JAPANESE GAEDENS.
Shimonoeeki, November 25th, 187^.

I AKEiVED here from Yamajuchi on the evening of the 22ad,

having travelled overland. 1 found the lUce crop all secured,

and the price has fallen to about l.Jt/. rio or Gx. per picul. The
country is now beautiful in appearance, owing to the different

colours of the leaves on the trees. On the hillsides the .Ja-

panese Wax tree (Ehus succedanea), which is extensively culti-

vated south of Kobe, and which grows to the size of an ordinary

Apple tree, or the Chinese Tallow tree, has now turned the

colour of its leaves from green to a deep blood-red, and as they
ripen they fall off.

The country between Nagasaki and Kobe is, as I have before

stated, noted for its excellent climate, and here flowers and
shrubs grow to great perfection. At the present time you can
hardly pass a single house without noticing the beautiful

Chrysanthemums, some of the blooms fuUy 6 inches across

them, and of every colour. As this is the royal flower it is

cultivated to a great extent, and the flowers are taken to the

large towns, where there is no room for small gardens, and sold

to the merchants, &c. The .Japanese gardener imderstands
the art of cultivating the Chrysanthemum far better than wo
do in England, and there is much for our floral friends to learn

in their cultivation. I can assure them that the wonderful

size to which these flowers are brought would astonish them.

I find that the .Japanese are veiy careful in selecting the best

soil they can procure, and only allow two or three blooms to

come to perfection at the end of each shoot. Some of the

flowers are remarkable, and most peculiar in form and colour,

and I never saw any like them in England. We have white

petals striped with red Uke a Carnation or Camellia, others

looking like the fringe of a shawl.

When I was last at Nagasaki I visited several large nurseries

at that place, and found several shrubs and plants of extraor-

dinary size. What would some of our English florists say to

having Azaleas 45 feet in circumference?—such was the case

with one of which I took the measurement. The Japanese, as

I have before informed you, have a neat way of cutting and
training their shrubs. Some are perfectly flat at the top,

reminding you of a dining-room table, and when in flower the

Azalea, trained in this way, is a gorgeous sight. I also noticed

several variegated plants, the names of which I have been

unable to learn, except those which are very general, includ-
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ing the Farfugium grande ; also the SciadopitjB verticillata.

Auiougst the trees I observed a Fir which was very remarkable,

and must have given its owner considerable trouble in training.

It was about 20 feet high, but the branches were brought into

the shapes of tables and chaii-s, which must have been a work
of constant labour.

There is a Japanese gentleman connected with the custom-

house here who is a great florist, and spends a fortune on his

plants. On the morning after my return here I noticed a

boatload of Camellias coming on shore from a steamer which
had just arrived ; and as you are aware I have always taken

the greatest interest in all connected with horticultural matters,

I went to examine them. This gentleman had just imported

them from Hong Kong, and as he found I took an interest in

flowers he invited me to see his gardens, and well did it repay

me for the short walk. His house is situated on the hillside,

overlooking the entii-e straits, and is protected from aJi the

north-east and northerly winds by nature ; and owing to the

way in which he has laid out his grounds by planting Bamboo
and other trees, he acquires artiflcial protection from other

points. Ho has had a greenhouse built after the English plan,

and there I found one of the finest collections of Ferns perhaps

in the world. I counted sixty-nine different species, all look-

ing the picture of health. If I could have only had Mr. Baiues,

of the Yorkshire Museum, along with me, or some other of

my floral friends, I should have been enabled to have given

your readers a far better description of these grounds than is

now in my power. I will, nevertheless, attempt to describe

them. However highly I may speak of them, I shall be unable
to do them the justice they deserve.

Situated on the mountain side, the rear protecting them from
north-east and east winds, stand a number of fine forest trees,

which are common in this district. There is the Abies firma,

Pinus Massoniana, Cryptomeria japonica, Seiadopitys verti-

eiilata, Salisburia adiantifolia, or Maiden-hair tree. There
are about ten of the latter, all of which have attained a great

size. As I have had to translate the names from Japanese I

may have made errors—I hope your readers will excuse me.
The Bamboo grows thickly amongst them. To the front, or

pouth, the land and sea view is splendid, giving a prospect of the
entire straits with the numerous mountains on tho opposite

side. His house is situated close to the trees, and there are

three terraces, which must have been some considerable expense
in their construction. These are laid out in all kinds of de-

signs. The highest terrace, or No. 1 terrace, is adorned with
miniature gardens, comprising shrubs such as the Parasol Fir

(Seiadopitys verticillata) and Pines of other varieties ; there
are also a number of fish ijonds, in which perhaps from twenty
to a hundred gold fish are alive, swimming amongst the Lilies,

which almost cover the entire surface of the water. On tho
second terrace Azaleas predominate; and I expect next spring
I shall have a treat in again inspecting this garden, as each
plant is different in colour. There are, amongst other shrubs
I had pointed out, a species of Eurya, and a shrub, the name
of which I have been uuable to ascertain, but the description

given by its owner is that it bears sweet-scented flowers in the
first place, and now, as I see it, looks like our Holly, being
covered with red berries. On the lower terrace there are more
artificial gardens, and the Camellia here is the principal plant
grown, though there is such a collection of variegated shrubs
cut in the most beautiful shapes that I have ever seen, thus
taking away the eft'ect of the Camellia being too monotonous.
On the border the Chrysanthemum in every shape and colour
is now in full bloom, producing a very beautiful effect. On a
future occasion I will give your readers an account of a visit to
another garden in this neighbourhood.

—

John TAsitEK Fosteb.

A WOBD FOR CAST-IRON BOILERS.
Up to the present, stern winter has favoured our fuel bills

considerably, but should the wind by chance, nautically speak-
ing, chop round to the north-east now that nearly everything
under glass is pushing into growth much heat wUl be required
to prevent injury to young and tender plants, and would greatly
affect this item of garden expenditure, although the season is

so far advanced. Any information, therefore, how to avoid
heavy fuel and new boiler bills is sure to be interesting to
the many, and I for one feel much obliged to Messrs. E. G.
Henderson & Son for thek able letter, giving their experience
with Messrs. Green & Son's wrought-iron boUers ; but at the
same time I regret they should have omitted to speak on the
most important points—durability and tho loss of heat in the

stokehole, which latter is inevitable with any apparatus not
surrounded with brickwork or " insulated " to stay the radia-
tion, and it is obvious that the heat escaping by this means
cannot re-enter the piping for distribution where required.
This necessarily involves a serious loss.

With self-setting boilers, generally speaking, the doors and
frames are in dangerous proximity to the fire ; these mostly
become red hot even if tho apparatus is but moderately pushed,
and if composed of wrought iron will soon scale, and warp,
and become defective. This, I am under the impression, is a
serious objection to these kinds of boilers ; but perhaps Messrs.
E. G. Henderson will Idndly enhghten us as to their probable
lasting powers, as I understand from tho conclusion of their
letter that four by the same makers have been selected to replace
others.

In carefully going through their letter I find with regret that
the cast-iion tubular alluded to has not received that respect
it is justly entitled to in this instance, and I need not say it is

of the utmost importance when criticising any article of com-
merce that there should be no reserve or motive beyond bene-
fiting the public at large ; and further, if my memory does not
fail me in dates and years, the fractured tubular served them
considerably longer (doing its work cleverly to the same piping)
than two of the wrought-iron now spoken of by them in such
eulogistic terms.
In conclusion I should be glad to learn how much the two

removed wrought-iron boilers were fractured less than the
tubular, and why removed to give place to others composed
partly of wi'ought and cast iron.—N. B.

TRIAL OP ONIONS AT SEAHAM HALL,
DURHAM, 1873.

Name.

Brown Globe

Blood Ked

Brown Spanish

'BedXordshire Champion

Deptford

Dauvers Yellow

Flat Italian Tripoli .

Globe Tripoli .

Giant Tiocca ,

Giant JIadeira ....

James' Keepinfj

*Naseby Mammouth

*Nuneham Park ....

Neapolitan Mai-zagole .

New Queen
Reading

Silver-Bkinned.

Two-bladed . .

.

Eipe.

Aug. 12

n 13

M 12

Sept. 1

Late
Late

White Lisbon.
Welsh

White Spanish
\\Tiite Globe
White Italian
Ilai-rison's Improved

Leicester

Sept. 3

Sept. 12

M 12

July

Aug. 12

Keeping
Qualities.

Good

Good

Good

Good

Very good

Good

Bad
Bad

Bad

Good

Bad

Bad

Good

A good old variety of the true
shape.

A dark red variety; seems
likely to keep a long timo
to come.

A good useful soi-t of medium
size.

Good shape; seems to leep
well.

A large variety, sautly brown
colour, and good shape.

Much the t^ame character as
Bedfordshire Champion.

Very much like the Blood Bed
in fihape aud colour.

These two varieties resemble
each other both in shape
aud size. Kinds more suit-

able for autumn sowing.
A largo globular-shajiod

variety.

A nice compnct-lookiug kind,
much like Brown Globe.

One of the best in this trial

;

liue for exhibition.

Tho same as Nasoby Mam-
moth.

An early white variety.

Similar to the last-named.
A well-known good variety,

but not so large as Naseby
I\Iammoth.

Good for pickling.

An early variety of no great
merit.

Similar to Silver-skinned.

Foliage upright ; of no great
merit.

Good for autumn use.

The same as Jirown Globe.

The same as Silver-sliiuned.

Fine for exhibition, and rather
larger than Nuneham Park
and Naseby Mammoth.

-E,

Those marked with aa asterisk I*) ai-e the best in this triiU.

H. D.

MYRSIPHYLLUM ASPARAGOIDES.
This beautiful aud useful plant is not grown in any quantity

as it ought to be.

.'i.n American friend, who has been in a florist's business in
Boston fifteen years, going through the houses here, seeing a
batch of this beautiful old favourite, speaks of it as follows :

—
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" This plant we grow in America by the thousand. I have

a house 100 feet long and 20 feet wide devoted entirely to

it : and although it grows yards in a few weeks, I have a

difficulty to keep up a stock equal to the demand. It is used

principally lor making wreaths, house decoration, mixing with

cut flowers, ornamenting the hair, trimming ladies' dresses

for balls and parties, and is never sold for less than a doUar

per yard. It is of very easy culture in a cool greenhouse or

conservatory ; it will grow yards in a few weeks from the time

of sowing. It is ijlantedinboxes or pots. Small twine is placed

for it to cling to. It is very much admired here, and I hope

before tliis is in print that I shall have thousands of it for

decorating purposes." It is many years since this plant was
introduced into England, but like many more old favourites

it is cast away to make room for the newer and less useful.

—

H. CoMLEY, llendre Gardinx, Monmouth.

[We quite agree with our correspondent. It is many years

since we saw its white flowers adorning a conservatory in

winter. It is a native of the Cape of Good Hope, and was
cultivated in this country as long ago as 1702.

—

Eds.]

THE MAEMOEA EAIDISSEUE.
Fkuit-teee walls are now so frequently wired for convenience

of training, as well as to prevent the brickwork being pitted with

nail holes, that a cheap and eflicient raidisseur or wu'e-strainer

is sure to meet with extensive adoption. There are many
such contrivances in use at the present time, but one of the

simplest and most effective is that invented by the Abbe Mar-
mora some years ago, and figured and described in the " Revue

«J^

The Marmom Uaidissear.

Hortioole " and other French gardening periodicals. As will

be perceived on reference to the engraving, it is on the same
principle as the capstan. One end of the wire is passed through

a hole in the middle of the capstan, which is in fact a small

iron cylinder, and made fast to a hook in the wall. The wire

is then unrolled and its other end fastened in the same way ;

the capstan is then moved to the centre of the length, and two
pieces of iron wire, as thick as a quill and s inches long, used

as levers, serve to turn the capstan and roll on it the wire from
each side. When the wire is tightened-up one of the levers is

left in its hole, the far end resting against the wall, or the

U-handle against the strained wire, as a stop to prevent unwind-
ing. For espaliers an S-shaped capstan is used, and the wire

having been first passed through posts at the requisite dis-

tance apart, is carried through the hole in the capstan, and
tightened-up by turning the two ends. When this is satis-

factorily completed the ends of the capstan are placed vertically

against the post to prevent the wire unrolling. A still more
simple form of this wire-strainer consists in doing away with
the bent handle, represented in the figure, and retaining the
capstan alone, which in this case is made to turn in the grip

of two hooks driven into the wall a short distance apart, or of

one double-clawed hook.

GARDENERS AT THE ROYAL PALACES.
In answer to a correspondent, " C. Tokuens," we have very

little doubt that in fact there were gardeners, because there

were gardens, attached to the royal residences soon after the

establishment of the Norman dynasty.

In the "Liber Niger Domus" of Edward IV. (1461-1483)

are detailed the duties of the various ofiicers of the royal

household, and among them that the " Serjeant of the Con-
fectionary " had the care of " dates, figges, raisonnes, wardens,
pearys, apples, quinces, cherryes, and all other fruytes after

the seasonne." He was to take care that there was a sufficient

supply "had of the King's gardynes, as cherryes, peares,

apples, nuttes greate and smalle, for somer season, and for

leuten wardens, quinces, and other." So there were royal

gardeners then. In the " Privy Purse Expenses" of Eliza-

beth of York, afterwards Henry VII. 's queen, in the year 1502,

mention is made of " the keper of the litle gardyn at Winde-
sour." Baynard's Castle, London, was also then a royal resi-

dence, and one entry is " to Waltier Reynold, keper of the

garden at Baynardes Castle, for his wages for a hole yere

ended at Mighelmas last passed, sixty shillings and ten pence."

We may reasonably conclude that " gardening and gardeners "

benefited the community two centuries earlier, for from a MS.
of cookery, written early in the fourteenth century, possessed

by the Boyal Society, we learn that there were served to table

various preparations of (we retain the spelling) lekes, onyons,
cabaches, rapes, gourdys, green pesen, parseU, sage, saveray,

ysope, cheboUes, mynt, peletur, costmaryn, fenell. At that

time our grocers' currants were called " raisynges of corance."

Descending lower in the order of time we find mention of a

gardener named Woolf, and Gough the antiquary says that

he was a French priest. Henry VIII. (150H-1547) sent him to

travel on the continent for the purpose of acquiring a better

Imowledge of gardening, and it is recorded that he brought

back various varieties of fniits and vegetables. He was pro-

bably gardener at Windsor, for wo find in the " Privy Purse

Expenses of Princess Mary," in 1.530, that " Jaspar was
keeper of the garden at Newhall," or Beaulien, as it was
also caUed, another royal residence in Essex, and a "Frenche
gardener at Westmynster," probably St. James's, and this

might be Woolf before mentioned. She also mentions " the

Iceeper of the King's garden at Grenewiche ;" he brought her
" herbes and flowres," and on which occasion she gave him 2.5.

Mention is also made of " the Qwene's gardener at Hampton
Court," and another entry shows that his name was Chapman,
and that he carried Pears to Princess Mary ; but six years later

the gardener's name was Edmund, and he received os. for the

Strawberries he brought.

Queen Elizabeth (1.5.58-1603), among " artificers," in her pay

had a " maker of hearb-bowres and planters of trees," his fee

being £25. Her " gardiner " at St. James's fee was £9 2s. Oif
.

;

at Hampton Court, £8 Is. 8((. ; at Chelsea, £C Is. Sd. ; at

Eltham, £11 lis. id.; at Greenwich, £7 4s. id.; at Rich-

mond, £4 lis. 3(i. ; at Windsor " the keeper of the garden

under the Castle," £4 ; and at Woodstock, £3 Os. Wd. Besides

these she had in pay many keepers of parks and other appur

tenances of her very many residences, among which it now
reads comical that there was in " Maribone, keeper of the

howse, Covent Garden and the woodes," his fee was £10.

We have before us an original order for the payment of

Queen Elizabeth's gardener at Hampton Court. It was at the

close of her reign, and the wages were higher than just named.

" My very good Lord,—This bearer, John Dinye, her Majesty's

gardiner at Hampton Court, to whom her Majesty hath granted

a Privy Seal of two shilUngs by the day for himself and ten-

pence for his man, hath continued iu daily employment there

from the feast ot the Birth of our Lord God last past, until the

feast day of the Annunciation of our blessed Virgin Mary then
next following, which I am from time to time to signify to your
Lordship. Ani therefore I pray your Lordship that upon this

my certificate he may receive his pay due unto him accordingly.

At the Court at Whitehall this 27th of March, 1601.
" Your Lordship's very assured kinsman and friend to com-

mand, "Nottingham."

In King James I.'s reign (1C03-1G25) it puzzles us to discern

why Alphonsus Fowle, keeper of St. James's garden, had £160
yearly, whilst Edward Lonnel, keeper of the garden and or-

chard at Richmond, had only 49s. id.

OGSTON HALL,
THE HESEDENCE OF MRS. TURBUTT.

Fon natural scenery there are few English counties which
can vie with Derbyshire. It does not present the soft rural

landscapes of many of the more southern parts of the country,

the thatched cottages nestling iu the valley, or clustered round
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the white-towered chnroh, and forming a little vUlage where

all bespeaks a peace and comfort a closer inspection but too

often proves to be imaginary ; no, on the contrary, Derbyshire

scenery is of a bolder, wilder character, and as wo travel

northwards into the Peak district it becomes oven majestic.

From hill and dale and rapid river we pass to precipitous

frowning rocks, foaming torrents tearing madly over their

broken stony beds, dense woods, and wide moors, which when
the Heather is in blossom are grand examples of Nature's

colour- pictures. Although the natural features in the Alfreton

district are not nearly so striking as those between Matlock,

Buxton, and Chesterfield—where, too, there are numerous
gentlemen's seats, foremost among them being Chatsworth

aadjHardwick HaU, belonging to the Duke of Devonshire

—

stiU the country offers many beautiful views from the ridges

which rise up towards the liills. Capping one of these emi-

nences, and at a considerable elevation, is Ogston Hall, a

handsome stone-buUt mansion, which as it at present stands

may be considered an entirely modern mansion, having been

Lu a great measure rebuilt by the late Mr. Turbutt, who was

the principal landowner in the neighbourhood. At one time

we beUeve it belonged to Sir- .Joseph Banks, but more of its

history we are unable to say.

Adjoining the mansion is the handsome architectural stone

conservatory seen in our engraving,' and which forms, indeed,

the most important feature in the garden at this season. It

is 40 feet long, 22 feet wide, 21 feet high, and is furnished with

excellent taste and effect. Occupying a vase in the centre is a

handsome plant of Dicksonia antarctica, and on the pedestal

are grouped Chinese Primulas literally masses of bloom.

Other groups of the same 11 owerj are) placed here and there,

and these with CamelUas, Epacriscs, and Cinerarias°give an

THE CONSERVATORY ASD FLOWER GARDEN AT OGSTON HALL.

agreeable glow of colour to a bouse in which the green is not,

as is often the case at this time of year, the predominant hue.

Among other plants, besides Orange trees, Cordylines, Lomaria
gibba, and Chamairops humilis, one of a good pair, of which the

fellow was in another house, there were excellent specimens of

Aphelexis humilis, Polygala Dalmaisiana, a Pleroma, &e., which
fi.Kurp at the summer exhibitions of the district. Bhododen-
dron Edgworthii, one of the most fragrant as well as the most
beautiful of the Indian Rhododendrons, here blooms freely ; the

plant, though not large, having generally from twenty to thirty

blooms, and perfuming the whole house. Mr. Reynolds finds that

it is necessary to keep it rather confined as regards pot-room,

otherwise its tendency is to produce wood instead of flowers. It

may be added that the plant is now showing indications of

again flowering freely. Opening out from the conservatory is

a small frrnery, containing several good specimens of green-

house Ferns of moderate size.

South of the terrace, in front of the conservatory and of the
house as well, is a neatly-laid-out flower garden on grass, with
beds converging towards a fountain in the centre, separated

from each other by pathways of Derbyshire spar ; and this

again overlooks the croquet lawn, from which the ground
Hlopes down to the lake, and a picturesque wooded valley

beyond. Belts of shrubs, chiefly Rhododendrons, form the set-

ting of these terrace gardens, and in front of the shrubs in

summer, flowers and coloured-leaved plants are ribboned and
vandyked. Forming the background and shelter to the whole,

as seen iu the engraving, are lofty Elm, Beech, and Oak trees.

The kitchen garden is of no great extent, being less than an

acre within the walls, and including an orchard there is perhaps

as much outside ; but it is remarkably well ordered. The
paths are all asphalted, and in a pouring rain were clean and

—well, not dry as one would be apt to say—but for walking

practicaUy so, and defined by a neat, dwarf, narrow, Box edging.

The soil is Ught, apparently a decomposed sandstone, resting

on the rock, and suits vegetable crops well, especially early ones,

and fruit trees tolerably well, but the ground is very shallow in

places. The wall trees are well managed ;
and some espalier

Pears in front of the west-aspect wall border trained on high

iron fencing are excellent examples of that mode of training,

and very satisfactory in regard to production as well.

The extent of glass is but small. There is a small Peach

house, forming a lobby to the \'ineries, of which there are two

lean-to's 24 feet by Ifi, one used as an early, the other as a late

house. In the early division, besides the Vines were Azaleas

and Ehododendi'ons to come into flower at Easter, likewise

' From a pUotogrBph by Mr. Clark, of Matlock.
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a number of pots of Lilium speciosum punotatum and album,
with which Mr. Reynolds, the gardener, is veiy sucoessful ; re-

potting the bulbs in NoTember in peat, loam, and silver sand,
placing three la a '.) or 11-ineh pot, from which he obtains
from twenty to thirty flowers, which render the conservatory
extremely gay at the end of summer. In the late vinery there
were some excellent Muscats hanging, though the best bunches
had been cut, and Alicante was in good preservation. Some
bedding Calceolarias had been removed thither, though Mr.
Reynolds did not approve of the practice, as they are far more
healthy and free from insects in frames ; but there the mice
attacked them and cleared oB row after row, so that they had
to be removed to the only available place of safety. In a span-
roofed stove were good plants of Maranta zebrina, Stephanotis
iloribunda, Cypripedium iusigne, Draciuna terminalis, and some
others ; but the Poinsettias, with which it had recently been
very gay, were nearly over ; not so that useful plant Euphorbia
jacquinia'flora, which was still in beauty. A lean-to orchard
house, 33 feet by 12, is found very useful for a variety of pur-
poses, as well as yielding an abundance of fruit. The practice

is to plunge the pot trees out of doors when the wood is nearly
ripe, and to plunge them in-doors when about to come into
flower. For top-dressing, horse droppLugs and loam are ap-
plied when the trees are turned out, and when this dressing
disappears horse droppings alone. Some small Pear trees
planted out in the back border had borne well, especially Marie
Louise.

We have only to add that the management of the place was
highly creditable, especially as Mr. Reynolds has, besides the
garden, the home farm of some eighty acres to look after.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Veey much of the pleasure of a garden will depend on the

manner in which its walks are formed. A walk that becomes
cloggy or slimy in wet weather or after frosts, or allows the
water to lodge upon it during and after rains, and has a surface
of coarse and harsh or loose materials, will do much towards
deterring persons from using their gardens constantly, or at
least will rob them of a good deal of enjoyment. Dryness can
be obtained in a walk Ijy shaping the ground properly in forming
it, by rounding it aUghtly in the middle, by giving it a decided
fall in some direction, and placing gratings and places for water
at the lowest points, and by using suitable materials both for the
foundation and the surface. In the ground formation of a walk
a firm bottom should be obtained, and it should be pared as
smooth as possible, keeping it from 3 to G inches higher in the
centre, according to its width. At both sides the gi-ound should
be sloped gradually down for about a foot or 18 inches in width
to the extreme margins, where it may be (J or 9 inches deeper
than at any other part. These extra cuts at the sides are to be
fiUed with rougher materials, and to foUow the general inclina-
tion of the walk for the purpose of drainage. By laying the
groundwork of a walk thus high in the centre, and smoothly
sloping to a kind of drain at each side, the utmost possible
dryness wiU be gained.
The first operation on land will be to thoroughly drain it.

No description of ornamental or useful plants will thrive well
upon undrained ground that is not naturally dry and open, nor
can such land ever yield any permanent enjoyment and comfort.
A cold damp soil is decidedly uncongenial to both animal and
vegetable life. Drainage is not merely valuable in the removal
of stagnant water, which is so injurious to plants and so pro-
ductive of discomfort ; it also has the direct effect ol making
the soil warmer, and admitting air and gases freely. The tem-
perature of gi-ound that is saturated with water can never be
greatly increased by whatever power of sun it may be acted
upon, nor can air circulate properly through a liquid medium.
Warmth and air to the roots being therefore essential to the
healthy growth and fertility of plants, drainage becomes of the
highest consequence in soils that are naturally wet.
In the greenhouse and pits proceed with potting plants for

bedding-out. Calceolarias and other softwooded plants that
require it may also be potted, taking care to drain the pots well.
The propagation of plants for bedding-out may now be pro-
ceeded with, according to the number required; but clumps
should not be kept shabby for the want of a few plants, as
they are readily propagated at this season. For cutting-pots
I generally use -IS's prepared in the following manner : Over
the hole at the bottom I place an inverted 6U-sized pot, and
round it potsherds broken small, over these some moss, and then
fill-np with a compost of peat, sand, and leaf mould in equal
quantities, leaving about half an inch of white sand at the top,
which runs into the holes as the cuttings are inserted. A stock
of pots thus prepared should be kept in a frame or propagating
house, as nothing is so injurious to cuttings taken from plants
growing in heat as to put them into cold soil, Cuttings canuot

be too short if they have the necessary buds to form a plant,
neither can they be inserted too shallow if they are made firm
in the pots.

Trenching vacant ground in preference to digging should at
all times be practised if time permit. The amateur should
endeavour to get the whole of his garden trenched over once in
the course of three years at the farthest. He should go to the
very bottom of the surface soil, taking care not to bring up the
surface soil ; this should be loosened with a fork deeply, and left

in its place.

In the Vegetable department sow either on a slight hotbed or
in pans the first crop of Seymour's White Celery, and some
early Cauliflower, also a small crop of Impregnated Early White
Broccoli. If the crops before recommended are not sown, no
time must be lost in getting them in. Make your first sowing
of Marrow Peas, also put in the last crop of early ones. Spinach,
Lettuce, Radishes, both long and Turnip-rooted ; Dutch Turnip,
and Early Horn Carrot if wanted early, must be sown without
delay. A good breadth of early Potatoes must be planted, and
get the ground ready for Carrots in the early part of the month.
The first thing to attend to in the out-door planting is trench-

iug the land. This must be done to a considerable depth, say
about 2 feet or 30 inches. If an orchard or a flower garden is to
be laid-out for the first time, the general drainage must be
looked to before success can be hoped for ; but if a new bed
is only contemplated, or the planting of a single tree, the soil

must be well disturbed, and if the subsoil is inclined to retain
wet an artificial drainage of bricks and stones is desirable. The
digging must also extend much beyond the hole necessary for

admitting the roots of the tree. The further this is done the
better, as it is often the ease that the surrounding soil has not
been disturbed for some time, and roots placed in a hole en-
compassed by such a hard mass will not ramify, but will be
similarly situated with those in pots. Trees and shrubs should
always be planted high to counteract the evils arising from un-
suitable subsoils, and also to allow the air to get at the roots.

People seem to think that, provided the stem appears above
ground, it matters nothing where the roots are, and we often see
newly-planted trees covered-up to the stem with paving stones
or gravel. The nearer the roots are to the atmosphere, and the
more porous the soil above them, the better. In the matter
of roots the smaller ones should be carefully preserved, arranged
round the tree as much as possible, and kept near the surface.

It thus appears that in transplanting care should be taken to

preserve the bunches of roots and fibres, which are too often
torn from the stronger roots and left in the ground. It is to be
lamented that even in some nurseries too little attention is

given to this matter, for we often see trees sent out with only a
strong stick of old roots attached, all that was really valuable
having been cut or rent away. The remedy for this unworkman-
hke treatment is for amateurs to be more knowing on such
matters themselves, and to refuse to purchase trees which are so
roughly treated. Firmly tread-down and water, and your work
is done, always remembering to keep a watch as to drought
during the first months of spring and summer.
The seeds of all hardy and half-hardy annual plants should

now be sown in their respective stations, some in the open
ground, some in pots, some in cold frames, and some in a slight

hotbed. Finish pruning all kinds of deciduous trees and shrubs
which are not done. Attend principally to spring flowers, wliich

are, perhaps, the most cheering which a garden can afford on
account of the pleasing associations generally connected with
them.
The amateur will find it interesting to note annually the time

when his favourite plants come into flower, and when particular

trees are leafing; and a series of well-authenticated facts on
points such as these would not be without their use to pro-

fessional gardeners.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
One of the most important matters connected with a garden

is the water supply. In districts where the rain-gauge registers

over 21 inches in the year, watering out of doors cannot take up
very much of the gardener's time. 1873 was not considered a

dry season, and our rainfall was only 21'60 inches; in some
seasons it has not reached 20 inches, and the soil being naturally

dry it is highly necessary to water both flowers and vegetables

out of doors, and if rain water can be obtained for this purpose
so much the better. At all events it is of much importance to

have it for watering pot plants, especially for Heaths, Azaleas,

CameUias, and others of a hardwooded nature. When the liot-

houses were built at Loxford tanks were made at the same time
to hold all the rain water that might fall on them, and so large

has been the provision made that it is seldom necessary to use

other than rain water for the plants and the Vine borders. There
is a Uttle extra expense when the houses are built, but tliia is

more than compensated liy the convenience afterwards. For in-

stance, when a viuory is built it is necessary to go down at least

1 feet (or thp fouadation of the walls, in order to allow of a foot
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for drainage and 3 feet for loam, &c. If it is a higli lean-to vinery

the back wall must be 11-iuch bricliworls, and to make a sound
tank at the base of this wall a little extra expense will be

incurred in the first instance by carrying-up the inside H_ inches

in cement ; the rest of the wall may be mortar. Another wall of

4J-iuch work may be carried-up parallel to this, and at the dis-

tance of 2 feet G inches all the length of the house. The tank

must now be thrown into divisions by walls of 4 J-inch work, which
will strengthen the other wall, and be more convenient for dip-

ping-np the water. The cross walls should be about 6 feet apart

;

and as one tank is fiUed from the roof the water will overflow

into the next, and so on until all are filled. The same arrange-

ment should be made in all houses, so that plenty of rain water
can always be dipped up. The insides should be coated over

either with Roman or Portland cement. It would also he a great

boon to gardeners if undergroimd tanks could be made to receive

the water that ran from walks or from other hard surfaces in the

kitchen garden. It is a great convenience to have water laid-on

by pipes from waterworlis, or from a raised tank where the water
has been pumped-up by some means, but it is well to bear in

mind that no pump water is so good as rain water. The baro-

meter had been falling for the last few days, and rain began on
Thursday ; it rained heavily on Thursday night, and on Friday
morning the rain-receiver contained IJ05 inch of rain water.

This was very acceptable to fill the tanks, as well as beneficial

to newly-planted shrubs, which were suffering from drying east

winds.
KITCHEN GABDEN.

The ground was in good order for planting, and as there were
evident signs of rain the second early Potatoes were put out.

Thfii-e is no better sort than Dalmahoy for the second crop. The
White Don is also good, but it is more susceptible of disease.

Pricked out Cauhflower plants from seed-boxes into others, and
removed them again into a cold frame. The plants that have
stood the winter in hand-lights are looking well ; some that were
wintered in boxes will be planted oiit during the week. It is a

good plan with these as well as other tender plants to draw a

deep drill with a hoe and to plant in this ; the plants are thereby

sheltered a little from cold winds. Put the plants out about

2 feet apart each way.
Endeavour by all means to maintain a supply of good salad.

Besides Lettuce, which was planted in a sheltered position in

autumn and is now making good progress, a sowing was made
under glass early in February, and the plants will be ready to

go out in two or three weeks. Eadishes under glass are in a

forward state. Sowings must now be made for succession.

Mustard and Cress may also be sowu out of doors, but if there

is convenience it is better grown imder glass as yet.

Sea-kale may be covered with pots, and some fermenting mate-
rial placed round them will be necessary to force it in (luickly.

FBUIT AND FOECING HOUSES.
Vineries now take a large share of attention. In our earliest

houses the Grapes are flowering. This is a very critical time,

as the fruit does not now set so readily as it does in May. It is

a good plan to go over the house twice a-day and gently shake
the laterals, at 10 .i.m. and 2 r.M. This serves to distribute the

pollen. Another source of danger is to be found in the venti-

lation. During the present month east winds blow keenly, and
at the same time the sun has a powerful effect upon the glass.

There is thus a choice of two evils—the leaves being scorched on
the one hand, or the Grapes becoming injured by rust on the
other ; both, however, may be avoided by skilful management
aud unremitting attention. Should red spider appear on the
leaves, it is better to wash them by hand with a sponge dipped
in soapy water. Sulphur appUed to the pipes sufficiently strong

to kill the spider, will certainly cause the Grapes to become
rusty ; when the berries are near the stoning period there is not
then so much danger of this. When the fruit is setting, water
should not be allowed in the evaporating-troughs. Damping
the walls and paths of the house twice a-day will be enough at

this time.
Peach Houses.—The growing shoots in the earliest house

should be tied-down to the wires, and by all means avoid over-

crowding; in most cases one leading shoot and another trained-

up from the base of the last season's wood will be enough. No
greater mistake can be made than to grow a thicket of wood
which has to be cut-out at the winter pruning. The house may
now be kept at 65' at night, with a rise of from 5' to 15° more in

the daytime. There will be no red spider on the trees if they
have been syringed daily with rain water which has been
allowed to stand in water-pots over the hot-water pipes to be-

come warmed before using it. We do not approve of using
manure .water for Peach and Nectarine trees ; but if the liorder

is not rich, as Peach borders ought not to be, the surface may
be dressed with manure to which a third part of loam has been
added. This encourages the roots to come up to the surface,

and all waterings from the syringe or otherwise wash the
nutriment down to the roots.

Firjs in Fots.—It is only in very large establishments that &

house is entirely devoted to the culture of Figs ; but where this

is the case the atmospheric conditions are similar to those re-

commended for Vines. A few trees in pots can be grown in any
garden where there are suitable glass houses, aud they succeed

best when placed near the glass aud freely exposed to the light.

In such a position, if the fruit is required early, a uight tem-

perature of 70° may be maiutaiued after the trees have started

into growth. A high temperature before growth has com-
menced will cause the fruit to drop off. Water freely at the

roots, and syringe the under sides of the leaves to destroy or

keep red spider in check.
Dessert Oranrjes.—The trees have jjassed through the flower-

ing period, and the fruit seems to have set well. At the time

of flowering, a dry atmosphere and a temperature of 65° are the

most. suitable for them. "When the fruit has set, syringe the

trees daily. The only insect enemy that attacks our trees is

the brown scale, and the only way to cleanse the trees from this

pest is to wash it off with a sponge and soft soap dissolved in

warm water. The trees ought to be thoroughly cleansed from
it, otherwise the leaves cannot be kept clean, or the trees main-
tained in health.

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE.
This is a trying month for tender stove plants, owing to the

exceedingly changeable weather ; drying winds aud bright sun-

shine injure the delicate fronds of Ferns aud young growths of

plants. Instead of giving too much air it is better to put-up the

shading, which ought to be attached to a roller, so that it may
be readily rolled up or let down at pleasure. Caladiums which
had been wintered underneath the stage had started to grow,

and were taken out, watered, and removed to the Pine house.

They will be turned out of the pots and repotted in a few days.

Gloxinias, Achimenes, &c., should be started into growth now

;

the pots to be placed near the glass. The greenhouse or con-

servatory should now bo gay with flowering plants. The prin-

cipal work has been removing Hyacinths, Lily of the Valley, &c.,

that have gone out of flower, introducing a fresh supjily, and
re-arranging the plants. Tying and training the growing shoots

of Lapageria rosea and alba; the latter is the stronger grower,

the growths must be trained before they twine into each other.

Camellias that have finished flowering should be placed in a

hothouse or vinery at work to make their growth. If they make
their wood early they will flower proportionably early next year.

This is the only way to obtain early flowers, as the Camellia will

not bear forcing to bring the plants early into bloom.

FLOWEB (j-ARDEN.

The zonal Pelargoniums have been in boxes longer than usual.

It is better to pot them off in the autumn. In our case want of

space was the reason they were not potted at that time, but we
have now finished doing so ; keeping the house close for a few

days, and a little heat in the pipes, serve to start them into

growth. Boxing-off Verbenas, Ageratums, and a few other bed-

ding plants which succeed better in boxes than they do in pots.

We also put in cuttings of Verbenas of which there is not suffi-

cient stock. Many persons are very careful to make their cut-

tings of Verbenas at a joint, and this necessitates cutting over

the plant lower than is desirable, whereas it is not at all neces-

sary, as the cuttings will strike roots and form plants if there is

no joint under the surface at all. Planted out the first lot of

Gladiolus. Seedlings which had been grown in pots were
watered after the leaves had died-dowu in the autumn, this

caused them to start into premature growth ; they were placed

in boxes and removed to a house where they were kept cool,

but from which severe frost was excluded. Some sandy loam
has been placed round the roots.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVBD.
J. Coombs, The Ferns, Enfleld, Middlesex.— Cointof/Kc of

Cuttings of Geraniums, d-c.

F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgato Street, Chester.—Oato-

loffue of New and Select Farm Seeds.

George Poulton, Fountain Nursery, Angel Road, E dmonton,
London, ^.—Catalogue of Dutch Flower Boots, Vegetable and
Floioer Seeds.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Boiler (BrootIn?irfs).—Write to the maker, and ask where you can see it

in operation, and acy other particulars you require.

Glass Cutter (J. L., King's Bock!).—Having tried it ourselves we can

testify that you are mistaken.

Proning \mss IRobert Kurihcs).—The system upon which your gardener

has pruned your Vines is quite correct. It is what is known as '' the close-

spur " or " single-rod " system. You will find that from every spur shoots

will be emitted, and all you have to do is to encourage the strongest by

rubbing-ofi all the weaker ones.

Katinc. Market Gakiieners' Glazed Structures (J A. P.).—^Vc ar

of opinion that they arc not rateable. All that we can say on tho subject we
said in our No. 622, page 183.

Vines Ai'TBR Planting iAmaicur),—If you have not yet planted the
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Vines we should not do so until they had made Bhoots an inch or two lontr,

but keep them in the house with the soil moist, and instead of pruning rub
off the eves, so that when the Vines are phmted shoots will he produced at
the bottom of the lafters, or where you wish fcr side shoots, at which point
we should leave thi-ee shoots—two for spurs, and one to train-up for the rod.

In planting?, the roots should be disentangled and spread out, whether you
plant now or after the eyes have broken. In the latter case the Vines should
be shaded for a few days and watered. The temperature for the first month
may be 50^ to 55° at night, and 65- by day; for the second month GO- to 65^^

at niprht, and 70'' to 75'^ day, on which a rise of 10^ to 15"^ may be allowed with
sun and air.

Planting -Terusalem Artichokes {A Siihscrihrr].—V/e fear your north
border deprived the plants of sun and warmth needed for their full maturation.
Give them an open and sheltered position, and a light soil if porfsible, well
dug and moderately manured, and plant in rows 2 feet apart, the sets 9 inches
or a foot from each other, and 6 inches deep. Plant at once. Last season
was not a favourable one, but we attribute your non-success more to the
position than the season.

Bulbs rnoM Japan (Tom Matton).—A compost of equal parts light fibrous
loam, sandy peat, and leaf soil, with a sLxth part of silver sand, will no doubt
be suitable, as it is for most bulbous plants. We should pot them so that
the bulbs would be covered with soil level with then- crowns, and, if there
are any Liliuras, so that the potH may not be more than tliree parts filled

with soil, to allow of the plants being top-di-essed after they have made
shoots a few inches long. They t^hould bo placed in pots, which should bo
drained efficiently, and iu no case need exceed thi'ee times the diameter that
of the bulbs. The soil ought to be kept just moist until growth fairly com-
mences, and then water more freely, but be careful not to water over the
bulbs, especially not until they are well started into growth. Afford them a
light airy situation. They will succeed in a greenhouse.

ViNts FOR SM.U.L ViNi^RV (AUquh).—Yom- houPB being heated go that you
can cijmmand a good temperature, and having also a pipe in the border, you
may plant, as you propose, Duke of Buccleuch, Muscat of Alexandria, and
Lady Dowue's; but the first will succeed iu a temperature much lower than
is required for Lady Downe's, which we should omit, and have Madresfield
Court.

Sowing Alternantheea amcena and Coletts (An Old Suhncrihcr).—
The Altcrnanthera is not dirticult to raise from seed when this can he
secured. The Coleus may be sown in pots filled to within three-quarters of an
inch of the rim with sandy loam and leaf soil, two- thirds of the former to one-
third of the latter, adding a sixth of silvjer Hani, and making the surface fine

and even ; then scatter the seed regularly, cover about an eighth of an inch
deep with fiue soil, place in a hotbed, and keep moist, being careful not to
overwater or the plants will damp-off. Keep near the glass, and when large
enough to handle pot-off singly, return to the frame, keep shaded froju snu
until established, :ind shift into larger pots as the roots reach the sides,

removing to the gi-eenhouse in June, and hardening well off.

DwAHF LonELiA—White-foliaged Plant for Carpet-beddikg (Idem).
—There is no dwarfer blue Lobelia than pumila grandiflora. which though
not so deep a blue as some of the taller sorts, is nevertheless good. A dark
blue sort is Brilliant of the speciosa class. Carter's Cobalt Blue is a clear

pure blue. Antennatia tomentcsa is one of the best white carpet plants and
hardy, as is Cerastium tomentosum. The latter we consider best for your
pmpose.

So\viNG Nertera DEPitESSA [E. S.).—The red capsules should bo opened
and the seeds i^cattered over a pot well di'ained and filled to within half an
inch or so of the rim with fibrous loam, sandy peat, and a little leaf soil, making
the surface very fiue and even. Just cover the seeds with very hne soil. The
soil should be watered before sowing the seeds. Place in a greenhouse, and
cover with a hand-glass or a bell-glass, hut it ought to be slightly elevated.

Keep moist, and to lessen the necessity for watering, shade from bright sun.
The soil ought to be moist. When the young plants appeal' admit air by
raising the glass, and increase it with the gi'owth, removing altogether in a
short time, the main thing being to keep the plants from being diied-up, and,
on the other hand, not soddened with wet. We should be glad if you would
send us a few capsules. The Ouvirandra fenestralis would not have suflicient

heat, we fear, in a warm sitting-room, but we should be disposed to give it a
trial if you can command a plant without any gi'cat outlay. It would be a
most interesting subject for a sitting-room, and if you succeed we should be
glad to hear of it.

Glass for Roof Conservatory [J. C. B.}.—Rough plate glass is good
and prevents scorching to a great extent. We use plate glass polished and
ground on the side placed interiorly, and not so treated on the outward side.

It answerg admirably, but is more costly than rough plate. The ground
glass is a quarter of an inch thick, and tlie rough plate ought not to he less.

Ours is half an inch to five-eighths of an inch.

Roses of 1873 (J. W. B.).—lt is impossible to give a reliable opinion on
them yet. We do not know what you mean by " stopping Briars to prevent
thcii" dying-down below the shoot."

Soils (Cron).—Either would do for pitting if mixed in due proportions
with other materials suitable to the plants to be potted.

Sutton's Red-skinned Flouruall Potato (S ickli ii;fhall).—It is a late
round sort, good cropper, of good quality. You will find a coloured illustra-

tion of it in Messrs. Sutton's "Farmer's Year-Book,"

Plants for Exhibition in August (Yountj Exhibitor),—The Draco-
phyllum, Pimelea, and Kalosanlhes you will need to retard, keeping them as
cool as safety permits until June, when you may make an awning of tiffany
to shield them from heavy rains and shade them from bright sun by day ; but
let them be exposed at night, unless heavy rains prevail, when covering should
be placed over the plants. The Heaths will need to be kept back in the same
way. As your house receives but little sun in summer it might be shaded
and air freely admitted; thus you may keep them back noarly as well as out
of doors. Keep the Polygala in heat until the growths are complete, and then
remove to the cool house. It will flower when you wish it, but may need to
be placed in a gentle heat again a month before the show. The Erjthrina
should be started early in April and bo grown in a Ught house. Vallota
should be placed in heat now, so as to get the growths forward, and by the
middle of June it should have a light au*y position in a greenhouse, giving no
more water than will keep the plant from flagging. By introducing the
plants into heat you may flower them when yon wish, or they may not require
forwarding. To have plants in flower at a stated time requires considerable
judgment. No decided instructions can be given without seeing them, their
present condition being everj-thing.

Planting Lilium lancifolium and auratum (Hor(o;i\—Pot them &i
once in a compost of equal parts of fibrous loam, leaf soil, and sandy peat,
with one-sixth of silver sand. After draining the pots efficiently place an
inch of the rougher parts of the compost over the drainage, and three parts
fill the pots with the compost thoroughly mixed and made fine but not sifted,

and then introduce the bulbs, placing some silver sand under and around
them, then make level with the crown with soil, pressing the latter gently
round them. Place in the greenhouse and keep moist, increasing the supply
of water as the growth advances, and afford the plants a light airy position
near the glass, allowing for growth. Top-dress the plants when they show
roots, as they will just above the bulbs on the stem, adding a fourth of well-

rotted manure to the compost above named, bringing it level with the rim of
the pot, hut allowing a little space for watering. Victoria Aster we think the
finest.

I^-^' for Window Box (W.).—The neatest I\'y, if you wish for a green-
leaved sort is Donorailensis, and taurica is good. The neatest silver varie-

gated is elegantissima. The small-leaved variety of Virginian Creeper (Am-
pelopsis Veitchii) would answer well ; but both it and Ivy would take a time
to cover the sides of the box, and would take in the soil, but not so much
as to injuriously affect the gi-owth of Geraniums, &a.

Flowers for a Vine Border and under the Shade of Trees
(M. A. B.).—It is bad practice to grow flowers ia a Vine border. The gross
habit induced by the rich soil may be avoided by surrounding the roots of the
flowers with soil of a poorer description. Polemonium cieruleumvariegatum,
or the Golden Tricolor Geranium Lady Cullum, would answer in place of the
Calceolaria. Santolinaincana, by its neat, dwarf, and very compact growth,
forms an ailmuable substitute for the Cerastium, to which it is really superior.

Propagate the Viola by cuttings now, plant in the beds in May or June, and
it will continue in full beauty till the autumn. Chenopodium atripUcis
raised from seed sown in March will probably answer well in your climate as
a substitute for Humea. The tall-gi-owing scarlet Lobelias, too, make capital
central gi'oups ; the dark crimson stems and foliage crowned hy bold spikes
of a deep, rich, liquid scai'let producing a very tine effect. The old stools

are taken up late in autumn and kept in a cool pit or frame during winter,

and abundant offsets may be taken any time diu-ing the present month. If

you are unacquainted with this lovely and important species, do not confound
it with the dwarf blue kinds, from which it is totally distinct. There is no
flower of the same colour equal to the blue Lobelia. Have you tried L. pumila
grandiflora ? Its deep blue flowers are produced abundantly, and its habit of

growth is very dwarf and compact. Vesuvius Geranium wiU not answer
under the shade of trees ; besides, the effect of a line of it next Beet would
be extremely sombre and heavy, more particularly in such a position. Sub-
stitute for it the elegant gi-ey-leaved Centaui-ea Ctementei or C. ragusina. Do
not hesitate to repeat the giey, for it will impart precisely the air of bright-
ness that you require.

Potato Planting {A. P.).—The ci'own cut olf, as recommended at page 178,
is not to he planted. The cluster of eyes of the crown produce a gioup of
small weak stems if it be planted, that weakens the more robust stems pro-
duced from the large eyes.

Vine Roots Decayed (S. A.).—We planted a vinciw in three dinsions,
and the borders were made up of turfy loam, ci'ushed bones, charcoal, and
lime rubbish, with the addition of some rotted manui'o. The borders were
well diained and aired. The first year the Vines grew to the top of the
rafters, and tbe canes were all that could be desired; but what was our sm-
prise to find the second year that many of the roots were dead, and others de-

caying similar to yours. The third year there was no improvement. In the
fourth about 3 inches of the surface soil was removed, and some turfy loam
put in its place ; the roots eagerly ran into this, and the Vines have done well

ever since. The soil you have sent is verj' simOar to that of which our border
was made; what we surface-clressed with was of a much Ughter nature.
Roots similai- to yours were forwarded to us from a gentleman about thi,-.

time last year, and his border had been made on the most approved principle^,.

Probably the soil is too retentive in your case, as it was in oui*s. You ought to

remove 6 inches of the surface of the border, and replace it with some turfy

loam of a more sandy character; the turf .should be cut only 2 inches deep.

Camellia—Geranium Leaves (C. L. T.).—We cannot name the varieties

of the Camellia or any other florists' flower. The leaves indicate that the
roots of the Geranium do not supply sufficient sap. Try watering with very
weak liquid manure.

Partly Obliterated Names {J. L.).—1, Enfant Araeugny; 2, Empereur
de'Maroc; 3, La Ville do St. Denis ; 4, Monsieur Noman. There is a Rose
called Glou'e de Ducher, but none called " Ducher " alone.

Names of Fruits (L. Ho/jnr.s).—2, Golden Winter Pearmaln; y, Claygate
Pearmain; 4 and 5, Dumelow's Seedling; 6, Golden Russet; 7, Boston Russet.

Names of PLANTa{F. E. T.).—Habrothamnus fasciculatua. It is a native
of Mexico, and was first bloomed in the Chiswiok Garden of the Horticultural
Society in 184C.

POULTET, BEE, AM) PIGEON OHRONIOLE.

BLACK BANTAMS.
Not long ago exhibitors of Black Bantams had, generally, to

be content with showing their fowls in the " Any other variety "

class, there seldom being any other class in which they could
compete, and the consequence was Black Bantams were neg-
lected, and by only a few was care taken iu breeding them.
But now the committees of most of our poultry exhibitions

have allotted a separate class for Black Bantams, with a result

most gratifying to the exhiljitors and encouraging to the com-
mittees. Fowls of this variety which only three or four years
ago took prizes at our leading exhibitions would now, if iu

existence, very often find it difficult to obtain a place at many
of the local shows.
In most of our poulti-y books only a limited space is devoted

to the description of these fowls, which description is, in many
cases, very scant and without attempting to enter into detail

;

, and it is with a knowledge of this defect iu our poultry lore
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that I am persuaded a detailed description of Blacli Bantams
will not be unacceptable, to some few amateurs at least.

Black Bantams are of diminutive size, the cock never exceed-

ing, when full grown and in good condition, more than 20 ozs.

at the utmost in weight, and the hen weighing about 2 ozs. less

than the cock. The plumage of both sexes is of a very rich

black throughout. The hackle of the cock is full, the feathers

of the saddle and hackle being long, those of the latter flowing

well over the shoulders. The tails of both cock and hen are fuU

and expanded, and are carried upright ; the cock's tail is adorned

with handsome weU-curved sickle feathers. The comb, which
is double, and fits close and straight ou the top of the head,

without inclining on either side, is square in front, and is very

much more developed in the cock than in the hen. The comb,

the top of which is covered over with small points, has a peak

behind which turns slightly upwards. The wattles of the cock

are rather long, broad, thin,' and well rounded ou the lower edge,

those of the hen being very small and thin. The comb and

wattles, as well as the face, are of a bright vermilion colour.

The head is small and round, and is carried very erect by the

hen ; and by the cock is carried well back towards the tail. The
beak is rather short and curved, being of a dark horn colour, or

black, becoming rather lighter towards the point. The deaf-ear,

which is one of the chief points of beauty, has a flat and even

surface, without wrinkles, and is of a pure opaque white, free

from any stain. The deaf-ear is a beautiful contrast to the rich

black plumage and the bright red of the comb, wattles, and
face. The carriage of both cock and hen is upright and strut-

ting, the cock being particularly bold and erect, with a very

proud gait. The breast is round and prominent, and is carried

forward by the cock. The neck of the cock is very taper, and is

gracefully curved well back, so as to bring the back of his head
into close proximity with his tail. Their legs are short and
clean, and of a dark leaden colour, or black; their thighs are

also short.

Many exhibitors of Black Bantams confine their fowls prior

to exhibiting them in a dark aud warm room, which has the

effect of increasing the purity of whiteness of their deaf-ears,

which are apt to become tinted with red from too much exposure.

There are many amateurs who have not sut'licient accommo-
dation to keep the larger breeds of fowls, but who delight in

keeping a few Bantams, and to these I could not recommend a

prettiBr variety than the Black. They are hardy, moderately
good layers, and the chickens are not difiicult to rear.

—

Walter
15. Arundel.

OBJECTINa TO JUDGES.
Your correspondent of last week draws the attention of

fanciers to the practice of parties forming themselves into rings

or cliques against certain judges officiating at shows, and sending
their entries subject to the condition that it a certain judge
officiates their entries are to be returned. Such conduct is

reprehensible in the extreme. If such conduct were to be fol-

lowed we should very soon have no judges at all. There are
various ways in which such practices can be put a stop to.

First, committees should be above cringing to the dictatorial

views of any rings or cliques, and appoint their judges fearlessly.

Second, as soon as the schedule of the show is prepared have
the judges engaged and publish their names along with the
schedule. If such simple rules were attended to, shows upon
the whole would be better patronised by the true fancier. In
this northern part of Her Majesty's dominions there have been
several shows where I aud others would not enter our birds
because the judges' names were not published, and we had not
the confidence in the parties who were reported as being en-
gaged to judge. Our surmises were right, for the judging has
given general dissatisfaction. I do not think your correspondent
need fear that the combinations he refers to are likely to be of

long standing, or ever to be acted upon except in isolated places,

but I am sure that if the hints I have given were attended to

there would be no cause of that fear described by your corre-

spondent.—A NORTH-EAST-COAST-OF-SCOTLAND FANCIER.

Your correspondent in his remarks on " Objecting to Judges,"
in last week's issue, proclaims the existence of a " clique " or

poultry exhibitors' league. WiU he further enlighten the
fancy by stating where such institution exists, and how it may
be communicated with? If its modus operandi is not aggres-
sive but strictly defensive, aud if its council be rightly directed,

it may add very materially to the stability of some of our pre-
sent poultry societies, and ought to be known. I fail to discover
the force of your correspondent's argument, or rather I cannot
view it from the same standpoint. He complains that the
prospects of Mr. A have been destroyed as a judge by the
combination of a few fanciers. It must be assumed that this

M r. A has been tried as a judge (or there would be no protest), and
his awards have proved conclusively that he does not possess
the necessary qualifications of an etficient judge. Few will deny
that the sooner siach a person passes into oblivion, so far as the

poultry world is concerned, the better, though the result may
have been effected by a coalition of the fancy ; fewer still will,

I think, " act in concert " to utter a wail of plaintive sympathy
for the blighted prospects of such a judge with " Hespiceee ad
FiNEH." If in answer to the " outcry on all sides for more
judges " gentlemen usurp the office who are incompetent, and
whose decisions subvert those of our most able, popular, and
oldest judges, what more reasonable than that a " few indivi-

duals should act in concert " for the removal of such novices ?

The appointment of judge deserves far more careful attention

than it receives at the hands of the promoters of some of our
poultry exhibitions. The arrangements of a show may be most
honourably and laboriously carried out to their minutest details,

but an error in selecting a judge will prove a fruitful source of

disax^pointment and dissatisfaction.

Through the courtesy of the secretaries to the different so-

cieties, I receive, being an exhibitor at all the large shows, a
schedule of the prizes of the coming exhibitions. My first

coucern is to ascertain the name of the judge; in some lists

this is " conspicuous by its absence," I therefore consign such,
without further ceremony, to the waste-paper basket.

—

Pro
Bono Publico.

I AM glad to find that a letter has been written to your Journal
complaining of the errors of those who object to certain judges.

It appears to me, that so long as the names of judges are hidden
from the public and exhibitors until the exhibition opens, so

long is there just reason to object. There is a very great deal

of annoyance and dissatisfaction caused by the names of judges
not being known to the intending exhibitor at the time the

entries are made. I have been a large exhibitor for many years,

and I certainly do most strongly protest against committees not
advertising the judges' names on their prize schedules. For
instance, we have all our likes and dislikes, and I have often

seen birds that have received the cup in their class at one show
under one judge, at the next show passed by unnoticed by
another judge. Considering the enormous charges railway

companies levy upon all exhibitors for carriage, and the

amount of entry fees, I certainly do think it would have a
most beneficial effect if every committee published the names
of their judges on the prize schedule. I quite agree that a new
set of judges is necessary, but I am sure we have several gen-

tlemen who act at present and whose valuable services we could

not afford to lose.—A Lover of Fair Play.

DORCHESTER POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
There were good shows at Dorchester twenty years ago.

They were held under difficulties. They had no convenient

place for them. Much zeal and management did contrive to

put-up pens in the Meat Market. It was one of the good shows
of that time. The Cochins of Essex and Suffolk, the Dorkings of

Sussex and Lancashire, the Ducks and Geese of Buckingham-
shire met there to compete for the pieces of plate for which the

ancient town was famous. It had the reputation of giving

things of intrinsic value. And then, like many others, they

were given up and became things of the past. " On revient

toujours n les premiers amours." The snake was scotched and
not killed, and the good old Roman town woke-up one day
determined to begin again. It possessed aU the requisites for

success—good funds, energetic men, and an inestimable fund
of experience in the person of Mr. Andrews, so weU known as a

former breeder and great judge. There was no longer any diffi-

culty. A pretty and commodious building has lately been erected

for town hall, market, or general purposes. Spacious, lofty,

well lighted, and airy, it left nothing to desire when it was pro-

posed to use it for this Exiiibition. It had another great recom-
mendation—the lighting being from above there are no draughts.

Its walls are hung with shields and otherwise decorated, and at

the extremity a music gallery gave ladies the means of standing

and enjoying a very pretty cow^i d'a'U. It is a great point, where
anything is contrived for public amusement and must depend
on the public for support, to start with all necessary appliances.

An apology is a bad beginning. The culprit is afraid of the

verdict when he applies beforehand for the benefit of extenuat-

ing circumstances ; and so when one of a body of promoters and
managers begins by saying you must excuse this and that, other

wants are found or imagined ; and the man who is working for

others is advised, before he helps to get up another, to go to

Bingley Hall or Manchester, or some other great show. He is

told he cannot compare with them. They are Callipash and
Callippee, while he is calves' head, and

" Call's head hashed mnst be confessed

To be mock turtle at the best."

We have often thought it would be wise to station people at

the entrance to a show for the purpose of assuring everyone the

place was crowded. Once assured that a place is inconveniently

full, gout and corns are forgotten, and babies in arms afford no
argument for staying away. " Good wine needs no bush," and
Dorchester had nothing to apologise for, or to explain away.
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Market-room and town hall were both full of pens, and they
were full of good birds. The bow at the end of the room
was fitted with large and commodious cages, tenanted by the

various Pheasants and wild fowl. The entire flooring of these

cages was composed of close-cut turf. A large reserve pile of

the same was in requisition to replace any that might be

scratched to pieces, or otherwise become an eyesore. The
email alcove behind was occupied by three purple-velvet rising

shelves, on which were displayed cups, showing that true to

tradition they were worth their nominal sum. The Show was
crowded, and the i'litc of the county were there. Everyone was
glad it was revived, and hoped it would continue. So did we.

Our notice of the different classes will be of necessity short.

Full information is supplied by the prize list which appears in

this number.
The Game were very good, especially the Brown Beds that

took the cup. In these, as in other classes, there were good
specimens from the Channel Islands. We are, however, of

opinion that there is a tendency to breed them too leggy. A
Jocosm puer in these classes had perpetrated a joke. Wish-
ing to exhibit five very beautiful tame Partridges, he had
entered them in the Game classes. The Coloured DorJiings

were worthy of any show ; the Silver-Greys weak, the White
Dorkings marvellous ; many of the hens weighed over 9 lbs.

each, and one cock lOJ lbs. The Spanish were excellent, so

were the Cochins, but the Grouse carried the cup from Buff,

White, and Black. There were three pens of the latter. There
were forty-five pens of Brahmas ; the Light took the cup from
the Dark. They were good classes, but in many of these, as iu

the Cochins, the feathering is becoming preposterous, present-

ing a huge mass of fluffy feathering without shape, form, or

symmetry. There were fifty-four pens of Havihurghs. The
Golden-pencilled were beautiful and perfect. Golden and SUver-
spangled were very good, but we cannot understand why the

Silver-pencilled should have fallen off so much, and should
everywhere cut such a sorry figure. We saw among the Silver-

spangles that which was common formerly, but very rare now,
a henny-tailed cock. Pola?tds and Malays were competitors for

one cup. They were both well represented in every way, but
the former were strong enough to take away the cup. We have
seldom seen better birds than were shown iu these classes.

Houdans and Creve-Coeurs are become poultry facts, but we
were surprised to see five pens of good La Fleche. Many of the

French birds were of great size. The Various were various and
curious. Game Bantams had the same number of classes as

their larger brethren. They brought between forty and fifty

pens, among them some of the best Duckwings we ever saw.

Seventy-three pens of selling poultry, single cock or pair of

pullets not exceeding 30s. iu value : these are essentially popular
classes, they afford an outlet for extra stock, and a moderate but
reliable market for purchasers. The sales were very numerous.

Geese, Ducks, and Titrlccijs were all good.
The entries for dead poultry were bad, only one prize was

awarded, and we would not give much for the recipients. Much
may be made of this class, and it will be done under proper
management. Fifteen competitors for three prizes for eggs.

This class, again, has a future before it.

The Pigeons were numerous, and many of them very good.
The Committee were at the Show early and late, and richly

deserved their success.

Game.—J5/acfc-br^a8(<?d Uede.—l, W. H. Stagff, Netheravon. 2, J. Mason,
Worcester. 3, J. Voisin, Jersey, c, E.W. WUliauis, Hernngstone ; E.Martin,
Sculthorpe, Fakenham. Brown-hreasUd Rede.— I and Cop, F. VTarde. West
Farleigh. 2, T. LoTering. Caprera, St. Austell. S, J. Browne, St. Austell, f, F.
"Warde; H. E. Martin. Amj other variety.—1,3. Voisin. 2, E. Martin. Sand
he, E. G. Farquharson, Blandford. c, D. Thomas, Brecon.
DoRKiN-GS.—Coioiir^rf.—1 and Cup, L. Patton, HiUmore, Taunton, 2, T. C.

Burnell. Micheldever, Hants. 3, J. Mercer, Burton Bradstock, Bridport. c, G.
N. Thomas, Beaminster; P, J. De Carteret, Jersey. fiifrfj-Grei/. -1, Withheld.
2, L. Wren. Lowestoft. 3, T. Moore, Yeovil. irJiiff,— 1, O. E. Cresswell, Early
"Wood, Bagahot. 2, Mrs. M. A. Hayne, Kingsand, Devonport. 3, H. Feast,
Swansea, lie, P. Kundle, LOBtwithiel, c, Mrs. M. A. Hayne; Mrs. T. Pope,
Corsley, Warminster.
8P4NISH.—1 and Cup. J. E. Rodbard. Wrington, Bristol. 2, J.Ncwick, Hinton

St. George. 8 and he, E, Jones, Clifton.
Cochins.—Cinnamon and Buff.—\, R. Osborne. 2. W. H. Crabtree, Lovens-

liulme. 8, Mrs. E. AUsopp, Worcester, he, A. Martin, Everebot : Capt. T. S.

Robin, Petit Menage, Jersey. Pariritlfje.—l and Cup, G. Lias, Par Station,
Cornwall. 2 and c, Hon, Mrs. Sogden. Wells, Somerset. 3. C. Ingram, Bliind-

ford. Any other imriety.—\, W. Wbitwortb,jan.,Longsight. JIanchester. 2,S.

B. Perry, Lymington. 3, Mrs. E. Holmes. Bath, he, C. M. Hole, Tiverton.
Brihmas.—Z>ar/e. — 1 and Cup. Newnham & Manby, Wolverh-arapton. 2,

Horace Lingwood, Creeting.Needliam Market. S.J.Mercer, he, H. W. Castle,
Kensington, London; H. Feast ; W. H. Crabtree. c, T. H. Waterman, Ander-
ton, Devonport. Light.—\ and Cup, J. Bloodworth, Chfltenbara. 2, T. A.
Dean, Marden, Hereford. 8, H. M. Maynard, Holmwood. Ryde, Isle of Wight.
?tc. C. Jones. Hanford. Blandford: Mrs. E. Holmes; W. H. Crabtree.
^WBr^ROaR.—Gold-peneiUed.—\ and Cup. H. Moore, Weston-superMare. 2.

G. Packbam. Exeter. 3, J. Robinson, Garstang. he, C. Bloodworth, Chelten-
hsm; H. Moore; T. Aspden, Church. Accnogton. 8iiver-peiteiUed.—l, J.

Rh'ides. Hyndburn. Accriogton. 2. N. Barter, Plymouth. 8, H. Feast
II *-itBVRGns.~Gotd.iipaniih-d.-1 and Cup, Mrs. J. Pattison, Dorchester. 2. T.

Walker, jun.. Denton, Manchester. 8, J. Robinson, he. J. K. Harris. War-
minster : P. Hanson, Stonehonae, Gloucester, Bilverstiangled —1. Ashton and
Booth, Broadbottom, Mottram. 2 and 3, Mrs. J. Pattison. ftc, N. Barter; J.
Bobinson.
PoLivDa.—1 and Cup. J. Hinton, Warminster. 2 and 3. T. P. Edwards, Lynd.

Unrst, Hants, he. S. Probert, Lostwithiel ; T, P. Edwards : C. Bloodworth.
Malays.— 1, S. B. Perrv. 2. G. White, Christchnrch. 3, J. Hinton. he. Rev.

N. J. Ridley, Newbury ; j. S. Kouth, Cheaterfleld ; Kev, A. G. Brookes, Shrawar.
dine Rectory, Shrewsbury.

HOCDAKS.—1, W. Dring, Faversham. 2, W, Whitworth. S, W, H. Copple-

atone, Bridgend, Lostwithiel. he, Mrs. C. HiU, Fox Hall, Alton; P. J.

De Carteret, e. Viscountess Chelwynd, Marpool Hall, Exmouth.
FRESca.—Jny uthi r variety —1 and Cup, W, Dring. 2, G. De Faye, Jersey.

3, Rev. C. C. Ewband, Bitrgleswade.
A\Y OTHER Variety.-1, W. Wildey, Cosham, Hants (Andalusiana). 2, R. S.

W'oodgate, Pemburv. Tunbndge Wells. 3, Mrs. E, Holmes.
Game Bantams.—Blac-t-ftrcasd-djifiii.-l, E. Payne, Oarditf. 2, R. Donger,

Jan., Parkstone. Poole. 3. W. Boiitcher, Notting Hill, London, he, B. Wing-
tield. Worcester. Broicn-breasted Reds.—1,F. Fielder, Southsea 2, S. &J. J.

Stephens, EbU'v, Stroud. 3, J.Long, Bromley Common. Any other variety.-
1 and Cup, Master M. V. Sanoford, Dover. 2, E. Payne. 8, G. S. Sainsbury,
Devizes ;ic, J. Long: W. Boutcher.
Bantams.—Goirf and fiilrer-laced.—l, C. H. Poole. 2, Mrs. Hambro, Mtlton

Abbey, Blandford. 8, Withheld. .iHi/of'ifr rancfi/.-l,B. F. Parrott.Henbury,
Bristol. 2, R. S. S. Woo.lirate. 3. Mrs. Hambro. he, R. H. Asbton. Mottram.
Selling Class.—Coct or Coekerel.—l, Miss E. Browne, Chardlfigh Green,

Chard (Spanish). 2. F. L. Turner, Dorchester (Brahma). 3. Mrs.M. A. Hayne
(Brahma) i, A. Martin (Cochin), he, Mrs. J. Pattison (Hamburgh); A.
Martin (Oochin) ; A. E. Smith, Goaport (Cochin) ; T. P. Eawards (Poland); O.

E. Cresswell (Cochin), c. Mrs. Neville-Grenville, Glastonbury (Uoudan) (2);

F. L. Turner (Brahma); Capt. T. S. Robin (Cochin).
Selling Cliss.—flf ii« or Pulhts—\, Mrs. E. Allsopp (Cochins). 2, J.

Stultard (Hamburghs). 3. W. T.Lovering(Game). 4,F.L Tnmer (Brahmasl.

/(C. Mrs. J. Pattison (Hamburghs) (2) ; C. Bloodworth (Cochins); Capt. Hon. E.

Digby. Ceme (Dorkings): H.Moore (Hamburghs); T. P. Edwards (Polands)

(2): Mies E. Browne. St. Heller's. Jersey, c, J. Wimble (Spanish); C, Blood-

worth (Bantams); W. H. Dawkins, Wynford, Maiden Newton; Lady E.
Thyiine, Lavestock, Salisbury (Spanish).
uvcKB.—Aylesbnry.—i, W- Manfleld, Dorchester, ,2, Rev. R. Smith. Staftord

Rectory, Dorchester. 8, Withheld. Rouen.—1, J. Crane, Southover, Dor-

cheater. 2 and S. T. Moore. )ic, J. Mercer ; Capt. the Hon. E. Digby. Blaek
Eeut Indian.— \, J. W. Kellewav. Merston Cottage, Isle of JVight. 2, G. S.

Sainsburv. 3, W. H. Stagg. (ic, Mrs. M A. Hayne (2); G. S. Sainsbury. Anv
other variety.— I, R. Wilkinson. Guildford (Carolina). 2, Capt J. W. B.

Hawkesworth, Stokeford, Wareham ( Peruvian). 3, J. Croote, jun., Wellington,
Somerset, e, W. B. Ford, Weymouth (Muscovy).
Turkeys.-1, L. Patton. 2 and 3, A. Martin, e, W. Manficld (2).

Geese.—1, W. H. Dunman, Troytown, Dorchester, 2 and 3, W. Manfield-

PIGEONS. , ^
CARurEES.—CocZm —1, H, Yardley, Birmingham. 2, J. H. Watkins, Hereford.

Jic, J. C Ord, Pimlico. c, B. Ford. flciu.-I and c, B. Ford. 2, J. H. Watkins.

Ac. B. Ford: H. Yardley. , , ., „, i.

Pouters.- C')cA'«.— 1 and 2, H, Pratt, Knowle. vhc, Mrs. Ladd, Came^ Ac,

Rev. W. C. Bnllpn, Bath, e, J. H. Watkins. Hens.-i, H. Pratt. 2, Rev. W. U.

BuIIen. rlir, Mrs. Ladd. ftc. Rev. W. C. Bullen ; H. Pratt, c, J. H. Watkins.

Tumblers.—^(iHOHrf.—l. H. Yardley. 2. J. .Andrews, Poole. Balds or Bearaa,

or Anil other variety.—\, H. Yardley. 5. G. Packham. he, B. Ollia, Devizes.

Jacobins.—1, J. Andrews. 2, H. Y'ardley.

Barbs.-I, H. Yardley. 2. J. H. Watkins. „. „ ,^. , •

Fantails.—L J. F. Loversidge, Newark. 2, H. Yardley. c.MiBS S. Dickin-

son, Kingweston, Somerton,
NuNS.-^l, G. Packham. 2, J. P. Mills. Exeter, c, H. Yardley.

TCHBITS.-1, G. Packham. 2, H. Yardley. lie, J. Andrews.
Dragoons.-Siircr.—CocJ: or Hen—l. 2, and e, W. Bishop, Dorchester, vhc,

H. Yardlev. he, W. H. Mitchell, Mosclev, Birmingham, Blue— Cock or Hen.—
1. W. H. Mitchell. 2, W. Bishop, he. B. Yardley. c, G. Packham. Bed or

Yellow —Coek or Hfii.—1, S. C. Betty, Park Street, Regent's Park. 2 and c,

W.H.Mitchell, flic. S. 0. Betty; W.H. Mitchell lie. R. Shutler, Baiter, Poole ;

W, H. Mitchell. White.—Coek or Een.—l and 2, W. Bishop, he, G. Packham ;

W. Bishop, c, W.H.Mitchell. „ „ ... . „
AVTWEBPS.-I, H. Yardlev. 2. J. Andrews- fcc.W. H. Mitchell.

Any other Vaeiety.- 1 and he, H. Yardley. 2, J. W. P. James, Hereford.

vhe, a. Packham. c J. H. Watkins.

Selling Class —1. A. P. Maurice. Bourton. Bath. 2 and vhe, J. H. Watkins,

S, H. Yardlev. he. G. Packham : W. Morris, Westbank, Ross, c, Capt. the Hon.

E. Digby ; F. F. Lee, Canal, Salisbury.

The Rev. G. P. Hodson and Mr, Baily judged the Poullnj ;

Sir. Allsop the Pigeons.

KING'S LYNN POULTRY, PIGEON, AND KABBIT
SHOW.

This Show was held, in conjunction with that of dogs, in the

Corn Exchange, King's Lynn, on the 26th and 27th February.

Turner's pens, were used on the occasion, and served to display

the birds in excellent style. The prizes were but 20s. and lO.',-.

and no cups or other extras, therefore not a sufficient induce-

ment to draw valuable poultry from the breeding pens at

this time of year. The entries were not heavy, but yet suffi-

ciently large to promise an excellent future for the Society with

a schedule of prizes of greater value, which, we were assured,

is contemplated for another year. The Show was weU mauaged

in every respect, the Honorary Secretaries being constantly

present, showing a determination to oblige, and superintend

matters themselves.
Dorkings were not numerous ; the Dark Greys but poor, bat

the Silvers much better. Cochins, Buff, were good in both classes

;

while in cocks of Anv other variety a capital White was placed

first, and in hens a Black of rare excellence. Brahmas, Dark,

in both classes were but poor, while the Light were of fair

quaUty. Next came Gn me. Brown Reds winning in the cock

class, the first a grand cockerel, the second an old cock, good m
colour but somewhat shy. Iu hens a grand Brown Red stood

first, and a Black Red, of high quality but rather long m body,

was second. Any other colour, cocks, Duckwings were first and

second, and in hens a Pile was first and Duckwmg second, both

being good birds. The Hamburghs may be taken as a lot, the

winners being mainly good, but the rest very poor. Of Sjianish

there were but two pens, but both very good ; and the same re-

marks will apply to Poiands. There were eight entries in French

fowls, and the class was uncommonly good. La Fk'che being first

and Creve-Cffiurs second; and in the Variety class the first were

Malays, the second Black Hamburghs. As is generally the case

in the eastern counties, the SelUng classes were well filled, and

some very good birds changed hands. Bantams, Black or
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Brovra KeJs, a good pair of the latter variety came first and

Black Eeiis second, but all the others were very poor. In the

next class Piles won, both pairs beinR good, but the second very

dirty. The next was a grand class, first Blacks and second
Japanese, while many good pens were only commended. Ducks
in both classes were good for this locality, which does not stand

pre-eminent in aquatic birds. In the Variety class Carolinas

were first, with Black East Indian second.
Pigeons were very scant in entries, and yet each class con-

tained some good pairs or single birds, this applying particularly

to the Carrier and Pouter classes ; the first-prize Black Carrier

hen being a grand bird and in nice bloom, while the winning
I

Pouters were in good show. Fantails were such aa can only be

seen when our Newark friends compete. Dragoons, Blue, were
good, but the best pair of Dragoons were the first-prize Yellows
in the next class. In Jacobins the winners were Red and very

• good, but the Antwerps, if we except the first-prize pair, were
bad.
Babbits were a good show, the Lopa doing great credit to

their owners ; a Fawn being first and Sooty Fawn second in

bucks, and in does the first was Tortoiseshell and the second
Elue-and-white, the latter, a doe of grand quality, requiring

only condition to bring her to the front. Most of the Silver-

Greys were noticed, and it is seldom a better collection ia seen
together. For any other breed, buck, a neat Himalayan was
first and a Belgian Hare second, and in doea a most exquisite

Blue-and-white Dutch was first and a massive Angora second.
In the Selling class a good Lop-ear was first.

DoRKiNOS (Coloured).—Coct.—l, Mrs. G. Clark. Lodr Sntton. 3, H. H. Knnh.
Heybridge, Maldon. Countv, E. M. Siiuthwood. Fjikenham. Hen.—1 and
Coacly, K. M. Southwoud. 2", Mrs. G. Clarke, c-. H. H. Rush.
Dorkings (Any other variety).—Coft.—l. L. Wren, Lowestoft. 2 and County.

T. & U. Heath, Norwich. Hen.—l, L. Wren. 2 and County. I. & H. Heath.
CocRi.Ns {Cinnamon or Bu£:).—Coc/;.— 1, 2, and County, Major BiKnold. Hen.—

1. G. F. Bently, Linton, Camba. 2 and Comity, Major Bignold, Norwich, he,

H.J. Gunnell.
Cochins (Any other yariety).—Cod'.—1, R, S. S. Woodgate, Pemhury, Tun-

hridge Wells. 2 and County, Major Bignold. he, T. L. Nash. Sproughton,
Ipswich, c, J. A. Sleep, Kiogsland, London. Ben —1, J. F. Waltun, Rawten-
slall. 2, J. A. Sleep, tlxtra 2, T. M. Derry, Geduey. County, Major Bignold.
he. R. S. S. Woodgate.
Bbah3i*s (Dark).— Coc/l-.—1, J. Watts, King*3 Heath, Birmingham. 2, W. R.

Garner, Dyke, Bourne. County, W. Brunton, East Dereham. Hc».—1 and
County. K. H. Willett, Norwich. 2, J. Watts, /ic. Miss Blake, Bracondale,
Norwich; Rev. T. Wren. Heybridge, Maldon ; W. B. Gooden, Horton Green,
Bradford, e, G. Tysen, Sculthorpe. Fakenbam : W. Brunton.
Brahmas (Light) —Cock.—l and County, P. Haines, Palgrave, Dies. 2, J. P.

Case. Testerton, Fakenham. he. H. Watson. Cringleford, Norwich. Hen.—

I

and County, P. Haines. 2, J. P. Case, c, Rev. T. Wren.
Game ( Brown orBlaek Reds).—Cocfc.—1 and County, H. E. Martin, Sculthorpe,

Fakenh.am. 2, S. Matthew, Stowmarkct. c, J. F. Walton. H<'n.— 1, H. L. Oock-
sedge, Woolpit, Suffolk. 2, S. Matthew. County, H. E. Martin, vlie, J. F.
Walton.
Game (Any other variety).—Cocfc.—l, H. L. Cockeedge. 2 and County. H. E.

Martin, tijtc. J. F. Walton, c, S.Matthew, flei/.—l and County, H. E. Martin.
2, S. Matthew, he, J. F. Walton.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—!. E. Wnlton. Homcliffe, Kawtenstall. 2, C.

J. N. Row. Melford. Countv and c, H. T. Culdham, Lynn, he, T. H. Readman.
H*MnDRGH3 (Golden-spangled).— 1, J. Ward, Bardon Hill, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.

2, Furness & Sudall, Eawt.'nstall, Manclo>ster. County, H. R. Plattin, jun.
HAMnDRGHS(SilverpenciUed)—I.E. Walton.
Hamburghs (Silver-apangled).—1, E. Walton. 2 and County, H. R. Plattin,

jun., e, E. Hills, Ely.
PoLANDS.— 1. G. W. Boothby, Louth. 2 and County, Major C. J. Ewen,

Marlingford Hall, Norwich.
Spanish.-1, Furness & Sudall. 2, J. S. Dew, Gamlingay Mills, Cambridge.
French.—1, E. Walton. 2, W. Cutlack, jun., Littleport. County. Major C. J.

Ewen. /ic, H. Hoff, Wormegay. c. Mrs. tfolkes; Miss Newcome. Brandon.
Anv otiiek Variety.— 1. J. F.Walton (White Malavsl. 2. W. Cutlack. jun.

(Black Hamburghs). County and r/ic, T.A.Wright, Great Yarmouth (Black
Hamburghs). lie, J. S. Booth. Chesterttcld (Malays); H. C. Naunton. Lynn
(Pheasant) ; E. Branford, SwaPfham ( Malays) ; T. Marples, Blackburn (Sultauas).
Selling Class.-Cock.- 1. W. White, Lowestoft (Black Spanish). 2, Mrs. G.

Clarke (Dorking). 3, W. H. James, Fen Ditton Rectory, Cambridge (Cochin).
4. Major Bignold (Partridge Cochin), /tc. J. Bone, North EIniham (Cochin); .».

5. Pearson, (ireat Melton, Wvmondhaiu (Buff Cochin); T. H. Readman: T. M.
Derry 12); Mrs. G. Clarke (Dorking); J.F.Walton, c, J. Watts; J. F. Sillitoe,
Wolverhampton (Spanish).
Selling Class.-Hen.— 1, W. Massey, Spalding (BufT Cochin). 2, J. A. Sleep

(Dark Brahma). 3, Furness & Sudall. 4, C. J. N. Row (Golden-pencilled Ham-
burgh), vhe, J. Bone (Cochin); G. F. Bently (Ruff Cochin): T. H. Roadman.
he. T. & H. Heath (White Cochin); H. T. Coldham (Silver-spangled Ham-
burgbsl; J. F. Pearson: T. H. Readman; E. M. Snuthwood (Coloured Dork-
ing); Major C. .1. Ewen (Black Spanish): J. Watts; J. F. Sillitoo (Spanish), e,

.T. Bone (Cochin); G. F. Bently (BuS Cochin); T. H. Readman; G. Clarke
(Dorking).
Barndoor or Crossbred.-Paira.—L W. Nicholson. Brisley Hall, Norfolk.

2, Mrs. Ffolkes. 3, W. Cnt'ack. he, H. T. Coldham ; Mrs. Morrisa, Lynn.
Game Bantajis (Black .tnd Brown Red).- 1 and County, J. S. Pearson. 2,

Mrs. T. Spurr. Lyun. he, -A. 11. Jones, West Derby, Liverpool.
Game Bantajis (Anv other variety).—1, E. Walton. 2 and County, E. M.

Southwood. he, C. Pole, Grantham.
Bantams (Any other variety except Game).—1, R. H. Ashton, Mottram. 2, G.

B. Francis. Ockenden, Romford. Countv, H.R.H. The Ptinceas of Wales, he,
T. E. ThirtJe. Lowestoft: J. Longe, Ipswich; J. S. Pearson; H,K.H. The
Princess of Wales ; J. C. Burton. Fakenham. c, Mrs. G. Clarke ; R. Walton.
DrcKS (Aylcbury).—I, Mrs. T. Wootton, Mappcrley, Nottingham. 2 and

County, W. Nicholson.
DccKs (Routn).— 1, Mrs, T. Wootton. 2 and County, W. Iloff, Wormegay.

he, H. Hoff.
Ducks (Any other variety).—1 and County, R. B. Leeda, Castleacre. 2, Mrs.

T. Wootton. he. T. J. C. Rackham, Catton, Norwich.
TCBKKTS —1. H. J. Gunnell. 2, J. Everitt, Hadlcich, Suffolk.
Obese.—1 and County, Mrs. Erackenhiu-v, Shouldham Thorpe, Do-wnham. 2,

T. M. Derry. e, A. Hammond. Westacre.
'

Pheasants.- 1 and Countv. W. F. Marshall, North Lynn. 2, R. B. Leeds, he,
E.J. Howes, Kii g's Lvnn ; H R.H. The Prince of Wales.
Orna:iiental Birds.—1 and County, W. Sherrod. 2, W. Jakes, Holbeach.

he, W. F. Marshall ; W. Jakes.
PIGEONS.

Carriers —Cocfc—1 and 2, W. Minson. St. Ives, he, W. Masaey, Spalding;
J. Thompson, Bingley. H€7i—1, W. Mm son.

PoDTEBB.—Cocfc.—1, Mrs. Ladd, Calne. 2 and he, H, Pratt, l<nowlo. Hen.—
I and he. H. Pratt. 2. Mrs. Ladd.
Tkompeteks. — I, H. YaidJey, Binmngham. 2, C. Norman, Wcaterileld,

Fantails.—1 and 2, W. H. Tomlinaon, Newark, he, J. F. Loversidge,
Newark.
Ti-mblers (Almond).—1, H. Yardley. ,.„,,. -i,

Tcmblers (Any other variety).— 1, H. Yardley. 2 and he, G. South, New
Bond Street, London.
Owls.-C'ocfc.—1, H. Yardley.
Barbs.—Cocfc.— I, H. Yardlev. 2, W. Massey.
Dragoons (Blue).—1, G. South. 2, W. Smith, Walton, Liverpool, he, G.

South ; H. Yar<Uey ; W. Smith.
Dragoons (Any other colour).—! and 2, G. South, he. Rev. H. H. Bridg-

water, Snettisbam. .,. _ , ,

Jacobins.—1. (i. South. 2, J. Thompson, he, G. South ; F. Aldiss, Fakenham.
TDRBiTs.—1, H. Yardley.
Antwebi'S.- 1, C. F. Copeman, Copt Heath, Solihull. 2, H. Yardley.
Any other Variety. -1, H. Yardley. 2, A. Hammond.
SELLING Cubs.-l,H.Thurlow,Bui-nham Market. 2, J. Thompaon. ftc, H.

Yardley.
RABBITS.

Lops.—BitcJ:.—1, F. Banks. Doughty Street, London. 2, C. Dodson, Lynn.
Doc— 1, F. Banks. 2, F, J. Smith. East Dereham, he, F. Banka ; C. Dodson.
Silver-grey.—Bttcfc or iioc.-l and 2, B. W. Mason, Hull. i>/ic. W. R. Cooke,

Moulton, Spalding ; S. Ball, Bradford, he. E. M. Hoyds, Rochdale ; Q. P. iS R.
Hackctt, Haverstuck Uill: F.J. Smith, c, E. M. Royds.
ANY OTHEB Pdre Brked.— J.'iicfc.— 1. W. H. Tomlinaon (Himalayan). 2, A. C.

Wiseman, Spalding (Belgian H.ire). he, V. J. Smith (Himalayan). Doe.— I anfl

2,B. W. Maaon( Blue and White Dutch and Angora), vhe, F. J. Smith (Angora).

he, W. H. Tomlinaon (Himalayan). •

Heaviest.-iJKcfcorZJoc.-2, J. Brown(Doe). „ , „ „.
Selling Class.—Bacfc or Hoc—1, F. Banks (Lap-eared Doe). 2, F. J. Smith

(YeUow Doe), he. Master T. M. Nash, BrinUley, Ne%vmarket (Himalayan).

Judges.—Mr. F. C. Esquilaut, Mr. J. Dixon, Mr. E. Hutton.

NEW BOOK.
Tho Illustrated Book of Poultry, with Practical Schedules for
Judging Constructedfrom Actual Analysis of the Best Modem
Decisions. By Lewis WnioHT, Author of " The Practical

Poultry-keeper," " The Brahma Fowl," &c. Illustrated with

Fifty Coloured Portraits of Prize Birds, Painted from Life
by J. W. Ludlow. CaaseD, Petter, & Galpin, London, Paris,

and New York.

Many fanciers, like ourselves, have looked forward, each
month of the last two years, with interest and pleasing expec-

tation, to receiving a new number of Mr. "Wright's " Illustrated

Book of Poultry." So much have we ourselves grown accus-

tomed to a square yellow number with two coloured portraits of

birds, sometimes personally known to us, coming in with a new
month, that we are almost sorry there are no more to come.
Still, loose numbers are after all a little unsatisfactory, and a

book is better, with title-page and index in their right places,

and the pictures fixed for ever where they each ought to be.

A book is more easily referred to than loose sheets ; the places

kept ; the marked portions, marked by our pencils, sooner found.

Now, at length, the "Illustrated Book of Poultry" ia a book, a
handsomely bound book, as all might see who were present at

our great Crystal Palace Show.
To attempt to give an analysis of so large a workwould exceed,

far exceed, the limits that can be given to a review in the

columns of this Journal. First we would say, that comparing
the pictures of this work and the account of the different breeds

with former high-class publications of a kindred nature, there

ia a marked progress, coincident with the progi-ess in the fancy,

for progress in nearly all the varieties there has been. If this

progress ia not aeen in some shows it is seen in others. It is

easy to sit and dream—a habit of older fanciers—that birds were
better in former years than now ; but if the comparison could

be made with the eye, the error, except as regards some few
varieties, would be seen at once. Now, it ia a great thing to

have a book in picture and description up to the day, and Mr.
Wright's book is up to the present day. No artist is to be
blamed for representing birds a few years since diflerent to what
they now are, for points have varied. AH we ask of artists is

to represent birds as they are at the time a work on poultry is

issued, and this Mr. Ludlow has done. A glance through the

index reveals the vast bulk of tho knowledge accumulated in

the book. The best men in each variety have done their best.

Schedules of judging are given by those who actually judge

;

and hence fanciers have correct guides for mind and eye, for

Mr. Ludlow has been most careful to represent points in his

pictures.
The book is, as it lies before us, an ornament to any library

—

handsome outside, and handsomer inside. As to its contents,

they may be summed-up thus : To the general reader they

will be found to be interesting, to the poultry fancier they will

be valuable, to the exhibitor' simply invaluable.—"Wiltshtke

Eectok.

BEEEDING CANAEIES IN A ROOM UNCAGED,
My little ones have some Canaries, and we have a spare attic

facing due south. Will the Canaries breed well flying about tho

room '? How many hena may they put to each cock ? Would it

be advisable to put Linnets or Goldfinches in with the Canaries,

or birds of any other sort '? Would a small tree in the centre

of the room be useful, and, if so, ^vhat sort would be the best ?
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rn^Lif '^iV® " ^t"''/
?'''°' '* ^"<='' a tl^'^g is possible, arecomplete y demoralised by those nanghty men ' WiltshireEectoh," Mr. W. A. Blakston, and other writers to papa's first

-St Edmund!'
°° ^""""^ """^^ °^ ^'^ journey, " our Journal."

[Who that has children but would feel interested in the spare
attic facing due south with its prospective pleasures? It isquite refreshing after the turmoil of the exhibition season to beasked such a slrmg of interesting questions. They savour ofcommg spring, fresh-turned earth, green moss, budding prim-roses and sweet-scented violets, warm sunshine and leugthenin-days

,
and they speak, too, of the early spring time of life with

rlVn^r, P
f *

' ''? l"^?
"""^ sorrows, hopes fulfilled, and bitterdisappointments, not be lost on "my little ones."

=J^i •"'P
''"'^'^ famously if turned loose in the room •

aimed aT'tCe'",^'" wf'^ ^? ^'^' '"'^ "" P^r««"lar excellence

thT^tt'.lZ ?°,'";"«'^ Vi^^' or one more adapted to furnish

or elXe ^"^"""t .of Pl^''^'ir« at the smallest amount of trouble

Trnn^i ?b»; ;^^\''""^,
i'?" 'J"™ ^<=°P« ^°^ freedom of action in

the Ze il fn t,,^ ^?f
^^

'°'A'? '?•']"'' ^^"''^^ ^« is ^s happy inw ««n J^
° other, and his life approximates more nearly,

'
I wn Id ^L^f-?

?™°*'^Iy. to ^^^i it is in an unconfiued statl.

W J!^
not Uke to say how many hens are the proper share

iu thTnJ°^irb'"','' -^"f
9'^P^'^one. Though, to some extent!

wiflT^^l V i''^?^'^
'° common, yet each cock will pair

tm she^ sfttW™^");' ^J^''^^ P-^y ^'' "P'^""' attention, at least

flame Zlfl^'^T^"^ ''"', 0'^",°^^= ^^^ ^'> ^i" oourt sjme new
touta

^^'^^^Jii'^otfeelect his first love, and will continue

^11 hpnn™»
""^ ,''•'''', ^''ough, under the circumstances, he

h2ns^-n»T» P^""™V" ^"^ ""^tioi^s. And it is strange how
on the el/ST,'"'"

sometimes behave. I have seen two dtting

claimed ifevL*^
"''"', '''^' ^''""'^8 as assiduously as if each

oodfa^oiTp?,,'
'"t™'^"/." Linnets (cocks), and Goldfinches, eithercocks or hens. Hen Linnets will breed in rooms only under

will bui d'".*??*; f*^
then very rarely; but a hen Goldfinchwill build, sit, hatch, and feed as well as a Canary. The produce

Mules'and wl^*^
Canary Mules, and Goldfin^ch ancrCanar™

The h^ns i-lT ^ t" PiolfbiUty be dark self-coloured birds

mM,t „,! 1 o^
be use ess, but the cocks excellent songsters. Tou

S'e'bletsfng mightfaU."'"^
'"^ *"" ^^^"^^ '' ^° '^--'^S ^^-«

.ilf.r'"^"''' °f '
''°''?°'? "'"^'f to o°e tree in the centre, but

?i»Tl f?™' r"u^ ^^^ "'''"s. The best for the purpose a?e

b^^ot a't sn^'
^'^'^ ^' "^ '^f'^

for Christmas trees)!whTch can

^11 rPm„,7rT7' '''^'^ carefully lifted and suitably potted,

^out a^dhv ,?^ ^^ %\T^ *'"'''• 'P'^o birds will pull themabout, and by the end of the summer they wiU be done for as

sucrdrcums'i''
'^^PO'^ted .to put forth their new leaves undersuch circumstances. If, in addition to these, you can get any

oL the wkl? vo^ '",?V°."Sh material, to plac'e'^agauist Ir han^
cornpr«^t^,i'r"-'^'i^

^°4,tbe birds will soon select the snui

anv bunch of fig'"
'° ''?''^- ^'™ " ""PP'y of moss, soft hay!

rfaTfw^-?h wv, w?"'
roots you may meet with, or similar mate-

and'nlentv of »'ff'X
^'" ^uik the foundation of their nests),

where We If //"^t,^""''^''''''' ^"^^ ''''' ««*-! 'lon't know
down w;]^ il • 1' fr^"

the carpet factories. Add some Rabbit-

i^^h ^-n '?^ ^?''y T.'" P"t the finishing tonch to a nest,

^nd wo^li'^''''^ "V ^'"0 ones" look on°with amazement

matSt^thoTth^^^s.'^"
"'''"'•' ''-'''' ''"'^"''"^^ ^™™''--^

buHd"?hpr='f'^"' !?•' i""''"?
^'^^ ''^y *i«n is beginning to

tion
' Sb« i,-ii "^T"? *??T- *° " <=onier and watch the opera-tion. She wiU not at all ob ect to your company. When vou

ir/wl?'/^ '^"^
'T'^

^^'^ announcement to 17l! Fleet s"rJet

-W. Z it^TL.^ *° '''"^ ^°" ^°^ *° ^^"^^ "^0 young ones

STEAY NOTES ON THE CRYSTAL PALACE
CANARY SHOW.

t>,f„^*'P*®°'^?"J'^ }^'^ I visited the Show with feelings of any-thing but satisfaction. Tou ask me why ? Well, I cannot say,

" I did not liie the Palace Show,
The reason why I do not know,
But I didn't liie the Palace Show."

a'm Tif^T «°°!* aU look at things with the same eyes, and Iam glad to find that a first visit lias warmed-up our friend
„p^„"''^™°"' Rector " into two columns pleasant report of

feason nf"5.f
'''^ons of this the final gathering of the eventful

lelTm „p'tt I-
\°°' *°''"' f^o" the west end, and to me, who

of snS„ 1- ^i"'*''!
™ore than once in a year, the impression

reaS .= f ''"^r'/
'' ^^ f'^^^'^' «s uovel. knd as sensibly

entered tZf''"' } '^f' ^i'''^ °P«° the swinging doors and

a wav vnn P„f 7 structure, leaving the outside world behind in

^Zl(I-j
do nowhere else. But in the " Arabian Night-likepavihou I could see no beauty; indeed, what I did say to a

friend who performs the annual pilgrimage with me was.
What a den of a place !" With the tent, as a tent, I have no

fault to find, nor with the internal arrangements (excepting the
staging of the Belgians), but the tent itself is a mistake. I am
not alone in my opinion, and am perfectly satisfied that if an
appeal were made to the entire " constituency," the result of
the poll woidd show a decided " reaction " in favour of the
tropical department (with all risks of deaths) and clear sun-
light. Birds which have not been coddled-up, but which have
been knocking about the country for the last six months chant-
ing their evensong in a railway station, and matins in the
guard's van, are not afraid of the temperature of the Crystal
Palace. At night the green-baize covering could easUy be turned
up over the cages, and everything would be as snug as possible.
Pretty as the birds may look, to the uninitiated, in the subdued
light, and though, as Mr. Wilson agi-eed with me, it is as fair
for one as for the other, it is fair to none, neither to exhibitor,
seller, nor buyer ; and I am bold enough to say that nineteen
out of every twenty casual purchasers who claimed a bird under
the tent would not recognise it in clear daylight.

If it be the best arrangement the Crystal Palace can offer,
then, I say, despite all its beautiful surroundings, it is a bad
arrangement.

I think also that the staging of the Belgians might be better
arranged. The Crystal Palace Show is not an ordinary affair, and
with the appliances and resources at command one naturally
looks for a model show. It surely could not disarrange or throw
things out of gear to have a niche set apart for these remark-
able birds—some quiet corner in which each bird could be per-
fectly isolated, and be " put up " at pleasure. It is most un-
satisfactory to see a row of these specimens; and beyond the
fact that this one is ticketed first, this second, and that third,
there is no possible means of arriving at any accurate conclusion
as to their merits. And it must be specially mortifying to a
keen fancier and thorough judge of this variety to know that in
some_ instances the awards are flagrantly wrong, and yet under
the circumstances the superior bird cannot stand up and assert
the incompetency of the judges, or any error or oversight which
may have been committed. Mr. Wilson reasoned that it would
be injudicious to legislate for any particular class of birds. The
fact IS, every class is legislated for except Belgians, and they are
not adequately provided for.

_
The display of Norwich birds was very fine, and the separa-

tion of the " hot " ones from those moulted under the old regime
a judicious arrangement, which might have been carried out
on a more liberal scale. It was hardly fair to classify the one
in extcnsu and to crowd the others into two classes. A special
prize was given by Mr. Barnesby to the winner of the greatest
number of points in the not-high-coloured classes ; but what
wiU " Wiltshire Rector " and everybody else think when I
say that every individual bird which helped to win that prize
was a bond-fide " hot " bird ? Surely the Judges know nothing
about them when they see them ! Mr. Bemrose was in the
Show on Monday, and considering the " peppering" be has re-
ceived, was in rare form. It was a great triumph for him to
win such laurels on the scene of his last year's attempted dis-
grace. Truly has he kept his promise made last year when
smarting under the opprobrium of implied dishonesty, and
already before the advent of another moulting season has his
prophecy been fulfilled that they " all would do it," for even in
the " hot " classes he was opposed by late-hatched birds, and
beaten too. In one or two partially-moulted specimens the new
high-coloured feathers came out in marked contrast to the pale
nest feathers. It will, perhaps, be needless to say that Mr.
Bemrose will not accept the special prize, but hands it over to
the Derby Ragged School.
With regard to " Wiltshire Rector's " hope that this new

method of feeding may make a like advance in Almond Tumblers
or other Pigeons, I see no reason why it should not. The theory
that judicious feeding can affect colour in feather, if adminis-
tered while the blood is in circulation in the feather, being now
established beyond doubt, opens a wide field for experiment.

I still maintain that Mr. Bemrose, having borne the brunt of
the fight and overcome blundering ignorance and wicked opposi-
tion, deserves the substantial thanks and acknowledgments of
the feather fancy generally. And I ask " Wiltshire Rector,"
who, I know, is ever willing to support all that is gentle and
true, and Howarth Ashton and others whose names once adorned
the fancy, but who have retired from it simply because they
could no longer remain in it with pleasure, to help me to give
effect to this. Mr. Bemrose, disgusted, retires from pubUc com-
petition, bequeathing this legacy to future fanciers. So, one by
one, we lose our best men. It ought not to be.

I cannot now notice many individual specimens, but among
the not-high-coloured birds, Mr. W. Walter's two Clear Bulla
(121 and 122) were great, and among the "hot" birds, Bemrose
and Orme's Clear Buff (251) stood alone. I was much amused
at overhearing two of his admirers' remarks. " Why, if here
oint old Cherrybum !" It really is a cherub. There never was
such a bird.
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London Fancies Beem on the decline. Try the cayenne, Mr.
Waller!

Lizards, as a class, were poor, but the names of Watson and
Fairbrass are (juite sufficient guarantee of the excellence of

their specimens. Mr. Dove's Golden-spangled bird, 4il, I

liked much. Mr. Fairbrass's -102, Broken-capped Silver, was a

gem ; only two minute specks in liis cap.

Broken-capped birds really are worth a meed of praise. The
very best will thi-ow them, aud foul-capped birds and even
birds with no cap will throw perfect specimens. As a rule they
are generally well spangled, and a broken cap is only an excess

of spangle. But pied wings and tails !—that is quite another
thing. Save me from them. Cinnamons were numerous and
good. Mr. Adams's first-prize birds were fine, but I think I

liked 492, second, better than id'i, first.

The judging in the next two classes was one of those things

nobody can understand. First, in the Marked or Variegated
Cinnamons first and second prizes were withheld, and third

awarded to a "hot" specimen of Bemrose & Orme's ; but be-

hind were 571, 572, and 573, three birds of Mr. Luke Belk's, of

which 571, a Jonque, and 572, a Mealy, at least were gems of the
first water. There are not six such in England. Then in " Any
other variety " the performance was eclipsed. First and third

were withheld. Second went to—I have omitted to note what,
hut I think a Coppy. However, there remained 5S9, John
Martin, a grand Coppy; 593, Mr. Hawman, a long Green, a

champion bird; G05, Mr. Baxter, another splendid Coppy, and
006, Mr. Baxter, the only Scotch Fancy in the Show, and a
champion bird too ! Now, if birds of this stamp are not con-
sidered worthy of prizes in the " Any other variety," tell me
what are. Poor encoui'agement indeed for men to send their

specialities from the far north to be so little appreciated, or so

little understood.
Goldfinch Mules, with the exception of Mr. Doel's, were

nothing extra. Mr. Doel brings his birds up to the mark in

rare condition. In this respect he is almost unequalled. His
Jonques were fine birds, but he has shown others in previous
years which would have distanced them. His first Mealy was a
beauty ; size, colour, quality, delicacy of wing-markings (but I

have seen a thousand times better eyes), were all there. But I

was very much disappointed at not seeing my Buff friend of

last year, the bird with the " tail feathers all told !" It's only a
few weeks ago that Mr. Doel published that it was the " second
best Buff Mule in England," and really I did not think he was
the man to have deprived the world of the sight, or to have
parted with such a gem with the Crystal Palace Show so near at

hand.
When I say that Selfs were good, and that Mr. Walter occu-

pied his usual place of premier among the sixes in the Norwich
groups, I have finished my grumble.—W. A. Blakston.

MODEEN BEE-MANAGEMENT.
The man who reforms abuses or who makes decided improve-

ments in any industry may truly be regarded as a public bene-
factor. Whoever improves upon any system generally gets his
share of abuse ; but if he has the courage in the face of sneer
and sarcasm to keep steadily on in the path of common sense
and duty, he will in the end be sure to have a large number of
followers. When a man stands before the world advocating a
system which he has thoroughly tested, he does so with confi-
dence, at the same time knowing that he is laying himself open
to criticism ; this he does not shun.
When anyone thus comes forward, and plainly aud clearly sets

forth his views, and attacks long-seated custom and deep-rooted
prejudice, he is certain to have a swarm about his ears. We all

know how hard a matter it is to batter down the walls of prejudice.
" My father did so and so. What was good enough for him is good
enough for me." "My mother used the brimstone rag; if she
had not done so we should have had bees enough to have stocked
a kingdom. I want none of your new-fangled notions ;

" and so
thousands of valuable lives have been destroyed for want ofja
little knowledge. Some years ago, in many parts, it was not
thought possible that bees in straw hives could be deprived of
their honey without destroying them. Another idea deeply
stamped upon the old bee-keeper's mind was that if you could
take the honey, the bees would die of starvation. Feeding aud
uniting were not thought of, or if so, deemed impracticable.
These ideas had to be assailed, aud combated with common-
sense arguments resting upon practical experience. Who would
sound the charge, come to the front, do battle for the humane
system, and advocate a different method without materially
augmenting the expense ? Was there a man who would come
forward and do this ? Yes. We have that man in Mr. Pettigrew,
who has a larger following than perhaps he himself is aware of.
When he published his " Handy Book of Bees " he let in a flood
of '.ight upon many rural districts; the walls of prejudice have
cruiabled before it; destroying bees is going out of fashion;
many bee-keepers of the old type are using their small straw
hives M super-covers, and are adopting the large hives.

I have tried almost everything that Mr. Pettigrew has re-

commended in the second part of his book, and have found all

practicable and easy—artificial swarming, driving, the use of

surplus queens, itc. There is this merit in the book—that it is

written for the " benefit of those who are entirely ignorant of

the subject on which it treats." So plainly and clearly is the
subject treated on, that anyone with nerve, without any other
teaching, may manipulate his hives; swarm, drive, or spoon his

bees to his heart's content.

Far be it from me to disparage wood and fancy hives ; but the

price alone would deter mauy from keeping bees if they had to

purchase these costly boxes. The straw hive is within the reach
of most people ; and now that Mr. Pettigrew has made it clear

tliat it can be so easily handled, I doubt not that his system of

management will bo gradually extended throughout the length
aud breadth of the laud. It we want pure run honey, or if we
want beautiful supers, we can get them from straw hives as well
as from the most expensive boxes. An old bee-keeper told mo
that if he had known of Mr. Pettigrew's system before, "it
would have been pounds in his pocket."—J. Oliver, Hartiiigton,
Derbyshire.

THE BEE-KEEPEE'S CALENDAR FOE MARCH.
Mr. B.—I have taken your advice, and bought a couijle of

stocks of bees. The hives are rather small and old-fashioned in

shape, but no others could be found on sale in our neighbourhood.
Mr. P.—If the stocks are in good condition, they will be ready

to swarm early in May, when the swarms could be put into hives
not only of greater size and symmetry, but more suitable as

habitations for bees and storehouses for their honey. In May
and June every bee-keeper may transfer his bees into any kind
of hive he may prefer, and do it without making any sacrifice.

By-and-by you will see how simple and advantageous the j)ro-

cess is of ridding our apiaries of hives that are unsuitable in

shape and materials, and giving to the bees houses that afford

them space for their breeding powers and the accumulations of

their industry. Meanwhile, let us examine the hives you have
bought. Lift them gently off their boards, and turn them up,
so that we can see in what condition they are.

Me. B.—I would not venture to turn them up for twice their

cost—the bees would sting me to death if I did.

Mr. p.—Oh, no ! If the hives are healthy, the bees will not
at this season stir much before we shall have seen whether they
have bees and honey enough. Let me turn up the first one, and
please to notice how easily and quietly it can be done. Do you
see the bees sitting closely among the combs in the centre of

the hive '? This Mve contains wiiat is technically called four

seams of bees—that is, four lots of bees may be seen, each about
the size or breadth of a tea-cup saucer, and separated by three

combs. This hive is apparently a good one, and in an ordinary

season it will swarm early in May. Now, Mr. B., please to turn

up the other hive, that we may see whether it is in as good con-

dition as this.

Mr. B.—I never saw bees handled aud looked at in that way,
aud I am astonished that they have not punished you for dis-

turbing them. I suppose I shall have to manipulate my hives
sometimes, and therefore may as well begin now.
Mr. p.—The combs in this (second) hive are very black, and

it contains only three seams of bees—it is not equal in value to

the other one. But let us examine them more minutely. Here
is a bit of old corduroy roUed together; please to hold the end
of it against a red-liot cinder tUl it smokes. Now blow the

smoke into the hive we first lifted till you hear the bees making
a noise. Turn it up. See how the bees are running in all

directions. The smoke has mastered them. Blow a little more
on that cluster in the centre of the hive covering the brood.

Look ! I see two patches of sealed brood about the size of the

mouth of a tea-cup. These patches are at least ten days old, for

brood is always about nine or ten days old before it is sealed-up

or covered with lids. Doubtless there are in the hive eggs and
younger brood which we cannot see at present. These patches

of brood become larger and more numerous till they reach to the

extremities of the combs.
Mit. B.—WeU, if I had not seen with my own eyes how hives

can be handled and examined with ease and safety, I would
hardly have believed it possible to do so. How peaceable the

bees are ! Here is a comb with larger cells than the rest ; aud
on the edge of the comb against it I see two cells quite different

in form from all the rest—are these royal cells 1

Mr. p.—Yes, that is drone comb, and these are queen cells.

I am glad, Mr. B., that you have already so much courage as to

examine for yourself. By examining your hives thus every now
and then you wUl soon understand the mysteries of bee-keeping,

and become an expert in the manipulation aud management of

your hives. By using hberally the smoke from old corduroy or

fustian you may do anything you like with your bees. If they

ever become courageous while you are at work, give them an
extra dose of smoke, and this will take the courage and friski-

ness out of them. Give this hive a few puffs more, and then

carry it round the garden open aud exposed, while I get some
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syrup mixed at the house, wherewith; to show you an easy and
excellent way of feeding bees.
Mr. B.—What a wonderful power this smoke has over bees !

I begin to think I shall have but little difficulty in mastering the
art of bee-keeping. Let me see you administer the syrup, or
tc-U me how to do it.

Mr. p.—Turn up the hive once more, and hold it so that the
combs may be in a slanting position. Then pour the liquid first

along one comb, then another till all have been gone over. As
most of the cells are now empty, the sjTup will run into them
before it reaches the crown of the hive ; and if it goes on some
of the bees, no harm will be done, for other bees wOl speedily
lick it off. You now see how easily food can be given to bees.
There are many other ways of feeding them, any one of which
may be practised where ouly a few hives are kept. Tin troughs
about 12 inches long and less than half an inch deep are handy
appliances for giving small quantities of syrup to bees in spring.
A little more should be given to hives this mouth than what was
named for February. Hives by the end of this month will have
more bees and brood, and therefore require more food.
Mr. B.—I can now see that hives standing singly on three

posts are more comeatable and easily examined than those
placed in a bee-house.

ilB. P.—No competent practical bee-master prefers a bee-
house to separate stands for hives. All hives should be placed
Boas to be easily examined ; and the longer we practise bee-
keeping, the more clearly we see the importance of frequently
examining our hives internally. For instance, if the bees in
some stocks be found at the commencement of March to be
reduced to two seams

—

i.e., two lots on each side of a comb in
each hive—the safer way is to make one good hive out of two
weak ones by uniting them. If hives have three seams of bees
in March, and are otherwise healthy, they will live ; but when
reduced to two seams of bees many of them will not do so.

Let your aim be to have strong healthy hives, examine them
thoroughly as often as you have time, and thus you will speedily
become a master of the art of bee-keepiug, knowing intelligently
what both you and your bees are about, and free from the fear
of committing mistakes through ignorance. Study the natural
history of bees while you are aiming at their profitable manage-
ment, and I think I need not teU you that whatever is worth
doing should be done well.
As bees use a great deal of water during the breeding season,

it is well to keep a supply of it near the apiary ; and many
writers recommend salt to be mixed with water given to the bees.

If the entrances to hives have been contracted during the
winter, they should be enlarged at the end of the month.
Let it be remembered that the perfection of management from
March till August consists in keeping hives in a state of health
and progress. If the weather be unpropitious, bees should be
fed ; for if kept on the point of starvation, they instinctively
cast out their young and refuse to sit eggs, their combs become
empty of brood, and many hives thus suffer from a kind of
relapse and collapse. All this should be prevented by feeding
when necessary. A few pounds of food in a hive are an encourage-
ment to them to fiU their combs with brood.—A. Pettigrew.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Condition Powders (W. W.).—"We are Bon7 we can give you no receipt of

the kind. We do not believe in them. There is plenty of natural food for

men and animals, and as a rale the simpler it is the better. This will at once
conline us to Nature's menu. The treatment of a patient is to remove some-
thinc that offends, or to supply something that is lackinfi. They are the
conditions of cure, and are seldom necessaiy where the livinf,' is plain and
natural. We have kept horses, poultry, dogs, and other stock for fJty years,
and have used nothing of the sort.

Dorkings Sicely (E. E. S.).—You have evidently disease among your
bird.g. It may be caused by the changeable and trying weather. It cannot be
caused by the ground oats if they are properly ground. If they be so, they
will then mix with water or any other liquid as aruoothly as cream or custard,
although none of the hull or skin of the com is removed, or bran taken away.
Not only is it impossible for this to injure fowls, but they do better on it than
anything else. It in the universal food in Sussex, whence we derive all our
best London poultry. Few millers have stones fitted for this process, and
when the operation is improperly performed the mixture presents the appear-
ance of having been mixed with clmff . Fowls dislike this, and will starve upon it.

DccK-MANAGEMENT {Quack).—D\icks want very little water, and will go to
it when it is necessary. They need not live by tho stream. Yon may have
some Ducks as well as eggs. The former are useful in winter, when eggs are
out of the question. You will do well to keep a drake. Wc advise you to keep
Bouens. Yon must buy some aheap ones. Such, with defects known only to
the "pundits," are generally to ha met with at a moderate price.

Foretelling the Sex of Eggs {X. £.).—Many hundi-eds of years ago
this knowledge was pretended to. It has remained the same to this day. It
ha^ always been said the pointed egg produced a cock, and the round one a
pullet. Wo do not believe in it. Trials made by om-selves and friends, many
of them medical men, have all been failures.
Fence of Poultry-v.\rd {/uj/j.—Iirahmas and Cochins can be safely kept

in by a wall S feet hi'^h; Houdaua and Polands must have 2 feet higher;
Cr< ve-Cteurs, IlamburghH, Spanish, Game, and Dautams, by the great wall of
China.
Game Hen Lame (F. Q. D.).—We can give little hope of any cure. The

only favourable symptom is that tho limb is not cold. It is, however, in our
opinion paralysis. We have a hea Pheasant that has been two years in the

same condition. Year after year we have looked for improvement, and foun^
none. We now intend to kill her.

Excess of Spanish Cock's F'ace (IT. /. B.).—Your bird has a cauliflower
face—common defect among Spanish, and chiefly belonging to the best
specimens. There is only one treatment, and that is not without its disad-
vantages. It is to put two small straps of sticking or adhesive plaister on tho
skin, compelling enough of the eye to keep open to enable the bird to see.

There is no cure for it, but relief is sometimes afforded by frequent use of a
strong solution of alum in water. Vinegar may be used for the same purpose.
Bees Ejecting Dead Pcpa, &c. {F. R. L.).—It is very usual at this timo

of the year. If you send the notes we will impartially judge them.
Transferring Bees (Ivy).—If the combs in your bar-frame hive are

straight, you may easily transfer them to another hive by cutting them clean
out and unbroken from the old bars, and fitting them neatly into the new
ones. A few drops of melted wax will cement them to the new bars. The
operation should be performed at noon some fine day, or by candlelight in a
warm room. In this way yon may succeed without the loss of a bee.
Canaries in a Gas-heated IIuom (J i'ou/if; £r{;iHntT).—It will neither

affect their health nor their plumage if the products of combustion are con-
veyed into a chimney and not allowed to vitiate the atmosphere of the room.
It matters not what the young ones are like in their nest feathers. The
time to decide their future is during moulting. After that it matters not if

they get as black as sweeps. It is a simple thing to wash them as often as
required for exhibition.—W. A. Blakston.
Feeding Wax-bills, Budjertgars, and Weaver Birds (St. Edmunds).

—Spice birds and Was-biUs thrive best on millet seed; Weaver birds and
Budjerigars eat canary seed. Hemp seed should not be given to them, but a
little green food occasionally is good for them.
Crushed Oats (Jwlia).—Apply to Mr. Agate, Slaugham Mills, Crawley,

Susses, or to Messrs. J. & H. Hobinson, Bridge Mills, Lewisham.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lafc. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

DiTE.
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creted and faced with Portland cement. The Vines should be
planted in the narrow interior border, the roots passing through
arches to the outside.

In preparing the border, if the soil will produce good vege-
tables it will answer perfectly well for the Vines, and two
points only wUl require attention—the first is to see that
the superfluous moisture arising from heavy rains or other
causes drains away sufficiently fast to avoid stagnation ; the
second, to have the soil of a uniform depth of not much less

than 2 feet, and if, as is usually the case, the natural soil is

not deep enough, apply the necessary addition to raise the
border somewhat above the surrounding level, giving it a
gentle slope from back to front.

—

Edward Luckhukst.

NOTES UPON FEENS.—No. 7.

GLEICHENIA.
TnE various members of this most beautiful genus have always

been held in the highest esteem by all growers of plants, indeed
they must rank as the aristocracy of the order. As a genus
Gleichenia is characterised by a creeping rhizome, fronds rigid,

opaque, and several times diehotomously branched, the pinnae
being linear and piunatifid ; the ultimate divisions are small,
orbietJar, and often concave, or large, linear, comb-like, and
plane, whilst the veins are either simply or pinnately forked.
There are two very distinct-looking sets of these plants, and
some pteridologists have established these as distinct genera

;

but they have so many points in common, and all resemble
each other so much in general appearance, that I must per-
force follow my old master, and regard them only as distinct
groups of one genus. The first group, Eugleichenia, may be
recognised by their small ultimate divisions, which are ovate,
orbicular, and often concave or cucuUate; sori punctiform,
naked, often set in a hollow cavity, consisting of but few spore
cases, the numbers usually varying from two to four. The
second group, Mertensia, is recognised by its ultimate divisions
being larger and plane, and the sori consisting of from eight
to twelve spore cases. Again, species of this group have a more
erect habit of growth than the first, which mostly assume the
character of climbers. This, without going too deeply into
distinctions, may be considered the principal characteristics of
the genus Gleichenia.

The character and general appearance of these Ferns are so
beautiful and distinct that they cannot fail to charm the eye of
every beholder, and it is really no wonder that they are held in
such high estimation by all lovers of beautiful plants

;
yet it is

marvellous that, knowing the beauty and high commercial
value of those we have, I say it is marvellous that collectors
should allow so many fine species as are known to science to
still remain desiderata in our plant houses at home.

Gleiehenias, as before remarked, have long creeping rhi-
zomes, a circumstance which will at once reconcile the culti-
vator to the fact that breadth and not depth is of the utmost
importance to the development of a fine specimen. Again,
essential as thorough drainage is to Ferns of all kinds, to these
it is one of the chief points in culture, for no Gleichenia
will remain in good health for even a short period with bad
drainage and sour soO. Ordinary pots for young specimens
wOl be found perfectly suitable ; but as the specimens become
large, shallow tubs will be found best, inasmuch as they furnish
the greatest amount of surface-room for the wiry rhizomes to
creep over. I have found these plants thrive admirably in
good rough fibrous peat and silver sand, with just a dash of
fight sandy loam added to it; the drainage must be perfect,
and then the plants will enjoy a liberal supply of water to the
roots, but I never could believe they liked it upon their fronds
from the syringe.

Gleichinias, like many other Ferns, are very liable to the
attacks of scale and thrips. They must be carefully watched
to prevent the progress of the first-named pest, because if they
are allowed to increase they are difficult to eradicate, and
render the plants very unsightly ; whilst, should the latter

make their appearance, it will be a tolerably sure indication
that the plants are placed in a higher temperature than is

congenial ; and the remedy, therefore, will be removal to a
lower temperature and slight fumigations with tobacco for two
or three weeks, with an interval of about three days between
each operation.

EUGLEICHENIA GKOUP.
G. jiicKorHTLLA.—A very fine, free-growing, temperate-house

species. The branches and rachis are furnished with short
reddish-brown hairs ; branches pinnate

;
pinnre pinnatifid and

smooth; segments sub-rotund, the margins being nearly plane
or but slightly recurved, the upper surface deep green, paler
below. It is a plant of scandent habit, fronds extending to an
indefinite length and much forked. Native of I'ort Jackson
and various parts of Tasmania.

G. MicEOPHYLLA GLACOA.—This Very fine form differs from
the normal state considerably in cultivation, being more robust
in habit, and the pinna) stouter in texture ; the upper surface
is deep green, below it is beautifully white. It is a superb
cool-house plant, at present rare in collections. Native o£

New Zealand.
G. si'ELUN'c^.—There would appear to be several forms of

this fine species ; the differences, however, have not been suffi-

ciently defined to lead to the separation of such forms as dis-

tinct species. The differences I have noticed have been the
greater size of puma; and segments, some being closely set,

whilst others are long and lax, and another form is to be found
wonderfully ramified. The general ajipearance of the seg-

ments is somewhat ovate, and pale green above, glaucous and
saccate below. It must take rank as one of the handsomest
of its tribe. A cool-house species. Native about Port Jack-
son and various parts of Tasmania.

(i. sEMivESTiTA.—Although having something the appear-
ance of G. mierophylla in a dried state, it is, nevertheless,

sufficiently distinct under cultivation to be easily recognised

from that species. It moreover enjoys a slightly warmer spot
than the kinds previously enumerated. The fronds are dieho-

tomously forked ; the branches are clothed with numeroue
reddish-brown hairs, and, in addition, the rachis is furnished

with a few stellate hairs ; the segments orbicular-ovate, nearly

plane, or but slightly pouched, and bright dark green above.

A very handsome plant. Native of Malacca and New Cale-

donia.

G. ALriNA.—There is little doubt but in many parts of the
three kingdoms this species would prove to be quite hardy,
and form a charming addition to the out-door fernery. It

seldom exceeds a foot in height. Fronds dichotomous ; the
pinnae about an inch long ; segments orbicular, densely

packed together, and bright green above; the young shoots
profusely clothed with ferruginous hairs. It would appear to

be abundant upon the high mountains of Tasmania, but at

present is very rare in cultivation.

G. DicARPA.—A very elegant species, distinguished by its

small orbicular segments with a broad recurved margin and
deep pouch ; the rachis is furnished with some pubescence, but
the branches are quite glabrous. It is bright green in colour,

and does not like any but the coolest treatment. Native of

Tasmania.
G. poLVPODioiDES.—In this we have a distinct and beautiful

species, one which I have never seen but once in cultivation

in English collections. The young fronds and the braueheE
are more or less profusely clothed with dun-coloured hairs;

segments ovate, deep green above, sh'ghtly glaucous below.

This, like G. semivestita, should be provided with a snug
corner. Native of the mountains of South Africa.

G. RUPESiRis.—This is a fine bold-growing cool-house plant,

somewhat rare, and only tc) be met with in the most choice

collections. The stems are reddish-brown, and the pinna; very

thick and coriaceous in texture ; they are obtusely rounded,
with thickened margins, deep green above, but glaucous be-

neath. As a eimUe it may be said to be a dense-growing cori-

aceous form of G. spelunca}, although thoroughly distinct from
it. Native of New South Vi^ales.

G. iiEciSTornvLLA.—With this species I shall conclude my
remarks upon the first section of this genus. It would seem
to be closely related to some of the others, and the differences

in herbarium specimens are often very shght ; when the plants

are cultivated, however, they are easily discerned. The fronds

are much branched ; the ultimate segments small and saccate,

bright green and glabrous ; the branches and rachis profusely

clotlied with ferruginous hairs. An elegant cool-house species

from New Zealand.

—

Experto Crede.

THE CATHERINE AND OTHEE OLD PEAKS.
The inquiry about the Catherine Pear recalls to my mind a

cry uf the street vendors of fruit some fifty years ago, for I

perfectly remember " Fine Catherine Pears, six a-penny, six

a-penuy. Pears !
" being called out in a large commercial town

in 1822, on the same day as the details of the suicide of Lord
Castlereagh were hawked about. I regret my memory does

not enable me to give a description of the fruit, but believe it
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was thought superior to the Crawford that fignred in tho

streets a week or so later, but was not such a favourite as tho

Green Chisel, there sold under the name of Green Jack, while

Jargonelle was the best of all. A later Pear had a fair share

of popularity under the name of " Eergamy," an excusable

corruption of Bergamot which in reality it was. My acquaint-

ance with street trading being very limited I cannot say when
the Catherine Pear ceased to be hawked about under that

name, but it evidently had been popular, as had also the Por-

tugal (or Portiugal) Pear now, I believe, seldom heard of ; but

it is interesting to hear these old names which must have been

familiar enough to all dwellers in towus. Perhaps those whose
experience extends farther back than mine will tell us whether
calling by their proper names fruits and other articles for sale

in the streets was the general practice in former years, if so it

was preferable to that at present adopted. Catherine Pears were

in good repute with little boys and others before George IV.

became king, but of the merits of the variety I have but an
imperfect remembrauce, and as the name has ceased to be

noticed in catalogues I have sometimes been led to believe that

it was one known or used only by the traders. Another question

arises. Were the seasons at that time more favourable to the

ripening of these fruits than at present day? This subject,

however, is one bearing on other fruits more than the Pear,

and deserves inquiry.—J. E.

does not prove his plan to be the best. I cannot understand
what is the use of eighteen out of the twenty Peaches on such
a branch as that sent to the Editors. Similar branches on
my trees have only two fruits, some only one, and I must think
they swell faster than they would if there were twenty.

I have not said anything about the difficulty of keeping
down insects with a high night temperature. I think most
people know something about that.

—

\Vm. Taylor.

PEACH-FOKCING.
I CAN quite understand that my old friend Mr. Gilbert

should feel a little concerned about mo and my Peach trees,

when he was led to believe that the trees were shut-up seven

or eight weeks before they flowered. The fact is, I was fully

late in sending my short article on Peach-forcing, which was
written three weeks before it was'pubUshed.

Mr. Gilbert says that when he begins to force he likes " to

iorce in the proper sense of the word." We should probably

differ as to what constitutes forcing in the proper sense of the

word. It sometimes means doing your work in the most
artificial and expensive manner, when the same object might
be attained iu a more natural and economical way. Mr. Gil-

bert clearly proves that he does his Peach-forcing in the proper

sense of the word

—

i.e., he forces at night and in the duller

part of winter with strong fire heat. I use no more fire heat

than I consider absolutely necessary to prevent the trees re-

ceiving a check during nights and dull days, and do not attempt

to force at all at such times ; but I do my forcing principally

hy solar heat in the light of day. He " keeps steady at be-

tween 55" and G0°," whUe I allow a range of temperature from
45^ to 75°, and even as high as 90° when the trees get into

good healthy growth. I had thought the days of keeping a

fixed temperature were passed.

"Easy work this Peach-forcing," readers wUl say, if two people

can do so radically different, and both of them succeed. Well,

I am generally successful, and Mr. Gilbert says his plan has
served him well for thirty years ; but, oh ! Gilbert, for shame !

think of the price of coals and the tons you have wasted in

that time

!

But it is not a question of economy of fuel alone, the ap-

pearance, flavour, and general quahty of the fruit have to be
considered. The more forcing the less colour and flavour.

My first house with Royal George Peach and Violette Hative
Nectarine ripens from the middle to the end of May, and that

with very little forcing " in the proper sense of the word ;"

•consequently the colour and flavour are good. I do not know
when Mr. Gilbert's fruit ripen, but I do not think it possible to

get good flavour much earlier than this with the above-named
vaiieties. Of course you can get Peaches to look at, but mine
are expected to be fit to eat. Flavour is of more importance
here than earliness. I have not yet had much experience with
Early Beatrice, which I believe to be the best early Peach.

Mr. Gilbert kindly says he will give my plan (I cauuot claim

it as mine) of natural fertilisation an impartial trial ; but I

must tell him that unless he will adopt low night temperature
I will neither be responsible for fertilisation or stoning. I

believe the temperature has more to do with it than it gets

credit for.

It is surprising to see how tenaciously our good old gar-

deners stick to the plan of leaving all the flowers and fruit on
and waiting to see which will drop off their Peaches and other
stone fruits. I am quite wUliug to admit that Mr. Gilbert
and others of the same school are successful. A man of Mr.
Gilbert's ability would make almost any plan succeed, but that

THE HISTORY OF THE EOSE.—No. 1.

By far the largest portion of the following notes were written
by the late Dr. Eandle Wilbraham Falconer, and communi-
cated by him to the Botanical Society of Edinburgh in 1838.
To those notes others have been added, and we publish them
together without distinction.

That the Rose was known to the Israelites, and is mentioned
in the Old Testament, there can be little doubt. It was pro-
bably known to them by the pre-eminent title chabahelcth, for,

although that may have been the general name for a flower,

yet, like the Persian gul, it may have been applied to the
Rose as tJte flower—the superlative of the floral world. Rosa
spinosissima and another species is a native of Palestine ; but
as we have no description of the flower in the Old Testament,
whether these or some other flower is intended remains quite
uncertain, though some flowers mentioned in its pages are
translated into " Hose " in our authorised version.

When we descend to later ages, when descriptions of the
flower were given, we cannot but be struck by the almost
unvarying name of the flower. In Greek it is Rhodon ; in

German, i2ose ; in Dutch, iJoos ; in Danish, iiose; in Swedish,
Ilos ; iu French, iiosi'v in Italian, iJosa; in Spanish, iJosaZ;

in Portuguese, J?o.<f'ira ; in Russian, iJosa ; in Polish, iJoza;
in Bohemian, Ruze ; in Sclavonic, Ruxiza ; in Finnish, Ruusu;
in Welch, i?Aos ; in Anglo-Saxon, Rose; and in Gaelic, iJos.

Everyone of these seems to be derived from a root-word sig-

nifying red or ruddy.
The Rose is mentioned by Homer and by Anacreon. By the

former in the hymn to Ceres, by the latter in many of his

odes, through which we learn that it was a flower remarkable
for the beauty of its petals ; that it grew amidst thorns ; that

it had a divine fragrance ; was of the colour of the human
complexion ; that it was the most beautiful of all flowers

;

" the queen of flowers ;
" the " flower of love."

Theophrastus and Pliny state that Roses may be distinguished
one from another by the roughness, smoothness, colour, smell,

and the greater or smaller number of their flower-leaves or

petals. The latter writer, speaking of tho Rose generally,

thus describes it:
—"Tho Rose grows upon a thorny rather

than on an herbaceous plant; it grows also upon a plant

similar to a Bramble. There it has an agreeable smell, but

not perceptible at any great distance. The whole flower sprouts

at first enclosed in a calyx full of seeds, which in a short time
swells, and becomes pointed at the summit like green alabastri.*

By degrees the flower grows, opens, and expands itself, con-

taining in the middle of its calyx the erect yellow stamina."

This author then proceeds to enumerate eleven kinds of Roses,

which, he says, were well known to the Romans. They are

the following :

—

1. Roga Pra'nGstina.
2, E. Catupana.
8. E. Milesia.

4. R. Trachinia.
5. R. Alabandica*
6. R. spineola.

7. R. ccntitoUa.

8. R. grseca

9. K. gracula.
10. R. moscheuton.
11. R. coroneola.

Four other kinds of Roses are mentioned by Pliny in differ-

ent parts of his " Natural History," but of these he gives no
description ; they do not appear to have been in such high

repute as the above, though somewhat esteemed for their

medicinal properties. These kinds are called R. alba, paUida,

spinosa, and quinquefolia.

Of the first two kiuds of the eleven more particularly de-

scribed by Pliny, tho Campanian was the earliest in flower,

and the Prtenestine the first which ceased blowing. The
Milesian was of a very bright colour, and consisted of not

more than twelve petals ; it was the latest which came into

blossom. The Trachiuian Rose was less red than the Milesian.

The colour of the petals of the Alabandic Rose inclined to

white ; it was less esteemed than any of the preceding. The

^ The " alabastrus " was a perfume-bos which the Rose-bud resembled in

form.
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Eosa spineola had a large number of very small petals, and
was the least esteemed of all. The Eosa centifolia, or Hun-
dred-leaved Eose, had many small petals. It grew in Cam-
pania in Italy, and in Greece near Philipi ; to the latter place,

however, Pliny says it was not indigenous. It grew also in

the vicinity of Mens Pangaius, and the neighbouring inhabit-

ants, taking it from this place, cultivated it for profit. The
Eose called gr;cca by the Eomans, but by the Greeks Lychnis,
had only five petals ; it was of the size of a Violet, and grew
only in moist situations ; it was scentless. The petals of the

Rosa grffioula, which were very broad, were rolled or convo-
luted into a ball ; they did not expand, except when forced by
the hand, and had the appearance of always growing. The
Eosa moschenton had petals shaped Jike an Olive, and grew
upon a stem like that of the Mallow. (" Funditur e caule
mah-acco.") The Eosa coroneola was an autumnal Eose, and,
when compared with other kinds of Boses, had a flower of a
middle size. All of the above-mentioned IJoses, according to

Pliny, were destitute of fragrance, with the exception of the
E. coroneola. The Prrenestine and Campanian Eoses obtained
their names from their respective localities. The Trachinian
Eose appears to have been a native of Thessaly, and grew near
the city of Heraclea, called also Trachinia. The Milesian
and Alabandic Eoses were probably foreign kinds, the former
deriving its appellation from Miletus, a city in the Island of

Crote, where it was first found ; the latter from Alabanda, a

city of Caria, in Asia Minor.
Mentzelius, in his "Lexicon Plantarnm," regards the Prs-

reitine, Trachinian, and Milesian as varieties of what he calls

1h ! Eosa rubra saccharina, which he considers the same as the
E. grajcula of Pliny. Mentzelius and Clusius both agree in

calling the Milesian Eose the Eose de Provence. Ferrarius,

in his work entitled "Flora, seu de Florum Cultura," states

that the Eose called by him " Eosa alba multiplex " has, by
different authors, been regarded as either the Eosa spineola,

Campana, or Alabandica of Pliny. He says, also, that some
authors consider the Eosa damascena multiplex to be same as

the Eosa coroneola, while others, again, think it is the Eosa
spineola mentioned by Pliny.

The flower enumerated among the Eoses by Pliny, and which
was called by the Eomans E. Grieca, but by the Greeks Lychnis,
is the flower mentioned by Dioscorides under the name Lychnis
stephanomatikc, or Lychnis coronaria. It is gene»ally con-
sidered to have been a species of our present genus Lychnis,
commonly known as the Eose Campion. Dioscorides says the
"Lychnis stepltanomatilie is a flower resembling the white
Violet, but of a purple colour.'' It was woven into crowns,
hence called steplianomatike, or coronaria.

There is one other Eose mentioned by PUny, but not classed
by him with the kinds most celebrated among the Eomans,
namely the Eosa sylvestris. This Eose, called also Cyno-
rhodon by Pliny, and by ycribonius Largus E. canina, grew
upon a Briar, according to the former author, and had a leaf

resembling the impress of a man's foot. Theophrastiis, who
also mentions this Eose, says it bore fruit of a red colour.

Dioscorides agrees with this account, and says the fruit re-

sembles the nucleus of an Olive. Pliny, however, states that
this plant bears a black berry, which, i3od!Eus a Stapel re-

marks, no other author has mentioned, and considers that the
passage in Pliny refers to another plant subsequently men-
tioned by that author. Among the thorns of the stem of the
Eosa sylvestris grew a round sponge-like substance resembling
a Chestnut ; the presence of this excrescence upon this kind
of Eose is also mentioned by Marcellus, an old writer on
materia medica. Pliny says it grew particularly upon the
Cynorhodon, and that it contained a worm or grub which pro-
duced the insects called cantharides. The same insects are
mentioned by Aristotle to issue from a worm found upon the
kynaUanthe, or "Dog-briar" (?) In the spongy substance
alluded to we recognise the moss-Uke prickly excrescences
which are found upon all Eose trees, but especially upon the
Eosa canina, and which are the habitations of the insect
called Cynips rosse.

Commentators on Pliny regard the E. sylvestris of this

author to be the E. Eglauteria of LinnsEus, now the E. rnbi-
ginosa, which, according to Fries, Linnieus for a long time
referred to the species E. canina. The Cynorhodon of Theo-
phrastus, the Cynosbaton and oxyacantha of Dioscorides, the
cynacatitha of Aristotle, and the E. sylvestris, cynorhodon,
cynosbaton, cynapanxim, and neurospaston of Pliny have been
generally considered as identical. There still appear, how-
ever, to have been some doubts upon this point which are not

yet satisfactorDy explained. It would be uselessly occupying
space to enter at length upon the consideration of this question.
The E. sylvestris appears to have obtained its synonym
E. canina or cynarhodon from a supposition that its root was
a beneficial remedy for bites of mad dogs ; an instance of its

curative powers is cited by Pliny.

The Eoses mentioned by Theophrastus are few in number
when compared with the hst given by Pliny ; four only are
enumerated, viz., 1, Rhodon penlajihylla : 2, E. dodekaphylla :

3, 7i. cikosaphylla : i, R. fkatontaphylla.
The first of these is considered by Stackhouse to have been

the same as the Eosa canina of Linntcus ;* the second has
not been referred to any species with which we are at present
acquainted ; the third is thought to resemble the E. cinnamo-
mea ; and of the fourth, or Hundred-leaved Eose, Theophrastus
says, " The inner petals are exceedingly small, for the blossom-
ing is such that some are inward and some outward. The
greater number of such," he adds, " are about Philippi."

. Theophrastus gives no detailed account of the Eoses he has
named ; he merely says that they are not large, and have not
a pleasant smell. He enumerates the liose tree among peren-
nial and woody shrubs, also among those plants which have
their fruit placed under their flowers, " a peculiarity," he re-

marks, " which, on account of its great size, is most plainly

to be seen in this plant." Some classical writers, who have
endeavoured to show that the odes of Anacreon which eulogise
the Eose are frauds, have gone so far as to say that Theo-
phrastus never saw a Eose, and support this opinion from the
very cursory manner in which he notices the plant. It is im-
possible, however, to coincide with them.

EoYAL Bouquets and Decokation's at Windsor.— It may
interest some of our readers to know that, in connection with
the reception of the Duke and Duchess of Edinburgh at

Windsor on Saturday last, Messrs. Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea,

had the honour of offering to Her Majesty, the Princess of

Wales, and the Duchess of Edinburgh, splendid bouquets com-
posed exclusively of the rarest Orchids, Eoses, and Lily of the

Valley. The Queen and the Princess of Wales were pleased t©

receive theirs personally from Mr. Harry J. Veitch, Her
Majesty retaining also that for the Duchess of Edinburgh, for

presentation on her arrival at the Castle. The floral decora-

tions for the banquet, given on Monday in honour of the

newly-married couple, were very extensive. Five large groups

of Palms, Musas, and other fine-fohaged plants, interspersed

with choice flowers, were very effectively arranged on the

grand staircase by Mr. .Jones, the head gardener at Frogmore ;

whilst in the reception rooms the fireplaces were, as usual,

most tastefully filled by Mr. C. Turner, of the Eoyal Nurseries,

Slough, who also supplied all the plants and flowers required

for the banquet table.

TO YOUNG GARDENERS ON RENOVATING OLD
FRUIT TREES .\ND OTHER SUBJECTS.—No. 4.

When we see a tree producing foliage of an unnatural colour

we may expect the cause to be at the roots, unless it is severe

pruning under circumstances noticed in my previous paper.

The only remedies are to lift the trees carefully and place the

roots in fresh soil, and, if the situation is cool and wet, to

aerate the border, planting the tree somewhat above the sur-

rounding surface. There are trees whose roots and branches

are so destitute of any sign of activity, and so diseased, as to

be not worth the time and labour involved in attempting to

renovate them, and it will be a gain to at once consign them
to the rubbish heap ; but, as a rule, if the roots are tolerably

sound, the trees will soon form a good head if they are placed

in a suitable medium.
Let us now suppose that a border of trees is to be lifted with

the view of renewing it. It is always best when the work is

begun to bring all the power possible to bear on it, so as to

have it completed quickly ; accordingly all materials that

may be wanted should be ready, the places for depositing the

removed soil chosen ; and as this affords a good opportunity

for alterations, any that may be in contemplation should be

planned at once, in order to save future labour. Commence the

work systematically as soon as the barrow roads are laid, and
take out a trench about 2 feet wide and as deep as necessary

lUustrationes Theopliraatj, &c. Auctore J. Stackhouse. Oson., 1711.
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the whole length of the border. Perhaps not much care of the

roots is required here—the spade may be used. The trench

having been cleared, either yourself, or the most trustworthy

of the men, commencing at one end, should, with a steel fork,

turn out the soil carefully the whole length of the border,

taking about a foot at each time ; and as the roots are loosened

they are to be tied back, pegged to the surface of the border

with a stick, and covered with mats ; another man follows and

clears away the soil which the first one has loosened ; and
when the latter gets to the other end of the border he again

commences, and so on until he comes to the large roots that

cannot be bent, and which are then carefully held aside by a

boy or man while the soil between them is forked out. I will

suppose that the man is now within S or 4 feet of the wall.

He should then fork out an opening between the trees up to

the wall ; this done, fork away from the roots all the remaining

earth, loosening what he can between them, and I think the

tree will be easily lifted. It should be carefully removed to

some other wall, well fastened, and the roots properly covered.

This having been done, the remainder of the soO should be

taken away and the surface well levelled, giving a good fall to

the front. Next take out a trench by the front edging (see

fig. 1), 3 being the longitudinal drain to carry-off water. The
width of the drain depends on whether it is to be formed of

stones or pipes ; it should be constructed to receive the water

from the flags or concrete, be below the level of these, and must,

of course, have an outlet as any other drain. Next cover the

whole surface of the border with flags well cemented-in, or, if

concrete is employed, it should be well laid and thoroughly

settled before other work is done.

We will now begin to lay the air drains (4) in the plan, and
which may be of stone or be pipes ; if of stone they should be

about 9 inches wide and 4 inches high. They are covered with

^\

Fig. 2.

1, Wali.
2, Front air shaft.

3, Water drain.

4, KuhWe.
5, Air drain.

6, Bacli air shaft.

7, Earth.
8, Flags or concrete
9, WaU.

10, Edging.

of the border. In my opinion there need not be so many of

them.
The air drains should not be built solid but be just a form of

a drain, every encouragement being given for the warm air

that enters the shafts in front to penetrate the whole mass of

the border amongst the 6 or 8 inches of rough rubble filled-in

between the drains. I have the front openings from 14 to

20 feet apart, and so that they can be closed at will by means
of a flat stone. I consider the back drains may be closed wilU

advantage three or four hours after they have been opened, ur

when the cold air has passed out and wo wish to store up some
warm air. In other cases, where this attention cannot be given

,

both should be left open.

I

I I I -T-T
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A, li. Walk.
1, Front air shaft.

2, Edging.

Fig. 1.

!J, Water drain.

4, Air drains under the
horder.

.'i. Back air shaft.

6, Wall.

Fig. 2 exhibits a sectional view of the arrangement. The
aspect is south, but should it be north a great advantage would
be gained by carrying one set of air shafts through the wall so

as to open in the south aspect. Here we shall fall iu with

the warm air of that aspect and carry it to the north. In this

ease I would have no opening in the north side of the walk,

and would also construct the drain for part of the way under

the bottom of the border or flags, and so as to open into it

somewhere in the middle or even in front, and then to pass up
and out at the back openings, say at those marked .5. In Vine

borders the drains would open-up under the front row of hot-

water pipes inside the house.

1^ '->J*,'^..i>>*2

i^^^:-itv;-

" caps," are carried over the water drain in front, under the

edging marked 2, and open-up with a small shaft in the walk

as shown at 1. Air shafts (5) are also carried up at the

back ; these should not be in a line with those in front, as

that would cause a violent current, and the air would pass in

and out without any perceptible advantage to the other parts

The drains being all laid, place a little litter to keep the

drainage free, and the new soil may then be put on. If it is

in a moderately dry condition it will bear a good treading, but

if wet it is well to have planks to walk and wheel upon. Fill-

up to the original level, C inches higher at the back perhaps

will be all the better, and fluish with a fine even surface. The
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trees are now brought carefully and set in their places ; the

tops of the branches will be found higher than the wall, and

must he headed-back to the required length. The roots are

next carefully pruned, laid out, and covered with rich, light,

sandy soil ; old potting soil is what I generaUy use. This done,

proceed to finish the border by putting on S or 10 inches more
soil. It is well to cover the whole surface with a coat of leaves

and dung. The best time to carry on this work is undoubtedly

as early as the leaves assume theii' autumnal hue.

Young gardeners in adopting this system must be guided by
circumstances, there is no hard and fast rule. The great and
all-important thing to know is, What is best to do in any par-

ticular situation ? This is not sufficiently studied. We see

this system of ventilating borders of incredible benefit here ;

we may go to the next garden where it is carried out and find

positive harm done ; we may even see in one garden advantage

and disadvantage from its adoption. Let us suppose that the

garden is on the side of a hill—one part, say the south, may be

standing high and dry—would you aerate that border because

you have seen one in the neighbourhood which has been so

treated and the trees are doing well, and without considering

the natural position of the two gardens ? Certainly not. Then,
again, because the south wall does not require such a border,

must you suppose that the north or any of the other aspects

would not bo benefited by it ? Now, supposing this wall should

be situated at the bottom of the hill, and therefore receive the

whole of the drainage water, the trees being thus kept wet at

their roots, without sun for their heads, does not common
sense tell that while it is better for the health of the trees that

the border should be sunk below the surface in a part of the

garden which is high and dry, what moisture it receives being

at once drained away naturally, yet in another part of the same
garden trees would be greatly benefited if they were planted

above the surface, or with the border ventilated? I have really

experienced this in a walled garden of five acres, trees on the

south wall being burut-up, whilst those on the north wall

refused to do well owing to wet and cold. I wish to make one
exception of trees on the south wall—namely, fine, old, gouty,

May Duke Cherries producing crops one does not often see.

Aerating borders is an excellent system which has been cried

down by some, especially with Vine borders, because they have
found it turn out quite the reverse in theii' ovm case from
what they expected by what they have seen in other places

where the conditions were altogether different.

There are just a few points in connection with removing
large trees to which I wish to draw special attention. First,

it is almost impossible for a tree of any size to recover if it

has not a certain amount of young fibrous roots. It is sur-

prising how few will suffice to set all at work and maintain a

tree ; they should, therefore, be carefully treated, be kept from
being bruised, and not be allowed to be exposed to the sun,

frost, or dry piercing winds. No doubt a tree is occasionally

removed without any such roots, and yet recovers, when other

things are very favourable, but on the whole my experience

leads me to recommend a different course. Let it remain for

a year or two, and cut-in a portion of its roots, thereby in-

ducing it to send out a mass of fibres before it is removed.

The two most important conditions to ensure success in

moving large trees or shrubs, after duly caring for their roots,

are shade and moisture. It will be found necessary for the first

summer to scrupulously attend to both ; hundreds of trees

and shrubs have been killed by neglect in this respect. Be-

sides not allowing the roots to become dry, or the soil to crack

(and its doing so can be avoided by a good mulching of long

dung after it has been watered; but this covering on any soil is

best away in spring and in autumn), a good syringing once or

twice a-day in dry weather, with a somewhat slight permanent
shading, will work wonders. If I were asked which of the

three is most essential, from what I have observed, especially

since I took to this place, shade must undoubtedly be placed

first ; but in all cases I have used due care with the roots. I

have moved some scores of large shrubs, itc, of fifty and
sixty years' growth, and many of them much diseased, yet not

one percent, have died, and many have improved in an as-

tonishing manner.
There is another important condition to be observed in

removing shrubs and trees, and I am not sure but that I

ought to have placed it second to shading, it is the mainte-

nance of a proper balance between the branches and roots. It

is hopeless to expect a tree will re-establish itself quickly if the

branches are not few in proportion to the roots, in fact the

more roots and the less nead the stronger the growth that

follows. To obtain the best results with large shrubs a little

light rich soil should be placed round the roots before the soil

is replaced.—J. Taylor.

TODEA (LEPTOPTEKIS) SUPEBBA.
Veey seldom do we see a good specimen of this lovely Fern

,

and yet it is of most easy culture. Description must fall short
of conveying an adeijuate notion of its beauty. In offering
these notes on its culture I do so knowing that there are many
readers of our Journal who have their ferneries in smoky
cities, and who may think this gem beyond their means. To
such I offer these notes on its culture.

It is a native of New Zealand. The fronds are of a pleasing
green, transparent, lanceolate, spreading gracefully, ai'ching,

and feathered down to the very base. The segments are
very crowded, and instead of having the usual flat growth of

other kinds they are so much turned upwards as to give the
fronds a very rich and Moss-like character. I grow it under a
bell-glass, and when it is well established and too largo for the
bell-glass have it in a frame made with doors to open in the
front. It loves plenty of moisture, and care must be taken
to secure a good drainage, formed of a layer of coarse
crocks, and on these plenty of charcoal about the size of

walnuts. On this place some pieces of sandstone and a few
pieces of Derbyshire spar, and arrange them artistically,

leaving a space on the top for the Fern, using a compost of

good fibry loam and peat in equal parts, silver sand, and a
good sprinkling of charcoal. Plant Lycopods here and there
among the sandstone, as Selagiuella apoda, S. denticulata,

S. denticulata variegata, S. Poulterii, S. etolonifera.with Pteris

serrulata, and a few choice Adiantums. They have a natural
and pleasing effect.

Never allow the sim to shine upon this Fern or it will fade.

Every morning, if sunny, shade it directly, and use the syringe
freely. I have grown it successfully in the stove, also in a cool

house.—F. P. LncEHCHST, Jilill Bank Hall.

K

TIFFANY PROTECTION FOR WALL TEEES—
POTATO CULTURE.

I HAVE this afternoon put up a very simple, cheap, and I

hope effective, tiffany shading for my wall trees, the details of

which may be useful to some of your readers. First my
ironmonger made me some iron brackets of this shape,

being, in fact, lengths of iron about three-quarters of an
inch wide, bent to an angle and just turned up at the end,
each side or limb being about 6 inches long. The upright
one is pierced with two good-sized nail-holes the width of a
brick (3 inches) apart. These are nailed against the wall at

intervals of about 8 feet, care being taken that the naUs are

driven for security above and below a " header." On each
pair of brackets I laid a deal board 10 feet long by 6.J inches

wide, by three-quarters of an inch thick, thus forming a coping
which projects about 5^ inches from the wall. On the upper
side of this, close to the edge, I fastened my tiffany, turning it

over a thin lath, and nailing both together to the coping.

Underneath the coping I placed smooth poles leaning against

the wall, and secured them by tying to each bracket, so as

to prevent their being blown down by March winds. These
poles are long enough to stand out from the wall at the bottom
about 2| feet. The lower edge of my tiffany— two widths sewn
together—is again tacked round a lath, which is secured by
screws to each of the poles. By thus putting the tiffany round
the laths I hope I have effectually provided against the tearing

out at the nail-holes by the wind, which has been so destruc-

tive in former seasons. My present arrangement ought with

care to last mo for years.

I ought to add that my garden wall has a row of tiles slightly

projecting under the top course of bricks. This of course

keeps the coping well in its place. For those, however, who
have no such projection it would be easy to have a couple of

holes punched in the upper hmb of the bracket, and so to

fasten the board on it by nails or screws.

The brackets, which are well tarred, cost me (jd. a-piece. A
coat of Carson's paint on the top will make all look neat.

When the need for protection is over all can be easily taken

away, the brackets remaining for future service.

With regard to "D., DcaVs," question about Potato-digging,

I wish Mr. Weaver would give us his experience. No man is

better worth hearing on the subject. For myself I can only

say that, acting on his advice, I have for years insisted on
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every Potato in my garden being in the ground by the 28t h of

February, and every Potato out of the ground and in the
Potato house by the 18th of August. I rarely have a diseased
Potato, and last year I beheve I had not one, though my crop
w.as enormous.—H. G. M., Guildford.

ANOTHER RAIDISSEUE.
It was only last week that wa reproduced from the " Revue

Horticole " a raidisseur which is at once cheap, simple, and
effective; the same recommendations are also claimed, in that

excellent periodical, by M. Carbou, of Carcassonne, for the

form which we now figure. It consists of a small strap of

iron 4 to o inches long, four-nfths of an inch broad, and an
eighth of an inch thick. The head is rather wider than the

rest of the band, and rounded ; riveted into it is another

piece with a flat top, and through the standard (a), of this the

wire is passed before fixing it to the wall or post. The wire is

then wound-up by a half turn of the band, b, and when
tightly stretched passed into the notch at the other end, and
thus held fast.

JAPANESE GARDENING.
Shimonoseki, Dec. lat, 1873.

The weather here has continued very fine, and the farmers

have finished sowing their Wheat and Barley crops, and most
of the plants are up and look well, the showers of rain which
have fallen at intervals having been most beneficial. When
writing my last letter I omitted to notice the Umbrella Pine,

which I find is very common in Japan. The finest specimens

are found near the old Buddhist temples. I have seen some
80 and 90 feet high. They are trees of great beauty, and,

being evergreen, they are a great acquisition to ornamental
gardens. They have leaves of a deep green colour, arranged

in whorls, each something like a parasol, and some have leaves

and branches so dense that the stem cannot be seen. [This is

Soiadopityf! verticiUata, respecting which the following parti-

culars are given by Mr. Gordon in his " Pinetum :"—" Accord-

ing to Mr. Fortune (who first sent living plants of it to Mr.
Staudish of the Royal Mursery at Bagshot, in 1861), it is a

large pyramidal tree with horizontal spreading branches, which
attains a height of from 100 to 150 feet, and from 10 toll feet

in circumference 3 feet from the ground, and not a large bush
or small tree from 12 to \i> feet high, as originally stated by
Dr. Siebold in his ' Flora Japonica.' The Japanese, however,
have several varieties, among which some are dwarf bushes,

others beautifully variegated. Dr. Siebold considers the Um-
brella Fir the finest Conifer of Japan, and one which presents

an appearance as strange as elegant, in consequence of its in-

numerable ramifications, which always end in a parasol-like

tuft of leaves. Dr. Lindley says the Sciadopitys is nearly

related to the genus WeUingtonia, a statement which, from
all appearances, seems very qiiestionable.

" Its Japanese names are ' Koja-Maki'* (the wild or Mount
Kojasan Maki), and ' Inu-Maki ' (the spurious or false Maki)

;

while those of the Chinese are ' Kiu-sung-Maki ' (the pale

yellow Maki), and ' Kin-sjo ' (common yellow), on account of

the leaves being of a pale or yellowish-green colour, especially

when young."]
I went across to the island of Kin-siu on the 24th November.

I took my gun with me, and I was enabled to kUl more game
than we could consume, principally snipe and wild duck. I

shot six of the latter on the 26th. Pheasants are scarce here

;

I base only shot two all the season.

I think I have never told you that the street dogs here, as in

every other district in Japan not opened to foreigners, show
great enmity towards them. They evince their hostility in a
manner not to be mistaken by barking in a furious manner

;

but they are great cowards, and always, as a rule, keep beyond
your reach. There are, however, instances reported where
they have attacked Europeans. There was one case where an

* Maki i^ tlie name commonly appliei], both in China and .Tapan, to all the
Iwge-leavfcd Yew-likt ylanls, such qs Poikcarpus, Sciatlopitye, Ac.

engineer from one of the Japanese maii-steamers was on his

way to Sinagawa to obtain a conveyance to Tokio last year.

Ho reported that after landing near the execution ground he
was attacked by a pack of twenty dogs, and had to take refuge

in the trees until a number of Japanese came to his rescue.

The Japanese dogs are about the size of an Englisli shepherd's

dog, and something of the same colour ; but are not of the

slightest use except for their barking propensities at strangers.

They are such a nuisance that I have found it necessary to

kiU numbers of them at Shimonoseki.
I was at Kokura on the 29th November, and went to see a

wrestling tournament. This sport is highly patronised by all

the higher classes in Japan, and the wrestlers themselves were
formerly of the "Samouri" or two-sworded class. They are

certainly the tallest and best-built men in the kingdom, some
standing 6 feet 2 inches high. I wUl give you a full account
of what I saw at this tournament, but before doing so I must
inform you that there is no kicking or clasping the body
below the belt allowed in Japan, the same as in the north of

England. It more resembles the Cornish wrestling, which
I saw when I was living in that county. The company of

wrestlers I went to see at Kokura numbered sixty-six, and are

perhaps one of the best selected troupes in Japan. Theyiare
from Osaka and Tokio, and obtain their living by exhibiting

themselves at different large towns. The tournament took

place in a very large circus, the ring being in the centre, and
the boxes raised each to hold five persons at the back. The
price for a box was one dollar J boo. There is a ringmaster to

stop the wrestling if he sees anything unfair, and two referees,

one stationed at each side of the ring, by whom all disputes

are decided when the ringmaster appeals to them, and their

decision is final. The presents the first-class wrestlers receive

from the merchants are numerous and costly. The champion
wrestler had two hundred dollars in money given to him the

day I visited the place, besides several dresses, &c., of great

value. Before commencing wrestling the combatants are all

sent into the ring in batches, each having the wrestler's apron

on, which is most elaborate and costly, some having cost as

much as six hundred doUars each, and none less than two
hundred. They are worked in gold and silver, and reach with

the gold fringe on the bottom from the waist belt to the

ground. The younger wrestlers cannot wear this apron until

they have passed a Government examination in Tokio, to prove

that their skill entitles them to use the badge, whicli is con-

sidered highly honourable. On the day in question the circus

was crowded to excess, it being one of the two great days for

presenting presents. 'This company by the Government charter

which they hold can only exhibit on seven days at any pro-

vincial town, and ten days at either Tokio or Osaka. We
arrived at the circus about a quarter to one o'clock, and
punctual to their time (one o'clock) the first-class wrestlers

presented themselves, after which the wi-estling commenced,
and did not finish till nearly five o'clock. I was very much
pleased with it, as there is nothing rough or unmanly in the

sport. All the wrestlers have a superstition that if they throw
down a handful of salt they will get the best start ; therefore

each one sprinkles salt before he goes into the centre of the

ring. It is not absolutely necessary for the winner to throw
his man ; if he can only force his opponent out of the circle

that is sufficient. After the wrestling is over the presents

from merchants, gentlemen, and others are presented to the

winners, consisting of almost everything you can mention,

from money to valuable dresses, blankets, hearthrugs, &a.

On the evening of the 27th wo experienced a rather severe

shock of an earthquake. I was at Kokura, and at about

11.20 P.M. I was awoke by the unpleasant sensation of the

shocks, which resembled the motion of a ship at sea in heavy

weather. The shocks lasted for about five minutes altogether.

I am happy to say that earthquakes appear to be dying-out in

this beautiful country, and are now not even half so numerous

as when I arrived about two years since.—J. Taskep. Foster.

Royal Hobticui.tural Society.—General meetings of the

Society for the election of Fellows, etc., were held on the 21st of

January, 18th of February, and 4t.h of March, when the follow-

ing candidates were elected Fellows—viz., George S. Duff, Miss
Lilburn, Mrs. McLean, Mrs. F. W. Macle.au, Gilbert Mc-Micking,

Mrs. Alfred Morrison, Mrs. Paul, Herbert H. H. Eickett.i, Lieut.

General Sir John St. George, Charles Henry Sladen, Thomas
Sutherland, Miss Emma 'Taylor, J. Hudson Watson, Major-

General Beadle, E.E., Major E. J. Charter, Lady John Chichester,

Robert C. Driver, Mrs. Duuville, Mrs. John Fletcher, Mrs. W.
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HoUins, Dr. J. Kennedy, George Paul, Henry Webb, Hev. B.

Winthrop, Mrs. J. F. Wyee.

THE BROWN SCALE ON ORANGE TREES.
TuE only mode I have found euccessful in exterminating

this pest has been to cut down all the branches to 5 or Ij inches

when the wood is ripe ; we then scour the leafless branches

five or six times with soft soap and water. In about nine

months after this severe operation the tree becomes as large

as before, and the shape, by a little tying, perfectly symme-
trical. I have at this time model specimens which had been

treated in this way. The same plants had undergone the same
operation eight or nine years since, when the scale had been

exterminated for about seven years ; but these plants, having

been placed in an orchard house with trees infested with scale,

bore leaves covered with black sticky matter which no washing

could remove. It is impossible to wash oS the young of the

scale so as to get rid of them entirely. The plan I have men-
tioned destroys them for ever. It is almost worth whUe to cut

down an Orange tree in this way merely to form handsome
bushes. The only sacrifice is one year's, not growth, but black

leaves. The trees become even larger than before.

My trees are the Tangierine ; they bear from five to seven

dozen of fruit, considerably larger than those for sale in Covent

Garden. The trees are in fiat tubs, which are capable of

carrying a large amount of well-rotted dung on the surface.

These tubs were made of common creosote barrels cut into two,

the inside having been plastered over with thick limewash.

These model trees wUl shortly be a mass of bloom, all of which
I have ordered the gardener to retain for a wedding, which
melancholy (?) event is shortly coming off in my family. After

this the bloom will be thinned to the necessary quantity.

—

Observee.

PORTRAITS OP PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Odontoolossum Eoezlii. Hat. ord., Orchidacea\ Linn.

Gynandria Mouandria.—" It is stated to be a native of New
Grenada, where it was discovered by M. Eoezl, whose name it

bears ; and was flowered by Mr. Bull in October last, to whom
I am indebted for the opportunity of figuring it. It is a

superb plant, and in respect of the pearly whiteness of the

flower more admired by some than even 0. vexUlarium."

—

[Bot. Mari., t. C085.)

Bauhinia natalensis. Nal. ord., Leguminosa'. Linn.,

Decandria Monogynia.—" My first knowledge of this elegant

little shrub was derived from specimens collected in Natal by

Mr. Moodie, and communicated by Mr. McKen, the late ener-

getic Curator of the D'Urban Botanic Gardens, in 18G9. These
were followed by pods with ripe seeds in 1870, plants from
which flowered for the first time in September last. It is

closely aUied to the African and Indian B. tomentosa, Linn.

(tab. nost. .5560), and especially to a nearly glabrous and
small-leaved variety of that plant from Port Natal, but the

leaflets are perfectly free, the flowers much smaller, and the

stamens quite difierent."— {Ibid., t. 6086.)

Aeabis blephaeophylla. Nat. ord., Crucifera?. Linn., Te-

tradynamia.—" Of the large genus Arabis almost all have
white flowers ; in a very few species they are yellow, and in

this alone of those known to me do the colour (pink) and size

of flower together recommend it for cultivation. It is a native

of San Francisco, in Califurnia, where it was discovered by
David Douglas in 1833, and has since been collected by Bridges,

Brewer, Bolander, and others, and is described as a great orna-

ment in March on the bills of that State. Professor Asa
Gray, of Cambridge, was, I believe, the first to send ripe seeds

to England—this was in 1865—from which plants were raised

at Kow, and by Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, if I recollect aright

;

but it was not till quite recently that the plants throve (from
seeds sent by Commissioner Watt, of the Agricultural Depart-
ment of Washington), and appeared in their full beauty. It

flowered at Kew in .January in a cool frame, where it has
hitherto thriven better than in the open border or rockwork

;

it is, however, doubtless quite hardy, and would succeed equally
well out of doors, where, from its beauty and early fiowering,
it is sure to become a great favourite."— (7/; irf., (. G087.)
NuNNEZUARiA GEON03I.EFOEMIS. Nat. ord.. Palmeffi. Linn.,

Dioecia Hexandria.—" This little Palm was received at Kew
from the Royal Gardens of Berlin in 1856, and flowered in the
Palm house in May, 1859, and repeatedly since. From its

dwarf habit, abundant foliage, and graceful male inflorescence,

it is one of the most elegant of the beautiful genus to which
it belongs. It is a native of Guatemala, whence it was intro-

duced by Warsiewicz, and named by Wendland. The Kew
plant, which in 1858 had a stem only a few inches high, with
four naked joints, has now a stem 3J feet high, which presents

sixty-four joints between the rootlets and lowest leaf base.

It is stated to have borne sometimes male and sometimes
female spadices."

—

{Ibid., t. 6088.)

Khipsalis Houlletii. Nat. ord., Cactacea?. Linn., Ico-

sandria Monogynia.—Believed to be a BraziUan plant. " This
PihipsaUs has been cultivated for some time in the Royal
Gardens, where it flowered first in November, 1872, and it has
been received also from Mr. tiorderoy, who sent us flowering

specimens to be named in the same month of 1873. Quite
recently Mr. Green contributed a fine plant of it from Mr.
Wilson Saunders's late collection, which came from Paris

with the name I have adopted. I have failed to find any
description of this species in any horticultural or botanical

work. I may here mention that the difficulty of running
down names of garden plants is, through obvious causes, be-

coming immense, and will soon he insuperable. I can recom-
mend no more useful object to a horticultural society than the

organising a committee for the collection and classification

(with references) of the names of all plants introduced into

cultivation, together with the countries the plants come from,
and their date of introduction."

—

{Ibid., t. 6089.)

Alpine Auriculas.—Najmleon III. and Susie Mathatm.—
" Few of our popular flowers, have, during the last few years,

made greater strides towards perfection than the Alpine Auii-

culas, of which wonderfully fine groups have been staged each
succeeding spring by Mr. Turner, of Slough. It is to this

well-known successful grower of florists' flowers that we are

indebted for two of the most distinct and attractive of these

alpine forms, both of which were awarded first-class certificates

by the Royal Horticultural Society in May last. The variety

named Napoleon III. is remarkable for its dark crimson-

maroon ground colour, and clear, smooth, golden paste ; it is

a richly-coloured and highly-attractive variety, of extra fine

quality. Susie Matiiains is quite distinct, and is also a very

pleasing flower ; the ground colour is a deep purple, shaded
off at the edges to bright lilac, and the paste is smooth and
straw-coloured. Though not considered equal in value to the

Show varieties, these Alpine varieties are exceedingly pretty

objects, and most desirable as decorative plants from their

well-marked colours."

—

{Flor. and Pom., a. 3., vii., 49.)

SYDNOPE HALL,
THE RESIDENCE OF R. B. BABROW, Esq.

The beauties of the cluster of villages of which JIatloek

consists have been so long and so much descanted on, the

virtues of its waters so extolled, that there is little to be said

upon them that is fresh, but no one on entering Matlock-Bath
for the first time can fail to be impressed with the aspect of

this the only one of the group which is entitled to rank as a

town. The high steep hill directly facing the raOway station

has an imposing effect by day, and one still more so at night,

when the lights twinkle from the windows along its face ; we
say from the windows, for, be it known, the streets are not

lighted with gas—in fact not Ughted at all. But we must not

pause at Matlock, nor stay by its High Tor, a precipitous rock

more than 300 feet in height, nor stop by the Derwent, whose
rapid current courses through the valley between the rocks, at

times becoming a torrent; our way is farther on to Sydnope,
which overlooks a dale celebrated for its beauty—that of Darley.

Sydnope Hall is situated on the southern side of a steep hill,

which northwards partakes more of the character of a table-

land. The position is well chosen to secure warmth and shelter,

independently of plantations made with the latter object, and
for ornament as well ; it is also well chosen, as commanding the

view of a wide and deep valley, of a steep hill beyond, and wood
and water Ukewise enter into the scene. The kept grounds

are entirely in the vicinity of the mansion ; and in laying them
out the natural conformation of the ground has been followed

by throwing them into terraces, the one overlooking the other,

and the whole the valley with the wooded hill beyond. In

this valley, be it noted, there are thousands of Rhododendrons,
many planted, but the overwhelming majority seedlings which
have sprung up everywhere, the soU being extremely favourable

to this plant. What a gorgeous display they must make when
in flower, those who have seen the Knap Hill and Bagshot
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oolleotions will readily imagine. In front of the upper terrace,

forming its southern boundary, is a dwarf well-kept Yew hedge
with embrasures cut in its top to give a better view of the

gardens and valley below, while the narrow border at the

back is planted with Hollies and other shrubs, the wall itself

being partly clothed with Ivy, partly with Wistaria, Roses,

Jasminum nudifiorum, and other suitable plants.

We nest pass down to a Strawberry garden on a slope,

originally designed as a small flower garden, to which purpose
it may yet revert ; but this though neat is somewhat out of

place. At the east end is a fine Welliugtonia estimated at

24 feet high, and various other Conifers which, like the Rho-
dodendrons, seem to thiive admirably ; Deodars, Hemlock
Spruce, and Araucaria imbrioata bemg represented by several

handsome specimens. A beautiful lawn bordered with Rhodo-
dendrons is the next feature, and from this the eye catches

sight of Sydnope Stand on the opposite hill, which in the dis-

tance looks like some well-preserved relic of the past, but
which a closer inspection shows to be of modern erection, but
whether or not built on the site of a structure of more remote
date we cannot say. From the extensive range of country

which it commands, the probability is in favour of its being in

the place of some watch-tower or stronghold of other days.

Proceeding towards the mansion, on the north side of which
the bank is clothed with mixed shrubs, Araucarias, and other

Conifers, on the south side we find the walls partly covered

with Ivy, and eventually they will in all probability be wholly

so clad. On the lawn in front are circular beds of hardy
Heaths, as Erica carnea and vulgaris Alportii, which have a

neat appearance at all seasons, and accord well in character

with the wild beyond, of which there is here an extensive

view. There are also some fine standard Portugal Laurels

averngiijg nearly feet high, and at no c'reat distance oft" is

a tasteful fountain.

We now pass by a rockery walk into what is called the lake

garden, from its leading feature being a small piece of water
broken up with rockwork. It has no pretensions to being a

lake as a landscape gardener would understand the term, for

there is no expanse of water, but the rockwork is so well

arranged that the effect is pleasing—even bold, for the stones

used are the large masses which abound in the district, not
cemented bricks and burrs, which in such a county as Derby-
shire would be simply ridiculous. At one point a good-sized

Deodar with its lower branches drooping into the water has a
picturesque and harmonious effect.

The flower garden, which comes next, is of simple design
with a handsome fountain in the centre, but details of its

summer planting would be useless without the aid of a diagram.
Suffice it, then, to say that Mr. Young, the intelligent gardener,

has studied the bedding-out in the London parks, and adopted
from the practice there what is suitable to his own particular

case. Variegated and coloured-leaved plants, which are more
to be depended on in the north than flowers, are the principal

materials ; Ceutaurea, Perilla, variegated and Tricolor Gera-
niums, and Golden Feather Pyrethrum being those most used.

The main feature of these gardens is the rockwork, which is

introduced again and again in their various parts, and accords
well with the natural surroundings of the grotinds. The stones

are in great masses of several tons weight, and in their ar-

rangement art is not painfully evident ; on the contrary, the

whole of this work has a natural and pleasing appearance,
water trickling down here and there among the rocks, which
afford nooks tor many a Fern, besides holding soU enough in

their crevices for the support of low-growing shrubs, and on
the upper portions the Lawson Cypress, Deodars, Hollies, and
Rhododendrons. Of the latter numerous seedlings have sprung
up everywhere, even to the water's edge. The walks, it must

j

be added, are of Derbyshire spar, which is softer to walk upon
i than gravel, and always looks bright and clean, while here, at

• least, it has the additional recommendation of cheapness.

A woodland walk leads eastward from the dressed ground
along the face of a hill, but the transition is not sudden,

j

as the way is through shrubbery borders and past groups of

j

Conifers, including Araucarias, WelUngtonias, the Douglas
' Fir, ami several thriving specimens of some of the newer

I

Pinuses. The hill affords a fine view over Darley Dale, and
of the mountains of the Peak, as well as the woods in the

i direction of Chatsworth ; while southward the prospect is

equally bold and varied. This walk passes over a waterfall

which rushes down in a broken stream from a height of some
70 feet above the walk, and continues its course into the valley

altogether for a distance of about half a mile. In quarrying

^^ From a photograph by Mr. Clarb, of Matlock.
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for etoue on tbe opposite side of a ravine masses of rock had
fallen over, and these constitute the bed over which the water
has been conducted, forming a grand waterfall, which owes
more to nature than to art.

The kitchen garden is also on a slope facing southward, and
forms a long strip of no great extent. The principal glass

structures are three vineries—namely, a lean-to as an early

house, in which are also Strawberries and Azaleas; a ridge-

aud-furrow Hamburgh house, in which the Vines will be
started about this time ; a Muscat house ; and a greenhouse,
iu which there was a fine show of Chinese Primulas. In a
smaller house were greenhouse Ferns, Roses, and a few Or-
chids. Other small houses were chiefly filled with bedding
plants. The glass, however, is a comparatively unimportant
part of the establishment ; nor is fruit-growing out of doors
carried on to any considerable extent, the claims of the place
to notice resting on its fine natural position and the advan-
tage to which this has been turned. Too much has not been
attempted, and the extent of ground under keeping is not
very large, but everything has been carried out tastefully and
well, and the hard-working gardener, Mr. Young, deserves
great credit for the excellent order which prevails in all de-
partments, especially as he has so little assistance.

DR. NEILL AENOTT.
Dr. Arnott, eminent as a physician and master of many

sciences, died on the 2nd inst., at his residence, 2, Cumberland
Terrace, Regent's Park, and his memory claims to bo pre-
served in our pages, specially for having benefited cultivators
of fruit and exotic plants, by the invention of what is known
to all gardeners as " Arnott's stove." The Times tells us
that he was a native of Upper Dysart, near Montrose, and was
born about the year' 1788. He was a fellow pupil with Lord
Byron at the grammar school at Aberdeen, and afterwards
graduated at the University of that northern city, of which he
has been at different times a munificent benefactor. Coming
to London in 180C, ho became a pupil of Sir Everard Home,
through whose influence he obtained an appointment as a
surgeon in the East India Company's medical service. Much
of the experience which he gleaned in the East he afterwards
turned to good account in his " Elements of Physics." Settling
in London in 1811, he soon obtained a large practice, and in
1H15 was appointed physician to the French Embassy and
shortly afterwards to the Spanish Embassy. In 1827 he
published the work above alluded to, which has since gone
through very many editions and become a text book, being an
amplification of certain lectures on the application of natural
philosophy to medicine, which ho had delivered some years
previously in one of the hospitals. In 1838 he gave to the
world his " Essay on Warming and Ventilation," and carrying
liis scientific theories out into practice, he devised the " stoves "

which bear his name, for which invention he was rewarded by
tbe Hoyal Society with the Eumford Medal several years
afterwards. For this and for other novel applications of
science to the treatment of disease and the preservation of the
liublic health, the jurors of one depaitment of the Universal
I'xpositiou of Paris of 1855 awarded to him a gold medal, to
which the Emperor added the Cross of the Legion of Honour.
In 1835 Dr. Arnott was appointed a member of the Senate of
the Univer.'sity of London ; in 1837 he was 'named one of the
Physicians Extraordinary to Her Majesty, and in the following
year elected a Fellow of the Royal Society. In 1854 he was
requested by the President of the General board of Health to
become one of his Medical Council. As the inventor of the
" Arnott stove," the " Arnott ventilator," and the water bed,
for which many a sufferer owes him a debt of gratitude, it is

not hkely that his name will soon be forgotten; but it deserves
to bo recorded in his honour that he constantly refused to
patent his inventions, from the wide use of which he might
have reaped, had he pleased, a handsome income. This, how-
ever, he declined to do ; he sought a higher reward tlian that
which money could have given him ; and accordingly what ho
sought he found before his decease.

THE CULTIVATION AND AFTER-TREATMENT OF
GLOXINIA, GESNERA, AND ACHIMENES.

In starting the roots of Gloxinias (which may be done every
six weeks if you have a hothouse) they should be taken out of
the old soil and repotted into 4 or 6-inch pots, according to the
size of the tubers, in a compost of light sandy peat and leaf

mould, and a small portion of weU-rotted cow dung, which will

enrich it, taking care to give plenty of drainage.
The tubers of the Gloxinias and Gesneras will only require

to be pressed on the surface of the soil. Achimenes will re-

quire to be covered with at least half an inch of soil ; then
place in a warm close frame iu the greenhouse, so that they
may get plenty of light. There is nothing to beat a pit to grow
them to perfection, with a good moist bottom heat from a bed
of tan, dung, or leaves—the latter is preferable, being easily

procured—also a lasting nice sweet temperature of from GO" to
70", when they will make free growth. Give them plenty of
water. It is as easy to grow good Ciloxinias, Gesneras, and
Achimenes as it is a few Cucumbers; and an amateur can
have them do well in his greenhouse or pit. Use the syringe
rather freely as they grow ; and as the temperature rises it

will with these, as with most other subjects, induce clean and
vigorous growth. The thrips, one of the worst pests of our
greenhouses, will attack this class of plants with avidity, more
particularly the Achimenes. Even tbe bloom will not be spared
if they are allowed to get ahead. They can also be well grown
in ordinary frames.
About the middle of March prepare fresh stable manure,

in the same manner as for early frame Cucumbers, then let the
same quantity of leaves be collected and mixed with the dung,
sufficient to form a good substantial bed, with a steady heat of

about 70°—let the dimensions of this bed be about 3 feet larger

every way than the frame to be used—cover the whole with
6 inches of soil of any kind, or sifted coal ashes, for plunging
in the pots or pans. The end of March will be time enough to

put in the tubers, taking care to use soil warmed to the tem-
perature of your frame or pit ; shut up close for a few days,

and give no water. Open the sash every fine morning to pre-

vent the heat rising above 75°. Aim at a night temperature
of from 55 ' to 00°. After a few leaves have shown themselves,
water carefully, and sprinkle over the leaves in the after part

of the day, just before the sun is oii the glass, and shut up
immediately. Should we get a sptU of cold weather, and the

thermometer indicate a lower temperature, renew the heating
material by removing the outer portion of your bed by cutting

quite to the bottom, then replace with fresh hot stable dung,
or dung and leaves. This will not, however, require so much
preparing as the dung for the original bed, as the excessive

heat will not come in immediate contact with your plunged
pots, your object being at this time to maintain a steady heat
of 75°. Water of nearly tbe same temperature as the frame,

or at least tepid, must always be used at this season, and shade
from the midday sun. As they start into flower give more
air, and plenty of water ; and as they expand, remove them
from the frame to the greenhouse, first to the w.armest, then
to the coolest part of the house, to prolong their season of

bloom. After they have done flowering, put the earliest batch
iu a warm place out of doors. Water moderately, each week
giving less, to encourage them to go to rest. Later batches,

after flowering, can be placed on their sides under the partial

shade of trees, or a wall, where they will get suflicieut sun to

thoroughly ripen them. By the end of September, or early

part of October, they ought to be all brought into their winter

quarters until wanted to perform their routine of work again.

—

{American Gardener's Monthly.)

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Culture of Hard;/ Annuals.—About the beginning of March

commence sowing the seed after the following manner :—Stir

the soil, and make it firm with the hand if it be light ; if not,

with a small hand-hoe or fork ; then, with the finger, draw a
circular drill of about 6 inches in diameter in the circle, and
1 inch or less deep, according to the size and habit of tbe plant

intended to be sown. Cover the seeds lightly with moist soU,

and place an inverted flowor-pot over them if convenient to do
so ; allow the pot to remain ixntil the seeds have begun to grow,
then prop it on one side 2 or 3 inches high until the plants are
able to bear the weather, afterwards remove it altogether.

Covering the seed with a pot answers several good purposes

:

First, it keeps the soil moist until the seeds have vegetated;
second, the sun shining on the pot causes a reflection of con-
siderable heat ; third, it screens them from the spring frosts;

fourth, it prevents the soil from being washed off the seeds, or

the seeds themselves being washed away by heavy rains ; and
fifth, it preserves from birds and mice. When the plants are

about an inch high they must be thinued-out according to the
kind, that those remaining may be able to grow and flower

strongly. Tbe height the plants grow must also guide the person

as to what part of the border they ought to occupy, which,
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where the selection is choice, may be known by referring to a

nnreeryman's list.

The pottinrj ofplants is an operation easily performed, though
the principles upon which success is founded are not so well

understood—a fact rendered sufficiently obvious by the miserable

Bpecimeus too generally met with. And why is this? Simply
because the cultivator, instead of examining for himself whether
his mauipulations are in accordance with the laws of Nature,

rests satisfied in following the footsteps of his predecessors with-

out inquiring whether their practices were right or wrong.
It is an undoubted fact that all plants like fresh soil and leaf

mould, and any person who has a supply of these two, with
good peat and silver sand, may, without any further assistance

from soils, grow any plant.

A plant in a pot is in the most artificial state in which it can
be placed, as its roots, instead of being soma degrees warmer
than the atmosphere which surrounds them, as they would be
if planted in the natural soil, are, from the current of air con-

stantly passing rouud the pot, and the consequent evaporation

from its surface, some degrees colder. This circumstauce alone

is enough to account for our precarious success ; but when, in

addition to this, it is recollected that the roots are constantly

alternating between drought and moisture, that they are

violently excited at one time, and actually flagging for want of

water at another, the wouder is that the cultivation of delicate

and fine-rooted plants is not attended with more disappointment
than has hitherto been experienced.
The general method pursued in potting plants, till within the

last doiien years, was to sift the soil as fine as possible, to use little

or no drainage, and when thei plant required more pot-room, to

give it only a very small shift, and that at some stated period.

Ladies who love gardening, and have a limited number of

favomites which they tend with their- own fair hands, are often

at fault with reference to the soil which they should employ
for potting. The soil that will suit plants in general I have
given above ; and as this is the season when the plants in the

pits and frames which have survived the winter require repot-

ting, the amateur must make himself acquainted with the best

method of performing the operation, that his collection may
have a good chance of future development. My obsei-vations

on this subject will principally regard those who have not a

greenhouse, and will refer to those classes of plants which may
be kept with care during our winters in frames, such as Pelar-

goniums, Fuchsias, Calceolarias, Verbenas, Petunias, itc. These
having been stored away in very small pots, must now be trans-

ferred to more roomy quarters, and finally potted previous to

blooming.
The fumigating of j>lant houses and frames is a troublesome

matter, especially to amateurs, and hence the foUowiug plan
which I have practised lately may prove interesting to some :

—

Provide a strong solution of nitre in water, in which soak some
sheets of strong brown paper, and afterwards dry it slowly and
cut it into lengths of c-onvenient size, the largest 18 inches

by 12 inches ; then get some strong tobacco and strew it thinly

over the paper, and with a coarse pepper-box dredge-in a good
coat of common cayenne pepper, w^rap the whole up loosely like

a cigarette, paste the end over, and when dry it is fit for use.

Two or three of these suspended by a wire under a greenhouse
stage, and lighted at each end, will quickly settle the accounts
of the green fly and thrips, and that with comparatively little

trouble ; indeed, if a quantity of these cigarettes are kept ready
made, a few plants may be put into a pit or small room and be
cleaned, at least have their insect pests destroyed, in a very short

time. By using cayenne much less tobacco is requu-ed, and the
effect of the two combiued is most deadly ; for as the cigarettes

will burn for a considerable time, say an hour or more, it is im-
possible for insects to live in an atmosphere so thoroughly suf-

focating.

As the season for grafting is at hand, it may be noted that the
appearance of Thorn hedges may be much improved by grafting

the scarlet and other varieties on the top shoots. These should
be allowed to grow up at different distances along the hedge,
which should be regulated according to the size of the garden
and the taste of i he amateur. A few hardy Roses may also be
planted in the fence, and trained in it. When these are in bloom
the blossoms projecting a Uttle beyond the hedge only appear,

and render it very ornamental. Some of the Roses might also

be budded on tall stocks above the top of the hedge as standards.

Vegetables.—This is an important time for getting in crops of

several kinds. Ground shoidd be in readiness for Onions,
Carrots, tV'c, which should be sown in drills as soon as the
weather will permit. Of the former the Strasburg and James's
Keeping are good kinds. Make up deficiencies in Cabbage rows,
and sow a small patch for succession in a warm border. The
Early Battersea, which has numerous aliases, is as profitable a
kind as any. Of Potatoes, a few Ashleaf Kidney may bo planted
for an early crop.

Fruit.—See that all standards are now pruned, and that the
training of wall trees is finished. This is a good time for graft-

ing Apples, Pears, &c.

Flowers,—As bulbs are all above ground, flower borders may
now be forked-up, giving them a dressing of leaf mould or rotten
dung. Herbaceous plants that are spreading too much should
bo divided, so as to occupy less room. Everything about th's

villa should be trimmed-up and kept neat, as this is always a
mark of taste and industry.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS,
FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

The nights have been cold, the thermometer falling occaaion-

ally below the freezing point. This has served to retard tlr)

blossom on the fruit trees, yet the Pears, Plums, and other hardy
fruits aro in a forward state ; all are well set with blossom buds.

A correspondent writes for information about the Goo.^tiharri/

caterpillar. Wherever the bushes were overrun last year, and
if no steps have been taken to destroy the larva, there is almost
a certainty that they will again be attacked. If spent tanner's

bark can be obtained readily and fresh out of the pits, this,

spread under the bushes to the depth of 2 or 3 inches, will

destroy the larva which are buried there, but it ought to be
done at once. When ground is being trenched during winter,

the surface soil to the depth of 3 inches should be removed
from under the bushes and buried in the bottom of the trench

;

fresh soil must be taken from the ground that is being trenched
to supply the place of the old.

Morelio Cherry trees on the north wall are very forward, they
have just been nailed. Old trees of this sort are sometimes dis-

figured by some of the branches dying-off. These must be cut
out and the live wood removed to fill up the blank spaces. As
the Morelio does not form spurs but bears on the young wood,
this must be uailed-in more thickly than is usual with Elton,
Hay Duke, and other large-leaved varieties. Where wall trees

are in flower see that the protecting material is let down when-
ever there are evident signs of frosf.

Planted out the old roots of Sen-lcalc that had been forced,

also the smaller roots left over from the plants raised from seeds
sown a twelvemonth ago. The ground had been previously
trenched and manured; and in planting, some coal ashes were
placed round the roots.

Allusion was made a few weeks ago to the merits of some of

the new American Potatoes. Amateurs and others who may
wish to try some of them will find the Extra Early Vermont the
most valuable for small gardens. As the sets are high-priced it

is desirable to make the most of them. We had five Potatoes

to a pound of the abovenamed sort ; they were cut into fifty-four

sets, and these were potted separately in 60-sized pots in light

soil, and as soon as the sprouts show above ground they will be
planted out.

Peas.—Sowed the second crop, comprising early and late sorts.

Alpha, William I., and Taber's Early Perfection are the best

early sorts; for later, use Supreme and some of the earUer
Marrows. A variety sent out last year named G. F. Wilson is

earlier than Veitch's Perfection and of sterling merit. Champion
of England, long a favourite variety, wiU scarcely hold its own
amongst the claimants for popular favour.

Onions and Parsnips.—Ours were sown three weeks ago.

Those who have not yet sown their main crops should do so at

once. Advantage should be taken of the present favourable
weather to get all the crops in and to push forward the work.

FRUIT AND FOKCINQ HOUSES.
Pineries.—A very important matter in Pine culture is the

plunging material, which ought not to be one that is subject to

early decay, and it should also maintain an equable temperature.
Spent tan fresh from the yards is very good where it can be
obtained, but in country places Oak or Beech leaves are often

used to good purpose. Neither of the above can be readily

obtained with us, and, as previously stated, the refuse from a
cocoa-mat and brush factory has been tried. So far it has an-

swered admh-ably; the heat is about 90', and if this is main-
tained as long as it is with tan, it will be a great boon to us, as

besides its being more readily obtained, it is also cleaner to use
and the plants can be plunged in it with greater aciUty. Where
fruit had been cut of Smooth-leaved Cayenne and Charlotte

Rothochild there were suckers to put in ; these were potted in

G and 7-iuch pots. Suckers that were potted late in the autumn
were also shifted into larger pots, 9-inch being mostly used.

The plants were making fresh roots, but the old soil was not in

good condition, and a large proportion of it had to be removed
;

they were not watered for at least ten days after repotting. In
the fruiting houses, where fruit is swelling, the temperature
should now be 70° at night, with a proportionate rise by day

;

plenty of atmospheric moisture is necessary now.
Placed a fresh batch of Keens' Seedling Strawberry in heat;

as soon as the new leaves are formed the plants are supplied
with weak liquid manure. We are drifting more into the prac-

tice of using the manure water at each watering, believing that

it is better to apply the water very weak and often than it is to

apply it double the strength and alternately with clear water.

Place the plants close to the glass, water and syringe freely.
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Ciiciuiibers and Melons.—The plants put out a few weeka ago
will be making good progress, but the nights are yet cold, so
that it will be necessary to cover the glass with mats every
night. The lights should be tilted a very little just as the sun
begins to act on the glass in the morning, so that the leaves
may dry before the temperature rises to its maximum, AVhen
cold north-easters are blowing some close netting hung over the
apertures will temper the keenness of the air. Plants gi'own in
houses and traiued to trellises overhead are much mere easily

managed than those in frames ; and where the bottom heat is

appHed from hot-water pipes, as it ought to be, there is no
danger of tlie roots being burned by too great heat. The
plants, however, become a prey more readily to the attacks of

red spider, but this may at least be kept in check by syringing
diily with tepid water, which at present is best done just befoi'e

the ventilators are opened in the morning. When the days are
longer syringing at night is also beneficial.

Orchard House.—The trees are now iu blossom, and as there
is plenty of sunshine with drying though cold winds, the fruit

will probably set well. Close muggy weather is the worst for

orchard-house trees when they are in flower. It is a tedious
process to go over a large house with a small camel-hair pencil
to set the flowers, but a few of the more shy-setting sorts may be
so treated. Shaking the trees gently with the hand, or tapping
them geutly with a stout stick, will distribute the pollen sufli-

ciently to cause the main collection to bear an abundant crop.

Pear and Plum trees have been left oiit of doors until now. The
soiall house in which they are placed to flower, and where they
remain until the fruifr is set, has no heating apparatus, aud the
liter in the season the blossoms open the less chance is there of

injury by frost.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Many species of hardwooded New Holland and other plants

are attacked by red spider, aud as this pest is now waking-up
into active life, search should be made and means used for its

destruction. Two old-fashioned plants, favourites of our boy-
hood, and which would create a sensation at South Kensing-
ton if placed on the exhibition-table there, used to be famous
resorts of the red spider—viz., Clianihus punicens, the Glory
Pea of New Zealand, and the Cantua dependens. Both are
readily propagated by cuttings placed under bell-glasses, and
they will well repay any care bestowed upon them. The best
potting material is turfy loam and turfy peat in er^ual pro-
portions, and made sufficiently porous by the addition of silver

sand. The plants should be placed near the glass iu the green-
house, and be shifted into larger pots as they require it. Should
they become pot-bound in an early stage of their growth, their

leaves will become yellow and drop off, giving a naked appear-
ance. The same effect is produced if red spider effects a lodg-

ment on them. Both plants gi'ow freely and may be shifted

twice during the growing season ; they are also of straggling

growth, and Rhould be trained to sticks placed round the inside
of the rims of the pots. The Clianthus produces clusters of its

large, crimson, Pea-like flowers in May ; the Cantua a profusion
of its large, orange-red, tubular flowers in March and April, and
these are so wax-like and distinct in character as at once to com-
mand attention.

Camellias have flowered late this year, aud as the sun is now
powerful in the afternoon they require shade. Should Azaleas
be required to flower in May place the plants in a gentle heat,

and syringe iu the morning. The usual routine work has been
re-arranging plants, placing fresh batches in the forcing houses,
aud removing those showing flowers.

FLOWER GARDEN.
It will not be necessary to reiterate the remarks about clean-

liness. The lawn should be swept aud rolled whenever neces-
sary, and the edgings should be cut round with an edging iron.

Scilla amo3na, Erythronium dens-canis, and such-like coming
through the surface have been looked to, as in digging the
borders toamuch soil was heaped over them. Primi-oses were
also divided where more stock of choice varieties was required,
and the plants examined for slugs. Potting aud boxing bedding
plants have been finished, except spring-struck plants, which will

be attended to as soon as they are ready. Finished pruning the
Roses ; a number of plants were left until the present time, as,

for one reason, a succession of flowers are obtained. Many of

the recently introduced Roses are of weakly growth ; these must
be well cut back. Others have a tendency to form a thicket of

wood, which must be thinned-out in a regular manner. Strong-
growing sorts should not be closely cut back.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
James Dickson l^' Sons, 108, Eastgate Street, Chester.

—

Cata-
logue of Farm Seeds, Impleinents, &c.
W. Clibrau & Son, Oldtield Nursery, Altriucham.—Catalogue

of Nciu and Choice Plants and Seeds.
G. C. Short, Market Place, Stokesley.

—

Descriptive Catalogue
of Choice Seeds for Flower and Kitchen Garden, £c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*4* We request that no one will write privately to any of the

correspondents of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture , dx., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Ki;v. W. GrLPiN {Hihrrnicus).—Iu a future number, as it may interest

otliers of our readers, we will publish some biogiaphical notes relative to thiB

lover and describer of the " pictnrosrjue."

Village HoRTicrjLTUR.u, Societies (G. F. E. ; A. 7io.'7''>'«).—"WepubUehed
rules in No. 538 of this Journal. You can have it post fx-ee for four postage
stamps.

Gold Withv [Soxithton).—The name has no relation to the Willow. It is

the name known iu the New Forest, Hauls, for the Sweet Gale, Myrica Galo.

Although Withy, or Withio. is the iVnglo-Saxou for the Willow, it is also tho

name iu that language for auy twiated rod—any plant's brauch that is used
as a band when twisted. Thus in the Ne«:\- Forest Hoar Withy (gieyrod) is

the name by which the Wliite Beam, Sorbus Aria, is known, the term grey

refeiTing to the whiteness of the under side of its leaves.

Old Vines of Black HAMBnucjH {A Youu>i Qar(Uncr).—ll is diflicult to

say how many bunches of Iiiiit may bo left on an old Vine that has hitherto

only borne bunches averaging half a pound each, because if you have becu
renovating the Vine at the roots it ought not to be overcropped until fully

re-established. If you have not done anything to the Vines we think you
ruiglit leave thh'ty launches or more on each, if the wc^ight does not exceed

what you say. We would, however, recommend you to see about lifting them
in October if you can; and another year, or rather the seasou after thai,

larger hunches may be expected, and of course fewer of them will do.

GuAFTiNG Azaleas and Camellias [Ithm).—We are not acquainted with

any work bearing on this subject aloue, but we may say the Camellia is

usually gi-afted by inarching—tiiat is, the stock is brought to the plant the

scion is to be taken from, and a suitable portion of tho young wood of the

latter is grafted either by the tongue process or a plain splice, and being

tied together remains until a junction is made. In such a way we have seen

a great number of pots, each \vlth a stock in it, raised aud propped up
around a lai-ge plant that was grafted to them, a little moss being tied round
each junction. If the place could be kept close and rather damp growth would
be facihtated. For Azaleas, take the scion off aud graft in the usual way, pro-

\ided a damp close frame is to be had; but where large ijuantities are worked
and constant attention cau be given, success is more certain than in the case

of an amateur. One of the main secrets of success is an atmosphere which
assists tho scion after it is sepai-ated from the growing plant, until it becomes

united by the flow of sap to the plant which is to support it.

Adianttjm farleyrnse (F. A'.).—It is a Fern which requires a warmhoase.
The place you name may suit it during the summer months, but we are not

at all sanguine of your success in wintei".

Lawn GkAss Weak and Patchy {Rmin CTr&e).—We have no recollection

of the answer you say we gave you months since, but probably the following

treatment will" improve your lawn—Apply a diessing of very rotten manure
to the lawn now, or rich compost, and early in April rake it well with an hon
rake, and sow over it (1 lbs. Festuca duriuscula, 8 lbs. Cynosurus cristatuB,

and S lbs. Trifolium minus, T^-itli 4 lbs. Poa neraoralis sempervii-ens in mixture

for one acre. Rake lightly after sowing, and roll well, not mowing until May,
and theu keep well mown and rolled. A dressing of guano in moist weather

iu May would much improve the growth of the grass.

Melons in a Greenhouse (B. F. B.).—It is possible to cultivate Melons
in a warm graenhouse iu the hottest part of the summer, but you must not

expect to grow anything else in it, and the permanent plants will be very

much injured. We have seen a good crop of Melons in a newly planted vinery

where the Vines had not done well, and were destroyed in .Tune and Melons
planted. So much, however, depends on the season aud other matters that

it is dilticult to give a decided opinion ; but we may say that growing Melons
on the roof of a low pit is about the best mode that can he adopted, as it

allows of the under side of the fohage being syringed to keep down the red

spider, and tho fmit can easily be supported by small pieces of netting or some
other contrivance. The atmospheric heat after the end of May is usually

sufficient for the plant when grown in a closely glazed structm-e that cau bo

shut up rather early in the afternoon ; but in general a greenhouse may bo

more agreeably umed in growiui^ Balsams, Fuchsias, Cockscombs, aud other

ornamental plants during the summer, and we would therefore not advise

Melons uuless iu some special case, as where there was nowhere else to plant

them and they were much wanted.

Glass for Conservatory Roof (S»ssca-).—The roof being a span, with

the ends running S.E. and N.E., will have one side facing the south-west;

for this we would use ground glass, so as to render shading unnecessary, but

you must employ good glass, otherwise after frost there will be broken

squares. We use polished plate ground on the inner side, the smooth face

being placed outside. It is one-fourth inch thick. Frosted glass and ground-

rough plate are very liable to breakage, and, though cheaper to begin with,

are dearer in the end than polished ground plate. There is no objection to

Ferns occupying the centre of the greenhouse and flowering plants the side

shelves. We suppose you have considered whether you will have enough

flowers, especially Camellias, of which laige plants cannot be accommodated
on the side shelves. *

Greenhouse Heating (G. S. B.).—It could not bo heated by gas, 2-inch

pipes being employed, as that would give a lai-ge quantity of water to be

heated, but it can be warmed satisfactorily and economically by 1-inch pipes.

You will need six rows of pipes along the front, aud the boiler ought to bo

within the house. If you employ coal or coke as fuel to heat the boiler, the

latter ought at least to be fed from the outside. You will need two 3-inch

pipes, or three 2-inch pipes, to give the required temperature in frosty

weather. Your house ought to be heated by gas at a cost of about 4fi. per

week. Tho pipes should be taken along one or both ends and the front.

Calceolaria Culture (Bicfps).—Early next month prepare a bed by

taking out the soil 6 inches deep and placing it on both sides of the excavation

as in forming a trench for Celery
;
point into the bottom with a fork a 3-inch
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thickness of well-decayed leaf muulj, raixinfi it well with tlio Boil, and in

this plant the Calceolarias, aft.r carufully taltiiii^' up, in rows 9 inches by

C inches apart. Water after planting, shading from bri^'ht Bun by mats
placed on sticks arched over the bed, which will also be uKefuI for supporting

mats on frosty nighta. "When the plants have becomo established after

planting stop them so as to induce a buwliy growth, and keep well supplied

with water. From the bed they ore to bo moved with good balls to where

they are wanted to flower.

Bedding Lobelias (F. J.).—Old plants are not so good as those which are

young, as the former will liower earUer than thn latter and do not produce

a succession of bloom until autumn. Seedling plants are freer in growth aad
keep up a better succession of flowers than those frjm cuttings, but the seed

must bo true, which is not always the case.
|

Greenhouse Plans (IT. G. C.).—We prefer No. 1 with the ends facmg
north and south, and the sides east and west, the ridge- and-furrow roof run-

ning lengthwise of the house. No. 2 is not good, but would answer.

Vinery Heating (iJt'?0.—As your house is in the shade more flre heat will

be needed than if it were exposed to the sun. We should commence fires

about the end of the present month or beginning of April. Keep the tem-
perature at 55^ at night for the first fortnight, commencing with 50*^ and
increasing gradually to5j^and during the next fortnight rise to 60 , Keep
at thfit until the Vines are in flower, then give a rise of 5' at night, and after

flowering let the night temperature be 60 \ On all the temperatures named a

rise of 5- may be given on dull days without sun, 10- to 15 with cloud but a
little sun, and 15'^ to 20'' or more with bright sun and abundance of air. It is

not desirable to apply fire heat to Vines early in the season when the roots

are in an outside border.

Ornamental Beet—Blue Lobelias (J. F. C).—Beta vulgaris kermesina
is not superior as an omamental-foliaged plant to Dell's Crimson Beet, which,
with many aliases, is the finest for garden decoration. The best Lobelias of

the speciosa class are Biilliant, Blue Boy, Compacta or Crystal Palace Blue,

which are of dwarf dense habit ; those of rather stronger growtii are Lobelia
Erinus speciosa grandiflora, and Trentham Blue. Of the pumila class the
best are pumila grandiflora, Sunset, red lilac; and Purple Prince, purple
tinged with brown. \Viiere not otherwise stated the colour is blue. Others
are Cobalt Blue, Heather Bell, pink, ^^^lit8 Perfection, Piarl, Snow, and
Snowdrift. Finely sifted ashes, unless washed, are not suitable for lightening

soil for pocting. Sand is far preferable, though washed ashes answer well.

Camellias Dirty (E. Robinson}.—The leaves are covered with a black

fungus from the plants being infested with scale, and not in conseiiuence of

the soot and dust of the chimney. Wash the leaves with a solution of soft

soap, 4 ounces to the gallon, as hot as the hand can bear it, but not raoro

than 140-. The stems, as well as both sides of the leaves, should be washed
clean with a sponge, taking care not to allow the soapy water to run down to

the roots.

Cocoa Nuts Spjlouted (F. Bowlea).—As the trees which produce them
attain a height of 50 feet and require'a stove heat, we advise you not to attempt
their cultivation.

Constructing a Vinery {Marlcet Gardener).—We considerthe construction
of your vinery will answer, and we have no suggestions to offer, only we
should have Foster's White SeeiJling in place of Royal Muscadine, and Black
Hamburgh as you propose. Buckland Sweetwater is also a fine, large, white
Grape for an unheated house. The Vines we should have planted inside, the
front wall of the vinery being arched so as to allow of the roots passing out-

wards. The border under the circumstances stated will not requiro draining,
but we should add to every square yard of border half a peck of half-inch

bones, and mix them with the soil at least 18 inches deep. We do not think
you will succeed with Peaches against the back or end, as in a few years the
roof will be so covered by the Vines as to render the fruiting of the Peach
trees very uncertain.

Produce of Vines {H. Forrest).—It is difficult to form a conclusive
opinion, as so much is dependant on the state of the Vines and the treatment.
One pound weiglit of Grapes for every foot of rafter occupied by the Vines is I

a very good and safe calculation, and your twenty Vines ought to give you I

20 lbs. weight of Grapes each, or 400 lbs. of Grapes in all. The Vines not
having been pruned we should still do so, keeping the house cool, and apply-
ing Thomson's styptic to all the cuts. The patent knotting used by painters
will answer nearly as well ; each will prevent the Vines bleeding.

Turfing a Vine Border ITwenty-two-years Subscriber).—You are quite
right in not having the border turfed, but you may grass the herbaceous
border, and have an evergreen hedge at the back so as to shut off the Vine
border. The hedge should not be so high a'5 to shade the Vine border much,
certainly not mure than 4 feet. Bos 2J feet high would answer very well, and
would not hold many leaves, but any caught by it would have to be cleared

away as they accumulated. A rustic fence would not answer so well as an
evergreen hedge; but could you not have a few flowering plants in pots
pluuged in the border in Eummer so as to make it gay, and so take away its

bareness ?

VisERY Management (J. D.).—Too much moisture in the atmosphere,
combined with a low temperature, is the cause of the iyoung leaves becoming
spotted and damping-off. As you have raised the night temperatiue of the
house to 60", probably the evil you complain of no longer exists. If the
Vines are not doing well yet, raise the night temperature to 6n', with a pro-
portionate rise by day. See that the roots axe well supplied with water.

Planting Fig Tree out of Doors {A. B. G.).—Do so at once. Brown
Turkey will answer your purpose.

Patent Felt {Juliuf;).—We cannot recommend dealers.

Violet Cress (A. C).— It is lonopsidium acaule, and has been called by
different botanists Cochlearia acauUs and C. pusilla. It is a very pretty
annual, introduced from Portugal in 1845. There is a portrait of it in the
"Botanical Register'' of 1846. The "Journal of the Royal Horticultural

Society '' thus spoke of it:
—"It is found wild, according to Brotero, on the

basaltic hills near Lisbon, and occasionally on the limestone formation of
Estromadura. Desfontaines also met with it in Barbary. A beautiful rock
plant for shady situa ions ; its flowers are of a clear lilac, and the foliage is

of a delicate pieen colour. It propagates itself by seeds, and by runners
which throw out roots abundantly into the damp soil. It is a hardy little

annual, growing in any rich garden soil, and blooming from April to October.
It requires rather a moist {shady) situation. Its small flowers (they come
out white and turn to a pale lilac) appear in profusion from April to October.
It makes a neat edging to borders in shaded places, and is a capital rockwork
plant."

Rose Leaves Mildewt.d (S. A. E.).—The leaf has been affected with
mildew, most probably owing to defective root action. The young shoots in

uulieated houses are apt to push without the roots being active enough to

supply sap. More air, especially on sunny days, and a little liquid monui-e to

the roots, will most probably do good.

Daphne odora Sthagi;lino (F. A. L.).—We should cut-in the plant to

bring it into form, keeping rather dry for a fortnight or three weeks previously,

and when it had broken and made shoots an inch or so long we would repot,

removing most of the old soil, using a size of pot that would hold the roots

without cramping, and placing a little fresh soil all round. Good drainage,

and a compost of equal parts peat and loam iboth sandy and fibrous), with a

sixth of silver sand will grow it well. Keep rather moist and shaded, giving

an increase of temperature for a short time, then admit air and light, water-

ing so as to keep the soil moist, but avoid overwatering. The parts removed
may be put in as cuttings, which strike freely in gentle heat.

Heating Houses (fi. O. 0.).—The mode of heating, as shown by your plan >

would be improved if you were to take the pipes along the garden house until

the early vinery was reached, and then carry the pipes through the wall into

it, across its end, and along the front. Two rows of pipes with their returns

will be suflicient. For the late vinery we should take the pipes along the
garden house until the house was reached, then into the house, and along the

end and front. A flow-and-return pipe will be sufficient, and these we should

have on the level. Taken through the early vinery, that house would be unne-
cessarily and injuriously heated when the Vines were at rest. You ought to

have two more pipes for top heat in the forcing house

—

i.e., two flows with

their returns, and the same number of pipes for bottom heat—two under each
bed^viz., a flow and return for each. From the fernery frost can be excluded

by one pipe all round, likewise from the pits, if not over 6 feet wide, by one

pipe at the back as shown in your plan, but you will need to have a valve on
the pipe at the side of the feniery next the pits so as to cause the water to

circulate directly through the pit pipes, wliich will cut off the pipe along one
side of the fernery ; or the valve might be partiaUy shut so that whilst the pit

pipe would bo heated fully there would be also heat in the pipe alongside

of the fernery. We should have all the pipes 3-iuch, and have them pro-

vided with valves, so that you could work the whole separately or together.

The pipes should be taken under the paths in a flue formed of bricks and
coveied with flags. We do not advise Peach trees for the back walls of the

early and late vinery. They would do for a year or two, and then, owing to the

shade of the Vines, they would not bear.

Insects on Geraniums (Miss Allen).—You give no description nor speci-

men of the insect, therefore we can only advise you to fumigate the house
with tobacco. Shut-up the house on a calm evening, and fill it with tobacco

smoke so that the plants cannot be secu from the outside. If, as we think,

the insects are aphides, the tobacco smoke will destroy them. We do not

wonder at the plants being injured by the flowers of sulphur if it was burned,

but dusted on the leaves it will not destroy them. It is of no use against

jnsects in that state, but an excellent application for mildew.

Names of Fruits (H. L.).—Wyken Pippin. (S(rc()cr).—Your Apple is

very much like Pomme Itoyale, but we are not sure about it.

Names of Plants (F. E. r.).—Named last week, page 208. {W. J. H.).—
1, Sparmannia africana. We caimot name Rhododendrons from single flowers.

4 is in the way of R. retusum. (G. S. B.).—^Sparmannia africana, native of the

Cape. (C. W'.}.—Eriosteraon myoporoiies, D.C. (J. Englefield).—\, RuseuB
(Danae) racemosus ; 2, Material insuflicient. {W. G.).—Omphalodes vema.
(T. N.).—ly Dendrobium aggregatum, Roxb. (Bot. Mag., 3643) ; 3, Apparently

a very handsome form of D- nobile, or a nearly allied species ; 2 We cannot

name without blossom. (T. M. A.).—1, Billbergia Moreliana; 2, Strelitzia

Reginje; 3, SelagineUa flabellata; 4, S. caulescens; 5, S. cuspidata; 6, Pepe-

romia Saundersii. (A. Rawson).—Lonicera Standishii, B. Af., t. 5709. (C
Digs).—1. Adiantnm caneatam; 2, Pteris cretica ; 8, Nephrodiom molle

;

4, Asplenium marinum.

POTILTBY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEOKIOLE.

OBJECTING TO JUDGES.
I HAVE read your articles. Are tbey provoked by a rule of the

National Ornithological Association to combine to resist or pro-

test against awards ? What judge would subject himself to such
treatment ? Let the judges be chosen, publish their names, let

their decision be final, mistakes or no mistakes, and let those

who do not like the names stay at home.
To be a poultry judge requires practice. This seems to be

entirely overlooked. Nothing but practice can give confidence

to all the theoretical knowledge in the world, and a non-practised

hand will be longer at it than an old hand. If there is a fear of

the old hands giving up soon, why not associate younger hands
with them without a fee ? Many, I dare say, would pay their

own costs to serve the cause in this unenviable ofiice.

To render my meaning as to practice more clear, I know of no
better illustration than the following : When the volunteer and
miUtia movement began in Canada a military school was estab-

lished, and drill-books issued and studied with a will. At ex-

aminations viva voce and in writing, questions were answered
beyond correctly if possible. The same people had a company
of men put before them and failed in all their attempts to pass

for some time. They were flurried— in fact, until they had
practice, were entirely put out. A young poultry judge is in the

same hat. He knows the written standards by heart—has kept,

perhaps, nearly all breeds, some a shorter time, some a longer

—

but thinks, " I have only so much time ; if I make a mistake

(which the veterans often do), what a row I shall get into from
our Journal, &o. !" He is in a complete fry until by practice

his nerve becomes equal to it ; then he can apply his knowledge
in half the time, and confidently make his award.

But if judges are to be judged by the new Society they will
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Boon be snuffed out. Every disappointed exhibitor will kick up
a row, and is bound to be supported.—F. C. Hass.\kd.

BLACK BANTAMS.
I AM sure all amateurs will be obliged to Mr. W. B. Arundel

for his effort to enlighten them on the above breed. It is quite
true that most of the books on jjoultry do not give suiHcient
practical information. I know of none, however, which does
not contain a fair description of the points of the various breeds,
and Mr. Arundel's paragraph does nothing more ; moreover,
it contains ideas which, if followed by amateiirs or anyone
else, will lead to certain disappointment, and be much more
likely to send them astray than assist them to breed and show
Black Bantams to perfection. After telling us that " the birds
of the variety should be black, and that the comb should be
double, and covered with small points on the top," &c., Mr.
Arundel proceeds to say that " the tail of the cock should be
carried upright, and the head carried well back towards the
tail ;" and again, a little further on, " The breast is round and
prominent, and is carried forward by the cock. The neck of the
cock is very taper, and is gracefully curved well back, so as to

bring the back of the head into close proximity with his tail."

This means to say that a Black Bantam should be in shape and
style similar to a Sebright or a Fantail Pigeon, and is entirely
an erroneous idea. The very best authorities say that a Black
Bantam should be a miniature Black Hamburgh—smart, com-
pact, and the tail carried away, rather drooping than otherwise;
and tlji3 has been substantiated, more especially in recent shows,
by Hewitt, Teebay, Baily, Dixon, Hodson, and other well-known
judges. I fear any amateur, taking Mr. Arundel's standard
for a guide, would find himself in the position mentioned by
that gentleman at the end of the first paragraph in the article
I have been quoting from, appearing in last week's Journal.

—

E. C.IMBEIDGE.

NORTHAMPTON POULTRY SHOW.
The spacious Corn Exchange at Northampton contained last

week one of the best collections of poultry ever brought together
in the district. The Show was exceedingly well arranged, and
with the exception that Aylesbury and Kouen Ducks should
always have separate classes, and might be shown in pairs,
there was very little to complain of in the prize schedule. The
exhibits of every kind considerably exceeded 1100 pens, which
leads to a remark worthy of attention. Of poultry alone about
sixty pens were empty, and it was repeatedly asserted by several
exhibitors—and we have not any reason to doubt the correct-
ness of the statement—in several instances only a portion of the
poultry was deUvered in time for adjudication, out of a number
ofpens forwarded by the several owners into the hands of the rail-

way companies at one and the same time ; in fact, some half-dozen
pens were delivered at the Exchange so late as 6.25 p.m. on the
flay of the judging, and it is quite possible others may have
arrived (unknown to ourselves), at even a later hom-, for consign-
ments were coming-in at intervals during the whole of Tuesday,
the day for judging. This is certainly not as it should be, and
railway officials are to be much blamed for so unjustifiable a

. detention, as from the fact that the judging did not commence
until considerably past midday on the "Tuesday, poultry if con-
signed by an early train from any part of the kingdom on the
Monday, should have reached its destination long before the
time fixed for the adjudications.

It has of late been a somewhat general remark that DorJiings
prove very small classes, and it again held good at Northamp-
ton, for with the exception of the prize birds, these classes were
decidedly indifferent. The second-prize hen was an extra-
ordinarily good Silver-Grey, but not a single bird (cock or hen),
of White Dorkings was entered. As a kind of compensation,
the Coc/i i« classes proved one of the grandest collections seen
for many years past. In both cocks and hens of the Buffs these
classes were an exhibition of themselves—so good, indeed,
that the highly-commended pens would have proved prize-
winners at shows generally. The cup Buff hen is one that
would, once seen, scarcely be forgotten, being exhibited in a
most trying competition, but possessing character and colour
as nearly faultless as it is possible for the most fastidious ama-
teur to conceive. The Partridge Cochins were also most praise-
worthy, but it was a matter of regi-et to fiud a decidedly roupy
hen entered in this class. It is unjust to other exhibitors to

send them when thus affected. White Cochins were few but
very creditable. Although so late in the season, the collection
of Dark Brnhmas was unusually good, the clear plumage of the
cocks and the lovely pencilling throughout of the hens being
subjects of general congratulation. The Light Brahmas, though
not equal to the Dark, were praiseworthy ; but it was an evident
cruelty to overshow the inmates of one or two pens in the way
they had been. It may bring increasing notoriety to the owner,
but it should not be forgotten it is a lingering death to the bird.
The French classes were well filled throughout, and it was

pleasing to fiud La Fleche fowls repeatedly among the winners.
Spanish fowls, of which in both their own classes and the
Selling classes there was a superabundance, were of extra-
ordinary excellence, and it may be years before so many first-

class specimens at such astonishingly low prices again meet
the wishes of intending purchasers. The quality of some of
even those Spanish fowls in the SeDing classes would secure
favourable returns at most poultry shows. Black Red Game
fowls proved not nearly equal in quaUty to Brown Beds, which
were, on the contrary, of very superior quality. The cup for
Game was secured by a most excellent Brown Red cock, shown
in a condition so good as to attract the notice of all who saw it.

Hamhiirghs vrere generally good, the cup being given to an ex-
traordinarily well-mooned Golden-spangled cock of exceedingly
pure ground, colour.

-Although three dozen entries competed in the Game Bantam
cock class, it was a remarkable feature that scarcely any of the
best specimens, which were plentiful, was in anything ap-
proaching show condition, the listless manner in which they
stood proving how sadly they had been overtaxed by continuous
exhibition. Some of the best of Black Bantams were shown,
also a few Silver-laced worthy of especial mention. A jet

black Japanese Bantam cock, well shown and recently imported,
deserves especial mention, being a most unique specimen. Per-
haps one of the most notable features of the Show was the
entry of Silver and Golden-spangled Polands, than which a
richer collection has rarely been offered to public view.
The immense entries in the Selling classes of varieties of the

highest character, the whole of which appeared to be in robust
health, and, consequently, excellent breeding condition, caused
the sales to be very numerous, as well as satisfactory to the
purchasers. Every attention was paid by the indefatigable
Secretary and Committee to the wants of the poultry under
their charge, and their courteous attention to the incessant
inquiries of those desirous of possessing wished-for pens was
iinwearying. The weather also proving favourable, the Show
was a most successful one.

EABBIT.S.

The Rabbits were well arranged and managed in Turner's ex-
cellent pens, sweet hay, oats, and carrots being supplied in pro-
fusion ; and though the entries were not nearly so numerous as

those of last year, yet 115 good specimens are not a bad display.
Taken in all, this was one of the best collections seen of late.

Mr. Eayson was advertised as Judge, but in his absence Mr.
Hutton officiated. There were four cups offered for competition,
as also three prizes of 20s., 10s., and 5s. in eac'a class. Two
classes with one cup were set apart for Lops, but in point of

numbers they were comparatively a failure, there being only
thirteen entries in all, but the quality was quite as high as is

possible. In bucks a grand Sooty Fawn was first, the length
being 22 J by 4 J in width; the second being a Fawn 21 J by 4i ;

and third a Blue, 21 J by 4J ; the only other Rabbit in the class

receiving a very high commendation. Does were a grand Tor-
toiseshell, 22 by 41, large, of nice quality of ear and head, with
a large well-formed dewlap ; the second being also a Tortoise-

shell, much better in colour, something shorter in ear, but com-
paratively defective in dewlap ; and the third Black-and-white,

;
but a little too gay in marking. The point cup was won by Mr.
Banks. Angoras were very good ; the first a mass of fleecy wool
and well shown ; the second and third being good in that respect,

but not so large. No. 040, an immense doe, was not up to the
mark in fur. Himalayans were a very large entry and some of

tliem well marked, while many were too mousey on the feet to

succeed in the show-pen, though the winners may be considered
good average specimens. Dutch were not so numerous, but
mostly mentioned. The first prize went to an almost perfect

Blue-and-white doe, very small and smart, winning the cup
against the Himalayans. Second came a 'Tortoiseshell buck,

quite as perfect in marking, but large ; and third a neat small

Fawu-aud-white. Silver-Greys were an extraordinary class,

whether as regards entries or quality; and no grander sight

have we ever seen of this variety of Rabbit, scarcely one bad one
being shown, and two extra prizes were allowed by the Society.

The winning Silver-Grey Rabbits were most beautifully sUvered
throughout, while many most perfect in body but a httle darker

on the head were highly commended. The fourth cup was
awarded here.

Many cheap Rabbits were shown in the Selling class, and the

prizes were awarded to a Tortoiseshell first, a Lop-eared buck

;

second, an Angora; third, also a Lop. Three good Rabbits won
in the Local class, the first-prize winner being a good Sooty
Fawn Lop, 21i by 4}, but a little wanting in condition; second
an Angora, and third a Silver-Grey.

[From a Corrcs2>ondcni.)

Again Northampton has succeeded in forming a splendid

exhibition of Babbits; not so large as the last certainly, but,

notwithstanding, nearly equal to it for quality.

I Lop-ears, Self-colours (only five entries).—The chief and iu-

I deed sole feature of this class was the first-prize winner—

a
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grand Sooty Fawn buck, so well known in the show pen. The
other winners were very good. Lop-ears, broken colours (eight

entries).—The two superb Tortoisoshell does, as first and second,

were assuredly rightly placed ; and the third, a perfect Black-

and-white, was well worthy of that honour.
Angoras (eleven entries) were an excellent class. The cup-

winner was faultless ; scarcely less so, however, was the socond-
prizetaker. Mr. Garner's Crystal Palace cup Rabbit had here to

content itself with third. The fact that the whole class with
only one exception was awarded honours shows that the Angoras
were all that could be desired.
Himalai/ans (twenty-two entries).—The contest in this class

was very severe, owing to the number of meritorious Rabbits.

The first-prize winner was a model of excellence, while the other
successful caudidates were quite worthy of their respective

positions.

Dutch (ten entries) were not so numerous as they might have
been, but, as in several of the other classes, quality made up
for quantity. The exquisite Blue-and-white doe which obtained
the cup was among the best Dutch ever exhibited. The Tor-
toisesheU which gained the second prize was a fine animal, but
the Yellow-and-white or Grey-and-white of Mr. Boyle should
havo been in its place.

Silver-Greys (twenty-six entries).—This, the largest and de-
cidedly the best class of all, contained some Rabbits that have
never been surpassed. The cup-receiver was nearly perfect in

all points ; the second and extra second beautifully shaded ; and
the third and extra third very fine, particularly the latter. The
other badges of honour, ^vhich were very liberally distributed,
went to some very good specimens. This class was one of the
largest and tipest ever seen.
The A)ii/ variety class (nine entries) was tolerably filled. The

first, a valuable Belgian Hare doe, was unapproacihed by any of

the class. The second and third wore also Belgian Hares ; very
good ones too. Two tine Belgian Hare.s were highly commended

;

and a good Patagoniau, Siberian, and Silver-Grey commended.
The Selling class (seventeen entries) included nearly every

popular variety, most of which were very praiseworthy. The
first-prizetaker was a very large Tortoiseshell Lop buck, worth
double the price required for him. The next in position was a
beautiful Angora, which, had it been shown in the Angora class,

would doubtless have been noticed. The third was a very good
Grey Lop buck. Nearly all the other pens had honourable
mentions, which they really deserved. Amongst these, two
Black-and-white Lops (1028 and 1031), a Himalay.-in (1021), a
Yellow-and-white Lop (1029), two Angoras (1024 and 1026), and
a Blne-and-white Lop (1030) are worthy of special notice.
The Local class (eight entries) was poor in comparison to

last year's. An exceedingly good Sooty Fawn Lop stood first, a
nice Angora second, and a Silver-Grey third. Two good Lops
followed in the rear. This class has generally been a principal
feature of the Show.
The arrangements were very good. All the Rabbits were well

cared for, and liberally fed. Before concluding, I wish to call
attention to the scarcity of entries this year. The last Show
mustered 1G2 pens, against 114 this year.

DoKKixos (Dark, Grey, or White).— Cocfc.—l. H. Lingwood, B,arliuig, Need-
liam M.irket. 2. J. Loufiland. Grendon. Northampton. 3, .f. Watts. KinR's
Heath, BirmiQgh.im. f, H. Mills, Dorking. Htn.—l. Henry Lingwood. 2, D,
Oibaon, SprintJhill, Barrhead. 3, J. Longland. /jc, H. Mills.
CocHiN-CHisi (Cinnamon or BulTj.— C'ocS:.—1 and 2. VV. A. Taylor, Manchester.

3, W. A. Euroell. /tc, T. ^^tretch, Ormskirk; Henry Lingwood ; Major Bignold,
Norwich ; Mra. E. Alsopp. Hindlip Hall, Worcester : H. Feast. S\vanaea. c, W.
P. Kj'land, Erdingtuu. Hoi.—Cup aid 2, VP. A. Taylor. 3, H. Tomlinson,
Newark-on-Trent. he. W. Mansfield, Cambridge ; Mrs. Iioa»ley ; H. Turner.
CocHiN-CiliNA (Partridge or Black) —Cocfc.—l, Mrs. J. Shriinpton, Le'ghton

Buzzard. 2, T. Stretch. 3, W. A. Taylor, do, W. A. Taylor ; T. L. N.ash ; J. K.
Millner, Cherburv, Bhickrrock. Co. Dublin, c. T. Aspden. Hpn..~\, \V. A.
Taylor. 2, T. Aspden. 3, T. Stretch, he. F. Wilton : VS". A. Tajlor : Mrs. J.
Shnmpton. c, Hon. Mra. Vernon ; Capt. F. G. Coleridge.
CociiTN-OniNi (White)—Cocfc-l, R. S. S. Woodgate, Pembury, Tunbridge

Wells. 2 and 3, W. A. Burnell. he, J. & T. Weeks. Hen.—l, W. A. Taylor. 2.
E. S. S. Woodgate. 3 and he, W. A. Burnell.
BRjnjn PooTRA (Light).— Cocfc.—I, M. Leno. Marltyate Street. 2, T. A. Dean,

Marden. Hereford 3, J. H. Butler. Erdington. he, J. Bloodworth. Chelten-
ham. Hc7t.— 1. R. P Pcrciyal, Northenden. Manchester. 2, Horace Lint'wood,
Greeting. 3 and c, .7. Blood\vorth. he, R. Bird, Fulham ; J. H. Butler.
BBinuA PooTKA (Dark).— Cocfc.—Cup. W. A. Taylor. 2 and 3, Horace Ling-

wood, he. W. A. Taylor ; R. P. Percival. Ben.—l and 2, Horace Lingwood. 3,W. Mansfield, he, E. Latour, Hexton, Ampthill; R. P. Perciyal; J. S. Clarke,
Oundle; ,T. Harvey, juu.. Thanniugton : J. Watts, c. H. Feast; M.I.eno.
French —Cocl-.-l, D. Gibson. 2, Rev. N. J. Nidley. Newbury. 3, W. Harris,

Penyfar, Glamrrgarshire. vhc, Mra. J. Cross, Appleby Vicarage, Brigg. he,
F. Feast. fft'i!.—l,,T. J. Maiden, Biggle3W,ade. 2, H. Feast. 3, E. Latour. he,
K. H. Ashton, Mottraui.
Spanish.- Coc/:.—Cup, .T. Palmer. Acton, London. 2, J.Leeujing, Broughton,

Preston. S. H. Brown, Putney Heath, he. Mrs- Tonkin ; Nicholla Bros.,
Cambcrwoll. c. F. James. Peckham Rye. Heii.—\. J. Leeming. 2. T. Moore,
Cardifl. S. E. Brown. Sheflield. he, F. .Tames ; Mrs. Tonkin, Bristol ; J. T.
Parker, Northampton (2); Mrs. Allsopp: H. Feast.
Game (Black-breasted Re").—Cocfc—1, J. Mason. Worcester. 2. S. Matthew,

Stowmarkot. 3. B. Cox, Moulton. Hcn.—l, S. Matthew. 2, E. Winwood,
Worcester. 3. J. Mason.
Game (Any other colour).—Cocfc.—Cup. S. Matthew. 2. J. W. Thornton, Brad-

fortl. 8, J. Leeming. he, T. Mason. Lancaster; D.Gibson; F. Sales. Crowle;
J. Chester. Nantwich. c.E. Winwood. Heii.—l.J. Richardson, Loughborough.
2, J. Leeming. 3, S. Matthew, he, B. Cox (2).

HAMnunona (Golden or Silver-spangled).-Cocfc—Cup and 3, T. Aspden.
Church, Accrington. 2, H. Feast, he, T. Boulton; T. Love, Kingsthorpo; C,
Parsons, Wolverhamplon; P. Hanson. Stonehouao ; J. Ward. Ashby-do-la-
Zouche. lien—1, P. Hanson. 2, H. Turner, Sheffleld. 3, J. Ward, he, J.
McAndrew, jun., OarnooBtioj J. Clarke ; T. Aspden.

Hamburghs (Golden or Silver-pencilled).— Cocfc.—1,W. Speakraan, Dodding-
ton Park, Nautwich. 2, R. Dickson, Selkirk. S. H. Feast. Hen.- 1, T. Aspden.
2, R. Dickson. 3, J. Smith, Lincoln, he, H. Feast.
Any other Vakietv.— Cocfc.— 1, W. A. Taylor (Silver Polish). 2, T. Boulton,

Handlord, Stoke (Black Hamburgh), s, J. S. Rooth, Chesterfield (Malay), he,

A.Silvester, Sheffield (Gold Poland); Miss Jacomb, Abbots Langley (White
Leghorn) (2); G. W. Boothby, Louth (Gold Poland); Capt. F. G. Coleridge,

Wargrave (Poland); E. C. Howard; J. Robinson, Garstaug. c. Rev. N. J.

Ridley (Malays); J. .1. Watkina. Ucii.~l and 2, W. A. Taylor (Silver Polish).

3. A. Silvester (Gold Pidaud). he, H. Ball. Dresden, LoDgton (Black Ham-
burgh); Miss Jacomb (White Leghorn); C. Bloodworth (Silver Poland); H.
Feast; J. Robinson, c, Mrs. B. M. Arnold (Light Malay); G. W. Boothby
(Gold Poland).
Selling Class (Any variety except Bantams and Ducks). — Cocfc.—1, J,

W. Thornton Brown Red). 2, T. Love (Golden spangled). 8, P. Collins,

Daventry (White Cochin), he, J. S. Clark (Dark Brahma); Major Bignold
(Buff Cochin); W. A. Burnell, Southwell (Partridge Cochin); Nichols Bros.
(Spanish) — Hancock, Northampton (Brown Red), c, T. L. Nash, Sproughton
(Buff Cochin) ; J. S. Rooth (Malay).
Selling Class (Any variety except Bantams and Ducks).—Hchs.—Cup, J. T,

Parker (Spanish). 2, J. Watts. 3, J. Longland, Grendon (Dorking), he, Mrs,
Pect, Sharnbrook (Light Brahma); W. Stevens, Northampton (Dark Brahma
and White Cochin); Miss E. Browne, Chardleigh Green (Silver-spangled
Hamburgh): R. Dickson (Gold-penci)lcd Hamburgh); F. James (Spanish); R.
P. Percival (Dai-k Brahma); T. L. Nash; J. Atkins, Bedford (Gold-spangle(l
Hamburgh); Nichols Bros. (Spanish); W. R. Bull, Newport Pagnell; J.

Watts; M. Leno (Silver-pencilled Hamburgh), c, H. Brown (Spanish); T.
Whittaker, Melton Mowbray (Game Pile) ; Mrs. E. Allsopp.
Selling Class (Any variety except Bantams and Ducks).— Cocfc and Hen.—

1, E. C. Howard. Peckham (Spanish). 2, J. Watts. 3, T. A. Dean (Butt' Cochin).

he, Mrs. Peet (Light Brahma); W. Stevens (White Cochin); Miss E. Browne
(Silver-spangled Hamburgh) ; W. A. Taylor (Cochins); J. Leeming (Spanish);
J. Longland (Dorking); J. Mansell, Longton (Spanish): R. W. Richardson
Beverley (Dorking); Nicholls Bros. (Spanish); J. T. Parker (Spanish); J. S.

Rooth (Malay); Miss M. J. Nulson (Game); H. Yardley, Birmingham, c, Ta
Kingsley, Tring (Geese); P. Passmore. Northampton [White Cochin).
Local Class (.Vny variety).—Cup. W. Nottage, Northampton (Spanish). 3^

W. Stevens (Dark Brahma). 3, P. Passmore (White Cochin), (ic, W. Nottage
(Spanish) ; T. Howard (Brown Red Game) ; J. T. Parker (Spanish) ; J. Clayson.
DUCKS (Aylesbury or Rouen).—/.iKifcc-Cup, J. Hedges, Aylesbury. 2, Hon,

Mrs. Vernon, Kettering. 3, J. Rodwell, Muidsmorton, Bucks. Duck.—1, J.

Robinson. 2, T. Holton, Buckingham. 3, J. Watts, (ic, T. Kingsley ; M.Jones,
Wellingborough; J. Harvey, jun.; J. Hedges.
Ducks (Any other variety).—1 and S, M. Leno. 2, H. Yardley. he, A.

Umpleby, Boroughbridge (Carolina).

Selling Class (Ducks).—1, T. Kingsley (Aylesbury). 2, Mrs. J. Cross
(Mallards). 3, D. Gibson (Aylesbury).
Game Bantams (Blsck-hrcasted Red).—Cocfc.— Cup, G. Anderton, Accnnff-

lon. 2 and 3, Capt. T. Wetherall, Loddinglon, Kettering. Extra 2. W. F.

Addle, Preston, /tc, T. Dowell, Sunderland; W. Adams, Ipswich ; Miss M. J.

Nelson, Cockshaw, Hexham. Ben.—l, G. Lucas, Hitchin. 2, D. Gibson. 3,

Capt T. Wetherall. he, Capt. T. Wetherall (2) ; N. Hill, Ealing.
Game Bantams (Any other colour).—Cocfc.— 1, J. Eaton, Grantham. 2, T,

Barnett, Walsall. 3. Hall .S Ashmore, Brinington, Chesterfield, he. Miss M. J,

Nelson 12); Miss R Frew. Kirkcaldy. Hoi.— 1, Miss B. C. Frew. 2, W. Murray,
Hexham. 3. E. Southwood, Fakenham. he, T. Barnett ; W. Adams, St.

Clement's, Ipswich.
Bantams (Any variety not Game).- Cocfc.—1 and 9, R. H. Ashton. 3, M.

Leno. he. N. Hill ; C. Reed, Cambridge ; H. Draycott, Leicester ; Miss B. P.
Frew, Kirkcaldy, e, J. Watts ; M. Leno. Hen.— 1, M. Leno. 2, Miss J. M.
Frew. 3. J. W. Corner, Whitby, he, R. S. S. Woodgate, Pembury. Tuubridge
Wells; W.A.Taylor; J. Bloodworth; C. Reed; H. Draycott; M.Leno. c, J.
Law, Birmingham ; H. Yardley.
Selling Class (Bantams).-1, T. W. Anns, Clapham. 2, T. Holton. 8, J.

Watts, he, M. Leno (2).

PIGEONS.
PouTEBS (White).-Cocfc—1, H. Pratt, Knowle. 2, F. W. Zurhorst, Bellvllle,

DubUn. 3. R. Ashton. /ic, Mra. Ladd. Calne. Hen.-1, — Ladd. 2, R. Ashton,
8, L. Watkin. Northampton, he, R. W. Richardson, c. W. Nottage.
Pouters (Black or Blue).-Cocfc.-Cup and 3. H. Pratt. 2, N. Hill. )ic, H. B.

Masscy. Spalding, c. J. Hairsine. Hi It.— 1 and 2, H. Pratt. 3, N. Hill, he, H.
Yardley. c, L. Watkin.
Pouters (Any other oolonr).—Cocfc.—I, N. Hill. 2, A. Heath, Calne. S, W.

Nottage. Hen.— Cup, N. Hill. 2, H. Pratt. 3, Miss C. Dows, Boston.
Carriers.—Cocfc.-Cup and 3, W. Nottage. 2. J. E. Spence, Broughty Ferry.

he, E. C. Stretch, Ormskirk ; H. Yardley ; G. Beckwith, Sunderland. Een.—l,
H. Yardley. 2, T. Chambers, jun., Northampton. 8 and he, W. Nottage. c, G,
Beckwith. Yonng—Coek or Hen.—l. H. Yardley. 2, C. H. Clarke. 3, A.
Billyeald, Nottingham, he, W. Sefton, Blackburn (2); E. C. Stretch; J. T,
Hincks, Humberstone ; C. H. Clarke, c, J. E. Spence.
Bares.- Cocfc or Hcn.~l and 2, H. Yardley. 3, G. W. Dutton, Chester.
Tumblers (Shortrfaced).-Cocfc or Hen.—Cup and 3, H. Yardley. 2, G.

Beckwith.
Tumblers (^^y other variety).—Cocfc or Hen.—l, J. Watts. 2, W. Stevenfl.

8, A. Silvester, he, T. Chambers, jun. (2) ; J. Watts.
Owls (Foreign).- Cocfc or Hen.—l, Withheld. 2, R W. Richardson. 3, T,

Chambers, jun.
Owls (English).-Cocfc or Hen.— I, H. Yardley. 2, J. Watts. 3, W. G.

Henry, Sandymount, Co. Dublin, e, J. Cbadwick, Bolton.
Turbits.—Cocfc or Ben.—l, H. G. Poole, Bradford. 2 and 3, W. J. Rumley,

Ballinacui-a. Co. Cork, lie, T. Howes, Lower Sydenham, c, E. A. Seale; G.
South, New Bond Street. London ; W. J. Kumley.
Dragoons (Blue or Silver).— Cocfc orHen, — Cup, L. Whitehead, Drury Lane,

London. 2, W. J. W. Pass, Manchester. 3, W. Bolshaw, Northampton, he, L.
Whitehead (2) ; L. Watkin ; G. ^o^th. c, H. Yardley; G. South.
Dragoons ( Any other colour).— Cocfc or Hen.—l and 2, G. South. 3, G. J. Lenny.

he and c. J. Chadwick.
Jaoobins.—Cocfc or Hcn.—l, E. C. Stretch. 2, T. W. Swallow, Northampton.

3, J. Stanley. fcc.G. South; E. .A Seale, Kilgobbin ; H Yardley: A. Heath.
Fantails.—Cocfc or Heit.—1 and 2, F. A. Seale. S, J. F. Loversidge, Newark,

c, W. H. Morton. Kingsholm ; H. Yardley ; J. E. Spence.
Antwerps. -Coek or Hen.—l. A. Damarell, Exeter. 2 and c, J. Wright, Man*

chetter. 3, J. F. While, Birmingham.
Any other Variety.— Cocfc or Hen.—Cup, J. K. Milner. 2, H. Yardley.

Extra 2, J. T. Hincks (Magpie). 3, H. W. Webb, Lower Sydenham (Archangel).

he. J. Atkins (Hyacinths) ; H. Draycott (White Frillback); R. While. Manchester
(White Scanderoon). c, A. Silvester; O. E. Cresswell (Archangel); J. Atkins
(Hyacinth); N. Hill (Volante) (2); H. Yardley; H. W. Webb (Archangel); J.

Stanley, Blackburn. , « ^ ,

Selling Class (Price not to exceed 30s ).—Cock or Hen.—l and 3. E. A.
Seale. 2, L. Watkin. he, O. E. Cresswell (Ice) ; G. J. Lenny, St. Ann's, Lewes
(Dun Cai-riers): W. Nottage; J. Nash (Carrier), c, R. W. Richardson (Black
Barb) ; N. Hill (Pouter). „ „ ..
Selling Class (Price not to exceed .E5).— Cocfc or Hen.—Can, W. Notlage.

2 C T. Higgins. 3, H. Y'ardley. he. L. Watkin ; C. H. Clarke. Old Sneinton,

Nottingham (Black and Dun Carriers); Mra. Ladd (Carrier); H. B. Masaey;
J. Nash (Carrier); H. Yardley. c, F. R. EdwarJson, Fairfield, Liverpool (Dun
Carrier) ; C. H. Clarke (Black Carrier).

Selling Class (Price not to exceed 40s.).— 1, J. Nash (Dragoon). 2, E. A.
Seale. 3, H. Yardley. he, J. Walker; E. A. Scale; C. F. Staunton, Sandy-
mount. Co. Dublin (English Owls) ; H. Yardley ; W. Nottage ; W. H. A. Miller,

c. R. White; L. Whitehead (Pigmy Pouters); L. Allen, Southwark (English

Owls); P. E. Spencer, Hereford,
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Local Cr.A3B.—Cocfc or Hen.~^. G. Foster. Northampton. 2. S. B. Clarke,
Northampton (Dun Carrier). 3, W. Nottage (Pouter), he, T. Chambers, jun.;

W. Nottage (Pouter).
RABBITS.

Lop-EAE (Self colour).—But'fc or Doe.— I and 2, F. Banks, Doughty Street,

London. 3, F. Purser, Bedford. i')ic, T. Buck)and, Oxford.
Lop-ear (Brok.-n colour).—Buck or Doe.—l and 3, F. Bauka. 2, J. Boyie,

Blackburn, he, F. Purser, c, F. R. Edwardson.
Point Cup to F. Banks.
ANOORA.—Bucfc or i>oe.—Cud. H. Swetraan, Fulford. 2, A. Aahmead, North-

ampton. 3, T. Garner, Kingsthorpe. vhc, S. Ball, Bradford ; B. W. Mason,
Hull, he, T. Garner ; J. Hallas, Huddersneld ; M. Kew, Market Overton ; G.
Foster.
Himalayan —Bj((;fc or Doe.—l,C. Mason, Rochdale. 2 and Extra 3, W. H.

Toralmsun. 3, E. Robinson. 7')jc, J. Buttcrworth, Rochdale, /ic, H. Swetman
;

J. Bunn. West Bromwieh ; J. Boyle ; A. Perry ; G. P. & R. Hackett. Haverstock
Hill : J. Farrow, Romford, e, Master Nash, Brinkley, Newmarket :

— Claridge,
Jiorlhamplon ; J. Hallas.
Ddtch.—BucA: or I>ot'.—Cup, B. W. Mason. 2, F. Sabbage, Northampton.

3, J. BoTle. he. J. Hallas ; A. Hudaon, HuU ; J. Boyle ; G. P. & R. Hackett. c,

G. P. & R. Hackett.
Silveh-Gret.—Bj/c/l or Doe.—Cup, Miss Mortimer. Rudhall, Ross. 2, A.

Hudson. Extra 2, B. W. Maaon. 8, W. W. Wright. Uxbridge Koad. London.
Extra 3, E. M. Royda, Rochdale. rhc.Master A. W. Whitehouse, Northampton ;

G. P. & R. Hackett. he, S. Ball ; F. J. Smith, East Dereham ; G. Wood, Clap-
ton. Thrapstone ; E. F. Talbot. Bedford ; A. Hudson ; J. Boyle (2). c. A. Ash-
mead ; J. Steeder, Pingewlck : J. Allen, Ampthill : P. C. Stanley, Leamington ;

J. Boyle.
Any other Variety.—Buck or Doc,—I, Miss C. Dows (Belgian). 2. J. Hallas.

8, J. Boyle (Belgian Hare), he, R. Euffham. Spalding (Belgian Hare); J. Boyle
(Belgian Hare), c, Misa Beaaley, Northampton (Persian); J. Tebbutt, North-
ampton (Patagonianf; P. C. Stanley (Siberian).
Special Selling Class.— B;(cA: or i>of,—l. Smith & Simmonds, Go&port. 2,

A. Aahmead (Angora). ?, F. J. Smith (Lop), vhc, F. Banks, he. Rev. T. C.
Beaaley, Saffron Walden (Dutch) ; J. C. Garrington, Weat Bromwieh ; J. Hallaa ;

F. Sabbage; F. Purser; A. Perry, Hardingstone. c. Master T. M. Nash; J.

Steeder (Lop) ; T. Garner (Angoras).
Local Class.—Bwcfc or Doe.— I, F. Sabbage. 2, W. G. Hancock. 3, S. Euaaell,

Northampton, t'/ic, A. Ashmead. ftc, A, W. Whitehouse.

CATS.
LONO B&TR.—Male or Female —1. E. M. Royds. 2. W. Prentice, jun., Aldwinkle,

Thrapatone. 3, E. Crompton, Pitsford, Northampton, lie, J. W. Howard; Misa
Sanll, Norlhainpton.
Tabbies.— 3/a/c or Female.—I, E. Baxter, Dalston Lane, London. 2, G. Ellis,

Cornhill. London. 3, F. Cole. Northampton.
Any othee Variety.-Jtfaler or Fc7uale.—],F. LoDgland. 2, F. Turner, Crispin,

Kettering. 3. Mra. Parker. Extra 3, G. Reynolds, Northampton.
Kitten.- 3/rt/c or Female.—5, — Shipman, Northampton.

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. E.Hewitt, Mr. R. Teebay. Pigeons :

Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier, Mr. F. Gresham (Pouters only). Rabbits :

Mr. Hutton. Cats : Mrs. A. Pell ; Miss Beaaley.

DORCHESTER POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
[From a Correspondent,)

The first Exhibition of the Dorset County Poultry and Pigeon
Society must be pronounced a great success. The entries

numbered between five and six hundred, and up to the time of

our leaving on the iSth, the Corn Exchange was thronged with
visitors

—

bo much so, that locomotion was somewhat difficult,

and a thorough inspection of the specimens, especially those
in the lower tiers, next to an impossibility, as the space between
the rows of pens was rather limited. The fact of the matter
was, the Show, like many others, was too large for the building.

As in the case of all first shows, there were a few little matters
requiring alteration ; for instance, the charge for admission on
the first day up to five o'clock was 2s. Gd. Many exhibitors com-
plained very much at being charged this amount; but worse
than this was the fact, that once in the Show you had to stop
there, or if you left the Exchange pay a second 2s. 6d. to re-

enter, as the Committee stoutly refuseil to allow even exhibitors

a pass. We thought this an act of illiberality they would do
well to correct another year ; in fact, it would be much better

to give each exhibitor a ticket of admission as is done at Bristol

and many other shows ; it prevents a great amount of dissatis-

faction, and the loss to the Committee would be very trifling.

This is a subject well worthy of their consideration.
The three classes of Game mustered thirty-seven pens, the

best of them being the Brown Reds. The Black Reds were,
however, the strongest in point of numbers. Mr. Stagg well
deserved his position, and we are not sure but that he ought
to have been second as well as first, as we did not like the
comb of the hen in the second-prize pen. The third prize fell

to an exhibitor from Jersey. In Brown Reds, Mr. Warde took
first, as also the cup for the best pen of Game. The Variety
class was not good, and sadly missed Mr. S. Matthews. The
first-prize Duckwings were large and coarse. The awards in

the Coloured Dorkings gave rise to some dissatisfaction, as the
first prize went to a pen in which the cock had only one eye

;

he also had more white in his tail than suits our taste. "We
should have preferred the second-prize pen, although they show
the effects of over-exhibition. Silver-Greys only numbered
four entries, and the first prize was withheld. Whites formed
the largest of the Dorking classes, there being twelve pens
entered. Mr. Rodbard kept his old position in Spanish, ta.Uing

first ; Mr. Jones being placed. We certainly think he should
at least have been second. In Cochins the awards were not re-

ceived with favour. The first-prize Buffs were a very badly
matched pair, and in every respect inferior to the second-prize
pen ; and in the Variety class the first prize went to what was
most certainly Mr. Whitworth's worst pen of Whites, his best
pen being unnoticed. Messrs. Newnham & Manby again stood

first in Dark Brahrnas, Mr. Liugwood having to be content with
second place. In Lights, both Mr. Dean and Mr. Maynard had
to give way to Mr. Bloodworth. Hamburghs v/ere much rhore

numerous than is usually seen so far south, there being no less

than fifty-nine pens, twenty-three of them being Gold-pencilled ;

the quality was, however, hardly in proportion, as with the
exception of the prize pen there were no noteworthy specimens,
and of those the Golden were better than the Silvers. There
were twelve entries of Polands, Mr, Hinton came to the front

with his Silvers, taking first and the cup for the best pen in this

and the next class. Malays.—In these he was not so fortunate,
his pen should certainly have taken a higher place than third.

The awards in this class were not at all to our liking. In
French, Mr. Driug had it all his own way, taking first in both
classes with beautiful birds. In the Variety class the first prize

went to a good pen of Andalusiaus. Black Red Game Bantams
were numerous. We thought the Judges rather sparing of the
commendations, one pen only being highly commended in a
class of twenty-six pens. In the Variety class all the prizes
went to Duckwings. Mr. Eaton's pen was very much out of con-

dition, or the birds would certainly have held a more prominent
position ; as it was they were unnoticed. Laced, only four pens,

and these of little merit. The Selling classes were large and
contained many good birds.

Amongst the Ducks, the Blacks formed certainly the largest

and the beet class. Mr. Kelleway took first with a pen in good
condition, Mr. Sainsbury being second. This exhibitor's birds

were certainly not in the condition we have seen them. The
third-prize pen we did not like ; it was about the worst in
the class, being much more brown than black, and very much
out of condition. The Variety Duck class, with the exception
of one pen of Carolinas which took first, was wretched.

Turkeys were very good. There was a pretty show of dead
poultry and eggs, and amongst the extra stock were some very
nice Pheasants, and as a curiosity, a pen containing five tame
Partridges.
Pigeons numbered about 1'20 entries. Carriers, Pouters,

Dragoons, and Antwerps forming the best classes.

The arrangements, with the exceptions already mentioned,
were good, and the rules of the Committee carried out to the
letter. The pens were supplied by Mr.Billett, of Southampton,
and under his personal superintendence the birds were well
cared for.

SEPARATING PIGEONS AFTER THE BREEDING
SEASON.

This seems tome to be a very important subject for all Pigeon
fanciers. Ought birds to be separated when they have dona
breeding, say after October ? No doubt there are great ad-
vantages attending it, which Mr. Eaton shows in his well-known
work. I have now bred high-class Pigeons for some years,

and have invariably unmatched them about the beginning of

October, and often earlier, pairing again some time in March
with varying success. Some fanciers say, *' By all means part
your birds ;

" others, *' Keep them together ; it is unnatural to do
otherwise.'' The latter argue that the birds fret and get out of

health, more particularly the cocks, when they are deprived of

each other's society; and in support of this I have myself lost

two cock birds during the last two months without any apparent
cause, one of them going very suddenly. Perhaps some abler
writer will take up the matter, and impart his knowledge to the
readers of this Journal.

—

Almond Tumbler.

Do\'ER AND Cinque Ports Poultry Show.—The third annual
Exhibition will take place at Dover on the 8th and 9th of April

next. Last year's Show passed off with the greatest eclat, and
the present prospects are of even greater success. Prizes

amounting to nearly £10U will be given. The two principal

railways running through Kent have their termini at Dover,
and thus offer especial facilities to those who live at a distance.

An advertisement in another column announces full particulars.

RABBITS OF 1873.

Lops have advanced considerably in perfection and favour.

Instead of the thin lanky Rabbit, which for length of ear alone
held the highest honours at an exhibition, we now have length
of ears combined with all the other properties. Take for ex-

ample the handsome Black-and-white buck of Mr. James Cranch,
of London, which is undoubtedly the finest Lop everbred, uniting

as he does extraordinary length of ear with the proper marking
of a jet black shade, and large size. I only set forth this Rabbit
as an example, for there are now nearly a score of Lops whose
ears measure 23 inches long, possessing the other properties in

equal superiority.
Sllver-Greys have made themselves more prominent, indeed

they have excelled some old-standing favourites. The desirable

Chinchilla shade of the fur is now very nearly approached by
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English-bred specimens. The most conspicuous fanciers of this

breed who have exhibited successfully are Messrs. A. H. Easten,

Hull ; S. Ball, Bradford ; and J. Boyle, jun., Blackburn.
HiM,ix,AYAN have been well upheld at all the shows of the

season. The blackness of the points, so necessary in an exhibi-

tion Rabbit of this variety, have been often shown to perfection.

The principal breeders of prize-winners are Messrs. B. S. Roth-
well, S. Ball, J. W. Harling, Burnley; H. White, Rochdale ; W.
H. Tomlinson, Newark; and G. T. ilutton, Bradford.
Anooeas have hardly kept pace with some of the newer intro-

ductions, still they have certainly improved. Seldom is that

straight, clodded wool seen ; the more silky texture of the fur

has long displaced it. Angoras have many supporters, whose
names are already familiar ; amongst others I may mention W.
"Whitworth, jun., Manchester; and G. S. Hutton, Bradford.
Dutch have now become general favourites. At nearly all the

leading shows the D utch have had a class to themselves, and even
where they have not, have generally carried o& the majority of

the prizes in the class they competed in. The new style of

marking has become general, in fact the old has almost dis-

appeared from the show pen. This new marking may be hand-
some, yet I think its precedent far handsomer, and hope that

with the new season it will return to its previous estimation.
The breeders of the novel variety, who have more or less dis-

tinguished themselves by their Rabbits, are Messrs. J. Boyle,
jun. ; J. Mason, Hull ; and W. Whitworth, jun.
Belgian Hares are rapidly gaining favour, chiefly on account

of their size, and partly by the unceasing endeavours of some
fanciers to establish them in this country. Three shows have
already given a separate class to them—viz., Boston, Edinburgh,
and the Crystal Palace, which have always been well filled with
good specimens. To enumerate the many fanciers who have
given this breed their attention would be very difficult ; I can
only name a few of them. Messrs. W. Whitworth, jun. ; J. Boyle,
jun. ; W. Massey, Spalding ; and Messrs. G. P. & R. Hackett,
London, have had perhaps the lion's share.

Pataoonia.ns have, I regret to say, been much neglected for

their rival, the Belgian Hare. I will not here attempt to discuss
the merits of this breed, but simply state that it is deserving of

more patronage than it at present receives.
White Patagonians are now to be found in England. Of the

other varieties I have little to say.

The Siberian has slowly advanced, but certainly not to the
extent it should.
Polish have almost disappeared.
The new introduction, Flemish Giant, has scarcely been

noticed, which, considering its immense size, is to be regretted.
The longest-eared Rabbit yet bred is Mr. J. Cranch's, its ears

measure 24 inches ; the widest-eared, Mr. G. Phelps's, measuring
6J inches. The heaviest Rabbit of the season was fed by Mr. W.
Canner, of Leicester, and weighed 17 lbs. 6 ozs. ; this was run
very closely by Mr. T. Davis, of Southwell, with his 17 lbs. 4 oz.

Lop doe.—A Rabbit Fancier.

The West Rldino Ornithological Society.—An attempt is

to be made by this Society to establish an annual exhibition of

Pigeons, Cage Birds, Cats, and Rabbits on the 7th and 8th of

April, and in a note now before us the Secretary says, " We hope
to make it a great success—that it may become as permanent as
the Leeds Smithfield Show." It is under the patronage of the
Mayor and members of the borough of Leeds. "The entries close
on March 28th, and the Show wUl be held in the Music Hall,
within five minutes' walk of the railway stations.

CRYSTAL PALACE BEE AND HONEY SHOW.
I am sorry to find it is only intended to be a local show, and

chiefly in the interest of fancy-hive makers, because there is

such a division and sub-division of the same thing, that the
prizes are so cut down that no one from a distance will be likely
to compete.
One hundred pounds in prizes ! First-rate, and quite sufficient

to attract apiculturists from all parts of the kingdom if properly
divided. I have looked the schedule through, and have wondered
why in the hive classes there is not a class for the best hive for
honey and for profit. They are all for the " most improved " of
this kind and the other kind, and who is to say which is the
" most improved," unless those particular kinds and particular
improvements have had a fair trial in competition with other
kinds? I can only think that it has been drawn up carefully to
avoid the exhibition of the best and most profitable kind of hive.

In the bee classes I see there is to be a prize for the most
beautiful progeny of a queen, but the queen herself is not to be
taken into account ; and why not ? I do not know, but think if

any profitable advantage (which I doubt) is to be derived from
beauty, the queen should be of the first importance instead of
the second. Then comes the largest breed of bees. I suppose
it is thought they will be stronger if large, and able to carry
more honey, forgetting that if so they will be likely to consume

more. But then this lot may be from any nation, and I wonder
who will bring bees from abroad for the chance of winning £2.

But perhaps some one has something extra in this line already
imported, and not far o2 from the scene of exhibition.
In the honey classes A and B appear to me to be the best ar-

ranged if the amount of the prizes had been more liberal. Who
will take a lot of supers, say ten or twenty, to London for the
chance of winning .t'2 '.' It ought to have been t'.^ at the least.

Then the ten classes from C to M inclusive might very well be
put into three—viz., glass, wood, and straw supers, and for the
best of each kind. To classes N, O, and P I have no objection,
but wonder why Q should have crept in. Is honey either better

or worse for being got out of the comb by the extractor ?

I am glad to see a chance for cottagers, and hope they will

come up in full force if there are any cottagers in the vicinity of

Loudon who keep bees.
In the miscellaneous classes all is very good except the essay

department, which I think will not do any good, and will be
simply 4;8 thrown away, besides the valuable time of those who
may venture to compete. The fertilisation of queens by selected
drones must of necessity be profitless and uncertain, and the
cure of foul brood is simply impossible.

I believe a common straw hive is the best for honey- gathering
purposes ; another believes a bar-frame is, another the Stewarton,
another the collateral. But one fact is worth a dozen theories ;

and I will suggest, as the best hive for profit is left out of the
schedule, that a fair trial be made during the coming summer.
—T. Bagshaw, Loyignor, Buxtvn.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Brahma. Catarrhed {D. J.).— Your cock is eufiering from cold. In

almost any other breed it would turn to roup, but Brahmaa are not subject to

it. Give him a tableapoonfal of caator oil everj- other day for fourteen days,

and let him have two feeds of toasted crust soaked in old strong ale every day.

He will recover.

Fattening BRiHiiAS [R. J. S.).—You should have only the natural

difficulty, which is, that part of the food you give must go in growth. Fretting,

like ill-temper, prevents putting on fat, and wo know nothing that will induce

the unhappy mood more certainly than to be in confinement with the oppor-

tunity of seeing others at liberty. Prevent it. Exercise, a^'ain, is against

fattening; prevent it. Put your birds in a small coop, such as is described

and drawn in Baily's " Fowls," and allow them only as much room as is

necessary to stand up and nit down again. Put this coop in a dark outhouse
away from the door, and let the coop be covered with sacks or old carpet

;

not only to keep out light and draught, but to ensure warmth. Thewe need
only be removed three times per day for the purpose of feeding. They will

soon be fat enough to draft.

Poultry Yards (H.B.).—You have ample accommodation for two breeds,

but if you have no other object in view thau you describe we caimot imagine
why you want a cross. You have every convenience for two breeds, and
plenty of room. You can keep three. During the breeding season you can
well put a cock and six. hens in each of the smaller yards. The northern aspect

will not interfere with or affect them. Ee content with two breeds. Keep
Brahmas and Dorkings. Let the former have two of the smaller runs. Let
that joining the large run be allotted to the Dorkings, and let them have the

large run as well. This should also be devoted to the chickens as soon as they

are hatched. For some months of the year all the birds might run together,

say from August till November; after that they should be separated, on
account of the approach of the breeding season. Taken on the whole, we
know no more useful fowl than the Dorking ; but it must have a run. Nest
in our estimation is the Brahma. They bear confinement well. You need
not doubt the fertility of your eggs. If you are bent on a cross, put a Brahma
cock to Dorking hens. You have plenty of room for thirty fowls. If you do

not wish to keep so many, keep a cock and eight hens of each breed.

Brahmas Laying Soft Eggs {A. P.).—There is something amiss with one

or two of your hens. It will come right; but if you can discover which it is,

you will help considerably if you give a tablespoonful of castor oil. Yoa
mention only two meals per day. Give the same quantity in three feeds.

Give meal morning and evening ; whole corn at mid-day. Do not increase the

quantity. Over and improper feeding were never so rife as they are now.

Cock's Beak Divided (A. S. B.).—We fear the beak will not do well if let

alone. We advise you to cut away the outsides of the two pieces into which

it is split, as long as you cut only horn. You must not make it bleed. You

must then bring the ends of the two pieces together, but it will always be a

deformed beak. It will not interfere with him for any useful purpose.

Shell-less Eggs (/. K. L.).—Your fowls are well cared for, and we

imagine the shell-less eggs to be accidental, arising from temporary derange-

ment of the egg-producing organs. If you can discover the offenders, we have

no doubt a couple of doses of castor oil given at twenty-four hours' interval

will prove a cure. We will offer a few suggestions which will, wo hope and

beheve, be found useful. Give the barleymeal slaked in the morning; discon-

tinue the sharps and Indian meal. Let the mid-day meal be of whole corn-

barley, or oats and maize. Feed on barley meal, or better still if you have

them, on ground oats. Discontinue the potatoes ; they are bad food, and we

should not be surprised if they have not much to do with causing your com-

plaint. Throw down a barrowload of bricklayer^' rubbish m their haunts.

You cannot depend on their picking the mortar from the walls.

Brahma Pooteas (7(/cm).—They are good useful family fowls, making

large size at an early age. They are not as good table fowls as Houdans. We
do nut like crosses much, and we always object to mingling sitters and non-

sitters. Taken as a whole for an ordinary run where a hardy bird is wanted,

and one that requires no great care at any period of its life, we know nothing

better than the Brahma.

Cock Hen-pecked (A. V. !<.).—All hens like to pick any raw and bleeding

place they see in themselves or in the cock. They particularly like to eat the

cock's comb, and he seems to have no objection; he will stand still during

the operation, only flinching now and theu when one gives a, harder peck or
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pull than common. "We have always found it quite safe to put a cock hack
when the wounds were quite healed, but not while any trace of them re-

mained. As a rule it is principally done by one hen. We advise you to watch
them or to have them watched. You will see, after they ore fed and have
satisfied their hun-jer, one of them will stai-e abont without any apparent
object, and then walk deliberately to the cock, who will, if necessary, facilitate

operations by loweiing his head. It may be that two do it ; remove them
both ; if you do not, all the others will learn the habit. As it more frequently

arises from theii' inability to find something of which they stand in need thau
from mischief, it is as well to ti-y every remedy. The first will be to supply
them with a barrowload of bricklayers' mbbish ; the second to supply them,
daily if possible, with large sods of {^-owing grass cut with plenty of earth to

them, also to^ive all the garden nibbish, refuse green food, path-sweepings, &c.
They are clever at tindin;^' food among these thinsy, and they keep them
employed. It all these fa;l, you most allow the cocks to run with them for a
couple of hours only in the morning, and then remove them till the nest day.

It is a habit they forget after a time.

Turkey on Cojimon Hen's Eggs (Turkey Hen).—There is no difficulty

in sitting Turkeys on fowl's eggs. One will cover twenty-four or thirty. Hen
Turkeys sit well, but they are the worst possible mothers. If you want to
real' table poulti-y you wlU not require theii' help. There is no mistake so
great as to hatch all your chickens at the same time. This is the cause of

the common complaint in country houses—that they have nice tender poultry
for a couple of months, and then not an eatable fowl. In a very short time it

will be the number, not the lack, of broody hens that will annoy you. We
know not what your consumption is, but say you wish to have six fowls
weekly for table purposes. To be sure of the number put down now three
hens on thirteen eggs each. They will come out early in April. They will be
fit for the table in August. Put down the same number in April; they will

be tit in September, and so on, providing for each month. In July you may
put down a larger number, as chickens do not amvo at maturity or grow as
fast in the winter months. You will find this a simple and easy metliod; and
if you will be caieful to kill off one brood before you begin another, you will

never be disappointed in the quality of your poultry.

Brahma Plumage (E. C).—The Brahma cock entirely black and brown is

not a pure Brahma. The only brown that can be allowed in a Brahma cock
is one or two brown feathers on the wing. They are better without even
these. They will never moult them out. From your description none of
those you mention arc worth keeping. It would seem as though they had
some Cochin blood in them.

Fowls with Ducks {Julius).—It is always considered bad work to keep
Ducks and fowls together in a confined space. We advise you to give up the
Spanish and to keep Brahmas only, giving the hen-house and run at the end
of the garden where they can have grass. You may keep which Duck you
like, but only one. Let them have the small space. You may keep the
Pigeons where you like, as they will roost above the other birds, and are fond
of perching high.

Buckwheat (AI. B.).—Buckwheat or brank may be obtained of any London
agricultural seedsman. It is grown in the eastern counties of England, and
would grow in Yorkshire.

Dorchester Poultry Show.—Mr. E. Martin, of Trethowel, St. Austell,
was commended for Black Ecds, and was second for Duckwings, and not Mr.'

Martin, of Sculthorpe.

Bromley Poultry Show.—Mr. C. W. Gedney, Hon. Sec. of this Show,
writes to us that we charged him and those associated with him as being
swindlers; then that we "manufactured a series of paragraphs," stated that
the managers connived at theft, that they gulled and swindled the exhibitors,
and palmed off upon them a prize card at one shilling each. All that we have
published were ?)r>H'(-,/i(i»: letters from correspondents and our reporter; and
as we do not know Mr. Gedney, so certainly we never attributed to him dis-
honesty ; and what our contributors have written was directed against instances
of mismanagement in the Show.

Pigeons in Canada.—Mi-. Herbert, of Ottawa, writes:—"I sent £2 to
W. Crook, of Swansea, who advertised in our Journal. I have heaid nothing
of money or Pigeons since I sent the money. May 9th. In November I sent
to H. Yardley for two pairs of High-flying Tumblers, for which I paid 33s..

they arrived here in good condition; they can fly about as well as tame
Ducks."

Pigeon Trap (W. Raiidall).—If you mean one to keep your own Pigeons
in as you may wish, there is a fair sketch of one in ''Bison's Dovecote,"
page 88.

Bees Eating Roasted Bibds (R. P., Subscrih€r).—Yoii say that "there is

no mistake whatever about giving bees roasted span-owa to eat, and that the
bees do eat them;" yet you say you have "not seen them do so yourself, nor
have you ever taken the trouble to give your bees such food." Now we must
confess ourselves to be altogether sceptical on the subject. Such food is

wholly unsuited to bees, and foreign to their nature. But our advice to you
is, Try yourself whether or no roasted sparrows will feed bees; "seeing is

believing." If you find they devour them up let us know, and we will try
the evidence of our own senses on the subject. As we are at present utterly
incredulous, and believe that stones are as suitable food for En^disb men as
roasted sparrows for Irish bees, we feel indisposed to give our cook the trouble
of preparing this unusual bee-food, and running the risk of oar sons taking
out a commiesion against us de lutuUifo ingiiirendo. The trial will do your
bees no harm, for their own sagacity will save them from any risk of danger
in that direction.

Stocks of Bees Dead (A Young Beginner).—It is dilficultto say positively
why your bees have died. But most probably they lost their queen last
summer, if they have not suffered from foul brood, or been unable to get out
ol doors through tho choking-up of the entrances. Starvation is out of the
question this mild winter, as they had sovei-al puunds of honey in each hive.

Bee-keeper's Dress—Hivb Vabnished-Management (A Moiimouth-
shire Lady Bcc-kctiKv).—We really know of no better material than leno for
a bee-dress. Anything which confines the au* must needs be hot, but leno is

as good as anything for the pui-pose. We feai- you must submit to the incon-
venience from which we ourselves have often suffered. By all means scrape
off the vai-nish if there is any smell, or else your bees will make to thomselvus
wings and fly away, especially your swarms. Fresh paint is equally bad. We
never think of using anything but the native wood or straw, taking care to
cover well. Your bees will doubtless often find then- way in by the side open-
ing you speak of, but you mi-^'ht keep them out by means of a veil of leno,
which would withstand a considerable current of air. Now is the vei? best
time to shift your bees if they are actually in the observatory hive, but it will

hardly do a week later. If it is now tenantless we should prefer to wait for a
swarm to hive in it in May. By all means keep a thick cloth or liannel cover
over your glass hive. Bees will work in the light, but it is not their custom,
and, besides, it is important to prevent the escape of as much warmth as
possible. In shifting hives as you propose, with aviewto artificial swarming,
it is advisable to have your stocks as far apart as you can, else they will often
disappoint you by the bees going into the wrong hives. No doubt you could
raise an " artificial queen " in your glass hive, but we should prefer to raise
her in some other stock. Obser^'atory hives are good for little else but obser-
vation. WTien searching for the queen you may shift it on one side as you
propose ; but the queen is not looked for in the open air.

Pettigrew's Hives {T. C. H.).—Mr. Pettigrew's hives are round with flat
tops, 16 and 18 inches wide, and 12 inches deep, sides perpendiculai-. The
holes in the centre of their crowns for supering are 4 inches wide, and the
doors on the flight boards are 4 inches wide and 1 inch high. Four and five
cross sticks are put in each hive.
Wearing a Bee-dress {Bcutcn hut not DUmayed).—In examining hives

Mr. Pettigrew never wears a bee-dress. In siunmer, or when the bees are
actively at work, it is necessary to use smoke from fustian rags in all examina-
tions and operations. By using plenty of smoke the most timid and inex-
perienced bee-keeper may become courageous and expert in the most difficult

operations of bee-management. The removal of the hive from the board does
not hinder honey-gathering.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London,

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. Q^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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it would qcicily become a Btrong fence. Another useful Ber-
Vieris, however, is E. Wallichii, which resembles it very much,
auil both make exeeUent ornamental evergreen hedges. The
Aucuba is, perhaps, as easily kept in order as any evergreen
fcibrub, and amongst ornamental deciduous subjects the Fuchsia
ranks high ; but a good hedge may also be formed of the de-

ciduous kinds of Berberis, of which the common one is, perhaps,
the best, at the same time I fear its beauty will be sadly marred
when subjected to the close trimming that hedges have to

undergo.—J. Eobson.

EOSES IN DOESETSHIEE.
I AM glad to say that the Eoses here are " in high fettle.'' I

have just pulled down the protective molehills. The leaders

are out, and probably will be spoiled. This matters not, as

there are always two side eyes that will start in due time. The
spoiled scions may then be shortened ; and one, or other, or

both of the side eyes may be suffered to replace the injured
centre scion. Do not pull out the injured scion, but merely
ehorten it. It will then proceed anew and act as a replacer.

I have about 2400 Eoses, chiefly on the Manetti stock. I

never knew them winter so well. The ground should now be
deeply moved by Parkes's fork, and the ground over the roots

well limed to destroy fungus. Mr. Prince wished me not to say
a word about his seedling Briar Roses, but I must do my duty
by the public and^say I am much pleased with them.
As regards the late election of Roses there are two Eoses

much praised—namely Andre Duuand and Franf'oisMichelon.
I saw both in numbers at the Dorset Nurseries, Blandford. I

bought three plants of the latter, which looks like a good
climber, the wood being growthy, but tinsel. The whole rank
of the former was so bad that I would not have accepted them.
My impression is that Edward Morreu, a Rose of 18CS, is the
finest named, and good in every respect. I believe it will

outlast them all. I believe Countess of Oxford and Louis Van
Hontte to be good cards, also the Tea Rose Madame Hip-
polyte Jamain. Some of the Roses named in the election are

simply miserable. I do not undertake to run them down, but
only to name such as I will be responsible for. Louis Van
Houtte did not succeed on a Manetti stock here, but on the
seedling Briar the plants are uniform aud admirable. It is

said that Briar seedlings throw out brood. Nothing is more
untrue. Much, of course, depends on the propagation.

Mr. Prince's seedling Briar Roses are done in tirst-rate style.

I have not yet seen enough of them to compare them with
Manetti Roses of the same era of plantation, but as far as I

have seen them I can truly say they have held their own.

—

Vf. F. Radclyite, Okrford Fllzpaine.

EOYAL HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
Maech 18th.

The general character of this, the Society's first Show of the
season, may be snmmed-up in a few words. Good as former
shows at the same season have been, never in all respects have
we had one so good; the number of subjects exhibited, their
quality, their arrangement, and the almost summer weather
which visicors had to see them in, have never in their happy
combination been equalled at any previous show held at the
same time.
Hyacinths, as usual, formed the great feature. Some said they

were better than last year, some that they were not so good, and
it may safely be said that neither was far wrong, the difference
was so difficult to measure. Having a vivid recollection of

Messrs. Veitch's magnificent collections of last year, with which
they carried all before them, we rather incline to the latter

opinion, but the difference in their case between last year aud
this was scarcely appreciable.

Class 1 was for fifty Hyacinths (nurserymen). In this Messrs.
Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea, took the highest position with a col-

lection in which were some of the most magnificent spikes ever
exhibited. Notable among Single Reds were Prince Albert
Victor, a splendid spike and intense in colour ; Garibaldi, La
Joyeuse, Macaulay, Pelissier, Princess Clothilde, Cavaignac,
Lina, very fine; Fabiola, Liunjeus, Gigantea, Solfaterre, Von
Schiller, Ornemeut de la Nature. Double Red—Princess Louise,
Lord Wellington. Single Blue—Prince Albert, Moltke. Of the
very dark class. Baron Van Tuyll, Grand Lilas, Marie, Argus,
Couronne de Celle, Lord Derby, very fine both in spike and
bells ; King of the Blues, Lothair, Lord Palmerston. Double
Blue—Van S|)eyk. Single Yellow—Ida. Single Lilac—Charles
Dickens, Sir H. Havelock, aud Haydn, very fine. Single White
—La Grandesse, Grandeur li Merveille, blush, and Queen of the
Netherlands. The second place was taken by Messrs. Cutbush,

of Highgate, who had fine examples of G. Peabody, Grandeur
a Merveille, Garibaldi, Queen of the Netherlands, Gigantea,
Florence Nightingale, Macaulay, Queen Victoria, Grand Lilas,
&c. Third came Messrs. Carter & Co.

Class 2 was also for nurserymen, Messrs. Veitch and Messrs.
Cutbush again exhibiting groups of the highest excellence. In
Messrs. Veitch's collection, Anna, new single white, had an
immense spike with fine bells. L'lnnocence, La Grandesse,
and Grandeur a Merveille, belonging to the same class, were
also remarkably fine. Of Single Reds, Vuurbaak, Fabiola, Lady
Palmerston, Prince Albert Victor, Macaulay; Single Lilac,
Haydn, Adeliua Patti ; Single Blues, King of the Blues, Marie,
Czar Peter, General Havelock ; and Single Yellow, Ida, were all

remarkable for the size and perfection of their spikes. Messrs.
Cutbush's group contained Von Schiller, General Havelock,
Macaulay, Florence Nightingale, Bloudin, and excellent spikes
of several others. Messrs. Veitch were first, Messrs. Cutbush
second.
In the amateurs' class for twelve, Mr. J. Douglas, gardener to

F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxtord Hall, Ilford, was an excellent first

with splendid spikes of King of the Blues, Von Schiller, Czar
Peter, Haydn, Do CandoUe, Lord Derby, Koh-i-Noor, Fabiola,
Laurens Koster, Charles Dickens, Lord Macaulay, and La
Grandesse. Mr. Withall, gardener to A. Travere, Esq., Addison
Road, and Mr. Weir, gardener to Mrs. Hodgson, Hampstead,
had second prizes ; and the third went to Mr. Collins, gardener
to S. Cuming, Esq., Harbuton, Highgate. For six, the prizes
went to Mr. Farrow, gardener to G. Batters, Esq., Brigadier
Hill House, Enfield ; Mr. Potts, gardener to Viscount Gage,
Firle, Lewes; and Mrs. E. Wilding, 1, Chesterfield Street,
Euston Road, the spikes being in each instance good, and a
great improvement on those shown in the corresponding class
in previous years.

Although the interest in a new Hyacinth is not equal to that
iu a new Rose, inasmuch as we cannot expect for years to see
them within the reach of amateurs, yet there was considerable
interest attached to those exhibited, inasmuch as in some there
was evidently a march forward. Anna in Messrs. Veitch's six
was a grand advance in colour, while we have had no flower like

Nonpareil exhibited before, although why called violet we know
not. It is clear that we are getting into a new and fine strain.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons' first-prize collection consisted of
Anna, an enormous single white, bells fully 2i inches across, a
grand flower ; Grand Maitre, a very fine blue, light with broad
distinct stripes in the centre of each petal; Hemitte, single
violet, small iu truss, but novel in colour ; Nonpareil, very
novel in colour, called a single violet, but clearly more of a
crimson with brownish shade in it, centre of each pip very
bright ; Sir Garnet Wolseley, single blue, dark with light centre,

pips close together, but too small to be of any use; Habit d'Etfi,

light lavender blue, fine spike.

Messrs. Cutbush who were second, had L'Amore, red, small
spike; Cbristine Henderson, large spike, medium-size bells;

President Grant, large, single blue, somewhat in the style of

Blondin; Quirine Christine, very nice pink; Grand Vizier, a fine

spike, bells perhaps a little too far apart, but splendid in colour.

Mr. Douglas was third with King Coffee, very dark, weak
grower ; Prince Imperial, purple ; Meteor, very dark purple

;

Sir Garnet Wolseley, fine blue, more worthy of the name than
the one in Messrs. Veitch's collection ; Cavaignac, yery large,

light single blue, but the spike small and dumpy.
Tulips were not numerous, there being only two collec-

tions of twelve in the nurserymen's class, respectively from
Messrs. Veitch and Messrs. Cutbush, who took prizes iu the
order named. Messrs. Veitch's, which were very fresh and fine,

consisted of Proserpine, Rouge Luisante, Vermilion Brillant,

Wouverman, Keizer Kroon, and White ]?ottebakker. In the
amateurs' class the first and second prizes went to Mr. Douglas
and Mr. Withall.

Crocuses came next in the schedule, the prizes offered being
for fifty pots. Messrs. Veitch were first with grand masses of

flowers. Among whites, Theba, Mont Blanc, and Noblesse,

with Miss Nightingale, delicately striped, were remarkably flue j

and of lilac, blue, and striped, Sonera, Sir Walter Scott, Mar-
quise de Wessenrode, Brunei, Bride of Albion, and Othello.

Messrs. Cutbush, who were second, had also a fine group in

which New Giant Yellow reigned conspicuous.
Cyclamens made alone a splendid display, especially those

shown by Mr. Goddard, gardener to H. Little, Esq., Cambridge
Park, Twickenham, who took the first prizes in both the ama-
teurs' classes—viz., in that for thirty and that for twelve pots.

The varieties were, it is scarcely necessary to remark, such as

did credit to the celebrated collection from which they came,
exhibiting a profusion of bloom, combined with variety of

colour and great substance. The second prizes in both classes

went to Mr. James, gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth.

A third prize for thirty was awarded to Mr. Odell, florist, Hil-

linsdou. The only exhibitor in the nurserymen's class was Mr.
Aldous, Gloucester Road, South Kensington, who had a first

prize for well-bloomed pota.
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The only six pots of Mignonette came from Mr. Barnea, gar-

dener to A. Cliancellor, Esq., Tlie Retreat, Kichmond; four of

them were exceedingly well flowered, the other two poor.

Of Lily of the Valley Messrs. Standish & Co., of Ascot, sent
very fine pots, as did Mr. Aldous, and Mr. Douglas, who also
found a place in the prize list.

Of Chinese Primulas only two collections were shown. That
from Mr. James, of Isleworth, which was first, contained
Princess Louise, a very fine white. The second prize was with-
held, and the third went to Mr. Farrow.

The Orchids, as usual, lent no inconsiderable charm to the
exhibition. In the amateurs' class for six Mr. Denning, gardener
to Lord Londesborough, Norbiton, was first with a really mag-
nificent Cymbidium eburneum which had thirteen flowers, a
form of Coilogyne cristata with a pale lemon lip, and Odonto-
glossum Andersoni with a handsome branched spike. The
second prize went to Mr. G. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. H.
Goldsmid, Bart., St. John's Lodge, Regent's Park. For six

Orchids (nurserymen), Mr. B. S. Williams, of Upper Holloway,
came in first. He had Dendrobium Wardianum, one of the
finest of Dendrobes, Renanthera coccinea, Phalsnopsis grandi-
flora, Vanda suavis, &c. Mr. W. Bull was second ; in his col-

lection was a splendid specimen of Masdevallia Lindeni with
seven flowers open.
In the class for six Amai*yllis, distinct, Messrs. Veitch were

the only exhibitors, and were awarded the first prize. A. Leo-
poldii, Ackermanui pulcherrima Alphouse Karr and A. Orpheus
were the most noticeable.
The only group of hardy spring flowers in pots came from

Mr. R. Parker, of Tooting, who had among others Scilla sibirica
and Iris reticulata in great beauty. A first prize was awarded,
as likewise to Messrs. Lane, of Berkhampstead, who had the
only group of Ivies, but one which well deserved that recognition.
Among miscellaneous subjects, the exhibition of which was

large and unusually good, Messrs. Veitch sent a very fine bank
of Orchids, for which they received an extra prize. Angraecum
flesquipedale had two handsome spikes with four flowers on
€ach. Dendrobium Wardianum had two spikes, one with four-
teen and the other with eight flowers. Extra prizes were also
awarded to the following exhibitors—viz., to Mr. Williams, of
Holloway, for a group of Orchids, Palms, Ferns, Cyclamens,
Toxicophioea spectabilis, and a variety of flowering plants. To
Mr. Bull for a mixed group of Palms, Dracasnas, and other
ornamental-foliaf^ed plauts, Anthurium Scherzerianum, Arc. To
Mr. Denning, gardener to Lord Londesborough, Norbiton, for a
group of Orchids, in which Oncidium serratum, Masdevallia
Lindeni, and Lycastes were of high merit. To Mr. Wheeler, gar-
dener to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart., Regent's Park; to Mr. Aldous,
Gloucester Road, South Kensington ; to Messrs. Standish, Royal
3!^urseries, Ascot; and to Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting, all of

whom had mixed groups, into which Azaleas, fine-foliaged

plauts, and Cinerarias entered largely. To Messrs. Veitch for a
noble collection of Hyacinths, as also one of Tulips, likewise a
fine group of Cyclamens, the same firm contributing, besides,
an excellent collection of Narcissus. To Mr. W. Paul, of

Waltham Cross, for a splendid collection of 121 Hyacinth.?,
which well maintained his fame, though no longer exhibiting
for prizes. From the same exhibitor came also several stands
of beautiful cut Roses and Camellias, the perfection of fresh-
ness and beauty. A nice little group of Deutzia gracilis, re-

markably well flowered, secured an extra prize for Mr. Reeves,
nurseryman, Acton.

Of Fruit, more especially Apples and Pears, there was a large
and very fine display, no less than sixty dishes of dessert Apples
being shown in one class alone.

Prizes offered for the best and second best two bunches of late
Black Grapes went to Lady Downe's from Mr. Wildsmith, gar-
dener to Viscoiint Eversley, Heckfleld, and Mr. Cole, gardener
to J. S. Budgett, Esq., Ealing Park. Those from Mr. Wildsmith
were the better preserved of the two, while Mr. Cole's bunches
were the larger ; both, however, in all respects were wonderfully
good. Mr. "Temple, gardener to the Duke of Marlborough, Blen-
heim, sent Alicante in fine preservation, but slightly shrivelled

;

Mr. Bannerman, gardener to Lord Bagot, Blithfleld, Rugeley,
Lady Downe's and Alicante still plump ; Mr. Douglas, Loxford,
Lady Downe's, very large, but begiuuing to go ; and Mr. Kemp,
gardener to the Duke of Northumberland, Albury Park, Guild-
ford, plump bunches which had been kept eleven weeks. No
late White Grapes were shown.
For the best three dishes of Dessert Apples Mr. C. Ross, gar-

dener to C. Eyre, Esq., Welford Park, took the first place with
beautiful samples, both in colour and keeping, of Cox's Orange
Pippin, Scarlet Nonpareil, and Cornish Aromatic. Scarcely
less fresh and handsome were those which took the second
prize, and which came from Mr. Jones, gardener to Her
Majesty at Frogmore, and consisting of Cox's Orange Pippin,
Blenheim Pippin, and Claygate Pearmain. Several other exhi-
bitors sent fine dishes, notably Messrs. Clark, Miles, Record,
Parsons, and James.
Of Kitchen Apples eleven collections were staged. Mr. Parsons

gardener to R. Attenborough, Esq., Fairlawn, Acton Green, was
first with very fine specimens of I51euheim Pippin, Dumelow's
Seedling, under its market name of Wellington, which it appears
cannot be " stamped out," and Alfristou. Second came Mr.
Gardiner, gardener to E. P. Shirley, Esq., Lower Eatington
Park, Stratford-on-Avou, with Blenheim Pippin, Yorkshire
Greening, and Gloria Mundi.
The competition for three dishes of Dessert Pears was limited

to Mr. Jones and Mr. Ross. The former was first with Beurr6
de Ranee, Chaumontel, and Shobden Court ; the latter second
with Pasae Colmar, Ne Plus Meuris, and Beurre de Ranee. For
three Kitchen Pears Mr. Ross was first with fine specimens of
Uvedale's St. Germain and Catillac, the other kind being Beurre
de Ranee.
Mr. Jones, gardener to Her Majesty at Frogmore, had an

extra prize for a large Smooth-leaved Cayenne Pine Apple. He
also sent a collection of Apples consisting of the following sorts
in fine condition—Frogmore Golden Pippin, Carraway Russet,
Scarlet Golden Pippin, Cockle Pippin, King of the Pippins,
Golden Hai-vey, Victoria, Rosemary Russet, New Rock Pippin,
Holly Grove, Court Pendu Plat, Lord Raglan, Ribston Pippin,
Windsor Castle, Seedling Golden Pippin, Syke House Russet,
Feam's Pippin, Newton Pippin, Frogmore Nonpareil, Late-keep-
ing SeedUng, Old Nonpareil, Cox's Orange, Claygate Pearmain,
Dutch Mignonne, Adam's Pearmain, Gipsy King, ISlenheim, and
Braddick's Nonpareil. Mr. Ford, gardener to W. E. Hubbard,
Esq., had also a splendid collection of sixty-five kinds, and Mr.
Ross one of Dessert Apples and Kitchen Pears.
In the Vegetable Department prizes were offered for fifty

heads of Asparagus. There was no competition. Mr. James,
of Isleworth, took first with large sticks. For Sea-kale, Mr.
Clarke, gardener to J. R. Hall, Esq., Sutton, was first, Mr.
Deuxberry, gardener to Earl Darnley, Cobham Hall, Gravesend,
second. For Mushrooms, twenty-four from Mr. Record, Vinters
Park, Maidstone, out-distanced all competitors; Mr. Gilbert,
gardener to the Marquis of Exeter, Burghley, was, however, an
excellent second; and Mr. Temple, of Blenheim, and Mr. Clarke
sent fine basketfuls. For Broccoli, Mr. Cooling, of Bath, was
first with Matchless, Mr. Clarke second with Snow's Winter
White, and Mr. Ross third with Veitch's Spring White. By
far the best brace of Cucumbers was Tender and True from
Mr. Douglas, of Loxford. These were 22 inches long, and,
as far as could be judged from outward appearance, seemed
likely to justify their name, being the handsomest brace of
Cucumbers that could well be shown at this season. The
variety has already had its merit marked by the award of a
first-class certificate. Mr. Dean and Mr. Stapleton were second
and third with White-spined sorts.

Fboit CosnriTTEE.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.
Messrs. Monro & Wilkinson, Potter's Bar, sent fruit of Duke of
Edinburgh Cucumber, with a branch showing its great pro-
lificacy. This excellent Cucumber has already received a first-

class certificate, and those exhibited confirmed the opinion of
the Committee. Mr. W. Earley, The Gardens, Valentines, ex-
hibited two dishes of Mushrooms. Mr. Geo. Fairbairn, gar-
dener to W. Terry, Esq., Peterboro' House, Fulham, sent fine
specimens of home-grown Vanilla, to which a cultural certificate
was awarded. Mr. Parker, of Woodstock, sent fruit of Blen-
heim Pippin from supposed original trees growing at Wood-
stock. Mr. Ross, gardener to C. Eyre, Esq., Welford Park,
Newbury, sent a dish of Pitmaston Russet Apple. Mr. F. Bar-
nard, Bridgeway Nursery, Godalming, sent a dish of Drewett's
Seedling Apple, which was not considered of any merit. Mr.
J. Douglas, Loxford Hall, Essex, sent a bunch of Lady Downe's
Seedling which had been kept in water since January. Mr,
Stephenson, gardener to T. C. Barber, Esq., Lee House, Essex,
sent a collection of fruit, consisting of Verulam, Uvedale's
St. Germain, Josephine de Malines, Glon Mor(,^eau, Jean de
Witte, Beurre Bretonneau, Beurre Duhaume Pears, Scarlet
Nonpareil, Cox's Orange Pippin, and Blenheim Pippin Apples.

Floral Committee.— E. B. Postans, Esq., in the chair.

Messrs. Veitch, Chelsea, received first-class certificates for the
following :—Cypripedium Argus, a species allied to C. barbatum

;

the sepals are densely spotted, and the footstalks much longer
than in any of the forms of barbatum ; Cattleya Veitchiana, a
hybrid between C. labiata and C. crispa — the flowers are
larger than those of crispa, but it has the highly- coloured and
fringed lip of that species, and the lilac sepals and petals of

C. labiata. Narcissus Tazetta orieutalis fl.-pl., a double form of

Polyanthus Narcissus, it will be very useful for button-hole and
other bouquets of a similar character ; Hyacinth Cavaignac,
porcelain blue, the bells of excellent shape, large in size, and
closely set on the spike ; Hyacinth Sir Samuel Plimsol, single,

creamy blush, large bells, and handsome spike ; and Anna, very
fine white. Chysis Chelsoni, a beautiful hybrid between C. Lim-
minghii and C. bractescens, also received a first-class certi-

ficate. The lip is red, very slightly suffused with purple instead
of the beautiful purplish violet lip of C. Limminghii. The
same firm also showed Tea Rose Duchess of Edinburgh. This
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IB a distinct Eose, and will, when shown later in the season, he
more appreciated. The colour is clear rose, and the flowers full

and nicely cupped. Mr. Bennet, Stapleford, had a iirst-class

certificate for Hybrid Perpetual Rose Madame Lacharme, white
blush centre ; and Tea Madame FraDi,-ois Janin, coppery orange,
had a similar award. Messrs. Veitch, Cutbueh, and Douglas
also exhibited new Hyacinths, which have been already noticed
in a previous part of this report ; also Mr. W. Paul.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Hepatica angulosa.—It may not bo generally known that

there are two varieties of Hepatica angulosa, one very much
larger than the other. We lately saw both varieties in the
garden of Mr. G. F. Wilson, at Heatherbank, Weybridge
Heath, and the flowers of the larger variety measured Ij inch
in width.

Mrs. Pinc'e's Muscat Grape.—We recently received a
portion of a bunch of Mrs. Pince's Muscat Grapes from Mr.
Abram Bass, of Burton-on-Trent, which at this late season
were in admirable preservation, and though very slightly

shrivelled were quite fleshy. The flavour was very rich, and
more like a fresh raisin than anything else. Though the
colour was not quite black, the fruit itself was as finely

flavoured as could be desired. It appears that the soil in
which the Vine was grown is admirably suited to this variety.

Our cultivated plants survive much farther to the
north than is usually supposed. M. Adolph Erman, when only
eighty-four miles from the Arctic Circle in North Siberia, found
not only woods of Larch, Pine, and Birch, fine and vigorous,
but garden vegetables such as Turnips of large size, and in the
woods Blackberries and Eoses—probably, says M. Erman, Eosa
calyciflora of Gmelin—growing luxuriantly.

We have received from Messrs. Huber & Co., of
Hyores, a coloured plate of Dahlia areorea, a species quite
distinct from Dahlia imperialis. It is of a lilac colour, and
the form of the flower is like that of the old Waratah Camellia.
In a circular issued by Messrs. Huber they say—" It attains
the ;height of about 7 feet, and it forms a well-branched
clump with large leaves of a dark green, which contrast
agreeably with the foliage of other plants. This inferiority of
height makes it take up less room in the conservatory than
the D. imperialis, and enables it to resist the wind better in
the open air. From the end of December it produces an innu-
merable quantity of well-formed mauve-eoloured flowers, the
successive development of which does not suffer from a tem-
perature below freezing point. The form of the plant is, more-
over, quite new in the genus, for it can only be compared to
a gigantic Anemone ; and its peculiarity of flowering copiously
at a low temperature is a rare occurrence among succulent
herbaceous plants."

A FIRM in Hiogo, Japan, exported COO tons of Wheat
in November direct to the London markets, and intend to

export more if the speculation is successful.

Grand Midland Counties Horticultural Exhirition.
—We are pleased to announce that H.E.H. Prince Arthur has
communicated his intention to become one of the patrons of
this important Show to be held at Birmingham in July.

A NEW work, entitled " Orchids and How to Grow Them
in India and other Tropical Countries," is commenced publish-
ing by Messrs. L. Eeeve & Co. The author is Mr. S. .Jennings,
F.L.S., &a., late Vice-President of the Agri-Horticultural So-
ciety of India. We have only seen the first number, in which
the plates are the natural size of the flowers and well coloured.

A painting of a fine bunch of the Duke of Buccleucd
Grape, which has been much admired in the Exhibition of the
Eoyal Scottish Academy this season in Edinburgh, was pur-
chased last week for seven guineas, by the Eoyal Association
for the Promotion of Fine Arts. The representation is a very
faithful one, and was executed by Miss Thomas, Lasswade,
from a bunch suppUed her from Clovenfords.

The Colorado Potato Beetle.—The reports of the ravages
made among the Potato crops in the United States last year
by the Colorado beetle have naturally caused considerable alarm
to growers in this country', as it is feared that this insect pest
may be brought over in the largo quantities of seed Potatoes
which are imported from the other side of the Atlantic. With
a view to preventing its introduction, Mr. J. Algernon Clarke,
Secretary of the Central Chamber of Agriculture, on the 10th

of February addressed a letter to Mr. Gladstone, calling his
attention to the imminent risk to which the United Kingdom,
especially Ireland, is exposed, and suggesting that the import-
ation of Potatoes from the United States and British America
should at once be prohibited. In reply, a letter was received
last week from the office of the Privy Council for Trade, to the
effect that, according to the American official reports, it does
not appear that the eggs or larva; of the Colorado beetle have
been or are deposited or conveyed in the tuber of the Potato,
and therefore there is considered to be no reason to prevent
the importation of seed Potatoes from America into the United
Kingdom until the case is proved to be otherwise.

—

{Times,)

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUR GARDENS.—No. 17.

Supposing that one were to put the question to an entomo-
logist or a general observer of Nature, " What species of insects

display activity most notably in the early months of spring ?"

we should probably be answered that bees, wasps, and certain
individuals of the Hymenopterous race are first seen abroad oa
the wing. But the query admits of a variety of answers,
according as it is understood as applying to insects of the air

or those of humbler habit, and also much depends "upon tha
locality brought under observation. In point of numbers>
and taking an average season, I should say that flies make the
most conspicuous appearance at the dawn of the vernal season,
understanding the word " flies " in its broad sense, as includ-

ing not only two-winged or Dipterous insects, but also others,

four-winged, yet in size and general outline resembling the
true flies, and hence commonly classed with them. Besides
the numerous hosts of gnats and midges, whose occasional

displays on the wing during the brief hours of a mild winter's

day serve to link together the insect life of autumn and spring,

we find, as at this moment I am writing, that in the first open
weather in February or March parties of other flies come
forth which have not, for the most part, hybernated as flies,

but have just emerged from the pupal condition. I was
amused a day or two since at the conduct of some individuals

that had evidently only come forth to the world of outer life

an hour or two before I saw them. They were dispersed over
an old wall, their black bodies and transparent wings showing
up plainly enough on the grey lichens, diminutive as they
were ; but what was most singular was their being dotted over
the wall at intervals, almost as if they had marked out their

distances from each other. Yet they had not, in all proba-
bility, emerged from any crannies in the wall, only they had
selected the spot as a convenient one for their repose until

their time of flight arrived.

These, I suspect, belonged to the host of flies that are

feeders in the larval state on dung or refuse. Many, however,
of the flies now coming out are more active friends to the
garden, being destroyers of caterpillar life, especially those
four-winged flies belonging to the large Ichneumonideous
division. There are at least 1200 species of these, and, almost
without exception, the larvoe are parasitic on other insects,

and serve, as we rather vaguely say, to preserve Nature's

balance, and prevent any one species becoming excessively

numerous. To watch the diligent and as ceaseless way iii

which the mothers of the Ichneumon race, running over leaf,

stem, and flower in pursuit of caterpillars more particularly,

might almost lead one to think that their indefatigable labours

would at last " stamp out " some species. But we have no
reason to suppose such a result ensues, or very rarely indeed ;.

for if a species of Ichneumon was as numerous in any one
generation as the caterpillar it attacked, since each fly is the

parent not of only one, but of many, the parasitic species

would ere long over-ride the other. Besides accidental in-

fluences, however, which may destroy the fly and spare the
larger species, it is noticeable that scarcely a parasite is there

which has not its parasite in turn ; and though this sort of

thing may not go on ad infinitum, as the hackneyed phrase has
it, we can trace the prevalence of a law of mutual check as

far as our eyes and microscopes will carry us. And again, it

is true that while it has been found that a certain moth or

butterfly will have its special enemy'confincd to that species,

others among the Ichneumons attack a variety of caterpillars,

and so divide their power. Some caterpillars there are which
seem almost to go scot-free and escape parasitic pests, and
some, again, are terribly exposed to attack, as, for instance, the

moths known as the " Prominents," where unstung cater-

pillars are seldom found at large by the entomologist, and
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owing to this many of tlie species are rare. Hairy caterpillars

do not always find their coating a protection ; those of the
" Tigers " and the " Daggers " (Arctia and Acronycta) die-oS

through the attacks of these parasites, the long ovipositor of

the females enabling them to reach and even to puncture the

skin of the larva.

There is something so striking about the "cut" of an
Ichneumon fly, that if wo have once seen one and well ex-

amined it we never fail to recognise these insects thereafter.

Their form, it has been well said, combines lightness and
strength. The wings are usually of good size, with clearly

marked veins ; the head is small, and has a mobile look about
it ; the abdomen, nearly always long and slender, is attached

only by a small thread to the end of the thorax, and provided
with an ovipositor, sometimes retractile, and at others extend-
ing to a greater length than that of the abdomen—adapted,

in fact, to the habits of the species, for some of the Ichneu-
mons manage to deposit their eggs by the help of the long
ovipositor upon hapless insects they have never seen, such as

the larva of the Tortrix moth in his leafy investiture, the
snug tenant of the gall, or, perhaps, the grub of a beetle

hidden away in decayed wood. What is, perhaps, more
singular than all is that one or two Ichneumon flies actually

skim the water of pools and streams, and seize an opportunity
to puncture the bodies of aquatic larva) or pupa;.

Species of Ophion.^^

Though in popular phrase we speak of caterpillars as
" stung " that have fallen victims to the Ichneumons, they
inflict no wounds that are poisonous ; the only object of their

punctures is the deposition of eggs. But several species

simply deposit their eggs on the skin of the caterpillar, and
therefore the females are not in that case armed with a piercer

or with lancets as are the Pimplas. Flies of the genus Ophion,
such as the well-known species (Ophion Vinulfe ?) that attacks

the caterpillars of the Puss Moth, secure the eggs to the skin

by such an adhesive fluid that they cannot be pulled off the
caterpillar without wounding it. The experiment has, how-
ever, been tried successfully of carefully nipping the eggs, and
so destroying the germ of life within. Kirby observed some
of these eggs stood upon the backs of larva; by short foot-

stalks. It is rather extraordinary that when these parasites

are feeding externally, as often happens with the Ophions,
they manage to retain their position in spite of the moulting
of the caterpillar, and their period of maturity generally

agrees with that of their living food. When the caterpillar

has made its cocoon, or occasionally before, its enemies quit

their hold and form their own cocoons.
The Yellow Ophion (0. luteum), is a spring and summer

species, and it is exceedingly partial to artificial light, entering
rooms in the evening, when it looks much larger than it really

is, as seen reflected against the ceiling, and its aspect leads

persons to suppose that it is a " vicious " insect. Really it is

useful to the horticulturist, nor should specimens of it be
needlessly killed. The claws of this fly seen by a moderate
magnifying power have a pretty appearance. A few of the
Ophions have a short sickle-like auger, by means of which
they cut a place for the egg they deposit. The males of these
species resort to flowers, but they are less frequently seen than
their consorts.

Prof. Westwood has described, with his usual accuracy, the
proceedings of a species of Pimpla engaged in the pursuit of

larvEe encased in wood. The insect had seemingly made several

cautious insertions of its ovipositor until it succeeded in hitting
upon the exact spot. Only the central borer was thrust into
the wood, the outer portions being curved, and pressed against
the wood as if to give the power of a lever. The abdomen was
also worked backwards and forwards at intervals, giving a

' From Figuier's " Insect World.''

" bradawl kind of motion." Another entomologist teUs us that
ho saw a Pimpla plunge all its lancets into the object it was
attacking. Some of these long-tailed Ichneumons have been
discovered with the ovipositor so far entangled that they have
been unable to get free and have died in their struggles. There
is a species of Ophion which has a fancy for variety in its food,
and hunts up the larva; of a Pimpla which has previously
attacked the nest of a wUd bee. Thus we have a parasite upon
a parasite.

Rhyssa persuasoria is a useful insect in plantations, as it

seeks out the larva; of Sirex, usually of S. juvencus, which is

in some seasons more than sufficiently plentiful, and injurious
to several species of Fir, in the wood of which the larva drives
long tunnels. This fly is another of the three-tailed Ichneu-
mons, and it may be seen traversing the bark of a tree, and
ascertaining by the antenna; where the larva is hidden, in

Species of Pimpla.*

which it seeks to deposit eggs. It is a moot point how the
antenna; of the insect help it to discover the object. Whether
the touch, or the sense of smell or hearing conveys tho im-
pression we cannot say, but it is promptly acted on. This is

one of the few instances where the parasite is as large or larger
than the animal attacked, thus interrupting the harmony of
gradation. Here we have a beetle larva falUng a prey to Ich-
neumons, and we shall ere long possibly discover many ex-
amples of a similar kind. At present the Ichneumouidse are
best known to us as the occasional foes of others of their own
order, and the constant enemies of caterpillars of all propor-
tions, from the giant Death's-head down to the tiny silvery
leaf-miner.—J. R. S. C.

GRAPE VINE CULTURE FOE SMALL GARDENS
No. 2.

When the soil is not sufficiently fertile for the Vines it may
almost always be made so by mixing with it some old manure
that is thoroughly rotten, and some gritty matter, such as
road-scrapings, mortar rubbish, broken bricks, or, in fact, any
hard materials that are brought to a tolerable degree of fine-

ness, in order to prevent the border from settling down into a
close sodden mass. The proportions should be two parts of
SOU, one of manure, and one of grit, more or less according to
the actual condition of the soil. A little charcoal broken to
the size of nuts may be added with advantage. This simple
mixture should, if possible, be made a few months before it is

required, thrown up in a heap or long ridge, and turned fre-

quently whenever it is dry enough, so as to render it thoroughly
sweet and mellow by the action of the air. Especial care must
be taken neither to stir it or take it to the vinery while it is very
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wet, or it will be spoiled. When the soil parts freely from the
fork, and can easily be scattered, then is the time for mixing
or removal.

The importance of this operation is very great. If well done
it may justly be regarded as the first step towards success;
but if badly, the most skilful and painstaimg culture wUl be
unavailing to produce good Grapes. A quantity of rich ma-
nure stirred into the soil at the time of planting will undoubt-
edly cause the Vines to grow with extraordinary vigour, but if

the roots are examined in the following autumn they will be
found to be fat-looking, white, juicy, soft, and containing very
little fibre. In the ensuing spring the Vines may start into
growth tolerably well, yet when the foliage begins to expand,
or soon after, signs of failure will inevitably appear ; the
growth ceases, flags, becomes of a pale sickly colour, and no
further progress is made till late in the season, after the form-
ation of some fresh roots, the whole of the gross unripe roots
having perished in the preceding winter. Besides causing this

wasted, and therefore useless vigour, a mass of rich manure
applied to the roots in a crude unmixed state is extremely
liable to bring mildew upon the Vines in its very worst form,
and therefore, if the soil appears to require manure, it must be
applied in the first instance in the way I have described ; then
the young roots that are formed in it will be small, firm in
texture, very fibrous, and of a brown ripened appearance, which
is precisely the condition that is necessary to enable them to
pass through the inclemencies of winter in safety.

In selecting the Vines choose those having stout, brown-
looking, firm canes of a uniform circumference of not less than
an inch, discarding any that are of a slender attenuated ap-
pearance. The glowing accounts which have from time to
time been set forth of the numerous new kinds of Grapes are
apt to render the selection of sorts a puzzling matter, and to
induce beginners to venture upon the purchase of some that
are unsuitable for their purpose, from the prevalent and cer-

tainly very natural wish to grow the best kinds. For those
who only require a supply of really good Grapes of easy culture
irrespective of varieties, I would plant principally with Frank-
enthal, the best of the Black Hamburgh class, adding a Buck-
land Sweetwater if a few white bunches were required. But
when a selection is cared for, such as -wUl impart greater
interest to the culture as well as afford a pleasing variety in
the form, colour, flavour, and duration of the fruit, to those
two excellent Grapes I would add Royal Ascot, a very proUfic
sort, somewhat small in bunch, but with very large, round,
highly coloured black fruit ; and for the warmest part of the
house a Madresfield Court IJlack Muscat, a somewhat delicate
but most delicious Grape, side by side with which the king of
white Grapes, Muscat of Alexandria, should find a place. The
delicious little early white Grape, Ferdinand de Lesseps, too,
is very worthy of having one representative in such a vinery.
Its bunches are not large, but it is so robust and prolific that
a heavy crop of fruit may always be taken.
The planting may safely be done in March or April, but it

is best to plant before the young shoots appear, so as to avoid
all risk of breakage. In doing this shake all the soil off the
roots, spreading them out evenly and at full length upon the
surface of the border, and covering with 6 inches of fresh soU.
Three feet apart is a good distance for the Vines. As the
season advances examine the roots and interior border fre
quently, giving water abundantly whenever it appears neces-
sary. If the Vines are all right as to condition and strength,
one rod only should be allowed to start from the bottom of the
trellis, letting it ramble as far as possible, and only checking
fresh growth by pinching as autumn approaches, in order that
both wood-growth and roots may be thoroughly ripened and
matured before winter. If, however, the Vines are weak, then
every shoot should be encouraged to grow so as to promote
vigorous root-action ; and although the thick and tangled
growth may present a useless purposeless appearance it is not
so in reaUty, for by it the system of the Vines will be so much
invigorated that in the next season a splendid cane may very
confidently be expected to replace the wild growth which is

almost all pruned away in autumn.

—

Edward Luckhdest.

• Paxton Vinekies.—Mr. Luckhurst's experience (see p. 215m our Journal of the 12th inst.), in growing Grapes in Paxton's
glass houses is that of every intelligent gardener who has
adopted them, whether with pot Vines or Vines in permanent
and properly prepared borders. We have many instances of
this, and receive many proofs of the durability of these

" curious " but useful houses. Other constructions may be less

costly, but these, with iron gutters, &c., as now supplied, are
more durable, and claim to stand quite as well as the most ex-
pensive wood-and-glass houses.

—

Hekeman & Mokton.

NOTES FROM MY GAEDEN, 1873.—No. 5.

AUniCULAS.

I HAVE SO often written on the subject of this, one of my
earliest loves, that I fear, like many a poor fellow who is espe-
cially spoony, and bores his friends with gloomy eulogies on
the eyes and hair, the charming manner and elegant figure of
his inamorata, until they wish him and her irrevocably tied,

when, cynics do say, he will begin to find out that he was a
little bit mistaken ; so my disquisitions upon the charms of
this perhaps my favourite florists' flower may prove irksome
to the general readers of the Journal, but I am sure not so to
the real florist, who is not tired of hearing how his pets thrive
in other hands than his own ; and so, although I have nothing
particularly fresh to notice, I shall yet say how they throve
with me in 1873.

I find that there is no flower of which we can determine so
little the character of the future bloom as the Auricula, both
as to time of flowering and quality. Thus, this has been a
pecuUarly mild winter, and in the early autumn I should have
said that we should have had a very early bloom. My plants
were top-dressed earlier than usual, and I should have in

January safely affirmed that they would have been at their full

bloom by the middle of April. Now, I am afraid I shall have
none in, and from what I hear from many quarters it is the
same with other growers. But I am not writing about this

year's prospects, but about last year's doings. However, it is

not irrelevant, for the same thing took place last year. The
winter, although not so mild as the present one, was yet mild,
and equally then did I anticipate an early bloom ; but by the
time the April Show at the Royal Horticultural Society took
place it was with the greatest difficulty I could get six in flower

;

and even Mr. Charles Turner with his immense collection was
so hard pushed that he had to put in a yellow self (Gorton's
Stadtholder) to make up his twelve. And let it be remem-
bered that one cannot do with the Auricula as with most other
florists' flowers

;
you cannot force it. If your Hyacinths are

late you can push them on ; if Carnations are late you can
bring them, if in pots, into the house; you can put glass over
your Dahlias, or forward your Gladioli by enclosing them ; but
the Auricula will not stand it—nay, more, I do not believe

that you can advance it by so doing. I recollect some years
ago a wiseacre, who knew as much about the Auricula as I do
of Sanscrit, when I complained that the day fixed for a show
was too early, said I had yet to learn some of the first elements
of the art of growing flowers, and that if they were not ready
I should make them be so. I should Uke very much to have
set him to grow a frame of Auriculas.

I am more than ever confirmed in my opinion that a great

deal too much fuss has been made about the difficulty of grow-
ing them, and that a few simple facts borne in mind wUl
enable anyone to grow them successfully ; and at the risk of

repeating myself I will enumerate what these facts are, for I

hope to see the number of those who admire this beautiful

flower increasing. Some have, I know, recently undertaken its

culture, and I hope many more will foUow. First, the Auricula
is very impatient of damp, and therefore not only an airy

situation but an airy frame should be chosen for it, with ven-

tilators that you can open when it is dangerous to lift the
sash. I never allow rain to fall on my plants, and as a conse-

quence the beautiful white foliage of some sorts does not get

splashed, nor does water lodge in the heart of the plants.

Although I would not unnecessarily expose them to frost, yet

frost is not so injurious to them as damp. Secondly, they
Uke good but simple compost, ^^'hen one reads through the

nostrums recommended by some of the old growers I am not
surprised that they were for ever dilating on the difficulty of

growing them. I beUeve that a simple compost of good loam
and cow dung in the proportion of two-thirds of the former to

one-third of the latter, and a little sharp sand, is about all

that is required. They will root well in this, and then in the

beginning of February the soil should be removed to the depth
of an inch or more, and the pot fiUed-in with well-decomposed
sheep manure. Thirdly, they require—absolutely require—to

be in a northern aspect in the summer. Old Mr. Lightbody
used to keep his in that position summer and winter. I have
also done so more than once, but on the whole I rather prefer
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placing them in a southern aspect in winter—in fact, I simply

turn my frames round.

I think that with these things attended to, and care in

watering and keeping the pota and plants clean, anyone may
grow Auriculas ; and I am sure this is not more trouble than

is connected with any florists' flower. Last year I had three

frames of plants large and small ; this year my stock has

been increased by the accession of some of my dear brother's

plants and from otlier sources to five frames, and to about

five hundred plants large and small. On the whole, I cannot

say my general bloom last season was as good as I have had
it. That good old florist Mr. Butcher, of Camberwell, when
looking at my plants in 187'2 said, " Sir, if you grow Auriculas

for twenty years you will never have such plants again." I

am inclined to think that he was not far from the truth. I had
some fine plants in for the show in May, and some extraordi-

nary blooms, particularly one truss of Ne plus Ultra. It bad
five pips, and I laid a crown-piece on every one of them, and
the edge of the flower came beyond it—not that this was any
advantage : the refinement of the flower was gone ; it was
coarse, and I would not on any account have exhibited it.

George Lightbody maintained the high opinion I have always

entertained of it, and gave me some fine blooms. Some seed-

lings were submitted to me, and of these I may say something
by-and-by ; but they were not in my gai-den, and so have no
place in these notes. I had nothing new to bloom, and con-

tented myself with the old favourites. The summer was cool,

and favourable for the well-being of the plants. I had but

very few summer losses, and my plants when housed for the

winter looked very well ; and although the growth has not been
so great as in some seasons, yet I never had a healthier-looking

collection of plants. The following varieties maintained the

good opinion I have already formed of them.

GEBEN EDGES.

Ti-aiU's Mayflower
Hudson's Apollo
Traill'a General Neil]

Littou's liaperator
Dicksou's Duke of Cambridge

QREY EDGES.

Ileadly'a George Lightbody
Lightbody's Richard Headly
"VVaterhouse'fl Conqueror

Chapman's Maria
Slacleau'H Unique
Curminyham'a John Waterstou

WHITE EDGES.

Pott'a Regulator
OampbeU's Kobert Bums

Rpalding's Metropolitan
Campbell's Pizarro

-D., Deal.

Heap's Smiling Beauty
Macdonald'a Incomparable

Lightbody's Lord Clyde
Netherwood's Othello

SYDNOPE HALL.
[The following interesting notes arrived at our office too late

for inclusion in our commentary last week.]

There are no historical incidents connected with Sydnope
House, which was but a small, comfortable, residence until

enlarged by its late owner, Sir Francis Sacheverell Darwin, M.D.
These enlargements were carried out in 18'26, and at the same
time the surrounding grounds, full of natural beauties and
attractions, were greatly improved and judiciously laid out.

Sir Francis also, in addition to other features, added to its

attractions by the forming of fountains, alcoves, and grottoes
in various parts.

In the immediate neighbourhood, on the Sydnope brook,
many years ago Messrs. Dakeyne established flax mills of

remarkable construction, for the hydrauhc machinery of

which they took out a patent. " The machine called the
' Equaliuum,' now in general use (1833) for the spinning of

flax, was also invented by the same gentlemen in their mi-
nority, for which, in 1791, a patent was granted to their father
Daniel Dakeyne, sen., of Darley Dale, Esq., 'for a machine
for the purpose of preparing and spinning of flax, denominated
the Equalinum.' " This machine became afterwards commonly
known as the " gill machinery." The lakes or reservoirs for

these works formed a very picturesque feature in the landscape.
In the grounds attached to Sydnope House, and in a part

called "The Rough," a breed of wild boars were for many
years kept, and roamed about undisturbed in all the wild
fierceness of their nature—one being occasionally hunted, or
otherwise killed, and eaten, the "boar's head" gracing the
board in true medieval style. In 1837 the herd had become
reduced to a single boar—-the last of his race—a fine noble-
looking and venerable animal, with tusks of enormous size.

This, the last of the wild pigs

—

ultimus Romanorum—had been
caught and kept some weeks in a sty in the farmyard for fat-

tening. Sir Francis Darwin determined that as " .Jack," as the
boar was named, had been born and bred in " The Hough,"
and was the last of his noble race, he should die as he had
Uved, in his primitive wildnoss. A" boar hunt " was therefore

determined upon, and, the boar having previously been turned
out into his native " Rough," a cavalcade, ("6 la Wouvermaiis,
was formed, and accompanied by a number of dogs and a

large number of persons on foot, descended into the valley.

This cavalcade and the whole event were graphically described

in a poem, which we quote :

—

" A goodly sight it was to see

That morn the gallant company,
That blitho and eager for the sport,

Were gathered in the stable court.

Sir Francis rode a coal black stoed.

Of mettle high, and noble bieod ;

Of velveteen the coat he wore,
His dexter hand a pistol bore,

And at his side, from girdle slung.

A hunter's carved cutlass hung.
His daughter fair a palfrey graced.
In lady's amble deftly paced;
Obedient to his gentle load
Though fiery still, his neck he bowed.
Two squires attended ou the knight,
Arm'd duly for the sylvan fight

With carabines, whose deadly aim
Might well at diatauce strike the game;
And each was mounted on a steed

As fit to serve his lord in need.

" Of small folk, too, a various herd
Awaited all their master's word

;

Some, dogs in hempen leashes lead.

Of old and noble Engliah breed,

Of tawny coat and sinewy limb.

And, angered, sure of aspect grim ;

And one prepares a horse and gear

The slaughtered wild boar home to bear;

And others idly mingle there,

In hope the day's disport to share.

And pointers, spaniels, smooth and rough,

Black, brown, and white, and weak, and tough,

All yelp'd in discord there."

The hunting party soon found the boar, but he having been
kept in a sty for some time, and grown fat and effeminate,

gave but little sport, and was ignobly shot while squatting on
his haunches at the foot of a tree where he had turned to keep

the dogs at bay. His body, as a trophy, was carried back in

triumph to Sydnope House.
Sir Francis Sacheverell Darwin, the former owner of Sydnope

House, was the second sou of the celebrated Dr. Erasmus Darwin,

the author of "The Botanic Garden," " Zoonomia," "Loves of

the Plants," and other works of a like philosophical character,

by his second wife Elizabeth, widow of Colonel E. S. Pole, of

Radbourne Hall, and half brother of Dr. Darwin, of Shrews-

bury, to which family Darwin, the author of " Origin of

Species," belongs. The family was originally of Cleatham,

in Lincolnshire. Dr. Erasmus Darwin resided at Derby and
Lichfield, and became the possessor of Breadsall Priory, in

that county, on the death of his son Erasmus, by whom it

had been purchased. This passed to Sir Francis Darwin, who
ultimately removed thither from Sydnope House.

THE WEATHEE NEAR MAIDSTONE.
At Vinters Park the weather has lately been very severe for

three or four days. On Tuesday morning (March 10th) the

thermometer registered 7° of frost, on Wednesday morning
13", and on Thursday 11'. The frost has been accompanied

with a considerable fall of snow on two days, but to-day,

Friday, it has entirely disappeared and the frost with it.

The mild weather previous to the frost brought Apricots,

Peaches, and Nectarines into bloom. The former were full out

;

and although the trees have been protected by the best means
at command, most of the blossoms are destroyed. I find eight

out of ten so injured and the embryo fruit has turned black, so

that aU hopes of saving them are over. The remaining few,

if they henceforth go on uninterrupted, cannot lead me to

prophesy but a short crop ; and as it is the finest blooms that

are destroyed, I apprehend I shall not be far wrong as far as

my trees are concerned.

With regard to Peaches and Nectarines there were only about

four blooms in a dozen fully out, excepting one or two of the

forward sorts, and these being in a more sheltered spot have

not, so far as I can see, suiJered. On most trees there is a

capital show of blooms to come, go I hope we shall once more
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be favoured with a good crop. My trees have for a long time

been protected by hexagon netting and frigi domo, as well as

by Laurel twigs and Spruce Fir; the object of this is to keep

the buds in a more backward state till such severe frosts as

we have lately had are not likely to visit us. It will be in-

teresting to learu how others have fared from this late frost.

I suppose it has been general.

—

Thoius Eecord.

OLD APPLE TREES, AND "WHAT TO DO
WITH THEM.

Inquikies having of late been made about the pruning and
management of old Apple trees, and as there are few districts

where more of this fruit is grown than in the neighbourhood

of Maidstone, I make no apology for describing the general

practice in such cases. Very old Apple trees are here only

found in the grounds of the wealthy, or it may be of the care-

less class of cultivators, for the fruit-grower who pays a high

rent for his holding cannot afford to retain old trees unless

they are of some favourite sort; yet there are old trees, and

they have to be dealt with as such, and if the operator is a

new beginner the chances are ten to one that he does much
harm, and half a dozen years afterwards blames himself for not

having had them all grubbed-up. There is, however, often a

tenacity to old trees ; and the gardener or amateur frnit-grower,

thinking something can be made of them, straightway sets to

work with the pruning knife and saw, and the moss-grown
thickets of branches are severely thinned-out. In all probability

the shape of the tree is improved, and it is thought a great

change for the better has been made. Unfortunately the issue

often proves the reverse ; for although some useful good fruit

may result in the first year, if the preceding autumn has been

favourable for the buds setting well and strongly, yet after that

improvement is often at an end. Such instances are common
—in fact, so much so, that old fruit-growers with whom I

have had the opportunity of conversing condemn any severe

cutting of an old fruit tree as being almost sure to end in dis-

appointment.
As it is certain that Apple trees as weU as everything else

do get old, the question likely to be asked is. What can we do

with them ? The man of business who sends his hundreds of

bushels to market every week says, " Destroy them, and plant

something else for a few years, after which Apples may be

tried again ; " but some careful and skilful orchard managers
contrive to keep these old trees in a healthy good-bearing con-

dition longer than their neighbours. If we look into their

practice we shall see that their trees have never been subjected

to the barbarous ordeal of a severe pruning, but that their

growth has been encouraged, and only slight amputations made
each season during the early years of the tree's growth ; that

a yearly supervision had been exercised when it had arrived at

mature age, just cutting off sufficient every season to prevent

the tree having a crowded appearance. These cuttings, of

course, become less and less each year as the trees attain age,

and the growth becomes less free ; and finally, when this is con-

fined to the formation of spurs, it is not prudent to allow too

many of them to be formed, or at all events to allow the tree

to become too much stunted. When such is the case it is

better to apply manure to the roots to accelerate growth rather

than subject the tree to such fearful amputations as are often

seen ; for there is more analogy between vegetable and animal

life when in an advanced stage than is often supposed, and
the one cannot bear a serious surgical operation any more than

the other, hence the failure ; whereas by a careful and coaxing

process the tree may be encouraged to develope itself into the

largest dimensions it is capable of assuming. Its measure of

years is also augmented—not that such can be extended to

an indefinite period, but it can be done to a certain extent.

There is abundant evidence to prove that a severe pruning

hastens the dissolution of the tree, as well as renders its later

years unfruitful.

The foregoing remarks apply more especially to standard

Apple trees standing a considerable distance apart, with suiH-

cient room on all sides to form large fine heads, from some of

which it is not unusual for forty bushels of fruit to be gathered.

Such trees, whatever may be said in favour of cordons, espa-

liers, and other fancy forms (and doubtless they have all their

advantages), are the main sources from which the million

obtain their fruit, and an orchard of them when at its prime
is perhaps one of the prettiest objects that can be looked

upon in May and September. As it is advisable to prolong

the bearing condition of such trees, the mode above recom-

mended is more likely to do so than letting them alone for a
great number of years, and then cutting from them dozens of

faggots. It may be asked, " What can be done with the trees

when by accidental circumstances they have been neglected ?"

I would say. At once destroy the most unpromising trees, cut
but sparingly those that are left, and by planting others where
they are likely to do well, a supply may perhaps be kept up.
Of course, circumstances wUl regulate this in a great measure,
but it wiU often be found that in after years, when the young
trees are arriving at a good bearing condition, the regret will

be that the whole of the old trees were not destroyed at first.

Another question has been mooted, and that is, " Cannot
old trees of indifferent kinds be grafted with newer and better

sorts ?" This they can be easily enough, and by cutting off

all the branches at some smooth place where they are only
about the thickness of a broom handle, they can be grafted
readily, and it is not unusual to see from fifty to a hundred or

more of such heads on a tree. "But how do they succeed?"
is the question. Alas ! too often badly. They grow the first

year freely enough, and, perhaps, for one or two years after

that ; then canker often sets in, or it may be the grafts get

broken off with high winds, and in half a dozen years the tree

not unfrequently dies. This is especially the case if it is old

and stunted. If yoimg, with a vigorous constitution, it will do
very well and last many years, and with a Utile care for the first

few years the grafts may be prevented from being blown out

;

but it is only with healthy young trees that success is at aU
certain, and the experienced workman can tell tolerably well

at a glance which will do and which are uncertain. I need
hardly say that trees Uke the above, when cut down, bear fruit

sooner than those grafted on young maiden stocks ; but
whether it is prudent to depend on a cut-down tree or plant a

new one, is one of the questions that can only be solved ou
the spot. Generally speaking, where a healthy young tree of

an indifferent kind occupies a good position, it is best to cut

it down and graft it with a lietter kind, as it will quickly bear

fruit and do well ; but it would be quite another thing if that

tree had to be removed. In this case the young small one
would have the advantage. But it is needless to enlarge further

on this head, as individual cases, as well as individual wants,

point out what is prudent to be done better than any amovint

of general inBtrnction.—J. Roeson.

NOTES BY THE WAT.—No. 4.

Gardening, as we understand the term, does not exist among
the natives of Mentone. The gardens, such as they are, are

planted with Granges and Lemons with a view to profit ; but

with the exception of some flowering trees and shrubs, which
take care of themselves, there is no attempt at what we call

gardening. The climate is so favourable to vegetation that

the native population have all they requh-e without much
effort ; but such a style of gardening does not quite suit an
EngUshman's ideas, and even there he who desires to indulge

his taste must surmount many difficulties to enable him to do
so. The only place worthy of the name of a garden is that

formed by the eminent English physician Dr. Henry Bennet,

whose name is so closely associated with that of Mentone and
the health-resorts of the shores of the Mediterranean.

A little more than a mile out of the town on the road to

Genoa, and just beyond the Italian frontier, the visitor may
see the British flag waving on one of the watch towers of the

ancient castle of Grimaldi. One wonders at first what it can

mean, and the idea of a British protectorate over the youngest

of European kingdoms is a pardonable solution of the diffi-

culty. On inquiry, however, at the custom-house, which is

close by, we are told that it is the English garden of " Le
Docteur Bennet." Looking at the place from below it seems

an odd situation on which to make a garden. To all appear-

ance it is the face of a precipitous rocky mountain where

nothing but a bare vegetation exists, and like the other barren

spots of the neighbourhood, one of the most unlikely places

for such a purpose. But let us ascend the winding track

which zigzags up to the village of Grimaldi, and after mount-
ing a height of about 200 feet we reach the entrance. How
suddenly all ideas of rocky barrenness are dispelled ! From
the gate a broad walk extends in a straight line, with square

stone pillars on either side at distances of 18 feet apart, and

festooning from pillar to pillar are climbing plants of various

kinds, among which we observed fine specimens of Marcchal

Niel and Gloire de Dijon Roses, Clematis of different kinds,

Pasaifloras, iSic, and ou the borders there are largo specimens
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of suoh plants as we are only aooustomed to see dwarfed in flower

pots in greenhouses at home. Here were immense plants of

Salvia involuorata, quite a great shrub gloriously in flower ; Sal-

via splendens, Metlicago arborea, Polygala grandiflora, Lantana
verbenaoea, all eiiually large and shrub. like. Under the name of

Salvia fulgeus was a handsome tree of lochroma grandiflorum
with its fine blue trumpet-shaped flowers. On one of the ter-

races was a fine pair of Musa Ensete, the leaves of which were
'J to 10 feet long, and in luxuriant health ; and near them,
rambling in picturesque natural entanglement, was a brilliant

mass of the charming Senecio mikanoides in full bloom. The
roof of a shed was completely covered with a Bougainvillrea

with a line red flower which wo had never seen before. Dr.
Beunet received it under the name of B. Warsewiczii, but
whether it is distinct from the species usually grown in English
gardens is doubtful, as it is quite possible that the intensity of

oolonr may be due to the strong sunlight under which it was
basking. We saw the same plant grown in-doors under glass,

and it was much paler and more of a mauve colour. It is very
remarkable the effect that the intensity of light has here on
the colour of flowers. Plants of Primula sinensis fully exposed
were of the deepest red, while the same when slightly shaded
were of the same colour we are accustomed to see them at

home. But one of the most gorgeous plants in the garden
was one of Tacsonia ignea growing against one of the terrace

walls in the most luxuriant manner, and literally smothered
with its fiery red blossoms ; one can hardly imagine anything
more rich and beautiful than that plant was. Another plant

that attracted our attention was a fine tree of Abutilon Duo
de Malakoff, full of its large, drooping, richly-streaked flowers.

This remarkable garden is a series of terraces one above the

other, much in the style of what we should suppose the hang-

DB. BENHET'S OAUDEN AT UEHTONE.

ing gardens of Babylon to have been. It overhangs the Genoa
road already mentioned, and in front of it lies the blue Medi-
terranean, which, on the occasions we visited the garden, lay

at its base smooth and placid as a mirror, and the grey outline

of Corsica in the distance. The whole extent is about eight

acres, all of which will ultimately be included under cultiva-

tion, but at present a considerable portion of this is only in

the process of being enclosed. Next the Genoa road and on
the very brink of a perpendicular rock it is enclosed by a wall

—the wall of the ancient castle, and the top of this wall has
been utilised by Dr. Bennet as a place on which to grow a rich

collection of Cactacea) and other succulents. Instead of a
coping, the wall is surmounted by a trough, which is filled with
suitable soil in which these plants are growing. This was
begun by way of an experiment, and has been perfectly suc-

cessful. On the lower terrace is an elaborate piece of rockwork
planted with succulents, and among these we observed fine

specimens of Opuntias, Cacti, Euphorbias, Aloes, Agaves, Dra-
caenas, etc. We remarked Opuntia monacantha, 0. imbrioata,

0. fulvispina, 0. Ficus-Indica, 0. mierodasys, 0. Mallisoni,

and 0. cylindrioa ; Aloe mitrteformis, A. ciliaris, A. variegata

;

Mesembryanthemum echinatum, M. hispidum, M. perfoliatum,
M. Echmanui, M. cordifolium, and M. barbatum ; Cereus ra-

moBUS, C. pugioniferus, C. virens, C. formosus, C. Martini,
C. triangularis, C. serpentinus, C. Paxtonianus ; but these are
not a tithe of the collection.

When the whole of the space which is now being eucloaed
yields to the designs which Dr. Bennet intends to carry out,

this barren grey mountain will become a paradise clothed
with luxuriant vegetation gathered from tropical and sub-tro-

pical climes ; and when completed will remain a memorial of

the genius of one who has done so much not only to ameliorate
the bodOy suffering of his fellow creatures, but to contribute
to their mental pleasure.

Our illustration is'taken from Dr. Bonnet's work, " Spring
and Winter on the Shores of the Mediterranean," one of the
most delightful and entertaining books we have ever read.—R.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT LAWNS.
I BELIEVE the lawns of the United Kingdom, in point of

general good management and the lively green which they
present to the eye, are not equalled by those of any other
country ; and I have heard that foreigners, when visiting our
public parks or the country homes of our nobility and gentry,
recognise and are charmed with this particular feature of

British gardening. Certainly there are few features connected
with a country residence which add more to the beauty of the
place and the enjoyment of the family than well-kept lawns,
affording, as they do at all seasons, that shade of colour so
refreshing to the sight, and on which the eye loves to rest.

When, as generally is the case, lawns adjoin the house, and
are necessarily seen from the windows of the principal sitting

and other rooms, it becomes highly important that they be
kept in first-rate condition, both as regards the fresh healthy
appearance of the grass and the general neatness of the sward.
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It is a fact that the majority ol ladies and gentlemen, eyen
when residing at their country seats, spend the greater portion
of their time within-doors ; and it is therefore necessary, as

one means of contributing to their enjoyment, that all dressed
grounds seen from the windows of the mansion be kept in as

orderly a state as possible. In some places the strength
allowed for the purpose of keeping lawns and other dressed

grounds in order is insufficient for the extent of ground to be
gone over. In such instances it is impossible for those who
have the work to do to maintain that order and neatness
without which dressed grounds lose their principal charms. I

think I am pretty nearly correct in saying, that to keep an acre

of lawn in first-rate order the year through requires as much
labour as the same extent of kitchen garden cropped in the
usual way. It is, however, difficult to make this understood by
those who have not had practical experience in the matter, or a

knowledge of the strength required to maintain good order in

both departments.
If we would really have a fine lawn, with a sward like velvet,

exhibiting the hue of the emerald, we must keep it free from
all coarse-growing weeds, such as Dandelions, Plantains, etc.

Of all intruders amongst the herbage of lawns, the most diffi-

cult to keep under subjection is the round-leaved Plantain,
Plantago major. Nothing short of digging it out by the root

will be of use. If any portions of the roots are left they will

be certain to grow, and each become an independent plant,

thereby forming a mass where only one existed before. March
and April are the proper months in which to go over lawns for

the purpose of giving them a general clearing from weeds, and
applying a top-dressing where the condition of the sward re-

quires such. After the weeds are cleared off, the holes from
which they have been taken should be filled with fine soil, over
which, and all other bare spaces, scatter some Dutch Clover and
lawn-grass seeds. Then go over the whole surface with a bush
harrow, following with the roller. If the surface is dry when
the last two operations are being performed, all the better. As
a matter of course, regular mowing is necessary to keep up a
smooth surface, and this operation should not be neglected.
At the present day it is mostly performed with the mowing
machine ; but it is a good plan to go over lawns with the
scythe twice or thrico during the season. The best machines
will leave some bents uncut, which detract from the look of

the sward, and their removal requires an occasional applica-
tion of the scythe. All inequalities in the general level of the
surface should be done away with, as a few of these, whether
dipping below or rising above the general level, mar the look
of an otherwise fine sweep of lawn.

In bringing heights or hollows to the desired level, in the
first place the turf must be removed from them and put on one
side; then, as the case may be, reduce or fill-up to the proper
level the spot causing the inequality, and replace the turf

again, finishing by making it hard and firm with the turf-

beater. In the case of filling-up hollows, allowance must be
made for the sinking of the fresh soil. It is therefore neces-
sary that the turf on these be left a little higher than that of
the surrounding sward.
When levelling the surface of a lawn by pieceing, avoid as far

as possible using any turf but what is found on the spot. If

new turf from a pasture field is used, it will likely give to the
sward a patchy appearance ; and this is an undesirable feature
for the surface of a lawn to assume. Where many inequalities
exist on a lawn, the turf should be all taken off, and the surface
of the ground properly levelled and made moderately hard by
treading the whole with the feet; then, immediately before
replacing the turf, go over it with the rake for the purpose of

giving a little roughness to the surface before the turf is laid

upon it. The person who does the work of replacing the turf

should have at hand some fine soil for the purpose of packing
with, as the turf wiU not be all of a thickness. Every care,

however, should be taken at the time they are being cut to
have them of uniform breadth and thickness, more particularly
the latter, as if they are not so, much time is wasted through
having to remove or add fresh soil as the turfing proceeds. It

is therefore essential to making a good finish that the turf be
all of as near a thickness as it is possible to have it. As the
turfing proceeds it must be beaten down firmly, leaving the
surface smooth and regular, and when all is laid, have a good
rolling with a heavy roller.

This plan of obtaining uniformity of surface is much prefer-
able and more economical in the end than attempting to do so
by dealing with spots hero and there, as all such patching
comes short of giving to the surface that fine finish obtained

by lifting the whole breadth at onoe.—J. Hammond, Brayton.—
[The Gardener.)

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
What can be done with the limited means of a two-light frame

towards producing a supply of Jiowers fur the drawing-roum
throughout the year, is a question difficult to answer, inasmuch
as we often see greenhouses containing extensive collections of

plants almost destitute of flowers from October until the follow-

mg April. However, if too much is not attempted—for the
amateur more frequently fails by attempting too much thau in

lieing satisfied with a few easily-cultivated but good plants—

I

am confident that it is possible to have a few flowering plants
at all seasons, with the aid of a two-hght frame and other little

inexpensive contrivances which I shall hereafter explain. Be-
fore proceeding to show with what plants this desideratum may
be accomplished, I will premise that there must be no huddUng
of them together merely because they have a solitary flower or

a few green leaves upon them, but the whole frame must be
given to the plants enumerated, and after they have done flower-

ing they must not be returned to the frame, but be either thrown
away or preserved in a room or window until the following
summer.
A two-light frame of the usual dimensions will cover an area

of 3G square feet, and, allowing ou au average each plant to

occupy half a square foot, will hold six dozen flowering plants,

or, as they will not all be in flower at the same time, say nine
dozen plants.
Supposing, then, the season when there is the greatest diffi-

culty iu producing flowers, and when, in consequence, they are

the greatest hxxury, to commence in October and end in April,

the following plants will be most suitable. From October to

Christmas Chrysanthemums, Pelargoniums, Salvias, Cinerarias,

Primulas; Russian, Neapolitan, and other Violets; with Collin-

sias, Clintonias, and Mignonette. From December until March
the above annuals, with Violets, Primulas, Cinerarias, and the
following bulbs : Scillas, Crocuses, Snowdrops, Hyacinths, Tu-
lips, Narcissuses, and .Jonquils. From April imtil June the
whole of the above annuals, with Schizanthuses and Ten-week
Stocks, a variety of Chinese, Tea-scented, Bourbon, and other
Eoses, and a general assortment of Pelargoniums. In summer,
plants in rooms are not so much cared for ; and if they are, a list

of the kinds suitable is not necessary, as there are few persona
who are not acquainted with the plants best adapted for that

season.
To give the treatment of all these plants would require con-

siderable space ; but as the time to commence their culture is at

hand, the necessary information respecting them will be given
shortly. In the meantime, persons intending to cultivate them
cannot be wrong in purchasing good varieties of any of the

above genera.
After frosty nights and sunless days there is little warmth in

the earth. There will be no advantage in sowing annuals in

the borders for a fortnight to come. A collection of German
and Ten-week Stocks may, however, be sown at the foot of a
south wall, or in any other warm place where they can be pro-
tected at night in severe weather.
A kitchen garden should be placed in the rear of the house,

and be as near as possible to both it and the stables, communi-
cating with each pretty easily and directly, and without the
necessity of going through the pleasure grounds. The reason
of these things is plain and simple. As a kitchen is in itself

generally kept at the back of the house, and the kitchen garden
has to be in communication with it, the two should be in close

proximity. The manure, also, from the stables, having to be
used in the kitchen garden, ought to be capable of being readily

applied, and hence the desirableness of connecting the two parts

as nearly as can be done.
All round the inside of the kitchen garden, whether it has

walls or not, there should be a border of greater or less width,

that according to its aspect the various kinds of suitable plants

which take-up httle space or require a peculiar position may find

their proper place. Such borders are still more requisite when
there are walls to give space for the roots of fruit trees to spread
in them, and to bring the trees more thoroughly within reach.

They may vary in width from C to 12 feet according to the size

of the garden and the kind of tree that has to be cultivated in

tliem. Borders with a sunny aspect can be wider than such as

are colder and more shaded.
On the inner side of the walks, and either at the front or back

of another small border, a good place for fruit trees treated as

espaliers wiU bo found. When walls are not used and there are

not enough of them for growing such things as some of the

better kinds of Pears, espalier fences will be a useful substitute,

and may sometimes be employed with advantage for Apples

;

likewise strong wire fences about C feet high are mostly pre-

ferred to wooden ones for appearance and durabiUty, and they
are also more convenient because of the smallness and round-

ness of the bars. In the absence of espaliers, however, these

inside borders may be appropriated to dwarf Pears, Apple,
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Cherry, and Plum trees, and if the space permits, to Goose-
berries and Currants as well.

This spring having been cold and wet evei'ything is later than
usual. In the meantime, during these sunny days, prepare for

the main crops of Carrots and Parsnips, so as to get them in

when the ground is dry. Both of these like a deep rich soil,

and if it is of a light nature it is more suitable for their long

tapering roots. They should follow a crop for which the ground
was previously well manured, for if manured in the spring the

loots will be forked and wormy wherever they come in contact

with it. Parsnips require a greater distance between the rows
than Carrots; they should be sown in drills from 15 to 18 inches

apart, and about an inch deep. The seeds being smooth do not

require being mixed with soil Uke Carrots, but in every other

way they may be treated ahke. Drilling crops where it can be

done is far more convenient than sowing broadcast, as the in-

termediate spaces can be easily cleaned and stirred-up, which is

of great benefit to the plants. If the first sowings of Peas are

not already staked it should be done without delay. If they are

not Butficiently earthed-up, draw a little more to them before

staking them. A sowiug of Ueang may now be made. Sow
some Spinach to grow between the Peas. It is time for getting-

in Potatoes, planting them about 2 feet apart. A sowing of

Curled Parsley should also be made without delay ; it delights in

a good fresh soil. A small patch of Radishes should be sown
for succession about once in three weeks. Lettuce, Celery, and
Cauliflower may be sown in a warm border ; the latter to succeed
those that should now be planted out.

Flowers.—Do not uncover anything that is tender for a short
time yet. Continue to dress the borders.
Fkuit.—Get Strawberry beds (if any), weeded before the

plants have grown much, and keep down weeds wherever they
appear.—W. Keane.

THE APPLE, AND HOW TO PRUNE AND
TRAIN IT.—No. 2.

FoK the formation of a double cordon, or a tree having two
horizontal branches, the one being trained to the right and
the other to the left, as represented hy jig. 3, the maiden tree

branches, of what may be extended to any number. Fig. 5

will therefore represent the premier stage of this mode of

training. It will be observed that in the pruning of the

maiden plant a selection has to be made of three buds as a

commencement of the future framework of the tree. The
top or highest bud should be trained upwards, forming the

stem a, the two others, being trained to either side, forming
the first or lower tiers of branches b, c. It may here be re-

marked that all this training of the young trees is generally

performed with stakes, a single stake being used for tying the

main stem to, and a stake each for the side branches, or three

stakes in all. The young branches have thus considerable

freedom, and consequently grow freely.

Fig. 3.—Double Cordon.

has to be cut down to just a little below the height at which

it may have been determined to train the branches, or

12 inches above the ground as the case may be. The two top

buds in this case are those which require to be encouraged in

order to form the branches a, b. In all horizontal training it

is important to prune to buds that are situated a little below

the line on which it is intended to train the shoots, because

buds have at first a natural tendency to grow more or less

erect ; consequently it is difficult, without breaking, to train

the shoots at once in a perfectly horizontal position. When,
however, the shoots start a little below the line, by a nice

gentle curve they are easily brought to their proper position

;

and further, it is found that shoots or branches trained directly

horizontal from the bud do not grow with that same degree

of vigour which those do which from the bud are at first

trained a little upwards. For this reason, when a tree is

weak, the branches a, b, may be allowed to grow in the posi-

tion represented in yi(;. 4, in order that they may gain strength,

when they must be brought down gradually to the horizontal.

In the second pruning of cordon trees {figs. 3, 4), the

branches or shoots, a, 6, if they have grown pretty strong, may
be left at a good length, as the only object in view is to get

them well supplied with fruiting spurs. This, like many other

matters in regard to pruning, mast be left in a great measure
to the judgment of the operator. A strong shoot may be left

10 inches or more in length, whilst a weak one must be cut

back very closely.

Another system of training the Apple, although not so much
in practice as with the Pear, is that of the ordinary horizontal

or espalier. It is simply a continuation of the " double

cordon ;" or, seeing that cordons have become fashionable

subsequently to this older form, it would be the more correct

to say that cordons are modifications of the old-fashioned

horizontal. They represent one branch, or one course of

Fig. 4.

Another point of considerable importance in the training

and formation of young trees is that of giving all the shoots

or branches the same advantages as regards position. A shoot

or branch trained upright will grow much stronger than one

trained in a horizontal direction ; and if the most strenuous

measures are not taken to prevent it, the greater flow of

strength will always be to the top part of the tree. To secure

Fig. 5.—Fii-Bt stage horizontal Espalier training, showing second year's

pruning.

uniformity and regularity of growth as far as possible, it is

found necessary to train all the branches a little upwards, say
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at an angle of 35° or eo, as shown infirf. 5, until such time as
they have attained their proper or desired dimensions. Then,
when the whole of the branches are formed, they may be
brought down to their proper or permanent position, as shown
by the dotted line in fg. 5. In the pruning of the branches
b, e, the object in view is their extension, and clothing or
furnishing them with fruiting spurs. According to their
strength, therefore, they should be pruned, so that they may
produce one shoot for continuation and fruiting spurs. As to
the main stem a, its purposes are altogether different. We
have this to prune so as to produce another tier of branches
similar to 6, c, and a continuation of the main stem a. Assum-
ing 10 inches as a very good distance apart for the branches
to be, the main stem a may be pruned to the bud that is

exactly 10 inches distant from the other branches. This top
bud will be available for the continuation of a, and the next
two lower buds for the formation of branches like b, c. In
the following year the same process is repeated, forming
another course of branches, and again in the succeeding years,
until the required size is attained.—B.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PBESENT WEEKS.
FECIT AND KITCHEN OAKDEN.

Last week it was noted that the weather was cold, with a low
temperature at night. The frost continued to increase in in-
tensity, and was at its lowest on the morning of the 10th, when
the thermometer registered 13^ below freezing; on the 11th it

was 11". It is doubtful if expanded blossoms on wall Apricot
trees have escaped. Pyramid Pear trees were not sufficiently
advanced to sustain injury, owing to heavy falls of snow; and
the ground being in a sloppy condition at other times through
the sun acting on the frozen ground, operations have been
brought to a standstill. There is always plenty of necessary
work in the sheds at such a time. If Pea sticks have not been
pointed and sized, this should be attended to. Heaps of vege-
table mould can also be turned, and in places where manure is

not easily obtained it is very valuable as a substitute. The
heap ought to be kept free from stones, seeds of weeds, and
woody matter.

riiUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Vineries,—The early houses are progressing very favourably

this season ; the largest proportion of the bunches have been
thinned. This ought to be done as soon as the berries are large
enough, which, in the case of such sorts as Black Hamburgh,
the Frontignans, and Sweetwaters, will be in ten days from the
time of the first flowers opening. Muscat of Alexandria, Canon
Hall Muscat, and similar shy-setting sorts cannot be thinned
until it is evident which berries have set. This will be apparent
in two weeks from the time of flowering if an average night
temperature of 70° has been kept up. Thinning Grapes is an
operation requiring much care and judgment, and a high degree
of perfection can only be obtained by experience. The two essen-
tials are a steady hand and a large stock of patience. A bit of
stick as thick as a cedar pencil, with a fork at one end, is held in
the left hand to steady the bunch, and a pair of scissors in the
right, and in using the scissors great care is necessary to prevent
them from touching the berries that are to remain. The scissors
should also be wiped very frequently with a dry cloth. Many
gardeners remove only a portion of the berries at this time,
making a second thinning. This is not desirable ; all the berries
that are to be removed should be taken off the first time. The
laterals are pinched a few days before the first flowers open, and
the Vines are left alone until all the Grapes are set. We fancy
that the slight check which the Vines necessarily receive from
stopping the laterals would act upon the bunches, and to a cer-
tain extent prevent the berries from setting so freely as they
otherwise would. The laterals are stopped and the branches
regulated as soon as the berries are set. The borders inside and
out receive a thorough soaking with tepid water, and a httle
fresh stable manure is added to that on the border outside, which
requires to be turned over to allow of the water being applied.
A slight dressing of manure is also put over the inside border,
so that the nutriment from it may be washed-down to the roots.
After this time it is highly desirable to maintain a good supply
of atmospheric moisture from evaporating troughs, and by damp-
ing the paths and walls of the houses three or four times a-day
in hot weather. The Vines are breaking freely in the late houses.
The Muscat house ought to have a little artificial heat, but being
filled with bedding plants we will not do so until they can be
removed. Lady Downe's late black Grape has kept much better
with us than any other variety; there are still a number of
bunches left which were cut early in January, the branch at-
tached to the bunch having its end inserted in a bottle of water.
Feach Huune.—During the recent weather, cold and with httle

sunshine by day, it was better to let the temperature faU 5°

below the minimum than to apply too much heat to the hot-
water pipes. Inside borders often become overdry, and it takes

a very large quantity of water to moisten them to the bottom ;

this is all-important, and should be looked to. Red spider must
not gain a footing, and aphis must also be destroyed ; this
enemy cannot be dislodged by syringing, but the bouse must be
fumigated with tobacco smoke. If the fruit has not been finally

thinned in the earliest house, thinning ought to be done before
the fruit has completed stoning. If the trees are old, do not
overcrop them ; one fruit to every square foot of surface is a fair

crop. The trees would carry a larger quantity than this, but it

is not desirable that they should do so. Late houses, where the
trees are in blossom, must be ventilated freely, but the sashes
should not be thrown open to a cutting frosty wind. A chink
of air should be left on at the top of the house all night, and
during the recent severe weather it has been necessary to use
artificial heat. Shake the trees once or twice a-day, which will
cause the poUen to be distributed freely, and will ensure the
setting of the fruit.

PLANT STOVE.
We found it necessary to put up the summer blinds for shad-

ing. The sun is very powerful at this season, and, acting upon
the expanded flowers and young growths of hardwooded plants
and Ferns after a period of dull weather, it has a very injurious
effect. Many persons do not take their shading down during
the winter ; indeed, in cases where the heating apparatus is de-
ficient, it is absolutely necessary that there should be some
covering which can be let down when the nights are unusually
cold. For our own part we do »ot approve of covering up too
much in winter, and would rather have all houses well fitted

with hot-water pipes. The shading ought to be nailed to a lath
fixed at the apex of the roof, and be let down and pulled up by
roller, hues, and pulleys. Mealy bug had appeared on one or
two of the plants which had been recently purchased ; these
were cleansed at once. It is very desirable not only to thoroughly
wash any new plants that are bought in, but they should also he
watched for a few weeks afterwards. Look over all plants sub-
ject to this horrible pest, and have every vestige of it removed.
Soft soap and rain water appUed with a sponge is the best way
to remove them.
Potted Galanthes. The varieties we grow are C. vestita Intea,

C. vestita rubra, and C. Veitchii. Usually they are potted before
starting into growth ; this time they hadi just started, and fresh
roots were pushing from the base of the young growth, so that
they will start into the fresh material at once. The potting
material was composed of turfy loam and fibrous peat in nearly
equal proportions, with a little sand and sphagnum moss inter-

mixed. The plants will not receive any water for a week; they
are placed in a house where the temperature ranges from 65* to
70" at night. These valuable winter-flowering plants are easily

cultivated ; they succeed with ordinary stove treatment, and the
flower spikes will keep for three weeks in water in a room after

being cut from the plants. C. Veitchii is now common, and
can be obtained at the price of the usual run of stove plants.

Caladiums were also shaken out of the pots and repotted
after having been started into growth. The compost used
consisted of turfy loam, ahout two parts to one part of peat,

with some rotted manure added to it. The plants should be
placed near the glass, and kept free from green fly and red spider
by syringing. There ought to be a hberal supply of moisture
kept up by syringing the plants that require it in the morning,
or, if the day is fine, early in the afternoon. The paths and
stages may be sprinkled with water during the day.

FLOWER OAEDEN.
The time has now arrived when gardeners are driven up for

room for bedding plants. Justice cannot be done to late Vines
that are starting mto growth if the house is full of bedding
plants. Calceolarias may be planted-out in trenches at once,

and as soon as opportunity offers we shall have a turf pit put
up. After the middle of March zonal Pelargoniums, Verbenas,
LobeUas, Centaureas, and other tolerably hardy subjects will

take no harm in such a place. They ought to be covered at

night with straw hurdles or some other efficient protector. The
straw hurdles were employed by us for two or three seasons, but
the straw was attractive to mice, which used to gnaw it and
made the place littery. As a substitute frigi dome was nailed

on the hurdles ; this is not half the trouble of straw. The same
material has served us three seasons, and is quite good yet.

Cuttings that have been struck in heat should be gradually
hardened-off ; to remove them from a hothouse all at once to a
cool greenhouse would be injurious. If there is not a sufficient

stock of everything required for the flower beds, cuttings must
be put in without delay.—J. Dodolas.

roTATOES.—In the last two months the value of Potatoes

imported was £.310,993, against £544,639 in the same period

of 1873.

TEADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED,
T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

—

Cata-
logue of Antirrhinums, HoUijhocks, Finks, Carnations, de.
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Lawfion Seed and Nursery Company (Limited), 1, George IV.

Bridge, Edinburgh, and Southwark Street, London, S.E.

—

Cata.

logue uf Agricultural SecdSy tic.

James Carter S^ Co., High Holborn, London, 'W.C—Catalogue
of Farm Seeds—Esaay^ Bow to Lay Down Land to Gi-ass.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until nest

week.

Books (II. P.).—We have a copy of the Kev. Mr. Thomson's "Amateur
EoBarium."' The London publi&hers are Messrs. Hamilton, Adams, & Co.

OncHiDS FOR Garden Frame IJ. S. H.).—There are really no epiphytal

Orchids which we can conscientiously recommend for an ordinary garden

frame. There are, however, many beautiful kinds amont,'st the teiTestrial

section, some of our indigenous species being extremely bandsome when grown
iu the po&ition ycu name. We have been promised an article upon this sub-

ject from one of our contributors in the course of a week or two, in which you
will prt>bably find all the information you require, and fai' more than we can

supply in a short answer in this column.

Destroying Rats and Mice.— '* E, C, Oakham," says he has found the

following vei-y efticaciouB :—Havicg a bullock's L-all from the butcher he boiled

it with some wheat ; mice will eat it readily. He adds that it is poisonous to

rats, mice, or Pigeons, and perfectly haimless to other animals.

Ci'CLAMEN Culture (A Constant Reader],—In our next numberwe purpose
giving full directions for Cyclamen culture.

CniLiAN IlFET Sow^NG iD. B.).—Sow it early in April in pans or boxes,

and place them in a frame where there is a gentle heat ; keep near the glass,

and when the seedlings are up admit air freely. When the second leaves

appear prick them off about an inch apart every way, and place them in a
cold frame, where they should be kept close and shaded until the plants are

growing freely, then admit air and li^'ht, and harden well off before planting

out. You may sow the seed rather thinly in a sheltered border early in April,

and transplant to the ribbon border in moist weather in May; or sow about
the middle of April where the plants are to remain, thinning them out to

9 inches apart.

Skimmia japonica Seeds Vegetating {E. S.).—Some of the seeds should
vegetate the same season if sown as Eoon as they are ripe, but we should not
despair of them if they were not to vegetate the first year ; in this case we
would keep them in a cool house, and with the soil raoist, until the second
year, when no doubt the plants will appear if the seeds are good. There are

not separate male and female plants as with the Aucuba. We are obliged by
the capsules of Nertera depresta. The Fern is too small and too dried to admit
of identification.

Treatment of Tuberoses (E. S.).—Pot the roots now in a compost of

two parts sandy fibrous loam, and one part leaf soil, or a fourth of well-

rotted manure, with a sixth of silver sand, i-emoving all the offsets, and pot
so as to cover the roots, leaving the neck only exposed. Place in a hotbed,
and do not water until the plants begin to grow, and then keep the soil moist,
increasing the supply of water with the growth ; water abvmdantly after the
flower stems appear. The plants should be frequently syringed to keep down
red spider, and have a light aii'y position in a greenhouse or other place after

they are well advanced for flowering, until which time they should be kept :u
gentle heat.

Grafting Apples on Pear Stocks (Idem).—It is not advisable to graft

Apples on Pears, far though they may take and grow a short time, they ore

very weakly, and soon die off.

Gnidia pin'ifolia Treatsient (A. S. A.).— It will soon be in flower, after

which it should be cut-in rather closely, keeping rather dry and cool for a
fortnight. When the young shoots are an inch long repot, keep rather close

and moist, and shade for a few days. Young plants may be shifted in spring
as well as in summer, having irregularities of growth cut-in a fortnight or
three weeks before potting. Use sandy peat and a sixth of silver sand,
pieces of charcoal, and broken pots, with extra drainage. Veiy careful water-

ings are necessary, especially in winter, also a light airy position in a green-
house.

Liquid Manvrk for Cvclasiens (JJ^ih).—Weak liquid manure at every

alternate watering will improve the plants and bloom after the pots are full

of roots and the plants have good foliage. If the plants have not good
foliage, and the pots not full of roots, the manure water is not advisable.

Adding Sea Sand to Compost {J. ^.).—Sea sand is not good for mixing
with soil fur sowing seeds. It might not injm'6 the seeds or prevent their

germiuating, but we have not found it safe.

Lowering the Crowns of Sea-kale (Wt'm).—The stools when they
become high and straggling may be cut over level with the ground, and they
will form fresh crowns close to the surface. It should be done early in the
year, or when the stalks are cut, so as tn allow of fresh shoots, and conse-
qaeutly crowns, being formed for another year's produce.

Vines Kecently Planted (Idem).—Allow all the shoots from the three

eyes inside the house to grow, and train the uppermost directly up the roof

without stopping, but the others we should stop at the sixth leaf. The eyes

outside we should not rub-off until the three eyes inside the house were fairly

broken, and then rub-off all but those required.

Vitality of Seeds {Jrfcm\—Kitchen-garden seeds are all best fresh or
new. All seeds vegetate more weakly and uncertainly after the year fol-

lowing their ripening. Mr. Loudon furnishes a list of the greatest age at

which our vegetable seeds will germinate, which, along with other interesting

matter pertaining to the germination of seeds, is given in the " Science and
Practice of Gardening," pages 10, 11. and 12, from which we take the follow-

ing:— "One year— Peas, Beans, Kidney Beans, Carrot, Parsnip, Orach,
Rhubarb. Two years— Fiadish, Salsafy, Scorzonera, Pni-slano, the Allium
(Onion, &c.), Cardoon, Eampion, Tomato or Love Apple, Capsicum, Egg-plant.
Three years—Sea-kale, Artichoke, Lettuce, Marigold, Rue. Rosemary. Four
years—Brassicas (Cabbage, Cauliflower, Broccoli. Borecole, Brussels Sprouts,

Savoy, Turnip), Skirret, Spinach, Asparagus, Endive, Mustard, Tarragon,
Borage. Five and six years—Burnet, Sorrel, Parsley, Dill, Fennel, Chervil,

Hyssop. Ten years—Beet, Celery, Cucumber, and Melon."

Lawn Mowers (J. ^.).—We only reported trials made, we believe, at Chis-
wick ;

but we invariably express our genuine belief that evciy variety of lawn
mower acts well if properly managed.

Rhododendron Leaves Eaten (J. B.).—The leaves are eaten by somo
caterpillar or weevil, which is commonly found on the plants when grown
under the shade of trees, and where tho ground is covered with gras^^. There
is no remedy but to keep them free of weeds and grass, also clear of tree?,

and examine the plants frequently when making their growth. If any cater-

pillar or weevil is found at work, sprinkle the leaves with white helleburo

powder for the caterpillars ; and the weevils may be taken at night by spread-

ing a sheet under the plant, and shaking them on to it. The Rose leaves show
the plants to bo unhealthy, perhaps owing to want of air and light, but more
probably from an unhealthy state of the roots.

Camellia Flower Buus Falling (Idem).—The chief cause of this is a
bad state of the roots. We should at once repot the plants, removing all the

soil that comes away freely from the roots, and repot in a compost of light

sandy turfy loam, the top inch of a pasture, with the turf chopped-up rather

finely, draining well, and potting firmly, keeping the neck or collar of the

plants rather high in the centre of the pots. The plants will need to have

the soil always moist, and to be abundantly watered when making fresh

growth, taking care not to sodden the soil by needless watering. Afford

slight shade from bright sun in summer.

Conservatory Constructing (Sunsex).—In constructing your house we
do not consider it would be very much more economical to have wooden board.!

or shutters hinged, instead of glazed sashes for the top ventilators. The
boards are liable to be warped aud twisted by the sun, so that in a short timo
they become very objectionable ; besides admitting wet from cracking, they

prevent the admission of light. We should only have top ventilation on ouo

side of the ridge, and that the warmer one. For a small house the lights need
not be more than 18 inches wide, and the whole lengtli of the ridge, opening

with cranks and lever the entire distance, little or much as may be desired.

Heating a Conservatory with Hot Water (/(/cm).-The only thing

that can be said in favour of a flue is that it is cheaper ; but that a hot-water

boiler and pipes are apt to get out of order if not in constant use, is not con-

sonant with our experience. Indeed, some not used any more than a flue—viz.,

to keep out frost, are not worse thau others, the fires of which never go out,

except for repairs. The water will not corrode the iron more, nor is the wear

so great, but the boiler and furnace should be thoroughly cleaned instead of

being left dirty. Except for small greenhouses, flues are not safe nor

desirable.

Perfumery Flowers (Djc/;).—We will not say that Violets and other

fragrant plants will produce as much of their constituent perfume as they

do in warmer climates, but it is certain that they do produce suUicient to

render them worth cultivating.

Red Lead for Thwarting Mice (Puzzled).—Yonr Peas failed from
some other cause than applying red lead to them. The late Mr. Fish gave

the following directions for using it, and the result:— Cover Peas and Beans
with an incrustation of red lead in powder. For this purpose the Peas are

slightly damped, and a little of the powder sprinkled over them, and the

seeds well stirred together with a stick until all are colooi-ed. Very little

lead g<''es a great way ; a pinch or two would do for a sowing of small seeds.

It is as well to have a pot or saucer for the purpose, and then less will be

wanted each time in succession. We found seeds treated as above laafc

season, turned up with bill, nose, aud claws, but not taken, and the turning-

up was soon let alone. Neither birds nor four-footed depredators seem to

partake of seeds so treated.

Thwarting Mice (Summer l-iland).—Your plan of covering the rows of

peas with river sand, which you find prevents the mice altogether from
scratching up the peas, as it runs in on them evei-y time they make a hole, is

a very well-known practice. If you rolled the peas thoroughly in red lead

before sowing, the mice would not touch them.

Archimedean Lawn Mower (A. E. A.).—We have used the small sizes of

this machine and found it veiy efficient. It was made to scatter the grass

over the lawn, aud in summer this very soon dries up; but later in the au-

tumn when the grass gets a little longer than usual, the cut grass lies on the

surface and is untidy. It is quite out of our province to recommend one

maker more than another.

Vine and Pelargonium Leaves Injured (H. B. TT.).—The sulphur

mixed with the whitewash is good and would not injure the Vines in the

least. There is no doubt but that it is the tar varnish. Tar on hot-water

pipes is fatal to plant life as soon as the pipes are heateii Until it is

thoroughly cleansed from the pipes the Vines will not succeed. How to do

this is another thing. We can only suggest scraping it off. We always use

lampblack for painting hot-water pipes, and when this is dry there is no
danger to the tenderest plant.

Size of Sash-bars (G. T. E.).~The sash-bars will be quite strong enough,

21 by 1^ inches. Of cours» you will havLi rafters of 4^-inch stuff', which

ought to be held together with u'on ties, and iu a house lU or 12 feet wide it

will not be necessary to have any other support. You are quite right as to

there being such a Rose, but not a H.P.

Pear Tree Unfruitful (Q. P.).—We do not know what more you can

do for your tree than you have done. Probably the variety will not succeed

in your garden. If the stack is healthy it would be better to regraft with some
sort that will succeed in your own or your neighbours' gardens. If the faiiJt

is in the stock, as by your account probably it is, dig the tree up root and
branch aud plant a young one, after having trenched the space well up aud
added some fresh, loam. In such soil as yours we would plant trees on the

Pear stock.

Propagating Camellias (JlfonaTcft).-The stacks are propagated by cut-

tings of the single free-growing varieties, or better by seeds. The latter

should be sown in heat and grown-on. Cuttings strike most readily at tho

close of July or early in August—the shoots being firm at the base. They

are usually about 4 or 5 inches long. Remove all the leaves but the two

uppei-most.cut over the i^hoot below the lowest joint, and insert singly in the

smallest size of pot, in a compost, of equal parts of peat, loam, and sand,

with a surfacing of half an inch deep of silver sand. Plunge the pots in a
bottom heat of lO'^ warmer than the mean temperature in which the plants

were growing. They require to be kept close and shaded, and in about six

weeks they will be rooted, when they must be shifted into 2-inch pots, con-

tinued in gentle heat until they have formed good roots, and may then be

hardened off. In spring they should be placed in a moist and rather close

atmosphere, and grown in beat until June, when they may have more air, and

be kept cooler. In the following spring they will be fit for grafting, which is

best performed just before the plants are beginning to push. Whip-grafting

is perhaps the best ; the grafts should be of the ripe wood^of last year. The
stocks must be placed in a bottom heat of about 75'", and after grafting should

be covered with a frame or haud-glas?, and kept close until the grafts have
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taken, when a little air may be given, bn.t not so maoh as to exhaast tbe
growth. Admit air gradually as growth proceeds, withdrawing it when com-
pleted, and then admit more air and Ught to ripen the wood.

Fuchsia CrLxtmE (P. T. B.).—The plants should now be pruned, Bhorten-
ing the ahoots of last year so as to form a good specimen. The lower shoots
ought to be left longer than the upper, narrowing from the base upwards to a
point, and the leading shoot cut-back to aboat 6 inches. This for pyramids.
Those which are to form bushes should be pruned more equally in length
from top to bottom, the shoots disposed so as to form compact plajats. Long
straggling plants we should cat-back so as to induce the production of shoots
near the base, taking up a shoot as a leader, and stopping it as well as the
side shoots to promote a compact habit. After the plants have made shoots
about an inch long, turn them out of the pots, remove most of the old soil

—

in fact, all the loose soil, and return to the same size of pot, or if in small
pots previously, give a pot a little larger, draining well, and using a compost
of turfy loam three parts, half a part eaclx of leaf soil and well-rotted manure,
with a sixth of silver sand. The whole should be thoroughly mixed and
made fine, but not sifted. Keep them in the room until May, and then you
may remove them to the porch, which we presume has glazed windows or
doors, and shift into pots 2 inches larger when the pots become filled with
roots. Water only moderately after potting, increasing the supply with the
^owth.

Potting Carnations {Idem).—Shift them into their blooming-pots early
next month, and stand them out of doors on ashes in the position you name,
protecting them from frost by the Hessian canvas as you propose until the
end of May, when it may be dispensed with.

Plants for Shaded Rockwork (/^/m).—Tour rockwork being very shady
and overhung by trees few plants will succeed in it, except Vinca minor,
.major, and the variegated sort, elegantissima, the different kinds of Ivy,
London Pride (Saxifraga umbrosal, wi h. some of the more hardy kinds of
Ferns, as Lastrca Filix-mas, Athyrium Filix-fcemina, Lagtrea dilatata, Blech-
num Spicant, Polypodium vulgare, and Polystichum aculeatum.

AaiERicAN Blight in Orchard House (TT. H.).—As the trees are in
blossom care must be exercised in the application of the remedy, which is to
mix an equal quantity of water with paraffin oil, and apply with a brush to
the parts infested with the insect.

Habrothamnts and PLuaruAGo ON Balloon Trellis (TT. M. B.].—
Plumbago capensis would be more suitable than the Habrothamnus elegans
for this form of treUis, but either would succeed. The leaf you sent is, we
think, taken from Hoya carnosa, which you may out down, leaving some
young shoots near the base; but if only to get rid of damaged leaves, why not
remove them? It would have made a better subject for the balloon trelUs
than either the Plumbago or Habrothamnus.

Row from a Quart of Peas (H. J. Rees).~To allow for casualties, the
row should be 90 feet long for the early and smooth small-seeded sorts, and
120 feet for the large-seeded and wrioMed kinds.

Packing Feuit for Market {A Vicar's Widoiv).—The Strawberries travel
safest in boxes formed of half-inch deal. The boxes we use are 11 inches
square, and lA inch deep inside measure. There should be a layer of leaves
at the bottom, and then each fruit should be placed separately in a leaf, the
fruit divi^iled by leaves throughout, and packed closely, stuffing leaves in the
interstices and over the fruit so as to prevent moving. The lids should be
screwed down ; and though the fniit is to be tight packed, care must be taken
not to bniise it by squeezing or pressure. The Peaches are also packed in
similar boxes, but 5 or 6 inches deep, so as to hold two tiers of fruit. Each
fruit should be wrapped in tissue paper, and a layer of wadding (cotton
wool), placed at the bottom ; then put in the fruit and fill the intervals with
the wadding. Put on a layer of wadding, and then another layer of fruit,

filling-up the intervals as before ; fill the boxes with the wadding so that the
lid will fit close upon it, and maintaiu the fruit without shaking about. "Write
to Messrs. 'Webber & Co., Covent Garden Market.

PRrNTNG Plumbago capensis (TF. H.).—Cut-in the shoots of last year to
^thin two or three eyes of their base, and the shoots that are required for
extension to firm wood. The flowering depends on the thorough ripening of
the wood in the previous year.

CYCLAnrEN Culture (A. J.).—Probably you over-water the plants as the
blooms *' die-off quickly," the bloom stems being rotted-oS at their base.
Give them more hght and air, and water only as required to keep the soil

moist, allowing it to become rather dry before giving moisture, and then
afford a thorough supply. Omit the liquid manure to the weak plants,
applying it only to such as are ^igorous both in foliage and at the roots, and
any that are very weakly would be the better of a moist and gentle heat of
50'^ to 55" from fire heat. Theu- not blooming all together is an advantage,
from the succession of bloom that is secured, and though we grow dozens of
plants there is some difference in the flowering of the same variety in the
same temperature and under the same treatment.

Boxes on Flue Burnt (A Suhscribrr).—The hoses taking fire will not
affect the Vines when dormant or only in bud, if the heat was not so great as
to bum them, which we hardly think it would be unless the boxes were very
near the Vines. The temperature for Vines showing fruit should be 55' to GO '

at night, and 65'^ by day from fire heat, with a rise of IC to 15' with sun and
air. ^Vhen in leaf and the bunches are developing, the temperature should
be raised 5° on all the temperatures named, and 10^ when in flower.

Destroying Green Aphis (Irff-m.).—The best remedy is to choose a calm
evening, shut'ting the house up closely, and having the foliage of the plants
dry but the floor of the house wet, then fill it with tobacco smoke, taking
care not to give it so strong as to injure the young tender leaves of the Vines.

HvACiNTHS Failing (J. ID.—The bulbs were no doubt injured by then-
forward condition when received, which was aggravated by placing them
immediately on potting in a forcing house in a moist atmosphere, and probably
water overhead, which caused the flower spikes to rot. They should have
been kept in a cool house for a month or six weeks to allow of their forming
roots before the tops were much advanced, and then if brought on gradually
we think they would have succeeded. They are now of no value hut to plant
out (if doors in the borders in a sheltered position, where they may recover
and bloom another year; but as they have not made any roots, it is doubtful
if they are of any use.

Jointing Covers or Flue (LUm).~T:he best material we have used is

Portland cement, which should be mixed with aa equal quantity of sand, the
cement being fresh.

Zonal Pf-laroontuits Propagating (An Old Suhseriber, Tr.H.B.).—The
treatment you are giving is quite right as regards the puttiug-in of the

cuttings and the watering, which should only he sufficient to keep the aoi

'

moist; but you want an increase of heat, which should be 55" to 60'' at night,
and 65' by day from fire heat. The soil, we presume, is a sandy loam with a
little leaf soil intermixed, and the sand at the base and around the cuttings
as you mention. Too much moisture would cause them to damp, and too
little to dry up. Just moist is the condition to aim at.

Select Dahlias (Subscriber).—Show :—Florence Pontin, Herbert Turner,
Prince Arthur, Andrew Dodd^, Annie Neville, Caroline Tetterill, Charles Back-
house, Charlotte Dorling, Criterion, Edward Spary, Fanny Purchase, Harriet
Tetterell, James Cocker, John Harrison. King of Primroses, Leah, Lord Derby,
Memorial, Mrs. Henshaw, Netty Buekell, Pretendar, Sam Naylor, Toison d'Or,
Vice-President. Fancy : Laura Haslam, Alice Purchaae, Fannv Sturt, Flossie
Williams, Jenny Deans, Leopardess, Mrs. Saunders, Norah Creina, Pauline,
Pluto, Richard Dean, Sam Bartlett, Starlight.

Plants for Alcove {Cornubia).—For covering the wirework of the alcove
we advise Lophospermum Henderaoni, Cobrea scandens variegata, Maurandya
Barclayana, M. Barclayana alba, and Tropreolum canariense, which will
give colour, also Geranium Ball of Fue, scarlet. These would cover the wire-
work ; and for the basket or box we should have Ivy-leaved Geranium Silver
Gem, pink flowers; and L'Elt-gante, white flowers; adding a few plants of
some scarlet-flowering kind, as Vesuvius. The plants, after they fill the box
with roots, may be watered with weak liquid manure.

TiBiE of Grapes RrPENiNG—Produce of Vikbs (C. S.).—The Vines
started in February ought to produce ripe Grapes at the end of July and
early in August, but you may have a few bunches ripe at an earlier period

—

say the middle of July, if you have early-ripening kinds, as Sweetwater,
Hamburghs, or Frontignans. One pound weight of Grapes for each foot
length of rafter occupied by the Vines is a fair calculation, and as much as
they ought, on au average, to be allowed to carry. You will be able from
these data to calculate the weight of Grapes your Vines ought to produce.

OsTEOSPERMTOM MONiLiFERUM CULTURE (C. M.).—lt is a greenhouge
yellow-flowered evergreen shrub, originally from the Cape of Good Hope,
attaining a height of 3 to 4 feet, and flowering in summer—about July. A
compost of two parts sandy fibrous loam and one part sandy peat will grow
it, affording a light airy position. Good drainage and moderate watering are

needful.

Names of Fruits (Subscriber, ITi/^sifit').—Minchall Crab. (W. Taylor),
—Reinette Blanche d'Espagne.

Names of Plants (G. O.).—Your flower is Cyclamen persicum. There will

be notes on its culture in our next number. (D. B.).—The specimen was not
in good condition for identification. It appears to be Antholyza coccinea,

a very pretty Iridaceous plants, floweruig in a greenhouse from February
to April.

POULTEY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

CLUB BOW, THE FANCY AND ITS VOTAEIES.
[Many of our readers must be unaware that " Club Eow" is

in Church Street, Betbnal Green, and a newspaper correspon-
dent, speaking of its vicinity, says, " Among its inhabitants are
street-vendors of every kind of produce, travellers to fairs,

tramps, dog-fanciers, dog-stealers, sharpers, shop-lifters, and
pickpockets. It abounds with the young Arabs of the streets.

Sunday is a day much devoted to pet Pigeons and singing-bird
clubs, prizes being given, and a ready sale following each award."
—Eds.]
To those who spend the greater portion of their lives far from

the din of the city, and whose homes, it may be, are nearer to

the cover of the fox than to the busy mart and crowded streets,

any one of the many specialities which London possesses is

heard of with interest. Nor is it to such alone. London being
the head and heart of our empire, and pre-eminently great in

all its characteristics, all Englishmen take pride in its great-

ness, and never weary reading of its wonders, and I have there-

fore ventured to send you these few jottings.

"Club Row on a Sunday morning" had been described to

me in such terms that determined me at the first favourable
opportunity to pay it a visit. Previous information somewhat
prepared me, but the scene itself surpassed all I had imagined.
To begin with, in Club Kow and adjacent streets there are

about eighty "fanciers'" shops, possibly more than that num-
ber; and as a means of comparison, when we consider that

Manchester and Salford combined can only muster about half a
dozen all told, this in itself excited no little surprise. All the

shops, or with scarcely au exception, in the locality named
seemed devoted to the same line of business. In some the

atmosphere was simply unbearable, the proprietors evidently

not believing " cleanliness is next to godliness." Happily there

were exceptions. As regards the birds, it would have been
possible to have obtained anything from a Tomtit to a Brahma
cock, though I cannot say much in praise of the quality. The
thoroughfares were thronged to a degree that made it difficult

to thread one's way through the mass of vendors and purchasers,

for the trade was not restricted to the shops. Here was one
with a poor Starling tied to his finger with a bit of string;

another with a small basket or tray of groundsel ; there a man
with an odd rooster uuder his arm, others with Pigeons, and
even down to a poor Sparrow.

Last, but not least, the fanciers themselves ; and sad to say,

did we require to find human beings the lowest in the social

scale, I verily believe they are to be found in the scene I have
attempted to describe. Dickens's description of " the young
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noblemen at Dotheboya Hall " oconrred to me more than once,

and as I write I see again the " pale and haggard faces, lank and
bony figures; cliildren with the counteuauces of old men, some
young lives which from the earliest dawn of infancy had been
one of horrible endiu-ance of cruelty and neglect. There were
faces which should have been handsome darkened with the

Bcowl of sullen dogged Buffering." And amid all this a banner
with a scriptural text borne by a lew supporting a street

preacher, and as the various sounds catch the ear I find mixed
with the hymn of praise the bitter curse of the drunkard and
the foul oath of the blasphemer. It was a scene I shall not
soon forget ; and as the carriage roiled along westward, and the

contrast became greater, thoughts arose to me especially of the
young childreu, children who from the force of circumstances,
and from no cause of their own, have been nursed in the lap of

vice and misery, and are left there by those who are fiuarrelling

how they should be taught.—W. H.

CONDITION.
As I am the correspondent to whom Mr. Wright alludes, I

wish to repeat exactly what I wrote on this question, page 427
ofyour last volume ;

—"Mr. Wright, or the judges, set too high a
value on 'condition;* it is the easiest point to attain, and con-
sequently of the least value." Observe, I do not say, as Mr.
Wright would make appear, that condition is easily attained
under adverse circumstances, but simply that there is no point
taken into consideration by judges so easy of attainment. For
my own part, I know of no point of colour, form, or style so

easily attained. If Mr. Wright does, perhaps he would name it.

Will not any poor woman, who can give her fowls a sufficiency of

food and a proper roosting place, have them in unexceptionable
condition if they have but the run of the roadside in the country ?

and still "condition," which any bird having food and liberty
is sure to possess, is valued by Mr. Wright at twelve, and in
some cases fifteen marks, being about an eighth or a sixth of the
whole ; in many instances at a higher, and in some at double
the value of points of colour and form that are very diificult to
attain. Look at the multitude of Game cocks that are annually
sent to Birmingham—the elite of thousands, on whose breeding
and rearing experience, thought, care, and money have been ex-
pended profusely—nineteen-twentieths of them are in blooming
condition, but scarcely one-twentieth of them are to he found
in the prize list. Under such circumstances should the first and
cup cock, the best bird of the year, winner of several first prizes
and cups, be passed over three months later, simply because he
is out of condition, having gone through an amount of fatigue
consequent on travelling, close confinement, constant change of
food, bad air day and night, and an incessant worry whilst at
shows from 7 a.m. to 10 or 11 p.m., that would kill many birds

;

to the advantage of a bird in perfect condition, but in other
respects not within several degrees of being equal to him, a bird
that probably was fourth or but " highly commended " in the
same class with him at Birmingham ? I think otherwise, so I
hold to my opinion that the intrinsic value of a bird depends on
perfection of colour, form, style, and quality of feather, and that
as condition is no part of a bird it is of the least value, and the
last point that should be considered.—O. P. H. Z.

FEEDING FOWLS AT SHOWS.
On reading your report of the late Show at Northampton, I

noticed that you attributed the listless manner of many of the
Game Bantam cocks exhibited there to overshowing. This was
incorrect. Most of the birds were certainly not well, and did
not look at all up to the mark ; but the real cause was the indis-
cretion of the Committee or their poultry attendants in feeding
the birds, Indian corn and barley being profusely distributed
in their pens, and the birds were not able to digest their food,
consequently causing many of them to be crop-bound.

I feel satisfied that committees of shows do not pay sufficient
attention to the feeding of all kinds of poultry committed to
their care, and if they gave the matter more of their considera-
tion, it would inspire exhibitors with increased confidence.

—

W. FoKEESTEB AnDiE, 45, Fishergate, Preston.

DOnCHESTEE POULTRY SHOW.
In a report of this Show in your last week's number a cor-

respondent says that my pen of coloured Dorkings there showed
signs of over-exhibition. Out of condition they may have been,
but overshown they certainly were not, as tliis particular pen
has only been once shown since the beginning of last December.
As may be supposed, I agree with your correspondent in pre-
ferring my pen to the winners, as the cock in this pen had but
one eye ! but in size, which always must be the chief point in
Dorkings, provided they are fairly perfect, I was well beaten.
As to colour, I believe it is fully understood that for exhibition
" Coloured " Dorkings should ha dark, in order that both in cocks

and hens they may be easily distingirished from Silver-Greys.

—

T. C. BuBNELL, Junior Armtj and Navy Club, Pall Mall.

SEATON BUBN POULTRY SHOW.
The following awards were made at this Show, held on the

14th inst. :

—

DiiKKiNQS.—l and 2, W. Swana, Hirst Head, BedliDgton.
. „ „ ,

C.ici]iN-CmNA.-l and S, J. Wtbbter, West Sleekburn. 2, A. M. Balmcr,
Bishui) Auckland, /tc, J. CairnB, Seaton Burn.
Bkaiim* Pootras.—1 and 2, W. Swann. 3, OiUia & Anderson, beghiU. lie, Q.

Stalker. West Sleekburn ; R. Moore, East Rainton ; B. shield, Swalsv^elL

Si'AMsn.—ijfncfc.—I and 2. W. Johnson, Burradon Colliery. 8, R. bhield.

he, R. Moore. _ , .

Gi^K.-Btack-lrreasied and other Beds.—1, Miss M. J. Nelson, Cockshaw,
Hexham. 2, T. Middlemiss, SeatouDelaval. S, i:. Smith, Dudley Colhery. lie,

J. Morton, Choppington Colliery ; T. Young, Morpeth ; J. Robshaw, Wrixley,

York. Duckwingi and other Orcys.—l and 3, G. Taylor, BedlmKton Colliery.

2. J. Mortfn. Any other variety—\. J. Brown, SeghiU. 2. J. Wilson, Seaton

Burn. 3, T. Golightlv, New Delavah he, T. Gohi,'htly; W. Dryadale, Long-
hirst (21; W. Williin, Dudley ColUery. „ ,,
Hamburohs.—Sili'crnpfiniJiii!.— 1 and 2, G. Stalker. 3 and he, R. Moore.

GoldeH-fjjanaled.—l. A. Harburn, Bishop Auckland. 2, G. Stalker. S, T.

Marshall, Mitford Vicarage, Morpeth. „ ., „ t.
Hambueghs.— Sifiier-iirncifierf.—1, J. Laws, West Slcekhnm. 2 and 3, K.

Moore, c, J. Wilson, Shankhouse. Ooldeji-i)encilled.—i, J. Robshaw, Whixley,

York. 2, A. Stephenson, Dudley Colliery. 3, E. Walker, Hexham, he, A. G.

Mitchell, Bishop Aucklaud ; R. Moore. „ „ a u* «
Any other Variety.— 1, R. Parsons, Sleekbtim Cottage. 2, K. H. Aanton,

Jlottram. 3, A. M. Balmer, Bishop Auckland. „ m t. ,j o , »
Any VABiETV.-focfc.-l. A. Stephenson. 2, T. Gobghtly. S, T. Dodd, Seat™

Bam. he, W. Stewart, Dudley Colliery; J. Robson. Dudley Colliery; 1.

Young, Morpeth. Hen.— 1, G. Taylor. 2, T. Young. S, W. Swann. he, a.

White, Cocksbaw, Hexham. „ ., „ , .,

Game BA\T.\i!s.—Blaek-lircmted and other Reds.—i, A. Hays, Bedlington. i,

H. Sharp, Bebaide. 3, Miss M. J. Nelson, lie, J. Short, Bedlington; J.

Douglass, West Sleekburn. Any other variety—1, Miss M. J. Nelson, i, l.

Rennison, beaton Delaval. 3, T. Golightly. lie, T. Renniaon; R. White, CocK-

shaw. Hexham ; T. Eeaveley, Bedlington Station. ,,„,,•,,
Ba.ntamb.-1. Miss M. Parsons. 2. E. H. Ashton. 3, A. G. MitcheU, Bishop

Auckland. he,W. Race, East Brunton ; G. Stalker, West Sleekburn; K. u.
Ashton. Cocfc.—1, J. Short. 2. J. Morton. 3, G. Bell, North Seaton. lie, J.

Wilkinson, Bedlington Colliery ; W. C. Dawson, Whitljy ; G. Taylor.

DccKS.-l and 2, Miss M.J.Nelson. 3, W. Swann. /ic, A. M. Banner, Bishop

Auckland. . . „ t. , «.^
Cottagers' CLAS3.-Baniams.-1, J. Orkney, Dumington. 2, Fairless and

Robson, Wideopen. 3. W. Connell, Seaton Bum. Any variety.—1, tairlesa

and Robson. 2 and 3, T. Dodd, Seaton Burn.

Judge.—Mr. J. Dixon, Bradford.

POLYGAMY IN PIGEONS.
As bearing on the subject named by " Onus Pkoeandi" in the

Journal of February 12th, I send you an account of the foUowiug

facts. A common Ash cock of mine was mated with a comrnon

Blue Chequer hen, and they had a young one in the nest which

died at about a fortnight old. I had, among others, an unmated
Blue Chequer hen, which if possessed among two or three dozen

more of the same kind by a Lancashire dealer would be called

" A Bock fra Lincashire (Lincolnshire) fur shootin'," but which,

I suppose, is a Chequered Dovecote Pigeon. I had it from a

farm in Herefordshire. The Ash cock is a very merry bird,

and upon the death of his young one he was soon ready to go

to nest again; and finding his own hen (which we will call the

Blue Chequer) was not of the same mind, he turned his attentions

to what we will call the " Bock." This seemed to rouse the

jealousy of the Blue Chequer, and in a short time she laid him
two eggs, which he helped to sit regularly, but when he was

not sitting he employed his time in nesting or flying with the

Rock. In due time the eggs laid by the Blue Chequer were

hatched, and the young ones reared, the Ash helping to feed

them. Both were Blue Chequers, but with a decided likeness m
the head, beak, and general shape to the Ash cock. Before

these young ones were able to fly about the Rock laid two eggs

in another nest, built for her by the Ash cock, and he helped

her regularly to sit, but when he was not sitting he employed

his time in nesting and flying with the Blue Chequer (whose

young ones could now feed themselves), and as a result she laid

him two eggs about six days after the Kock.

And now his work began; he helped both hens to sit, and I

seldom saw him fly about outside. Yesterday, March 8th, both

of the Bock's eggs hatched; but until the yonng ones grow

larger I shall not be able to prove that the Ash helps to feed

them, though I have seen him sit over them.

I have examined the eggs of the Blue Chequer, and found one
" addled"—no formation whatever having taken place, and I am
now waiting for the other egg to hatch, when it will be interest-

ing to observe whether the Ash cock helps to feed both nests,

and also what likeness the progeny bear to him when full-grown.

I say it will be interesting to observe what likeness both lots ot

young ones bear to him when full-grown, as I lately had a case

in which a hen, that had been a long time unmated, laid two

eggs (while yet unmated), one on the floor, the other on the shell.

I put them under a pair I had sitting, and two young ones were

hatched and reared, which when full-grown bore an unmistake-

able likeness to a certain cock I had, which had a mate and

young ones of his own at the time. I only regret that it has not

occurred among fancy breeds where parentage could have been

traced without any doubt, inasmuch as the characteristics ot

distinct fancy breeds are so much more marked than those ot
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the Hominp; Antwerp type, which is the sort I keep.

—

Haeky
Knowles, The Woodlands, Seaton, Bolton.

CRYSTAL PALACE BEE AND HONEY SHOW.
The letter of your correspondent, "T. Bagshaw," seems to

me to convey such an entirely different construction of the
published schedule of the forthcoming show of apiarian pro-
duce, itc, at the Crystal Palace, from the one evidently intended
by the promoters, that I hope you will insert in reply thereto
the opinions entertained by others. The covert allusions as to
the framing of the classes to meet special cases at present
existing, seem to me so very unjust, and so calculated to injure
the object with which the Show is identified—viz., the advance-
ment of all branches of apiculture, that I cannot refrain from
opposing my opinions to those of your correspondent.

First, as to the amount of the prizes being likely to hinder
competition, especially of those from a distance. I am of
opinion that the majority of exhibitors from all parts of the
country will be amateurs, to whom the money value of the
prize will not be so much an object as the honour of distancing
aU comers in the particular class in which they elect to enter
for competition ; and even if that were not so, the owner of any
apiary can exhibit in so many classes with a probability of
success, should he be a fairly skilful apiculturist, that the
aggregate value of the prizes he may hope to secure will induce
him to enter all his best productions, whether hives, bees, or
honey.
"With regard to the definition of the hives, surely " the most

improved " will be that which in the opinion of the judges is
likely to secure the best results with the least complication of
construction ; and as a class is provided for every kind of hive
now in use, from the straw skep to the most elaborately con-
structed bar-and-frame hive, nothing could be more compre-
hensive or more Ukely to insure a large exhibition of hives of
all kinds, whether the production of the hive-manufacturer
proper, or the skilful and ingenious amateur who has " im-
proved " any hive so as to render it more simple of construction,
more easy of manipulation, or more likely to secure what we all
alike desire, a good yield of honey.

Mr. Bagshaw asks why, in giving a prize for the most beauti-
ful progeny of a queen, the queen herself is not to be taken into
account ? I answer. Because the most beautiful bees are often-
time? the progeny of a dark-looking unhandsome queen, whilst
very handsome queens sometimes produce very ordinary bees
both in looks and qualities ; and as it is upon the bees that we
depend for honey-gathering and storing, a fine strain of bees
should not be deprived of their due because they happen to
have an ordinary-looking mother.
Then, as to " the largest breed of bees." It certainly does

follow that they will be able to carry more honey, but that they
will be likely to consume more requires some stronger proof
than Mr. Bagshaw's bare assertion. As there are only three
nationalities or varieties of bees under cultivation in this
country—the native blacks, the Italians, and the hybrid cross
between the two, there cannot be much doubt as to what is the
meaning of the words " of any nationality." In spite of the
wonderment expressed by Mr. Bagshaw as to who will bring
bees from abroad for the chance of winning £2, 1 shall be much
surprised if we have not some of our famous breeders of bees
upon the Continent enter into competition for the advantage
sure to accrue to them from a demand for progeny from prize
strains of bees likely to follow success.
For the sake of brevity I will pass over the remarks upon the

honey classes from A to P, and say why I think Q has crept
iu. It is because it is now so well authenticated a fact that the
honey harvest of any country can be so greatly increased by the
use of the extractor, that it is evidently thought desirable to
encourage its introduction and general use by the offer of a
prize that can only be competed for by those who, recognising
its utility, have adopted it for use in their api.iries. I do not
think the competition in the cottagers' classes will be left to
those in the neighbourhood of London alone, although there is,

as Mr. Bagshaw ought to know, quite a sufficient quantity of
tliat class near the metropolis to make a very respectable show
of themselves.

I feel sure the Committee who have the arrangements for the
Show in hand will be obliged to Mr. Bagshaw for the freedom
of his criticisms, which are, no doubt, given in the best of
spirit, if I except his allusions to the Show being evidently in
tlie interest of fancy-hive makers, and the prize for the largest
breed of bees being introduced for the purpose of rewarding the
lucky owner of some monstrosity now residing somewhere near
our great city, and they will feel flattered that he has been
pleased to commend most of the miscellaneous classes.

In speaking of the prizes offered for essays, and first upon the
fertilisation of queens by selected drones : how does it follow that
the securing of such control should be " profitless and uncer-
tain ? " Is there no possibility of improving our breed of bees
excepting by accident 1 and if there be, how can it be accomplished

excepting by controlling fertilisation ? I hope there are many
who are not so ready to abandon the attempt at improvement
as Mr. Bagshaw seems to be, for he who never attempts will
never succeed. This opinion of his seems to me to accord well
with one following closely after, " I believe a common straw
hive the best for honey-gathering purposes." With regard to
foul brood, Mr. Bagshaw seems to have faUen into the same
error as did Mr. Pettigrew, in comparing the attempt at curing
foul brood to that of curing rotten eggs. How does Mr. Petti-
grew know that rotten eggs cannot be cured ? Has he, or does
he know of anyone who has, ever tried ?

It is quite evident that the cure of the diseased brood itself

is not meant in speaking of "the cure of foul brood;" and I
think, perhaps, the object would have been better understood
had it been worded " for the best essay on the cure and eradi-
cation (prevention) of foul brood," for it must be that the treat-

ment of a diseased hive for its restoration to health is intended.
That there must be a cause for this fearful disease is certain, or
all hives would be alike afflicted at some period of their ex-
istence, though what that cause is has not yet been discovered,
although many of the most learned and skilful apiarians have
devoted, and are still devoting, their attention to a subject of

snch great importance to all bee-keepers. One bold writer to

the American iJef Jozir?iaJ has, however, published a recipe for

its eradication in the form of a food-medicine to be administered
to the bees in the afflicted hive.—E, Syuisgtos.

GENERAL BEE-MANAGEMENT—A VISIT TO
MR. PETTIGREWS APIARY.

My object in writing this is for the encouragement of timid
or amateur bee-keepers who are afraid of doing anything with
their bees, who have not had the pleasure of witnessing the

effects of corduroy smoke, and who are at present too timid to

try it. I have read Mr. Pettigrew's "Handy Book on Bees,"
and I thought it was very easy reading about it, but trying it I

fancied I should get too many stings, and that it was therefore

altogether out of the question; but what I saw at Mr. Pettigrew's

has quite altered my opinion. I dare look now any time I want
at my hives, with the aid of a little corduroy smoke.
Coming to the main part of bee-keeping—viz., the practical part.

Mr. Pettigrew took me to his apiary and showed me the hive he
had examined and considered best, then he hove it up gently to

show me the bees that were iu it (I standing a short distance off),

but they would not stand that long. He then got a piece of

corduroy, set it smouldering, and blew some smoke inside, so

that I might examine it closely. The effect of the smoke was
wonderful. Instead of the bees covering the combs as at first,

they ran up among them as far as they could get, making a

great noise ; and when they were beginning to come out again

he just blew a little more smoke among them, and off they were
back again. Then I was pointed out the queen cells, drone combs,

and brood combs, &c. I was next taken to a good 16-inch hive

;

this he showed me as before without smoke and then with smoke.
This hive he gave me bottom up in my hands, and I could have
walked round the garden with it if I had wanted. I was tlien

shown a few more in the same way. We were having a chat

together, and I said I had never seen a queen bee, so he said he
would show me one in a minute or two. It just happened that

there was a very weak hive which he did not think would do
well by itself, and which he was going to join to the next hive

to it that evening. Mr. Pettigrew, therefore, took an empty hive

of the same size and turned it bottom upwards, then he took

hold of the other with his fingers inside the hive and his thumbs
out (exactly as described iu pages ISO and 181 of his "Handy
Book on Bees,") and with three or four good shakes up and down
he had them all in the empty hive. This part he generally does

at night by candlelight, but he did it in the garden in the full

light of the sun, so that I might see it done before I went horne.

He now gave them a puff or two of smoke. in the empty hive

to keep them a little quiet while he looked for the queen, and

picked her out and put her into my hand to look at; that was the

first time I had seen a queen, and, what was better, had handled

her at the same time ; after that she was put back to the bees

again, and a short time after he turned the hive up again to see

if I could find the queen myself, which I did. I was also shown
how to fasten guide combs iu hives. I was next shown how to

get some honeycombs out of a hive if it was too heavy for

winter, or if I wanted a piece of comb out at any time. He just

gave the hive a few puffs of smoke and then turned it bottom

up ; he told me I should have to cut it straight down with a long

knife, and then cross-ways at the top, or as deep as I wanted

the comb with the comb-knife as described in Ms "Handy
Book." A hive can be smoked, turned-up, and some comba cut

out, and put in its place again in less than four minutes.

Mr. Pettigrew next showed me how he feeds his bees for

quickness. He picked a hive out that was rather short of food

and gave it a little smoke, then turned it bottom up, and I poured

some syrup on one side of the combs and then on the other.

The noise of anger at the smoke was quickly stopped, and changed
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to oue of contentment as soon as the bees had tasted the syrup.

He then put the hive back in its place and stopped the hole up
to prevent the bees of the other hives from smelling it and goiug
in, it being rather early in the afternoon.

I am sure after what Mr. Pettigrew showed me that old cor-

duroy is the bee-keeper's best friend, and that with the aid of it

the most timid bee-keeper may do what he wants with his own
bees—what he would think was impossible. If the bees are very
savage just give them an extra dose of smoke, it wiU take it out
of them. In conclusion, I must say that Mr. Pettigrew handled
his hives like a master, and I am exceedingly obliged to him for

the trouble he took to explain evei-ytbing to me.
I have to go in the swarming season to see him make an arti-

ficial swarm, which I shall do if all be well. If there are any
bee-keepers that are as timid as I used to be, and I dare say
there are, after reading this let them put what they have read
in practice, and I can assure them they will succeed far beyond
their expectations.—P. R.unford, New Springs, near Wigan.

KEEPING BEES FOB PROFIT.
HuER.iH ! it is found out at last, and your contributor " J. C

shall have the honour. Here is the secret, Do as your ancestors
did. Expend no capital on your bees, and if any honey is

gathered, sell it, and it is all profit. Kow, there are many
things our ancestors did both wisely and well, and well worth
our imitating, but they lived in slow times compared with
ours; their requirements were less, and they were satisfied

with less than we need to keep abreast of the times. We live
in the days of railways and telegraphs, and it will never do for

us to go back to the good old coaching days.
There can be no doubt but profit has been made by the old

system of management; but is it not possible that, by a judi-
cious outlay of a little capital, much more profit may be made ?
" J. C." has no cause to complain of our little pets. He sowed
for amusement and instruction, and he has reaped the same,
doubtless abundantly ; and if he had reaped profit as well he
probably would have been disappointed, because he does not
appear to have aimed at it. I am going in for profit as well as
amusement, and for the first I have adopted the Pettigrew straw
hive, which I consider the cheapest and best adapted for either
breeding purposes or storing honey. I have no doubt about
that, but what particular kind of hive to try for amusement and
instruction I am entirely at sea. One recommends this and
another that, and most of them appear so complicated in their
structure, that it seems as if the makers of them wanted to
teach the bees something, instead of learning something from
them.
To teach bees what to do and how to do it, appears to me a

hopeless task, and I think "J. C." would find it diflBcult to
teach them either reliance on the bottle or idleness. Like all

good economists, if material is placed near them they will pre-
fer that before going a distance to fetch it ; but let the supply
fall short at home, and off they go to the nearest place where it

can be found. The suggestion about the small quantities of
honey stored in the tropics does not prove their inactivity there,
but rather their remarkable instinct, for what is the use to them
of large quantities of honey stored np where it can be obtained
as required ?

—

Thos. Bagshaw, Longnor, near Buxton.

BEE-FEEDING EXPERIENCES.
In the Journal of February lOth I noticed a letter by " Beaten

ECT NOT DisjiAYED," who, after narrating his experiences of
how he killed a hive by kindness, sums-up by advising all
amateurs to leave their hives alone and let the bees take care of
themselves. I for one do not agree with him, but consider
judicious assistance occasionally to be absolutely necessary to
the welfare of a colony of bees. I have a case in point in which
I have saved a starving stock this season.
Some time about the l.'jth of February last, I observed that

one of my hives, a Neighbour's improved Woodbury bar-frame,
had not been giving any signs of activity by the bees airing
themselves for several fine days previously ; and seeing there
were dead bees inside close to the entrance, which would not
have been the case were the occupants in a prosperous condition,
and being unable to hear any humming when I rapped on the
hive, I suspected something wrong. I accordingly decided to
open the hive for inspection, much as I dislike interfering with
bees in cold weather. The result proved my conjecture to be
correct—viz., that the bees were without honey. They were
starving, many of the bees having entered the cells, and not a
morsel of honey in the hive. At first I thought they were all
dead, but on withdrawing the frames I observed a tremulous
motion of the wings of some of the bees ; so wishing to try
whether I could save them, though by no means sanguine of
success, I shook any dead bees off the floor-board and frames,
quickly replacing the latter ; fastening the lid I carried the hive
into my vinery, average temperature 6U", first taking care to close
the entrance-hole ; then withdrawing the zinc slide in the lid I

put a large bee-glass over the hole, and left the latter open to

allow the bees access to the glass if the heat should revive
them. This was about midday, and I observed no signs of life

till the following morning, when some dozen bees had made
their way up in the glass super, crawling about in a sluggish

manner, and on tapping the hive a slight answering hum could
now be distinctly heard. I then took a cake of sealed-up honey-
comb about 2 lbs. in weight, and opening a few cells I placed it

under the glass super. It was an hour or two before the en-

feebled bees began to taste the honey ; when they did, however,
it was wonderful in how short a space of time the news that a
supply of food had been discovered became communicated to

the rest of the occupants of the hive. Bees commenced running
about instead of crawling, their numbers in the super hourly
increasing, and by the evening the whole hive seemed awake.
I covered-up the super and left them, and on the following
morning when the sun was fairly warm I replaced the hive on
its old stand, still leaving the entrance closed till the evening,
when I opened it.

The next morning from the cold of the night the bees had
quitted the super, and on inspecting the comb they had cleared-

out every drop of honey. I then made some liquid food by
boiling good beer and brown sugar together for a few minutes,
in the proportion of three-quarters of a pint of ale to 1 lb. of

sugar, adding a tea-spoonful of salt, and when cold a small
dessert-spoonful of rum. This I gave in one of Neighbour's
circular wooden feeders (not those with a float), with a sheet of

glass over the top, putting a few chips of straw in the groove
into which the food passes to prevent the bees falling into the
syrup and being drowned.
They soon ascended into this and began to convey down the

syrup, and as the day got warmer began to carry out their dead,
so I no longer despaired of their having recovered, provided the
queen was uninjured. I still keep on the feeding at the top,

and for the past week or more the bees have been hard at work
bringing-in pollen on their legs whenever the days were warm.
Of this they can get a good supply, as we have any quantity of

laurustinus in full blossom, which is a great help to early breed-
ing. From this latter sign I have little doubt that the queen is

in safety, and the hive has probably ere this some brood in it.

Had it not been for the letter of "Beaten but not Dis-
mayed," I should not have thought of writing to you on this

subject ; but as his failure may make other inexperienced api-

arians follow his advice and leave starving stocks of bees to

their inevitable fate, I send you this, in hopes, if you deem it

worthy of insertion, that it may encourage judicious feeding at

proper times and save the lives of many a starving colony.

—

William Savile.

Mb. Charles Eatson.—With much regret we have to announce
that this good and honourable judge of Rabbits died on the

3rd inst. at his residence, Ivy Lodge, Didsbury, near Manchester.

Consumption of Egos.—Farmers, cottagers, every dweller in

the country, ought to breed poultry, for the demand still in-

creases. In February the value of eggs imported was £151,005

;

in the corresponding month last year, .i'117,822.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Dorking and BRAmiA Cross {Suhscrihcr).—The DarkBrahma is generally

preferred, because the colours Uamiomse better with the Dorkings. There ia

no difference in the merit of the two breeds.

Feather-eating Fowls (Rusticus).—The deplorable habit of picking the

foathers is geuGrally acquired in confinement. We have never known it

among birds that were at liberty. It arisL-s from the lack of something they
would get if they were at liberty, and the feather is the nearest approach to

that for which they have the natural craving. Spanish are very prone to it.

We have uevor been able to cure it entirely, but we have lessened it by sup-

plying them with fresh horae dung, lumps of growing grass, with plenty of

fresh earthworms and lettuces.

Poultry Management {D. E. JP.).—You must alter your feedingand come
more to natural food. Potatoes in every form are bad. Give in the morning
ground oats or bark'ymeal mixed with cold water, midday alternately whole
maize or bark-y ; evening same as morning. lu the small space they have,

give gras!*, earth, garden rubbiyh, and lettuce if you have it. Your birds are

overfed, and probably too fat. They want s..imething that will amuse them.
Three meals per diem are enough. The space is too small for Dorkings. None
will do better than Brahmas. It is dillicult to cure ht-ns of egg-eating; you
may lessen it by putting hard composition eggs in the nests, and by laying

one or two about in their run. It is almost incredible that your Brahmag
have not yet laid.

A\XEsnniiY Ducks Moulting {Attie).~Yo\iT Ducks should have laid before

this. We cannot account for their moulting. Is it all over the body, or in

parts "? li the latter, in what parts ?

Partridge Cochins' Plumage (A. B. C.).—The principal points in Par-

tridge Cochins are in the cock scrupulously black breast, black and orange-

striped saddle and hackle, no white anywhere. The hen should be Partridge
or (irouse-feathered all over, without yellow tinge, and the feathers more
marked than those of a Game hen. Condition makes a cock's plumage glossy.

Many fanciers think a few white peas daily are beneficial.

Produce of Eggs (Pullet).—Like most of those who complain they get

no eggs, you are overfeeding and giving improper food. Your birds are too
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fat, and cannot lay. Alter it altogether. Give them ground oats or bariey

meal flaked with cold water in the morning; whole com, maize, or barley

varied with kitchen scraps in the afternoon; and meal again in the evening-

Diecontinne all the rest, and you will have eggs.

Rotten Ducks (F. G. S.).—The Rouen is not an early-laying Back. Giv^
them oats instead of barley. They will soon lay. The question of shooting

fowls that trespass is a vesed one. "We should say the legal remedy would be
an action for damage. Fowls are not particularly fond of peas, bat they liie

to Eciatch in the earth, and then eat all they find in the way of food. You
can stretch wire along the hedge. We have done so successfully. We coold

give you a better opinion if you told us their breed.

TuEKEYS (P. B. JtfoM).—How many hen Turkeys have you? One cock

will EUfBce for many hens, and an extra one is rather a hindrance than other-

wise. We do not believe it will seriously interfere with the fertility of the
eggs. A young Turkey cock is not always to be depended upon, and in your
place we sho'old be unwilling to dispense with the services of the tried one.

LiME-WATEB FOB PRESERVING Eggs (A. B.).—Sufficient lime should be
put to form a paste in which the eggs will retain the position in which they
are placed. They should be put in as laid till the layer is complete. When
that is the case, another bed of lime is made, and eggn put in, so on till the

vessel is full. We always use bread-pans. We have done so for years, and
have never found a cooked one. They must be put in, freshj and new-laid so

much the better.

Chicken Diarrhiea (R. E, fl.).—Your chickens are chilled. Give them ale

to drink—poodale,not table beer. When they return to their artificial mother
at night give some stale bread soaked iu ale. Feed on boiled egg, bread and
milk, chopped cooked meat, and let them have good turves with plenty of earth

to them. They want no other food, but they must be fed very often, and above
all, at daybreak. Rice may be given as a change if they seem dissatisfied, but
it is not good food.

Roup {L. A, B.).—If the hen be suffering from roup the swelling will be soft

to the touch, and the accumulation in the mouth and throat will partake more
of the uatui'e of mucus than cheesy matter. If it be roup it may he cured,

especially at this time of year; and stimulant given at once in the form of

bread steeped in strong ale, will be beneficial. If a cheesy swelling, there ia no
cure for it.

White Leghobns as Lavers (Ntmo).—One cock and ten hens were con-
fined all the warm season in a moveable coop 4 feet wide and 10 feet long;

the rest were kept undera bam, and had their liberty perhaps one-third of the
time:—December. 1871, No. of hens; 24: cocks, 2; eggs, 377; eggs per hen,
15.7. January, 1&72, hens, 21 ; cocks, 2; eggs, 452; eggs per heu, 21.5.

February—hens, 21 ; cocks, 2 ; eggs, 427; eggs per hen, 20.3. March—hens,

26^; cocks, 2; eggs. 500; eggs per hen, 18.9. April—hens, 80 ; cocks, 3 ; eggs,

455; eggs per hen, 14.8. May—hens, 27; cocks, 3; eggs, 560; eggs per hen,
20.7. June—hens, 27; cOcks, 3; eggs, 466; eggs per hen, 17.3. July—hens,

27; cocks, 2; eggs, 445; eggs per hen, 16 5. August—hens, 26; cocks, 2;
eggs, 507; eggs per hen, 19.5. September—hens, 26; cocks, 2; eggs, 406;
eggs per hen, 15.6. October—hens, 25 ; cocks, 2 ; eggs, 327 ; eggs per hen,
9.8. November—hens, 24; cocks, 2; eggs, 235 ; eggs per hen, 13.0 Total for

each year—eggs, 5147 ; total for each hen, 203.6

Petroleum (G. A.).—What druggists sell as Barbadoes tar, Petroleum
barbadense. We have never tried it, never having had chickens affected with
gapes. Cleanliness, nourishing food only, and a lump of camphor in the
water the chickens drink, will usually prevent gapes.

Northampton Pigeon Show.—We are informed that, owing to the neglect

of the railway company, Mr. Townson's birds were not delivered until after

seven o'clock on Tuesday March 3rd, the Judges having left the hall several

hours.
Trumpeter Pigeons.—In The Journal of Horticulture, March 12th,

Mr. Frederick Ivy [Joy], Walmgate, York, offers for sale an EngUsh
Trumpeter, "Prince Charlie," and says, "winner of many prizes, beating
Mr. Fulton's and Mr. Lederer's foreigners." Now, I beg to say that none of

my Trumpeters has been beaten by the above English Trumpeter, The Usts
of awards of the shows where I exhibited will prove that.—J. Ledeeee,
Bootlc, near Livervool.
Canary's Song Being Injured—Cayenne Feeding (M. B.).—You need

be under no apprehension as to the bird's song being injured. If it is a
trained German songster, it should not be within hearing of the noisy song of
an ordinary Canary. That would injure it, as it would copy some of the head-
splitting notes. It might be that during the breeding season, when birds ai-e,

or ought to be, In the highest possible condition and most robust health, a
trained songster might not always feel disposed to warble his varied accom-
plishments and operatic selections to his* inamorata; but might, in the ex-
uberance of his joy, speak in a language she might understand more plainly

;

and I don't know whether, under such circumstances, he would not sing the
" proud song" Nature has taught him ; but the breeding season being over,
and things returned to their normal condition, there can be no fear of his not
returning to his more chaste melodies. The cayenne food must be given
fresh every day. Nothing is more injurious to birds than sour food. Bear in
mind, it must only be given during moulting, while the blood is in circulation
in the feather.—W. A. Blakston.
Canaries Going Blind (IT. Smith).—A disposition to blindness is not

among the diseases to which Canaries are liable. Isolated cases may and do
occur, but what I mean is that no breeder regards such a calamity as one of
the many difficulties he has to contend against, and it is not one of those
things for which any cure can be prescribed. Still, every effect has a cause,
and if you have ten per cent, of youi- stock so affected, I should advise you
first to remove the blind birds into a separate cage, and notice whether they
are temporarily or permanently blind. Keep a sharp look-out for fresh cases,
for it evidently is some infectious form of ophthalmia. Hold a council of your
most inteUigent friends among the fancy, and see if any local cause can be
discovered. You do not say anything of the symptoms, whether accompanied
by inflammation or other outward signs of the mischief working. Perhaps
other breeders who may have met with a similar scourge will "relate their
experience."—W. A. Blakston.
Bullfinch and Canary Breeding (Ashantec).—Try them, if you are dis-

posed for so experimenting, but the result of all x^rovious attempts has shown
the endeavour to be futile. If you search the index of the Journal for 1873,

1

think you will find some very definite information on the subject, furnished
me by Mr. Forth, of Pocklington. I am afraid you will find it a waste of
time.—W. A. Blakston.
Canary III {Cimary),—By this time your patient will probably have gone

to the happy hunting' grounds. He is in the last stage of pulmonary disease.
The aggravated symptoms may be, to some extent, alleviated by keeping the

bird near the fire. Feed on bread-and-mili and a little maw seed. Give a
drop or two of cod-liver oil, either floated on water or by dropping it into his

throat from a pointed stick ; but he will go.—W. A. Blakston. ' 'i\iOr

Removing a Hive (G. G.).~You may safely remove your hive six miles
on a light cart or other conveyance with springs; or it could be swung on a
light pole and carried between two persons, or one may easily carry it on his

head the whole way. Close the door of the hive with tow or rags, and tie tho
hive tightly to the board before it is sent off.

Offal Thbown-out by Bees (W. E. M.).—The dead bees yon have sent
for inspection are all young and imperfect. Those in parcel a died in their

cells alter they had reached their pupa or chrysalis state. That in parcel b
has not been matured, but has either left its cell or been taken out by tho
bees about two days before its time of hatching. That in parcel c has appa-
rently been twenty-one days in its cell, and therefore is not an abortion.
Doubtless it was either diseased or impeiiect when cast out of the hive. For
a day or two after they are hatched bees are of a hght grey colour like that
in parcel c. What you have witnessed is of common occurrence in healthy
prospeious hives. Many young bees lose their foot-hold of the combs, and
fail on their boards where they become chilled. Not having sense to crawl
back into a warm place they soon lose the power to do so. Your treatment of

your bees is quite correct.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Loog. U^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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In favourable seasons berries are produced, but not in anffi-

ciont quantity to be called a good crop, such as that yielded
by the common and Portugal Laurels, yet in many instances
they are sufficiently numerous to be conspicuous, being so
plump, pretty, and perfectly black. If they were borne in as

great abundance as those of the Aucuba sometimes are, the
Sweet Bay would be no bad competitor to that shrub, as the
berries are nearly as large, and about the same shape.
Pew evergreen shrubs look better than this ; its abundant

foliage, thickly set on branches which in most cases point
npwards, gives it a tree-like character. Neither am I acquainted
with any plant not usually designated a tree that attains a
greater altitude. A Sweet Bay which we have here is con-
siderably more than 30 feet high, and of proportionate width,
while many others approach that size. It is seldom that
either a Portugal Laurel or an Arbutus attains so great a
height, as both seem more inclined to spread, and the same
is the case with the common Laurel, unless it is drawn-up
amongst other trees, which is not the case with the Sweet
Bay alluded to. I am not acquainted with any evergreen
better fitted than this to make a tall fine hedge wherever the
situation is favourable, neither do I know of any that bears
cutting better, as in this respect it far exceeds the Holly. It
is not equal to the latter in hardiness, but where the situation
is favourable it certainly grows faster, and is capable of being
trained to any particular shape.
There seem to be more varieties than one of this shrub, as

is evidenced in the difference of the smell given off, some
plants being almost scentless, others very fragrant. There is

also a difference in the chai-acter of the leaves, some plants
having them much smaller than others, while in some the
surface of the leaf is undulated, in others plane, and the same
as regards the edges ; but in general the plant is conical, or,

rather, cylindrical, sometimes approaching to an elliptical shape,
but, of course, this form is not always maintaiued, and may
be altered or improved as circumstances render necessary. To
return to the cultivation. I would not advise the Sweet Bay
being planted in any situation but a very dry one, and if the
subsoil contains plenty of stones, and is of a somewhat cal-

careous nature, so much the better. In such a place the growth
is often as great as that of the Portugal Laurel ; and as I have
said before, where the growth of the preceding season has been
well ripened it seldom suffers from the effects of winter, while
in wet mUd autumns hke that of 1860, when every shoot was
charged with sap at the time hard weather set in, the injury
was correspondingly severe. The plants also sufl'ered in like

manner in the winter of 1866-67, and more slightly once since
that time, but in each case they recovered during the summer,
and even then did not suffer more than did one or two common
Laurels ; the latter, however, were not growing in snch a
favoured position. The difference in hardiness between the
two is, nevertheless, not so great as is usually thought to be
the case, whUe the beauty of the Sweet Bay entitles it to a
higher rank among ornamental shrubs and a more extended
cultivation than it has hitherto had. There are few people but
who admire the Sweet Bay, especially when seen in good health,
and occupying a position singly on a lawn or other sheltered
place. Fortunately it is one of those shrubs which require
neither pruning nor any other attention of the kind.—J. Koeson.

GLEICHENIAS.
I HAVE read the article by " Expeeto Ceede" on this inter-

esting subject, and I should like to add a few lines. Possess-
ing an unusually large collection of these charming plants, I

hope to be pardoned for attempting to handle the subject, even
if I occasionally differ from our friend.

He has truly said that Gleichenias must rank as the aris-

tocracy of Ferns, for they possess a grace and majesty pecu-
liarly their own. What is more striking than a fine healthy
well-grown specimen ? To which should the palm be awarded ?

Ah! to which, indeed. Showing an old friend, an ardent Fern-
grower and lover, round my ferneries last week, he was greatly
puzzled which of mine to select as his idea of the perfect model
of grace and beauty. First of all his eye fell on a superb speci-
men of G. dicarpa, and he thought nothing could surpass it.

A little further on, and circinata glauca put dicarpa in the
shade ; but shortly afterwards my fine rupestris occupied his
attention, and all the others were beaten hollow. A fine race
indeed. Paipestris first, circinata glauca a good second, dicarpa
third, and the rest nowhere 1 But I am wandering, and will

return to my real subject.

I possess about twenty specimen Gleichenias (I think I hear
someone exclaim, " Oh, what a stoi-y the man is telling, to be
sure !

") and fifteen of them are very fine plants. At this

period of the year there is nothing to prevent their all being
grown together for a time, as a little extra warmth is a great
advantage to them, and encourages their new growth after

they have been thoroughly looked over, cleaned, and if neces-
sary repotted ; but ere long they must be separated. I grow
all mine in good fibrous loam, silver sand, and a httle leaf
mould^not an atom of peat near them, and I defy anyone to
produce finer plants. I wish " Expekto Ckede " would come
and see them, for they are worth a long journey to behold even
now, and two months hence they wiU be far finer.

Iiupestris is not, in my oi)inion, a cool-house Fern. I have
three plants. Two of them are in a warm greenhouse just

now; the other, a most magnificent specimen, is luxuriating
in a stove, which it must have to be grown thoroughly well.

It is 5 feet through and 4 high, in full vigorous growth, perfect

all round, and fresh as a Daisy. What will it be in June ?

The true semivestita is, in my experience, very imperfectly
known, microphylla doing duty for it, and I have repeatedly
seen it sent out in the place and name of it. They are, how-
ever, very different in appearance and habit. Semivestita is

much stronger, the fronds larger and far more branching.
Moreover, a fully developed frond forms a perfect hexagon,
which readily distinguishes it from microphylla.

Gleichenia circinata glauca, or Mendelii so called, is a truly

glorious plant, and I presume " Expeeto Ckede " refers to it

as microphylla glauca. My specimen is at present most lovely,

in full growth, and as silvery underneath as Cyathea dealbata.

It is extremely rare, and is not possessed by the trade, with
the exception of Mr. Dixon, of I5everley, who has one plant

;

and I only know of one other plant in addition to my own,
and they were both purchased at Manley Hall sale last year.

Furcata, too, is even rarer, for I am not aware that it exists in

any private collection except my own, though there was a
plant at Kew, I beUeve. It is a stove Fern, most beautiful, but
very shy and difficult to grow well. It seeds very abundantly,

but none of the spores ever germinate ; in fact, I have never
raised any Gleichenia from seed, though I have repeatedly

tried to do so.

I have eleven distinct kinds—viz., speluncfe of gardens and
true spelunca; (the latter very hard to make anything of),

flabellata, microphylla, semivestita, dichotoma, furcata, rupes-

tris, dicarpa, hecistophylla, and circinata glauca.

I could write much about them, and I may possibly send
you ere long another article, but I feel that I have already

occupied more than my share of your space this week. Let
me just add that when perfect drainage is secured all the
Gleichenias require an abundant supply of water—not over-

head. Grow them close to the glass, and give them now aU
the sun you can, provided, of course, it is not too scorching,

for from such heat they must be shaded well.—T. M. Shuttle-
worth, Hotoick House, Preston.

PEABS NOT KEEPING.
Peabs have kept badly this year, rotting from the core out-

wards. It would be useful if those of your correspondents

who grow many varieties, would state which sorts have kept

best. I have had no fault to find with Easter Beurru grown
as an espalier, and not much with Bergamotte d'Esperen

from a wall. That exceUent baking Pear, Leon le Clerc da

Laval, on espaliers has kept till now, though a few fruits have

rotted. I have on several occasions observed that after very

dry summers Pears are liable to go off in this way.—G. S.

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 28.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM PUNCTATUM.—Spotted Persian ClcLASrEN.

The well-merited popularity of the genus Cyclamen, more
especially of C. persicum, entitles it to a prominent place

in any selection of hardy window plants. True even of the

typical species, it is still more so of the improved forms, with

larger flowers and more varied shades, to which careful culti-

vation and selection have given rise. The spotted variety here

illustrated is but one of many equally interesting, but will

serve as a peg on which to bang a few cultural hints.

Cyclamen persicum is almost exclusively grown as a pot

plant, and is admirably adapted for associating with early-

flowering Scillas, Hyacinths, Narcissi, and other spring bulbs

in the window garden. Supposing the amateur Las purchased
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a plant in bloom, tho only care it will ask at liis hands during

its season of flowering is suflicient water and an occasional

careful sponging of the foliage on both surfaces. After the

flowers dccUne the pot may be placed in a cold frame, that it

may be slieltered from heavy rainfall, and as the foliage withers

water should be gradually withheld. If no frame is at hand,

it may be kept in the window till June, and be then placed on

its side out-doors in any convenient spot where it will be safe

from vermin.
Some varieties show a disposition to retain their foliage

much longer than others, and most of them can be maintained

in growth if thought desirable, though we think it good prac-

tice to give the corms a season of rest. Towards the close of

the summer the tubers should be repotted in a soil composed

of equal parts of leaf mould, or in its place good peat, well-

rotted manure, loam, and silver sand, but where all these

materials are not attainable, the best substitutes that are at

liand may be used. The pots may be from two to three times

partially shaded border, in ordinary garden soil weU drained.

They succeed admirably in turfy peat, and may be employed

as edgings to beds of American plants.

The only method of increasing these plants is by seed, which

readily vegetates if sown as soon as ripe in pots of light soil

placed upon a window or in a Cucumber frame. The young

plants will generally bloom the second season after planting,

and increase annually in size for many years.— ()('. Thompson's

English Flower Garden, Revised by the Author.)

Cyclamen persicam puDrtatmu.

the diameter of the tuber, which should have its upper surface

slightly raised above the level of the soil. Perfect drainage is

of great importance, and if a thin layer of compressed moss
can be laid over the crocks it will aid in keeping the soil from
falling through and obstructing the escape of water. As a

rule it is desirable to remove the outside portion of the old ball

of soil, but in the case of large corms it may suffice to renew
the surface soU. After repotting, the plant maybe replaced in

a cold frame or window, but little water being given until a

few leaves are well developed and the flower buds begin to rise,

when the allowance may be gradually increased.

The period at which the plant will commence blooming
naturally depends on the temperature maintained. A tuber

of moderate size will produce flowers in succession for two or

three months. Some varieties are delioiously fragrant, but it

must, in fairness, be added that large batches may be raised

from seed without yielding a single fragrant plant. Most of

the varieties seed freely, but it is worthy of note that in C. per-

sicum the peduncle does not coil itself in the spiral form for

which C. hederajfolium and other hardy species are so re-

markable. If allowed to ripen too much seed the plant will

be weakened, and will flower less freely the following season.

C. hederiefolium just referred to, together with C. europaium,
are scarcely less desirable than C. persicum, and being per-

fectly hardy require no attention beyond that of planting in a

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.—No. 7.

The next steps to take after the course of the walls has been

determined on I consider to be levelhng, draining, and trench-

ing the ground, which should be done in the order they are

named, because after levelhng it is much less difficult to erect

walls at a desired height above the surface than before that

operation ; and in draining, the depth at which the drams

should be placed below the surface is also easily decided on

;

afterwards trenching can be performed without the danger o£

the soil being again interfered with.

With regard to levelhng the ground, I do not suppose that

iu an amateur's small garden the labour would be expensive,

as it is neither likely nor advisable, where such a small space

is enclosed, that a spot would be chosen so very uneven as to

involve a large outlay in moving soil ; nevertheless, there are

very few places so favourably situated where more or less of

this work will not be found necessary. Here let me not be

misunderstood. I do not refer to levelhng in the strict sense

of the word, where to perform it properly the soil would be as

level as the surface of still water, but to throwing down banks

of rising ground and fiUing-np hollows so that the surface may
be free from inequalities apparent to the eye and be not very

far from level. This will generally answer all purposes. If

the ground has a natural incline towards one point or another

favourable for a garden, so long as the incline is not steep, it

is seldom advisable to interfere with it beyond rendering the

slope uniform, and let the walls follow the same course.

To form a garden on a perfect level is seldom attempted

;

it may be easy and at the same time necessary in some

localities to have one or more of the walls on a horizontal line,

say the north wall, and, perhaps, the south wall as well, but

on a lower level ; iu this case the east and west walls would

take the course of the ground iu order to meet the others.

Before levelling the surface soil the nature of the subsoil

should be ascertained and compared with the thickness and

quality of the surface soil, because in moving earth from one

part of the garden to another some places wiU be left com-

paratively thin and unfertile, while others will be enriched

and deepened to an unnecessary extent
;
yet it is possible, by a

judicious selection of soil and carting it here and there, to

make the soil of the whole garden workable and of uniform

quality.

Draining is the next work to be done, and must be regarded

as the first important operation towards the improvement of a

soU. It should, therefore, be done in the most careful and

substantial manner, but for a small garden it is not necessary

to adopt such expensive plans as would be needed where the

extent of ground is large. In determining the number of

drains to be put in and their depth, a safe guide wUl be found

iu the nature of the soil. If it is heavy and retentive, extend-

ing to a good depth, it should be freely drained, more par-

ticularly if it is below the level of adjacent ground, as at the

foot of steep declivities, where there would be at times such an

accumulation of water as to almost flood the garden. In such

cases it might be worth while to consider the desirability of

securing a system of drainage on the highest side of the gar-

den proper, so as to catch the water before reaching the latter
;

and the garden itself might be drained in the ordinary way
by placing the cross or branch drains about 3 or 4 feet deep,

and the main or collecting drains somewhat deeper, providing,

of course, a good fall so as to carry off the water quickly. In

a soil of the above description the drains may be from 10 to

20 feet apart, but in a hghter and more open soil, even if they

are not farther apart, they may be laid deeper. All these

matters, however, must be regulated by local circumstances,

such as the rainfall for a series of years, &c. There are situ-

ations for gardens where no artificial draining is needed, the

surface soil and the under strata being so porous as to

quickly carry o£f any superfluous water that may accumulate.

In planning a system of drainage let me remind my readers

that the truit-tree borders and walks ought to have their share
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of it, and the hothouBBB and Vine borders must not be over-

looked. It will always be useful to have a plan of the whole
arrangement drawn to a scale, and with all important points

and outlets marked on it for future reference, in case of alter-

ations and repairs being found necessary. Where it can be

done I should prefer separate drainage for the glass houses

and Vine borders, on account of the extra watering the Vines

would need, and the more general and constant use of water

in those places ; so that, if any misfortune befell the drains

in the garden it would not affect those of the hothouses.

I will now offer a few remarks upon the materials of which
drains are composed, and which are various, such as stones,

brickbats, fiints, chalk in large pieces, and sometimes wood.

The above are, perhaps, more suitable for collecting the water

than for carrying it off, and one reason for using them is that

they can in many cases be more easily procured than other

things. In districts, for instance, where stones abound the

excavations for foundations consequent on the formation

of new gardens often afford enough to supply all the drains

and to serve for many other purposes. Stone is the most
lasting of any material ; nevertheless, tile or pipe-draining

is most resorted to in these days, and the pipes used are

of various sizes, according to the nature of the soil and the

probable quantity of water which will have to pass through
them. I do not recommend having them too large for garden

drainage. They are made in lengths of a foot or 15 inches,

and from 2 to 4 inches in diameter, the smaller size being used

for the branch drains and the larger for carrying the water

away. I ought to have said, that when laying the drains in

the garden in connection with the walks their course should be

marked out by stakes, so that when the walks are made and
drained there will be no difficulty in finding the lower drains

for the purpose of connecting the others to them.
After draining comes trenching, which is an important ope-

ration for the pulverisation and improvement of the soil ; but

on a new piece of ground that has become hardened by lying

undisturbed for years, it is not only necessary to consider the

best method of trenching it up, but also whether it will be
advisable to do it at all for the first year or two, at least to

any great depth ; because in some oases—hungry clays or poor

gravel, for instance—the subsoil is even worse than that at the

top, and if turned up it would be quite unworkable and UBfer-

tile for years. I should prefer to treat this differently, by merely

turning the ground over a good spit deep, breaking up the

bottom 6 inches, and at the same time adding some manure
or better soil. After two or three crops had been taken off I

would trench it up another spit deep, still keeping the surface

soil at the top ; and when the subsoil had become more work-

able and pulverised I would trench it up again at the same
depth, but this time turning the bottom spit to the top. If it

could be arranged for this to be done in winter the soil would
work all the better in the spring. I have practised this method,
find have found it a very safe one to recommend. It may be
taken as a rule that on most plots of land there is a surface

soil of greater or less thickness, possessing far greater produc-

tive qualities than that lying beneath it, and to trench this in

to 2 or 3 feet in depth seems to me bad policy.

There is, however, another way of going to work which may
be here stated, and that is to turn up the ground three spits

deep, leaving the bottom one there, placing the top spit in the

middle, and mixing with that and the top one what refreshing

soil or manure the ground may seem to be in need of. On
the other hand, where a soil is to be found of good quality to

a uniform depth of 3 feet, the case is so different that I have
no hesitation in saying that this may very advantageously be

trenched to the full depth at once. It may be that the spot

chosen for a garden has an exhausted surface soil ; here, then,

is a good reason why trencliing should be done at once, but

even then I should be careful not to break-up the ground too

deeply for one year. Of course, all hardened soils when re-

quired for gardening purposes must be broken up, and are

benefited thereby, and I have thrown out the above hints for

the purpose of showing how necessary it is to make a careful

examination of the soil before going too far. I once took

charge of a garden which had been formed out of a meadow,
and possessing from a foot to 18 inches of good loamy soil on
the surface, with a subsoil approaching a clay. The trenching

was done at the same time as the draining, and all the good
soil was deposited at the bottom. I have known a man labour

hard a whole day to work-down the soil and sow two row.s

of Peas ; this was in dry weather when the soil had become
hardened by the sun, but in wet weather the operation of

working it down was equally difficult, it being so tough. Most
of the ground was retrenched so as to bring the old soil to the

surface again, and this proved to be a successful operation, for

the crops grew better and the labour of the garden was much
less difficult, though the good soil had become somewhat
deteriorated owing to the garden being insufficiently and too
deeply drained.

—

Thomas Eecobd.

HEATING.
I HAVE received a kindly letter, which gives me an opportunity

to state that, though fully aware of Mr. Hood's mode of cal-

culating the amount of piping required to secure any desired

temperature by the surface exposed—viz., IJ cubic foot for

every superficial foot of exposed glass surface, I did not adopt
it, as the finding is so fallacious and contrary to the require-

ments of practice as to lead me to the conclusion that Mr.
Hood intended the cubic contents of the structure to be taken
as the basis of calculation. This conclusion is, I think, borne
out by the table given by Mr. Hood in his treatise on " Warm-
ing BuUdings by Hot Water," showing the quantity of 4-inch

pipe which wiU be sufficient to heat 1000 cubic feet of air per
minute to from -15° to 90°.

For example, to secure a temperature of G5° for 1000 cubic

feet of ah', the external air 40°, we have in the table 104 feet

required, and by Mr. Hood's rule (see page 181) very nearly a
corresponding result. 125 x 25 = 312.5 + 135 = 23 x 1000 = 23,000

+ 222 = 103 feet of 4-inch pipe. Admitting, however, my being

in error, the cubic contents of the structure not being intended,

let us apply the rule to the stove alluded to at page 181. The
extent of glass surface is 1188 feet superficial, and we shall

have, at IJ cubic foot for every foot of exposed surface,

1485 cubic feet of air to be heated from 40°, the mean tem-

perature of the winter months in our climate to 65°, the

highest maximum from fire heat required. 125 x 25 = 3125 -i- 135
= 23 x 1485 == 34,155 + 222 = 153 feet of 4-inch piping, which
would be barely sufficient to keep out frost, much less to give

the required temperature of 65°, being less than one-third of

what is needed in practice. We have 4780 cubic feet of air

to heat, and only provide to heat 1485 ! What is to heat the

remaining 3295 cubic feet of air? Mr. Hood surely meant
the cubic contents of the house, adding IJ cubic foot for each

superficial foot of glass surface, which will give G49 feet of

4-inch piping ; or, if we take the cubic contents of the house,

we require 495 feet of piping, practice demanding 558 feet of

4-iuch pipe, or six rows all round excepting doorways. I

therefore concluded Mr. Hood intended the cubic contents, a

conclusion I do not depart from ; and as Mr. Kinnear courts

criticism, allow me to apply the formula given at page 167 to

the stove above alluded to, C5° the temperature of the struc-

ture and 40° the external air. The superficies 1188 mnltiphed

by eleven times the intended difference 25°, and the product

divided by fifteen times the intended difference of the heat of

the water (200°) and the air of the house (05°) gives us 161 feet

of 4-inch piping. Let us take the cubic contents of the struc-

ture 4780 cubic feet ; following Mr. Kinnear we obtain 649 feet

of surface at 200° to give the temperature required, which is

very close upon what practice demands, and is a most excellent

mode of calculating the piping required.

I make no complaint against the theoretical calculations.

Mr. Kinnear knows full well that no one keeps the heated

surface regularly at 200°, the water being that at night may bo

not half that in the morning ; therefore, to meet this loss we
need in practice considerably more heated surface to give U3

the required temperature just because we do not keep the

heating surface at its maximum constantly, it being on an

average not more than half the temperature it is theoretically

calculated to be.

Permit me to thank Mr. Kinnear for his very able papers,

which have deeply interested and instructed me, as also no
doubt many of your readers. They are very valuable were it

only that they showed what a waste of coal takes place in our

stokeholes.—G. Abeet.

KnoDODE^jBRON Show.—The Commissioners of EusaeU Sijuar©

have given permission to Messrs. John Waterer <fc Sons, of Bag-

shot, during the month of June next, to hold their Exhibition

of lihododendrons in the garden of that square. The garden is

one of the largest and best kept in London, and it is in a good

position, and adapted for a display of this kind. We are in-

formed that the Exhibition will be on a very large scale, and
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for the most part will be composed of varieties of Ebododen-

drons hitherto nnlcuown. Messrs. Waterer, we need hardly

say, are celebrated growers of Rhododendrons.

HYACINTH SHOWS.
Last week we had Konsiugton, which, as usual, was the great

tattle-ground of the London nurserymen, this week we have

the Eoyal Botanic, where the combat is generally renewed

;

but all the while there is going on a mild form of warfare, in

which the leading growers try to outvie each other by holding

an exhibition in their several neighbourhoods. In each ease

the Hyacinth is the principal object, in fact plays the lion's

part ; but it is presented in so many different aspects and with

30 many different accompaniments, that the capabilities of the

flower in a decorative point of view are thoroughly brought.

out. Of late years no spring flower that we know has risen

to such a degree of favour as the Hyacinth. Go where you

will about London you will see it in window or in front garden,

and where there is no real horticultural love you will see well-

contrived paper imitations of it, which afford neither pleasure

to the sight nor any other sense. It is, too, so easily cultivated

by anyone having but a little common sense that failure in

attaining respectable results, provided good bulbs are obtained,

is almost an impossibility ; and no one who sees the splendid

spikes which are brought to the exhibitions, and which it is quite

withiu the power of the amateur to equal, would be without

at least a small collection at this season.

Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, have, as they have had since

they took up Hyacinth-growing, a fine display at the Eoyal
Exotic Nursery, the merits of which can easily be surmised

from the specimens shown at Kensington last week, and then

reported on.

Messrs. Cotbosh, of Highgate, again, are not behind ; and
although they only took second honours at the show just

referred to, no one who has seen their admirable groups can
«xpect other than a fine exhibition from them. Though the

varieties are not so numerous as in former years, by judicious

weeding-out the quality on the whole is better. We noticed

none of the inferior kinds, and many fine examples of such
well-established favourites as Charles Dickens (S. E.), General
Havelock, De CandoUe, Von Schiller, Grand Lilas, Macaulay,
Grandeur X Merveille, &a. Along with these were some new
kinds, as Qurine Christine, Christine Henderson, noticed last

week; Habit d'Etfi, pale porcelain; Progress, porcelain blue,

and Spark of Fire, bright crimson ; both, however, past their

best. Along with these were Tulips, Crocuses, Cyclamens,
Cytisuses, and a variety of other plants serving to afford variety

and to form a setting to the whole.

Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laino have this season for their

field of operations the Crystal Palace, where their show occu-

pies a double range of staging, extending 100 feet in length.

The centre is occupied with Palms, Azaleas, the variegated

Acer Neguudo, Spirfea japonica, Dielytra speotabUis, and other

plants ; the lower stages with Cyclamens, Tulips, Chinese and
other Primulas, together with the Hyacinths, of which there

is a very good show. We will not particularise kinds, as the

best of these have been so often mentioned before.

LAZY-BED POTATO CULTURE.
[We sent the letter from " An Old Subscriber " to Mr. E-

Fenn, and this is his reply.]

I never recommended the lazy-bed system, nor do I, and I

bave not practised it since 1838, when I acceded to what I

styled to my neighbours the "lazier-bed"—viz., instead of

casting-out the soil on to 2-feet alleys, merely to be cast back
again over the seed tubers in their damp bed, I placed the
Potatoes 1 or 1 J foot apart each way, according to the sort, upon
a measured 4-feet parallelogram of surface soil, and cast-up
the soil from two 2-feet alleys running along each side to the

depth of 8 inches upon the sets at two operations, guided by
the time for the second when the sets were just beginning to
" push through." In short, this was just the reverse plan to the
lazy-bed, with very little laziness about either in regard to the
operator, that I could ever find out ; but the lazier-bed pro-
duced for me far better crops of Potatoes, and so it would be
with your correspondent's Myatt's Ashleaf.
What I would recommend to " An Old Subscriber " in pre-

ference to either, is the ridge-and-trench system, and hereby
hangs a tale. I remember in 1840 I was staying at a gentle-

man's house in Sussex. The soil of the kitchen garden was
very stiff and retentive, producing very unsatisfactory crops

of iPotatoes. I was sufficiently a Potato devotee at that pri-

mitive time even to be consulted about what was best to be
done to produce a better-eating esculent. A half-rotting

furze-stack happened to be near, and it struck me to advise

its being cut into refuse, excluding merely the largest stems,

and to have it placed about 2 inches thick on the surface of

the garden in measured plots, and a little soil cast first upon
the chopped furze, then the sets to be placed upon it and
Eoiled-up as for the lazier-beds described above.

The gardener "couldn't see it," and what was more, he
" wouldn't do it," so the coachman was ordered-up to " see to

it," and get the affair completed as advised. I felt sorry to

have been the innocent cause of an opposing ill-feeling for the

time, but I had the opportunity in the following autumn of

seeing the Potatoes taken up ; and the very excellent sample,

hitherto quite unapproached in the memory of the oldest in-

habitant, proved sufficient to heal-up all differences. Astonish-
ment, too, was expressed as to what had become of the " fuz."

Nothing remained of it but a modicum of mere sticks.

Well, the lazier-bed led me on eventually to the adoption
of the ridge-and-trench plan, which wOl probably remain for

me to the end of my time, and which modern writers, I am
happy to find, are generally beginning to recommend, along

with other ideas promulgated in these pages many years ago

and onwards, bo that it would be a work of mere supererogaticw

for me to resuscitate them again. Your issue, No. 461, 18'/0,

page 57, will describe what I should say appropriate to the

subject for the present day; in fact, all that our modern re-

commendations do give, barring " Hibberd'a Potato-tile,"

which, as I trust there are not now many prejudiced " blue-

aproners," may meet with a better reception even than my
idea did anent the furze-stack. But, however that may be
the higher we lay our Potatoes to grow the better fare; and
whether on " lazier-bed," or in ridges, with the " tUe " to

boot, I will answer for murrain to follow on the heels of sus-

tained lightning, thunder, and rain. So allowing the riders of

hobbies to pass along with the esteem that each of them owns
for the other, let us hope to have in June, July, and August dry
and cheery weather, and that will be tantamount to a healthy

crop of Potatoes following.

This brings me to the second question of " An Old Sub-
scriber," requiring the name of the largest Potato cultivated.

Paterson's Bovinia or American Late Eose, the latter being

by far preferable for garden culture, and much the dearer to

buy. I have some very large seedlings under my own pro-

bation, but two years more will be required of me before I can
say which of them is to go forth and run the gauntlet at

Chiswick ; and as I daily scrutinise the nonages of some two
hundred of them, they seem to say, " Albeit you have given

up your old nom de plume, and the frequent use of your pen,

you cannot be allowed ' rest ' unless you intend the Americans
to beat us Britishers." I answer, " Please the Potato fates,

the Americans have got all their work cut out to do so."—
Eoeekt Fenn, Rectory, Woodstock.

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.
The first spring Show, held yesterday, proved a very attractive

floral display, which, like its predecessor at Kensington, was
favoured by as bright sunshine as we have bad this year. Hya-
cinths, Tulips, and Cyclamens were the leadiug features. Messrs.
Veitch and Messrs. Cutbush took the prizes in the nurserymen's
class for twelve with splendid examples; and among amateurs
Mr. Douglas, gardener to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall,

was foremost with grand specimens of Lord Byron, Marie, Von
Schiller, Cavaiguac, La Grandesse, De CandoUe, and others,

together with Erebus and Sir Garnet Wolseley, both new addi-
tions to the single blue class, the former very dark. Mr. Weir
was second. The same exhibitors, both nurserymea and ama-
teurs, took the same positions for Tulips ; whilst in Cyclamens
Mr. Goddard, gardener to H. Little, Esq., Twickenham, was
first, and Mr. James, of laleworth, second with excellent groups.
Excellent pots of Lily of the Valley from Mr. Douglas, aiid Mr.
G. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart., took the houours
for that flower ; whilst beautifully bloomed plants of Deutzias
from Mr. Douglas and Mr. J. Reeves were deservedly placed
first and second in the competition for that plant.

Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, sent the
best group of twelve stove and greenhouse plants in flower, com-
pr sing good specimens of Odontoglossum Pescatorei, Lycaste
Skinneri, Dendrobium nobile, and other Orchids, together with
Eriostemon intermedium in fine bloom. Mr. G. Wheeler was
second. The same exhibitors also sent Azaleas. The half-dozen
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from Mr. Ward were exceedingly well bloomed, particularly
A. Borsig, a fine semidonble white. MesErs. Lane and Mr. G.
Wheeler sent forced shrubs ; the latter, Mr. James, and Messrs.
Cutbush, Chinese Primulas ; and Mr. James and Messrs. Dobson,
of Isleworth, Cinerarias.
Of miscellaneous exhibitions Mr. Williams, of Holloway, and

Messrs, RoUisson, of Tooting, sent fine mixed groups ; Mr. G.
Wheeler also contributed one. Messrs. Veitch had collections
of Hyacinths, Tulips, Cyclamens, and Clematises ; Mr. W. Paul,
Hyacinths, cut Camellias, and Roses ; Messrs. Lane, a charming
group of Camellias in pots; Messrs. Jackman, of Woking, a
collection of Clematis ; and Mr. Williams, one of Cyclamens.
New plants were plentifully shown by Messrs. Veitch, Williams,
and RoUissoD, and the certificates given were correspondingly
numerous.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The noted collection of Orchids made by the late Thomas

Dawson, Esq., of Meadow Bank, Uddingstone, is to be offered

for sale by auction on the premises, on the Gth and 7th of

May next. This includes some of the finest specimens of

rare and beautiful Orchids in the kingdom, and no doubt the
high reputation in which the collection has been long held
will attract from aU parts of the country and the Continent
some of the most eminent Orchid-growers.

We have received from Messrs. Manle & Sons, of
Bristol, a coloured plate of the new fbuit fp.om .Tapan, which
they are advertising in our columns. It is a variety of Quince,
with beautiful scarlet flowers, and the fruit forms an excellent
marmalade. Messrs. Maule exhibited both the fruit and the
preserve at the Bath Show, and both were much admired. We
can testify to the excellence of the preserve from personal ex-
perience.

An ingenious contrivance has been devised by Mr-
George Monro, of Potter's Bar, the well-known inventor of
" the cannon boiler," by which plants and fruits maybe grown
un er glass without artificial heat with perfect security from
the effects of extreme cold and frost. At present Mr. Monro
is not prepared to give publicity to the system, but as soon as
he has it quite matured due notice will be given of it.

The Orchard Houses at Sawbkidgewokth are now
in their glory, the trees being in full bloom, and exhibiting a
concentrated mass of colour rarely to be witnessed. The new
house recently erected, which is 200 feet long, is as full as it

can hold with fruiting Peaches and Nectarines in pots. These
were started in the beginning of January, and the fruit are now
in some instances IJ inch long, or nearly as big as Walnuts.
The only heat given is by a Deards's boiler and three 4-inch
pipes, the cost of which is a bagatelle. There must be many
thousands of fruit in the house. A new vinery is also a sight
worth seeing. The Vines are in pots, and these stand on the
pipes. Each Vine bears from eight to nine bunches ; when
full grown they will produce an enormous weight. We never
saw a grander sight in the way of fruiting pot Vines.

Messrs. Williams & Co., patentees of the Archimedean
lawn mower, have introduced a number of patterns of trellises
for flowers, made of a combination of wood and cane, which
appear to be very useful for the purpose they are intended to
serve. They are very light and elegant in their design, and are
a more durable-looking article than the split-wood trellises we
have seen in use.

Ret. C. C. Ellison, of Bracebridge, sends us the root
of an Apple tree worked on Rivers's Broad-leaved Paradise
stock, planted over two years ago, during which period it has
extended over 6 feet in a direct line about 8 inches from the

surface. Mr. E. says, " This fact suggests some useful hints
about growing grass or crops of anything around one's fruit

trees. I may note that the soil in which it grew is rich and in
fine condition, a bright lightish loam."

The Exhibition of plants, flowers, fruit, &c., of the
Rotal Flora Society of Brussels is to be held on the 5th,
Gth, and 7th of April, at the New Exchange, Brussels. Foreign
horticulturists and amateurs may compete for prizes, among
which are gold, silver, silver-gilt, and bronze medals, also
money prizes of £4 and £2. Lists of consignments for exhi-
bition should be sent to M. Lubbers, Sfcrc.tarie de la Societo
Royale de Flore, No. 28, Rue du Berger, a Ixelles, Brussels, on
31st March at latest. Notice of entry should have been given
on the 20th, but as the intimation did not reach us till that
day, exhibitors from this country will do well to ascertain
whether that rule is to be strictly insisted upon.

The extension of the Cinchoma cultivation in Darjeeling
continues. Every year additional land is brought under
Cinchona culture, and it is calculated that two thousand acres

more will be cleared and planted within the next four years.

With regard to Ipecacuanha, upwards of twenty thousand
plants and cuttings are now in hand, all of which promise well.

Another interesting fact relating to the introduction of useful
plants into India, is that of the success in the Terai of the
Cacao (Theobroma Cacao, L.). The plants that were planted-
out about a year ago, were sent from Kew at the suggestion of

Dr. Hooker, and they are now in a most healthy and satis-

factory condition.

—

(Nature.)

The steamship " Manhattan," which left Charleston,

S. Carolina, for New York, February 25th, had on board the
first NEW Strawberries of the season, being about a hundred
quarts ; she also took new green Peas, both being among the
earliest shipments known. They were the growth of Florida,

and indicate that the semi-tropical climate of that State is

able to furnish fresh fruits and vegetables nearly all the year
round.

We learn from the Hatits Independent that the experi-

ment is being tried of shipping Broccoli from Jersey to America,
via Southampton.

A Belgian paper, says Nature, describes an immense
petrified trunk of a Conifer discovered in the province of Line-
burgh in perfect preservation. Its length is about 33 feet, and
its diameter about 20 inches.

The Southampton Hokticultdral Societt have fixed

the 25th of May and the 1st and 3rd of August for their Exhi-
bitions. The schedule contains a Uberal list of prizes, and
the Committee have been fortunate in having the first prizes in

many of the classes presented by various gentlemen and trades-

men residing in the neighbourhood. The principal prize is a
silver cup and £10, offered at the August Show for the beat

collection of thirty miscellaneous plants, open to all.

A Scotch pauper lunatic (says The Pall Mall Gazette)

who beUeved himself to be a mUlionnaire used to describe with
much gusto the costly viands daily prepared for him, and
served on gold plate, adding that he could not understand why
they all tasted of oatmeal. A similar objection might be made
to the confectionery of the present day, owing to the extent to

which it is pervaded by a flavour of vanilla. The propensity

to give the public rather too much of this good thing will be
increased by a discovery which, according to the Scotsman, has
been made in Dr. Hoffmann's laboratory at Berlin, and is pub-
lished by that journal as especially interesting to the possessors

of Fir trees, of which there are many in Scotland. There is,

it appears, in the juice of Fir trees, between the wood and the

bark, a crystalline substance called coniferin, a glucoside, as

chemists call it, which, when acted upon by oxydieing agencies,

is easily converted to vanillin, the chemical principle of vanilla.

As a few grains of this vanillin wUl flavour at least a dozen ice

puddings, and the juice of an ordinary-sized Fir tree contains

enough coniferin to make five guineas' worth of vanillin, it is

evident that Scotland can supply all our pastrycooks with this

article without greatly diminishing the forests of Firs now
about to clothe her hills with the most delicate of vernal green.

A BIT OP THE NEW FOREST.
I AM obliged to acknowledge that thirty years, or thereabouts,

have passed since the sunny autumn day on which I walked

forth from Southampton to wander through a part of the New
Forest. I was a Fern-collector in those days, and a prime
object was to obtain specimens of Osmunda regalis—that truly

Royal Fern, that " flower-crowned prince of British Ferns "

—

nor was I disappointed. Nowhere since have I seen it in greater

luxuriance or so appropriately placed as in some of the grassy

open spaces among the trees near Rufus's Stone, the memorial
of the traditional place where the tree stood against which the

arrow glanced that killed the Red King. Pages could I fiU

with extracts from my notes on the forest scenery—Lyndhurst,
Foxlees, Ladycross, and other places whose beauties are still

remembered ; but I must pass on to a church crowning a steep

ascent, and deeply set amid the forest trees. It has been well

described by a recent visitor as "so thickly surrounded by large

Elms that the square embattled church tower is not visible in

the summer landscape, and scarcely in tho winter ; but from

the churchyard you have glimpses through leafy screens, or

thinner network of bough and twig, of the wide-stretching
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woodland in which it stands. The church, the oldest part (thoy

Fay) Saxon, another part thirteenth century, patchwork as it
j

now is, retains on tho whole a quaint and pleasant rusticity."
|

In the churchyard stood the largest Maple tree, in fact I think :

the only Maple tree I ever saw. It is here portraited, but not
from my pencil. Its stem at 4 feet from the ground was more
than 6 feet in circumference ; to its topmost twig must have
been 40 feet, and the diameter of the circle shaded by its

branches as much. I did not know the name of tho parish,

but beneath the boughs of the Maple was an oblong altar tomb
thus inscribed :

" In a quiet mansion beneath this stone, secure

from the altlictions, and still more dangerous enjoyments of

life, lye the remains of WilUam (lilpin, sometime vicar of this

parish, together with the remains of Margaret, his wife. After

living above fifty years in happy imion, they hope to be raised

in (iod's good time, through the atonement of a blessed

liedeemer for their repented transgressions, to a state of joyful

immortality ; there it will be a new joy to meet several of their

good neighbours who lye scattered in these sacred precincts

around them. He died April 5th, 1804, at the age of eighty.

She died April 14th, 1807, at tho age of eighty-two." This
revealed to me my
whereabouts — I

was in the church-
yard of Boldrc,

and by the side

of the remains of

him whose " Fo-
rest Scenery," and
tours in search of

the picturesque
were so much ad-

mired, and are

still-used tenants
of our book-
shelves.

Ho was " a lineal

descendant of l!er-

nard Gilpin, called
' The Apostle of

the North,' born
in 1724 at Scaleby
Castle, near Car-
lisle, the house of

his grandfather, ' a

counsellor of note,'

whose eldest son,

being a bad mana-
ger, ran into debt,

and was at last ob-

liged to sell the
family place. He
entered Queen's
College, Oxford,
January 1740 (N.S.) ; obtained his Bachelor degree in 1744;
was ordained 174fi, and made curate of Irthington. He became
an M.A. 1748. In 175'2, age twenty-nine, he was principal

assistant at the school of the Rev. Daniel Sanxay, Cheam,
Surrey, who in a year retired in Gilpin's favour. He now
married. His own account, dated thirty years later, is simple
and pleasing :--

" When my uncle was in possession of Scaleby Castle, before
his affairs went wr'oug, he took a little niece, a fatherless child,

to bring up. He had no children of his own, and his wife and
j

he considered her as such, nor were any father or mother fonder
of any of their own children than they were of her. She used
often to be at Carlisle to play with her cousins, and her cousins
were as often at Scaleby to play with her. She was a pretty ,

little girl ; and everybody said she was a very good little girl.

In short, one of her cousins, though only a schoolboy, took a
particular fancy to her. He soon after made his father and
mother his confidants ; and they were far from discouraging
him. They probably thought (as I do now) that early attach-
ments, though not favourable to ambition and worldly schemes,
are far from being unfavourable to virtue ; and my father,

good man (which alone would endear his memory to me),
painted her picture and sent it me to Oxford ; though the poor
girl herself was then ignorant of the occasion. In process of
time, however, the plot began to open. The two cousins be-
came acquainted with each other's sentiments ; and though
(as neither of them had anything to depend on but themselves)
it was several years before the drama was concluded by a

marriage, yet at length this step was thought prudent by all

their friends ; and they have now (1791j lived together about
thirty years, without having been almost as many days
separated. No marriage could be more happy. All their
schemes succeeded ; and they are now, in their old age, in
affluent circumstances, and have six fine grandchildren to bear
their name after them. They have often said to each other
they never knew what could be called an affliction ; and only
have to hope that God will bo pleased to work with them by
felicity, as He often does with others by calamity.'

" In his school he seems to have been a sort of minor
Arnold ; took great pains with the morals and religion of his

pupils, had a constitutional code, and in certain cases tried a
culprit by a jury of his fellows, ' bound by honour.' ' I never
knew,' he says, ' an improper verdict given.' Two daughters
were born to him, who died young, and two sons, of whom the
elder went to America, married, and grew rich, settling at

Philadelphia. The second bon, another William, went into
the Church, and succeeded his father as master of Cheam
School in 1777. The father, fifty-four years old by this time,
had kept the school for tweuty-five vears, and now retired

withabout£10,000
saved. His many
excellent qualities,

both as man and
teacher, made
many of his old

pupils friends of

his for life, and
one of these.

Colonel Mitford,

author of the ' His-
tory of Greece,'

now presented him
to the vicarage of

Boldre. He had
thus altogether an
income of perhaps
£700 a-year. In
his large parish,

fifteen to eighteen
miles in circuit,

Mr. Gilpin went
about actively,

visiting the poor
cottagers and help-

ing them as well

as he knew how.
As a preacher he
had an impressive
earnestness and
simplicity ; and it

is related that ho
once compelled a

certain rich married farmer to give up a mistress whom he
kept, to the general scandal, and, moreover, to appear in
church, led in by the two churchwardens, and to repeat after
the curate a paper of confession and contrition, after which
the vicar preached a grave appropriate sermon. Mr. Gilpin
was large-built and rather corpulent, with a good voice and
dignified presence, fit for a head master, fit for a vicar. His
face, somewhat fat, with a roundish bald head (I have seen
his likeness in crayons, hanging in Walhampton Park, a house
which he often frequented), chiefly expresses a grave and
cheerful benevolence, spiced with some hint of mental alacrity.

" After being released from the school he indulged his love
of scenery and sketching by making frequent tours, generally,
or perhaps always, accompanied by his wife, in some of the
most beautiful parts of England and Scotland, a very un-
common kind of amusement in those days ; and produced in
succession the already-alluded-to publications.

" His life at homo was simple, pure, and economical ; ho
seldom dined out. ' I never was fond,' he says, ' of eating
and drinking ; but, from habit, I have now taken a thorough
dislike to them both, and never dine pleasantly but on my own
bit of mutton, and a draught of small beer after it (for I never
drink wine), and so the job is over.'

" His delight was to stroll after breakfast into the grove be-
hind his vicarage, note-book in hand ; to improve his little

grounds and garden
;

to visit in turn his parishioners, rich
and poor, especially the latter (not forgetting their bodily
wants)

;
to address kind words of greeting, inquiry, admonitioii

,

ISiiLI'liE MAPLE.
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or enooiu-flgement to everyone he met in his walks ; to come
home to his bit of mutton, his dear good wife and family, and
his pen-and-ink drawings in the evening. His style of art was
not the exact and realistic, but the bold and generalising

—

verging often on what Mr. Eusldn calls the Blottesriue ; his
illustrations of the Highland and other scenery only possessed
—and according to his convictions were right, inasmuch as
they only possessed—a kind of broad and sweeping resem-
blance to real scenes ; and his very numerous later drawings
were nearly all fancy sketches, exemplifying the true rules of
' picturesque beauty,' as he conceived them. These sketches—made with a reed pen and a brownish ' iron-water ' ink,
and afterwards ' toned ' with a yellow wash—he used to give
away freely to his friends, until it came into his mind that he
might in this way make some money for the benefit of his
poorer parishioners. He had already, out of the profits of his
books, buUt and opened a school at Boldre for the children of
day labourers—twenty boys to be taught reading, writing, and
ciphering; twenty girls, reading, sewing, and spinning. To
this school he wished to leave a permanent endowment, and
also an aid to the school at Brockenhurst, and sold for these
ends a collection of his drawings, received £1200 for them, and
placed it in the three per cents. The sum being still in-
sufficient to carry out all his intentions, he went to work again
with his reed-pen, at the age of 78, and in two years produced
a large number of drawings. These, ' the last effort of my
eyes,' in 1802, were sold by auction at Christie's, and pro-
duced no less than £1500. The schools were endowed accord-
ingly

; and the Boldre children, in addition to being taught
free of all charge, received yearly, the boys a jacket, pair of
breeches, and a green vest ; the girls a green frock and black
petticoat. The school-house, shadowed by a pair of tall

Lindens, stands on the roadside between the church and the
vicarage, and the school, locally called ' The Green School,' is

still alive, but not flourishing.

"There are three notable trees, now flourishing in Boldre
parish, which are connected with this good old vicar's memory.
You may see them in the course of a moderate walk. About a
mile from Lymington, well sheltered among soft woody slopes,
stands the comfortable vicarage of grey and red bricks, with
trim flowery lawn guarded by Scotch Firs, and slanting little

meadow, beyond which rises the grovy hUl in whose wood-
walks Mr. Gilpin used to stray. Near the south-west corner
of the house stands conspicuous an unusually fine Occidental
Plane tree, tall, shapely, healthy, which the vicar used to ad-
mire more than seventy years ago, and has celebrated in the
' Forest Scenery.' This Plane was the vicar's favourite home-
tree.

" In his walks he was fond of visiting a Yew some two
miles distant,

—

" ' A tree,' he s.ays, ' of peculiar beauty ... It stands
not far from the banks of Lymington Eiver, on the left bank
as you look towards the sea, between Eoydon farm and Boldre
church. It occupies a small knoll, surrounded with other
trees, some of which are Yews, but of inferior beauty. A little

stream washes the base of the knoll, and winding round, forms
it into a peninsula. If anyone should have curiosity to visit

it from this description, and by the help of these landmarks, I
doubt not but he may find it at any time within the space of
these two or three centuries in great perfection, if it suffer no
external injury.'

" There it stands at this day; now, in winter time, sombrely
conspicuous as you approach it among the naked grey boughs
of the Oak coppice.

" The third tree connected with Mr. Gilpin's memory is the
Maple, of which the portrait is here."

Mr. Gilpin had many friends whoso tastes and literary ac-
quirements harmonised with his own. Prominent among
these were the Eev. Mr. Mason, author of " The English
Garden," and his brother poet the Eev. Mr. Crabbe. The
latter has thus pourtraycd Mr. Gilpin :

—

" His frequent vipits felrlom fail'd to please

;

Easy himeelf , he soupht his ncighhour's easo

;

To a small garden with delight ho came.
And gave successive flowers a summer's fame

;

These he presented, with a grace his own,
To his fair friends, and made Iheir beauties known.
Not without moral compliment : bow they
• Lite flowers were sweet, and must liie flowers decay 1'

*' Simple he was, and lov'd the pimple truth.
Vet had some useful cunnijip, froju his youth

;A cunning never to dishonour lent,
And rather for defence than conquest meant

;

'Twas fear of poi\X'r, with fame denive to rihc.
But not enough to make him enemies.

He ever aim'd to please ; and to offend
Was ever cautious, for he sought a friend.
Yet for the friendshil" never much would pay,
Content to bow, be silent, and obey.
And by a soothing suil'rance find his way."

We are indebted for most of the notes on Mr. Gilpin to a
very interesting volume, "Eambles by Patricius Walker,"
published by Messrs. Longman & Co.

MERCURY.
rWe received some roots from a correspondent, " Stokt,"

who stated he had them from Lincolnshire, and recommended
to have the leaves they would produce used as Spinach. It

came bearing the suspicious title " Mercury," so we sent it to

an able correspondent dwelling near Lincoln, asking for par-
ticulars. The following is his reply.

—

Eds.]

After six hours' immersion in warm water, and a further
forty-eight hours in a close propagating case, I am able to

recognise in "Stobt's" enclosure a crown of the veritable

Lincolnshire Mercury. Of this there is no doubt whatever

;

the freshened leaves and the taste of the root are precisely

identical with a crown just dug from the garden. This vege-
table is grown, or rather grows itself, in thousands of gardens
in this county. In many villages every farmer's and cottager's

garden has a bed of it; in fact, aplot without a "Markwerry"
bed is considered by many to be singularly barren and desti-

tute. It is not, however, generally met with in the gardens of

the gentry, and I observe that as the farmers rise to this

higher position (and they have risen rapidly), the Mercury
beds become neglected, and are eventually destroyed. This
may be that gardeners have a prejudice against it, regarding it

as a rubbishy crop. Certain it is that it will grow in spite of

their cultural skill, and clings to its home with the pertinacity

of any indigenous weed. Yet it is not a weed, but may be
correctly described as a plebeian vegetable, highly esteemed by
its numerous humble owners. By these it is valued for its

table excellence, earliness, and productiveness, and it is,

moreover, credited with medicinal virtues of traditional au-

thority as being " good for the blood."

It is often called Everlasting Spinach, and the name is

as expressive as any that could be chosen. It resembles
Spinach in growth and leaf form, but is rather woolly, and
lacks the bright gloss of that vegetable ; it grows in the same
plot from generation to generation, of course spreading out-

wards, but not rapidly, and is not at all a " travelling plant,"

after the manner of Pennyroyal. In many gardens it is

grown near to the cottage, so that soapsuds and other refuse

are handily given to it, so as to induce a quick free growth,
and enable the owner to " cut and come again " a good many
times over ; hence the above name is very descriptive and
good. It has another homely name—Allgood, as the suc-

culent stems as well as the leaves are cooked and eaten.

When or 8 inches high it is cropped over, not quite close to

the ground, tied in little bundles, and cooked. When served

it is not unlike Spinach, but is firmer, and when old very

shghtly bitter. Although it has been extensively driven away
by gardeners in favour of Spinach, yet Spinach will never sup-

plant it in the estimation of the working population. These
consider it infinitely preferable to Spinach, and, judging it on
its merits, it is highly probable that almost evei-yone liking

Spinach would like Mercury better.

If " Stoet" will plant his crowns 'J inches apart in any con-

venient unshaded corner of his garden, in any sort of soil, and
give it a covering of manure every autumn, he may have
Mercury as long as he lives, and his children after him, even

to the thii-d and fourth generation ; and if particularly liked

he may improve quality and increase quantity by adopting

the cottager's practice of pouring on it soapsuds or any liquid

manurial refuse at any season, but especially in the spring and
early summer months. It would not be advisable to cut it the

first year, but a few sprigs for trial might be thinned-out

without any harm being done. It grows 18 inches to 2 feet

high.

Since writing the above I have referred to that valuable

work of reference, " The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary," and

on page 532 find the following :
—" Mercury (Chcnopodinm

Bonm-Henricus). — This perennial plant is known by the

various names of Angular-leaved Goosefoot, English Mercury,

or Allgood, Good Henry, Good King Henry, and Wild Spinach.

In many parts of Lincolnshire, as about Boston, it is culti-

vated to use as Spinach ; the young shoots are also peeled,

boiled, and eaten as Asparagus. Sow the seed in March, but
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October ia better, in a well-manured bed, prepared as for Ae-

paragas ; in the middle of September plant the seedlings

during rainy weather in a similar bed, in rows a foot apart

each way. Hoe frequently, and use the shoots or tops as re-

quired. Dress the beds with manure the same as for As-

paragus ; they will continue in production many years. This
must not be mistakon for Mercurialis, or Mercury, one of our
common hedge weeds; for this is poisonous. Mercurialis is a

diosoious plant, and belongs to the natural order Spurgeworts
;

but the Chenopodium belongs to the natural order Chouopods,
and to the Linn:uan class and order Pentandria Monogynia."
" Stobt " need have no fear in this point ; his roots are not
those of MercuriaUa, but Chenopodium.—J. Witiani.

POTTING, DEAINAGE, &c., FOR VINES.
Potting, drainage, watering, and au'-giving or ventilation

—

these operations may be reckoned the four chief corner-stones

of the successful cultivation of fruits and flowers in pots. If

they are not attentively and properly performed, no other

points of culture can work-out a successful issue. Indeed, if

we include temperature and cleanliness, there are not many
points of great importance left out of this catalogue of the suc-

cessful fruitist or florist. They may be considered the six points

of a horticulturist's charter : and they all hang together like a

perfect law; if one is violated, the fulfilment of all the rest

avails but little, and failure must be the issue. To be success-

ful in the growth of fruits and flowers in pots, there must be

what we shall term a perfect symmetry of practice maintained
without the least reservation or neglect. Hence a successful

gardener's life must be one of promptitude and punctuality. A
plant in a pot never prospers under the care of an attendant
who is not both punctual and prompt in attending to its wants.

A day's neglect or violation of certain laws often results in

disasters which can never be completely repaired.

We have to day (February 13th) passed through our hands a

considerable number of fruiting pot Vines that were struck

from eyes last year. Before filling a span-roofed house 80 feet

long with these, each plant was turned out of its pot and the
drainage examined. The majority of these Vines were potted
in very fibry but rather strong loam, packed very firmly into

the pots. The drainage was ample and very carefully per-

formed : first a layer of larger crocks was put into the bottom
of the pots, and it was finished off to the depth of 2J inches
with finely-broken crocks free from dust. All the plants thus
potted and crocked were a perfect mass of fine healthy fibrous

roots ; so fresh and nice were they that one of our assistants

remarked that the roots had begun to grow. The fact is, that the
roots are just now in the same fresh state as when they ceased
growing last autumn. It was not necessary to turn them up-
side down to get the balls out of the pots ; they are such a mass
of fibrous roots that all that was necessary was to take hold of

the Vine stem and lift the whole out of the pot e)i. masse.

The remaining number were grown in a more sandy loam,
and potted much less firmly. The drainage, by some over-

sight, consisted of just a piece of broken pot over the holes in

the bottom of the pot. W'e tried to lift these out of their pots
in the same way, but found that instead of a lift of ball and
roots from the bottom of the pot, they were only liftablo little

more than half-way. The layer of soil at the bottom of the
pots was soured and pasty-like, and with next to no roots in it.

As a whole, there is not half the amount of roots in the same
sized pot, and the young fibre there is not so healthy and
sound.

Here, then, we have the result of the violation of one point
of our charter making the attention of the practitioner to the
other points of no avail. We have no hesitation in saying that
the difference of these two sets of roots arose from the differ-

ence of drainage chiefly, and of potting partly, and, as a con-
tingent consequence, the difference of watering. The want of
sufficient drainage prevented the water from passing away suf-
ficiently freely, and the loose potting held more in suspension
than the pot full of firmly-packed soil did. And wherever
these conditions exist, we have in all our practice found fewer
rootlets or feeders, and these few of a diS'ereut order. In the
case of Vines this is especially the case ; the roots are few in
number, dropsical-like, and never ripen or survive the winter
or period of rest in proper condition. Not only so, but a pot
firmly filled with soil holds more soil, and as a consequence
ruore nourishment. It also holds less water, for a pot with a
given quantity of soil has room for a less quantity of water
than another with less and looser soil ia it. Nor is this the only

[

advantage. As our correspondent Mr. .J. Simpson pointed out
some time ago, the very resistance oft'ered to the roots of a
plant by a firm body of soil causes it to make more roots and
of a better quaUty than takes place in a loose soil. It is a fact,

too, that a soil holding less water in suspension induces plants
to multiply its feeders, and take more complete possession of
the feeding ground afforded it. A plant in the open ground
wUl make more twiggy roots in a season of drought than in
one of wet. The same holds good of plants in a pot. This is

a point in plant-culture generally that must be regarded as of
great importance.
Now for the deceptive part of the business in regard to Vines.

A Vine in the circumstances as to potting and watering pointed
out above as undesirable and injurious, may, and often does,
make a stronger cane than does another Vine under the con-
trary and better conditions. But I need not tell the expert
that the cane or growth is of a different character. It is longer-
jointed, there is more pith in the wood, there are less compact
and less symmetrical bunches formed in embryo in its buds

;

its roots do not come so rapidly into action as do those of the
fine fresh fibry character.

A word as to our mode of placing such Vines in their fruiting
quarters. We have no objection to turning them entirely out
of their pots into a border of soil, but think it desirable that
the feeders should have more scope than is afforded in an 11 or
12-inch pot. We transfer the ball entire into Orchid pots of
the same size, with three tiers of large boles in them, and
plunge them in the borders ; the roots, of course, get out freely
all round the balls into the fresh soil—and for midsummer
fruiters this is a great advantage.
Too much water at the roots is a great evil in the case of

young growing Vines, but is one that is scarcely possible with
perfect drainage and thoroughly firm potting. To some extent
this same rule applies more or less to all plants in pots.— (T/ie

Gardener.)

The weather here was very severe on March 10th and the
two following days, accompanied with snow. The Apricot
bloom was nearly all destroyed ; that not fully out very much
injured, and I fear entirely destroyed. Peaches and Nectarines
were not in bloom, and Apples are quite safe. The trees have
been protected some time with tiffany. Lilacs appear to have
suffered very much, as they were just putting forth their bloom
buds

; in some instances the branch is entirely destroyed.—

•

G. HoLLiDAY, Castle Hill Gardens, Blechinfjleij, Surrey.

LAYING OUT A LAWN.
The arrangement of a lawn with its walks, groups of shrubs,

trees, and other accessories is not a diflicult operation, and yet
it frequently proves very puzzling when first taken in haiid,
more, I am inclined to think, from a feeling of diffidence com-
bined perhaps with a dread of adverse criticism and an igno-
rance of certain fundamental laws than from a want of taste.

Simplicity of design, unity of expression, sufficient expanse to
impart an air of dignity and repose, and a pleasing variety,
are the general principles which should most influence our
measures, and which I have striven to embody in the accom-
panying plan, designed for the guidance of " A Novice." It

has been repeatedly stated in former papers bearing upon this
subject, that however clearly general principles may be ex-
plained, yet each case invariably presents its own peculiarities
requiring special treatment, and the present example appears
to afford an opportunity for the explanation of certain details

which may be applicable to similar cases.

We have here a piece of ground in the form of an irregular
semicircle, enclosed on three sides by a belt of shrubs, with
sheltering trees behind, and a grass terrace on the remaining
or front side. There are already about a dozen trees irregu-

larly dispersed about the surface. The positions of the croquet
ground n and a seat at o are given, and it is required that an
approach shall be made to the croquet ground. The lawn is

intersected by other walks, and the positions of groups and beds
of shrubs are shown. Now, although the rough sketch and
descriptive note communicated by " A Novice " were as clear
and explicit as could be wished, yet, as every irregularity of
the surface, every object or feature upon or near it, exercises a
certain effect on the whole, it is impossible to prepare a plan
quite accurately without actually seeing the ground itself. It

frequently happens that a design which appears to be perfectly
correct on paper has to undergo considerable modificatioa
whan it is wrought out. More shrubs, or an entire group or
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KEFEREN0E3 TO PLAN.

A. RhoaoJpndrnn or Rose Garden.
B. Croqnot Ground.
c. Steps.

D. Aeh Tree with Seaf.

E. Beds ol Flowering Slirub i
F. Qrass Tenace.

0. Arbour.
H. Border of ^-hrnbr

1. Gravel.

J. Turf.
The circleB represent trees already
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two, may be found necessary to impart the requisite finish, to

give balance or fulness to parts that prove so expansive as to

present a balil and meaningless appearance ; or, as is more
frequently the case, fewer shrubs are found necessary than it

was thought would be required in the first instance. It will

therefore be understood that this plan is simply suggestive.

An arbour is substituted for the seat at (i, to impart a pic-

turesque and important air to the less interesting part of the

lawn, and to afford rest and shelter at the most distant point

—precisely where it would most likely be required ; and the

Ash tree at n, from its central position and nearness to the

croquet ground, is surrounded by a seat and circular sweep of

gravel, into which the main approach to the croquet ground
and the two branch walks converge. The space between the

terrace and croquet ground, by its form and position, is admir-

ably adapted for a Rhododendron or Rose garden. It is 3 feet

lower than the terrace, from whence, therefore, the full beauty
of its flowers might be enjoyed. It would be a charming
adjunct to the croquet ground, which is on a still lower level

;

it would impart much beauty and interest to the entire scene

;

and it would in itself form an object of prime importance. It

might be planted entirely with Rhododendrons, or with Roses,

or a mixture of the two. Thus there might be a grand central

mass of Rhododendrons with four side beds of Roses.
The large space of turf, '}, might probably require a few

more shrubs or a bed or two near its margin, but I have not
introduced more in the plan from ignorance of the size of the

trees already growing there. If they should be fine stately

old trees, then there should be a considerable expanse of lawn
around them ; if they are of no great size, then, and only then,

more shrubs would be required. This is a matter requiring

much caution, a crowded style of planting only being admissible

for immediate effect. Wherever it is practised, if frequent
attention is not bestowed upon the progress of the plants and
to the timely thinning of crowded groups, they will gradually
assume the aspect of mere thickets, and all individuality among
the shrubs will be lost. It should be added that the groimd
falls from 1 to 2, 2.

—

Edwaed Luckhukst.

The Catheeine Peab.—It answers well in Devon as a

market Pear, and I consider it much superior in flavour to

either the Crawford or Green Chisel, but not up to a fine
" Bergamy." It also answers well in the Southams of Devon,
where there is one of the oldest and largest Pear trees I ever

saw, one half of which is Catherine, the other Autumn Ber-

gamot. In some very old fruit catalogues it is named Green
Catharine.—A. McKelvib, Torrlnyton.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBUBBAN GARDENING.
Although much has been said and written relative to the

importance of arranging plants in flower gardens according to

their complementary colours, but little attention in a practical
point of view has been paid to the subject. This is the more
to be regretted, because the theory of colours is not an imaginary
one, but is founded on nature, and therefore as nature demands
that to produce an harmonious whole certain colours must be
properly blended, we ought not to distribute plants at random.
" Every decided colour," observes Goethe, "does certain violence
to the eye and forces the organ to opposition." Thus, let any
one fix his eye intently on the brilliant scarlet flowers of Verbena
ignea, and in a few seconds the colour becomes oppressive to that
organ, but no sooner does he remove it to the green foliage that
surrounds the flower than the pain ceases and the observer ex-
periences relief. And why is this ? Because green is the oppo-
site or complementary colour of red, and in the same manner
yellow demands purple; orange, blue, and vice versa; and so on
throughout the whole range of colours, as all the intermediate
gradations reciprocally demand each other, the simpler colours
requiring the compound, and the contrary.
Again, colours are divided into two classes—viz., warm and

cold. The warm colours are red, orange, and purple, and their
shades ; and the cold or complementary colours, green, blue,
and yellow, in their various gradations ; while white, which for

gardening purposes takes the place of green, may be considered
complementary to the whole of them, as all colours are improved
by being brought in contact with it, with the exception of pale
pink or yellow, to which it gives a rather dingy appearance.
Where the flower beds are surrounded by grass it is not

advisable to introduce cold colours, as yellow or blue, to any
great extent, but, on the contrary, warm colourB, as red, orange,
and purple, should prevail, and the opposite when the beds are
on yellowish brown gravel, which is a warm colour. For this
reasou it is that some persons object to certain colours in their
flower gardens ; but if when cold colours are placed on grass

the beds are stirrounded by a narrow margin of the complement-
ary colour, the effect of the flowers will be much enhanced,
and the same will occur when the beds are on gravel.

These remarks are offered at this time with a view to the
arrangement of colours in sowing spring or planting autumn-
sown annuals, which must be got into their permanent quarters
as soon as possible. In arranging the plants I would particularly
insist upon a due proportion in their height as well as in the
colour of their flowers.
In borders that are viewed in their length and breadth the

colours should be arranged in the following order ;—Red, white,
yellow, purple, orange, blue ; repeating the same colour or some
shade of it at regular distances throughout the length of the
border.
One of the great advantages of a window garden is the agree-

able occupation it affords to tliose amateur gardeners who are
imprisoued iu towns, to invalids, and to lady amateurs, and
young people who are confined to the house by bad weather iu
town or in the country. Watering the plants, tying-up climljers,
making cuttings, and raising seedlings, shifting the plants,
watching the daily progress and daily opening of the flower
buds may serve to Ijeguile many a tedious hour, and persons
unaccustomed to plant-culture would hardly believe how much
occupation, amusement, and instruction those little gardens
will supply. It will be found a great improvement and teud to

secure a healthy vegetation to plunge the pots in moss, and to
cover them with the same material. The green moss in itself

is a beautiful object, while it serves to conceal what is the very
reverse, a collection of red garden pots. Then, by keeping it

wet iu summer, and dry or nearly bo iu winter, an atmosphere
may be readily provided exactly suited to the wants of the
plants, and the soil in the pots is kept at all times in an equable
state with regard to moisture and temperature, protecting alike
from the bvirning sun in summer and from the cold which is

occasioned by evaporation or by radiation under a clear frosty
skyiu winter.
In furnishing the garden it is evident that, in order to produce

the best effect, the habit of the plants should harmonise with
the limited dimensions of the structure intended to contain
them. Moderate-sized flowers of clear and brilliant colours,
delicate foUage, and a compact habit, are the points to be chiefly
attended to in selecting the plants.
A small garden in the outskirts of a town should have more

flowering plants and flowers cultivated in it than would be
wanted in the country, as flowers are much valued and produce
a more delightful contrast in such situations. It is very doubtful,
however, how far training climbers to town houses in the
cottage or villa style is accordant with good taste, especially
as they seldom look healthy or flower freely. Consistently with
a good supply of flowering plants, moreover, a town garden
cannot have too many evergreens, for they produce liveliness
and verdure at the season of the year when, iu towns, the most
leaden dulness often reigns in the atmosphere.
As the weather has taken a favourable change, operations

which should have been performed some time ago may now be
proceeded with in good earnest. Ground that has been winter-
dug and fully exposed to the mellowing influence of the late

frosts will now be in excellent condition for receiving seeds,

therefore embrace an early opportunity of getting-in the prin-

cipal crops of Carrots and Onions. Of the latter the most useful

sorts for a villa are the Strasburg and James's Keeping; a small
patch of the Silver-skinned may also be sown for pickling. Sow
iu 4-feet beds in rows 9 inches apart, taking care not to cover
too deeply. Examine previous sowings of Peas in ease of injury
from frost, drawing a little earth to them if they require it,

and make a successional sowing of Dwarf MaiTow Peas or the
Auvergne ; the latter is very prolific and well suited for succeeding
the early crops. Sow in rows 3J feet apart with Spinach be-

tween them. Prepare for planting Potatoes, also get-in seeds
of Turnips, Parsley, Radishes, and Leeks, the latter for trans-

planting. Let the soil be frequently stirred between the rows of

young Cabbages, and plant-out from those sown in the autumn,
—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
FHDIT AND KITCHEN OAEDEN.

There is but little that can be done amongst fruit trees of any
sort. If nailing is not finished it ought to be done without delay.

The protecting material ought to be let down over the walls

every night when there is any danger from frost. The ground
is very dry on the surface, and where the borders were dug over
early in the winter the surface is caked, and a few weeds are
appearing; it has therefore been desirable to run the hoe over
them to destroy the weeds and disintegrate the soil. It has also

been necessary to run the Dutch hoe through the Strawberry beds.

Hoed and earthed-up early Peas, and afterwards put sticks to

them. A common mistake in sticking Peas is to leave the sticks

bare at the bottom, so that the plants cannot lay hold of them
readily. Short sprays about a foot or 18 inches in length should
be placed to the rows first, and closer together than the longer
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sticks ; these serve to support the Peas until they can lay hold
of the permanent supports.
Planted out CanUJiowers on ground that had been deeply

trenched and well manured last year. In this soil neither
Broccoli nor Cauliflower will do any good during the late
summer months, but we can always maintain a good supply of
Cauliflowers during May and June. Strong plants are put out
under hand-lights in October, and are encouraged to grow freely
in open weather during the winter. A second lot is pricked out
into boxes and protected by glass lights, and to succeed these a
sowing is made in a hotbed late iu January. The plants just
put out are in drills, which are drawn deeply, and are thus pro-
tected to a certain extent from frosty winds ; the first time the
gi-ound is hoed the drills become fiUed, and the soil that falls in
serves as an earthing-up to the plants. The sorts preferred are
Early London, Walcheren, and Lenormand.

Carrots, Lettuces, and Iladishes sown under ground vineries
make rapid progress. The Eadish requires to be thinned out.
It is necessary to sow the seed thickly, as mica generally dig up
and eat them before they germinate ; such depredations can be
prevented by trapping When the Lettuces are suiSciently ad-
vanced the thinnings will be planted out in the open ground,
and will come in a little later than the plants which have been
pushed-on under glass. It is in vain to plant them without some
sort of guard to keep off the sparrows, which would strip off

every vestige of green in an hour or two. The same sort of
guard that is used for the raws of Peas answers admirably for
this purpose. A thread of woollen yarn with a few feathers
attached run along the rows will sometimes keep them off.

Vacant ground that was dug or trenched iu the winter may
now be hghtly forked over. The more the sm-face is stirred when
in a dry state the better ; in wet weather it is much better to
leave such work to a more suitable season.

FRUIT AND FOKCING HOUSES.
Pineries.—A very high night temperature is not essential in

Pine-growing, but if it is desirable to bring on rapidly the fruit
which is sweUing iu the fruiting house, there wiU be no danger iu
raising the night temperature to 7U', or even to 75° if the weather
is mUd ; shutting up early in the afternoon with sun heat, 8.5 ' or
90" may be obtained. The walls, paths, and any plants in the
house maybe syringed, but avoid syringing the Pines overhead

;

keep the evaporating troughs full of water at all times. We
have used guano water for fiUing the troughs ; it may do good,
and cannot do any harm to the Pine plants ; but tender subjects,
such as Ferns, are sometimes injured by it, and having once
used it in the same manner in a vinery until the Grapes began
to colour, we fancied that the Grapes tasted of it when they were
ripe. Suckers potted in the autumn should now be transferred
to their fruiting pots, if this has not been already done. If they
have become pot-bound, it is very Ukely that they will start
prematurely into fruit as soon as potted. Our own, which were
potted a month ago, contained a number of plants which had
become root-bound, and many of these have started into fruit.
We like a moderately brisk bottom heat for freshly-potted
plants, and this would also cause some to start if they had any
tendency to do so. Pines also require careful attention as re-
gards watering, and the water should be warmed to the tempera-
ture of the soil around the roots before using it. It will not be
necessary to look over the plants more than twice a-week, when
all requii-ing water should have a good supply ; but each pot
must be examined separately, and only watered if the soil is

dry ; better to under than to over-water them.
Cucumber and Melon Rouses.—Where Cucumbers are grown

in heated houses, little can be added to the instruction given iu
previous weeks' " Doings," thinuing-out the old shoots, and re-
placing with fresh young ones once in a week or ten days. The
surface of the ground should be dressed over where required with
decayed manure. Syringe the plants every morning with tepid
water, and should thrips appear, fumigate with tobacco smoke,
and this must be done on three successive evenings, as thrips
are more tenacious of life than green fly. Maintain a minimum
temperature of 70". Our Melon plants wiU be in flower in a
week ; the growth, so far, has not been so strong as usual, but
the plants are healthy. When the growth is weakly it is
necessary to crop according to the strength of the plants ; thus,
if strong plants are allowed to bear six fruits, weak ones would
not be allowed to carry more than four. One important point
in Melon culture is to see that a sufficient number of female
flowers are open on the same day or the day following, as if an
interval of three or four days is allowed to intervene between
the setting of the fruit on a plant the fruit will not swell evenly,
and sometimes the lattr-set fruit will not swell at all. Wo do
not like syringing Melon plants much, but if red spider appear
there is no better way to destroy it, as the plauts can seldom be
washed with any bUght-destroyiug mixture sutticieutly strong
to destroy the parasite without also destroying the fragile
leaves. The same remark applies to painting the pipes with
sulphur, as is practised in vineries ; 65° is a suflicieutly high
temperature unless the weather is mild, when the thermometer
may nae to 70? at night.

Orchard House.—Since the trees came into flower the weather
has been very favourable to the setting of the fruit ; the atmo-
sphere has not at any time been close and damp, but drying
winds have prevailed nearly the whole time. The trees are
gently shaken twice daily, the house is shut up at 6 p.m., and the
ventilators are opened at six in the morning; if it is cold they
are opened a little in fine weather to their full extent. Our
trees are all in pots, and require careful attention as to watering
at this time, and no more water should be spilled about in the
house than can possibly be avoided. We found a use for the
hot-water pipes when the temperature registered outside the
house was IS"^ below freezing. If perfect success in orchard-
house culture is desired, a heating apparatus is essential.

GREENHOUSE -iND CONSERVATORY.
Camellias, Azaleas, and aU sorts of spring flowers serve to

keep these structures as gay as possible, and when there are
abundant supplies of flowers there is also much time taken up
in picking-over the plants, removing decaying petals, and re-
arranging. Allusion was made two weeks ago to the destruction
of red spider on New Holland plants ; it may not be out of
place to allude also to green fly on herbaceous Calceolarias,
Pelargoniums, Roses, Ac. This ought to be destroyed before
the effects of its presence can be discerned on the plants.
We have been placing sticks to Hyaciuths, and arranging the

bells on the spikes with a pointed stick. We do not approve of
dressing flowers ;

" floricultural millinery" is not to our liking,

and such instructions as were given in a contemporary recently
cannot be sufficiently deprecated ; its readers were told to
support the spikes with wires stuck into the bulbs, the beUs to
be supported with pins stuck through the flowers. AU the
dressing allowed either on the home stage or for exhibition
consists in arranging the flowers on the spike with a cedar
pencil, which is only assisting Nature. There is no neater
support than wire, but it ought to be bent in this way, and
not thrust through the bulb, which, like the " pin " or
" green-thread " system, is simply barbarous, and the man
who could condescend to such practices is not fit to be a
member of the gentle craft.

Chrysanthemums are now requiring attention as regards
training. If handsome well-flowered specimens are to

'

furnish the stages in November, the foundation must now be
laid by training the young growths down to a wire fastened
under the rims of the pots. Shift the plants into larger pots as

they require it; our Pompons were potted last week into 5-inoh
pots from the cutting pots. The plants were also dipped in
tobacco water to destroy aphides. Cuttings of Perpetual-
flowering Carnations have been put iu ; this ought to have been
done early in February, so that the plants might have been
strong and well advanced by November. It is not too late yet,

and as they have been placed iu a warm house and a brisk
bottom heat they will soon form roots. The smallest " grass "

is selected for cuttings; this will root much quicker than that
which is thicker. Indeed, some of the miffy varieties, such aa

Prince of Orange and Ascot Yellow, will not root at all if strong
cuttings are put in. A goodly number of sorts have been tried

here, but only very few varieties are to be recommended, espe-

cially for small growers. Proserpine, La Grenade, Gloire de
Lyon, Prince of Orange, Ascot Yellow, Miss Jolliffe, Avalanche,
Blushing Bride, and The Bride (Turner), are the best. The last-

named is more allied to the Clove section, but it is a most beau-
tiful white, sometimes edged with rose.—J. Douglas.

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
MUler & Sievers, 27, Post Street, San Francisco, California.

—

General and Descriptive Catalogue of Flowering Plants, Bulbs,
and Seeds.

Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough.

—

General Spring
Catalogue for ISli.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester, and 59, Mark Laue, London,
E.G.

—

Illustrated Book on Grasses.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
',* It is particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privatehj to either of the Editors of this Journal.

All correspondence should be directed either to " The
Editors," or to " The Pubhsher." Great delay often arises

when this rule is departed from.

Wa also request that no one will writo privately to any of our

correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.
Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only.

Books (J. C. C).—CuthiU's " Moi-ket Gariiening Ruond Lonilou," aDd
" lieo-keopiug." The latter you can have fiom our oOice if you enclose five

post-oflice stamps with yoiu address.
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Green's Wnour.itT-iRON 'Boiler f
).—'VV© must decline inserting

more on the subject except in our advertisement columns.

Back Numheiis {Summcri'iUc),—You can have the two numbers you name
if you encloHO seven postage stamps with your full adclrOBS, and repeat the
dates of the numbers.

Labour Required IW. L.).—To keep in "decent order" the extent of
lawn, Hbrubbery, and kitchen garden, with glass named by you, would require
a head working gardener, an under-gardoner, and garden labourer.

DiSA Herscitellii (TF, S. C).—We laiow of no record of the introduction
of this species prior to some time in 1873. It has become very rare, and we
think ha.4 never bloomed in England. Its season of flowering should be
towards the end of summer.
pHOLinoTA iNsiOMs {Idcm).—With this species we are unacquainted,

although the genus ia vei-y familiar, and we question if there in a described
BpecioB under that name. There is none of the genus worth growing in

small collections. Their flowers are produced in pendant racemes, and have
the appearance of small shells upon a string. The colour of all tlie species

known to us is wliite, or dull greenish white, whilst the pncudobulbs and
Jeaves somewhat resemble those of Che genus Coslogyne. They are natives
of the East Indies.

SnRuns FOR a Mtld Climate (Novice),—In such a favourable climate aa
yours, where " Fuchsias grow into trees, and Hydrangeas most luxuriantly,"
we should plant Myrtles, a choice selection of Veronicas, such iis the fine old

Hendcrsoni and variegata, with IJoyal Purple, Imperial R-jd, the pretty pink
Gloiro do Lyon, Madame Claudo Williams, the graceful Liudlcyana rubra,

Madame Joubert., Rosea compacta, the very distinct and compact Pecuanata
Devoniana, Intermedia, salicifolia, and salicifniia rubra. Camellias, too,

would flourish and expand their flowers in favourable seasons. Rubens is a
good red kind; of others try Fimbriaca, Ochroleuca, Conspicna, Alba plena,

Elegans, Storyi, and Valtcvaredo. The pretty yellow Coronilla glauca grows
to a large size in the open air at Torquay ; it has been in fine llower at that
place lately, ynn will therefore probably find it succeed well. Oranges will

not answer. Nothing can be better than the Myrtles and Roses armind the
dog's grave; with them mingle the blue Veronica Hendersoni, the deep
crimson Rhododendron John AVaterer, the pure white kind Mrs. John Clutton,

the deep red Rihps snneuineum, the bright rich yellow Berbcris Barwinii,
and the pretty white Spirrra ariaifolia, with the deep rich purple Clematis
Jackmauni trailing over the grave. Do not let the shrubs in the border blend
with these, but ciiuje them to describe a gentle semicii'cle behind. For the
arrangement of the lawn see a previous page.

Nepenthes (Inquirer).—The seed is produced by flowers quite distinct

from the pitchers.

White Dwarf Bftidtxg Dahlias {T. TF.).—Alba floiibunda nana ia

2 feet high. Mademoisello Charles Lefobvro is 3 feet high, and White
Bedder 2 feet. They may be had of 5Ii% Turner or any of the other florists

who advertise in our columns.

Geranicji Leaves Spotted (T. H.).—The spots on the leaves arise from
the punctures of a species of tlirips, for which we do not know of any remedy
but to sliut-up the house on a calm evening when the foliage of the plants is

dry but the floor wet, and fill it with tobacco smoke. Repeat the fumigation
in three or four days. Aflord the plants rather more heat and a moderately
moist atmosphere, watering only sparingly at the roots until the growth is

more free.

Apricot Blossoms is Orchard House not Setting (A Prrfrrt Ig)w-
ramus).—The blossoms sent are abortive, very weak, and have anthers but no
styles or female organs. It is due to the previous year's treatment, and may
have been occasioned by want of air, and insuflicient heat and drj'ness for the
ripening of the buds. We presume you have the trees potted or planted in a
ctJcareous soil. If not, add to some rather light loam a fourth part of chalk in

pieces as lai'go as peas and walnuts, repotting early in autumn, just before
the leaves fall. Remove a good portion of the old soil by reducing the ball,

and pot very firmly with the fresh soil.

Heating Propagating Case {H. A.).—You may have a small oil lamp
placed in a chamber beneath thetank, fixing the lamp at such a dii^tance from
the tank that half the height of the tlame will bo taken by the bottom of the
tank. The sides of the combustion chamber will need to be formed of per-
forated zinc ; or have a row of small holes mado about an inch below the
flame to admit air for combustion, and from tho chamber at its highest iiart

should be a chimney to carry off the vitiated air, which need only be taken
clear of the chamber. A vei-y small lamp will suffice, and it will need to be
regulated to give a flame that will heat the water so as to afford the required
temperature. A little practice will soon enable you to regulate it to a nit;ety.

Pyrethrcm Golden Feather Culture (F. I.).—To do well this golden-
leaved bedding plant rcquu-es a moderately ricli soil, enriched with leaf soil

or other vegetable matter. Soil of a light nature is more suitable for this
plant than a strong and wet one. Tho best plants are those raised from
seeds, which should be sown in February or early in March in gentle heat, be
kept near the glass, and when the young plants are large enough to handle
they should be pricked-out about an inch apart in pans or boxes in light rich
soil, returned to heat, and grown in a frame, hardening well off before plant-
ing-out, watering well then and afterwards until established.

Clematis Jackmanni for Bedding—Blue Lobelia (Irfcm).—The shoots
of this Clematis ought not to be stopped, bat should be disposed equally over
the surface of the bed aa they gi-ow, they being tied to pegs at about 3 inches
from the soil, but highest in the centre of the bed. For general bedding pur-
poses use a good strain of Lobelia specioaa, which can now be had true from
seed of most of our principal seedsmen. We raise all our plants from seed.

Error.—At p. 166, column 1, line 43 from the top, for "stone" road
*' stove."

Heating Greenhouse (flosc).—Though you give us the length of your
houee, the width and height are omitted, the last two not exceeding 10 feet.

The house, a lean-to, would be heated so as to exclude frost and damp by a
flow and retnm 3 inch pipe along the front and one end. As you propose to
erect a stove, we should arrange to heat both houses from one fire and boiler.

A small boiler only would be required. Send a ground plan of your houses,
with particulars of what you require, to some of the hot-water apparatus
manufacturers advertising in our columns, asking for an estimate. We
should have for the stove a foimdation of brick or stonework, about 2 feet
6 inches or 3 feet high, then 2 to 3 feet upright pide sashes, and a span roof at
an angle of 45 , the half of a quadrant, and the ventilation in the roof, on the
most sunny side of the house—short lights to move the whole length of the
house; they need not be more than 18 inches wide, and should be raised or

lowered by means of cranks and a lever. To give the height required, tho
sides will need only to be clear of the ground aa regards tbu masonry, hut
wo should have it as before stated. You will need to have four rows of 3-inch
pipes, and the same for bottom heat if you have a bed on each side of the
house—viz., two 3 inch pipes for each bed, and by having the walk in tho
centre you can fix shelves over it, which will be very useful for small plants,
or such as require to bo near tho glass. Bottom heat is not, however, abso-
lutely necessary, and may, if you do not require it, be dispensed with. Re-
specting the tenant's fixture, tho best way is to arrange with your landlord
before building. The woodwork may rest on a foundation, but must not be
fixed to it or to walls, nor let iuto the soil. Your builder is the best authority
to consult, because he will know tho details.

Scarlet Geraniums to Flower in August (Inquirer).—Coniinne the
stopping of the shoots up to the second or third week in May, and remove
the trusses of bloom as they show up to tho middle of June, konping tho
shoots properly tied down and out so as to form good specimens. The plants
ought to be shifted into larger pots in May, and when they fill with routs
weak liquid manure may be given at every alternate watering'. They would
be bettor grown in a cold pit or framo after May, tho lights drawn off at
night, hut replaced by day with abundance of air and slight sliado from
bright sun, protecting from heavy rains both night and day, but at such times
affording them abundance of air by tilting the lights.

CiNEUARiA [Idnn).—Pips fine, but colours not uncommon. No further
opinion can be given without knowing tho plant's habit.

Geranivms for Beddino (E. a. G.).—The plants in the cutting-pots
should be placed nt once singly in 3 or 4-inch pots in good rich light soil, and
removed to a pit, frame, or house, keeping rather close, shaded fruoi bright
sun for a time, and watering only moderately until the plants are rooting in
the fresh soil, then water more freely.

Greenhouse Plants (An Ivuth Subscriber).—We presume you have Ca-
mellias, Azaleas, Epacrises, and Ericas—at least a dozen kinds of each and
good plants—if not, they should bo added as (hey aro iudispensable for a
display of bloom in the late winter and spring months. To these add Acacia
armata,l()ngitioramagnifica,oIeifolia elegans, pulcbella; Acrophyllumvenosum,
Apbelexis macrantha purpurea, A. rnpestris grandiflora, A. Woodsii, Boronia
Drummondi, Cassia corymbosa, Chorozema cordatum S[dendons, C. varium
Chandleri, Corrcas Brilliant, magnifica, speciosa major, Crowea saligua major,
Cytisus Atleeanus, C. racemosus elegaus, Diosma capitata, Dracophyllum
gracile,Eriostemonbuxifuliam,E.linearifoIium,Erythrinafloribunda, Eutaxia
floribuuda, Genetyllis fuchsioides, G. tulipifera, Habrolharanus iasciculatus,
Imantopbyllura miniatum, Kalosanthes coccinca superba, K. miniata grandi-
flora, Loscbenaultia formosa coccinea, L. biloba grandiflora, Libonia flori-

bunda, Liuum trii^'Tnum, Mitraria coccinea. Neriura rubruni plenum, Pha^no-
coma prolifera Banip'^ii, Pimelea decussata, P. spectobilis rosea, Pleroma
elegans, Polygala Palraaisiana, Statice Holfordi, Thibaudia macrantha, Tre-
mandra verticillata, and Witsenia corymbosa. You will find a groat many
others in " Greenhouses," which may be had from our office, free by poet,
for lOd.

Canna Culture (X).—The roots should be potted singly in pots that will

hold them without cramping, in a raixturo of two parts sandy loara, and one
part leaf soil, covering the roots about an inch deep, and placing thora in a
house or frame where there is a gentle heat. Water carefully until they arc
growing freely, increase the supply as growth advances. They should bo well
hardeoed-off before planting-out at the end of Jlay or early in June. If
inconvenient to place them in pots you may, during mild weather, plant where
they are to remain, covering them with about 3 inches of light soil, and place
over it a mulching of partially decayed leaves or abort litter about an inch,

deep.

Manetti Rose Stock (O. E. T.) —It is a free-growing kind, coming up in
strong shoots from the root or base of the plant, attaining a considerable
length in a season; the shoot covered with small hairy spines of alight brown
colour, tho wood brownish red, and leafstalk of the same colour; the leaflets

tinged with rose whDst young. It is dissimilar to most kinds of Roses, and
once known is readily distinguished. It seldom flowers, even when the plauL
is strong.

SuproRTiNG Sweet Peas (Biceps).—Nothing is more cheap or durable
than fralvanised iron netting, wide-meshed. You can have it of any height
or width, and painted green it is ornamental.

Floweb-red Arrangements (C L),—The arrangement of plants for the
two circular beds, each 6 feet in diameter, is tolerably correct as to colouring.
We suggest one or two desirable alterations. In No. 1 you have Echeveria
secunda glauca planted on a ramp as an edging, enclosing a ring of the golden
variegated Abutilon megapotaniciim pegged djwn, then another circle of
Lobelia pumila grandiflora, enclosing a central ma'^s of golden bronze Gera-
nium Beauty of Ribblesdale. The weak point here is the Geranium. Replace
it with Laing's B'ack Douglas, which is of the same section, but with much
bolder leaf-coloration. The arrangement might also be agreeably transposed
by causing the Abutilon and Lobelia to change places, and substituting a pink
Geranium, such as Amaranth, for the golden bronze. No. 2 has an edging of
Mesembryanthemum cordifolium variogatum, then a band of Lobelia pumila
grandiflora, with another of Dactylis glomerata variegata, enclosing a central
clump of Sophia Dumaresque. The foliage of the grass and Geraniums would
clash ; discard both, substituting a ring of the beautiful golden- tricolor Gera-
nium Lady Cullum for the Dactylis, and filling the centre with tho elegant
grey-leaved Centaurea Clementei.

Heating a Small Greenhouse (Cirencester).—!. The flue, or rather the
pipes, in my small greenhouse are taken round the entire house and brought
out into a chimney close by the furnace, so that the heated air is dispersed
entirely over the house. 2. The furnace is below the level of the house, and
80, indeed, is the first part of the flue, but when it reaches the (J feet which,
as I have said, constitutes the only part that is made of brickwork, it is then
on a level with the floor, and the pipes must, of course, gradually ascend so
as to give a draught. 3. I always in bad weather

—

i.e., when at 3 p.m. the
thermometer is below 4(}'~—light the fire. I do not bank-up at all, but about
10 o'clock put on the last supply of coke, and this bums well and the fire is

frequently aUght in the morning. 4. I have to take out one or two of the
pipes, which is easily done, and run a flue brush in when I want to clean out
the soot, and this I do perhaps twice in the season. I have only to repeat
that having used this mode of heating for yeai-s, I have not only found it to
answer but I prefer it to all other methods for a house of the dimensions of
mine.— D., Deal.

Vines not Breaking Regularly (Try Again).--Yon say the Vines were
kept veij dry at the roots last summer, which in itself is sufficient to account
for a bad start this year. Give tho inside border a good soaking of water at
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once, and Byringe the canes two or three tiraea a-day, damping the house at

the same time.

Peach FonciXG {G. A. T.).—Mr. Taylor refers to a note by Mr. Gilbert in

our No. G7-S, pubUtshed February 19th. In Keaoe's " In-door Gai-deniuj^ " are

weekly directions inr forcing. You can have it from our oflice free by post if

you enclose twenty post-oflice stampa with your addreaa.

Select Brtght Red and Scarlet Koses ( ).—Sfari^(—Alfred
Colomb, Madame Victor Verdier, Dr. Andry, Marie Baumann, Gi>neral

Jacqueminot, and Senateur Vaisse. Crimson Scirlct—Charles Lefebvre,

Fislier Holmes, Pierre Nottin^, Xavier Olibo, Prince Camille de Rohan, and
M. Boncenne. Red—Maurice Bernarilin, Louisa Wood. Camille Bernardin,
Madame Boutin, Dupuy Jamain, and Marquise de Castellane.

Raising Scolopendriums from "NiPiPARons Plants (I. M. C).—The vipi-

parona little plants on the fron.38 Bhould be taken alontr with the frond on
whicb they are when it is at its maximum growth and the little plants frosh.

Tbe frond should be laid on a pot or pan filled with sandy peat with (,'ood

draina^je, and pe;?L,'ed to the surface by the midrib. The surface should be
sprinkled with silver sand so us to brin^ it level with the base of the little

plants
;
give a gentle watering, and keep moist constantly. The pot ouLjht to

be covered with a hand or bell-'ilass, and bo shaded from sun. A\Tien the
youn^' plants have rooted and arc growing freely the glass sliould be tilted a
little on one side, so as to gradually withdraw it ; and when hardened-off pot
singly in small pots, and grow on iu a cool moist house.

Pear-tree Blooji-bud.^ (A. J.}.—Tbo number of buds on your tree is

excessive, especially as it was ouly planted last Novembur. We should allow
them to swell, and even expand the flowers, bat when these are fully open
redui^e each cluster to two or three of the best flowers, cutting the others

away, and after the fruit ia set leave not more than thirty of the finest,

cutting-off all the rest.

IIepatica Sowing (X P.).—The see^s of Hepatica, also Christmas Rose,
should be sown as soon aa ripe in light sandy soil enriched with a third of

thoroughly reduced leaf soil, choosing a sheltered border shaded from the
sun at midday. A border to the east of a wall, or north of a low fence will

answer. The seeds should be scattered rather thinly on a smooth surface,

and be covered with fine soil about tlie eighth of an inch deep. The soil must
be kept moijst, watering occasionally in dry weather, and be kept fr-^e of weeds,
placing a very light mulching of leaf soil over the surface where the seeds are

in autumn. A year after sowiug you will bo rewarded with plants, which,
after growing a year in the seed-bod, may in September be plant ed-out in

lines 6 inches apart, and 3 inches from each other in the Unes, and about the
third year they will flower.

Asparagus after Forcing (B, Bm'Z/"ort/).—The roots are of no further
use, and should bo clearcd-out after they cease to produce shoots. You will

require fresh roots for another year.

Vines (A'. X.).—The Vines in 15-inch pots and from each of which you pro-
pose to take five bunches, keeping in pots this season, and planting-out in
autumn, will not answer unless you give them a year's growth, cutting them
off close, and taking a fresh cane from the bottom. We should not do this,

but allow the Vines to make shoots an inch or two long and then plant out,
disentangling and spreadiug-out the roots, giving a good watering with tepid
water, and shading from sun until they are re-established and are growing
freely. We should not take more than three or four bunches of fruit this season.

We should rub-off the shoots from the top downwards lo five from where you
wish for side shoots, and all below that to the soil, originating the first at the
bottom of the rafter, and having four side shoots, and one to train-upas a
leader, which should not be stopped until it reaches the top of the house.

Fumigating with Nitre, Tobacco, and Cayf:nne (C. E. P.).—It would
not be injurious to stove plants if carefully conducted.

Persimmon (.4. T.).— It is the fruit of Diospyros virginiaaa, known also

by the name of American Date Plum. It is a native of Virginia, Carolina,
and Pennsylvania. It was first cultivated in this country more than two
centuries ago, but although it produces abundance of fruit here we never
heard of its ripening, but it might on our southern coast. When ripe it is

yellow.

Names of Plants (T. Harwood).—Fritillaria meleagria. (R. S.).—We
cannot name a Fern unless a fertile frond is sent to us. (J. D. D.).—Chi-
monanthus fragrans; it is hardy, and the seeds will probably succeed. (D. G.).

—Euphorbia jacquinia-flora. (H. D. //.).—We are sorry we cannot name your
Oncid from the single flower. In this and similar cases a rough drawing of
leaves and habit is of great assistance. (H. H.).—Cornus mascula. (G. Diss).
—1, Adiantum cuneatum ; 2, Pteris cretica. (L. Holmes).—9, Adiantum his-

pidulura ; 12, A. tenorum; l^, A. .-Rthiopicum; 10, Davallia novir-zelaudiiP
;

11, Pelhea falcata '/ (no fruit). (.1 Correspondi-nl from Hamwood, Co. Heath,
name illefjihle).—A form of Anemone coronaria.

POTJLTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE,

A PET-LOVING EPIDEMIC.
I LITTLE thought my letter would be printed. Why, oh ! why,

dear sir, did you not at any rate omit the last paragraph ?

Through its unlucky publication I have discovered on whose
shoulders the mantle of the late lamented Mrs. Caudle has
fallen. Shall I " a tale unfold ? " I will.

I had comfortably settled down iu my chair of chairs, intend-
ing in comfort to enjoy my pipe and the perusal of "our Journal,"
when I heard :

—
" I should be ashamed of myself if I were you !

The idea of writing of us as though we were a tribe of heathens,
(fee, (Vc, &G. I call it shabby of you. You are the cause of it

all, and now you become a traitor." Beading was out of the
question, and when opportunity offered I endeavoured to excul-
pate myself. " I can assure you, my dear, I only used the word
' demoralised ' in a Pickwickian sense ; but do not your Fantails
come in to breakfast regularly ? Does not Fred strip nearly all
the vezetables in the garden of their leaves, and on being spoken
to coolly says ho cakes them for his Kabbits ? Did I not the
other morning catch Johnny (a;t. five) watching with the most

intense interest a battle royal between a Black lied Bantam and
my spotless Light Brahma ? On my scolding him he said (hear
this, oh ' Wiltshire Rectok ') that ' the man in the book '

said 'Bantams did no harm.' And only a few days ago did not
* wee Maggie ' insist on a travelling dealer in foreign birds
coming back with her and the nurse, as she was sure papa would
buy her a ' pitty bird ? ' " " Yes," said cara sposa, '* and papa
did. And who bought the Light Brahmas and gave ?" I
fell asleep, but do please be careful for the future, for the

of

—

St. Edmund.
[A little knowledge of the mutual feelings of contributors and

readers of " our Journal," a little glimpse now and then behind
the curtain, or rather behind two curtains—the one where sits the
writer, the other where sits the reader, promotes kindly feeling,

creates a bond of union, without trespassing the least upon the
privacy of names. Now, such a glimpse has " St. Edmund "given,
and given in a pleasantly humourous manner. Let me on my
side lift the curtain too. Scene—My study. Time—Three
o'clock in the afternoon of a certain Thursday. Condition

—

Headachey. " I wish one did not live just so far out of a town
as not to get a second delivery of letters ; here I shall not get
my Journal until to-morrow morning (Friday). I'll write to the
new I'ostmaster-General about it, he may listen to a parson's
grievance. Had I the Journal my headache would grow better
imperceptibly, and by tea-time (how I enjoy my cup of teal) I

might be in a comparatively comfortable state, but 'tis a bad
world." Enteralaughingrosy-cheekedgirl. "I've got something,
papa, to do you good and cheer you up. There ! I have been
down to and got your .Journal for yon, there !

" producing
it frord behind her back and disappearing with a merry laugh.
I open, I fold lovingly, I cut carefully. I give the preparatory
look through before the actual reading commences. " Anything
of yours in this week, papa '?" says a treble voice near. " Yes, my
dear, and they can read my writing well now at 171, Fleet Street,
for there is not a single mistake." I turn over and read, "Kindly
advise a family who, if such a thing is possible, are completely
demoralised by those naughty men, ' Wiltshire Rector,' and
Mr. W. A. Blakston, and other writers to papa's first piece of

reading on getting home off his journey, ' our Journal '

—

St.
Edmund." Well, here is a pretty charge ! I who have lived
with a good character as yet, am called " a naughty man," and
instead of strengthening the morals of a family, am said to help
to demoralise them ! What a charge against one of my cloth,

or rather two charges !

But, like John Gilpin, "I love a timely joke," and enter fully

i'-'ito the pleasantry of " St. Edmund's," both that of his first

and second communications. I beg to assure him that I have
enjoyed the tale he has unfolded, and so will our readers. Those
little matrimonial peckings and pickings are always enjoyable
to experience and to read of. Eve was made second, so she was
Adam improved, and every good Adam has so considered her

—

i.e., if his Eve is a good specimen. But there is that Johnny
of the letter who fathers his love of cock-fighting on me !

What shall I say to him—he and I would have a " battle

royal " if we met, and perhaps I should get the worst. I con-
clude with best wishes to the whole family, and may they gro%v
more and more " demoralised " in this good sense. May papa
enjoy his pipe and "our Journal;" mamma enjoy picking at

papa ; and he retaliate always in such a good-humoured way,
though I dare say, as usual, tlie lady had the better of it if we
could know all

—

i.e., her side as well.

—

Wiltshire Bectob.]

black bantams.
Mr. Cajibridge states that the paragraph written by me con-

tains nothing more than a fair description of the points of Black
Bantams, and this is precisely what I endeavoured it should do
as concisely as possible, and without entering into other par-
ticulars. Mr. Cambridge then alleges that it contains ideas,

which, if followed by amateurs or anyone else, would lead to

certain disappointment, and be much more likely to send them
astray than assist them to breed and show this variety of

miniature fowl to perfection. Mr. Cambridge says it is an
erroneous idea that the tail of a Black Bantam cock should bo
carried upright, and his head well back ; that the breast of a
Black Bantam should be round and prominent, and be carried
forward by the cock; and that the neck of the cock should be
taper, and gracefully curved well back, so as to bring his head
into close proximity to his tail.

On referring to the latest edition, published this year (1874),

of " The Standard of Excellence in Exhibition Poultry,"
authorised by the Poultry Club, and compiled by a committee,
appointed by that Club, of many of the practical fanciers and suc-
cessful exhibitors of the day, finally prepared in its present form
by Messrs. Teebay and Dixon, two of the gentlemen whom Mr.
Cambridge names as favouring the idea that Black Bantams'
tails should be rather drooping than otherwise—I find tliat the
description of Black Bantams, written in No. liTij of this Journal
by me, is not materially different from that contained in the
" Standard of Excellence ;" indeed, both descriptions are very
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Bimilar. Tha " Standard " of a Black Bantam describes the

cock's neck as being very taper, curving well back so as to bring

the back of the head towards the tail, and his tail as being full

and expanded, well adorned with long curving sickle feathers,

and carried well np towards the back of the head ; the tail of the

hen being also full and expanded, and carried rather upright.

The description in the " Standard " of a Black Bantam's breast

is, that the cock's is round, and carried prominently forward

;

and that the hen's is round and prominent. In the " Standard "

of a Hamburgh, the cock's neck is described as being taper, the

higher part being carried well over the back, and his tail as

being full and expanded, the sickle feathers being well curved
;

the tail of the Hamburgh hen is described as being full and ex-

panded, and well carried. The " Standard " states that a Ham-
burgh cock's breast is round, full, and prominent, and carried

well forward ; the hen's breast being broad, plump, and carried

forward.
It will thus be observed that a Black Bantam is somewhat

similar to what a miniature Black Hamburgh would be as re-

gards neck, tail, and breast; and I quite agree with Mr. Cam-
bridge that in other respects there does not exist any great

dissimilarity betwixt a Black Bantam and what a dwarf Black
Hamburgh would in all probability be ; yet it must be admitted
that the carriage of a Black Bantam is more upright and prouder
than that of a Black Hamburgh. I should indeed be very sorry
to see Black Bantams bred with drooping tails, as in that case

they would, to my thinking, lose much of their characteristic

smartness and compactness ; neither do I think a neck carried

forward, or indeed one not thrown well back, would add much
to the beauty of this essentially beautiful bird.

Those amateurs who possess Black Bantams answering to the
description which I have given of this variety, and with which
Mr. Cambridge thinks proper to find great fault, have reason to

be proud of them, and they need not be disappointed with their

birds, as, on first reading Mr. Cambridge's article, they very
naturally would be ; neither have I Mr. Cambridge's reasons for

fearing that such fowls would be placed in the ignominious
position to which he alludes.

—

Walter B. Abundel.

BKOMLET POULTRY SHOW.
CoL. Hassabd versus Mr. W. H. Gednev.

On Friday last a summons which had been issued against the
Secretary of the Bromley Poultry Show was heard at the Court
House, Bromley. Col, Hassard sued Mr. W. H. Gedney for the
Bum of i'2 18s. 6(/., being the difference, less commission, between
the price of a pen of Partridge Cochins entered by the plaintiff at

the last Bromley Show at £5 5s. and claimed, and a pen at X'2.

Col. Hassard conducted his own case, and explained that he
had sent several pens of birds to the Bromley Show, that they
had all been safely returned, with the exception of a pen of

Partridge Cochins which he had entered at £.5 5s. He found
this pen did not arrive home, and telegraphed the Secretary of

the Show to that effect, and received a reply that it had been
sold. Since then the Secretary had sent him ±'1 IGs., which
would be the remittance for a pen entered at i'2, less commissioD.
He produced several communications which he had with the
Secretary, and also with Mr. Long, the Treasurer. In one letter

it was stated that the birds had been sold for £2, and by "plain-
tiff's order." Plaintiff denied having given any authority for
reducing the price. A subsequent letter stated that plaintiff

had transposed the birds in two of his pens, and that a single
cock in the Selling class was the pen sold.

Mr. Dring; of Faversham, and Mr. Nichols, one of the Secre-
taries of the Crystal Palace Show, were called, and deposed to
having seen the birds accurately in the pens as described by
Col. Hassard ; and the .Judge's attention was called to the fact

of the birds in question being " very highly commended," a dis-

tinction that would not have been bestowed upon a pen if only
a cock had been shown in a class for cock and hen.
The defendant, who was very ably represented by counsel,

pleaded that the birds had been transposed, and also the rules
of the Show, " that they were not responsible for any loss or
damage from whatever cause arising."

The Judge, after carefully reading the rules, remarked that
he thought the rule with regard to non-responsibility in case of
loss or damage would only apply in case of the loss or accident
to a bird, such as breaking a leg, itc, but that they were bound
by another rule, which stated that all sales must be made
through the Secretary, and that a commission of 10 per cent,
would be charged. He considered it proved that the birds had
been correctly forwarded by Col. Hassard, and that he should
have received the £5 5s., less commission. Verdict for plaintiff

with costs.

Cambridgeshire, Buckinghamshire, Essex, and Middlesex. The
Marquis of Salisbury has consented to preside at the dinner.

Herts Agricultural Society.—The annual Show of this
Society is to be held on the 8th and 9th of July next, at Bishop's
Stortford. The prizes offered amount to £1300, and are all open
for competition in the counties of Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire,

PIGEON NOMENCLATURE.
From your " Reporter's " and Mr. Lyell's letters I gather the

fact that if an ordinary Dovehouse Pigeon had a dull dun sub-

stituted for its dull black, and a dirty silver for its dirty blue, it

would be of the same colour as the Carrier in pen 77 at Glasgow.
If such be the fact, is the bird not a " dark silver chequer ?"

The so-called barbarism "dun silver" is similar to black-blue
(sooty), red-mealy, and yellow-buff (called, or rather mis-called,
" yeliow-mealy "), and each indicates a bird whose shoulders aro
of a dark even tint throughout, barred with black, dun red, or
yellow. Each of these colours may be chequered, and when
the chequering is so dense as to completely cover the shoulders
the cUmax is reached, and the bird is a self-colour.

Mr. Lyell calls the bird a " dun chequer," which is making
the same mistake as the Antwerp breeders do in calUng a mealy
chequer a " red chequer." Blue and black, silver and dun,
mealy and red, buff and yellow, are the limits to the colours of

the birds descended from the four original colours—viz., blue,

blue chequer, mealy, and mealy chequer. As to the colours
seen in the German breeds, the Archangels, &c., I would as

soon believe that Blair Athol's sire was a Galloway as that these
colours are descended from the ordinary wild Pigeons of Britain
and Belgium.
Tour " Reporter," at the commencement of his letter men-

tions that " he gathered that I supposed him by ' silver dun ' to

mean the silver barred with dun of the Antwerp breeders."
Silver is not allowed to exist in Antwerps, and the colour called
" silver dun " by their admirers is barred with red, and is

totally different from silver. A silver Pigeon has the flights,

tail, and under parts darker than the shoulders of the wings,
two dun bars on the wings, and one on the tail. A mealy (silver

dun) has the flights, tail, and under parts lighter than the
shoulders of the wings, two red bars on the wings, but none on
the tail.

The colours of the ordinary Pigeons seen in Britain may be
stated as follows :

—

NATURAL COLOURS.
1. Blue, with flights, tail, and under parts darker than

shoulders, two bright black bars on the wings and one on the
tail.

2. Blue Chequer, with flights, tail, and under parts darker
than the ground colour of the shoulders, which are densely
chequered by dull black, two dull black bars on the wings, and
one on the tail. These two colours may be called " the original

Blues."
3. Mealy, with flights, tail, and under parts lighter than

shoulders, two bright red bars on the wings, but none on the
tail.

4. Mealy Chequered, with flights, tail, and under parts lighter
than the ground colour of the shoulders, which are densely
chequered by duU red, two dull red bars on the wings, but none
on the tail.

These two colours may be called " the original Mealies."
Silver, with its sub-varieties, up to and including dun, is derived
from the blues ; and buff, with its sub-varieties up to and in-

cluding yellow, is derived from the mealies.

I submit the following table of nomenclature in the ordinary
varieties of colour to your readers.

(•Blue, Blue Chequered, Black Blue, Black-blue
T, J

Chequered, Black.
iSLUES. ^ sQyer, Silver Chequered, Dun Silver, Dun Silver

( Chequered, Dun.
I Mealy, Mealy Chequered, Red Mealy, Red Mealy

»/r„.,, I.
Chequered, Red.

MEALIES. i-Q^g^ Bjj£f Chequered, YeUow Buff, TeUow Buff
[ Chequered, Yellow.

I am obliged to " Reporter " for the trouble he has taken to

answer my inquiry, and hope that he will not hesitate to express
his opinions under the general head of " Pigeon Nomenclature."

I notice that Mr. LyeU calls a blue chequer by its right name,
and therefore beg to ask him why, if a blue Pigeon chequered
with black be a blue chequer, a silver Pigeon chequered with
dun be not a silver chequer ?—Turkey Quill.

SEATON BURN POULTRY SHOW.
This was held in a large tent well suited for the purpose.

The quality of the birds as a whole was very superior. Tha
number of pens was 152.

The Cochins were very good both in colour and symmetry.
The iJra/i mas were all Dark, except one pen; the prize birds
were short in the leg, well feathered, and good in pencilling.

The Spanish were only a middling lot, not being good in comb,
and too short in the face. The Gamo were the best classes in
the Exhibition, and besides the three prizes in each class,

several pens were highly commended. Great credit is due to
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the Game-breeders in the locality. The Hamburghs were an
average lot. The Single cock class coutained seventeen entries.
The first was a really good Buff Cochin, the rest were Game.
The Bantam classes were well filled, and some good birds were
amongst them. The prize Rouen Ducks were large, and in good
condition.
We published the awards last week.

EOUP EEMEDY.
My plan is to take four or five drops of solution chlorinated

soda in a teaspoonful of cold water, and turn it down the throat
of the fowl or chick, while another person holds its bill open.
Also to wash the bill and nostrils thoroughly (if the whole head
gets soaked so much the better) in warm water containing a few
drops of the same solution. It is perfectly harmless, and I have
never failed to cure, though I sometimes have to administer
it two or three times a-day for a number of days. It is well to
bathe the head in clear water after, to remove the solution from
the eyes of the bird. So simple and still so invaluable a remedy
as this has proved to me, may be of some use to others.

—

(Pet-
Stoch Bulletin.)

LOSS OF BEES IN HIVES CONTAINING
HONEY.

Youn coi-respondeut, " Duffer," having lost one of eight
stocks, wishes to kuow why the bees deserted the hive with
plenty of honey in it ? As many other bee-keepers are often in
like misfortune, and puzzled to know the cause of such losses,
a short article may be devoted to the oousideration of the
subject.
There are so many causes of the deaths of stock-hives, that it

is not to be expected that anyone who has not seen the hives
can state with certainty why deaths or ^sertions have taken
place. It is necessary for a doctor to have seen a patient before
he can safely give a certificate as to the disease that carried
him off.

1. Queen bees live four years at most. Many die when three
years old, and some few when younger. If a queen dies when
eggs are in the cells, the bees of the hive have it in their power
to raise a successor to the throne ; but if she dies when there
are no fresh-laid eggs in the hive, the bees are unable to raise a
queen, and wiU therefore gradually dwindle away tUl aU be
gone.

2. If a queen is hatched when there are no drones in a hive
she is useless for breeding purposes. Her presence will keep
the bees together till they die of hard work or old age. Again,
queens are never mated inside their hives. They leave their
hives with a view to meet with drones when they are a few
days old, and if not mated the first fortnight of their lives, they
are ever afterwards incapable of laying worker eggs. Drones do
not leave their hives during inclement weather, and many queens
are never mated at all. These are called drone-breeders, from
the fact that they lay a few eggs which hatch into drones. With
such queens all hives soon become tenantless.

3. Take another case. Hives that swarm late in the season,
say July, have hardly time enough to real- young bees in sufii-

cieut number to make their hives strong for the winter. The
laying queens, of course, go with the swarms, and the young
queens that succeed them do not commence laying till about
three weeks after the swarms have left. Allowing ten days in
their cells, and ten days out before they begin to lay, working
bees are three weeks in being hatched, and die of old age at nine
months. Late swarmers, if not helped by receiving young bees
from other sources, are often very weak in bees in spring, and
some altogether die out.

4. Sometimes hives that do not swarm at all become so filled
with honey and farina that the bees have not comb enough for
breeding purposes. Such hives should not be kept for stock.
With one-half less honey and two-thirds more bees they would
make excellent stocks.

5. Diseases of various kinds sometimes affect hives to a
dangerous extent. Dysentery often thins the populations of bee
hives. Watery honey, or improper food, damp hives, or some-
thing else may be the producing cause of dysentery. Foul
brood always weakens hives, and sometimes afflicts and dis-
courages the bees so much that they often leave as swarms
never more to return. Other causes could be named that not
infrequently thin the ranks of our favourites materially.
The intelligent reader mil, on perusing the above remarks.

Bee how important it is to examine his hives often and tho-
roughly, to note the ages of all his queens, never to risk keeping
a good hive with an old queen, and vigilantly to watch the state
and extent of the brood in his hives at the end of summer. If a
hive has eight or nine combs half-filled with brood in August,
and is otherwise healthy and provided for, it will be a strong one
in the following spring. Aa the buds of our fruit trees are
ripened for the following spring by the suns of autumn, so
hives of bees properly managed in autumn are prepared for suc-

cessful work during the coming year. To have large hives well
filled with bees in autumn, is a move that would lift many bee-
keepers out of the region of bad luck. And the reader will
please to bear in miud, that large hives well filled with bees
consume far more honey or food than those containing few bees.
The Swiss clergyman and all his followers could not have made
a greater or more dangerous mistake than they made in assert-
ing that forty thousand bees in a hive do not eat more food than
twenty thousand, for bees consume food, like other creatures,
according to numbers. In open winters more food is eaten by
bees than in colder ones. Hence, it is wise to give hives a
little more than is absolutely necessary in ordinary seasons.

—

A. Pettigbew, Sale, Cheshire.

TRANSFERRING BEES.
Beixg a tyro myself in the art of bee-keeping, I desire for the

benefit of other novices to relate my experience and mishaps in
transferring a stock of bees from au old-fashioned bell-hive into
a square hive panedwith glass.

I have sundry books on bee-management, but in none of them
do I find any information as to the best time or the proper
manner in which to transfer bees in the above-desired way.
After considering driving, fumigating, and chloroforming as the
best means to attain my purpose, I decided on the last-named;
and also thinking that the operation had best be performed
before the queen had laid eggs to any extent, as there were
grubs in the combs which might get damaged in the transfer-
rence from one hive to the other, I determined one day last month
to set to work. And here let me advise those who attempt a like
experiment to take care that the " one day" be a fine one, for
to my impetuosity and stupidity in changing hives on a very
wet day may be attributed the disasters I am about to relate.
My old bell-hive contained a very strong swarm of the past
year. This hive had been very snugly situated in the shadow
of the house facing north during the winter, so very few bees
had died, and very little food had been consumed. In one of
my books, where chloroforming bees is recommended in a
general way, I found that a quarter ounce was the proper
quantity to use to stupify a large hive. So after putting this
quantity into a saucer, and covering with perforated cardboard
to prevent any drowning, I lifted the old bell-hive off its stand,
placed it over the saucer, and awaited the result with trepidation
(notwithstanding my bee-dress, which failed in this my first ex-
periment to inspire courage) and considerable anxiety.
After ono great buzz had been heard a dead silence prevailed

inside, but as I thought in my ignorance that the bees were
perhaps shamming and would make a great rush out, to my
discomfiture, if I lifted the hive off at once, I left it alone for
perhaps five minutes. When I did raise the hive an intoler-
able smell of chloroform assaulted my nose, so strong as to con-
vince me my poor bees had been overdosed and perhaps com-
pletely killed. Here was a nice mess! Instead of being able
quietly to put the new hive over them and allowing them
leisurely to return to animation as I anticipated, while I re-
moved the combs from the old hive into bars of the new one, I
had the resuscitation of the bees as well on my hands. I made all

the haste I could to cut-out the combs, and left off the top of
glass hive, now over bees, meanwhile to let the fumes of chloro-
form escape. Then it was I found the evils caused by the rain,
for the lower strata of bees (the mass which had fallen was
quite 2 inches thick), were completely saturated with wet, and
so all chance of their revival was at an end. After placing the
combs, which I had much bruised in my hurried removal, on one
side, I was about turning my attention to my wretched bees,
when I heard a curious noise proceeding from under a comb. I
turned it over, and beheld to my extreme grief the queen ap-
parently dead, with three or four workers which had escaped
unhurt, running over her, feeling her with their antennfp, and
generally showing signs of the most affectionate solicitude.

This was the climax to all my troubles. I thought it was use-
less now to try any means to revive the other bees, for what
pleasure or profit would life be to them without their beloved
mother ? A happy thought struck me. I took the queen and
her faithful attendants up in my gloved hand, and, covering
them with the othei-, I warmed them as much as possible.

Soon I had the immense gratification of seeing the queen feebly
moving her legs and antennje, and after a while restored to
complete animation. Finding warmth so effectual in the queen's
case, I immediately took the hive into the dining-room and
placed it before the fire. It was a long time, however, before
the unfortunate inmates completely recovered—some three or
four hours indeed; and the lower strata to the number of some
three or four thousand, as far as I could judge, never came
round at all, from the causes before stated. I trust what I have
said will warn my fellow novices, when chloroforming, not to

overdose, and to beware of a rainy day while operating.—F. K. L.

NOBTHAMPTON PorLTiiV Show.—This is not an ill-managed
Show, and has hitherto deserved notice for the birds beiag well
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fed, returned qoiokly, and money paid to stated date. May it

and all other shows managed like it Hourish.

CRYSTAL PALACE BEE AND HONEY
SHOW.

If my letter on the above is calculated to injure honourable

and profitable apiculture, I bep leave to apologise moat sincerely

both to Mr. Symington and all other apiculturists, for nothing

can be further from my inteution. I may be wrong, and if so,

shall be glad to be put right ; but I have an idea tliat all this

to-do about " most improved " hives and breed in bees is mere
moonshine, except to the vendors of those hives vphich are the

acme of perfection, and those fine strains iu breed which are to

revolutiouise the profession altogether.

I understood the schedule was simply a proposed one, and
that criticism was invited, and as such I took the liberty to re-

view it and state my opinions. As Mr. Symington's views differ

from mine, and as he has given reasons for some of those views,

perhaps you will kindly allow me to answer some of them. As
an amateur bee-keeper, I admit that I should consider the

honour to win a prize at the Show far greater than the money
appendage, but I think that out of such a handsome prize fund
the Show might have been made more national by reducing the

number of classes and increasing the money value of the prizes,

thus inducing those who seek profit as well as honour to come
from a distance.
Then as to the definition of hives. Mr. Symington says that

there is a class for every kind of hive in use, from a " straw skep
to the most elaborately-constructed bar-and-frame hive," but I

notice the skep is in connection with the box, and I contend
that the skep comes nearer to what Mr. Symiugton desires than
any box can do—viz., simplicity in construction, ease in mani-
pulation, and likelihood to secure a good yield of honey ; but a
maker or vendor of fancy boxes, &c., may say differently, " for

love is blind, and self has a long arm." Of course, if amateurs
have a desire for something in the fancy line, by all means let

their desire be gratified ; but it really is too much to recom-
mend their " fancy goods " to the cottager as being the most
profitable.

What will the importers and vendors of Ligurian queens say
to Mr. Symington's next answer ? If there is no certainty that

handsome queens produce handsome progeny, &c., why should
their relative value be more ? The fact must be that it is all a
lottery and should be a caution to intending purchasers.
Then there is this " largest breed." Mr. Symington accepts

the idea of their being able to do more work, but wants proof
that they will require more support, and then confines " any
nationality " to two and a hybrid. When I was at Manchester
I heard one of the Judges talk about African and Egyptian bees,

some kinds being brown with white stripes instead of the yellow
as in the Ligurian ; and I in my ignorance, when this " largest

breed" was mooted, thought there might possibly be some liind

as large as humble bees. Then it is thought likely that conti-

nental breeders may come hoping to make a trade of the progeny
of "prize strains," whereas, according to Mr. Symington's own
showing, it is all uncertainty of like producing like.

I am glad Mr. Symington admits that Class Q in honey is

introduced as a premium to purchasers of the extractor, because,
if I mistake not, I have seen a letter of his elsewhere stating

that honey so obtained is inferior to run honey.
I am glad to hear that there are many cottagers that keep bees

in the neighbourhood of London, and wish the same could be
said of all our large towns.
Mr. Symington concludes that I am against improvement

because I believe in the straw hive. Nothing could be further
oft the mark. By all means let there be a trial to improve, but
let the improvements have a satisfactory status before they are
puffed off as the Al in apiculture ; and I ask. Which is the most
advanced bee-keeper—the man who obtains a given amount of

honey from a hive costing, say, 7s., and taking little time to
manage, or the man who spends several times that amount and
gives more time to secure the same result 1 If Mr. Symington
can show me how I can obtain more honey and wax than I now
do at less cost I shall bo much obliged to him.

If it be true that fertilisation of queens always takes place
when on the wing, how can you be certain of its being with a
selected drone unless you see it '? I can but imagine one way of
securing it if it can be done at all ; that is, get your queens and
your selected drones and steam away into mid-ocean beyond the
power of the bees reaching land where other bees are, and I
think that would not be profitable : so that is how I make it out
profitless and uncertain.
There are unfortunate occasions when we see men attempting

to do tilings which we can only pity or iaugh at them for; and
if we saw a man attempting to "cure rotten eggs," that surely
would be such an occasion. No doubt there are men bold enough,
as the one quoted, to bring recipes out for the cure of all dis-

eases. It was so in the cattle plague ; but the best remedy was

j
found to be to stamp it out wherever it occurred, and so it will

be found with foul brood, if infectious as reported.

I must now conclude this long letter with stating that I have

faith in my brown bees and Pettigrew straw hives, and shall

not shrink from—nay, I invite—a public trial on fair and equal

terms for honey and profit between my brown bees and those of

any nationality, and my Pettigrew straw hives and those of any
other kind however elaborately constructed.—Thos. Bagbhaw,
Longnor, near Buxton.

VARIOUS MODES OP FEEDING BEES.
It is well known that thousands of hives of bees have

perished from want of food during the autumn and winter. I£

bees obtain food enough it does not matter much how they get

it. I have never, so far as I can remember, lifted my voice or

pen against any mode of administering food to bees, knowing
well that almost all apiarians from the highest to the most
humble follow their own convictions and practice in this

matter. Having many hives of bees and but little time to spend

amongst them, the easiest and speediest ways of feeding and
managing them are here invariably adopted. If many of the

readers of this Journal were to witness giving 30 lbs. of syrup to

thirty hives in less than half an hour, they would probably

marvel at the easy and speedy mode by which it is done. If

they were to see half a dozen hives swarmed artificially, and
all the swarms properly hived, placed, and covered within an
hour, their notions as to the difficulties of bee-management
would at once be materially modified. In this letter the aim is

simply to describe some of the many modes of feeding bees.

1. Feeding from the Toj) of Hives.—Thia is a safe mode, and
may be done in many ways. In all cases of feeding at the top the

crown hole is opened, and through it the bees carry down into

the hive the food given. What is sometimes called the Lanca-

shire bee-feeder is a circular trough, about 9 inches wide and
8 or 4 deep, with a tube through it, and a wooden float in the

trough. The bees go up through the tube on to the float. la

using a feeder of this kind for the first time, it is desirable to

drop a little of the food amongst the combs and bees, and thus

entice them to go up for more.
Another mode of administering food at the top is by a wide-

mouthed bottle, the mouth of which should be covered with a

bit of net cloth or leno, and then inverted on the crown hole of

the hive. The bees suck the syrup through the cloth, or catch

it as it oozes out.

A third method is to have a straw super or small hive filled

with empty comb. By pouring the syrup over the combs, and
then placing it over the crown hole, the bees speedily carry

every drop of syrup below, leaving the super of combs quite

empty, and ready to receive a fresh supply. This is a very

simple and natural way of feeding in spring and autumn. If

used in summer the bees would not leave the combs of their

own accord. Those who have neither bottles nor Lancashire-

feeders may succeed without them, iu feeding at the top of their

hives, by dipping a few pieces of empty comb in syrup, and then

laying them on the tops of the hives, and covering all up with
straw supers or small hives.

2. Feeding Below.—The tin trough, about 1 foot long and less

than half an inch deep, holding about half a pint of syrup, is an
exceedingly handy appliance for feeding bees during the spring

months. It is placed on the flight board, filled, and pushed
into the hive by the door. Some people fancy that the tia

trough wiU attract robbers. We have used it for fifty years

without attracting robbers. It is used at night or in cold

weather when bees are not flying about.

The feeding-cistern with a trough attached to it holds about

a quart, and is also used at nights. The cistern supplies the

trough as the bees take the syrup, till all is gone. Both of these

appliances can be used without uncovering or touching the hive

to be fed.

A feeding-board is used when large quantities are given to a

hive. It is made by cutting a circular hole, 10 inches in di-

ameter, out of the centre of a floorboard, and fitting-in a tin

trough about li inch deep. There is a channel to the edge of

the board connected with a funnel, by which the trough can be

refilled without touching the hive. Our feeding-board holds

three quarts, or 6 lbs. of syrup, and is frequently used in filling

supers with honey artificially. When hives are not filled with

combs I often use soup-plates, pie-dishes, and flower-pot saucers

in feeding the bees. When used, a few chips of wood are

placed as floats on the syrup to keep the bees from drowning, and

they answer admirably.
As most of our hives are at a distance from home during the

swarming, we use tin dishes made to order for feeding swarms.

When a swarm is hived, one of these dishes is filled with syrup

and placed on the board, inside of course ; and if the weather is

unfavourable for honey, the dish is refilled, and thus the bees

are furnished with materials for comb-bnUding. These materials

(sugar and water) are cheap, and when used prevent the waste

of so much honey in comb-building. To feed young swarms,
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and thus give them scope for breeding, is a stroke of policy and
good management, the importance of which ia not yet generally
understood.
There are many other appliances need and modes adopted in

feeding bees. The exercise of a little ingenuity on the part of

the reader may enable him to make improvements on any one
of them, and to introduce other modes for all seasons, equal to

any that have been practised heretofore.—A. Pettigbew.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Brahma's Leg-weakness (Dover).—V,'e are Boldom troubled with leg-

weakness. "We attribute much of it to the use of bad food, and to bad feed-

ing in the earlier stages. Birds of large growth require much while they are

joung, and should have it frequently. We adhere entirely to plain food, and
seek as much as possible to choose it as nearly like that which a bird finds

when at liberty as possible—ground oats, barleymeal, and some whole com ;

plenty of green food. Some when young get laoky and knock-kneed, we eat

them. Birds that show leg-weakness at this time of year are ill or under-

fed. What IB the flooring of your house? If stone, wood, or brick, it may be
rheumatism from which they suffer.

Spanish Pullets Laying iKREOtTLARLY (I. L. IT.).—It is possible your
pullet lays her eggs with difficulty ; that would cause her to squat about,

dropping her hinder parts to the ground till she is relieved. Examine her

when squatting ; if you can feel the egg, pull out one of her wing-feathers, dip

at in oil and pass it in tih it meets the egg. This will give immediate rebel.

If this is not the case, she is injured in the back. In any event the oil will

do good.

Diseased Liver in Fowls and Babbits (Agnes).—lAwer disease in fowls

ia caused by over-fattening or by injudicious feeding, it is also caused by poor
food. Potatoes cause hver disease, but they make fat liver. Rice, bad corn,

constaut stimulating food produce the hver you mention in fowls. Rabbits
are very subject to it, and it may be traced to the same cause—improper
feeding. They want variety, and when they have not a supply of root food,

such as swedes, mangold, &c., they should have water. We believe many of

the diseases to which they are subject would be avoided if they were supplied

with water.

Partridge Cochin's Plumage (T. J.).—We should be sorry to doubt the
parity of the bird you mention; but it is a defect for a Grouse cock to have
white feathers in the wing. Unless, however, you are breeding for show, you
may use him with confidence. The pullets you have bred will always be
liable and likely to go back to the original buff, and will, while they are
Partridge-feathered, have a yellow tinge on the marking of their feathers.

Andalcsians' Face and Legs (S. F.).—The ear-lobes and face of the An-
dalusians should be rtd, but they are seldom so entirely. The white is

generally in the npper part of the face. The legs should be dark lead colour.

Lice on Chickens (W. E. S.).—The chickens get the lice from the hen.
Let them have when they are off plenty of dust and grit mixed with powdered
sulphur. They will take their dust-bath, and the vermin will soon dii-appeor.

Of what material are your nests ? Aie they on the ground ? Old baskets and
hay rubbish at the bottom for nests always breed lice and fleas. Put your
hens and chickens out of doors, and let them be on the ground. Give them
the opportunity of running in the grays, and they will get rid of the pests
Neither hens nor chickens will do any good till they are free from them.

Andalusians and Houdans {J. fl.).—Andalusians are not good sitters.

Their chickens are to our taste neither bo quaint nor so hardy as the Iloudans.
Ab a r^^le, the early pullets of every breed lay in the winter. The Andalusians
lay a larger egg than the Houdans, the latter are the best table fowl. You
will not get any fowls to lay largely in the winter unless they can have more
than half an hour's liberty per day. It is hard work for them to lay in the
winter, and they want all the help they can have.

Books (Dot).—Mi. L. Wright's is by far the best.

Goose Becoming Beoody (W. C.).—She ceases to lay and;takea to the
nest.

Brahma Misdescribed {Nostaic).—The bird you describe, and that de-
scribed in the vendor's letter, ore two and very different birds. No one is

justified in praising a Brahma cock if it is nearly white from the breast to
the feet. We should have mistrusted such high-flown description. We see
little that is " splendid " or " superb " about an ordinary fowl. Everyone has
a right to his opinion, and men differ. Eetum the bird, and no doubt the
gentleman will return the money.

Beahma Pullet's Tumour (A. H. M.).—lt is not an uncommon thing for
fowls to have tumours such as you describe, and siiuilarly situated. They
ai-e difficult of cure, but she will not lay while it exists. If it is quite hard,
we advise you to kill her ; if it yields to the touch, make a small incision with
a sharp knife and see what it contains. Discontinue all fattening food under
any circumstances, at least all those you have named. The fowl is quite fit

for culinary purposes.

Brahma's Vent Inflamed (W. 8. L.).—Separate your hen from the others.
It is more than probable they pick it. Does she lay ? The formation of these
water-bladders is common in hens, but very unusual in pullets. Continue the
soft food, give scantily of water, and administer a table-spoonful of castor oil
€very alternate day for a week. An operation may be performed wheu the
laying season is over.

Influence of Male (K. J.).—It is a disputed point. All will say ten days
we say three weeks if the breed is valuable and you wish to be sure of it. *

Fowls for near Lfverpool [D. JB.).—If you take up the bricks in the
yard, and if you always have the use of the field, you may keep Dorkings. No
county has done so more successfully than Lancashire. If, however, you can-
not do away with your bricks, you may have Brahmas, Cochins, or Houdans

;

we advise the first. If you are ever confined to the yard, when that ia the case
you must cover a good part of it with earth some inches thick. ..jLjii 'iH'Hf

Dorking and Brahma Cross (A Subscriber).—The most approved cross
is between the Brahma cock and Dorking hens.

Fo^vx's Feet Swollen (A. M. O.).—Either your fowls perch too high and
braise the balls of their feet when they fly down, or some small sharp sub-
Btance has penetrated the skin and caused inflammation. If there bo only " a
watery bladder," open it ; if there be inflammation poultice it, and in both
cases shut them up where they will walk only on hay or straw till their feet

are hardened. If they have been roosting high shift their perches, and bring
them within 2 feet of the ground.

Spanish Fowls Out of Condition (O. F.).—The fowls are manifestly
out of condition to a serious extent. Rub the combs with sulphur ointment.
Give each of the birds a table-spoonful of castor oil at once, and repeat the
dose every alternate day for sis days. Feed on soft food

;
give some bread and

ale twice every day, and supply them with green food—lettuce, and large soda
of growing grass cut with plenty of earth. You do not say if they are at

hberty or in confinement.

Disinfecting Hen House (Levion Buff).—Whitewash it with a creamy
mixture of chloride of lime and water.

Bed Jacobins Breeding Blacks, &c. (-S. A. B.).—This is not onusnal*
as Blacks and Reds are frequently bred together to get the red of a deeper
colour, and one result is that a pair of Reds au bred will often throw Black
young ones, and I'ice viTud. The eyes should be pearl, but not unfrequently
they come odd-eyed, or, indeed, neither of them pearl if not well bred ; in the
former case the young often come all right. Your birds would not have left

their home to roost elsewhere at night unless they had been frightened, most
probably by a cat. Shut the birds in by net or wire, and watch for aud kill

the cat.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; L3ng. u'^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
|

9 a.m.
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no more ; and although a large amonnt of heat is unques-
tionably wasted in most beating apparatus, no contrivance
yet adopted can utilise the whole, and the apparatus must be
very defective indeed which allows so large a proportion as
stated above to be wasted. As the best contrivances cannot
prevent a certain quantity being lost in this way, we may take
it for granted that no heating apparatus yet devised is fault-

less. One general law, however, seems to apply to such appa-
ratus, and that is, where a considerable quantity of piping is

to be heated, less fuel is required when it is accomplished by
one boiler than by several ; but other things often limit this,

as the loss sustained by conveying the heated water through
channels that do not want heating, which is often the case
where the farthest house in a range requires to be heated and
the nearer ones do not, besides, also, the inconvenience where
any misfortune befalls the boiler or its connection when so
much work has to be done. It is all very well to say that a
second boiler has been fixed in reserve to meet such emergen-
cies, but there are always pipes, elbows, or connections placed
in such positions in a large apparatus that there is a liability

now and then of a breakdown when the boiler cannot be used
until they be repaired ; therefore, too many houses ought not
to be heated from one source alone.

Of the newer class of boilers claiming the attention of the
public I have but little to say, as there are many of which I
have not had any practical experience ; but one that was brought
before the public twenty-five years ago was, I think, deserving
more notice than it has received. It was formed in the shape
of a spiral screw, so that the flame in travelling upwards
had to traverse a square flue, three out of the four sides of
which were boiler, the other brickwork. This, from practical
experience, I knew acted very well, as also did the old conical
boiler ; one that heats portions of the mansion here has done
BO for nearly thirty years, and does its duty still in an efficient

manner. It has the advantage of being large, and is conse-
quently not Uable to the choking-up in the feeding place as
small boilers often are. Other boilers have also their advan-
tages, but I find the saddle, either in the old or in some of the
improved forms, is afcer all the most useful, and consequently
the most popular. Many and various have been the supposed
merits of the different boilers invented, and which have been
backed-up by testimonials from those whose opinion is worthy
of notice, yet somehow these boilers fall into disuse, and are
succeeded by newer inventions. Many years ago the tubular
boiler was the fashion, but it certainly has not in all cases
answered the expectations entertained of it, and it is not un-
frequently removed to make way for the old saddle again.
Other boUers have suffered a similar fate, and at the present
time fome attention has been given to a boiler heated from a
fire which also acts as a sort of limekiln. Of the merits of
this invention it is difficult to speak, but if I ventured an
opinion it would be that its popularity will be of only short
duration, as it certainly does not seem adapted for the majority
of ca.ses where glass structures require heating, and I shall be
much surprised if a year or two do not consign it to neglect, if

not oblivion.

It cannot be said that any mode of heating yet adopted is

perfect, for in spite of all the contrivances brought to bear on
the matter, a waste of heat always takes place, and to limit
this waste to the lowest fraction is the aim of those who
attempt the reformation of our boilers. To accomplish this
object all kinds of vessels containing water have been sub-
jected to the action of fire, and fire has also been used in
other ways than in heating water, not the least important
being the old flue; and where a cheap house is built merely
to winter such plants as want protection from the frost,
a flue is the most convenient mode of accomplishing that
object. The general mode of heating glass structures re-

quired for forcing has for many years been by hot water, and
the improvements in joints and the other features connected
with the circulation of water seem to be so well understood
at the present day, that the principal requirement appears to
be a more economical boiler—one that will receive the whole of
the heat the fuel is capable of impai'ting without any loss, (

r

with the least that is possible, for the nearest approach to per-
fection that can be attained will fall short of economising the
whole heat the fuel is capable of giving off. When combustion
is so regulated as to insure the whole heat of the fuel being
directed to the heating of the object, then, and not till then,
shall we be able to say that our heating apparatuses have
reached that verge of perfection which is the aim of all our
boiler-makers ; at the same tune the apparatus should be of

that simple kind which requires the minimum of attention.
How nearly we have arrived at this point in our most approved
modes of beating is, of course, one of those matters on which
opinions rather than facts too often guide our judgment; in-
deed, it is difficult to dissociate the one from the other. Be
that as it may, there is no doubt but the various advocates of
rival heating apparatuses each claim to have arrived at a.

higher degree of perfection than their neighbours. How far
they all fall short of fulfilling what is required in this way is
for the public to determine, but certain it is there is yet plenty
of room for improvement.—J. Eobson.

AUEICULAS.
I AM glad to see that " D., Deal," is oaUing the attention of

florists back to their old but now almost discarded favourite,
the Auricula. To anyone who has a taste for simple beauty a
stand of these mountain gems has more attraction than the
gaudy beds of flaring colours so much in vogue ; but I fear
that Nature herself has set a limit to the number of those
who cultivate the Auricula by forbidding its rapid and ex-
tensive propagation. It is more than doubtful if the largest
grower in the kingdom could supply a customer with blooming
specimens of all the varieties contained even in " D.'s " short
list. To supply a dozen customers would be simply an im-
possibihty. Seedlings alone can be multiplied indefinitely.

Some thirty years ago I visited that veteran grower, Dickson,
of Acre Lane. He complained of the increasing smoke of the
locality, and the injury which it did to the plants. His com-
post was two parts loam, one sand, one peat, and two old
manure {probably cow). This differs somewhat from other
recipes, but the real difficulty lies in the different meanings
which different persons attach to the word " loam." It may
mean anything from the stiffest clay to a soil approaching
sand. The thin turfy layer which is found upon chalk downs
would probably be the finest soil, not only for Auricula compost,
but for most purposes.
The great enemy of the Auricula is canker. It is with diffi-

dence that I offer the suggestion that this probably commences
either at the point where the tap-root has been shortened in
repotting, or where offsets have been removed and the wounded
part has been buried in the soil. Pounded charcoal should be
applied to cuts, but I doubt if this is sufficient. The wounds
in the stem may be dried and healed before earthing-np, but
this cannot be done with the cut end of a tap-root.

Alpines are pleasing and healthy. Among blues Conspicua
is good, but might be better, and with a view to improve it I
crossed a flower with the show variety Smith's Mrs. Smith.
Among the seedlings two turned out very good. The colour
was beautiful, but the paste was yellow like the female parent.

The habit of the plants also was quite Alpine.—G. S.

LIQUID VERSUS SOLID FERTILISERS.
TuEEE are certain periods in the growth of fruit trees when

they do not require stimulants—for instance, when they com-
mence making roots in spring, also when the fruit on them
is approaching maturity, and in the autumn when the wood
should be ripening. On the other hand, during the first

swelling of the fruit a little stimulant is generally beneficial.

If the stimulant is mixed with the soil the trees, of course,

have the chance of partaking of it continually
; if it is appUed

with water, then it can be given just at the time the trees fnost

require it. When ordinary manure is applied with the soil at

the time of planting, the trees grow vigorously for a year

or two and bear little or no fruit ; when they become less

vigorous and begin to fruit, the benefit of the manure, if they

could then obtain it, might do them good, but it is decomposed
and become a useless inert mass that rather tends to lower

the temperature of the natural soil than otherwise. While it

is decomposing it affords warmth and nourishment, but that

is generally at the time it is least wanted. Therefore I do not
think it is a good plan to mix ordinary manure with the soil

iu which permanent trees are planted. 'SVith plants that only

remain one or two years in a place the case is different; by the
time they have exhausted the manure they are removed, and
fresh plants and fresh manure take their place.

I think it very important to have the soil of the right texture

—neither too light nor too heavy and close, but in such a state

that it may continue for an indefinite time to admit sufficient

air and water. I have great faith in aeration, not by means of

perpendicular pipes, but by good drainage and abundance oi
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water applied at rather long intervals. No dribbling or damp-
ing tile surface when it is not really dry ; it hardens it, and
makes moss and lichen grow and the soil sour by choking its

air-passages. When stable or any other kind of manure that

is bulky and that decomposes quickly is mixed with the soil,

the latter gradually gets closer as the manure decays, and in

the end is in a worse condition for admitting air than it would
have been without the manure. If it can be dug-up, and
aerated, and manured afresh all very well, but with permanent
trees this cannot be done, and therefore I say it is better to use
ao quick-decaying manure at all.

I have said that trees do not require a stimulant when com-
mencing to make roots in the spring. They form a greater
number of feeders in soil that is rather poor and is at the
same time sweet. They will dart through a mass of the richest-

prepared border into a gravel walk or cinder heap, and there
ramify in all directions, not, perhaps, because the gravel walk
or cinder heap contains suificient nourishment for them for any
length of time, but because they are satiated in the prepared
border. Where the feeders are numerous, as they almost
invariably are in a poor sweet soil, it may reasonably be sup-
posed that liquid manure would have a very marked and im-
mediate effect, and, if not used too often, would be highly
appreciated at such critical times as when the flowers were
setting or the fruit stoning. When the fruit is approaching
its full size it will be of better quality if it is not too highly
fed. Trees also ripen their branches and roots better and
earlier in a soil that is not over-rich, and they are conse-
quently hardier.

—

Williaji Taylok, Longleat.

EOTAL HOKTICULTUBAL SOCIETY.
April 1st.

The Council-room on this occasion was well filled, Boses and
Cyclamens being especially attractive.
Fruit Committee.—Alfred Smee, Esq., P.R.S., in the chair.

Sir John Le Couteur, of Jersey, sent a dish of Pengethley Pear,
"which, in his communication, he stated is very fine this season,
but those sent were not ripe. Mr. George Wheeler, of War-
minster, sent a dish of a seedling Apple called Wheeler's Fa-
vourite, but the fruit had been gathered early, and being pre-
maturely shrivelled, the Committee could not form a favourable
judgment upon it.

Floral Com.mittee.—Mr. J. Eraser in the chair. From
Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, came a Masdevallia with green
flowers profusely spotted with brown, as quiet in colour as
M. ignea, Harryana, and Veitchii are brilliant ; Anthurium
floribundum, with small leaves and a white spathe ; the flue
double Clematis John Gould Veitch ; Oncidium fuscatum, with
a pale lip having a large dead purple and brownish yellow blotch
in the lip ; Tea Rose Duchess of Edinburgh, noticed in our
report of the last meeting ; and Boronia megastigma, with
maroon crimson flowers, yellow within, with a conspicuous
green calyx, and highly perfumed. To this a first-class cer-
tificate was awarded. Messrs. Jackmau & Son, of Woking
Nursery, sent Clematis Duchess of Edinburgh, with pale lilac

flowers, a cross between the patens and Jackmanni types.
From Mr. Williams, of Holloway, came a miscellaneous gi'oup

consisting of Palms, Orchids, Ferns, and Amaryllids. Of the
last Oriflame, vermilion with green bands at the base of the
segments, had a first-class certificate. In the same collection
were Anthurium Scherzerianum Williamsii with a white spathe—not, however, a pure white, as exhibited smaller than in the
scarlet type, but this was probably owing to the smallness of
the plant and other circumstances. Anthurium crystallinum
was another handsome plant of the same genus with large leaves
broadly silver-veined. Messrs. Standishct Co., Royal Nurseries,
Ascot, sent a group of Clematises, Cinerarias, and Lady Blanche
white Pink ; and Mr. R. Smith, of Worcester, a dozen Japanese
Maples, some of which had leaves of remarkably high colour.

Messrs. Paul ^ Son, of the Cheshunt Nurseries, sent a splendid
collection of Roses in pots, which well deserved the cultural
•commendation awarded. Those in the finest bloom were Camille
Bernardin, La France, Annie Laxtou, Cheshunt Hybrid (Tea),
very fragrant, and Etienne Levet, very large. Messrs. Paul and
Son likewise contributed numerous cut blooms. Mr. Perkins,
garilener to Lord Heuniker, Thornham Hall, Sufiolk, sent a box
of cut blooms of Marfichal Niel of remarkable beauty. Mr.
H. Bennett, Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford, had a first-class
certificate for Rose Duchess of Edinburgh, a good deal re-
sembling Baroness Rothschild in colour. From the same exhi-
bitor came also a stand of Madame Jules Margottin, somewhat
rough, cream, with an orange-and-rose centre.

Mr. Goddard, gardener to H. Little, Esq., Cambridge Villa,
Twickenham, sent a splendid group of Cyclamens, which was
awarded a cultural commendation. Two beautiful varieties

called Rose Queen, purpHsh rose, and Royal Purple, approach-
ing a Tyrian purple, altogether out of the ordinary run of colour,
were awarded first-class certificates.

From Mr. R. Dean, Ealing and Bedfont, came a group of bed-
ding Pansies and Violas, notably good being Viola White Swan,
together with several very froe-lluweriug bedding Polyanthuses,
as Viceroy, pale yellow, with an orange centre, and Bride, white,
with an orange centre. Fancy Polyanthus Purpurea, from the same
exhibitor, had a first-class certificate. Mr. Rudolph Barr, Toot-
ing, and Rev. W. Kendall, East Lulworth, Wareham, sent col-
lections of Narcissus in competition for Messrs. Barr A- Sugdeu's
prizes. From Dr. Denny, Stoke Newiugton, came Zonal Pelar-
gonium Imogeue, crimson scarlet, with purple-flushed lower
petals, deeper and finer in colour than lanthe. Mr. Bennett,
gardener to the Marquis of Salisbury, Hatfield, sent specimens
of Cupressns Lawsoniana in bloom, and the tree from which
they were cut is stated to be quite crimsoned with it. Mr.
Woodbridge, Sion House Gardens, sent fine examples of Bamboo
gro^wn there. ___^__^

It is rumoured that negotiations are on foot with the view of
holding a provincial show either at the end of summer or in
autumn at Brighton; and from the spirit of the place, from the
liberality which the railway company have always manifested
on the occasion of the Brighton Shows, and from the energetic
and successful manner in which these have been conducted, we
have little doubt such an exhibition would be satisfactory in its
results.

THE WEATHER IN DERBYSHIRE.
As Mr. Kecord, of Vinters Park, gave us an account, in the

Journal of March 19th, of the weather near Maidstone, in
Kent, it will not be out of place to state how many degrees of
frost we had in this neighbourhood. On Tuesday morning
(March 10th), the thermometer was 11' below freezing, and a
good deal of snow fell throughout the day ; on Wednesday
morning it was 7°, and on Thursday it was very raw and cold

;

frequent falls of snow and rain occurred during the day, and
the frost entirely disappeared. The blossoms of the Apricots
that were expanded are all destroyed ; that was on the Tuesday
morning, but there were very few in fuU flower, and what were
not out are all safe. They are protected with Spruce Fir
boughs. Peaches and Nectarines were not snlEciently out at
the time, so that they are safe ; and on all the trees there is a
great show for bloom, and some of the best young wood I ever
saw in old trees out of doors, some of them having been planted
nearly thuty years. I always lay-in plenty of young wood
during the summer from their centres to follow up the old,

and cut a portion of it out every spring. There are very few
places in Derbyshire where they can grow Peaches and Nec-
tarines out of doors at all ; they have to grow them under
glass. I have not protected them yet. I cover them with
common garden netting, suspended from under the coping,
and looped to hooks on a rail at the top of the wall, and tied
out to rails along the front of the trees, about 4 feet from
them. When finished it looks more like a range of Peach
houses from end to end. It is an excellent mode of protecting
the Peach from frost. Wet as the season was last year I got the
young wood well ripened, which is much in the trees' favour,
as they withstand the cold and frost better in the spring. I

generally get as many of the leaves off as possible with a broom
in the early part of the autumn, so as to have the wood
thoroughly ripened before the winter sets in, and the buds as
plump as possible.—W. M. P.

ESTIMATION OP BOSES.
I HEAD Mr. Eadclyffe's contribution to the Journal of March

19th, and think he should have been more explicit about the
new Roses named in last ycai's election. Out of the first six,

which have a special interest for me as a small grower, he
only mentions three, and by the general tone of his remarks
reverses the judgment of twenty-nine eminent rosarians. As
to the others, why not have said in what respect they are
" simply miserable ?

"

In common with many, if not most, amateurs, I always
receive the glowing praises which nurserymen give to novelties

with considerable caution ; but when fourteen or fifteen ama-
teur rosarians agreed in placing Comtesse d'Oxford 1, Etienne
Level 2, and Marquise de Castellane 3, I thought myself quite
safe in buying them, and Mr. Pvadclyft'e's letter will stimulate
the interest with which I shall watch my plants. I have only
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to say, in addition, that I cannot endorse Mr. Eadclyffe's

account of Edward Morren. I have seen it in the gardens of

two friends this year, and whilst I admit it is nearly as big as

a cabbage, I do not think it so shapely as that useful vegetable

should be if properly grown.—E. L. W., Yeovil.

WEATHEK—FRUIT PEOSPECTS—FORCING.
The weather of March 10th was very severe here (King's

Lynn). The Apricot trees were well advanced in bloom, and

they present the appearance even now of having been scorched.

A few late blooms have opened, but they seem very weak.

Other wall trees are injured, but not, I think, materially at

present ; the prospects for most kinds of fruit are now very

good—better than they have been for some time past. Our
Nectarines and Peaches in-doors, now stoning, are a fine crop.

I have not had to thin so many out for some time. Grapes,

likewise stoning, are a very good crop ; others now blooming

promise to be equally good.
The little discussion between Mr. Gilbert and Mr. Taylor

was very interesting. My practice, which, perhaps, may be

called no practice at all, has been just about midway, while I

think the results are equal to either. I think the conclusion

most persons will come to will be, that there is very little art

or skill required ; but, as Mr. Pearson once remarked, " None
but fools have secrets."

Your remarks on the Mercury I can sustain. It is often

very useful as a stop-gap for Spinach. I have found it growing

in a wild state here in two places, though I have not seen it

in any garden.
Is the Catherine Pear synonymous with the Windsor Pear,

as "Green Catharine" would show it to be?— [No. They
are both named in old lists.

—

Eds.] .

—

John Platt, Gardener,

Hilliiigtoii Hall.

NOTES FROM MY GARDEN, 1873.—No. G.

VEGETABLES.

Are we any better off than our fathers were in the vegetable

portions of our gardens? or are all the highly- vaunted im-

provements blazoned forth in catalogues mere windbags ? These
are questions which receive, as most questions do, differing

answers. On one side we find the " laudator temporis acti"

who sees no improvement, who abuses all catalogues, and
hesitates not to pronounce them false and misleading ; while,

on the other side, we have those who think the gardeners of

other days mere old fogies, the produce they cultivated coarse,

and the range of their n'pertoire limited indeed. But is not

the golden mean here, as elsewhere, probably the true ground
to take ? for surely it can be indisputably proved that in nearly

every vegetable that comes to our tables, either by the process

of selection or by the obtaining of new varieties by seed, we
have very great and marked improvements. Let me take one

vegetable, of which all the gardening papers are full at certain

periods of the year. Now, I am not going to endorse all the

wonderful things that are said as to the earliness, the produc-

tiveness, or flavour of these new varieties. Many of us re-

member how good old William Barnes, in his blunt, honest

way, used to laugh at them, and say if we were to believe all

that is said as to earliness, that we ought to have Peas some-

where about Easter, for each variety was promised some days

earlier than the earliest known. But can anyone be blind to

the merits, as compared with the Peas of former days, of such

kinds as Eingleader, or some of Mr. Laxton's new ones—Har-

binger, for instance? Now, I last year grew, side by side,

Eingleader, Emerald Gem, Dickson's First and Best, and
Sangeter's No. 1. As I am growing the first three this year,

I could see no difference between the first two as to theu'

earliness, although there is a vast difference in their appear-

ance. Emerald Gem has a peculiarity in its foliage, in that

it is entirely devoid of that bloom which Peas generally have

;

it grows from 2^ to 3 feet in height, it is moderately produc-

tive, and of good flavour. Eingleader (which is the same as

Carter's First Crop) grows to about the height of 2 feet, and
in my soil is as productive as one, perhaps, has a right to ex-

pect in so very early a Pea, although in the changes that are

being made by hybridising we may expect to find a Pea which

will both be productive and early. Dickson's First and Best is

one of the numerous synonyms of Sangster's No. 1 ;
perhaps

it is hardly fair to call them synonyms, for they are rather

selected strains of that variety—the same may be said of

Sutton's Early Champion—and valuable Peas they are, giving

a fair crop, and as they ripen-off quickly, the ground is ready
soon for Celery, or any other crop the gardener may wish to
follow with. Another Pea, valuable for small gardens, although
it does not do very well with me, is Beck's Little Gem, prolific,

with good-sized peas of good flavour. In the same way is a
Pea that was submitted to me last year for trial, and which I

have again sown this year—Carter's Early Premium Gem; it

seems to be more robust and prolific, and much of the same
character. Advancer is another Pea I have always tried to
have ; it comes in after Early Champion, grows to the height
of 2 feet, and is a well-flavoured wrinkled blue Marrow. Follow-
ing it I have generally used Princess Royal, another of Dr.
Maclean's varieties, and this year have Sutton's selected strain
of it ; it grows to about 3 feet high, is a strong and vigorous
grower, and, like nearly all Dr. Maclean's Peas, is of good
flavour. For general-crop Peas I grew last year Emperor of

the Marrows, Maclean's Best of All, and Ne Plus Ultra. The
first of these is synonymous with British Queen, to which
there are a large number of Peas bearing the same relation.

Best of All I found a most excellent Pea for a general crop,
robust in growth, 3 feet in height, flavour rich, and, to my
mind, better than Veitch's Perfection or others of the samo
class. As to Ne Plus Ultra, there is no need to say anything
in praise of this the very best of all late Peas. For this

year I have on trial some new and unnamed Peas, and also

James's Prolific, Sutton's Duke of Edinburgh, and Berkshire
Challenge, and on these, if spared, I hope to report upon by-
and-by.

Of Broccolis I can say nothing, for the seed supplied to mo
was of the most mixed character, and an invasion of rats from
a broken drain at the bottom of my garden deprived me of

more than half of them. In Celery I used Leicester Eed, a
very excellent variety, and Sandringham White : both of these

are excellent dwarf varieties. By-the-by, I do not think that

it is of the least importance to get enormous sticks of Celery ;

what is wanted are good, sizeable, crisp heads. I have other

varieties to try this year. Lettuce is a vegetable much in us9

with us, and from very early to very late I always like to have
it. My first crop comes in under those admirable contrivances

Looker's Acme Frame, and for this I find nothing better than
Tom Thumb, or, still better, Sutton's Commodore Nutt, and
to second it Hammersmith. I do not find that Cos Lettuces as

a rule do in these frames, although for summer use I would
never use a Cabbage Lettuce when I could get a Cos. I have
found the Paris White Cos best ; the difficulty, especially in

dry summers, being to prevent their running to seed. Many
varieties are advertised as not having this tendency, but all

more or less do so. In Eadishes I find for early work in frames
Wood's Early Frame best ; and for after-work none can, I

think, compare with the French Breakfast Eadish. Of Onions
I grew the Improved Reading (Sutton's), James's Long Keep^
ing, and Nuneham Park—all of them excellent, and I question

if any better are grown.
I am never sure whether a Melon ought to be classed amongst

fruits or vegetables, and it is one of those cases which show
the difliculty of definitions. However, I may mention here that

I tried Munro's Little Heath last year ; and although I do not
pretend to say that it is equal to Scarlet Gem or such high-

flavoured varieties, yet I found it hardy, succeeding in a frame
with very little bottom heat, and it was of very fair flavour.

It was grown under conditions where Scarlet Gem would have
never set a fruit.

I have thus run through most of the vegetables I grew last

season ; and although I do not pretend to add much to the

stock of information on such matters, yet it may interest some
one who has a small garden like my own to know what I have

found to succeed with me.—D., Deal.

Mr. J. Delanv.—With sincere regret we have to announce the

demise of an excellent gardener and a truly upright man, Mr.

J. Delany, of Brennanstown House Gardens, Co. Dublin. For
more than twenty years he discharged, with credit to himself

and advantage to his respected employer, George Pim, Esq.,

the duties of steward and gardener. In both capacities Mr.

Delany was very successful. Perhaps the very finest and most
successful examples of Pine-growing which ever came under

our notice were grown by him at Brennanstown, his appUances

for and mode of cultivation being as simple as they were suc-

cessful. He, too, first showed in Dublin what could be done

with the Azalea, and for several years the Eoyal Horticultural

Society's cups for the finest examples of this lovely plant found
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their way to Brennanstown. One of the traits in his character

which • wo admired most was his devoted attachment to his

employer, and we are glad to think that outside tlie widowed

wife aiid orphan children none mourn his early demise more

than Mr. Pirn. This was shown by every kindness during his

protracted illness, and every token of respect paid to his

memory at the last.

—

{Irish Farmers' Gazette.)

rEOVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Sechetakiks will oblige us by informing us of the dates on

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report

them fully, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,

and we wish for information on such specialities to be sent

to us.
{

Gloucester and Clipltonlmra, 7th.

C.liifgow, Kth and flth.

lialli, loth.

Eoyjil .lin-Hpy. IHth.

Royal norticullnrnl of Ireland, 21sl.

Camhritlgehhire, Ulst.

ManchoBtcr, 22nd to 29th.

Southampton, 25tb.

Devon and Exeter, 29th.

APRIL.
Koyal Caledonian, 1st.

lioyal Horticultural of Ireland, U! Ji.

Cambridgeshire, '23rd.

Manchester Horticultural. 28th.

Nottingham Horticultm-al, 29th.

Fermoy, SOtb.

MAY.
Royal 0.^ordshire, Gth.

TRIUMPHAL ARCH AT A WEDDING.
I AM anxious to erect a triumphal arch. The most available

position is over the entrance gates leading to the village

church, and I thought of fixing the arch on the stone caps of

the pillars, making a provision for a couple of plants in bloom,

a third to be placed on the centre. We have a lot of fine

Centaurea plants, would not their silvery leaves do to mix in

with the evergreens ? Should there be a monogram or motto?
If so, what would be suitable for a bridal occasion ?—J. C.

[The plan that "J. C." seems inclined to adopt is a good

one under certain modifications, and, I may add, amplifica-

tions. Just as a village church is the place of all others for a

wedding, so the entrance gates to that church are at the most
suited place for a triumphal arch. I would advise that the

arch, though it actually begin from the stone caps of the

pillars, should, to the eye, begin from the ground, by attaching

evergreens, with flowers intermingled, to the piljars them-
selves. A monogram should certainly be in the centre of the

arch, and on the side at which you approach the church

—

i.e., on the way in. All churches and all church decorations

should look one way, but this arch, seen prominently on both

sides, must be so made as to bear inspection from the church

side as well. The monogram should be the bride and bride-

groom's initials intermingled or crossed, and be of white

flowers. On the top of the pillars the plants in bloom may
be placed, but I rather fear they would to a degree spoil the

shape of the arch ; but the eye will tell this at a glance. As
to using variegated leaves, let them be in clusters, as, if not,

they make an arch look speckled, but bright green and bright

flowers show best. Mottoes are apt to be too long and un-

manageable, or short and meaningless ; perhaps they are more
suited to a ilower show or a triumphal entry. Recently I was
present at a wedding in a village church, and there was an
arch a little way behind the wedding group, so arranged that

all the party, veil-covered maids, best man, Ac, were separated

from the throng of lookers-on. The effect, to my mind, was
better than an arch placed simply over the bridal pair, but

much, of course, depends on the shape of the church and the
internal arrangements.

—

Wiltshiee Eectok.]

for gas. I am very well satisfied with it. The above facts may

perhaps be of use to some of your readers.—Pueston,

Lancashire.

TOP VENTILATION.
In answer to a query how this is best managed, W6 reprint

details published long since by ourselves and Mr. Loudon.

The following plan has answered perfectly :

—

Every alternate square next the top is framed (size -SI by 34)

;

but, instead of being hinged, is pivoted just sufficiently out of

tho centre to cause the

top edge of the frame
to hang downwards
when left to itself

i.fill- 1). ^
In this position what

is generally known as ,^^^ ..-^
" the up-and-down-

cast " system of venti-

lation iaas full play ;

the rarefied air escapes

in the direction of the arrow pointing upwards, and fresh polder

air descends in the direction of the other arrow. And in wet

HEATING BY GAS.
Seeing in your Journal of August, 1873, a representation of

a small gas boiler, I orderd the large size, 32s. My greenhouse

is 18 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 11 feet high, span-roofed.

The south end is built against a wash-house, which entirely

keeps the sun off the end ; on the east side it is built on a

li-feet wall, and is exposed to east and west winds. The inside

arrangements are a centre stage with walk round, and a flat

stage under the west window. I placed the boiler at the north
end, and carried a "i-inch pipe under the west stage to the end,

and back directly to the boiler, making 34 feet of piping. This
kept frost out, even when, on JIarch luth, the thermometer
showed 22' of frost. I have only one No. 4 burner to the

boiler. I grow Ferns, Geraniums, Fuchsias, Lilies, Cinerarias,

Primulas, etc. I use the boiler simply to keep out frost and
damp. It did not cost 5s. for the last three months of 1873

If

\Eri:~:ii7 wr :?
0,

Fig. 2.

weather, or when thowers may be expected, r.nCi Ihe ttmpera-

ture is still comparatively high, if the pivoted frame be brought

nearly horizontal, the bottom edge being very slightly lower
than the top, there will still

be an aperture of some 3 to

6 inches, vjiryiiig according
to the angle of the roof, at

each edge of the frame; so

that ventilation still pro-

ceeds in the same manner,
though in a less degree, while
— as the top edge of the
frame is protected by the
ridge-board, and the glass

projects about an inch over

the bottom edge of the frame
—no rain whatever can enter

the house.

The amount of ventilation

is regulated in this way : A
quarter-inch wire a [firj. 2) is

suspended on pullies b from
the rafters. A light chain r,

about 18 inches long, is

fastened to the bottom edge
of each frame, passes imder
pullies ((, fixed to a cross-

piece e, and is fastened by
its other end to the wire.

One end of the wire termi-

nates in a piece of rather

stronger chain ;', which can

be secured at any point by
placing one of the links over

a nail driven into the door-

post. On account of the

glazed frames being nearly

balanced, the .slightest effort

moves the whole simultaue-

ou.sly. In a houto 120 fetl long half the frames are moved
from one end, and half from the other, and a pull by one hand

is all that is needed to close either set. As far as opening

goes, that requires no effort at all ; the chain/ is released, and

the top edge of each frame descends by its own gravity. If

the frames were made to overbalance the other way, as may
seem more natural—that is, with the bottom edge to hang

g
D'

Fig. 3-
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downwards, no top air eonld be given in wet weather without

rain coming in ; nor would the roof be watertight even when
the frames were closed. The frames, also, when open, as in

fig. 1, are better defended, by the tenbiou of their chains, from
the action of all wind but the north, than they would be if

inclined in the opposite direction.

The following mode of banging the roof sashes of a con-

servatory is worthy of imitation. It is on the principle of a

self-balanced chandelier. A cord from each sash paoses over

a pulley {Jig. 3, «.), and is joined under the stage (c), where a

weight (h), is attached to them by another pulley, and may
either be limited in its descent by the ground (d), or by the

length of line. By this arrangement, easily understood, either

or both sashes may be opened to any extent by a very sUght

motion of the line, and without the least derangement of the

plants, or unsightly fastenings of the cord.

CISSUS DISCOLOR.
When this old and well-known climber is well grown there

is none that surpasses it in beauty. The soil should be a com-

bination of sandy peat and strong fibry loam, with well-de-

composed hotbed and old cow dung, and silver sand. Being

a very rapid grower, it requires a rich soil. It also requires

shading, otherwise the rich colouring will fade quickly. It

loves plenty of atmospheric moisture. Care must also be taken

not to syringe the foliage ; wherever water falls it spoils the

metallic lustre.

I have grown it in several ways—on a flat trellis, and on a

wire balloon. Either way it is very beautiful. I have also

grown it trained up one of the iron supports of the stove,

together with Thunbergia Harrisi ; the lovely blue flowers of

the latter intermixed with the Cissus discolor had a charming
effect.

It is propagated by cuttings of the young top shoots cut

clean at the joint. Plant them in a pot with abefi-glass to lit,

place over the hole a piece of charcoal or oyster-shell, and on

this a layer of small broken crocks, and above this a small

layer of moss, and lastly as much of the above-mentioned

compost as will come to within an inch of the rim ; fill that

inch with pure silver sand, give a gentle watering, and as soon

as the water has sunk and the sand is firm plant the cuttings,

taking care to close the sand round each cutting, give a gentle

watering, and put on the bell-glass. Every morning take off the

bell-glass and wipe it. The pot should be plunged in cocoa-

nut fibre refuse in a brisk heat, and shaded during the hottest

part of the day.—F. P. LncKHUKSi.

TO YOUNG GAEDENERS ON RENOVATING OLD
EEUIT TREES AND OTHER SUBJECTS.—No. 5.

A TKEE which is a "model of training" is often considered

to be one in which the branches are carried in their several

directions with great nicety, the brushwood being kept well in.

But does this conduce to fertility or sterility, and does it im-

prove the quantity or ijuality of the fruit ? Does it not rather

cause the deterioration of all that is most essential to the pro-

duction of good fruit? If you doubt it, go into any garden
where trees have been so treated for twelve or eighteen years,

and notice the fruit—small, scabby, cracked, and deformed;
compare them with the fruit groyving on the young wood at

the extremities of the branches, or with those on a young tree

near, and mark the differences in size, shape, and hue, and when
ripe the differences in texture and flavour. You will then, I

think, endeavour to secure more young wood in your trees.

We hear much about planting more fruit trees, but do we ob-

tain the maximum quantity of good fruit from those which we
already have ? If we think so, let us examine the thousands

of well-trained trees that are at present growing in our gardens,

and I venture to say we must come to the conclusion that we
elo not. Why'.' Simply in three out of four instances because

we persist in that hard-and-fast rule of what is called model
training. We see trees covering yards of walls or other space,

with just a few fruit at the extremities of the branches, the

remainder of these being straight lines of luxuriant foliage and
shoots.

It does not, however, follow that whilst securing young
bearing wood we cannot have a tree with pleasing and graceful

outlines. It can be a model of training, and yet be full of

young wood, as, for instance, in the case of a Peach or Morello

Cherry tree. We are startled every now and then by certain

exhibitors never heard of before making a sweep of all the

prizes for fruit, and in a year or two they fall back to the level

of their neighbours. Need we ask the reason of this ? Or does

it not at once suggest itself that the wood of those young
Vines or Pears is now older, and produces a greater number of

fruit, but of much less size? From this we ought to learn the

wisdom of laying-in annually a succession of young wood.

We may not be able to get such fine fruit from young wood
laid in an old tree as from that on a quite young one (Cherries

of the Duke and Heart tribe excepted), but we can, neverthe-

less, obtain far better fruit than from the old scrubby wood.
We seldom think of renovating, except when a tree is not a

model of training, and we think little of renovating to get

abundance of fine fruit. We often delay displacing old

branches for young, but those who wish can make a com-
promise by taking out every alternate old branch, and fiUing-

up the whole space with young wood, to be removed as the

young principal shoot grows ; and when this is of the required

length the old branch should be amputated, and the space

again fiUed up as before from the young branch. By this

system we serve two purposes : we retain a crop of fruit, and
do not cause a sudden shock to the tree.

There are shoots with bloom-buds and others with none.

We will suppose that those with bloom-buds will produce a
crop of fruit ; in the majority of cases in the following year

the fruit spur throws out one or two weak growths, which of

course are to be pinched-in, but it is nuny years before they

ai'e sufficiently strong to produce a fruit-bud. I believe not

one in a score ever does. We get buds formed near them, and
such, though weak, will produce blooms iu a year or two.

There are a few varieties, especially of Apples, which will form
two bloom-buds a year after on an old fruit spur instead of the

wiry shoots, but they are the exception. Though we cannot

leave those weak growths on wall trees without being denounced
as slovenly fruit-growers, we can leave them on bush, pyramidal,

and similar trees, because they are almost certain, if left

entire, to produce a bloom-bud at their end the second year,

when we shall finel them from C to 8 inches long. There are

many varieties of Apples and Pears that will bear fruit in no
other way but on the tips of these wiry shoots, and by re-

moving them many fail in securing a crop of some varieties.

I have long come to the conclusion that very little good
comes of pinching in summer, or pruning these weak shoots

in winter, to within an inch or so, with a view of inducing

them to put forth other growths. The eyes are so weak, that

before they have time to collect energy sulficient to start

into growth thek stronger neighbours have run away with the

food. Hence the numerous small dead spurs we find clustered

together in trees that have been under a person who gives

Uttle attention to the subject. We have but two things to do :

one is to take them clean out the first year ; the other is to

leave them until they have fruited and then clear them off,

but never shorten them.
According to my idea, as soon aa (he choot with the bloom-

buds has performed its duty it is to be cut out, and the following

year another young one laid in, and so keep up a succession of

young shoots, having the tree full of one, two, and three, or, in

certain chance cases, four-year-old wood. We may then reason-

ably expect a continued supply of fine fruit. Thrs is no theory.

I have carried the system out for some time with the best results

in renovating old or neglected trees. So certain am I of the

utility of the practice, that I can strongly recommend it to any
person wishing to grow high-class fruit. It must be borne in

mind that to keep up a good stock of young shoots to lay-in

there must be a guuti border for the roots, otherwise, after a

few years, I find the trees cease to produce shoots. Cut-off a

shoot, and it wiU at once commence to form another; but lay

it in, and fruit is produced and but little growth. Budding
and grafting iu theii- different forms to fill-up naked parts I

presume are well understood.

—

John T.4Vlor.

VALUE OF POULTRY DUNG AS A MANURE.
Colonel WAEixti, in his "Elements of (American) Agricul-

ture," says :
—" Poultry manure is nearly equal in value to

Peruvian guano, except that it contains more water. If granted

that a hen will consume, of the different kinds of grain, meat,

and vegetables, during the year, the equivalent of two bushels

of corn, which weigh 120 lbs., then it is certainly low enough
to place the excrement—the result of the digestion of these two
bushels—as equivalent to 15 lbs. of guano. As the manure from

one hundred fowls during a year would amount to 1500 lbs. of

guauo, taking the above supposition as at least safe, and as
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300 lbs. is ordinarily sufficient for an acre of corn, it will be

seen that the manure from one hundred fowls will make com-

post enough for live acres. The experiment has been tried by

the writer of applying to one acre of corn the manure of twenty

hens one year, mixed with swamp muck, in the proportion of

one part hen manure and three parts muck, and the result was

a better crop than upon an adjoining acre enriched, for the

sake of experiment, with a good fair ordinary dressing of stable

manure.

THE OLDEST EXISTING HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

At the centenary meeting of the Nottingham Horticultural

Society, held on the 'jaad April, 18C1, it was unanimously re-

solved to print the following record of the revival of this

ancient Society:

—

The first record found of the revival of this Society is in

" AyscQugh's Nottiiujham Couraiit," vol. 35, under date

April 4th, 17G1, in which is contained the following advertise-

ment :

—

" To ALL Gentlemen and Others who Delight in Floweks.

—To revive the Ancient Society nf Flowerists their company is

desired to dine at Mr. WiUiam Taylor's at the Eoe Buck, in

James's Lane, Nottingham, on Wednesday, the 2'2nd day of

April, 1761. There will be a Show of Flowers for the following

prizes :—Five shillings for the best Auricula ; the same for the

best seedling ; and the same for the best Polianthos."

The word revive in the above advertisement is printed in

italic, clearly proving the Society to have existed before that

time. The next advertisement is from the same paper, dated

25th July, 1701.
" All GL'utlemen and others who delight in flowers are desired

to meet at Mr. William Taylor's, the sign of the Eoe Buck, in

St. James's Lane, Nottingham, on Wednesday, the 5th of

August, 1761, being appointed by the Society for the Carnation

Show, and are desired to bring with them what rarities their

gardens afford."

This, it is submitted, proves, considering especially the words
" being appointed by the Society for the Carnation Show,"
that the Society was revived according to the previous adver-

tisement, and the Exhibitions have been regularly held from
this revival until the present time, and were first held at the

Eoe Buck, in St. James's Lane, where, by the same paper, they

remained until the year 177.3, when on Mr. William Taylor's

removing from the Eoe Buck to the Bull's Head, Middle Pave-

ment, in that year, the Society removed with him, and held

their Exhibitions there during that year only. This year (1773)

likewise, Mr. William Archer was elected President and Secre-

tary, and so remained for twenty-three years—viz., until the

year 1795.

The title of the Society from 1761 to 1784 was " The Ancient

Society of Florists;" from 1785 to 1828, "The Ancient and
Friendly Society of Florists ;" from 1829 to 1845, " The
Nottingham Floral and Horticultural Society;" and now,
" The Nottingham Horticultural Society," and in union with

the Eoyal Horticultural Society.

BLENHEIM HOUSE.
THE SEAT OF THE DUKE OF JIAELBOEOUGH.

We know of no mansion in England similarly connected

with celebrities. Here is believed to have been a Eoman vUla.

In Saxon times Alfred the Great resided here, and here he
translated Boetius. Subsequent Saxon monarchs were here

resident, and some of their laws are hence dated. When the

Norman dynasty prevailed it still remained a royal palace. By
Henry I. it was recoustructed, and the park enclosed by a

wall. Hero Henry II. lodged Fair Rosamond. Here was born
Edward so celebrated as " the Black Prince." Here Queen
Mary confined her sister and successor Elizabeth. Chaucer
lived at Woodstock, looked upon the palace from his garden,

and passed to it in his walks down the valley of the Glyme.
During all that period and down to the reign of Queen Anne
it remained a part ol the Crown domains. She recommended
it to be alienated and settled in perpetuity upon the Duke of

Marlborough and his heirs. This was sanctioned by Parlia-

ment, and it was to be thenceforward named after his most
celebrated victory. Blenheim comprises the honour of Wood-
stock. The whole is extra-parochial. It is held of the Crown
by grand serjeanty, being the presentation at the Castle of

Windsor on Ang:ust 2nd, the anniversary of the victory of

Blenheim, of a French standard. The grant was confirmed by

Act of Parliament in 1705, and £500,000 voted to complete

the residence. It was completed in 1715, but at a cost ap-

proaching to double the sum named. The outlay is said to

have been £950,000 ; the kitchen costing £10,000 of that sum.

Sarah, wife of the great Duke, unfortunately had no tasto

for the antique, so she had the remains of the king's palace

pulled down and sold the materials. The remains were near

Blenheim, and part of them were the Gatehouse in which

Queen Elizabeth, when Princess, had been imprisoned, and a

part of the world-famed " Rosamond's Bower." They might

have been planted around, so as to be highly ornamental.

Princely as the Palace of Blenheim is, not less so is the

domain surrounding it, for the park is nearly three thousand

acres in extent, and variously estimated at from twelve to

fourteen miles in circumference. Its surface Is naturally

well suited for the exercise of the landscape gardener's art,

especially in the production of grand eiJects, being marked with

bold undulations, and by the deep valley of the Glyme, which

now forms the bed of an extensive lake, whilst the extent admits

of woods and plantations which would in a smaller space be

altogether inadmissible, and of vistas miles in length. The
pleasure grounds cover three hundred acres, 160 of which are

under the machine and scythe, and the extent of kept ground

is probably not equalled at any other place in the three

kingdoms.
We will start from that part of the grounds which lies to the

east of the palace, and endeavour to give an idea of their present

state and what is being done by way of improvement. Here

there is a space of forty acres or more, in which ancient Ivy-

covered Oaks, in many instances much decayed, occur at

intervals amongst sweeps of Laurels ; and through it runs an

avenue terminating with a view of the gate leading to Wood-
stock, erected by the first Dachess the year after the Duke's

death. Other ways strike right and left in every direction

among beds of Laurels kept dwarf with the knife. Deodars,

Hollies, and Yews. A view is also gained of the outlet of the

lake as well as over the park. To secure these objects the

Laurels have been cut much lower than they were formerly

allowed to grow, and this is certainly an improvement, as it

has been the means of opening-up views which were shut out

by dense screens of shrubs. Much has been done by the

present gardener, Mr. Temple, in this respect, and one of his

predecessors, Mr. TurnbuU, who was famous for his Grape-

growing achievements, had before Mr. Temple's time done

good work in the same direction. Near this point are the

aviaries, principally stocked with Golden and Silver Pheasants ;

several fine Cedars are on the left of the main avenue, and

a selection of young specimen Conifers have, besides, been

planted to give variety. In order to form a continuation,

shrubs from all parts of the grounds have recently been brought

thither with great labour and planted with an excellent pro-

spect of success. Two old Oaks covered with Ivy here form

picturesque objects ; and a Uttle further on, where there is a

cross avenue, is a Grecian summer-house called the Temple of

Health, erected in commemoration of the recovery of George

HI. after a visit to Blenheim. Passing onwards we gain a

view of the south front of the mansion, but our way lies past

its east side, where the flower garden is. This has been

entirely remodelled, a number of specimen variegated Hollies

introduced as stand-points to give relief to the sunk beds, and

these reduced in size by increasing the breadth of the sur-

rounding turf. The whole is encompassed by a neat chain

pattern in Box. We consider that Mr. Tomple has done

wisely in reducing the size of the large beds in the centre of

this garden, for these, even as they are, must swallow-up

thousands of plants which require wintering under glass, and

a vast amount of labour not only there but in the ground.

The next important object after passing the eud of an avenue

of Elms averaging 100 feet high, running east and west, is the

handsome conservatory which occupies the site of the Titian

Gallery, which was consumed by fire some years ago. This

structure is 130 feet long, and is glazed with rough plate glass,

which is found to answer very well. A new edging, a com-

position in imitation of stone, has recently been laid down by

Messrs. Eosher, and so well is it liked that it is ultimately to

be carried throughout the house. At the time of our visit

there was an excellent display of Eoses, Cinerarias, Azaleas,

Camellias, Primulas, bulbs, &c.

We now reach the north front of the Palace, and catch a

view, a mile off, of the column erected to commemorate the

victoriea of the first Duke, and which is 130 feet high. Here,
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too, we also obtain a distant view of the lake and the Grand
Bridge, which forms a notable feature, the principal arch being

101 feet span, and upwards of .'iO feet above the water. To
the west of this bridge is Rosamond's Well, and to the east is

said to have been the site of the ancient palace of Woodstock,
of which, however, as already stated, not a trace remains.

It is, however, on the west side that the grounds are seen in

their most picturesque aspect. There one looks from high
terraces down deep grass -carpeted and tree-clad slopes to the

broad lake beneath, and over its smooth surface to wider
glades betwixt great clumps of trees, by which the eye is carried

on till these woodland scenes are merged in dense plantations

in the distance. On this side of the mau6ion,to return a Uttle

inland, is a small flower garden, and here and there summer-
houses, from one of which, of rustic work covered with Iv)',

is seen the lodge where Rochester lived, known as Rochester's

Castle, beyond the old Oaks and Beeches on the opposite

bank. Near another of these summer-houses, called the

Temple of Diana, which is of Ionic architecture, the ground
is a tableland, of which the slope down to the water is thrown
into winding terraces. Some fine standard Magnolias, at least

40 feet high, form a prominent feature near this spot, and when
in flower must be exquisitely beautiful. Further on we come
to a Rose garden which has suffered much from the attacks of

deer, but it is in contemplation to plant the beds in the interior

with dwarfs in substitution for the present standards. On-
wards we go past numbers of Tulip Trees, Judas Trees, Labur-
nums, Catalpas, and a variety of other deciduous flowering trees,

till we reach the Grand Cascade, which is really a very fine

artificial fall, formed by the overflow of the lake skilfully con-

ducted amidst projecting blocks of stone so as to throw the water
into a foaming torrent. On one bank is a celebrated Portugal

BLENHEIM.*

Laurel upward.t of 100 feet in diameter, said to be the largest

in the country, but which is in fact an assemblage of plants

rather than one only, the branches having, we believe, become
naturally layered ; stUl it cannot be considered other than a

grand specimen. From the other bank we look down on Cork
trees by the side of the water. Oaks, fine Cedars, Cypresses,

and an American ground of ten acres filled with Rhododen-
drons and Kalmias ; but the great features all about are the

deciduous flowering trees. We omitted to say that the water

is crossed by a bridge which leads into a rock garden, which is

formed of large masses of stone, and was designed as a fernery.

The entrances to this consist of large blocks of stone, which
turning readily on a pivot, servo as gateways. It appears to

be well adapted to the purpose for which it was designed ; and
though Ferns are stiU growing there in the niches prepared

for them, the extent of the place would involve an immense
amount of labour to keep it in order.

Having now passed through the more important portions of

the pleasure grounds, of which, however, any attempt at de-

scription would fail to convey a just idea of the beauties, we
wUl proceed to the fruit and kitchen garden, which is enclosed
by walls 15 to 18 feet high. In its general shape it is an oblong,
with its longest sides running from east to west, but with semi-
circular recesses in the middle. The total area within the

From a drawing by W. DanieU, R A., enaraved by J. O. Anuytago. I

walls, is about eight acres, and this is intersected by 12-feet
walks, with others of similar width all round. The extent of
glass seems at first view disappointing, but this is more owing
to the houses being scattered, and the large extent of ground
enclosed, than from any deficiency, for there are eight vineries,

some of them wide and lofty, three Peach houses, and an
orchard house, in all 185 feet run, besides plant houses, pits,

etc., of which more hereafter.

In the second early vinery, which was the first entered, the
Vines were being gradually renovated by the introduction of

young rods, as those in other vineries have been of late years,
and there was a fine show of bunche?. The third vinery con-
tained, besides Black Hamburgh and Foster's White Seedling,
Golden Champion promising well for fruit. The fourth vinery
had been started for succession, and the fifth contained late

kinds, chiefly West's St. Peter's and Muscats. Next came
the earliest Peach house, in which was a very heavy crop
stoning aud being thinned ; and it is worthy of remark that
one of the trees had been wholly lifted, and the other half-

lifted inside and outside in August before the leaves had fallen,

and both show now stift' short-jointed wood. The suceession

house had been treated in the same way with equally good
results.

We now pass to a range of vineries put-up about ten years

ago, and which is about 150 feet long, the roof entirely of

rough plate glass. In this are the earliest and two latest
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vineriea ; the Vines in the former had been lifted last year
after the crop was gathered at midsummer, and an addition

was likewise made to the outside border. The crop in this

house was a beautiful sight. On the back walls are Figs
trained like Pears, and Mr. Temple easily obtains as many
branches as he wishes to fill-in with by cutting a notch above
each eye, which has the effect of causing the dormant eye
to start. Jlr. Temple speaks highly of rough plate glass

especially for latft vineries, although for general purposes he
prefers clear glass. Facing east are a vinery and Peach house,
the former containing Muscats for late use ; and it is worthy of

remark that Mr. Temple found the Vines rooting freely in

nothing but the yellow clay outside, and we may add that the
Black Muscat of Alexandria, or Muscat Hamburgh as it is

commonly called, thrives well with Mr. Pearson at Chilwell, in

a border little better than brick clay. It must not, however,
bo inferred that because Vines will thrive in such soils an
artificial border is not desirable, but we mention the fact to

^how that in certain cases those who cannot go to the expense
of elaborately prepared borders need not be afraid to attempt
CJrape-growing with comparatively slight preparation where
the soil is naturally good.
Besides the vineries, <fec., there is a leau-to orchard house.

Go feet by 18, with Peach trees on the back wall. In the body
of the house are Peach trees in pots plunged in iron basins
and placed on trucks to wheel out and in, on the Rev. John
Fountaine's system. A number of trees are also planted out

;

these are thriving admirably, and are found to involve much
less labour in watering, so that ultimately it is probable the
whole will be planted out.

Before quitting the Idtchen garden, the whole of the walks
in which, it should be remarked, have very neatly-kept Box-
edgings, we may remark that many of the wall trees require

renewing, and Mr. Temple has already replaced a considerable
number, especially in the case of the old Apricots, which have
been dying-off for years. The renovation of some is being
attempted by lifting-out of the clay the roots of one side of

the tree one year, and those on the other side the next, re-

planting in fresh soil mixed with lime rubbish.

The plant houses are in a walled-in area behind the kitchen
gardens, and consist of well-finished span and half-span struc-

tures 250 feet long in all. They are heated by one of Weeks'
upright tubular boilers, which does its work efficiently, heating
besides three vineries and a Mushroom house. The stove con-

tained an abundance of plants for house decoration, as Dra-
CEBnas, Marantas, Palms, Crotons, Begonias, Ac. Ferns and
fine-foliaged plants. Cyclamens, Primulas, Salvia gesnerseflora,

and a variety of other flowering subjects enlivened the other
houses. In a Cucumber house, which had just been planted,

were Gardenias, Eucharis amazonica, and a variety of other
plants being pushed on.

A number of useful brick pits, about 350 in all, are used
for growing Pines, Strawberries, and for vegetable-forcing.

The Pine Apples chiefly grown are Queen and Smooth-leaved
Cayenne, of which Mr. Temple is working-up a good stock,

and nothing could be more satisfactory than the appearance
of the plants, both fruiting and succession. In the Mushroom
house were splendid crops of large fleshy Mushrooms, and
fresh beds were coming-on, which promised to be equally pro-

ductive.

The foregoing is but an imperfect sketch of what is to be
seen at Blenheim ; hut to appreciate the beauties of the grounds
they must be seen. We have purposely abstained from all

attempt at a description of the magnificent edifice which they
surround as being foreign to gardening, as well as from allu-

sions to the achievements of the great captain of his ago, which
are matters of history. The noble possessors of Blenheim
have long been noted for their active interest in gardening,
and it is gratifying to find that the present Duke and Duchess
inherit the same taste. We may feel certain, then, that it will

not be their fault nor that of Mr. Temple, whose antecedents
are so favourably known, if it do not take a yet higher position
as a home of gardening than it has hitherto held.

FLOWEES FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 29.

ALSTBOMERIA CHILENSIS.—CniLIiN Al,STn.i-MEEIA.

The a. chilensis may be said to belong to the hardiest
section of the genus ; the early shoots are sometimes cut by
spring frosts, but the roots appear capable of resisting almost
any amount of cold. It is somewhat doubtful whether this

plant has a claim to be considered a distinct species. We believe

it was originally raised by M. Van Houtte from seeds imported
from Chili ; but the species appear to hybridise so freely that
this circumstance is not altogether conclusive of its distinct

character. The flowers vary considerably in their tint, some
of the specimens producing blossoms much darker than others.

Alstrcimeria chilensis is of the easiest cultivation, requiring
only to be planted in moderately rich soil of a sandy texture,
where it will flourish for years with but little attention. It

grows about 2 feet high, and the roots will, when two or three
years old, produce several stems, each terminated by an umbel
of from ten to twenty blossoms, which expand in July and
August.
The plant will not succeed in stiff loam, and, therefore,

when the soil of the borders is of this character, an artificial

compost must be prepared of sandy loam, rotten manure, and
leaf mould or peat. It will be advisable to plant the roots at

a depth of at least 4 or 6 inches ; they will then be not only
less liable to injury from severe frost, but will also suffer less

from drought in summer. In dry weather, during their growth

,

they will require a frequent supply of water, and when in flower

the stems, being somewhat feeble, must be supported by neat
sticks. In shallow hot soils neither this nor any of the species

succeed well.

Alstrumeha cliilenBls.

After flowering, if seeds are desired, the plant must still be
freely watered, or the seed vessels will wither ; and this remark
applies equally to many other plants, which it is but too com-
mon to neglect when they will no longer repay us for our
attention by their beauty. With the precaution just noted the
plant will ripen abundance of seed, by which it may be easily

increased. If sown as soon as ripe the seeds vegetate readily,

especially when aided by a little bottom heat ; but unless tho
young plants can be kept in a growing state through the winter
by preserving them in a greenhouse, it will be advisable to

defer sowing until spring, as the young tubers would, in all

probability, shrivel and perish if allowed to become dry, and,
from then' immature condition, they would scarcely surrive an
exposure to the vicissitudes of our winter. In any case, a
light sandy soil with a small admixture of vegetable matter
is to be preferred for raising the plants, and, as the seeds are

rather large, they may be covered with half an inch of earth.

When sown in spring, and forwarded on a hotbed, a few of the

seedlings will, perhaps, flower the same season : but, in general,

the tubers will not produce blossoms until the second year. In
favourable localities and suitable soils the seed may be sown in

the open ground, and will then produce stronger plants than if

sown in pots.

The plant may also be propagated by dividing the tubers,

which increase freely ; but we do not recommend that this be
done too frequently, as a large clump of the plant is far more
effective than single specimens.

It may, if desired, be cultivated in large pots, but will then
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require dividing every season, or the long, white, fleshy roots

will so coil round and fill up the bottom of the pot that it will

be impossible to remove them without injury. The better to

aooomplish this, a disc of tile or slate should be put at the
bottom of the pot before placing in it the ordinary fragmeuts
employed to ensure draiuage ; and when it is desired to turn
out the tubers, this may then be easily effected by pushing up
the tile by applying the finger to the orifice at the under surface

of the pot.

AlBtriimeria aurea is another species which may be recom-
mended to those in quest of perennials of easy culture. It

is of taller habit than the preceding species, and retains its

foliage longer. It is, however, of such free growth that when
once thoroughly established it is apt to encroach unduly upon
its neighbours, and, like the camel iu the fable, dispossess them
altogether, unless kept within bounds. The singular resupinate
foliage of this, as well as other species of the genus, can hardly
fail to arrest the attention of the least observant cultivator

;

and it is also worthy of remark that iu A. chilensis, and pro-

bably in other species, the stamens, being longer than the style,

are at a certain stage of their growth curved upwards and in-

wards in succession, so as to bring the pollen into close cou-
tiguity with the tliree-cleft stigma.

—

{IV. Thompson's English
Flower Garden, Revised by the Author.)

for £5 us. ; Dendrobium thyrsiflorum from £2 10s. to £9 10s.

Vanda csarulescens from £2 to £7 7s.

A CHEAP AND DUKABLE GREEN PAINT.
The season for painting being at hand, and the time of

"doing-up" small gardens being very commonly taken ad-
vantage of to do a little painting in the shape of renovating
with a fresh coat the rails, gates, doors, garden sticks, &o., it

may be acceptable to your readers to be put in possession of a
formula for a paint which shall not only bo less costly but
infinitely more sightly and serviceable tlian ',the vile abomina-
tion which ordinarily does duty imder these circumstances.
The stuff usually supplied when green paint is inquired for is

almo.st invariably that which is known as " Brunswick green,"
a colour that has no "body" in itself, but requires a good
coating of lead colour as a foundation, and even then it changes
tint so rapidly that this is noticeable when using it, while
after a few months' exposure it becomes a leaden grey, and
seldom lasts more than a season. It is a splendid colour
to look at in the can, which makes it very tempting, but, un-
fortunately, this is about the best thing that can be said in its

favour.

A very cheap and durable material may be obtained iu

the following manner :—Procure an old 4 or G-lb. Australian
meat tin, have it thoroughly cleaned with boiUng water, and
then, when dry, take it to the colourman's, and have half a

pound of black paint weighed into it, and also half a pound of

ground yellow ochre (Oxford ochre if you can get it), for both
of which I pay id. a-pound. Let these be well stirred together,

and an olive green will be produced varying in colour according
to the quality of the yellow ochre; but a little more either of

the black or of the yellow may be added to produce either a

deep ivy green or a lighter shade up to the palest Aucuba leaf.

When satisfied with the colour, ask for a pennyworth of
" patent dryer," and mix this thoroughly in, and the compound
will then be ready to dilute for use ; but it may be preserved
for a considerable time by being kept in a cool shady place,

and with 2 or H inches of water over it.

When required for using, take a small portion out into a
pipkin, and thin with equal parts of raip linseed oil and tur-

pentine ; a half-pint bottle filled in these proportions will be
ample to provide at first. On no account use boiled oil, as

this only dries on the surface while it remains soft within, and
is very liable to blister when exposed to the sun. One coat of

this will be found to cover very fairly, but it is always best to

lay-on the first coat very thinly, and let it become thoroughly
dry and hard before completing with a second coat. When
leaving off, let the brush be rubbed dry, and not left in the
paint, but immersed in a vessel of water ; and on no account
piit water over the paint that has once been mixed for use, as

the latter plan renders it far less durable. I once had a
board fence that had been painted thus, and after seven years'
wear it was in good condition when r:!moved. It is a colour
that harmonipes well with foliage, and is in no way obtrusive
to the eye.—W. Kenedy Bbidoman.

S.\LE OP Orchids.—Mr. Stevens sold 340 lots on the 2oth of

March, which realised about £700. Cypripedium Parishii sold

THE HISTORY OF THE ROSE.—No. 2.

It is singular that Pliny has not mentioned the twice-blow-
ing Eoses of Pn:'stum, so often referred to by Eoman poets. Is

the Praenestine or the Campanian Eose to be regarded as the
Pffistan Eose, or a species of it ? If so, is it not probable that
Pliny would have noticed them more particularly ? Of the
PiBstan Rose we unfortunately possess no detailed accounts.
They appear to have been extremely beautiful and fragrant,

and to have grown very abundantly at the place from which
they took their name. Virgil, Martial, Ovid, and Propertius
constantly allude to the Psestau Eoses, speaking at one time of

their abundance, at another of their fragrance and colour.

But there is a Eose which still blooms amid the ruins of

Pastum, and it is thus noticed by Mr. Swinburne in his " Tra-
vels iu the Two Sicilies:"— "The Pffistan Eose, from its

peculiar fragrance, and the singularity of its blowing twice

a-year, is often mentioned with predilection by the classic

poets. The Wild Eose, which now shoots up among the ruins,

is of the small single Damask kind, with a very high perfume.
As a farmer assured me on the spot, it flowers both iu spring
and autumn." The Pffistan Hose, according to most authori-
ties, appears to have been of a deep red colour; yet Pomponius
Fortunatus, in his notes upon Columella, says it was almost
white ; he further observes that it flowered in May and Sep-
tember.
Of the ancient rosaria, or placos set apart for the cultivation

of Eose trees, no account has reached us as to the manner in

which they were laid out. Pliny and Columella mention March
and April to be the months during which the rosaria should
be dug-up, and otherwise prepared for the reception of plants

;

but Palladius recommends an earlier commencement. He says,
" We are to plant beds of Eoses this month (February), which are

to be set in very narrow furrows or in trenches, either suckers

or seeds. The seeds of Eoses are contained in integuments,
which they produce, which become ripe after the vintage

;

and their maturity may be known by their dark brown colour,

and from their softness. If there are also any old beds of

Eoses, they are stirred at this season with weeding instruments

or pickaxes, and all the dry wood is cut off. Now, also, those

places that are not well supplied, are to be recruited by means
of layers. If you wish to have Eoses more early than usual,

you are to dig round them at the distance of two palms, and
to water them twice a-day with warm water Although
beds of Roses are to be planted in February, we may, however,
make plantations of Eoses in November; which, if being iu

want of plants you wish to be well supplied with, you ought to

cut the young shoots with their joints, and to set them in the

same manner as a Vine is propagated, and to cherish them
with compost and watering. When they are a year old you
are to transplant them a foot distant from each other, and
thus to fill the ground which you destine to this sort of planta-

tion." Neither Columella nor Palladius mentions by their

names the kinds of Eoses which were cultivated in these plant-

ations. This omission may, perhaps, be attributed to the

kinds of Eoses used for wreaths, chaplets, <tc., being generally

known, since we learn that none but those so employed were

planted in the rosaria. The most celebrated of these Eose
plantations were at Piestum. It may here be mentioned that

the custom of rearing large plantations of Eose trees still

exists in the East and in Russia, as appears from the follow-

ing extract from Van Halen's account of his journey in that

country:—"On the following morning we left our place of

bivouac, in the vicinity of Kuba, with the rising sun, and
proceeded through picturesque fields covered with Eose trees.

The exquisite fragrance emitted by them, and which the morn-
ing dew rendered more fresh and grateful ; the varied warbling

of a multitude of birds, who had their nests in these delightful

bowers ; and the sight of several cascades, whoso playful waters

leaped from their steep summits, produced on every sense an
indescribable feeling of delight. One of the nobles belonging

to the suite of Asian Khan made me a present of a small

flagon of oil extracted from these Roses, and which, when
some months after I compared with the best otto of Eoses of

Turkey, surpassed it in fragrance and delicacy. Beyond these

woods of Eoses spreads an extensive forest."

Roses, according to Theophrastus and Pliny, were raised, in

some cases, from seeds; but they say that the growth of the

plant when so propagated was slow, swing to the seed being
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sltuabed within the bark under the flower, and having a woolly

covering. Shoots or cuttings were also planted, and this mode
of propagating the plant was preferred to the above, because

their growth was more rapid.

The cuttings, according to Pliny, were four fingers or more
in length, and were planted soon after the setting of the

Pleiades, perhaps about April, and were afterwards trans-

planted during the following spring. The young plants were

placed 1 foot distant one from another, and wero frequently

dug round. They required a light soil, not rich nor clayey,

nor one in which there were springs. Their favourite soil was

ground covered with the rubbish of old buildings.

The following account of the cultivation of Rose trees is

given by Didymus in the " Geoponios."

If you wish, says the above writer, to have a con.stant suc-

cession of Koses, plant and manure them every month. But
Boscs are planted in various ways. Some transplant them with

the root entire ; others take them up with the root, and cut

them down to the size of four tiugers in length, and plant all

that is cut off the roots, and what grows from them, at the

distance of 1§ foot from each other. Some weave wreaths of

Rose plants, and plant them for the sake of their fragrance.

But we ought to recollect that Koses will have more fragrance

when they are grown in dry places, in the same manner as

Lilies have. Roses come early both in baskets and in pots,

and requu-e the same attention as Gourds and Cucumbers. If

you wish those Rose trees already planted to bear flowers early,

dig a trench two palms in breadth from the plant, and pour

into it warm water twice a-day. Democritus says that if a

Rose is (thus ?) watered twice every day, in the middle of sum-
mer, it will bear flowers in the month of January. Florentinus

says a Rose may be grafted, or in-eyed, into the bark of an Apple

tree, and that Roses will appear at the same time the Apples

do. If from a few plants you wish to make more, take cuttings

of them, and, making them four fingers or a little more in

length, fet them into the ground. When they are a year old

transplant them at a distance of a foot from one another, and
tend them by careful digging, and removing all the rubbish

from about them.
It was customary among the ancients to cut back and burn

down Rose trees, by which means the trees were increased in

size, and produced a larger number of flowers. Theophrastus
says that the flower by these means was rendered more beautiful.

The Rose, like the Vine, appears to have grown most rapidly

when transplanted ; and Theophrastus informs us that, when
this was done frequently, a more beautiful flower was produced.

The Rose-tree cuttings required to be put into the ground
deeper than young fruit trees, and not so deep as Vines ; the

latter being sunk in the earth to the depth of 2 feet. Didymus
observes that the fragrance of the Rose is increased and im-
proved by being grown in the vicinity of Garlic*
The rarity of early Roses made them valuable, and like all

vegetable productions obtained out of their season, they were
eagerly sought after, and bore a high price.

" Kara juvaut: primis sic major pratia pomis,
HiberBK pretium sic meruere Rose."

Marfml, lib. 4, cpls. 29.

** The rai'e delishts: we find first Apples nice,

And winter Koses bear a tenfold price."

Elphinston's trans.

The employment of warm water for forcing Roses has already

been mentioned. Palladius and Seneca both allude to this

custom, and Pliny states that the time when it should be put
into practice is when the calyx of the Rose begins to sprout.

Columella and Pliny state that it was usual to cover plants

with the "lapis specularis " (talc), when it was an object to

make them produce their fruits early ; and this plan appears

from Martial to have been pursued with respect to flowers

also :

—

" Condita sic puro numerautur lilia vitro.

Sic proliibet teneras gemmal latere rosas."

Lib. 4, epig. 22.

" So tln-ough the crystal ai'o the Lilies told :

So does the gem the blushing Rose unfold."
Elithimion's trans.

Before quitting this portion of the subject, we must allude

to a singular practice mentioned by Didymus in the passage

* The Paistan Rose unfolds
Her bud more lovely near the fetid Leek."

Philips, Cider, v. 254.

t By "gemma" is to
'

covered in gardens.
understood the tale with which the Rosea were

from the " Geoponics" above quoted—namely, the weaving of

wreaths, and planting them; because Casaubon, in his " Com-
ments upon AtheniPus," where a passage is quoted from
Nicander's " Georgics," in which it is mentioned that fre-

quently a complete crown made of Ivy is planted, says, " Ri-

dicuUim est, . . . intfrdioii coronam Ip^aiii lit'deraceam cum
siiin racemis esse plantandam." It is probable that Casaubon
had not met with the passage in the "Geoponics" which
proves the possibility of forming wreaths thus ; and, more-
over, shows that it was by no means an uncommon practice

to " plant crowns."

A FEW WORDS ABOUT DR.MNAGE AND
WATERING AS APPLIED TO PLANTS IN POTS.

In the article of last month's " Gardener " [see page 259] the

most important points in connection with the cultivation of

plants in pots are touched upon, and their discussion invited.

In compliance with the invitation I beg to make a few remarks

in reference to drainage and watering. Without moisture at

their roots plants cannot live and thrive for any great length

of time, neither can they do so if the moisture in the soil is

in excess of their requirements : hence we drain our gardens

and fields where the nature or condition of the soil demands
it ; and in the matter of flower pots special provision is made
in them for the escape of superabundant moisture, provided

we only supply suitable drainage materials in sufficient quan-

tity at the time the plants are being transferred to them. The
effect of neglecting to do so, as shown in the article referred

to, should impress on the mind of all who are desirous of be-

coming successful cultivators of plants in pots the importance

and absolute necessity of performing this operation in a

thoroughly efficient manner.
I have been long impressed with the fact that efficient drain-

age and judicious watering are the two most important opera-

tions connected with the culture of plants in pots. If the

drainage is ample, and care is taken to prevent the soil from
mixing with it at the time the plants are being transferred to

the pots, two very important conditions towards the future

welfare of the plants are thereby secured. The best two ma-
terials with which I am acquainted for preventing the soil from
becoming mixed with and chokiug-up the drainage in flower

pots are cocoa-nut fibre and hair, the same as that used by
plasterers. A slight layer of either of these placed over the

drainage will prevent for a long time the soil getting mixed
therewith. Moss and the fibry portions of the compost are

also good for this purpose, and are the materials oftenest used
;

but the others are preferable where they are to be had. When
the drainage is efficient to begin with, it is one point in favour

of the plants not getting injured or made to suffer through
careless watering afterwards. But the knowledge that the

drainage is good should in no wise lessen the responsibility of

those whose duty it is to supply the plants with water ; and
all the skill and knowledge of which they are possessed in

reference to this particular operation should be brought into

action on each occasion that it is performed.

Perhaps there is not a more difficult subject connected with

gardening to write about than that of watering plants in pots.

It is admitted by all who understand the matter, that no defi-

nite rule can be laid down as to how often it may be necessary

to do 80. The circumstances and conditions are so varied

under which plants in pots are grown, that it is impossible to

lay down a rule in reference to watering that would with any
degree of certainly apply to all of them. One thing, however,

we may state with safety, that water should be given as soon

as it is required, but not before. The difficulty, however, is to

know the precise state of dryness, consistent with the welfare

of the plants, at which the soil should be allowed to arrive

before water is given. This can only be learned through prac-

tical experience, and a knowledge of the amount of moisture

necessary in the soil to maintain healthy and vigorous growth

in the particular plants being operated on.

I am inchned to think that in a general way more harm is

done, especially to plants growing in large pots, through over-

watering than what takes place through a deficiency thereof.

If through overwatering or imperfect drainage the soil in a

large pot becomes sodden and sour, it is ten to one if ever it

becomes sweet again while it remains in the same pot. No
doubt by withholding water it will bo got into a dry state, but

it will always have a greater tendency to become sour after-

wards than if it had not been overwatered previously. This

should make us careful to guard against overwatering plants
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that have to remain in the same pots for any lengthened period

of time, as the roots will never take so kindly to soil that has
once been sour, although by care and attention to watering we
may get it iato what appears a fair condition of sweetness.

Then the system of giving dribblets of water at a time is

also a bad practice. By this mode of watering the surface and
a short distance beneath it is kept in a seemingly right-enough

condition as regards moisture, whilst further down in the pot

the soil is so dry that the roots cannot derive any benefit from
it. In the case of those plants reijuiring peat soil to grow in,

this system of watering has been the cause of the death of

many that were valuable ; it, therefore, cannot be too carefully

guarded against. If peat get into a certain stage of dryness

it is very difficult to get it moist again. I have observed, and
others will have done likewise, that on turning out of a pot a

plant that has been potted in peat, the outside of the ball

appevrs all right as regards the state of dampness it is in, but

on breaking inlo it a considerable portion towards the centre is

found as dry as dust. Indeed, I have on more than one occa-

sion wondered how it was possible for it to have remained so,

seeing that in some cases which have come under my notice

the outside of the ball was in an over-wet condition. This

fact points to the necessity of giving at each successive water-

ing a quantity sufficient to moisten the whole mass of soil

contained in the pots.

It is difficult to get some young men to understand how
much of a plant's well-being depends upon the care taken in

the matter of watering. I have met with some who, on start-

ing to water a varied collection of plants, had no scruple about

treating all alike, each pot in its turn getting filled with water,

without taking the trouble to ascertain whether the state of

the soil demanded it or not. This may be considered by some
an extreme case of careless watering, but I fear it is not of

rare occurrence. Then there is another class who have a pecu-

liar liking for the dribblet system—firm believers in little

doses often repeated. 01 the two modes of watering, this last

one is the worse. If the drainage is good, and the soil has

been firmly packed in the pots in the first instance, the former

mode is not so much to be feared; but both systems are bad,

and no one who practises either of them will ever become a

first-class plant-grower. I am inclined to think that many
young gardeners do not give the amount of attention to this

subject which its importance entitles it to. There are few

amongst them who have been for any length of time at the

profession who could not tell all about the proper ingredients

necessary for forming a compost in which to grow a choice

Pelargonium or rare Orchid, and yet in this every-day matter

of watering there are not so many of them who can perform

it with judgment, and to the greatest advantage of the sub-

jects to which it is being applied. There is one thing should

be kept in mind on each occasion that plants are watered—that

is, the temperature of the water, which should not be below

that of the atmosphere of the house in which the plants are

locited. In the case of stove plants, if the water is a few

de.tjrees higher it will be beneficial to them. In conclusion, I

would impress on young men the necessity of carefully examin-

ing the soil in the pots before applying water ; and if the state

of the soil indicates that it is required, then give sufficient to

moisten every particle of soU in the pot, hut in no case should

water be given until we are pretty certain that its application

will be beneficial to the plants.—J. Hamjiond (in Tlie Gardener).

NOTES ON VILLA, and SUBUBBAN GARDENING.
A SHOKT time back, when speaking of the advantages of strik-

ing cuttings of plants for beddiug-out in the summer, I recom-
mended them to be potted early, in order that the plants might
form a compact ball of roots, and be ready to plunge into sand
at this season in temporary pits, so as to set the frames and pots

at liberty for most useful purposes. As the season has now
arrived when plants will only require protection from frost and
heavy rains, I should recommend a pit to be formed, and the
plants to be turned out without delay. In forming a pit it is

only necessary to excavate the ground in a sheltered part of the

garden to the depth of 1 foot, placing the earth so as to form an
embankment round the sides of the pit ; on this may be placed
some rough poles to form rafters to support straw frames, mats,
or any other covering that may be used to protect the plants.

This is a rude contrivance that can be used in every place, but
where flower gardening is extensively practised it would be well
to have something of a more permanent character, such as brick

or turf walls, with wooden shutters to protect the plants. A
turf wall 'J inches thick, if formed in summer when the turf is

dry, will resist much more frost than a brick one of the same

dimensions, and consequently I should recommend a pit of the
kind in every reserve garden, as it will be found exceedingly
useful at all seasons—in winter to protect autumn-sown annuals,
and in summer for innumerable pui-poses, as there is no doubt
but that plants of all kinds in pots would be materially bene-
fited if placed in pits of this description, where the pots would
be protected from currents of cold dry air, which is so injurious
by abstracting moisture from the pots and at the same time
communicating a chill to the roots.

After the pit is formed the bottom must be made pretty firm,

and if convenient covered over with thin turf, on which must bo
placed about 3 inches of fine sand. In this the plants may be
placed, taking care to allow them sufiicient room to form them-
selves without being crowded. The advantages of this system are
the gi'eat saving of labour aTid expense in pots, the greater mass
of roots formed by the plants than could be the case if they were
exposed to the alternations of drought and moisture in pots

;

and, what is of still greater importance as a matter of taste, they
get rid of that foxy appearance which generally disfigures them
so long when turned out in the ordinary manner.
The potting of greenhouse plants must be proceeded with as

the plants require it. No general rule can be given for this

operation ; the state of the plant will be the best guide to its

proper management.
After this, insects will make their appearance in most green-

houses. The best remedy for red spider and thrips is to dip the
plant in a thin solution of glue ; but for the green fly, the old
system of fumigating witli tobacco is the best resource.
An easy and less uupleasanl. method of fumigating is to place

a garden sieve on three pots inches high on a path near the
entrance to the house ; on the sieve place a few red cinders, and
cover them when not too brisk with damp tobacco and wet straw
fresh from the stable. In this manner a house may be filled

with smoke by half the tobacco usually employed, and with a
mere tithe of the trouble usually attending the operation.
For sowing down grass seeds the ground should now be lightly

dug over, and the seeds sown immediately afterwards. It will

be advisable to scatter them rather thickly, then tread and well
rake them in, and give the ground a thorough rolling. Care
must be taken to make up the ground by the edgings already
laid, to the level of the top of those edgings, in order that when
the young grass springs up all may be on the same level, and
there may not be a break or dip between the old and the new.
After the grass has vegetated it will simply require to be kept
free from weeds until it is strong enough to bo mown. A dry
day in showery weather now will be the best time for sowing
grass seeds ; and it ought not to be forgotten that on the even-
ness with which the ground is dug, levelled, and raked, will

depend the beauty and smoothness of the lawn.

Some of the fittest seeds for a lawn are Poa pratensis and
trivialis, Festuca ovina, Cynosurus cristatus, Avena flavescens,

Trifolium minus, and White Dutch Clover. Some nurserymen
have mixtures of their own adapted to particular soils. But the
smaller the proportion of the stronger-growing kinds that is

admitted the finer, and smoother, and softer will be the grass,

and the less mowing it will require.

Where good turf can be had without much trouble or expense
it will be more immediately beautiful and satisfying than sowing
down a lawn with fresh seeds ; and even if turfing be too serious

an item, under any circumstances the edgings of walks and the

outlines of beds should be everywhere defined by a strip of old

turf at least a foot in width. This will prevent the seeds from
being scattered on the walk or borders, and make the edging
firmer and less ragged for several years.

Let all Potato-planting be finished by the middle of this

month at the latest, at least the late kinds intended for seed
for the next year. The very early kinds, as Ash-leaved Kidneys,

&c., should not be set too early for seed, or the probability is

that they will lose their first sprouts. The end of the month
a good time for this purpose. Let all Potatoes for seed be planted

on high airy and unshaded ground. Break away all Ehubarb
stalks running to seed. Cover Sea-kale springing with a mound
of soil.

Give fresh earth to any plants in pots, such as Carnations,

Pinks, Auriculas, Double Sweet William, Rocket, etc.

Transplant any hardy Roses which you may wish to bloom
late in the year. Plant Bos for edgings still, and roll the lawn.

Keep the garden quite free from weeds and dead leaves.

Now place sticks to every plant or stalk requiring support.

Fix the sticks on Light iron rods firmly in the ground, and tie

the stems to each stick neatly in two or three places.

Some evergreens may yet be removed, as Laurels, Laurustinus,

Portugal Laurels, Cistuses, Ai'butus, Magnolias, Pyracanthas, &C.

Place your Auriculas, Hyacinths, etc., which may be in pots

in a sheltered place during heavy rains or winds, and shelter

those flowers which are in the borders as well as you can. Trim
them from dead leaves.

Protect the blossoms of fruit trees, and eradicate insects by
all possible means. See that all the winter and early-spring

work amongst fruit trees is brought to a close forthwith. Finish
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root-pruning with all luxuriant trees. Moat persons may have

observed the effect of moving a large Pear tree very late in the

spring—it generally becomes covered with blossom buds ;
such

in degree will be the effect of root-pruning at this period.

Now is a good time to use sulphur mixed with soft soap and

clay as a paint, daubing it with a brush between the Peach,

Nectarine, and Pear shoots, to prevent the breeding of the red

spider.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
FKUIT .*.ND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Plum trees on the walls are now in full tlower, and pyramids

are also taking on their snowy covering. Notwithstanding our

heavy crops of all sorts of fruit last year, the trees are now all

thickly set with blossom buds, which will no doubt result in an

abundant crop if the weather be favourable at the time the trees

are in blossom. The nights have been frosty, but the ground
and air are remarkably dry for the season.

Sowed Savoys and Brusseh Spmuts in poor soil. On clayey

soils we used to find the dwarf sorts of Savoy answer best ; a

variety which has been in cultivation for many years—Early

Dwarf Ulm, is excellent. On our light sandy soil the Drum-
head is not too large for us. Scrymger's Giant Brussels Sprouts

can be highly recommended; the sprouts are large and firm,

and the plant moderately dwarf. "We have kept the hoe at work
amongst all growing crops, fruit-tree borders, I'irc.

Pricked-out Celery that was sown early in a hotbed. Celery

Bown early in heat has a tendency to bolt into flower ; but this

may, to some extent, be prevented by taking care that the plants

receive no check to their growth from the time they come
through the ground until they are ready to be dug up. The
first and most evident check they are likely to receive would be

at the time of removing from the hotbed to a cold frame the

box in which the plants have germinated ; this should be done
when the weather is mild, and the frame must be kept pretty

close for a few days. After being pricked-out the plants should

also be carefully watered with a fine-rosed watering pot, and be

placed in a close frame.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Vineries.—The Grapes have been thinned in all our early

houses, and the berries are swelling rapidly so that the laterals

do not grow out much ; whenever they do so they are pinched
closely back, as the houses are well furnished with leaves. It

has been recommended to allow the laterals to grow without
any pinching, as it is said the more leaves and branches there

are the greater will be the root-action. This may be all very
well in theory, but practically, as regards the training and ulti-

mate health of the Vines, it will not answer. If the leaves are

not freely exposed to the sun they wiU be flimsy in texture, and
the buds at their base wiU not be perfectly developed nor tho-

roughly ripened. In the case of Muscat Grapes, the berries

must also be exposed to the light before they wiU take-on the

desirable golden colour. The Black Hamburgh colours better

if the berries are shaded from the sun by the leaves ; a know-
ledge of this fact is useful when stopping and training the
young growths. Drying east winds are now prevalent, and at

such times the ventilation must be watched. When there is

little or no sun the smallest chink of air will be sufficient, but
when the sun is acting powerfully upon the glass it is necessary
to open the ventilators more, but when the wind is cold great
caution is necessary ; the house at such a time must be damped
frequently during the day. The inside borders of late houses
should receive a thorough watering, the houses to be shut-up
early in the afternoon.
Peach House.—In the early houses the fruit wiU be going

through the process of stoning, and it will not swell perceptibly
for a period of six weeks. This is generally considered a critical

period, as some of the fruit may drop off; gardeners generally
provide for this by not thinning too closely at the first, reserving
some imtil the fruit begins to take the second swelling; but if

the trees are in good health, and the treatment they receive is

of the right kind, there will be no danger of the fruit dropping
at this time, presuming, of course, that it has been thinned
sufficiently at a previous time. The growing shoots must be
trained down to the wires, and those haviug a tendency to

groBsness cut out. It is best to train the young wood up from
the base of last year's wood ; this shoot and the leader will be
quite sufficient for the present. Syringe the trees thoroughly
night and morning; the trees at this time ought not to be
hurried with a high night temperature, G0° will be sufficiently

high, and as soon as it is perceived that the fruit has taken the
Becond swelling, 65° or even 70'' will do no harm, with a rise of
10° or 15° by day from sun heat, shutting-up the house between
three and four o'clock in the afternoon.

If late houses have not received any assistance from fire heat
the trees will now be in flower. Attend to the instructions
given two weeks ago, also see that the inside borders are well
watered. This ought to have been seen to before the blossoms
expanded, as, should the roots be in a very dry medium, a good

soaking of water would cause the flowers to drop off. A Peach-

house border should not at any time be allowed to become dust-

dry.
Dwarf Kidney Beans and Strawberries.—Our available space

for these is very limited, but we now get very good dishes of

both from spare shelves and stages in the Pine houses. For
small space there is no better Dwarf Kidney Bean than New-
ington Wonder, and instead of bringing on succession plants we
manage to gather a tolerably regular succession of pods from

the same plants. The Beans are gathered about once in two
days, and kept in a healthy growing state by frequent syring-

ing and watering with manure water. Earlier in the season

the difficulty with Strawberry plants was to obtain room for

them in a house with a night temperature of from 45° to 50° to

begin with, as they would not stand being removed from a cool-

orchard house to a night temperature of G5° all at once. W©
have sometimes been able to put up a hotbed for them, which
answers very well, as root-action is promoted by the bottom
heat. Now we remove the pots to the higher temperature at

once, as the flower trusses, though not yet visible, are sufficiently

developed not to suffer any harm from being forced into mora
active growth.

PLANT STOVE.
Achimenes and Gloxinias have been put a little in the shade

during the last few years. On one or two occasions they had
been invited at some of the London exhibitions, but the miser-

able examples exhibited did not justify the Societies in continu-

ing them in the schedules. The plants are not easily moved
about ; the flowers and leaves of both are fragile in the extreme,

requiring great care to transport them any distance. For deco-

rative purposes in the plant stove at home they are very useful

;

they are, besides, easily obtained and easily grown. The best

Achimenes we ever saw were grown with a little bottom heat,

and the best Gloxinias without. When growing, a moist warm
atmosphere is desirable for them, but watering or syringing

overhead they do not like at all. The potting material is com-
posed of turfy loam two parts, one part of turfy peat, with a

sixth part of rotted stable manure, a little silver sand being

added to it if requisite. The plants should be placed near the

glass, and must be shaded from bright sunshine.

Votled. stove Palms and Ferns. Palms require to be potted

once a-year, and now is as good a time as any to do it, bearing

in mind that there is much more danger of over than uuder-

potting them. 'Thus, a plant in a 5-inch pot should not be potted

into one more than 7 inches in diameter, and other sizes in

about the same proportion. Should any of the specimens he

unhealthy it will probably be owing to defective root-action.

Such plants are turned out of their pots, the balls reduced, and
the plants repotted in clean pots well drained, and of the same
size that they were growing in before. The main ingredient in

the compost for successful Palm culture is turfy loam full of

fibre and torn to pieces by the hand. Very light sandy loam is

not so well adapted for the purpose as loam of a moderately

clayey nature. A little turfy peat and leaf mould added to it are

all that is required.
Amaryllids have finished flowering and are now making their

growth. They require plenty of water and a position fully

exposed to the sun.

FLOWER GAKDEN.
We have put up our turf pit, and a large number of zonal Pe-

largoniums, LobeUas, and other moderately hardy subjects have

been placed out in it. Calceolarias have been planted out in a

trench where a mat can be thrown over them if the frost is very

severe. We have not been able to get all the bedding plants

out of the vineries as yet, but will do so as soon as possible.

Placed Carnations and Picotees in their flowering pots. The
young leaves of some of the plants were observed to be eaten,

and a search at night soon discovered the marauder at work in

the shape of the leather-coat grub. He seems to bury himself

in the soil by day and commit his depredations at night. The
earliest Auriculas are now coming into flower and requhe in-

creased attention ; as the pips expand the plants are removed
to a frame with its highest part to the south. Green fly has

also increased with more genial weather, and has been removed

with a camel-hair brush ; this is better than smoking the plants.

—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.-SeZec-

tion of New, Bare, and Choice Perennials.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* It is particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privately to either of the Editors of this Journal.

All correspondence should be directed either to " The
Editors," or to " The Publisher." Great delay often arises

when this rule is departed from.
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We also request that no one mU. writo privately to any of our
correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.
Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only.

Books {Miss F. K.).—Oar "Kitchen Gardening for the Many" may suit

you. You can have it free by post if you enclose five postage stamps with
your address. (A. E.).—Our " Greenhouses " will suit you. It may be had by
post from our office for lOd. (D. W.).—Sutherland's " Hardy Herbaceous and
AJpine Flowere " may suit you.

Brazilian Orchid {^. ff.).—Your Orchid from Brazil appears to be Epi-
dendrum paniculatum. It is fully developed, and certainly is not worth aa
amateur's attention when there are so many showy kinds which require no
more room nor attention.

Garden Overflo^'ed by Sea (Maritlma).—Instead of injuring your fruit

and vegetable garden the salt water will probably benefit the crops. We
knew a garden at Ipswich where the Asparagus beds were greatly improved
by being overflowed by the sea.

Wall-tree Bl<issoms Frosted (F. T.).—We cannot aid you. If you had
adopted our advice promptly the mischief would not have happened.

*'If you wait on thesau rising

Till the evening's turning grey,

Do not think that it's surprising

^Vhen you find you've lost a day."

Box FOR Exhibiting Roses (H. T. P.)—

Length. Breadth. Height.
For 24 Koees . . 4 ft. . . 1 ft. 6 ins. . . 6 ins. back, 4 ins. front.

„ 18 „ ..3 ft. .. ditto ,. ditto

„ 12 „ .. 2 ft. 2 ins. ditto .. ditto

„ 6 „ .. 1ft. 6 ins. ditto .. ditto

Moss is still the best material to use for setting the Roses on. The tubes

should be made of zinc about 4 to 4^ inches long; 2 inches wide at the top,

and tapering to 1 inch wide in the middle, having a moveable top through
which the Rose is placed previous to its being put into the tube. An, indiau-

rubber top pierced for the stem is an improvement.

Planting Potatoes.—** Lancaster Aviateur" &%ks oi" H. E. W. Ouihlford"
who sets ail Potatoes by the 28th February, how he protects them from the

weather, or whether he sets them deeply, so aa not to appear before the severe

weather is over ; and does he take them out ripe or not by the 18th of August ?

Sawdust and Straw Manure {W. P. J?.).—Your query is very indefinite-

Either thoroughly incorporated with the excrements of horses, &c., and well

decayed, would be equally good for your farm.

Bedding Plants in Greenhouse—Vines (Pest).—Remove the drawn
bedding plants to a pit or frame where they will have more light, and be kept

cooler and near the glass. If you have not a greenhouse, your only plan

will be to keep them where they are until May, in the meantime cattiug

them back so as to induce low growth, and in May they may be removed to a

warm situation, and protected with mats by day when the sun is powerful,

and at night if frosty. The Vines just coming into bloom will require a tem-

perature much too high for bedding plants, and they ought by all raeanR to be

removed to a cooler and lighter place. The Vines in flower should have a

temperature of over 60'^ at night. Being very weak we should not allow

tbem to carry more than a bunch to every 18 inches of rod or rafter; for

instance, if the length of Vine furnished with shoots for bearing is 18 feet, it

would not be allowed to carry more than twelve bunches.

Camellia Leaves Spotted (J. FT.}.—The leaves are spotted in conse-

quence of the sun's rays striking powerfully on them. The only remedy is to

afford the plants slight shade from the time they commence growth until it is

fully matured, or throughout the summer until October. Keeping the leaver

constantly wet will also produce the same result; yours have the appearance

of water having stood on them and dripped from the edges.

Peat {T. N.).—The specimen yon enclosed is not fit for potting purposes.

The peat or Heath mould used for potting is nearly all siliceous sand, with

line fibrous roots of Heath, Ac, intermixed.

Apple Tree Bark (H. A. IT.).—We do not think the appearance you
describe indicative of disease. Scrub the places with a hai-d brush dipped

into a strong brine of common salt.

Calceolaria Cuttings Failing—Pinks Transplanting—Forming Leaf
Mould (A. E.).—Yonr Calceolarias are suffering from the drying-up of the

stem commonly known as canker or disease, for which there isi no known
remedy ; but we think that in your case the cuttings which have failed were

taken from the ripe flowering parts of the plant, those rooting and giowing

freely being taken from the soft, growing parts. Plant them out at the

beginniug of this month in trenches manured as for Celery, and shade and
protect with mats on sticks laid across the trenches until established; they

may be moved with good balls to their blooming quarters in May. The Pinks

should be moved at once, and the layers, not pipings, be detached if rooted,

which they ought to be if layered last season. They should be duly wat-red at

planting, and occasionally until growing, but do not saturate the soil—merely

make it moist. They should be carefully moved, preserving about the roots

all the soil practicable. Leaf soil is most quickly made by digging a shallow

hole m the ground, and saturating the leaves with water or liquid manure,

and turning them over after three months every six weeks.

Vinery as a Greenhouse {A Constant Jtiader).—Your house, having no
sun in the afternoon, will answer bettor as a greenhouse than as a vinery,

and will be useful for growing plants for the conservatory. It will need but

little in the way of alteration. The Vines will have to be taken out and stages

provided. We suppose it is heated aufliciently to exclude frost.

Heating with Hot Water (H.).~The house will be efficiently heated

liy two rows of Sinch pipes, a flow and return along both sides of the hoose

and across one end, which would be a better arrangement than having them
along one side of the house only, as shown in your sketch, which would have
answered well for a loan-to, and will do in your present case, only the pipoa

all round would give a more uniform warmth throucrhout the structure. We
should have a frame made and enclose a portion of the pipes with brickwork,

raising it about 9 inches above the pipes, which may be covered with slates or

have rubble placed over them to a depth of G inches; then put in about the
same depth of plunging material. This will give you sufficient bottom heat
for propagating most kinds of plants. The frame will enable you to keep the
cuttings close and moist without interfering with the other occnpants of the
house. An elliptic boiler would no doubt answer ; but take care to have one
that will not from its smallness require to be hard driven to give the requisite

heat to the pipes, for the waste of fuel is then enormous.

Garden-watering Engine {Foreman).—The engine not throwing water bo

far as it did last year may arise from a cause easily overlooked. Capttuu
Shaw, Superintendent of the London Fire Brigade, states that a scratch in

the nozzle of a fire-engine delivery pipe, which an ordinai-y workman might
overlook, will reduce its throwing power from 200 feet to 150 feet.

Hyacinths, Tulips, and Scillas after Forcing {A. G.).—They should
be kept in a cool house or pit in a light airy position until they are well

hardened off and the weather is more settled ; or about the middle of this

month they may be planted out about 2 inches deep in light rich soil in a
warm border. The Hyacinths and Scillas may remain there permanently, but
the Tulips should he taken up when the tops become yellow, and after taking
off these and the roots, place the bulbs in a dry cool place until November,
when they may be planted in the border. They are not worth forcing a
second time, but are good for borders.

Orchid Culture (/(Jem).—Of the two stmctures the better will be the
Fern house, assigning them the lightest position, and keeping them there

until the growth is complete, when we should remove them to the greenhouse,
affording them the warmest position, but near the glass, and shading for a
time from bright sun. Diminifih the supply of moisture, and withdraw shade
as the growths mature; keep the plants dry in winter, but not so much so as

to cause the pseudobulbs to shrivel. They ought to be repotted at once.

Placing Camellias and Azaleas Out of Boors {Irffm).—They should

be kept in moist heat until they have made fresh growth, and then have more
light and air ; when well hardened off and the buds set, they may be placed

outside in a position sheltered from winds and shaded from the sun, but not
by overhanging trees. A cool house with an east aspect is much better to

keep the plants in after the buds are set than placing them out of doors. The
Eucharis amazonica should at once be repotted, and grown in brisk heat with

moisture. Use a compost of two parts turfy loam, and one part leaf soil, with,

a half part of sandy peat and a sixth of silver sand, chopping up rather fine,

but not sifting ; and afford good drainage.

Hoya carnosa and Cham.erops excelsa Repotting {H.F.F.).—Repot
now, using for the Hoya a compost of equal parts of fibrous loam and sandy
peat (the cocoa-nut fibre refuse will do), and old cow dung, charcoal in lumps
between the sizes of hazel nuts and wsdnuts, broken bricks or crocks, and old

lime rubbish, vrith good drainage. Place in the hot vinery until the growth is

complete, and then afford alight airy position in the conservatory, and no
more water than sufficient to keep the plants from shrivelling. The Chamre-

rops does best in a compost of saudy fibrous peat torn up roughly, three

parts, and one part fibrous loam, with a half part in equal proportions of old

diy cow dung, silver sand, and pieces of charcoal. The cocoa-nut refuse may
be substituted for peat, adding a fourth of silver sand to it. It will succeed

in the cool conservatory, being hardy in sheltered positions.

Amaryllis and Gentian (Dtthlin).—We have no idea what the Amaryllis

and Gentian can be with such monstrous bulbs and roots as you describe, but

as they are growing freely in the open ground it is likely they arc hardy, and
only require the treatment of hardy bulbous plants, which is to keep clear

of weeds and to mulch all round ; and if they die down, cover them in winter

with leaf soil or short litter, pointing it in in spring.

Plants for North-aspect Border (F. I.).—As the border abuts on a

lawn laid out in beds filled with beddiug plants, wa should have something

of the same kind of thing for the border, covering the wall in the first

instance with Ivy—say Rfegner's, and allowing it to spread on the ground,

forming a band a foot wide at the base of the wall, and disposing of the re-

mainder of the border in the usual way with bedding plants. We do nob

suggest arrangements, hut are always ready to criticise proposed plantings.

Pear and Apple Trees Surface-rooting {Idem). — It is an excellent

sign. Do not cover them with soil, or very lightly, but mulch around the

trees 16 inches or 2 feet from the stem with some rich compost or well-rotted

manure, putting it on about half to three-quarters of an inch thick. We give

ours fresh short manure, which we advise if the trees are not very vigorous

and are bearing freely, applying it just after the bloom is past, and repeating

the dressing at the beginniug of July.

Plants for Trellis (Welbn).—The best enbjects are the Clematis, and
of these we should have C. Jackmauni and C. montana major. If you wish

for an evergreen, we know of none more suitable than Ivy. Roses of the

Multiflora race, as Laure Davoust, and Russelliaua, and Ayrshire Roses

Dundee Rambler and Queen would also suit. The Ivies and Clematises as-

sociate well together, but the Roses should be grown alone.

Draining Garden—Mossy Orchard (ldnn).—Thoagh. the subsoil is

sandy loam, it may, nevertheless, require draining. Examine the ground by

digging a hole to a depth of 4 feet, and if you find water drain to a depth of

3 feet 6 inches to 4 feet. The soil of the mossy orchard is both wet and poor.

Drain, and dress with a compost of one ton of lime mixed with ten of soil

or refuse, applying it in March or now.

Destroying Slugs {J. f'.).—Apply nitrate of soda to the ground at the

rate of 1 lb. to 30 square yards, but before putting in the crops. We have no

great difticulty with slugs, as we dress the groxmd with salt at the rate of

twenty bushels per acre in March, or before cropping, and upon any appear-

ance of the slugs we sprinkle the plants and soil about them with quicklime

early in the morning or at dusk, repeating the sprinkhng as the lime is

washed away by rains, or the slugs continue their depredations.

Insects Destroying Vines {Subscriber).—The insect is a weevil, Cur-

culio pioipes, which is very injurious in a vinery. Spread a sheet beneath the

Vine at night, and shako the Vioc rod sharply, when the weevils will fall on

the sheet, and may bo destroyed. This repeated a few times will thin their

numbers. We presume the Vines were stripped of their loose bark, and after-

wards dressed in the usual manner, the walls being thoroughly whitewashed.

Any holes or crevices in the wall should be stopped with cement. We cannot

laytoo much stress on your taking the weevils; every one you destroy will

help to prevent egg-laying. The tobacco juice of the manufacturer diluted

with six times its bulk of water is useful, applying it through a rosed water-

ing pot; also the following:—4ozs. quassia chips, boiled ten minutes in a

gallon of soft water, dissolving in it 4 ozs. soft soap. Wet the surface of the

whole house with this two or three times, especially near the walls, just after

dusk, and the following day water the whole bouse with tepid water. Neither
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of the auents mentioned mnst be applied to the tcliase of the Vines, but over

any plantn that will not be injured by tlie Bolt suap it may be sjrinKed. We
liave also found useful sprinklmj; tfle floor of the kunse and border with guano,

and then with water; if the floors, &o, are wet, sprinklinf with water after-

wards is unnecessary. If the Vinea are in tender leaf a little air blrould be

left on, afl the ammonia evolved will scorch the leaves. Water well in the

course of two or thi'ee days.

Names of Punts (R. A. P.).—All specimens should bo numbered. The
large, l»iuas Nordmanniana; the small, Cedrus Deodars. (r.r(iu|.—We can-

not uatue plants fi-om leaves only. Those you enclosed seemed of a Begonia,

and if so we could not name it, the varieties are so numerous.

and third prizes, provided I will guarantee a cup. If any ot

your readers are willing to help me in this I shall be much
obliged.—AaTBBB Kitchin, Weaterham.

POULTRY, BEE, AM) PIGEON OHEOFIOLE.

FEEDING FOWLS AT SHOWS.
Mr. Addie's letter in your number of March 19th is another

instance of writing about that of which the writer does not

know the facts. I have noticed with regret how very often the

secretaries and committees of shows are publicly castigated

about mere trifles. Why do not these persons communicate with
the secretary, and, failing to obtain a sufficient explanation, then
trouble you and occupy your valuable space with their com-
plaints ?

Now, as regards the subject of Mr. Addie's letter, I believe

the report in your Journal was correct, for the birds had not
time to staff tiiemselves with Indian corn and barley before the
Judges commenced their duties the day before the Show. Most
of the birds were not penned before twelve noon on Tuesday,
March 3rd ; and even if they had so stuffed themselves, we know
very well that the Judges we engaged would have been the very
last gentlemen to have mistaken overshowing for overfeeding.

I do not think Mr. Addie could have thought of this when he
wrote his letter. That Mr. Addie's bird was a little too fall of

food on the 4th of March is a fact, and our attention was drawn
to it, not by Mr. Addie, but by Mr. Leeming, an exhibitor, and
the bird received that care and attention which we always give

when we notice anything wrong with any specimen. I should
not have troubled you, but that I do think it monstrous that a
Show managed, as ours is, by a Committee, all fanciers to a
man, who thoroughly understand the treatment of every variety
of bird usually shown, should be accused of indiscretion. If

such had been the case I should not be the recipient of letters

from all parts of the United Kingdom, thanking me heartily for

the great care and attention their specimens always receive. To
please everybody in feeding is impossible. Some say, " Do not
give my birds soft food ;" others cry out against hard food

;

some want the food put in tins, others on the floor, some in a
little heap ; some, again, ask for a little bread and beer to be
given—I wonder they do not suggest cheese as well. So that
you see after all the Committee really must use their own in-

telligence in these matters, otherwise the Show would be
brought to a standstill in the worry and bother of carrying out
general orders, which in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred are

mere fancies.

—

Wm. Humphreys, Secretary, Nortltainpfoii Show.

BLACK BANTAMS.
Having bred and exhibited this variety of fowl without inter-

mission since 186.3, 1 naturally feel an iuterest in any discussion
appertaining to them, and it was this feeling which induced me
to pass my remarks on Mr. Arundel's paragraph.

-Anyone reading that paragraph who knows anything of the
shape and style of the different breeds would associate Mr.
Arundel's description of a Black Bantam with that of a Sebright,
and I still maintain such a theory is wrong. If Mr. Arundel will

read my last article again, he will probably see that I did not find

fault with his points iudividually and separately, but collectively,

as a whole tending to the " style " I object to.

I have not read the " Standard " alluded to, but I cannot
believe Mr. Teebay or Mr. Dixon could have revised the Black
Bantam portion ; in any case their awards at the different shows
do not agree with it. What I contend for is, that a Black Ban-
tam should not approach in shape a Sebright ; and when I say
the tail should be rather drooping than otherwise, I mean it

should not be upright, which constitutes a defect known as
** squirrel-tailed," and nothing looks worse. My birds are cer-

tainly of a very different style from that described by Mr. Arundel,
but I scarcely ever show them without winning. On the other
hand, I do not know whether Mr. Arundel ever enters his birds
for competition, but it is certain his name does not often appear
in the prize lists. In conclusion, I hope my remarks are taken,
as they are intended to be, in the sense of a fair and open dis-

cussion with one whose ideas on a given subject do not coincide
with mine.—E. Cambridge.

American Fowls.—At my request the Secretary ot the Oxford
Poultry Show has kindly consented to give a class for American
fowls (Leghorns, Dominiques, and Plymouth Bocks), with second

BEOMLEY POULTRY SHOW.
Hassard rersus Gednev,

YoDB report omits altogether my evidence on oath, that Col.

Hassard refused to receive his birds back when the mistake was
discovered ; even when the offer was accompanied by a promise
to pay reasonable compensation for any loss sustained. The
legal objections taken by Mr. Glynn, my counsel, were that, as
there was no consideration between me and plaintiff, I was not
liable, I being an honorary officer, and having sworn that I
received no remuneration for my services. The Judge over-

ruled this, and held that the deduction of ten per cent, from ail

purchase money, though it went to the prize fund, was a con-

sideration. My counsel then submitted that no evidence had
been given that I was anything more than an agent of the Com-
mittee who promoted the Show. The short-hand writer of the

Court supplies me with the following notes of what then took
place:

—

" His Honour.—There may be something in the point you now
raise ; there was nothing in the other.

" Mr. Glynn.—My client was an honorary officer, and you
have no evidence that he was anything more than the agent ol

those who promoted the Show.
" His Honour.—It is true that, whether he had anything more

to do with it beyond acting as honorary secretary, has not beeit

proved.
" Mr. Glynn.—I contend that, as an honorary officer, who

acted as an agent and got nothing for his services, he cannot bo
held liable.
" His Honour.—The question is, whether he was more than

an honorary agent of the promoters ?

" Defendant.—Yes, I was one of the promoters, and shall have
to bear my share of the loss.
" His Honour.—It is very honourable of you to say so

; you
were not compelled to admit anything prejudicial to your own
case."—C. W. Gedney.

LOW-HABITED PIGEONS.
I KEEP a few Tumblers in my garden and pay some little

attention to their comfort. I feed them well, principally with
tares and maize, with an occasional pinch of hemp-seed for a
treat. I supply them with clean water in clean vessels daily,

with a weekly bath, and have their loft frequently cleaned out
and covered with fresh sawdust.
My neighbour, about 100 yards off, also keeps Pigeons

—

mongrels bred from Trumpeters well crossed with " duffers,"

Tumblers and Jacobins. His lockers are crazy concerns on poles
close to and on the north side of his dwelling house, and he has
converted an old tool-shed into a loft, which is the dirtiest place
I know, bar the lockers aforesaid. He has five or six pairs at
liberty; I have only four pairs.

I very much want to know why, under these circumstances,
my Pigeons should have the bad taste to make frequent visits to
my neighbour's low-bred birds, and why the latter are so wanting
in good taste, to say nothing of good manners, as never to return
these calls.

To-day a Short-faced Ealdhead hen of aristocratic birth and
bearing escaped from my aviary and was out of sight in an
instant. In the afternoon I called on my neighbour, and there
was my little lady fraternising with his plebeian duffers. Now
why should she have settled down amongst them in preference'

to those of her own class flying about in my garden close around
the house she had escaped from ? She could not have joined
the former without seeing the latter after her flight, and as sh©
had left her mate and eggs in my aviary her instinct ought ta

have brought her home.

—

Thomas P. Simpson.

[Your Pigeons show decidedly very bad taste. I have kept
Pigeons for years, and they have never joined the farmer's birds,

though my garden joins his. Has your neighbour some saltcat,

as it is called {vide " Brent's Book," page 03)? this may be the
secret, I can think of no other. You can easily make some,
and the effect may be to keep yoiu- birds at home. Again, have
you cats that frighten your birds? A hurdle placed on the roof

on the sunny side is much loved by Pigeons to sit and bask on

—

try that.

—

Wiltshire Eector.]

PIGEON NOMENCLATURE.
In reply to the question " Turkey Quill " asks me in the last

paragraph of his contribution to your issue of March 26th under
this head, I have to say that the colour known as blue chequer
derives its name from the ground colour ; while the coloura

known as red, yellow, and dun chequer derive their names from
the chequer marks. I fancy the reason of this is, that while in
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the blue it is the ground coloar which is the most prominent or
striking to the eye, in the other colours it is the chequering.
At all events, old-established custom has so named them, and
I observe in a copy of Fulton's new Pigeon book (part 1st),

there are portraits of two Blue and two Red-chequered Antwerps
so designated. The latter would be called by " Turkey Quill "

either " Mealy Chequered " or " Red Mealy Chequered." I
woald now ask " Tukkev Qulll" a question. He says, "A
silver Pigeon has two dun bars on the wings." I wish to know
the name of the following colour—body a very light blue, so
light that white can scarcely be distinguished on it, with two jet
black bars on the wings. This colour was formerly seen in Bald-
pates, Turbits, and Dragons (not Dragoons), and may be yet

;

feut I do not keep these kinds. It was called Silver, and the
dun-baiTed colour was Silver-Dun. Would " Tokkey Qulll "

also say what is the difference between the colours " Silver "

and " Dun-Silver " he gives in his list under " Blues ?" If the
simple "Silver" has two dun bars (vide his third paragraph),
what kind of bar has the "Dun-Silver?"—J. C. Lyell, JlfoMJ-

fieth, Dundee.

EABBIT-KEEPING.
A VERY mistaken idea prevails regarding what is necessary in

the way of a hutch in which to keep Rabbits. Many persons
seem to think that an elaborate arrangement is indispensable ;

that the hutch must be of regulation size, must have wire front,
a sloping floor with gutter to carry off the water, must have one
end partitioned off for a breeding pen, and numerous other ad-
juncts and conveniences which are usually found only in the
rabbitries of large or wealthy fanciers. It is all very well and
very nice to have these items all arranged in apple-pie order if

one can afford to gratify his taste in such matters, but to say
that it is in any way essential to success is sheer nonsense.

Rabbits have been, and are still, kept in common dry-goods
boxes, with the cover fastened on by leather hinges, and a few
holes bored around the sides for ventilation, and in this primi-
tive manner most excellent success has been attained. Of course
in such quarters cleanliness is indispensable. The bos must be
cleaned out and fresh litter given at least every other day ; and
daOy were better.
Another simple arrangement is a shoe-box; this is usually

about i) to 3J feet long, 1.5 to 18 inches deep, and about 12 inches
broad; this is placed on the side, on supports, or fastened against
the wall, with the door or lid hung from the upper side, thus
lifting up. The door may be of wire cloth, lath, or simply the
lid of the box with a few holes bored in it, and hang by iron
hinges or strips of leather. One end of this box may be set off
by a partition for a nesting room, this need not necessarily be
over 9 inches wide. On this point I find I differ with most other
writers on this subject. They advocate a nesting box of 12 to
1.5 inches in width, and the depth of the hutch either 1 or 2 feet
from front to rear. My experience is that with those large nest-
ing boxes the young Rabbits, as soon as able to crawl, will often
get out of the nest, and get chilled, and be unable to get back
again. Having lost a number of litters in this way, I have reduced
the size of these boxes to lu inches diameter for Lops and Bel-
gians, and to 9 inches for the smaller varieties ; and also when the
hutch is deep I place a semi-partition about 2 J or 3 inches high
across the nesting apartment, about 1 foot from the front of the
hatch ; entrance to the apartment by the doe being had by an
opening in the back part of the hutch, through a hole G inches
wide and 8 inches high. Hutches of this kind may be placed in
tiers two, three, or four high.
Another and still simpler mode of keeping Rabbits is in an un-

occupied room in any outbuilding. This can be divided into
apartments by boards ; the partition to be carried to a height of
3 J or 4 feet. The apartments may be of such size and shape as
suits the fancy of the amateur. In one corner of the pen put a
box, say about 10 by 15 inches, with a round hole 6 or 7 inches in
diameter cut in one end ; hinge the cover and fasten it down by
a simple hook or button, so as to afford better opportunities to
examine the young. Care must be taken to exclude cats and
rats from the room. While speaking of cats, I would here say
that it is a good practice where many Rabbits are kept to bring
up a kitten or terrier dog in the same room with them ; thus
one is perfectly safe from rats, and the cat or dog never molests
the Rabbits. For young stock I especially recommend keeping
them in this last manner. My pens were 5 feet wide by 10 feet
long, and four in number ; and in one of these I have had as
many as thirty-five Rabbits at one time, varying from six weeks
to four months old.

They have ample room to exercise, and seem to thrive much
better than when in more confined quarters, even in small num-
bers.—A. M. Halsted.—(TAe Fet-Stock Bulletin.)

EXAMINING THE INTERIOR OF A HIVE.
At page 2G6 in last week's Journal, is a letter from Mr. Petti-

grew on "Loss of Bees in Hives Containing Honey," and on

the opposite page is a letter from Mr. Bagshaw on the subject of
the best hives, praising the brown bees and Pettigrew straw
hives. The first letter almost seems an answer to the second.
Mr. Pettigrew says, " It is not to be expected that anyone who
has not seen the hives can state with certainty why deaths or
desertions have taken place. It is necessary for a doctor to
have seen a patient before he can safely give a certificate as to
the disease which carried him off." Thus Mr. Pettigrew likens
his hives to a " patient " or the human body, and the simile is
most true and exact ; for though a doctor may have seen a patient,
could he not more safely give the certificate when he had ex-
amined him ? and could the doctor only axamine the patient
internally before he was carried off, what might he not effect in
the way of a cure ? And is not Mr. Pettigrew's hive exactly
like the patient— i.e., cannot be examined internally until it
is carried off ? But surely prevention is better than cure,
and therefore, a natural sequitur, the hive which allows this
internal examination to be made while still existent must be
better than those which Mr. Pettigrew so happOy liiens to a
" patient."
Again, as far as " the getting of honey and profit" goes, allow,

for argument's sake, Mr. Bagshaw is right, yet it is surely not
just to take one single hive as a fair criterion, and does not the
loss of one or two hives in an apiary (which must and wUl take
place where there is no means of internal examination), go far
to counterbalance the profit made by the others ? Take a case,
my own if you like. I have fifteen hives, and I have already
carefully examined them all. I found three of them crowded
with bees with little or no honey, while four others were over-
stocked with honey but with very few bees. A fine day and a
few minutes set this aU right. I have examined my " patients "

internally and saved the lives of all. The knowledge of how to
do this we owe to an American, Mr. Langstroth.

—

Berkshire
Amateuk.

BEE-KEEPER'S CALENDAR FOE APRIL.
Mr. B.—I have examined my hives internally several times

without a bee-dress, and have not yet been punished for my
temerity. To know and witness what is going on inside the
hives makes bee-keeping doubly interesting to beginners like
myself. The stronger hive has now four patches of sealed
brood, and the two centre patches are much larger than they
were when we first examined them. Every fine day the bees
carry in a great quantity of pollen. What is it for ?

Mr. P.—This pollen is called bee-bread, and is mixed in the
food given to the brood in their cells. Living perfect bees do
not eat it ; many hives die of hunger with plenty of pollen in
their combs. In this country more pollen is collected than is

generally used, and a superabundance of it in a hive is a great
hindrance to the bees, by occupying cells that would otherwise
be used for breeding purposes. Their instincts and industry,
doubtless, prompt them in this uncertain climate to gather and
store-up more than they require for immediate use. The patches
of brood will multiply and increase in size till all the combs are
filled with brood and eggs. Eggs are set as widely as the bees
can cover them. The fertility of queens and the industry of

working bees are marvels in the history of bee hives. When all

the combs of a hive are covered with bees and filled with eggs
and brood, it is in ordinary seasons and circumstances within
three weeks of being ripe for swarming. In examining a hive
to ascertain if the bees cover their combs, no smoke is used ; the
hive is simply raised high enough to let us see the bees in their

natural position and state.

Mr. B.—I have been told that the appearance of drones is a
certain indication that a swarm may be expected. As I am
anxious to know aU that can be learned about queens, drones,
swarming, comb-building, &c., together with the practical

management of my hives, I hope you will pardon me if I seek

enlightenment on certain points as we go on. I mean to think
and see for myself, now that you have taught me how to ex-

amine my hives, believing that the teaching of experience is

more valuable and trustworthy than that of books.
Mr. P.—I am pleased to hear you talk thus, and believe that

if you put everj'thing we may say to the test of reason and ex-

periment, you wHl become an adept in bee-management, and
an advanced student in bee-history. Early drones as a rule

indicate early swarms ; but in many cases it is not so, for some
hives have drone combs in their centres, and these produce drones
long before they are ready for swarming, and some hives swarm
before a drone is hatched in them. If the drone combs in a
hive are on the outside or edges of the worker combs, we may
safely conclude that it is filled to the swarming-point when
drones first make their appearance. Bonner, the Scottish
apiarian of olden times, collected his family to rejoice with him
on the day his drones first appeared. In the superabundance of

his enthusiasm he used " to tak a wee drap too much, and
toddle to bed right fu on such occasions."

Next month we shall come to the consideration of the breed-
ing and production of queens, swarming, and comb-building.
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Meanwhile, Mr. B, you would do well to consider and compare
different waj's of managing bees, witli a view to determine before-

hand whether you will adopt the swarmingor non-swarming mode
of management.
Mr. B.—Please to explain both briefly, that I may fairly

understand them and choose the better of the two, for while I

listen to you I will use my own reason and judgment.
Mr. P.—Well, let me say that swarming is a law amongst bees

—it is an instinct of their being, and tends to their preservation.

Before hives become full, emigration and colonisation are

thought of, and preparations are made inside for such events.

When full of combs, brood, and bees, first swarms with the old

queens leave their hives. A few days before they leave, eggs
are placed in royal cells, which come to perfection in fourteen

days, or in about ten days after the first swai-ms issue. When
these cradled princesses come to maturity they begin to make
strange sounds by piping and barking at one another, and these
sounds may be heard for three days and three nights. Then
second swarms, smaller than the first ones, are sent off. You
will not fail to see, that by taking one or two swarms from a
stock hive an apiarian has the great advantage of having young
queens and young combs in his hives. He can, if he likes, take
the honey from his stocks and keep younger hives. Besides, on
the swarming principle he has all the bees in the honey hives
wherewith to strengthen and make doubly strong those he
selects for stocks. Again, on the swarming principle he can in

ordinary seasons turn all the bees out of the stock hives three
weeks after the first swarms leave them, put these turn-outs
into empty hives, and take the honey from the stocks. Thus
two or three swarms are obtained, and honey in quantity early
in the season. The reason why the twenty-first day after

swarming is named for turning out the bees is this, that then
the brood is hatched, and the young queens have not begun to

lay. The only sacrifice made in this turning-out process is the
loss of the old combs. But as a set-off against this loss we have
from 20s. to 25s. worth of honey from each stock hive, and if

the turn-outs fill their hives with combs they are generally quite
as valuable for keeping as the old ones would be. It is a great
thing in bee-keeping to have hives filled with young sweet
combs.
On the non-swarming system of management combs become

old and black, queens become old and may die when there are
no eggs in their hives. In honey seasons non-swarmers are
generally too full of honey and too scant of bees for making
eligible stocks for another season.
Mr. B.—But do we not get more supers filled with honey on

the non-swarming principle than on the multiplying one ?

Mr. P.—In seasons unfavourable for bees more supers may be
obtained from hives not allowed to swarm than otherwise, and
doubtless there may be other points on the side of non-swarm-
ing which I cannot at this moment think of; but taking one
year with another, the swarming mode of management is in-

comparably better than the noi>-swarming one. In favourable
seasons for honey-gathering best first swarms will rise in weight
to upwards of 100 lbs. each, second swarms and turn-outs to

GO lbs. and 70 lbs. each.
Mr. B.—I think you have said enough to induce me to adopt

the swarming system, which will enable me to increase the
number of my stocks and have my bees in modern and commo-
dious hives. I should like to have your opinion of the various
kinds of hives in use. I wish to get the best kind for my swarms,
BO that I shall not need to change them in a year or two.
Mr. P.—Directions will be given for both modes of manage-

ment. On the non-swarming system supers should be placed
on hives about a week after their combs are covered with bees

—

that is, about fourteen days before they become ready to swarm.
Guide-combs should be placed in the supers to induce the bees
to commence work in them as soon as placed on the hives. By
the end of this month some hives will be ready for supering.
Supers holding about 10 lbs. of honeycomb are more saleable
than larger ones. Straw and wood supers are more easily
managed and kept warm than glass ones, and we can sell them
of late quite as readily. Glass supers require a very warm
covering of cotton wool, or woollen cloth ; and when very large
glasses (crystal palaces), are used as supers, it is desirable to
induce the bees to build the combs in them both upwards
and downwards.

If the weather is unfavourable for honey-gathering—prevent-
ing the bees from getting supplies from fruit-tree blossoms, they
should be fed more diligently and liberally than they were
last month, for now both more bees and brood need nourish-
ment. As stated last month, bees without food in stores will
not continue to sit eggs. If the weather be fine, and the bees
gathering enough for their wants, they will continue to breed;
but if cold weather set in when they have nothing stored up,
they decline to sit eggs, and sometimes cast out half-hatched
brood.

It is well known that I use and recommend straw hives of
considerable dimensions. They are beautiful and cheap, better

for health and honey, and more easily managed than wooden or

complicated hives. The teaching of experience will lead all

honest practical apiarians, seeking great results, to use straw

hives of simple construction, large size, and beautiful build.

Next month will be one of great activity. Few practical in-

structions are needed for April.—A. Pettigkew, Sale.

CRYSTAL PALACE BEE AND HONEY SHOW.
In common with many of my bee-keeping brethren, I offer

my congratulations to the promoters of the forthcoming Show
at the Crystal Palace. I trust that it will be worthy of the place

and of the country, and that those who have the management
will endeavour to make it a truly national event ; for then it

will give an impetus to bee-culture in many a remote district.

Like the great Christmas Cattle Show, it will be sure to attract

visitors from far and near; many will return to their homes
with fixed impressions of hives, supers, &c., and wiU tell to

their less-favoured friends, who were not able to visit London,
the wonders they have seen ; for I have no doubt, if the season

be propitious, there wiU be some wonderful productions in the

way of supers, i-c. I hope there will be plenty of space allotted

for the Exhibition, so that visitors need not be constantly

obliged to be on the move, but may be allowed some reasonable

time for inspection. When a person is deeply interested in

anything, is just mastering the details, and has some faint idea

of how such-and-such a thing was done, but still has not quite

clear views about it, what can be more tantalising than to be

told that he must "move on '?
"

If the Exhibition be carried out in a national spirit, it wiU serve

as a model for local shows ; if not, and there be a manifest leaning

to any particular class, it will be sure to cause annoyance and

ill-feeling, and the great'objectof the Exhibition will be frustrated.

If all kinds of hives have a place for competition—" a fair field

and no favour "—no class of hivists can be dissatisfied, and I am
inclined to think that the skilled apiarian who pins his faith to

the much-despised straw skep of large size, will not have to nail

his colours to the mast it profit be taken into consideration.

On this point there is great diversity of opinion, therefore let

each hive stand on its own merits ; but I cannot help thinking

that, as the schedule now stands, the straw hive is all but thrown
overboard. .

Undoubtedly the schedule published has been scanned with

great interest ; it wiU be freely and fairly criticised, suggestions

will be made, and I trust, before the last schedule is sent out, that

the originators of the scheme will weigh well what outsiders

have to say, retain the good, and cast the bad away. It will be

impossible to draw up a list of prizes to please everyone, but it

is quite possible to draw up one that will meet with general

approbation.
With regard to the prizes, I think they are cut up too smaU

;

I think some of them ought not to come under £5. For a small

local affair it would be all very well. No doubt the majority of

exhibitors will be amateurs, who will think more of the honour

of winning the prize than of the mere money value ; at the same
time, there are many amateurs who would compete for £b, who
would not take the trouble of sending their produce or stock to

London for a chance of winning only £.2 ; for although some,

who have large apiaries, by sending hives, supers, &c., and
entering for competition in several classes, may net a consider-

able amount, yet it must not be forgotten that there are many
enthusiastic bee-keepers who possess but few hives, and could

perhaps only compete in one class. Therefore it appears to me
that the owner of a small number of hives will be at some
disadvantage.
There is one class that I think ought to be expunged from the

list—Class Q. I cannot see why there should be a prize for

honey because it has been extracted by a slinger, when it is ad-

mitted by one of its advocates that machine-extracted honey,

though a little more in quantity, is a little worse in quality.

If anyone who has an interest in selling the machine will give a

prize out of his own pocket for extracted honey, no one has a

right to say a word against it; but I think money ought not to

be voted from public subscriptions for that purpose. I have

nothing to say against the extractor, and should approve of

giving a prize for the machine if it does its work well; that

would be quite sufficient to encourage its introduction where it

is not at present used.

I consider the prizes for the miscellaneous class on the whole

good ; but I have some misgivings about the essay department.

On all hands it is admitted that the fertilisation of queens by

selected drones is a matter of uncertainty, and those who have

taken the most pains to ensure certainty have failed. If the

writer of the best essay advances some clever theory, which on

paper seems conclusive, but which may never have been tested,

Is he to have the prize ? I think to no one ought this prize to

be awarded unless he can prove, without the shadow of a doult,

that this (to me impossible feat) is possible. With respect 1o

the other essay, the man who can convincingly point to the

cause and prevention (I prefer Mr. Pettigrew's phrase to tho
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worJing of the schedule) of foul brood, will honestly deserve the
X'5.—J. Oliver, Hartington^ Derhyshire.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Cock Inattentive to Hens (Q. r.).—The complaint you mate is a com-

mon one at this time of year. We can only prescribe patience, as we always
find doubts disappear aa the season (^oes on. Early eggs do not hatch so
well as later ones, and weather sometimes spoils the early eggs.

Hens' Eyes Closed {BUndnian).~k^^\y some golden ointment to the
acres with a camel-hair brush, and when they are healed use a strong
solution of alum and water, with whicli yon muBt bathe the lids till the eyes
are open again.

Pdllets Egg-dodnd (Jbcr/c/'/y).—We have no doubt both birds were
egg-bound. If they were not, they have sustained some injury in the back.
The absence cf the cock has nothing to do with it. The formula of the food
in question is given by Mr. Wright. We do not know how it can be procored
unless specially prepared.

Chickens Suffering from Scour (H. E. T.).—We do not see why yonr
chickeDs die. The food is good, bat too stimulating for chickens. Give
boiled eg;/, no rice, no toppings. If your ground oats are so well ground that
they furm a smooth paste when slaked, continue them; if they mis-up rough
as though fine chaff were mixed with them, give them up. You may give
some cooked meat chopped tine morning and evening, and a little midday—no
raw meat, no pepper. Give them some beer to drink. You speak of ekredded
grass. That would imply they are not whore they can get grass. If it be so.
let them have daily some large sods cut with plenty of earth, and thev will
tear them to pieces and find many helps in it. We believe lots of chickens
are being killed by overfeeding and ioiproper food.

Heating a Poultry House (K I. L. K.).—\t anyone would heat all the
fowl houses we have for nothing we would not accept the offer. We do
not, therefore, advise you to do anything of the sort. If artificial heat is to
be at all employed beneficially, cither the fowls must be kept within the
house or the whole atmosphere of their runs must be warmed. There is
always illness among poultry when they are kept in a heated place. They
suffer from the change when they leave it. If yon determine to adopt it, the
flue cai-ried round the house would easily give you a temperature of 5CP or
60°, which is all you require.

Commencing Brahma-keeping (J. J.).—In the space you mention
(15 yards by 9), and undertakiug that the birds shall have the additional run
you speak of, you may keep twenty birds easily. The difference between the
Brabmas is only one of colour. Nothing is so valueless as a dark Light
Brahma. You do not say what your object in keepiog poultry is, whether for
profit or fancy, and whether or not you look for a return from market, or from
the sale of stock birds. We cannot see profit in keeping half-breeds, and
ad^e you to begin by buying some good eggs and rearing your future stock.
We cannot recommeod anyone for the pale of such things, but advise you to
look down oiu: advertising columns. You will have a choice of respectable
names.

White Leghohns (ff. H. H.).—We have had the White Leghorns, and
did not find them remarkable for any particular property. We liked them
bo Uttle we did not attempt to breed them.

Mabking Ducks (J, J>/.),—It is very common where many Ducks run
together to maik them with a piece of wire round the leg ; it forms a ring,
and is wcrn without pain or inconvenience to the wearer. One marks on the
right leg, another on the left; if a third, he marks with two rings. It is,

however, easy to mark in the web of the feet by punching holes. The two
large webs supply room for marking in many ways, and the two feet making
four webs offer a considerable surface.

Beahmas not Laying {A. J5.).—It is very possible yonr bens have laid
their first epKs, and are about to sit. They will not at their age lay so many
as pullets. It is hard to allowance laying hens; they eat more at one time
than another, and as a rule they should be fed as long as they will run after
food. Give them slaked meal or ground oats morning and evening, and some
Tfhole com at midday. Discontinue potatoes.

VuLTUitE-HOCKED Chick {J. S. JT.).—There is no cure, and toeradicate the
feathers would be unfair. The only grain for chickens should be bruised
wheat ; bread crumbs, egg boiled hard and chopped fine, and scraps of meat
are best for their chief sustenance. There is no book on Bantams only.

Hatching Ahtificiallt {J. C.).—You will see our reply to another corre-
spondent. It never has been practised successfully. Employ hens both to
hatch and to rear. The example of the Sussex cottagers, which is profitable,
should be followed.

Food for Young Paktridges (Eversjield P?acc).—Young Partridges should
be fed on chopped egg, bruised wheat, bread-crumbs, and curd. They must
always have water. If the hen with the young is put near a grass or clover
field, they will run therein, and find mueh of their food; but this is only a
help. The hen should not be allowed to leave the rip, and it should be secured
from vermin at night. Cats are great destroyers of young Partridges. Maggots
of any kind are vei-y servicable to young Partridges, but especially the larvie,
or "eggs,'' as thty are usually called, of the ant. In June and July they
prefer these to any other food.

Spice Bird, Wea\-er Bird, Wax-bills {St. Edmund).—There are so
many kinds of Wax-bills, and the plumage varies so much, that it would
not he easy to describe them, but they are all generally considered pretty
birds, are very small, and, as their name implies, look as if their beaks
were made of red sealing-wax. They cost about Vis. 6d. per pair. Spice
Birds are a little larger than Wax-bills, and although not gay in colonr, are
pretty. They, like Wax-bills, require care and warmth to keep them in
health ; they cost about 15s. per pair. Of Weaver Birds there are many

,
varieties, and they are larger and stronger than either Spice Birds or Wax-
bills. Some are exceedingly pretty in colour, and the price varies from 20s. to
509. per pair. All these birds belong to the class of Finches, and eat millet
and canary seed.

Crystal Palace Bee and Honey Show (R. S.).—We cannot insert the
letter unless all the inuendos and motives attributed to others are omitted.
Surely an opinion may be maintained without trying to sting an opponent.
Incdbators (B. C.).—Not one has succeeded. We have known many tried

aod in every instance discarded.

Wheat Sajuoxd bt Fiaa (fl, C.).— Ifc will not injure either young or old
fowls.

Rabbit with Abscess (W. P. H.).—Your Rabbit has an abscess behind its
ear. This should be lanced, and the pus squeezed out ; leave the wound to
heal of itself. Do not alter the feeding, but give a few oats in addition
daily.

Drones in March {A. H. M.).—There was no drone in your letter when it

came. The envelope was opened. We beUeve that sometimes in strong
hives a few drones are to be found as early as March. It may be an instinctive
arrangement, as where the queen is getting old; possibly also it indicates a
failure of her breeding powers, and a return to the normal condition of her
birth before she had found her mate.

Bees Refusing Food (Dover).—The syrup which your bees will not take
is either too thm and watery, or it is made of bad sugar. If the sugar is
good, bees will take it if mixed at the rate of weight for weight, or 1 lb. of
sugar to one pint of water. Better have less water than too much. Some
few years ago we bought 34 lbs. of sugar of a beautiiol grey-sandy colonr for
our bees. It was offered to them in saucers, but they would not touch it. It
was boiled afresh in more sugar, still they would not take it. It was poured
over the combs, and even there it was allowed to remain. We cut all the wet
combs out at last, for there was some poisonous matter in the sugar.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51" 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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cork fastenings, they used screw nails with pieces of leather

, between their heads and the glass ; but the plan did not seem
to answer, and consequently fell into disrepute. The present

mode would seem to be a great improTement, as by it the

whole of the glass in a large house could be taken out in a

very short time, as it is only to push out the thin cork fasten-

ings and the glass is loose, and in such houses as those used

for Grape or Peach-growing, where fuU exposure is wanted
for a time, the glass can be taken out, packed away, and

brought out and put back in its place in a very short time. At
the present day, however, most houses are wanted in winter

to keep the store bedding and other plants, consequently a

naked roofless house is rarely met with. As ihe materials

used are more durable than putty, and must cost very much
less in the first instance, there is every chance of this system

coming into favour, especially if some provision can be made
to prevent the water driven to the sides of the square passing

underneath the glass, which I think might be done by bedding

the glass on soft putty in the usual way, and giving a rather

thick coat of paint on the outside^ so as to fiU the cavity be-

tween the square of glass and the woodwork with the paint,

allowing the latter to encroach a little way on the glass, as

is done in painting the roofs of glass houses in an ordinary

way. Perhaps some wiU say this is a compromise with the

putty system, but it still maintains the principle of no putty

outside, and would insure a more perfectly watertight house
than can well be made without it, especially when the roof

i3 flat.

The position of the house is fully exposed, being upwards
of 400 feet above the sea level, and the south-west winds
are often very high ; nevertheless, the conservatory attached

to the residence contained some well-grown and well-flowered

plants, many of which had been wintered in the house
alluded to, and all reflecting great credit on Mr. Neve's ex-

cellent gardener Mr. Munn. Specially notable were some
large well-flowered plants of Cyclamens and Deutzias ; Indian

Azaleas, Chinese Primroses, and other things were also good.

Outside, some beds were gay with Crocuses and Primroses, two
of the best early spring flowers we have ; while in the inner

border some excellent plants of the hardy Cyclamens were
pointed out that had done good service last autumn, and even
at the time I saw them (the third week of March), were highly

ornamental by virtue of their foliage. Forget-me-nots were
coming on, but, as at other places, they seemed to have suffered

by the winter.

I was told that Mr. Neve liked the mode of glazing referred

to so well that he intended to glaze another house, which was
being erected, in the same way, with probably some little im-
provement, retaining, however, the main features, which Mr.
Neve conceived to be right. At the same time he wished it to

be known that the invention of substituting wooden blocks and
slips of cork in place of putty was due to another, and was
suggested to him by his own gardener having seen the original

at another place, and made a model of it, which was exhibited

at more than one horticultural show in the neighbourhood.

A Mr. Stapley, gardener to Capt. Pattinson, of Biddenden in

this county (Kent), was the original inventor of this system, and
it certainly does him great credit. I trust that further expe-

rience will confirm the good opinion both entertain of its use-

fulness ; and as painters' and glaziers' bills form the greatest

item in hothouse buOding and keeping-np, anything that will

lessen them must be a boon.
If it be asked whether further improvement in the way of

applying cork as an elastic siibstance to secure the glass in its

place could be efl'ected, I would suggest a broad-headed screw
nail instead of the wooden blocks, using the cork slips or

wedges in the same way as described ; or probably the latter

may be substituted by pieces of indiarubber or some of those

compositions which resemble it, and of which there is a great

variety. Let UB hope that in this age of invention some mod»
of glazing is in store for us that will supersede the present

costly system of having to replace the putty of our glazed

structures every two years or oftener, involving also a charge
for glass. How far the method now described will answer our
requirements must be left for experience to determine, but so

far it would appear to be satisfactory.—J. Koeson.

EooMGAEDESiNG.—One of tie prettiest objects I ever beheld

is a Spruce cone fiUed \sith sand and grass seed, which sprouted

and grew out of the scales. It is now as large as a cocoa nut

with the husk on, and of the mist vivid green colour. The

grass grows with a luxuriance that is remarkable. To produce
this charming specimen the cone was baked in a stove oven
till the scales opened out equally. It was then carefally filled

with equal parts of sand and grass seed, a string tied to the
top, and the whole suspended in the dark, in a jar, with water
enough to come half way over the cone. In a week it was
placed in the sunlight, when the seed sprouted rapidly, and in

a month fiUed a gallon jar completely. It has been taken out
and hung in the window exposed to the air of the room. Every
morning it is thoroughly soaked in milkwarm water.

—

(Corre-

spondent of New York Tribime.)

MUSHROOM CULTURE.
[Bead at the Maidstone Gardeners' Mntnal Improvement Association,

April Ist, 1874.]

ALTHotrcn I am unable to give the exact date when gar-

deners of this county first practised the cultivation of the
Mushroom, I am right in stating that for fully 150 years

Mushrooms have been grown and esteemed in Kent as an
article of food ; for in a book on gardening, written by Brad-
ley in 17'24, their cultivation is alluded to; and again in

the second edition of Miller's " Gardener's Dictionary," pub-
Hshed in 1754, or thirty years later, an improved system of

cultivation is given, such as was practised in those days by the

market gardeners near London.
It has long been known that the family of Agaricus to which

the Mushroom belongs is a numerous one, and that there are

many poisonous as weU as edible species among them, but it

is one of the latter division, called Agaricus campestris or

common field Mushroom, which seems to have been the sort

first cultivated. It has been handed down to us by our earliest

celebrated gardeners as the best species for kitchen use, and I

believe it is still recognised with the same favour; for although

there are many other edible sorts, they ai'e not sufficiently

known, or their wholesomeness is questioned, and the difficulty

of distinguishing them from the poisonous species acts as a

barrier to their cultivation ; even if they were better known I

have a doubt if they would ever take its place.

Among the numerous operations of gardening the cultivation

of the Mushroom may be taken as one of the most curious,

and to those who are inchned for study here is material for

instructive observation, which, if only directed to finding out

for themselves how a Mushroom is produced, and watching its

development, cannot fail to prove interesting. If the opinions

of some of our early authors be accepted as true. Mushrooms
first spring from seed which is so small as not to be visible to

the naked eye, but in such enormous quantities as to amount
to many millions from one Mushroom. When these seeds are

deposited in a substance favourable to their development they

produce what is called spawn, and this in time becomes a

Mushroom. Spawn when in good condition is a fine white

fibre, like minute threads running in all directions through

and over the substance containing it, and these threads, when
deposited in suitable material, produce a quantity of small

white tubers which develope into Mushrooms.
I will now enter upon the more practical part of my paper,

and win begin with the preparation of spawn. A hundred

years ago or more spawn was sought for at places where horses

were kept, in dry dunghills, and was also collected from old

rich pastures in September, the season at which Mushrooms
spring-up without artificial aid. Since that time, however, the

preparation of spawn by artificial means has developed into

quite a trade among nurserymen, so that those gardeners who
do not make their own spawn, and have not a great demand
for Mushrooms, have an easy means of procuring it. On the

other hand, there are some gardeners as weU as growers for

market who find it most convenient to make their own spawn,

and I think every gardener should try his hand at it, in case

it should ever be required of him. About fourteen years ago

I made about fifty cakes of spawn, and the first Mushrooms
I ever grew were produced from it, and this is the way I

made it.

Collect a barrowful of cow dung from cows that are fed on
dry fattening food, get also about the same quantity of horse

droppings, from which the coarse straw should be separated;

Ukewise get about a bushel of sifted loam, with little road grit

to add to it if likely to become too close. Take it all to a dry

shed and lay the manure out to dry. While this is going on

procure a quantity of clean fresh straw and chop it into lengths

of about an inch. In due time mix these ingredients well to-

gether by treading and beating so as to crush all solid substances.
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leaving it like so much tliick mortar ; lay the whole up to

dry for a time, and afterwards proceed to make it up into

bricks of about a foot long, 8 inches wide, and 2 inches thick.

A wooden frame of that size should be provided for the pur-

pose, and this should be laid ou a firm floor and the material

rammed into it, first sprinkhng a httle sand over it to prevent

the material from clinging to the frame. Cut the sides off

even, and when the required number of bricks are made lay

them in an airy place to dry, taking care they do not touch
each other. When they are about half dry they are fit to

receive the spawn, and for this purpose each brick should be

perforated with two or more holes half way through ; these

holes may be 2 inches in diameter ; fill them full of spawn
tightly, and add a little of the cow manure plastered over them
to keep it in its place. After all is done make up a thin bed of

half-spent horse dung on the floor, and upon this pile-up the

bricks the same as is done with unburued bricks in a brickyard,

and as openly as possible, so that the heat may circulate amongst
them. Let the whole terminate in a point, whether the stack

is in the form of a ridge or otherwise, then cover with a foot

thick of the half-fermented dung ; this will give a gentle heat

through the pile of bricks, and will set the spawn working
through them. They should be frequently examined, and
when they have the appearance of white mould they may be
taken out and preserved in a dry place to be iised as wanted.
Take care that the spawn do not get too far advanced, for if it

should become developed into numerous white threads visible

to the eye, it cannot be depended on for a crop.

The spawn of the Mushroom being obtained, I now come to

the cultivation, and this is done upon beds made for the pur-

pose either in a regular Mushroom house heated artificially or

in sheds and cellars, also in frames on half-spent Cucumber
and Melon beds, and in the open air. For all these different

modes, which I will take in the order they are named, the pre-

paration of the materials is about the same. It is this: Collect

the necessary quantity of fresh horse dung that has not been
previously exposed to wet or fermentation, and clear it of long
straw, leaving only a little short Utter, which will do no harm

;

add to the manure about one-fourth of its bulk of half-rotten

leaves, and if likely to be too light or spongy, add a small
quantity of dry mould, otherwise do not use this ; lay these

materials under cover to ferment. The heap should be turned
about twice a-week tUl the rank heat has passed off ; after that
proceed to make-up the bed. This should bo done by degrees
in layers of 2 or 3 inches each time, and each layer should be
well beaten together until the whole bed is formed into a solid

mass from 8 inches to a foot thick. Make the surface of the
bed as even as possible, and take care that the bed is as firm
at one place as another, so that the heating may be regular.

Beating the beds firm is a very essential point in Mushroom
culture in whatever plan they may be made, for if the bed is

not beaten the little Mushrooms will just show themselves ou
the surface and then disappear altogether.

After the bed is made, thrust a trial stick or two into the
body of it, or to some a thermometer would, perhaps, be a
safer guide to ascertain the correct heat ; when this has de-

clined to between 80° and 90°, and your judgment, from the
working, leads you to believe that the heat will not increase,
yon may spawn the bed. This is done by making holes about
3 inches across, the same in depth, and 8 or 9 inches apart

;

fill each hole quite halt fuU, or even more, of spawn, and if

it is in one sohd piece it will not matter
;
press in the spawn

firmly, and fill each hole up with some of the material of

which the bed is made. Beat the whole bed over again and
make the surface even. About a fortnight after the spawn
has been introduced examine it, and if it is found vegetating
freely in the bed, it is a good sign that it is going on well

;

sometimes it will take longer than a fortnight, but seldom less.

"When the spawn is in full working order cover the bed with
IJ inch of rich loam, make it even over the surface, and beat
it firm. The soil should not be too wet nor too dry, but in a
medium state as regards moisture, so that when beaten it may
exhibit a smooth solid surface. If the earth is too dry and of

a loose texture it is not so favourable to the growth of the
Mushrooms

; they are apt to become weakly, of inferior quality,
and they cease to appear much earUer than would otherwise be
the case.

After the bed is thus finished-off the temperature may range
from 50° to 55", and the light should be excluded. Maintain
this temperature till the first crop attains perfection, when it

may be reduced a few degrees till they are gathered, then
advance the temperature again to the former standard ; and

if the heat is declining very much, place a layer of soft

l;ay or straw over the bed, and a second crop will no doubt
appear. Proceed in this way till tha bed is exhausted. In the
meantime it may be found necessary to apply water. This
work must be done with caution in regard to the quantity
given, the manner of applying it, and the temperature. If

water is applied too freely it will destroy the spawn, and if given
cold or in (juantity it will be likely to destroy all and render
the bed useless. The water used should be of the same tempe-
rature as the house, and it should be sprinkled either with a
fine-rosed pot or a syringe, and when the beds become dry, as
they are liable to do in heated houses, it is much better to
apply the water lightly at several different times than to give
one heavy watering.

Before going further I may as well say a word or two upon
the gathering of Mushrooms. Some say they ought to be cut
out, while others say they should be pulled or twisted out. I
am of opinion that there is very little to be said in favour of
the former practice, excepting where the Mushrooms are in
such thick clusters as not to be easily separated. Cutting
leaves a portion of the stem to decay and breeds diseases among
those remaining, as I have proved it does more than once ; but
when gathering is effected by a quick sudden twist no injury
is done to anything, and the small hole that is left ought to
be immediately filled up with dry earth.
For the present I will leave this mode of cultivation and take

up that in sheds and cellars. I have before remarked that in
whatever place Mushrooms are grown the materials for the
beds are the same ; but there is this difference—there must be
more in bulk to make up both for the absence of artificial heat
and the fact that a loss of heat will take place owing to the bed
being surrounded by cold air, and from sudden changes in
temperature. One advantage of sheds and cellars is, that the
season of growing the Mushroom is considerably prolonged
beyond that attainable in the open air, thereby offering ad-
vantages to those who have no better convenience. Beds in
these places should be made up in the shape of a triangular
ridge, from 5 to 7 feet wide at the bottom, and from 3 to 5 feet
high at the ridge ; but other forms wOl do as well, provided
the requisite conditions of temperature and protection are
secured. The ridge shape, however, offers the advantage of
cropping on both sides of the bed, which other shapes do not.
In whatever way they are made, the same attention as to
firmness and other details must be bestowed upon them as
advised for beds in the Mushroom house. After the bed is

made-up a thick layer of straw or other protecting material
should be put ou, in order to keep it at as regular a temperature
as possible. After the spawn is working, and afterwards
until the Mushrooms show themselves through the soil, the
heat of the bed ought to be examined ; and if this and the
temperature of the surrounding atmosphere be below 45°,

a little assistance should be given in the way of a heap of
heating material in the centre of the shed ; and if the shed is

not constructed to close-up, the open space should be closed
by other means. Another advantage in having a ridgs-shaped
bed is that it can be spawned at two different times.

I now come to Mushroom-growing in Cucumber and Melon
frames ; and this, I may say, is only attempted in the absence
of any other convenient plan for growing them under protec-
tion. I have grown them very well in such frames after the
Cucumbers were done with, by just taking out the soil to a
depth sufficient to hold enough heating material to start the
spawn, and the after-treatment was precisely similar to that
for house culture. By adopting this method much time is

saved in collecting material, and a little crop of this kind often
comes in useful on an emergency.
As to the open-air beds the season for them is short; but

if they are formed of a good size and length, and spawned
at two or three different times, Mushrooms will be produced
for a considerable period. The first bed may be made-up in

April or May, and two or three others, according to their size,

during the summer in proper succession. The great difficulty

in out-door beds is to maintain an even temperature, and to

protect from wet. The one thing needful is a thoroughly good
protection, and plenty of it at hand; this must be worked
according to the temperature— off' or on, thin or thick, as

the case may be ; and to protect from wet the addition of mats
or boards will be necessary to throw it off, otherwise the same
rules must be observed and worked out as regularly as for any
other mode of cultivation. Market gardeners are in the habit
of growing in open-air beds large quantities of Mushrooms,
which have the reputation of being superior in flavour to those
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growB in houses ; and it is reasonable to suppose that such is

the case, becanse they are grown more naturally.

The next method of cultivating Mushrooms which I will

just toach npon is that of growing them in boxes, pots,

hampers, or any other large vessel that will hold the materials

together and bear ths pressure of being jammed in firm.

Where no better convenience exists for producing Mushrooms
in winter these will be found useful contrivances, and may be

worked successfully and in conjunction with the beds in the

cool sheds to produce gatherings when these beds run short,

taking care to put them in dry warm places—in back sheds of

the hothouses, or under the stages of such structures, in warm
cellars, or any other place where they will be free from cold

and damp ; from these vessels being easily moveable, they can,

if going wrong, be taken to a temperature more suitable to

growth.
Wherever Mushrooms are grown it is necessary, in order to

insure success, to guard against overheating and too much mois-

ture, either of which in excess would ruin the chances of a crop.

Not so if the beds become too dry. The action of the spawn is

certainly considerably retarded, but it is not destroyed; for

when the necessary warmth and moisture are applied the spawn
begins to run, and Mushrooms soon appear. The more com-
pact the beds are made the more regular will be their heat,

the stronger and more evenly will the spawn work, the more
substantial will be the Mushrooms ; and the more they are

exposed to the air, consistently with their requirements, the

better the flavour will be. When the spawn has once commenced
to work in a bed, whether it is in a cellar or any other place,

the temperature should never be allowed to fall below 4.5"

;

that was the heat of the bed which produced those Mushrooms
I brought before you on one or two occasions, and the bed
has now been spawned for over six months. The tempe-
rature of the room in which they were grown has been allowed

to range from 45° to 55°, and when the little Mushrooms
showed themselves through the soil on the bed the tempera-
ture was advanced a few degrees (but never once exceeded 55°)

by placing a heap of heating material on the floor of the room,
not having any other means of applying it.

—

Thomas Record.

[Mr. Record is an excellent authority on Mushroom-culture.
The Mushrooms he exhibited at the Royal Horticultural So-
ciety on March 18th were the finest we ever saw, and for them
he was awarded a first prize in a severe competition.

—

Eds.]

ELECTION OF EOSES.
In reply to " E. L. W., Yeovil" I may say that I do not

think he will be disappointed in the Roses that came out at

the top in the late election. Of course if " E. L. W." expects
them to be perfection he will be so, becanse the best of us, like

the Roses, are deficient in some quality. Would, I say for

myself, that, like so many of the Roses, it were only in one.
" E. L. W." must remember that our friend Mr. Radclyffe
does not like and dislike lukewarmly, and so he either clings

to a Rose in spite of everyone else—perhaps for the very good
and satisfactory reason that the identical Rose responds kindly
to his tender watching, or he discards it in toto and without
any suving clause. There is no possible reason why we should
not have our likes and dislikes in Roses ; and our friend Mr.
Radclyffe dislikes Andre Dunand ; but we are deficiant in light

Roses, and so I fancy it will be an acquisition, and certainly I

have seen it very beautiful. At any rate, it is rather hard to
discard a Rose because it comes badly one season. I hazard
the opinion that both this Rose and Lyonnais will as a rule be
fit for the stand only in their early stages ; I am afraid, else,

that they will stare the judges out of countenance.
My experience of Edward Morren agrees far more with

" E. L. W." than with Mr. Radclyffe. I have seen many such
complete failures of this Rose that I sometimes doubt whether
I shall succeed with it ; but stiU I hope on, and reflect how
often our first impressions of our fellow men are erroneous,
and therefore it is hard to judge a Rose at once. I cannot
help feeling that " simply miserable " applied to any Roses
that have not had a few years' trial on our shores and become
pretty fairly established, is rather too sweeping.

—

Joseph
HiNTON, Warminster.

that if the frost does come and cat them after they are np it

does not do them much harm—in fact, he has found that those
which were the most forward suffered the least. Their tops
have been blackened, but there have always been green leaves
left unhurt lower down. This was notably the case in the
great frost on the night of the " Derby-day" three or four years
ago, and in the frosts of last spring. Secondly, his Potatoes
always are ripe by the 18th of August, and this is the great
advantage of early planting. If " L.4ncaster Amatedk" will

procure Messrs. Sutton & Sons' Spring Catalogue and Ama-
teur's Guide for 1874 he will find on page 9, amongst the work
to be done in February, the following excellent remarks, which
exactly bear out what " H. G. M." has been saying :

—" Pota-
toes may be planted in quantity ; if the first early growth of

haulm is destroyed by frost, it is soon renewed, and in the end
the crop is little the worse for it. Potato disease usually
breaks out in autumn " [generally in the end of July.

—

H. G. M.] " and therefore early planting is a safe panacea,
for it insures early ripening of the crop, and consequently it

is ripe and harvested before the time when the disease occurs,"
or at any rate the haulm may be cut off, and the Potatoes dug
with care. The Potatoes which " H. G. M." grew last year
were Ash-leaved Kidneys, Haye's Kidney, Bresee's Peerless,
Early Rose, Dalmahoy, and Red-skinned Flourball.

PEOTECTING POTATOES.
" H. G. M., Guildford," has no difficulty in replying to the

' Lancaster Amateur's " two questions on page 282. First,

ho never " protects them from the weather;" but he has found

cuEious foemation of gladiolus COEMS.
I SEND you herewith a curious case of bulb-formation in the

Gladiolus which I happened to meet with when visiting my
friend Mr. Banks at Sholden Lodge, near Deal. He is well

known as one of the largest amateur growers of this beautiful

autumn flower, and we often chat together over the mishaps
and successes we meet with in our cultures. He brought for-

ward this root as an instance of the freaks we meet with. He
had some old bulbs, which
he did not plant last season,

in an empty flower pot, and
on the top of the pot were
these two bulbs. It will be

seen by the engraving that

they have formed, in one
instance at least, a perfect

corm, without throwing out

any roots or having contact

with any moisture. I know
it is not unusual to see such

things in the Potato and other tubers, but it is, I believe,

quite unusual to see so perfectly formed a corm produced

under such a condition. It will account for what X have fre-

quently noticed in the planting of spawn. I have been sur-

prised to find that in places where there were gaps, yet when
I dug up the ground I found corms larger than the small ones

I had planted ; and I gather from the example now before me
that something of the same kind had gone on underneath

the ground, and that a fresh corm had been produced in an
abnormal state of things.—D., Deal.

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUE GAEDENS.—No. 18.

Some persons, as I am told, are desirous to set on foot a

new plan of treating the pursuit of entomology, and, indeed,

the other branches of natural science. While, on the one

hand, dry technicalities are to be carefully shunned, on the

other hand all twaddle is to be repudiated, and the naturalist,

if, indeed, he is still to take that name, is to pursue his par-

ticular fancy with the business- like air of the man who plays

at billiards or cricket. Now, though I strongly object to senti-

mentalism, I should be sorry to see a generation of ento-

mologists arise to whom collecting and rearing insects was an
employment stripped of all poetic accessories. It is exceedingly

doubtful if the man who goes in for the study of Nature, and
means to exclude the imaginative altogether, and treat hia

hobby in a muscular manner, will gain anything by it beyond
the simple effect of his being employed. He might almost as

well be breaking stones by the roadside, or casting-up in-

terminable sums. And, no doubt, in this age of iron we are

all of us much in danger of hardening whatever we touch—we
have a Midas-like property, but tending towards a different

result. It is gratifying to find, that in the case of horticul-

ture, however, there are many who, though very familiar with

the choicest vegetable forms of all lands as displayed in our
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gardeus, have not lost their fieuBeof tlio beautiful ; nnil amoug
our entomologists, some at least are still capable of being

roused to enthusiasm by the wonders of form and colour.

I have been tempted into these somewhat discursive remarks
because before me are some pujia of insects, dark-looUing, and
almost, it might be said, unsightly objects. I could not but

think how diflicult it is to conceive how an insect which when
it has emerged seems thrice as large as the shell that once
contained it, could have been packed in eo little compass, and
equally strange is it to notice the varied colours displayed by

a moth or butterfly only a few hours after it has appeared
full-winged, whereas the pupa if cut into shortly before would
have shown a structure of a uniform grey or brown. Similar

also on Galium verum, also common there. Of late years
search for it in that district has proved useless, and the nearest
localities to London where the Elephant Hawk turns up appear
now to be about Plumstead and Erith in Kent. There are
some counties where the insect is plentiful enough, especially
towards the south coast, where at twilight the moth, with a
penchant for sweets of the best quality, deserts the flowers of

the hedgebanks, and whirrs about the garden, or enters the
conservatory at evening's dusk; sweeping off, if annoyed, with
a hawk-like rapidity, though the moth is not at all elephantine
in proportions, that name applying properly to the caterpillar.
This insect, which does not vary much as do some, has the
fore wings of olive green and pink, v.'ith white hairs along the

Fig. 1.—Cli,' iwij^.iLiiia hi]ici]>ji.-
,

instances the gardener is well acquainted with, seen in the

buds of leaves and flowers, only there the transmutation is

more gradual. I have known a gardener so much astonished

and pleased at the curious sight of the expansion of a moth's
wings as to kill no insects for—one day at least ! But in truth

it is satisfactory to know that a certain number of our horti-

culturists, consisting of men of all grades, are beginning to take

ii hearty interest in the doings and appearances of insects,

and not merely because they are regarded as enemies or

doubtful friends.

A rather favourite moth with young collectors is the large spe-

cies placed by LiuuM.ua among his Sphinxes, and called the Ele-

phant Hawk, scientifically Ch;erocampa Elpenor {liii- 1,2, and 3)

—not an insect,'! believe, as common in England as formerly,

FJs- ;i.—Pupa of Cbipi-ocampa Elpenor.

'

inner edge, the hind wings being of a deeper shade of pink,
black at the base. The body is rose colour with bands of

green, and the tongue long and spiral, while the eyes, should
the moth be seen when engaged upon the flowers, sparkle like

lamps in miniature; and through the insects being thus at-

tracted to gardens it comes to pass that the eggs are some-
times deposited on the Vine and the Fuchsia, plants very
different indeed, yet both to the taste of the caterpiUar of

Elpenor, so it is asserted; and with regard to the Vine, \eri-

fied by specimens I have seen taken feeding upon it. Yet it is

not by any means sufficiently numerous to be deemed an in-

sect enemy—in fact, the natural food, in Britain at least, is

evidently the wild plants named. This rather curious cater-

pillar has been thought to taper from the middle of its body

^J.^•.^'..^J\^ 7-11^*-' .Wt^v.^jr^^-i;- " - "

:

Fig. 3.—Larva of Chjtrucampa Elpenor.'

perhaps because it has some lildng for marshy localities—at least

in the larval state, and our better drainage has diminished the

number of spots where grew the plants, such as the various spe-

cies of Epilobium CWillow-herbs), on which the " Elephants
"

formerly fattened. Or does this fat and rather showy caterpillar

fall frequently a prey to the insatiable sparrows '.' Years ago

worthy old insect-lovers, such as Haworth and Ingpen, used
to trudge over to Barnes on a summer evening from the west
of London to capture upon that Surrey common the hovering

Elpenor, which was attracted by the fascination of the flowers

of the Eagged Kobin. Probably at that time the larva fed

freely on the plants still growing on the banks of the Thames
not far oft', such as the species of Epilobium aforesaid, and

Fif. 4.—Sesio Apiformis.'

to the head, so as fo resemble the trunk of the elephant. To

some individuals the creature has a hog-hke aspect, hence the

Latin name. And in France this and the caterpillars of kindred

species are called Cvchoinni:, from the way in which they draw

back the two segments of the body nest the head. The con-

spicuous spots on Ihe side of the fourth and fifth segments

are so beautiful, being black edged with \iolet, that they might

well give it special distinction among its brethren. Gieen or

brown is the ground colour of the body, the tail being adorned

with a short horn pointing backwards. This caterpillar, oc-

curring in August mostly, feeds up much more rapidly iu

> From Cat sell's eaiticn of Figiiict's " Ineect World.''
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some seasons than in others ; and having completed its cocoon,
which is put on the ground, and made very sHghtly of a few
threads of eillc mingled with fragments of leaves, it there

assumes the chrysalis state, and waits for the approach of

spring. A good many, it is likely, die in that stage when
the weather is damp, but the survivors come out in May or

June.
The moths known to entomologists aa the Glearwings form

a very singular family. Some species, such as the Currant
Clearwiug (already figured in these pages), and the lled-belted

Clearwing, are too well known to the horticulturist by the
mischief done by the larva to the Currant, Pear, and Apple.
Differing in size as do these insects, the same circumstance
belongs to the external appearance of all—namely, that they
resemble other insects, chiefly of the order Hymenoptera.
Whether this mimicry is designed for the protection of the
species from the attacks of birds and other foes is a question,
and various explanations may be devised to account for mimicry
in this and similar instances. However, these insects not only
resemble hornets, bees, and flies in appearance, but also in

habit, being invariably on the wing in the bright sunshine,
and when i-esting on the leaves and stems of plants they move
about with an elegance and quickness unusual among the
Lepidopterous insects. The two Hornet Glearwings (S. Bem-
beciformis and Apiformis), it reposing on tree trunks will

move the abdomen up and down quite in the manner of a wasp
or hornet, as pointed out by Mr. Wood. The latter (/iri. 4), is

perhaps the commoner visitant to gardens, appearing there in

.June ; and should one of them be caught by the hand, the soft

feel of the moth plumage at once distinguishes it from the hard-
cased hornet. But probably it is the wiser thing not to seize

one in this way lest a Tartar be caught

—

i.e., a hornet by mis-
take, though the virulence of the sting of the latter insect has
been much exaggerated. These Glearwings have an artful

trick of suddenly dropping and not flying up should a net ap-
proach them when they are settled, so the best plan to take
them is to strike from below. The wings in this species expand
nearly 1,% inch, being transparent like those of beee, only having
an edging of brown ; the thorax is also brown, with two bright
patches of yellow ; the head and body are of that colour, only
the latter has also two brown belts ; the legs are reddish.
Though the caterpillar is an internal feeder, this moth can
scarcely be said to be an injurious species, the numbers not
being large, and the eaterpUlar affecting the Aspen and Poplar,
but rarely or never killing the trees unless ihey are previously
in an unhealthy state. This pale, rather grub-like larva is

also rather different from those of the Lepidoptera we best know,
but they have the usual array of legs, though not very visible,

and also small hooka on the segments, by which they wiiggle
themselves up and down the galleries they have mined. Many
an entomologist is working away just now, cutting the stumps
of the Willow, Poplar, and Alder, for this and the allied species
are uov/ to be found in the chrysalis state awaiting emergence

;

and not unfrequently the searcher is disappointed through the
fancy some of the caterpillars have for leaving their wooden
abode and spinning a cocoon on the ground some distance off.

To the Lilac, on the verge of coming into blossom this spring
month, has been given the honour of providing half the name
of one of the most beautiful of British moths, though but of

moderate size. This insect is a garden species in all its stages,

and through May and June the larva is to be found feeding
on the Elder, Privet, and especially the Lilac ; or it may begin
to feed at an earUer date, as it lives through the winter. The
Lilac Beauty (I'ericaUia syringaria), displays a variety of tints

which cannot well be explained in words, nor would an un-
coloured figure be of much help to one who has never seen it.

Suilice it to say, that the general colour of the wings is a pearly
grey, clouded over here and there with red and yellow, whOe
on the ground there are arranged various patches and lines of
v/hite, yellow, and brown. The head and thorax are brown,
and the antenn;E feathered. On the wing in July, the moth
seems as if it were affected by the heat of the season, for it

keeps very quiet during the day, and hence often escapes from
the eager insect-hunter seeking such prizes, and at nipht it

takes no heed of the sugary bait that beguiles some. Should
the horticulturist find amongst " the common herd " 'the cater-
pillar of the Lilac Beauty, he might know it from the rest by
its peculiar aspect. The body, which is grey or tinged with
rose colour, has six warts or processes on the back placed in
twos, the last pair being larger than the rest and curved back-
ward ; also sprinkled over the body there are a number of
whitith points. Tj)e chrysalis is placed in a cocoon attached

to a leaf, and the moth cornea out in about three weeks after-

—J. R. S. C.

PKOXY-VOTING at the BOYAL HORTICDLTDRAL
SOCIETY.

The question of \oting by proxy at the Royal Horticultural
Society is again to be raised, and in accordance with a decla-

ration made by the President at the last annual meeting, a
special meeting is to be called to submit the question to the
Fellows.

We have heard so much lately about the advantages and
the disadvantages accruing from the exercise of the privilege

of proxy-voting, we think this is the time for deliberately

weighing these and endeavouring to come to a rational solution

of the question. What strikes us in the first instance is, why
the Fellows of the Royal Horticultural Society should ask to

possess a privilege which no other society possesses. There
are many older and as important eocicties as this, in which
questions of great moment have been and are discussed, the

Fellows of which have never even mooted the question, and
surely it is reasonable to suppose that if any advantage arose

from the exercise of such a privilege it would long ago have
been discovered. It is a remarkable fact, that it is only since

the distressing squabbles and contentious betwpen the Royal
Horticultural Society and the Royal Commissioners have
cropped-up, that anybody thought it worth while to ask for a
power which may any day be used for or against the object

it was intended to serve. There is no security to either party,

and there is no permanent power obtained by the establish-

ment of proxy-voting ; but there is a manifest and dangerous
wrong which may be and is inflicted where proxy-voting exists.

There were instances of it in the late meetings of the Royal
Horticultural Society, where the privilege is restricted to the

lady Fellows. Not a tithe of the lady Fellows, any more than a

great majority of the Fellows generally, understood the merits

of the questions which were so agitating the Society. They
were applied to in urgent terms by representatives of the

rival parties to entrust their proxies to them, and, without even

the nature of the contention being explained to them, they

sent the proxies as requested, in many cases, as we know,
without knoviing how they were to be used. In this way a

hundred or two of proxies were placed in the hands of a single

individual, enabling him to vote just as he pleased. This is a

power which ought not to be permitted to exist.

Instead of extending the privilege it ought to be aboUshed
altogether, even in the case of ladies, who are as free to exer-

cise their privilege at the meetings as gentlemen are, and who
do exercise it very freely when the questions under discussion

are of sufficient interest to secure theu' presence. There are

well-known instances m which the lady Fellows have exercised

this privilege rather too freely. At some of the recent meet-
ings, after having given their proxies to gentlemen to exercise

the privilege of voting for them, they have been present and
voted personally as well—an abuse of privilege and power
which we can only account for by believing it was done through
ignorance.

A great deal has been said about the deprivation it is to

country Fellows not being able to vote on questions that

agitate the Society, without they have the privilege of voting

by proxj'. From our knowledge of country Fellows, who, wo are

sorry to say, are not nearly so numerous as they were formerly,

there ate very few of them who take much interest in those

questions which are not purely horticultural that have agitated

the Society in these latter days ; and for those of them who
do take an interest in them, the mere expense of a return

ticket by railway to give theii' vote is as nothing to the ex-

pense and time that Fellows in and around the metropolis ex-

pend on the affairs of the Society. It rarely happens that

a country Fellow need make a visit to London exclusively to

exercise his privilege of voting on some important question

affecting the interests of the Society, when he may not also at

the same time do something for his own interest as well. We
know some people who make it an excuse to come to town " to

get their hair cut,'' an operation which may very well be per-

formed in a country town for a small charge ; but the hair-

cutting is only a mild form of saying they have gone on a

holiday.

No doubt there are individual cases in which, from various

causes, it may be a hardship for a Fellow to come to town to

exercise his privilege of voting ; but there is no rule and no
law which equally suits everybody, and so in this, as in all
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other cases, the interests of the lew must yield to those of the

majority.

We trust that the good sense of the Fellows will not only

cheek the further increase of proxy-voting, but take timely

stops to abolish it altogether..

ORCHARD HOUSES—PRIMULA NIVEA.
After gathering the fruit I have hitherto placed potted

Peach trees in the open air until the end of September. The
advantages are more room in the houses, freedom from red

spider, and the power of keeping the atmosphere within suffi-

ciently dry to enable the later fruit to ripen-off with good
flavour. i3ut I have often had reason to complain of the un-

healthy look of the trees when they broke in spring. Buds
which were plump enough in autumn shrivelled and fell off.

The leaves were often sickly, though, as the summer advanced,
they regained their health. I thought these defects arose

either from the autumn dressing, or from the roots getting dry

in winter. Experiment, however, has shown that neither of

these is the true cause, and I am led to behove that the wood
is imperfectly ripened in consequence of exposure to the open
air so late in the year. Last summer I housed the trees earlier

—namely, the first week in September, but the summer was
not a genial one, and the present state of my trees is such,

that if it were not for the following circumstances I should
doubt as to the real cause of their sickly look. But I have a

tree of a scarce and favourite sort, Abel's Malta, k seedling

from the old Malta, and, like its parent, a very shy bearer.

Last year, in order to encourage it, I kept it entirely under
glass. It has rewarded me by breaking well and setting a fair

crop. Hence I infer that if trees are placed out of doors they
ought to be housed before the 1st of September. I may re-

mark that trees which were started in heat in February, 1873,

and had plenty of warmth up to June, though turned out of

doors with the rest, have generally broken well, and show a
good crop.

I wish that any of your readers who has had success with
Primula nivea, generally miscalled nivalis, would communicate
his mode of culture. I treat mine just as an Auricula, but
though it lives it does not flourish. Elsewhere I see it in the

same state. There used, however, to be an old nurseryman in

this neighbourhood with whom the plant grew very vigorously

in pots under glass, but it does not succeed with his son : so

if he had any secret it has died with him.—G. S.

FOUNTAINE'S VINERY AT BLENHEIM.
An article in the .Journal upon the gardens at Blenheim

Palace mentions the vinery erected there upon my principle,

which, by-the-by, is erroneously called an orchard house. It

states that in a portion of the house ti'ees are planted-out, and
" involve much less labour in watering." If this is stated

seriously as a fact, I fear the principle on which and for which
the house was erected is not clearly understood. The trees

ought to be out of the house through the summer mouths
almost entirely, and exposed to the rains and dew both day
night. Under such circumstances it is impossible they should

require more watering than trees kept entirely under the cover

of the house; indeed, in wet seasons they require ve:^ httle

watering at all, and should, especially at the full ripening

period, be placed in the house to avoid too much moisture.

This house is erected, not for forcing, but as a cold autumn
vinery, and constructed so that the principle of the moving
trees may be applied to it, and the centre of the house (all but

useless in an ordinary vinery) utilised for growing stone fruit,

which, from the facility of placing it in the open air, is very

superior to that grown in a common orchard house. Peach
trees planted as tixtures in this house may, close to the venti-

lating lights in front, produce a small proportion of fairly-good

fruit ; but I do not hesitate to say that the fruit from trees

if so placed in the centre of the house would not be worth
gathering, especially if there are a certain number of Vines, as

intended, upon the close-spur system overhead. Hot-water
pipes are necessary for frost in spring, and to keep the Grapes
dry in wet autumns.

I subjoin the official report of 1873 sent to me in the winter

from the Royal Horticultural Gardens at Chiswick, where a
house exactly similar to the one at Blenheim was erected to test

the system with all the other houses in the gardens ; one of these

is a splendid orchard house filled with trees both plauteJ-out

and in pots. Of course the house is managed on my principle,

but I believe the hot-water pipes ere not yet added , as the Society

had so many great expenses to contend with. The whole
report is as follows :

—" We did not have a very fine crop of

Peaches anywhere this season. Those treated after your

principle were, without doubt, the highest-flavoured. The
Grapes, especially the Madresfield Court, in your house have
been superb, and have won the admiration of everyone." A
gentleman in the south of England, for whom a larger house

than the one at Blenheim was erected, writes to me that he is

more than ever pleased with the house, and that he had taken

the first pri7,es both for Peaches and Grapes at some very largo

exhibitions. Under these circumstances I venture to think

there must be soms misapprehension of the object and manage-
ment of the principle at Blenheim.

—

.Tohn Fotjntaine, ,Soi(f/incr('

Ttertoni, Brandon.

MR. WILLIAM PAUL'S ROSE MANURE.
This manure was brought under my notice in the spring of

1872, and having, by the kindness of' Mr. W. Paul, received a

sample for trial, I am glad to be able to pronounce it a boon
to amateur Rose-growers, and especially to those who, like

myself, have to grow Roses in a soil anything but favourable

to the well-being of tho plants or the perfection of the flowers.

Judging from the result of the trial during one season only, I

have confidence notwithstanding that by a simple and inex-

pensive process—that is, according to the directions supplied

to those who use, or will use, this manure, a vast amount of

trouble will be saved, and not an inconsiderable degree of

disappointment avoided. The mode of procedure is plain and
easy.

In a plantation of Roses on the Manetti stock, the rows

being about 2 feet apart, with an interval of 20 inches between

the plants, I selected a single average row for experiment.

After the spring pruning, and as tho plants were starting into

growth, I scattered the manure around the plants to half the

distance, both sides, to the next rows, afterwards loosening tho

soil with the points of the prongs of a small spud. The flowers

produced by this row were good and abundant, full, of correct

form, with petals firm and well coloured; on the whole de-

cidedly better than the generality of the flowers in the re-

mainder of the plantation ; at the same time vigorous growth

began to manifest itself in most of the plants of the row.

Towards the end of July a second dressing of the manure was

applied in the same manner, and by the end of the growing

season the plants had acquii'ed a strong and healthy appear-

ance, with shoots varying from 3 to 5 and C feet long. These

shoots produced excellent flowers in the following season—that

is, in the summer of last year.

—

Adolphus H. Kent, BUtrh-

tngley, Surrey.

A MAMMOTH ROSE BUSH.
A .iiAjiMOTH Rose bush, the largest we think in the United

States, adorns the cottage of one of our correspondents, Mr.
S. A. Rendall, Santa Rosa, Cahfornia.

From the description forwarded to us wo take the following

facts :—It was planted in 1858, and is of thoLamarque variety,

well known as one of the most beautiful of the white- coloured

sorts. It has grown during the past fifteen years from a small

slender bush with astonishing vigour, just as all Roses do in

the wonderful air and sunshine of the Pacific coast, until it

has clambered over the window and covered the very roof to

the summit. Imagine a huge garland, or rather mountain of

Roses, 2.T feet in height, 22 feet across, splendidly developed,

blossoming over a surface of 400 square feet, and having upon
it at one time no less than 4000 full-blown Roses and 20,000

buds.
The stem near the ground measures 24 inches in circum-

ference. Just above the ground it separates into three prin-

cipal stems that grow over 12 feet to the cottage eaves without

lateral branches. These main stems pass between the eaves

and a strong support attached to the house.

—

(Aninican Hnr-

ticidturist.)

THE WALNUT TREE.
" It's of no use for you to plant a Walnut tree, sir." "Why,

Perkins:'" "Because it wo'n't bear for twenty years, sir."

" Then let one be planted now, for there is no time to bo lost,

as I am fifty." This conversation took place, and the master's
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(ietermiuatiou was souuJ, for he lived to be eighty, and ate of

the fruit of the tree for more than fifteen years.

I have always had a kindliness towards the ^Yalnut tree

during my whole life. I used in childhood to make boats of

the sheila ut the nuts. I have always likod the flavour of

Walnut ketsup. A trial of skill was in our uui-.sery who could

peel a Walnut without breaking it, and so have what we called

" a whole goose." My fowling-pieces are all waluut-stocked.
i

There was a time when I sauntered in " Waluut-treo Walk,"
between the Fulham Eoad and Earl's Court, but the building

Goths have swept
nearly all the trees

away, and with
grim irony they call

the place " Eed-
cliffe Gardens "

—

why, there's not a
garden left ! I wish
that it were other-

wise, for I am an
old man now, and
when an aged tree,

known to me from
boyhood , i.s destroy-

ed, I feel that an
old friend is taken
from me. Why
there was that aged
Walnut in Ho-
garth's garden, I

find it was cut down
some thirty years
since, and sold for

£70; and in 1812
forty-four celebrat-

ed Walnut trees, at

the Nut Holt, in

Ely, were sold by
auction for £102s.
Then at North End,
Fulham, there was
" Walnut-tree Cot-
tage," but it has
been destroyed , and
so has the noble old

tree which was in
its forecourt, and
entitled it to the
name. Beneath
that tree Edmund
Kean the tragedian

,

and John Singleton

Copley the artist,

and father to Lord
Lyndhurst, passed
many years. All

these were old
friends, and all were
profitable friends.

This is still appre-
ciated on the Con-
tinent,though more
so formerly ; for in

some ports of Ger-
many, Evelyn tells

us, no yonng farmer was permitted to marry unless he pro-

duced evidence that he had planted and was proprietor of a
certain number of Walnut trees. Tliis, added Evelyn, "is for the

extraordinary benefit which the tree affords the inhabitants."

Whilst writing these notes, an inijuisitivo friend intrudes

the question—"Why was it called the Walnut?" "Not
because of its hard shell, but because of this (and I pushed
Lyte'a Herbal to the querist)—" The fruite is call Walnuttes,
Walshe Nuttes, and of some Frenche Nuttes." " That does
not explain." " Yes, it does ; the tree came to us from France
—Gallia, and thence the fruit was called Gall nuts, and thence
varied to Wall nuts, just as Gallia became WaUia, and is now
Wales." This, however, is doubtful, for Wealh-hnutt, Anglo-
Saxon for " foreign nut," may be the origin.

Not a part of the Walnut tree but is useful. An infusion of

the leaves is specific in some eruptive disorders, and if placed
among clothes put the moth to flight ; the sap is rich in sugar,

and it has been profitably manufactured from it ; the nuts
yield an oil not liable to congeal, and is consequently used by
artists, and for the wlieel-work of clocks and watches. Those
nuts are produced in large quantities in the Walnut's native

countries—Persia, Cashmere, and other regions near the Hima-
layah, whence they are exported and are an article of food

in India, as they are in southern Europe, being eaten fresh.

The cake, after the oil has been expressed, is used as a food

for cattle and poultry. The wood of the roots is finely veined,

and is in request for inlaying by the cabinet-makers ; the
roots , as well as the
husks, also furnish

a dye, used for

staining light-co-

loured woods. The
Walnut tree in full

leaf is also the

cook's adjutant, for

I know a family who
hung joints of mut-
ton in it to promote
their fitness for the

spit. Do not pooh-
pooh that practice,

for if you turn to

one of your own
books you will see

that leaves do emit
gases, which tend

to soften muscular
fibre. On page 184

of " The Science

and Practice of Gar-
dening " is this pa-

ragraph, to which
I refer : — " When
plants grow in a

soil containing

much common salt

(chloride of so-

dium) or other chlo-

rides, Sprengel and
Meyen observed
them to evolve chlo-

rine gas from their

leaves. This takes

place, however,
more during the

night than during

the day. Some
plants also give

off ammonia, while

others (Crnciferse)

emit from their

leaves pure nitro-

gen gas (Dauhenifs
I'lirec Lrctiires on

Aiiri., p. r,fl). This
emission of nitro-

gen from the leaves

IS, according to

Schultz, not an
uncommon occur-

rence, and on a dark
day may amount
of ' the gas givenbulkto nearly two-fifths of the entu-e

oft."

Lastly, the Walnut can be advantageously turned to account

in landscape gardening. A row of old trees were so used in a

place in Devon. They had been planted, or had been thinned,

to about 200 feet apart, and behind them was a plantation of

Beech and other dark-foliaged trees, so that the pale-leaved

Walnut trees seemed to be at the prominent points of deep

recesses. Those Walnut trees were never allowed to have
their nuts thrashed off, not only because any injury of the

young shoots was wished to be avoided, but because, as the

owner said jocularly, " there's not a word of truth (I have

proved it) in those lines :

—

*' * A woman, a spaniel, and a 'Walimt tree,

The better are the better thrashed they be.'
"

As early as the time of A'irgil the cultivators of the soil euter-
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tainod the opinion that if the Walnut flowers were abundant
the following oorn-harveat would be excellent.

[For the accompanying illustration we are indebted to

Messrs. Cassell's edition of Figuier's " Vegetable World."

—

Eds."

EXHIBITING HYACINTHS.
At the metropolitan exhibitions during the last three or

four years certain exhibitors have made a practice of tying
two separate Hyacinth spikes together, so that they should
have the appearance of one spike only ; and in order to accom-
plish this it is sometimes necessary to cut off a large portion
of the bells on the two sides that are fitted together. The
c|uestion has arisen amongst growers, whether it is right to

manipulate the spikes in this way. The advocates for the
system say that, according to the wording of the schedules,

they are perfectly justified in doing so ; that one bulb in a

pot is what is demanded, and that you ought to get all out of

the bulb you possibly can. I have protested against this way
of exhibiting the Hyacinth, and there is one very great objec-

tion to it which I think ought not to be overlooked, and that
is the fact that a large number of persons who visit the exhi-
bitions go there to take notes of the best flowers with a view to

pnrchasing them for their own gardens. Now let us notice a
collection of Hyacinths. It contains a certain number of pots,

each with one plant and apparently a single spike in each. The
would-be purchaser takes his notes accordingly, and is per-

fectly innocent of the fact that the noble spikes he has been
admiring and which are such as he hopes to see in his own
garden next year are not houa futc but only a make-up. It

does seem like deceiving the public, although I believe those
who are in the habit of manipulating their Hyacinths in this

way would scorn the idea of doing anything of the kind.
Another objection is that where dressing is allowed other evils

will creep in, and what holds good in the case of the Hyacinth
will be applied to other flowers. Take the Auricula for in-

stance : when two trusses, as they sometimes do, come out of
the same crown, why not tie them together and make one im-
mense truss ? There is nothing in the schedule of the Royal
Horticultural Society to prevent this from being done ; but if

an old florist were sent to adjudicate on them it would certainly
be a case of disqualification.

It seems to me that the schedules of the metropolitan socie-

ties might be compiled with more care, and that some sort of

instructions should be given for would-be exhibitors. In the
schedule being issued by the Metropolitan Flora! Society the
fallowing rule applies to Auriculas :—" No plant to have more
than one truss, and no tniss less than five pips." This settles

the matter at once, and a new grower knows what to prepare
without any further trouble. A similar rule should be inserted
in the schedule of the Royal Horticultural Society. As an
exhibitor of Hyacinths I would also strongly urge' the desir-
ability of confining the exhibitors to one spike on each plant.
Tulips are shown three plants in each pot, and the old growers
know this ; but should a new grower wish to exhibit, neither
the Royal Botanic Society's schedule nor that of the Royal
Horticultural Society gives any information. In the case of
the latter it was, I believe, an accidental omission, but in this,

as in many other matters, exhibitors want more definite rules
for their guidance.—.J. Pocolas.

THE MIDLAND FARMERS' CLUB.
At the tenth annual meeting, held at the Great Western Hotel,

Birmingham, on February 5th, Mr. E. W. Badger, F.R.H.S.,
read an essay " on Potatoes." He began by assuring his
hearers, " I have no new discoveries to announce respecting
Potatoes. The taslc I have undertaken is to place before you,
as plainly and briefly as I can, what is known about this im-
portant esculent, giving an account of whence we obtained it,

its cultivation, a description of some of the best varieties, and
an account of the murrain or Potato disease, with the results
of which I am afraid all of you are very familiar."

Fully and ably Mr. Badger has done all that he purposed.
The essay occupies sixteen pages, and wo recommend it to our
readers. We will make but one extract.
" Should the sets be whole or cut, and what is the best size ?

Mr. Maw, of Benthall Hall, published the result of his elabo-
rate experiments in the .Tournal of the Royal Agricultural
Society for 18C7 : I may briefly put that result in the following
quotation :—' Of the whole series of thirty-nine experiments

twenty-five were in favour of large sets, and fourteen showed
an opposite tendency ; but the proportion borne between these

numbers does not fully represent the actual result, which is

more fairly stated by the weights of the balances on either

side ; for whilst the gains on the twenty-five (acres) experi-

ments, calculated per acre, amounted to 04 tons S cwt. 1 qr.

(U lbs. in favour of large sets, the gain (fourteen acres) on the

fourteen experiments favourable to the smaller sets amounted
to only 34 tons 17 cwt. 1 qr. '27i lbs., leaving (after setting the

gains against the losses) an average net balance ou the thirty-

nine comparisons of more than 1 ton 10 cwt. in favour of the

larger sets on each advance—namely, from X oz. to 2 ozs.,

from 2ozs. to 4 ozs., from 4 ozs. to ozs., and from G ozs. to

8 ozs. . . . Every increase in the size of the set from
1 oz. up to 8 ozs. in weight produces an increase in the crop

much greater than the additional weight of the set planted.'

. . . Further, ' weight for weight, cut sets produce, as

nearly as possible, the same weight per acre as whole
Potatoes.'

"

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Wr are very glad to hear (says Natiin') that negotia-

tions are pending for the transfer of the valuable Museum of

Natural History, which was formerly in the possession of the

East India Company, from the India House, where it has been

for some time stored, to South Kensington, where it will at last

be available for reference and study.

BicTON House, the seat of Lady Rolle, near Budleigh

Salterton, Devon, had a narrow escape from destruction by fire

on the 30th of last month. Its gardening whilst superintended

by Mr. Barnes and Mr. Begbie was frequently commended to

the notice of oiu readers, and we rejoice to find that its con-

servatory and orangery have been but little injured. The
exertions of the steward and domestics were most praiseworthy,

and but for them the loss, instead of £0000, might have been
more than ten times that amount.—- The Syndics of the Cambridge Botanic Garden in

their annual report state that the Curator has nearly completed
the re-arrangement of the herbaceous plants, and it is hoped
the laborious task will be finished in the ensuing year. The
plant houses are in a good state of repair, but overcrowded.

The Professor and Curator are unable to see in what manner
the number of plants kept in them can be materially reduced

without injuring the efficiency of the garden. Several of tho

finest and most valuable specimen plants now threaten to grow
through the roofs of the houses. Tho Syndics acknowledge
some donations of foreign seeds and plants, but they are under
the necessity of discouraging gifts of seeds of plants belonging

to warmer regions, because of the watt of room for their proper

cultivation.

—

(Naturr.)

An International Hortictltueai. Snow is to be held

at Florence in May, from the 11th to the 'Joth. The SociCtr

Royale Toscane d'Horticulture offers 100 medals of gold, 221 of

silver, and 131 of bronze, and five grand pri.f (Vliniiiieiir are

ofl'ered respectively by the King of Italy, the Minister of Agri-

culture and Commerce, the province of Florence, the town of

Florence, and the lady patronesses. Prince Demidoff and
Professor Parlatore have also placed gold medals for special

classes at tho the disposal of the Committee. Coincidently

with the Show the International Botanical Congress will be

held at Florence under the presidency of Professor Parlatore.

The programme of subjects for discussion includes questions

on the nature and functions of hairs on plants, on ceU-circu-

lation, ou the latex, on the automic movement of the leaves

of plants, on the causes which determine the direction of the

root in the germination of a seed, ou the causes which influence

the direction of the growth of branches, especially of weeping

trees, on the analysis of the organs of reproduction between

cryptogams and phanerogams, as well as many other subjects

more widely known, and sulijects of debate such as the origin

of Bacteria, the determination of fossil plants by their leaves,

the distinction between species, race, and vaiiety, and the origin

of insular and alpine floras. The President and Secretaries

of the Societi' Royale Toscane d'Horticulture announce their

readiness to communicate with any Ijotanists who wish for

further information with a view to attending the Congress.

The official language of the Congress will be Italian, but
papers may be communicated and discussions conducted in

any language. Representatives to the Congress have been
appointed from the various countries of Europe, and from
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Egypt, Australia, Mexico, Brazil, &a. Among the names oi
those who are expected are announced the following English
l)otaniets:—Messrs. Hooker, Trimen, Ball, Hiern, Hogg, Maw,
Murray, Allmann, and Binney. As a measure of precaution
against the introduction of the Phylloxera, the importation of
Vines and of other fruit trees into Italy has heeu rigorously
prohibited since October 31st last.

—

(Ntiturf.)

NOTES UPON FEENS.—No. 8.

OI.EICHENU.
I SHALL now conclude my remarks upon this beautiful genus,

taking up the species belonging to the second group—Mertensia.
Before commencing, however, I must reply to the remarks of
your correspondent Mr. Shuttlewortb, and which I should have
done sooner had not severe illness quite precluded me from
continuing my contributions to the .Journal. In the first place,
then, as Mr. Shuttlewortb has given me a pubUc invitation to
inspect his collection I beg to publicly accept it, and hope to
avail myself of the oiifer during the coming season ; at the
same time I may add that I am no stranger either to him or
his Gleicbenias, and am quite willing to admit his specimens
of these superb Ferns are very fine. Nevertheless, the majority
of the kinds he possesses were grown into nearly as fine speci-
mens under my care before Mr. Shuttlewortb began their
culture ; and I would now just briefly glance at the differences
of our opinions upon this subject, which are indeed both few
and trivial.

I have found Gleicbenias grow well with me in a mixture of
rough peat, silver sand, and light sandy loam, as I before
mentioned. Mr. Shuttlewortb says loam, silver sand, and leaf
mould. I do not deny it : there is little difference in the two
mixtures, and our readers will have the opportunity of the two
experiences to prosecute then- labours to a successful issue.
Mr. Shuttlewortb says G. rupestris is not a cool-house Fern,
that he grows it in a warm greenhouse. Now, my idea of a
cool (not coldj fernery and a warm greenhouse is very similar,
but I quite agree with him that Gleicbenias, Uke many other
exotics that thrive with us in the cool house, are benefited in
spring by a little extra warmth, especially about this season

;

and as G. rupestris is found in the same districts as G. micro-
phylla, there should be no reason for giving it a very different
treatment under cultivation. Mr. Shuttlewortb is quite right
in presuming I refer to G. circiuata glauca under the name of
miorophylla glauca. The name microphylla was bestowed upon
this plant by the veteran Brown, a plant which he would appear
to have found abundant about Tasmania and Port .Jackson.
This is supposed to be the same as G. cireinata, Sw. : but in
my enumeration I prefer the name of Brown, and thus the
seeming discrepancies in names will be explained.

IIEBTEXSIA GROUP.

Gleiohenu flabellat.\.—This is a fast-growing and magni-
ficent species, thriving admirably in the cool fernery. The
stipes are erect, in fine specimens between 5 and 6 feet high,
bearing spreading whorls of fan-shaped fronds, the segments
of which are piimate and decurrent ; colour, bright green. Its
rhizomes spread rapidly, and it therefore will require good
surface room. It is usually considered a native of Australia
and New Zealand ; it is, however, also found in New Caledonia,
and I recently received specimens of the same species from
North Queensland. Plants from these localities will probably
require a little extra warmth.

G. CuNNiNnHAMii.—An extremely rare plant, indeed I cannot
name any collection where a specimen plant is to be found

;

one small plant is all that ever came under my care. In general
style it resembles G. fiabellata, but it is abundantly distinct.
It is erect in habit, rigid, and coriaceous in texture. My native
specimens are nearly H feet high ; the stipes and young fronds
abundantly clothed with large dark brown chaffy scales. The
spreading fan-shaped fronds are dichotomously divided and
upwards of a foot iu diameter ; segments 8 inches long and
deeply pinnatifid, very deep green above, and beautifully
glaucous beneath. It is much to be regretted that this grand
species is not more plentiful. Native of New Zealand.

iK DicHOTOMA.—This is a favourite species of mine, and I
have had specimens of it between 1 and 5 feet high, and more
in diameter. The creeping rhizomes are thin and wiry. Tlie
fronds are several times dichotomously forked; the pinna? are
broad lanceolate, acuminate, and deeply pinnatifid, bright
shining preen above and glaucous below. It is found in

nearly every part of the tropical world, and, as may be
imagined, varies considerably from different localities. It
requires stove treatment.

G. PECiiNATA.—A rare and handsome stove species, some-
what resembling G. dicbotoma, yet so distinct in its habit of
growth as to render it impossible to confound the two. The
fronds are branched, each branch consisting of a pair of pinnse,
some !) inches long and nearly ;'> inches broad ; they are lanceo-
late acuminate and deeply pinnatifid, the segments being
linear obtuse and omargiuate, bright shining green on the
upper side, and nearly as white as a silver Gymnogramma
below. Native of the West Indies.

G. PDEESCENS.—This is a truly beautiful species which re-

quires the temperature of the warm house, and one which dis-

likes to be syringed, perhaps more than any other I have had
to deal with. The fronds are much forked, the branches being
deeply pinnatifid, from 10 to 12 inches long, and from 1^ to

2 inches broad, dark green above, but below clothed with a
dense covering of rusty cobwebby hairs, through which the
sori protrude. It is, unfortunately, stiU very rare. Native of
various parts of tropical America and the West Indies.

G. FCRCAiA.— A very rare stove species, resembling somewhat
the last-named ; indeed, more than once I have seen G. pubes-
cens grown under this name, but G. furcata may be distin-

guished from the latter by the nearly total absence of the fer-

ruginous hairs which clothe the under side of G. pubescens.
The fronds are much branched

;
pinnie some !l inches or more

iu length, linear, and deeply pinnatifid, dark green on the
upper side, but slightly hairy or nearly glabrous below. Native
of the West Indies.

A few words now upon some other species which are still

disidcidta iu our collections, and which any of your readers

having friends or relatives abroad in their native habitats
should endeavour to introduce.

G. lokgipinnata.—-I once received this species in a living

state from Trinidad, but it is now dead, and the plant, I am
informed, has been burnt out of that by an immense fire,

which destroyed not only the plants but actually burnt the
soil to a considerable depth ; it is also a native of Surinam.
It is a bold-growing plant, the branches of which are said to

attain a length of between 2 and H feet.

G. oKiANTEA.—A magnificent bold-growing species which,
as far as I am aware, has never been introduced in a Uving
state. It is found in Assam and Nepal.

G. NERVOSA.—A fine and beautiful Fern, found at St. Ca-
therine's, Brazil.

G. REVOLniA.—This will probably prove to be a cool-house
species, as it is found at considerable elevations on the Andes
of Quito.

G. CRVPTOCAEPA.—I am not aware if this species is now alive

or not in our Fern collections ; it has been introduced, but I

am afraid now lest. It is a cool-house Fern from Peru and
Chiloe.

G. GLAUCA.—This, I am of opinion, is alive in this couutiy.

It is a beautiful Fern from Japan.
G. BiruECATA.—By some this is only considered a variety,

but, if so, it is very beautiful, and would be very distinct under
cultivation. Native of Java.

G. Bancboftii.—This also labours under the same doubts as

the preceding, and is thought to be a variety only by some
authorities upon these plants ; but species or varieties, the
whole of the kinds here enumerated would be grand addition.s

to our Fern collections.

—

Experto Ceede.

ANEMONE CULTURE.
This beautiful genus of the order Kanunculaeeas, like its ally

the Ranunculus, has for ages been in great favour, and its

cultivation a pleasant pastime, with florists. There were in the
earlier periods of horticulture two species of Anemone grown
in quantity—the one, A. coronaria, a native of the Levant,
which was introduced into England in 159G ; the other, A. hor-
tensis, said to be indigenous to Italy, was introduced a year
later. The first is distinguished from, and superior to, the
last by its splendid double Poppy-like crowned flower, and the
great diversity of colours and shades of colours it embraces
have combined to keep it in high estimation. A. hortensis,

or the Star Anemone, as may be supposed from the length

of time it has held its own, does not lack good qualities

either.

While discussing the proper method to adopt iu the culti-

vation of these pets of tho ancients, we shall more particularly
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make A. coronaria the subject of our remarks ; and shall firat

consider their cultivation from seed. The seed of the Anemone
should be gathered from time to time as it approaches maturity.

The earliest blossoms will be the lirst to ripen, which, if left

until the body of the others ripen, would be scattered by the

winds. It is preferable to sow the seed immediately after

being gathered, pursuing the same plan as has been described

in our paper on the llanunculus, and treating in every respect

the same. The downy uature of the seeds of the Anemone
renders their separation dillicult, and therefore it is not easy

to scatter the seeds equally over the bed ; so, in some degree

to effect a separation, it is necessary to rub up a portion of

sand with the seeds before attempting to sow them. In choosing

plants from which to gather the seed, semi-double varieties

that are the most brilliant in colour, with vigorous erect stems,

are to be preferred, as there is a greater probability of pro-

curing a good offspring from them than from those of weakly
growth and dull or run colours.

Propagation bi/ Division of the Root^.—To' effect this it is

only required of the cultivator to select those varieties he
means to perpetuate and multiply, and divide them into as

many parts as there are crown buds with a knife with a keen

edge, being careful to make as small wounds as possible.

Situation iind Soil.—A similar soil and situation should be

allotted them as has been recommended for Eanunculuses.

Although the Anemone will prosper in a somewhat poorer

compost than Ranunculuses, it will be all to their advantage

to have it well enriched ; and in order to have a lengthened

succession of bloom, it is advisable to plant at three different

periods throughout the autumn and winter. The first planta-

tion may take place in the middle of October ; and of the two
succeeding ones, a month later for the next, and the third in

Januar3'. On all occasions see that the ground is in comfort-

able-looking order
;
give the same distance between plants,

and the same method of bed-preparation; indeed, with few
exceptions, they may be treated as directed for Ranunculuses.

Should winter set in severe before the roots have started,

there will be danger from their inactivity of injury from frost.

Guard against this circumstance by means of a covering of

mats or other protection.

Lii'tinij-up mid Storini/ the Root.-i.—The Anemone U not

subject to suffer to the same extent as the Ranunculus while

in that semi-inactive state that succeeds the flowering, but will

in some seasons retain a freshness in the foliage for a con-

siderable time after seeding. But this state of things arises

from superfluity of moisture accompanied with heat. So, to

accelerate the ripening process, covers ought to be applied to

ward-oft' rain, but placed sufficiently high above the bed not to

interrupt the free action of the air amongst the plants. When
the foliage assumes generally a yellow withered look, prepare

to have them lifted, and be very careful in the process to pre-

vent the roots being broken, while at the same time as much
of the fibres and adhering soil as possible ought to be separated

from them. All their subsequent demands on attention until

planting-time returns is to keep mould from laying hold on
any broken portions of the roots ; and in all other respects

care for them is as necessary as for the preservation of Ranun-
culuses.

Selection of Soils—Douhlen.—Admiral Zoutman, very double,

highly commended ; Azure Incomparable, dense blue ; Bleu
Celeste, fine ; Couleur de Sang, brilliant scarlet; Feu Superbe,

dazzling red, extra full flower; Grandeur ;> Merveille, rosy-

white, superior ; Keine des P8.ys-Ba3, rose and white ; Rose
Surpassante, white, with streaks of red, fine; Bleu Aimable,

blue, bordered white; Coronation, rose; Cramoisie, splendid

crimson, great bloomer ; Emjieror Alexander, crimson and
white, fine, superb scarlet; Firo King, blazing scarlet ; Ivan-

hoe, white, extra ; L'Oracle du Siicle, scarlet and white stripe,

tine; Lord Nelson, deep violet; Miss Kitty, rose-red; Queen
Adelaide, light purple, tine large flower ; Solfaterre, orange-

red and purple, striped irregularly ; Sophia, scarlet and purple

;

and Victoria Eegina, dense red, extra tine.

For distributing in flower borders and shrubberies, many of

the single lands of Anemones are eminently suitable, some
displaying their abundantly-produced flowers in the spring

mouths, others in summer, and again, others in autumn and
winter. For instance, A. japonica flowered profusely in a

cool house over the dead of winter. Both the kinds known
as japonica alba and japonica elegaus succeed well in pots, as

well as others. There exists a splendid assortment also of the

old hortensis, both single and double ; and too many of either

class cannot be planted in mixed borders ; and they are like-

wise very eft'eetive in the flower garden proper, either in masses

or isolated.—A. KEr.ii (in The Gardeiur).

PORTKAITS OP PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

CoLCHicuM Pabkinsoni. Nat. or./., Melanthaceie. Linn
,

Hexaudria Trigynia.— Native of the Grecian Archipelago.

" This charming Meadow Saffron appears to have been actu-

ally lost sight of by botanists for nearly two and a half cen-

turies. It is originally very accurately described and rudely

figured by Parkinson, in the ' Paradisus Terrestris,' published

in 1020, where it is distinguished from the other tessellated-

flowered Colehicums by its smaller size, brighter, clearer

colouring, and the undulated leaves lying flat on and ap-

pressed to the ground.
" Kay, in his ' Historia Plautarum,' p. 117-!, published in

ItiHrt, keeps up Parkinson's plant under his name, but adds to

it Cornutis's C. variegatum as the same thing. In this he was

mistaken, for a reference to Cornutis's work, published in 1(335,

with a rude woodcut, proves that his is a very diti'erent plant,

a native of Messina, and is probably that now known as

C. Bivonffi, Guss. The plant now called variegatum, and

which is supposed to be the Liuuffian one, is also a native of

Greece, and is figured at tab. 102W of this work (copied and

reversed in Eeiehenbach's ' Flora Exotica',' t. 57, without

acknowledgment). This, Mr. Baker informs me, is a much
larger species than the subject of the present plate, with less

pronounced and coarser tessellation, and having sub-erect

leaves a foot high and less undulated. It is known under the

name of C. variegatum, tessellatum, and agrippinum in

English gardens, and is liable to be killed in severe winters.

"With regard to Haworth's name of chionense, cited with-

out a reference by Kunth, I can nowhere else find it ; and

having no means of knowing to what plant he applied it, I

hesitate to apply it to this, which should henceforth bear the

name of the acute old botanist who first published it, and

whose (juaint and characteristic description I here give at

length ;

—

"
' This most beautiful Saffron flower riseth up with his

flowers in the autumn, as the others before specified do,

although not of so large a size, yet far more pleasant and

delightful in the thick, deep blew or purple-coloured beautiful

spots therein, which make it excel all others whatsoever : the

leaves rise up in the spring, being smaller then the former, for

the most part three in number, and of a paler or fresher green

colour, lying close upon the ground, broad at the bottom, a

little pointed at the end, and twining or folding themselves in

and out at the edges, as if they were indented. I have not

seen any seed it hath born : the root is hke unto the others of

this kinde, but small and long, and not so great :
it flowreth

later for the most part then any of the other, even not until

November, and is very hard to be preserved with us, in that

for the most part the root waxeth lesse and lesse every year,

our cold country being so contrary unto his natural, that it

will scarce shew his flower
;

yet when it flowreth any thing

earlie, that it may have any comfort of a warm sun, it is the

glory of all these kiudes.'

—

l-'anidism Tcncslris, p. 15().

—

J. D. II."—{Bvt. May., t, (3090.)

Beschoenkbia Tonelii. Nat. ord., Amaryllidaceie. Linn.,

Hexandria Monogynia.—Native of Mexico. " According to

General .Jacobi, who (in Otto's work), has given a sketch

of the genera and species of Agaveii
,
the genus Beschor-

neria contains four species, of which two are now figured

in this Magazine, and the others, B. yuccoides and B. Pai--

mentieri CVucca Parmentieri, r,<ie:l), are unknown to me.

Unfortunately General Jacobi gives no description of B. ToneUi,

his conspectus of Aloinese, which was commenced in the work

referred to, not having been continued to Beschorneria, and I

am therefore dependant on the authority of Mr. Wilson

Saunders's garden for the name this plant bears."

—

(Ibid.,

t. G091.)

AcoNiTUM HEiEKornvLLVM. A'(((. orrf., Kanunculacea'. Linn.,

Polyandria Trigynia. — Native of the Western Himalaya.
" Though a member of a most poisonous genus, it is in ex-

tensive use as a tonic medicine throughout K. India, under

the name of Atees or Atis. It inhabits the whole Western

Himalaya, from Kumaon to Kashmir, at elevations from

8-13,000 feet, growing in moist places, at the edge of forests,

(tc. It is a near ally of the famous Bikh poison of tke same

mountains, which does not seem to differ from our deadly

A. Napellus (Monkshood).
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" Dr. Koyle saya of this epecies :— ' In the native works on

Materia Medioa, as well a? in the common Persian and Hin-

doostanee and English dictionaries, Atees is described as

being the root of an Indian plant used in medicine. This,

the author learnt, was the produce of the Himalayas ; be

therefore sent to one of the commercial entrepots situated at

the foot of the hills, and procured some of the root, making
inquiries respecting the part of the mountains whence it was

procured. The plant-collectors, in their next excursion, were

directed to bring the plant with the rout attached to it as

the only evidence which would he admitted as satisfactory.

The first specimens thus procured, and the root Atees having

been thus ascertained to be the produce of a new species of

Aconite, was named Aconitum .Mees (Joiirn. Asiat. Soc, i.,

p. 45!t) ; but which has since been asoerta'ned to be the

Aconitum heterophyllum of Dr. Wallich.' "

—

[Ibid., t. 0092.)

PAX.iX sAMBCtnoLius. Niit. iird., Araliaceie. Linn., Poly-

gamia Dia-cia.—Native of New South Wales. " The singular

beauty of the translucent berries which persist for a long time

on the plant, recommend the latter for cultivation. These

resemble White Currants in form and transparency, but have

a faint blue tinge, and each is capped by a minute black calyx-

limb, and two thread-hke diverging or recurved styles. It is a

native of extra-tropical Eastern Australia, extending from

north of the New South Colony to Victoria; and a very simi-

lar plant (of which I have seen the leaves only) has been sent

from Tasmania. Like so many Araliaceffi the Ivy notably, the

leaf varies most extraordinarily, being simply or doubly pinnate,

and the leaflets being quite entire, toothed, lobed, or pinnatifid,

and the petiole flat or dilated between the leaflets. The
flowers are small and insignificant ; they appear in spring, and

the beautiful berries ripen in September.
" Piinax sambucifolius was introduced into Kew from the

Melbourne Botanic (iarden by Baron Mueller, and flowered for

the first time in l>^TAr—ilbid., t. 009H,)

Ei'iKENUKUM cRixiiERrji. Xut. old., Orchidaoea'. Linn.,

(iynandria Monandria.—Native of Costa Kica. This species

flowered in Messrs. Veitch's splendid collection of Orchids last

January.— (Z&i(?., (. 6094.)

EHor.u.v PoHLii. Nat. ord., Proteacea;. Linn., Tetrandria

Monogynia.—Native of Brazil. " The genus Rhopala is one of

the few American representatives of the Old World Proteace;B,

and is confined to the tropical and south temperate regions of

the New World, where nearly forty species have been found,

many of them in Brazil. They are, for the most part, exceed-

ingly handsome evergreen plants, with dark green shining

coriaceous leaves, and insignificant blossoms, usually dotted

with a rusty or golden pubescence. The present species is a

native of the province of Minas (ieraes, in Brazil, and of the

neighbourhood of Bio de Janeu'o, whence it was introduced

into Kew many years ago, from a Belgian garden I believe,

probably Mr. Linden's, under the name of B. corcovadensis.

It has flowered repeatedly in the Palm house early in the

year."— f/fc/i., (. (i09.3.)

DELrHiNiuji Keteleekii.—" For this fine hardy perennial

Larkspur we are indebted to Mr. A. Watcrer, of Knaphill. With
him it grows n feet high, having bold deeply seven-parted

leaves, 10 inches across, with broad inciso-lobate segments

:

and flowers in dense spikes, nearly a foot long, having several

short branches at the base. The blossoms are double, about

li inch across, cerulean-blue, the centre and base of the petals

tinted with rose, a tuft of small white petals forming a white

eye. This is a very desu'able ai-quisition among the double-

flowered hardy Delphiniums, whicb are plants of a remarkably

effective character. Of these double sorts we may just mention

Madame .Jacatot, large, soft blue or amethyst ; Dr. Edwards,

dark blue, a noble spike ; Princess of Wales, sky-blue, with

white centre ; Madame le Bihan, blue, shading-off to pinkish

violet. The most brilliant of them all, however, is D. sinense

flore-pleno. which we were glad to see Mr. Watei-er had taken

in hand, as the Knaphill soQ and situation may probably suit it

well. It is perfectly hardy, a true herbaceous perennial, which

may be readily increased in the spring, either by division or

from cuttings, the latter taken off when a few inches high

rooting freely. The colour is an intensely bright, dazzling

metallic blue. There are also some very fine single-flowered

sorts of the type of D. formosum, deep blue, with white centre

;

and a very effective new one, raised by Mr. Ware, called Cam-
bridge, of a pale grey-blue, with black centre, which is distinct

in character, and really attractive."

—

(Florist und Poniolofiist,

B. 3, vii. 73.)

Peach.—Jiivers' Early Louise.—" Fruit medium size, rather

oblate, with a deep and rather broad suture, ending in a de-

pression at the top of the fruit. Skin pale straw yellow where

shaded, mottled with crimson on the sunny side, the colouring

thinly flushed with crimson dots, which extend, though more

sparsely scattered, over most of the surface. Flesh whitish,

without any tint of red near the free-stone, very tender and melt-

ing, with abundant juice, and a sweet and remarkably pleasant

flavour. Ciood. Mr. Kadclyffe remarks, in a note which ac-

companied the fruits :
—

' I send two specimens of Rivers' Early

Louise Peach. It is sweet, early, and delicious. They were

grown on a severe east-aspect wall, where all perished after

setting, except the Eoyal (ieorges, which are good on aU walls,

iu-doors and out. Early Louise has small flowers and kidney-

shaped glands. It is a long way earlier on a severe east wall

that any other early ones, such as Early York, Early Victoria,

and Early Alfred, are on a warm south wall. I consider it a

great gain, and that it adds another gem to Mr. llivers' already

radiant crown. They were ripe on August 1st.' ''—[Ibid., s. 3,

vii. 85.)

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBUEBAN GABDENING.
The secret of obtaining a brilliant display of flowers through-

out the season lies more in cultivating a great quantity of good

plants than a great variety of sorts. Thus, at this season the

garden should be gay with Polyanthuses, Auriculas, double

Primroses, the lovely little Ompbalodes verna, Drabas, common
Wallflowers, various species of Arabis and Aubrietia, and many
other Alpine plants ; while among shrubs nothing can be more
beautiful at present than the various kinds of Kibes and Ber-

beris, with the showy Magnolia conspicua, whose pure wax-

like and deliciously fragi-ant flowers render it a treasure without

which every garden must be incomplete. These are plants

comparatively common and easily obtained, yet how seldom is

it that we see them grown in any quantity 1 In fact, these good

old things have been of late years altogether neglected, while we
have been running after Dahlias and other ephemera, which re-

quire great pains to cultivate them well, and w-hich frequently

are no sooner i.-i bloom than they are cut down by the frost.

This is neither good, nor good management, and therefore the

amateur is earnestly recommended to set about increasing his

stock of spring-flowering plants. Flower gardening, indeed,

will never be done well unless the arrangement is made as the

season passes on. Thus, at this period it should be determined

what plants are to be put in the beds next spring, and prepara-

tions should be made accordingly, and at the same time a similar

arrangement should be made for the summer and autumn dis-

play in the coming year.

Gardening is an occupation wholly dependant on forethought

;

and although it cannot be expected that the amateur who only

cultivates flowers as a Uttle recreation and to vary the monotony
of business life, should recollect aU that requires to be grown in

the flower garden, yet by making memoranda at the proper

time, and by referring to them occasionally, he might provide

himself with many things which, by trusting to memory, are

wholly forgotten until the season arrives when the plants should

have been in bloom.
What can be more beautiful than a large bed of common

garden Anemones? These, when selected and grouped in

separate beds according to the complementary colours, are

brilliant objects, yet how rarely do we see them extensively

cultivated. This is a good season to sow them, and, in fact,

biennials of all kinds. The Anemone deUghts in a strong rich

soil. The best way to sow it is to make the soil fine and light,

and then to mix the seed with a quantity of dry soil, scatter

it thinly over the prepared border, and cover it with sifted soil

from the potting-shed. Seed sown now will produce flowenng

plants this time next year, and there is an old saying, with some

truth in it—viz., that if you sow every month you will have

Anemones in bloom throughout the year.

Seed of Auriculas and Polyanthuses must be sown in pots

and the seedlings transplanted into light rich soil ; and those

who are partial to Gladioluses could not do better than sow some

seed in heat and transplant towards the end of May into very

rich soil. Part wiU make flowering plants the first season, and

the whole in the second.

In the preparation of ground for plantins and for grass, the

difference in the requirements will have distinctly to be kept

in mind. Plantations can hardly have too much good soil. A
thorough provision of suitable and mellow soil wiU almost

neutralise the disadvantages of climate or situation, and keep

plants always flourishing and healthy. For lawns, on the other

hand, a Ught, shallower, and poorer soil, if it bo properly drained

and worked previously to sowing, will bo preferable, as tending

to keep down undue'luxuriance, to promote the growth of the

finer grasses, and to check the development of rank weeds.

Ground that is in any degree heavy, or that has been newly

drained, ought to be trenched all over, whether for grass or

plants. If the subsoil is clay, it may be turned up loosely in
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the bottom ; but if a lighter material, it ahoald be brought to the
surface for plantations, and simply turned over in the bottom of

the trench if for grass. It will always be undesirable to bring
clay to the surface in pleasure gardens, though in kitchen
gardens, where it can be freely worked and mellowed for several
years, the common mode of inverting the positions of the sur-

face soil and the subsoil may be adopted. The reason for work-
ing a lighter subsoil to the top in plantations, and not for grass, is

that better earth can be added to the former, when the subsoil
shall have been blended with this in planting. While it is rather
intended to take away several inches of the top soil from the grass
land and transfer it to the plantations, 2, 3, or 4 inches of the
best earth, according to its natural depth, may thus be abstracted
from the parts intended for the lawn, and will go to raise and
enrich the plantations without injuriously affecting the grass.

From 9 to 12 inches in depth of the commonest soil will be
amply sufficient for gi-owing lawn grasses to perfection.

If the soil of a garden is moderately light, and a good mass
of it be procured for the shrubs and trees and for the flower
beds, manures beyond such as lime, soot, wood ashes, decayed
leaves or wood, or any similar matters will be quite improper
for the ornamental part. Roses, however, demand a richer soil,

and are much improved by the aid of some well-rotted manure,
which should not be grudgingly applied.
But where the earth is stiff and clayey, and not enough of

lighter soil is within reach to correct the retentiveness and in-
capacity for growing plants, manures will then not only be bene-
ficial, but necessary. Common stable manure can be largely
applied with advantage in such cases, while lime, bonedust, coal
ashes, or the sweepings of streets will be invaluable.
The amateur may now sow a little late spring Broccoli ; he

should also take care to have plenty of plants of various greens
intended to succeed (he summer crops. Scarlet Runners may
be planted towards the end of the month, also Nasturtiums, and
a row of Red Cabbage, if not already done. A few Gherkins
may be sown now on a southern slope. These will supply all

the pickles required.
—

"W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

We were glad that an opportunity was afforded us to run the
hoe through a portion ot the kitchen garden, as some smart
showers have fallen since, and the ground was dry and open to
receive them.
The longer ground can lay fallow before it is sown with seeds

or planted the better, but it is not always possible to have every-
thing just as one would like in this respect. If ground is trenched
or dug over in autumn, it will generally be in the very best con-
dition for the crops now. The Carrots were sown on groimd not
well prepared. It had been trenched a day or two before the
rain came, so that the surface had become dry and the seeds
went in weU.

It is now a good time to sow Broccoli ; but we have found it

necessary to discontinue its cultivation, as, owing to the nature
of the soil or from some local cause, it does not succeed. Veitch's
Autumn Giant Cauliflower may also be sown ; it succeeds the
Walcheren, and should be grown in all gardens. Two of the
best Broccolis are Snow's Superb Winter White, and Cooling's
Matchless, a fine white self-protecting sort. Perkins's Lea-
mington is a new sort, well deserving of extended trial; the
heads are very close and white, being thoroughly protected by
the leaves. This promises to be one of the best late sorts in
cultivation. Carter's Champion, late white, is one of the most
select late sorts. Any of the above may be grown without fear
of failure.

Sowed Sea-kale in rows 2 feet apart; the plants are thinned-
out to about 6 inches apart, and in good soil a large proportion
of them will be adapted for forcing the ensuing season. Those
not strong enough for this purpose will be planted-out in rows
2 feet apart, and 1 foot plant from plant in the row.
We also made a sowing of Peas, principally G. F. Wilson and

Veitch's Perfection. Sowed half a pint of Laston's Fillbasket.
The seedsmen, instead of charging 5s. a quart for a new Pea as
heretofore, now charge 5s. for half a pint. Under such circum-
stances it is necessary to save all the first crop for seed. We
sow thinly, and allow ample space on each side of the line.

Little can be done amongst fruit trees. See that the walls are
well covered at night when there are any signs of frost. Apricots
were not in full flower when the frost was so severe, and blossoms
not expanded at that time do not seem to have suffered.

FnniT AND FOHCINO HOUSES.
Pineries.—Attend to instructions as to management given two

weeks ago. Nearly all the fruiters have thrown-up fruit, and
unfortunately the succession plants have also thrown up. The
plants having been potted in small pots, the soil ought not to
have been allowed to become too dry during winter, and they
ought to have been shifted early in February. It is extremely
aimoying to the cultivator when succession plants start into
premature fruiting. Any fruits of Smooth-leaved Cayenne

approaching to ripeness should be lightly shaded from the
noonday sun with a sheet of paper. If this variety is touched
with the sun it will not keep more than a few days, whereas if

well ripened it wiU keep a month in a cool fruit-room after
beiug cut.
Cui-umher and Melon Housen.—The Cucumber plants that

have been in bearing since Christmas would still continue to
produce good fruit ; but the soil that was available at the time
they were planted was not very well adapted for growing Cucum-
bers, and we have thought it desirable to take the old plants out
and replace with young. These were of large size, and will
come into bearing immediately. The Cucumber luxuriates in
almost any turfy soil. Turfy peat suits it, and turf from light
or heavy loam seems equally well adapted to its wants. A fourth
part ot decomposed manure should be added to it. Whatever
the nature of the soil may be, it ought to be porous. Fumigated
the house with tobacco smoke to kill green fly and thiips. Tying
the growths of Melon plants to the trellis overhead; this atten-
tion is necessary twice a-week. The lateral growths have been
stopped as well as the leaders of some of the plants, which had
grown nearly to the extent of the trellis. Red spider has not yet
appeared on the plants, and we do not care to syringe them when
the weather is cold. None of the fruit has set as yet.
The orchard-house trees have been smothered with blossoma,

and the fruit appears to have set pretty freely. Sparrows are
fond of picking off the flowers when they first open, and they
do not seem to have any other object in view than to drop them
on the ground. A few of them were killed, and they gave it up.
In some seasons it has been necessary to place netting over the
ventilators to prevent their entrance. Strawberries on shelves
are growing freely, and required more space. Every alternate
pot was taken out and transferred to another house. Picked all

dead and decaying leaves from the plants. Placed a batch of
Keens' Seedling and Premier in the forcing house.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Besides the permanent occupants of these structures there

are always fresh relays of flowering plants, forced or otherwise,
which are taken in while in flower, to be removed afterwards
only to give place to other plants that are also coming into
bloom. At present a row of specimen plants of Deutzia gracilis
forms a foreground of snowy cylinders, and they have a charm-
ing effect against a background of Camellias, Oranges, and other
plants. Our specimens of Deutzia gracilis which received the
first prize at the Koyal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, though
they were not at their best, were much admired, and received
more than the usual meed of praise from the horticultural press
owing to the style of training. The plants were propagated
from cuttings of the young wood nine years ago, and have been
grown-on and flowered in pots every year since. They are
potted every year when the wood is nearly ripened—that is, in
July or August. The plants are placed in a shady position out
of doors during the summer months, and are well supplied with
water. Cuttings of the young wood, taken off in May and in-
serted in light soil, will strike in a hotbed as freely as Verbenas.
A continued succession of liases should be kept up. No green-

house or conservatory should be without early-flowering speci-
mens of the queen of flowers. Hybrid Perpetuals and Teas are
the best adapted for forcing, though some of the old Hybrid
Chinas, if the collection is moderately large, should not be
omitted. Charles Lawson, for instance, is not surpassed by
any other a3 a pot Rose for exhibition purposes. A not-uncom-
mon mistake with those who force Roses is to turn the plants
out of doors when they have done flowering. This is sometimes
a necessary act owing to want of space at this season, but it is

injurious to the plants ; cutting winds make short work of leaves
that have been nurtured under glass.

Stage Pelargoniums require to have sticks put to the shoots,
and to be kept free from green fly by fumigating. Tying-in
the growths of Lapageria; these are now making rapid progress,
and if the shoots are allowed to twine together it is very difficult

to untwine them without injuring the leaves. Of the two varie-
ties the pure white is the stronger grower, but it is also the
more difficult to propagate, hence it is that its price is still so
high. No greenhouse should be without both the varieties. No
other climbing plant that can be grown in a cool house at all

approaches them in beauty.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Owing to cold high winds it has not been desirable to place

any more plants out from their glass protection. The most
common plants should not be placed out of doors when the
weather is unfavourable. Potting-off Zonal Pelargoniums and
planting such subjects as Verbenas in boxes. Cuttings of her-
baceous Phloxes were put in a few weeks ago, and are now rooted.
Many amateurs of small means fancy that they must have a
heated greenhouse before they can make their flower gardens
look decent during the summer months ; and in truth there
is very little of the old-fashioned flower garden to be found
anywhere. What is often seen now is bare ground all through
the spring months up to the end of May, then a blaze of scarlet,
purple, white, and yellow for two or three months, and desola-
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tion again . In small gardens some of the more showy herbaceous

plants' are far more interesting than masses of scarlet Geraniums
and others of that class. How cheerful our borders are just now
with Primroses (single and double), Polyanthuses, Hepaticas,

different shades of red and of blue, as well as the white ! Border

Narcissus, from the smaU N. juncifolius and N. minor to the

towering Uaflodil; clumps of the pretty blue Scilla amcena, a

wee modest flower, and the early Forget-me-not (Myosotis dis-

sitiflora) help to complete the picture. AU are hardy and quite

independent of the aid of glass. Tender alpine plants in open

borders require to be looked over at night with a good lamp, and

all slugs and other pests destroyed. Roses are making growth

in sheltered places ; the bud worm is troublesome and must be

destroyed.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Timothy Brigden, 52, King William Street, London, E.G.—

Selerl List of Floxoer, Vegetable, Agricultural, and Tree and
Shrub Seeds, &c.
William Paul, Waltham Cross, London, "S.—Catalogue of

New Bases, Geraniums, Phloxes, Dahlias, Fuchsias, dc.

A. P. Jones, Fond du Lac, Wisconsin.

—

Semi-Annual Price

List of Bedding attd House Plants.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* It is particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privately to either of the Editors of this Journal.

All correspondence should be directed either to " The
Editors," or to " The Publisher." Great delay often arises

when this rule is departed from.

We also request that no one will write privately to any of our

correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.
Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. AU articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only.

Books [E. Bathe).—Oxa " Fruit Manual " maj suit yoo. H vou enclose

five postage stamps with your address, you can have it free by post.

CiNEiuaiA Seedlings {Filler IF. H. P.).—They are handsome flowers,

and No. 4 hne, but there are many lite them. Besides, much depends upon
the habit of the plant; it ought to be stout, bnshy, and the flowers well above

the foliage. (Inquirer).—You had better send potted specimens to the Floral

Committee of the Hoyal Horticultural Society. No opinion can be formed

from a written description.

NoBSEHYMEN AT iNNspBncK (F. Bell).—We are sorry we cannot furnish

you with the name of any nurseryman at Innspruck.

ANTHtmiuM ScHEBZERiANLTH (Ladjj in Cheshire).—It is not an Orchid.

It belongs to the natural order OrontiaceK. It is a native of Costa Rica, and
its scarlet inflorescence has occasioned its popular name, " The Flamingo
Plant."

Select Pansies {Geo. Fenton).—U, is dilficult to say which are the best

twelve Pansies. The following ai-e good ones;—Ales. Tait, Cloth of Gold,

Isa Craig, Lady Lucy Duudas, Miss M. Carnegie, Mary Lamb, Pladda, Czar,

J. B. Downie, Orion, Prince of Wales, and Lord Derby. The best way to

grow them for exhibition is either in pots or planted-out in a frame.

AtmicuLA,? IN THE OpEN GROUND [Alfred C. Si.'din).—We fear you will

hardly succeed in your attempt to grow Auriculas in the open air, certainly

not selfs. We have tried Alpines ourselves, but the highly-bred ones suffer

severely. It is not the cold, but the damp which destroys them. We know
of no treatise on their culture, but in the back volumes of the Journal there

are copious directions.

Building a Conservatory [Inquirer, Sevenoaks).—Write to several of

the builders who advertise in our columns, stating the size and other parti-

culars, and ask them for on estimate. See what Mr. Kobson said the other

day about boilers.

Peaches DROpp-mo {An Old Subscriher).—You do not state any tempe-
ratures, nor do you say whether the fruit has set thickly ; if it has done so a

number will be sure to drop. The bouse being so much shaded would also be

against them. See that the roots are all right ; well water the inside borders

if they require it, and mulch the outside with 3 or 4 inches of short manure.

See also weekly " Doings." Dnke of Buccleuch Grape has not been tested to

any great estent, except in the hands of the raiser, but it promises to be one

of the very best early white Grapes.

Aerial Boots on Vines (M. P., Balham).—These are in no way injurious

to the Tine, and whether you cut them off or leave them it will not make
any difference. They are caused by an over-moist atmosphere in the house.

Sulphur water in the evaporating-troughs will not kill red spider nor check

them in the least. You mast paint the hot-water pipes with it, but not when
the Grapes are in flower, otherwise the berries may become rusted. It may
be done two weeks after the Grapes are thinned.

Muscat Grape Blossoms Blind [Museat).—This is not, as you suppose,

caused by woodlice, but from the wood being imperfectly ripened last year,

We have also seen the same thing happen when a very heavy crop had been
taken from the Vines the previous year.

Select Dahlias (J. C.).—The following are good and not expensive.

SlLOvr.—Alexander Cramond, Andrew Uodds, Chairman, Charles Backhou.se,

Charlotte DorlinK, Criterion, Flag of Truce, High Sheriff, James Cocker, John
Staudish, Kate Hnalam, Leah, Lord Derby. Loid Palmerston, Maid of Essex,

Mrs. Hensbaw, Ne Pins Ultra. Sam Kaylor, Toison d'Or, and Umpire.
RiBC!/.—Chameleon, Dolly Varden, Ebor, Fanny Sturt, Flossie Williams,

Marqnls of Lome, Negress, Pauline, Queen Mab, Sam Bartlett, Sparkler, and
Viceroy.

Scale on Vines (V. P. G.).—It is the Vine scale (Coccus vitis). The usual
application of soft soap and sulphur will destroy it. The Selaginella will do
beet on the border of a greenhouse or conservatory. It requires plenty of

moisture. The purple flower is Polygala grandiflora, and the white flower is

Eriostemon myoporoides.

Watercress (J. W.).—The specimen was too bruised for us to determine.
Send us a specimen when it is in flower.

Peaches—Tomatoes and Cucumbers in Gbeenhouse [A New Beginner).

—Peaches do not require Bimilar management to Vines, differing materially

as regards temperature, &c., particulars of which you will find in " Eeane's
In-door Gardening." It may be had by post from our office for Is. 7Jd. To-

matoes and Cucumbers may be grown in a small greenhouse if it is kept
rather close, and heat afforded by the flue. You might grow Tomatoes with-

out the heat of the flue, but not the Cucumbers, unless the house were kept

too close for the health of any other plants requiring greenhouse treatment.

The Tomatoes would succeed without extra heat or keeping the house close.

Waterproof Cape {Petite').—A cape, from its being easily put on and off,

would be very useful for a gardener. It ought to be a good long one, so as to

throw the water clear of the loins, and should be accompanied with long

leggings. Inquiry of a tradesman in a large town would secure you the need-

ful information as to where they could be procured.

Longevity of Heliotrope Planted-out ( W. J. W.}.—It will live tot a
number ol years in a conservatory border, probably fifty or more years. We
have very vigorous plants at from twenty to thirty years old covering a large

extent of trellis.

Planting Savoys {Idem).—It is rather uncommon to plant Savoys at this

time of year, but it is sometimes practised, the seed being sown in August
and treated the same as early summer and Bed Cabbage. They form large

heads, and are as good in summer as in winter, only the popular idea is that

Savoys require frost to make them tender.

Ants in Vinery—Vine Shoots Dying {C- S.).—The ants do no good, but

we cannot say we have experienced any injury from them in a vinery. Take
some pieces of sponge throughly dried and clean, fill them with powdered

loaf sugar and place them in the runs. The ants will enter the sponges in

quest of the sugar and may be thrown into boiling water, and the sponges

washed clean, dried, and refilled with sugar. Small jars with an inch of

salad oil poured in may be placed in their haunts, and be emptied when the

number of ants entrapped prevents others sharing the same fate. "When the

oil becomes rancid replenish with fresh, first cleaning the jars thoroughly.

The Vine shoots are probably dislocated at their junction with the cane by

tying or being "knocked."

Cucumbee Stems Cracked (I<i«m).—The oraoking is not prejudicial to

the plants. It mainly arises from the plants being weakly in their early

stages of growth, and afterwards becoming vigorous owing to richer soil or

more liberal treatment.

Disbudding Vines llgnoramtt^).—We should reduce the eyes or shoots to

three, commencing with the base of the rafter or where you have the wires,

train the uppermost up as the principal rod or cane, and the two below as

side shoots to the riqht and left of the cane, securing them to the wires, and

stopping them at the sixth leaf. The leader need not be stopped until it

reaches the top of the house, and the laterals may be allowed to grow,

especially those at the base of the cane ; but on the upper half of the cane we
should stop them at the first leaf so as to encourage those lower down, and so

keep the cane as thick there as higher up. They may be allowed to grow

until the growth is complete, and then be gradually removed, finally taking

them off when the cane is pruned after the leaves have fallen. The cane from

which the eyes have been rubbed may be cut off when the young shoots are in

good leaf. "We would not disturb the Vines in pots until we bad seen them

show for fruit, and we would then reduce the number one-half, or to 8 inches

apart ; and only half the number of shoots at that distance should be allowed

to carry a bunch each, or say from eight to a dozen bunches per Vine accord-

ing to its strength.

Gardenia Unhealthy (A. S. C.).—The plant is in a bad condition, we

think at the roots. We should at once cut-back any irregularity of growth

but not very closely, and, after keeping rather dry for a few days, repot, re-

moving any old soil coming away freely from about the roots ; in fact, all

that can be taken away without destroying them. Bepot in a compost of

equal parts of fibrous loam and sandy peat, with a few pieces of charcoal and a

sixth part of silver sand, providing good drainage. Place in a moist bottom

heat of 75° to 80-, and a moist atmosphere ; water sparingly at the root until

the plant is growing freely, then more copiously. Continue the plant in

the moist heat until the growth is complete, and towards the end of summer

expose fully to light, and water only at the root to keep the plants from

flagging during the winter. Placed in a moist heat in February or March it

will most likely flower next season. Pruned now it would not flower m
autumn.

Grape Bunches Curling and Shrxvelling (Idem).—The evil is mostly

due to the roots being deep in a cold and wet border, and in your ease probably

outside border. The removal of the soil a foot deep and replacing it with

fresh would not occasion the mischief. But why cover the roots a foot deep .'

Some heating material ought to have been placed on the border a fortnight

before commencing to force. This would have excited the roots before the

tops, and then it is likely the bunches would not have curied. while the

covering would also have induced the roots to come to the surface. The

heatint' material ought to remam on the border until May, and then by

de-^ees be withdrawn. We leave ours on the early-house borders unta after

the fruit is ripe. Too high a temperature in the house when the bunches are

shon-ing, and too dry an atmosphere, too low and variable a temperature from

high to low in a short time, too tree air-giving, or a cold dry current of air,

will sometimes cause the bunches to curl, but the main cause is the roots

not supplying sap to meet the demands of the fohago m bright weather. See

to the border, and make it dry and warm.

Fuchsias in Greenhouse (Mr*, r.).—Cut-in the shoots of last year to

within two or three joints of the old wood, and keep the plants rather dry for

a fortnight or three weeks. When they are making fresh shoots a gentle

sprinkling overhead may be given twice daily, and when they have shoots an

inch long turn the plants out of the pots, remove all the old soil that can be

taken from amongst the roots, and repot in the same or a smaUer size of pot—

a size that will hold the roots and allow of a little soU aU round. A compost

of fibrous loam three parts, half a part each of old cow dung and leaf soil, with

one-sixth each sUver sand and nodules of charcoal, and emoient dramage, wUi
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grow them wen. Sprinile OTerhcad momiog and evcniDR, but water sparmgly
at the root, and Bhade from briqht flun until they have recovered from the

pottiug, after which afford a light airy position. Water more freely as the

plants {irow, and when the pots till with roots shift into others 2 inches larger

in diameter, and it large plants are wanted the shift for vigorous plants may
be atrifie more hberal. To induce a bushy habit theshoots should be stopped

one joint before the flower buds appear, and any very vigorous shoots may be

stopped at the third or fourth joint. The stopping ought to he discontinued

six to eight weeks before the plants are wanted to flower.

Mackaya BELLA CuLTTTRE <E. L.).—li IS a giceubou 86 sbmb, from Natal.

Remove it to the firttnhouse at once, affording it a light airy position, water-
ing copiously when pi-owinp, and when the growth is complete afford no more
water than will be sufficient to keep it from flagging. If it has started in the
stove allow it to complete the growth before removing it to the greenhouse.
The flowers are very pretty, of a pnle lilac colour, and produced in racemes
from the points of the shoots ; consequently thcRe should not he stopped, and
any pruning required must be perfonned before the plant starts into growth.

Beet Stbingv (Y. G.).—It is mainly owing to growing it in poor soil, and
sowing too early. The ground should be well diessed with rotten manure in

autumn, and dug. In spring dresa with lime, fork over and make fine, and
do not sow until the third week of April. Some kinds of Beet are more apt
to become stringy than others. Dowar's, Chelsea, and Nutting's are fine and
of good flavour.

Pruning Gooseberry Bushes (Idem).—The spur system is best, leaving
only such wood as is required for extension, or replacing old worn-out branches.

Seedling Violet (Qeo. W. Boothhy).—Youj seedling white Violet appeajs
much lar^j'er than the old white, the colour is very pure, and it is extremely
fj-agrant.

Ants' Nests (S. L. R. r.).~At night, when they are all in, soak the nest
thoroughly with the strongest ammonlacal liquor from the gas-works. Repeat
the operation if needed.

Docks and Dandelion in Orchard {Subscriber).—Thej are readily killed

by cutting off their tops an inch or two below the surface of the soil, and
letting fail on the roots left in the ground one or two diops of sulphuric acid.

It will also destroy any roots of the trees that it may touch, therefore be
carefni. Why not take up the Docks and Dandelions with a dock fork, which
will remove all hut the very small or side rootlets '? It may be had of most
horticultural- implement dealers.

Orchard-house Apricots Unfruitful {W. K.).—The trees are probably
planted in too rich soil, and therefore their tendency is towards growth
rather than. fertility. We should lift them next autumn as soon as the first

leaves begin to fall, and, without root-pruning more than shortening any
thick long roots which are bare of fibi-es, return them to the same spot after
workingin some mortar rubbish from an old building, and so that the tree
will stand on the level. Cover the roots, and the ground for a foot further
than they extend, with a compost of three parts sandy loam and one part ol old
lime mbbieh, raising it about the stem in the form of a fone. Cover the upper-
most roots about 2 inches deep. The centre of the cone round the stem
should be dished, bo as to hold water, of which a good supply should be given
immediately the operation is complete. Do not stop the shoots until they
have made six leaves, and then take out their 'points, and afterwards stop at
every inch of growth.

Keeping Bedding Plants in Ground Vinerv {F. I.).—It will not in the
least injure the Vines as long as the bedding plants do not interfere with the
foliage. The wetting of the Vines in watering will be more beneficial than
injurious.

Early Blossojitng of Fruit Trees (Jrfrm).—The blossoming of fruit

trees is this year earlier than usual, of course owing to the mildness of the
weather. Continue to protect the trees, but only in frosty weather. We
should extend the protection to the trees at present unprotected, continuing
it for the young fruit, which are as susceptible of injury from cold, if not
more so, as the blossom.

Mould on Cutting-pans (M. D.).—The mould, from your description, is

that common to aoftwooded plants when dampiug-off through being put in
closely in rich vegetable soil, or a soil full of vegetable matter in a decaying
state, as the fibres of turf in loam, also leaf soil. The only remedy is to use
a poorer, sweeter, and sandier soil, and to preserve a better ventilated and
drier atmosphere. Most plants strike root more readily in sand than in a
rich soil.

Musk Turning Yellow [A. S.).—Probably the plants turn yellow from too
much moisture at the roots. Afford a light airy position, and keep moist, but
avoid making the soil sodden. A gentle sprinkling overhead morning and
evening with water is advantageous. We presume the plants have been
repotted.

Site of House (T. J.).—We consider the site of your house, and, of

course, garden, with a north aspect, though not so good as a southern one,
will, nevertheless, answer for most kitchen-garden crops and the growth of

such fruits as Strawbeiries, Currants, and Gooseberries, which would succeed
admirably. The crops would be some days later than on the opposite side of

the hill.

Hardy Perennials (Ben).—Acanthus lusitanicus, Aeonitum autumnale,
Adonis vemalis, Agrostenmia coronaria flore-pleno, Alyssum saxatile com-
pactum, Anemone japonica, A. Honorine Jobert, AquilegiaSkinneri, Asclepias

tuberosa. Aster divaricatus, A. tenuifoliue, Aubrietia purpurea, Baptisia
australis, Betonica grandiflora alba, Campanula aggreyata, Centranthus ruber,

Chelone barbata splendens, Commelina ccelestis, Delphinium alopecuroides,
D. Belladonna, D. Madame Leiandais, Dielytra spectabilis, Erigerou philadel-

phieus, Galega alba, Geranium pratense flore-pleno, Helleborus niger, Heme-
rocallis flava, Hepatica angulosa, Lobelia St. Clair, Lychnis Haageana, Myo-
sotis dissitiflora, <En&thera grandiflora, GE. macrocarpa, Orobus vemus,
P.Tonies, Papaver uudicaule, Pentstemon Wrigbti, Phloxes, Polygonatum mul-
tiflorum, Primula japonica, cortusoides, Pyrethrum varieties, Kanunciilus
acris flore-pleno, Salvia lusitanica, Scabiosa austriaca, Sisyrinchium grandl-

florum, Spira?a palraata, S. japonica, Statice Gmelini, Thalictrum anemoa-
oides flore-pleno, Tricyrtis birta grandiflora, Tritoma Eurchelli, Trollius

europieas, Veronica corymbosa, and V. amethystina.

Kaspberry Ehubarb (Jdf'm).—We do not know of any by that name, but
it is probably the dwarf red kind, of excellent quality, known as Tobolsk.

Heating Small Conservatory (Ti/ro).—We should have a gas boiler

within the house and not in the kitchen, with a pipe carrying off the fumes
of the consumed gas into the external air, which would prevent any injury to

the plants ; and by having the boiler in the house you would secure the heat

of the boiler as well as that from the hot-water pipes. Two-inch pipes ar©

much too large for heating by gas; 1-inch pipes are what you need, and four

rows of those on the front side of the house, not the back, and along one or

both ends, would be sufficient ha the most severe weather to keep out frost.

The four rows of 1-inch pipes wUl give you the same amount of heating' sur-

face as two rows of 2-inch pipes, with only half the quantity of water to heat,

which will effect a saviug of one-half in the consumption of gas. You wiU

seo in our advertising columns gas boilers that may suit you.

Grafting Khododendrons (D. L.).—It is best performed m Augiist or

September, when the young shoots have ripened, or it maybe practised in

spring before growth takes place. Side grafting in the best, the head of the

stock being only partially cut back. After grafting they should be kept m a

close frame and shaded until the grafts have taken.

HoLLV Hedge Planting (T- B. i?.).—The present is as good a time as

any in spring for plaoting a hedge of this evergreen; but a better time is at

the end of September, or as soon after as the weather is moist. Plants 12 to

IH inches high are the most suitable. It will be many years before they will

form a fence. A quicker-growing hedge, and semi-evergreen, is formed of

Holly and Thorn, one Holly and five Thorns per yard. The HoUiea for a

hedge should be planted 1 foot apart.

Canna Planting (A':/i(V).—As you have not the convenience to start them

in heat you may at once plant them out, the soil being of a sandy nature

enriched with leaf soil or well-rotted manure. The roots should be planted

about 3 inches deep, and covered that depth with soil. They may be left per-

manently in the ground, covering in autumn with a inches thick of httcr or

partially decayed leaves, doubling the thickness iu December, or before severe

frost. It should be removed in March.

Wallflowers Leggy [Idem).—It will not answer to plant them up to the

branches. It is much better to raise plants from seed annually, which, if they

are prieked-out early and planted at a good distance apart, will form bushy

plants.

Primulas and Cinerarias from Seed {Idem).—T\xQ size of the flowers

is greatly dependant on the cultivation, and also on the strain of plants from

which the seed is saved. Why not save seed of select plants, and thereby

improve the size and colours of the progeny ? Inferior strains are a great

disappointment; therefore, in ordering ask for the very best, remembering

that the price will he in proportion to the quahty of the seed.

Destroying Wireworms (A. F. B.).—They are very difficult to destroy.

Lime water, though useful, will not do so; a dressing of quicklime at the rate

of seventy bushels per acre is preferable. Gas lime is probably the best

thing to employ. It should be spread over the ground prior to putting-in the

crops, and pointed- in with a fork. We have also found great benefit result

from soot applied so liberally as to make the ground quite black. In flower

borders or small plots you may use pieces of carrot an inch or two long, into

which a stick is thrust to indicate where the bait is placed. The baits may
be covered 2 inches deep, and every second or third day the wireworms will be

fouud partly embedded in them, and can, of course, be destroyed, and the

baits re-inserted.

Triteleia uniflora after Flowering (Idem).—Gradually harden-off

the plants which have flowered in pots, or place them in a cold frame for a

short time, and afterwards plant-out in the open ground in a sheltered

border in hght sandy loam and with the ball entire, where they may romaii).

undisturbed for years, merely requu-ing to be taken-up occasionally, eay every

three years, divided, and replanted. They should be planted about 2 inches

deep. The largest bulbs may be taken-up early in autumn, potted, and treated

the same as Hyacinths, Ac, in the greenhouse.

Acacia akmata Culture {Lady J.).—Acacia armata is the proper name
of the spray sent us. Any irregularities of growth should be cut-in after

flowoi-ing, and the plant repotted if necessary, removing any loose soil, and

looseuing the sides of the ball with a pointed piece of wood. Use a pot about

2 inches more in diameter than the old one. After potting sprinkle vritb.

water twice daily, morning and evening, and water sparingly until the roots

are working freely in the fresh soil, then give moisture more plentifully, and

afford a light airy position. In winter water only to keep the foliage fresh,

but do not allow the plants to suffer from want of water, othervrise the leaves

will fall. It requires to be grown in a greenhouse, and does well in a compost

of equal parts of turfy light loam and sandy peat, quarter part leaf soil, and a

sixth of sharp sand, with good drainage.

EucHABTS coronata Cultur6 ( Jrf(.'i?i).—It is a stove evergreen bulbous

plant, and requii-es to be grown in a compost of equal parts of turfy loam and

sandy peat, with a fourth of leaf soil, a sisth of silver sand, and a few nodules

of charcoal. The bulbs should he potted up to the neck, and after potting

be placed in a bottom heat of 75'* to 80=, and no water given uutU they

are beginning to grow, then water moderately, increasing the supply with

the growth. Keep moist until the growth is complete, and then gradually

lessen the moisture and withdraw from the bottom heat, placing in a hght

and cooler house for from six to eight weeks, then return to the stove,

when the plants will most likely go to flower. When they begin to grow

encourage growth by fresh potting and a moist atmosphere, with bottom heat,

which last is not essential, only the growth is more free ; when it is complete

rest the plant in a drier and cooler house.

Cowan's System of Heating {J. P., Forfc).—The system is much older

than that you quote from the work published by the Society for the

Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. In an early volume of Loudon's Magazine

there is a drawing and description. The difference is in the arrangement.

Roses Failing (H. G. ilf.).—The bark dying first in patches and then the

entire branches dying, tells that the roots do not supply a sufficiency of sap

to sustain the growth. Your last sentence tells why—" the soil is chalky.'

Let the soil over the roots be removed and rich soil substituted; keep the

surface mulched, and give abundance of water durhig the growing season.

Insects on Apple, Pear, and other Fruit Trees [Name omitted).—
The account you give of the cause of the injury to your trees is quite unin-

telligible in respect to its four different stages and its final mig (midge ?) hke

form. What we found in yom- envelope were a number of particles of bark

free from insects ; on a few of thera were several minute Thysanurons m-
sects, named Lipnra corticina, which feed on other minute insects ; and what

you fancy to be their eggs is a minute red fungus. There must be some

other cause or causes of the injury you complain of.— I. O. W.

Insect on Heliotrope (H. D.).—There is no mildew but some insect^

which from the dried skins on the leaves is evidently 4. kind of aphis. The

remedy will be to shut-up the house on a calm evening and fill it with tobacco

smoke, so that a plant cannot be seen from the outside through the glass>
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The plants may be wgII Byringed the following evening, but on the night of
the fumigation their fuliage onght to be dry.

Name of Fruit (Charles BronmingK—Dr. Bretonneau. It never ripens,
and is only fit for stewing in this country.

Names of Plants iYoung Qardener).—V,'e do not recognise the plant
sent further than that it is a Ranimculus. Send a specimen in flower.
(L. J. Q. 5.).—The common Maiden-hair Fern is the Adiantum capillas-
Veneris of botanists.

POULTEY, BEE, AUD PIOEON CHEONIOLE.

THE SPENCER PHEASANT, GROUSE, AND
POULTRY FEEDER.

Knowing that this haa been tried and approved we wrote to
the maker, Mr. Le Butt, Bury St. EdmuudB, and he sent us the
following particulars :

—

1. It is made of wood lined with zinc, consequently is more
durable, less likely to be injured by boughs falling, or other
accidents occurring in a wood or in preserves, and will, with care,
last a lifetime.

2. The corn is entirely protected from the weather, and by a
novel application of glass the com is always visible, which in-
stantly attracts the attention and arouses the ingenuity of the

birds the first time, and in less than a minute they find out how
to help themselves, and never afterwards forget.

3. It is rendered vermin-proof by so arranging and balancing
a platform that it requires the length as well as the weight of a
Pheasant or Grouse to lift up the covers, while the troughs are
self-feeding ; and the moment the birds step off the platform the
iii of the feeding-trough instantly closes.

4. They are made to hold about a bushel and a half of Indian
or other com, and, as there is a trough on each side, a dozen
birds can easily feed at a time.

It has been highly approved by the Head Keeper (Mr. Dadley)
of the Marquis of Bristol, at Ickworth, Suffolk ; that well-known
sporting gentleman residing at Bury St. Edmunds (Mr. Charles
Nunn) ; the Head Keeper to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales (Mr.
Jackson, of Sandringham), and others.

Hen's Endurance of Fasting.—A singular evidence has just
occurred at Weybridge that fowls can live for a long period
without food or water. A month ago Mr. Barnard, of the Hand
and Spear Hotel, missed a fine Black Spanish hen, and she was
given up as lost. However, on the 31st of March a large heap
of hay was removed from the spot where it had been placed
exactly a month and four days previously, and the hen was
found to have been buried underneath the load. The poor bird
was in a shockingly weak condition, and apparently almost
lifeless, her comb being quite black ; but food and water having
been given to her, she speedily showed animation, and now looks
very little the worse for her long fast.

—

{Surrey Advertiser.)

DUDLEY COLLIERY POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 6th inst., when the following awards

were made :

—

Cochin-Chinas.—Medal and S, J. Webster, West Sleekbom. 2, J. Doddg
Nedderton Colliery.
Brahma Pootras.—1 and 2, W. Swann, Bedlin^n. 3, R. Shield. SwalwelL

he. Gillia & Anderson, Seghill.
SPAKisH —1, R. Shield. 2, G. Scott, Dudley Colliery. 8, M. Gibson, Wood-

hom, Morpeth.
Game --Blaclc.hre<u(ted —1 and 8, R. Sharp, Cowpen Colliery. 2, J. Stark,

Bebaide Colliery, he, T. Dodds, Seaton Bum. Brown Bcifa.—Medal, T. YounR.
Cowpen. 2, C. Smith, Dudley CoUiery. 3, J. Ferry, Cowpen. Any other
variety.— I, J. Morton, Choppington Colliery. 2,G. Taylor, Bedlington Collierv.
S, J. Brown, Seshill.
BlKBonans.—SiloeT-span^led.—i, O. Stalker, West Sleekbum. 2, O. Tnmbnll,

Ashinifton OolUery. 3, W. F. Jonkinson, Dadley. OoUm-ifpanyled.-l, T.
Marshall, Mittord Vlcarase, Morpeth. 2, Miss M. Stewart, Dudley. 3, a. Harburn,
Bishop AuckUluL,

UkMBUROBS.—8itv€r-penciUed.~\, J. Wilson, Shankhouse. 2, R. Blackburn,
Choppinuton. 3, J. Parker, Dudley. Golden-pencilled.—Sdedni, A. Stephenson,
Dudley CoUiery. 2, W. Stephenson. 3, Gillia & Anderson.
B&.UTAW^.—Game.—Dlacl<-breasted and other Fteds.—Med&l, J. Short, BedlinR-

ton. 2, Miss M. J. Nelson, Cockahaw, Hexham. 3, H. Sharp, Bebaide ColUery.
Any other variety.—\, Miss M. J. Nelson. 2, T. Rennison, Seaton Delaval. 3, T.
GoIiRhtly, New Delaval.
Bantams.—^ny other variety.— 1 and 3, R. H. Ashton. Mottram. 2, Miss M.

Parsons. Coclc.—Any vari.ely.—l, J. Short. 2, R. H. Ashton. 8, G. Bell, North
Seaton Colliery, he. J. Wilkinson. Bedlington Colliery.
Any OTHER VAKieTV.—l, M (jibson. 2, W. Swann. 3, R. H. Ashton. ^ic, B.

Parsons ; G. Alderoon, West Hartlepool.
Any Variety. -iffin —1, A.M. Balmer.Biahnp Auckland. 2. W. Swann. 3,G,

Taylor, BedUngton Colliery, Cocfc.—1, It. White, Cockahaw, Hexham. 2, J.
Ferry. 8. T. Dudd, Seaton Burn, hi, A. Stephenson, Dudley Colliery.
Selling Class.— 1, Miss M. J. Nelson. 2, B. dharp. 3, E. Walker, Hexham.

he, J. Parkioson, New Uelaval. e, R. Parsons.
D^cKs—Any variety.—i and 2, Miss M. J. Nelson. 8, W. Swann. he, J.

Curtis, Dudley.

Chakcoal fob Pohltky,—Fowls of all kinds are very fond of

charcoal, and will eat it with great relish if properly prepared.
Pounded charcoal is not in the shape in which fowls usually find
their food, and consequently is not very enticing to them. To
please their palate the charcoal should be in pieces of about the
size of grains of corn, and if these are strewed around their
quarters they will readily eat thereof. Corn reduced to char-
coal, and still retaining the perfect shape, is eaten by them,
and makes a marked improvement in their health, as is shown
by the brighter colour of their combs, and their sooner produc-
ing a greater average of eggs to the flock than before.

—

(Boston
Cultivator.)

THE QUEEN BEE.
What a volume of interest and marvel we should have in a

full and accurate record of the birth, character, and career of a
queen bee ! But who can write it ? Possibly it may be for the

pen of a ready writer to portray the circumstances of birth, the

character and the life of a human king or queen ; but when the
majesty and activity of bee life are considered with a view to

unfold them, every humble honest historian must be convinced
that the subject is beyond his powers, and fear that in touching
it at all it will suffer and be dwarfed to some extent. Though I

have, perhaps, seen and bandied more queen bees in my day
and practice than any other person in these islands, and have
followed the destinies of many of them from their cradles to

their graves, I have no pretensions to a wider or more accurate

knowledge of queen bees and their natural history than is

possessed by very many other apiarians. In stating a few
things known about queens, the aim is to help and interest

young bee-keepers and uninformed people.
A queen bee is cradled and hatched in a royal cell—a cell

very differently constructed from either drone or worker cells.

A royal cell is nearly as large as a small acorn, and not very un-
like one in shape and appearance. All the drone and worker cells

are horizontal, and built together with great architectural skill

and neatness, and with great economy in wax ; whereas a queen
cell is vertical in form, clumsy jn construction, its walls being
comparatively as thick as those surrounding the crowns in the
Tower of London. A queen is reared and hatched with her head
downward. Though the queen's cell is much thicker than
either worker or drone cell, she comes to perfection from the
egg a week sooner than a worker, and ten days sooner than a
drone. One of the most wonderful things seen in the economy
of a bee hive, is the fact that a queen bee is reared to perfection
in fourteen days, whereas a common working bee produced from
the same kind of eggs is twenty-one days in the cell ; nay, if a
hive lose its queen, the bees of that hive take eggs set in

worker cells, and place them in royal cells, and there convert
them into perfect princesses in six or seven days' less time than
would have been occupied in rearing them in worker cells; and
the wonder is heightened when we consider that this is done by
food and treatment. When an egg is placed in a royal cell, a
white-looking gelatinous matter is placed around it ; this matter
has been termed royal jelly. What it is, where the bees get it,

and how they manufacture it, are questions yet to be solved. An
investigation into the qualities and differences of the food given
to young queens and young workers in their cells would be
interesting, especially if the investigation were made with a
view to ascertain whether the queens are developed into perfect

females by the special treatment they receive, or whether the
workers are the receivers of special treatment which dwarfs
and renders them imperfect for life, which life is shortened to

nine months.
It is interesting to note that when a queen dies, or by reason

of age becomes unequal to her important functions, or when her
departure with a swarm is contemplated, the bees rear more
than one queen—generally three or four, and sometimes six or

eight. Provision is thus made against a mishap. Better raise

a superabundance of queens than that the hive should be with-
out one. The supernumeraries are of course destroyed and cast

out of their hives. After the death or departure of a queen, and
before a successor is matured, there is an interval of some days
—often about ten days, and during thia interval everything goes
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on as well as if there were a queen reigning, or a regent in her
place.
What a fass and heraldry are made at the birth of queen bees !

The princess that first comes to perfection heralds her claim to

the throne by making some unaccountable noises before she
leaves her cradle cell. She calls " off, off, off," several times,

and being unanswered, and so far as she knows without rivals,

she bursts out of her cell, and becomes queen of the hive, utter-

ing sonnds more shrill and piercing, somewhat like "peep,
peep," or rather " pa-ay, pa-ay—pa-ay " spoken by the human
voice. When the other queens come to perfection they bark
" off, off, off " in their cells, which barking enrages the first-born

—the queen of the community—very much, and causes her to

run up and down the hive with murderous intent, bent on the
destruction of her rivals and sisters. When the bees wish to

swarm they vigilantly guard the cells containing the young
princesses, and thus prevent a collision and contest that would
be fatal, for young queens fight as ferociously as bulldogs, and
with quite as much courage. In every contest between queen
bees it is death or victory ; no quarter is given or taken. In
contests between queens they cross and clasp each other very
closely, and then wrestle in the most violent manner. Their
stings, which are more crooked or curved, and much blunter
than those of working bees, are never used but in these royal
battles. No amount of squeezing with the human hands will
provoke them to use their stings.

The lives of the queens are so valuable to the community that
the greatest provision is made for their safety and preservation.
When two swarms are united, the bees doubtless in most
instances destroy one of them t<» prevent a battle. After the
swarms have been flung together we frequently find one of the
queens surrounded by a hard cluster of bees, termed "a regicidal
knot." So firmly are these knots fastened on the queen, that the
bees will suffer themselves to be turned over and over like a
cricket ball before they will let her escape. The instinct of

mercy to both queens is manifested by the bees in the fact of

these regicidal knots.

When a few days old, queen bees pass through a season of
danger. At that age they leave their hives to meet drones, for

they are never fertilised inside the hive. The more drones in
their hives, and the more hives kept in the garden or neighbour-
hood, the more likely are these marriageable queens to find
mates when they are ont on that errand. Many queens are lost

on their marriage tours—they never return. Why, we cannot
say with certainty. When a queen is longer out on these
errands than is usual, the bees manifest their concern and be-
come uneasy. If she does not return at all they become quite
disconsolate, and can do nothing but bewail their loss. Every
few minutes paroxysms of grief and disappointment seize the
whole community, and then they make a great noise, running
round the hive both inside and out in search of their beloved
queen. This lamentation and woe are not to be wondered at,

for the poor creatures are in a most hopeless condition—they
have no eggs in their hive from which to rear a queen. They
will gladly accept a queen of any blood now, and cast aside all

notions of an hereditary monarchy. Nay, let them have only a
few eggs, and they vrill at once set them in royal cells and hush
themselves into a state of perfect contentment.
Queens go out for several successive days to meet drones, but

whether they ever go out to meet them a second time—that is,

after impregnation, is a question I cannot answer. But it is

well known that when a queen is fertiUsed and commences to
lay she never requires the drone as long as she lives, and we
estimate that a healthy fertile queen lays at least 800,000 eggs
duly fecundated in the course of her life. Queens that fail to
be mated during the first fourteen days of their life remain
virgins all their days. Queens that fail to meet drones are
valueless, being unproductive. They lay a few eggs only, which
hatch into drones.

Now we come to the fertility of the queen. Many young folk
fancy that the tragedy of life will be over when their bridal
cakes will be broken, whereas in most cases the tragedy and
tussle of life are but beginning then; and so when queens have
been mated they commence the tussle of life ; and, oh ! what a
life-long toil is that of queen bees. Queens of their hives,
mothers of all their populations ; for four years laying in the
summer season at least two thousand eggs a-day ! Some trust-
worthy experiments have indicated four thousand and six
thousand eggs per day each queen. We are within the margin
at two thousand eggs per queen per day in the height of the
season. What prodigious fertility ! How exhausting and toil-

some her life ! What generous feeding is necessary to keep-up
her strength ! At what time and how long does she sleep ? Who
says she sleeps at all ? How can she find time to sleep if she
lay from two thousand to four thousand eggs in cells in twenty-
four hours ? But really, does she both lay and set her eggs in
the cells ? Most writers think and assert that she is not assisted
by the bees in this work. We differ in opinion from almost
everybody else on this point, and believe that tho bees do assist
in the distribution and setting of the eggs laid by the queen,

for she frequently lays two and three eggs in one cell, the super-
numeraries are removed by the bees, and we think set in un-
occupied cells. Besides, a queen has not power to retaiu her
eggs, they come so fast. If placed on the broad side of an empty
comb the eggs may be seen falling from her as she moves over
it, and sometimes eggs fall from queens as they leave their hives
with swarms. And who has not seen and admired in a unicomb
hive the vigilant attention of the bees attending the queen as
she moves about the hive ? Three or four of them have their
heads towards her abdomen, apparently watching for and catch-
ing the eggs as they drop from her. When the bees have gone
over the cells in which the queen has been depositing eggs, we
find that every cell has an egg, and one only ; we therefore come
to the belief that the bees help in the distribution of the eggs,
and we all know that bees take eggs from worker cells and set
them in royal cells when they wish to raise queens.
Does a queen been govern her subjects ? So far as queen and

working bees are concerned no government is needed. No
human monarch had ever more loyal, dutiful subjects than a
queen bee. Her people adore her, study and provide for all her
wants, remove every pebble out of her pathway, vigilantly wait
upon her night and day, will fight in her defence, and pine and
die if they lose her. A queen lives four years, and she becomes
slightly darker in colour and slower in her movements every
year. When old age and incapacity come upon her, as they
fortunately do in summer time, the bees prepare for her death by
setting eggs in royal cells. But sometimes she lingers longer
than expected, and the bees are compelled to cast her out alive.

If she crawl back into the hive they cast her out again, but
abstain from killing her. It is a melancholy end to a useful
life, causing a pang of sorrow to all right-minded spectators.
The value of a queen in a hive is seen in the practice of dethron-
ing an old one in her dotage, and providing, while it is possible,

a successor to the throne.—A. Pettioeew, Sale, Cheshire.

The Illustrated Pigeon Book.—The first number of this

has been published ; and as the practical portion is contributed
by Mr. Fulton and the illustrations by Mr. Ludlow, it may be
expected to be a worthy companion of " The Illustrated Poultry
Book."

MR. PETTIGREW ON HONESTY AMONG
BEE-KEEPEES.

In your number of April 2nd Mr. Pettigrew writes as follows :—"The teaching of experience will lead all honest practical
apiarians, seeking great results, to use straw hives of simple
construction, large size, and beautiful build." I have been con-
nected with The Cottage Gardener and Journal of Horti-
culture from its earliest days, and have been a writer on bees
and bee-keeping in its pages almost from the first, and continu-
ously up to the present time. It is well known to all my old
friends that " the teaching of experience " led me many years
ago to discard straw and to adopt wooden hives as in every
respect preferable. I leave them to say whether I am an
" honest practical apiarian " or not. Let Mr. Pettigrew " use
and recommend straw hives of considerable dimensions :" no
one will question his perfect right to recommend what he has
found practically most useful, neither will anyone doubt his
perfect honesty in so doing; but good taste, to say the least,

should lead him to abstain from questioning other people's
honesty when they use and recommend other hives, and be-

lieve from their own experience, as I do, that wooden hives,

if not cheaper at first, are cheaper in the end, and " better for

health and honey, and more easily managed than " straw
hives.—B. & W.

The Great Yarmouth Poultry Show.—At the next Show,
to be held December IGth and 17th, a class is to be provided
exclusively for the improvement of poultry-breeding by farmers
and cottagers, which is no doubt very much needed in this

country. It is the object of the Great Yarmouth Poultry Asso-
ciation to induce them to breed a good fowl for both table and
laying purposes by making a class for Dorkings (cockerel and
puUet) hatched in the present year, price not to exceed £2 per
pair; and they propose offering prizes of £2, £1, 10.?., and 5s.,

providing the entries number twenty. By this means they hope
that the sales will be numerous, and that the purchasers will be
almost exclusively farmers and cottagers. The entry fee for

this class will be 4s.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Blackburn Poultry Show.—" Josticia," a siicceasful exhibitor at this

Show, held early in Janaary, haa made two applicationa to the Secretary for

the prize money awarded. Theae communioations have passed unheeded.
Proceed against the Secretary in the County Coort.

Bromley Poultry Snow [F. C. Bassard).—We will keep your letter, and
publish it if neceaaary, or even the whole of the prerions oorreapondence frith

the Secretary ; bat the facta of the ease and the judgment witti oosts in your-

fitTOiir tell the true tale, and the publio appreoiate it.
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pALE-YOLHED Egss (H. H. F.).—lt mnst be a mistake. We cannot think
there is a large village, mach less a town, whore barleymeal cannot be had.
"We have always heard, and our experience justifies us in believing it, that
the jolk of new-laid eggs vz paler than those that have been laid gome days.
It is very likely that, as yonr pullets get older and the weather get^ warmer,
the yolks wilt be darker. The eggs will be no better. Tour feeding is very
bad, Substitnte meal for barley; discontinue the cabbage leaves and shai-ps.

"Sou may continue the boiled meat, and may give a very moderate meal of
maize on the days when you give no meat.

Partridge and Grouse Cochins {A Suftscri&fr).—Ouranswertoyour first

question, " How do they differ *.*" is

—

*' The only difference we eee
Is 'twixt tweedledum and tweedledee.''

Secondly, the legs shotild be yellow, especially in the cocks. As the btrdi get
older the legs become paler. Thirdly, vulture-hocked means having strong
feathers growing above the knee, but projecting from it backwards and down-
wards. Such birds should be put into'the stookpot.

Barn for Fowl House {L. Jlf.).—Leave the floor as it is, unless you add
to it some chalk, clay, and gravel, and have it rammed hard down. You must
explain the size and the nature of the run the birds can have. You need not
take any measures against the rats. Let your perches be within 2 feet of the
ground, and made of fir or other poles 14 inches in circumfer^^nce, sawn in
half, and laid on ledges or props. The round side should be uppermost, and
the hark should be left on the wood. You can make some laying hoses by
fastening pieces of wood against the wall, or, better still, you may have them
quite moveable. A bos 2 feet long and 1 foot deep, divided in the centre, and
open in front with the exception of a 2-inch bead, will serve for fifteen hens
to lay in. If yonr number is larger have two such.

Crevt:-Cij:crs (W. E. CavO.—Many persons write of breeds they have
never kept. We assert, as we did before, that Creve-Cceuis are great wan-
derers

Ground Oats (yan).—Oatmeal and ground oats are not equally good for
fowls. Mr. Agate, Slaugham Mills, Crawley, Sussex, sells ground oats, and
we have had vei7 good ones from a dealer in Kingston. We think his name
is Marsh, and his address Market Place.

Turkey Sitting on Twenty-two Eggs (Dark Brahma).~lt the Turkey
is to come off at the same time as some hens you will have no difficulty in
making the latter take to all the chickens, but you may have difficulty if there
is difference in age. It is possible to rear them without a mother by putting
them every night in a basket lined with flannel, and stuffed between the
wicker and flannel with hay. This must be put in a place where there is no
draught at night, and the chickens must be fed at daybreak. Such generally
grow up more or lees deformed. You cannot keep eggs in the way you name.
They must be from contact with air. We keep ours in slaked lime, and they
do well.

Chicsens with Legs Extended Sideways (H. F. H.).—Artificial mothers
for chickens are like baby-farming for children—mere apologies for the real
thing. We wonder more are not similarly affected. We have seen thousands
of chickens reared in this way years ago, and it was painfully evident with
them all that something had gone wrong with them. Some carried their heads
on one side, Eome were doable-jointed, many were humpbacked, and the suc-
cessful were small and attenuated though old. All you can do for them ia to
give them nothing but good beer to driuk, and to feed on chopped eg?, chopped
cooked meat, bread and milk, and bread and ale. Feed the last half hour of
day, at night, and the first in the morning.

Preserving Eggs fj. TT.).—We preserve the eggs when in great plenty,
and they keep till the time of year comes round again. The most important
point to observe is. they must be put away fresh. Take a vessel-—we use a
bread-pan

;
cover the bottom with slaked lime of such consistence that the eggs

will remain in the position in which they are placed; fill the lime as full as it
will hold them upright on their small ends. When it is full cover over with
slaked lime deep enough to hold another layer, and so on till the pan is full.
The sprfacemustthenbe made good and carefully covered, no egg being visible.
By this plan we have always a good supply of eggs all the year round. They
are excellent for all culinary purposes, and by no means to be despised on the
breakfast table, though they may have been some months in lime.

Old Mobtar (A Would-he Fowl-fancier).~-li is one of the best things you
can have in your poultry run. It is a good arrangement to have some mixed
with sand or coal ashes, and a heap kept dry under a shed for the fowls to
busk in.

Suitable Pigeons for a Loft fJulius).—We recommend you to keep
only one vaiiety of Pigeons in your loft, the dimensions of which you give us.
Hunts are best kept on the ground floor in a shed or out-house of any kind,
as they are too heavy to fly high. Fantails would do, but they are also best
kept low down, and where they cannot catch the wind. We think high-flving
Tumblers would suit you, or Antwerp?.

Ants in Hives (C. H. £.).—We do not think that either lime or soot round
the posts of your hives will keep the ants from eatering. Gas tar painted on
the posts would probably answer. A gutter of water, however narrow, would
protect the hives from ante. As their nest is under the walls of your green-
house, you may destroy thousands of them with saucers of treacle placed
nearer to them than your bees. By-and-by your hives will become full of
bees and have plenty of sentinels at the doors.

Broken Combs (J. 0.).~-li you were to examine yonr hive you would
ascertain the cause of the broken combs which the bees carry outside. A
comb may have fallen, or mice may have been amongst the combs inside ; but
when bees build combs in autumn from syrup supplied in abundance, they
generally make the cells twice their usual depth. As your hive had its
combs bnilt in autumn from sugar and water, the probability is great that the
broken combs you see are merely paits or parings of the cells which the bees
have cut off in reducing them to a proper depth (about half an inch) for
breeding purposes.—A. P.

Adding a Ligdrian Queen {S. A. £.).—Neighboiir & Sons, Regent Street,
import Lignrian queens for sale. Tho usual mode of introducing them to
stock hives is first to deprive the stocks of their present queens, and two days
after to give them the Ligurians; and sometimes the Ligurians are placed in
wire cages, and thus introduced. The cages are to prevent the bees kUling
them when they first meet. After they have been caged amongst the bees
for twenty-four hours the cages are removed and the queens left. ^Vhen the
liees of a hive arc mourning the loss of thcii- own queen they will gladly rc-
oeive ano^ier if wisely introduced. By strongly scentiug the hive T^-ith nut-
meg or mint at the time of the introdnction of foreign queens, no fear need

be entertained that they will be killed by the bees of queenless hives. The
prices of Lignrian queens vary, and may bo ascertained of the dealers.

Comes Insected—Crystallised Eoney—Extractor {An Obliged Sub-
scriber).—The combs from which you drove the bees last year, and which you
say are being pulverised by animalculas, are not eligible for guide combs.
Honey is marketable in a crystallised state among people who know genuine
honey from that which is manufactured ; but if you find it otherwise in your
neighbourhood you can easily liquefy it, and thus make it limpid, by the ap-
plication of heat. A jar of candied honey placed in an oven soon becomes
transparent and liquid without detriment to the honey. Your honey-extractor
which you describe is, like many others, not satisfactory in its work. Having
invented and made it yourself, you are more liiely to he able to improve h
than we are, for we have not yet seen one that performs its work in a
satisfactory manner. It is yet to be proved that the American elinger con-
taining the latest improvements will be of any advantage to the bee-keepers
of this country. Our hunger for evidence on this point has not yet been
satisfied.

Heating a Kaebit House (C. E. .4.).—For so small a house a gas stove
would be best, with a tube to carry the fumes into the open air or adjoining
chimney.

Greyhounds {A. .4(fci7is).—Meyrick's "House Dogs and Sporting Dogs"
will suit you. It gives fuU information on the topics you mention. The price
is small. Published by Mr. Van Voorst.

METEOKOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London,

Lat^Sr 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.



April 10, 1874.
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no means least, apparatus—it is that described by Mr. Kobson,
iu your issue of the 2ud inst., as " a boiler heated from a fire

which also acts as a sort of limekiln;" and he adds, " I shall be

much surprised if a year or two do not consign it to neglect, if

not oblivion." I can assure Mr. Eobson if he saw the appa-

ratus working he would not speak so lightly of it, and I often

wonder that any practical man could have any doubts about

it. The very fact of a good saddle boUer being on the top of a

red-hot limekiln ought to convince even the prejudiced of its

heating powers ; and for the benefit of such of your readers as

have not seen it, or have had no opportunity of judging of its

merits, I will state some facta which I consider prove it superior

to all other apparatuses yet invented.

Our apparatus, being on a small scale, requires attsntion

—

i.e., drawing and charging twice in the twenty-four hours, but

only twice—once in the morning and once in the evening, and
this occupies about an hour each time, and is done by an or-

dinary labouring man. Thus, in the first instance it is superior

to any other system—namely, effecting a saving of time and
labour, and affording an absolute certainty of a steady heat, for

when it is charged in the morning the gardener need never

look at it through the day, and when charged in the evening

he may rest quietly on his bed, and have no fears about the

heat of his houses. In the next place it is superior to any
other system in point of economy, for other systems are a

heavy tax, but this is no expense. I imagine some will ask,
" Does anyone mean to say that a large range of houses can
be heated free of expense?" Yes, it is an accomplished fact,

and in some cases there may be a considerable profit besides.

In a locality where culm is cheap and limestone at hand, the

Ume that is burned will pay for culm and labour, and show
a considerable balance in favour of the system. Of course,

where culm is dear and limestone to be brought a long dis-

tance, the result in point of economy will be in proportion.

The following statement will show the result of our expe-

rience since the apparatus was erected.

From Dec. ISth, 1873, to April 10th, 1874.
£ s. rf.

Quantity of lime burned 360 barrels, valued at 28. per barrel. . 36
£ s.

Culm used to bum lime, 18 tons at 12s. Gd 11 5
Carriage of culm 11 .5

A man's time, including a borae to di-aw limestone, I „ -,<, og q q
about 9s. per week [

Balance in favour of apparatus £5 17

Our new range, which is heated by Mr. Cowan's system,

consists of a conservatory, three vineries, and a Peach house

—

in all 100 feet long, and was erected by Messrs. Boyd, of Paisley

;

and the whole, including the heating apparatus, is much ad-

mired by all who have seen it.

—

Thomas Clarke, Gardener to

Lord Clanmorris, Creg-clare, Ireland.

GLEICHENIAS.
I p.EjoioE to find from " Expeeto Ceede's " letter in our

Journal of the 0th inst., that I am personally known to him,
and I assure him that he wUl receive a hearty welcome at my
house whenever he may honour rue with a visit. He will, I

hope, see not only the Gleichenias to admire, but a really fine

collection of Ferns, British and exotic. I am just now remov-
ing them all from my late to my present residence, and I hope
in a little while, with your kind permission and indulgence, to

write for some of the readers of " our Journal " interested in
the culture of my favourites, a description of my new ferneries,

their style, proportions, mode of shading, heating, and form
of construction generally, with an account also of their con-
tents, which wUl, I trust, be of some little interest to all, and
of use to some of your readers.

I think that a considerable difference exists between my
compost for these grand plants and that recommended by our
friend your correspondent. I use no peat whatever; good,
strong, fibrous loam (not light and sandy) and a little leaf

mould. It is the peat that I dislike, as I do not think it good
for them. I am afraid my views on a cool fernery and a warm
greenhouse differ rather from those of " Exi^erto Crede." I

call a warm greenhouse a kind of stove, or approaching it at
any rate. Take Gleichenia flabellata for an example. I grew
it last year with my British Ferns—no heat at all beyond
what a flow-and-return 2-inch pipe could give on the north
side of the house on a damp or very cold day, and there it

flourished amazingly, defying those vUlaiuous thrips which
are the great enemy of all Ferns, and expanding its fine glossy

fronds in all their beauty. I shall do the same this year.
That treatment I call decidedly cold. My large specimen of
rupestris is now growing in the same house with my plants of
Adiantum farleyense, DavalUa Mooreana, Gymnogramma3,&c.
This is true stove heat, and some of my other Gleichenias,
microphylla, dioarpa, hecistophylla, and spelunca: are in an-
other house several degrees cooler. This I call a warm green-
house. A cold and a cool fernery are with me identical, and I
always so speak of them.

I should Uke " Experto Ckede " to come here about a week
before the Manchester Show if he could manage it, and to
stay with me till he is tired. Possibly I may meet him at the
sale of Mr. Micholls' plants the end of this month.—T. M.
Shuttlewoeth, F.E.H.S., Howich House, Pres(on.

NOTES FBOM MY GABDEN, 1873.—No. 7.

BOSES.

I HAVE already mentioned, in speaking of the soil of my
garden, that while it is suitable for most of the things that I
grow, it is not so suitable as I could wish for Boses ; and
indeed, were it not for that admirable stock the Manetti, I

should not be able to grow them at all. The Briar would not
live long or do well in the light rich soil which I can appro-
priate to my Eose garden, and I am therefore one of those who
" go in " for Manetti eon (unore. The " howl," too, to which
I have given utterance more than once on the subject of orange
fungus will show that I have met with discomfiture in my
attempts to grow them ; but this I have shared in common
with many whose soil is of a very different character to mine,
and I can therefore hardly attribute the invasion of the enemy
to that cause.

I am not able, owing to a limited space, to grow more than
six hundred Roses, and these are planted in beds 80 feet long
and 4 feet wide. Besides, I have a bed of 20 feet square, and
a border of about 80 feet, with a double line of plants. From
these some are weeded each year, and some are added to them
as new varieties establish their claims to recognition ; and this

cannot be, except in rare instances, until the second year, for a

Rose must be a very good one indeed that can, after the in-

cessant propagation to which it is subjected, be suificiently

good to make its mark on its first introduction, and it is utterly

useless to trust to the descriptions given by the introducers.

Of course I manage to grow all the most favourite kinds, and
in our more southerly climate the Tea Koses do tolerably well

in the open ground. I have, however, a few against the low
wall of my greenhouse outside, and against my house have
Cloth of Gold, Ei-ve d'Or, Mari'chal Niel, and Solfaterre. The
first of these gave me some splendid blooms, and it gives pro-

mise of a good show this year. The plant is young, but is

making rapid progress budded on the Manetti ; it is, however,

a mere baby in comparison with one on a friend's house in my
parish, of which I hope to say something when it is in bloom.

Mine has received no particular treatment, and its blooming
freely is one of those freaks which characterise it. The growth
of Euve d'Or has been something marvellous. It has iu the

course of three years completely clothed the side of the house
where it is, and its growth is entirely different from other

Noisettes. Instead of long dangling branches, it throws out

all over it a multitude of shoocs, and most of these carry

buds. I cannot understand the complaints that have been

made by some Eose-growers as to its not blooming freely, for I

had a very large number. MarCchal Niel is only just planted.

One I had was so injured by excessive high winds that I had
to discard it and place a younger plant instead. Solfaterre

has been planted at the front of the house facing west, and bids

fair to cover it well.

The light soil of my garden, rich though it is, requires some
addition in the way of clayey loam. It is a difficult matter to

manage here. I have this year added some, but it is, I fear,

of too light a nature to do much good. The uivasion of orange

fungus occurred just after the Roses had bloomed. The spots

soon made their appearance ; the whole plant became infected,

and then the foliage dropped off ; and nothing could possibly

present a more desolate appearance than the beds did at a

time when they ought to have looked luxuriantly green. I

found in my going about last year that iu different parts of

the country the same complaints were made ; for by Mr. Camm
in the far south, Mr. Fish in East AngUa, and by growers in

the north the ravages of orange fungus were mourned over.

In order to try and stop its ravages I this winter have given

my bushes a good coating of lime, and have this spring tried
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one piece by giving the trees a painting with the same com-

position that I use for my Vine. Time will show whether

these preventives will succeed or not.

The very useful election of Eosea which Mr. Hinton was

good enough to undertake has made it quite superfluous for

me to add anything on choice of sorts. In the list that I

forwarded I included such sorts as I had found to do best here

;

and with regard to a recent controversy, I may say I do not

hold the very high opinion some have of Edward Morren. I

have not seen one bloom in a dozen perfect, although it

is a fine Eose when caught in good condition. There is

one thing, however, I would say—that I do not think it well

for general purposes to confine oneself to what are termed
exhibition Eoses. There are many which are brilliant in

colour and free-flowering that for garden ornamentation are

unsurpassed, but which would rarely if ever figure in an exhi-

bition stand. I too, like to have the common Eoses I so well

remember in my younger days—the Eose de Meaux, Crested

Provence, White Bath Moss, old Cabbage, &a. Pretty in them-
selves, they are connected with associations one would not

willingly let die out.—D., Deal.

EXHIBITING HYACINTHS.
Ms. Douglas is, I think, entitled to the thanks of all who

take an interest in flowers for his manly letter on the practice

of tying two spikes of Hyacinths together so that they look

like one. Some of the Hyacinths recently exhibited at South
Kensington reminded me of George Colman's amusing lines in
" Lodgings for Single Gentlemen."

" Will "Waddle, whose temper was studious and lonely.

Hired lodgings which tool: single gentlemen only;
But Will was BO /at he appeared like a tuu.
Or like two singlo gentlemen rolled into one."

Like Mr. Douglas, I condemn the practice of rolling two or
more single spikes into one, because it appears to me calcu-

lated to deceive. I admit that it is not contrary to the written

law, but it is against the law of honour, which Englishmen of

true and honourable feeling consider themselves equally bound
to observe. It is more mischievous in its results than buying
plants immediately before a show with the view of exhibiting

them, because in this latter case, if the rules of the exhibition

allow it, you only appropriate another man's skill, which it is

fair to presume he is willing to part with for a consideration
;

whereas in the former you lead the public mind astray as to the
nature of the things exhibited.

We heard a good deal a short time since of the falling-off in

the taste for florists' flowers. I believe the two fundamental
causes of this to be—1, Florists' flowers were so " dressed " at

the flower shows that purchasers never could obtain any ap-

proach to them in their own gardens, and were therefore dis-

couraged or disgusted, according to the view they took of the
failure ; and 2, The practice of breeding for flowers alone
brought into being a race so feeble that the individuals were
almost unmanageable, except in the most skilful hands.
But to return to our Hyacinths. Is it right to unite two or

more spikes in such manner that to the public eye they look
like one? I think not. It may not be contrary to the terms of

this or that schedule, but it is sharp practice, over-reaching,
and calculated to mislead. " But," say the advocates of the
practice, " you all ' dress ' your Hyacinths ; and if you ' dress'
your pets your way, why should not I be allowed to ' dress

'

mine my way ?" It seems to me a question of " dressing,"
which it is well known I have always been opposed to. I

believe it keeps many a man of high ability and honourable
feeling from entering the lists as a competitor, and conse-
quently many fine examples of horticultural skill are lost to

the general public.

But it is said, " You must 'dress' flowers for exhibition,
ind if you allow ' dressing ' at all you cannot limit the extent
of it." Now, is this reasoning sound '.' I have heard it said
that no Act of Parliament was ever framed that a skilful

lawyer might not drive a coach-aud-six through. Yet Acts of
Parliament are framed, and generally, under the ruling of wise
and impartial judges, work for the good of the public. If

flowers must be " dressed," which I do not admit, the judges
might be instructed to award the prizes for horticultural skill

in growth rather than in dressiiiri, and to put back any collec-

tions, without positively ignoring them, that were over-dressed.
As a working horticulturist I am too intent on my work to be
always studying my personal appearance. If I were to put on
a superfine coat when at my work I might soil it or spoU it in

an hour ; but if I were going from my work to see a friend I

admit that I should wash, and brush, and put on good clothes,

but I should not pad or paint. Now, if " dressing" must be,

I would say, " Wash and brush, tie-up and arrange, but do
not pad or paint." A distinction of this kind might, I think,

be drawn, if not by the wording of a schedule, by the know-
ledge and acumen of the judges at our flower shows. It is

well known that as matters at present stand no great success

can Ije attained without a considerable amount of padding and
painting.

As a last word, I would say to purchasers. Do not draw your

conclusions from what you see at flower shows, but from
gardens and nurseries, where you may see large quantities of

the same thing in a natural state.

—

Wm. Paul, Paul's Nur-
sffii's, Waltham Cross.

PKOXY-VOTING at the ROYAL HOETICULTUKAL
SOCIETY.

The Journal is always open to aU views on all horticultural

matters, so I ask for room for mine on male proxy-voting. I

think we may assume that the Eoyal Horticultural Society wiU
not always be, as it is at present, a Society which the majority
of its Fellows have joined in order to get the use of a cheap
private recreation ground for their families, but that it will

consist in a larger part of horticulturists of all ranks, who
belong to it mainly in order to promote horticulture. When
this good time comes we shall have many more Fellows re-

siding in distant parts of the country than at present. They
will take a warm interest in the Society's doings. We shall

not have very much to give them in exchange for their sub-
scriptions, and a journey to London in order to vote would be a

heavy tax. I think to make a real working Society embracing
the whole country we must have vote by proxy, and trust that

all good horticulturists will come round to this way of thinking
before the meeting at which the subject is to be again con-

sidered.

—

Georoe F. Wilson, Ueatherbank, Weyhridge Heath.

As a country Fellow I quite agree with every word you have
said about voting by proxy in the Eoyal Horticultural Society.

These local questions, which have for years past agitated the
Society, have no interest for us country Fellows, and we have
neither time nor inclination to watch the alternate ups and
downs of the rival parties. If proxy-voting was in use at this

moment, and I were asked by some of your busy people in

London for my proxy, I could not for the hfe of me tell him
how I wished him to vote on my account. I consider such a

scheme as that which one of the parties (I don't know from
which it emanates) is trying to introduce will have but one
result, and that is the ruin of the Society. I for one shall

withdraw if such a bye-law be passed.—A Cocniey Fellow.

What is it all about ? Vote by proxy ! Who wants to vote
by proxy ? Is it the country Fellows in whom such a sudden
display of interest has manifested itself, who are sighing for

this long-denied boon ? or is it some clique in London, who
wish to use the country Fellows as exhibitors do pretty little

marionettes, whom they cause to perform all sorts of interest-

ing manoeuvres by simply working a set of strings ? I have
known the Fellows of the Society for many years, and never
heard any desire expressed for the introduction of proxy- voting.

Who, then, is it who is so desirous of promoting it?—J. P.,

Uasclhatch.

We are summoned by the Council for the 21st inst. to con-
sider, and if deemed expedient to confirm, a bye-law framed
by them in compliance with the expressed wishes of a majority
of the Fellows present at a meeting held on the 8th of January
last, to extend the power of voting by proxy to the male as well

as lady Fellows of the Society, apropos to which two of our lead-

ing horticultural journalists have spoken out manfully upon the
subject, and in my opinion given us some sterling advice

;

offering, too, some suggestions worthy of the serious considera-

tion of every Fellow before deciding upon the course he shall

adopt.

I maintain that voting by proxy upon ct parte statements,
and upon subjects little, if at all, understood until fully dis-

cussed and explained at a meeting, can at best be but a most
unsatisfactory proceeding. But beyond this, it must be borne
in mind that it is open to flagrant abuse, and also that, Uke
a two-edged sword, it cuts both ways ; for this power might
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become dangerous in the hands of an unscmpulons Council,
who could circulate ex parte statements, and canvass for proxies

fearless of the cost, because at the Society's expense. Again,
it might become a dangerous weapon in the hands of a few
determined plotters banded together for the object of carrying

out some factious opposition to the powers that be, or measures
to serve their own interests only, to say nothing of the possi-

bility of its ever answering the purpose of Her Majesty's Com-
missioners to put forth all their strength to carry through a
policy that might be most repugnant to us as horticulturists,

aud detrimental to the interests of the Society. These are

poiuts demanding not only consideration but action on the
part of all loyal Fellows of the Society.

The Council, I take it, are acting as mere passive agents in

the matter, simply carrying out the expressed wishes of a sec-

tion of the Fellows ; for I gleaned from the remarks made by
Lord Bury at the meeting, that the Council were fully aware
of the abuses this method of voting is open to, and of the
dangers liable to accrue to the Society by its adoption.

There are also other questions that suggest themselves to

my mind in connection with the subject. Why should the
Society all at once stand so urgently in need of this innova-
tion? If I mistake not, some of its warmest advocates were
formerly, and for many years, members of the Council. Why
did they not propose it before ? It seems to me strange that

it should only have occurred to them as necessary to the sal-

vation of the Society after they had thrown up the reins of

government.
Again, in what respect does the constitution of the Eoyal

Horticultural Society differ from other scientific societies that
it should require this adventitious aid ?

Moreover, would not the adoption of proxy-voting be insti-

tuting a retrograde movement ? Is it not a custom of the
past .' Useful, doubtless, before railways were, when a Fellow
residing, say at Bury St. Edmunds, would, prior to taking a
journey to the metropolis, make his will and many more
arrangements than one does now-a-days for a trip to New York.
Why was proxy-voting abolished by the House of Lords ?

Surely it would be more in accordance with the spirit of the
itimes were the Eoyal Horticultural Society to abolish the
custom altogether. It is certainly now-a-days nowhere used,
save in commercial circles, where money arrangements are
dependant thereon, and then only for voting upon specified

matters and questions which have been previously printed and
circulated among the shareholders.
My own opinion is, that if this obsolete custom be permitted

to become law in the Eoyal Horticultural Society it will be to
it as the last straw put upon the camel's back, and that the
day would not be far distant when its very existence would,
like the proxy-voting of the Lords, become a thing of the
past ; and I do not share the confidence of some of my friends
that a vigorous and regenerated new Society would immedi-
ately spring up from the ashes of the old one.

—

John Denny,
Stoke Newington.

PBIMULA NIVEA.
In reply to " G. S.," my Primula nivea is planted out in a

shady and protected border set apart for choice varieties of

that class of plant. The soil is simply good heavy loam, and
in that it seems to thrive capitally, for the one plant I have
commenced flowering more than three weeks ago, and at the
present time it has seven trusses of blossom on it.—J. P. W. H.

In one of these visits he brought over, from the garden of the
monastery, grafts of this excellent fruit tree, which were culti-

vated in the garden at Hengravo Hall, and soon were spread
throughout England. This statement is correct ; the writer
of this note (aged seventy-six) has frequently heard the story
from her mother, whose family were near neighbours and most
intimate friends of the Gage family, now extinct—the last
baronet dying two or three years since without issue,

—

¥. Z.—(Notes and Queries.)

In answer to " G. S." on how to grow Primula nivalis or
nivea, it blooms beautifully in rockwork nooks in the open
here. In one place we have it where the later blooms of Pri-

mula denticulata growing side by side add to its beauty.
Some birds have a weakness for picking off the blossoms,

sometimes even the whole stem. If " G. S." has not a chained
cat, worsted threads will keep the birds sufficiently off.

—

George
F. Wilson, Heatherbank, Weybridge Heath.

Origin of the Name of Green Gaoe Pluji.—The origin of

the name is simply that the Plum was brought into England
about the middle of the last century by the Eev. .John Gage,
Eoman Catholic priest, in some way connected with a monae-
tery or conventual establishment in France, I think near
Foutainebleau. The laws of that time against Eoman Catholic
priests were so severe that Mr. Gage lived abroad, but fre-

quently visited his brother. Sir Thomas Gage, of Hengrave
Hall, near Coldham, in the county of Snllolk, fifth baronet.

ROYAL HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
Apbll ISth.

The day on which this Show was held offered a marked eou-
trast to that which opened the season—the Hyacinth Show; the
wind was due north, and though there was sunshine, the weather
was far from genial. The Exhibition, which was held in the
western conservatory arcade, was, notwitbstandiug, of a very
attractive character ; and though neither Ehododendrons nor
Azaleas, which were the most prominent of the objects specially
invited, were over-plentiful, still the magnificent Orchids of
Lord Londesborough and Mr. Williams, the Roses of Messrs.
Veitch and Mr. William Paul, and the group of Clematis from
Messrs. Jackman, were worth a long journey to see, added to
which the Auriculas were a source of keen interest to many.
The first class in the schedule was that for twelve forced.

Rhododendrons. The only exhibitors, Messrs. Lane & Son
of Great Berkhampstead, staged a group of bushy specimens
from 3 to 4 feet high, and fully as much across, and which were
covered with fine trusses of bloom. Victor Trouillard, Hy-
bridum Roseum, Verschaffelti, Queen of the West, Hendersoni,
and Auguste Van Geert were especially good. A first prize was
awarded, and the same exhibitors were also first for twelve cut
trusses.

In the nurserymen's class for nine Cinerarias Messrs. Dobson
and Sons, Isleworth, were first with very well grown and flowered
plants of Prince Leopold, rosy purple self; Profusion, rosy
purple, white ring, dark centre ; and others. Messrs. Standish
and Co., Ascot, were second with a group in which were some
large, finely-coloured flowers, but deficient in form; Rosalie and
Caisar especially good in colour. In the amateurs' class Mr.
James, gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq., Redlees, Isleworth,
was first with finely grown plants, and Mr. R. Marcham, gar-
dener to J. Mitchell, Esq., Coppius, Iver, second. These were
larger, but rougher.
rhough the Orchids were not numerous, those shown were,

with a few exceptions, remarkably fine. Especially was this
the case in the amateurs' class for six, iu which Mr. Denning,
gardener to Lord Londesborough, Norbitor., stood in the plac©
of honour with magnificent specimens of Cattleya citrina, the
flowers, eleven in number, very large and fine ; Cattleya Skin-
neri with five spikes of splendid-coloured flowers ; a tine mass
of Dendrobium Jeukinsii ; Arpophyllum giganteum with a dozen
or more remarkably fine and beautifully-coloured spikes; Den-
drobium Paxtoni loaded with rich yellow and dark crimson
blossom, and the lovely blue Vanda cirrulescens. Mr. G.
Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., Regent's Park,
was second. In the corresponding class for nurserymen Mr.
Williams, of HoUoway, was first with a fine specimen of tho
beautiful white and yellow Cymbidium eburueum, Vanda tri-

color, Acrides Fieldingii with five racemes, and several more
advancing for bloom; a magnificent specimen of Dendrobium
nobile, D. infundibulum with a score of its white and rich orange
flowers, and a grand example of Phajus Wallichii. The second
prize went to Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, for a group which included
the beautifully-coloured Cattleya Meudelii, Masdevallia Lindeni,
Odontoglossum luteo-purpureum, and others.

For nine greenhouse Azaleas Messrs. Lane took the first prize
with Comet, Stella, Flag of Truce, and Gloire deBelgiquein fine

bloom, along with others, but having the drawback of present-

ing a forest of stakes. Mr. Turner was placed second witli neat
little dwarf standards of Balsamiuiflora, Etendard de Flandre,
Seduction, Apollo, and Alexander II. In the amateurs' class Mr.
G. Wheeler was first, and Mr. Marcham second.
Of twenty-four hardy spring flowers in pots, Mr. Barker,

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, sent a fine group, including Fritillaria

imperialis, Orobus vernus, Aucuba-leaved Daisy, splendid pots
of Aubrietia purpurea elegans, and Primula elatior Golden
Plover, Doronicum austriacum, Triteleia uniflora, Scillas, and
Saxifraga crassifoUa. Mr. R. Dean, Ranelagh Road, Ealing,
was second with a neat group of Primroses, Polyanthuses,
Daisies, bedding Pansies, Myosotia dissitiflora, &c.

In the class for fifty Show and .'Vlpine Auriculas (open), Mr. C.
Turner, of Slough, exhibited in his usual good style a very even
collection. Amongst Green-edged flowers Mayflower CTraill),

was very fine. Grey-edged—Col. Champneys, free and distinct;

Unique (Maclean), and Alderman Charles Brown (Headly), a
new flower of good quality. Selfs—Charles J. Perry, Blackbird

(Spalding), and Bishop of Lichfield, a fine dark flower. The
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first prize was awarded to them. Mr. J. James, gardener to

"W. F. Watson, Esq., Redlees, Isleworth, was second with some
-good flowers, bat the trusses were small.

In the next class, that for twelve Show Aariculas (open), Mr.
Turner was again first with Green-edges, Alderman Wisbey and
Dickson's Duke of Welliugtou ; Grey-edges, Col. Champneys
(Turner), Spleudour (Headly), Competitor (Turner); White-
edges, John Waterson (Cunningham), Glory (Taylor), Arabella
(Headly) ; and Selfs, Chas. J. Perry, Sylph (Headly), and Crown
Prince (Turner). Mr. James was a good second.

In the amateurs' class for six the contest was between Rev.
H. H. Dombrain, of Westwell, Ashford, and Mr. James. Mr.
Dombrain was a good first with Imperator (Litton), a very pretty

green-edged flower ; Col. Champneys and George Lightbody,
grey-edged ; Popplewell's Conqueror, White ; and Campbell's
Pizarro, a very fine Self.

In Alpines Mr. C. Turner was first with a very good twelve.
Chieftain, Beatrice, Nimrod, Selina, Mercury, Ovid, and Brilliant

were fine. Mr. James was second, and Messrs. J. Dobson and
Son third.

For twenty-four Pansies Mr. Catley, Claverton Buildings,
Bath, and Mr. James, Isleworth, took the prizes in the amateurs'
•class ; and in that for nurserymen Mr. Hooper, Widcombe HUl,
Bath, was first.

Of miscellaneous subjects in the plant department there was
very fine display, and many extra prizes were awarded, which
will be found in another column. Messrs. Veitoh sent a splendid
«roup of Roses in pots, in which Charles Lawson and Madame
de St. Joseph were especially remarkable ; likewise a group of

Japanese Maples with beautifully and variously cut and coloured
leaves. These were grown in a cold house, and are nearly if

not quite hardy, but form fine subjects for conservatory deoora-
iion. Acer polymorphum palmatifidum and dissectum are very
striking, and so is A. atropurpurenm, which has also the merit
of superior hardiness. From the same firm came also a group
in which was a noble specimen of Epidendrum onemidophorum,
and fine examples of Trichopilias and other Orchids ; Rhodo-
dendrons Princess Alice, white, and Countess of Haddington,
blush, both of the greenhouse class ; a beautiful pan of Primula
nivalis ; a large specimen of Anthurium Scherzerianum, and
<!Ut spikes of Ceanothus rigidus, a fine blue.

Messrs. Jackman & Son, of Woking, contributed a grand col-

lection of Clematises admirably bloomed, in which The Queen,
pale lilac, and Vesta, white, were specially noteworthy, though
the plants were not so large as those of the older varieties.

Mr. W. Paul, of Waltham Cross, had a splendid group of

Closes in which Teas Marie Van Houtte, Souvenir de Paul
Neron, and Catherine Mermet were finely developed and at the
same time delicately beautiful, and may be marked as of the
first class. Along with these were numerous fine Hybrid Per-
petuals. Mr. Walker, nurseryman, Thame, sent a box of Marc-
ohal Niel, but not of the rich golden hue we are accustomed to,

and one of Glore de Dijon, fine, and other Tea Roses.
From Mr. B. S. WiUiams, HoUoway, came a rich group of

Orchids, Palms, and other plants ; from Mr. Bull, Chelsea, a
collection of Encephalartos and Macrozamias, in which were
many noble specimens ; and from Messrs. Staudish, of Ascot, a
group of Cinerarias, Acers, and other plants, one of which,
Azalea linearis, had singularly-formed rose-coloured flowers, of

which the petals, from their position, more resembled coloured
leaves than anything else. The plant is stated to be hardy.
Messrs. Cutbush, of Highgate, contributed a collection of Cine-
rarias ; Mr. James, of Isleworth, one of Cyclamens ; and Mr.
Turner, of Slough, beautiful blooms of Tree Carnations.

Mr. Denning, gardener to Lord Londesborough, besides the
fine group of Orchids which he exhibited in the class for these,
•sent one in which we noticed very fine examples of Odouto-
glossum roseum, O. Pescatorei, Oncidium leuoochilum, Cattleya
citrina, and MasdevaUia Harryana and Lindeni.

Prizes were also offered for fruit and vegetables, and caused a
fair but not large competition.
For two bunches of black Grapes Mr. W. Wildsmith, gardener

to Viscount Eversley, Heckfield Place, Winchfield, was first

with well-kept Lady Downe's. Mr. H. Harris, gardener to G. A.
Ashby, Esq., Naseby WooUeys, Rugby, showed very fair Black
Hamburgh, for which he had a second prize. In the class for
white Grapes the same exhibitor was first with excellent
examples of Foster's White Seedling.
For fifty Strawberries Mr. G. Sage, of the Gardens, Ash-

ridge, was first with very fine highly-coloured Keens' Seedling;
Mr. D. Pizzey, gardener, Fulmer, Slough, second with the
same variety.

Mr. J. Douglas, gardener, Loxford Hall, Ilford, and Mr. D.
Pizzey exhibited Cucumbers, and received equal first prizes.
A bundle of very small Asparagus was sent by Mr. E. Clarke,
gardener to J. K. HaU, Esq., Sutton, Surrey ; it was awarded a
fiecoud prize.

There was a spirited competition for Broccoli. Mr. E. Clarke
was first with Walcheren ; Mr. J. W. Moorman, gardener to the
Misses Christy, Coombe Bauk,;JKingstou-oa-Thameo, wa^ se-

cond ; and Mr. C. Osman, gardener to The South Metropolitan
District Schools, Sutton, Surrey, third. There were other ex-
amples staged, of which the best was Watta's Excelsior. This
was sent with a dish of Dwarf Kidney Bean Canadian Wonder
and a basket of Mushrooms, by Mr. Gilbert, gardener to the
Marquis of Exeter, Burghley, Stamford, and all three were
highly meritorious productions.
Mr. Jones, Her Majesty's gardener at Frogmore, sent a col-

lection of thirty-seven varieties of Apples, three sorts of Pears,
and two splendid Smooth-leaved Cayenne Pine Apples.
A collection of twenty-seven varieties of Apples came from

Mr. W. Gardiner, gardener to E. P. Shirley, Esq., Lower Eating-
ton Park, Stratford-on-Avon.

Feuit Committee.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

Mr. D. Pizzey, gardener to Sir E. Perry, Fulmer, Slough, sent
a box of Cucumbers which was considered like Blue Gown. Mr.
Parsons, of Danesbury, sent a dish of Morelles, to which a letter

of thanks was awarded. Mr. H. Harris, gardener to Captain
Ashby, of Naseby Woolleys, sent a dish of Early Beatrice Peach
in splendid condition. The fruit was perfectly ripe, highly
coloured, and of excellent flavour. These were considered
highly meritorious, and a cultural commendation was awarded.
This remarkably early Peach was started into growth on the
1st December, and the fruit was ripe on the 31st of March. Mr.
Harris says, " Other sorts, such as Early York, Royal George,
and others, with the same treatment are only now (April 1.5th),

just finished stoning. All trees are planted out and fan-trained."
Mr. Hudson, the Gardens, Champion HUl, sent a basket of Lady
Downe's Seedling Grapes, which had been preserved in admir-
able condition, and to whic^ a letter of thanks was awarded.
Mr. Bennet, the Gardens, Hatfield, sent a dish of handsome
Strawberries, to which a cultural commendation was awarded.

Floral Committee.—Dr. Denny in the chair. The subjects
submitted to the Committee on this occasion were few, but in

proportion to their number the certificates were numerous.
Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, had first-class certificates for Ficus
Paroelii, with the leaves finely variegated with white, Oncidium
fuscatum, and Cattleya gigas. Crcton ovalifolium with hand-
somely marked leaves, Eranthemum reticulatum, and some
other plants also came from the same firm. Messrs. Jackman
and Son, Woking, sent several Clematises, of which Countess
of Lovelace, a remarkably fine semi-double lilac blue, and Mar-
quis of Salisbury, single, deep violet purple, had first-class cer-

tificates. Lord Giflord, plum-coloured, from Mr. C. Noble, of

Bagshot, had also a first-class certificate. A like award was
made to Ceterach aureum, a very distinct Fern, shown by Mr.
B. S. Williams.
Mr. William Paul sent a group of new Roses. Diana, bright

rose, was very promising ; and Peach Blossom, pale peach, we
expect will prove a first-rate globular flower. Messrs. Paul and
Son exhibited Cheshunt Hybrid and Madame Lacharme, both
of which have been noticed in previous reports. Messrs. Back-
house, of York, sent a pan of a charming little Pink called

Dianthus glacialis.

INFLUENCE OF FORESTS.
Eeeriiayek gives, in his recent work on the influence of the

forests, a table of observations showing the temperature of the

earth covered by snow during the very cold weather of Decem-
ber, 1871, in Bavaria. The fact has been generally known that

snow is the best possible protection against the penetration of

frost into the earth, and that it is the natural protection of

seeds, young plants, and other vegetation against frost. It is,

however, satisfactory to be able to refer to the exact observa-

tions made on this subject by Ebermayer; and, as an indication

of the extent to which snow does protect the earth, it may be

stated, for instance, that on the 8th and 12th of December the

temperature of the air at Vieima fell to — 26-8° Fahrenheit,

while the temperature of the earth beneath the snow was no
lower than -f SS-S", and 4 feet below it was 42-8'. So long

as the snow lies the variations of temperature under the earth's

surface are very slight.

—

[English Mechanic.)

THE APEICOT CROP.
I HAVE here 700 feet of south wall devoted to this esteemed

fruit, all covered with three thicknesses of old netting. The
three sharp frosts which we had some three weeks back turned

the flowers black, and my face a good deal blacker. However,
I am no alarmist, and kept still until I could see its real effect,

and I am happy to say we shall have a good half crop. The
young wood is now coming out strong, appearing to thank the

frost for taking o£f a part of their load, and the fruit swelling

fast.

Peaches are not injured at present, and a fine crop is set on
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all the trees. Plums and Apples are covered with bloota and
bloom-buds, giving us hopes of having a bountiful fruit year.
— 11. GiLBEKT, Burijhley Gardens, Stamford.

GEOWING GOOSEBERBIES FOR MARKET AND
EXHIBITION.

"A Eetiked Mechanic" informs us that he purposes to

devote an acre, which has been left him by wU], to growing
Gooseberries for the above purposes, and to rearing poultry
for profit. He asks for information relative to Gooseberry-
culture ; and as part of his acre is walled, we reprint the
following from one of our early volumes, and from one of Mr.
Loudon's publications.

For training against the wall, select clean, healthy, and
strong plants, with a clear stem a foot in height, and having
chosen two shoots of uniform strength, the one diverging to

the right and the other to the left, cut away all the remaining
shoots ; and having planted the requisite number of trees 4 feet

from stem to stem, nail them. If the space to be covered is

more than G feet in height the plants should not be so wide
apart ; 3 feet for an S-feet and 2 feet for a 10-feet wall. The
following summer all the shoots on the horizontals are to be
rubbed off, except one to the right and one to the left of the
stem, and 4 inches on either side of it ; and as many more
as the horizontals will hold should be left at 8 inches apart
from these two shoots and the same distance from each other.
The horizontal branches are to b^ pruned to about half their

length if weak, one-third if moderately strong, and left their

full length if very strong. The shoots from the extremity of
the horizontal branches are suffered to grow at their freedom,
and, to throw more vigour into them, the perpendicular shoots,
if any, are stopped to three leaves ; but when the horizontal
shoots have grown 1 foot 8 inches on each side of the stem
they are brought down to the horizontal line, and all eyes and
shoots rubbed off, except, as before stated, those along them
at 8 inches apart. At each of these dis-

tances a shoot is to be encouraged and
trained upright. Sufficient should be left in

pruning or disbudding at the places desired,

in order to be prepared for emergencies.
At planting the tree will appear thus

—

fip. 1. In the autumn following the tree

will be pruned and trained so as to appear
like Jiij. 2, if the shoots are trained 8 inches apart, or like

fii). 3 if left C inches distant.

In the second season the shoots are trained upright, and
allowed to grow at their free will

,

only nailing them up so as to

prevent their being broken by
winds ;

and if any side shoots
appear they are stopped to three
eyes in July, but the leaders

must not be stopped. They

Fig. 1.

(|_4^jg^_^J

Fig. 2.

(J— . 1111 ifli iiiiTri^iiiii

Kg. 3.

should, however, each be cut in the autumn to a foot in

length (Jiff. 4), and so on year after year until the space is

covered.

All foreright or breast-

feed shoots should be re-

moved as fast as they appear
in after years, retaining the
short spurs only ; for if

the shoots be allowed to
grow they will appropriate
in the formation of useless parts the sap which ought to be
expended on the fruit and for the formation of fruit spurs.
It is too late to remove shoots in autumn, for they have then

done all the harm they

can, and they ought not
to remain on the trees

longer than for two or

three leaves to form,

when they should be

stopped. This encou-

rages the formation of

fruit spurs, and admitsFig. 4.

light and air to the fruit and leaves.

When the old branches are worn out a young shoot should
be encouraged near the bottom ; and when the fruit is gathered
the old branch may be cut out, and the fresh one trained in

-ts place. Six shoots 8 inches apart are ample to leave on
'.rees planted 4 feet apart, or at most eight ; but when the

Fig. 5.

shoots are only 6 inches apart the leaves on the spurs shade
their neighbours too much, and the fruit is, consequently, in-
different in flavour. Three, or at the most four, shoots from
one tree are ample to train up a wall more than C feet high,
and even then the trees are apt to become deficient of wood'
at the bottom. Six feet is quite high enough to train Goose-
berries ; and although they have been grown as standards to
from 4 to G feet high, they are but bushes, and are not suited
for growing as wall trees.

Mr. Mathias Saul, of Lancaster, details the following as
the plan of training the Gooseberry trees adopted by those-

growers who wish to have large and heavy fruit
for the prize-shows. As all the fruit grow from
the under side of the branches, the plan adopted
for first putting the tree in a training state is to
have a few hooked sticks (jiff. 5) and forked sticks

Ififf- G), the former to hold down the branches that
are inclined to grow upwards, the latter to support
those which are inclined to grow downwards. The
plant (fig. 7) has been trained by such sticks. It
consists of three shoots spreading regularly, and
nearly horizontally, outwards. Next autumn these
three shoots will have produced a number of side
shoots, most of which may be shortened to one
eye, and the others reduced to one-half of their
length. No shoots should be left either at the
origin or the extremities of the branches, but only
at the sides; the fewer the number of shoots, and Fi^.G.

the younger the tree, the larger will be the fruit.

At the next pruning season—viz., November, the freewill
consist of the three principal shoots, each bearing two young
shoots shortened to about
7 inches of their length

;

these last, in the succeed-
ing year's pruning, are to

be left with two shoots
only of new wood ; aU
other shoots are to be
closely cut out ; and, in

leaving the young shoots
for bearing, regard must
be had to keep the whole
in a regular and hand-
some form.

In all following years
the system of pruning
and thinning is to keep
a moderate and constant
supply of strong healthy young shoots, from which alone
can be expected large and fine fruit ; and, whenever the ex-
tremities grow beyond the proper bounds, such branches-

should be cut back, so as to keep the tree in a compact form,
and furnished sufficiently, though rather thinly, with new
bearing wood : for large fruit cannot be expected if the tree is

too much crowded with old and young wood ; because the fruit

should have, as much as possible, a full share of the strength
of the tree.

And it is not only to the branches and top of the tree that
the care of those who wish to excel in the cultivation of the
Gooseberry must be directed ; they must pay attention to tho
roots also, as it is necessary they should be pruned every two
or three years. When a root, therefore, has extended too
far from the stem, let it be uncovered, and all the strongest

leaders shortened back nearly one-half their length, and
covered-in with fresh marly loam. This will cause new and
more active roots to be formed nearer the stem, and give the

whole tree new vigour. A Gooseberry garden should be a

deep, rich, marly loam, moderately moist, and at the bottom
of a sheltering hiU.

EAST LONDON AMATEUR FLORICULTUEAL
SOCIETY.

This Society, which has been established some eight years, is

composed chiefly of residents in the populous districts of Bromley
and Bow, and who are mostly men who are engaged in business

pursuits in the immediate neighbourhood. The plants are all

grown and flowered amidst the smoke of numerous factories

and close to the dust and dirt of crowded thoroughfares, and the
way in which these amateur gardeners (who find time after their

hard day's toil to attend to the varied wants of their own plants)

staged their specimens was worthy of high commendation.
They generally hold the spring Exhibition about the third week
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of March in the Bow and Bromley Institute. This year, owing
io circumstances over which the Committee had no control, it

was not held until the 7th of April, and it continued for the

following three days.
It would occupy too much space to give a detailed account of

the Exhibition, but all honour was due to Mr. Parker for three

splendid masses of Solomon's Seal (ConvaUaria Polygonatum)
in pots ; they were superbly flowered. Twelve pots of Tulips

and twelve pots of Polyanthus Narcissus, from the same exhi-

bitor, were all that could be desired. Mr. Wordley, jun., was
greatest amongst Hyacinths, and though it was so very late for

them, his twelve spikes were large and in beautiful condition
;

but as it is not possible to mention all, it is almost iuridious to

particularise, as good plants were the rule and bad ones the

exception. In miscellaneous collections of plants, Azaleas,

Palms, Cinerarias, and Spiraea japonica figured. Mr. Hill, a

professional grower, exhibited some very good collections ; also

an excellent new Hyacinth, Victor Emmanuel, with large rose-

coloured bells and a good spike. The prize for the best Hyacinth
in the room was awarded to King of the Blues.
At such exhibitions much valuable information is elicited as

to the best flowers for growing in towns. Fuchsias succeed re-

markably well, but Pelargoniums and Verbenas are not satis-

dactory.
At the dinner which was given to the Judges in the afternoon,

some of the exhibitors testified to the good which both them-
selves and families had derived from their love of flowers ; and
one gentleman stated that at a critical turn in his business
affairs, when day after day he was distracted with cares and
difficulties, he would spend an hour at night amongst bis flowers,

and for the time quite forget the cares of the day. Better this

ihan drowning care in the public house, is it not '? Such socie-

ties as this foster a true love for flowers. But to me there was
one source of regret in the fact that the old florists' flowers are

not more cultivated by such growers. There must be greater

pleasure in tending an Auricula plant, for instance, year after

year than there can be in growing a Hyacinth or Tulip when
you have to purchase a fresh supply of bulbs each recurring
season. May this Society long prosper, and may others similar
to it be soon formed in other populous districts of this great
city.—J. Douglas.

GARDENING IN TOWNS.
[Fbom the October of ISiS in which we first ventured to ask

for public encouragement until our last published number we
have laboured to encourage gardening among all classes and
under all difficulties. That we have prevailed in many in-

stances we know. Even in the dome of St. Paul's and on the

roof of a barge's cabin on the Thames we have seen potted
and boxed flowers cultivated, and in both instances our un-
known cultivators replied to our query about their knowledge
of culture, " I read "The Cottage Gaedenee at our club-room."
"We are well pleased to see that our daUy contemporaries are

advocating town gardening, and we extract the following from
the Daily Ni'ws.]

" That taste for gardening which, according to the author
of ' The Parisians,' becomes the refuge and consolation of men
of the world in middle life, is, in truth, one of the most spon-
taneous and instinctive propensities of young and old, of rich

and poor. We are not all botanists or horticulturists, but we
are all by nature lovers of flowers ; and if we cannot all have
a bit of ground to grow them in, we can make a garden of a

window-sill, and, with a little cai'e and tendance, in the smallest
balcony we can follow the round of the seasons, from the
Snowdrop and the Violet to the Crocus, the Primrose, and the
Hyacinth, and from the Hyacinth to the Rose, from the Eose
to the Chrysanthemum, and from the Chrysanthemum to the
Snowdrop again, renewing in some sort the freshness of lost

illusions, cheating the autumn of our own lives of its sadness,

and dissembling under perennial garlands our own ' muddy
vesture of decay.' We can plant-out the cheerless wintry pro-

spect by a little "nest of evergreens without euvjing the pos-
sessors of conservatories, which have always something thea-
trical, something hard and metallic, like the colours of certain
fashionable painters, in their brilliance. Our British soil is

not so kindly as thai of France and Italy for the choicer sorts
of flowers ; on the other hand, it is one of the Idndliest in the
world for shrubs and trees ; and the moisture of our climate
is twice blessed to the dutiful cultivator, for whom Nature has
the tenderness of a nurse rather than the asperity of a step-
mother. The plant Man, said Alfieri, flourishes well in English
earth ; and so do all robust and hardy, all simple and homely,
natural products. We flatter ourselves that no vegetables
and no fruits taste better than those which are reared under
English skies ; and somewhere or other between Penzance and

Aberdeen the daintiest and most delicious are always in season,

so that one need not be the proverbial millionaire who began
with eighteenpence to indulge the silly vanity of hking only
what is out of season. North Britain is not so famous for the

geniality and mildness of its temperature as for the pictnresque-

ness of its hills and streams ; but North British gardeners,

like North British farmers, are renowned throughout the civi-

lised world, and an English garden and shrubbery were long
ago the favourite luxury of French clidtcaux, as a rehef to the

trim formality of the terraces and parterres.
" The author of ' Lothair ' did good service to public taste

and feeling in these matters when he lamented the disappear-

ance of so many of our old-fashioned English flowers from the

gardens of the rich. Perhaps the terrible Latin names in-

vented by the botanists have seared them away. But we hope
and believe they are coming back again, if they cannot bring

with them the unsophisticated manners of the earlier genera-

rations that gave them their names. They have never left the

country. Around old manor houses and homesteads, and in

villages not a hundred miles out of London, they still sweeten
and brighten the daily life and lot of hundreds of honest folk

who would be puzzled by the curious patterns of some of the

artificial creations of the Horticultural Society—patterns which
seem to belong to the milliner's rather than to the gardener's

art. Not that we would for a moment appear to sUght the

admirable skill which the horticultural societies encourage and
exhibit, and which has raised the grand old industry of our
first parents to the dignity of a science ; but that we are more
concerned at present to dwell upon the opportunities which
even the humblest householder—nay, even the humblest lodger

—in a populous and densely crowded city possesses of satisfy-

ing, in some appreciable degree, that love of flowers which we
believe to be indigenous to the EngUshman's heart, and to be
part and parcel of his love for his country. If there seems a

little affectation in the elaborate floral bowers with which the

stucco palaces of Belgravia and Westbournia are disguised by
their owners, who desert their country houses from May ta

August, we recognise an unconsciously pathetic yearning for o

purer and wholesomer existence in the little window gardens
of St. Giles's and Bethnal Green, in the old Enghsh flowers

so affectionately cherished, like pining and languishing patients,

by the hands of poverty, and touching sordid habitations with
some faint far-off imaginings of pleasantness and peace.

" It was a happy perception of these mute relations of men
and things that insphed a few of the London clergy with the

idea of their window-garden shows and prizes. Few who have
not themselves tiled the experiment have any idea of the

capabilities of even the smallest strip of the most ungrateful

soil in the heart of this vast weary wilderness of bricks for the

culture of a few of those simple flowers which are a feast to

tired eyes, and sometimes, it may be, a balm to bruised and
despondent souls. Let it always be remembered that even in

the cruel London clay, which is but a burial ground to almost
every class of flower, Pioses will grow—if at least the smoke
will spare them. Every lodger who can call an attic-window

his own as long as he pays his rent for it, can make it bloom
with colour, and recaU perhaps in meditative moments or in

sickness the perfume of his native air."

THE ELECTION OP ROSES.
In Parliament the members sometimes rise to explain—

I

ask the same pri\i!ege. I knew so few of the Roses of the

years proposed, and was so ignorant of their dates, that I was
obliged to ask Mr. Hintou, to whom thanks for his zeal and
ability, to excuse me. I am shy of buying new Roses on weak
stocks, and still more shy of recommending any that I have not

amply tried and found to be " good growers." My gardens are

famous sites for windmills ; it is therefore too severe a place

for " infants." As regards the Roses named, I knew but few
of them. Andre Dunand I never saw in bloom, but spoke

only of its deficient growth. I do not, however, think Mr.
Hinton's comment is much in its favour. Two great deficien-

cies in Roses are insufficiency of centre petals and substance

of petals. One of the " miserables " I spoke of was Capt.

Lamure. I had it, also H. Pages and Monsieur Cordier, two
yeai-s on trial, and never had a decent bloom of either, and so

I discarded them.
I will now speak of such Roses as were grown here, and then

of those I saw in the nursery at Elandford. Those grown hero

—Baroness Uxkull, planted out under glass, was most beau-

tiful. Baron de Bonstetten did not bloom freely in the same
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situation. I have now planted both out of doors, and shall

be able to judge them. It is a capital grower, and in the way
of M. Boncenue. If it blooms freely—it is a very full Rose of

fine dark lakish red—it will hold the place "D., Deal,"
assigned it. It is a colour we want. Louis Van Houtte is

beautiful, but wants a little more fulness ; I have thirteen

beautiful plants of it on the seedling Briar. Edward Morren,
seventy-six plants, is a Rose here far better than Jules Mar-
gottin its parent. It is a famous grower, and hardy as iron.

Mr. Cant calls it a " beautiful Rose," and so do I, and so do
the ladies ! Countess of Oxford is a fine Rose, and I hope
it is hardy (?) Marquise de Castellane is a noble Rose, but it

does not grow strongly enough for my windy situation. Out
of twelve plants in two years I have never seen but one noble
specimen. Ferdinand de Lesseps is here, and go^d ; it is much
Liie Maurice Bernardin. Secondly, Roses seeu^fetienne Levet,
seven plants are only just come. I have never yet seen any
of its blooms. Madame G. Schwartz I saw at Blandford ; it is

a nice Rose ; I have bought seven plants of it ; it is a good
grower. Abbu Bramerel is a beautiful dark shaded crimson
Rose, rather flat, suitable for bedding and ornament. I bought
thirteen plants of it, but have not yet flowered it myself ; the
plants are nice and stiff, just suited for a bedder. Madame
Hyppolyte Jamain (grown here) is a nice Tea Rose. Franijois
Michelon is a good grower ; the wood is slight ; it will make a
trellis Rose ; I have never seen its blooms. Mr. Bennett sent
his young man here with a promising seedling for me to see,

and he said Francois Michelon was splendid. I have received
this morning three beautiful blooms of one Rose, unexpanded,
from Mr. Veitch. No name was sent. It is the best seedling
(I suppose) that I have seen for some years. There are two
very nice Roses of a light colour here, Thyra Hammerick and
Clumence Raoux ; the latter is very beautiful. It is the best
autumnal substitute for Madeleine. This is all I can say of
the election Roses.—W. F. R,idclyffe.

HEATING.
Absence from home prevented my seeiug Mr. Abbey's com-

munication in the Journal of the '26th March till nearly a
fortnight after its appearance. I will now confine myself to

answering so much of it as is necessary to prevent error in the

apphcation of the formula for calculating the length of pipe
required, which I gave at page 167 of the present year.

It will not do to take, as Mr. Abbey has done, only an
average external temperature (he puts it so high as 40°), and
at the same time assume a minimum length of pipe to be
heated to 200'. This would obviously allow no margin for

extra heat when the temperature outside falls below 40°. The
proper method to ensure more safety is to take for outside

temperature the extreme lowest that can ever occur, which in

England must be assumed as zero. In such cases a gardener
would, however, probably be content if his stove should not fall

below 50"—which is 10
' under what Mr. Abbey supposes—and he

would also make every effort to maintain the fires bright and
strong throughout the night. Still I imagine he could hardly
expect more than that the water in the pipes, taking an average
of flow and return, should stand at 160° towards morning,
which is just the time when the greatest cold occurs. This
state of facts would give the value of D as 55°, and of d as 105°

in the formula ^j
=

-j^-^ . Applying these values to Mr. Abbey's

stove, where .9 is 1188, we obtain the length of pips required
as 450 feet. This is 100 feet less than Mr. Abbey possesses,

but 100 feet extra above the bare minimum that would suflice

is not too much. Let us, however, take not the possible ex-

tremes but the ordinary winter temperatures that have to be
provided for by ordinary firing. We must expect many nights
to fall below 15' in the open air, and to keep the internal tem-
perature at 65° makes D = 50°. To yield a pleasant genial heat
the temperature of the pipes ought never to exceed 150°, which
will make rf = 85°. To meet these requirements in Mr. Abbey's
stove the length of pipe would, by the formula, be 51.'5 feet.

This is within 40 feet of what Mr. Abbey actually has, and the
difference would probably be reijuired if we made a sufficient

allowance for the wall surfaces in addition to the glass super-
ficies. Thus a builder employing the formula would introduce
as nearly as possible the extent of pipe which practice has
shown to be desirable.

Let me add that it would be interesting and instructive if

some of your readers would give the result of their experience
in regard to the amount of coal required for the boilers under

their charge to maintain a given heat in a glass structure,,
comparing it with the amount which ought to suffice (as shown
at page 166) for the extent of glass heated. But in doing so
they must be careful to take the average temperature, external
and internal, during the hours when the heat is maintained by
the fire alone, for no results could be arrived at when the
variable heat of the sun is allowed to have influence on the
averages.—J. Boyd Kinxeah, Guernseij.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We have received a schedule of prizes to be awarded at

the forthcoming Show of the Borton-on-Trent Floral and
Horticultural Society. First in the prize list we observe
extra awards of £15, £10, and £5 for stove and greenhouse
plants, which there is reason to believe will bring into the rank
of competitors exhibitors well known to the principal shows.
We commend the Committee for their liberality and enter-
prising spirit, and hope that their highest anticipations wiU
be realised.

There is now in a house in the garden of the Royal
Horticultural Society at Chisvrick, a coUeetion of 160 varieties
of Plums, growing in pots, in full bloom. There is every
appearance that there will be a good crop of fruit, and for the
first time for many years an opportunity will be afforded of
making jvaluable comparative observations on the many va-
rieties of this valuable fruit.

SoiiE members of the swallow family—the house
martin (Hirundo urbica)—were seen at Crewkerne on the 5th,
and it is said that they have been in the neighbourhood for

more than a week. Tlie swallow proper (Hirundo rustica) is

"due" about three days later than the martin, while the
swift, another of the same tribe, is the last to arrive, being
generally seen about the same time as the welcome notes of

the cuckoo are heard in Wilts—the 14th or 15th of April.

However adverse the weather, these birds come and go with
the seasons, and perform the task given them to do with the
same regularity as the moon performs her revolution round
the earth.

The decrease in the imtortation of Potatoes has
been remarkable. In the last three months the declared value

was £342,827, and in the same period of the preceding year,

£1,036,384. This arises chiefly from the Potatoes having
vegetated so as to be unfit for table-use.

PLANTING A CEMETERY.
The formation of cemeteries near towns is one of the most

remarkable signs of the social progress of the day. The
graphic pen of Dickens long ago powerfully depicted the ap-
pearance of those horrid enclosures, the graveyards of our
towns, the bare, dismal, forlorn aspect of which is more in

keeping with that of the sepulchre of an Australian savage

than of one belonging to a Christian community. We inscribe

"Kesurgam" upon our tombs, and profess the strongest faith

in a glorious and blissful life beyond the grave, and yet every

feature as well as association of those graves was, and is now
in many instances, symbolical of solitude, desolation, and
death, rather than the brightness and fulness of the Christian's

hope. Nor was this confined solely to the places of burial in

towns. It is true that the play of sunshine and pure air over

the village churchyard will impart a certain brightness and
freshness that is inseparable from all rural scenery ; but even

now it is rare indeed to see a churchyard that at all ap-

proaches one's conception of what " God's acre " should be.

Gray's Unes

—

" Beneath that Yew tree's shade,

Where heaves the turf in many a raoulderiug heap.

Each in his narrow cell for ever laid,

The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep,"

though not altogether truthful, serve to convey a tolerably-

clear idea of the scene, which is rendered complete by the ad-

dition of a few quaint old tombstones, moss-grown and grey,

leaning in picturesque contrast to the bold white slabs of a

later date. Thus, then, a solitary Tew tree or two, sombre and
mournful-looking, were usually the highest effort of our fore-

fathers in churchyard decorative art ; and perhaps it is as

well that it was so restricted, for the work affords the fullest

scope for the exercise of a more refined and cultivated taste.

Neatness is the first, because it is the most desirable principle

that I would wish to see more generally enforced in church-
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yards. No ragged Nettles should fill its corners, nor should the

herbage be cropped by sheep, as is so often done, but the whole

of the surface of this small portion of mother earth containing

the remains of our kindred should be clothed with a carpet of

line turf intersected by convenient gravel-walks all kept trim.

Upon the walls of the church that are sheltered and sunny
there might be such Rosea as Solfaterre, Gloire de Dijon, and
Souvenir d'nn Ami, mingled with Clematis, Jasmine, Es-
callonia, and Ceanothus ; and for walls of colder aspects

Lonicera flexuosa, Cratiegus Pyracantha, and Ivy. Although
large trees are out of place in so confined a space, a few

Conifers might frequently be introduced with advantage. Of
such I would select Abies canadensis and A. Albertiana, Cu-
pressus macrocarpa, Juniperus chinensis. Thuja aurea, Re-

tinospora pisifera, and Retinospora ericoides. Nor would I

confine the list solely to evergreen forms, but let the falling

leaves, swelling buds, and opening flowers of deciduous shrubs
each in their season impart a meaning and significance to the
planting, causing it to convey many a lesson of comfort and
hope to those who there drink deeply of sorrow's bitter cup. >"

We have a perfect host of familiar forms to select from, all

very suitable for the purpose, such as Lilacs, Thorns, Pyrus,
Berberis, Broom, Gneldres Rose, Furze, Deutzia, Cotoneaster,

Roses, Spirica, and Weigela in all their numerous varieties.

Then, too, the graves themselves should be made bright with
flowers. The Snowdrop, Crocus, Iris, Scilla, Colchicnm, Nar-
cissus, and Anemone among the bulbs, &a., with Lily of the
Valley and other hardy flowers both perennial and annual,
would regularly impart a cheerful air of brightness ; and so by
the exercise of a httle energy and taste the village cemetery

WEST LAUREL htt. t. CEilETEIlY,

might be converted into a scene of quiet beauty, that would
not only tend to " comfort those who mourn," but would, I

think, be found to exercise a healthy influence not only upon
the minds bat the lives of the entire community. The abler
pens of your clerical correspondents will, however, more fitly

dilate upon its moral influences.

I will turn now to the larger cemeteries of towns. Most of
them are of considerable extent, hence a bolder and more
varied style of plantiug is desirable. The " black funereal
Tew," the Cypress, and Weeping Willow may find a place
there, but trees of this type should by no means predominate.
Infinite Wisdom has spread broadcast over the earth an im-
mense variety of vegetable forms, stately trees, bright flowers,
yielding an endless profusion of gay colours and rich perfumes,
and we shall surely do well to plant the choicest of these
" bright gems of earth " within the precincts of our cemeteries.
Not that I would wish to convert the scene into one huge
flower garden, for there should be repose even to excess by
means of the turf and carefully disposed groups of trees ; and
for a very large cemetery I would introduce a grove, or, if the
inequalities of the ground admitted of it, a secluded dell shut-
in by trees, with winding walks and seats for quiet thought and
meditation. Soft Fern-clad banks, gently rippling streams,
and other similar features might there be brought into play
wherever they are available, the soothing nature of such things
being keenly appreciated by minds opened by grief to their in-

fluences. If a grove were planted it might be arranged so as
to form a pleasing background to the chapels.

The main road usually begins near the superintendent's
house, sweeping onwards till it branches to the chapels, and
from these drives spring the entire series of walks. An avenue
of Picea Nordmanniana or Abies Douglasii from the entrance
to the chapels, with the trees kept well back from the sides of

the road, and far enough apart for an open expanse of turf

always to surround each tree, would impart an air of dignified

repose to what may justly be regarded as the most important
part of the cemetery ; and this effect would constantly increase
as the trees became larger, for the calm majesty of their pre-

sence, with the blue sky or fleecy clouds high overhead, would,
I think, be most impressive, and the dead would be borne to

their rest along a nobler colonnade than is to ha found among
the lofty pillars of any cathedral.

Clumps of flowering shrubs, single specimens of trees that

are remarkable for symmetry or size, might be grouped near
the margin of the walks, and be interspersed among the graves,

so as to afford an agreeable relief to the monotony of the flat

or widespread surface. Flowers should crown the graves, and
climbing plants soften the harsh esclusiveness of enclosures.

Plants of this class, too, if rightly used are most striking upon
the tombs themselves. The effect of a white stone with its

top and sides partly concealed by wreaths of the deep purple
Clematis Jackmanni would be'very chaste ; so, too, would the
white star-Uke blossoms of Clematis montana, clustering in

masses upon a stone of "granite grey." Generally speaking,

however, a few simple flowers grouped around the grave are

preferable to all straining for artistic effect ; and whatever is
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done in this way by loving hanJa, evidence of the cherished
memory of departed friends, must always possess a beauty and
intrinsic worth thit will place it above criticism.

—

Edward
LUCKHURST.

[Our brethran in America fully coincide with ua in our
modern arrangement of the dead's resting-place, and that
which they have constructed at Philadelphia is so celebrated
that we have copied from the American Horticulturist a view
of it, named " West Laurel Hill Cemetery," and this accom-
panying note :—" It shares a national reputation for its beauty
of adornment, its size and location. It is situated on a sloping
hillside, fronting the Schuylkill river, a little northward of the
city. The ground was originally divided into three sections

—

north, south, and centre Laurel Hill ; but demand for space
has overflowed all accommodation, until a new tract has been
added—West Laurel Hill Cemetery, which alone contains
110 acres.
" In the immediate neighbourhood are other smaller ceme-

teries, with cultivated rural aspect : Monument Cemetery, which
is somewhat notable from the fact that it contains a fine

granite mondbent to the memories of Washington and La-
fayette ; also. Mount Peace, Mount Vernon, Glenwood, Mount
Moriah, and Woodland, are each of great beauty and located
in the suburbs of the city. The Laurel Hill cemeteries are
located so as to be for ever free from the disturbance of ever-

increasing city buildings and city streets. They are beautifully
planned, laid out, decorated, and ornamented with trees and
shrubs, which, interspersed among the monuments or statuary,
afford a feast to the eyes of any lover of rural taste."

—

Eds.J

THE COLORADO POTATO BEETLE.
A LETTER was recently addressed to Mr. Gladstone by the

Secretary of the Central Chamber of Agriculture, " calling his
attention to the imminent risk to which the United Kingdom
is exposed, and suggesting that the importation of Potatoes
from America bo at once prohibited lest that " frightful enemy
the Colorado beetle " be introduced into the Potato fields of
Europe. The Privy Council for Trade declined to adopt such
heroic measures, on the ground that " it does not appear that
the eggs or larv.'E of the Colorado beetle have been or are
deposited or conveyed in the tuber of the Potato." We present
herewith a timely and authoritative statement bearing upon
this interesting question. Professor Riley, our accomplished
entomologist, clearly shows that if the Doryphora goes abroad
it will be as a full-grown and healthy specimen, taking a
first-class passage. We trust, however, that our foreign
friends will not have this scourge added to that which already
devastates theu* Pot.ato fields to such an uncomfortable
extent. Professor Eiley, State Entomologist of Missouri, re-

marks :

—

In December, 1872, Col. Fred. Hecker, of Summerfield, 111.,

the well-known and enthusiastic political agitator and tribune,
sent to the Gartcnhmhu (Heft 3, 1873), an article on this
insect. The article was a condensation, and in some parts a
literal translation, from the Missouri Entomological Reports,
my figures being copi»d to illustrate it. It has since been re-

translated and the illustrations recopied (and accuracy is not
apt to increase with these processes, and certainly has not in
these instances), by several English journals, over the signa-
ture " Fk. H., State of Illinois ;

" and since the original trans-
lator did not think it worth while to indicate the source from
which he drew either his information or illustration, it is not
surprising that the Gartciilauhe is left without credit in the
retranslations. It is surprising, however, that solid journals
like Hardwickc'x Science Gossip and the London Gardeners'
Chronicle, should have been so easily led into the consideration
of such myths as " Cantharis viniaria," " Doryphora decem-
punctata," &a. Some of the articles in the English periodicals
on this " new enemy of the Potato " close with the advice
that " in the importation of seed of American Potatoes, which
is now carried on to a very large extent, the utmost caution
should be exercised to prevent the introduction of the beetle
to this country."
That there will be danger of the insect finding its way to

Europe when once it reaches the Atlantic seaboard, no one
can doubt ; for the impregnated females will live for weeks
and ecen months without food, especially in the spring and
autumn, when they also take most readily to wing. Such
females, alighting on outward-bound vessels, may easily bo
given free passage to European ports, and as they will be apt
to land without passports, it would be well for the authorities

to look out for and prevent such unwelcome incursions. I do
not think that there is danger of the insect being carried across
the ocean in any other way, for Potato plants on which the
eggs or larvae might be carried are not articles of commercial
exchange, and seed Potatoes do not, as a rule, harbour the
beetles. Let our European friends profit by our sad experience
with this insect, and, taking time by the forelock, endeavour
to prevent its introduction into their Potato fields. This end
will best be accomplished through the agricultural and horti-
cultural societies, which should make provision for the dis-

semination of correct information concerning the pest. A
small card, giving a coloured figure of the beetle, or of all

stages of the insect, setting forth the disasters which would
foUow its introduction, and appealing to the reader to assist

in preventing such a calamity, would do good service if posted
in the cabins of vessels plying between the two countries, in

the warehouses and seed-stores of seaport towns, and in the
meeting rooms of agricultural societies. Some such simple
means of familiarising the public with a possible enemy
should be adopted in a country Uke Ireland, which will per-
haps be the first to receive the pest and would suffer most
from it.

In Prussia the Government has adopted a system of agri-

cultural teaching which other countries might well pattern by.

Travelling teachers (Wanderlelizer) are appointed, one to each
district (AVcis), of twenty or thirty square miles, whose duty it

is to call the farmers together in their meeting-houses, lay

before them recent important facts in agronomy, institute ex-

periments and implement trials, &c. With such a system
the agricultural community can easily be made aware of

possible danger, and a large bottleful of our ten-striped

Potato beetles, which a St. Louis friend of mine took over

there a year ago, did good service, in that the beetles were dis-

tributed, as exhibition specimens, to some of these traveUing

teachers.

[The Editor of the New York Tribune has obliged ns by
sending the above.

—

Eds.]

FRUIT PROSPECTS AND CULTURE IN
LINCOLNSHIRE.

The notes on the severe weather in March, and its effect on
the fruit blossom in different parts of the country, which have
appeared in the Journal could not fail to prove interesting.

In success or failure, and especially the latter, each likes to

know how his brethren fare. It is well that this intercom-
munion should pervade the great body of gardeners and
garden lovers, and well that it should be fostered by such a

genial medium as the readers of these columns acknowledge
and rejoice in. It is akin to bearing each other's burdens. One's

joy is robbed of half its pleasure if shut up in mere indivi-

duality—if it cannot expand and lighten another's heart; and
one's obstacles fall with crushing force if borne alone, with
no spark of fraternal sympathy.

I have lately been unwell and unable to write, but have read
with interest and a large measure of satisfaction that my
friends of the garden have escaped eo generally well the

wintry ordeal when the second week in March jeopardised the

objects of their care. With a sudden visitation of 15° to 20°

of frost just at the time the fruit blossoms had cast their

winter covering, it was, I was going to say, a " dark look-out."

This, however, woiild be a misnomer, for never did the face of

nature look more pure, and chaste, and silvery, when every

twig, and spray, and bud was draped and bent down with such

a robe of ice as the eastern counties presented at that time.

It looked as if the fruit crop was shrouded in its winding-

sheet even in its very infancy—as it were in embryo. Yet

what looked like death a month ago now betokens life, health,

and prosperity, and the fruit prospects at the present momen
are hopeful and bright. Should no more severe frosts overtake

us, the fruit crop may be expected to rank amongst the best

of past years. Old trees and young are ahke promising, and
why ' The old were granted a new lease of life by the searching

root-refreshing wet of the summer of 1872, and the young were
made fruitful by the extraordinarily dry autumn and winter of

1873-1. Previous to the wet summer named many an old

scraggy tree looked like a mere cumberer of the ground, but

the deluge of water reached the roots deep down in the dry

subsoil, and gave renewed life and health. Seldom have forest

trees been robed in a richer hue of health than during the past

summer, fed as they were by the replenished larders and collars
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of the preceding year. Old fruit trees alike rejoiced in the

generous fare and put forth fresh growth, which the subsequent

dry autumn matured into blossom, which will immediately
lighten up the earth with floral beauty.

The frost, which at one time threatened destruction, has not,

after all, done material or substantial injury. Apples were back-
ward—hence safe; of them there was no fear. Small fruits, by
the same cause, gave no concern. Pears being more forward were
a cause of extreme anxiety, but not one spur of bloom in twenty
is kUled. Plums, Cherries, and Peaches were not sufficiently

advanced to endanger the crop, which promises to be good.

The one crop which bore the brunt of the frost was the pre-

cocious Apricots. These were regarded as " done for," yet in

most cases there is a sufficient residue to form a fair crop. It

is a question if in many places the frost has not done more
good than harm to the Apricot trees—that is, so far as the

current crop of fruit is concerned. Most trees were packed
with blossom to a degree that it was not possible for it to

expand, and under these circumstances a good "set" can
never be relied on. The frost thinned the blossom, and
almost every bloom thus left is leaving a fruit behind it.

Fruit blossom, and especially Apricot blossom, when preter-

naturally dense is apt to fall in a shoal after three consecutive
bright days ; whereas if a tithe had been removed, by its tenfold

vigour it would have withstood the exhaustive strain which it

would otherwise have had to bear. And even when set, or in

the last stage of setting, the young fruit will frequently shrivel

from a hot sun and the dry atmosphere of a southern brick wall

extracting the juices of the tree faster than the roots—at that

juncture comparatively inactive—can supply the loss. A gentle
syringing of the trees under these circumstances often will and
has made all the difference between a full crop of fruit and a
scanty one.

Strawberries can hardly be spoken of with anything much
beyond a guess. They are late. I shall not be surprised if

the trusses show weakly ; they often do under a dry air and a
long term of sunny days. As soon as the blooms show, a
good soaking of liquid manure would be of great benefit, espe-
cially to old plants, and if it could be made o" or 10" warmer
than the soil this would increase its usefulness and pay good
interest for any little extra trouble on that point. This
should be given before the blooms expand, and as soon as ever
the trusses can be clearly seen pushing out of the crowns.
From the best judgment I can form I am almost certain I shall

see a weakly blossoming, and rain or no rain I shall treat those
under my care with a dose of Uquid in full confidence of seeing
after-benefit. Much injury is frequently done to many things
by using stinging cold water from a well or spring just at

the time when the chief requisite is an increased root-

temperature.
The promise of 1874 is attributable to the wet year of 1872

pushing old trees into a better growth than usual, giving them
more power to form fruit buds, and the dry autumn and winter
of 1873-4 maturing the wood and keeping the buds in a resting
state until a comparatively late period in the spring. This latter

condition has been very noticeable and a matter of surprise to

many. When we saw Roses, Daisies, and other things forget-

ting their season and blooming at Christmas, it made one
tremble lest the fruit blossom should awaken into life a month
before its time and be destroyed by the frosts of spring. But
while the winter has been one of the mUdest on record—the
general mean temperature for the five months, November to

March, being 40°, the mean night minimum during the whole
of this period exceeding ,34°—the fruit buds kindly continued
their slumbers for a longer time than usual. This sap rest, in
spite of an abnormally high winter temperature, is due to an
absence of wet. That deciduous trees and shrubs will rest

under a high temperature, providing it is dry, most gardeners
will have noticed in the matter of Vines, Eoses, &c. ; but intro-
duce a moist atmosphere, and imitate rain with the syringe, and
the sap is at once excited into action. We have had scarcely
any rain this winter, and the sap was still, in consequence, to
a later period in spring than is ordinarily the case under a
lower temperature. Referring to the rain register I find that
the five months named have this winter not averaged quite an
inch per mouth, the gross amount being only 4 94 inches. In
the same period last winter 11-72 inches were registered on
the same spot—a monthly average of 2-34 inches. With the
exception of an apology for a shower we have had no rain for
twenty days, and only 0-8C inch for forty days. Many a " king's
ransom "— if a peck of dust in March is worth one—has been
distributed over hedge and field, and a finer spring seed-time

has never been known. To-day (April 8th) a nice shower has
fallen and more is coming. It is especially welcome to the farmer
and gardener alike.— J. Weight.

THE HISTORY OP THE EOSE.—No. 3.

AccoKDixG to Nicander, in his "Georgics," beautiful Roses
grew at a place called Themis, or Thetis ; and at Olenum, a
city of Aehaia, not far from Patrie, now called Patras. Next
to these places, Megara, Nisjea, Phasolis, and Tenedos were
celebrated for their Roses ; but the finest grew at Magnesia ad
Mfcandrum, a city of Lydia, now called by the Turks Gysel
Hisar, or the Beautiful Castle. One of the speakers in " Athe-
nffius " is made to say that what is related by ^lithlius Samius
in his work upon the singular occurrences which take place at

Samos—namely, that in that island Figs, Grapes, Apples, and
Roses are produced twice a-year, appears neither improbable
nor untrue. Cyrene, also, according to Pliny, was celebrated

for its Eoses ; and, according to Herodotus and Martial, Egypt
was also renowned for these flowers. Herodotus says that in

the gardens of Midas Roses grew spontaneously, and that some
had sixty flower-leaves, and were more fragrant than the rest.

According to the Calendar of Natural Occurrences in Greece,
the Rose blossomed in March ; the Rosa graica, or Lychnis
coronaria, in May. In the Roman Calendar we find early

Roses were in blossom in April, and that in May they were
generally in flower. In Egypt, according to Theophrastus,
the Rose blossomed two months before it appeared in Italy,

and continued in flower for almost as long a time in the former
country after it had ceased blowing in Italy. In the latter

country it succeeded the blossoming of the Violet and the Lily.

Among the ancients the Rose was employed as a medicinal
remedy ; at their festivals and sacred ceremonies ; and as an
article of luxury at their banquets. Of the medicinal uses of

the Rose frequent mention is made by Oribasius, Actuarius,

Marcellus, Myriscus, Celsus, Ac, together with many ancient
writers on pharmacy. The accounts afforded by these writers

are not sufficiently interesting to claim particular notice.

In alluding to the more general uses of the Rose among the

Greeks and Romans, the employment of flowers generally

must in some degree be referred to ; but the Rose was un-
questionably the most esteemed of all flowers.

By the Greeks and Romans flowers were frequently em-
ployed. It was usual for them to adorn the temples, altars,

and statues of their gods with them. (See Euripides: Hippo-
lytiis, Troadea, Helena, &c.) Wreaths of flowers were also

worn by those who were present at, or assisted in, the cele-

bration of sacred rites (Eurip. Iphiijenia in Aulide). They
were also offered to those divinities to whom they were con-

sidered most grateful. It was a Grecian custom, according to

Athenaius, to decorate the doorposts of houses where a maiden
about to become a bride resided. The dead were crowned
with flowers. It is still a custom in the Levant to strew

flowers on the bodies of the dead, and in the hands of young
persons to place a nosegay. Sophocles has represented Electra

and Orestes as repairing to their father's tomb to deck it with
garlands and honour it -with libations. The relatives of the

deceased wore garlands of Roses during the days of mourning,
as emblematical of the shortness of life, which passes as quickly

away as the beauty of those Roses would which formed the

mourner's crown. The tombs of the dead were decorated with
Roses, under the idea that they possessed the power of pro-

tecting the remains of the deceased, and were peculiarly ac-

ceptable as an offering to their manes. Other flowers besides

the Rose were selected as having a special fitness for these pur-

poses. The Greeks also used the Amaranthus, which is com-
monly regarded as the flower now known by the name of
" Everlasting." Parsley and Myrtle were also funereal plants.

But the Rose has been for ages the favourite flower for funereal

and all other purposes.
Among the Romans all flowers of a purple or white colour

were regarded as grateful to the dead. They were so fond of

the Rose, that we find inscriptions which refer to legacies left

in their wills for the express purpose of providing Roses, -with

which their tombs were annually to be decorated.

.... Donavit sub bac conditione,

Ut qnotannls Rosas ad moDomentum ejus deferant.

(He bequeathed it on this condition, that annually Rosea
should be brought to his tomb.)

(See Le Anlicluta d'Aquileja,(iia,ndozrLemao Bertoli : Venezia,
1739 : p. xix. ccxxxvii., &c.)
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Boses were also strewed on the tables at their convivial
sntertainments, and on the floors of the rooms in which they
feasted. Pacatius says:—" DeUcati ilU et fluentee parum se

lautos putabant, nisi luxuria vertisset annum, nisi lujberna
poculis Roxce iunatasseut." (" The soft and luxurious thought
themselves not sufEciently refined unless their extravagance
changed the course of the seasons, unless winter Eoses floated

in their caps.") Suetonius relates of Nero, that he spent up-
wards of £30,000 at one supper in the purchase of Roses.
This custom is supposed to have been introduced during the
time of Horace ; an opinion which has been formed from one
of his odes (Ub. i. od. xxxviii.), thus translated by Francis :

—

" I tell thee, boy, that I detest
The grandeur of a Persian feast

;

Nor for lue the Linden's rind
Shall the flowery chaplet bind

:

Then search not where the curious Rose
Beyond his season loiterinij Krows."

Cleopatra is said to have expended a talent in the purchase
of Eoses for one banquet, on which occasion the floor of the
apartment was covered with Eoses to the depth of a cubit, or

IJ foot.

—

(Athenaus, Deipnosoph. lib. iv., cap. ii.)

The chief use of the Eose at feasts was to form crowns and
garlands, which were placed upon the heads and round the
necks of the guests. The garlands were generally provided by
the master of the house. Those who attended on the guests
were also crowned, and even the drinking-bowls were wreathed
with flowers. Owing to this use of the Eose, we learn from
Anacreon that a crown composed of them was regarded as an
invitation to festivity ; they were also considered as preventives
of drunkenness ; though certainly, in some instances, the
flowery wreath seems to have been a well-understood mark of

inebriation.

" Capiam mlM coronam in caput, assimulabo me esse ebrinm."
Plautus, Amphitryon, act iii., sc. 4.

" I will place a chaplet on my head, and pretend to be drnnli."

Rich unguents and oils were also prepared from the Bose
{see Homer, II. xxiii., 18G), which were used on the same oc-

casions as the Eose flower itself.

Many are the customs and superstitions connected with the
Bose in our rural districts. On midsummer eve many a maiden
gathers a Moss Rose.

" She bids it for her lover's Bake
Await the new-year's frolic wake

—

When faded, in its alter'd hue
She reads— ' Then Robin is untme.'
But if it keeps its crimson paint
Eer sick'ning hopes no longer faint."

Newton, in his " Herball to the Bible," 1587, pp. 223-4,

says:—" I will heere adde a common country custome that is

•vised to be done with the Eose. When pleasaunt and merry
companions doe friendly meete together to make goode cheere,

as Boone as their feast or banket is ended, they give faithfuU
promise mutually one to another, that whatsoever hath been
merrily spoken by any in that assembly should be wrapped up
in silence, and not to be carried out of the doores. For the
assTirance and performance whereof, the tearme which they
use is, that all things there saide must be taken as spoken
under the Eose. Whereupon they use in their parlours and
dining roomes to hang Eoses over their tables, to put the
companie in memorie of seeresie, and not rashly or indiscreetly

to clatter and blab out what they heare. Likewise, if they
chaunce to shew any tricks of wanton, unshamefast, immodest,
or irreverent behaviour either by word or deed, they protesting
that all was spoken under the Eose, do give a strait charge
and pass a covenant of silence and secrecy with the hearers,

that the same shall not be blowne abroad, nor tailed in the
streetes among any others."
There are many other less remarkable uses of the Eose,

which it would be necessary to mention in order to render the
above by any means a complete account of this flower ; their

importance, however, does not warrant their insertion here.

To the philosophic botanist the above account of the Rose will

not, it is believed, be attractive ; to the horticulturist it may
present many pleasing features ; to the classic reader it will

recall customs most intimately blended with the beauties of

Grecian and Eoman poetry. The feeling, too, which dictated

some of the most striking and touching uses of the Eose
especially, and of flowers in general, is universal and natural
to nearly all nations. The decoration of the tombs of the dead
with flowers was an inexpressibly beautiful custom ; and,
though strenuously denounced by the early Christians as sa-

vouring of idolatry, the hearts of men soon wandered back to

so simple, so elegant, so natural a mode of testifying affection.

This is a custom which has been well said to be " of the heart,
and to speak to it, and has therefore maintained its ground in
every age and region, unaffected by the constant changes in
customs merely arbitrary and conventional."

NOTES ON VILLA, and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Nothing can be more brilliant than a large bed of Gladiolus

psittacinus; in fact Gladiolus floribundus, blaudus, cardinalis,
Victoria, and the whole of the genus are beautiful. No time
should be lost in procuring and sowing the seed, which would
have been best sown last month. A few more plants requiring
similar treatment are Tigridia pavonia and conchiflora, and
Auomatbeca cruenta. The former two make showy groups
throughout the season ; and the Anomatheca,if four or five bulbs
are plauted in a pot, and plunged in a bed when in bloom, is a
gem for the flower garden in May. The Tigridias may be treated
like Gladioli, but the Auomatbeca wiU be pricked-out 2 inches
apart in seed pans in hght rich soil, and sheltered in a frame
until well established.
Treatment ofPlants Intendedfor Bedding-out.—At this season

of the year there is a danger which the amateur should guard
against, because it is one which gardeners themselves are apt to

make, and if fallen into will be productive of much loss and dis-

appoiutmeut ; I mean the premature committing to the flower
beds the more tender plants which have been carefully preserved
during the winter, and on which the beauty of the summer
season is so dependant. During the months of April and May
the skies are often so propitious that we cannot but believe the
winter is quite departed. With warm nights and bright days
we banish every thought of frosts and bleak winds. All hands
are set to work to tiirn out our Pelargoniums et hoc genus omne,
and we flatter ourselves that we shall have a long and prosperous
summer. But we soon find that we have committed a mistake ;

north and east winds return, and night frosts reassert their iron

rule, and a few hours blast the labours of a whole winter. But
the important question arises. What is to be done with those
plants in pots which are intended for ornamenting the beds in

summer, but grow too rapidly for their present confined quarters ?

This matter must now receive the immediate and careful atten-

tion of the amateur, since many productions may become per-

manently stunted by being left too long in small pots. Now, it

should be remembered that vegetable growth may be retarded

without inflicting any injury on plants subjected to the treat-

ment. The pots should be removed from a sunny spot to the

shade of a north wall, where growth will continue stationary for

many weeks. They should be defended from much rain, and
receive protection enough to avert frost, and no more. By these

means the growth of roots will be checked, and there will be a

marked difference between plants so treated and those subjected

to warmth in a glazed frame. This retardation of growth will

be of service many ways, and will result in the production of

fine plants at a future period, but I mention it now only as a

means of preventing those plants being pot-bound and injured

on which so much of the beauty of the season is to depend.

If your stock of plants is small, and you have plenty of frame
room, you may repot as it becomes necessary, and thus turn out

the whole in a highly-developed state in the middle of May.
Many things will do well in this way, but generally greenhouse
treatment is not favourable to plants which are afteiTvards to be

turned into beds or borders. The tenderness they acquire by
being kept under glass, or even being covered-up at night, ex-

poses them to checks when planted in the open air. This would
not be the case if they were not turned out till the summer had
become established, but too much time would thus be consumed
in preparatory management. Another good plan is to cover over

at night with a flower pot any plants which you are disposed or

compelled to commit to their destined place. In all these

questions an enlightened judgment must guide you, the object

being to have your parterres gay with flowers for as long a time

as possible.

The proper time for striking the cuttings of Chrysanthemums
depends upon the object which the propagator has in view.

Nurserymen who want a good stock of a particular kind may
propagate almost at auy season, aud generally begin very early

in spring ; but for ordinary purposes from the middle of March
to the middle of April is quite soon enough, and the amateur
can now do so without any artificial heat, which is of great con-

sequence to those who have very limited gardeus. It matters

very little whether the cuttings are taken off with roots or

without them, as in the latter case they will form them in a

few days and soon begin to grow rapidly. The frame should be

kept very close, moist, and shaded until the cuttings have formed

roots for their support. When this takes place a little air may
be admitted, gradually, as the plants will bear it, but afterwards

thp plants may be fully exposed.

The shifting of the plants in the earlier part of the summer
should be particularly attended to ; if this is neglected no good

' after-management will save them from losing their leaves and
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looking badly in autumn and winter. As soon as they are fairly

started into growth the top of each should be uipped-out with
the tiuger aud thumb, which will cause several young shoots

to spring from the under part of the plant, aud thus form it into

a compact bush. This may be repeated two or three limes with
advautage in the earlier part of the season, and after the plant

is fairly formed should be discontinued.
The soil for their growth can scarcely be too rich ; about equal

parts of loam, dung, leaf mould, and sand make an excellent

compost. Manure water is also an excellent material, with which
they can be watered twice or thrice a-week during the growing
season.
There is one error in the cultivation of Chrysanthemums into

which the inexperienced amateur is apt to be led, and that is

neglecting or paying but little attention to his plants after the
flowering season is over. They are either allowed to remain in

a warm greenhouse aud forced into growth, or they are thrust
aside and neglected till late in the summer, when he recollects

that they are wanted for winter flowering.

Take care of your Hyacinths, Tulips, Ranunculuses, and
Anemones now, for they will be hastening into bloom.
Keep the walks rolled, and the grass walks and lawn nicely

mowed, and the borders free from weeds and rubbish.
Those who have no opportunity of procuring plants had better

sow in a warm situation a few seeds of Cauliflowers, Broccolis,
Brussels Sprouts, Large Green Savoy, and Vanack Cabbage. A
sowing of Turnips had better be got in on the first favourable
opportuuity. After a shower draw the earth to the stems of

Cabb.ige plants which were planted either in autumn or spring.
This will guard the stems from the sun and wind, which will dry
and harden them. Be careful to destroy slugs and snails, which
at this season are invited abroad by gentle showers.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
FRUIT AND KITCHEN GAKDEN.

The present is a very anxious time for growers of hardy fruits
;

one night of frost may blast our hopes for a whole season. In
gardens where the trees are small something may be done in the
shape of protecting the blossoms from frost by covering with
canvas. A framework made of some light material must be
constructed in order to keep the canvas from rubbing against the
blossoms, otherwise the material would do more harm than
good. Large trees, in the majority of cases, must take their
chance, but vei'y large trees ought not to find a place in the
kitchen garden. Bush and pyramid-trained trees, kept within
bounds by summer pruning, will be the most fruitful as well as
most profitable sort to cultivate. There are some gardens where
the large standard fruit trees entirely preclude the possibility of
good vegetables being grown underneath them, whereas the
more dwarf-trained trees, if judiciously planted, shelter the
crops but do not overshadow them. Wall trees must be at-
tended to on frosty nights. The protecting material should be let
down whenever there are signs of frost, aud roUed-up at G a.m.
if there was no frost on the previous night ; if there has been
a frost, between nine aud ten o'clock will be quite early enough.
The Plums on our wall seem to have set well. Pears and Cher-
ries are in full blossom.
Hoeing, earthing-up, and placing sticks to Peas ; digging

lightly over any ground that was dug or trenched during the
winter

; hoeing borders with the Dutch hoe, and also quarters
of Cauliflower plants. Walks are also being regravelled. The
surface is first broken-up, and where it has become dirty it is

removed. The clean gravel is then laid on the surface, trodden-
in, and a heavy roller passed over it two or three times. Thinned
the crops of Early Horn Carrot aud Lettuce under ground-vinery
lights. French Breakfast Badish, sown between the rows, has
been pulled out for use.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Vineries.—The Grapes are now colouring in the early houses,

which necessitates a drier atmosphere and a chink of air to be
left on at night; and whatever precautions may have been taken
to prevent it, our dreaded enemy red spider invariably puts in
an appearance. Painting the hot-water pipes with sulphur is
the ouly means that will destroy it, and the fumes must be
moderately strong to take effect. There is also some danger
from overdoing it, though not so much when the Grapes are
near the colouring period as when they are in an early stage of
their growth. The borders inside and outside, when the latter
are covered with shutters, receive a good soaking of water at
this time, and they seldom require any more until the Grapes
are thoroughly ripened. Many growers also abstain from syring-
ing or watering the paths and borders during the colouring; our
borders and paths are sprinkled twice daily in fine weather,
aud once in dull cloudy weather.
The late houses now claim a considerable share of attention in

tying and stopping the lateral growths. To the inexperienced
cultivator a few words of caution may be useful. In the early
stages of their growth the shoots on healthy Vines make rapid
progress, and are therefore extremely brittle, so that in bending

them down suddenly towards the wires many of them snap off,

either at the connection with the old wood or about the middle
of the growth. It will be seen from this that extreme caution
is necessary. The shoots must be brought down gradually, and
stopped two eyes beyond the bunch. Where houses are so far

advanced that the Vines are in flower, maintain a temperature
of 70", and in the case of shy-setting sorts, such as Eoyal Vine-
yard and Gros GuiUaume (although we have never had any
trouble with the latter), shake the bunches gently at 10 a.m. and
2 r,M. while they are in flower. A Vine trained on a rafter

18 or 20 feet long will require attention for eight or ten days.
In the case of Royal Vineyard a globule of moisture may be
observed on the stigma ; it is best to draw the hand over the
bunch to disperse the moisture, or use a soft brush. The above
will be an answer to " H. S. J.," who finds a difiiculty in setting
Barbarossa. This and Mrs. Pince's Muscat set at Loxford as
freely as Black Hamburgh, and the means used are as detailed
above.
Peach Souse.—The instructions given two weeks ago still

apply to this structure. No red spider will show itself on the
leaves if the house is thoroughly syringed twice a-day. The
aphis that infests the Peach is not so easily dislodged, but clings
firmly to the points of the growing shoots and stops their

growth ; the leaves also curl-up and further shelter them.
Fumigating the house with tobacco smoke is by far the best
method of destroying this pest. Brown scale never ought to be
allowed to increase ; hand-washing is the best way to get rid of

this. Remove the scale with a small label, and wash the place
with strong soft-soap water.

plant stove.
Stephanofis floribnnda and Hoya carnosa are studded with

clusters of half-opened flowers ; and though the greatest care had
been taken to destroy bug by hand-washing during the winter,
this troublesome parasite had established itself amongst the
flowers, and to remove them from their retreat is a work o£'

extreme difficulty. Indeed, where the trusses are much infested

the best way is to cut them bodily off, aud convey them at once
to the stokehole fire.

Hot/a bella and H. Paxioni are also very desirable stove
plants to cultivate. Hoya bella is the best of the species, and
has been long an esteemed plant in our stoves. It will, if well
cared for, continue in flower for two months, and form a very
pretty decorative plant. The flowers are also, notwithstanding
their slightly glutinous character, very useful for working into
bouquets, for filling small vases, wreaths, and other purposes to

which the finer exotic flowers are applied. This species, as

indeed are all the Hoyas, is readily propagated from cuttings,

and is amongst the easiest cultivated of stove plants. Light
turfy loam, with a little sand and a few lumps of charcoal added
to it, is a good potting material. The plant does not make a
very large proportion of roots, and should not receive large

shifts ; indeed, it is better to propagate a few plants annually or
biennially, limit the size of the pots in which they are grown
to 6 or 8 inches in diameter, and throw the old plants away
when they become leggy.
Potted Caladlums. The markings on the foliage of some of the

newer varieties of these are very beautiful, and are generally

admired ; but to have them at their best they require liberal

treatment, to be placed near the glass, shaded from bright sun,
and after the foliage is pretty well developed, to have rather

more air than would be suitable for many other stove plants.

About one-fifth part of rotted manure should be added to the
turfy loam used in potting. Some of the best varieties are
Chantinii, Chelsonii, E. G. Henderson, Argyrites, BeUeymei,
Max Kolb, and Brongniarti.
Repotted different species of Odontoglossum. O. crispum

(Alexandrfp) seems not to have any period of rest. The plants

make new roots at any season, and may be potted when they
require it ; but it is generally desirable to have a stated period,

for potting, in order to save time; and April is as suitable a
month as any. Many of the species require large supplies of

water, and are best grown in pots that would be thought small
for the size of the plant. Fill the pots rather more than half

full of drainage, and pot in a compost of equal parts of tough
fibrous peat, sphagnum moss, and potsherds. Encourage sphag-
num to grow on the surface of the pots. The beautiful Mas-
devallia Harryana is now throwing-up its flowers, which are

liable to be attacked by green fly ; these ought either to be re-

moved with a small brush or a sponge dipped in water. Fumi-
gating with tobacco smoke is injurious to many Orchids.

The temperature of the stove should now be maintained at
65" or 70" at night, with a rise of from 5° to 10° by day ; shade
from bright sunshine, but do not allow the shading to be down
if the day becomes cloudy. The cool Orchid house should have
similar treatment, with a night temperature of from 50^ to 55'^.

—J. Douglas.

TKADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
John Harrison, Darlington.

—

Descriptive Catalogue o f Nets
Hoses, Hollyhocks, Dahlias, <£c.
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Miller & Sievens, 27, Post Street, San Francisco, California.—

•

Catalogue of Californian and Foreign Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants.

PROVINCIAL HOETICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
APRIL.

Royal norticnltural of Ireland .

.

16
CambridgeHhire 2S
Manchester Horticultural 28
Nottingham Horticoltoral 29
Fermoy 30

MAY.
Eoyal Oxfordshire 6
Gloucester aud Cheltenham 7

Glasgow 8 and 9
Bath 13
Royal Jersey 13
Royal Horticultural of Ireland .. 21
Cambridgeshire 21
Manchester 22 to 29
Southampton 25
Devon and Exeter 29

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*^* It is particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privately to either of the Editors of this Journal.

All correspondence should be directed either to " The
Editors," or to " The Publisher." Great delay often arises

when this rule is departed from.
"Wo also request that no one will write privately to any of our

correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.
Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only.

Books (F. RoiMa).—There is no book on shrub-culture alone. " The
Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary " includes them.

Flower Stand (IF. E. M.I.—If you send your full address and enclose
four postage stampa we will obtain a copy of the number.

Green's Wrought-ihon Boiler.—Moeers. E. G. Henderson claim, and
are entitled to claim, the insertion of the following, but we cannot insert

more on the subject:—"In answer to ' N. B.,' at p. 203, there is cast iron
and wrought iron where its peculiar quality is most wanted. The front of

tliis boiler is of cast iron to avoid scaling or wearing away rapidly. We have
for our own experiment three of this boiler, each being set differently, and
each working etliciently. The first is without enclosure ; the second is in a
recess under cover half exposed; the third, of a smaller size, is fully exposed,
thus conserving the whole of the radiated heat. To those who have no
opportunity of seeing the working uf this boiler the following additional

features may give a tolerable estimate of its construction:—In dispensing
with all outer brickwork it stands upon a separate cast-iron foundation con-
taining the fire-bars. In one stokehole we have had three upright tubulara
in succession, and with these we have had to dig out, and pull down, and
rebuild brickwork by reason of being cracked or burnt out of sockets. Cast-

iron apparatus are liable to fracture, which is not the case with wrought- iron
ones, the latter affording timely indications of wear necessary for required
repair, thereby averting sudden contingencies and after-loss. In reply to

'N. B.'s' inquiry respecting the removal of the two wrought-iron boilers of

three jtais ago, we again remark that thoy were perfectly distinct from the
present one in one very important feature—the absence of water-plates, and
were solely removed without fracture, strain, or injury, to be replaced by the
present improved patent one. As to its durability, like all other apparatus of

new construction, it can only be tested by time."

AziLEAB {C. H.).—It is usual for them to emit leaves before blooming.

Aerial Boots on Vines [T. Lucas).—This is caused by an over-moist at-

EQo.'iphere. It is immaterial whether you cut them off or allow them to re-

main. They do not injure the Vines.

Planting a Flower Bed (J. Aloytiuin.).—A square-shaped flower bed that
is 9 feet in diameter, and surrounded by dark-coloured paths, would look well

with a central clump surrounded by circular bands as you propose. Take
Centaurea gymnocarpa for a centre, and follow with two rows of purple Beet,
then two rows of Lobelia speciosa, filling the corners with Golden Pyrethrum
and continuing it as an edging all round ; or, as you have some Cerastium,
yon might impart additional variety and brightness by introducing it for an
edging, filling the comers with Lobelia, and putting a broad band of Golden
Pyrethrum next the Beet.

Smoke from Burning Weeds [A Young Gard^-ner).—The occasional
burning will not be injurious to the plants in your greenhouse. To prevent
the smoke entering in excess, close the greenhouse ventilators during the
fcurning.

Raphiolkpis ovata {J. B).—The description accords well with that of this

plant, which is a fine evergreen shrub, having purple berries in autumn. As
for as we have experience, it only succeeds in sheltered positions, and requires
a peaty or vegetable soil. Ceanotbus dentatus would only succeed in a warm
sheltered position, doing beat against a wall with a south aspect.

Propagatino Bbddino Plants [A. £.).—The bent method of securing a
stock of bedding plants is to obtain a few good plants of the desired kinds
now, and at the end of May plant them out in good rich soil, and keep them
well supplied with water to encourage free growth. They will by the second or
third week of August give you a number of cuttings, which should he inserted
iu pots or pans, placed in a close cold frame, shaded, and well hardencd-ofi
before winter. Wintered in a greenhouse they will afford a number of cut-

tings from February to April. These should be struck in a mild sweet hotbed.

Forcing Pit and GREENnonsE (/dcm).—V/e should only be deceiving you
weie we to hold out any hope of yonr forcing Roses and similar plants, and
uwicg the forcing pit at the same time forCuoumbers, and in summer growing
these along with Melons. Cucumbers and Melons do not succeed well to-

gether, the latter requiring at times a drier atmosphere than is suitable for

Cucumbers, stove plants, and Ferns. In the greenhouse you will do better,

only the bedding plants must not be allowed to crowd the Camellias, Azaleas,
and hardwooded plants. To answer all your questions would fill a number of

the Journal. "Keane's In-door Gardening" givea full instructions for the

year on all the subjects on which you wish for information. It may be had
by post from our office for Is. l^d.

Pelargonium Leaves* Yellow f^Iwa).—We think the leaves turn yellow
in consequence of the syringing, which ought not at this time of year to be
practised. We presume the plants have a plentiful supply of air before the
sun shines powerfully on the leaves, and that they are not exposed to the
sun's rays whilst wet from the condensation of moisture during the night.
To obnate the injury that often results from this, a little air should be left

on at night, increasing the amount early in the morning. We need not
remind you that the plants should be kept free of insects.

Tving Vine Shoots {Idem).—The shoots should be tied to the under
side of the wire as soon as it can he done without breaking them, stopping
them at the joint beyond the bunch, or, if they do not show fruit, at the sixth
leaf. The laterals arc the shoots that proceed from the growth of this year ;

we should take them off from all the joints except the lowest two and the
uppermost one, stopping thtise at the first leaf, and to one leaf at every fresh
growth throughout the season. They will not require tying.

Laurels, &c. {J. H. B. H.).—You are mistaken. In the "Cottage Gar-
deners' Dictionary " the Bay Tree is Laurua nobilis. Common names are
not guides. The Cape Gooseberry is not a Ribes. The Laurustinus begins
flowering often at the end of summer.

Cow Cabbage Planting (J. P., of York).—You may now procure plants
of a nurseryman and plant them out 2 feet apart every way ; or, if you do not
require them until late in autumn, you may now sow the Oiheart in an open
situation, and when they have a pair of rough leaves prick out, and plant out
when large enough 20 inches apart. Or you may sow this variety at once
in drills prepared as for Swedes, hoeuig and thinning the same as for that
crop. The crop will be in daring September. Plants from an August sowing
are best for late summer use. The only after-treatment consists in keeping
clear of weeds and carthing-up when the plants are beginning to cover the
ground. This latter is not, however, essential, only it keeps them from being
BO much loosened by winds. Three pounds of seed are required for one acre.

Beetroot (/'/'/«).—The ground should bo well pulverised, drilled, and
manured as for Swedes; the seed put-in either by drill or dibble; and the
plants hoed and thinned to a foot or 15 inches apart. The seed should be
sown early in May. Six to eight pounds are required for an acre.

Ants Destroying Wall Fruit (S. W.).—Within our experience we have
not noticed them take the young fruit of Plums and Peaches. Sprinkle guano
at the foot of the wall occasionally, and syringe the trees on a mild and calm
evening with quassia water, made by boilmg a pound of quassia chips in four
gallons of soft water for ten minutes, and dissolving in it whilst hot 1 lb. of

soft soap. When cooled to UU- strain, and apply to the trees, wetting every
part.

Ln.Y OF THE Valley not Flowering (Lily).—You cannot do any more
than yon propose—namely, to water them with guano water at the rate of

1 oz. to the gallon, but it need only be given in dry weather. It would not
improve the flowering for this year except in the size of the flowers, but would
assist in perfecting the crowns for another year. The Roses we should not
water until they are in good foliage, and then in dry weather with guano
water.

Ten-week Stock Culture {R. F. B.).—The plants you have in pots, with
four leaves, and very thick, ought to be pricked-out in boxes about an inch

apart, not putting them in deeper than the seed leaves, and shading for a few
days until establiohcJ. If left in the pots as they are, it is likely that the

majority of them will die-off at the neck. Harden well off, and plant out after

the middle of May.

Cucumbers Stopping {B. jP.).—Take the leaders np to within a foot of the
height of trelUs, and then stop them. The side shoots should be stopped one
joint beyond the fruit.

Repotting Hoya carnosa, Azaleas, and Camellias (F. P. A. C).—
Although the Hoya is flowering, repot it, as it will be making fresh growths,

but do not remove more of the old soil than comes away freely from the roots.

The Azaleas and Camellias now out of flower should be at once repotted,

using for the former a compost of three parts sandy peat, with one part turfy

sandy loam aud a sixth part of silver sand. The sides of the baU should be
loosened with a pointed piece of wood. In potting the Camellias be careful

of the roots, not removing more of the ball than any loose soil that can be
taken away without breaking them. Employ a compost of equal parts of

turfy light luam and sandy peat, with a sixth part of silver saud. Good
drainage is needful for all, especially the Hoya.

Labour Required in Garden (F. J.).—For the glass you will require a
man and boy in addition to the gardener, one man for the kitchen garden,

and one for the lawn and flower garden, but a great deal must be allowed for

the extent of the flower garden, which you do not state. If no more is taken

up in beds and giavel than a fourth of the lawn, one hand will be sulhcient.

You will require, therefore, two under-gardeners, a labourer, and a boy, along

with a head working gardener. The diifference of a man rests entirely on the

order in which the whole is required to be kept. We have taken for granted

everything is to be kept neat aud the subjects well cultivated. If not par-

ticular as to neatness, a man less will do.

Ramps of Raised Beds {Bob).—Those in the London parks are formed

of cow dung, horse dung, and loam worked-up into a thick mortar, and
fashioned into the required shape with a trowel.

Heating a Greenhouse.—Seeing a letter in your Journal of April 2nd
from a Preston correspondent on heating a greenhouse with gas, I should ha

glad to communicate with him on the subject, by sending his name and
address to—E. L. 0., Sunny Bank Cottage, Over Danven.

Preserving Wood by Creosote {C. S.).—We sent your inquiry io a gentle-

man who has had experience in the process. He ropUes as follows:—"The
mode I adopt to preserve timber, and give it a brown colour is to place it in

a wooden trough with stones or some other contrivance to keep the wood
under the creosote. I then ladle the boiling creosote from a small iron boiler

on to the timber, where it remains until it in nearly cold. I then aUow the

creosote to run out of the trough into the bjiler, where it is again boiled. It

is ladled on again, and allowed to remain half an hour, when it is drawn off

again into the boiler. The wood is then taken out and bet upright; it is dry

in a few hours, aud fit for use the following; day. The last hothouse I con-

structed was 51) feet by 15 ; the expense of lat)our, creosote, and fuel was 10s."

Training Wire (A. D.).—It is quite immaterial whether you use copper or

galvanised iron wire inside your greenhouse, as there would be in your case

no difference in the price.

Stove rou Greenhouse (T. W. C.).—Apply to Messrs. Swan Nash, & Co.,

4, Newgate Street.
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Insects [Miss C. P. G.).—The iosect you have sent, found on a Beech tree,

ia the not uncommon red velvet mite {Trombidiura holosericeum), which

feeds on minute insects, probably in this case on the very small young white

Cocci which often abound on that tree.—I. O. W.
Names of Plakts (A. B. P.).—l, Sparmannia africana; 2, Not a Myosotis,

though often so called. It is Omphalodea verna. (P. ir.).—The " Plant of

Life" is Bryopbyllum calycinum. (W. H. B.).— If you knew Mesembryanthe-
mums, you would know that your specimen is quite iusufticient for deter-

mination. It may be M. albidum or M. acinaciforme ; 3, Pteris aquilina;

4, Apparently root leaves of Sisymbrium oflicinale. (J. P., H. M.).—Cannot
name without flowers. (AlJ'rcd).—There are no numbers attached to your six

very bad specimens. (M. A. W.).—Iris tuberosa.

POULTRY, BEE, AKD PIGEON OHEONICLE.

THE FOWLS FABMERS AND COTTAGERS
SHOULD BREED.

I SEE that the Great Yarmouth Poultry Association intend,

at their next Exhibition, to provide a class for farmers and
cottagers exclusively, to induce them to breed a good fowl for

two purposes—viz., laying and the table. The IJorking is, I

observe, mentioned, which I feel sure will be regretted by many
—first on account of its laying, and, secondly, the diiSculty ex-

perienced in rearing the chicks. I had tried them for many
years, and was at last so disgusted with them that I commenced
crossing by getting rid of the Dorking cook and substituting it

by a Dark Brahma. We made it a practice to change the male
bird every year, so as to avoid the error into which many fall

of breeding-in. Since the change has taken place (this is the
third season), eggs have been plentiful all the year round, and
the chickens have been numerous, and, what is better, they are

much hardier, and arrive at maturity for spring and early

summer use, when they command good remunerative prices,

much earlier than either of these pure breeds would do. They
are so like the Dorking breed that some would not be known
from that class of fowls except by the smaLLness of the comb.

It is not stated in the notice if the class will be confined to the
county or open to the kingdom, neither is any idea given as to

the age of the fowls. I think the latter ia a most essential

point; as some, although they may promise to be quite as good,
(yet there is nothing to guarantee that such will be the case),

naay through being considerably older, comparatively speaking,
carry the sway, when, in fact, they are inferior to their com-
panions, only that age has told in their favour. I consider their

age should be limited to four or five months for the lateness of

the season, fowls being required then much larger than earlier

in the year. The subject is one of the highest importance in

the poultry world, and should be thoroughly discussed.

—

Heney
J. GooDENOUGH, Ealing.

CROSSING BRAHMAS WITH HAMBURGHS.
There seema a prejudice against crossing sitters with non-

sitters which I do not share, and in defence of my opinion I
Bend you particulars of a cross-bred pullet which I think are
somewhat extraordinai-y.
Parent birds ; cock. Dark Brahma ; hen. Golden-spangled

Hamburgh. Hatched the third week in August, 187.3, began to
lay January 29th, 1874, and laid every day until February 22nd,
when she became broody and waa set upon nine eggs, chiefly
Brahmas and Houdans. She sat well and closely, but owing to
accidents only reared three chickens, which were hatched on
March 14th. She was cooped with them for ten days and then
left at large, and she began to lay again on April 11th, and has
laid again this day, the 12th. She has not deserted her chickens
(two Houdans and a Brahma), and only leaves them for a short
time each morning when she lays. AU the other pullets of the
same brood lay well, and one of them has reared a brood and
another is sitting. The pullet is in body and feathers a small-
made Brahma with clean Hamburgh legs. The sheila of her
eggs are dark in colour, and the yolks dark and rich. The
cockerels of the same brood were ready for killing about
January 24th, and were large birds of very good flavour.—

A

HiGB Feedeb.

FEEDING FOWLS AT SHOWS.
I observe in your issue of the 2nd inst. a letter, in reply to

mine in the above matter, from Mr. Humphreys, in which he
states I knew nothing about what I waa writing of.

I repeat that the feeding, at least of the Bantams, at the late
Northampton Show waa anything but judicioua, and from the
proof I have I am quite aa competent to form an opinion as Mr.
Humphreys. He states that the birds had not time to stuff
themselves with Indian corn and barley, yet almoat in the next
sentence he admits one of my birds was, as he puts it, " a Uttle
too full of food !" and if my bird had time to get " a little too
fuU of food," why not the rest ? Had it not been for Mr. Leem-
ing, who was in charge of my birds, and whose duty it was to

see to them, very likely the Committee would not have noticed
the bird, and therefore the great credit Mr. Humphreys
imagines is due to his Committee for the attention they paid
my birds, is entirely due to Mr. Leeming who had charge of them.

I would not like for a moment to doubt the efiiciency of the
Judges who officiated in forming an opinion as to overshowing
or overfeeding, but facts are facts, and I think it will be diflicult

to prove that it waa overshowing moat of the birda were Buffer-

ing from, aa really many of them had not been shown for a con-

siderable time.
I am well aware that to please everybody in feeding would be

exceedingly diflicult, and can sympathise with Mr. Humphreys,
from the little experience I have bad in regard to the way exhi-

bitors write to secretaries aa to the requirements of their birds;

yet, aa a rule. Bantams do not receive proper attention from com-
mittees of shows aa to feeding, and in this respect I did not wish
to convey the idea that my remarks were at all confined to North-
ampton. I know how often it ia the case that exhibitors after

penning their birda, and having given them the last " touch-up "

before the judges commence their duties, on coming back again
to give them another peep find to their horror the pen over-

supplied with Indian corn, and its occupant suffering intense

pain in one corner of the pen, with its crop blown out like a
Pouter Pigeon. I am sure Bantam exhibitors will bear me out,

therefore, that sufficient attention ia not paid them.—W.
FOEEESIEE AdDIE.

[We think nothing more need be written on this.

—

Eds.]

DOVER AND CINQUE PORTS POULTRY SHOW.
The thh'd annual Exhibition was held on the 8th and 9th inst.

at the Market Building, a place much better adapted for the
purpose than that in which the Show took place in the previous
year. The competition was confined to the county of Kent, and
we were very pleased, under the circumstances, to see so large

an entry, as showing the great interest that is manifested in

poultry in this locaUty.

The Coloured Durking class waa good. The first-prize pen
was grand, and in much better condition than we last noticed it.

The second and third-prize pens contained neat specimens, and
were properly placed. The Any variety Dorking class, with one
or two exceptions, waa not equal to the preceding. The first-

prize pen, a pair of Silvers, waa good; the aecond, a fine pair of

Cuckoos, in bad condition. The others were only of moderate
quality. The Spanish, claaa contained a few good birds ; the
firat-prize cock had a nice face, the white waa of good quality,

but we did not admire hia comb; the hen waa good. We liked

the third-prize pen better ; the cock here had a aplendid face

and a very neat comb well set upon the head, but he waa in

such bad condition that we quite agree with the Judge in not
placing him in a more prominent position. The Cochins were
unusually numerous, the first prize going to a pair of Whites in

beautiful condition, and leaving nothing to be desired from the

laundry; the second prize was awarded to some good Buffs; and
the third to a pen of very poor Blacks. With the exception of

the first two pens we could find nothing worthy of notice from
the Judge. The Dark Brahmas were well represented; the

first-prize pen was very superior, the cock being a good bird

with a mottled breast, and we were gratified the Judge did not
discard him in favour of some of the black-breasted birds,

which seem to be so much preferred at the present time ; his

partner was a grand pullet, well pencilled. The second-prize

cock was white in the tail, but otherwise good ; the hen very
fine. The third-prize birds we did not like ; the cock was mode-
rate, the pullet small, light in colour, and deficient in markings.

Two or three good hens were to be found in other pens, but
their companions were poor. The Light Brahma class was not

good. The first-prize cock was the beat ; he was good in colour,

but rather leggy; the hen we did not like. The Game classes

were excellent, the competition between some of the pens being

very close. A fine pen of Brown Reds came first, a pretty pen
of Blacka waa second, but from appearances we think we should

have placed the Brown Eeda ahown by Mr. Jeken in this poai-

tion. In the Game Any variety class an extraordinary pen of

Piles came first, and had the hen been in better condition we
bave little doubt they would have secured the oup ; the second

and third prizes went to Duckwings. The Uamburghsweie a

wretched collection ; in the Pencilled class the firat prize and
a cup were awarded to some Silvers, the cock in a very dirty

condition, very small, with a bad comb and very discoloured

in the earlobe ; he had only good sickles to recommend him

;

the hen was a moderate one. The second and third were Golds

;

they were not good, but we preferred them to the first. The
Spangled class waa a little better, and we ahould have liked to

have seen the cup given to the first-prize pen in this class. The
French claaa waa very fine, Mr. Dring's well-known pens of

Houdans and Creve-Cccurs being first and second, but in this

instance their positions were transposed, the Houdana beating

the Creve-Cojurs. The Any variety class contained no novelty,

as the winners were not of remarkable quality. In the Gams
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Bantam class Mr. Marsh secured all the prizes for Black Reds.
The cock in the first-prize pen was a very neat specimen, fine in
head, beantifnl in colour, with good sickles, and we think a
great mistake was made in not giving the cup to this pen, the
Brown Keds that obtained the cup being but of average merit.
In Bantams Any variety a good pen of Blacks was first, the rest
poor.

DucJcs were splendid. The winning Aylesburys were very
large and pure in colour. The Boueus were fioe ; but here the
best pen could have been made by placing the Duck in the first-

prize pen with the drake in the third.
The special class for Hoiidans bred in 1873, and open to sub-

scribers only, was a very interesting one. The first award
appeared to give general satiefaction, but opinions were very
divided as to the positions which the second and third-prize pens
should have held.
The Pigi'on entries were not so numerous as those of last year.

The competition in Carriers was confined to three entries ; Pou-
ters obtained only one, and Tumblers two ; they were not of
very grand pretensions. FantaUs were more fortunate : here we
had six entries, three of which were well deserving notice.
Dragoons were very inferior, the first prize pen, a pair of Blues,
being very white in the ramp. The Barb class contained a good
pair of Yellows, which were placed first. In the Homing Antwerp
class Mr. Marsh showed some strong-looking birds, which had
every appearance of being good workers.
The Show was well managed, and the Secretary and Committee

indefatigable in their endeavours to carry out the arrangements
satisfactorily for the comfort of the visitors.

DoEKiNGS.—Coloumi.—Cup, E. Cheesman, 'WestweU, Ashford. 2. E. Eice,
Sandwkh. 3. G. W. GrecDhill. Ashford. ]u\ a. W. OreenhiU ; W. S. Marsh,
Winkiond Oaks. Deal ; C. Ratcliffe, W'om^nswold. Canterbury, c, C. Ratcliffe

;

Mrs. Brabsey, Hastings. Any other variety.— '[, F. Cheetman, Ashford. 2, R.
Noble. Canterbury. S, C. Katcliffe. c, F. Cheesman ; J. Boulding, Petham.
Spanish.—1, W. Brown, Dover. 2, J. Francis, Hildenborongh. 3 and c, Mrs.

Brassey.
crcHiN-CBiNi.— Clip, R. S. S. 'WooiJgate, Pembury, TnnhridRe Wells. 2. C,

M btiekings, Wye ;;, Col. F. C. Hassard. Sheemess. vhc. Sir S. Lakenian,
BirchingloD. he, Fev. W. C. H. H. D'Aeth, Wateringbiiry; G. Dowker, Wing,
bam ; Miss CheBthyre, Barton Conrt. Canterbury; Mrs. Brassey ; F. E. Arter,
Earham;Col F. C. Hassard. c, ^ir S. Lakeman ; C.Kingsford, Buckiand; W.
White ; J. Body. Witteri-ham. Ashturd.
Beabmab.—/>«rA-—Cup and 8, W. Jacob. Shepherdswell. 2, F. Lake, Rod-

mersham. /if, J. Harvey, jun., Thanington : Sir S. Lakeman. c. F. Lake ; H.
Kennett, Canterbury ; J. Long. Bromley Common ; F. Cleaver, Sittingboarne.
Light.—i, Capt. W. Saville, Wve. 2 amis. G. Dnitker. he. Rev. F. T. Scott.
Shepherdswell: Capt. W. Saville; — Brassey; J. Long, c, Rev. F.T.Scott;
Lady Oxenden. Barhem ; F. Lake.
Game.— £/flfA: and Broirn-hreasted Red.—Cap, W. Foster. Deal. 2, G. Jeken,

Mai tin. Dover. .*<, J. A. Harms, Ashford. vhc, G. H. Fitz-Herbert, Sevenoaks.
?ii-,F. Waide. West Farley: J. Jeken, Eltham (2) ; C.J. Plumptre, Wingham.
c, T. L. Elliott, Ashford. Any other variety —\, W. Foster, Deal. 2 and 3, J.
Chittenden, Willesborough. tiftc, E. Rice. )ic, E. Eice; W. Foster, c, G. W.
Fitz-Herbert.
Hambobohs.—GdW and Silver pencilled—Cap, W. Foster. 2. C. J. PInmptre.

S, W. H. Birch. Gold and ailver-iiiangled.—l, C. Brown. 2, E. J. Rogers,
3, F. Cbeesmnn.
French.-Cup, 2, and 3. W. Dring. vhe. Rev. N. J. Vlielnnd.Stalisfleld ; T. G.

Ledger. Folkestone, he, W. Dring; H. Boissier, Penshurst. c, T. Marsh, Ton-
bridge Wells.
Any other Varietv.—I and 2, R. S. S. Woodgate. S. J. Long. he. S. Smith.
G*ME BASTATdn.—Black breasted lied.— I, i. Had S,'W.S. Marsh, /ic. Master

Sandford, Martin. Dover ; H. H. >^tiekings. Ashford. f, J. Austen. Any other
variety.—Cup and 2. J. Long. S, W. S. Marsh, vhc, Master Sandford. he, W.
C. Hanree, Canterbury, c. J. Crowburst.
Bantams.-^112/ other variety.—1, J. Ware, Jan., Faversham. 2. S. Smith. S,

Rev. F. T. hcott. tijtc. W. V. Lister. Walton, Eastrv. lie, R. P. Solly, Wedding-
ton, Ash; G. Ramsden, Asbarst, Tunbridge; R. S. Woodgate; G. P. Ladd,
Canterbury, c. Mrs. Brassey.
Vv^KS.-Aylesbttry.-l and2, — Jacob. 3, F. Lake, ft c. E. F. Arter, Barham ;

M. Sandford, Mar in, Dover. Rouen.—Cap, J. Harvev. jun. 2, S. Court, Whit-
field, Dover. 3, F. Cheesman. he, C. Ratcliffe. c'F. E. Arter; J. Austen,
Denton, Canterbury; Mrs. Brassey; J. W. Watson, Nonington. Any other
variety,—I, R. S. S. Woodgate.
TuRBEYs.- 1. F. Warde, West Farley. 2 and 8, C. J. Plumptre. he, Mrs.

Brassey. c. M. Sandford.
Selling Classfs.—Cocfc or Drnfrc.-l, J. Harvey, jnn. 2. W. Foster. 3, W.

S. Marsh. 4. W. Dring. he, J. Bletcher, Dover; C. Ratcliffe; C. Kingsford;
W. Jacob ; W. S. Marsh ; E Rice (2) : W. Foster, c, W. White, Canterbury ; G.
Dowker (2): R. Perroy. Beckley, Ashford; R. Cheesman; J. Body. Hens or
Z)ucI».-l.W. Dring. 2, F. Cheesman. S.W.Jacob. 4, W. C. H. H. D'Aeth.
he, W. Brown : VV. White : W. V. Lister. Walton. Eastrv. c, M. Sandford : A.
Gardner; E.Rice; R cheesman: C. Katcliffe; J. Bodv.
HocDANS.— 1. Mrs. Vallance, Sittingbourne. 2. 31. ^^andtord. 3, W. Driag.

he, W. Dring; R. B. Neame, Faversham. c, F. Lake ; W. Perkins,

PIGEONS.
CAEEtEHB.—1 and 2. M. Martin, Canterbury.
Pouters.— 1, M. Martin.
TuMBLPRs.— 1, M. Miirtin. 2, W. Forster, Deal.
Fantails.—1 and 2. G. Mills, Dover, he, M. Sandford ; M, Martin.
Dragoons.— 1, M. Martin. 2, M. Sandford.
Barbs.-1, M. Martin. 2, R. N. W. Stratford, Addington Park, Maidstone.
.Antwerps.-Homing/.—1, J. J. L. Cridland, Beckenham. 2, W. S. Marsh, lie,

E. Mills, Canterbury ; M. Sandf.ird.
Ant other Variety.— 1 and 2, M. Martin (Isabelles and Swallows). 3, T.

Homes, Lower Sydenham.
Selling Class —1, M. Martin (Dragoons). 2, T. Homes. 8, W. Foater

(Carriers), he, M. Martin ; Col. Hassard (Carriers) ; W. Foster (Carriers).

Judges.—Poultri/ : Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds, Pigeoiis :

Mr. F. Eaqnilant, Brixton.

LEEDS AND WEST RIDING PIGEON, RABBIT,
AND CAGE BIRD SHOW.

This was held in the Music Hall at Leeds on the 7th and
8th inst., and as regards entries was a great success. Owing to

some mistake as to date, the large haU which had ia the first

instance been engaged cotild not be had, and two of the sido
rooms were called into requisition. These being small, the
pens had to be placed three and four tiers high, and were still

somewhat cramped, but for the Umited space they were well
arranged—the Pigeons and Cage Birds in one room, and the
Rabbits and Cats in another. Cionsidering also that about three
gentlemen only had the affair in their hands, while we were
there the whole seemed to be well managed, and great anxiety
for the welfare of the specimens entrusted to their care was
displayed by the Managers.
The Cage. Birds were a fair entry, and the quality seemed

good, although, no doubt, many of the best specimens are now
drafted-off for stock purposes.

Pigeons were a grand display, the Pouters, which were single
birds of any sex, being a capital class. A smart long Blue cock
took the first prize and cup for the best of fotu' classes. Second
came a large good-limbed White cock, but the pens were too
small for the birds to play-off iu. In (jarriers. Black cocks won
both prizes, and the class was good, pen No. 2 only requiring the
manipulations of the expert to bring it to the front. The first

was a heavy bird, but somewhat short-necked ; the second long,
but not so well made-up. In Trumpeters foreigners were to the
front, and the class was very good, one bird of the old type also
coming-up well. Owls were a good and heavy class, containing
twenty-nine entries, mostly of good character ; the first going to
a perfect Silver-blue hen, and the second to as good a young
Blue cock, birds from the Sister Isle pressing hard upon the
winners. For Fantails the pens were too small, and some
birds were not in the best bloom; the winners were good but
somewhat large. Of Tumblers there were nineteen entries,
most of which were Almonds, although there were some very
good Agates. The prizes went to Almonds, which were almost
perfect in marking and good in head properties. Jacobins were
not numerous but very good, a Red cock of high order first, with
an excellent small hen second, the latter only losing in hood,
which scarcely came so far on the face. Turbitswere good; a.

perfect Blue cock was first, with a Yellow only a little coarse
second. Barbs were capital, the Dun cock to which the first

prize was awarded being very broad in skull; second. Red, much
younger but very promising. Many of the others also received
notice in the list. In Nuns the winners were the nearest ap-
proach to perfection ever yet produced, and free from trimming
in all respects. In Magpies a pretty little Red cock took first

and cup for these two classes, while an excellent Yellow was
second, and many others noticed. Archangels (nine entries),

were but moderate. Dragoons were fine in all respects, scarcely

one bad being shown ; the first was a Blue cock as nearly
fatiltless as possible, so was the second. One-half of the birds

were noticed, and the cup for the section awarded to the first-

named bird. Long-faced Antwerps had thirty-six entries, but
many were too spindly in beak, while those of the best merit as

Antwerps were somewhat shorter in head than is desirable. A
very handsome Blue-Chequer cock stood first, with a rather
dull-coloured but otherwise good Red-Chequer second. Short-
faces were, with the exception of abont eight birds, altogether

deficient in character of head and beak, but the two winning
birds, both Silver Duns, were perfect, and we were glad to see
one of the fathers of the fancy, Mr. John Crossland, to the front

here. In the Variety class a pair of exquisite Isabels were first,

Blondiuettes second. Ice Pigeons third, aud Florentine Runts
fourth. The Selling class contained some good cheap birds,

first being plain Ice; second. Black Barbs; third, Blue Owls;
and fourth. Black Owls.
A cup offered for the best Cat, was won by Mr. Horner's hand-

some Tortoiseshell, which is as perfectly marked and as sound
in colour as a high-class Almond Tumbler ; and the second was
a large long-woolled Yellow-and-white Angora ; third a White
Angora ; aud fourth a large Grey Tabby ; while several other

excellent Tortoiseshell and Tortoiseshell-and-white were highly-

commended ; but there was nothing of note iu the rest of the

classes.

Of Babbits there was a very good entry, but many of the pens
were so placed as to cause great difficulty iu the arbitration,

and the attendance was not all that could be desired, the statf

being too small to allow of much assistance for the Judges. In
Lops the first was a fine Tortoiseshell doe, which was shown in

nice condition, but the Rabbits in this class did not measure up
to what we have seen of late, four of the best being only 21 inches

by -Ji in ear. Of Himalayans there were twenty-seven entries,

but the exceptions were those with all the points of tolerable

colour, although many were very good in head but bad in feet,

while the first-prize animal was one as nearly perfect as we have
ever seen; all that were of any note were named in th©

prize list. The Silver-Greys numbered nineteen, but many of

the best were very deep in the moult, while the prize-winners

were really good iu all points, uniform in colour, the proper

shade, and beautifully silvered. No. 15 without doubt got

into its proper position. The specimens, we are glad to say,

show a tendency to a greater size than has generally been at-

tained. In the Other variety class were seventeen entries.
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eleven of which were named in the prize list, the first being

the best Dutch specimen that we have yet seen for colour,

marking, and size. The second was a very large long-woolled

Angora, scarcely so fine in wool as some of the pygmies alongside

of it. Some capital Belgian Harea were among those noticed.

The Selling class was very large, and many more prizes might

have been distributed. The first was a very good Sooty Fawn
bnck of great length of ear and capital in style ; the second a

Himalayan, quite equal to most of those in the class for the

variety ; the third a very good Belgian Hare.
^
Many of the

specimens were readily sold by auction, some being purchased

at very good prices.
CAGE BIRDS.

BKLOil!(.—re!loi».Bi(#. or rjckfrf-—I, .I-Moorhoase, Little Horton, Bradford.

8, T. M. Reid. Halifax, vhc, W. Shaokleton, Ilklejr. he, T. M. Reid. c, R.

Ushers, Ilkley. „ , , , ,
Norwich —Tellou; Buff, or Ticked.-l snd 2, E. Orme, Derby, he and r, J.

Bexaon, Derbv.
LiziBD.—GoW or Silverspanyted.—l and a, M. Watson, jan.. Darlington.

vhc, s. Buntinfi, Derbv. he. T. M. Reid. c. J. Stevens. Middlesbrough.
YoRKsniRE.— Cicar Yethtw —1 andc, W. Hulton, Baildon, Leed.^. 2, J. Myers,

Biiildon, Leeds, he. L. Belk, Dewsbury. Tielced nr Uneren-mnrked.-l, P.

Rawnsley, Bradford. 2, .T. Stevens, i'/ic- and c, L. Belk. /n-, T. M. Reid.

Miii.E.-Goirfrtnc/i.—1, W. Hatton. 2 and vhe, R. Hawman, Middlesbrough.

he, W. & C. Burniaton, Middlesbrough. Any other variety.— \, J. Stevens.

2, W. Hutton. Extra, V?. Yeoman, Leeds, he, R. Hawman.
Linnet.—1, J. Stevens. 2, K. Hawman. he, S. Bunting, c, W. Carriok,

Middleabroagh.
Any other VARiETt.—1 and e, L. Belk. 2, Harwell & Sons, Northampton.

S, J. Hall. WindhiU Wood, Shipley, vhc. Petty & Cuss. Ottstlegate, York, he,

W. & C. Burniaton.
Seli.ino CLA3S.—1, E. Orme. 2, J. Bexson. 3, W. Brownbridge, Leeds.

4 and e. Cleveland & Paley, Wigston, vhe, W. &. C. Bumiston.

PARROTS.
Grey.—1, W. Clag, Leeds. 2, G. Langthom, Leeds, he, Mrs. E. Thompson,

Leeds, e. Miss F. Seanor, Leeds.
Any OTHER Varietv.—I, S. Bunting. 2, W. Brewnbridge. Tfte, J. S. Harrison.

Spalding, he, W. B. Boden, Hartlepool, c, W. & C. Burniston.

PIGEONS.
Pouters.—Cod- or Hen.—Cup. W. Harvev. Sheffield. 2, W. Noltage, North-

ampton, he, A. Spencer, DrifBeld (2) ; J. P. Fawcett. Whitby ; T. Rule, Durham ;

E. Horner. Harewood, Leeds, c. Miss K. Dowa, Boston.
Carriers.— Cocfe or Hen.— I. E. Homer. 2, H. Yardley, Birmingham, vhe, J.

Pollard. Leeds, he, Miaa F. Seanor, Leeds ; J. Pollard ; G. E. North, Leeds

;

A. F. Umpleby, Boroughbridge. e, P. R. Spencer, Hereford.
Tbumpetebs.—Cocfc or Ben.— I, T. Rule. 2, W. Harvey, he, R. J. Smith,

Yarm : 11. A. Ayrtou, Saltburn ; J. Lederer, Bootle, Liverpool, c, R. J. Smith ;

H. Yardlev : C. Auton. York,
OivLS.—£n(7(iWi — 1 anil 2. W. Einna, Pndaev. vhe, W. G. Henry, Sandvmount,

Co. Dublin, he. Miaa F. Seanor ; Ward & Rhodes, Otley (2) ; A. F. Umpleby
;

J.Gardner, Preaton. e.G. W. Dutton, Cheater; A. A. Dodd8,Notth Shields ;L.
Croaslev. Halifax: H. G. Pool, Bradford.
Fastails.— Coci: or Hen.—l. E. Homer. 2, J. F. Loveraidge. Newark. I'ftc,

J. F. Loversilge ; T. Rule, he, J. Thompaon, Eingley. f . W. J. Warhurst.
TusiBLERS.—Cocfc or Hen.—l. J. Gardner. 2, T. Rule. vhe. W. Brydone,

Langton Manse. Dunae: E. Horner, he. H. Cookton, Middleahrongh ; H.
Yardley : W. Brydone ; C. Auton ; W. Harvey, c, 1. Pollard ; Miss K. Duws ; 0.
F. Fryer, Leeds.
Jacobins.—Cocte or Hen.—13. Thompson. 2. T. Rale, vhe, J. Thompson;

A. A. Vander Meerach, Tooting, he, J. Young, Bishop Auckland ; E. Homer.
ToRBiia. -Cocfc or Hen.—l, W. Croft, Killingball, Ripley. 2, H. G. Poole,

Bradford, he, J. Young ; J. Gardner ; J. Thompaon ; H. G. Poole, c, W. Croft

;

E. Horner.
Barbs.— Cocfc or Ben.—I, W. Harvey. 2, Miss F. Seanor. vhe, J. C. Boothby,

Stockport; W. Brydone. he. Miss F. Seanor; G. W. Dutton, Chester; H.
Yardley ; P. R. Spencer ; J. Thompson, c, J. P Fawcett ; E. Homer.
NONS.-Cocit or Beii—1, Miss F. Seanor. 2, Rev. A. G. Brooke, Shrawardine

Rectory, Shrewaburv. vhe, Miss F. Seanor. he, J. Yonng, Bishop Auckland :

Rev. A. G. Brooke ; W. Croft, c. Miss F. Seanor ; A. A. Vander Meerach ; W.
Croft.
Magpies.-Cocfc or Ben.—Cup. Miss F. Seanor. 2, M. Ord, Sedgefield. Dur-

ham, vhc. J. Pollard; E. Horner, he. Miss F. Seanor; F. W- Webb, Lower
Sydenham : E. Horner, c. Miss F. Seanor.
ARCHANiiELs.—Coct or Hf II.—1. H. Yardley. 2. Mias F. Seanor. he, H. W.

Webb ; E. Horner, e. H. W. Webb ; J. Thompson.
Dragoons.—Cocfc or Hct.—Cup andu/ir, W. Sefton. Blackburn. 2, J. Gardner.

J«, Ward& Rbodei; H. Yardley; A. A. Vander Meersch ; W. Sefton (2); W.
Harvey, e, H. 5'ardlev.
Antwerps.—Z/On'7-facfrf — Cocfc or Ben.—l and vhe, H. Jennings, AUerton,

Bradford. 2, W. Liind. he. Ward & Rhodes; W. J. Wilson, St. Clements.
Ipawieh : H. Webber, Leeds ; H. Jennings ; C. Prior, Hereford, e, G. Lister,
Harewood, Leeds
AfiTv.'EHPS.—Short-faeed.—Coek or Ben.—1 and e, J. Crossland, Wakefield.

2,J. Gardner, u/;,-, .1. Gardner; W.Binna. ftc, Mias F. Seanor ; M. Hackforth,
Preston: G. Crann, Leeds, c, J. Croesland.
Any other Variety.— 1 and 3, Miaa F. Seanor. 2, H. Yardley. i, W. Binns.

he W. H. Silvester, ShelBeld ; W. C. Dawaon, Otley. c, Miaa F. Seanor ; W. H.

SELLiNoCtASS.—l.MisaM. Tune, Cliffe. 2,W. Binna. S. H. Cookton. 4,W.
Brydone, vhe, J. Thompson : A. T. Wella. Ripon. he, W. G. Henry ; C. H.
Sharp. York: R Minnitt, Rochdale: E. Horner; W. C. Dawson, e, F. S.

Dnignan, Walsall ; P. R. Spencer ; A. Thewlis, Meltham ; J. T. Hineks, Humber*
atone (2); W. C. Dawson.

RABBITS.
Lop-eared.—Bucfc or Dot'.—1, J. Irving, Blackburn. 2, S. A. Garaide, Ormakirk.

•vhc. G. S Burton, Leeds, ftc, G. S.Barton; T. Myton, York (2); Miller and
Adams, Bradford.
Himalayan.— JSiiclt or Doe —1, H. White. Rochdale. 2, E. Robinson, Ketter-

ing, vhe, Cawood & Leggott. Thorne : J. Butterworlh, Rochdale ; C. G. Mason,
Rochdale, he, J. S. Burton; B. Newaorae. Holbeck : J. Haliaa, Huddersfield;
W. Owen, Kettering; J. S. Boyle, Blackburn, e, J. Butterworth.
Silver-Grey —Biicfc or Doe.—l, J. H. Brand, Barton-on-Humber. 2, Miss

Mortimer. Rudhall. Roas. vhc, B. W. Maaon. Hull ; A. Hudson. Hull. he. F. J.

Allpreaa. Canonbury Square. London ; J. Hallas ; G. P. & R. Hackett, Haver-
stock Hill. London; A. Hudson: J Eovle.
Any other Variety.— 1. B. W. Mason. 2, H. Swcetnam, Fulford, York, he,

T. Garner. Kingsthorpe, Northampton : S. Ball, Bradford ; J. Irving ; G. E.
Hutton; Mias K. Dowa; J. Boyle, c, T. W. Clemitson, Helham ; J. Hallas;
G. S. Burton.
Selling Cuss.—1, F. Sabbage, Northampton 2. W. Donkin, Driffield. 9,

Miaa K Dowa. 4, H Hancock. Northampton, r'lc. W. S. Crosaland. he,G.S.
Burton : G. P. & R. Hackett; F. Banka. Doughty Street, London ; F. Sabbage.
c, J. Armatrong. Leeds; J. Hallas; W. Hey, Rochdale; A. W, Whitehouse,
Northampton ; G. E. Hutton.

CATS.
Any Variety.—1, E. Horner. 2, E. E. M. Royds. Rochdale, vhe, F. J.

Goodall, Hanley ; Misg L. Wood, Harewood, Leeds, he, J. Gauki'oger, Leeds ;

J. Dyson, Tadcaster; J. Hunter, Leylanda, Leeds; E. Baxter, Dalston, London.
e, W. PuUan, Holbeck ; J. B. Batler, Leeds ; E. L,, Loeda ; S. Smith, Leeds (2)

;

J. H. Vevers, Leeds; J. Hardcaatle, Leeds; F. Turner, Kettering; Miss L.
Wood; G. F. Dawson.
Heaviest —1, Miaa M. Tune. 2, J. Dyson.
Kitten.—1, M. Shaw. Leeds.

Judges.—Pigeons, Babbits, and Cats : Mr. E. Hutton, Pudfley

;

Cage Birds : Mr. Calvert, York.

COMING BABBIT SHOWS.
May will soon be here, bringing with it some more Rabbit

shows. The first of these, Haslingdeu, to take place on the 6th,

promises to be a good one, if seven classes and liberal prizes have
anything to do with it. The classes are well divided amongst
the principal varieties. Entries close on April 23rd. The ninth

Epworth Show follows on the 8th. It gives only two classes,

one for Lops the other for Any other breed, and two prizes in

each class. The entries close on April 25th. The Wharfedale
Agricultural Society will hold its seventy-sixth meeting at Otley

on May 9th. The Rabbits have four classes—viz., one each for

Lops, Angoras (miscalled Angolas), Himalayans, and Any other

variety. Entries to be made before the 2.')th. Accrington, on
May 21st, has five classes, including a Selling class. The entry
is low, and finally closes on May 7th.

These, I think, are all the shows for May, which it is to be
hoped will be well supported, to allow more classes and prizes

in future.—A Rabbit Fancier.

ARE NOISES NECESSARY TO MAKE SWARMS
SETTLE ?

In olden times it was a custom of the village bee-keepers of

England to let their neighbours know that a swarm was on the

wing by making great noises with pokers, shovels, kettles, and
frying-pans, believing that these noises gave the party making
them a legal right to claim and hive the swarm wherever it

alighted. In course of time the people imagined that such
noises frightened the bees and prevented them from flying away.
Now many use their pokers and frying-pans to make the bees

swarming think that it thunders, and some throw sand up
among them to make them think it rains. These makers of

artificial thunder and rain would, methinks, spend their time
more advantageously both to themselves and their bees in trying

to gain a little common sense. Before a swarm leaves its hive

the bees select or fix on a place to alight upon, and when on the

wing they are uninfluenced by stupid people making such stupid

noises.

The question arises in the minds of many sensible thinking

bee-keepers, why a swarm alights on a bush or branch of a tree

on which it never can find a home or do any good, and on which
it never remains long. If it remain there many hours scouts

are sent out to seek a more comfortable and convenient dwelling

place. If not hived it wiU not remain long on the branch of a

tree. Why it alights there at all, is a question which probably

no one can answer. Someone has dropped the idea that the

bees congregate there with ulterior intentions—settle there for a

time before they go to a more abiding habitation in a house or

waU, or hollow of a tree, which has been previously chosen for

their abode. I do not believe that the bees have " ulterior in-

tentions " when they swarm on a tree, and could give some
valid reasons for my unbelief ; but preferring the profitable and
practical part of bee-keeping to the theoretic and fanciful, I wiU
not go ftirther into this subject here. Philosophers tell us that

the dogs (pointers and setters) of sportsmen are, in their natural

state, beasts of prey ; that when they scent game they halt for

a moment or two on purpose to spring upon it ; that men, know-
ing that these dogs are docile and teachable, train them to
' stand steady " instead of halting. Thus the comma is eon-

verted into a full stop. When swarms halt and congregate on

a tree, wise bee-keepers speedily put them into hives, and thus

secure " full stops."—A. Pettiqbew.

Impobtation of E G9S.—The consumption of egga still increases.

In the last three months the value imported was ±'569,270,

against i'530,787 in the corresponding period last year. In the

month ended the 31st nit. the value imported was ^£310,455.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Cataiogces (^Oame Cocfc).—Write to the Secretaries of the two shows you

name.
. ,. ,.

DojilNiQDES (Jocfc).—We are most anxious to give every information to onr

readers, but we never recommend anyone to supply things that are daily

advertised in our columns. We can only refer purchasers to them.

Keeping Eggs for Sitting (.S'/tirfc) —You may keep eugs three weeks

and then hatch them, or even a month, but we have always found the fresher

the egge that are put under a hen the stronger the chickens are. A hen that

steals her nest is probably laying for from fifteen to twenty days, and yet

hatches all her eggs. We think it cheaper to buy a broody hen when we want

one, at an apparently large price, than to lose our time by waiting for one of

our own to become so.
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Remedy for the Pip(J. B. F.).—We believe you will fiod castor oil the
beat remedy. Give a tablespoonful every alternate day for a week. Let them
have camphor and wormwood in their water, and be fed on soft food till they
recover tbeir condition.

Breed to be Kept (Amateur).—You will be disappointed if yon seek for
Creve-Ctears and Hondans as small fowls. They are both good layers, but
neither are sitters. If, therefore, yoa purpose keeping but one breed they
will not do. "Wo could answer more easily if you described the run yoa can
ffive. To live in confinement yon will find nothincr better than Cochins or
Brahmas. They are hardy, their chickens ore easily reared, and they are
averaije layers. Golden and Silver-pencilled and Spangled Hambur^hs are
very handsome and excellent layers, but they do not sit. Game are very good,
bat they are very quarrelsome. Dorkings are as good bird^^ as any if yoa have
a run. This is the best season of the year to put eggs under a hen to begin a
fresh stock with.

Kofen Ducks Laying (Quack).—Vfe fear you do not get all the eggs that
are laid. Keep them in confinement three or four days ; they will not suffer
from it, and you will be able to see whether we are ri|:,'bt in our surmise. Dis-
continue the Indian meal and the house scraps while they are in confinement

;

they are too fattening. Feed on oats put in a voaeel 2 or 3 inches deep, the
bottom of which should be covei*ed with a sod of grass, and the vessel filled

with water. We advise you to discontinue the Indian meal after they are
again at liberty.

Ground Oats (.4. B.).—In our experience coarse oatmeal is of no use for
poultry-feeding. It does not mis, and the fowls will not eat it. It has the
appearance, when slaked, of meal and chaff mixed. We buy very good ground
oats of Mr. Marsh, Market Place, Kingston-on-Thames.

Pullets' Eggs for Hatching {<4 S«b,>trnb^r).—We should be dissatisfied
with pullets' eggs, but there would be some difficulty in proving that they
were so. The early eggs of a pullet we should object to, but the later ones
often do well. We should in your case write to the person from whom we
bought thorn, stating our belief respecting them. It would give you good
grounds for complaining if you find you are right, and we have no doubt the
seller would do you justice.

Brahwa Chickens Sneezing (^. P.).—Your chickens are suffering from
chill and blackthorn winter. Are the hens still under their rips, or are they
at liberty ? If the latter, we advise you to put them under rips at once. The
weather is neither settled nor warm enough to allow the hens to drag chickens
about. Put your rips in a sheltered place—under a riak is excellent ; choose
a spot completely open to the sun. Give them some bread and ale night and
morning, and let their water be strongly impregnated with camphor. Where
the gaping' is constant give each patient a pill of camphor the size of a small
pea. Give them some bread and milk once or twice per day.

Feather-eating Fo\vls(A. B. Z.).—We are sorry to say we cannot tell

yon of a cure for the abominable practice you complain of. Spanish are
more prone to it than any others. They only do it in confinement. It arises
from the lack of something they get when at liberty. The want produces a
craving which they cannot satisfy, and feathers seem to be the nearest ap-
proach to a substitute. We have sometimes lessened the habit by supplying
the nin with a barrowload of fresh earth mixed with grass if we can get it.

We have also given fresh horse dung with advantage. Lettuces are very
good, especially if they are run to seed. Nothing, however, has ever over-
come the habit, and we should be delighted to know a cure. It begins about
this time and lasts till after the moulting; they are then safe until the next
spring. We have never known it when birds are at liberty.

Sex of Swan ( rfcar).—The sex can only be ascertained by examination.
Let your man huld the bird, back downwards, with the head between his legs.
In each hand he must hold the thigh and a wing. If, then, another squeeze
about 1^ inch below the vent, and press gently upwards, the sex will be plain.

Fowls Dropsical (Cro.t.'i-^ircii).—Dropsy is. as a rale, the result of stimu-
lating food to cause laying, or of old age. The water is generally contained
in two or more bladders. It is perfectly clear, and the skin of the bladders is
as transparent as the water. The non-sitting breeds are more subject to it
than the others. There is no cure.

Keeping Eggs (Jrfcm}.—We know from experience only of the lime process
for keeping eggs, but we have been told that if new-laid ones are at once
covered with butter they will keep. We cannot help thinking that pullets'
eggs laid without contact with a cock would keep a long time. If we live we
intend to try it next year.

Poultry Manure—Charred Corn (H. G.).—The price of poultry manure
must depend upon its abundance and the demand. In Sussex, where poultry
are reared in large quantities, the price is 5s. for a one-horse cartload. Charred
wheat is not prepared in this country, but it can be made in the same way
that coffee is roasted.

Brahmas' Nests (L. .V.).—They should be on the ground, or at the lowest
admissible height from it. If they must be 4 feet from the ground, having
the perches midway would answer.

Putting on Supers (J. TV. -B.).—Supers may be placed on your hives at
any time ; but the best time to do it is about eight days after all the combs
in the hives have been corered with bees, say fourteen days before they would
be ripe for swarming. It is important to induce the bees to enter and com-
mence work in the supers as soon as they are placed on the hives. Instruc-
tions were lately given in our columns how to examine hives, and thus ascer-
tain when supers should he used, and instructions will be given either in
separate articles or in the bee-keeper's calendar how to drive and unite
swarms. Doubtless your fifth hive is very weak, otherwise it would take the
food you offer it, and begin to work. Turn it up and see what is the matter
with it. It may be dead, and the few bees going in and out may be strangers
and robbers, or it may be so weak in boes that it has not begun to breed.
Probably your hives with the ''pieces of tin" belong to a set of collateral
boxes, and you will find a box with corresponding slides to match. Some
years ago collateral hives were all the rage. They are now generally discarded
for the super-liiving system, which is far superior. Nutt, following ^Vhite,
was the great patron of these hives.
Glass Supers { IV. B.).—Apply to any of the dealers in hives who advertise

in our columns.
Driving Bees—Produce of Honey (N. Nadin).—Yoa ask first how bees

are driven from hives three weeks after swarming? Secondly, what the pro-
bable difference in the amount of honey taken then and what is usually taken
in August ? and thirdly, how late this turniug-out operation may be practised
with eafuty to the bees—that is, giving them time enough to collect winter
stores ? The first question will be answered fully either in a special article
or in the bee-keeper's calendar for nest month. As to the comparative

difference in the amount of honey we cannot speak with accuracy, for much
depends on the times of swarmiog and seasons for honey. By turning out
the bees three weeks after swarming, in honey seasons, from 15 lbs. to 25 lbs.
are obtained from each stock hive, and the bees so turned out into empty
hives will weigh by the end of August from 50 lbs. to 70 lbs. per hive, yielding,
when the honey is taken from them, from 20 lbs. to 30 lbs. First swarms
generally give about 15 lbs. more. We are speaking of good seasons and
large hives. Stocks that are not managed on the turcing-out principle will
rise in weight from 70 lbs. to upwards of yO lbs., and yield 30 lbs. of honey.
We continue to swarm our hives till the middle of June, and three weeks
later turn all the bees out of them into empty hives if we can get 203. worth
of honey from each.

Blackbird not Singing {H.V., Brereton).—The reason your Blackbird
does not fing, and breathes with difficulty, is that he has caught cold ; and
you should therefore keep him out of draughts, and feed him well by giving
him some meal-worms, snails, and slugs ia addition to his usual food. The
longish pimple yoa found on his rump i^ really a natural gland, which secretes
an oil that he uses when ia good health while pruning his feathers, aud you
should by no means wound it by probing it with a needle, nor put butter on
it. As soon as the bird recovers from his cold he will, no doubt, attend to his
toilet as usual, when, if you watch him, you will see that he squeezes with his
beak a little of the oil ont of the gland and rubs it over his feathers.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London,

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0= 8' 0" W. ; Altitade 111 feefc.

Date.
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the leaves, and they will settle into complacency that the
disbudding must be right. Even Vines which have pushed
several inches may be thinned by disbudding, but in this case
if much has to be taken out let it be done a little at a time,
and at intervals of a few days. It may make little or no differ-

ence to the crop this year, but future years will show the benefit

of the practice. The shoots so left—left thinly—should be
allowed to carry all the foliage possible, providing always that
every leaf have room to expand without interfering with its

neighbour. That is the real and true guide in the disposition

of wood and foliage.

But to the spindle-shanked Vines. They ought not to be so,

and they need not be so. When so formed they are difBcult
to cure, but nothing is more easy to prevent. Let them carry
a little foliage down to the root, and no fear of the stem not
thickening. A few years ago one of my amateur friends planted
a vinery. For the first 6 feet of the rods no Grapes were re-

quired. Instead, however, of rubbing away the buds I advised
him to leave a few, and pinch them, keeping green foUage
down to the root—at least for a few years. He had to run
the gauntlet of a laugh at carrying foliage where it was not
wanted, " robbing," as he was told, " the main part of the
Vine." Robbing, indeed ! It was feeding, and the Vines are
now, as they ought to be, thicker at the base than at any other
point. The passage for sap is fuU, ample, and free, and when,
as they have been sometimes, permitted to carry fruit down to
the ground, that at the bottom has been finer than on any other
part of the Vines, and no Vines generally could be in better
condition, untouched as they have been from the beginning by
any but an amateur's hand. A proper and reasonable system
of disbudding has been the main element in their prosperity,
every leaf having had room to expand, and at the same time
no light lost. Sunshine for every leaf, and always a leaf for
sunshine—that is the point to aim at, and, other conditions
being favourable. Grapes will follow as a matter of course.

I am induced to advert to this subject, fuUy believing that
one of the greatest of all causes of indifferent Grapes is the
overcrowding of foliage, a direct consequence of disbudding
neglected, or improperly or insufficiently performed. Very
frequently, also, too much wood is left at the winter pruning
in little vineries attached to villa residences. The only correct
mode of treatment in such cases is, at this season, disbudding.
I was once called to prune a vinery at the end of April, when
the eyes all over the house had pushed 3 to 6 inches. Pruning
was out of the question, and to leave the Vines as they were
was certain ruin. By disbudding carefully and gradually,
leaving only the base shoots, a really nice crop was secured,
and after the following autumn pruning no one could tell that
the Vines had ever been pushed out of the ordinary routine of
orthodox management.
At this season of the year if anyone is troubled with Vine-

bleeding to an alarming extent—and I have occasionally seen
people at their wit's end in attempting to arrest the waste of
sap—a specific generally as handy as most things, and as easily
applied, is the " knotting " used by painters. I have seen it used
in extreme cases, and have never yet known it fail. This is a
hint I gathered from an amateur ; so in the statement made at
the beginning of my letter, that this class can at times give
instruction to gardeners, I did not, to use a provincialism,
" speak without the book."—J. Wkight.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
A SPECIAL general meeting of the Society was held in the

Council-room, South Kensington, on Tuesday last, for the pur-
poBO of considering and, if thought desirable, adopting or con-
firming the following new bye-laws, which had been made by
the Council of the Society at a meeting held by them on the
17th of March, 1874.

" 1. The existing Bye-law of the Society numbered 03, and the Pi'oxyForm
D in the Appendix, are hereby revolted and repealed, and the following Bye-
law and Proxy Form H, are substituted in place thereof :—
"Every Fellow of the Society entitled to vote may appoint by written

proxy, in the fonn marked H, any properly qualified Fellow to vote for him
or her, otherwise than by ballot, in his or her absence, at any general meet-
ing of the Society.

•' Every such appointment of Proxy must be delivered to, and left with,
the Clerk or Secretary of the Society, at the olHce of the Society, at least
forty-eight hours (Sundays not included), before any vote shall bo given by
virtue thereof."

Here follows Proxy Form H :

—

" 2. That, if the new Bye-law relative to Proxy-voting be adopted, the Bye-
law No. 51 be altered by substituting the words ' two weeks,' for the words
* one week.' "

The chair was taken by Viscount Bury, the President of the

Society. The attendance was not large, but those present,
amongst whom were some ladies, appeared to take the greatest
interest in the proceedings.
The minutes of the general meeting of the Society held on

the 8th of January last, when a pledge was given by the Presi-
dent that the Council would bring forward the bye-laws as
above, having been read by the Secretaiy, Mr. W. A. Lindsay,
and confirmed,

The President rose and said :—Ladies and gentlemen, I have
very few words to address to you on this occasion. The Council
has convened a special general meeting of the Society for the
purpose of considering and, if t'nonght desirable, adopting and
confirming certain alterations in the bye-laws of which the meet-
ing is already in possession. The circumstances under which
the new bye-laws have been prepared by the Council will pos-
sibly be fresh in the recollection of all the Fellows of the Society.
Certain Fellows of the Society—or, rather a numerous body of
them, as we had reason to beUeve—thought it was desirable to
extend the privilege of proxy-voting, which was enjoyed by the
lady members of the Society, to the whole body of the Fellows.
At the time of the last general meeting a resolution to that effect
was moved as an amendment upon the proposal of the Council
that their report should be adopted. That naturally amounted
to a vote of want of confidence in the Council, although those
gentlemen who promoted the amendment disclaimed any such
intention ; but, of course, if a Council puts forth for a Society a
report and asks its adoption, and an amendment is made upon
it, the question is whether it is intended or not to become a vote
of want of confidence. For that reason the Council were en-
tirely unable to concur in or adopt it ; but at the same time they
said they had no wish to stand between gentlemen who enter-
tained such an opinion and the whole body of the Society, and
that if these gentlemen wished to bring the matter before the
consideration of the Society, the Council were willing to abide
by any decision which the Society in general might adopt. But
there is a peculiar clause in the Charter under which we exist,

which provides that no bye-law shall be brought before the So-
ciety for its adoption unless it be drafted by the Council. The
Council as a body entirely disapproved of what was proposed,
but, having stated they did not wish to interpose their authority,
but were anxious to have the matter discussed, they said they
were willing to take the responsibility of drafting a bye-law, but
would do so for the formal reason that it could not otherwise be
submitted to the Society at all—that they did not wish to piu
themselves to the principle of such a bye-law, and that they
reserved to themselves the right of discussion. I will just read
an extract from my speech, which was most accurately reported
by the gentlemen who vrrote for the horticultural papers. It is
as follows :

—" The Council will undertake—you will consider
that this is a pledge on their part—having so drafted it, that
they will not canvass against it, or ask for proxies against it, or
do anything in opposition to it ; but as individual members of
the Society they will reserve to themselves the right to discuss
the matter when it comes forward." Now, gentlemen, I need
not say we have had this matter under our very anxious con-
sideration. We bring a bye-law before you ; we place it upon
your table, and, as a body, we have now discharged the obliga^

tion we have incurred. The obligation now ceases, and we
arrive at the time when we can discuss the question on its

merits [hear, hear]. We are unanimously opposed to this prin-
ciple

Mr. W. A. Lindsay (Secretary).—Not " unanimously ;" there
is one dissentient.

The PKEsroENT.—Well, the majority of the Council with one
dissentient, although 1 was not aware there was one ; but of
course he will speak for himself. But as far as the Society is

guided, or chooses to be guided, by the majority of its Council,
the Couucil thinks this bye-law which they now submit for your
adoption or rejection would be injurious to the Society were it

adopted [cries of "hear"]. I wish carefully to guard that of

which I have the honour to be the head, from any suspicion of

unfairness in this matter. We have not canvassed against the
proposition ; we have not done anything in opposition to it. We
have fulfilled our pledge ; the bye-laws are on the table, and
now we resume the position of stating our candid opinion about
it [hear, hear]. It would be impossible for any Council—and
this is my deliberate opinion, ladies and gentlemen—witb any
self-respect to continue the management of your affairs if any
such system as that proposed were created [hear, hear]. In
railv/ay matters and those of other pubhc societies, the Council
or Board of Management may be called upon, as a matter of

course, to send to the great body of shareholders on the eve of a
general meeting, requesting that proxies may be returned in

favour of the Board of Management. Now, supposing we adopted
that course—and if proxy-voting were the rule we should have
to adopt it—say that we have four thousand Fellows, the postage
would come to something like i'16 Ws. [a laugh]. That would
be a very heavy expense for the Council to place upon the
Society. It is no question of confidence in your Council, which
would be absolutely at the mercy of any single gentleman in the
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room who had taken the pains to collect a few proxies against

the Council in the coiirae of the year [hear, hearl. If we did

that we should simply place an espentliture of £10 13s. on the
shoulders of the Society at every general meeting, and I am
sure no body of men like ourselves would think that a very
wise proceeding. But there is another and wider objection to

it, and it is this :—There is no sort of guarantee on the part of

persons getting proxies that they will be used for the purpose
intended [hear, hear]. What happened on the last occasion?
Ladies have the power of voting by proxy, and Lord Alfred
Churchill and others exercised what was certainly their un-
doubted right, in sending out circulars requesting they might
he furnished with proxies to vote with, in order to save the
Society from fiuancial ruin. In what way were the proxies

used ? They were used to throw the Society into Chancery
[cheers]. Suppose any of those ladies had been informed that

their proxies would be used for the purpose of throwing the

Society into Chancery, do you think one out of every ten of

these proxies would have been given ? [hear, hear]. And that

is 60 strong an objection that, if there were no other, it ought
to persuade you to reject the proposition. But there is another
objection—not certainly of very great importance—and that is,

that this Society is managed by gentlemen who have other and
very large calls upon their time, and who, at the sacrifice of

other engagements, devote their time to your service [hear,

hear]. If, in addition, you make them iight for their lives at

any time there is to be a general meeting, can you get a body of

gentlemen at this side of your table of sufficient standing and
position to incur the inevitably distasteful work in connection
with the Society ? I for one should decline to act on these con-
ditions, and I think I speak the feelings of my friends on both
sides of the Council Board if I say that, in addition to the em-
barrassments which may arise, you would have the minor em-
barrassment of electing a new Council should you adopt the
proposition before you. I put it to you to show you how strong
our own feelings have been on this matter, and how strongly we
felt that it this bye-law passed it would be prejudicial to the
best interests of our Society. I will not detain you longer, but
simply read the bye-law the Council, in accordance with their
pledge, now submit to you. [The Chairman here read the bye-
law as above.] Having now performed the duty for which the
Council were called together, and having spoken as I did at the
last general meeting, I leave the matter in your hands, taking
the opportunity of saying we do not recommend, with one dis-

sentient, the bye-law placed before you [applause].

Mr. Leonard strongly objected to changing the Charter of the
Society by giving votes by proxy, which was directly contrary
to the authority of the Charter. He put it to the meeting and
to the Council whether they were prepared to alter a Charter
which had been deliberately entered into ? Were they going to

do that at the instance of a mere party consisting of 100 or 120 ?

[hear, hear]. Were they, or were they not, prepared to alter

the Charter to gratify this small section of gentlemen ? They
had distinct evidence that the Fellows were perfectly satisfied,

as shown by their disregard of the shameful circulars which had
been issued and circulated [hear, hear]. He trusted that his

lordship in the chair, and the gentlemen of the Council beside
him, would use their utmost influence to prevent the Charter
being altered by approving of voting by proxy.
Mr. Bateman.—Will this matter be put to the meeting without

a motion ? Perhaps the noble lord will inform me.
The President.—The Council have no right to make any pro-

position in the case, and unless the bye-law is proposed it falls

to the ground.

Mr. Bateman said he should therefore move that the bye-law
be accepted by the meeting. He had listened with very great
attention to what had fallen from the noble lord in the chair,

and had read what had been written by those not-always-honey-
mouthed newspapers, and, notwithstanding a good deal said by
both respecting voting by proxy, he thouglit its advantages pre-
dominated. He asked whether it was likely that by giving votes
by proxy to the country Fellows they would strengthen the
hands of those to the interests of the Society? He knew that
he, whether on the Council or off it, was always opposed to con-
cessions being made to the Royal Commissioners. It seemed to

be taken for granted on a former occasion, because it was thought
he was travelling in the same direction, he had the same motive
for his movement. It was just as likely as that because two
persons were seen going into Charing Cross station that both
were bound for Paris, instead of one being bound for Dover and
the other for London Bridge [a laugh]. He thought that voting
by proxy would strengthen the hands of the Council and raise
the Society in the estimation of the country [hear, hear]. At
the present time there must ba naturally some uneasiness
amongst their country friends. They were left out in the cold
-—fchey did not know what was going on—and yet their friends
in the country were those who really cultivated horticulture.
He regretted that the noble lord, after stating that the Council :

did not make this a cabinet question [a laugh], said still if the
Jjye-law was carried they would resign. Now this was not quite '

parliamentary. He should very much regret if the Council
threw up their portfolios [a laugh]. They had done the Society
good service [hear, hear], and might do it good service still, but
he should be sorry if the Council, after bringing this matter
on, were to throw the weight of their influence in the contrary
scale, or, if the proposition were carried, they should refuse to
act under it [hear, hear]. He begged to move the adoption of
the bye-law submitted by the Council.

The Pkesident.—I beg to say I had no sort of authority to
state the Council would resign, nor do I pretend to have, and I
beg to withdraw that observation altogether [hear]. I in-
tended to say I thought the position of the Council would be
entirely untenable, and that you should have to provide your-
selves with our successors. That is my private opinion. I am
sorry the observation escaped me, because nothing in the shape
of a threat should come from the Chairman. Has Mr. Bate-
man's motion been seconded ?

Mr. Charles Wilson begged to second the proposition, and
did so because he thought the new bye-law would bring the
Society a large addition of country Fellows.
Mr. W. A. Lindsay said he wished, with a view to preventing

misconception as to what he said when the Chairman was speak-
ing, to make one or two observations. The reason he could
not endorse the remarks which the Chairman made on behalf of
the Council was that he did not feel the same strong objection
to the system of vote by proxy which all the other members of

the Council did [hear, hear]. He was not prepared to say
affairs would be unworkable under that system any more than
they were at the present time. Further than that he could not
go. He could not approve of the system of proxy-voting, and he
supposed the Council felt themselves unable to go further than
that, and so the Chairman made use of the word "unanimously."
The full object with which he retained his post as Secretary
was the hope that under the administration of the present
Council, and with the little assistance he could give, the Royal
Horticultural Society might become what it never had been—

a

Society for the promotion of horticulture [hear, hear]. He did
not think that voting by proxy would be other than an anomaly
in a purely scientific society [hear, hear] ; but, inasmuch as he
could not go the length of condemning it in the strong terms
otther members did, he was unable to allow the use of the word
" unanimously." He did not, certainly, want to let the meeting
know there was a single member of the Council who approved
of voting by proxy.

Dr. Denny rose to move an amendment. He thought voting
by proxy would be worse than useless in a horticultural society
—at any rate in that Society. In the first place it would place
power too much in the hands of one body, so that independent
members could not carry out any object they desired, and the
Council would have it in their power to act contrary to their
wishes. The Council could canvass for proxies to any extent
they thought fit—in fact, vote by proxy would place the entire
power in the hands of the Council [hear, hear, and no]. At the
present time there might be in opposition an organised body
which might vote with the Council—that was as horticulturists

;

but they did not want the Council to govern them completely,
nor did they want the Council to be governed by H.M.'s Com-
missioners [hear, hear]. He did not believe in country Fellows
oaring so much about vote by proxy as his friend Mr. Wilson
thought. If their country friends made so much about the Society,

or thought so much about it, they could take the rail and come up
there to record their votes [hear, and a laugh]. Vote by proxy
as it now stood, even, was most objectionable [cries of " hear "].

Proxies had been brought to that table and people at the bottom
of the room did not know what way the votes were going to be
given. If Mr. Bateman's argument was worth anything the
specific matter voted upon ought to be printed on the back of

the proxy paper. A whole meeting might be in favour of some
particular proposition, and when tlie whole of the proxies were
laid on the table no one would know for what the proxy-voters
voted. He thought the proxy vote as it stood was a mistake.

He thought it was casting a slur upon the lady Fellows to have
the proxy vote when they came to that room to vote [hear,

hear]. Ladies were on School Boards, ought to be able to vote

f jr members of Parliament, aud indeed he hoped yet to see them
in the Cabinet [laughter]. Why could not ladies come there
aud give the Society the benefit of their opinion ? [hear, hear. J

He was sure if the ladies who had given their proxies some time
since had come there, they would have had better sense than to

vote for putting that Society, which was already so much in

debt, into a lawsuit [hear, hear]. He thought they had better

not give the ladies proxies any longer, but ask them to come
there and give their votes themselves. He should therefore

move " That the proposed bye-law of the Council should end at

the word ' repealed,' " and if his amendment were carried it

would have the effect of abolishing proxy-voting altogether.

Proxies were all very well for companies where large sums of

money were at stake, where people could vote on a specific

matter one way or the other. He therefore begged to move
that proxies be altogether abolished [hear, hear]

.
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Mr. LiGGiNS Baid he rose with great satisfaction to second the

proposition. He did so with confidence after the remarks of

Mr. Bateman, which were edifying, no doubt, but did not convey
to their minds any reason why this proposition should be

adopted. These applications for vote by proxy did not come
from the country Fellows at all [hear, hear]. They had been

silent in the matter. The applications came from Fellows resi-

dent in the neighbourhood of the gardens. Some of them had
been on the Council, and had been giving valuable services to

the Society, and none more so than Mr. Bateman [hear, hear].

It was a remarkable fact that during the many years Mr. Bate-

man was a member of the Council he never asked that the

privilege of vote by proxy should be conceded [hear and
laughter J. It appeared to him to be thoroughly out of place to

have such a vote for a Society like theirs, and for no greater

reason than this, that the ladies* proxies were used on the last

occasion for a purpose totally different to that for which the

ladies intended they should be used [hear, hear]. He was sure

no lady would give her proxy for entangling the Society in the

meshes of the Court of Chancery. The Society required peace

and rest. No doubt it was in some financial difficulty, but not

one of an insurmountable character. If that difficulty was to

be overcome, it must be by giving support to those gentlemen
who had undertaken the duties of the Council Board [hear,

hear]. The Fellows must give those gentlemen every possible

support ; and when they were told that the Council were pretty

unanimous in their opposition to this proposition, it was the

duty of the Fellows to give them all the support they could.

He sincerely hoped the meeting would put aside all that had
been said about the past, and at once proceed to pass the amend-
ment.
Mr. Shielet Hibbebd said if they did not carry the amend-

ment they would violate the fundamental principle of their

Charter. The fact was, they had a right to vote by baUot ; that

mode of voting was becoming more and more in favour, even
amongst the scientific bodies. The object of the ballot was to

destroy any voting personal element. There remained after the
ballot was taken no record of the way in which any man had
voted. When they had the ballot, why should they substitute

vote by proxy, the very first principle of which was to put the

voter in the first place, publish him, and leave a record as to

how he voted 1

Mr. Fish wished to say a few words in reply to the noble
Chairman. The Chairman had stated three objections to proxy-
voting, one being as to the expense of postage ; but he wondered
it had not occurred to the Chairman, that if there were four
thousand Fellows in the Society, surely if one thousand had to

be written to by halfpenny postcards the tax would not be so

heavy [a laugh]. The next objection was that proxies would
not be used for the purposes for which they were given. Now,
he thought it would be very easy for members to guard against

such an occurrence, as anyone who went through the bye-law
could see [no]. As to the misappropriation of proxies at the
late meeting, he thought the noble lord had done a little injus-

tice who took up proxy-voting papers on that occasion. What
they were advocating was, not a Chancery suit but a friendly

advice in order to avoid a Chancery suit [hear, hear, and no].

They would have been very wise had they adopted that. He
must also say a word as to the Council. He thought there ought
to be a strong Council, and once a Council was in office he felt

bound to support them in every way. He believed the last

Council was weak, and that therefore it died. The matter before

them did not touch the Commissioners at all. Some of their

editors made a terrible thing out of these Eoyal Commissioners,
with their mouths wide open ready to swallow horticulture

[laughter]. He had no fear of that. He beheved in the ser-

vices the Royal Horticultural Society had done for the advance-
ment of the science, and that if the Commissioners wished to

swallow horticulture they could not doit [hear and laughter].

Proxy-voting, he thought, would be a great boon to the country
Fellows, and it would bring a great many guinea members
into the Society. He did not believe there had always been
parties and sections in the Society. He thanked the Council
very mucli for having called that meeting, but he felt they
were bouud to call it by the terms of the Charter. They
wanted by proxy-voting to get an unbiassed expression of

opinion from the majority of the FeDows. For himself, he
asked for proxy-voting to prevent him having the necessity of

running up to London every day of meeting to vote. He must
protest against accusations being made against highly respect-

able men
The President.—I rise on a point of order respecting one

observation by Mr. Fish. We shall be always glad to see him in

a position to vote on this or any other occasion, but at the present
moment he is not in a position to vote according to the bye-law
[laughter]. I take this opportunity of saying so much, because
there may be other honorary members here who think they have
a right to exercise the vote, but imfortunately they are prevented
doing so under bye-law No. 31.

Mr. Fisn.—I am a forty-guinea life member [great laughter].

The President.—It is perfectly true you are a life member,
but you are an honorary Ufe member [renewed laughter].
Mr. Fish.—I voted before.

The Pbesident.—It is not byway of reproach this is said, but
because other honorary members might wish to vote. We
should like to see them vote, as they can become Fellows if they
Uke.
Mr. Fish.—I was presented with a forty-guinea life-member-

ship formy services in connection with the first provincial show.
Sir A. GoBDoN (quoting from a book) said Messrs. Fish and

Clay were made honorary members on the 0th of November, 1869,
for services in connection with a provincial show, but there was
no authority in the Charter for doing so.

Mr. G. E. Frebe said this episode showed them some of the
advantages of the proxy system. If Mr. Fish had sent his
proxy it would have been examined, and his vote would not
have been taken. Now he told the meeting that he had already
voted. He would remind his lordship in the chair that if half-

penny postcards were sent to all the Fellows the cost would be
only £8 6s. 6d.
The President said he should now put the amendment,

which was that all the words after the word " repealed " should
be omitted. The bye-lawwould then read—" The existing bye-
law of the Society No. 63, and the proxy form D in the appendix,
are hereby revoked and repealed."
The amendment having been put, there were

—

For the amendment 48
Against it 18

Majority in favour of it 30

The President then put^ro forma the original resolution as a
substantive motion. There were forty-nine for it, but its oppo-
nents did not express their dissent.
The meeting then broke up.

[Where were the country FeUows on Tuesday last, who have
been represented as sighing so long and so deeply for the

power to vote by proxy ? Not only were they conspicuous by
their absence, but the FeUows generally regarded the boon
which some beneficent gentlemen proposed to give them with
so much indifference that no more than eighteen attended to

pass the bye-law granting so great a privilege.

We have from the first regarded this movement in favour

of giving the Fellows power to vote by proxy as not only un-
called for, but positively mischievous. It was bad enough in

the hands of the lady Fellows, but to extend it to the whole
body it would have been productive of constant irritation and
great abuse. It would give the power to every little clique to

keep the Society in constant agitation, and the Fellows have
shown by their indifference to the proceedings of last Tuesday
how little they care for it, and how much better they prefer to

be left alone and to be allowed to prosecute their gardening
without molestation and turmoil.
The great argument which has been used to further this

object, which some ingenious individual has endeavoured to

promote, is, that the country Fellows want to have a voice In

the management of the Society's affairs ; that nothing is done
for them ; that if proxy-voting were granted there would be a

wonderful accession of numbers, and that a millennial period

wUl have begun in favour of the Society. But, unfortunately,

we have no evidence of this ; the country Fellows have never

asked for this power, nor do they want any person to pat them
on the back and make martyrs of them. They are not qnilie

such feeble folk as they are represented to be, and when there

has been any real danger to the Society, we have generally

found them patriotic enough to be in their places when their

presence was of service.

The meeting resulted just as we anticipated and as we de-

sired. A large majority rejected the bye-law, and not only

was the power for the Fellows generally to vote by proxy

refused, but that privilege which the lady FeUows have hitherto

enjoyed was very properly withdrawn. Proxy-voting is, there-

tore, abolished in the Royal Horticultural Society, which iis

now in this respect in the same position as all other chartered

societies and learned bodies in which no such power has ever

existed.

—

Eds.]

AGEEATUM IMPERIAL BLUE TOM THUMB.
I wish to consult the experience of other gardeners as to

the Imperial Blue Tom Thumb Ageratum. Its very low growth

made it appear a most valuable addition to the carpet patterns,

and the year before last it looked very hopeful with me. Last

year I used many thousands, and although it was much admired

it did not satisfy me, as the leaves turned black, and the flowers
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never came out so fully as tbcy did iu 1872. I attributed tbia

partly to the cold summer and partly to a frost iu June, just

after they were bedded-out. I have been propagating all

spring with the view of using it largely again, but find that

not only the old plants from which I was taking the cuttings,

but a great many of the young ones have gone off, showing
the same withering of some of the leaves. I find that it is

attacked by a rust which envelopes the leafstalks and makes
the plant flag and die, just like the Potato disease. Although
I Lave a large stock of healthy-looking cuttings, I %-ery much
doubt whether it is wise to depend on them, and am propagat-

ing the Imperial Blue Perfection, which grows taller, but has
not yet shown this disease. Have others met with the same
disappointment '!— Chaeles W. Hamilton, Co. Uleaih, Ireland.

CEPHALOTUS FOLLICULARIS.
This very rare plant is thus noticed by Sir W. Ilooker:

—

For our first knowledge of this rare and highly curious plant,

having the ascidia or appendages of the famous Nepenthes,
but belonging to the natural order Rosacea!, wo are indebted

to JI. Labillardir re, who discovered it iu " Leuwin's Land,"
and figured and described it in his " Specimen of the Plants

of New Holland." Mr. Brown during his voyage with Capt.

Flmders detected it on nearly the same line of coast—namely,
" in the neighbourhood of King George's Sound, especially

near the shores of Princess Royal Harbour, in 35° S. lat. and
118'^ E. long., beginning to flower about the end of Decem-
ber." From specimens there gathered the species has been
illustrated by that profound botanist, so as, aided by the

pencil of Mr. Bauer, to leave nothing to be wished relative to

its structure, save what might be obtained from a knowledge
of the seed, which is still a desideratum.

Capt. King brought over living plants of Cephalotus to the

Royal Gardens of Kew in 18'2i), which flowered in August, 1827.

The root is perennial, somewhat fusiform, the upper part

dividing, as it were, into two or three short stems, which bear

a cluster of elliptical, lanceolate, petiolated, entire, thiokish,

nerveless, purplish leaves ; and amongst these, but principally

occuping the circumference, are several beautiful and highly

curious pitcher-shaped appendages or operculated ascidia, at-

tached by rather stout petioles where the lid unites with the

margin of the ascidium. Their form is ovate or somewhat
slipper-shaped, between foliaceous and membranaceous, green
tinged with purple, furnished with two lateral oblique wings
and one centnil one, the latter remarkably dilated at the mar-
gin, and all beautifully fringed with hairs. The inside, which
contains a watery fluid and entraps many insects, especially

ants, is clouded with dark purple. The mouth is contracted,

horseshoe-shaped, annulated and crested with several deep,

sharp, vertical aunuli, of a dark purple colour, smallest near
the base of the lid; three of them, which are opposite the
wings, larger than the adjoining ones ; all of them forming a

sickle-shaped point within the mouth. Lid plano-convex,
green without and a little hairy, within clouded with purple,

marked with broad veins which are somewhat dichotomous,
the margin scalloped ;—at first it closes the mouth of the
ascidium, and afterwards becomes nearly erect. Scape 1 to

nearly 2 feet high, erect, terete, downy, bearing a compound
spicate raceme of white flowers at the extremity.

It was cultivated by Mr. Corbett, gardener to the late Sir

WilUam Molesworth, at Pencarrow, in Cornwall, who thus
describes his adventures with it to the Royal Horticultural
Society.

" We have a large rockwork at this place ; it faces the plea-

sure grounds. There is a large recess in this rockwork, where
we have a flight of steps winding from the bottom to the top

;

about half way up these steps a bog or swamp was made, and
in this bog we grow our Cephalotus. It is sheltered from the
north, east, and south by granite rocks weighing from half a
hundredweight to several tons. There are shrubs and different

trees growing on and about the rock, which help in summer to

shade part of the sun's rays from it. The bog extends nearly
on a level ; the shape of it is rather irregular ; its average
diameter is about feet. Above the rock, and some distance
from it eastward, there is a reservoir, from which the fountain
in the centre of the flower garden is suppUed by a large leaden
pipe. As the place where we can turn the water off or on to the
fountain is contiguous to the bog, where there is a small pipe
attached to the large one, there we have another stoppage to

the small pipe; it extends partly round the bog. There are
small perforated boles all round it as far as it goes : from this

wo can turn on little or much water to the bog, just as we think
it requisite. At the commencement of making this bog there
was rather a low place across the bottom, and as the under-
ground was very porous, I put a layer of wet clay all over it

;

the next covering was a mixture of turfy peat, and a little very
much decayed leaf mould ; and on the top of that was a layer
of sphagnum, with some of its decayed roots, and some of its

natural soil that was under tlio roots. The surface of this

composition was not aU kept equaUy wet.

4%^''

Cephalotus fuUicularis.

" The first thing that I planted in this bog was Sarracenia

puiijurea, which was about four years ago. It was a very

small plant at that time, but it has grown very much, and is

still doing very well, and it had nine flowers on it at one time
last summer. I put a hand-glass over it to protect it in winter.

Occasionally we put other materials over it to keep out the

frost. The spring following I planted the Cephalotus under
the same hand-glass, and there it remained doing very well,

and treated in the same manner as the Sarracenia, until

last April, when, to my surprise and regret, our poor little

Cephalotus was rooted-out of the mossy ground by some
mouse or large snail, and was to all appearance dead. The
roots were all dried-up, but I fancied there was a little life in

the stem ; I brought it into my cottage, and laid it on some
damp sphagnum. I then went up into one of the woods and
found a rotten stump of an old tree ; I cut off from it what I

thought suited my purpose. There were some chasms in it,

and it had living moss growing in it, and some perfectly rotten

wood. I next put into one of these holes a little fine and
sandy peat, a few knobs of rotten wood, and some very much
decayed leaf mould, and also a little sphagnum. I then planted

my poor, withered, little plant in this mixed holeful of living

and decayed matter, and I sunk this old stump in the middle
of the bog up to nearly the level of the rim of this hole, where
the percolating water gently moved past, and pressed probably
in a small degree through the lower fittings of the hole. I

afterwards put a small bell-glass over the little plant ; but the

edge of the hole being rather uneven, the glass was not air-

tight. Over this I put a square iron hand-glass : it being iu

two parts, the air got in a little between the top and bottom

;

and in the middle of hot sunny days I have this partly shaded
with a piece of old mat. In this situation no mice or snails

are likely to be enabled to invade it.

" In about a fortnight after, I was delighted to find my little

favourite returning again to the evidence of vitahty, and now
I never saw it in such a vigorous growing state. At first it

threw-up healthy plain leaves, and soon after it had eight or
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ten of them. It has now brought into sight about six or eight
of its beautiful pitchers ; some of them are three-parts grown,
and some are less. It has divided itself into two sterus. In
summer I generally take off the bell-glass altogether, except
when the night air is rather cold ; and in very fine weather I

turned the top of the hand-glass, so that through the angles
the air had full access to the plant.

" In this bog all last winter were also the following plants :

—

DioDa'a muscipula Paraassia carolmiaua
Sarract'iiia flava palustris

Drnmmoudii Lycopocliura cLrcinatum
ailimca helveticum

Lj'copodium caodatum
ludovicianum
tlenticulatum
Selago, &c."

GRAPE VINE CULTUEE FOR SMALL GARDENS.
Ko. 3.

It has been shown that the first year of a Vine's existence
in its permanent ijuarters should bo devoted to its establish-
ment therein, to effect which a rude, robust, even wild growth
is encouraged. In the second year pruning and training are
applied to it, its energies are concentrated, and its entire
economy is turned to the formation of a stout fruiting cane.
This is done by reducing the whole of the first season's growth
to a single stem, which is also shortened to within a foot or
two of the bottom of the trellis. When growth again begins,
the single stem or rod is only suffered to grow to the required
length, the tip being then piuched-off ; this induces lateral
growth or side shoots, at the base of which upon the rod itself

the buds are formed for the production of the first crop of fruit
in the ensuing season. All the side growth is kept piuched-
off at the first or second joint ; and as sub-laterals are con-
stantly pushing forth throughout the season of growth, con-
stant attention must be given to this pinching, in order to
restrain all tendency to wildness, and to admit abundance of
light and air to the leaves of the fruit buds. Let this be
clearly understood. At the base of each leaf is a bud con-
taining the germ of another season's growth, and the vigour
and production of that growth wUl depend very much upon
how it has been nourished by the sap which was elaborated iu
its own particular leaf. It is, therefore, obvious that the leaves
of the buds upon which our hopes depend for the production
of a future crop of fruit are worthy of particular care, and all

growth tending to crowd or much shade them should promptly
be removed. I should like to add more concerning the phi-
losophy of this important part of Vine culture, were it not
that I am anxious to confine these papers to a brief yet clear
explanation of ordinary details.

At the end of this, the secorfd season, if all has gone well,
each Vine will have developed one good fruiting cane, firm iu
texture, of a brown ripened appearance, and with its sides
bristling with plump buds as large as a common hazel nut.
The only pruning then necessary consists in the removal of
the lateral growth, and as this is done the canes are taken
down and tied together along the bottom of the trellis, where
they remain till the buds start into growth. The smooth bark
will require no dressing of any kind, only see that the vinery
itself is as clean in every part as soap and water can make it,

and that the soil about the roots in the interior border is

sufficiently moist. The reason's work is then completed.
With the third or fruiting year comes the time of trial, the

quality and finish of the fruit being very justly considered the
best test of the degree of skilful culture which has been
applied to its production. In starting the Vines maintain a
low but steady temperature, never exceeding io' by night for
the first fortnight, and never much below it ; then, by gradu-
ally advancing with the growth, a temperature of 5o" will be
reached by about the end of the first month, and so onwards
till by the time the Vines are in flower a maximum of 70° will
prevail, and be steadily continued till the crop is fully ripe.
The most critical time with regard to temperature is during
the period of flowering, more especially if the weather proves
wet, dull, and cold ; it is then very advisable to daily examine
the condition of the bunches, and if but little pollen is per-
ceptible, to raise the heat 4° or 5" in order to promote a
free, quick circulation of the air among them. 'This state-
ment of degrees or scale of progress is applicable to the work
whether early forcing is practised or not. In the latter case,
by watchfulness and care solar heat may bo so economised
that but little fire heat will be necessary. With a free circu-
lation of air 100= of solar heat will d"o no harm, but great
extremes of heat derived from an artificial source are as hurt-
ful as they are wasteful, and it is far better to regard the heat-

ing apparatus of a small vinery as a safeguard against the
extreme fluctuations of temperature that occur in an ungenial
season than as the principal source of heat.

The effect of moisture upon the actual growth of a Vino or
in. the development of its fruit, is very important, and is, I
think, far from being clearly understood either in its appli-

cation to tho roots or branches. Given a well-made, well-

drained border which, whUe it is firm even to hardness, is yet
so porous that superfluous moisture will never remain in it,

it is hardly possible to overwater the Vines, especially when
tlie fruit is swelling. In a dry season I have very success-
fully given the borders a thorough soaking of water slightly

dDuted with clarified liquid manure twice a-week, and to show
how thoroughly this is done, I may add that the sole rule for

the guidance of the men is to pour on the liquid till a full

strong flow is seen to issue from the main drain. The narrow
interior border shown in the diagram at page 215 affords the
greatest facility for this operation. The space from the surface
of the soil to the top of the walls being flooded, and the water
passing downwards under the arches to the outer border, it is

distributed to the whole of the roots with the greatest ex-

pedition and certainty, and without any of the vexatious waste
of time and water that is usually experienced when the water
is poured upon a sloping surface. By converting the water
into a mild form of manure all risk is avoided of reducing the
border to a poor, inert, washed-out mass of earth, and it un-
doubtedly acts as a healthy, wholesome stimulant to the Vines.
The canes are freely syringed till the foliage expands, but not
so much afterwards, the vapour rising from the damp floor,

border, walls, and evaporating-trays being usually sufficient to

promote health and keep down insects. Excessive moisture
must be avoided on dull days, but in bright sunny weather
there cannot be too much with a free circulation of air. It

has been justly said that the Vines which are constantly sub-
jected to an extremely warm moisture-laden atmosphere pro-
duce foliage of a thin flimsy texture, and to this I venture to

add a somewhat trite though very forcible axiom, "Avoid
extremes " in Vine culture as in all other things.

—

Edwaed
LncKHDKST.

AURICULAS.
I mi(;ht have written oftener about my old favourite the

Aui-icula, but that I feared from its exceeding great scarcity it

could hardly form a subject of anything like wide interest.

However, there is evidence more and more that many have a
deep admiration for this spring flower who do not grow it, and
not a few are taking it up according as it slowly becomes
accessible. Here the iron rule bends and breaks, that " de-

maud creates supply." It cannot always. The Auricula, along

with many another worthy flower both of the botanist and the

florist, has been cruelly neglected, and few plants can more
signally reprove neglect than this. There is no working it

round to speedy abundance to meet a mere whim of fashion.

Eut though I hope the Auricula will come to be well known
and appreciated, I trust it will never become "fashionable."

I am always very sorry for a fashionable flower. It does not,

as such, win one's heart. It is Uke a passing face in a gay
crowd. It is there to make an effect and a sensation, nothing
more. I know the favour it basks iu is a fickle thing. I feel

it is subject to that mysterious principle on which all fashions

change—to the action of that law of taste and fancy which,

i.ri., has "worked-oft'" the majestic bonnet as Mrs. Gamp
know it, and brought about that light and elegant fantasy

which now, like a tiorescent calyx, holds the corolla of a pretty

face. The Auricula, like other florists' flowers grown for the

intrinsic charms and beauties of each blossom and each petal,

has hitherto existed and probably ever wiU exist only with a

few, those to whom the bloom of a plant, although much and
the chief reward, is not all the interest it has for them, who
can enjoy growing it the year round, and with whom the

garden is subservient to the plants, and not the plants a mere
adornment for a plot of ground that has to be made gay with

some soit of flowers in a conventional way.

I am glad of the present opportunity to inform those who
are interested in the Auricula that what may be expected to be

a very good show of them wUl be held in conjunction with the

next show of the Manchester Botanical Society, to be held in the

Town Hall, King Street, on Tuesday, April 28th. The hearty

thanks of florists are due to the Botanical Council, who not

only have shown favour to the Auricula, whose early English

home was Lancashire, but who have also promised to support
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and encourage the exhibition and culture of those other florists'

flowers, such as the Carnation and Piooteo, that deserve more

general notice and wider cultivation. If only the graceful

example of Manchester were followed by many other provin-

cial botanical societies, then the exquisite flowers, popularly

conceived to be only the forced and narrow craze and hobby

of a few florist enthusiasts, would be brought forward and

afford a new pleasure to very many.
Auriculas will be shown in Manchester in stands of six and

four dissimilar varieties, in pairs, and in classes for single

plants. If the stands seem small it is for the sake of keen

competition in high quality. Even large growers feel the pull

there is in presenting a stand of six faultless trusses, and it is

poor sport to have to make up for a stand so large that you

feel conscious of having to put in flowers below first-rate mark.

There are quite enough of these left blooming at home, there

should be nothing but the cleverest work upon the exhibition

tables. So of trusses. We are supposed to thin them severely

in the north ; but although my plants are strong, and last in

fine health, and live long, I seldom find that more than seven

pips upon one truss can be trusted to be up to the mark in

character and size. Nothing looks worse than a large number
of uneven pips—in fact, nine free and uniform are a better

sight than nineteen crowded and top-heavy. Moreover, I have

noticed that the edged classes often throw too much body

colour into central pips, while in all a number of the middle

ones will be of uneven size it left in.

I hope to give our readers a short report of the Auriculas

at the Manchester Show. Would that efforts like this might

lead more lovers of floriculture to take up a florist's flower

!

The culture is a pleasure distinct from aught else in the garden.

In the hothouse and the conservatory, in the bright beds upon
the lawn, and the ribbons by the walks are, indeed, the gay

outer society of flowers which one admires in the mass and
acknowledges as distant acquaintance. But florists' flowers,

for which we do everything ourselves, and know the whole

nature of, which we cherish in health and nurse in their sick-

ness, which are of equal interest whether in bloom or in leaf

only, or even at rest altogether—these, I say, are our dear

familiar friends, these the circle of our intimacy. We would

rather stand over one bloom of these than be presented with

a handful from the dressy beds. So, at the risk of being

thought wildly enthusiastic, and of seeming to ride my hobby-

horse at John-Oilpin speed, I will say, in conclusion, that if

the reader has not some favourite flower in his heart and
garden (and a florist's flower grows to bo the greatest favourite)

he seems to me almost as one who has never known—amid
and above all life's many friendships—one love.—F. D. Hoknek,
Kirkhtj Miiheiird, liipon.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
Having perused at page 2C9 what Mr. Eobsou offers as a

" review of some of the changes in public opinion " on the

above subject, I confess my inability to discover that he has

done more than given the results of his individual experience

as a gardener in connection with hot-water heating, which

commenced, as he states, in the year 182'.), or about forty-five

years ago. In doing this he has allowed his historical account

to centre upon the old and worn-out contention between saddle

and tubular boilers, to which is added that in his opinion the

saddle, " either in the old or in some improved form " (thus

admitting that the old saddle needs improvement), " is after all

the most useful, and consequently the most popular boiler."

The fact is that, like hundreds besides, ho lacks the requisite

data for instituting a scientific comparison of the merits of

these boilers ; and never having worked out the problem, he
has no reliable basis for the opinion he expresses.

Perhaps, however, Mr. Robson will kindly excuse me if for

a moment I diverge from the confined hmits of the garden

and turn to the more open field of engineering, where greater

scope is found for the adequate discussion of this very question

of heating. And first let me inquire how it is that Mr. Robson
falls to discover that any real progress has been made in the

science of heating during the last half-century. To my mind
the answer is given in his own letter, from which it is clear

that his judgment is based upon the experience gained by
working the apparatus in his own hothouses—rather a limited

school of instruction for the purpose, I apprehend.
Passing allusion is made by him to the open-pipe system

;

but how much valuable knowledge could be developed in a deep

and thorough review of the various changes tUe numerous

systems have undergone! Our friend is entirely silent upon
the introduction of the out-ot-level system ; and taking them
somewhat in their order I wish we had had a few remarks

from him upon the opon-tank system, the close-pipe system,

the high-pressure system, the continuous-pipe system, the cir-

culatory-chamber system, the dip system, the one-pipe system,

and the various systems employed for warming domestic and

public buildings, all of which have an existence and a history,

and constitute in their aggregate an interesting and important

subject that deserves to bo carefully examined and deserilied.

Thus much for the "no-progress" portion of his letter. But
the boiler is the great centre around which all this question

lies ; and hero I must beg leave to say a few words.

Before accepting Mr. Ilobson's dictum as to the superiority

of the saddle boiler I should like to know by what tests he

arrived at his conclusion, because it is quite opposed in prin-

ciple to those formed by our most scientific authorities. I

have no desire to discuss the ciuestion " Whoso is the best

boiler ?" as that would be quite out of place in a communica-

tion of this nature ; and my only object in now addressing you

is to caution your numerous readers against formiug an opinion

upon " authority," however respectable, when the ordinary

methods of trial and observation may be applied to this as to

all other questions of scientific interest or practical import-

ance. For the sake of clearness I shall divide all varieties of

boilers into two classes. Under the first I shall include those

which contain their water massed in a body, as the Cornish,

the cannon, the conical, the saddle, the cylindrical, and the

square-flued, which I propose, for want of a better name, to

style non-divisional boilers. Under the second will come those

whose fluid contents are partially distributed in divisions ac-

cording to a regular plan, such as the multitubular, the upright

tubular, the spiral tubular, the horizontal tubular, and the

oblique tubular : these I shall desigoate as divisional boilers.

This classification being founded on the two great distinctive

principles of construction upon one or other of which all boilers,

so far as I am aware, are manufactured, is evidently that which

is most convenient for our purpose.

Now, whatever may bo the particular geometrical form which

a boiler assumes, it is in reality simply a vessel for the recep-

tion of water, designed according to the ideas of the maker for

the purpose of absorbing heat, and proceeding upon a recog-

nised principle which will be one of the two I have stated

above. These facts well uuderstood, it is easy to see that,

instead of a contention between the saddle and the tubular as

boilers, the question resolves itself into one of principles—

namely, that of the divisional as against that of the non-divi-

sional form of boiler. According to Mr. Eobsou the non-

divisional is the principle upon which all boilers should be

constructed, while I hold that tho divisional is far to be pre-

ferred to it, and I am in a position to sustain my own view by a

reference to some of the best known working examples. lude-

pendently, however, of pubUshed reports on the merits of any

particular boiler, let us turn for a moment to our locomotives,

and consider whether any non-divisional boiler could produce

effects at once so rapid and so economical as these multitubular

vessels : certainly no such example exists. And what shall we
say of that marvel of power and speed in heating presented by

the most recent type of fire-engine whose makers assert, and

prove too, that their improved form and application of the

tubular or divisional principle can bring water to the boiling

point in ten minutes, and produce a ste.am-pressure of 20 lbs.

in less than thirty minutes? Again, there are our marine

engines, all of which are constructed on the tubular principle,

for the very reason that it has proved itself beyond measure

the most effective yet known ; and also Field's patent tubes,

which have borne the test of nearly ten years, and are at this

moment in as extensive use as ever. So effective, indeed, is

the tubular or divisional principle, that the mere addition of,

as it were, the pendant tubes to the non-divisional form of

boilers increases their efficiency nearly a hundred per cent.

Is not this evidence of the superiority of the tubular principle ?

and has Mr. Robson anything comparable to it to adduce in

support of the unscientific, now nearly obsolete, form of boiler

of which he is so fond ? But to come to a comparatively recent

public test, I think we shall find in the reports of the Royal

Agricultural Society on boilers that the tubular or divisional

principle has completely eclipsed its competitor. Have we

not also Howard's patent tubular, which from its similarity to

the upright tubular we might fairly assume to have been sug-

gested by it? Here is a boiler which, requiring to be set in

brickwork, may be deemed the nearest approach to a garden
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boiler that I know of, and its splendid performance has gained

for it a reputation with which we are all familiar. But if Mr.

Eobson wishes to test the principle for himself, let him take a

vessel holding, say, ten gallons of water in an undivided body,

and boil it, noting the time and the fuel expended in the

operation. Let him then repeat the operation with a divisional

vessel having, say, three tubes, and he will fiud it boil in a

shorter time. Next let him try it with six tubes, and after-

wards with twelve tubes, and he will find, farther, the time

shortened with each increase in the number of tubes. I

am really astonished at finding a principle seriously chal-

lenged which was conclusively established by the memorable

trial of Stephenson's "Rocket" locomotive in October, 1829,

and which has actually been the making of the railway system

as it now exists. That principle consists essentially in the

extension of the surfaces at which the water to be heated and

the source of heat communicate ; au arrangement by which

the water and the heating products of combustion, divided

with more or less minuteness, are kept apart by as little inter-

vening matter as is consistent with their perfect separation.

—

A IUmbling C.E.

EAELY BEATEICE PEACH.
The fruit of Early Beatrice Peach, exhibited by Captain

Ashby's gardener on the 15th at South Kensington, will do all

that is needful to establish the reputation of this valuable

variety. We doubt if Peaches were ever ripened on the 31st

of March in England before. When these were exhibited by

Captain Ashby some of the members of Committee remarked

that hitherto it was considered skilful cultivation to have such

fruit in May. It is certainly a marvellous Peach, and will,

along with other fruit be has raised, tend to perpetuate the

name and the memory of Mr. Rivers, to whom we are so much
indebted for these valuable acquisitions to our gardens.

W. D. Caeter's Fcmigatob.—The fumigator represented in

the accompanying engraving consists of a hollow indiarubber

bulb, into which a coik is fixed, the cork being made tapering

so as to fit into any ordinnry-sized tobacco pipe, and it is

covered on the end with ctuient, to prevent its being burnt

when in use. A tobacco pipe having been two-thirds filled

with tobacco the latter is set light to in the ordinary way ; the

fumigator ifi then fitted on the bowl, and a very gentle pres-

sure on the indiarubber bulb creates sufficient draught to cause

a cloud of smoke to issue from the pipe stem. It is certainly

sufficiently simple, and seems worthy of a trial.

seedling that I have seen for some years." This Rose, we have
since learnt, is Tea Duchess of Edinburgh, of which a high
opinion was expressed by many when submitted to the Floral

Committee a month ago. We have also to make a correction

in respect to Peach Blossom, exhibited by Mr. William Paul at

the meeting of the 15th instant. This is globular in its early

stages, but cupped when fully grown.

We are glad to find that the fine glass houses of Lady
Rolle in the garden at Bicton have not been destroyed by the

late fire, as has erroneously been reported.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
A BEMEDT FOii HYDROPHOBIA hasbecn presented to the PhOa-

delphia College of Pharmacy by Prof. Maisch. It is called

trompatilla, and conies from Mexico, where it is said to have

been successfully used in the cure of the terrible malady men-

tioned. It is obtained from the stems of Bonvardia triphylla.

If we recollect, this is not the first wonderful remedy that

Mexico has been credited with. We can only hope that it will

be more useful than other drugs.— (A'»,f;;;>-/i Mfchunic.)

The show of fruit in the houses at Sawbridgeworth is

something to create wonder. Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

and Grapes are in the greatest abundance, and produced with

so much apparent ease that it is surprising to think that fine

fruit should be so scarce as it usually is.

Mr. Radclyefe, in writing last week on Roses, said,

" I have received this morning three beautiful blooms of one

Rose, unexpanded, from Mr. Veitch. . . . It is the best

THOMAS TUSSER.—No. 1.

We have never been able to explain, nor could anyone ex-

plain to us, why the biography of Thomas Tusser has been so

little regarded. He was the earliest practical public writer on
farming and gardening ; his works have passed through more
than twenty editions, the last appearing at the commencement
of the present century, and many authorities have praised his

literary labours.
,
Wartou, in his "History of English Poetry,"

says Tusser was " one of our earliest didactic poets in a science

of the highest utility." Another authority says that he wrote
" one of the most pleasant and instructive poems of the time."

Fuller praises him for his " excellent rules laid down in his

book of husbandry and huswifry," a book which, Warton adds,

is " valuable as a genuine picture of the rural arts, domestic

ecouomy, and customs of our industrious ancestors."
" Tusser's writings," says Mr. Cuthbert .Johnson, " were long

the hand-book of the English country gentleman. He is

deserving of the gratitude of the English farmer, for his

labours tended to improve, refine, and elevate the profession."

Yet Tusser's biography has been little sought into. He wrote

a rhymed autobiography, of which we shall largely make use,

but, unlike our predecessors, we shall add to it from many
original sources which we have spared neither pains nor ex-

pense to acquire.

The earliest record we have found of the family is in the

Heralds' College, and in one of its records it is stated that
" Eicharde Tusser, otherwyse Tuzerd," was " of Shyrborne,

in the couute of Dorset, gentylman," and that he had a son,

" Wm. Tusser, otherwyse Tuzerd, of Eyvenhall, in the counte

of Essex, esquyer." Of this Wilham Tusser the pedigree ex-

tracted from the Heralds' Visitation in 1570 is now before us.

He married either Ann or Isabella, a daughter of Mr. Thomas
Smyth, residing at Rivenhall, and sister of Sir Clement Smyth,

of Tofts, in Little Baddow, in the same county, and who also

was proprietor of Hoo Hall in Rivenhall. The manor of Tofts

was possessed by William Toft, gent. He died in 1470, and
his only daughter, Isabella, mar-

ried Thomas Smith, Esq., of

Rivenhall, and their son. Sir

Clement, married Dorothy, sister

of Edward Seymour, Duke of

Somerset. By his marriage with

Miss Smyth William Tusser be-

came father of five sons and

four daughters. The eldest son,

Clement, obtained a grant of

arms in 1560, which the Cla-

renceux King of Arms declares

in the grant were " the anncyent

armes belougyng to that name
and famylye." The arms are

these, and in the nomenclature

of heraldry are described as

azure a fess chequy argent, and

gules between three battle-axes

of the second. The crest upon
the helm a lion's paw erased

gold, armed gules grasping a

battle-axe azure purfled gold

on a wreath argent and azure.

The fourth sou was Thomas, whose biography we will now

detail as best we may.
We think he was born in 1525, for in 1513 he was elected to

King's College, Cambridge, apparently from the Royal choir,

and eighteen was the age at which choristers were sent by the

King to one of the Universities. Tusser tells

—

" H carao to pass that born I was,

Of lineat^e Rood, of Rentle blood.

In EdBex Iftver, in village fair.

That liivcuhall hialit.
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^Vhioh village ly'd by Banktree side,

There spend did I mine infancy.

There tlieD my name in honest fame
Kcmaiu'd in sight."

Banktrep, or Brauktree, as it was written iu the Bixteenth

century, is the modern Braintree.

Being desirous of asoertaining if the house in which the

Tussera resided at Eivenhall is linown, we ventured to apply

to the rector—the Bev. Bradford Deaue Hawkins, and to bis

most kind and courteous attention we are indebted for the

following:—"The Smyth family, into which Tusser's father

married, resided at and were iu possession of the farm called

Lanhams, and that is where Tusser's father brought home his

wife from Hoo Hall. The farm is the nearest to Braintree, at

the extreme end of Eivenhall. The house was altered and
modernised within these twenty years, but I found a drawing

of the house made anterior to those alterations, and as it

probably existed two hundred years before. It is just of the

same character as that in which Ray, the naturalist, was born,

within a short distance of this, at lilack Notley." From that

drawing our engraving is taken.

Of the dato of Tusser's birth there is no record, for the

earliest existing entry of a birth in the Bivenhall register is in

the year ICii t. In childhood he had a musical voice, and his

father, disregarding his repugnance and " tears from mother's

eyes," persisted in sending him " to song sohool." No
opposition

" Could pity make good father take

;

But out I must to song be thrust."

He was sent to the Collegiate Chapel at Wallingford, in Berk-
shire. It had then a dean, six prebendaries, six clerks, and

tusser's birthplace.

four choristers, but was dissolved iu 1519. He thus describes

his " chorister's misery " :

—

" O painful time, for every ciime
What touzed ears, like bated bears 1

What bobbed lipa ! what jerks ! what nips
What hellish toys 1

"What robes—how bare ! what college fare !

"What bread—bow stale! what penny alel

Then Wallingford, thnu wert abhor'd
Of seoly boyg."

His father was right in his determination, for Tusser's voice

not only obtained him patronage in boyhood, but, remaining
musical in manhood, was a resource when his agricultural

pursuits failed.

At that period choral services were most assiduously cul-

tivated, and the monarch, the bishop, and the peer spared no
expense to have skilled choristers. The liberty of the subject

was not then a prime article of the political creed, and one
example of its being disregarded is that power was granted to

press choristers and carry them off to serve in the choir of the

grantee. This was done as early as the reign of Edward IV.

;

and as an instance of a later date, in the year l.'JCO, Strype

says a commission was granted " to Philip Van Wilder, gentle-

man of the Privy Chamber, in anie churches or chappells within

England to take to the king's use such and as many singing

children and choristers as he or his deputy shall think good."

In the third series of Ellis's " Original Letters " are interesting

details of the difficulty and tyranny in obtaining choristers

during Tusser's time. Henry VIII. thanks Cardinal Wolsey
" for the chylde off his chiapell as he dydde hartly send ;

" so

the Cardinal required of Wareham, Archbishop of Canterbury,
" one Clement of his chapel which syngeth a basise parte."

This was done without any consulting of the singer's wishes.

When the king journeyed he took with him six singing boys
and six gentlemen of his choir, which will explain some of

Tusser's allusions. We have a list of the Earl of Northumber-
land's chapel choir, and its music was so superior that the

Cardinal extorted from him his choral books.

Tusser was subjected to more than one of these impress-

ments.
" Then for my voice, I must (no choice

Away of force, like posting horse.

For sundry men had placards then
Such child to take."

" The better breast "—that is, the better voice, the child had
the oftenerwashe liable to be impressed, and that was Tusser's

fortune, and " to serve the choir, now there, now here," he was

forced about until he was enrolled one of the choir of St. Paul's.

Whilst there it is probable that he was introduced to Lord

WiUiam Paget by the organist and almoner, .John Bedford, who

was no less distinguished for his care of his pupils than for his
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excellence as a musician. That nobleman, as Tusser wrote,
" was my founder," and power be had to bo so, for he was a
Secretary of State, and had been ambassador to the Court of

France, whose king said of him, " Yonder is the man I can
deny nothing to." Henry VHI. made him an executor of his

will. He probably obtained Tusser's appointment to the royal

choir.

This accounts for his subsequently becoming a student of

Cambridge UniTersity, for the rule prevailed in that choir,
" When anye of these children come to eighteen years of age,

and their voyces change, ne cannot be preferred in this chapelle,

the nombere being full, then yf they will asseuto, the King
aseynethe them to a college of Oxeford or Cambridge of his
foundation, there to be at fyndyng and studye bothe siiffy-

cyently, tylle the King may otherwise advance them."
That his university education was owing to his being one of

the lung's choristers he seems thus to notice :

—

"Since being once at Cambridge taught,
Of court ten yeai-e I made assay

;

No musick then was left untaught,"
Such cai'6 I had to eerve that way."

EXPEEIMENTS IN HYBBIDISING.
Peevious to the year 1865 I was frequently trying to cross

the Clinton Grape with the best exotic varieties we had, but
was unsuccessful, having to keep the pollen in a phi.al for some
time, on account of those under glass blossoming in advance
of those in the open air.

In 1864 I grew plants in pots of Clinton, Creveling, and
Hartford Prolific. In the spring of 1865 I set those plants
under glass, arranged so that I could retard or advance the
blossoms by raising or lowering the temperature of the house.
When they were sufficiently advanced I removed the stamens
of about one-third of the blossoms from about two bunches on
each plant, the remaining were removed entirely. I fertilised

the Hartford Prolific with pollen from Black Hamburgh, the
Creveling with White Sweetwater, and Clinton with Golden
Chasselas. (As I kept no record of the experiment I must
write from memory.) There was about equal success ; they
were almost full bunches. But unfortunately a hen got at the
Crevehug and Clinton, and destroyed the most of them ; from
the Creveling I grew three plants, two of which were so tender
in foliage as not to be worthy of trial. One being a very fine

plant, I thought it almost perfect; it disappointed me, having
imperfect blossoms. From the seeds of the CUnton I grew five

plants. The thrips lived on them as long as there was a leaf

left.

From the seeds of the Hartford Prolific I grew over fifty

plants. They had the greatest difference imaginable in foliage
;

many of them would not resist the mildew, while some would
curl from the effects of the sun. A few, however, are promis-
ing to be worthy of trial or cultivation. Nos. 18, 20, and 25
are white, and Nos. 5, 19, and 20 are black. The above
varieties are all large in bunch and berries, hold their fruit

well, and appear to have good foliage.

In 1807 I crossed Allen's Hybrid with Delaware
;
got about

twelve plants, only two of which had foliage that would justify

me in continuing the cultivation of them. One has fruited

this year [1873] ;
produces a white Grape, or rather very light

amber colour, with the flavour, foliage, and wood resembling
that of the Delaware.

I have frequently made efforts to cross the different varieties
of Pear in the blossom, always using bags made of tarltan to

prevent the blossoms being fertilised by natural means. I

think it a very poor protection. I have several seedlings pro-
duced in this way in 1869; nearly, or quite all of them are
perfectly thorny. The varieties used were Beurro Clairgeau,
Beurn'i d'Anjou, Passe Cohnar, Fondante de NoUl, &a. ; but I

kept no account of the experiment, and which varieties were
used as male, but have a record of the varieties of the fruits

that the seeds came from—the female. I budded from fifty-

eight of the most promising of tho plants the same year from
seed (or in 1870), in a bearing tree, none of which have fruited
or shown fruit buds as yet, but nearly all are thorny.

In 1870 I experimented largely with tho Pear ; as I had been
gaining experience I expected success. The Pear blight took
every branch except oue that was operated on, and that was
Osband's Summer crossed with Duchesse d'AngouK-me. I only
got one plant ; that oue is not thorny, it shows distinctly in
the foliage and wood the habit of both parents.
In 1871 I planted some seeds of the Bartlett and Flemish

Beauty Pear, intending to use them for stocks ; one plant
resembled the former, and appeared to grow fine. I grafted the
tops in a bearing tree. Last spring, one year from graft, '.

had one bunch of blossoms that had so great weight, with the
help of a little rain, the branch broke ; it has now over forty

blossom buds. I only mention this as an exception to the rule

laid down by some authors—seventeen years from seed for a
Pear to fruit.

After so many years of failure I adopted the theory laid

down by Mr. Rivers in his " Miniature Fruit Garden," to root-

prune some of my Pear and Apple trees. I differ with Mr.
Kivers in the time to perform the job ; he does it in the fall

;

1 prefer the month of April, as soon as the frost is out and the

land sufficiently dry to work. I take the tree up, shorten all

the roots that extend deep into the earth, and those side roots

that are growing too strong, and plant in the same place, being

careful to raise the roots as near the surface as possible.

Manure on the surface. I prefer to commence with a tree one
year from bud or graft, and transplant each alternate year.

By this process, and summer pinching or pruning, wo can
bring a tree into fruit when three years from the bud, and nearly

2J or A feet in height. I planted some trees in pots, tubs,

boxes, &c., such as were convenient.

The advantages in having these small trees are : First, we
can operate on the whole or a part of the blossoms as we
please, only remove those not required. Secondly, we protect

them by making covers of newspaper or any refuse paper, by
cutting them away the shape of the tree, and paste together,

and place them over it. If there comes a rain, as it so often

happens, these covers are supported by the ends of the

branches, and the blossoms effectually protected. A strong

wind will destroy them when wet ; they must be carefully

looked after, and replaced with others when anything happens.

The third advantage should not be lost sight of. We take

the tree up, and plant by the tree bearing the variety of fruit

we wish to use for the male. A large tree should always be

chosen for this purpose when it can be had. The east side of

the tree should be chosen where possible to plant ; in this way
we can operate without any protection, providing there are no
other varieties very near. I had last spring twenty Pear trees

prepared as above. On some I used the protectors, and others

were planted as described above. They ranged in height from
2 to 5 feet. I operated on the blossoms with great suoooss ; the

results I give :

—

No. of trees No. of No. of

in fruit seeds

operation. Female Blossoms. Male Blossoms. obtained, obtoiued.

1 Seckle BeaiTi- Clairgeau 27 6

1 Baitletl; „ d'Anjou 15 76

2 Beurrt- Clairgeau Duchesse d'Angouleme 23 139

1 „ „ Flemish Beauty IJ 99
1 „ „ Jost phine de Malines 2 16

1 „ d'Anjou Duchesse d'AugouIrme 7 45

1 Doyennt- Boussoch Duchesse d'Angouleme 11 44

1 Belle Lucrative „ „ SO S7

1 Seckle „ „ 2 2

1 Joseplune de Malines Flemish Beauty 3 19

1 Winter Nelia „ „ 10
1 Duchesse de Bordeaux Duchesse d'Angouli'-me 1 5

1 Madame Beauford „ „ 1 10

1 Osband'rt Summer „ „ 87 880

1 Flemish Beauty „ >, 15
1 „ „ BeuiTc Claii-goau 2 9

1 A new variety, import- \

edlB71;uamel0Bt; j^g. ^^j^jl^jij^^g 1 1
a very line Deoem-
ber Pear, large. )

1 Doycmn- du Cornice Flemish Beauty failed.

1 Flemish Beauty BeurrL- Hardy failed.

1 Belle Lucrative Louise Bonne Had one Pear, lost.

As the trees were all exposed during the whole of the

season, some of tho fruit were blown off in September; they

were all saved, but not separated ; there were nearly one hundred
of them, with about five hundred seeds.

I have made several efforts to cross the Pear with the Apple,

and the Apple with the Pear, but always failed till this year

(1873), and this remains still to be tested, the seeds being in the

ground. In preparing for the experiment I selected seven small

Apple trees, grown on Pommier de Paradis stock, planted in

pots, boxes, and tubs, everything I had that would do. The
varieties selected were CeUini, Lord Burghley, Lord Derby,

Lord Duncan, Ecklinville Seedhng, Margil, and Cox's Orange
Pippin, mostly new varieties, and all imported. Pear trees on

Quince stocks were treated and planted the same as the Apples.

Had one tree of Duchesse de Bordeaux, and two trees of

Josephine do Malines. The trees were all set under glass

about tho 1st of April; they came in blossom about three
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weeks sooner than those in the open air; so there was no

chance for the hlossoms to become fertilised from trees in the

open air, or those growing out of tho house.

I carefully removed all the male part or stamens from the

blossoms on the Apple trees—where there were too many
blossoms I thinned them—and applied the pollen of the Pear

blossom three or four times a-day, as long as they remaiued

fresh. If they were fertilised by any natural source, or with

the aid of insects, it must have been with a Pear. I applied

the pollen with a fine camel-hair brush part of tho time, and

sometimes by picking the blossom oif, and giving it a sudden

twist over the Apple blossom, by taking tho stem between the

thumb and finger. I prefer tho latter method, but they must
both be in bloom at the same time.

The result of this experiment was four Apples, all on one

tree, variety Cellini, only seven seeds.

Cellini Apple is large, striped and splashed with red, a very

pretty fruit, and matures about November to December.

Those ripened in October, but they were about the size of a

cent when those in the open ground were in blossom.—P. C.

Dbmpsev.—{Report of the Fruit-gmners' Associatio)i, of the

Province of Ontario.)

THE NEW MODE OP GLAZING.
[A coHKEsroNDENT from Yorkshire writes thus in allusion to

the mode of glazing described by Mr. Robson at page 287, and

sends a section of the glazing bar recommended. We append

some additional notes from Mr. Bobson.
" If the enclosed suggestion for glazing by the new method

with cork wedges instead of putty is of any use you are

welcome to it. I have not tried the system, but having the

wedges outside seems open to the objection of giving access

from tho outside to anyone disposed to meddle with valuable

fruit where the garden is not well fenced. The price of the

indiarubber flange tubing is Id. or '2d. a-foot.—P."J

I AM exceedingly glad to have the suggestions of " P.,"

which are both practical and to the purpose, and I trust

others will como forward and give their advice also. Com-
paratively few things present themselves perfect at first, and
very important improvements are often made afterwards. In

the present instance our correspondent's view of preventing

the rain penetrating at the sides is a useful suggestion, and I

had at one time thought of advising the indiarubber tubing

he speaks of, but from what I have seen of that article as used

between window sashes to prevent rain or wind penetrating

into a dwelling room, it has decayed so fast that I hesitated

to advise its use in a case where putty was complained of for

the same fault. Nevertheless, I am not without hope that a

better material may be discovered. If some cheap material

sufficiently elastic to fit between the glass and the glazing bar

could be contrived, one which also possesses the property of

being water-tight, success would seem certain.

From the diagram (ft;;. 1) it will be seen that " P." contem-

plates reversing the mode of fastening the squares of glass as

given at page 287, and
nC , instead of their being

fastened outside, as

done in Mr. Neve's
house at Chart Sutton,

he recommends their

being fastened inside

or underneath, and
suggests the small

block for that purpose should be on the under side, as well

as the cork wedges, giving as a reason the facihty which the

former way affords to a dishonest person getting to the fruit.

Without oiiering any opinion on the latter subject, I certainly

think if something could be contrived to prevent the wet

entering it ought to be on the outer or upper side of the glass,

and I hope to hear of something better-adapted for that pur-

pose than the indiarubber tubing referred to. Could not some
manufacturer prepare a kind of felting or other material

sufficiently elastic to form a joint between the glass and the

wood or metal, that would prevent wet finding its way inside ?

I should think that among the many materials now at com-
mand there must be something that would accomplish this

object and be less costly than indiarubber tubing. An appU-
cation of the same ingenuity which presents us with so many
kinds of floorcloths could assuredly supply a material for the

purpose.
Then as to the blocks and wedges which " P." places under-

Fig. 1.

a, Rafter.
?i. Piece of wood 2 inches long screwed to

f, ludiaiubber flange or draught tubing.
d, Cork wedges.
(', Lap of glass.

neath, I have been thinking if the glazing bar were grooved-out
square, as sliown in jiii. 2, there would be room for the pad
above and the wedge below the square, and blocks might bo

dispensed with. It is true all the squares would have to be

put in at the bottom of tho

light, which might be incon-

venient, but I have seen more
than one kind of putty-glazed

house where this had to bo

done with much greater diffi-

culty. Possibly someone may
suggest still further improve-
ments, and the matter is cer-

tainly deserving of attention.

Fill. 2 represents a glazing

bar with a groove to receive the

glass, with somepad or stuffing

on the upper side of it to ren-

der it water-tight, aud the cork

wedge below as has been de-

scribed, but I am far from
thinking it is the best arrange-

ment that can be adopted, for the whole thing is only in its

transition state, and until manufacturers can supply us with

a suitable material to form a water-tight packing, I fear we
must grope in the dark. I may, however, say that if it bo

found impracticable to make between the two a tight cement

joint that would keep out water at all times, certainly one

could be found that would keep it out when it was once wetted.

The ordinary caulking adopted with timber-built ships will do

this, but I should think something like the sheets from which

gun wads are made might answer the purpose. Certainly some-

thing may be done to lessen the present hea\'y expenses of paint

and putty, and if " P." can recommend a durable kind of

indiarubber tubing it is certainly as likely to answer as anything

else. One thing, however, may be depended on, that if once

a demand sets fairly in for a quantity of such an article it is

sure to be met. Let us, therefore, hope that such will be the

case, and that the mode of glazing referred to as well as others

may be fairly tested.—J. Eoeson.

Fig. 3.

,
Glazing bar or rafter.

, Pad of felting or some t^imilor

mateiial.

, Glass.

, Cork wedge.

THE OKCHARD HOUSE AT BLENHEIM.
I HAVE read the details of Mr. Fountaine's system of having

double crops from his vinery, and I do not know if»ever it has

been adopted here or not. The house is simply used for

growing fruits in pots, with a back wall getting well,covered

with Peach trees, and as there is no reason why the trees

should be wheeled-out, I have simply planted one-half of them
in the bed of soil forming the inside border to save labour. I

need scarcely add that during the growing season onfe-sixth of

the watering will be required compared with those in pots.

When replying to the inquiries of the gentleman who took

notes of the gardens here, I said nothing with the view of

imder-rating Mr. Fountaine's ingenious invention, though it

is of no use where Vines or Peaches are not grown overhead.

If I had found Mr. Fountaine's system fully carried out, it is

probable I would have gone mucli further into it than is de-

scribed.

It is well known to many practical men that stone fruits,

trained or planted out, have been grown successfully for many
years—long before my gardening experience—with Vines

trained up the rafters, and abundant aud excellent produce

from both above and below secured. At Wrotham Park, when
under the management of Mr. W. Thomson, excellent Peaches

and Grapes were grown under the same roofs, and I believe

many prizes taken by them ; also at llendlesham Hall, by

the late Mr. W. Allan, the system was adopted with great suc-

cess ; and during the last ten years Peaches and Grapes from

the same house have helped collections of fruits which I have

exhibited to hold good positions. To give variety cordons may
be trained on wires under the Vines and up the back walls. I

saw the house at Chiswick last season, and was one of those

who admired the Madresfield Court Grapes—fine bunches,

and very large berries they were, and offering then to colour

well, But I must confess that the system at Chiswick, even

under the skill of a Barron, did not raise it in my mind, or

lead me to think it was a profitable method of growing fruits.

When looking at it in the £ -•. d. point of view I fear market

men would not be ready to adopt the plan, as I know, from

early experience in London market establishments, that a

house to pay must not only be crammed with fruit, but
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mauy other things are brought forward for sale to give a fair
return.

It is fair to state that when I came here a year and a half
ago I proceeded to plant Vines in the house, but I soon ob-
served that there had been Vines planted there before, and on
inquiry I was informed that they had offered to do well, but
were ordered to be taken out. So I at once abandoned the
idea and prepared the trees for work, and many of them, espe-
cially Plums, Peaches, and Nectarines, bore fine crops of large
finely-flavoured fruit. I never saw Green Gages so fine in the
most-favoured districts in England. The trees evidently had
been managed with skill before they fell into my hands, and I
would follow out the pot system were it not the enormous
amount of labour it entails from the waterpot. The interest
and knowledge it affords in a pomological sense is of great
value

; but proprietors generally require profits in a tangible
form.

In conclusion, I believe that Mr. Fonntaine's system can be
adopted with success, and if I were to give it a trial on its

widest merits I would take out the end of a well-established
vinery in which such hardy Vines as Black Hamburglis, Buck-
land Sweetwater, Muscadine, Ac, are grown; and when the
pot trees were clothed with firm foliage, the fruit nicely set and
well hardened with air, they could be wheeled-out or plunged
in a sheltered border under a wall, and have the usual atten-
tion. The Vines at the period the stone fruits were set would
be fit to tie down in their position, and then have the whole
house to themselves. Peaches grown overhead would answer
the same purpose. We have a number of Cherries, Ac, set
nicely under Peach trees, but the increasing foliage warns us
that we must move the pots to where they can have light and
air.

To the inexperienced I would advise that they should go
personally and see any system of fruit-growing before they
spent their money on structures, Arc, as we often hear and
read of splendid crops of fruit on trees in pots, &c., at exhi-
bitions and elsewhere, but when they are seen by experienced
men they diminish into miserable failures, and are a burlesque
on skilful fruit-growing. It is, on the other hand, true that
some can never give the credit due to a successful neighbour,
or accept any system out of the old rut.—M. Temple.

NOTES ON VILLA, and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
TiiE cultivators of the soil, both on a large and small scale,

require a considerable amount of patience, since their efforts are
contiminlly opposed by numerous tribes of depredators. Each
season brings with it peculiar enemies, whose attacks will soon
overturn the efforts of labour, taste, and skill, unless they are
diligently guarded against. Birds will rob you of all your seeds
before one is allowed to vegetate ; cats will disfigure your flower
beds, and most provokingly scratch-up young plants, however
choice they may be; hares aud rabbits will nibble off Carnations
and Pinks, leaving only some unsightly stumps ; and moles
will form miniature tunnels under the roots of Eoses, itc.

Children do not hesitate sometimes to run over a flower bed in
search of a ball ; and adults, who are ignorant of the mysteries,
often leave their footprints on spots where tender seedlings are
just comiug-up. Verily, amateurs need the patience of Job in
the midst of such repeated and constant inflictions. Long as
the above catalogue is, it includes only a few skirmishes with
the enemy, for myriads of insects are always pursuing their
destructive tactics in a greater or less degree. How can the
pen adequately describe the mischiefs wrought by thesUmy race
of slugs and snails ? In frosty weather, indeed, these ruthless
foes disappear, or a long drought may seem to have driven
them away ; but let a mild day visit us even in the middle of
winter, or a shower of rain lay the dust of summer, and these are
devouring all before them, as if called into new life. Woe be to
the florist in whose frame two or three lie concealed. How often
has one in a single night marred the laboirr of months 1 Then
come the woodlice, having a fine taste for aU that is tender in
veKctatiou, from the cotyledons of seedling Eanunculuses to
the petals of Roses. Earwigs hide their detested shapes in
every hole and corner, and, assassin-like, deal their deadly
bites under the cover of darkness. Eed spider and the green
fly bring up the rear, aud, with wonderful fecunditj-, multiply by
thousands in a day, till the unhappy gardener is at his wits' ends.
The above are all either dwellers on the surface of the ground,

or carry on their operations there ; but there are other insects
whose attacks are concealed beneath the soil, aud which it is
still more difficult to guard against. In the early spring the
•wireworm saws away at the lower stems of Pansies and Carna-
tions, and we know nothing of the matter till the withering of
the whole plant makes us acquainted with our loss. Through-
out the year larvas of various kinds thus blast the hopes of the

cultivator, by undermining or destroying the roots ; in short,
the attacks of enemies are constant, and therefore war must be
interminable. A gardener must necessarily be a great destroyer
of hfe, or that life, if spared, will soon destroy him. I shall not
enter into the natural history of insect enemies, but shall confine
myself to the best methods of extirpation by-and-by, so that the
amateur may be assisted in guarding himself against the annoy-
ance of loss.

Perhaps the greatest error which we commit in the manage-
ment of our flower gardens is that of turning liali-hardy plants
out into the borders before the middle of May. lu no case that
I am aware of can any advantage accrue fmrn this practice, but
it is well known that plants frequently sustain injuries which
they are half the summer in recovering from. I may be told they
are sooner in bloom, and this I grant, because the check they
receive from the cold nights and dry parching winds is favourable
to the production of flowers. But what is the bloom ? a few
miserable spikes on a more miserable plant, and a bed not more
than half furnished with foliage, in which deplorable state the
plants remain until the genial showers of June or July excite
them into new growth.

If, instead of planting out thus early, we took more pains in
preparing the plants and the ground properly, and if we de-
ferred planting until the last week of May or first week of June,
at which time we may take advantage of a few dull days, we
should find the plants materially benefited, and the appearance
of our gardens on the whole signally improved. At that season
we have the concurrent advantages of terrestrial heat and the
warm dewy evenings, which are of the greatest advantage to the
development of vegetation. The preparation of plants for turn-
ing-out has been adverted to in former articles, and, as a general
rule, it may be stated that no plant ought to be turned into the
borders until it has been gradually prepared and inured to the
open air for at least six weeks from the time it was taken from
the cutting or seed pot.
Where beds are stocked with spring-flowering plants it will

be advantageous to dig or fork them over in the evenings of
warm days, by which means a considerable portion of heated
soil will be worked into them. In heavy soils on a wet and
retentive bottom this kind of preparation is indispensable. Of
the plants which require to be prepared now for autumn-flower-
ing in the greenhouse or drawing-room, the Chrysanthemum is

the principal one. Directions for its management have been
already given ; but for the purpose of the amateur, as being the
least troublesome, to plant them out next month in rich soil,

layer the tips of the branches in August, aud pot the dwarf
plants in September, as will be detailed at the proper time, is

the best system of management. The Chrysanthemum for a
low east, west, or south wall makes an excellent covering, and
some of the earlier kinds will flower tolerably well on a north
wall in favourable seasons, and give, with a little protection, a
good supply of flowers up to Christmas.
Propagate Scarlet aud other Pelargoniums for autumn-bloom-

iug in pots, and make a small sowing of Chinese Primula for

early flowering. Eose stocks for budding must now be looked
over, and have all their superfluous branches removed ; and
those in pots would be benefited by beini^ plunged in a gentle
bottom heat to get the roots as well established as possible before
the plants are budded. The propagation of the Eose by cuttings
I must defer until next week.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
KITCHEN OABDEN.

The earlt/ Potatoes on a warm border are well through the
ground and look very healthy. The leaves have a growing look,

not curled up as they are when exposed to drying east winds.
Ean the Dutch hoe through the ground, aud also drew some
earth to the plants with a draw-hoe. There is great danger of

frost injuring them as yet, but if the plants are eartbed-up they
will be saved to a certain extent. It is also worth while to cover
them with something if the frost is likely to be keen. A pot
inverted over each plant is a good covering, or some straw thrown
lightly over the plants will serve the same purpose. After
trying a number of different sorts of early kidney Potatoes,
Myatt's Prolific has proved itself to be the earliest and best
grower.
Made another sowing of Peas, with Spinach between the rows.

Just as the Peas show through the ground the sparrows nip
them off if the rows are not protected with wire netting. This
is no protection for mice, which get in somehow and attack the
seeds before they have had time even to vegetate : a figure-of--l

trap is a good means of destroying them. Peas may be used as

a bait. Mice do not take kindly to Broad Beans. Pricked out
Celery under hand-lights ; the plants had been raised in heat,

and were well hardened off before putting them out. The glasses

are kept rather close for a few days, and afterwards air is ad-

mitted more freely. When the plants ai'e well established the

glass covers are kept off altogether, only covering during severe

weather. Planted out Lettuce, and made a fresh sowing; also
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made sowings of other small salads, Mustard and Cress, Radish,

&c. Small salading of this character is very easily produced,

and for this reason but little attention is given to it ; but it is

nevertheless one of the important details of a gardener's work,

and should not be overlooked. Vegetable Marrows ought now
to be sown on a hotbed. There are many different varieties to

select from, but one sort is quite sufScient where utility is the

object in view. Moore's Vegetable Cream is the best and most
tender when cooked.

FRUIT AND FORCINO HOUSES.
Cucumhe.r and Melon ifo«Sfs.—Cucumbers now grow freely,

and little difficulty is experienced in cutting plenty of excellent

fruit, nor do we care much about variety ; one sort is sufficient,

and generally every gardener has a variety of his own which he

thinks better than other people's. When the plants are grown
in houses heated by hot-water pipes it is very easy to preserve

a good variety by cuttings, and this is the only way to keep

it true. The finer varieties of Cucumbers are very shy in pro-

ducing seeds, and this does not apply exclusively to the long

exhibition sorts. The best variety of Telegraph is a very shy
seeder. The best Cucumbers are obtained in a moist atmo-
sphere, and a temperature of from 70° to 75" at night. Melons
have set their fruit pretty freely, and the earliest and best

variety to set its fruit is Gilbert's Improved Victory of Bath.

This Green-fleshed sort and Scarlet Gem can be recommended
as the best in their respective classes for those who have not

had much experience in Melon-growing. There is much dif-

ference of opinion as to the number of fruit that ought to be
grown on a Melon plant. Some persons would allow a single

plant to mature six fruits, others would say two were sufficient.

For general purposes very large fruits are not required, and as

a rule each plant that has sufficient space to develops itself will

bring to maturity from four to six fruit. All the flowers on a

plant should be set within twenty-four hours of each other, so

that they may swell evenly : 65° is a very good night tempera-
ture for Melons.
The Peach and Nectarine trees in the orchard house have

freely set their fruit, but Pears and Plums in the same house are

only now in full flower, and until their flowering period is over
it is better not to use the syringe. Pears, Plums, and Cherries
under glass do not set so freely as Peaches. Strawberries on
the shelves are throwing up trusses of flowers ; the earliest of

them have been thinned out. It requires a watchful man to

attend to Strawberry plants on shelves, and lie ought also

to thoroughly know his plants. The pots, if the plants are

worth anything, are crammed full of roots ; and should the soil

become overdry, so that the ball cracks away from the sides of

the pot, the plant will sufier very considerably. Use weak
manure water every time the plants require watering. They
should be freely syringed every morning underneath the leaves.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Stage and Fancy Pelargoniums are now throwing-np their

flower trusses, and as some green fly is to be found in the house
fumigating with tobacco smoke has been necessary. This fine

section of Pelargoniums is easily managed ; the plants require a

good supply of water at the roots, and are more readily injured

by the lack of it than the Zonals. They must also be kept free

from green fly. Should this pest not he destroyed before the
flowers open, it cannot be dislodged afterwards without ma-
terially injuring the plants. Tobacco smoke causes all the ex-
panded flowers to drop their petals.

In previous numbers allusion was made to those find old

plants Hovea Celsii and Leschenaultia biloba major. They are

now coming into flower, and a few plants of each are very
pretty in small greenhouses. They are prized for their distinct

blue flowers, which are freely produced. Attend to shading
plants in flower. Primulas, such as P. cortusoides amccna, and
its varieties alba and lilacina, are not so much grown as they
ought to be ; the variety amoena is very far superior to the
much-lauded P. japonica as a decorative plant, and withal is

not so attractive to insect pests.

FLOWER OARDEN.
The lawn requires to be run over with the mower once a-week

;

the grass grows rapidly, and if it is not kept close its appearance
will be spoiled for months. All sorts of Zonal Pelargoniums,
Verbenas, Lobelias, Ageratums, and others of the more hardy
class of bedding plants may now be tnmed-out in turf pits if

the space under glass is required for other plants ; of course,
where the pits are not required for any other purpose, it will

not be necessary to remove the plants, but the hghts should be
entirely taken off during the day. Altemantheras, Coleus, and
Iresine should yet be in a house where a little artificial heat
can be given ; of the former we have not yet sufficient stock, and
have put in more cuttings in heat. A. amoena is the best, and
the slowest grower.

Planted out the main collection of Gladiolus ; the ground is

in excellent condition this year. The soil is rich, and to secure
success a little sand is placed under and over each bulb. Auri-
culas are now in full beauty, and the flowers must be shaded
from the sun in order to prolong the bloom.—J. Douglas.

KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.
The second spring Show of this Society was held yesterday,

and though, as compared with its predecessor, of less interest,

and not on the whole remarkable in a cultural point of view, it

was a fairly good minor Show, and was favoured with summer-
like weather.
Of Roses in pots a beautiful group of nine came from Messrs.

Veitch, of Chelsea ; Charles Lawson, and Teas Madame Wilier-

moz and President being especially good. In the nurserymen's
class for Azaleas Messrs. Lane were first, and in that for amateurs
Mr. Marcham, gardener to J. Mitchell, Esq., Iver, and Mr. James,
gardener to W. P. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, took the lead with
well-flowered plants. For Cinerarias the same exhibitors stood
in the same order. For Amaryllis a veiy good half-dozen from
Mr. Harborough, gardener to C. Keiser, Esq., had a first prize.

Dielytra spectabilis from Messrs. Veitch was well represented,

and smaller specimens came from Mr. Reeves, Acton, and Mr.
G. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart., Regent's Park.
Messrs. Lane, of Great Berkhampstead, had a finely-flowered

dozen of hardy Rhododendrons in 12-inch pots, taking a first prize.

Stove and greenhouse plants from Mr. Ward, gardener to

F. G. Wilkins,EBq., Leyton, included several excellent specimens
of Orchids, and in the class for six (Orchids excluded) the same
exhibitor had Anthurium Scherzerianum with finely-developed

spathes, 5 inches by 4. In each case Mr. Wheeler was second.

In Heaths Mr. Ward and Mr. Wheeler were again the prize-

takers ; wiiilst for Mignonette Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting, had
it all to themselves.
Highly ornamental miscellaneous groups were furnished by

Mr. Williams, of HoUoway, and Mr. G. Wheeler; a profusion of

beautiful Roses in pots ,by Mr. W. Paul. Mr. Needier, gardener
to the Comte de Paris, sent a fine collection of hardy species of

Ophrys and Orchis ; Mr. James, Auriculas and Pansies ; Mr
Hooper, of Bath, a fine stand of Pansies ; Mr. Walker, Thame,
Marechal Niel Rose remarkably fine for this time of year ; Mr.
W. Paul, a numerous collection of variegated Pelargoniums ; and
Messrs. Jackman, of Woking, a grand collection of Clematis.

New plants were numerously represented in groups from
Messrs. Veitch, WUliams, and others. Certificates were awarded
to Messrs. Veitch for Ficus Parcelii, Drac-ena Hendersoni, Croton
ovalifolium, Abutiton Sellowianum marmoratum. Agave Leo-
poldii, Cattleya gigas, Drosera capensis, and Acer vitifolium

flavescens ; to Messrs. Rollisson for Hypolepis Bergiana ; to Mr.
Williams for Ceteraoh aureum, Gymnogramma triangularis, and
Amaryllis Mooreana, fine, broad-petalled, deep scarlet; and to

Mr. W. Paul for Betula alba foliis purpureis, with, as shown,
olive leaves ; also for Roses Perle des Blanches, a free-blooming

white Hybrid Perpetual; St. George, dark crimson; and Mario
St. Arnaud, very pale lemon. Mr. Parsons, Welwyn, had also

a certificate for Azalea Duchess of Edinburgh, large, very fine

form, pale reddish salmon. Messrs. Jackman had like awards
for Clematis Monikata Oke, large, pale lilac ; Duchess of Edin-
burgh, a splendid semi-double white ; Sir Garnet Wolseley,

violet ; and Mrs. Moore, with extraordinarily long petals, white,

with a flush of lilac.

A very nice although small collection of Auriculas was sent in

for the competition for prizes offered by the Metropolitan Floral

Society ; and we were glad to see that in addition to weU-knowu
exhibitors of the flower Mr. Douglas, of Loxford Hall, Ilford,

who is so well known for his success as an exhibitor in anything

he undertakes, took a leading place. He took the first prize for

six Auriculas with a fine plant of Lightbody's Robert Traill,

Popplewell's Conqueror, Smith's Formosa, Lightbody's Meteor
Flag, and two others. Mr. James, gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq.,

Redlees, Isleworth, was second ; and the Rev. H. H. Dombrain, '

Westwell Vicarage, Ashford, was third with Campbell's Pizarro,

Hudson's Apollo, Headly's George Lightbody, Sims's Vulcan,
Popplewell's Conqueror, and Smith's Ne plus Ultra. In class-

showing, for one green-edged Auricula the Rev. H. H. Dombrain
was first with Lancashire Hero, Mr. Douglas second with Hud-
son's Apollo, and Mr. James third with Lovely Anne. In grey

edges Mr. Douglas was first with Robert Traill, the Rev. H. H.
Dombrain second with Richard Headly, and Mr. James third.

In white edges the Rev. H. H. Dombrain was first with Taylor's

Glory, and Mr. James second with Smiling Beauty. In selfs

Mr. Douglas was first with Master Hole, Mr. James second with

Charles J. Perry, and the Rev. H. H. Dombrain third with

Spalding's Metropolitan.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Books (B. BiugeU).—Yom contriMjtion is unintelligible.

Beetles on Vines (OncrMc?;).—They are weevils. The larger one is

Curculio picipes, the two smaller C. cupreus. Use the remedies directed on

p. 282 of our number published on the 2nd inst.

Destroying Emmets (A Comtaiil Subscriber).—The beat method of

destroying these as well as the lesser kinds of ant is to saturate their nests at

night with ammoniacal li'iuor from the gas works. You may use it at some

distance from the stems without injury to the trees; but if the nests are at

their base we should dislodge the emmets by sprinkling guano, and when
they move to a spot where ammoniacal liquid can be usel, apply it, le-
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peating at intervals until the ants are driven away or destroyed. The guano
should also be Bpriokled round the stems of the trees. A 8piiaklin<; will

suffice to cause the ants to shift, repeatiog the application as it is washed in

by rains.

Pear Trees for PrRAariDS (Reader).—On your soil Pears would succeed
on the Qoiuoe stock if plantei on the surface and the roots covered with soil

—the uppermost about 3 ioches deep—forming a cone flattened at the top,

and tt'p-dressing in surumer with short manure. Suitable varieties are

Citron des Carmea, Beurrc- Giffard, Baurre d' Amanlis, Williams's Bon Chretien,

Beurre Hardy, Foodaote d'Automne, Comte de Lamy, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, StJcLIe, Marie Louise, Thompson's, Beurr'- Diel, Jean de Witte, Zephirio
Gre^oire, lierj^jainutte E^peren, and Ne Plus Sleuria. They will all succeed
on the yuiuoe except Marie Louise, Jean de Witte, Seckle, Ne Plus Meuria,
and Thompson's, which are best on the Pear stock.

Bedding PELARGONitnis OvERTiGoaotis (Idem).—It would materially

oheck their growth to plunge them in the beds with the pots sunk to the rim.

The soil is no doubt too rich and loose. If it were firm it is likely they would
make shorter growths and flower more freely.

Ivy Leaves Eaten {J. IT.).—The leaves are probably perforated by the
caterpillar of some insect. Choosing a dry day, mix 1 oz. of white hellebore

powder with a gallon of water, and in the evening stir it well up, sprinkle the
Ivy through a rose watering-pot, making the leaves wet. It may be necessary
to repeat the application in the course of a week or ten days.

FuaiiQATiNQ WITH HoME-GROWN ToBAcco (3. £.).—The tobacco must
not have been properlv prepared for fumigation, or it would not have proved
injurious to the foliage of Azaleas. The mode of preparation of British-

grown tobai;co is given at length in " The Gardeners' Year-Book " for 1874,

page 95. Dried without preparation it is not safe to use for fumigation,
being apt to injuriously E^ect the foliage.

Turf Ashes—Red-leaded Peas Taken by Rats (Idem).—The turf

ashes may be advantageuusly employed on ground for vegetable crops. It is

valuableior Ouians, Potatoes, Cabbages—in fact all kitchen-garden crops, and
is especially valuable for heavy soil. A dressing an iuch thick or more will

do no harm mixed with the soil by forking before sowing or planting. Rats
occasii.mally take Peas that were red-leaded before sowing. Two years ago
they cleared three rows, removing the shell as you describe ; and again this

year they have taken a few here and there in a row 60 yards long, bat are

evidently anything but satisfied. These are the only instances in our ex-

perience that they have attacked Peas well moistened and thoroughly
coated with red lead. We should cover the row, say 8 inches wide and I inch
deep, with coal ashes. It is just when the Peas are appearing above ground
that the rats take them. We have tried covering with netting, but the rats

burrow under, and we find ashes more effectual. Trap them in their runs
and holes.

Orchids (Notts).—Your Orchids are all Dendrobiums. That with two
flowers is D. nobile, the large single flower is D. Wardianum, the small one
D. pulohellum. The Cineraria is a very fine showj flower, but as far as we
can judge not deserving a name; it has a very large ceatre, whioh is a decided
fault.

AoRictTLA (Inquirer).—The Auricula with which you have been familiar

for nearly forty years, the plant being very common as an edging for the garden
walks of poor people, is a species differing from the common sorts used for the

flame purpose in cottage gardens. It is Primula viscosa. You give it a good
charai::terby saying it always maintains one uniform distinct colour, habit, and
period of flowering, in the latter respect being earlier than the others.

Drying Fdngi for Herbarittm (Afac).—To dry and preserve the fleshy

fungi they must first be placed in a dry place for twenty-four hours, more or

less, BO that they may part with any superfluous moisture, then they may be
dried between bibulous papers like flowering plants. They, however, require

more frequent changing, and before the fungi are put away they must be well

washed with corrosive sublimate to prevent the attacks of mites, Ao. For
every practical detail regarding this somewhat difficult subject see " Science

Gossip," No. 93. Price 'id. Kent & Co., Paternoster Row.

Dendrobium densiflorum (A Cheshire Lady).—With nine spikes of bloom
it is no doubt very handsome, but it is not unusual to see it produce this

number.

Late-keeping Black Grape (G. TI'.).—There ia none better than the

Lady Downe's.

Soil for Gentianella (Idem).—Any light garden soil will suit it. A
little peat mixed with the soil is an improvement.

Yellow Carnations (Exeter).—Write to Mr. Turner, Royal Nurseries,

Slough, on the subject.

LiLEUMS not Growing (H.).—We should consider the bulbs had lost their

growing parts or centres, probablv from the " good watering " given them at

potting. It may he that the soil is dry, and all the plants need is a proper

supply of moisture. Water them, not over the bulbs, but around the sides of

the pot, and place in the gieenhouse, where, if you keep the soil moist, you
will soon ascertain whether they will grow or not.

Vines for Greenhouse (Jrfcni).—In your house, and with so narrow a

border, yon will not be able to have more than two Vines, which we should
plant 4 feet 6 inches from each end. We would take three shoots from each
Vine near the bottom of the rafter, train one upright, and the other two right

and left along the front of the house for a distance of 3 feet 6 inches, and
then up the roof, which will give you three rods to each Vine, at 3 feet

6 inches apart, and 18 inches from the ends. The border will need to be well

supplied with water, and after the first year frequently top-tlressed with rich

compost. A Black Hamburgh and Buckland Sweetwater (white) would be

suitable.

Vegetable Marrow Failing (J. L., Preaton).—We think the failure has
arisen from the excessive quantity of stable manure, the moisture of the
soil, and the dull season. Plant on a raised hillock in a sunuy sheltered

position, and water freely in dry weather. All you need ia a warmer and drier

situation.

Tea Boses for Conservatory Wall (L N.).~-U the wall has a southern
aspect, and the roof is not covered with climbers so as to shade the wall, it

will answer for Tea Roses; but a 3-feot wall is much too low for them to do
any good. We should have a border for climbers there, and a shelf for plants
next the glass, the climbers being taken thi'ough openings left in the shelves

at the required places. We do not recommend any particular form of house,
merely wishing to have a?i much light or glass as ponsible, no more woodwork
than is required for stability, and abundant provision for ventilation.

Ferns (E. J.).—If you send us four more specimena, each numbered, wa
will name them.

Fungus (A Reader).—Yonr Fungus belongs to Agaricas gambosus (St.

George's Mushroom*, a well-known edible species.

Morels (Tdcm).—They are found at the present season in woody places.

A large dish was eihibited at the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural
Society.

Pruning White Jasmine (E. M. Zlf.).—The proper mode is in the first

place to cut out any long, bare, oM branches, and train younger shoots, not
necessarily of last year's growth, but saeh as are well supplied with shoots,

if short and stubby all the bettor ; aud failing these, young well-ripened shoots
of last year should be takeu to replace old, bare, worn-out branches. Thioued-
out in this way, so that the shoots or branches may be about 6 inches apart, it

only remains to cut-back all the side shoots to within a couple of joints, or
about an inch of their base, and to shorten the young shoots tralued-in or
wanted for extension to firm ripe woorl, cutting away the soft unripe joints.

The flowers are produced on shoots of the current year, from spurs of the old
wood or the well-ripened shoots of the previous year, the latter affording the
finest flowers.

Flowerbed Arranoement (Tulip Tr*'^).—We never venture to suggest
either the form or planting of a bed in a garden unknown to us. All that we
do is to criticise what is purposed to be done by the owner.

Vines not Fruiting [D. B., E}ijield).—ln the first place the Vine rods are

too olose to each other. Nine Vines are too many in a house 1*2 feet long.

In a small house the rods may be closer to each other than it would be
desirable to have them in a large house, but Black Hamburgh and Muscat of

Alexandria should not bo closer than 2 feet 6 inches. The Vines have started

well. Remove all the shoots from each spur except the strongest, so that
the leaves may have space to develope thomselve-t. Get healthy young wood
well ripened this year, and a good crop of fruit will be certain next season.

Wall-trained Plum Trees {Tyro*.—You do not say whether your trees

are young or old. If they are young and have not yet filled their allotted

space, when the young shoots have grown a foot or la inches you must nail

them in to the wall, spreading them in a judicious manner over the required

space, after having thinned them out where too much crowded. The trees

should be managed in the summer in such a way that but little pruning may
be required in the winter. They ought to be trained on what is called the
fan method; and as the fruit is borne on spurs, the object is to pinch and prune
the growths so that these may be regularly produced over the tree. Plum
trees do not require to be disbudded in the same way as Peach trees, which,

bear on the young wood. Instructions for summer treatment will be givea
hereafter.

Pears not Succeeding on Heav? Soil (E. H. B.)—From the contents of

your letter it would appear that your garden is not drained. The soil may be
too heavy, in that case some turfy loam of a lighter character may be mixed
with the Soil. Leaf mould would also be of service. You might also lift the

trees that are cimkered and replant in lighter loam, keeping the roots near
the Burfaoe. The best time to lift the trees would be in November.

Select Phloxes (J. A.).—The following are the best amongst the early-

flowering section (Phlox suffruticosa), but these are mire adapted for culture

in Scotland than in the south i^John Fairbairn, Mrs. Doig, Perfection,

Walter Gra?, William Kirkpatrick, Elvina, John AVutson, James Mitchell,

Pladda, Robert Hannay, The Deacon, The Queen, William Blair, and W. W.
Piatt. Of the late-floweriug section (P. decussata), which are by far the

beat for the south, the best are Countess of Eglinton, H. M. Simons, J. K,
Lord, Princess of Wales, Princess Louise of Lome, A. F. Barron, Amabilis,

Aurore Bort-ale, Chanzv. Comtesse de Chamburd, Edith, Lioivallii, Lothair,

Lady Hulse. Le Lion, Mi:>n9. Taillard, Muns. W. Bull, Mons. Marm Saison,

Mons. Linden, Mrs. Dombrain, Madame Domaje, Queen of Whites, Queen
Victoria, R. B. Laird, Roi des Roses, Venus, aud Vn^rge Marie.

Vine Leaders Shrivelling { ).—The leaders you enclosed to as are

scorched from the border being excessively rich and full of humas, and the

roots, probably, not supplying sap to meet the excessive demand of the

leaves and shouts in a hot dry day. The only remedy will be to keep the

house cooler by the admission of more air, and the floors aud other surfaces

moibtened three or more times a-day; but the best remedy would have been
a poorer border containing a greater proportion of mineral substances in

place of what we think there is—an excess of vegetable aud animal mattar.

You mit^ht afford the Vines a slight shade untfl they reach the top of the

house, and have the leaves and shoots of a firmer texture.

Thinning Peaches and Nectarines (A. Y.).—The Peaches and Nectarines

set in clusters we should at once thin to two, or at most three, in every

square foot of surface, removing the smallest, and do not again thin until they

are the size of walnuts, when it is likely some will fall from failing to stone;

but we should then remove one-third of the smallest, and that is as many as

should be removed until the stoniugis completed. Then you may, if the tree

is very vigorous, allow two fruit to each square foot of surface covered; but

if weak in growth we should not aUuw m tre than one fruit to every square

foot. If they are bushes or pyramids, take the height and width of the tree

—

the parts furnished with branches—aud allow nine fruit to every cubic foot.

The Vines will not sustain any injury, though the thermometer may fall to
45*' at night; but unless you have plants that would be injured by a higher

temperature, we should keep the house at 55'^ to GO ' at night, aud when in

flower have it 10= higher at night. If only the usual kinds of greenhouse

or cool-vinery Vines, you need not have more fixe heat than sufficient to keep

the temperature at 45 at night.

RocKWORK Infested with Fungus (Lady Amateur).—The only effectual

plan would be to remove the roots or stumps of the trees used in the construc-

tion. Nothing short of this will free you of the fungus. We should at once

remove the plants and pot them, giving the required accommodation else-

where, until you have had the stumps of the trees taken away and the rook-

work reconstructed of stone. The fungus may be kept under to a great ex-

tent by having the stumps constantly saturated with moisture, but as long as

they remain they will be likely to produce fungi.

Propagating Case (An Inguirt;r].—The best thing for you would be a

heated ease or frame, which you could place iu the greenhouse or a room in

your dwelling. The best that we know are thnse heated by a lamp burning

eolza oil, aud having a hot-air chamber and water tank. For raising seeds

and striking cuttings a shallow fi-ame is most suitable.

Ivy Leaves Patched (T. P.).—The leaves you sent have the green colour-

ing matter of their upper suriface destroyed by a species of red spider

(Acaras), which is common to Ivy and the Gooseberry ; the latter this year
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having the young leaves made gi*ey from its ravages. Wc BhouliI oat the Ivy

in at onco with a pair ol shears, removing ami burning evoi7 loaf; alter

clearing iho wall of any leaves and rubluHh that may have accumulated,

syringe the wall with soapauds strained, omplnying a garden enu;ine, so as to

drive it with force against the Ivy or wall ; after a day syringe forcibly with

water, which, applied occasionally in dry weather during summer, will keep
this pest under.

Stepuanotis in Consebtatoby (AlpJia).—Vn'leB3 your conservfttory has
the temperature of a stove the Stephanotis will not succeed, as it requires a

brisk moist heat. It would probably winter in a conservatory kept dry. We
have seen it. finely grown in a warm vinery which from February to September
had a temperature little below chat of the stove, and in winter it had no
more water than sufficient to keep the leaves fresh. Keep it in the stove.

Greenhouse and Hotbouse Arrangements {J. S. S.).—The arrangements
of your houses as shown by the plan are the worst poRHible, as the greater

part of the area is taken up by paths. The house, we presume, is intended to

be a span. "We should have it a half-span, which would give you a greater

height at the back, or say 7 feet ; the front may be 5 feet high, 2 feet 6 inches
of brickwork, and the same of wood and glass. The back part of the roof may
be about 6 feet, with 18 inches of the upper part to open the entire length,

and also the whole of the front upri^jht part of the greenhouse, the top ven-

tilation being sufficient for the stove or hothouse. The front roof lights would
need to he about i) feet 6 inches long. We should have a front stage 3 feet

wide, with a border beneath of the same width, extending the entire length of

both houses. We should have the greenhouse border communicating with an
outside one by having the wall arched. In this structure we would have
Vines, planting them in the border inside the houge, and bringing the canes

through apertures cut in the shelves to the roof wires. Plant the end Vines
18 inches from the end, and the otliprs at nearly 3 feet G inches apart, which
will give you five Vines, which may bo three Black Hamburghs, one Fosttr's

White Seedling, and one Buckland Sweetwater. These would ripen in the
greenhouse with little artificial beat. Next the front border have the path
ti feet G inches wide, which will leave you 7 feet for back step staging. The
doors would have to correspond with the path, so that you will have but one
walk through the two houses. Over the path you could have a ehelf for bed-

ding plants. The boiler you show inside the house; there is no objection to

this if dust be kept down and smoke do not escape. If within the house have
it beneath the stage at one end of the stove, and the pipe flue from it along
the back of the stove and Erreenhouse ; exit where you show. The pipes we
should not have larger than 3-inch, and two rows all round the greenhouse
would not be too many in severe weather. They may be taken nearly on the
level, but with a sli^'ht rise so as to allow of the air rising to the highest

point, where there should be an air pipe, ani from thence back to the boiler

the pipe may be on the same level as the other, and just at the boiler drop
directly to the boiler return pipe. For the hothouse you will need four 3-inch
pipes along the front and two at the back in addition to the greenhouse pipes,

which will give heat in the hothouse when at work. The greenhouse, pipes
should he provided with valves on both the flow and return pipes, so as to

shut-off the heat when not required. You could an-ange for a propagating
bed in the stove where most convenient, for which two pipes covered with

9 inches of rubble would be sufficient for bottom heat. We should not have
Vines in the hothouse, but you might have Cucumbers or Jlelons. If you
have Vines you will noed an outside border, and the front sashes to take out
BO as to aUow of the Vines being introduced and removed from the house as

required. Muscat Hamburgh and ^Muscat of Alexandria, with Madresfield

Court would suit for the hothouse. The pipes in the ftove or hothouse ought
to have evaporation troughs. You might grow Peaches in the greenhouse for

a year or two, but after the Vines occupy the roof it will be too shaded.

Supply of Vegetables—Labour Required (E. 7.).—To supply the
number of persons you name with vegetables you would need two acres of

kitchen garden, presuming servants are included. To keep the gardens and
ground in order you will require three labourers, two under gardeners, and a
head working gardener, along with a boy or garden woman.

Weed Amongst (trass (WeUjij).—The weed being of a fast creeping
character will be difficult to get rid of. We know of nothing better than em-
ploying women or boys with knives to cut-up the weed by the roots, taking
away the creeping parts with the hand. A good top-dressing of rich compost
or well-rotted manure may be given ; this, by encouraging the growth of the
grass, would enable it overpower the weeds.

Daphne indica rpbra Bare of Shoots (H. T.).—Out it down after

flowering, each shoot to within four or sis eyes of their origin from the main
stem ; but you may need to cut some shorter and leave others longer, so as to

produce a compact plant. Keep it rather dry at the root, but sprinkled over-

head twice daily with water, and when the young shoots are an inch or two
long repot, loosening the sides of the ball and removing any loose soil. Pot
in the same size of pot, or one that will allow of a little fresh soil all round
the ball. The plant should be shaded from bright sun, and kept moist until

it is again established, and it should be carefully watered, keeping it no more
than moist until the roots are working freely in the fresh soil, as may be
known by the growth of the plant ; then water more copiously.

Geranium Leaves Spotted—Syringing (T. J. TT.).—The Geranium
leaves have the appearance of being infested with thrips, for which fill the
house with tobacco smr.be, shutting-up closely on a calm evening, and having
the foliage of the plants dry but the floor wet. Water only at the root when
required, watering overhead in the evening, and admitting air early in the day
so as to have the leaves dry before the sun acts powerfully upon them. We
approve of syringing stove and greenhouse plants in f,'rowth, with Ferns,
mornin£j and eveiiing. but some plants are injured, therefore judgment must
be exercised. The Gold and Silver Feras, Cheilanthes, Nothochkrnas, and
most kinds with hairy leaves, though requiring great moisture, arc positively

injured by syringing, also some kinds of fiue-foliaged plants. WTien in
flower and at rest plants ought not to be syringed.

Gas Heating (J. Mackenzie).—Write to Mr. Shrewsbury, ironmonger
Lower Norwood, and state size, &c., of your plant house.
Fungi in Cucumber Frame (J. if.).—The five specimens sent are all

common Mushrooms.
Maggots on Pear Trees (WhifJey Hill).—They are the larvir, probably,

of a small moth, Pedisca angustiorana. Dust the leaves and blossoms
thoroughly with fresh white hellebore powder, and repeat it if necessary.
Grubs about Strawberries {S. Turner).—The grey grubs which eat

through the stems of your Strawberries are the larvse of the crane-fly or
daddy-longlegs, Tipula oleracea. The grabs are called by gardeners
" Leaf her-jackets," on account of the toughness of their skins. We believe

that the best course to pursue is to have the earth stirred with a knife round
each plant, and the grubs are readily exposed.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHKONIOLE.

IMPROVING FARM POULTRY.
I AM glad to Bee that someone has taken an interest in our

eflorts to induce farmers and cottagers to improve their breed o{

poultry, and it is by making a beginning that improvements are

likely to be effected. From my own experience farmers (I do
not speak without exception) -will not breed Brahmas, the eggs
being too small and insufficient in numbers, and the birds when
dead do not show that beautiful whiteness so characteristic of

the Dorking, and which is so pleasant to the eye of mater-
familias when going to market—of course, I refer to the manner
in which fowls are dressed in Yarmouth market, not the breast,

&c., just stripped, but beautifully dressed and ready for the
spit. French will not suit them, being, as they say, too ugly,

and there is no doubt it is a difficult question to know what to

provide. I do not think you could induce them to purchase
cross-bred fowls. Dorkings, as a rule, are the favourites, and I
know a farmer who some years ago had a fine lot of DorkiugB
in his farmyard ; Dorkings he has still, and I have no doubt
they are the same stock (I cannot speak positively on this point),

judging from appearances, the cockerels being no bigger than
Hamburghs, still they go to market a good colour. I tried hard to

induce another farmer to purchase Dorking pullets and a Brahma
cockerel. The Dorkings suited, but the yellow-legged cock
would not, although I assured him that the progeny would make
as good birds for table as the pure Dorking, having had them
myself; and from about the 1st of October till the end of the
following August I had 2(503 eggs from sixteen pullets, which
also included a few of them hatching and rearing chickens. I

also had great difficulty in disposing of twenty Brahma-Dorking
cockerels to a dealer who did not like the yeUow tinge the

birds possessed when alive ; therefore I quite agree with Mr.
Goodenough, that it would be better for farmers themselves to

cross them, but I do not think to make a class for Brahma-
Dorkings. I am sure any committee (I speak as one of our own)
are only too glad if any gentleman would throw out hints for

their own and others' benefits. I beg to inform Mr. Goodenough
that the class will be open to the kingdom, and he will find in

No. 680 (advertisement) that the birds shown are to be hatched
in 1874, which will thus secure young birds.—W. J. NnTMAN,.

Great Yarmouth,

REARING CHICKENS ARTIFICIALLY.
I BEAD in The JonENAL of Hobticultube of April 9th a reply

to a querist respecting three chickens with leg-weakness, and
which had been broughtup with others under an artificial mother,
some remarks so condemnatory of the artificial system of rear-

ing, that I venture to ask you in justice to insert the follow-

ing, since not only has our name been largely associated with
this matter, but the mother used by your querist is one made
under our own direction. The statement runs thus:—"Arti-

ficial mothers for chickens are like baby-farming for children

—mere apologies for the real thing. We wonder more are

not similarly affected. We have seen thousands of chickens

reared in this way years ago, and it was painfully evident with
them all that something had gone wrong with them. Some
carried their heads on one side, some were double-jointed, many
were hump-backed, and the successful were small and attenuated

though old." This is a terrible indictment; but alittle attention

will show that these strictures are wide of the point. The
writer truly may be acquainted with no artificial mother capable

of producing good results, but in this lies no argument for or

against one of which he knows nothing.

We can, however, in complete refutation of the first statements

made, point either to the opinions of many fanciers who have,

without exception, pronounced our chicks to be at least equal in

brightness, cleanness, and health to any which they have ever

seen, or to the experience of those who have accepted our

assistance, and whose chicks this season are being brought up
upon our plan, or to our own experience. With chicks under
hens we had fair success, but many deaths occurred each season,

our fate being in this just similar to that universally experienced

under the natural system. Feeling dissatisfaction, and thinking

that some advantage would be gained could steady heat be sup-

pUed to the chicks, we gradually reached our present method.

During 1872 we had one death ; 1873, none ; 1874, to the present

time one. We ask whether any fancier existing can, with the

usual method, show such a clean bill of health ? And since

death in a young subject is but the culmination of disease, we
may suppose our chicks to rank high in condition as well as

health. Does not our success ia showing prove this ? For ex-

ample, did any of those birds, of which twenty-one came into

the prize list during the last two shows at the Crystal Palace,

and not one of which had the care of a hen for an hour, rejoice

in " double joints " or " hump-backs ?" Again, it is universaDy
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admitted that onr stock is of very large size, and not " small
and attenuated ;

" pallets at twenty-seven weeks 8 lbs. in weight,
are not so small that we need be ashamed. It is known that we
had the largest cockerel at the last Palace Show.
In conclusion, we do not invite mere gossipers, but all who

are really interested are here at all times welcome, bnt especially

do we ask the writer's inspection of oui arrangements.—F.
Cheshibe.

INTELLIGENCE OF DUCKS.
One evening we had a party of friends. It was summer time,

and the drawing-room glass doors which open on the lawn were
set open. A lady went to the piano and commenced playing.
No sooner was there a pause in the masi3 than two Ducks, who
had by some means got into the room, rose from under one of

the chairs beneath which they had hidden themselves, and
waddled all over the room, quacking loudly. Of course every-
one laughed, when someone suggested that the music should
recommence. No sooner did it do so than the Ducks crouched
down, perfectly silent whilst it continued. We repeated this

experiment several times, always with the same result. That
it was not surprise or fear, but liking for the music, which
induced this behaviour, was afterwards proved ; for on after-

occasions these same Dacks would, upon hearing someone
touch the piano, leave the field and come across to the drawing-
room open doors, and even into the anteroom to listen.

Once, very late at night, just as we were passing through the
hall to go up-stairs, we heard a great noise of Ducks. It so hap-
pened that my husband was carrying a large paraffin lamp, and
no sooner did the strong light appear in the hall than the noise
very much increased. I opened a door which led into the gar-
den, and no sooner had I done so than a Duck positively rushed
into the hall close to my feet, quacking most vociferously, her
eyes glaring, and she beating her wings and moving her head
about in great agitation.

My husband turned out, and went into the garden, carrying
the large lamp, and immediately the Duck followed him. Out-
side she was joined by the rest of the Ducks, young and old;
but the old drake was nowhere to be found.
The nest morning he was discovered amongst the bashes,

alive, but somewhat injured, having evidently been caught by a
dog, who had dropped him upon hearing the alarm and seeing
the light approaching.—

B

. M. M.. (in Land and Water.)

CANARY TROUBLES.
Hebe's a pretty state of things ! Read !

" Those I am inter-
ested in eat their eggs, fight each other off their nests, and,
although there are many eggs laid, there are no young ones pro-
duced." The whole establishment seems to be demoralised. As
for Canaries eating their eggs, there is no cure for it. It used to
be the custom to blow an egg and fill it with cayenne pepper,
under the idea that a taste would leave such an unpleasant
impression as would check such highly improper proceedings.
But now we find they are so fond of it that if they thought their
eggs contained such a delicacy, the chances are they would eat
them still more greedily. So that's no use, and I don't know
what is. But this fighting has a suspicious appearance. How
many hens are there together, I wonder'? And I wonder also
whether it be not possible they are all hens, a lot of old maids
fighting and scratching among themselves. All Canaries that
sing are not cocks. I once had a Cinnamon bird which would
let down its wings and sing the "proud song" over hens most
lustily; but it laid eggs. I should advise you to get another
oock. Assuming you have several birds in one cage or in an
aviary, it is evident the cock bird you have is not master of his
own house. The new comer will soon explain matters satisfac-

torily. If you have many hens in one place supply plenty of
nest boxes, for, when they are open to choose, two or three
tenants often take a fancy to the same house, and hence arises
a scene which goes far to prove that Dr. Watts was not in the
fancy. This propensity to live in tenemented houses is one of

the great drawbacks to the aviary system of breeding birds. It
always ends in a " row on the stairs."

Now read again !
" I am troubled with the parasite, that pest

of the Canary fancy, and I find the old proverb almost verified,
that ' where there is one there is a thousand.' They literally

swarm." My first impression on reading this was one of deep
sympathy for the suSerer. Fancy any person literally swarming
with the things ! I was going to prescribe a bath, a very hot
bath, a general disinfecting of the person, and all articles of
clothing and bedding to be destroyed. But I read farther. " I
have oftentimes felt inclined to dust the baskets and nests in
my breeding-cages with black sulphur, but have been restrained
through fear lest it should be injurious either to the birds them-
selves or to the eggs." It is not so bad as I thought. First of
all bum your nest-baskets, and never use such things again.
You could not possibly offer a greater inducement to these pests
to take up their abode with you. Baskets are a thing of a bygone

day. The mention of them implies that you use the ordinary
London breeding-cage, with the two closets at one end and holes
cut for a sort of hand-basiu-kind arrangement of nest. When
the parasites get into these cages it is next to impossible to
exterminate them, as these little closets are not easy of access.
I would advise you to scrape the cage if it is whitewashed, and
then thoroughly scald it. If the washhouse copper is large
enough, get it under weigh, and immerse the cage in boiling
water ; then scrape and paint it thoroughly with a solution of
bi-chloride of mercury. Any chemist will mix you a bottle.

Get it well into the cracks, and when dry whitewash the inside
of the cage and varnish the outside. Replace the basket-nest
with one made of tin, with a perforated zinc bottom, and lined
with thick felt, which can be stitched in. Supply no building
material. Keep a sharp look-out for any stragglers which may
still be on the bodies of the birds. Daring the day they will
get under the ledge of the nest, at the end of the perches, on
the top and bottom of the door where it all but touches the
frame, between the back of the cage and the wall, into any sly
corner, from which they must be dislodged and submitted to
gentle pressure. It is manifest that the less ornamental work
there is about a cage the better, as it only affords a hiding-place
for one of the greatest nuisances the Canary breeder has to put
up with. Should you at any time observe a white powdery
appearance about a crack or joint, just pass the varnish brush
over the place. The tenants will at once quit their den and be
taken on the " catch-'em-ahve-oh I

" principle.—W. A. Blakston.

Hereford Poultkt Show, 1874.—A Poultry Show will be held
in connection with the Herefordshire Agricultural Society's
Show on the 11th and 12th of August. Entries to close on the
21st of July. ^^

MB. PETTIGREW ON THE QUEEN BEE.
In an article in last number on the queen bee by Mr. Petti-

grew he prefaces his subject thus—" What a volume of interest

and marvel we should have in a fall and accurate record of the
birth, character, and career of a queen bee ! But who can write
it?" and forthwith he proceeds to state "a few things known
about queens" for the neneflt of "young beginners and unin-
formed people."
So far 80 good ; but unfortunately some of these few things

said to be known about queens, stated by Mr. Pettigrew in that
article, are so erroneous and imaginary, and withal so contrary
to the natural history of the bee as understood and known by
many of us after not a little study and observation, that Mr.
Pettigrew will excuse my pointing them out to him for his re-

consideration, and also for the purpose of eliciting from him
the means by which he came to such conclusions so boldly
enunciated.
But first let me say that I have perused with pleasure severa 1

of Mr. Pettigrew's articles on the practical work of the apiary
;

and though not coinciding with many of his plans, views, and
recommendations, some of which I have before adverted to, yet
they unmistakeably show that the writer is not only a great
enthusiast in bee-keeping, but an experienced and intelligent
practical apiarian. Judging, however, from the more recent
articles in the Journal, it is to be feared that a? Mr. Pettigrew
quits the practical part of the apiary, his terra cognita, the
management of the bee, and enters iuto the higher and more
abstruse subject of its natural history, he will be found steering
his vessel (as is already the case) into unknown seas, and will
be in danger of foundering even midway his projected voyage,
and bringing himself and some of his more inexperienced crew
to grief. To prevent, if possible, such a catastrophe, is the
object of this article.

Here are a few of Mr. Pettigrew's assertions. " One of the
most wonderfal things seen in the economy of a bee hive is the
fact that a queen bee is reared to perfection in fourteen days,
whereas a common working bee produced from the same kind
of eggs is twenty-one days in the cell."

Now, in regard to the queen bee, it is not in fourteen days she
arrives at maturity, but on the sixteenth day; and the worker
is not twenty-one days in the cell, but it comes forth a peifect
insect on the twentieth day.

Again : Mr. Pettigrew says, " If a hive lose its queen, the
bees of that hive take eggs set in worker cells and place them in

royal cells, and then convert them into perfect princesses," lEc.

Now, when a hive loses or is deprived of its queen at a time
when no preparation is made for such a contingency, the bees
do not transfer eggs from worker cells to royal cells, as is alleged
by Mr. Pettigrew. They fix upon a worm generally not more
than three days old, demolish the three contiguous cells, and
raise around it horizontally a cylindrical enclosure, which in
lengthening they change into a vertical position, working down-
wards till it presents a stalactite appearance ; and thus the royal
cell is completed and sealed, and the converted larva in due
time comes forth a royal princess.

Agaiu : Mr. Pettigrew says, " Where two swarms are united
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the beea doabtlesa in most inatanoea deatroy one of them to

prevent a battle." In such circamatancea I have to point out

that the qaeeaa are never allowed to do battle, and one of the

queena ia always destroyed by the bees.

Again. Mr. Pettigrew says, " Bat really doea she [the queen]

lay and set her egga in the cella ? Moat writers think and assert

that she ia not assisted by the beea in thia work. We differ in

opinion from almoat everybody else on this point, and believe

that the beea do aaaiat in the diatribution and setting of the egga

laid by the queen, for ahe frequently laya two or three egga in

one cell, and the supernumerariea are removed by the bees, and

we think set in unoccupied cella. Beaides, a queen has not

power to retain her egga, they come so fast."

These opinions and beUefa, let me aay, have no foundation in

fact. The queen requires no such aid aa ia here auggested by
Mr. Pettigrew. I have often watched and carefully noted the

movements of the queen when engaged in the important and
interesting duty of ovipositing. In a normally-peopled hive,

and with adequate apace, she does her laborious work with in-

stinctive accuracy ; and when on examination she finds an egg

already in the cell she paaaea on to another, and very seldom

indeed any irregularity or mistake occurs. In limited space and
with limited workers her instinct no doubt is affected preju-

dicially, and abnormal ovipoaition is the result ; but in such

cases we cannot wonder to find more than one egg in a cell, and
to see her, under the prompting of Nature's laws, involuntarily

as it were, drop her egga on the combs which she is traversing.

The bees may destroy or eat the supernumerary eggs, but they

certainly never transfer them to other cella.

Yet again Mr. Pettigrew saya, " Who has not seen and admired
in a unicomb hive the vigilant attention of the bees attending

the queen aa she moves about the hive ? Three or four of them
have their heads towards her abdomen, apparently watching for

and catching the egga as they drop from her. We therefore

come to the belief that the beea help in the distribution of the

eggs ; and we all know that beea take eggs from worker cells

and set them in royal cells when they wish to raise queens."

In regard to this, I can only say for myself that I have no such
knowledge as ia here attributed to all apiarians, and regard the

whole matter as a complete chimera.
Once more. Mr. Pettigrew aaya in reference to the fertility

of the queen, " Some trustworthy experiments have indicated

four thousand and six thousand eggs per day each queen
What prodigious fertility ! At what time and how long

does she sleep ? Who says she sleeps at all ? How can she

find time to sleep if she lay two to four thousand eggs in cells

in twenty-four hours ?"

Now in regard to the fertility of the queen bee, it is certainly

enormous ; but it would be satisfactory to be told the trust-

worthy experiments which prove that she does lay such a number
of eggs as stated. Six thousand eggs per day represent upwards
of half a million in the three summer months, '25U per hour, and
about four each minute, and that without making any allowance

for rest or repose. Verily the question is very pertinently put,
" Doea the queen ever sleep ?" Whether she sleeps or no may
be difficult to prove ; but one thing certain is that ahe rests, and
that very frequently, and can, I have no doubt, enjoy a nap like

most other creatures.

For such statements, opinions, and beliefs to which I have
adverted I am at a loss to account. How they could be put
forward or entertained by any experienced or advanced apiarian

ia to me a mystery; for had it not been that Mr. Pettigrew
speaks of his having a unicomb hive I ahould have aacribed auch
abaurd vagariea to the lack of those facilities for observation
and study of the internal economy of the hive which unicomb,
Huber, and frame hives supply.—J. Lowe.

DRIVING BEES, AND ARTIFICIAL
SWARMING.

From the many letters received seeking information on those
points, one is led to believe that the number of apiarians
is ever increasing, and that many of these letters come from
beginners. It has been my happiness to meet people who be-
came expert and advanced bee-keepers in three months, and it

has been my lot to meet many others who are ever seeking but
never able to learn the art of managing bees. These latter live
ir the maze of haphazard and peradventure. How doea thia

happen ? They will not put their bands to the work and master
it. A man doea not become an artist unless he handles a brush
and palette; and those who learn carpentry, masonry, or gar-
dening have to clutch the tools naed in the trade. " Union is

strength " only when embodied in action ; and " knowledge ia

power " when called into play. " I can't do it," never did any-
thing ;

" I'll try," has done wonders ; but " I will do it," has per-
formed prodigies. From many parties all over England and
Scotland come letters, stating that the writers have succeeded
well and beyond their expectations in swarming beea artificially

on their firat attempt to follow the instructions we have given.
Every bee-keeper should know that a bit of smoking corduroy

is the talisman in the work of managing and mastering bees.

When a hive ia to be examined, or swarmed, or honey taken

from it, let the smoke be used first and plentifully. Holding it

cloae to the door of the hive and blowing the amoke into it, the

bees run to escape from ita power. How much smoke is neces-

sary for a large hive full of bees ? Six or eight full inspira-

tions blown back on the amoke, forcing it into the hive, will

maater the moat irritable beea. Thia amoke does no harm to

the health of the bees, and doea not hinder them from work
many minutes.
The other week the readers of thia Journal were told that

hives become ready for swarming in ordinary seasons and cir-

cumstances in about three weeks after the beea cover their

combs and fill the cells with egga and brood. The moisture of

hives, or, in other words, the sweat and breath of bees, at thia

time ia great, and gradually becomea greater till the time of

awarming. As this moisture paaaes out of the hives part of it is

condensed on the flight-boards at nights, and may be seen in

considerable quantity every morning. As the internal heat

increases, the moisture of the hives is, as it were, driven farther

out, or rather is dried-up in the doorway and on the flight-board

2 or 3 inches outside. By noticing the space dried anyone may
know when a hive is approaching the awarming point. By
using the smoke from corduroy, and turning-up a hive, we as-

certain whether it is ripe enough for being swarmed artificially.

If queens are set in royal cells, we know that, weather permitting,

it is on the eve of awarming naturally. If the bees do not run-

up amongst the combs on being fumigated by the corduroy, but

are found in heaps on the floor-board, or like a rope round the

outer edgea of the board inside, the hive ia ready to be swarmed
artificially. Such examinations should be made when the bees

are all at home. If the beea hang in a cluster outside the door

we know the hive ia ripe for swarming and need not be examined

at all, but it should be known that large hives seldom cluster

outside before swarming.

Now we come to describe our mode of artificial swarming
The hive to contain the swarm is prepared with cross-sticks

and guide-comba. Another hive, quite empty, is necessary ; also

a tablecloth or piece of calico. The hive to be swarmed ia

smoked, tnrned-up, and placed on ita crown. The empty hive

is placed on it, mouth to mouth, and the tablecloth ia rolled

round both, over the junction, to keep in the bees. The hive

prepared to receive the swarm is placed on the board, to cover

and keep together all the bees left there. At once we com-
mence to drum on the full hive, and continue to drum for about

four minutes, causing a swarm to run-up into the empty hive.

Then we unroll the tablecloth, take off the swarm, and spread

the cloth over the combs of the old hive. As soon as we have

seen the queen amongst the beea of the swarm, we cast all into

the hive on the board, put the old hive on another board, and
place it a yard or two from the spot on which it stood before.

All this is frequently done in the space of six or seven minutes,

and sometimes we fail to notice the queen for a few minutes.

How easy, natural, and simple ia this mode of artificial swarm-
ing ! As the queens go with the awarms in nineteen caaes out

of twenty, it ia not abaolutely necessary to search for or see the

queens amongst the bees. If a queen is not with a swarm, but

stiU in the old hive, the bees wiU return in a short time, and

nothing has been lost save the five minutes spent in the effort.

A second effort may be more successful. As most of our hives

are at a distance from home in the swarming season, we see that

the queens are with the awarms before we place them as de-

scribed and leave them. What a boon to poor bee-keepers is

this easy mode of artificial swarming ! No time lost in waiting

and watching for swarms. About seventy years ago my father,

who was a common labouring man, practised it, and, I think,

invented it about that time.

There are other ways of swarming artificially, but none of

them appears half so natural as thia, and sure enough none can

be more successfully carried into practice.

The bar-frame hive is managed differently. So many bars

and bees are taken from the hive and placed in another. The

queen may either remain in the old hive or go to the new one.

As there are eggs in the combs of both hives, the bees without

the queen have it in their power to raise another. The combs,

brood and bees of the old hive are divided into two hives,

causing a split or rupture—quite the reverse of an mutation of

Nature. StUl, it ia practised, and answers to a certain extent.

I think it would answer better, even in the case of bar-framera,

to divide the beea and give the coloniea the queena, aa I prac-

tiae and recommend. The swarms with the queens rapidly fiU

their hives with combs, the old ones are rapidly strengthened

by the brood becoming population. Aa soon as aU is hatched

the honey could be taken from the hives, and the bars be re-

turned to be fiUed with freah comba and honey. Another con-

aideration ia, in dividing the comba and leaving each hive hall

full there ia a great likelihood of the bees without the queen

making a superabundance of drone comb, for bees mvanably

build a prodigious amount of drone comb ia empty space when

they are rearing queena.
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In swarming artificially beginners have a diificulty in knowing
how many bees to take as a swarm, and how many to leave.
Nature must be imitated in this. By lifting a hive off the board
as soon as it has swarmed naturally, we find sufficient bees left

to cover the combs thinly and to hatch the brood. In artificial

swarming our aim is, leave enough to lightly cover the combs.
When we have taken too many we put a few back, and when too
many are left we drive-up a few more and cast them to the
swarm. Many people visit us in summer to witness artificial

swarming, all of whom are astonished at the ease, simplicity,
and success with which it is done. It is just about as easily and
speedily done as shaking a natural swarm from a branch of a
tree into a hive. Driving bees out of a hive is done by drum-
ming about twenty minutes, causing all the bees to go up.
Four or five minutes' drumming is enough for a swarm.

—

A. Pettigbew.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Books {T. H.).—The work you mention could be obtained for you by any

bookseller.

Bakton Poultry Show ( W. Waters).—We know nothina: of the Show ; aa
no money is forthcoming sue the Secretary in the County Court.

Floor of Pottltry House—Food—Hatching Bantams (Rob Iioy).~Yon
do not want a better floor than the bare ground. If it is loose put down some
chalk, add some clay if you will, and have it rammed down hard. You may
keep the two lots of chickens in the space yon name if you provide them aU
they require. The smaller the space the more you must provide artificially.

Above all, they want grass and fresh earth. Worms are Rood food when con-
fined to the few they hnd in a turf cut for f.,'ra3S and with 2 inches deep of
mould, but tpven in quar^ities they are not good food. It is always supposed
the later Bantams are hatched the smaller they will be, but we are not sure
the diminutive size is not dearly purchased by weaker constitutions than- if

they were hatched earlier.

Poultry-KEEPING (E. D.).—We know no better place to bay food for
poultry than Mark Lane. If you have room to store it, and can buy two or
three quarters of com, yon will find it a great economy when compared with
small band-to-mouth purchases. If you can buy a load of five quarters you
will buy it still cheaper. The larger the run the leas should be the cost of
keep, but we cannot give you any scheme or any dietary that will keep birds
in health on l\d. per week. We have tried and tested everything; and where
there is a good run, of grass at this time of year we expect to keep them in
startling condition on '2rf. per week, sometimes for a Uttle less. They will

cost more in winter. We are against any but natural food, and although we
keep many hundreds of fowls all the year round we use no other. Our menu.
is to give barleymeal or ground oats slaked in the morning ; whole com, maize
at mid-day, and barleymeal again in the evening. Kitchen and table scraps
are valuable helps, but when they are given the other food should bo withheld.
We have no doubt your birds are overfed. We advise you to diminish the
quantity, and to give only as the fowls are eaaer for it. As soon as food lies

about there is waste. The waste makes the difference between profit and loss.

Give your young chickens some cooked meat chopped fine, bread and milk, a
small quantity of chopped egg, and bread or biscuit soaked in strong beer.
Keep the hens under the rips, and put them where the chickens will have all

the benefit of the glorious sunshine.

Hens' Rumps Fsatherless (R. R. P.).—It is a common occurrence at this
time of year. Remove the cocks.

Cock Sneezing fM, A. F.).—Tour Spanish oock is suffering from cold.

We expect, before this is seen by you, the change in the weather will have
cured him ; if not, give him a dose of castor oil (a table-spoonf al) twice at one
day's interval, and feed on bread and ale.

Intruding Hamburgh (Game Cock).—If the Sultan cock has been with
the hen always, we think you may safely set the eggs, especially if it is five

weeks since the Hamburgh was there.

Pigeon Feeding {A. H. TT'.).—Your food is all good, but the feeding birds
should neither have maize nor barley. Both are bad for the young, and we
beUeve are the caose of mortality.

CRt:rE-C(EUR's Double-yolked Ego (J. B. V.).—We are always ohliged by
Buch communications. We have had very large eggs from Crtve-Cceurs, but
not equal to your pullet's, 4^ ozs. We have known Spanish eggs weigh 4 obs.

each single-yolked. For many years it was supposed that a double-yolfced

egg was a monstrosity, and useless except for an omelette; but we have in
oar possession two chickens attached to two yolks and perfectly formed.

Eggs Broken Internally {Ctifw).—We are going against the prevailing
notion as regards poultry when we say all the extra appliances as regards
feeding are mistakes. They cause only trouble and disappointment. Many
of the new disraees we have to encounter maybe attributed to them. We
keep some hundreds of hens and pullets, we have no such experience as yours.
It has long been known that an egg broken internally Is the cause of death.
The membrane forming the passage is of a most delicate nature ; the broken
shell lacerates it, and causes incurable inflammation. Buckwheat is largely

nsed abroad, but principally for fattening purposes. All your pallets have
died from being too fat. They cannut lay their cgga ; they strain, and the
rupture which takes place in consequence causes the suffusion of yolk. If

they did not die they would become hen-cocks. As you say they have a good
Txm and plenty of lime and such-like, they have nearly all that is necessary
to produce good eggs. All you have to do is to give them food. Follow
Nature as nearly as you can. Give them eirly in the morning barleymeal or
ground oats slaked with water; at mid-day either scraps or maize, not both;
evening, barleymeal or ground oats the same as in the morning. Eschew all

else. You will lose no more fowls by breaking eggs internally.

Worms in the Windpipes of Chickbss (S. C. O.).—The worms are

known to entomologists as the Fasciola trachealis. It causes the disease

called gapes. As you observe, if the worm is extracted the chicken recovers.

To prevent its occurrence, nutritious food, green food, and a piece of camphor
in the water the chickens drink are successful.

Babbits for Table Purposes (T. -If. N.).—The true Andalnsian Rabbit
is unknown in this country. ThePatagonian is the better for table purposes of

the two yoa name, but if you can procure the Flemish Giant it is decideily

better than any, being the largest breed we have. It is almost unknown as

yet, but would weU repay importation. Belgian Hares can be obtained for
about lOs. each. Patagonians are dearer-about 30». to -lOs. per pair. AU the
breeds above mentioned, and also Rabbit-breeding for table purposes, will
shortly be treated on in these columns.
Feeding Young Canaries for Colour (Duhlin).—Do not give the

cayenne food to the young ones while in the nest, but when they are about
seven or ei'^ht weeks old, and before the young feathers begin to grow. Con-
tinue it while they are in the moult

—

i.e., while the blood is in circulation in
the feather.—W. A. B.
Weak Bees in Small Hive (W. E. ilf.).—The 13-inch hive which has

been given to you is evidently so weak that we think the small number of
bees in it hardly worth the trouble of unifing to the stronger and larger
hive. We think your better way will be to keep them separate, and if the
small hive become strong in June or July, to drive ail the bees out of it then
and take the honey. The bees, if kindly treated, would make combs enough
in a modem hive to form a stock for another year. Bat if you decide on a
union now, drive or shake the few bees into an empty hive, or cut the combs
piecemeal from the bees, then feed the hive, to receive them, with some minted
syrup (sugar and water flavoured with essence of peppermint), and cast them
into this hive.

Bald Spots on Horse's Lit iBeta).~-A.3 there is no eruption or irritation

we cannot assign a reason or cure any more than why bald places occur on
ail animals.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Oamden Square, London.

Lat.61° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet

Date.
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in the ripening of the plants by this method, while the labour
saved in watering and potting is something enormous.

—

William Tavlok.

ANEMONES FROM SEED.
I CAN confirm what is said on page 296 on this simple and

beautiful garden plant. I have grown it from seed extensively,

sown principally in vacant spots in the front of shrubbery
borders. It there showed to particular advantage, and waa in

its season a dazzling sea of colour, and I am bound to say
that I never saw a mass of flowers give greater pleasure or

extort more real admiration than did these glowing masses of

dazzling, brilliant Anemones. It must, however, be said that
the soil was particularly well suited to them, being a rather
strong yellow loam. I have since tried the same plan in a
hotter lighter soil, and could not approach the old success.

I always preferred saving last year's seed and sowing in

April, and was then certain of a fine display in the April
following, much better than was secured by waiting until the
seed was ripe and sowing then. The moisture of the ground
in April is generally much more suitable for the free germina-
tion of the seed than in June.
My practice was to sow in shallow drills 4 or 5 inches apart,

and when the seedlings were sufficiently high, to thin-out
exactly after the manner of Parsley—that is, letting the plants
stand just decidedly clear of each other. The plants came
up year by year, and with a little care show no signs of de-

terioration. The little care was this : On clearing off the
matured growth about July, to sprinkle over a covering of

soil for the sake of neatness, and then in the spring another
slight sprinkling of salt and guano—-about an ounce per square
yard. If the weather was dry after commencing growth, a few
soakings of water were given, and the end was a display of

bloom more than worth the little care bestowed.
For a cheering display of gardens and grounds in spring,

either under the partial shade of trees or in full sun, few, if

any, plants can impart the same glowing brightness so easily,

cheaply, certainly, and lastingly as the single Anemone raised
from seed—that is, if the ground is in itself naturally suitable.

A locality where Buttercups preponderate over Daibies in the
meadows will grow Anemones to perfection in the gardens
adjoining. They are calculated to brighten-up many an other-
wise dull spot in the cottager's plot, merchant's enclosure, or
nobleman's demesne. Indeed, they are worthy of any place
worthy to receive them. This will be readily acknowledged
when once seen in their best garb—not grown in long thin
lines, but in broad irregular clumps and bold masses, with
evergreens for a background. Clumps of seedlings will trans-

plant well in a growing state if taken up with balls of earth to

their roots in showery weather. There is no better time for

sowing than the present, but the seed should not be more than
one year old. At this age it will germinate as freely as when
sown on the day it is gathered.—W.

A STRIKING EFFECT OF CLEMATIS MIXED
WITH GERANIUMS.

Much has been written of these two popular flowers indi-

vidually ; allow me to draw attention to the exquisitely beau-
tiful appearance they present when grown together on pillars

in conservatories and similar positions. Geraniums seem jnst

now to be on the shady side of popularity, while the lovely

hues of the Clematis are most deservedly rising in public
favour. The only regret one feels on seeing such a mass of

Clematises as shown at the last meeting at Kensington, is the
want of some shade of scarlet. I do not despair of yet seeing
it ; indeed, I noticed one small plant in the collection referred

to which was evidently breaking into that colour. We have only
now to add as a companion to the Clematis some subject with
scarlet flowers to make a show of the most pleasing character.

As a rule I do not advocate growing more than one plant to

a pillar, as both are generally spoiled. In this case, however,
after trying it, I have found it a positive advantage to have
both— each lending a charm to the other, and combining to

produce a more effective picture than either separately.

Supposing it to be the intention to grow the Clematis on
pillars in the border, if planted at once in the majority of
oases wo find that after a year or two it becomes naked at the
bottom. This is the natural course of things. We can cer-

tainly manage to bring down a shoot or two afterwards, but
not enough to fill np and make the mass one would desire

;

there, then, is the Geranium's place—a fine strong-growing
variety left growing in the pot. We thus have the base of the
pillar, which would otherwise be naked, well furnished at once,
and we have only to study the different colours of both sub-
jects to secure any combination that may be desired. What
can be more pleasing than a scarlet Geranium with a few care-

lessly-hanging branches of a white Clematis intermingled, or
a white Geranium with a lavender or blue-shaded Clematis '?

I have supposed the Clematis to be planted out ; but if well
supplied with water in the growing season, and potted in a
rich mellow loam in a deep pot, with good drainage, its culture
will be simple enough. I think, however, that red spider and
green fly are more troublesome to pot plants than to those
which are planted out, and to some extent the former do not
continue to bloom so freely throughout the season, but when
so grown there is the advantage that it can be placed wherever
it may be desirable, and in positions where it is impossible to
plant-out. Another advantage is, the plants may be stored
during the winter in any out-of-the-way place free from ex-

tremes of wet, drought, and hard frost.

In storing the plants for the winter we remove them from
the conservatory, in which a little higher temperature has to be
maintained than is conducive to the welfare of the Clematis,
and replace them with other subjects to flower during that
season. I find that if kept in heat they start into weak
growth and flower indifferently, the flowers being small, thin,

and badly coloured. This materially interferes with that suc-

cessive and massive bloom which they produce if afforded a due
amount of rest in the short days of winter.

Nothing can have a finer effect in the conservatory than
masses of Clematises ; the flowers are soft but brilliant, of the
largest size, and consequently conspicuous at a distance. I

have had from one to two hundred expanded blooms on a
plant at once. I have them trained to the rafters with that
best of all chmbers for large buUJings, Tacsonia Van-Volxemi,
rambling from rafter to rafter amongst them, the brilliant

crimson flowers of the latter being very effective.

There is yet another advantage in growing Clematises under
glass roofs—namely, they are well adapted for houses where
evergreen climbers are quite out of place ; being deciduous

they do not obstruct the light during the winter, a matter of

no little moment when flowers have to be produced at that

season. Those who have to contend with cold, damp, sunless

conservatories can alone fully appreciate this boon. I can well

understand the preference for evergreens as climbers, still they
are generally grown at the expense of other plants beneath
them ; but the display afforded by the Clematis for eight

months in the year, compared to the often ineffective one
made by subjects of an evergreen character, renders them
most desirable for covering roofs of glass structures.

I may add that though the flowers like plenty of light they
should be shaded from strong sun.—John T'aylob.

COCHLIOSTEMA JACOBIANUM.
This, in my opinion, is one of the most effective plants

which has of late years been introduced into our stoves, and
certainly deserves a place in every collection. I see in the

"Gardeners' Year-Book" (1869) that it was sent out by
Linden in 1868, and is a native of Ecuador. The price of

this plant may be a great reason for its not being more gene-

rally cultivated ; but it is a matter of some surprise that so

little has been said of its merits, or that it is so seldom shown
at our exhibitions.

Permit me to say a few words of one of these plants which

at the present time I have here blooming in the stove. I

purchased a small plant in July, 187'2. In August of that

year it was repotted in a soil made up chiefly of turfy loam
and sand, and I proceeded to give it the ordinary treatment of

stove plants. When the winter months came on I found that

it required but very little water. By the daily course of

syringing I also found that water lodged at the axils of the

leaves and remained there, which made me fear that it would

soon cause the base of the plant to decay ; I therefore several

times during the winter dislodged it by placing the plant on
its side.

In April, 1873, the plant waa again repotted, treated aa

above stated, but I soon found that it required a liberal supply

of water, and its growth became very free. On the 20th of

May I observed four flower spikes emerging from the axils of

the leaves. A month later these flower spikes measured a

foot in length, and the first bloom expanded—a stage which
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had been anxiously looked forward to by me, as, I suppoBe, is

the case generally with those who are treating new plants for

the first time. After a few days the plant was removed to the

conservatory, where its blooms continued opening until Sep-

tember, up to which time as many as two hundred blooms had
expanded. I would particularly wish it to be remarked that

the plant remained in this situation as long as I thought it

consistent with its safety, and to this I attribute much of its

prosperity in the year of which I shall now write.

Having again replaced it in its old position in the stove,

the same treatment was again adopted, and the same care

taken to dislodge the water from the axils of the leaves. The
plant has continued to thrive under this treatment, and its

dimensions at the present time are—height, 4 feet ; breadth,

6 feet. It has thirty leaves, some of which measure i! feet

C inches in length and 7 inches in breadth, and is now showing
fourteen spikes, and I have measured some of them 18 inches

long. They are thrown out well from the leaves, the extreme
breadth of spike being 10 inches. The spikes, which are just

being thrown up, appear to be more vigorous than those ex-

panded. I should, perhaps, also say that as many as sixty

blooms are showing upon one spike.

I have made these remarks in the hope that someone may
bo induced to write more fully on this beautiful plant.

—

Thomas Newman, Torry Hill, Si'ttinijhourne.

STOVE PLANTS AND THEIR CULTURE.—No. 1.

My aim in giving a series of papers consisting of descriptive

notes and cultural hints on stove plants, will be to name only

the best and most useful for their flowers and foliage. The
description of house most suitable is omitted, also temperature,

moisture, and ventilation, which are week by week treated of

by Mr. Douglas.

CLIMBERS FOR ROOFS OR EATTEBS.

As plants for this purpose must necessarily be free-growing,

large pots or tubs are required, but as these are cumbrous and
take up mnch room, planting in a border is preferable. It

should not be less than 2 feet wide, better 3 feet, and 3 feet

deep—9 inches for drainage, and 2 feet 3 inches for compost.

I have all round the house a border 3 feet wide and deep.

Along the bottom is a drain of 3-inch pipes, and 9 inches of

rubble over the bottom of the border, the roughest lowest

down and the finer at the top, and above this I have the

rough parts of the compost of which the border is formed.

The border is made 9 inches higher than the intended level to

allow for settling. It should be divided by cross walls, the

lowest three courses of bricks pigeon-holed to allow the drain-

age to be free the whole length of the border, and taken up to

the top solid ; for neatness there may be a stone capping, or

the highest course of bricks may be laid in cement. The com-
post should be used rough, but the ingredients well mixed and
placed in the border rather iirmly, and when in a dry rather

than wet state. Holes must be provided in the shelves to

admit of the climbers' stems being taken through from the

border to the roof, and the subjects should not be planted
Tsntil they are of sufficient length to reach through the holes

and be secured to the wires.

Allamanda CATHARTicA.—Evergreen when moisture is given

in winter, but if kept dry, as it ought to be, deciduous. Long
rather narrow leaves, in whorls along the shoots at rather

distant intervals. Flowers bright yellow, trumpet-shaped,
about 3 to 4 inches long and 2 inches across the month, pro-

duced in bunches abundantly on well-ripened wood in July

or earlier, and to September. Guiana.
A. NOBiLis is very similar to A. cathartica, the leaves some-

what broader, and the wood stouter and shorter-jointed.

Flowers yellow, wider at the mouth than those of A. cathartica,

and in form very superior to them, the broad rounded seg-

ments giving the flowers a full circular outhne. It has also

the advantage of fragrance. It blooms in July and August
onwards. Brazil.

These are the best two for extensive roof or trellis covering.

They are not strictly more than sub-scandent, having no pro-

vision for climbing or twining.
Fnll exposure to light is necessary to secure firm wood and

profuse flowering. Pruning should be performed in February
or March, cutting-in the side shoots to within two joints of

their origin the previous year. Any that are renuired for

extension, or to fill-up vacant space, may be cut-back to six

joints, more or less, as occasion may render necessary, always

making sure that the wood is firm and well ripened. Soft un-

ripe wood should be cut clean away, as also old bare shoots,

and their place supplied with well-ripened shoots of the last

season's growth. It is well to depress the shoots that are left

of any considerable length, to ensure their breaking regularly

from base to top.

Water should be given sparingly at the roots so as to moisten

them gradually, and increase the quantity with the growth.

When in full growth and flowering the watering should be

liberal, but the plant never dry, otherwise the foliage will

suffer. When growth is complete lessen the supply of water,

and have the plants at rest by November, from which time np
to March no more moisture will be needed than will keep the

wood plump.
Syringe overhead morning and evening up to the flowering

period, when syringing should be discontinued, and when
breaking in spring the plants ought to be sprinkled overhead

three or four times a-day, which is conducive to the eyes

breaking well.

Light fibrous loam three parts, leaf soil one part, half a part

sandy peat, and a sixth part each of silver sand and charcoal

in lumps from the size of a hazel nut to that of a walnut,

well mixed and chopped-up, but not very fine, will grow them

perfectly. Good drainage is necessary. Repotting should be

done in spring after the plants are pruned and are breaking

freely, removing most of the old soil. If the plants are

planted out the border should have the surface soil removed

down to the roots, replacing it with about 2 mohes thick of

fresh material.

Propagation is effected by cuttings of the shoots, short-

jointed wood being best, inserted in sandy soil, plunged in a

bottom heat of 80° to 85°, and kept moist and shaded. The
thicker parts of the roots, either layered in tan or other moist

substance, or cut into lengths of 2 or 3 inches, push shoots

and roots freely, and have only to be potted. If layered in tan,

cut off the shoots with a portion of root, and grow them on.

It is a readier mode of propagation than by cuttings, and

the plants so raised are of freer growth. Spring is the best

time for root-cuttings, and May and June for cuttings of the

shoots.

Aeistolochia Duchartkei.—Deciduous twiner, with woody
corky-barked stems, and ovate-cordate, acuminate, subpeltate

leaves. Flowers of only moderate size, produced in tufts from

the old wood, brownish outside, creamy within, with shining

dark-brown marking, curved tube, concave-ovate Umb. Upper

Amazon.
A. GiGAS.—Deciduous twiner ; woody corky stems, large ovate-

eordate leaves, and large whitish-yellow flowers veined with

dark brown. Flowers in May and June. Guatemala.

A. LEUCONEURA.—Sub-arborescent ; cordate whitish-yellow-

veined leaves, and curious chocolate-purple yellow-veined

flowers proceeding from the stems in summer.
There are a number of other species—A. grandi flora, with

large flowers, Jamaica; A. ornithocephala, the flowers re-

sembling a bird's head, and produced at the end of summer,

Brazil; A. trilobata, with three-lobed leaves, and purple

flowers in June, South America, with several others, all of

which have curious flowers and fine leaves.

The best of the genus is probably A. leuconeura, the leaves

being very fine and distinctly marked. All are free in growth,

and require to be cut-in to an eye or two of the stem in Feb-

ruary or March, leaving some of the well-ripened wood of the

previous year, and cutting-back any old stems. The shoots

ought not to be much crowded, but trained rather thinly, the

object being to have the wood well ripened.

Water freely while the plant is in growth, and in winter keep

it dry. A. leuconeura will retain its leaves if kept moist, and

so indeed will others, but it is desirable to rest them, aa they

otherwise keep on growing through the winter, and do not

grow or flower satisfactorily. Watering or syringing overhead

twice daily is very beneficial, as the plants are subject to red

spider, which the syringing keeps under. They require a light

and airy position.

For soil use three parts light turfy loam, half a part each

leaf soil and sandy peat, with a sixth part silver sand, and a

few nodules of charcoal. Good drainage is necessary. Pro-

pagate by cuttings of firm young stubby side shoots, in sand

over sandy peat and loam, placed in bottom heat and covered

with a bell-glass. Some of the scarcer kinds are grafted on

stocks of A. gigas, which operation is best performed in spring,

with firm wojd, in a close moist frame in the stove or propa-

gating hoasa.
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BiGNOxu Chambeelayitii.—Evergreen climber, with yellow
tmmpet-shaped flowers in August. Brazil.

B. SPECIOSA.—Pink or mauve-coloured flowers, produced in
early summer. Uraguay.

B. vExnsTA.—Orange flowers, very fine, at the end of
Bummer.
There are several other species, but the above are fair repre-

sentatives of the genus. They are magnificent climbers, but
do little or no good in pots, requiring to be planted out. The
shoots must not be closely crowded, but placed so as to be
everywhere exposed to air and light, so as to secure the ripen-
ing oj the wood. The flowers for the most part are produced
on short shoots issuing from well-ripened buds of last year's
growth. The chief point in the cultivation of these plants is

to get the wood well ripened, therefore they should be kept
dry in autumn, and the shoots, with the same object, should
be thinned and regulated so as to be folly exposed to Ught.
Water the plants abundantly when growing and flowering.
Prune in spring before growth commences, cutting out the
old wood and replacing it with the well-ripened shoots of last
year, shortening to well-hardened wood.
The most suitable soil is sandy peat and fibrous light loam

in equal parts, one-fourth leaf soil, a sixth of silver sand, and
a few nodules of charcoal, with efficient drainage. Propagate
by cuttings of short stiff side shoots, taken off close and
inserted in sand over peat and loam, covered with a beU-glass,
and placed in bottom heat, shading and keeping moist.

—

G. Abeet.

EFFECTS OF GAS ON SEEDS IN NUESEETMEN-S
SHOPS.

Having been in the habit of purchasing flower seeds from
various nurserymen, I had often remarked the great difference
in the results both as to the proportion germinating and the
quality of the plants produced by them, but it never occurred
to me until quite recently what might possibly be the cause of
the failures. On looking round at the various shops to see
how the seeds were kept, appearances were strongly in favour
of the belief ; and on purchasing about a score of varieties
from a little nurseryman, who has no shop and no gaslights, I
was more than ever convinced there mast be some truth in
the suggestion.

The products from the combustion of gas are known to be
highly destructive in many respects, such as to the binding of
books, the rings and cords of pictures, and brass work in every
shape, but more especially so to growing plants, and if any
oxidation should take place in the germ of seeds it would of
course destroy their vitality. The remedy which naturally
suggests itself is, that seeds should not be kept on shelves
or in lockers above the level of the gaslights, but as much
below, and as near the floor, as is consistent with dryness ; and
they would be far safer in wooden boxes or casks than in tin
or metal cases. It is not improbable, also, but that some qua-
lities of paper—from the bleaching powder not being got rid
of—may be injurious by the gas acting upon them, and I
strongly suspect that common coarse brown paper would be
far prtferable and safer than any description of bleached or
coloured paper can be for the purpose.—W. Kekedy Bbidg-
JIAN, Xortrich.

AoErATUM Imperial Blue Tom Thumb.—I can fully endorse
all th.";! was said last week by Mr. HamUton about Ageratum
Imperial Dwarf ; and I have made inquiry and find that others
have shared the same fate.

—

Enos Jackson, Gardener to Col.
E. Stmjthe, Welton-le-Wold.

BED-LEADING SEEDS.
It appears to me very singular that Peas have been taken

by rats or mice after having been coated with red lead. I

presume the sufferers have not followed the method I re-

commended as the first discoverer, but have acted upon that
described by your late lamented correspondent, Mr. R. Fish,
who, if I understood him aright, moistened the seed with
water. Instead of giving a slight coating of linseed oil. During
an experience of sixteen years I have never but once discovered
the felonious presence of either rat, mouse, or bird ; on that
occasion I missed six Peas, which I found about 2 yaids dis-

tant quite uninjured. I have at the present time rows of

Peas and Beans which have not been molested in the slightest

degree, and I am fully persuaded that if properly prepared
it will prove the most simple and effectual preventive to this
annoyance. I last year sowed some Broccoli seed without
dressing, when, before I could perceive the appearance of the
young plants, the birds had pulled up the greater portion of
the bed. As soon as I made the discovery I threw some seeds
which I had dressed on the bed, and not another plant was
disturbed.

The preparation should be made in the following way :—Say
to a pint of Peas pnt into a vessel large enough to be shaken
about, let fall six or seven drops of linseed oU, shake round well,

then sprinkle a few pinches of dry red lead, and shake round
again until the coating is perfect. The seed is then fit for sow-
ing. Wrinkled Peas require rather more trouble than smooth
ones. Mr. Fish was unnecessarily cautious about handling the
red lead, as well as not to dress at once more Peas than re-
quired

; I have used the foOowing season some that I had left,

and found them equal to those fresh dressed.—Joseph Bueoess,
Knutsford.

[Tour Raspberry had been noticed by us in onr report of th»
Society's meeting.

—

Eds.]

FOUNTAINE'S VINEET AT BLENHEIM.
I see in The Jocknal of Hoeticultube of last week that

Mr. Temple, the gardener at Blenheim, has made some remarks
upon my vinery there which I am desirous of answering.
AJthough he says he has read my pamphlet on the subject, he
certainly misapprehends some essential points therein stated.

I may have expressed myself badly ; if so, there is the greater
reason that I should correct the mistake. He says it is of no
use wheeling-out the trees where Vines and Peaches are not
grown overhead. It is true Tines ought to be grown overhead-
though certainly not to cover the whole roof; but, whether
there are Tines or not, the flavour and colour of the fruit are
immensely improved by the trees being wheeled-out into the
open air in favourable weather, and much saving in watering
thereby effected, especially in wet seasons. As to the question
of stone fruit grown immediately under Tines—that is to say,
not the lower half of the house stone-fruit trees and the other
half Tines, as is sometimes the case, but trees absolutely

under the shadow of Tines which cover the whole house, if

Mr. Temple asserts that such fruit is worth eating at all, that
is a point upon which we must differ in toto ; but if he means
only half each sort of fruit, as stated in the parenthesis, it is

entirely beside the question ; though, even then, a division in.

the house, or two houses half the size for each kind of fruit,

would be much better, as the stone fruit requires much more
ventilation than the Grapes.
He mentions Mr. W. Thomson as having been successful ia

this process of fruit-growing. If he alludes to Mr. Thomson,
of Galashiels, formerly gardener to the Duke of Bnccleuch, he
could not refer to a higher authority in England upon the
subject of fruit-growing. It so happened that I submitted a
plan of my house, as a vinery, to Mr. Thomson before the
house at Blenheim was erected; he was kind enough to writ*

to me in answer, " that nothing could be better than the sketch
I sent him," and he volunteered to put an engraving of it into
" The Gardener," of which he was then the editor. He spoke
most favourably of the system, adding, " Our opinion is that

by this contrivance a crop of Grapes could be grown in every

orchard house, which without it would be nearly impossible."

This does not look like being an advocate for growing stone
fruit in the shade. But I surely think I must misunderstand
Mr. Temple on this point. He goes on to state that he saw
the house at Chiswick ; and though he admired the Grapes as

very fine, he was not favourably impressed with the system as
" a profitable method of growing fruits," and he feared that
" market men would not be ready to adopt the plan." In this

latter view I quite agree with him ; and further, if it resolves

itself in a question of " £ s. d. " (as he puts it) I strongly re-

commend Covent Garden as superior to all systems, and cer-

tain as a panacea not only for watering but all the other labours

to which gardening is heir. He will, however, find on refer-

ring to the pamphlet that I especially disclaim growing fruit

for market, as requiring a totally different process from that

required for a gentleman's table, the one being for quantity,

the other for quality ; not but that we can grow quantity, bnt
this is in all cases at the sacrifice of quality—what I maintain
is, that, by the same saaiflce of quantity the same quality ot
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fruit will not be produced by the ordinary processes of fruit-

growing for marliet.

Mr. Temple goes on to state, that when he took the house a
year and a half ago there were no Vines, nor are there now,
and as objections had been formerly made to them be aban-
doned the idea, and " prepared the trees for work, and many
of them, especially Plums, Peaches, and Nectarines, bore fine

•crops of large, finely-flavoured fruit." " I never saw," he says,
" Green Gages so fine in the most favoured districts of England.
The trees evidently had been managed with skill before they
fell into my hands, and I would follow out the pot-system were
it not the enormous labour it entails from the water-pot."
Mr. Temple may, on account of the watering, object to the
orchard-house principle generally, and especially where the
trees are grown in pots, which many prefer, but he must at

least admit that this applies to my branch of the system in-

finitely less than to any other, inasmuch as the trees may at

five minutes' notice have the benefit of any amount of rain he
may think fit to give them.
The objection I have always heard made by amateurs against

orchard houses, and which I have myself experienced, is not
30 much the labour, as the bad flavour of too large a pro-
portion of the fruit. Of course, there is more labour through
the summer attached, to an orchard house than to walls,

especially if the spring frosts should have destroyed all the
fruit on the latter, when they would require but little further
trouble that season ; but the labour is generally repaid by a
orop being insured, which cannot be relied upon for certain by
any other process. It is upon this that the orchard house has
stood its ground.

Mr. Temple goes on to state, that " the interest and know-
ledge it affords in a pomological sense is of great value, but
proprietors generally prefer profits in a tangible form." The
interest and advantages are very great, though not alone in

the sense which Mr. Temple means. It is most useful to have
the trees so arranged on the trucks that the fruit comes-in in

succession instead of being all ripe at once. Thus there should
first be, say a truck of early Peaches, and so in succession till

the last outer truck contains only the late sorts. The fruit on
the early trucks may be encouraged in maturation by the
assistance of the house, and that of the late sorts retarded
by the open air. The season may by this process be much
prolonged, which is surely a great desideratum in a gentleman's
garden.
He says " In conclusion, I believe Mr. Fountaine's system

can be adopted with success, and if I were to give it a trial on
its widest merits I would take out the end of a well-established

vinery," &c. If instead of being so lavish of taint praise, and
proposing to try the system on ideas of his own diametrically
opposed to the principle advocated, Mr. Temple were, in good
faith, to try it on its own merits, and in its own house con-
structed for the purpose, he would be in a better position to

offer the advice contained in his concluding remarks to the
inexperienced. Let him plant Vines 7iot less than 8 feet apart
on the rafters, upon the close-spur system, so that the trees

may have the benefit of the sun when in the house, especially

in the autumn after the fruit is gathered, when they always
require it to insure the ripening of the wood for the following
year, as do also the plants on the back wall, which ought to

be Vines, not Peach trees as at Blenheim, but this is not of

moment ; and then let him say honestly whether he has any
other houses in Blenheim Gardens which grow finer Grapes or
finer stone fruit either separately or conjointly, and this alone
ought to be the test whether the system and structure are a
" burlesque upon fruit-growing to the experienced." I myself
have only had fourteen years' experience in gardening, devoted,
it is true, to this one subject alone ; but when the Blenheim
house was first built, a long article appeared in the Gardeners'
Chronicle, September 10th, 1870, signed "B.," and written,
as I afterwards ascertained, by no less an authority than Mr.
Barron, stated that "decidedly the most important feature,

in a gardening point of view, and the best piece of gardening
in all that wide place was the orchard house ft la Foun-
taine," &e.

Mr. Temple may have created great improvement since then,
but I will nevertheless endorse with confidence his advice to
the inexperienced with which he closes his remarks—" to go
and see any system of fruit-growing before they spend their
money on structures, &a." (the &c. may mean anything) ; but
I say. Let them go to Ohiswick and see the house which was
built there for that express purpose ; and although only a plain
«heap house, let them ask Mr. Barron it he has any other in

the gardens constructed on more scientific principles, or better
adapted for producing fine Grapes, or to assist the stone fruit

when required, for I admit that the open air is the real life and
soul of the goodness of the latter. I engage to say they will

at least receive a straightforward and honest answer to their
question.

—

John Fountaine, SoiUhacre Rectory, Brandon.

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUR GARDENS.—No. 19.

Theee is something so refreshing to the eye and so gladden-
ing to the spirit in the appearance on the wing of the first

butterflies of the season, that it is almost a wonder these
insects have not been regarded as joyful omens, and the indi-
vidual who sees the earliest out after the cold and gloom of
winter as specially favoured. I do not discover any traces of
Buch beliefs, though some people from a long time ago have
paid attention to them as weather prognostics, since it was
supposed that when butterflies, few or many, were observed
taking their constitutional in the early morning, a fine day
might be looked for. This may occasionally be the case, but
it is not to be relied upon as an indication ; and certainly not
the reverse, for the absence of butterflies from the landscape
may arise from a variety of causes, and it would not follow
that they are keeping under shelter because of an anticipated
downpour. It is just now, in the fresh springtime, that but-
terflies seem even more appropriate to the garden or the rural
scene than in the height of summer ; and, in lict, some inves-
tigators have made out that our ancestors ca'led these gaudy
insects " butterflies " on account of their emergence in plentiful
numbers just about the time when butter was obtainable in
more abundance than at other seasons of the year. I doubt
this explanation, and also the semi-jocose one that " butterfly "

is a corruption of "bother-fly," and the uncomplimentary
epithet applied to the species seen in gardens by some irate

horticulturist, who thought they loved his Cabbages " not
wisely but too well."

There is a species now coming abroad which, from its often
flying in suspicious company, may be assumed by the little-

informed observer to be one of our garden foes, whereas in reality

it is as innocent as a baby. This is popularly known as the
Orange-tip, Anthocharis Cardamines {fifj. 1), and it has a wide
if not a general distribution throughout these islands. Frequent
in woods, it also visits gardens in search of the honey which
may often be more plentiful there than in the flelds or pastures
not far off where the insect had passed its preparatory changes.
Some years ago it was abundant in April as near London as
Shepherd's Bush, north of Hammersmith, and Norwood on the
south, but the destruction of the food plants thereabouts and
the researches of juvenile entomologists have borne hardly
upon it. In May, 1860, a traveller observed this butterfly at

Sligo flying in such large parties that he was reminded of the
South American hosts of an allied species which he had seen
in other days. This, however, is a circumstance unusual, and
the Orange-tips are seldom noticed in a greater number than
two or three together, oftentimes accompanied by the common
Garden White, in size and mode of flight much like its more
showy brother. The English name of the insect has been
given from the conspicuous orange spot displayed on the upper
and under sides of the fore wings of the male, while it is want-
ing in the female, where we have only a grey border. In both
there is a dark central spot on the white ground- colour of the
fore wings. The hind wings are much the same in the two
sexes, their beauty being especially on the under surface, where
we have a fine green tracery, which reminds us on a small
scale of the straggling growth of some minute muss on a hoary
stump. By a moderate magnifying power we can resolve this

green shading into a mingling of yellow and black scales

sprinkled over the white ground, but the effect of this is lost

when the field of the microscope is not Uluminated by daylight.

Now and then a male Orange-tip turns up wit'u one orange
blotch deficient ; and I possess a curiously dwurfrd female
specimen in which the expansion of the wings is only about
one-half the average, due, doubtless, to mal-nutrition in the
larval state.

Though the butterfly has received its Latin appfl'ation from
the species of Cardamine, mostly C. pratensis (Li'lj'o Smock),
on which it has been traditionally reported to feed, Mr. Double-
day has, with his usual discernment, pointed out that the
caterpillar is often foun«l on allied plants of the Cruciferous

order, such as Erysimum Alliaria, Barbarea vulgaris, and Hes-
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peris matronalis ; also, as he remarks, when the caterpiUars

feed, as frequently they do, npon these and similar species

growing in meadows, the bnlk of the brood must perish, because

the grass is mowed just at the time they are feeding. Of course

we also find the caterpillars on plants along the hedgerows

;

Btill, the former circumstance may tend to keep down the

Fig. 1.— AuthochariB Cardaminee.*

numbers of this butterfly, which also does not, I believe, de-

posit so many eggs as some of its relatives. The caterpillars

rarely touch the leaves, preferring the seeds and pods of the

plants they frequent ; and as Mr. Newman notes with regard

to individuals he had in rearing, they will nibble holes in the

pods to obtain the seeds, leaving the pods until the supply of

food runs short. In general appearance this caterpillar is of

the " Cabbage type," green with a pale stripe, and dotted with

warts both black and white, each of which sends up a short

bristle. Having ceased to eat, about the beginning of July

usually, the Orange-tip caterpillars fasten themselves by a

band of silk to the stems of grasses or other plants, and then

pass into the chrysalis state. The shape of the latter is singu-

larly unlike the chrysalis of nearly all the British butterflies,

having much the form of a crescent, the wing-cases bulging

out towards the centre of the arch. Throughout the winter

months the insect continues dormant, and to hunt for the

chrysalis along the banks may be a diversion to some natural-

ists, though rather a back-aching employment.
Entomological books have sometimes advised the beginner

who is in search of the Azure Blue Butterfly (Lycoena Argiolns)

to set to work in April, and beat with a stout stick all the

Holly and Ivy within his reach. It is not certain that success

will attend his efforts, and if he experiments in gardens he
will not be thanked for disfiguring Hollies by this thrashing

process. It seems to be a fact that the butterfly is to be dis-

covered in and about Holly, Ivy, and also Buckthorn in early

spring, and farther on in the season we see it again when it

visits garden flowers pretty boldly ; and it has a trick of pop-

ping over the nearest hedge if approached, seldom taking a

long flight, and frequently returning to very nearly the same
spot again. This species—misnamed " Azure Blue," since it is

not so azure as is L. Adonis and others—has long been a puzzle

to naturalists, owing to the difiiculty there has been in ascer-

taining when and upon what the larvaj feed. It is rare or

unknown in the north of England, but in the south not un-

common in most districts, where it joins sometimes in playful

combat with its relative the Common Blue, though that species

is more partial to open ground than L. Argiolus usually ap-

pears to be, which may arise from its having (as I fancy) a par-

Fijj. 2.—Lycfrna Corydon.*

ticTilar dislike to wind, as I have soon seen them cease to fly on
a fine morning if it becomes at all breezy. The Blues among
the butterfly tribes are not easy to distinguish from each other.

The species before us has purplish blue wings, with a broad

* From MesBrs. CasseU'B edition of Figuier'B " Ineect "World."

black border in the female insect, and a narrow one in the
male ; the latter is also superior in size to what is certainly

not his " better half." Underneath, both are of a silvery grey
tint, with black spots variously arranged, and we perceive none
of those orange markings so peculiar in others of the Blues.

The caterpillar of this elegant species is of the singular
shape, which from its resemblance to the woodlouse has re-

ceived the compound epithet of "onisciform ;" and in crawl-

ing, the legs are pressed so closely to the body that it would
almost seem as if the creature glided along like a slug. It has
been variously described by EngUsh and continental authors,
and according to Prof. Westwood it is usually greenish yellow,
with a line of bright green down the back, and the head and
legs deep brown or black. I regret to say that my efforts to

make the personal acquaintance of this curious caterpillar

have been fruitless, though I have braved the stings of hosts
of bees by exploring the flowers of the Buckthorn in spring

and the Ivy in the autumn, for the flowers have until recently

been considered to be the special food of the larva of L. Argi-
olus. The latest wrinkle, however, is that some have been
taken devouring the tender leaves of the Holly. Mr. Newman
is still rather inclined to favour the notion that, supposing
there are two broods, the first feeds on the Holly and the
second npon the Ivy ; and Mr. Horley has certainly obtained
a larva from the latter plant in November, which individual

passed into the chrysalis state, and bo remained until April

following. Others hold to the theory that the butterfly hyber-
nates as a rule, and others again point to the fact that a May
and an August brood are occasionally found in districts where
only one of the supposed food-plants grows, as conflicting the
migration theory. As in one place the butterflies were seen
hovering about the Laurustinus, the idea may be entertained

that that plant may have some connection with the insect.

Connoisseurs in colour have declared, however, that although
the Azure Blue is a beautiful butterfly, the Chalkhill Blue, L.
Corydon {llg. 2), in its silvery tints almost surpasses it. These
hues are only observable in the male insect, the female being

smoky brown. The work of maternity, which chiefly engrosses
her attention, does not take her far away from the place where
she was reared, and where she in her turn deposits her eggs
on Trefoils or Vetches. The male butterfly takes a wider
range, and visits gardens in the chalky districts, though seldom
compared with L. Argiolns or the lively and common L. Icarus.

On the Bird's-foot Trefoil (Ornithopus perpusiUus) have beea
reared the caterpillars of the
Silver-studded Blue (L. J5gon), a
smaller species, recognised by
silvery spots on the under side.

(See fig. 3). From its diminutive
size this is often unnoticed. It

used to occur near London, on.

the Surrey commons, but has ol
late years taken its departure.

—

J. R. S. C.

P.S.—From some indications

of favourable, or rather unfavour-
able increase, already noticeable,

it is possible that we may have,
as I fear, a plentiful supply of

aphides in 1874, though some
heavy showers in May would
" turn the tables " on them. A
friend of ours, who has more belief

in the natural enemies of destructive insects than in the man-
devised means of diminishing them, has invented what he at first

termed the " Lady-bird Kouser ;" but aware ol the importance of

a fine name to render an article saleable, he now terms it the
" Coccinellid-Stimulator." He had often observed with vexation

how languidly these beetles crawled about in the spring, when
they should have been devouring aphides or depositing eggs

amongst them ; and hence set himself to invent a compound
which should diffuse a vapour that might rouse them to high

activity. I am bound to say that the first experiments were

not favourable, for after a brief spell of spasmodic briskness

the lady-birds seemed to be dead ; but I am told that the reason

was that the fumes were a little too stimulating, and the dis-

coverer still hopes to perfect his invention and extend its ap-

phcation.—J. E. S. C.

•i/i^

^
/// ^<r'-~

Fig. 3.

—

LycffiDft .Egon.*

Live Scorpion in London.—The animal found alive clinging

to a boot is a small real scorpion of the slender form not
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uncommon in the West Indies find South America,

probably imported with merchandise of some kind.—

I

It was
0. W.

ROYAL HOETICULTUBAL SOCIETY.
At the meeting on Tuesday, 21st, exclusive of the Council,

there were not sixty Fellows present out of between three and

four thousand, and this after your and the C/ira»ii-?<''.< articles

of the week before, and at a meeting at which the Chairman, at

first at least, made the vote on proxies one of confidence in

the Council. I have strong hopes that before three years are

over we shall have a Society the Fellows of which will take an

interest in its proceedings.

It seemed to me, to say the least, impolitic in the Council

to prevent Mr. Fish voting. Gardeners hold together more

than nurserymen do, and may make common cause. Mr.

Fish's exertions were one gre.it cause of the success of the first

and therefore most important of the country shows ;
the then

Council, with a view to the future as well as the past, wished

to recognise his services handsomely. The way to do this at

least cost to the Society was to make him a forty-guinea life

Fellow. The present Council say that doing this was contrary

to the Charter. As there are so many legal authorities on the

Council its judgment is probably correct. If this be so, the

right course would have been to have elected Mr. Fish a Fellow,

and to have given him a cheque for forty guineas, which he

would have used for his life composition : he would then have

been legally as well as morally entitled to vote.

—

Geoege F.

Wii.soN, HeatJierbanI:, ]VeyhrUi(jc Ilcath.

WHICH IS THE BOILER TO BE PREFERRED
FOR GARDEN STRUCTURES?

In horticultural publications the query, " What is the best

description of boiler ? " has been so often discussed that I was

in hopes, when I gave a sort of brief history of my acquaint-

ance with such matters, that in complaining of the very best

description of boilers that I was acquainted with falling so far

short of perfection, I could hardly be accused of being wedded

to one particular kind. True, I gave the preference to the

saddle, and at the same time admitted a good conical boiler

had its advantages—not a small one, be it remembered, but a

good-sized one, capable of holding sufficient fuel to keep the

fire going a reasonable time. Some other descriptions of

boilers I referred to as having had practical experience of

;

and I may also say that I had a house heated by the tank

system for a dozen years or more at a stretch, but I did not

like it sufficiently well to recommend its adoption. Some other

modes of heating were casually alluded to ; and now to the

comments thereon.

Mr. Clarke, at page 305, very courteously points out that I

have unfairly disparaged the mode of heating which he calls

the lime-burning system. I am at all times sorry to differ

from anyone whom I respect, and amongst the advocates of

this system are one or two of my best friends, but I feel we
are none the less so by differing in opinion on this matter ; and
as I confess not having had anything to do with the system in

question, I can only give an opinion based on what I do know
of lime-burning in an ordinary way, both on a large and small

scale. I could only come to the conclusion that its advocates

would get tired of it when its defects became known, and I

added that I expected a year or two would consign it to neglect,

if not obUvion. My opinion cannot fairly be called an errone-

ous one until the expiration of that time. Nevertheless, I shall

be more pleased if I am mistaken, and am much obUged for

such courteous correspondents as Mr. Clarke putting me right

in the matter.

I next read a communication from " A Ramelinc, C.E.," at

page 32'J, who complains that I appear to have limited my
observations to what has practically fallen under my view—the

horticultural buildings I have had to deal with. Now, he could

not have paid me a higher compliment, for I do as far as

possible limit my observations to my own practical experience,

excepting in cases where it is explained otherwise, and I put it

to him or anyone else whether plain practical experience does

not stand before theory ? I wrote my article for a horticultural

journal; "A Rambling C.E." all but ignores horticulture al-

together, and gives us the oft-told story about boilers adapted
for steam-engine purposes, a subject better adapted for a me-
chanical or engineering magazine or piiblication ihan a garden-

ing paper. I daresay his communication would be more to

the point there, for, as he seems to pin his faith to the merits

of the multitubular boiler, he will there find his pets in full

force, and deservedly so. I do not deny the tubular boiler a

certain amount of nierit for horticultural purposes, but I place

the saddle before it, notwithstanding " the principle which
' A Rambling C.E.' says ho is astonished at being challenged ;"

but somehow I back practice against principle, believing that

principle as here implied is only another name for theory.

However, in a matter of this kind there is no occasion for

hard words ; for, after all, your correspondent and I have little

in common. I simply want a boiler that will heat the greatest

possible body of water to a given moderate heat with the

smallest amount of fuel and attendance, whilst your corre-

spondent wants steam—two objects so widely different that it

may reasonably be supposed that the same class of boiler will

not do for both. The object of the engine-driver is to get

steam up in the least possible time : hence his boiler is so con-

structed that every spoonful of water it contains is placed

within a few inches of the actual fire, or in contact with the

flues through which that fire passes. Now, contrast this with

the hothouse-heating apparatus : the portion of water in

immediate contact with the fire is only a very small per-

centage of the whole that has to be heated, in very few in-

stances exceeding one-twentieth ; all the rest is undergoing the

process of cooling often hundreds of feet away, and the bulk of

the water is seldom lieated above 110
'
Fahr. Certainly it is

hotter than that at times, but many very efficient systems of

hothouse heating work for weeks together without that heat

being exceeded ; and allow me to tell " X Rambling C.E.'' that

it is the reverse of economy to increase the temperature of the

water so as much to exceed that heat :
160'—nay, even 180°

may be attained, and I remember once (when I had personally

the fire shovel and poker to handle) heating the water in

the pipes of a hothouse so as to exceed 200' at the farthest

place from the tire, and that, too, nearly as far back as the

period of the Rocket engine he speaks of ; but such extremes

are only attained at a cost of fuel far beyond what would be

wanted to heat an additional number of pipes to the moderate

heat capable of warming the place intended in a more suitable

way than by such forcible means. In fact, I am no advocate

for extreme firing. I would rather have a greater number of

pipes and heat them moderately, than drive the water with

express speed through a smaller number of pipes. If I had

my way I would rarely heat pipes hotter than that I could

bear my hand on them for one or two minutes. A forcing heat

of 70' can be maintained with this if all be well otherwise, and

that in general is sufficient.

It is wrong to say that I hold-up the saddle boiler as the

pattern of perfection ; on the contrary, the whole of my artiok

points to the fact that the best-contrived heating apparatus

we have permits an immense waste of heat which I should

like to see saved and made use of. We all know that a pound

of coal is capable of giving off a certain amount of heat and

no more, but if 20 or 30 per cent, or more of that heat be ex-

pended on the brickwork or other surroundings not imparting

it to the water in the boiler, it is wasted to all intents and

purposes, and my principal object in calling attention to such

waste was to ask the assistance of those who could devise a

means of utilising the wasted heat. To me it makes no

difference what kind of Ijoiler is used. I certainly give the

preference to the saddle, because it is the easiest worked, least

hkely to get out of repair, and, so far as I can judge, uses no

more fuel than any other kind ; and from the fact that it is

always put forward by inventors or contrivers of new boilers

for horticultural purposes as the test by which ihey compare

their own, it is easy to see that they all look upon it as the

second best, their own being, of course, paramount in their

own estimation.

It has often struck me that the plan aimed at by so many
boiler-makers of endeavouring to spread the heat over as wide

a surface as possible, was in itself more plausible in theory

than beneficial in practice ; for, as the heat we want to deal

with is not very great, the question is whether should it be

concentrated to act on some 3 or 4 feet of surface, or spread

over ten times that amount ? for in the latter case there must

be a great waste in imparting heat to the metal containing the

water, whereas by the concentrated heat a less extended surface

is acted upon ; and although the boiler is a stationary object,

the water in it is not, and its heated particles are more or less

rapidly propelled upwards and onwards on its course, to be

returned again in due time. Concentrated action, instead of

diffused, is applied in so many ways now-a-days, that I expect

our C. E.3 in future will be finding out that where steam
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really is not wanted the principle might be advantageously

applied to boiler-heating for horticultural purposes, and I

know a really well-contrived conical boiler takes a great deal of

beating, and that, perhaps, has as small a space of heating

eurface as any.

If " A EiMBLisG C.E." still insists on the superiority of the

tubular boiler over the saddle, why is it that so many of the

latter are still in use ? And if he has any doubts of the popu-

larity of the latter over the former, let him ask the first half-

dozen hothouse builders and hot-water apparatus manufac-

turers which they have the more orders for, and which is the

more generally and successfully adopted, and I have a shrewd

guess that the saddle will offer a proportion of two or three to

one. The majority of gardeners uow-a-days are too shrewd and
clear-headed to allow any real improvement to pass unnoticed;

and if they prefer simplicity and usefulness to intricacy, inge-

nuity, and difficulty, so much the more to their credit. As
both boilers have now been sufficiently long known to be

tested by the hard censorship of every- day practice, I shall

willingly give in if the friends of the tubular boiler exceed in

numbers and outweigh in practice those of the saddle ; but

until that be done, "A Rambling C.E.," who says reaUy

nothing about horticultural heating, will excuse me if I still

adhere to a good old friend, " the saddle boiler."—J. Roeson.

FLOWEES FOR OUB BORDERS.—No. 30.

LILIUSI SZOVITZIANUM.—SzoviTz's LiLV.

Among hardy bulbous plants the Lilies have long stood pre-

eminent for their beauty and stately grandeur, and recent

introductions have invested this genus with much additional

popularity. Few of the more recently-introduced species,

however, exceed in interest L. Szovitzianum, first cultivated iu

this country under the name of L. colchicum, by Messrs. H.
Low it Co., of the Clapton Nurseries.

Ulium Szovitzianum.

The figure accompanying this article conveys but a very

inadequate idea of its ornamental value, having been drawn
from a single flower furnished many years since by the late

Mr. H. Groom, of Clapham Rise, an enthusiastic and very

successful cultivator of the rarer species of Lily and other

bulbous plants. In the ease of strong bulbs the stem reaches

the height of from 3 to 4 feet, and yields from six to ten

drooping flowers disposed in a scattered raceme. In the fully-

developed blossom the petals are more revolute than in the

figure. The colour is a brilliant citron yellow, speckled inter-

nally with purple-crimson, and stained at the base externally

with dull purple.

Tlie flowers exhale the most delicious and powerful fragrance,

perceptible at some distance, and it is, in fact, a question

whether any other of the numerous species of this genus exceeds

it iis the sweetness and diffusiveness of its perfume.

The foliage is scattered, broadly lanceolate, smooth above,

but paler and somewhat hairy on the under surface and on
the margins. Bulb rather largo, with yellowish scales. By
the best authorities this plant is regarded as but a variety of

the L. monadelphium, from which it is distinguished by its

stamens not being united at the base, by the red colour of its

pollen, by its longer style, as well as by some other minute
characters. Like most of the species it is quite hardy against
cold, and will succeed iu any good substantial garden soU as

well as in peat, but is liable to suffer from excessive wet, and
precautions should therefore be taken to insure thorough
drainage. Should the conditions of local climate render it

desirable, protection against heavy rainfalls may be aiiorded

by placing over the bulb a large inverted flower-pot, the open-
ing being closed in wet weather.
Owing to the somewhat slow rate of increase of the bulbs of

this genus, new species are less rapidly disseminated than in

the case of plants readily propagated by seeds, and Lilium
Szovitzianum is, therefore, in common with several other re-

cently-imported species, rather rare and expensive. It is true

that most, if not all of the Lilies, ripen seed under favourable

circumstances, which vegetates quickly if sown as soon as

gathered, but several years usually elapse before the bulbs

are of sufficient size to flower.

Notwithstanding this drawback, however, we do not hesitate

to recommend to those of our readers who may be endowed
with a sufficient stock of patience, the propagation of the Lily

tribe by seed.

—

{W. Thompson's English Flower Garicn, Re-
vised hij the Author.)

PEARS WITH HARDY BLOSSOMS.
[Although the experience recorded in the following com-

munication was gained in America, its teaching is applicable

everywhere. The subject deserves the attention of all Pear-

growers, and the writer is a practical gardener and trust-

worthy.

—

Eds.]

There is certainly a great difference in varieties as to the

hardiness of the blossoms. Varieties which thoroughly ma-
ture their growth early of both wood and bud, most success-

fully withstood the freezing of winter and the frosts of spring.

The blossoms on young trees are often killed when on older

trees of the same variety they will not be harmed, and killed

on low stations, and escape on elevated ones.

On girdled Umbs I have often seen the blossoms set well, when
on the other branches of the tree every bloom would fail.

I have seen where the tendril of a Grape Vine would in the

summer twine around a small twig and cause it to mature its

growth, and the following season the blossoms from this would

mature fruit when all others on the same tree would fail from

spring frosts.

Loui-ie Bonne of Jersey is one of the most noted examples

of hardy blossoms.
Belle Lucrative appears as if it particularly delighted in

producing a full crop when all others fail. Flemish Beauty

does not bloom in as great profusion as some others, but every

blossom sticks, and a good crop of fruit is sure to follow. The
same may be said of Swan's Orange. Easter Beurre, three

years grafted into a bearing tree, produced last year on four

of the grafts, not over 3 feet in length, from 6 to 12 fine large

specimens each (the previous season did as well on two of the

grafts). This was a good showing of its bearing qualities in

the midst of a general fruit failure. To have endured the late

cold winter and the spring frosts, and to have thus produced

at once, places it on the list of hardy varieties.

The White Doyenne, Seckle, Urbaiaiste, and Julienne may be

named with the foregoing as not only among the hardiest Pear

trees, but as having blossoms possessing in a high degree the

<|uality of resisting the frost. The Bartlett, Vicar, Dachess,

Glou Morc^'eau, and the Beurre Clairgeau are scarcely less pro-

ductive, but have been more severely injured by the late cold

winter than the other sort.-i which I have stated.

All pro.lufod some fruit with me (1873), and thev have often

liornn full tihpn other varieties (not herein named) were fruit-

less from the blossoms having fallen off.

Iu the vear 1868, after almost constant rain for two weeks,

a frost fnil on the morning of the 7th of May. The Apples

were nearly a total failure, but most of these Pears produced

from half'to full crops of fruit that season. The excessive

lain ill this instance may have damaged blossoms more than

tVio frost : be that as it may, it shows the Pear, for once at

least, to have been more hardy in blossom than the Apple.
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Figue de Naples, Sftiut Ghislaiu, Soldat Labonreur, and Sum-
mer Bell I also find very reliable bearers, with some other
good qualities to recommend them to the amateur Pear-culturist.—B. O. CuuTis, Paris, III.

As the father of Mr. Curtis set out a Pear orchard of
175 trees of some fifty varieties in Edgar county iu 1840, now
nearly thirty-four years ago (see Keport 111. State Hort. Soc,
1869), the above facts are given from a long observation and
ey.perience, and are of unusual value.

—

{Prairie Farmer.)

THE CHAPEL OAK OP ALLONVILLE.
We were about acknowledging that we have a " weakness"

for remarkable trees, but we altered the word at once to
" Btrongness," and we have had our BtroDguess strrngthened

by an iron gate. Above the ckapel is a small chamber con-
taining a bed, reached by a staircase winding round the tree.
At certain seasons Divine service is performed in the chapel.
The summit of the tree was broken off many years since, and
over the cavity is a pointed steeple-like roof, slated, and sur-
mounted by a cross. Over the chapel entrance is an inscrip-
tion stating that Abby du Detroit, cure of AUonville, constructed
it in the year 169(i. On a label over the door of the bed-chamber
is its dedication to " Our Lady of Peace." AUonville is about
a mile from Yvetot, on the road between Eouen and Havre.

FEUIT PROSPECTS IN RUTLAND.
SoMMEP.-LiKE weather has burst upon us like a hurricane.

To-day (April 25th) we had 75' in the shade, and the conse-

THE CHAPEL OAK OF ALLON'^'ILLE.

since we have become acquainted with that most useful book,
just published, " Wood and its Uses." We shall refer to that
again. Our strongness for trees—and that of many of our
friends—has brought one and another of us under the shade
of a majority of celebrated trees ; we have had a Simpkin
tiffen (anqlict', a champaign luncheon) under a Banian tree,

the branches of which extended over an acre ; we have gathered

leaves from the Upas tree, and yet survive; wo have lodged in

the Chestnut of Mount Etna, and eaten its fruit ; we have
sat upon a trunk of the loftiest of the world's trees—the

Wellingtonia gigantea ; and one of ns, some Easter in years

long ago, attended service in the Oak of which we now give a

portrait. That Oak, according to M. Du Breuil and Mr. Loudon,
is about eight hundred years old. It measures, just above the

roots, 35 feet in circumference, and, at between 5 and 6 feet from
the ground, 26 feet. A little higher up the trunk extends to a

greater size, and at 8 feet it separates into enormous branches,

overshadowing a very large extent of ground. The trunk is

quite hollow, but the leaves and acorns are abundant. The
lower part of the trunk has for many years been employed as

a chapel, being paved and wainscoted, and the entrance closed

quence is that fruit trees of all kinds are rushing into bloom.
Pears in orchards and on walls are now a " blaze of beauty,"
and the prospect of a full crop is most promising. Plums ate
remarkable for the great quantity of flowers they are pro-
ducing ; on walls dessert varieties are sat, and, we hope, past all

danger of frost. Cherries are a sight worth going a journey to
see, they are one mass of flowers ; oa walls they are set and
swelling fast. Among Apples many of the late-keeping varietie-!

are in flower, while the early kinds will not be in flower for a
week hence. If the weather prove at all favourable we may
expect an abundant crop of this esteemed fruit, as the trees

are everywhere showing well. Small fruits of all kinds pro-
mise an abundant supply. Strawberries are showing for flower,

and are strong and healthy. Apricots were very much cut-uji

by the frost on the 11th of March, when the thermometer
registered 5°, or 27° of frost. All the flowers which had started
to grow were killed, those which bad not commenced to grow
were saved, and a moderate crop is left ; those on an east wall
have suffered most. Peaches are a moderate crop. The pre-

sent mild weather is very favourable for the setting of all kinds
of fruit ; therefore, from the present appearance of our gardens
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and orchards in this district, we may loolv forward to realise an
abundaut supply of fruit in the coming summer.
Peas are in flower in the open borders, and we look forward

to be able to gather by the last week in May.

—

.Tames Smith,
Ezton Park Ganlcm.

EXTRACTS FROM NOTES ON A VOYAGE TO
AUSTRALIA.

Tv'hat a cheery and honest ring there seems in Shakspeare's
words where he says, " Come, my spade." " There is no more
ancient gentlemen than gardeners They hold up
Adam's profession." If it is not a profitable business, it is

nevertheless a pleasant one and an honest one, and with truth

may be said to be more ancient than the Golden Fleece or the

Roman Eagle, and more honourable than the Star or Garter,

or any other earthly profession in existence

Melbourne, the capital of Victoria, where your humble cor-

respondent in due time arrived, was in the wildest confusion

and excitement. The " gold fever " was at its height. The
contagion had spread everywhere.

I accepted an invitation to visit St. Kilda, the home of Mr.
May, a nurseryman whom I previously met. He was an early

acquaintance of mine, and his father had been one of my horti-

cultural mentors when a young lad " in merrie England."
Within his Vine-covered cottage in that beautiful suburban
village I met with a hearty and hospitable welcome. Being
a man after my own heart we readily agreed to explore the

Botanic Gardens of Dr. Mueller fame. It was not the first time

I had rambled through those excellent grounds, which presented

so many attractions. Happily, they are better kept now than
they were at the time of which I write. The same causes which
had affected the Sydney Botanic Gardens had existed here.

As is usual in all scientific establishments of a like nature, the

gardens contained a good collection of the native and foreign

flora, all of which were correctly named and properly arranged.

The lake, or aquarium, was better stocked with aquatic plants

than any other I ever saw. I could scarcely describe the many
species without naming almost everything whose habitat was
watery ; but a few must suffice to mention where all were
equally interesting—viz., Victoria regia, a regal plant in every

respect ; Papyrus antiquorum, P. odoratus, P. laxiflorus,

Cyperus Luzula, C. strigosus, with several Xyris, Nelumbiums,
Nymphseas, Nuphars, Pontederas, Limnocharis, Hottonias,

Valisuerias, Sagittarias, Trapa bicornis (the Water Caltrops

©f China) , etc.

There was also a fine collection of young Oaks, the species

indigenous to this country especially. The same may be said

of herbaceous plants. Most of the trees and shrubs with which
the gardens were stocked were small though thrifty and vigor-

ous. A few others I feel constrained to mention as having a

special interest, and not often met with—in fact, all uncommon
to Europeans and Americans. For instance, Parkia globosa,

the Mitta Tree of Africa, and named in honour of the lamented
traveller Mungo Park. Also the African Silver Tree, Leucaden-
dron argenteum, a beautiful specimen ; Erythrina coralloden-

dron, the handsome Coral Tree, some 20 feet high ; E. crista-

galli, of fine arboreal proportions, and upwards of 30 feet high ;

Fagara Pterota, a native of Jamaica, an exceedingly beautiful

tree, and then about 15 feet high. Perhaps the most interest-

ing of all I noticed was the East Indian Teakwood tree, Tectona
grandis. It appeared to be quite acclimated and thrifty. In
India it is one of the most valuable timber trees grown, so

generally useful : there it frequently attains to upwards of

100 feet high, and is highly esteemed for its uses in naval

architecture, and is the most durable timber used for railway

sleepers, itc. .\gati grandiflora is a splendid tree of great

beauty, a leguminous evergreen : literally, it is a flaming tree

if not a burning bush. There was also a fair specimen of the

remarkable Banyan tree of India, Ficus religiosa, or the sacred

tree of the Hindoos. Lastly, another interesting and orna-

mental tree, Comocladia ilicifolia, a Caribbean native of peculiar

habit. The smooth stems are foliated only on the extreme
ends, and appear as it they were tied on in bunches. . . .

Taking passage on a small steamer which ran from Melbourne
to Geelong, we passed down the muddy stream of the Yarra-

Yarra to Hobson's Bay and Corio Bay. At the head of the

latter stands Geelong. It was then a rather straggling town,
while now it is a fine city of considerable importance.
The Ballarat gold fields, some fifty miles beyond, were then

" in full blast," and (reelong being a sort of half-way town
between the mines and the capit,al, was in a state of chronic

tumult with the miners on their way to and fro to Digger-
dom.
Amid all this turmoil and commotion lived the complacent

and happy Jlr. Marlow, whos9 quiet deportment and steady
equanimity nothing less than a thunderbolt or earthquake
could shake or move from the even tenor of his way. He, sage
and solid old gentleman, was contented, healthy, wealthy, and
wise. He didn't go to the diggings. The golden changes which
sounded so melodious in more sordid ears than his had no
charms for him, although music and the love of song dwelt in

him. Good old soul—yea, two of them ; Mrs. Marlow, hia

helpmate, seemed so like him, and he seemed so like her, who
was just such a rib as all good men deserve, from the region

of the heart. I could hardly call her his " better half,"

although I believe wives generally are. They seemed so well

mated, so evenly matched, so equally good, and though twain,

were but one flesh. Truly, " they lived and loved together,"

believing in God and one another. " They also loved sweet
posies. Lilies, Pinks, and Roses," as all such happy people do.

For them to cultivate fruits and flowers was a dual deUght
which they duly enjoyed and much prized. They had a garden,
a real " garden of dehghts,"

" Where lawns extend that scorn Arcadian pride.

And bri^'hter streams than fam'd Hydaspes glide."

When inquiring for the place, it was intimated that I could

not mistake it when I saw the garden : it was impossible. It

was even so.

I have often thought since then, if I did not see at Geelong
the first example of sub-tropical gardening, at any rate it was
the first time I had ever seen such an array of the rich and
rare blended together in that character. There was displayed

the best of taste and good judgment, fuUy up to the present

style of London and Paris of to-day. Such a galaxy of Aus-
tralian beauties, with the floral hon ion of other lands, made
me exclaim, Surely, the hke before was never seen !

You wLU recognise the following—namely, of tree Ferns :

Cyathea meduUaris, C. dealbata, C. Cunninghamii, and C.

princeps, Alsophila australis, A. excelsa, A. Leichardtiana,

Todea australis, Dicksonia squarrosa, D. antarctica, Cibotium
Billardieri, Thamnopteris nidus, and T. australasica, &g., with

many of the smaller-growing species.

Of Palms and Cycads I noticed Sabal Adansonii, Cycas
revoluta, C. circinalis, Livistona borbonica, L. australis,

Caryota urens, C. elegans, Euterpe edulis, Phamix dactylifera,

P. humilis, Rhapis flabelliformis, Corypha australis, Oreodoxa
regia, Cham:cdoreaglaucifolia, Jubfea spectabilis, Cocos nucifera,

C. australis, Chamferops excelsa, C. elegans, Macrozamia
spiralis. There were also several varieties of Bamboos, Zamias

,

Arundos, CordyUnes, Draccnas, PhUodendrons, Musas, Ficus.

Marantas, Caladiums, Arums, Phormiums, Dieffenbachias.

Crinums, Y'uccas, Cannas, Aralias, Crotons, Saccharums,

Acacias, Casuarinas, Araucarias, Hakeas, Ac. Of Succulents

and their aUianoes, such as Euphorbias, Rhipsalis, Opuntia,

Epiphyllum, Aloes, Agaves, Mammillaria, Echinocactus, Kalo-

santhes, Crassula, Mesembryauthemums, Sempervivums, Ha-
worthias, StapeUas, Dyckias, Echeverias, Umbilicus, &a. ; also

.Echmeas, Tillaudsias, Buonaparteas, Coccolobas, Fourcroyas,

In conclusion, permit me to say that I subsequently heard

of the death of that good old gentlewoman, Mrs. Marlow, some
four years after I left Australia ; and in the year following her

husband, " that fine old English gentleman," crossed the

boundary line of " the debateable land," and, leaving his earthly

Eden below, entered the one above.

—

[American Gardenei'i!

Monthhj.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
\ REMABKABLE instance of the rapid spread of a new pest is

furnished by the history of Puccinia malvaceardm, a fungus

parasitic on various plants belonging to the natural order Mal-

Y&ceie. Its native country is probably Chili, where it was dis-

covered by Bertero on Althfca oflicinalis. Its first appearance

in Europe was in April, 1873, on Malva sylvestris, in the neigh-

bourhood of Bordeaux, and in August it had extended to

several other plants of the same order in the botanic gardens

of that town, but, singularly enough, was not found on Althtea

officinaUs, several other nearly allied genera being also exempt

from its attacks. In Germany it was first discovered in

October, while in this country it was detected in the summer
of 1873, nearly simultaneously in many widely-dispersed local-

ities, as Exeter, Salisbury, Chichester, Shore in Surrey, the
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neighbonrhood of London, Eastbourne, Pevensey, Sandown
in the Isle of Wight, and Lynn, and threatens to be exceed-

ingly destractive to the Hollyhocks.

—

(Nature.)

[At Dartford Mr. Reeves has found every leaf of the Common
Mallow infested with this destructive fungus.

J

Theue is now in flower in the grounds at Courtmac-
eherry, near Bandon in Ireland, a fine plant of Rhouodkndron
CINNAMOHF.U.M bearing 130 trusses of flowers, and each truss

containing on an average eighteen flowers.

We are glad to see that Government have at last begun
to carry out their agreement with the Trustees of the Bethnal
Green Museum, by laying-out the vacant space around the
Museum in gardens for the recreation of the people.

Tub botanists of Yorkshire and the North of England
have commenced a subscription to mark the services of Mr.
Abrhham Stansfield, of Vale Gardens, Todmordeu, the father
of the Botanical Society of Yorkshire, for his services to

science, especially in Alpine and cryptogamic botany.

The prize list of the Western Hobticoltoral Society's
Show, to be held at Plymouth, as advertised, is very liberal.

In addition to the neual money prizes there are plate and
silver cups, valued at twenty, ten, and five guineas.

On the 15th inst. Mr. J. C. Stevens sold by auction
286 lots of Orchids for about £500. One Masdevallia Veitchii
was knocked down for £10 10s. A new species, it is believed,
of Cattleya fetched £6, and Masdevallia ignea £5 15s. 6d.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
The propagation of plants by cuttings is an operation more

dependant upon art than any other which horticulturists have
to contend with, for in addition to the incipient plant being
ont-o£E from all communication with its parent, it is also deprived
of all support, except the httle matter it contains within itself

and which is necessary to the formation of roots ; therefore it

is obvious that it is not only requisite to surround it by circum-
stances favourable to the production of roots, but also to prevent
as far as possible any injury it might sustain by the evaporation
of the juices. Hence the indispensability of a humid atmo-
sphere in propagating pits, and of covering cuttings with hand
or bell-glasses to prevent the escape of moisture when it is

inconvenient to keep the whole atmosphere of a pit in a saturated
state.

One of the greatest mistakes we commit in the propagation of
hardwooded greenhouse plants is placing the cuttings in heat
directly they are inserted in the cutting-pot. This ought never
to be done, because the increased temperature and humid atmo-
sphere cause the cuttings to grow, and consequently to expend
that small quantity of matter which ought to go to the formation
of roots ; and hence, though the cuttings may appear fresh and
vigorous for a few days or even weeks, it will generally be found
that after that time they will turn black at their bases and ulti-
mately die-off. These remarks are applicable to the propagation
of hardwooded plants ; but softwooded subjects, such as Petunias,
Verbenas, Heliotropes, and Pelargoniums, which are more excit-
able, will root freely if put at once into strong bottom heat,
though it must be remarked that such treatment is not to be
recommended for cuttings taken from plants in the open air or
a, cool greenhouse. The most certain way is to place the cuttings
in a close moist atmosphere, the temperature of which corresponds
with that in which they have been produced, until they have
formed the callus, after which, if removed to a moderate bottom
heat, they will root with great freedom.
As to the preparation of cuttings great diversity of opinion

exists among practical men, some advocating the removal of part
if not all the leaves, while others as strenuously exclaim, " Touch
not a leaf !

" Under certain circumstances both parties are
light, because if cuttings cannot be placed where all loss from
evaporation is cut off, the more evaporating surface is decreased
the better, since it is better that the leaves should be removed
at once than that they should remain upon the cutting until
they have exhausted it of its juices, which they would do in a
very short time. But if a moist atmosphere can be kept round
the cutting, then I say, " Touch not a leaf," except such as
would make the 3utting-pot crowded with foliage, because the
leaves contain the matter out of which the roots are formed,
and are the laboratories for the preparation of other matter to
form branches and flowers. I have before remarked that cut-
tings cannot be too short if they possess the parts necessary
to form a plant, and this fact can hardly be too much insisted
upon.
From the above the amateur will be able to glean that the

conditions for success in the propagation of plants are a moist
atmosphere, a proper preparation of the cutting, and a moderate
degree of bottom heat after the callus is formed.
After these remarks it is scarcely necessary to offer any on the

propagation of the Rose ; but I may observe that in the Rose
nurseries the plants are kept in a constant state of excitement ia
a strong moist atmosphere, to which little or no air is admitted,
and the cuttings, when of the proper length and sufficiently
firm, are taken off and planted immediately in very small pots,
and plunged in a genial bottom heat, in which they generally
root in about three weeks ; they are then transferred to 60-sized
pots, and in a few weeks are ready for the market. This is the
process of Rose manufacture in the trade, and by it it is no
uncommon thing to raise from five hundred to a thousand young
plants from a single old one in the course of twelve months.

In the garden Ferns seem only appropriately introduced on
what is called rockwork, which means a bank of earth irregu-
larly terraced with mis-shapen blocks of stone, or by masses of
some other hard porous material, the vitrified conglomerations
formed by the burning of bricks being that most commonly
used. With taste in the distribution of these and such-like
materials, and in the planting of the Ferns, a very pleasing
effect may be produced ; and on rockwork of this kind, if it is

erected in a shaded and sheltered situation, and liberaily sup-
plied with percolating (not stagnant) water, and if the soil is oJ
a texture which will admit of being thus constantly moist with-
out becoming soddened, nearly all the English Ferns may be
grown successfully. The most sunny, most exposed, and least
moistened position on the rockwork should be appropriated to
those species which grow naturally in situations in which these
conditions exist ; while the kinds which naturally prefer tho
deepest shade and the dampest soil should be placed in the>

positions where these conditions are most nearly imitated.
The most interesting mode for the amateur Fern-grower con-

sists in the cultivation of the plants under glass, either in pots
or planted in a Wardian case. AU the species admit of being
grown in pots, and when developed under the protection of a
covering of glass, acquire more than their natural delicacy of
appearance. For the hardy Ferns, the frame or case in which
they are grown should have a northern aspect. The plants
mnst be kept cool in summer by shading, by sprinkling, and by
removing all impediments to a free circulation of air at night,
not quite closing the frame even by day.
Wardian cases for Ferns, in which they may be planted-out

on rockwork, may be either of the size and nature of a small
detached greenhouse, or of those windows or balcony green-
houses made by enclosing within a projecting sash a greater or
smaller one external to the window, or they may be of smaller
size and more finished workmanship for the interior of a
dwelling-house, for staircase landings, or any other sitnation
within-doors where they can be moderately lighted. The most
proper soil for Ferns grown in pots or cases consists of the
native earth called peat or bog earth and a sandy loam, mixed
in about equal proportions, with a further admixture, equal to
an eighth of the whole mass, for the more delicate sorts, of any
pure granulated silicious matter, which is used for the purpose
of preventing the too close adhesion and consolidation of the
particles ; the clean white sand called Reigate sand is that most
generally employed ; they are not benefited by manure.
The supply of water to Ferns under artificial conditions is a,

very essential matter. They must never lack water, or their
fragile structure shrinks as before a burning blast, nor, with few
exceptions, must the soil about them be kept constantly wet
with stagnant water.
The dwarf herbaceous Ferns are characteristic of the tem-

perate and colder zones, but even in temperate regions some of
these herbaceous Ferns attain considerable height, as is the
case with the common Bracken, which in the hedgerows of
sheltered rural lanes in the south of England reaches the height
of 8 or 10 feet, and assumes the most graceful habit that can be
conceived.
Propagate double Wallflowers by slips of the young shoots of

the head. Sow annuals for a succession, such as Sweet Peas,
Mignonette, Nasturtiums, Lupines, Flos Adonis, &c.
Take-up those Hyacinths, Tulips, &c., which have done flower-

ing, and dry them in the shade to put away. Support all flowers
with sticks.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
FRUIT QABDEN.

At present the frnit garden is exceedingly attractive. Cherry
trees are clothed in whiteness ; Pears are in full blossom ; and,
more interesting and beautiful than either, the Apple blossoma
are unfolding their delicate petals to the soft western breeze.
Indeed it may be truly said that " all nature wears a face of

beauty, and is animated with a spirit of joy." At the same time
the trees now claim our attention. The eggs of the Lackey
Moth (Bombyx Neustria) are now being hatched, and the larvaa

are busily engaged spinning a tent-like covering to shelter them-
selves from a possible change in the weather. When they are
all safe under this covering it will be the time to crush them, or
to gather the webs with the caterpillars, and throw them into
a paU with a few inches of dry lime at the bottom. A cluster
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or two of this caterpillar, if allowed to spread over the tree, will
quite Btrip it of leaves, as in the last stages of growth they eat
voraciously. A far more difficult subject to deal with is the
Apple maggot. Thi3 troublesome pest is also on the move, and
can now be found curled up in the leaves and flowers. There
is no more effectual way to destroy it than by hand-picking. In
large orchards this would be impracticable, but in a garden
where the trees are not large a man accustomed to the work can
go over a number of trees in a day. Careful search is necessary,
and the trees should be examined about once a-week. We are
never troubled with the Gooseberry caterpillar, as the usual
winter precaution taken effectually destroys the larvie—that is,

to remove I;h6 soil under the bushes to the depth of 3 inches,
and replace it with fresh loam. Should the bushes be attacked
with the caterpillar, dusting with white hellebore powder is

the usual remedy. We ran the hoe through Strawberry and
Kaspberry beds ; these had been hoed once or twice previously,
but it is well to have every weed destroyed early in the season,
as after " bedding-out " commences but little time can be spared
for hoeing and weeding.

FOKCING HOUSES.
Vineries.—The last few days have been a trying time to the

early houses ; the sun acted powerfully upon the leaves, and in
some instances they were scalded. The leaves are formed at a
time when the weather is dull and cold ; much artificial heat is

necessary to keep up the temperature of the house, consequently
they are not of that robust healthy character which they would
be if formed later in the season. Mixed some whitening in a
pail of water, and syringed over the glass with it ; this had the
effect of shading the leaves sufficiently to prevent further injury.
In a recent number allusion was made to painting the hot-

water pipes with flowers of sulphur to destroy red spider. It

has been necessary to do so in three houses. The best way is

to heat the pipes so hot that it becomes uncomfortable to hold
the hand on the flow. This should be done after the house is

shut up in the afternoon. Dissolve two ounces of soft soap in a
quart of soft water, and add flowers of sulphur until the mixture
is like thin paint. Apply the sulphur to the pipes with a mat
brush, and keep the pipes about the same heat all night, with
the house closely shut up. Should the spider not be destroyed,
repeat the operation in a few days.
We have been tying-down the shoots and stopping laterals in

late vineries. In all our houses, late and early, the Vines are
trained on what is called the short-spur system ; the rods are
saot less than 2 feet 6 inches apart, and the spurs are about
18 inches apart on the rods. Under this management, and by
stopping the laterals two leaves beyond the bunch, the house
does not become crowded with leaves. It is not necessary to

apply artificial heat to the houses at this time unless the weather
should become cold. We ventilate freely by day, but shut-up the
houses with sun heat in the afternoon.
Peach House.—Where the fruit has stoned and is swelling for

the second time a good heat may be kept up, thoroughly syring-
ing the trees with tepid water in the morning and when the
house is shut up in the afternoon. The night temperature may
be 70', with a proportionate rise by day. Peach trees will stand
more heat at this time than at any other stage of their growth.
Not a single red spider should be seen on the trees, for, if there
are only a few when it is necessary to discontinue syringing as
4he fruit shows signs of ripening, the pest will spread with such
amazing rapidity that the trees wUl be quite overrun, to their
serious injury, before all the fruit can be gathered. When the
fruit is swelling that will be the time to give the border a
thorough watering. Some persons recommend using manure
water ; this we do not approve of, but much prefer to dress the
surface with good manure—that of the cow and horse in equal
proportions, with a little loam added to it. In late houses attend
to thinning the fruit, thinning the young growths out, and tying-
down those that are required to form fruitful wood for next
season.
Plant Stove.—Many plants are now in full growth, and the

more choice flowering specimens are either in flower or advanc-
ing to that stage. In previous numbers we have insisted on the
necessity of having all the plants free from insect pests. There
are many plants which it is undesirable to syringe ; and some
that ought to be syringed are, from necessity not from choice,
placed amongst other plants that would be injured if their foliage
were wetted daily. Such specimens must be washed with a
sponge and soapy water. Some of the more choice Orchids are
iiable to great injury from the attacks of red spider. Dendro-
bium Devonianum is constantly being attacked, unless the
plants are deluged with water from the syringe once or twice
a-day. D. chrysotis is another, but such plants succeed well if

syringed daily, and this will be the means of keeping them in
good health. Another most insidious enemy is the white thrips,
which attacks the Ladies' Slippers. Cypripedium Veitchianum
is more subject to attack than any of the others, though all the
C barbatnm section are preyed upon. The insects get into the
heart of the plant, and fumigating the house sufficiently to

destroy them will also iuj ure the plants. The beat way is to

lay the plants on their sides and syringe the insects out vrith
clear tepid water.
Tying and thinning-out superfluous growths of climbing

plants, such as Clerodendron Thomsonae, Stephanotis flori-

bunda, &c. It is not desirable to tie the shoots in closely, but
rather let them hang down in an irregular manner and looped-
up in festoons ; but they must not interfere with the growth of
other plants underneath them.

Ptilyns.—Tile hardier species were potted two months ago,
but the end of April or early in May is probably a better time
to pot those that do not make roots freely. Amongst others,
Phcenicophorium sechellarum requires a little extra care. It is

a most noble species, but the potting material should be porous
and well-drained ; equal parts of turfy ioam and tough fibrous
peat are very suitable for it. The plant should also be grown in
the hottest house, and in the hottest corner. In striking con-
trast to the broad noble foliage of this plant, are the species
with graceful, arching, finely-divided leaves, of which Cocos
Weddeliana and Chamasdorea graminifolia are the most beauti-
ful, and also the most useful for decorative purposes in the
dining or drawing-room. Four parts of good turfy loam to one
of leaf mould are a very suitable potting material for them.

Potting-off young plants of Eranthemum pulchellum and
Bouvardias of sorts. The most useful of all the Bouvardias for
cutting from is B. Vreelandii, though for decorative purposes
B. jasminiflora is as good ; indeed, the old plants which flowered
in midwinter have been again a mass of flowers for at least a
month, and they stand well in the greenhouse. Cuttings strike

freely in a little bottom heat in the Cucumber house, and if

grown-oo without any check they will flower freely at Christ-
mas. The Eranthemum also flowers in the winter, and is not
grown BO much as it ought to be. It has one fault—the flowers
do not stand well after being cut; but for decorative purposes in
the stove this is not an objection, as the continued succession
of fresh flowers keeps the plants in full beauty for many weeks.
—J. DoUGLiS.

PROVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Secretaries will oblige us by informing ub of the dates on

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report

them fully, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,

and we wish for information on such specialities to be sent

to ns.]
MAT.

Royal Osfordshire 6
Glonceeter and Cheltenham 7
Glasgow Sand 9
Bath 18
Royal Jersey 13
Royal Horticultural of Ireland . . 21
Cambridfceshire 21
Manchester 22 to i»
Southampton 25
Blackburn 25, 26, and 27
Devon and Exeter 29

JUNE.
Glasgow and West of Scotland . . 3
UndercliS 3
Coventry and Warwickshire 8
Bath and West of England . .8 to 12

JUNE
Leeds 10, 11, and 12
Gloucester and Cheltenham 11
Royal Oxfordshire 16
Chertsey 17
Burton-ouTrent 17
Thorne 17
Jersey 17
Guildford 17
York 17, 18, and 19
Fermoy 18
Nottingham 24
RH.S. of Ireland 2S
Cambridgeshire SS
Thetford 25
Ipswich and E. of Endand 25 and 36
Devon and Exeter (Roses) 36
Boston 30 and July 1

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Dicksons & Co., 1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

—

Descriptive
Catalogue of Florists' Flowers.
M. H. Merriam, Belvidere Greenhouses, near Centre DepSt,

Lexington, Massachusetts.

—

List of Exotics and Floral Novel-
ties.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
',* It is particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privately to either of the Editors of this .Journal.

All correspondence should be directed either to " Tho
Editors," or to " The Publisher." Great delay often arises

when this rule is departed from.

We also request that no one will write privately to any of our

correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.

Books (T. V. Hill).—We do not know who publishes now those yoa
mention.

SHBnss, &o., FOR CoTBE IN A WOOD (Jf. B. ilf.).—Berberis Aqaifoliom,

and where not much shaded, Berberis Darwinii, Aucuba japonica, Tree Box,
Common Hully, Kver^rreen Privet, Butcher's Broom, Spurge Laurel, and
Periwinkles, especially \'inca elegantissima, near the paths. The Ilower you
enclosed is Scilla campanulata. Any florist could obtain it for you. It is a

native of Spain and Portugal.

Arranqembnt of Flowers in a Border (Kildare Subscribgr).—The
effect of a border chequered with bold bright diamond-Hhaped maa^es of

olonr in the way yon propose would be exceedingly glaring and offensive

more especially ia such a situation. Do not divide the border by a ueutral
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path, bnt throw it all into one piece, filling the centre with a idbbs of

deep rich scarlet Geranium snrrounded by an edging of four broad bands;
the outer one of Golden Pyrethrum, followed by blue Lobelia, pink Verbeoa,
and Cerastium, which would afford a pleasing piquant combiuatiou of soft

fleecy yellow, deep blue, pink, soft grey, and deep scailet. Plant the bands
thickly, 8o that each may present a compact clearly-defined line of colour,

and take care that each Hue be kept distinct throughout tbo season.

PRiirnoHE (S.).— It is not at all unusual for what are called or thought to be
PrimroscB to throw-up a scape as the season advances and become a Poly-
anthus. Such plants are nnt true Primroses, but cross-breds with the Poly-
anthng. True Piimroees like the eingle and double white, the double lilac,

double purple, double crimson, single red. and many otherci, never throw up a
Boape. Such a tlower as you have sent, if it preserved the Primrose character,

would have been worth preserviug, but haviog become a PolyauthuH it has no
novelty about it. We have peen some flowers highly esteemed as Primroses
which, when they became Polyanthuses, lost all their value.

BAisiNfi Varieties {Truly a New Beginner).—You may raise new varieties
of fruits simply by sowiog their seeds aud stones, but the probability is that
not one so raised will equal in quality established old varieties. Those who
understand the meri's and deficiencies of fruits and flowers diminish the
chances of failure by applying the pollen of one variety to the pistils of
another variety. We do not kuow where the variety you mention can be
obtained yet; it will be advertised, probably.

Beetle Destrovino Peas (B. H. O.).—It is the spotted weevil, Cnrculio
macularius. Try sprinkling soot thickly over the leaves whilst the dew is on
them, and cover the surface of the soil with soot.

KoYAL Muscadine Vine against House {F. J.).—The upright canes
from the rod at the base of the wall should be 2 feet, or better 2 feet 6 inches
apart, and instead of pinchingback the shoots, not "laterals," between these
they should be rubbed-off, except one in the centre of each, and the inter-
mediate one should be stopped at the sixth leaf. The laterals are shoots that
proceed from the growths of the present year, and those you may stop at
the first leaf, and at every joint as fresh t,T0wth is made. What is the infor-
mation you seek respecting the Black Hamburgh in the ground vinery ?

MnicniNG AND Guano for Roses {Idem).—It is too early to mulch
Boeee with spent hops. Tho end of May or early part of Jane is early enough,
imlesB the weather be unusually dry, which it hardly will be in your climate,
bnt your soil being very porons you may apply the mulching earlier than would
be necessary in a stiff soil. Before putting on the mulch you may sprinkle
guano around each tree at the rate yoa name, but, unless moisc weather, it

would be better to give it in a liquid form, and not so strong ; 1 oz. to a gallon
of water is suCQcient.

Gooseberries and Black CunaANTs Unfruitful {R. H. F.I.—Your
friends may alvise you aright; we do not think so. The bushes having only
a few leaves at the points of the shoots must have had the buds removed by
birds, probably bullfinches. There is no kind of Gooseberry bud or fruit that
birds will not take. The only thing you can do is to improve your unfavour-
able soil. We presume it is well drained; if not, it should be, and we should
then add to it some road scrapings, ashes, and other materials calculated to
lighten it, and manure well. By these means, and keeping the birds from
taking the buds, you will probably have fruit in a year or two abundantly.

AucuBA japonica Berries (J. D. D.).—Separate the seeds from the pulp
or husk, as yours will be if dried, and sow them at once in a compost of
three parts turfy loam, and half a part each of leaf soil and sandy peat, with
a sixth of silver sand, in a pot or pan efficiently drained. Cover them about
half an inch deep with fine soil. Place in a greenhouse or frame, and keep
moist.

Depth op Water for Water Lilies (J. A. C.).—The depth of water
should not be less than 1 foot, and must not exceed 3 feet ; the mean of
these depths we consider most suitable, or 2 feet.

Hybrid Perpetual Roses for August {An AmateurY—Ihe Roses should
be pruned at the end of May, letting the shoots from the points grow in the
meantime, and this will keep the eyes at the base of the shoots dormant,
after which shade from sun by an awning, and sprinkle overhead twice daily
until they have broken, then remove the awning, and keep well supplied with
water during dry weather,

SuPERLATiTE Pea FOR AuousT [Idem).—li will he about sixteen weeks
from tbe time of sowing till the pods be fit to gather, therefore arrange
accordingly.

Lawn Mobst {A Constant Subscriber).—Lime and soot are good appli-
cations, the latter especially, as from its encouraging the growth of the grass
the mngs is overpowered. It may be applied now in showery weather; one
peck pir rod i30j square yards), is a good dressing. If very mossy we should
scratch the lawn well with an iron rake so as to remove the moss, and when
this is done apply a dressing of lime compost. This may| consist of nine
parts of rich compost-refuse of any kind that has been laid-up and turned
over until decayed, mixed with one part of lime a few days before application
to the lawn, on which it may be placed from a quarter to half an inch deep.
Afterwards well rake the lawn, and clear off any stones or rubbish. Sow
over it, with an early prospect of rain, in April or May, 6 lbs. Festuca dnrius-
cula, 8 lbs. Cynosums cristatus, 4 lbs. Poa nemoralis sempervirens, and 8 lbs.
Trifolium minus, for one acre. After sowing roll well, and for a few times
do not mow very closely, keeping well rolled.

Bignonia radtcans Culture {Lady Jajie).—li blooms on the short stubby
shoots rhat appear from the well-ripened wood or shoots of last year. Cut
away all the weak and unripe wood as well as thin-out the old, avoiding over-
crowding, training-in the shoots of this year evenly over tho wall, and so
that each may have air and light. They will only need to have their unripe
parts removed in the following spring, and from them you should have
flowering shoots, which are best hanging loosely; the only pruning tbey re-
quire is thinning-out, shortening, and regulating, always leaving firm well-
ripeued wood of last year at the spring pruning for flowering shoots to issue
from. If by "highly dressed" you mean top-dressings of rich compost, we
may say that it and all plants against walls are benefited by these, as also fre-
quent syringing in the evenings of hot days, and liberal supplies of water in
dry weather, but syringing ought not to be longer continued than the early
part of August.

PLACiNd OUT Camellias (E. B. 3f.).—The plants should be kept under
glass until the flower buds are set, and may then be placed out of doors where
they will be sheltered from winds, and shaded from sun from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
We do not, however, advise their being placed out of doors, rather keep them
under glass, shaded from sun ; but as yon have Vines, shading will be uimecea-

sary. Keep the boueo well ventilated. The flowers are produced from the
points of the shoots ; to stop the shoots, therefore, would prevent their flower-

ing. During the summer months, or after May, we leave a little air on at

night in uur greenhouses, and advise it in your case, but not much, aa it may
lower the temperature too much to allow of the Grapes ripening.

White Ageratom from Seed—Fumigating Ferns (/(icml.—The whits
variety of Imperial Dwarf Ageratura comes true from seed, and makes nic©

plants if sown in March, and grown on by bedding-out time. It is a good
wl ite bedder. It is now lato to sow tbe seed; but if you sow in heat and
prick-off an inch apart when the seedlings have two leaves, growing them on in

a frame, you may have plants fit to put out in June, but they will not fiower

until late in tbe season. Ferns are to a certain extent injured by fumigation,

especially the Adiantums when young ; but if care be taken to moi8ten the floor^

but not the fronds of the Ferns, and not to fill the house very full of smoke,
no injury will result. The best quality of tobacco-paper only should be used.

Wires for Greenhousf, Vines (J". Bayet).—The wire should be No. 6
gauge, and to each rafter you will need three wires—one immediately under
the rafter to train the rod to, and one on each side for the shoots, which should

be 9 inches distant. You will need supports for hangers for the wires, and
these should be 3 or 4 feet apart, screwed into tho rafters, and so that the
wires may be 15 inches from the glass. We prefer this, the old-fashioned, moda
of wiring for greenhouses. The Vines ought not, for plants to do well, to bo
nearer than 4 feet. The Vine border ought to be composed of the top 2 or

3 iuchcB of a pasture where the soil is a rich light loam, taken off with its

turf, and chopped-up rather roughly, in squares say of 4 to 6 inches, and to>

eight parts of this add one of old mortar rubbish from an old building, and
half a part each sandstone, in pieces from the size of a walnut to a hen's

egg, and charcoal, and to this you may add one-twentieth of half-inch bones,

the whole well mixed, and put in 1 foot higher than tbe intended level.

The border should be 3 feet 6 inches deep, and you should have 9 inches

to a foot of drainage. It is a matter for you to determine whether you
will need to provide drains to the border. An old gravel pit fiUed-up with,

loose materials should not need any, hut we should nevertheless provide rubble
drainage over the whole of the border.

Preserving Wooden Labels {Cri-C/c}.—We have soon the recommenda-
tion to soak the labels in a solution of sulphate of iron, but to preserve tho
wood is of very litHe consequence— we, and ail gardeners, would hail as a benefit

how to preserve the writing on the labels.

Tulip (F. H).—We cannot aid you. Florists' varieties are too numerous
and too nearly alike for us to attempt to name them.

Chrysanthemum Leaves Diseased (B. H. C).—We have seen leaves

affected as yours are on isolated plants in a collection, but neverawholo.
collection. We attribute it to the check the plants receive after being re-

potted when the operation is not carefully performed, and when water is ap-

plied to the roots in large quantities before the roots are again in active

growth. This is the case with your plants, or they have received a check in
some other way.

Peach-tree Management (Gf. A. T.).—Superfluous young wood maybe
cut out after the fruit is stoned, or even earlier than this. There is nothing
to be gained, on tbe contrary much loss results, from Allowing the wood to

become crowded. The strongest shoots should be removed. The same treat-

ment applies to wall trees out of doors.

Wall Fruit not Setting (A Constant Reader, and J. P., TorJc).—It is nob
desirable to root-prune fruit trees when they blossom abundantly. Spring
frosts are most to be feared when trees are in blossom. All the trees named
set their fruit freely with us. Governor Wood Cherry is the most abundant
bearer in our collection. We fancy the fruit will set this year. If it do not,

there must be some local cause of which we are not aware.

Erecting a Greenhouse {M. H. L.).—An excellent guide for you will be
" Wood and its Uses " by P. B. Eassie. It is published by Eassie & Co.»

Gloucester.

AucuBA JAPONICA Berhies Sowinq (Scj/6or).—Separate the seeds from
the husk and pulp, and sow them in pots or pans of light loam with a little

leaf soil and sand, covering them about half an inch deep, and place them in

a frame or greenhouse, keeping moist. The plants may appear in about six

weeks, and sometimes they do not come up until the spring after sowing.
They require to be kept safe from frost.

Rosemary Overgrown {Rollo).—If the plant is hare at the bottom, without
any green parts, it is likely that if cut-in very closely it would not again grow.
If you can cut it back leaving some green parts, well ; otherwise it would be
desirable to put in some slips in light soil in a sheltered border, and when
these were rooted you might cut-in tbe old plants. If it die, replace with &
young plant, which should be cut-in annually so as to be compact. Dr. Hogg
in bis " Vegetable Kingdom," page 577, writing of Rosemary states, "Asa
medicine Rosemary is tonic, exciting, stimulates the nervous system, cordial,

cephalic, and promotes the circulation. It is considered serviceable in vertigo,

hysteria, headaches, hypochondria, paralysis, humid catarrh, and all the
affections of debility, as certain chloroses, leucorrhoias, and also as an em-
menagogue. It is sometimes used in the form of snuff, or mixed along with
other herbs for the same purpose. The whole plant is employed as a condi-

ment
;
pnwdered, it serves many purpoees in cnnftctionary, and to form fra-

grant packets for perfuming wardrobes and clothing." It is a good bee-flower.

Water Tanks Corroding {hk'm).—Your tanks when dry should be tho-

roughly scraped and rubbed, clearing away all the ruaty parts of the iron, and
painted three or four coats with red-lead paint, allowing each coat to dry
thoroughly before putting on the other.

Strawberries for Orohakd IIouse (Idem),—Tcur house having Vines
will be too shaded for the growth of Strawbemes in pots on the borders.

Besides, if the house is closely planted with Vines, neither Strawberries nor
fruit trees in pots will succeed. You may have shelves so contrived that the
plants of Strawberries will be about 1 foot from the glass, and on these yoQ
may stand the pots now. It is not too late, thnugh the plants are showing
their flower trusses. Good kinds are Sir Joseph Paxton, President, and Dr.

Hogg. Cockscomb and British Quetn ore also good.

Drying Anemones {6. S.) —There is the advantage of having the ground
for other things, and the growth is so retarded that they do not flower nearly
so early, and so escape frost. The chief thing with Anemones is to ensure
for them a season of perfect rest of not too long duration, October being the
time indicated by Nature ; but if planted then, it is necessary to afford pro-

tection from frost in winter; and if planted in January, or as early in February
as the weather permits, protection will not be necessary, but the flowering

will be later. A. fulgens is best left in the ground, hut may be taken up andl

dried, as it is apt to start into growth too early, which the taking-upprevents
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pLUNorNG Material for Peopaoatino Case {F. J.).—It will answer to
sitand the pots on the slates, the heat being regular. The only advantage o(

pluntrint,' material is to secure uniformity of heat and moiBturo in the pot.

Sawdust is a yood material for plunging; it may be kept mr,ist by pouring
water between the pots, or if put in moist it will remain so a long time. Sand
is not good ; t ifted ashes afterwards washed are better.

SuuiiER-PRUNrNG Pear Trees, &c. (Idcm).—It is beet to pinch them as
they grow, and not allow them to remain until June to make a strong growth,
and then shorten them to three leaves. The object of summer pruning is in

that case defeated. After the first stopping keep them to one leaf, except the
main shoots, which should be stopped to nix leaves, and afterwards to three

leaves. The Plum trees are too liberally treated. Lift them as soon next
autumn as the leaves begin to fall, and plant again. Continue this annually,
and they will soon be remarkable for their fertility.

Vines In'jcred by Paraffin (A Constant Reader).—We have not ex'
perienced any injury from the application of this to trees in a dormant state,

if used with care of the eyes, but in some cases injury may result when the
parallin reaches the buds or eyes from their outer scales being rubbed off.

We think that the weak growth is a conaequence of some injury to the roots,

probably in the removal of the soil. Keep them moi;st, aud sprinkled with
water twice daily. Unless there be something more than the paraffin, we are
unable to account for the shoots dying-off after breaking and growing.

Caterpillars Destroying Birch Trees (TT. CoUer).—Thej are the
offspring of the Goat moth, and we give a full description of the parent aud
the caterpillar that you may make war upon them, for the caterpillar is

most destructive to the wood of fruit trees, though the Elm, Oak, Willow,
Poplar, and Walnut also are liable to its attacks. It is the Coasus ligoiperda.

Amaryllis, probably A. Reginae. (0. JVf.).—Flowering plants indeterminable.
Ferns next week. (.SVyfcor).—Ornithogalum nutans; Ceanothus floribunduB.
(J. C. W. D.).—Amelanchier vulgaris. The variegated Violet is not common.
(Alma).—1, Rivina h^vis. Remainder nnnameable.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PI&EON OHEONIOLE.

FOECING POULTRY.

CoBSUB ligniperda.

The caterpillar measures more than 4 inches in length, is smooth and shining,
beset only here and there with single short hairs. It is dark red on the back,
and the breathing- holes, situated at both sides, are of the same colour. The
Bides and lower part of the body are flesh-coloured ; the head is black, the
first segment also marked with black above. After remaining more than two
years in the larva state, aud casting its skin eight times, the caterpillar be-

comes of a light ocbrish-jellow hue shortly before becoming a chrysalia,

which usually takes place in spring, when it makes a strong cocoon of chips of

wood and small pieces of bark which it has gnawed-off. The chrysalis is

yellow, and the segments are deeply indented and capable of much extension

;

its back is furnished with strong pointed spines, sometimes of a reddish
brown colour. The oocoon is situated immediately within the opening in the
tree, so that the pupa, when arrived at maturity, can press itself half out of

the hole when the shell burets, and the moth comes forth usually in the
month of June or July, after having reposed in the pupa state for an indefinite

lime. When at rest the wings are folded together over the back in the form
of ft roof ; it sits quietly in the daytime on the stems of trees, and is difficult

to be distinguished on account of its grey colour. Its wings measoro, from
one tip to the other, nearly 3 inches, and many specimens more than this.

The female is usually larger than the male. The forewings are ashy white,
clouded with brown, especially across the middle, and marked with very
nnmeroas etreaks like net-work ; the bind wings are brown. Thorax ochrish
in front, pale in the middle, with a black bar behind. The female is provided
with a strong egg-depositor, with which she introduces her eggs into the bark
of the tree—often a thousand in number, the young caterpillars living at first

in and between the outer and inner bark, and afterwards, when they are
stronger, penetrating into the wood. When the existence of one of these
creatures is detected in the trunk by its excrement, relief comes too late for

the tree, even if we are able to kill the caterpillar, the mischief being already
done. Notwithstanding this, the caterpillar should never bo left undisturbed,
and an attempt should ha made to reach it by enlarging the opening with a
garden knife, or endeavouring to kill it by thrusting a piece of pointed wire
op the hole. It is called the Goat moth from the peculiar smell both of the
insect and its larva. (./. Woolwright).—Tour Elm must die; it is attacked by
the caterpillar described above as destroying the Birches.

Double Polyanthus (Q. Boolhby ).—Yo\ii double Polyanthus is a valuable
a^nisition, and very pretty. It is quite new among the double varieties of

that charming plant.

Namf.s of Fruits {F.Smith).—No. 1, London Pippin; 2, Birmingham or
Stone Pippin.

Najhes of Plants {An Amateur).—No. 1 is Cydonia (Pyrus) japonica prin-
c«p8, a very beautiful flowering shrub; No. 2 is, we think, Oruithogalum
anreum. (O. Criffr}.—Forsythia viridissima. (E. J. £.).—Fritillaria mele-
agris. {C. W.).—The purple is PoIyj.,'ala grandiflora. The other specimen too
imperfect. {It. A/.).—Podophyllum poltatum. The evergreens appear to be
both varieties of Quercus Ilex. (£. Z).).—l, Viburnum Opulus ; 2, Lonicera
Xylosteum ; 3, Kerria japonica; 4, Amelanchier vulgaris. {0. 0.).—1, ^schj-
uantbaa maculata, Bot. Reg., xxviii., t. 29.; 2, Alonsoa Bp. [E. P.).—An

We give each hen a clean roomy bos, and put in 4 to 6 iuches
of moist earth ; if cold weather, a woollen cloth over the earth,
and a good neat of fine and coarse hay well shaped, then our
eggs, from seven to fifteen, according to size of hen and tem-
perature of the weather. Small hens the fewest eggs, and if

weather and place where set are cool but few eggs; then take a
hen that has the sitting fever well on, and we are sure will sit

well, and put her on to the nest of eggs, put-up our front door
and fasten it, and we know that the steam will not get too high
or too low in this our natural incubator.
AH we have to do now is to take off our hen twice a-day to

eat, drink, wallow, &c., and put her back a few times. Most
hens will learn to go on to the right nest themselves in a few
days.
When we sit a hen she is named, and her name and the

strain of eggs she sits on are registered in our sitting- book, also
the date of patting under the eggs; twenty days after, the eggs
are expected to begin to hatch.

Some responsible person sees the eggs twice
every day, and if one gets broken or cracked,
it is known immediately, aud it is removed.

It is very important to keep the eggs clean.
If the surface gets coated in any way it will
interfere with the process of hatching.
After the eggs have been sat on a week they

are looked over by placing them in a tester,

made by sticking a piece of looking-glass on to
the bottom of a paper box inside, and then
making holes in the cover to set eggs in, small
end down, and a hole in one end of the cover
to look into ; the reflection on the glass wiU
show the condition of the egg. If any of the
eggs are not going to hatch, they are taken
out and good ones put in their place. Eggs
from some cause get their shells cracked quite
often.

If eggs have been sat on five or six days and
are alive, if a strip of paper a little wider
than the crack be covered with mucilage and
stuck over the crack the egg will hatch just as

well, if the membrane under the shell is not broken. Care
must always be taken to have one-half at least of the original

shell unbroken and clean.

When a chicken hatches it is taken away from the hen, marked
with its particular strain-mark, and placed in a clean box in a
temperature of 100° to 103° ; the bottom of the box covered one-
half with clean sand, suitable for the chicks to eat, and the other
one-half with flannel. We put a pane of window-glass in the
side of the box where the sand is, so that the sun can shine in,

and stretch a cat's skin, tanned with the fur on, or some similar
substance, loosely over the other end, just high enough so that

the chickens can stand up nearly straight under it. Flannel will

answer very well for a mother. We cover the end the mother
is in with slats, and the other end with wire netting that sets

down over two sides and the end an inch or more to hold it

down, and have a mother at the expense of 50 cts. that will ac-

commodate from twenty-five to fifty chickens for two or three
weeks, as a night- room, letting them run out in small runs in

the daytime.
We calculate to have from fifty to 150 chickens hatching at

the same time, so can have a mother full of one strain; but it

makes no difference, for they are marked before putting together.

We mark with a darning-needle and white yarn, and sew it

through where we want our mark, in wing-web, toe-web, or any
other place, and tie the yarn loosely, cutting it quite short. By
the time the yarn comes out there is a hole that will never
close up.
Chickens need only heat and gravel for the first twelve hours,

and then they will begin to pick food. We feed with the yolks of

eggs boiled hard, and mixed with indian cakes baked hard and
pounded-up fine (the first twenty-four hours they only need
clear egg-yolks and sand), about one yolk to a gill of fine cake.
Feed often and what they will eat-up clean. When tbey are
about thirty-six hours old they will drink water or milk; we
give milk to drink, and mix our cakes with new milk. We in-

crease our egg feed, putting two yolks to a gill in course of a
week, and six egg-yolks to a pint at one week and a half, and
begin to feed cracked and whole wheat once or twice a-day. At
two weeks old we begin to feed with boiled meat, and drop our
egg-feed, but continue our pounded cake once or twice a-day till

the chicks are four weeks old, then use cracked corn as the bulk
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of our feed after the chicks are four weeks old—feeding with
boiled meat two or three times a-day. We riddle cracked corn,

feeding with the coarse part dry, mixed with wheat, in the after-

noon ; and the fine, mixed with coarse shorts, scalded together,

in the morning ; change once in a while if chicks tire of the

regular feed. We feed a good many boiled potatoes with corn-

meal and wheat middlings mixed, by mashing the potatoes, meal,
&c., together while the potatoes are hot. We find boiled rice a

cheap and very desirable feed to change with. One pound of

rice will take-in G lbs. of water, and makes a good feed for fifty

hens. At four weeks we separate our cockerels and pullets,

putting twenty-five to fifty together into a run 10 feet long,

3i feet wide, and 24 feet high, made of narrow boards, with
laths nailed on Ihree-fourths of an inch apart, on sides, one end,

and top.

We use large boxes or small moveable houses for the chickens
to roost in and run into in rainy weather, and keep these roost-

ing-rooms clean and well littered, making the chickens sit on
the ground, or wide roosts, till they are four months old, as

roo&ting on small sticks will crook their breast-bones. After the

chickens are two or three weeks old they will begin to eat green
food, grass, oats, clover, cabbage, mashed maugold wurtzels,

onions, potatoes, iSrc. Our great study^is to make them com-
fortable and furnish them some exercise to keep their appetites
good.
Chickens grown and cared for in the above manner will weigh

as much at three months old as, if running about, they would
do at six months old ; and pullets will begin to lay at three to

four months old raised our way. (I am speaking of Brown
Leghorns.) I do not think White Leghorns or Light Brahmaa
could stand the confinement. Partridge Cochins do very well,

and begin to lay when about five mouths and a half old, and my
Worcester county pullets commence laying at four to five and a
half months old. The cockerels are fit to kill at about the age
the pullets begin to lay. Brown Leghorns hatched in March
are fit for broilers in June, and will dress 21 to 3 lbs., and sell in
our market at 60 to 75 cts. per pound, and there never is one-
tenth as many as would sell at those prices.
Some people will say chickens raised in this way cannot bo

rstrong and well. I will say that we seldom have a sick fowl,
and have hens five to seven years old on our yards that are good
'layers now and are perfectly well, that have never run out a
day in their lives, and have been constant layers.

I do not approve of forcing all kinds of fowls, or of all the
fowls on the yards of any variety, for we can grow a better ex-
hibition bird by a slower process, especially of the large-combed
jarieties, as forcing tends to make the combs and wattles grow
too large and out of shape. Leghorn pullets will be larger if

they do not begin to lay until they are five or six months old.

1 prefer to choose my breeding-stock out of my runs that have
"been forced for eggs two or three years, taking the largest and
strongest hens that lay the largest and best-formed eggs, and
mate them with cockerels from six to ten months old that have
never ran with pullets or hens. My exhibition cockerels I let

inn with pullets and hens all I can safely—and do not have
them picked. Now that good breeders can get from 810 to $100
each for exhibition birds of any of the popular varieties they
-ahance to make a speciality of, it pays to take considerable pains
to breed them.

I will say here, for the benefit of those who are constantly
questioning me in relation to the matter, that my Brown
Leghorns lay constantly (except when they are moulting), after
they commence, summer and winter, and if they are in good
condition the cockerels and cocks will not freeze their combs
or wattles until the mercury falls to 10° above zero, or the
pallets or hens until the mercury falls to zero. Still I do not
believe it pays to let the mercury fall much lower than to 45°
or 60° above, in the poultry house, or rise much above 75° except
in the small chicken.rooms, where it should be kept at 100°.

—

Fbakk J. Kinney.—{Aynerican Pet-Stock Bulletin.)

LIABILITY OF BAILWAY COMPANIES FOR
EXHIBITION POULTRY.

Stephen versus The Caledonian RAiLw.iV Company.
At the Quarterly Sheriff Small Debt Court held at Blairgowrie

«n the 11th, Mr. A. Stephen, draper, Blairgowrie, and Secretary
to the Blairgowrie Poultry Society, claimed i'G from the Cale-
donian Railway Company, being the value of a pen of Dorkings
which, along with others, had been given in charge of the com-
pany at Meigle Station, and which the defenders had failed to
deliver. The company denied receipt of the hamper containing
the birds. The evidence proved that the fowls, along with
other five pens belonging to Mr. Stephen, were exhibited at the
Meigle Poultry Show on the 20th of August last, and were being
returned to Blairgowrie. Several witnesses proved that the
hampers containing Mr. Stephen's poultry had been taken to
Meigle Station, and left on the platform there at the request of
a porter. The company denied receipt of the missing pan ; but

from the evidence of a railway guard it was shown that eleven
hampers—the same number that had been sent away from Blair-

gowrie—had been received at Coupar-Angus Junction, aud from
thence taken to Blairgowrie. The Sheriff thought that the

senders had acted somewhat carelessly in the way they had left

the fowls at Meigle Station ; but as it had been proved that the

proper number of pens arrived at Coupar-Angus, he held that

receipt by the company was established, and decided that the

company were liable. After evidence of the value of the birds,

the Sheriff awarded £i with costs to the pursuer, remarking
that the price was a fancy one, but that the birds were faocy

also. Other cases were held over, awaiting a decision in this

one ; therefore we may expect to hear of more damages being
awarded to exhibitors whose fowls are lost or delayed in their

transit either to or from an exhibition.

APOPLEXY IN FOWLS.
There is no disease so liable to affect the thriftier aud more

precocious specimens of our thoroughbred fowls, which have
been well fed aud kept in close yards, than apoplexy ; and while
it does not necessarily prove fatal in all cases, it cripples our
efforts in producing the best specimens of the flock. It is an
affection of the brain, and is attended with congestion of the
whole cerebral mass, including the spinal marrow. The fowl
becomes suddenly disabled, walks with a tottering gait, falls

down, tumbles over, aud is some minutes in recovering an
equilibrium, soon to be lost again. The inclination of the head
is low, the legs much flexed on the body, and trembling ; the
wings droop, the plumage is rough, and great listlessness attends
the whole system. The appetite, however, is generally good
until the last days of the disease, when the victim sinka down
and dies in a state of exhaustion and great emaciation.

Treatment.—The first thing to be done is to place the fowl in

the open air, where it may have plenty of exercise and green
food. Scarifying the comb and wattles, thereby abstracting

some blood locally, has had a good influence. But the remedy
on which I rely chiefly is the bromide of potash, in ten-grain

doses (to an adult cock), three times a-day. This has succeeded
when everything else has failed. One of my Houdan cockerels

lingered for several weeks in a most hopeless condition, nothing
being of any avail until I adopted the use of the bromide of

potash, when he suddenly commenced improving, and is now
one of the most vigorous cocks of my yards. I have also a Buff
Cochin cockerel which has been suffering with the same malady ;

and but for the timely use of the bromide of potash I am sure I

should have lost him. I offer these facts for the benefit of those
engaged in rearing poultry, and am satisfied that it is capable of

accomplishing great good in the treatment of this disease. My
mode of administering the remedy is in the solid form ; and, as

it is not poisonous, there is no danger in the free use of it.

—

(Poultry World.)

THE ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY'S SPRING SHOW.
Thb above-named Show was held in the Society's Exhibition

Hall, Kildare Street, Dublin, on the 21st and following three

days. A considerable redaction on the amount of prizes offered

last year had been made ; the consequence was that few English
birds put in an appearance, and the entries were not nearly so

numerous as we have seea them. There were, however, about
240 entries in twenty-nine classes.

SUver-Grey Dorkings headed the list, and were such a class

as is rarely seen on this side of the Channel, scarcely one bad
bird being shown, and the winners could not be easily excelled.

Dark Dorkings were bad, but of Spayiish some good birds were
shown. The first-prize pen, which were in the highest condition,

consisted of a cockerel very deep but narrow in the drop, with a

moderately good hen ; the second-prize hen, which was much
better, and the cockerel broader but somewhat shorter, lost

entirely from want of condition. Both winners in Light
Brahmas were good in all respects excepting that the cocks

were tinged with yellow. The class was better than we have
generally seen here. Dark Brahmas had fifteen entries, among
which we noticed many good cockerels, the hens not proving

nearly so good. Bnff Cochins were one of the best classes at the

Show, large, broad, high-coloured birds leading the way, while

some excellent Lemons received very high commendations. The
first-prize Partridge-coloured contained a most perfect hen as

regards both style and marking, and a cockerel perfect in shape

and excellent in colour ; the second-prize pen being aged birds,

large and rather dull in colour. Cochins, any other colour,

were Blacks of fair quality ; the first-prize hen was exceedingly

good for that variety. Game were very poor in both classes,

but the first-prize Silver-pencilled and both winning pens in

Spangles were good. Gold and Silver Polish were but poor,

though two very good pens of White-crested Black were shown.
La Ftfche were moderately good, while the Houdans were very
good, the winners having the proper comb for that variety. In

the Variety class good Malaya stood first, with Black Ham-
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bnrgbs second. A pair of large, coarse-looking French fowla

called Du Mans, -was likewise shown. The Selling class for a

cock and two hens contained thirty-eight entries, but as there

was no restriction as to price some capital pens were ent. red.

First came La Fleche, second Buff Cochins, and third Dark
Brahmas. The same remarks will almost apply to the Single

cocks, but in this case a Malay was first, a Brahma Pootra

second, and a Lemou Cochin third. The winners in both classes

of Bantams were good and shown in nice order. Turkei/s,

cock and ben, were an exceeding good class ; the first-prize pair,

of the Cambridge variety, were large and high-coloured.

In Geese, Toulouse were first, and White Embdeu second.

A grand pen of Rouen Ducks were shown by Mr. Mulligan, of

Belfast, while in Aylesburys both pairs of winners were in fair

condition for the' time of year.

Dorki*;gs —Silver-Grey.—1, S. ivtowbray, Killeany. Muuntrath. 2. MiB8 A. M-
Warburton. Kill. Straffan, Co. Kildai c. he, MiBS A. M. W'arburton ; G. N. Pur-

doD, LisDabiD. Killucau. Co. Wet-tmeath. e, R P. Williams, Glaslinn. Clon-

tarf ; J. C. i ooper. Limerick; Mrs.K. Sar^nt, Waterloo. Cahir, Co. Tipperary.
Coloured.— I, J. C. Cooper. 9, Miss C. Stephens, Greenwood, Co. Dablin.
Sp»nish.-1 J. A. Smylb. jur., I.oniiimnerry. 2, W. G. Mulligan, ^p^in^fleld,

Belfast, he. Miss Dc Conrcy Drevar, Newtown Park, Blackrock, Dublin.
Beaiima Pootra.—Lfp/)(.—l, J. Forrest, Nu lainore, INltlltown. Co. Dublin.

2, D. Sullivan, Blackrock he, Mrs. Forrest, Nullsinore, Milltown, Co. Dublin.
c. L. F. Perrin. Cbantillv, Louphlinstown, Co. Dublin ; A. Field, Blackrock.
Dark.—l. Mrs. Taafle, Foxborouyti, Tulsk, Co. Koscoramon. 2, Mrs. R. Sargtnt.

vhc,!,. St^ney. Dublin, he, Misa A. M. Warburton; J. C. Cooper; Miss C.

Stephens; W. G. Mulligan.
CocniN China —Buff or Cinnamon.—1, Mrs. Taylor, ArdgUIan Castle, Eal-

briggan 2, J. C. Cooper. ijlir.D. Sullivan, Blackrock, Dublin ; W. G. Mulligan ;

F. W. Zurhorst, BclviUe, Donnvbrook, Dublin, lie, L. Money; C. J. Carroll,

Cappoquin, Co Waterford. c, M. Mahonv, BaMoyle, Co. Dublin. Partridge
or hroivn.—l, W. G. Mulligan. 2 and c. J. K Millner, Cherbury. Blackrock,
Co. Dublin, he. M. Mah, ny; R P. WillimuB. Any other variety.—\, T. A.
Bond. The Col on, londonde'rrv. 2 and he. Mrp. Taaffe.
GilsT..—Black or Brown JRed.—'i, J. A. Farrell, Moynally. lie, J. C. Cooper.

Any other varieip.~\ aud 2, J. C. Cooper.
Hamijurgus —PeTicit/cti.—l, S. Mowbray. 2, W.'G. Mulligan. Spangled.—I,

S. Mowbray. 2 and he. L. Stoney. c, L. A. Beamish, Annmount, Glounthaun,
Co. Cork; J. C. Cor.per.
Polish.—GoW and Silver.—^, L. A. Beamish. 2, J. K. Millner. he, R. P.

Williams, c, J. Barlow, Custlekiiock; J. C. Cooper. Wliite-crested Blaek.—l,
Uiss De Conrcy Drevar. 2, J. C. Cooper.
La Flfche.—1, J. C. Cooper. 2, Rey. N. J. Ridley, Newbury, he, Mies L.

Stephens; F. W. Zurhorst.
Houdans.—1, Miss C. Stephens. 2, J. C. Cooper, he, J. C. Cooper; C.

M'Glinn. e, L A. Beamish.
Any othrr Vabiety.— 1, J. C. Cooper (Conrte Patte). 2, S. Mowbray (B'ack

Hambuigh). he, J. C. Cooper (Sultans); C. Reynolds, Baldoyle (White
Dorkingsl. e, J. C. Cooper (Malay); Rev. N. J. Ridley (Malay).
Selling Class.-], Misa L Stephens. 2, M. Mahony (Brown Cochins), 3,

E. W. Boyle, Hilltown, Co. Dublin (Dark Brahma Pootra). vhe, Mrs. Taaffe
(Partridge Cwchins and Dark Brahma); S. Mowbray (Dorking), he, G. A.
Perrin; W. H Twamley, Boakifield. Balljtore. Athy (Dark Brahma Pootra);
J. Bollwev. Dublin (Sijanish); R W. Boyle (Dark Brahma Pootra); W. G.
Henrv, Oaklands, Sandymount (Spanish) (2); Misa A. Harvey, Wilford, Bray
(Black Spanish); J K. Millner (Partridge rochins) : Miss C. Stephens, c, Mrs.
Taaffe (Game Panlams): G. A. Waller, Nenagh (Buff or Cinnamon Cocbin-
Ctina); J. Hollwey (Spanish).
Selling CLiSf.—Any breed not previously entered.—Coeks.—1, J. C. Cooper.

2, T. M. Billiard, Ciontaif iBrahma Pootra). 3, Mrs. Taylor (Buff Cochin-
China). vhc. J C. Cocper; J. M. Harvey, Wilford, Bray (Creve-Cceur). hc,G.
A. Perrin (Dark Prahma); Miss Mahony. Baldoyle, Co. Dublin (Cochin); L.
Stoney Faitridge); Mrs. Taylor (Buff Cochin-rhina), c. W. M. A. Wright,
Braganza, Dalkty; G. Andrews, Blackrock (White Cochin); S. Mowbray
(Dorking).
Bantams —Game—1, Miss L. Stephens. 2, W. G. Mulligan. M, G. Knaggs,

Rathmines. c, J. C. Cooper (2); G. Knaggs. Any other variety.— I, Miss C.
Sttpbens. 2, Master M. Billiard, Clontarf. he, Mrs. H. HutchinBon, Seafield,
Donabate, Co. Dublin ; J. C. Cooper, e, W. G. Mulligan.
TpRKEva-1, Rev. N. J. Ridley. 2, Mias L. King. Gaeshiil. 8 and c, J. C.

Cooper. Coek.—\, .T. C. Cooper. 2, J. F. Bomford. Dromlargan, Garadice,
Kilcock. he, Mrs. M Manns, Gowna, or Jerraby, Co. Cavan ; Miss L. King;
Hon. Mrs. Preston, Whitewood, Nobber, Co. Meatli ; J. C. Cooper.
Geebe.— 1, R. P- Williams. 2, J. C. Cooper, /o.', J. C. Cooper ; Mips L. King.

c, J. C. Cooper (2) ; J. Lcntaigne, Tallaght, Co. Dublin. Single Qander.—\ and
2, J. C.Cooper.
DuoEa.—/lOK^n—1, W. G. Mnlligan. 2, J. C. Cooper, he, Mrs. Taaffe; R.

P. Williams, c, R. W Boyle. .4y(fa6un/.—l, K. P. Williams. 2, J. C. Cooper.
he, S. Mowbray. Single Drakes. — 1, S. Mowbray. 2, Mrs. T. W. Webber,
Huntington, Portarliogton.

Judges.—Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds ; Mr. C. F. Staunton,
Springmovmt, Newton Mount Kennedy ; and Mr. W. G. Merry,
Blesinton,

LAW AND ITS CONSEQUENCES.
A TuBKEY suit in Windsor Co., Vermont, excited considerable

interest in that section. Two farmers occupying adjoining farms
had each a flock of Turkeys, one flock numbering twenty-five

and the other ten. The Turkeys were in the habit of running
together, the smaller flock inclining to stay with the larger.

During the latter part of the season the owner of the larger flock

had occasion to shut up his Turkeys, and as the others were with
them he shut them up also, and then sent word to his neighbour
to come and get them. He came and demanded his ten Turkeys,
but the other claimed that that was five more than his number.
Two of the Turkeys were recognised by both as belonging to the

smaller flock, and these the owner of the larger flock was willing

to give up, with three others as good as could be found in the

lot. This offer the other declined to accept unless he would let

the Turkeys out, and then if the flocks did not separate—his

old Turkey taking nine young ones—he would receive the five;

but the other refusing to do this, the owner of the smaller flock

Bued him and recovered ten Turkeys at the Justice Trial at

$1 25 per pair. The other appealed to the County Court, and
the jury not agreeing another trial was granted. The original

cause of the suit now became a secondary consideration, and
each was striving to have the other pay the large accumulation
of costs, amounting to nearly $300. The jury in the last trial

decided that the owner of the larger flock must pay for five

Turkeys at $1 50 a-piece and the costs. In addition to this

each had to pay about glOO for lawyer's fens. These facts should
be a warning—at least to persons of limited means—to avoid the
law.

—

[New York Tribune.)

THE MELBOURNE PIGEON MART.
A VISITOR to the Eastern, commonly known as "Paddy's,"

Market on Saturday nights sees much that is interesting and
characteristic. The first impression is that of a seething pur-
poseless mob, jostling each other in admirable confusion ; but
when the eye settles down to clear detail, then the wondroua
diversity, yet unity of purpose, strikes the mind as something
deserving of study. Here we find a coster's lorry filled with
scarlet-coloured crawfish barely cold, there another loaded with
barracouta dried and smoked, while a third trembles under the
weight of flathead and mullet, each proprietor vieing as to

strength of lungs in disposing of his wares. Along the pave-
ment are wooden shops, where the riches of Pomona are sold at

wondrously cheap rates, while in the rear are rows of tables

where the lovers of Sydney rock oysters can get their fill at

ad. per plate. Then we come to itinerating rifle galleries kept
constantly going by lads improving their sporting proclivities

at a halfpenny a shot, the prize for a buU's eye being a handful
of Barcelona nuts. Penetrating further into the market, the
visitor is regaled with a mixed effluvium arising from cabbages
undergoing a state of vegetable perspiration. Cheeses of every
quality from the mitey to the mouldy, second-hand boots and
shoes smelling of Crispin's wax and dirty feet, perambulating
drapers' shops with the peculiar scent incident to confined
haberdashery, lean and scraggy mutton, beef that looks pleuro-

pneumoniacal, old book-stalls with their musty treasures, stands
garnished with John Chinaman's wares, laden with the peculiar

odour of the Flowery Land, piles of tinware and heaps of crockery,

enlivened by an ever-surging busy crowd, chaffering and buying,
and departing heavily laden with the bargains that can here be
obtained for ready cash. Outside this commercial babel congre-

gate the dealers in Pigeons. Between the side arcade, where
poultry-dealers aud bird-fanciers love to congregate, and the

market proper, is a dark street where about two hundred lads

gather every Saturday night to swop and sell Pigeons. These
vary—that is, the bipeds—in age from seven to sixteen yesirs, and
all have one, but the majority two or three, feathered favourites

to dispose of. Pouters and Dragoons, Tumblers and Bronize

Tipplers, Skinners, Jacobins, and Commoners are here to ba
found in every variety, and a brisk trade is constantly carried on
by these youthful merchants.

—

[New Zealand Illustrated Press. )

A FORTUNE FROM FEATHERS.
Very recently a new invention has opened the way to a new

utility, and the wealth of France rests in her wonderful utilisa-

tion of even the meanest things. This new thing, which is to

give all the country maidens a dot, or dowry, is—feathers. The
only capital required is a pair of scissors. How much money do
you think is annually lost in America by the waste of feathers ?

Geese, Ducks, Turkeys, hens, and Pigeons lose quantities in one
way and another—by accident, moulting, battles, and death.

Feathers stick in the mud, on weeds, on branches, and sticks;

they lie on the wood-piles, by streams—everywhere one wanders
he will find a feather. A feather is almost indestructible. It

may be blown from mountain-top into valley and back again,

and remain the same beautiful and delicate thing. Well, these

wandering feathers that seem so insignificant constitute—or may
—veritable riches. Listen :

The down of Geese and Ducks has for a long time been very
highly valued, " downy beds of ease" being the incarnation of

repose, while the bed-covers of silk lined with down have been,

on account of their high price, only enjoyed by the rich. But
in Paris " artificial down " has come to be more highly valued

than the natuial down, because it is much lighter. This is made
from feathers of no matter what kind of feathered animal, by
cutting the barb of the feather from each side of the quill and
putting them (the barbs) in a stout cloth sack, and then rubbing
them between the hands as a wash-woman does linen. Five
minutes' rubbing will have mixed the mass in a felt-like sub-

stance, rendering it homogeneous. That is edredon arfificiol,

aud sells in Paris for something over f8 in gold a-pound, and
this price is constantly increasing. But there is something more
wonderful stUl. A process has been invented for making cloth

of feathers. To make a square metre (a mi^tre is 3 inches more
than a yard) of cloth—cloth vastly lighter and warmer than
wool, from 700 to 750 grammes (a gramme is equal to IG 9 grains

avoirdupois) of this artificial down. But this feather cloth

—

drap de plume—it takes colour admirably, and is almost un-

wear-ont-able, becaose, instead of breaking and cutting in the
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places luoBfc exposed to wear, it mats itself more and more into

a felt-like substance. This discovery is one of the most remark-
able of the age.
Now for some figares. The estimate has been made that in

France alone enough feathers are allowed to go to waste each
year to make from 7,000,000 to 8,000,000 square metres of cloth !

In other words, as much is lost in France in feathers as is paid
for cotton ! This being true of France, how much more is it

true of the United States ? A girl of eight or ten years can see
from this how valuable every feather—every one—is, and her
chance for mouey-making, for, if I mistake not, the price paid
for down is higher in America than in France, and it finds buyers
everywhere. Experiences result in facts, and here is one : The
feathers that three-fourths of the country people throw away
amount in value to more than twenty cents for each ordinary
hen ! In fact, a hen's wardrobe weighs usually from 52 to

53 grammes, and sometimes weighs as high as 64. "Don't
despise the little things." F'eathers mean fortune.

—

Mary A. E.
Wageb, Paris.—(American Paper.)

THE QUEEN BEE AND DIFFERING DOCTORS.
Mr. Lowb has written a letter professedly to prevent, if pos-

sible, inexperienced bee-keepers from being led astray by my
views and teaching. I am not in the habit of reviewing my re-

viewers, or noticing many of the misrepresentations of my
meaning and views that appear so frequently in this Journal, but
it now appears desirable that I should say a few words in the
interests of truth, and therefore for the benefit of bee-keepers,
for I have a growing disinclination to notice, or pester others
by noticing, the remarks of captious people. I shall confine my
remarks to Mr. Lowe.
He says, " The queen bee does not arrive at maturity in four-

teen days, but on the sixteenth ; and the worker is not twenty-
one days in the cell, but it comes forth a perfect bee on the
twentieth day." This is exactly like mine—mere assertion.
He gives no facts to prove that the assertion is correct. Our
mode of artificial swarming has caused me to notice the times
of setting and hatching young queens. In nine cases out of ten
eggs are not in royal cells when the first swarms are taken from
our hives. Shortly after the swarms have been removed the
bees left in the old hives commence to search for their queens,
and, failing to find them, begin to set eggs in royal cells, or
otherwise make royal cells around some worker eggs. Hundreds
if not thousands of times have we seen eggs in royal cells that
were not there when the queens and swarms were removed.
The eggs had been in worker cells and removed by the bees to
royal cells. This fact upsets the position Mr. Lowe has taken
in asserting that " the bees do not transfer eggs from worker
cells to roysil cells, as is alleged by Mr. Pettigrew." If Mr. Lowe
will visit me in a month or two I will show him scores of empty
queen cells as soon as the queens have been taken from them
and their hives, and three days later I will show him the same
cells occupied by brood being reared into queens. To use his
own words, " it is to me a mystery " that he has not witnessed
this many times.
When I see eggs in a royal cell I say they will come to per-

fection in fourteen days, and on going to the hive on the
fifteenth day it is found that the queens are ripe and piping for
second swarms to go. Sometimes I am one day too late, and
find that the queens have come to perfection in thirteen days
from the time of setting, and sometimes they are hardly ready ;

but in nine cases out of ten the young queens come to perfection
in fourteen days from the time of setting. There may be a dif-

ference in the age of the eggs when set. I have known a dif-

ference of two days in the hatching of hen eggs, though twenty-
one days is the usual time for them.
Mr. Lowe says that working bees are only twenty days in

being hatched; whereas I say twenty-one. Now for proof.
The readers of this Journal know that I have again and again
advised them to turn the bees out of hives on the twenty-first
day after the swarms have been removed from them. We do so
in many cases every year, and what do we find ? We find if we
do it on the twentieth day after swarming all the workers are
not hatched, and that those unhatched leave their cells after all

the bees have been removed. This I have seen again and again
—scores of times ; therefore, I prefer my own and others' state-
ment of days to Mr. Lowe's twenty days. In 1870 the late Mr.
Woodbury found some young bees hatched on the eighteenth
day, but doubtless these were abnormal.
Mr. Lowe wants to know about the trustworthy experiments

indicating four thousand and six thousand eggs per day from
single queens. These experiments were made by several re-
spectable bee-keepers on the Continent and in America, were
stated in the Congress of American bee-keepers two years ago,
recorded in the American *' Bee Journal," and thence epitomised
in The Joukn.il of Hobtiodltore.
One point more noticed by Mr. Lowe. He says that " queens

are never allowed to do battle, and one of the queens is always
destroyed by the bees." My words were, "In most instances the

bees destroy one of them." It distresses me to have to tell Mr.
Lowe that the terms he uses are too strong. Queens have met
when swarms have been united, and royal battles have taken
place. In one of these royal battles which took place in my
native village, the queens, in deadly conflict, rolled out of the
hive and fought it out on the ground. One was killed and the
other wounded.

I was witness to another royal battle in which the two quennB
were torn asunder before fatal consequences took place. The
late Major Munn, of Dover, got twenty-four queens from Mr.
Thomas Addey, of Epworth, Lincolnshire, wherewith to illus-

trate a lecture he delivered last autumn. Several royal battles

took place in the presence of his audience, according to the re-

port of a Kentish newspaper which was sent to me.
I have now gone over the salient points of Mr. Lowe's letter,

which has not altered my views in the least. He means well,
and he is an able man. His letters are always thoughtful and
intelligent. If he will kindly produce the evidence of facts in
support of his views, he will do something in reality to prevent
what he fears—-viz., my foundering amid my inexperienced crew
in mid ocean. The evidence of one poor stammering witness is

entitled to and receives more attention from a jury of English-
men than the eloquence, coupled with assumptions and pre-
sumptions, of the mightiest barrister. The readers of 'The
JouKNAL OF Horticulture and the bee-keepers of England
want information, and this information is most welcome when
given in simple form. My sole aim is to impart what I know
without the use of a name or a personality. If I fail in my
effort, or give offence to anybody, I grieve over it. Traders are
highly offended at me for recommending hives not in their

trade; but the readers of this Journal most heartily approve of

those who think and act for themselves, and recommend the
safe roads and sound bridges that have borne them well along
for fifty years.—A. Pettigrew.

A PLEA FOR WEAKER STOCKS.
At this season of the year many bee-keepers are in perplexity

about some of their hives, which seem to be far behind others
in point of numbers. Is it best to join two or more of these, or
to take any trouble to save them as distinct stocks ? Of course
it may be quite useless to attempt to save some hives, as when
no pollen is being gathered. We should not trouble in this case
even to join the bees to another hive, unless they happened to
be very strong in numbers. In this case it would be worth
while to fumigate the bees with fustian or brown paper, drive
them out, hunt for and kill the queen, if any, and, after well
sprinkling the bees with honey or sugar syrup, to join them to
the nearest stock, right or left, after sprinkling the latter also in
the same way. We should do this towards evening when no
marauding bees are about. By morning all would be right again.
Hives so treated become very profitable.

But what about other hives, which are evidently active and
pollen-gathering, but still weaker than one would like to see
them ? There are many such cases, as where hives over-
swarmed themselves the year before, or swarmed late, or such,
as late swarms and casts, that have survived the winter. Now,
my own experience has led me to take particular care of these
enfeebled stocks, and to treat them generously with moderate
but continuous spring feeding, covering them up with warm
coats of drugget ; and for this reason, that it is often these stocks
that turn out the most profitable in the coming summer, yielding
the largest weight of honey, or at least furnishing themselves
abundantly for another year. This may seem an utter paradox
and yet be an undeniable fact.

The explanation is quite simple, and is as follows :—In many
years it is almost impossible to prevent the stronger stocks from
swarming, and they will do this to excess, choosing, too, the
time of ali others when honey is most abundant, and when it

might be stored to the greatest advantage. Both swarms and
stock suffer from these hive-revolutiots. 'The former nse-up the
honey in making comb, often almost as fast as they collect it;

while the latter simply consume the honey that was left by the
first swarm—the more of it in proportion to their swarming.
It is true, if the season happens to be favourable for the secre-

tion of honey later on, when these stocks or swarms have re-

covered themselves, they will collect a great deal of honey and
do very well ; but what if it should happen to turn out other-
wise ? In this case the more backward hives will often be found
to have stored a considerable surplus during the good weeks of

plenty, while the others find themselves next to paupers at the
close of the honey season. I have known many such instances
in my long experience ; nor was last year an exceptional season
in this respect ; indeed, about ns, the most honey was got cer-

tainly from the less strong hives. In my own case I think I
never had suoh splendid stocks, so crowded with bees ; but as
these would swarm again and again, do what I could to prevent
them, they simply did nothing towards filling my honey jars ;

on the contrary, I have had to feed them from September till the
present time, and such has been my experience oftentimes in
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former years. Therefore, let none despiBe their weaker stocks,

hot follow the good example of generoas treatment which I have
set in my own case.—B. & W.

Early Swarm.—April 23rd, hived a very fine swarm from a
common straw hive. The swarm weighed between G and 7 lbs.

The stock is a swarm of the 3rd of June, 1873, and during the
winter was covered with a pan only. The bees received about
G lbs. of food during February. No drones were seen until the
morning of the 23rd, when they made their appearance in large
quantities.—W. M. B., Kiyigston-on-Thames,

OUK LETTER BOX.
Hens' Eogs Hott (Hollo).—The aee of the potato in feading poultry is a

failare, inaHmucb as it makes only fat and causes liver disease. For laying
birds it makes the operation difficult and dangerous, choking the organs with
fat. It destroys quality to such an extent, that we believe if the Irish would
give it up as an article of poultry food it would make a difference of many
thousands of pounds in their favour. Calcined oyster shells amount to
nothing; and to care hens of eating eggs by giving them egg-shells, is like

curing a lad of smoking by giving him pipes and cigars. Your fowls cannot
find that which is necessary to make shell, and your feeding does not afford
it. Are they aro at liberty, and have they a grass run ? If you oan get them,
give some ground oats ; the hull of the oat contains much chalk. Eschew
the potato peelings, give some whole barley for a mid-day meal, and ground
oats again in the evening. If they have no grass ran, let them have daily
some large sods of growing grass, cut with plenty of earth, given to them,
and put down a good basketful of bricklayer's rubbiah. The fact of the eggs
being shell-lese proves the birds are not in good condition, and the craving
for the egg shows a morbid state of the secretions, inducing nnnatural
appetite. Try to keep your fowls in a state of nature. Pheasants, Partridges,
Grouse, Rooks, Plover, the thousand-andone small birds, lay perfect eggs,

and leave every shell in the neat. Take Nature for your poultry book and
feeder.

Boosting Place for a Hdndred Hens (5. A. C.).—It would occupy so
much space to give you all the information you ask, that we must refer

you to some or to one of the many poultry books published, and advertised in
our columns. With regard to the roosting-place for a hundred hens, we
always prefer, when it can be done, to make two houses, each for fifty. Say
two houses 18 feet long by 15 wide, as lofty as you can make them—if 20 feec
high BO much the better—ventilated at each side close under the taves of the
roof, and well li;;hted by means of windows that may be open in the summer.
One door, in a corner, not in the middle. Perches away from the door, and
within 2 feet of the ground. Floor of chalk or earth. Earth, chalk, and
clay, well rammed down form a capital floor, especially if covered with some
gravel. Boards will make all the upper part, but you may have 2 feet of brick-

work on which to rest your timber.

Ground OATS(Tr. H.).—We are now using ground oats for cor chickene,
and for ourselves we have compared the sample sent with that we are using

;

we find them eiactly similar. We have no reason to doubt its purity, and
have used it many years. We first knew it in Sassei. Few millers can pro-
duce it; it requires particular stones, and they want peculiar dressing. '

Ground oats, as most millers make them, have the a^^earance, when slaked, of
barleymeal mixed with hulls or with chaff. \ ahow no food on which
chickens do and grow so well. Were it not so expensive we would feed dogs
and cows on it. It may, perhaps, be well to say we do not know the Messrs.
Marsh; we never saw them, and they never saw us, nor do they know us by
name.

Goose's Vent Protruding {F. C/i.).—Shut-up the gander for a time.
Hang the Goobq up by the legs and make a thorough examination of the
unhealthy part. Replace anything that protrudes with a wax candle. If

there be difficulty, lubricate all the parts with oil ; castor oil is best. If there
is rupture, causing eulargemeut of the opening, ascertain whether it is on
one or on both sides; wherever it may be, put in a stitch to reduce it to its

natural state. After it seems to be cured you may use a solution of alum and
water internally with a syringe. Shut-up the bird by herself, and feed on
soft food.

Food for Young Goslings {E. C).—Nothing is so good for goslings as
grass ; that is probably why so many are kept where there are commons.
Oatmeal put in a pan of water is excellent food for them, and it is often wise
to add some bran to it. Chickens should have bread and milk, chopped egg,
cooked meat cut up fijie, crumbs, sods of growing grass, fresh earth, and in
bad weather beer.

Demerits op Hoddans {J. JT.).—Where only one breed is kept, the objeo-
tion to Houdans is they do not sit. They will not be kept in by any ordinary
fence, and if they are kept in confinement they devour each other's plumage,
leaving only wing and tail feathers. We know no other drawbacks. They
are hardy, good layers, and good-looking. If you can give them a run they
will not pick each uther. It is an abominable practice, and at present is con-
fined to Houdana and Spanish. We hare known Creve-Cteurs do it, but only
two. We saw a Cochin pullet in a pen indulging in the luxury, and we con-
demned her to pie-crust.

Toy Pigeons (J. .ST.).—Few birds are better breeders than the Toys. They
arealso very pretty. Any of the large importers mi foreign Pigeons can sell

some pairs at low prices on account of faults that are almost imaginary.
These birds are kept in confinement, and may be depended upon to remain
after being shut-in for a day or two. Try Baily & Son, Mount Street. They
are the largest importers.

Belgian Hare Rabbits (Amateur).—Your back is a Belgian Hare, but
rather small. The doe must be a Patagonian, from your description. The
Belgian Hare will be treated on in these columns, when the chief points will
be described.

Canary Moulting (M. W.).—It is not usual, but sometimes happens in
the spring. Most likely the bird will cast only the body feathers, and possibly
only those on the breast. Give it its usual diet, but discontinne such a mix-
ture as honey in its water. A bath every day will do good.—W. A. B.

Query Unanswered (E. J, Poct).—We have no unanswered question.
Please to Kond it again.

8UP

E

ring—Weight of Stock {P. fiain/onZ).—An early good swarm from

your IS-inch hive wiU 611 both a hive and a super in a favourable season for
honey. As soon as the hive is filled with combs put on a super. If no second
swarm be taken, a super may be put on the old one about three weeks after
swarming. In a honey season an 18-inch hive will weigh about 50 lbs. at
swarming time, but much depends on a few fine da;s at that time.

Superb do not Prevent Swarming (James Bailey).—A. super put on a
hive does not always prevent swarming. Sometimes bees do not enter a
super, and sometimes they will swarm when it is half filled. A swarm will
readily take to the hive full of combs in which the bees have died out, if the
combs are sweet and clean.

Swarming Bees (T. G.).—It is an excellent plan to put the swarm in the
old stock's place. By this means generally alt other swarming is stopped,
and so the old hive does not become excessively weakened. This is all the
more to be recommended in your case, as you do not wish to increase your
stock much. Put the glasses or supers on before they swarm

;
you may do it

now if your hives are strong. You can put them on the swarms about three
weeks after hiving. Unless theee are of considerable size the bees will swarm,
only somewhat later. As to size of hives, boxes, or otherwise, we advise
large hives for large swarms, bmall hives for small swarms; but a good
average size is 15 inches square inside measure, and 10 inches high.

METEOROLOGICAIi OBSERVATIONS,
CAMoerf SQUA.RE, London.

Lat.51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
|
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[ iuga and Show of Pot Rosea.
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and New Zealand, in the latter most abundant. The variety
firmum is, I believe, peculiar to St. Helena. It is a pinnate
species, having pinnate fronds from 1 to 2 feet in length

;

pinnae large, coriaceous in texture, and deep green. In the va-
riety under notice, however, the plant is more erect, the peculiar
erose pinnas are broader and much thicker—indeed the whole
is more erect and robust in habit ; sori very short, and almost
invariably placed near the costa. Any form of this species is

deserving a place in the amateur's collection, and when young
those having only a Wardian-case garden may enjoy its beauty.
This particular variety, however, is by no means common in
cultivation.

L'iPLiziuM ABEOEESCENS.—As a large specimen in a cool
fernery this plant is very effective ; indeed, with age it forms
a short, stout, erect stem, eo that it may with propriety be
termed sub-arborescent when in that state. The fronds upon
large plants are about 4 feet long, and upwards of 2 feet wide

;

they are bipinnatifid, the segments being finely divided and
dark green, whilst the crown and base of the stipes are clothed
with large, black, chaffy scales. D. arboresceus is found in
the Isle of Bourbon, Mauritius, and the Fiji Islands, but the
plants from St. Helena have always struck me as being much
larger and stouter in aU their parts, so much so as to cause
me to consider it a thoroughly distinct plant, which in a cul-
tural point of view it uudoubtedly is.

Gtjikogeamma NA5IAQUENSIS.—This plant grows some 5 or
G inches high ; bipinnate or bipinnatifid ; the black stipes and
rachis are very conspicuous, and are clothed when young with
dull brown chaffy scales. It is a pretty little species, not at
present in cultivation as far as I am aware, but it would prove
a great acquisition to 'Wardian-oaee gardeners especially.
Abundant in various parts of South Africa, varying consider-
ably in form. The St. Helena plant is usually more bipinnate
than the others.

Htmenophtllum CAPILLACE0M.—St. Helena can also boast of
its Filmy Fern, and a very beautiful species it is. I have seen
it come to England upon the stems of Dicksonia arboresoens,
l)ut am not awaie if it is established in our collections. The
fronds are 3 or 4 inches long, sometimes a little more, pinnate,
the pinniE being somewhat distant and cuneately pinnatifld.
It has a slender, wiry, creeping rhizome, and when hanging
over a piece of rockwork would prove a charming object. It

is peculiar to the island.

CHEiLASTnES MULTLFiDA.—This pretty plant is usually con-
sidered to be a native of the Cape of Good Hope, but although
found widely distributed in that colony, it is also a native of

St. Helena. The fronds are triangular, some or more inches
high, and deep green ; stipes stout, fronds four times divided.
I have found this species thrive well in the cool fernery, but it

dislikes water resting upon its fronds, and the soil should have
some pieces of sandstone mixed with it.

Gkammitis marginella.—A pretty little species specially
adapted by its size for cultivation in the 'Wardian case. When
treated as a basket plant, or grown upon a block of wood and
suspended from the roof, it form; an elegant and distinct plant.
Fronds simple, entire, from 3 to 6 inches long, and about half
an inch wide, dark green in colour, and leathery in texture.

When it is fertile the sori are very conspicuous, and add
materially to the beauty of this pretty but rare plant. It is

also found in the West Indies and in various other parts of

America.

—

Expeeto Ceede.

ciouB the old Cabbage Eose is from its fragrance ! Unless it

alter its character very much, which I do not think it likely

to do, wo have another good English Kose. The plate sent
with it by no means does justice to its beautifully imbricated
form.—D., Deal.

EOSE GENEBAL VON MOLTKE.
Some two years ago I had submitted to me some blooms of a

Eose raised by Messrs. Bell & Sons, of Norwich, which seemed
to be well worthy of cultivation. The opinion thus formed on
the cut blooms has been confirmed by further acquaintance
with it as a plant. I have it now in my greenhouse, a small
plant with five blooms, and this is the fair and honest descrip-
ticm of it. It seems, as a plant, to be vigorous and the foliage

ample, and as each shoot carries a blossom I conclude that it

is free-flowering. Size, I should say medium ; shape, excel-
lent—one of those shelly flowers one likes to see ; colour, very
brilliant, the raisers say the most scarlet of any Eose raised.
This I cannot say, I think it is ; but then Koses in houses
partially forced never seem to me to be quite certain in cha-
racter, and looking thrisugh several collections tins year has
confirmed mo in this opinion ; but at any rate the colour is

brilliant, and I may add it has one charm wanting in many of
our new Eoses—it is deliciously fragrant. How much Baroness
Ejthscbild loses by its utter want of perfume ! and how deli-

GRAPE VINE CULTURE FOR SMALL GARDENS.
No. 4.

Ventilation ought always to be regarded as a purifying
health-giving process rather than as a means for simply raising

or lowering the temperature, a free circulation of pure fresh
air being as necessary for the health of plants as it is for that
of human beings. We therefore hasten with all due caution
to open the back ventilators of a vinery as early as possible in
the morning, to allow the vitiated air to escape and to promote
as brisk a circulation as may be safe, by which means we in-

duce a sturdy robust growth. Great watchfulness and care
must, however, be exercised to exclude cold draughts, it being
self-evident that the tender Vine shoots growing in a tempera-
ture of 70" must suffer severely by exposure to the external air

when it is 20' or 30' lower ; and when the circulation of air

in a vinery is termed brisk, a lively, pure, drying atmosphere
is contemplated, and nothing more. The closing of the venti-

lators is regulated by the ever-changing condition of the exter-

nal temperature ; and it is a very safe general rule to close the
house on all bright sunny days with the thermometer at SO'

tUl the fruit is fully ripe. A little night air is advantageously
admitted during the colouring of the fruit, and after it is ripe

an abundant supply of fresh air should be constantly admitted
from the front as well as the back ventilators.

Overcropping is a very prevalent evil. It certainly requires

some philosophy to remove so many fine promising bunches
as is often necessary ; but if this is not closely attended to it

leads to shanking in the present season and to steriUty and
weakness in the future. When the side shoots or fruit-bearing

branches of a Vine are 18 inches apart, each with its bunch of

fruit, there is no danger of overcropping, and the foliage has
ample breathing space, light and air playing upon and around
it freely, causing it to grow so large in size and stout in texture

as to afford the clearest evidence of the beneficial effects of

such treatment, more especially as fine foliage implies fruit of

a corresponding size. It is altogether a mistake to suppose
that a quantity of small bunches will be more profitable than a

moderate number of large ones. Weight for weight, the large

bunches will beat, to say nothing of the finer and more luscious

flavour of the fruit, in addition to the great gain in vigour,

health, and cleanliness, for the deep green foliage is seldom
attacked by red spider, which more frequently revels and
spreads among the densely packed leaves of a more crowded
growth. Even if this pest is found upon the better cultivated

Vines, the large leaves stand out so clearly that a tub of pure
filtered water and a powerful syringe at once dispose of them.
I know not how far Mr. Taylor may be correct in stating that

the water does them no harm, but I take good care that it

shall wash them, webs and all, off the foliage immediately the

slightest trace of their obnoxious presence is perceptible. Only
let us secure cleanliness, pure air, with ample space for the

growth and foliage, and we can dispense with sulphur or any
other nostrum as a curative. Shanking, or the premature
decay of the fruitstalks, is not the only evil that is immediately
attendant upon overcropping, for the fruit which escapes its

ravages is usually deficient both in colour and flavour, as well

as being very small in size.

Another most important matter is the thinning of the

berries. Old practitioners are usually able to complete the

entire thinning at once, but a knowledge of this fact need not

deter the tyro from repeating the operation again and again,

even after the berries are of a considerable size. One season's

experience, and the remembrance of the size of a fully-

developed berry, is generally sufficient to enable one to decide

with tolerable accuracy upon the number of berries which it is

desirable to retain.

The management of the growth is a very simple matter, but
upon the principle that the reason for every cultural detail

should be thoroughly understood, it will be well to explain the

process. The tip of each side shoot is pinched off at the first

or second joint beyond the bunch, which causes a number of

other shoots, termed sub-laterals, to appear ; these again are

all kept pinched off at the first joint throughout the season,

the object being to concentrate the entire vigour of the Vine

uf jn what may be termed the permanent growth of the season.
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Now, it is very evident that when the entire growth of any
plant is stopped in this manner it Biistains a certain cheek or

shook, to avoid which not more than half the ehoots upon
each branch should bo pinched at the same time, and even this

is not done while the Vines are in flower, the entire growth
being then untouched till the swelling fruit is visible.

—

Edwaed
LuCKHUItST.

ON VARIOUS BEDDING PLANTS.
I CAN sympathise with Mr. Hamilton with respect to Agera-

tum Tom Thumb. It is— at all events in our wet Irish climate

—a vile thing, as vile as Mr. Hamilton's vile blue bedding
tiles, which seem to me floricultural millinery of the worst
description. I was enchanted with Tom Thumb when I first

saw it, and thought we had got hold of a gem ; but I very soon
changed my opinion, as did everyone in my neighbourhood
whose opinion is worth registering. Not only has it all the

faults noticed by Mr. Hamilton, but its blossom soils in the

most odious way under the slightest showers, so that the plants

are always more than half-covered with dirty blotches. Im-
perial Blue is a much more satisfactory bedder.

I should be glad to see the merits of various bedding plants

more ventilated in the Journal than has lately been the case.

In particular I should like to elicit opinions from various

quarters as to which of the new Bicolor and Tricolor Geraniums
are the most satisfactory. Many of the most beautiful of these

will not bed at all with us here ; for example, most of Laing's

beautiful varieties I have tried two or three years running

—

Impfiratrice Eugenie, Princess Eoyal, W. P. Morris—and have
reluctantly to give them up. Beine Victoria is lovely, and does
somewhat better ; but unless one has such appUances as wOl
enable one to turn out these varieties of good size and in great

number they make but a miffy bed. After trying a great many
kinds of Bicolors I am inclined to give the palm to Dragon,
combining, as it does, hardiness, compactness, brilliancy of

colour, and very free growth.
I take this opportunity of cautioning beginners against being

taken in by the seductive advertisements they see in every

gardening paper of Geraniums at fabulously low prices. They
do not get the woith of their money. The plants sent are so

microscopic that the season is over before they put in an
appearance at aU. There are hundreds who are attracted by
the tempting prices who are unable to give these little tender

infants the care, nursing, and nursery they require, and they
perish under the treatment that larger plants would survive.

I should be glad to hear sentence pronounced on the new
Pansies and Violas. I have often written enthusiastically in

the Journal in praise of Imperial Blue Pansy, but most of my
friends declare they cannot grow it. With me it does beauti-

fully, and is a blue cloud from April till October.

I am inclined to think very highly of Lobelia Mazarine Blue,
sent out last year by Messrs. E. G. Henderson. In a mass,
and at a distance, it has a more true-blue effect (and what com-
mendation can be higher than this ?j than any other summer-
bedding plant I am acquainted with. Myosotis Empress Eliza-

beth will, I think, prove an acquisition. It remained in bloom
with me last year the whole season. I have a small bed of it

this year, and will report on it later on. Tropaaolum Cooperi
still maintains the high character stamped upon it by Mr. D.
Thomson, and resists frost better than most other kinds.

Lastly, Celosia Huttoni bedded beautifully, and was so dis-

tinct in shape and growth that I sincerely trust Messrs. Veitch
will not have to tell me another year that they cannot sup-
ply me.

I hope some other correspondents will kindly tell us about
any novelties of value they found out last year.—D. F. J. K.

ultimately, of course, washed down into the soil ; for it is still

a moot point whether in the admixture of arsenic with soU

compounds are not sometimes formed with organic matter,

and drawn into the tissues of plants.—J. E. S. 0.

THE AMERICAN POTATO BUG.
This veritable bugbear is occasioning some alarm among

gardeners and agriculturists, and precautionary measures have
been suggested for adoption in the event of its attempting to

cross the .Atlantic. But really we are not justified in speaking
of this in the singular, as it now appears that under this vague
term are included about a dozen different beetles of the genera
Lytta and Epicanta. I think we are not likely to adopt hastily
in this country some of the remedies employed in America,
even were the pest to show itself, or otherwise it wouM be
needful to protest against the free use of Paris green mixed
with flour or lime, and arsenic also, in the proportion of 1 oz.

to a pound of flour, both being dusted over the leaves, and

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 31.

MICKOSI'EEMA BAETONIOIDES.—BiltTONU-LlKE MicBOSPEEMA.

The pretty annual now figured is closely alUed to the Bartonias,

from its resemblance to which it has derived its specific name.

It is a native of Mexico, and was introduced into this country

from Hamburg in 1819, under the name of Eucnide bar-

touioides. It is of succulent habit, growing about a foot high,

MicroBperma bartouioides.

with ovate, lobed, and serrated foliage. The flowers, which
are nearly 2 inches across, are terminal, and produced either

singly or in pairs, with five spreading, ovate, obscurely-toothed

petals, of a sulphur-yellow above, but much paler beneath.
The stamens are arranged in five fascicles or bundles, the fila-

ments of each fascicle being united at the base, and attached

to one of the petals ; the stamens arise in two distinct rows or

series from the point at which they are united. The filaments

are very long, bearing a roundish flattened anther, opening by
its margin. The style is about the same length as the stamens

;

stigma undivided, but with five longitudinal furrows at the

extremity.

The seed-vessel is one-celled, many-seeded, opening at the

top by five valves. Seeds attached to the walls of the ovary,

in five longitudinal ridges or placentas. They are very nu-
merous and minute, of an oblong form, and with several spiral

furrows, which are visible, however, only under the micro-

scope. In the Bartonias the stamens, although fully as nu-

merous as in the Microsperma, are not divided into fascicles

as in that genus.

The cultivation of the Microsperma involves a little care

;

for, although it is quite hardy enough to bear the open air, its

succulent nature renders it liable to injury in all stages of its

growth from any excess of moisture, whether in the seed-pan
or the borders. It may be raised in the spring on a gentle

heat, in pots of well-drained sandy loam. The seeds fchould

be thinly sprinkled on the surface of the soil, and then gently
pressed in ; they will germinate with greater readiness than if

covered more deeply. In raising these and other small seeds,

it is a good plan to cover the rim of the pot with a piece of
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glaBS, which will greatly retard the evaporation from the soil,

and obviate the necessity of frequent watering ; hnt as soon as

the seedlings are above the soil, the glass should be partially

removed, as too much care cannot be taken to preserve them
from damping-off. When suiEciently large to transplant, they

should be potted two or three together, in 4-inch potF, using a

mixture of sandy loam and leaf mould or peat
;
good drainage

must be insured by a handful of crocks. In May the plants

may be transferred to the borders, with their balls of earth

entire. We are inclined to think that the seed might be sown
in the open borders about the middle of April, if the soil is

light, and a hand-light can be placed over the patch for the

first month or so. The plant may also be grown in pots for

the window or greenhouse ; and in this situation it will be more
likely to ripen seed than in the open ground. As in the case

of the Loasas, and some other genera of the s.ame family, the

foliage of this plant is armed with stinging hairs, but they are

much less venomous than in Loasa and Caiophora, and need
not deter the amateur from its cultivation.

—

(W. Thonqison's

English Flower Garden, licvised hij the Author.)

ME. TURNER'S AURICULAS.
On my return from Clifton the other day I made use of the

opportunity to look over the collection of my friend Mr. Charles

Turner, and will make it the text on which to spin a yarn
on my favourite flower ; for such, notwithstanding the rival

claims of the Rose, Gladiolus, and other florists' flowers, I still

believe it to be. My own collection, larger, better, and in

better health than ever it was, has this year somewhat dis-

appointed me, but this I do not attribute to any difficulty in

the plant, but to some neglect of my own. I have hitherto

repotted in August, and last year I was a good deal away both
in that month and in September, and I am rather inclined

to think that my plants did not receive the amount of water
that they ought to have had, and that hence there was not
vigour enough in them to show a good truss of bloom. My
trusses were smaller than usual. They would have suited the

northern growers who like a small truss, for they were mostly
very true to character, and as I look on them now I find that
very few of them puzzle me, as they sometimes do, whether
they are correctly named or not. As one consequence of this

I was well beaten at the little show which the Metropolitan
Ploral Society held at the Regent's Park Spring Exhibition by
Mr. Douglas, whose collection is not one-sixth the size of my
own; but then he does everything he undertakes in such style,

that I felt sure he would beat me when he set to work.

Mr. Turner's collection is not nearly the size that it was
some years ago, although I know he has bought some two or

three collections, but he tells me that the demand is so great

that he finds it impossible to meet it, and is quite sold out of

Eome kinds. It is a pity that we do not see more of these, for

there is no flower that attracts more attention at the exhibi-

tions than they do. At the Park the other day one was sur-

rounded by a number of persons asking all sorts of questions,

and taking down names, Jtc, and it would greatly enhance the

pleasure of exhibiting to meet with more competitors. I

would sooner a great deal be beiten as I was this year, than
walk over the course, or only have one competitor, as has
frequently been the case. Mr. Turner's collection ought to

have been at its zenith when I was there, but the extraordi-

narily hot days we had the week before last and the beginning
of last week had very much altered their appearance, and they
were fast going out of bloom.
There are a few general facts connected with the blooming of

the Auricula which I think received confirmation in Mr. Tnrntr's
collection, and I may as well refer to them before speaking of

any special varieties. 1. As far as one's knowledge in the

south goes it is clear that, as in other flowers, some seasons
are specially favourable or unfavourable to certain kinds.

Wherever, for example, I have seen Colonel Champneys this

year it has been tine both in foliage and truss ; while George
Lightbody has not been up to the mark. It is very odd ; one
of those things "no fella can explain;" but so it is. We
notice the same in Eoses and Tulips and in Strawberries, and it

seems to be the same with the Auricula. 2. It is also clear

that heart blooms—those that spring from the centre of the
plant, cannot be so thoroughly relied upon as being true to

character as those from the side. For instance, there was a
plant here of Richard Headly with two trusses, one from the
centre, the other from the side, and I venture to say that no
person would have been able to detect the plont from the I

centre bloom, so thoroughly out of character was it, while the
side bloom from the same plant was all that could be desired.

3. Notwithstanding all that has been done, and the beautiful
varieties that have been raised of late years, we have not, if we
take the rigid rules of the florist as our guide, obtained a per-

fect Auricula as yet ; in some point or other it comes short,
and so there is a field open still to the seedling-raiser, and let

him take heart from this, that varieties which were sent out
seventy years ago and more can take prizes now.
And now with regard to some of the varieties noticed at Mr.

Turner's.

Alderman Wisbey (Headly).—A good green edge, having, how-
ever, like all Auriculas, a fault or two. The paste is not quite
solid enough, and consequently has a streaky appearance; and
there is a white line round the segments, allowable in a grey
edge, but a defect in a green edge. Its habit is vigorous.

Col. Champneys.—A very taking flower, somewhat of the
colour of Smith's Britannia, but of a splendid habit ; for though
only four or five years in commerce, Mr. Turner has a large stock
of it. It was esjiecially fine this season. The ground colour is

bright violet, running too often into the edge, and the eye is

somewhat x^ale in colour; but it is a very attractive flower;,

especially on the home stage, and will always hold its place for
that reason.

Competitor.—A fine grey edge, somewhat in the style of Robert
Traill. The paste is good, eye not so orange as in that variety,
habit excellent.'

Alderman Charles Brown, or simply Charles Edward Brown,
for it is known under both names, is another of Mr. Headly's
seedlings. Of fine habit, propagates freely, and is an excellent
smooth grey-edge flower, good solid circular paste, and bright
colour.

Cliarles Edward Perry (Turner).—A souvenir of our lamented
friend. A very bright purplish-blue self ; foliage beautiful and
ample, and habit good ; colour approaching Spalding's Metro-
politan. Perhaps a little flimsy, but a fine trusser, and sure to
be a favourite on the home stage.

Master Hole (Turner).—A pretty flower of good quality; so
much so that a plant with a small truss took the first jirize in
sells before C. E. Perry and i&etropolitan, its smoothness and
quality recommending it.

Cheerfulness (Turner).—Bright violet self; smooth, clear,

white paste. The truss large, and the plant good.

Une.xpected (Turner).—A very good grey-edged flower; fine

truss
;
paste clear and good ; apparently also of good habit.

Mrs. Mendel (Turner).—A pretty white-edged flower, but I
fear diifioult to grow, as it has been raised some years, and there
is no stock of it.

Of course Mr. Turner had all the leading varieties in fine

order, George Lightbody, Lancashire Hero, Imperator, Robert
Traill, Admiral Napier, &e. ; but I have often written of these,

and have therefore only denoted those which are newer and
less known.—D., Deal.

FRUIT PROSPECTS.
Some of your correspondents have been congratulating the

public on the escape of the fruit blooms from the frost of the
10th of March. I am sorry to say it is not so with nie. All the

standard Cherries, Plums, and most of the Pears (standards),

are a total failure. A large Siberian Crab that I expected

would be one sheet of bloom has every blossom destroyed ; and
nine-tenths of the Damson bloom has also dropped without
opening at all.

I enclose a few Cherry buds to show in what stage of growth

they were at the time. The blossoms on the wall trees, where

the branches are not closely nailed, are equally bad.—T. G.,

Glithrroe, Lancashire.

[The Cherry buds you enclosed were leaf buds.

—

Eds.]

NARCISSUS POETICUS.
,

This fine old plant has almost been driven into obscurity

by a race of others with more high-sounding titles, but not

more useful or ornamental, many of them in fact decidedly

iuferior. Florists, however, who cater for the popular taste,

know its value ; and poeticus is the Narcissus frequently seen

in fruiterers' windows in London and elsewhere tied up in large

bunches, and easting their sweet fragrance even into the street.

I allude to it here as a plant well worthy of forcing in quantity,

and of planting extensively in the borders. The flowers, which

are borne singly, are about 2i inches across, pure white, with

a greenish-yellow eye fringed with deep orange, and sweetly,

but not overpoweringly as some are, perfumed. A bouquet of

the flowers neatly made up, and fringed with Maiden-hair Fern,
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is not easily Burpassod. For button-holes it is also peculiarly

well adapted and often preferred. A single Rose bloom set in

a ring of N. poeticus is a unique and pleasing combination of

colour and fragrance, particularly in winter or spring, when
flowers are not plentiful.

When grown in pots, the best bulbs should be selected and
potted thickly, say 8 or 12 iu a 9-inch pot. These will give a

good group of flowers either for cutting or vase work. We
planted a largo quautity of roots out last November in the

iierbaceous border, which are now just coming through the

soil, and will be in time to succeed the latest-forced batch.

Any ordinary light rich soil suits it, and the bulbs should be
planted 3 or 4 inches below the surface of the soil.—J. T. W.
<in The Gardcmr).

THE ORCHARD HOUSE AT BLENHEIM.
I OBSERVE that Mr. Fountaiue has not passed over my re-

marks on the orchard house here ; and as the matter is taken

up in detail, I will in turn notice llr. Fountaiue's remarks in

detail and very briefly.

Well, then, I think that no one will blame me for planting

the trees out, even if I should have no better results than from
the pot system, as there is no object in view to cause the trees

io be taken out, seeing that I am not allowed to plant Vines or

anything else over the roof. If I had to build a house for the

purpose of growing stone fruit only, probably I would have
portable lights which could be taken o£f in summer to allow

rains to wash the trees and water them, or adopt the principle

Mr. Thomson bo satisfactorily carried out at Dalkeith—viz.,

having the ventilating sash at top so fixed that in a few seconds
rain could be admitted to drench the trees. If Vines are

planted, and the trees to remain under them permanently (I

never have recommended such a practice, though it has in

many places been successfully carried out), they may stand
4 to 5 feet apart, and then an open space of glass—2 feet to 3 feet

—be left between the Vines for light to the trees. The continued
breeze of fresh air passing through the house when the fruit

begins to ripen gives high flavour, and such Grapes as Ham-
burghs grown under this treatment are of excellent quality,

though they take longer to ripen. I have often had heavy
crops of this Grape in a narrow Peach house, with berries

4J inches iu circumference, hammered, and as black as Sloes.

But what one has done, and is often obliged to do, to meet
the requirements of employers may be foreign to what his

practice would be had he things all his own way. My idea

is in this respect conlined to the old rut—viz., a good vinery

full of foliage, with fine Grapes all over the roof, and a separate

house tor stone fruits, partially filled with trained trees and
the other part with cordons for succession, leaving no part of

the back wall or front training wires uncovered. This I prefer

to mixing the crops of Vines and stone fruits under any system.

I repeat that Mr. Thomson, like many other skilful culti-

vators, grew excellent Peaches and Grapes in the same house,

but whether from choice or not is another matter.

I am aware that Mr. Fountaine's system of fruit-growing

was submitted to Mr. Thomson when he was gardener at Dal-

'keith ; however, it was not put into practice there, no doubt
for the reason that there was excellent convenience iu other

structures for growing what was required, and it is well known
that Peaches and Apricots of the best quality were grown iu

abundance there under glass fixtures, and they often kept

-some of us minor exhibitors on the look-out. The Peach and
Apricot houses which Mr. Thomson had put up at Dalkeith

are, for elegance and utility, perhaps not equalled anywhere.
They cover a wall 400 feet long, and I have seen fine potfuls of

other fruits along the fronts of these structures. I have no
doubt but Mr. Dunn, the present intelligent gardener at Dal-

keith, is rewarded with fine crops from these structures. I

have never said that Mr. Thomson, or any other cultivator in

bis senses, advocates growing fruit in the shade.

I went to Chiswick with a number of friends early last

August, and did admire the Madresfield Court Grapes on one
healthy Vine, and this was all at the time of my visit there
was under the structure. Mr. Barron called my attention to

the trucks loaded with fine healthy trees outside, and I ex-

amined them, and was impressed that they had been well

attended to, but admired no fruit, as there was only healthy
foliage. Matters may be quite different this year, and I would
not denounce any system although a " slip had been between
the cup and the lip " one season. While hinting at the £ s. d.

point of view, it was to save labour, aud I hope, by reducing

that item to a sixth, to have returns equal to the produce on
the trucks.

In regard to the remarks on market men and market systems,

they must get quality as well as quantity, otherwise their

labours would be thrown away without profits—inferior pro-

duce is profitless.

In orchard houses early and late kinds could be grown under
the same roof. Market men would differ here, as they would
prefer having the one structure divided into compartments for

succession, just in the same way as they do their Grapes,
flowering plants, and other things. By using trucks market
men could not afford to lose so much space as the trucks

occupy outside. Rents, where market gardens are most profit-

able, are very high, and it is astonishing how every corner is

turned to account. Few amateurs could afford the space which
truck rails occupy remaining idle such a great portion of the

year. In such broad lands as there are at Blenheim, of course,

such space unoccupied is of little moment. Where private

gardeners know market-growing well they do not find it dis-

advantageous to apply the principle in private gardens. As
examples, the ex-champion, Mr. TurnbuU (late of Blenheim),
did not consider market knowledge useless at Blenheim ; and
the present champion, Mr. Gilbert, at Burghley, whom I visited

lately, finds it does not require a " totally different process

from that required for a gentleman's table " to grow for market.
The regulating of the supply is the only difference, as the

quicker the sale the more profitable are the returns. But
market growers keep men to do their work thoroughly ; they
have means, however simple, efficient to carry on their trade,

and they attempt only what they can do properly. In private

gardens generally extra work or extra demands are seldom met
by an allowance of extra labour power ; therefore we avoid as

much as possible the work which gives the least tangible return.

Regarding my purpose of abandoning the idea of growing
Vines in the orchard house here, I thought it absurd to carry

out any system which my experienced predecessors had to

relinquish by order of their employers. It must be remem-
bered that after all I am only an employe, and cannot do as I

choose, but meet the wishes of my employers ; and of course

my predecessors had to act on the same principle : so things

remain as they were. The only objection I have to orchard
houses on the pot system is the vast amount of labour they
give compared with trees planted out as a plot of Gooseberries.

Then little more labour is required, especially if the orchard-

house lights are portable and can be drawn off to allow free

access to rain during the warmest part of summer, replacing

the canopy when the niphts become colder and the atmosphere
too damp to ensure high flarour. Trees can be arranged when
planted out to give an early and late supply as well as on trucks

with the pots hanging iu mid-air.

If Mr. Founlaine can bring his fruits on under glass to give

earlier supplies the Vines will be there still ; then what about

shade, which alarms him so much in the earlier part of his

paper ? This suggestion floors Mr. Fountaine's argument of

keeping the fruits entirely out of doors to secure flavour.

When I say Mr. Fountaine's system can be adopted with success

I am again pointing to the £ s. d. view. My returns of Grapes
would have to be much larger than those at Chiswick, even
were all these Vines at 8 feet apart loaded with fruit.

Reference is made to Mr. Barron's paper on the gardens at

Blenheim, and his remarks on the orchard house a la Foun*aiue,

itc. It so happened that Mr. Barron, when speaking of his

non-success with the house at Chiswick last season, made
mention of the fine trees at Blenheim when he visited the

gardens a few years ago. They were then sew to the place,

but offering to do well, and I have no doubt but they did weU
under the able management of the then gardener, Mr. Lee.

Of course a vinery could not have then been established, but

I am told the Vines which were planted offered to be a success,

but they were hurriedly rooted out. If Vines had been in the

structure when I came I would certainly have retained them,
and treated the whole system as recommended, and endea-

voured to do a la Fountaine justice.

I do not know if Mr. Fountaine hints ironically at my
having " created great improvement." I answer. No; as many
things are left undone which ought to have been performed,
and things have been done which, if they had not to answer
a purpose, should have remained undone. My " Ac ," which
Mr. Fountaine notes, may mean the same thing as the " iSic."

after " a la Fountaiue."
Those who are interested in fruit culture should by all means

accept Mr. Fouutaiue'e advice and go to Chiswick, see the
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cheap house there, and I have no doubt but all will conaider

the invention a very interesting contrivance ; and Mr. Barron,

who is most courteous to visitors, will give every information
on his experience with the system h la Fountaine as he did

to me.
The last idea promulgated in Mr. Fountaine's paper is that

"the open air is the life and soul of stone fruit." So it is

when our changeable seasons are warm and dry—but not so

last year and 1860—at least compared with the same kinds

grown under glass with plenty of air passing through them.
The fresh air could always be at command through the ven-

tilators, at the same time the fruit was kept from the cold damp
which is deleterious to the finer kinds of stone frnits. It is a
well-known fact that Peaches and Nectarines have been and
are annually produced under glass, such as are not surpassed
for flavour in the open air in the most favoured districts.

I have now touched on the principal points noted in Mr.
Fountaine's paper, and need add little, as it can be easily seen
that I have undone nothing that was established in the orchard
house here, and I have not had, nor am likely to have, any
opportunity of growing Vines in the house, as my employer
(who has made this house a speciality) is strongly opposed to

it, and I think that I ought to make the best of it as it is

—

save expense and labour. Both have been on the increase

of late years in most places. I have made inquiry to-day

(April 29th) why the Vines were taken out of the house, and
the reply naively given was that the house was such a weakly
fabric that it was feared a crop of Grapes would pull it down.
It had become twisted and was apparently losing its hold, but
bars of iron and bearers were placed to hold the roof together,

and now that the putty is replaced and painting going on it

will look as comely as any of the other twenty houses on the
place.—M. TEMrLE.

BAELY-EIPENED PEACHES.
In page 330 of your issue of April 23rd, in reference to the

Early Beatrice Peach shown by Captain Ashby's gardener at

South Kensington on the 15th of April, you state that "We
doubt if Peaches were eeer ripened on the Slst of March in

England before." You are in error there. I have a Knightian
medal that I received from the late Dr. Lindley for Peaches
exhibited on the 18th of April, 1843. The first of these was
gathered on the 7th of April. In the Gardrncrs' Chronicle
of the following Saturday the Doctor had a leading article on
them. Now, it must be borne in mind that the above were
not the small Early Beatrice, but fine Noblesse. You will see

from this that an allowance of several weeks must elapse be-

tween the ripening of a very early and a late sort. Well, the
following year I gathered a ripe Noblesse on the 23rd of March,
as can be seen by referring to " Loudon's Magazine " of that

year.
Ton also state that " Some of the members of the Committee

remarked that hitherto it was considered skilful cultivation to

have such fruit in May." Why, I have known them ripe in

April for at least thirty years. My old friend Mr. Gardiner, at

Weston Hoase in Warwickshire, has taken prizes for Peaches
several times in April. I believe Mr. Marnock, when at Bretton
Hall, ripened Peaches in AprU before I did.

Had the Early Beatrice, or Rivers's Early, been in being
when I used to force Peaches early I would have had no trouble
m producing them in March.—W. Hutchinson, The Gardens,
Llicyndu Court, Aburijavenntj.

WHAT IS THE USE OF PROTECTING?
There was a frost on the night of the 1st of May. At ten

o'clock my gardener, seeing it was coming, took some canvas
which had been used to protect Peach trees and that had been
taken down, and threwit over some Potatoes whose haulm was
about 6 or 8 inches high. To his utter surprise, when he took
it off in the morning he found that most of the plants under-
neath had been injured by the frost, while those that had been
left uncovered stood firm and uninjured. I imagine that few
of your readers would believe this to be possible, and yet I

myself saw it. Now, what explanation can be given of a fact

so strange? and of what use will it be henceforth, or has it been
in time past, to hang canvas in front of our walls under the
idea that it will protect the trees from frost ?

I know that harm is done by any protecting material that
touches the leaves of a wall tree and beats their tender brittle

tissues in the hour of their weakness ; but here there was no

movement in the sheets of canvas which lay stretched out on
the ground, and as a veil they were worse than useless.

—

Wteside.

PRE-PUBLISHING THE NAMES OF .JUDGES.
Long ago you started a suggestion that the names of the

judges ought to be pablished in the schedules. I send yoa
a schedule by the post, by which you will see that we have
always carried out the suggestion, but I do not observe that
it is generally acted on by societies. Could yon not make the
suggestion afresh ? One of the great drawbacks in many places
is the incompetence of the judges, and the partiality and bias
of local men. If exhibitors are to have confidence in the
management they ought to know that the judges are above
suspicion as to both ability and integrity. The publication of

names can alone enable an exhibitor to judge whether there
will be fair play—too often wanting at provincial shows.

—

G. F. Bareell, Hon. Secretary, Spalding Show.

SAWING PRECAUTIONS.
The following {firi. 1) represents the usual appearance of a

cut-off branch, caused by cutting on one side, and the weight
of the branch drawing over and splitting down the bark. A

Fig.]. Fig. 2.

good workman cuts a little on one side first (seefirj. 2). When
it falls over, it then comes off with a clear smooth surface.

After large branches are cut off, the wood should be painted or
tarred to keep the wounds from decaying nntU the bark grows
over. Very small branches do not need this, as the bark
covers them long before decay seriously commences.

—

{Ame-
rican Gardener's Monthly.)

PLAGIARY OF THE "FRUIT MANUAL."
HooG V. Scott.

(Before Vice-Chancellor Sir Charles Hall.)

Counsel for the Plaintiff—Mr. Fischer, Q.C., and Mr. J. C.
Wood. Counsel for the Defendant—Mr. Osborne Morgan, Q.C.,
and Mr. R. H. Sandys.

This was a suit instituted by Dr. Hogg, one of the Editors of
The Journal of Hobticultuhe, and the author and proprietor
of the " Fruit Manual " and other horticultural works, against
the defendant, Mr. Scott, a nurseryman of Crewkerue, Somer-
setshire, for the purpose of obtaining an injunction restraining

him from printing, publishing, selling, or otherwise disposing of

any further copy or copies of a work published by the defendant
called " The Orchardiat," containing any passages copied or

taken from the works of the plaintiff called the " Fruit Manual,"
" British Pomology," and the " Gardeners' Year-Book." It ap-
peared from the statement of Couusel on the part of the plaintiff"

that in the year 1868 the defendant published a work entitled
" The Orchardist, or a Cultural and Descriptive Catalogue of

Fruit Trees," and that in such work the defendant had copied

to a very great extent, frequently verbatim, and at other times
with slight or merely colourable alterations, from tlie " Fruit
Manual " and the " British Pomology." It was not, however,
until after the publication of the second edition of tlie defend-

ant's book that the plaintiff became aware of the extensive piracy

which had been committed, and which he only discovered by
the fact being called to his attention by his manager. He there-

upon obtained a copy of tlie defendant's book, and took the
necessary steps to assert his rights. It was alleged that tho
publication of the defendant's second edition of " The Orchard-
ist" was doing injury to the plaintiff in forestalling the new
edition which the plaintiff was about to issue of the " Fruit

Manual," the fli-st edition of that book being out of print. The
plaintiff's book contained two hundred pages, and it would teem
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that the defendant had made no less than 010 extracts there-

from. The defendant did not deny making the extracts, but on
the contrary pleaded that the time within which complaint

could be made of any piracy in respect of the first edition had
elapsed, and that consequently the plaintiff could have no relief

with regard to any portion of his works which appeared in the

first edition. Secondly, he contended that the plaintiff had
acquiesced in the publication of the extracts in the first edition

;

and in support of this contention it was stated that soon after

the issuing of the first edition a copy was forwarded to the

plaintiff, aud that considering the number of quotations which
it was admitted had been made from the plaintiff 's works, it

must be presumed that he was fully aware of the fact from the

merest cursory view possible of the work in question. Thirdly,

it was contended, although very faintly, that no piracy of the

plaintiff's works had been committed.

The defendant through his Counsel stated that he waa per-

fectly willing to submit to an order restraining him from pub-
lishing anything in the second edition of his work which was
not already in the first—that is to say, any new matter then in-

troduced for the first time. This offer, however, was declined

on the part of the plaintiff.

In reply to the defendant's contentions, the plaintiff sub-

mitted, that as soon as the discovery of the piracy took place

immediate steps were taken to assert his rights ; that there had
been no acquiescence on his part ; that although a copy of the

defendant's work had come into his possession some three years

ago, he had not looked through it, but had merely read one par-

ticular passage referring to a discussion which was then taking

place in the horticultural world with reference to the Pommier
de Paradis stock.

The VicE-CnAxcELLOR, in deciding the case, said that the

plaintiff was not barred by lapse of time in claiming the reUef

he asked. Upon the second point as to the acquiescence, he
said that it appeared to him not necessary in the view he
took of it to say what was the true conclusion to be drawn, or

the true legal inference to be derived with reference to the
knowledge of the plaintiff at the time that the copy of the first

edition of the defendant's book was sent to him, for it was per-

fectly clear that the plaintiff was, at the time he received the

letter accompanying the book from the defendant, and which
was relied on as giving him knowledge of the contents of the

book, the undoubted legal owner of the copyright; it was his

property, and he had a right to say to the defendant, " That is

my property, and I don't choose to allow you to use it." He did
not, however, take any steps founded on that right untU the
filing of this bill iu 1871), and he thought it might be assumed
in favour of the defendant, that the plaintiff had knowledge of

the defendant's continuing to publish and sell the first edition

from the time when the copy was sent to him. He published it

ior two years afterwards, and then it was that the defendant
determined to publish a new and very much enlarged edition of

his work, and which, as it ultimately turned out, contained
many further extracts from the plaintiff's works. With re-

ference to the question whether the non-taking proceedings on
the part of the plaintiff in respect of the matters contained iu

the first edition for so long a time was or was not a bar to the
plaintiff's rights in a Court of Equity, he considered that it did
not amount to what must be made out by the defendant in order
to succeed—namely, that such a state of circumstances had
arisen that the Court was satisfied the conduct of the plaintiff

had led the defendant to incur- expense and labour with regard
to the preparation of the new edition which rendered it un-
just and inequitable that he should now be restrained. The
fact of the plaintiff having inserted an advertisement in one of

his periodicals announcing the preparation of the new edition
of the defendant's work did not in his opinion amount to that
description of acquiescence in the defendant's dealings with the
Bubject which must be taken to deprive the plaintiff of the right
to the interference of the Court. He might well say, " I am
aware you have been going on selling a book containing portions
of my property for a certain time, but I now say that from this

time forth I will not allow you to continue doing so. I have had
no reason for supposing that you were laying-out money all this

time in connection with this intended fresh publication. You
may have been selling copies of your book which may have been
printed and in your warehouse long before I knew anything
about it. You did not tell me that you were making an ex-
penditure and outlay iu reference to your work, and it ought
not to be assumed that I knew you were going on spending
money on the faith of my not taking proceedings against you.
It is my property

; you have never come to me to ask me to give
you that property in any proper or regular way, and I have a
right to enforce my claims in respect of that property in a Court
of Equity." It being the plaintiff's property, and the Court
being bound to take notice of a legal right, and to determine
whether the plaintiff had or had not that legal right, was the
Court to withhold the remedy by injunction ? He thought not.
Then, with regard to the defendant's contention that the ex-
tracts mode from the plaintiff's work in the £rst edition of the

defendant's book were so numerous that it was impossible for

the plaintiff not to have discovered the piracy, he thought that

that contention was hardly available under the circumstances of

the case with regard to acquiescence ; but when the question of

piracy came to be considered, it was certainly a very cogent and
convincing argument the other way. Therefore, he must decide

both points against the defendant. He thought the defendant

had been content iu a great number of instances to take the

plaintiff's description of the fruits, and not go to any other

source of information, and that it was clear to his mind that the

defendant did not go to that source to which the plaintiff him-
self had gone for the purpose of arriving at a true conclusion

—

namely, taking specimens of the fraits themselves and writing

his own descriptions. To his mind it was as clear a case of

copying as he had ever seen. Then with regard to the con-

tention that the same fruit could only be described iu the same
words, he thought that the English language must be very poor
indeed if it did not allow of different expressions being used iu

this respect. Upon the whole of the case he thought the de-

fendant had entirely failed in every one of his contentions,

and that consequently the plaintiff was entitled to the relief he
asked—namely, an injunction restraining the defendant from
Belling and pubUshing the matter complained of, together with
the costs of the suit.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
There is a specimen of Cvcas revoluta here (Nash Court,

near Faversham, Kent), which has produced thirty-six fronds

this spring. In former years nineteen fronds were the most.

Many gardeners who have seen this specimen think that thirty-

six fronds to be produced at one time is a little out of the

common. The plant is about fifteen years old; spread of old

fronds, 7J feet. The new fronds are stronger, and will pro-

bably have a spread of 8^ feet. Has any one of your readers

seen or heard of a Cycas with a like number ?—C. M. McCrow.

The flor.u, decorations at the Mansion House ball

in honour of the Dake aud Duchess of Edinburgh on the

29th of last month, were of a very handsome and extensive

character, and many new plants never before used in any

previous decoration were displayed iu the Eoyal supper aud
reception rooms. Amongst these were the beautiful and grace-

ful Aralia Veitchii, Cocos Weddeliana, JIaranta Makoyana,
Pandanus Veitchii, and many rare Palms, Orchids, &c. Up-
wards of two tons of Ivy were used In draping the pictures,

mirrors, walls, Ac, of the various rooms and haUs ; and amongst
the cut flowers upwards of two thousand blooms of Mareohal

Niel Rose formed a magnificent display, together with large

quantities of Stephanotis, Gardenias, itc. They were all sup-

phed and arranged by Mr. .lohn WUls, Royal Exotic Nursery,

Sussex Place, Old Brompton.

The Sale of H. L. Micholls, Esq.'s Collection of

Plants took place at his residence, Southgate House, South-

gate, Middlesex, on the 28th and 23th of April. Mr. J. C.

Stevens was the auctioneer. There were G3'J lots, and they

realised £1644 17s. Of the Azaleas Stella (5 feet by 4 feet),

was knocked down for .£1U 10s. ; Chelsoni (5 feet by 4i feet),

£11 : of the Heaths, Erica Cavendishii (4 feet by 4 feet), for

£'J; E. Shanoni (4 feet by 8 feet), £0 10s.: of miscellaneous

plants, Aphelexis macrantha purpurea (5 feet by 8 feet),

£11 lis.; Hedaroma tulipiferum (4J feet by 4 feet), £1G

;

Dasylirion acrotrichum, £1'2 12s. ; Gleichenia rupestris (7 feet

by ') feet), £19 19s. ; Cocos Weddeliana (8 feet by 7 feet), £29 ;

aud, highest of the high, " Anthurium Scherzerianum, one of

the original plants, and the finest specimen with the highest-

coloured flowers in existence," £66.

A NOVEL SUBJECT FOR THE SPRING GARDEN.
Of the value of the Golden Feather Pyrethrum for playing

an imposing and effective part in the matter of spring or

summer bedding, it would be a work of supererogation to say

even a word.
Therefore we venture to bring under notice a novel subject,

which appears to us to be well calculated, if not to rival, at

least to form a companion plant for the Pyrethrum, and play

a similar part in the flower ground, with little less but some-

what varied effects. The subject whose claims to notice we
now put forward is a homely one, but not the less to be appre-

ciated, we hope, on that account. Like the Golden Pyrethrum,

it can boast no exotic or alien parentage. Our plant is the

golden-leaved variety of the common purple Lamium, or, as it

is known botanically, Lamium purpnreum var. aureum. In

this we haye a low-growing, perfectly hardy plant, easily pro-
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pagated as Mint, with foliage of a different character from that

of the Pyrethrum, but riclier and more intensely golden, a

pleasing variety and play of colour under certain lights being

further produced by a slight silvery streak or patch in the
centre of each leaf.

Altogether we regard the Golden Laminm as a very promising
subject for the flower gardener to take in band, and we shall

be disappointed if those who venture to do so will not have
reason to feel indebted to us for directing their attention to

and consists of nine pairs of leaflets, which are small, ovate,

deeply cut into two or three lobes on each side, the larger lobes

being sometimes also toothed. The leaves, from their size

and form, are strongly suggestive of fronds of some small-

growing pinnate Asplenium, A. viride for example. The
growth and general character of the plant is so elegant that

whether cultivated as a small pot plant, trained on globular or

other trellises, or planted as a climber, it has a most charming
and engaging appearance. The flowers are as yet uninown.

CAMPSIDIUM riLICrFOLIUM.

this lowly, but. withal, richly endowed httle plant.— (Z)i"s7/ It has received first-clasa certiecates both from the EoyaJ

Farmers' 'Ua-.i-tt,\) Horticultural and Koyal Botanic Societies.'

CAMPSIDIUM FILICIFOLIUM.
Hitherto the only species Jcnown is Campsidium ehileuse,

and if it belongs to the same genus it is of the natural order
Bignonianea'. \\e are indebted to Mr. AV. liull, Nurseryman,
King'.s Eoad, Chelsea, for the portrait of this plant, and the
following is extracted from his catalogue, just published :

—

" A free-growing, slender, woody climber, from the Feejee
Islands, and referred doubtfully to Campsidium, from the
analogy of its foliage. It has opposite impari-pinnate leaves,

which are about 'i inches long, iucludiug a petiole of 1 inch,

KEW BOOK.
Wood and Us Xracs : A Handbook for Ihe i'se of CoTilractorHr

Builders, Architects, Eii'iincers, Timber Merchants, tf-c, wilft

Information for drau'inq-vp Dcsifins and Estimates, jrith iip-

irards of250'lllnstrations. By P. B. Eassie, &c. Gloucester :

W. Eassie & Co.

Tms is'one of the most useful books we know, and if where

it can be had in London were known and advertised, it would

soon obtain a large sale. It tells how to select woods of all

kinds ; how to construct flooring, joists, girders, roofs, doors.
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windows, staircases, glazed garden straetnres, and

other bnildiuRS, besides fittings and vehicles, Ae. Not
only are directions given for making, but dimensions

and lists of expenses. We extract some of the con-

tents relative to greenhouses, which will enable or.r

readers to comprehend at once the contents of the

volume.
" In erecting glass houses of any kind, considerable

importance attaches to the position assigned to it : if

the structure is a detached one it should be sheltered

from the northern winds with tall-growing trees, close

enough to break their force, but not so close that their

branches may drip on the glass, and it should also be

noar an abundant supply of water, independent of

what may be collected from the roof, a point especially

indispensable in hot forcing houses of every descrip-

tion. Lean-to houses should have a south-eastern

aspect whether for fruits or tloweriug plants, the morn-
ing sun being more strengthening and exhilirating

than at any other period of the day. Span-roof houses

should stand north and south, with the longer eleva-

tion towards the east and west. Conservatories at-

tached to the dwelling house may be regulated by the

position of the building or the fancy of the architect,

but should be transparent or of glass on all sides, since

plants grown in lean-to's can never be made hand-
some, seeing that they become weakly and distorted

by continual stretching towards the light. Plants

will not thrive without plenty of light, and must
receive its direct influence by being placed near the

glass, hence the extensive use of trellises of wood or

iron to which the trees are trained. Trellis-work is

not to be recommended, however, on the back walls

of lean-to's, for if the surface of the glass in the roof

is sufficiently covered with foliage there is Uttle to be

Fi^'. 148.

Fig. 147.

gained by training on the back wall, except in

the ease of Figs, which are found to do better in

the shade. Wire is the fittest substance for

trellis-work, and can be procured ga,lvanised to

prevent rust. Lately great attention has been paid

to this necessary art, and there are numerous
manufactories supplying all the needful strainers,

holdfasts, etc., either for the internal portion of

glass houses or out-door espaliers. The interiors

of greenhouses are generally provided with a

stage in the centre and shelves round the sides,

on which the plants aro arranged. The angle of

the centre stage for a promiscuous collection of

plants should never exceed the angle of the root',

but should be a little flatter, so as to admit of

larger plants being placed on the upper shelves,

thus giving a larger and more effective appear-

ance from the inside. Three or four rows ara

sufficient, the upper shelves being about twice

the width of the others. The lowest should not

be less than 1'2 inches wide, and the riso about

8 or 9 inches. For small plants, propagating

houses, &a., of course the stages may be much

nearer to each other. Proper ventUation is the most

important item in the management of hothouses
;

the builder has done his part when he has arranged

for thfl front and a portion of the roof sashes being

opened, but the gardener must use his judgment ns to

•when and under what conditions he reduces at any

time the interior temperature of the house to that of

the exterior, and this forms a most important portion

of his art.
" As a guide, wo here caU the attention of our

readers to a class of house, amongst the most econo-

mical yet introduced, in which good construction,

arrangement,portability, and cheapness aro combined.

They are adapted to all kinds of gardens, and are so

constructed as to obtain the most reliable and com-

plete system of ventilation, while they can be re-

moved and refixed at the expiration of a tenancy

without disturbing a single pane of glass. These

houses are composed of lights of one uniform width

—viz., 4 feet S inches, and are made any lengths

from 8 to IG feet ; all the roofs, sides, and enda being
Fig. 154.
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thns constructed without rafters or framing, it leaves little or

no obstruction to the light.
" The system of ventilation in the roofs and sides is such that

each light contains its own ventilator ; and this being rendered
within the thickness of the sash, ensures economy in packing
or transit. The lean-to houses with side lights are constructed

so that either all the front or the roof lights may be opened,

or each alternate one only. For lean-to houses without front

lights the ventUator is placed under the sill, in openings left

for that purpose in the brickwork ; the air in the latter case is

thus not admitted in a direct current against the plants, but
below them and immediately over the hot-water pipes, by
which it is slightly tempered on entering the house. The span-
roof houses are ventilated at each of the gable ends, also along
the full length of ridge, and at each side.

" In vineries and Peach houses the framework may rest on
piers, the space between them being filled-in with an embanked
border. This necessitates side lights, but in many instances,

when used for other purposes, no brickwork or other founda-
tions will be required.

" Figs. 117 and 1 IS are internal and external views of these
lights adapted as Peach and wall covers, no brickwork, but
simply the levelling of the ground, being required. The
following are the best respective internal widths and heights

•of these houses when erected—viz.,

Length of
Light.

Feet.
10
12
14
16

Width of House in
clear of

Wood Sill and Wall.

Feet.
6

9
10

1
5

11

Height of Back Wall
Covered.

Feet.
9
11
12
14

'^ Fiija. 149, 150, and 151 are views of the lean-to houses
with side lights 4 feet <i inches high, and for which also no
brickwork is requii-ed. They form excellent greenhouses for

plants, with a flat stage in front and sloping stage at back.

The internal dimensions formed by the different lengths of

lights used as lean-to's, when placed at the extreme angles of

25° and 40°, are as follows, when erected—viz.

,

Length of
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lently all the livelier for the infliction, but if you then again

sprinkle them they soon die. A piece of quicklime as large as

your fist will be enough for a pail of water. When it is dia-

Bolved let it settle, and pour-off the water clear.

Bui what is to be done with the guilty partiea when they are

in safe custody ? This question has sorely perplexed many
gardeners, especially those of the gentle sex. Ladies do not
like killing, and such substantial things as snails are not de-

spatched easily.

I have known persons whose gardens are bounded by green
fields throw all the slugs and snails over the walls to regale

themselves at the expense of their neighbours. This is mani-
festly a breach of the golden rule ; besides, our object should be
to lessen the number of injurious insects in the country. If the
ground of the farmer is infested with these creatures neigh-
bouring gardens will not escape. The walla will be surely
though slowly scaled, and the foe will return to the scene of

his former pleasures.
Peas which are now growing rapidly should be earthed-up,

after which they should be sticked, taking care to use the shortest
sticks for dwarf-growing varieties. Sow for a succession when-
ever the last put in are appearing through the ground. By
observing this rule a constant supply of Green Peas may always
be had during their season. The same thing holds good in

Bowing Beans ; the soil between the rows of these should be
stirred up, and a little earth drawn to their stems. Sow Radishes
often in order to have them young and tender ; and to have a
succession of Spinach observe to sow as soon as the last sowing
makes its appearance above ground. Sow in drills between the
rows of Peas and Boaua. Artichokes should now be dressed,
clearing-off all superfluous suckers and digging-in good manure
among the stools. Asparagus beds should also be forked-up,
taking care in performing the operation not to injure the crowna
of the roots. Where the soil is dry and warm Kidney Beans
might be put in. Draw the drills rather shallow, placing the
Beans about 3 or 4 inches apart and covering them about 2 inches
in depth. Let plantations of Strawberries be cleared of weeds

;

and as the season is drawing near when we may expect a visit

from Gooseberry caterpillars, it cannot be too often repeated
that good powdered hellebore destroys them. Whenever the
pests make their appearance take a small muslin bag filled with
the powder and dust the trees that are affected. Let the amateur
secure a sowing forthwith of Scarlet Kunners, a couple of rows
about 5 feet apart, and the sticks from each row meeting over-
head, as an arcade, have a very good effect, and this is altogether
a serviceable plan. Runners delight in a rich soil. A couple of
rows about 8 feet apart and running north and south afford an
excellent situation between them for a raised bed of Cucumbers.
A few annuals may be sown in patches, such as CoUinsias,

Clarkia, Chryseis, Malope, Iberis, Carnation, and Dwarf Poppies.
The Mimulus family, the Forget-me-not, and other useful little

plants, as also Pansies, may be transferred with balls to fiU-up
blanks.
Mow lawns, sweep walks. Thoroughly dress all beds and bor-

ders. Prepare stations on lawns for extraordinary specimens of
ornamental plants, as large Fuchsias, Geraniums, and Veronicas,
&c. ; drainage in the bottom and good turfy mellow compost
above. Trim and prune all climbers on out-door trellises, and
prepare stations to fill-up blanks. As Crocuses and other bulbs
will now be on the wane, patches of biennials which have stood
the winter may be planted close beside them. When the annuals
are decayed the bulbs, if necessary, may be removed at the same
time.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

On Friday morning the thermometer registered 5' of frost, a
sufliciently low temperature to cut-off the Potatoes which were
through if the ground had not been dust dry and the plants
somewhat sheltered. Plants that were through the ground in
the open field were much injured. The same variety on a
border facing south and sheltered by a boarded fence was
slightly injured, while plants on an east border sheltered by a
wall were not touched in the least, proving that the heat re-
tained by the wall in the day is given out at night, and is a
protection to tender plants.
We have CauUflowir plants ready to plant out. The seeds

were sown early in a hotbed, and the plants have been pricked-
out in boxes, care having been taken that they had no serious
check to their growth. The ground is dry, and drying east winds
are prevalent, so that it wiU be much better to wait until rain
come, but if the plants are removed carefully from the boxes
and planted in freshly-drawn drills with a trowel they will not
receive any serious check. Some persons would pull such plants
up without any care of the fibrous roots, and plant them with
a dibber ; this would not make so much difference in warm
showery weather, but in such weather a6 we have had recently
success would be problematical.
Early Peas are in full blossom, at least William I. (Laxton);

it is much earlier than Alpha of the same raiser, and is one of tha
best, if not the very best of early Peas for exhibition. The poda
are very large and of a deep green. Taber's Perfection, the best
strain we ever had of Sangster's, used to be our favourite, but
it is quite displaced now. Blue Peter is about eight days later

than William I., but it is certainly one of the very best dwarf
Peas that has yet been introduced, and is sure to become a
favourite for small gardens. It will do very well without sticks,

but if a few sprays can be stuck in (about a foot high) it will be
better.

Vcijciahle Marroius should be potted singly in 6-inch pots ; if

this has been done and the plants are thriving, preparations
should be made to plant them out. In the north it is necessary
to throw-up a ridge of manure to raise a gentle heat in the bed,
and when the plants have filled the pots with roots plant out
and cover with a hand-light until they are established. In the
neighbourhood of London the market growers sow their seeds
in the open ground late in May, and cut abundant crops. In
private gardens three or four plants will be sufficient for a large
family, and it is little trouble to sow in heat and plant out under
hand-lights on any rich soil.

We have kept the hoes well at work, and the ground is very
loose on the surface, thirsting for rain, which would be very
acceptable both for the tanks and all crops in the open ground.
Planted Runner and Dwarf Kidney Beans. Hoed and earthed-
up Broad Beans.

FRUIT AND FORCINO HOUSES.
Pineries.—We never strive to raise any houses to a particular

temperature by artificial heat. Some gardeners will insist on
the thermometer being kept at the same height at a given hour
of the night. It is well to allow a margin of 3° or 4° for varia-
tions of temperature outside. At the present season a Pine
house may run up to 90^ after it has been shut up in the after-

noon with but little assistance from fire heat, and on the follow-
ing day a change in the weather would necessitate much firing

to raise the temperature to 80" at the same hour. Under such
circumstances it would be folly to expect the thermometer to
stand at the same height at 8 or 9 p.m. In the first instance 75^

would be a proper temperature at 9 p.m., and in the latter 70°

would be high enough. It is a very easy matter to overwateu
Pine plants, and especially those plants approaching to ripeness.

It would be bad management to allow such plants to become
so dry that the soil cracked away from the sides of the pots

;

if ordinary care is taken there will not be much danger of this,

but there is very great risk of the plants suffering from the soil

being over-moist. In the early period of our Pine-growing ex-
perience the bottom heat used to be a considerable source of

trouble, and the beds were frequently turned over. This is a
mistake. Even if but little new material was added to the beds,
turning them over would alone raise the temperature from 80°

to 100° or more, and this excitement acted injuriously on the
plants. We now find that by having the plunging material of

less depth, and not turning it over so often, a more equable tem-
perature can be maintained from hot-water pipes underneath,
and undue excitement is avoided. We alsawarn growers to be
careful how they introduce fresh stock to their houses if their

own plants are clean. It is very seldom that a new variety of

Pine Apple requires to be introduced. Queen and Smooth-
leaved Cayenne will hold their own for many years to come.
Should any plant become infested with scale remove it to a house
by itself, and hand-wash with strong soft-soap water as hot as

the hand can bear it. Air the houses cautiously when cold
winds are blowing. Queens are changing colour, and others
swelling rapidly. When the fruit is in the earliest stages of

development weak guano or any other manure water may be
given at each alternate watering, but not when the fruit is ap-
proaching the ripening stage, as it often causes it to become
black at the core.
Cucumber and Melon Houses.—All experienced gardeners

know how much drying east winds favour the development of

aphides and other insect pests out of doors ; inside they also

increase freely. On their first appearance means must be at once
taken for their destruction. It has been necessary to fumigate
both Melons and Cucumbers for green fly. Much care is neces-
sary, as the leaves of Melon plants will not stand a strong dose
of smoke. The plants are also syringed to destroy red spider ;

painting the hot-water pipes with sulphur is of no use, as the
leaves will not stand so much of the fumes aa the red-skins.

We recommend painting the pipes with sulphur in vineries,

because year after year we have proved that the red spider can
be killed without injuring the Vine leaves. With a magnifier
we have seen them hanging in the downy subatance underneath
the leaves dead next morning after the pipes were painted. We
must tell Mr. W. Taylor, who writes in last week's number, that

we do not recommend this practice *' because our fathers did
it," but because we do know that a house of Vines can be freed
from the pest by doing so. We have been thinning-out and
training the growths of Melon plants. It is a great evil to allow
the house to become crowded with leaves. An experienced
grower knows how many growths to pinch out in the early stage
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of the plant's life. Some sorts require much more thinning-

out than others. Plants that are trained to a trellis have a

centre stem and a number of side shoots; as a rule every
alternate side growth ought to be cut out, and the shoot on
which fruit is set should be stopped two leaves beyond the fruit

;

all after-growths to be stopped at one leaf.

Orchard House.—Here it has been necessary to make a fresh

arrangement, the trees, which were placed in thickly to set their

fruit, had become overcrowded. In the first place, all trees on
which little or no fruit had set were removed out of doors.

Plums have set well, but Pears very badly. When Pear trees

are in flower the atmosphere of the house should be as dry as

possible, and the ventilators should also be kept open a little at

night. If it is necessary to shut them owing to frosts, open as

early as possible in the morning. The trees which have been
kept in-doors are mostly Peaches, Nectarines, and Plums. The
fruit on most of the trees has been thinned, leaving three times

as many as will be allowed to ripen. Pinched the growths closely

back on Plum trees, as they are as large as required. The trees

are thoroughly syringed night and morning, freely supplied with
water at the roots, and it has also been necessary to fumigate to

destroy aphis.
GREENHOUSE AND CONSKRVATOBY.

In houses where the largest proportion of the plants consists

of those of a softwooded character there is very much more
re-arranging required. Cyclamens and Cinerarias are now past,

and Calceolarias, Pelargoniums, &c., take their place. These
have had sticks placed to the flower stems and the houses fumi-

gated to destroy fly.

A few words may not be out of place as to potting Stage and
Fancy Pelargoniuins. In many instances that have come to our

knowledge these plauts have been overpotted. Young plants

that were struck from cuttings last summer will flower better

and ripen the wood much more satisfactorily if the pots in

which they flower are not more than inches in diameter.

Noble specimens, 6 feet in diameter, flower well, and the flowers

are of the best quality, in 8-inch pots : larger thau this is not
only unnecessary but positively injurious. This applies to both
the Stage and Fancy section ; the first require a few sticks to

hold up the trusses, the latter are better without them. It is

necessary to keep a sharp look-out for all plants that are liable

to be attacked by red spider, and to syringe them daily.

FLOWER GARDEN.
All bedding plants are now being hardened-off. The hardiest

are in turf pits, the more tender in heated pits and glass frames.

The lights are removed entirely in the day, and this is a matter
not at all well attended to in small gardens ; sometimes the

lights are not removed until midday ; this we witnessed the

other day; a frame full of bedding Calceolarias was shut-up
closely until nearly 2 p.m., and the appearance of the plauts

betokened that this was no unusual treatment. Oar own Cal-

ceolarias are now in open trenches, and it is not at all necessary
to cover them at night. Spring-flowering bulbs are nearly over

;

the Hyacinths were very unsatisfactory, the flowers being
damaged by wind and rain. The beds are now being cleared of

their occupants, manured, and dug for the summer bedding.
Planting the last of the Gladiolus ; we do not like to be later

than the first week in May, as very late planting does not give
the bulbs a good chance to ripen. The Bose maggot is now
active ; armed with a pin an active lad makes short work of

them. There must be no delay, otherwise the very best buds
will be destroyed.—J. Douglas.
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Chertsey 17

Bnrton-on-Trent 17

Thome 17

Jersey 17
Guildford 17

York 17, 18, and 19

Fermoy 18
Nottingham 94

R.H.S, of Ireland 25

Cambridgeshire 25

Thetford 25

Ipswich and E. of Ensland 25 and 26

Devon and Exeter (Roses) 2^
Boston 30 and July 1

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
George White, 3, Moss Street, Paisley.

—

Catalogue of Florists'

Wloioera, Herbaceous, and Bedding-out Plants.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* It Is particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privately to either of the Editors of this Journal.

All correspondence should bo directed either to " The
Editors," or to " The Publisher." Great delay often arises

when this rule is departed from.

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, aud should never send more than two or three

questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

shotild be written on one side of the paper only.

Grapes not Swelling \Cat\(tda^.—No wonder. Four out of every five

of the berries should have been cut away as soon as they were as large as

small peas. Thin the bunches at once, aud water the roots copiously once

a-week. The roots cannot supply enough sap to such masses of berries, so

some of them are ' spotted."

GooSEBEUitY Caterptllars (A Tippemry Suhsrriher).—Dust them with

white hellebore powder, syringe the next day with water, aud repeat the treat-

ment if needed. Whoever told you that spent tannors" bark killed his bushes

either said " the thing that is not," or must have applied it full of the

tauning liquor.

Holly Leaves Discolouked (Croi/ion).—The brownish yellow patches

on the old leaves of the Common Holly so prevalent this year are caused by

the grubs of a very small fly having only two wings, Phytomiza ilicis.

Zonal and Colodked Geranioms IH. G.).—Botanically they are Pelar-

goniums, among the community Geraoiums. There are many coloured

pr^rtraits of Pelargoniums in the" back volumes of " The Florist aud Pomo-
Ingist." We do not think the leaves thoush varoisbei would retain their

colour : you can easily try. There is no publioa'.ion directing how to produce

bright-hued leaves.

Peat {T. Nicob.—The specimen is mere fuel peat, and will not do for

pottmg purposes. Write to those who advertise Reigate peat soil, enclose

some postage stamps and a directed envelope, and a^k for a sample ; you will

then be able to judge for yourself whether any peat near you is like it.

Apple Blossoms Killed (J. A ).—N'i^ht frists aid keen winds have kUlcd

the blossoms, and turned the edges of the leaflets brown.

Planting a Circular Bed (Aii I/K/itirfr).—Discard the Tom Thumb
Geranium, and plant two rows of G dden Feather outside the Beet instead of

one. Both the Golden Feather and Lobelia should be much closer together

than you propose. Four to six inehes is a suitable distance. Remember that

your object should be to maintain a compact mass of colour, and to conceal

the whole of the surface as quickly as possible.

Pruning Erici gracilis and pi'ramidalis (Jf.).—These should have

been pruned in March, but it may be done now, cutting-in all the irregu-

larities of growth so as to produce compact plauts. We cut each strong

shoot of last year to within 2 or 3 inches of its base, leaving the small spray

all over the plant, removing only the irregularities of growth, and forming

the plants into compact pyramids. We have E. gracilis in the bush as well

as the pyramidal form.

Bedding Geraniums Dying (Alma).—From the stem sent we are unable

to assign a reason for the plant's dying. It was perfectly healthy. It there

was disease at all it was lower d^wn on the stem within the soil, arising from

injury in potting or puttiug-iu the cuttings. This would produce decay and

destroy the stem.

Glazing Cdccmber Lights and Greenhouses (B. D D.).—We have

both " butt joints " and laps. The water in wot windy weather comes in_ at

the "butt" joints as if through a sieve, whilst with laps in the heaviest rains

aud most windy weather we have no drip. The laps are not less than an eighth

nor more than a quarter of an inch. In four winters we have not had a

cracked pane of glass, but in other structures with laps of fully half an inch

the cracked and broken panes were many.

Cacti (Idcml.—There is no work specially devoted to these. The " Candle

plant " was, we think, some kind of Cactus, but we do not know one bythat

name. The Cacti are now referred to Epiphyllum. of which Ackermaiini, an-

guiligerum, Barbausonii, cronatum, crenatum sanguiueum, flagelUforme,

Jenkiusii, Mallissonii, MaUissonii roseum. spciosissimum, speciosum, speci-

osum superbum, truncatum; vars. albo violaceum, aurantiacum, Bridgesii,

Ruckerianum, Russelliannm, Salmoneum rubrum, splendeus, and \-iolaceum

superbum are good. They may be had of most of the principal nurserymen.

Salisbueia ADiANTirOLlA (IFw. T.).—It is only natural for the " foliage to

turn vellow and fall oil in autumn." It is deciduous and a handsome tree.

It wiil now be starting into growth, and will continue in leaf until autumn,

and from thence to April or Hay will be leafless. We should be glad to know

ii the female plant has been introduced or has produced fruit. The male and

female flowers are borne on different tress. It has been suggested that the

readiest way to secure fruit would be to graft female shoots ou the male

plant. Your plant ishealthy if it only lose its leaves in autumn. A light, rich,

loamy soil free of stagnant water, with a sheltered position, is all it needs.

Apple Blossoms' Critical Days (Orc)iir,iij( .—The middle of May is

usually the fatal time, if night frosts or other ungenial weather then occm-.

In South Devon they cinsider the critical days are the 17th, ISth, aud 19th of

May. The 19th happens to bo St. Dunstan's day, so the popular legend 13

that he, having a large brewing of ale, bargained with Satan to blight the

Apple blossoms ou those days, so that cider being scarce ale might bo dear.

Insect Infesting Myrtle (G. W.).—The insect on the fllyrtleis thrips,

which may be destroyed by syringing the plants laid on their sides, and

turning them ronnd so as to wet thoroughly the under sides of the leaves,

emnloying a solution of soft soap. 3 ounces to the gallon of water, at a tem-

perature of 90^ to 103^ Repeat in about a week, taking care to keep the

solution from the soil, and to wash the pots clean if anj- is squirted on them.
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Place a piece of sack over the pot, it will heep the liquid fi*om the soil and pots.

The Vines you must not syringe with the soft-soap Bolution, but fiU the house

with smoke, employ lug the best quality of tobacco paper, ami lillin;;: the house

so that a plant cannot be seen from the outside, taking oaro to bavo tbe foliage

of tbe Vines and plants dry, but the floor of the house wet. Choose a calm

evening, shutting' tbe house up closely. Tbe fiimit;:atiou will need to be repeated

in three or four days, and again in a week if necessary. Keep the atmosphere

moister.

Camellia Treatment (C(imclhis).~Th6 plants, now that they are making
fresh growth, should be well supplied with water, never allowioK' them to

become diy ; in fact, if the drainage ia good the supply can hardly be too

liberal, but care must be taken that tbe soil do not become sodden by
frequent, heavy, needless waterinps, otherwise the plants will decay, tbe

foliayo become yellow, and tbe flower bud?< fall in winter. It is well to pre-

serve a moist atmospbere and to syringe the planta twice daily ;
affurd shade

from bright sun, which should be continued throughout the summer. The
sun falliot; powerfully on the leaves whilst wet causes them to spot. After

the flower buds are "set the plant should be kept cool, and when growth is

complete moisture should be discontinued.

Besting Eucharis amakonica (R.J.).—It should bo rested for six to eight

weeks in a cooler, drier atmosphere, and light position, and when placed in

heat and moisturo the plants usually flower in from four to sis weeks.

Ardisia crenulata Culture (.1 Lady ^mafe wr).—Now is the proper time
to repot it unless it is in flower. It is best to repot it before it starts into

growth ; or if repotting be delayed until the plant is in flower*, repot as soon

as the flowering is past and the ben-ies set. Remove only the loose soil, and
return the plant to the same size of pot or one a little loi-ger. Equal parts

of turfy loam, sandy peat, and leaf st-il, with a sixth of silver sand will gi-ow

it well. It ought now to be flowering in order to produce hemes for nest

winter. Keep moist, but avoid making the soil sodden.

Glazing (J. P., York).—The mode of glazing resemble? in a great measure one

that the late Mr. Knight of the CbelseaNiirsery pointed outnearlytbirtyyears

ago. The glazing bars were prepared in tbe usual way, and instead of a bed of

soft putty on which to place and fix tbe square, a thick coating of paint was put

on, and while it was wet the glass was put m its place, and aratber thick coating

of paint fiUed-in tbe space above. The only difference between that plan and
the one you recommend is, that no tacks were used. A plant bou;e glazed in

that way had been in use some time, but it evidently had not fully answered

all that was required of it, otherwise it would have been copied elsewhere.

The tacks, however, will certaioly be useful, but there may be mistakes with

them ; for we saw a case, soon after tbe large squares of glass became fashion-

able, of a builder auxious to improve the appearance of the glazing of some
pits he had put up, and where the glass did not lie level; he put in a few tacks

to partly press down the glassso as tobemorelevelaud uniform, and apparently

succeeded in doing so without injury to the glass, but tbe next day ahaost all

the squares so treated were cracked across. We do not expect this will occur

with tbe plan you recommended, but tight pressing must bo avoided. We
may say that we have bad a good deal of experience with glazing, done by all

the squares slidiug-up from the bottom in a groove cut in the bar. This does

very well for new work ; very little putty is needed, but it is awkward to

repair such lights, and fixins slips of wood on to take the places of putty does

not answer well, as the wet gots in, and the frequent fasteuing to the bar

by nails or screws tends to destroy it. We may mention to all who con-

template making experiments in glazing, that tbe glazing-bar ought to be

painted, and in doing so let the paint extend at least an eighth of an inch

over the glass on each side, so as to make a water-tight joiot at the place.

Even in the ordinary way of glazing this is necessary, as putty shrinks in the

drying, or it may be the timber does so, and leaves an opening for the wet to

get in. V.'^e hardly thiuk any of tbe modes of glazing li'iely to be recom-

mended will entirely dii^pcnse with paint, much as we wish they could do so.

Parasite on Gehanidm [Bi'-ou).—The plant growing on the stem of your
Bijou Geraniam is Orobanche elatior. Tall Broom- Rape.

Cucumber Fruit DAMriNG (E. C. P.).—The cause is too low a tempera-

ture with too moist an atmosphere. Give them a brisker bottom beat and
more top heat, admitting air cartfuUy, but take care to avoid a chill. In
sprinkling, syringing lightly, and watering, use water of the same tempera-

ture as the h:)Use.or about 75\ See what Mr. Douglas has written on Ca-

cumber treatment in a late number of the Journal.

Erecting a Lean-to Peach House (Chas. Broome).—Your wall will

answer well for the erection of a Peach house, having trees against the wall

and others in pots, or planted out in front. To accommodate two rows of

trees in front, in addition to those on the back wall, you will needa^ide
house. The first row of trees should not be nearer the back wall than ti feet,

and betwetn that and the next row allow 5 feet, with 2 feet 6 inches to the

front wall, making the width 13 feet 6 inches. Tbe front wall we should

have S feet high, and 2 feet 6 inches of front lights, opening the entire length

of the house, hioi^ed to the top plate, and opened by lever and cranks. The
roof to have top lights 2 feet 3 inches wide the entire length of the house,

and hinged to the top wall plate, opening throughout tbe length by means of

cranks and lever. We presume you do not propose to give more firo heat

than a little in spring to keep ont frost and secure a dry atmosphere at

blossoming time, and in autumn to ripen the wood, for which two rows of

4-inch pipes along the front of the house will bo sufficient. The trees should

be 6 feet apart in quincunx order.

Emigrating (^4rtj?ow^).—We never advise; it requires more information

than we possess. We have known gardeners do well in Victoria, but you had
better write to the Emigration Commissioners; they will give you full in-

formation.

Gaultberia procumbens (Mrs. ar.) —Its only English name is Trailing

Gaultberia, and it wa^ named in honour of Dr. Gaulthier, a Canadian phy-

sician and botanist. By the Canadians it is called " Partridge Berries" and
" Mountain Tea," being used as a superior substiiuto for ordinary China tea.

It was cultivated more than a century ago by Philip Miller. Any florist

could supply you with a plant for Is. or Is. 6d. We know of no plant called

Inguermoiue. If you scut a flower we mii;ht identify it.

'* Two Kinds of Glass-cutters were offered by us—tbe Patent Glass-cutter,

at 5s. 6rf , and tbe Adamantine- wheel Glass-cutter, at Is. Gd , the sale of which
has been since stopped by tbe patentee. When we sent the Patent Cutter

out at 5s. Gd. we offered to reset the wheel, if the cutter was returned, for the

sum of 6d., and we can still do so. The Adamantine-wheel Glass-cutter

being only an imitation of its better rival, has no provision for re-sharpening,

and therefore when the wheel is worn out ie worthless. Is your currespoudeut

(T.Norton, p. 182) confounding tbe two glass-cutters? If ho was supplied

with a 5s, 6d. cutter, and will return it to us, we shall have much pleasure in

resetting the wheel for him ; hut we are sorry if it was an Adamantine Oatter,

for we are unable to repair it.—Dick Radclyffe it Co."

Bois IMMORTEL (Upnor Castle).—It is Erythrina glauca, or Glaucoaa-

leaved Coral Tree.

Green Fly on Wall Roses {M. E. H.).—Bosea trained against a wall

are frequently more liable to the attack of green fly, often from their roots

being too dry; and sometimes owing to their position, they do not get the

benefit of a free circulation of air and rain on their foliage. The free use of

clear water with a garden engine, or, if that is not sufficient, water at 12tJ'^ to

140" of temperature, with soft soap added at the rate of an ounce to two
gallons, using clearwater afterwards, will generally put au end to the depreda-

tions of the insect. But all Roses against walls should be supplied with good

mulching, and with liquid manure whenever there is any tendency to green fly.

Best Twelve Tea Roses for Conservatory (A. S.).—Souvenir d'uQ

Ami, Madame Wiltermoz, Niphctos, Belle Lyonnaise, Boule d'Or, Adam,
Louise de Sa^ie, Madame Bravy, Souvenir d'Eliae, Perle de Lyon, Homere
or Catherine Mermet, Yicomtesse de Gazes.

Six CLiHBmG Roses for Roof of Conservatory (Irfem). — Marechal
Niel, Gloire de Dijon, CiHine Forestier, Climbing Devoniensis, Lamarque^
Jan3 Hardy or Madame TriUe.

Geranium Leaves Spotted (T. C).—The leaves are crumpled and spotted

owing to a moist and cold atmospbere, especially at night, with too litt.e air.

Give more aii', leaving a little on at night, so as to prevent the deposition of

moisture on the leaves. Tbe sun falling powerfully on them whilst web
causes them to spot. Have them dry by giving air before the sun shines

powerfully on them, admitting air and light freely. See that the soil is

sweet and the driinago good. More heat with less moisture immediately on
the plants will afford you a remedy.

Azalea Leaves Falling (T. TK L.I.—Continue the plants in the vinery,

sprinkling them overhead twice daily, but not heavily, watering only to keep

tbe sod moist. We fear, however, that the plants are dying or dead, probably

from being supplied with water, which has caused the decay of the root-stem.

Avoid watering upon the stem, and keep it raised in the centre of the pot>

If the plants reipure repotting do so now, loosening the sides of the ball, and
giving only a small shift, employing sandy peat. They should remain in the

vinery until the buds are set, and then be removed to a cooier and more airy

structure.

Primula sinensis Seed Sowing (Idem).—DreAn a pot well, place over the
drainage an inch of the rougher parts of the compost, which may be equal

parts turfy loam, sandy peat, leaf soil, and silver sand, filling the pots to

within half au inch of the rim ; make smooth, and scatter the seeds evenly,

covering with au eighth of au inch of fine soil. Stand in a hotbed and keep>

moist, and near the~^ glass after the plants appear. Prick-off in pans au inch

apart when in the rough leaf, and pot-off singly when fit.

Names of Plants (Rev. J. Sm^t/i).—Omphalodes verna, Blue Venus's

Navelwort, a native of the south of Europe. (O. il/.).—We cannot name your

Azaleas, nor any other varieties of florists' flowers ; they are too numerous

and too nearly alike. (R. D. B.).—\, Iberis sempervirens ; 2, Genista

Scorpius; 3, Linaria Cymbalaria. {Box).—\, a Carex, perhaps C. viparia;

2, leaf only ; 3, Pulmonaria officinalis. The Apple is the iVyken Pippin.

(0. ill.).—4, Adiantum hispidulum; 5, Onychium japonicum; 6, Pellsea

hastata.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON CHKONIOLE.

IMPEOVING FARM POULTRY.
I BEAD with pleasure Mr. Nutman's reply in last week's

Journal to my communication, but regret to see that little or no
importance ia attached to the subject by the numerous readers

of this paper. That is the conclusion I have arrived at, and I
think the right one too, from the fact that the matter has been
allowed to drop. That it is an important one cannot, I think, bo
denied, and I am sorry one more able than myself has not taken

it in hand. I will now take the points of objection to Brahma-
Dorking fowls raised in Mr. Nutman's paper, and endeavour to

show, as clearly and as quickly as possible, that they are ths

result of mere prejudice on the part of those from whom I least

expected to find it. At first I did not like to see a Brahma cook

about the place, but the result of the first sitting of eggs so
altered my opinion that I will not, if I can possibly avoid it, be
without one. I caunot understand how it is the IJrahma eggs

(I do not recommend Brahma pullets) referred to were so small j

mine, as a rule, are good-sized ones, and what is deficient in that

respect is made up by the extra richness, of which a great many
people make a great feature. The eggs from the first-cross

pullets are really very fine, are almost of the same colour as the

Brahma's eggs, and are very plentiful, the birds usually laying

seventeen to eighteen in as many days after getting broody.

The chickens from these two breeds do not show the slightest

signs (I am, of course, speaking from my own experience) of the

yellow tinge, which I well know some do object to, but are quite

as white as any Dorking bird could be. The last-named class

may do well in some instances—in fact, I am aware they do

;

but they require a place almost specially provided for them, or

they will not thrive. Now, it is quite different with the half-

breds ; they are just the reverse. The cross destroys that

natural tenderness of the Dorking, and, what is still better, re-

moves the coarseness of the Brahma, thereby giving at once

such a fowl as we are in want of. Such a bird is peculiarly

suited for the runs of the labouring class, as eggs and chickens

are very plentiful, and the latter arrive at the killing size sooner,

I think, than any others.

I aoi obliged to Mr. Nutman for drawing attention to the ad-

vertisement'in which is shown the proposed age, but I had not
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overlooked that part when I made the inquiry. It appears from
that gentleman's letter that small fowls are preferred, and, if

such is the case (I know it is at this season of the year), the
laudable object the Yarmouth Committee have in view will
be entirely frustrated, inasmuch as the birds at the time of the
Show will, without doubt, be full-grown, and will therefore be
jio guide as to how long a chicken is in arriving at the required
size or weight. What should, I think, be done, is to limit the
age to four or five mouths, as poultry, at the time when game is
" in," is required much larger than it is at the present time.
The question is almost inexhaustible, but I have already tres-
passed BO much on your kindness that I will close, and, in
doing so, express a hope that someone else will think fit to take
up the thread.

—

Henky J. Goodenough.

Pkecocious Pdllet.—I have a pullet (a cross between a Cri-ve-
Cceur cock and a Brahma hen), hatched-out on the 2nd of Feb-
ruary, and on yesterday the 3rd of May I discovered beyond any
doubt that she has laid three eggs. Can anybody beat this ?

—

A. M., Co. MeatJi, Ireland.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 1.

We asked one of the best authorities on poultry-keeping and
poultry-judging which he considered the best work upon these
subjects, and he replied, " That by M. Jacque." We im-
mediately made arrangements for publishing a translation, with
perniission to publish all the plates; we have obtained that per-
mission with the original wood-engravings, and commence their
publication to-day.

ANATOMY OF THE HEN.
We think it useless to give long descriptions of the interior

anatomy of the hen, or the formation of the ovary, or the symp-
toms of all the ailments, &c. We have more need of knowing
some points in the natural history of the fowls. Thus, for
example, which varieties have certain muscles more or less de-
veloped ; that the plumage in each kind should have certain
colours and certain arrangements ; that the formation of a certain
organ is the indication of a particular quality, &c. We shall
not review all the suppositions that have been made on the
mysteries of fecundation or of incubation ; it is enough for us
to say that one kind lays little or much, that its eggs are large
or small, that the time of incubation lasts about twenty-one
days, and that such and such meaus are taken to facilitate and
protect the hatching of the chickens, &c. We shall confine our-
selves to detailing that which is useful in practice, and we shall
not trouble ourselves as to what the hen was in olden times, nor
what the ancients say about it.

However, some knowledge of the anatomy of a fowl is in-
dispensable, and we begin with the skeleton of a hen ; this
skeleton covered with muscles, and these muscles covered with
feathers. We shall add the particular anatomy of the head, of
which each part often serves to characterise the variety, and we

Fig 1.

siall conclude our anatomical notes with describing and draw-
ing the different feathers with which the hen is covered.
The engraving (fg. 1), represents the skeleton of an ordinary

hen of an average size, and in the proportions to be generally
met with.
The only important muscles are those which compose the

Fig. 8.

, The head, length 23 inches.

, The neck, length 5? inches.

, The back or fcpine.
"

', The hips or Inp-bones, The back
and hips comprise from the
shoulder to the tail ; length,
5-j'',; inches.

, Rump or coceygis, length 1 1 in.

, The shoulder-blade or shoulder.
, Collar-bone or merrTthooght.
t, The chest or thorax, composed

of the sides aod breastbone
(bone of the throat). It con-
tains the heart, liver, &o.

!, The breastbone, length a little

over 3i inches.

, The wing bones composed of

—

a {Jig. 2), the humerus or
shoulder-bone of the wing,
length -Si inches; &, the radius
and the cubitus, the fore-arm
or pinion, length 2^ inches

;

c, the tip of the wing or that
which takes the place of the
hand and hngers, length
2^ inches.

; The leg. composed of d ifig. 8),
the thigh-bone, 8] inches;

f, the shin-bone, length 4^ Ins.;

/. the bone of the foot, the
tarsus, length 31 inches; g, the
claws, that of the middle,
length SJ inches ; the two to
the right and left, length
ly{,- inch ; that of the back,
length ^ inches ; h, the pa-
tella or knee; z,the OS calcis

or heel.

flesh, from which are formed the breast, the thigh, the leg, and
the wing. All the others are slender and only furnish a little

for table use. It is of little use to give the names of these
muscles, but they may be seen in fig. i. The places they occupy

Fig. i.

The place of the breast or white D
meat ; these muscles begin at

the shoulder and extend to the B
abdomen, and till each side of

the breastbone. c

The thigh and the leg.

The crop.

The wing.

and the space that the feathers fiU in completing the appearance
of the live fowl.
People often confound the thigh, the leg, the foot, and toes of

the hen ; and so it is with nearly all animals. One expects to
see her walk on the foot, though she walks like them on the
toes. The horse walks on one toe. The ostrich, the sheep, the
ox walk on two toes, the grallics on three, the hen, the lark on
four, etc. The monkeys walks on the foot, and is like man a
plantigrade. Thus it is evident that the tarsus of the hen is the
foot that she would rest on the ground if she walked like man;
the end opposite the toes is the heel. Some varieties of fowls
have five or six toes, but they do not all rest on the ground
always.

Early Swaem op Bees.—A cottager about a quarter of a mile
from this town (Evesham) had a swarm of bees on April 20th.
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I also heard of a swarm coming off at a village eight miles off

on the I'Jth of the same month.—A. H. Muitin.

THE MAGPIE.
The Magpie is one of the most beautiful of the Toys. It ex-

cites admiration wherever it is seen. The specimen I shall

describe is a perfectly-marked bird, and the winner of first

prizes. He is two years old, and has the blood as well as the
colour, his young ones being like him. He is a golden yellow
bird with white wings and breast. The white of the breast is

marked in front by a line crossing the point of the breastbone,
and extending up each side to the under part of the shoulder-

|

joint; the lines then extend backwards to a line passing directly
I

across the vent, the ends of wbicli they intersect at the roots of
j

the outer tail feathers of each side. All the parts (including the i

If you will cross these with Tumblers, bo as to get the colour-

ing of the one and the tumbling of the other thoroughly settled

in the one strain, you will have as handsome a flight as ever
cleaved the air. A few seasons would be sufficient to accompUsh
the purpose, and it would be schooling yourself for higher ex-

periments which you will wish to try, and for which you will

need other knowledge than that found in books.—Dr. W. P.

MoRQAN.

—

[Atnericaii Fanciers' Journal.)

AYR POULTRY SHOW.
This was held, in connection with the general Agricultural

Show, on tha i38th and 20th of April. In entrieg it rather sur-

passed that of last year, being 29;i, and in 187;^, 273. In quality
the birds geuorally were inferior to those of last year. The best

represented class was the Blaok-breasted Game Banta/iiSj and

THE MAGPIE.

thighs) within these boundaries are of the purest white, and,
where the colours are divided, the line is as sharp as though
cut by a knife. Beak of a yellowish-white, pearl eye, and a
hood broad and well shaped, feet smooth and red. He is rather
smaller than the common Pigeon. A Blue hen has white wings,
breast, and thighs, the dividing lines being the same as those
of the yellow bird. Her beak is dark, eye pearl, and feet red,
head plain ; there is a dark bar across the tail.

In the same cage are Red and Black Magpies ; the red is of
a bronzed hue, and not the bright red as I should like. Black
and white are the original colours of the Magpie, and I think
the best, as the contrast is greater than in any of the others.
From the description you perceive some are capped and others

are plain-headed ; the capped are in fashion just now. The four
colours mentioned are the standard ones—viz., a pure golden-
yellow, not a pale yellow ; a light blue, not a black blue ; a bright
red, not a bronzed red ; and jet black, with a metallic lustre that
must extend even to the tip of the tail. Blues and Yellows are
the rarest.

The eyes must be pearl, feet red, and beak a colour corre-
sponding with that of the bird.
This variety is of German origin, and bred from Tumbler

strains. They have almost lost the tumbling trait, though I
have seen them, when Hown with Tumblers, revolving with the
hest of them.

the Silver Hamhurghs the worst. One of onr authorities says
" Many of the classes were good considering that there were no
English exhibitors ; nor were any efforts made to obtain them."
The Judge was Mr. A. Paterson, Wellington Street, Airdrie.
The following is a list of the awards, which some of our con-

temporaries have given incorrectly.

Spanish.—Biac/j or White.— \, W. M'latyre, Ochiltree. 2, A. Robertaon*
Kilmarnock. 3, W. Greenshield, Townholm, Kilmarnock, i, R. Mitchell,
Mauchline. he, ,T. Hose, Patna. c. J. Hose; A. Walker, Kilmarnock.
DoRKisoa.— Coloured.—I, J. Jardine. Kilmarnock, 2, A. Gibb. Ayr. 3, Z. H.

Heys. Barrheai. Glasgow. 4. T. Smillie, Kilmarnock, he, G. Girdwooil, Ayr.
White.— I, R. Farrow, Dalmellington. 2, G. Arnott. Corby 'Jraipa, Dalmelling-
ton. n, J. Bell, Dal-nelliDRton. 4, J. Pettigrew. Sillyhole, DaliiiLllington.
Hamucrghs. — Gohlen-spanoled. — 1, A. Beas, Hit^h Blantyre, Glasgow,

2, W. Janline. MiUburo. Tarbulton. 3, J. Crawford, Beith. 4. R. Cunningham,
Stewartou. he, G. Caithness, Carnoustie. Qjldinpencillrd.—l, 2. and 3, D.
Gilmimr, Kilmarnock. 4, H. Bone, Dalraellington. he. J. Coukie. Uarvel.
UiViYiaRons.-Silver-spangkd. — 1, J. MAodrew, jun., Carnoustie. 2, A.

Yeudall, Galaton. 3. H. Shields, Crown Inn, Newmilus. 4, W. Husband, Kil-
marnock, he, J. Dunn, Galston ; R. Cameron, Stewurton ; R. Lees. Maybole.
Silver-pencilled —I, J. Borland, Faldib, Kilbarchan. 2 and 8, J. Stevenson,
Chaplehall. Airdrie. 4, R. Cunuin^hani.
CociiiN-CHiNAfl— 1, K. Mitchell, Mauchline. 2, R. Fowlds, Riocarton. 8, T.

Bruce, Busby, Glasgow. 4, J. Pollock, Buaby, Glaagow. he, A. Hutchiaon,
Stranraer; Miaa Kuolt, Dumfries; J. Clark. Kiccarton.
Scotch-Gkeys—1, J.Fulton. Beith. 2, A. Danlop, Paisley. 3, H. Beaton,

Horlford. 4, T. Wallace. Loans, he, J. Bell.

Brahma P^jotbas —1, Capt. WiUison, Kilmarnock. 2, A. Robertson, Kilmar-
nock 3, R. Maxwell, Dumfries. 4, Mrs. Kilgour, Noltmyre, St. QaivoK. /ic,

Capt, WiUison.
Game.—Biacfc and Brown Beds.—I, J. Williamson, Johnstone. 2, Z, H. Hcys,

Barrhead, Glasgow. 8, Miaa B. P. Frew, Sinclairtowu, Kirkcaldy, i, Mrs.
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J. Frazer, DalmcUinBlon. he. R. Muir, Caimhill, Kilmarnock. Duckivings

and Piles.—1, Z. H. He-vs. 2, Mrs. A. Frew, Kilmarnock. S, Mibb R. C. trew.

KirkcaWy. 4, J. S. Ferguson, Dalmuir, Old Kilpatnck. he. Rev. H. A. Fairlie,

Eiikmicbael. _
Game Bantams.—Btec)c-iirc<i»(e(/ and other Beils.—J, D. Whyte. Ayr. 2, E.

Dodd, Taibolton. S. A. Kunnedy, Kilb'rnie. 4. J. Dunlop, Nelson St., Newton.
he. J. Murdoch. DwlmelliiiMton. Any other vnrutit.—l, J. Knox, Juhn&tone.

2, H.Beaton. Uurltor'. 3, R. J. Hailley, Altrmcham, Cheshire. 4, J. Maine,

Johnstone, he, Z. il. Heys. „ . d v -»
BiNT(M3 - JVoi Gam,'.— 1. Mrs. Frew, Townond, Kilmamoek. 2, A. Rohert-

Bon. Kllmarn' ok. 3, D. MXaren, Kilmarnock. 1, J. Currie, Kilmarnock, he,

Polish!- 1. J.'stevenson. Chaplehall, Airdrie. 2 and 3, A. Wyllie, Johnstone.

Any other Var etv ob Half breed.— l, -A. M'Lellau, Barrhead, Paisley. 2,

M. Wilson, Kilmarnock. S, Kev. J, Fairlie. lie, D. Bond, A>r.

Drciis -Iiouen.—\ and c, J. Pollock, West Walton, Meams, Neilston. 2 and
he, W. M'Uowall, Auchtraluve, Stranraer. 3, A. Robertson, Kilmarnock.
Aylcsbiinj or itmi other hreed.-i, Z. H. Heyfl. 2, A. Robertson. S, J. Reid,

St. Quivox. 4, U. Hyslop, EelBton, Ayr. ., ^ ,^ , . „ „ „ „
TDKKtYS —1, Rev. J. Fairlie. 2, Mrs. Dick, Doonholm, Ayr. 3, Miss R H.

Anderson. Dainshaw, Kilmarnock. 4. Miss M. Fnllarton. Loans. Troon.

Geese —1, W. Murdoch, Knocksoul, Ayr. 2, D. MKisBock, CroBsbill. S, P.

Agnew, Prestwich. /ic, Mrs. Cooper, Failford, Tarbolton; Miss Pollock, Carn-

Bhailoch, Patna. c, R. Martin, Houtihwood, Beith.

Extra he, R. Frew, Kirkcaldy (Nankin Bantams).

not in the way when combs are being cut out ?" Yes, they are

sometimeB—that is to Bay, when it ia desired to cut from 10 to

20 lbs. of honeycomb from a hive which is being Isept for stock.

We can often gc-t 10 lbs. of pure honeycomb from a hive without

touching a stick, and once I cut 18 lbs. from one. When aU the

bees are driven from a hive, with a view to take all the honey it

contains, the sticks are no inconvenience, for they are speedily

withdrawn by a pair of pincers, and the combs lifted out entire

and placed on dishes.—A. Pettigbew.

CHARACTERISTICS OF A BLUE TURBIT.
Before stating what I consider to be the standard of a Blue

Turbit, allow me to ask why Turbits have not the same chances

of winning as Carriers and Pouters ? At any reasonable show

there are classes for single cocks and hens in Carriers and

Pouters ; but it generally happens that Turbits, along with one

or two other varieties, have to compete in the " Any other variety

class," which, I think, does not afford them their due position,

and prevents their having such a chance of winning as Carriers

and Pouters and some other breeds which have their own classes.

No one can say Turbits are not pretty birds, and I sincerely hope

that no fancier wiU discard the Turbit on account of the above-

named injustice.

The standard characteristics of a Blue Turbit I consider to be

as follows ; A short broad head ; beak also short, in fact, the

shorter the better. The crown or crest behind the head should

taper to a point, if the Turbit is what is termed a point or peak-

crested bird ; but if a Shell-crested Turbit, the crown or shell

should be spread out the whole width of the back of the head.

The purle or tuft of feathers on the breast should open and turn

back both ways, something like the frill of a shirt; the larger

and more conspicuous the purle the greater the value of the

bird. The thighs should be quite clean— 1.<!., not the slightest

shade of blue or any other colour except white on them ; the

wings should be blue, with two narrow black bars across each,

brown or rusty feathers are a serious defect ; each wing should

have ten white flight feathers. The breast, underparts, flight

feathers, taU, and back should be white, and quite free from any
coloured feather. Both cock and hen should be rather small,

and the cock should have a nice gloss around the neck.—F. H.

CROSS-STICKS AND GUIDE-COMBS.
Mb. Alexandek wants fuller information as to the advantages

of these, and wishes to know if I do not find them inconvenient

when I want to cut out any of the comb, and whether they do

not hinder the bees in fixing their combs, leading to more irre-

gularity in their arrangement ?

Cross-sticks and guide-combs are of great value to all who
manage their bees as we do ours, and they cause no irregularity

or hindrance in comb-building. The guide-combs are fixed in

the centres of the hives to induce the bees to build their combs,

and run from front to back, while the cross-sticks run from side to

Bide. All the combs cross the sticks, and are securely fastened

to them. The sticks steady and hold the combs as they are built.

The combs being thus securely held, hives can be removed by

cart and rail hundreds of miles without risk or injiu-y. With-

out cross-sticks the combs would not bear the shake of a light

cart many hundred yards on a good road in the summer. To
attempt their removal in such a conveyance at such a time

would probably be disastrous in the extreme. The combs would

fall in maEses, and the bees be smothered. Our bees are sent

to the country in carts, brought home in August, and then

sent in carts to Manchester, six miles distant, where they

are booked by railway as passengers to the moors of Derby-

shire. They are brought home in the same way without any
breakdowns. Our hives are large, and one good day's work on

the heather will pay for all the expense of carriage. The year

before last the hives gathered in the aggregate more than 100 lbs.

of honey daily for a fortnight. Besides, hives without crofs-

sticks cannot be safely lifted from their boards and examined.

Theircombs move about and fall together like the leaves of abook.

Cross-sticks are not only an advantage in keeping the combs
firm and in the proper position, but they are useful in other

respects : they form cross roads to any bye lanes in hives, for

the bees always leave passage-holes against the sticks, so that

they cross from comb to comb. This is a great saving of time

and a convenience to the bees.

The last point touched by Mr. Alexander is this :
—" Are they

BEE-KEEPEE'S CALENDAR FOE MAY.
Owing to the weather in this locality being unfavourable for

bees throughout March and till the 20lh of April, we had begun
to fear that 1874 would not be a year of early swarming or much
honey. In the middle of Match we had three days of severe

frost, which made bee-keepers think of the brood iu their hives

being chilled and killed by it ; but we have yet failed to find or

smell any foul biood this season. About the 20th of April the

weather became exceedingly fine; and as the fruit trees were
just then bursting into blossom, the bees have done very well

indeed during the last ten days. The farm-steadings in this

part of Cheshire are now embowered in huge white garlands of

pear blossoms. These will be succeeded by the blossoms of

apple trees. Both pear and apple flowers yield a great deal of

honey of fine quality. As soon as the fine weather set in we
removed from thirty to forty of our hives farther into the

country, and doubtless the bees have been helping themselves

to much rich treasure from the orchards in their neighbour-

hood; and while they have been doing this, they have been

rendering great service to the farmers in setting the fruit

abundantly. The value of bees in orchards, and in setting

peaches and strawberries forced early, and plants difficult to

seed, such as Primula sinensis, is not yet understood by many
people. For such work they are invaluable. Now for a dialogue.

Mr. B.—I should be obliged, Mr. P, if would you examine niy

hives once more to see what progress they have made. I will

now smoke this one and turn it up. It is much heavier since I

last looked into it. What is that shining in these cells ?

Mr. P.—That is the honey the bees have gathered to-day.

Hold the hive so that one comb may be above another, and you

will see it run out or drop out of one comb into another. You
now see how it runs. It is honey iu a crude state, put there tiU

the bees have more time to re-swallow it, convert it into honey

proper, and store it away. To-morrow morning please to turn up

the hive, and you will find that this crude honey will have dis-

appeared ; and, turn the hive how you may, it will not drop from

cell to cell as it does now.
Mr. B.—This is exceedingly interesting, and indicates marvel-

lous industry on the part of the bees. Do they re-swaUow it all

and carry it aloft during the night ?

Mr. P.—Yes, generally ; but sometimes they gather so much
during the day, that some remains till the bees have time and

convenience to remove it. There may not be store cells enough

for it and the brood is now very abundant in strong hives, re-

quiring much attention and feeding. You see that the brood

extends to the extremities of the combs. I daresay this small

old-fashioned hive has from 18,000 to 20,000 young bees (or

brood) uuhatched, and all these receive proper food and timely

attention. Only think, Mr. B, how much work is necessary in

mixing and kneading this food before it is given to the infants

of the hive. One thing more let me call your attention to be-

fore we place the hive on its board. You see that much of the

brood in the centre of the hive is sealed over. Every young bee

has a hd placed over it when it is ten days old. In this hive

about one thousand lids are required every day. You see the

lids over the brood are convex in form, and those on the honey

cells are concave. When brood dies and becomes foul the lids

lose their rounded form, and become concave like the lids of

honey cells.
. .

Mr. B.—I thank you much. This is really teaching by ex-

periment or exhibition, which suits me exceedingly, for I like to

have ocular demonstration of the truth of the lessons taught. I

long to have my bees in larger and more beautiful hives, so that

I could invite my friends to come and see what you have just

shown to me. Most of the cells are occupied with brood and

honey. When will this hive be ready for swarming '.

Mr P —The cells are not all filled yet, and many of them are

not more than half filled. In this small hive there are probably

about a thousand young bees hatched every day, and the bees

will continue to gather honey and find room for it till the day of

swarming. You will find it increasing in weight and strength

dailv, weather permitting. The more houey is gathered the

faster the hive becomes ready for swarming, for bees do not sit

closely on honeycombs. In a sense the storing of ioney con-

tracts the space occupied by the bees. They are driven down-

wards or, in other words, they leave the sealed honeycombs

comparatively uncovered. You will at once understand how

speedily a hive ripens for swarming when both population and

honey increase in numbers and bulk. '"•-'' "''t"' r-nr^nnrntivelvHives with comparatively
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little honey in them have more hrood in their combs, and more
bees covering them. Such hives yield larger swarms than those

better filled with honey, all other things being equal. If the

weather continue fine this hive will be ready for swarming in

ten or twelve days ; and if the weather become unfavourable it

will not be ready for three weeks, for bear in mind the bees
and brood have to fall back on their stores in unfavourable
weather. The consumption of honey would create space for the
population ; besides, the population sit more closely together in

cold weather.
Mr. B.—All this is according to reason, and one can easily

understand that much depends on the state of the weather.
Last night about sunset, as I stood in front of this hive, I saw a

few bees coming out of the door a little way, and then going
back. What were they looking for ?

Mr. P.—Nothing at all. The heat of the hive is becoiaing
great and rather uupleasaut, and causes the bees to seek a little

fresh air on the balcony of their house, like ladies and gentle-

men after dinner on a hot summer evening. If the wind were
to rise and veer round to the east you would find the bees not
Baunteriug on the balcony for a breath of fresh air, but arranging
themselves in the doorway in a very close cluster to keep out
the cold, or, more correctly, to prevent the heat of the hive from
escaping. It is a beautiful sight, that of a hen gathering her
chickens under her wings, and it is equally beautiful and inter-

esting to see the bees of a hive full of brood closing their door
with their own bodies. These things may seem out of place in

a calendar, but I think that they should be kuown by all who
wish to have a firm grip of the subject of bee-management.
Mr. B.—You are right; what you have said tends to strengthen

my desire to possess a wide and comprehensive knowledge of

the habits and management of bees. This best hive of mine
may be ready for swarming in ten days. Would you advise me
to adopt your artificial mode of swarming, or allow it to swarm
of its own accord ?

Mr. P.—All mine are swarmed artificially. We have no time
to waste in watching and waiting for bees swarming. It is

easily done, and answers admirably. Our first swarms some-
times fill large hives, and supers on them 30 lbs. each. Each
early swarm, in a fair season, will rise in weight to 100 lbs.

But we do not say it is better than natural swarming. All who
try our system of artificial swarming succeed beyond their
expectations, and continue year after year the artificial process.
They prefer it, because it prevents the loss of swarms and the
trouble of watching the bees. If you let yours swarm naturally
you may see eggs set in royal cells about three or four days
before the swarms leave. In artificial swarming the eggs are
not generally set till after the swarms are removed. Second
swarms come sooner after natural swarms than they do after
artificial ones. If you try your hand at the artificial mode as it

was described lately in the Journal, you may do it at any hour
of the day. Place the swarm on the old stand and the mother
hive a short distance to the right or left. The bees at first have
a tendency to go to the old spot and the old hive. The old hive,
if equally near to the old stand as the swarm, will naturally
attract the most bees ; hence we frequently disfigure the front
of the hive and doorway for twenty-four hours, so that the bees
do not know it. But if the old hive be placed a few feet to one
side of the old stand, and the swarm be placed on it, we find
most of the bees remain as divided, and all goes on well. If the
weather is not favourable for honey-gathering at the time of
swarming it is a stroke of good policy to feed the swarm, and
thus enable the bees to build combs in which to hatch brood.
If the swarm were hungered for three or four days after it was
hived it would be injured and hindered much. If the weather
is favourable at the time of swarming no feeding will be needed.
Mr. B.—I want to know something of virgin swarms, virgin

comb, and virgin honey.
Mr. P.—These will be noticed next mouth.
Mr. B.—Supposing I wanted supers of honeycomb instead of

swarms this year from these two hives of mine, how would you
advise me to proceed ?

Mr. P.—It is a question whether you would get as much super
honey on the non-swarming system of management as you would
on the swarming system. A great deal depends on the season
and time of swarming. Young swarms generally do better than
old stocks. As this season is not an early one, we shall be in
time to discuss this question next month. But let me say here
that if I were not wauting swarms from your hives I would eke
and enlarge them before I supered them, and thus have larger
hives and larger populations to fill the supers when used. There
can be no greater mismanagement of bees than the use of small
hives. In such hives the powers of both queens and bees remain
undeveloped. They act like the small iron boots that are placed
on the feet of the female children of China, cramping and crip-
pling them quite. If you, Mr. B, put your swarms into hives
IG or 18 inches wide, and be kind to them for a few days after-
wards in the event of the weather being unfavourable, you may
have the happiness of reaping a super of virgin honeycomb from
each swarm before the season is over.

Mr. B.—Then you advise me to put supers on my BWarm
hives as soon as they are filled with combs ?

Mr. P.—Yes. In superiug, it is important to induce the bees

to enter the supers and commence work in them at once. This
cannot be too strongly insisted on, for it is as natural fjr bees to

swarm as it is for birds to build their nests at the proper season,

and it is disappointing and discouraging to beginners to get

neither swarms nor supers when more experienced people get

both. A bit of comb fasleued in the crown of each super, and a
wooden ladder up to it, will heliJ the bees much ; and before the
super is put on the hive a piece of clean calico or paper should
be placed between the super and the crown of the hive, with, of

course, in the paper or calico a hole of the same size as the
crown hole of the hive. This paper is simply to prevent the
bees from building their combs on the crown of the hive, or

fastening them to it. If the paper or calico be not used, supers
have to be cut from the hive by a thin wire or knife, then raised

up by wedges of wood to let the bees lick the honey from the
cells broken by the wire.—A. Pettigbew, Sale.

STICKING HIVES-ARTIFICIAL SWARMS.
The old-fashioned practice of putting sticks across the skeps

for comb-supports is now generally abandoned in the district

where the writer resides. There is no need for them, and they
only impede the labours of bees and disfigure the combs. Per-

haps your readers may feel interested in knowing how the

celebrated James Bonar, who published his later work in 1796,

made artificial swarms. At page 138 he says, " To raise an
artificial swarm the hive must be gently turned up, and the top

of it placed in an eke, or in a hole made in the ground, on pur-

pose to prevent it from being overturned. An empty hive of

the same size must then be gently placed over it, mouth to

mouth, and a sheet or large cloth wi-apped round the joinings

of the hives to prevent any of the bees from getting out. The
rxudermost hive must then be rapped with both hands in the

manner a drum is beat, rapping chiefly on those parts of the

hive to which the edges of the combs are fixed, and avoiding

the parts opposite to the sides of the combs lest they should be
loosened, and, by falling together, crush the bees between them
as well as the young in the ceUs The more bees
there are in it (the hive) the sooner they will run into the new
hive, for the concussion of the hive by the rapping alarms them
as an earthquake alarms mankind, and they run to the upper
hive in search of a more safe habitation. . . . The sheet

may then be removed, and the edge of the upper hive next the

right hand lifted up, when .... the queen sometimes will

be observed to go up along with the rest. When all the bees

are thus removed it may be placed where the old one stood. . .

An empty hive should also be placed where the old hive stood

to amuse those bees belonging to it that may return. . .

*' The operation may be easily performed at any hour of the
day, but the safest time is when they are most busy at work. .

I have taken ofi four artificial swarms in one forenoon," &c.

The lines

—

" Hos ego vorsiculos feci, tulit alter boiiorea.

Sic vos non vobia,"

were said to have been written by

—

Vibgil.

[I cordially thank the writer of the above for the extract from
Bonar's book, indicating that he was the inventor of artificial

swarming as practised by my father, and afterwards by others

in his neighbourhood who followed his example. In the " Handy
Book of Bees " these words were used :

" Who was the inventor

of this artificial mode of swarming I cannot tell. My father

adopted it, if he did not invent, nearly seventy years ago." I

once heard him allude to Bonar's book, so there can be no doubt
that he derived the hint and practice from it. My father was a
working man, and though he was, perhaps, the largest and most
successful bee-keeper that Scotland ever jjroduced, he had no
pretensions or parade about his practice whatever. He kept

bees for profit, and managed them with the least possible amount
of labour. Bonar, by the publication of his invention, made it

possible for a labouring man like my father to make htindreds

of pounds by bee-keeping without the trouble of watching and
wasting time day after day for bees swarming. I think it should
now be called " Bonar's system."—A. Pettigkew.]

Fe.\ther-eating Fowls.—Chickens kept in confinement very
frequently contract the habit of plucking and eating the feathers

of their mates. We were told by a gentleman fancier very re-

cently, that this might be prevented by affixing a bundle of

fodder in their place of confinement in such manner as to pre-

vent the fowls from trampling upon and soiling it, while they
were allowed free access to it to pick and eat such fragments as

their appetites might covet.

—

[American Pet-Stock Bulletin.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
ExTENSiTE PouLTRY-KEEPTNO (Affricola).—If you are eureegss will always

make from dd, to In. per dozen, your friend may make his poultry pay. Ha
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mnst begin with a smaller nnmber than 1200 hens. If he has the twelve acres
now in hand, as he will want at least four houses on them, we advise him to
begin at once the construction of the first ; to build it lofty, roomy, but in
the most inespeneive style. It may be made of wood, but should be free
from draught to the height of 5 feet from the ground. As employment has
much to do with restoration of health, this will be a boon to him. We there-
fore advise him to build the smallest of his houses at first ; ho will find many
alterations necessary in those he builds afterwards. A man learns more
about building by one experience in that line than by all the books that ever
were written. In his house he must have plenty of ventilation, light by
means of windows that can be open in summer, shut in winter; a good hard
earthen floor; if possible, south, west, or south-western aspect; perches
within 24 inchen of the ground. He must have a granary, because to make it

profitable ho must buy evorj'thing wholesale. There will bo a large consump-
tion of food. Where eggs only are wanted a constant supply of pullets ar-
riving at maturity month after month is more important than the breed of
the birds. If the venture is determined upon be ought now to be looking out
for his layers. If eggs sell for 9(i. per dozen all the year round, they are
worth much more in December and January. He ought, then, now to know
where, when ho has a house ready, he can find his April and May pullets. We
know of no such establishment.

Aristocracy of Cocks (E.)—We constantly ki^ep between forty and fifty
cocks together in one run. Every now and then one runs a muck, but he
always gets the worst of it. We take from the number, and add to it. We
are, however, careful always to make any change at night, and to put the new
comer on a perch or in a comer where there are several others. They agree,
as a rule, very well; but you must make it impossible for a pullet to get in, or

" Like another Helen,
She'll fire another Troy."

No peace afterwards.

BiRToN-nN-HiniiJEn Show.—Mr. F. Bankes wishes to know if any prize-
winners at this Show have received their prizes.

Brahma Chicken Weak-legged (W. Diamond).—What is the flooring of
the shed V We should think the chicken is suffering from cramp induced by
living on a damp floor, as brick, stone, or wood. We can hardly give you a
hope of recovery. The best remedy is to give stale bread toasted and steeped
in strong ale. Let the bird have the same to drink, and bo bedded with hay
or soft straw.

Food for Poultry (A. T7.).—The fact of your birds laying so many eggs
in the early months will account for the smaller numl)er now. You cannot
have the cake and eat it. Your fowls thrive in spite of vour feeding, and we
wonder they lay at all. Discontinue the foiu-ths. and give them good barley-
meal slaked with water morning and eveuing. You can give for a mid-day
meal maize, barley, or table scraps. If you ttive your chi^kena nothing but
groats we do unt think fhoy will live long enough "to enjoy the maize. Give
them some bread and milk, curd, cooked chopped meat, and hard egg chopped
fine. They may live on the groats, but they cannot grow.

Cayenne for Young Canaries (Do^.).—Begin to give it thfm when they
are about seven or eight weeks old, before the young feathers begin to show,
and it must be continued during the entire moult, or as long as the blood is
in circulation in the feather.—W, A. Blakston.
Colour of Buff Canaries lldemK—They should be as high in colour in

proportion as Yellow ones. The higher the colour the better; but there
should be a covering of white over the body colour as if it were dusted with
flour, or as though the bird were clothed in deep buff satin and covered with
a veil. The yellow should be as deep a colour as possible, inclining to red-
ness, and the cayenne diet will materially add to the tone.—W. A. B.
Closeness of Feather {Id^m).—It affects colour much in the same way

as closing a gilt-edged book shows the gold to greater effect ; or, better still,
notice the effect of the deep brownish red now in voijue on the edges of many
books—Church hymn-books to wit. Close the book and vou have all the
colour. Then gradually open and spraad the leaves with the thumb, and as
the edges become separated^ and not so close and compact, you at once lose
colour. The closer and more compact the feathers, and the more intimately
they overlap each other, the better will the colour which is at the extreme
edge show itself.—W. A. B.

Size of Hive's Crown-openings (A. Brenan).—The size of crown-open-
ings in our hives for suporiag is about 4 inches in diameter. We think one
such in each hive is better than three narrow nues, which you term ahts. If
you use the adapting board with three slits in its contro, which you have just
procured, it will have to bo placed over a crown-hole as wide as the slits are
long. The openings in your wooden-topped hive are not well adapted for
Bupering. One hole 3 inches wide would be better. It will not matter much
whether you remove the perforated zinc from the apertures or not.

Queen Wasp (P. Rainford).—The iusect you have sent is a queen waspi
which, if you had let alone, would have become the mother of a nest of waspg.
"Waeps are enemies to bees in this sense, that they will steal honey when they
can enter hives, but strong swarms generally keep them out. They do more
harm to grapes and other sweet fruit.
Hive Entrance (Edwin Pec/.-).—There should bo but one entrance to

eanh liivp. Whether, therefore, a nadir or a super is used, the door of ingress
and egress remains the same.
Ke-using Marvatt's Hives (H. T.).—Maryatt's bee hives can be used for

Bwarras again and again. In fact, we find there is scarcely any limit to the
profitable uso of woll-mado wooden bee hives. They will last a lifetime if
only wi'll painted now and theu, and carefully cleansed from all impurities
whenever a fresh lot of bees are put into them. Do not paint them, however,
when you put a fresh swarm into them. The best timo to do this is in
October or November, when the bees are reduced in numbers and less active
than in spring and summer. Hives should always bo thoroughly cleaned and
painted, if necessary, whenever they are out of use. as when the bees die-out
from whatever cause. Then they will be found ready to hand when moat
wanted. If there is any comb in your Maryatt's hive which " has been put
away for some years" we should advise you to remove it all before putting
the bees into it. It would be now so distasteful to the bees that they would
immediately desert it. Your letter reached us too late to be answered iu our
last nnmber.
SupBiaNG (,-f Bee-keeper).—Supering was fully unfolded in four letters on

the subject which appeared in this Journal last autumn. Your chief difficulty
appears to be in not being able to prevent breeding in the supers. You say
brood is the rule, not the exception," and have " tried the three-sixteenths

Buta as recommended by some writers, but not witli much success." We
prefer a gcod wide thoroughfare, S or 4 inches, between the hive and suosr.
We advise you to keep large hives, for those not only affori the baes m'jre

room for the eggs laid by the queens, but hold more workers, which fill gnpere
more rapidly than a email number of workers can do. Another matter of
great importance in the prevention of brood in supers is inducing the bees to
commence in the crowns and build the combs downwards ; this we do by fixing
one, two. or three small pieces of white drone comb m the crowns. Bees are
more inclined to put huney in drone comb than brood. Indeed, we have never
known a drone bred in a super, and during the last thirty years we have bad
only three F,upers with brood in them, and two of these were filled on empty
hives by artificial means. Our supers range in weight from 8 lbs. to 30 lbs.
Most of them about 16 lbs. Supers should be kept warm, and hght wholly
excluded from glass ones. We cannot tell whether the arrangements for the
proposed show of honey, &c., at the Crystal Palace are finally made or not, but
think that by writing to the Secretary there, " A Bee-keeper " willobtain the
information he seeks.
Dog's Hair Coming off in Circular Patches (F. M. N.).—There are

several varieties of the mange, and the symptoms you describe indicate it to
be that which is best treated by lowering the diet. Give the dcg mashed
potatoes, oatmeal, and milk, but no animal flesh. Let the dog have regular
exercise, and give him every morning two grains of blue pill, followed in four
hours by a table-spoonful of castor oil. No local application is necessary, but
the dog may be well washed occasionally with soft soap and water, taking care
that he is well dried, as the mercury in the blue pill might make him likely
to take cold.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Gasidem Square, London.

Lat.51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; AUitade 111 feet.

DiTE.
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goodness are seldom separate' or separable — ought to and
does share in the pleaaures of the "garden pirty." No
doubt these gatherings are to him a source of extra study,

anxiety, and labour, but these ho gives cheerfully if he ia

situated as he ought to be in the couiidiince of his employer,
having his appreciation and consiJeratiou, which have a value

v/hieh cannot be fully expressed by the letters £ s. d. It is un-
questionably the case that indispensable as the money part of

the question may be, it is not with hundreds of men the sole

attachment pertaining to their charge. The very love of their

duties, the confidence they feel in the stability of a home
however humble, the satisfaction they feel they give, are items

of value which go to the credit side of the ledger. It must bo

80, or from whence the quiet content of men who by dint of

hard study range infinitely above the artisans in educational
6tandard, yet clearly below them in financial emoluments?
Well, let us be thankful for the fact, aud for every item of

whatsoever kind that contributes to the comfort and content-

ment of a home. Persevering honest labour is sure to win a

reward sooner or later in one way or another, and that reward
is the great lever to further effort to meet the requirements
of ordinary or extraordinary demands.
To the last category belong garden parties. They are extra-

ordinary by the unusual interest which the many visitors

show in the surroundings of the point of inspection. The
tone of such gatherings is in its nature critical, and pro-

perly BO, so long as it is that generous kindly criticism which
gives pleasure all round—a criticism which is considerate and
just, which embraces not merely the effect produced, but the
means which produce it. It is in the generality of places

hardly possible that everything can be at the finest—that every

department is at the zenith of its prosperity on a given day

:

this is rather too much to expect in the majority of places, yet

cleanliness and neatness will in most cases be secured, and it

is wonderful what a power this has in enhancing the effect of

fair average productions. This wanting, let the occupants of

a garden be never so superior, they cannot but show to great

disadvantage.

Cleanliness is the first thing to aim at and accomplish in

making a garden yield a maximum of enj oyment. This should

,

if possible, pervade every part ; but it can scarcely be attained
except by extra effort, and when notice of a week or more has
been given. This notice of any coming event which has more
than usual demands on the gardener, ought not, in the inter-

ests of master as well as man, to be withheld when it can be

conceded. It is a concession which most men value, but which
by no means all are in ihe habit of experiencing. Being one
of the favoured few in this matter, I can testify to the advan-
tage a gardener feels it to be, to be made acquainted before-

hand with any special circumstance afl'eeting his duties. Such
little notification is of value to the owner equally with the

gardener, as those who have not yet tried will find out by ex-

perience if the feeling between master aud man is what it

should be. Thoughtfalness and consideration extended by
one cannot fail to beget a corresponding feeling ou the part of

the other ; and a man, if his heart and head are right, will

never know when he has done enough for a good master ; while

the master will recognise the necessity occasionally of permit-

ting special aid when needed for any extraordinary occasion

when he sees a good aud willing man unduly pressed, but this

necessity is not so likely to arise when timely notice has been
conceded.

Discursive as are these remarks, they are perhaps neither

mistimed or irrelevant, and will not clash discordantly with
the heading of this letter. Garden parties are commonly
associated with late summer rather than early spring, and it

is perhaps only in an old-fashioned garden filled with old-

fashioued flowers that a gathering in April can be a success,

except it be a new-fashioned spring garden, which when well

managed has charms which nothing in summer can hardly

surpass. That garden parties in April can give pleasure I have
had proof, aud this with nothing great or grand sot out to

tempt, but only the simplest array of the simplest flowers,

which all may have who care to do so. In fact, the charm lies

in the very simplicity of the feast. Well, but is a garden
worthy of the name if it is uninviting in April ? Ought not at

this period everything to conspire to please ? The brightness

of the sun at this season cheers and gives life to the spirits,

bat later the heat is oppressive and enervating. The air is

filled with the melodies of the songsters, which by-and-by will

lapse into haif-mournful cadences. The newly expjiuded foliage,

so fresh and clean, robed in its virgin green, will auou look

heavy in comparison with its airy lightness now. The blossom
of the fruit trees, exquisite in its delicacy, extorts admiration.

This is what nature contributes to a garden in April. Let
man give his mite as well. Let him use Wallflowers freely—
not sown at any time aud grown anyhow, but treated as plants
worthy of care ; the bright golden yellow interspersed with the
rich and varied browns aud " bloods"—dwarf plants with huge
trusses, the foliage close to the ground, and all the flowers single.

Surround these with the lovely blue Nemophila, never half so

good as now, mixed with snowy Iberis. Edge with the purple
Aubrietia, Golden Feather, and Arabis, out of which let the
Pansy peep and the Daisy lift its modest head. Throw in

a clump here and there of the spring Snowdrop, and that fine

and sweet spring flower Daphue Cueorum. Lot the Polyanthus
have a place, tbe lovely Myosotis dissitiflora and Anemones
have room. Forget not either the pretty lowly and dense
Phlox frondosa, the pink Sileue, and golden Alyssum saxatile;

aud amongst them all be sure and remember the Lothian and
the cottager's Eromptou Stocks. The latter are not nearly so

common as they were years ago, neither are the strains offered so

uniformly good. It is one of the finest of all spring and early

summer-blooming plants in-doors aud out when it is fairly

grown and the type good. The Lothian is more certain by the
special care it has received in recent years. It is, perhaps, the

most valuable stock grown, so certain, massive, and telling

when seen at this season in conservatory or garden. A com-
biuation something, yea, very, like this has more than once in

the April just passed away been a source of attraction and a

fund of pleasure to the mauy citizens who did not deem a
plain old-fashioned garden filled with these old-fashioned things

beneath a visit ; and a venture may be hazarded that not one
in fifty failed to appreciate such as they found, and it is quite

certain that if any solitary individual of preternaturally ad-

vanced ideas had so much as whispered " A lot of rubbish !

"

he would have been metaphorically voted out of the garden.

That was once considered the correct term to use in reference

to this simple class of spring flowers, but the phrase is fast

becoming obsolete—just, in fact, as these old things are be-

coming new again.

Yes, garden parties in April or early summer ought to be
more common, the elements ensuring their success being by
nature half provided, the other half involving only a minimum
amount of money, time, and skill, small in proportion to the

vast amount of pleasure they create and produce. At this

time are not the houses also gay with the gayest of plants.

Azaleas, Pelargoniums, Roses, etc. ? Are not the stove occu-

pants particularly inviting ? the fresh upspringing Ferns and
tbe unrolling of foliage plants centres of interest? Are not

lawns clothed in spring verdure cool, and smooth, and cheer-

ful ? Add thereto simple spring flowers, and then with a

fine day, the walks clean aud nowhere a weed to be seen, a

garden party in April is equally enjoyable with a similar gather-

ing at any other period. Nay, will it not give more real plea-

sure to those in " city pent," being the first smiles of another

summer coming—the first sweet breath of another year, tilling

the earth with gladness—the first taste of the relishing dish

set out when the appetite is longing, from the famine of a

flowerless winter? It is even so, as those will find who try to

do their best to assist Nature in the proper setting of her

resources at a time she displays her charms and puts forth her

power. With more attention to spring, its beauties and sim-

plicities, we add a touch to a beautiful world ; the summer is

lengthened and our capacities for enjoyment strengthened, and
we go on our course in happiness and hope : at any rate, the

latter is the patrimony of all.—J. Weight.

RAISING AURICULAS FROM SEED.
The inquiry of "J. A." on this point is but one evidence

out of many that our old-fashioned florists' flowers and herb-

aceous plants are coming to the front once more, and I only

wish I could give a more satisfactory reply to his question how
he is to procure good Auriculas than I fear he will be likely to

consider this to be. He complains that he cannot afford to

try established varieties, and that he has failed to obtain good

ones from seed ; but there are many really good and prize-

winning Auriculas that can be had cheaply—quite as cheaply as

a bedding Geranium of any novelty or merit. Such sorts as

l'(ippleweir3 Conqueror, Waterhouse's Conqueror of Europe,

Howard's Lord Nelson, Oliver's Lady Ann Wilbraham, TraiU's

General Neill, Fletcher's Mary Auue, Oliver's Lovely Anne,

Netherwood's Othello, Parker's Metropolitan, and others can be
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bad from Is. 6(f. to 2s. i'ld. a-plant ; and if any money is laid I

out on plants during the year, an amateur who is really fond
of them would hardly begrudge the few shillings required to

lay the foundation of a collection.

As to raising Auriculas from seed, there is nothing in which
the celebrated direction of Mrs. Criasse (did she ever give it?)

is more needful—first catch your hare

—

i.e., first get good
seed ; for this is well nigh an impossibility, for these reasons :

1, The growers of Auriculas are few. In the county iu which
I live (Kent) I do not believe there is another grower, and I

very rarely in the south of England hear of a collection.

%, Those who grow them either do not grow seed, or, if they
<3o, they keep in their own hands the beat hybridised seed for

the purpose of raising seedlings. Most growers have the idea

that seed ripening weakens the plant ; and hence, as soon as

the blooming is over it is picked off. I may mention as a

proof of this difficulty that I have known £8 an ounce to be
offered for it, and yet the owner of the collection was not able

to save a scrap of it. And after all, what a very difficult thing
it is to raise a good seedling Auricula ! Take the case of Mr.
<!>eorge Lightbody, of Falkirk, who for upwards of thirty years

was a raiser of seedlings, intelligent, careful, and with the
perseverance of his nation strongly developed ; and yet on
looking at the last list he ever published I do not think that
there are above three or four flowers at most that will be re-

membered a dozen years hence. I should therefore, taking all

these things into consideration, advise " J. A." first of all to

procure a few plants of such Auriculas as I have named, and
then try to save his own seed. He can hybridise them, and so
probably obtain a better strain of seed.

And now supposing the seed to be " by hcok or crook " ob-
tained, let us see how to proceed. It is best to sow it iu pans,
and the soil used should be light and rich—Hght sandy mould
and well-rotted cow dung, with some sharp saud or some similar
compost. The pan should be thoroughly well drained, and
the compost when placed in it should rise iu the middle, gra-

dually sloping towards the side. The seed should be sown not
too thickly, covered with finely sifted mould, and then be
watered with a very fine rose. This should be done early iu

4he year—February or JIarch ; and if there is the convenience
of a hotbed or stove it would be well to give them the advan-
tage of it, so as to produce rapid germination. Should moss
accumulate, the surface should be lightly stirred ; and as soon
as the plants are up the pans should be placed either in the
•open air or in some cool place. The advantage of heat for

causing the germination of the seed is obvious, but at the same
time it must be remembered that the pans ought not to be
exposed to heavy rains. About the month of July, when the
plants will have grown sufficiently for the purpose, they should
be transplanted into thumb pots, or several may be placed in
a pan, iu a compost similar to that in which the full-grown
jiiants are kept, and should in all respects be treated as offsets

or small plants would be. They will not bloom until the
eecond or third year.

In what I have said I have had in my mind the finer, or
ehow varieties as they are called. It is much easier to procure
seed of Alpine Auriculas, and they are very handsome, but
will never in the eye of a true florist compare with the more
refined show varieties.—D., Deal.

THE PACKING AND TEANSIT OF PLANTS, &c.

The packing of plants for travel must be regarded as one of

the most important departments connected with our now im-
mense and rapidly-increasing commerce iu tender plants ; and

,

generally speaking, it is well understood and efficiently per-

formed by those whom it concerns. Often have we admired
the laborious care, and firmness and solidity of the manner in
which professional packers perform this important part of the
plant-merchant's business. This rule, however, as is not to be
wondered at, is not without many exceptions. The transit of

plants after they are packed, notwithstanding these days of

swift travel, is a matter attended with much anxiety to the
receiver, and no doubt also to the sender of packages of tender
plants. It has become scarcely possible to divine when a pack-
age that has to pass over several railways by goods trains will

come to hand, while to send heavy packages by passenger
trains so augments their cost that such a course cannot be
adopted. The parcel post and firing trains leave scarcely a
desire to be realised iu the sale and speedy transmit of light

packages. It is in the belief that these two sides of the
question have become very obvious to many concerned, that

we have selected the subject as one worthy of remark and
suggestion.

There are descriptions of plants which cannot be tampered
with, in order to lessen cither the bulk or the weight of the
packages which contain them, and that must be sent by slow
trains to avoid the enormous expense of the fast trains, even
supposing it were practicable to have all these carried by bucU
trains, which it is not; but there are other classes of plants

which it is simply ridiculous to pack and send as they are yet
far too generally packed and sent. We now refer more especi-

ally to the enormous quantities of comparatively hardy soft-

wooded plants that are sent hither and thither on long journeys
in the spring and early summer months. We will suppose a
quantity of such plants—say Pelargoniums—bought iu a
nursery in small pots. Now, such plants are generally turned
out of their pots and have something wrapped round their
balls, and packed on their sides, layer above layer, in square
hampers. When pitched into the railway truck they are an
enormous weight, chiefly of comparatively useless soil ; and by
the time they reach their destination, we need not try to

describe what the bottom layers of balls and plants are gene-
rally found—a mixture of smashed balls of earth, moss, and
broken plants. The other method is to moss and tie down the
balls in the pots, and often to fix a stake to each plant, and
pack at enormous labour on their bottoms in large round flat

hampers, or to pack on their sides, as in the case of those
turned out of their pots. Those packed on their bottoms
travel, as a rule, well, but at what a cost for a given amount
of plants ! The carpenters' shavings, or stable litter, or straw,
hampers, hazel rods, and mats, far outweigh the goods. When
placed on their sides in pots, the broken pots are too often
added to the mixture of soil, moss, and broken plants.

Now we believe this order of aft'airs is not solely chargeable
to nurserymen, but to the erroneous ideas that the receivers of

such " orders" hold as to the safety of the plants. We have
to suggest to both parties that if those who order such goods
as we are now speaking of—let us take for instance a consign-

ment of Pelargoniums, despatched any time in April—would
" order " that all the soil should be shaken from the plants,

carefully preserving the roots : pack them top to top and root

to root, not mingling roots with tops, in a small light hamper,
using nothing but pliable paper round the inside of the hamper
(no damp moss nor heavy heating rubbish of that sort), and
despatching such by passenger train, they would in most cases

reach their destination as soon as the nurseryman's letter of

advice. In this case there would scarcely be a bruised leaf,

and the roots not so much injured as when the balls get broki.'U.

on the journey; and, after being potted in fresh soil, they
would look better than before they were shaken out. The
passenger carriage would not be more than that by goods train,

and the time on the journey in the one case a fraction of the

time in the other. This is no mere fancy picture ; we have
tried it over and over again, and it is an advantage to both, for

the packer does his work far quicker in the one case, and the

pots are saved, for which an allowance is made. The absurd
practice in the mode we recommend is the packing of shaken-
out plants with a layer of damp moss and shavings, which not
only necessitates a larger hamper and a heavier package, but it

is at the same time a positive evil. Whatever Is placed iu

layers around such goods should be light and perfectly dry,

and we think paper the best.

Many such plants are not despatched to the country till they

are required for planting; and in the case of Geraniums and
many other similar plants we would say. Shake the soil fn m
them, for no one would ever think of planting with ball entire

such plants matted in small pots. A partial " shake-out "

would of course be best ; but of two evils the total shake-out

is far less than that of planting with a ball like a bullet, and
we have invariably noticed that plants shaken-out grew the

most satisfactorily, to say nothing of the lightness of package,

and swiftness and certainty of Iriusit.

One of the greatest evils connected with packing for a five or

six days' transit is that of packing with damp material; it

heats by the way, and even when it does not heat, plants out
of perfectly dry, always look and do better at once than those
turned out of damp material.

We are very much surprised that paper-shavings—so clean,

so light, so springy and elastic, and consfqueutly so warm

—

have not been more used by plantsmen for packing, particu-

larly moderate packages of tender plants. We once sent a
package of plants to France, packed with paper-shavings ex-

clusively in a large but light box, and the receiver was quite
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taken with the nice, clean, undamaged state of the plants and the
lightness of the package, and expressed his surprise to us that
Buch material had never been used by nurserymen. No doubt
if a demand were to spring up for such, it could be supplied in

various qualities even much cheaper than it is now.
The enormous traffic there is in Vines in pots, and the out-

rageously nnnecessary-sized pots in which most purchasers in-

sist on receiving them, is one of the greatest mistakes in the
whole round of plant-culture, not looking at the question from
the carriage standpoint at all. This is especially applicable to

Vines for planting, which are generally sought from 6 to 7 feet

long in large pots. The whole thing is a mistake, both for the
seller and receiver. Given two Vines, one in an 8 or 10-inch
pot, C feet long (and setting aside everything but the quality of

the Vine), and another in a 6-inch pot, a yard or 4 feet high
at the most, stiff, and standing erect without a stake, with its

best buds about 2i feet from the bottom, and filled with a mass
of fjbry roots — we would choose the latter, not only on
account of the small package that is requued for transit, but
because it is the best-ripened and most twiggy-rooted Vine,
having the best buds at the part from which the young growths
are allowed to spring for furnishing the Vine. A long Vine
has its best buds near its top, and the cultivator, after plant-

ing, rubs these off and brings away growths from weaker buds
at the front light of his vinery. How easy it is to pack 6-inch
pot Vines. Turn them out of their pots and wrap a piece of

coarse canvas, or even strong paper, round the ball, or rather
mass of roots, and the weight of pots is saved, and less space
required to pack in, and when received pop them into 6-inch
pots. The long Vine in a large pot, when the plant is required
to plant out, is a great mistake ; what is wanted is a concen-
trated weU-ripened bud and twiggy roots.

—

(The Gardener.)

CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW.
May Oth.

This was held fully a week sooner than usual ; and though
many of the specimens had not arrived at their full beauty,
and there was a falling off-both in quantity and quality in

many of the classes, the Exhibition well merited the numerous
attendance of visitors which it secured, notwithstanding the
coldness of the day.
Among the stove and greenhoiise plants a great deficiency

was created by the absence of Mr. Baines' grand coUections,
which have recently been dispersed ; but Mr. Ward, gardener
to F. G. Wilkins, E?q., Leytou, who was first for twelve, ex-
hibited large, finely-bloomed specimens of Hedaroma Ilookeri
and tulipiferum, Aphelexis macrantha purpurea and rosea,
Statice profusa, very fine; Azaleas, and Anthurium Scherze-
rianum with a score of finely-coloured spathes. The remaining
prizetakers in this class were Mr. Kemp, gardener to the Duke
of Northumberland, Albury Park ; Mr. Peed, gardener to Mrs.
TredweU, Lower Norwood ; and Mr. G. Wheeler, gardener to
Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart., Regent's Park. In the nurserymen's
class Messrs. Jackson & Sous, Kingston, took the lead with
excellent specimens of Heaths, Azaleas, Aphelexis macrantha
purpurea, and Dracophyllum gracile. Mr. Williams, of Hollo-
way, followed with a magnificent specimen of Anthurium Scber-
zeriannm with some thirty llowers, Acrophyllum venosum, very
fine ; and other excellent specimens. Mr. Morse, Epsom, was
third. In the amateurs' class for nine, Mr. Peed took the lead
with a large bush of Tetratheca ericrefolia, a very good speci-
mens of Epacris miniata splendens, and other plants shown by
him in a similar collection last year. Mr. Donald, gardener to

J. G. Barclay, Esq., Leyton ; Mr. J. Wheeler, gardener to J.

Phillpott, Esq., Stamford Hill; and Mr. D. Bain, gardener to

J. Scott, Esq., Bickley Favk, secured the other awards. In groups
arranged for effect the prizes went to Messrs. Foreman, Fewell,
and Peed.

In groups of sis fine-foliaged plants we noticed fine specimens
of Alocasia metallica, Maranta Veitchii, Grotons, Latania bor-
bonica, and some other Palms. Mr. Fewell, gardener to Mrs.
Sargood, Broad Greeu Lodge, who was first, had a noble example
of Alocasia Lowii. Messrs. Bain and Donald secured the re-

maining prizes.

Heaths were shown in collections of eight and of six. Mr.
Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., had large, finely-

bloomed plants of Ventricosa magnitica and Eximia superba in

the latter class, taking the first prize ; and other good specimens
were shown by Messrs. Peed, Morse, Kemp, and J. Wheeler.

Azaleas, with a few exceptions, were not up to the mark ; the
large plants were deficient in bloom, and many of the smaller
ones had a ragged appearance. The chief prizetakers among
nurserymen were Messrs. Williams, Turner, and Laue ; among
amateurs G. Wheeler, J. Wheeler, and G. Roach. In the groups
of twenty, grown in 12-inch pots, Mr. Turner, of Slough, and
Messrs. Jackson, of Kingston, furnished excellent plants con-

sisting of varieties different from those represented in the ordi-
nary run of exhibition specimens.
Of Orchids some very good examples were staged. Mr. Ward,

who was first in the amateurs' class for fifteen, had excellent
specimens of Odontoglossum Phalsenopsis, Pescatorei, Alexan-
dra;, Lycaste Skinneri, &c. Mr. G. Wheeler was second. For
six the prizetakers were Mr. Peed and Mr. J. Wheeler ; and in.

the nurserymen's class Mr. Williams, Mr. Morse, and Messrs.
Jackson. Mr. Williams had Cypripedium caudatum with eight
blooms, C. villosum, Dendrotiium infundibulum. Foxbrush
Aerides, and two fine plants of Vanda tricolor vars. superba and
meleagris, the latter with six spikes.
Pelargoniums of the Show kinds were best represented in the

nine from Mr. Ward, which were first in the amateurs* class, and
which comprised splendid plants of Rob Roy and Rose Celestial.
Mr. James was second ; while in the nurserymen's division the
awards fell to Messrs. Dobson, of Isleworth, and Mr. Turner.
The most striking and successful part of the whole ExhibitioE

was, however, the display of Roses in pots. Those from Messrs.
Paul, of Cheshunt, and Mr. Turner, of Slough, were probably
the most superb specimens ever exhibited, and so evenly-
balanced were the merits of the two collections of ten, that they
were awarded equal first prizes. Messrs. Paul & Son had
Madame de St. Joseph, Mdlle. Theri-se Levet, John Hopper,
Celine Forestier, Victor Verdier, Horace Vernet, Anna AJexieff,
Princess Mary of Cambridge, Charles Lawson, and Dr. Andry.
Mr. Turner sent Victor Verdier, Madame de St. Joseph, Sou-
venir de Malmaison, .Juno, Charles Lawson, Paul Perras, Duke
of Edinburgh, Anna Alexieff, Beauty of Waltham, and Souvenir
d'un Ami. Mr. Turner also contributed the only group of
fifteen, and Messrs. Paul of twelve, but in both cases these were
admirably grown and bloomed, well deserving the first prizes
awarded. Mr. Moorman, gardener to the Misses Christy, Coombe
Bank, Kingston, was first in the amateurs' class.

Among miscellaneous subjects were collections of Clematis
from Messrs. Jackman, of Woking (to whom a first prize was
also given in the class provided for that flower); from Mr. Ley,
nurseryman, Croydon; Messrs. Cutbush, Highgate; Messrs.
Downie, Laird, & Laing; Messrs, Rollisson ; and Mr. Wilhams,
HoUoway. Groups of fine-foliaged and flowering plants, and fin©
stands of cut Roses from Mr. William Paul, who also contributed
a very ornamental collection of Ivies. Messrs. Downie & Co.
and Mr. Hooper, of Bath, exhibited several stands of show and
fancy Pansies, and the latter Tulips and Ranunculuses as well;
Mr. Ware, of Tottenham, bedding and other Pansies ; and
Messrs. Dobson, Calceolaries. Mr. Croucher, gardener to J.
Peacock, Esq., Sudbury House, Hammersmith, exhibited three
immense specimens of Echinocactus visnaga, which excited
much attention on the part of the visitors. Among new plants.
Agave Taylorii, Adiantum gracillimum, Ceterach aureum, and
Ficus Parcelii from Mr. Williams, and Betula alba purpurea
from Mr. W. Paul, had certificates.

FLORENCE INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION AND BOTANICAL CONGRESS.
The opening of the new markets at Florence has furnished

the occasion for holding a great International Horticultural

Exhibition and Botanical Congress, such as has already taken
place at Brussels, Amsterdam, London, St. Petersburg, Paris,

and Vienna. Thither are the savants, the connoisseurs, and
amateurs of botany and horticulture tending, and during the

time from the 12th to the 20th of this month the ancient

capital of Tuscany will hold high holiday. We cannot give

any report of these proceedings this week, as at the time of

our going to press there is not time to have received any com-
munication which could convey an account of the proceedings,

but it is our intention next week to furnish our readers with
all the particulars of this effort of Italy to assert a claim to

recognition among the horticultural communities of the world.

'there are few places that could have been better chosen than
Florence for such a gathering, with all its historical and high
art associations; and even if, as it has been said, there is

nothing worth calling gardening in southern Europe, where-

nature and not art mainly supplies man's wants, there will be

much to please and to satisfy the visitor in other branches of

knowledge.
So far we have been mainly occupied with our journey, and

a few notes hastily thrown together as to our observations on
the route may not be uninteresting. Spring frosts, those hptes

nuircs of British gardeners, have this year extended to France,

and on the morning of the 4th telegrams reached the Minister

of the Interior in Paris that one of these scourges had passed

over the whole surface of the country, causing serious damage
to the Vine districts. This we found fully confirmed iu tra-

veUing down through the Cote d'Or and Burgundy. There the

Yiuts are completely blackened, and Jyoung leaves of the
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Walnuts are shrivelled up as if they had been scorched. About
Maoon the damage bus beea very Ki'^at ; but it is consolatory

to know that some of the finest of the Mpdoc vineyards, such

as Marp;auex, Brauue Moutou, LafiUe, and Larose have escaped.

Near Dijon we observed that one proprietor, more thoughtful

than his neighbours, had taken the precaution to shelter as

much as about a quarter of au acre by laying boards on a

rough framework over the Vines.

Vegetation to the south of Paris as far as Macou has not

advanced much, if any, farther than it had done in England
•at the time of our departure ; and it was curious to observe

the difference which altitude made in the foliation of the

interminable Poplars which everywhere farce themselves on
the attention. Between Paris and the Cote d'Or the leaves

are almost fully developed ; but whan the higher ground is

reached, and where we found the altitude to be G50 feet above

Paris, the buds had hardly burst. Bat beyond Macon a

gradual advance was observable, and on reaching B.)urg and
Amberien all traces of the frost had gone, and the Vines and
Walnuts were rejoicing in their bright new clothing.

At this early season when vegetation is fresh we had an
opportunity of observing what we never did before during

many visits to the Contiuoat, and that is that among the

interminable Poplars there are two species which are easily

distinguished at this early period. These are Populus nigra

and Populus canadensis, the latter being by far the more pre-

valent. The distinction is easily seen by the dark green foliage

of the former, and the pale yellow-green with russet tinge of

the latter. Sometimes where there is a group of canadensis

with here and there nigra dotted among them the effect is

quite striking ; and this hint may benefit those of our readers

who are interested in planting trees for colour effects. The
same contrast is met with between the Lombardy Pojjlar, which
is a variety of nigra, and canadensis.

Another object of attraction from Dijon to Bourg.the capital

of the old province of Bresse, was the heaps of flat square

crates that were piled up empty at various stations, and these

we discovered to be the " returned empties " which had con-

veyed the noted fowls of Bresse to all parts of France. These
fowls take the place of the Sussex and Dorkings with us, and
are esteemed as the finest fowls on the Continent. True to

its tradition, we found throughout Bresse large quantities of

these fowls running in the pastures, and reminding us of the

great chicken-fatting districts of Sussex.

As we near the Alps, vegetation, instead of being retarded

as we erroneously supposed, is far in advance of the parts

through which we had passed. From Amberien, where the

grandeur of the Alpine scenery begins, there is great progress

made, and the Walnuts, Mulberries, and Limes are almost in

full leaf, while at Chambery the fine avenue of Planes leading

to the town affords an ample shade from the sun, which has

already become so powerful as to remind us that we have left

the cold north behind us.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
May 13th.

The great feature on this occasion was the display of Boses
in pots, which was of the highest excellence. It was no mere
repetition of that at the Palace on the previous Saturday, except
in quality, which was equally good. Orchids, Azaleas, and
miscellaneous groups lent tlieir aid, the whole forming au im-
portant and effective exhibition, occupying nearly the whole of

the two conservatory corridors, while in the conservatory itself

was Mr. Noble's show of Clematis.
Of pot Roses the examples shown by Messrs. Paul and Mr.

Turner in Class 1 were superb. Several of the plants ranged
from 5 to feet in diameter at the base, and he would be a bold
man that would hazard a guess at the number of blooms which
they bore, and all so exquisitely fresh and beautiful that one
would suppose that the art of the cultivator could go no further.

The competition between the two redoubtable champions we
have named was extremely close, but ended in the Judges de-
ciding in favour of Messrs. Paul, of Cbeshunt, as the winners of

the first prize; but the merit of both twelves was so great that

we should have been pleased to have seen a first prize given to

«acb. Messrs. Paul had Souvenir d'uu Ami, Juno, delicately

beautiful, Charles Lawsou, a mass of flowers, Madame Victor
Verdier, audCt'Une Forestierclaiiniug especial attention, the last

in particular being a variety which it is difficult to show in

such fine form. The remainder were John Hopper, President,
Vicomte Vigier, M^-idame Willermoz, Victor Verdier, Camille
Bernardia, and Elie Morel. Mr. Turner, of Slough, had graud
plants of Juno, Charles Lawsou, P.ml Perras, La France, with
others almost equally fine of Paul Verdier, Souvenir dun Ami,

Victor Verdier, Beauty of Waltham, Anna Alexiefl, Souvenir de
Malmaison, and Madame Therese Levet.

In the amateurs' class for six Mr. Ellis, gardener to J. Gals-

worthy, Esq., and Mr. Moorman, gardener to the Misses Christie,

Coombe Bank, KiugRtou, exhibited plants more than usually

good for amateurs. Those from Mr. Ellis were the larger speci-

mens, while Mr. Moorman's La France, Paul Verdier, and Anna
Alexieft' were exceedingly well bloomed, though smaller plauts.

The next class was for twenty distinct kinds in 8 inch pots.

Here Mr. Turner took the lead with, among others, beaulifully

grown and flowered plants of Alba Rosea, Lyonnais, Charles

Lawsou, Edward Morren, La France, and Marie Van Houtte.

Messrs. Paul came in second with an excellent group in which
FranQois Michelon, Monsieur Neman, Mdlle. Eugouie Verdier,

Cbeshunt Hybrid, and ColiuQ Forestier were conspicuous ; while

Messrs. Veitch were third with au even and very well bloomed
collection, in which the white Hvbrid Perpetual Madame La-
oharme was perfection, although Exposition de Brie, Dr. Andry,
and La France carried blooms which could hardly be excelled.

For cut blooms the prizes for twenty-four went to Messrs.

Paul and Mr. Turuer, in the order in which they are named ;
for

twelve to Mr. Moorman and Mr. Tranter, Upper Assendon,

Henley.
The next class in the schedule was for six Clematis. Here

there was only one collection, that from Messrs. Jackman, of

Woking, who well merited the first prize that was awarded.

Countess of Lovelace, which received a first-class certificate at

the last meeting, was the finest; but of the single, Vesta, Fair

Rosamond, The Queen, and Lady Stratford de Redclyffe were
specimens as well grown as they were full of bloom.
Azaleas were neither of large size nor remarkable on the

whole for excellence. Mr. Turner, of Slough, had a very good
nine in 12-inch pots, taking the first position for that number ;

Messrs. Ivery & Son came second, also with well-grown plauts,

not, however, fully out; Messrs. Jackson, of Kingston, were
third. In the amateurs' class for six, Mr. G. Wheeler, gardener

to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart., was the only exhibitor, and secured

a first prize. In the open class for the same number, Mr. Turner
was first with very good dwarf standards of Due de Nassau,

Hooibrenkii, and others.

For Calceolarias Messrs. Dobson & Son, and Messrs. James,

of Isleworth, were respectively first and second with richly-

coloured, large-flowered varieties obtained from their excellent

strains. A third prize was awarded to Mr. Rapley, gardener to

B. Hudson, Esq., Clapham Common.
For twelve Hardy Perennials in 12 inch pots Mr. R. Parker,

Exotic Nursery, Tooting, took the highest position with a fine

pot of Iris gerrnanica spectabilis, Iberis corifolia, Saxifraga

granulata flore-pleno, Dielytra spectabilis, and a flue golden-

yellow bush of Alyssum orientate. Mr. R. Dean, Rauelagh Road,
Ealing, was second with nice healthy Daisies, Violas, &o.

Of twelve bunches of cut flowers of hardy herbaceous plants

Mr. Parker was the only exhibitor, but he had some fine flowers,

and a first prize was awarded to them.
The classfor twelve plauts suitable for the dinner-table brought

out collections of valuable and suitable plants. Mr. J. W. Wim-
sett, nurseryman, Chelsea, received the first prize. 'The most
effective plants in his collection were Aralia Veitchii—its finely-

divided leaves are very graceful; Cocos Weddeliana, one of the

best Palms for this purpose; and Pandanus Veitchii. Mr. W.
Bull, King's Road, Chelsea, was second ; his plauts were also

very fine. Aralia leptophylla, Cocos Weddeliana, and Dajmono-
rops plumosus were the beat. Mr. J. Hudson, Champion HLU,

was third.

Auriculas were poorly shown; it is now too late for them.

Mr. C. Turner was first both for Show and Alpine varieties.

The Rev. H. H. Dombrain was second in the former class, and
amongst others he had au excellent truss of Fletcher's Ne Plua

Ultra. Mr. R. Deau was second in Alpines, and Mr. James, of

Isleworth, third.

Among miscellaneous subjects, for which several silver and
bronze medals were awarded, were mixed groups of plants from
Mr. Williams, HoUoway; Messrs. RoUisson, Tooting ;

Messrs.

Veitch; Mr. Aldous, Gloucester Road, South Kensington ; Mr.

G. Wheeler ; and Messrs. Standish. In Messrs. Veitob's group

were several fine Orchids, and of these plauts alone Mr. Denning,
gardener to Lord Londesborough, sent remarkably fine examples
ofBpidendrum ibaguense with thirteen spikes; Schomburgkia
lilacina, Odontoglossuras, Leptotes bicolor, Chysis Limminghii,

Cattleya Mossiio, and Lajliamajalis. Messrs. Dobson sent a col-

lection of Calceolarias; Messrs. F. & A. Smith one of Azaleas,

and Mr. Condy. gardener to T. BlackweU, Esq., Harrow Weald,

a fine plant of MediniUa magnifica.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

From Mr. Miller, The Gardens, Clumber, came some fair ex-

amples of a Cucumber called Clumber Prolific, which was passed

as of no particular merit. Mr. Hepper, gardener. The Elms,
Acton, sent a box of Hepper's Goliath 'Tomato, to which a

cultural commeudatiun was awarded. The same exhibitor sent
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a fine box of Mushrooms, which also received a cultural com-
naeiidation. From Mr. Hooley came specimeus of Ribbon-leaf
Broccoli, which were passed by the Committee. Mr. Allau,
gardener, Guuton Park, Norwich, exhibited a bundle of Aspa-
ragus, which was also passed. Mr. Dean, Bedfont Nursery,
sent a sample of Curled Parsley, which was of no high merit,
Mr. Miller, Clumber, exhibited a box of British Queen Straw-

berry ; and Messrs. Monro & Wilkinson, Potter's Bar, sent a fine

box of Sir C. Napier Strawberry, to which a cultural com-
mendation was awarded. A basket of very fine fruit of Sir J.

Puxton and President Strawberries came from Mr. Bennett, of
Hatfield. These also received a cultural commendation. Two
"White fleshed Melons named The Czar, came from Mr. Ward,
gardener to T. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop Stortford, which the Com-
mittee thought were very good, but requested speeimens to be
submitted to them again later in the season. From Messrs.
Sherratt & Co., nurserymen, Knypersley Gardens, Congleton,
came a dish of the Kuraquat, Citrus japonica, for the ornamental
fruit of which a cultural commendation was given.

Floral Committee.—W. B. Kellock, Esq., in the chair-
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son had a first-class certificate for
Haemanthus Cooperi, with large, showy, reddish-orange flower-
heads. The same firm also sent Hydrangea japonica speciosa,
with a broad, irregular white stripe in the centre of the leaf, and
which appears likely to be useful as a variegated plant ; also a
collection of their strain of Mimulus, for which a cultural com-
mendation was awarded. Mr- Williams, HoUoway, took first-

class certificates for Gymnogramma triangularis, a very neat
little species with pale sulphury-powdered fronds, and a similar
distinction was awarded him for the elegant Adiantum gracilli-

mum. Messrs- Veitch sent Azalea Mrs. Scorer, a very pleasing
and effective bright rose-coloured variety, and very free-flower-
ing, though not perfect in outline, and Tea Rose Duchess of
Edinburgh, which had been before exhibited and reported on, and
which now received a first-class certificate. Similar awards
were made to Mr. Braid, nurseryman, Winchmore Hill, for large-
flowered Pelargonium Duchess of Edinburgh, which as a market
kind of compact habit and remarkable frefdom of flowering,
will take a high place ; to Mr- R. Dean, Ealing, for bedding
Pansy White Swan; to Messrs. Jackman for Clematis Robert
Hanbury; and to Messrs. Lane for Azalea mollis Alphonse
Lavallce with reddish-orange flowers. Several other varieties of
other colours were also exhibited along with it, and had a very
showy effect. As a proof of the hardiness of this breed of

Azaleas, G. F. Wilson, Esq., sent cut flowers from plants which
had been exposed to the late frosts, and which were hardly per-
ceptibly affected by them- First-class certificates were also
granted to Mr. Croucher, gardener to J. Peacock, Esq., Ham-
mersmith, for Agave micrantha picta with leaves striped with
greenish white, Mamillaria lougispina with long paper-white
spines, very ornamental, and Agave filifera superba ; to Messrs.
Rullisson, Tooting, for Hypolepis Bergiana ; and to Mr. Douglas,
gardener to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, for Aquilegia
leptocera lutea, a very ornamental variety with large, yellow,
long-spurred flowers. Mr- Fairbairn, gardener to W- Terry,
Esq., Peterborough House, Fulham, had a cultural commenda-
tion for one of the finest specimeus of Medinilla magnifica ever
seen, having, it was stated, no less than eighty panicles of its

rose-coloured flowers.

EUCALYPTI AND OTHER AUSTR.\LIAN PL.\NTS.
A GREAT many questions have of late been asked and an-

swered about the Eucalypti, and probably there will be in this

country many too sanguine planters of the different varieties

of that tree. The south of France and Algeria, where they
have been largely planted, are localities in which we should
expect success in the cultivation of Australian plants ; but in

England, although there are undoubtedly many instances of

species of the Eucalypti surviving our ordinary winters, the
resnlt can hardly be called encouraging; and those who think
with me that it is ever preferable to have a flourishing rather
than a mere existing tree or shrub, will do well to pause before
they trust to plants whose habitat is found in a climate so
essentially unlike our own.
On the Scilly Islands I have seen E. globulus (the Blue Gura

tree) and E. obliquus (the Stringy Bark tree) with an undamaged
growth of many years, but owing to their wind-swept posi-

tion theirs was the character of large shrubs rather than of

trees. In those islands, however, the winter temperature
ranges so high that the year passes without more than 1° or 2"

of frost. On the adjoining mainland of West Cornwall around
Mount's Bay from 4° to 5° may be taken as an average, though
in 1873 and 1874 not 2° seem to have been registered. Through
this E globulus and E. amygdifolius passed undaraage-l even in

their tender autumnal shoots. .\.nd here i*. seem-; to me it is that
the great difiiculty in the cultivation of these trees will be expe-

rienced. Like other natives of the antipodes their seasons of
growth are the contrary to our English ones, so that in late

autumn we find shoots that require a summer's ripening,
instead of which they are at once exposed to autumnal frosts.

In some measure, no doubt, acclimatisation would gradually
obviate this natural tendency ; but such an annual nipping
will not only injure the growth and consequent appearance of
the tree, but will also eventually impair its vitality.

But even supposing that E. globulus, of which such great
sanitary properties are reported, would stand our English
climate, I much doubt whether our landscape scenery would
be benefited by its introduction. The dull blue tint of its

foliage, described as so monotonous in its native habitat, might
indeed here and there serve as a foil to our own light shades
of green, but certainly it would he no desirable general feature

;

and further, at its best the tree has, I am told, a ragged un-
taking appearance.
Some time hence I may be able to say more about these trees^

for I have planted out several varieties, including E. globulus,

E. obliquus, E. armigerus, E. vimiuialis, and E. Riseloni(?),

so at least was the seed named from which the last-named
plants were raised, but I have not been able to certify the
correctness of this name, so some better-informed person may^
perhaps, be able to set me right about it.

I am experimenting upon many Australian and Tasmania^
plants—Acacias, Hakeas, Melaleuca, Kennedyas, and others.

All these have stood uninjured through the past winter, but
that was far too exceptional to warrant any general conclusion.

Acacia dealbata, however, I have seen near Penzance 20 leet ia

height, and of beautiful form, and its end came through wind,
not frost.—W., South Cornwall.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The fine Bhotan Rhododendron Nuttallii is now flowering

in the collection of C. M. Major, Esq., Cromwell House, Croydon.
The truss of bloom, which consists of seven flowers, measures
upwards of a foot across ; the flowers are funnel-shaped and
pure white within, saving a tinge of gold colour in the throat

;

the outside, however, is suffused with a delicate shade of light

rose.

At the Wimbledon Horticultural Society's Ex-
hibition on June 10th and 11th, there are seven classes, open
to all comers, nurserymen excepted, to which we would call

the attention of amateurs round London—viz., for nine mis-

cellaneous Foliage or Flowering Plants, first 80s., second, 60s.,

third 40s.; six Tricolor Geraniums, .30s., 20s., 10s. ; six Fuchsias,
40s., 30s., 20s.; six Exotic Ferns, 40s., 30s., 20s.; collection

of Fruits, six sorts, 40s., 30s., 20s.; collection of Vegetables,

twelve varieties, 40s., 30s., 20s. ; twenty-four Roses in pots
(not exceeding 8 inches in diameter), a silver medal.

At the banquet given by the First Lord of the Ad-
miralty and Mrs. Ward Hunt to the Duke and Duchess at

Edinburgh, at the Admiralty, the entire floral decorations,

bouquets, &c., were supplied by the Pine- Apple Nursery Com-
pany. They were profuse in number and of the choicest de-

scription. Among them were exquisite Orchids, fine speeimens
of Anthurium Scherzerianum, Curculigo recurvata variegata,

Coaos Weddeliana, the new Dracsinas Baptistii, D. Shepherdii,

D. imperialis, and D. Fraseri, also Pandanus Veitchii, and
Adiantum farleyense.

The decorations of the premises of Messrs. J. Weeks
and Co. on the oecasiou of the opening of the Chelsea Thames
Embankment were very effective. Draped archways, trophies,

and flags were well arranged, but the plants and floral decora-

tions, as was to be expected, were especially excellent and ad-

mired. Azaleas, Clematises, Roses, and other popular plants

were there in profusion, and among the more rare were splen-

did specimeus of Dracrena terminalis, Drac.nsna australis. Yuccas,

&a., forming a display seldom seen in out-door decoration.

ARISTOLOCHIAS.
Pliny, about 1800 years ago, wrote of these, " They are in

the number of the most celebrated plants." He referred to

their reputed medicinal qualities, but his character of the

genus is now applicable if we only consider the beauty, ex-

traordiniry form, and size of the flowers of the stove species.

We refer to our notes at random, and the first we have there

is Aristohicliia qifjus, which flowered in Europe for the first

time at Chiswick in 1841. Hartweg sent it from Guatemala,

and its flowers astonished everyone, for they are the largest of
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known flowers, except those of Eafllesia, tbey are marvellously

mottled, and marvellously ill-smelliug. Aristolocliia saccata,

or Pouch-flowered. Native of Silhet. Flowered in the Edin-

burgh Botanic Garden during the autumn of 1820. Its flowers,

purple, pink, and yellow, are handsome as well as peculiar of

form. Their smell attracts, and their form is calculated to

imprison, insects. Professor Graham remarked on it :

—

" The large heavy pouch in the middle uf the tube neces-

sarily keeps the flower pendulous, and its throat erect. Having
removed from the plant one of its racemes for examination, I

laid this down on the table, and was surprised to observe
a crowd of small flies immediately rush out at the throat.

I raised the flowers into then' natural position again ; and
though I saw, by placing them between me and the light,

that very many flies were etiU in the tube, all very restless,

and attempting to escape, not one could climb up the now

ARISTOLOCHIA GALEATA.

erect throat. I repeated this experiment many times, and
always with the same result. In the horizontal position of

the flower the flies came out instantly, in the erect position

they were imprisoned. I could not discover, even with the

microscope, any cause for this, and am forced to suppose that i

there may be a particular condition of the surface in the upper
part of the tube, from secretion or other cause, which prevents

the adhesion of the feet of the insects, though they are able to

walk along it when horizontal.
" It is supposed that the confinement of insects in flowers

is to effect their imprfgnation, and it has been thought that

the decay of their bodies in other parts, as in DioiJfca, Ne-
penthes, and Sarracecia, tends to the nourithment of the
plant. The first I believe is tcmetimes tjue ; and though I

discredit the second theory, I have not in every suppoged in-

stance the means of disproving it. In the case under con-
sideration, and I beUeve in others, the object seems altogether

different. Years ago, I observed a living worm on several of

the decayed leaves of Dionma muscipula, and was induced in
consequence to suspect that the capture of certain insects by
this plant was not for their destruction, but to provide a
proper nidus for their eggs ; and I more confidently believe

this to be the case with Aristolochia saccata ; for in all the
flowers of this plant which I opened, I found many perfect

eggs and many living maggots."
Aristolochia Thuaiteiii.— Sir W. Hooker says, "It flowered

in the stove of the Boyal Gardens early in March, 1856. It is

the handsomest of all the East Indian Aristolochia;, and re-

markable as well for the peculiar form of the perianth as for

the long narrow leaves. The flowers emit a fragrant smell, u
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good deal resembliiif! th>it of Caladium (or Colocasia) odorum.

It appears easy of cultivation, and flowered in March."
Then within the last two or three years we have had Aris-

tolochias Diichartrei and tricattdata, both very showy, and the

last devoid of any oiiensive smell. Lastly, we have Aristo-

lochia rialeata, of which we publish a portrait and description

from Mr. W. Bull's catalogue :
—" A free-growing stove climber,

introduced from Bogota. The stems are terete, and furnished

with heart-shaped leaves, abrunt at the apex, and havmg a

broad open sinus at the base. The flowers are axillary, cream-

coloured, reticulated with purplish veins; tho tube ovate, ven-

tricose, and abruptly curved, expanding into a two-lobed limb,

which is 6 to 7 inches long, the upper lip shorter and rounder

at the extremity."

THOMAS TUSSEB.—No. 2.

Althodgh Tusser bad been to Wallingford College, and
under Kedford at St. Paul's, they were only " song schools;"

and when the time arrived that he might ia the usual course

proceed from the choir to the University, he must have been

deficient in the needful classical actiuirements. To remove
this disqualifying deficiency he tells

—

*' From Paul's I went, to Eton sent,

To learn strtiitways the LaLin plirage.

Where lUty-three stripes glvela to mo
At once I had,

For fault but tmall, or cone at oil.

It (jaiiie to pass, thus beat I was

;

bee, Udall, see, the mercy of thee
To me, poor lal."

This determines the date of his being at Eton, for Nicholas

Udall was head master only for eight years—from 1534 to 1542.

Subsequently, by a curious hut unimportant coincidence, he
became vicar of Braintree. Ha wrote the first known English

comedy, " Ealph Koyster Doyster," and he wrote it to be per-

formed by his Etonian pupils. It was printed in 1545, but was
not known to us moderns until a copy was discovered in 1840.

It requires no forced imagination to believe that one of tho

boys Udall had in view when he wrote it was Tusser, and that

the part of " Timothy Trusty " was the part he played.

There may be no support to this opinion that the initials are

the same, and that a song had to bo sung by someone capable,

which we know was a qualification of Tusser. The song
deserves to be reprinted as one ot tho three earliest specimens
of such popular vocal performances.

" W1)0 so to marry a minion wyfo
Hath hadde good chaimce and happe,
Must love hir and cheiisbe hir all his life,

And dandle hlr iu iiiy lappe.

If she will fare well, yf she wyll go gay,
A ^ood husbande ever styll.

Whatever she lust to doe, or to say,

Must lette hir have hii* owne will.

About what aiXaires s'cver he {;oe.

He mut-te shewe hir ail his inyiide

;

i<one bt hys ccunscll phe may be kept free,

Else is he a man uuLynde."

An election takes places annually from Eton to King's
OoUcge, Cambridge, and whether he was fo elected, or whether
be was sent thither as a superannuate of the Koyal Choir we
have failed to diFfover; but after an intermediate sojourn
thilher he went, if Coles the antiquary, quoting from Hatcher's
MS., be correct. There is a donbt on this, however, for the
Kev. T. F. C. Huddlcston, Bursar of King's College, informs
us that " Willi.am, not Thomas, Tuster was elected a scholar
there in 1543, being at the time (Augu.st 10th), sixteen years
of age, and born 'in villa Euynhall, com. Essex.' He was
subsequently admitted Fellow of the college, after the ex-
piration of his three years' probation, on August IGth, 1546."
That William Tusser, according to the pedigi'ee we have, was
the next and youngest brother of Thomas. If Thomas Tusser
was even temporarily a scholar of King's College, for some
unexplained cause—probably the dissipation—he rejoiced to

leave it and become fixed at Trinity Hall. All this he told in
these eight lines

—

*' To LcDdcn hence,* fo Cambi-idgc tbencc,
With tharks to thee, O Trinity,
Xhat to thy Ball, eo pasBing all,

I gat at last.

There ) y I felt, lh<ro trim T dwelt,
There lifavin (n m hell. 1 chiftedwell,
With himiul nun.n unmbtr then,

Iho lime 1 post."

Wli.Ht extent of classical leainirg ho attained we do not

That is from Eton.

know, but his published translations from St. Augustine and
St. Barnard testify his knowledge of Latin.

What was the date of his entry at Trinity Hall we cannot
tell, for a letter now before us states that the oldest of its

existing Begisters goes no further back than 1581.

Whilst he was at Trinity Hall the well-known Stephen Gar-
diner, Bishop of Winchester and Chancellor ot the University,

was its Master, but Tusser, unlike that Master, was not a
Eoman Catholic. Luckily for his bodily welfare he was a

scholar after the dietary was reformed. The founder of the

Hall, William Bateman, had so restricted the diet of tho

students, that rather less than half a century before Tusser
entered it, when Dr. Arundel, Archbishop of Canterbury, made
his metropolitan visitation, he gave permission to the Fellows

to spend " two-pence for the week days and a groat for tha

Lord's day." If this was an enlargement, what could have
been the commoners' allowance? Certainly too spare, though
a fat capon then sold for i^d., and a lamb for id., and though,

as Fuller adds, " scholars, like hawks, fly beat when sharp, and
not full gorged."

How long Tusser remained at Cambridge we have no certain

information, but continued ill-health compelled him to leave,

and he did so without intending to return, for he tells

—

'* Tjong sickoess had, then was I glad.

To leave my book, to prove and look.

In Court what jliain, by taking pain,

Might well be found."

This was the early manifestation of his predominant charac-

teristics—energy to commence, readiness to fail, and willing-

ness to seek success elsewhere. It is probable that he left

Cambridge about the year 1545, for he remained afterwards

ten years in London, then went to Catiwade, and whilst there,

in 1557, published his first book on husbandry.

Lord William Paget aided him whilst in Lon.don, or, as

Tusser teUs it,

" That same was he, enriched me
With many a pound."

During these ten years of Court-dangling both his parents died
;

there was the struggle for Protestant ascendency ; there was
the usurpation of Lady Jane Grey, and there was the succes-

sion of Queen Mary. Koman Catholicism was then predomi-

nant; the Pagets swam with the stream, but Tusser was a

Protestant.
" Then Court gan frown, and strife in town,
And lords and kniijhts saw heavy sights.

Then took I wife, and led my life

In Suffolk soil."

In other words he, who had no experience in farming, sought

to obtain from it a livini?, and he rented a farm formed by tho

union of many small holdings, such as caused his contem-
porary Bishop Latimer's complaint—" Where have been many
householders and inhabitants, there is now but a shepherd
and his dog."

The farm taken by Tusser was Br.-.ham Hall, in the parish

of Erantham, near Catiwade, in Suffolk, a few miles fromMan-
ingtree, in Essex. There is no record of him in the parish

books ; the church registers extend no further back than
about 1C24. Braham Hall was moated, and had to be reached

by passing over a drawbridge ; but all those are things of tho

past. The old house was pulled down, and the present house
erected about fifty years since.

Though Tusser had had no practical acquaintance with

farming, he had lived chiefly in the country ; his father

probably cultivated tho land appended to his residence at

EivenhaU, and during these opportunities Tusser had been a

close observer of the times and practices then de(;med best for

successful farming. Evidence of this ia his first published

work, and we believe him to say only the truth when ho

wrote

—

"By practise and ill- speeding
these lessons had thtir bteo.iing,

and not by hcarcsay or reeding

as seme abiode have blowne."

It is entitled, " A Hundreth Good Pointes of Husbandrie."

" A hundredth good pointes, of good husbandry,
maintainetli ^ood household, with huswifiy.

Housekeping and hnhandi7, if it be good,

must love one another, as cousinnes in blood.

The wife to. must hushotid as well as the man:
or farewtl tly husboudiy, doe what thou cat?."

'Jbat is all that is printed on the title-pngo; and on the last of

tho tweuty-i-ix fmall quarto p.apes which comprife the entire

work is, "Impiinted at London in flete strete within Tfmplo

barre, at the tjngno of the hand mid staire, by Eichard Toltel

the third day of Pebmary, An. 1567. Cum ptivilegio ad iin-
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primendnm solum. " So that ho must liave tegun with his

pen almost as soon as with his plough, for the work is dedicated
" To the right honorable and myspeciall good lord and maister,

the lord Paget, lord privie seal," an office his lordship iirst at-

tained in 1553, and in that year we have seen it is probable

Tnsser went first to Braham. Some of the lines in the de-

dication confirm our opinion as to the cause of his leaving

London—namely, that the Roman Catholic faith prevailed,

and was accepted by his patron ; so as he remained a Pro-

testant, he observes, " More in Court I may not be." There

he evidently had devoted himself to siuging not only in the

choir but on festive occasions, for in the same dedication he

Fays—
" So Bynce I was, at Cambridge taught.

Of court ten yeres, I made a say

:

No musike than, was left unsought,
A cai'e I had, to servo that way."

He from the first found that though he could tell what
ought to bo done, he could not do it himself profitably, for

there is a shadow over these last lines of the dedication

—

*' My musike synce, hath bepn the plough,
Entangled, with novae care amonK:
The gayn not gi'eat, the payn enough,
Hath made me syng, another song."

We will make a few extracts from this unique pamphlet, for,

besides the copy at the British Museum, none other is known.
Our extracts shall be confined to subjects appropriate to our

pages.

lu October he directs

—

" The mone in the wane, gather fruit on the tree :

The riper the better, for grafTe and fur thee."

In November

—

" Set gardeine beanes, after sainte Edmonde the king :

the moone in the wane, thereon hangeth a thing.

Theucrease of one gallonde, well proved of wome:
shall pleasure thy householde, ere peskod time come."

In March he makes a digression to " a point or two of

huswifrie," for the wife was then the garden manager

—

*' In Marche and in Apriil, from morning to nifjht,

in Bowiug and setting, good huswives delight.

To have in their gardein or some other plot

:

to trim up their house, and to Inruish their pot.

Have milloDS at Michelmas, parsneps in lent:

in June buttred beanes, saveth tifih to be spent."

In June, writing of bees, he says—

•

" At Christmas take hede, if their hives be to light

:

take honey and water, tcgether wel di^dit.

That mixed with strawes, in a dish in their hives :

they druwne not, they tight not, thou savcst their lyves."

POETRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWEES, AND
FRUITS.

XipniON SiSYEiscHiUM. A'af. or*/., IridaceiE. iui?!.,Trian-

dria Monogynia.—" This lovely little plant is the most widely

diffused of all the Iridete, extending from Spain and Maroceo

to Turkey and Egypt, in Europe and Africn, respectively, and
thence eastward through Syria and Arabia to Affghanistan and
Beloochistan. It further, probably, passes the confines of the

British Indies, as my correspondent, Dr. Aitcheson, informs

me by a letter just received that he has found a bulbous Iris

in the North-western Punjab, which, from his description, may
well be this. It will be observed that this is the Moriea Sisy-

rinchium figured in this work (tab. 1407), but so indiiJerently

as hardly to be recognisable. It was introduced into England
before the days of Gerard (1597), but is still scarce, being often

killed by frost. Tbe plants here figured flowered at Kew iu

May of last year from bulbs sent by D.Haubury, Esq.,F.R.S.,

from Calabria. Tbe bulbs are said {Bot. Mari. I. c.) to be eaten

in Spain and Portugal, whence Gerard and Parkinson called

them Spanish nuts ; but I cannot confirm this statement."

— (£o(. Mag., t. C096.)

EcHiNOc.iCTCS CuMMiNGii. ^at. Orel., Caetacese. Linn.,

Icosandria Monogynia.—" A very elegant little globose Cactus,

with rather large bright golden flowers, eommuuie.ited to Kew
by Mr. Pferfsdorff in June of last year ; it is stated by Labourfit

and Salm-Dyck to be a native of Bolivia, and to be very rare

iu Europe, but one specimen, according to the former author,

existing iu France (in 1817), which was in the collection of

M. Andry, of Chaillot. I give it the name under which Mr.
Pferfsdorff sends it, assuming it to be correct : it agrees with
Labouret's character in everything but the size of the flowers,

which are described as " petites," whereas these are of con-

siderable size in proportion to the size of the plant."

—

{Ibid.,

t. 6097.)
Epidendbuji (Barkeria) Lisdletanum. Nat. ord., Orchid-

acea;. Linn., Gynandria Monandria.—" E. Lindleyanum is a

native of Costa Rica, where it was discovered by tbe late Mr.

Skinner. The specimen here figured flowered iu Mr. Veitch's

estabhshment iu December last, and has larger flowers of a

paler colour than those of the plant figured by Bateman, and

by Paxton in his Magazine."

—

(ibid,, t. 6098.)

Senecio (Kleixlv) ANTEOPnoBBiuM. Nat. ord., Compositte.

Linn., Syngenesia superflua.—"
'J'he subject of the present

plate is one of the oldest Cape plants in cultivation, having,

according to Dodouoius, been brought to Europe in 1570, and

cultivated in England in Gerard's garden in 1596. Neverthe-

less, its recent South African habitat is up to this date un-

known, no accurate description of it has hitherto appeared,

and it has been but once seen in flower in Europe until I re-

ceived the specimen from which the accompanying drawing

was made iu January last from Mr. T. Hanbury's garden at

Palazzo Orengo, near Mentone."

—

(Ibid., t. 6099 )

Regelia ciliata. Nat. ord., Myrtaeea?. Linn., Polyadel-

phia Polyandria.—" This genus, named after the distinguished

and indefatigable botanist and Superintendent of Culture iu

the Imperial Botanical Gardens of St. Petersburg, consists of

three West AustraUan plauts, which, with the habit of Metro-

sideros, are closely allied to Beaufortia, differing chiefly iii the

form of the anthers and number of ovules. By far the finest

of them is the R. grandiflora, Benth., vhich. has never yet been

introduced into cultiv.ation, and iu which the apparently

scarlet bundles of stamens are an inch long, and the leaves,

which are many times larger than those of R. ciliata, and

clothed with a white silky pubescence. All are greenhouse

hardwooded plants. The species has been cultivated for some

years at Kew, flowering in September, and I have also received

it in a flowering state from Messrs. Backhouse, of York."

—

{Ibid., t. 6100.)

Senecio Dokonioum var. Hosjiaeiexsis. Nat. ord., Com-
positfe. Linn., Syngenesia superflua.—" A very handsome and

not uncommon South European plant, extending from the

Pyrenees to Transylvania, inhabiting considerable elevations

in those countries, attaining a foot or two in height, with

heads 2 inches in diameter. On the southern shores of the

Mediterranean it has hitherto been found only in the northern

mountains of Maroceo, where it was discovered on Beni-

Hosmar, a rugged limestone mass close to Tetuan, by Messrs.

Ball, Maw, and myself iu April, 1871, at an elevation of about

SOOO feet, growing in dry rocky places. In this state it forms

a very pretty rockwork plant, flowering in May in England.

The specimen here figured is frrm Mr. Maw's rich garden of

herbaceous plants at Benthall Hall, near Broseley, in Shrop-

shire."— (/ftirf., t. 6101.)

B.osE—Pfach Bln.^som.—" This new Hvbrid Perpetual Rose

is a large, full, and exquisitely shaped flower, the tint being

that of a delicate peaeh-blossom, a colour which we have not

hitherto obtained amongst Hybrid Perpetual Roses. The
growth of the plant is vigorous, and the constitution hardy;

and whUe from its size, symmetry, and fulness it is a de-

sirable variety for the exhibitor, it is, on account of its colour,

hardiness, and freedom of growth and flowering, of undoubted

value as a decorative Rose for the garden.
" It is, moreover, a veritable English Rose, having been

raised by Mr. WUliara Paul, of the Nurseries, Waltham Cross,

from English seed, and being one of a very few selected by him
from some thousands of seedUngs. It has, we are informed,

been three years under trial, and proves constant both in

character and colour."

—

{Floriat and Pomologist, 3 s., vii. 97.)

Gooseberries—Gatherina—Henaon's Secdlimj.—" Catherina

was obligingly sent to us last season, with many others of

excellent quality, by Mr. C. Lister, of Macclesfield. It is of

large size and very handsome appear.ance ; it belongs to the

class of hairy yellows, and being possessed of a good flavour,

it is iu every way deserving of cultivation for its quality as a

dessert fruit, as well as for its merits as a favourite exhibition

kind.
" Hensoii's Seedling is a novelty brought before the Royal

Horticultural Society last year by Mr. Hensou, of Newark,

near Peterborough, when it was found to be of exceedingly good
quality, and was awarded a first-class certificate as a new and
distinct variety. It is stated to be a chance seedling, having

been originally taken from a hedge in the neighbourhood of,

Peterborough, and not a garden-raised sort. However this

may be, it is a finely-flavoured variety, w<;'i Torthy of cult;-
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vation as a dessert fruit, and though not large enough to rank

amongst the show kinds, is quite large enough for general

purposes. It belongs to the hairy-red section."

—

{Ibid., 109.)

CHISWICK HOUSE.
THE PROPERTI OF THE DUKE OF DEVONSHIKE.

There was a house here built at the oommenoement of the

Beventeenth century by Sir Edward Wardour, which was pulled

down in 1688 ; on its site stands the present mansion, erected

in 1729 by the celebrated Earl of Burlington, and by marriage

it passed to WiUiam, fourth Duke of Devonshire. Kent, the

noted landscape gardener and architect, carried out tho work
under the Earl's supervision.

Of that house we have a contemporary drawing, and it

justifies Lord Hervey for ridiculing it as being " too small to

inhabit, and too large to hang to one's watch." Two wings

were added to it in tlie present century, which render it more
commodious without injuring its beauty.

We have no vocation or space for dwelling on the very con-

trasted celebrities who have resided here. Carr, infamous Earl

of Somerset, in the reign of Tames I. ; Lord Paulet, the royaUst,

yet protegee o t Sir Thomas Fairfax, the Parliamentary General

;

.Tames the rebel Duke of Monmouth. Charles Fox and George

Canning died here. From Lord Paulet it had passed to Lord
Crofts, who sold it to Lord Gerard, of Brandon, from whom it

was purchased by Viscount Ranelagh; from him by Edward
Seymour, Esq., of Newton Bradley, who sold it about 1C85 to

the Earl of Burlington.

We have letters from some of those celebrities dated from
Chiswick, and from these we could glean many amusing notes.

The wall round the churchyard has a stone let in, which states

that this wall was erected by Earl EusseU to prevent the in-

cursions of swine, and an explanatory sentence in one of the

letters says, " Those on four legs were intended." The curfew

used to be rung every night till within the last few years. The
churchyard has been added to from time to time by gifts of

land from the Dukes of Devonshire, and the new portion is

neatly kept turfed, and the unoccupied parts cheered with

flowers. Slut's Hole between the churchyard and the river

was probably the original village, and is the head-quarters of

the fishermen. Despite its lying low, with the river on one

side and the churchyard on the other, there have been many
instances of extreme old age among its dwellers. In the

churchyard is Hogarth's tomb, Lord Macartney's, and PhiUp
James de Loutherbourg's the landscape painter. At one time

a cheese fair was held on The Mall, and it has been suggested

that this originated the name Cheese-wick, but this is not so.

It is pure Anglo-Saxon—Chis-wick, a residence on sand. Chis-

wick Hall, once Whittingham's printing office, is about to give

place to villas.

Chiswick, without doubt, was originally mainly a fisher

village ; but in the days when roads were bad, or rather when
there were no roads at all, as people at the present time would

understand them, it had, from its position on a tidal river, an
easier and more speedy mode of communication with London
—namely, by water. Still, through its northern side passed

the great road to the west and south-west of England, and
along it travelled at a later date some 120 four-horse coaches

a-day. To the improvement of the roads, no doubt, was due

that close connection which has so long existed between Chis-

wick and gardening. Its soil is of a free loamy nature,

neither too stiff for vegetable crops nor too light for fruit trees,

of good depth, and underlying this is gravel and sand, render-

ing drainage, except for surface water, unnecessary. Market
gardens sprung up and flourished, farm culture gave way before

them ; and though now in turn giving place to buildings, still

they cover a great extent of ground, and those of Dancer,

Jessop, Mills, and Bagley for quantity and quality of produce,

and even for neatness of keeping, are not exceeded by the

best-kept private gardens in the country. The fruit planta-

tions of Mr. Dancer, when in blossom, form one of the grandest

of floral displays, but his Plums when ripening, in a good

year, are a sight that will be remembered, the branches sup-

ported by props—anything that can be had to prevent their

breaking down with the weight of the crop.

While we have thus digressed upon the market gardens we
have not forgotten that these had in one instance to make
way for a garden of another description—that of the Horti-

cultural Society, which was established in 1823 on the property

of the late Duke of Devonshire, who as a lover of gardening and
the friend of Paxton will long be remembered after his name

as a leader of fashion shall have been forgotten. It was there

that Paxton first met the Duke, and may be said to have com-
menced that career which led to fame and fortune. All this,

it may be said, has nothing to do with the grounds of Chiswick
House, but it is difficult to dissociate the Society's gardens
from those of Chiswick House, however different their work
and objects; the same broad shady avenue of Lime trees led

to both, both had the same head, and thousands of visitors on
many a July Show passed from the grounds of tho Society to

those of the Duke when it was but a few steps from the one to

the other. To these and many more the handsome wrought-
iron gates which form the principal entrance to the grounds
are familiar, as well as the leafy screen of Lime trees which
extends along each side of the drive.

Reaching the west end of the villa we will now take a glance

at the grounds in which it is se.ated. Here the front of the

house is partially shut out from distant view by five noble

Cedars of Lebanon, which must be between 70 and 80 feet in

height, standing on the lawn. Formerly there were six, forming
a kind of avenue, but one of them died. To compensate for

the deficiency there is a Deodar planted by the Emperor
Nicholas of Russia on his visit in 1844, and now upwards of

40 feet high. The lawn terminates on the west side in a semi-

circle, with seats and figures dug out of the gardens of Ha-
drian's villa at Rome. A walk between two Yew hedges some
10 feet high, with antique busts let in at intervals, takes a

westward direction, and terminates about 200 yards off in an
alcove with a bust of Napoleon I. by the celebrated Danish
sculptor Thorwaldsen. This is known as Napoleon's Walk, and
is a favourite resort in summer. The next feature claiming

attention is a statue of Venus on a column, around the square

base of which the ground is carpeted with Ify, and the whole
is surrounded by a circle of vases. Two fine Portugal Laurels

are here noteworthy for their great size, but they are in fact

an assemblage of plants, the branches of the original ones

having layered themselves. Pursuing our way westward we
pass a number of younger Cedars than those previously re-

ferred to, and beautiful Evergreen Oaks, with masses of Rhodo-
dendrons. What is called the Bay Ground, from its containing

a number of Bays, is next reached, and this affords a beautiful

view across the ornamental water of an alcove copied from

the portico of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, with an obeUsk sur-

rounded by water. In the shrubberies here as well as else-

where Mr. Edmonds pointed out several cases of natural

grafting, especially in Hollies and Yews, arising from branches

crossing each other or being forced back on the trees from

which they sprung. Passing on by a shrubbery walk amidst

Box, Yews, and Rhododendrons, of which last one very large

plant is constantly increasing in size by layering itself, we
note a fine Wellingtonia 40 feet high, and near the handsome
Palladian bridge over the canal two noble specimens of the

Wych Elm.
Crossing the bridge we pursue a walk skirting the park, and

by the side ef which are HoUies in great variety. Golden Y'ews,

Balearic Box, noticeable by its fine foliage, Magnolias, and a

handsome tree or two of the Deciduous Cypress. We have

aU heard of wonderful instances of grafting totally dissimilar

plants, but most of them have no more foundation in fact than

the apparent union of a May Duke Cherry tree and a Birch

which here occurs. Dr. Lindley accurately described it as

follows in his " Theory and Practice of Horticulture : "—" In

the park of the Duke of Devonshire, at Chiswick, there is a

very old Cherry tree, which has been decayed in the centre

for many years. Its hollow trunk has been occupied by a

common Birch tree, so that the same stem appears to support

a top composed of Birch and Cherry branches. The Cherry

trunk is 7:} feet in circumference, and feet in height to the

place where the branches diverge from it. To this height the

Cherry tree once completely enveloped the Birch ; but of late

years the diameter of the Birch has increased so much that it

has burst the decaying case of Cherry wood on the north-east

side, where it is partially exposed to within IS inches of the

ground. Below this the cyhnder of Cherry wood is still com-

plete. It is not surprising that the Birch should have burst

the Cherry on the north-east side, for that side has usually

the thinnest layers of wood, and would consequently give way
the soonest to'the expanding force of the Birch. The latter

is now above 50 feet high, and measures .5 feet 4 inches in

circumference at G feet from the ground, where it issues from
the hollow Cherry. The portion of Cherry tree still alive is

20 to 25 feet high." The Cherry tree is now dead, though a

portion of it survived till a few years ago and even bore fruit.
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This walk terminates in a circle having for its centre a magni-
ficent Oriental Plane with a stem 15 feet in circumference at

4 feet from the grounJ, and nearly 22 feet at the base, while

its branches spread over an area 35 yards in diameter. Indeed
the tree, on aocouut of its great size and beauty, was taken in

from the park, and it bears a tablet on it inscribed with the

came of the Grand Duchess Maria Nicolaiewena, who much
admired it on her visit in October, 1853. In the park beyond
a very large May Duke Cherry, forty years old, forms a con-

spicuous object when, as we saw, it is smothered in blossom.
Continuing to skirt the park by another walk, by the side of

which are such ornamental Holhes as Hodgins's, ovata, &c., it

was noticeable that the leaves of all these, as well as the other

Hollies about the place, were covered with patches caused by the

grub of Phytomiza Ilicis, which here, as elsewhere, has been very

active in disfiguring the foliage. Passing on we gain a view of the

south-west side of the house across the water ; a fine Lucombe
Oak occupies the foreground, Portugal Laurels and Khodo-
dendrons fringe the lawn on each side to the water, and then

the lawn beyond rises towards the house and is dotted with

many strildng specimen trees. We might note on our journey

several more picturesque Cedars, a large Hornbeam, &c., but

we reach the obelisk at the end of a vista forming the subject

of the accompanying engraving, which is from a photograph

by Mr. Hockley, of Hammersmith ; we must add that close to

the point whence the view is taken, near Burlington Lane, are

some noble Evergreen Oaks. We now proceed by a walk along

a high bank, from which, however, the public road is concealed

by planting, in which common Lilacs enter largely next the

roadway, and during the short period they are in flower they

VIEW IN THE GROUNDS OF CHISWICK HOUSE.

present a mass of blossom, which has a beautiful eiTect. This,

and the fact that the place is a favourite resort of the nightin-

gale, makes it a favourite evening's walk with the dwellers in

the neighbourhood. It may be added, that St. John's Wort
and Ivy are used on the margins of the shrubbery walks instead

of grass and with good effect, whilst, of course, a great ex-

penditure in mowing i^ saved.

On the south side of the house, which we now come to, is a

broad avenue of Lebanon Cedars, most of which are com-
paratively young, but those nearest the house are aged and
noble specimens, one of which has a stem 14 feet in circum-
ference ; and another of about the same size, having some years
ago been detected leaning over, and the ground about its roots

upheaved, has been suceepsfully retained in its place by a heavy
fi'amework of wood, which, though no ornament, has certainly

the merit of having saved this fine tree from destruction.

Numerous ancient busts are introduced at regular distances
along each side, and there are likewise some pieces of sculpture.

Here a view of the Thames on the other side of the meadows
comes in with good effect.

Passing round the house wo notice a large Wistaria only a
year or two younger than that which covered a large extent of

south wall in the Horticultural Society's Chiswick Garden
before it was cut up, and which was one of the oldest two
plants in the country ; and noting also a few good specimens

of the Douglas Fir, Pinus Lambertiana, and P. Laricio

—

although, be it remarked. Conifers in general do not attain

great dimensions in the neighbourhood—we come at last to a

gate " Builded by Inigo .Tones, at Chelsea, 1021, given by Sir

Hans Sloane, Baronet, to the Earl of Burlington, 1738," which
is a handsome piece of stonework, and which leads to the

flower garden. At right angles is a fine Yew hedge facing

west, with, on the opposite side of the walk, a ha-ha ; and
facing curved recesses in the hedge are Golden Yews looking

very bright, and affording a marked contrast to the sombre
aspect of the hedge. By this gateway we pass to the conser-

vatory, 300 feet long, but of no great width, having a domed
centre forming rather more than a semicircle. Hero there is

a magnificent display of Camellias—the house is Camellias

from end to end, and the effect of their thousands of red and
white flowers, self, and striped, and mottled, is one that

cannot be forgotten, and in autumn the Fuchsias trained on
the rafters are scarcely less effective. On the front stage

flowering plants are introduced according to the season, but

respecting these we need not enter into particulars. There is

a small Orchid house at the end, but only a few of these

plants are cultivated, the remaining occupants being Crinums
and some fine-foliaged plants. Outside, in the bed extending

along the front of the conservatory, there was an excellent

show of Pansies; but the elegantly-designed flower garden
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was only in course of preparation for the reception of the
13,000 tedding plants which are required to render it gay
during the summer months.

Since His Eoyal Highness the Prince of Wales has made
Chiswick House his town villa, and has his own larger sources
of supply, the kitchen garden and the park are let off, so we
have no notes to make on the fruit and vegetable gardens, al-

though those in the neighbourhood would afford a fertile theme
to discourse upon. In fact, the place, like Holland House,
Kensington, is becoming year by year more tightly engirdled
by buildings. The late Duke expended much in endeavouring
to plant these out ; the present one is yielding to the inevit-

able logic of facts, and they are springing up on the outlying
portions of the estate, but those which are being erected are
villa residences, and very different from the miserable dwell-
ings which rendered the New Town of Chiswick a disgrace and
burden to the parish, where the Asparagus beds were levelled
into the alleys and the foundations laid ; where the shells were
mortgaged before the roofs were put on, and a fresh mortgage
made before the houses were rendered fit—no, not to be
tenanted, but to be let. This drove away many of the better-

class of residents ; this made Chiswick the dwelling-place of the
labourers of adjoining parishes, who, when work failed, became
a heavy burden upon it. But now improvements are being
actively carried out, there is a hope of sewage being more
satisfactorily disposed of than being carried into the Thames

—

for the main drainage terminates with the adjoining parish of

Hammersmith—and Chiswick bids fair to be, what it once was,
one of the most fashionable places near London, as it has for

years been, in spite of all drawbacks, one of the most healthy.
And here it may be noted that places near a tidal river enjoy a
continual change of air; twice a-dr; \he tide rises, twice falls,

and an immense bulk of air is thus displaced four times a-day
as if by the bellows—blown in and sucked out, for the water
must be replaced by air. Still, favourable as the locality is to

health, it is not altogether so for gardening, as from the high
ground of Acton and Ealing the cold air sinks by its gravity
into the valley, making the frosts in winter severe, and fruit

crops precarious in spring, while in summer the heat is often
intense.

With these remarks we shall quit Chiswick, its gardens, and
its gardeners, adding that among the many worthies of those
which are is Mr. Edmonds, the Duke of Devonshire's steward,
whose genial face has been so often and so long seen at the
Fruit Committee Meetings at Kensington.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBUBBAN GARDENING.
The Green Fh/.—li slugs and snails are the terror of gardeners

in reference to their culinary crops aud other productions near
the surface of the ground, the numerous tribes of aphis are
equally obnoxious to the well- being of his trees and shrubs.
They also thrive with provoking fecundity in frames and green-
houses.

_
The present season is distinguished by the ravages of

these minute creatures, who do injury in various ways. They
do not eat up the plant on which they dwell, but they constitute
a sad incubus on its power of life, both by tlieir own pressure
and by the gummy excrement they so plentifully discbarge.
Gardens are so generally infested by these insects, and the
damage they do is so well known, that any contribution to the
modes of counteracting their influence must be acceptable.

It is well known that tobacco smoke, when properly applied,
effectually clears the plants in a frame or greenhouse from the
aphis; but the same agent when used in the open air is almost
useless, for although a puff of smoke will dislodge the enemy
it does not kill it—it is only intoxicated for a time, and will
speedily return to its predatory attacks. Having myself a col-

lection of Roses scattered rather plentifully over about an acre
of ground, and all much disfigured with green fly, I therefore
commenced operations with gas water. Having diluted it with
six times its bulk of water I plentifully syringed some climbing
Roses trained against a wall, but to my vexation the insects
were unmoved either by the smell or the taste of the dose. What
followed I relate as a warning. If the aphis was unaffected by
the gas water, other things were not. Despairing of clearing my
trees by any solution or dccocticu, I resolved to have recourse
to the labour of the hands, and recklessly to crush the bodies of
those I could not poison. I went over the bushes and drew my
fingers up the shoots infested, thus slaying thousands in a
minute. In this way I pressed to death all that I found on the
Rose buds. The operation is very disaRreeable, but it is more
effectual than any other I know. As the juices of the insects
thus destroyed form a sort of gum on the branches, they must
be well syringedwith water as you proceed. Bythismode I have
brought the enemy under, although he is far from being quite

destroyed. As the aphides begin to move when the branch is

disturbed, I think the shoot which is covered with them should
be held over a basin of water, and then gently brushed so that

the insects may fall into the basin. These modes of procedure
may appear very tiresome, but it is to be understood that a
well-regulated garden is only made so by tiresome processes.

Those who require Cinerarias for early blooming must sow
the seed in May or early in June. There is an important reason
for early sowing which, perhaps, many amateurs may not quite

understand. It is this : Unless you have strong healthy plants

with their pots full of roots by the end of September they will

not flower before the beginning of the new year, whereas by
sowing early and shifting the plants on during the summer as

fast as the pots are full of roots they will commence flowering

by the beginning of November. The seed should be sown
in a deep pan or in a 10 or 12-inch pot. Fill the pan to the re-

quired depth with fine soil, and well water it before sowing the

seed. Then place the seed-pan in a warm shady house or pit

until the seedlings are large enough to pot-ofl singly in 3-inch

pots. After they are potted place a frame under the shade of a
north wall, and cover the bottom with a layer of coal ashes.

This must be their summer quarters, for Cinerarias cannot
endure the summer sun, but they must have an abundance of

air both night and day wlien there is no appearance of frost.

Good turfy loam three parts, and old rotten dung one part, will

grow Cinerarias to perfection, but it must not be sifted. Plants
for later blooming may be raised from seed sown as late as the
middle of July, and receive the same summer treatment as

advised for those raised from the first sowing.
Watering.—This matter of watering is one much less understood

than it should be, but the more it is understood the lighter be-

comes the labour. As a rule, water should never be given tintil

the further withholding of it would be detrimental to the plants.

Habitual watering does, in the majority of cases, more harm
than good. Plants left to battle with drought send their roots

down deep in search of moisture, and when rain does come they
benefit more by it than those that have regular watering all

along. If the ground is dug deeply and kept in good heart,

plants that have once got established will bear drought for

almost any length of time ; but things lately planted and that

have not time to get hold, must be kept supplied, or their

beauty may vanish for half the season. Succulent vegetables,

too, which ought to be kept growing quick must have abundance,
and, of course, plants in i)ots must of necessity have sufficient.

There are two important points to be attended to in giving
water: one is to expose the water to the sun before using it, to

render it soft and warm ; aud the other is to give a thorough
soaking at once suflicient to keep the ground moist for a week.

Cuttings of aU kinds may now be struck out of doors. Antir-

rhinums, Phloxes, Pentstemons, Alyssums, Dielytras, &c. ; and
cuttiugs of Laurels, Aucubas, and other shrubs must be struck

in the shade.
A small Cucumber bed may now be made by digging a trench

1 foot deep by 3 feet wide, in a sunny spot well sheltered from
the wind, for such a position is of the utmost importance. A
thorough collection of all the weeds around the garden, the

trimmings of ditch sides, old Ferns, hedge dubbings, &c., blended
with a little hot manure, will do well. Keep the manure low,

and fill-up the trench as a mound nearly 2 feet above the ground
level. Soil it over slightly, and raise deep hillocks where the

plants axe to be set. Those who cannot get hand-glasses may
stretch some sticks or hoops across, and cover-up at night with
old mats or cloths. Such, however, should not trust their plants

out until another week or fortnight.

It is now high time to think of bedding-out some of the mass
flowers, at least such as are least liable to injury from frost,

and have undergone a proper hardening process. Much may be
done as to display b'y a judicious arrangement or combination
of both colour and figure. As a general principle, our best au-

thorities seem to agree that the various shades of orange and
yellow will class well with the various purples and blties.

"whites are suitable with the blues, oranges, and reds. White,
however, deranges the effect of the yellows, as also the violet

shades, whilst the various red or roee-colourtd flowers are, as

far as colour is concerned, capable of forming a bed for them-
selves. Every individual bed of a flower parden should, in my
opinion, be complete in itself in regard to colour, outUne, and
arrangement of height.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT "WEEES.
Hardii Fruit Garden.—On walls, as in the open ground, all

sorts of fruit seem to have set well this season, and now that

the safety of the crops has been secured, it is absolutely neces-

sary, in order that good fruit may ripen off, that the trees be
kept in perfect health. I'nid an ardent amateur cultivator of

fruit the other day, " If X should ever change my residence, and
have a new garden, I will have no Peaches or Nectarines on the

walls." Of course he could not expect his trees 1o do weJl,

smothered with aphis in May, and thej fewtleaves that thebc
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parasites leave iu a healthy condition at the base of the young
i,'rowthfl allowed to be eateuup with red spiderlater iu the seasou.
Iu the first place, aphis must uot be alloweil to iucrease ou the
trees. Those most liable to be attacked are Peaches, Nectarines,
Plums, and Cherries. The trees must be watched, and as soou
as there are any signs of the pest they must be destroyed by
syringiuj^ the trees with water iu which soft soap has been dis-

solved, aud some tobacco juice added. This ought to be applied
pretty .strong, and moderately hot. It is best to ascertain before
using the mixture whether it is stroug euough to destroy the ily

without injuring the leaves ; this can readily be done by dipping
an iufested shoot in the solution, aud the result will be apparent
in a few hours. Some of our own trees had been neglected for a
week or two, aud the leaves had to a large extent become curled
up, sothat it was not possible to reach the insects with the syringe,
and it became necessary to go through the tedious operation of

hand-washing. The insects on the l?lum trees were green, and
seem to be more tenacious of life than the black apliis, which
yearly attacks the Morello Cherries on the north wall ; these
were seen to iu time, and the result has been much more satis-

factory. We have also been hand-picking the Apple maggot
from the dwarf trees. This insidious enemy seems to be un-
usually numerous in our neighbourhood this year. We tried
dusting the trees with dry lime, hot from the kilns, one year, but
this did uot seem to have any appreciable effect upon them.
The best advice it is possible to give is, " Destroy all that is

possible now, and during summer pick-off all Apples from the
trees that are attacked during summer, and have all those that
drop from the trees gathered aud destroyed." The thermometer
ha?, fallen very low on several occasions during the past week

—

ou four occasions to ao", the weather haviug continued cold at

the same time. Probably some of the Apple blossoms have
suffered, but on inspection it does not appear that any of them
have received the least injury.

Strawberries iu beds are now coming into blossom. The
plants are strong and healthy ; ouly oue variety has suffered
from frost—Amateur, a new sort recently sent out. Ou looking
down the row of this variety the centres of many of the blossoms
were black. This variety has not been satisfactory on our light
soil ; it was the first to be attacked with mildew last season, and
many of the fruits were spoiled by it. On the other baud it is

one of the most free-bearing sorts we have, and the fruit is of

excellent flavour. On heavy soils it may be free from the faults

complained of.

FORCING HOUSES.
Vineries,—In early houses, where the fruit is ripe, the atmo-

sphere should be kept dry, and the ventilators be open front aud
back all ni^iht; air freely in the day. If previous instructions
have been attended to, and plenty of water given to the roots at

the time the berries began to colour, it will not be necessary to

water the roots until all the fruit is cut, unless it is desirable

that the Grapes should hang longer than usual, say for three
mouths after they are ripe ; to prevent the fruit from shrivelling

it will then be necessary to water the roots, using it clear, but
not iu large quantities. In our early house, where the fruit is

colouring, the night temperature is maintained at 6.5°, with air

ou at the back of the house ; the atmosphere is also kept rather
moist. It is astonishing to see gardeners still recommend a very
dry atmosphere in vineries as soon as the fruit begins to colour.

Can they give a reason for it ? If the atmosphere is dry, and,

as is oft-times the case when the roots are inside, the border is

also dry, the Vines will become unhealthy, the berries small in

size, wanting in finish and flavour, and, what is of the utmost
importance, the wood will not ripen well for next seasou. In
the best-managed houses that are forced early some of the

berries will be shanked, and in the case of shy-setting varieties

there are always a few stoneless berries ; these ought to be cut

out with a pair of scissors. Attention to a few minute details

of this kind serves to make a considerable difference iu the
general appearance of a house of Grapes.

It is necessary to again allude to tying, training, and stopping
the growths of Vines iu late houses, and to repeat the caution
that the young and succulent shoots must not be brought down
too fast to the wires, else many will snap. Though it has been
cold it was not necessary to have any artificial heat in the
houses ; but now that the flowers are opening, the Hamburgh
and Lady Downe's houses are kept at not less than li.j", nor more
than 70° at night. Muscat, Gros Guillaume, and Mrs. Piuce's

Black Muscat are 5° higher. Many gardeners recommend
lowering the temperature. A writer in a contemporary finds his

Muscats set as freely as Hamburghs with a night temperature
during the flowering period of from .51° to 56°. This is worth
knowing, as we never yet found Muscats set as freely as Ham-
burghs. Another celebrated grower of Muscats told us that he
poured water on the bunches daily from the rose of a waterpot
during the flowering period. Two of the most celebrated Grape-
growers in Britain, Mr. D. Thomson, of Drumlanrig, aud Mr.
W. Thomson, of Clovenfords, recommend aud practise the
higher night temperatures, and we uover expect to see bettor

Muscats than we have seen under their management. The

other systems may be better, but we have not yet been able to
summon courage enough to try them. Do not keep an overdry
atmosphere

; sprinkle the paths aud surface of the borders ouco
or twice daily.

Peaeh House.—There is little can be said about Peaches that
are being forced, the treatment required is very similar to that
of a vinery. Where the fruit i.i ripe and ripening it must bo
looked over daily, carefully gathered, and placed in a flat-

bottomed basket ou a layer of cotton wadding. The basket
should then be conveyed to a cool place. A friend recently told
us that Peaches would keep about six weeks if carefully gathered
and placed in an i:;e-house. Many contributors and readers of
this Journal have abundant opportuuity to try this ; would they
kindly do so aud report the result? [Will they not be flavour-
less'?] Red spider will take advantage of the drier atmosphere
and disuse of the syringe. Nothing can be done to destroy it.

until all the fruit is gathered, when the trees may be deluged
by the garden engine. Iu late houses it is well to thin the fruit

in good time. Keep the syringe at work night aud morning,
and if it is desirable to hasten the ripening of the fruit, shut-Ui)
about i p. 31., earlier or later as the day is cold or hot.

PLANT STOVE.
The principal work hero has been tying aud thinning the

growths of climbing plants, and battling with insect pests. No
good plants or flowers cau be produced if they are not kept
clean. The flowering plants, such as Ixora3,Franci3ceas, Stepha-
notis and others of this class are some of them in full beauty,
aud others are coming on. A very moist aud high temperature
is not now desirable. Orchids are also much better iu a cooler
and drier atmosphere when in flower, they will last sometimes
two or even three weeks longer in beauty, and, as is very often
the case where there is only oue house both for growiug aud
flowering the plants, much may be done to prolong the flowers
by exercising care in syringiug, and not to have an over-moist
atmosphere.

FLOWEB GAKDEN.
When the weather is favourable in the second week of May, it

is time to commence getting the bedding plants out—that is, if

they are in condition—stout healthy plants that have been in
the open air at least three or four weeks previously. Begin, of

course, with the hardiest plants. Calceolarias, Zonal Pelar-
goniums, the plain-leaved section first, to be followed with the
variegated varieties ; Lobelias, Verbenas, and Ageratum, are
all comparatively hardy. Let the lights be removed from all

plants in frames in the day at least, aud also at night if there is

no sign of frost. The ground is not at present in condition for

planting-out, being too dry. If rain do not come iu a few days
it will be necessary to water the ground just before putting tho
plants out. Most of the plants employed iu carpet-bedding are
comparatively hardy, and if not i)lanted-out it may be done at

once. Echeveria metallica may be damaged by rough weather
early in May, but E. secuuda and E. secunda glauca are suffi-

ciently hardy, as well as the larger proportion of the Sedums.
Subtropical plants are best in a position where they can be
covered with glass lights until the first week in June.

—

J, DoUGL.iS.

PROVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
[SECBETAME3 will oblige US by informing us of the dates ou

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report

them fully, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,

and we wish for information ou such specialities to be sent

to us.]

MAY.
Cambri'iKCEhlre 20
Royal Horticultural of Ireland . . 21
Manchester 22 to SO
Southampton 2.5

Blackburn 25, 26, and 37

Devon and Exeter 29

JDNr.
Glasgow and "West of Scotland . . o

Dndercllft S
St. Austell 3 and 4

Coventry and Warwickshire 8
Bath and West of England ..8 to 12
Leeds 10, 11, and 12
Gloucester and Cheltenham 11

JUNE
Koyal Oxfordshire lij

Chertsey 17
Burton-on.Irent 17
Thorne 17
Jersey 17

Guildford 17

York 17, 18, and 19

Fcrmoy 18
Nell tingham 21
E.II.S. of Ireland 25
Oiiiiibridgeshire 25

Thetford 25
Iliswich and E. of England 25 and 26
Devon and Exeter (Rosea) 26

Boston 30 and July 1

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED,
Downie, Laird, & Laing, Staustead Park, Foivst Hill, aud

17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.—Jlei(?rj^;#/we Catalogue

of Florists' Fli.'wers, Stove and Greenlwvue Plants, dc.

T. Bunyard & Sons, Maidstone and Ashford.

—

List of Bedding-
out Plants, New Ho^es, <i'c.

James Carter & Co., 237 and 238, High Holborn, London.—
Garter's Select List of Plants for 1874.

B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Hoi
loway, London.

—

Catalogue of Plants for \^li.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS
*** It is particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privatchj to either of the Editors of this Journal,
All correspondence should be directed either to " The
Editors," or to "The Publisher." Great delay often arises
when this rule is departed from.

Correspoudeuts should not mix up on the same sheet questions
relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-
jects, and shoiUd never send more than two or three
questions at once. All articles intended for insertion
should be written on one side of the paper only.

We also request that no one will write privately to any of our
correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable
trouble and expense.

NiGHT-ELOOMiNG Jasmihe (Craj//orrf).—We do not think it is known in
England.

Holly Leates Discoloured (RawmZ-'io).—You will see the cause stated
on page 370 of our last numher. The brownish-yellow patches are in conse-
quence of a small ^^^lb eating the green parenchyma of the leaf just beneath
the leaf s outer skin or cuticle. The grub procKeds from an egg deposited bv
a very small Hy called the Holly-leaf Miner (Phytomiza Ilicis). The grut.
mines under the leaf's cuticle until the time comes for the grub to change to
the fly state, wlien it eats its way out. There are various other flies of the
same genus, and the grubs of which cause similar leaf-aisfigurements, but on
other plants. Phytomiza nigricornis affects Cinerarias, Pansies, and Senecios

;and Phytomiza lateraUs the Pyrethrum.
Clematis {E. L. C.)—We sent your flower to Mr. Jackman, the best au-

thority, and he says it is a dark-coloured variety of Clematis patens, known
under the gai-den name C. Sophia. The description given of it in the work
cailed " The Clematis as a Garden Flower," is that it differs from C. patens
in the sepaiS being of a deep lUac-purple at the edges, blending gradually into
the pale greenish ttiaw colour of the bar which marks the ccutre of each.
The stamens are deep violet." This is one of the earliest varieties of this
type, and is far excelled by the modem kinds. The best mode to propa"ate
the Clematis is to giaft on to the root of Clematis Flammula in the month of
April, or else by layers during the smnmer months.
Arbutus Failing {An IrUh Subsc)ibcr).—la the absence of any par-

ticulars we are unable to account for the failure of your Arbutuses, it bemg
probably occasioned by wetness of soil, that being unsuitable. Sandy loam
With a little peat is most suitable, but we have seen them doing well in com-
mon soil.

Roses Leggy (7dtfw).—It will not do to cut-in the Roses after flowering
as they will not probably break from the old wood so late in the season. We
should cut them back at the next winter, and to dormant eyes at the base of
the plants. They may bo cut-in to within 5 or 6 inches of the soil. They
will probably start from eyes at the base, but will flower little the followiug
season. Could you nut peg the long branches down ? It will cause shoots to
come from the base, and after a season's growth the long bare branches may
be cut away.

Double Fqrze, Cutting Down and Propagating (Idt'm).—It should
be cut-down in March before growth or flowering, but if not so leggy that it
could be cut-down leaving some green parts at the base, you may cut it dowu
after flowering. It is not a very certain grower from the old wood, and if old
It is not unlilcely the plants would again grow, as we have more than once
experienced. Propagation is elTected by cuttings of the ripened shoots of the
current year, put-in in September in a shady border in sandy soil, or in spring
before growth, selcctiug the shoots of the previous season.

CncusiBEii AND Melon House (.4».cioua).—You will not be able to gi'ow
both satisfactorily in the fame house. Cucumbers requiring more moisture
than Melons. We should decide for one or the other. The house will not
accommodate more than five plants at 2 feet apart. The border will not need
to have brick partitions for each plant. Over the pipes you may have rubble,
as also around them, and brought-up 8 inches above them, over which place a
layer of sods, grass side downwards, and then the soil.

Pinching Apricot Shoots (H. G. iV.).—Pinch-in all, except those required
for extension, to four leaves, and the foreright shoots to two. Any short
stubby shoots that may have four to six leaves should not be stopped, they
being so situated as not to crowd the trees, and well disposed for training-in.

STRA^-EERhiEs AFTER FORCING {Vicar's TFirfoji).—Remove the runners
as they show, and when the fruiting is past plant them out in rows 2 feet
apart, and the plants 18 inches asunder in the rows, making the soil firm
around the ball, and watering if the weather be drv. They will give you a
good crop next year out-doors. For plants to force next year, layer runners
in small pots, not in August, but as eariy as they can be had, the earlier the
better, and when they have filled the small pots with roots detach them from
the old plants, and pot into 6-ineh pots in good turfy loam, beating the soil
firm, standing in an open situation, and keeping well suppUed with water.
Fruit Suckers on Pine-Apple Plants (Igiiorarit).—'Bv the "side shoots"

we think ynu allude to the fruit suckers which are disposed at the base of the
crown, which should all be removed by twisting them off, as also any that
may issue from the fruit stem, taking'care not' to injure the latter. Allow
one or two suckers from the base of the plant, but not more. Any others may
be prevented from growing by thrusting in a triangular-pointed stick and
twisting it round a few times, so as to destroy their centres ; or if tliey again
grow, the process may be repeated. The present is a good time to propagate
Pines, and propagation may he continued up to autumn. The low winter
temperature will not injuriously aUect the fruiting plants. Your treatment
must be vei7 slow and costly, having, as you say, plants four years old.

Insects on Geraniums (Mm ^//c70.—There is no inseoton the stems and
leaves sent us, but traces of thrips, for which you have only to continue thu
fumigation with tobacco, shutting-up closely on a calm evening, aud having
the foliage dry but the floor wet, and filling the house so that a plant cannot
be seen from the ont^ide through the glass. The cayenne may be omitted,
as, though it gives off fumes very offensive to human lungs, we have not
found it destructive to insect life.

Ferns in Air-tight Cases (In a 37is().—Wo have known Ferns succeed
in a close case without air or water for two years, and aio not surprieed at
jour having them growing in clotcly-stoppered bottles for five weeks. The

plants in very close cases, though gi-owing quickly, soon become unhealthy,
and eventually die. The kinds you have ch-»sen are the most enduring of
Ferns in confinement, with the exception of Polypudium vulgare. We do not
think it would answer to have Ferns in air-tight cases ; we have never seen
any in very close cases so flourishing as those in ventilated cues.

Cutting-in Rrododendron (.V. S. C.).—Your bush which is making or
has made fresh growth ought not to he cut back, as it will not start again
this season strongly, or early enough to ripen the shoots before winter;
probably it will not make fresh growth this season. It should be cut-in
before it begins to grow, and to some extent lower than you wish the plant
to be grown to in three or four years, which will cause you to cut into the old
wood and have a bare-looking plant for a time, and one that will not flower,
or only partially, the year after cutting back. Cutting back the young shoots
would not improve matters, as that would only give a smaller plant until the
next growths were made, and there would be no flowers. We should only
remove any irregularities of growth, and should check its gi-owth by removal
now, planting again on the same spot. We presume the plant is outdoors,
but if indoors your only remedy is to cut back.

Citron and Orange Treatment (Oraufic).~The plants should bo en-
couraged now and since February with a brisk heat and moisture, they being
placed in a vinery or other house in March ; any pruning required should then
be done, also repotting. Continue them there up to July, when, if the roof
is very much shaded by the Vines, they should be removed to a house where
they will have more light and air, in order to secure the ripening of the wood,
on which depends the flowering. Watering during growth should be liberal,
but err on the side of dryness rather than of too much moisture. If the
vinery is moderately Ught they may be continued there throughout the year.
Give a winter temperature of 4d . The part of loaf seut is apparently from
Aspidistra lurida vaiiegata, which usually requires a greenhouse. In somo
situations it is harjy.

Temperature of Outside Vine Border—Watering wiin Liquid
Manure (likm).—The border at 1 foot deep should be as warm as the mean
temperature of the atmosphere in which the Vines are growing. If you take-
the temperature of the house at night, its minimum, aud the day, its maxi-
mum, for a week, the mean will give you the temperature for the border. 60'^

will be too low for the border where Muscats are setting, it should be 70\ The
liquid of the tank receiving the drainings of the stable, row shed, &c., will
be of too uncertain strength to apply to a Vine border. We should dilute it

with at least six times its bulk of water, and apply at a temperatm-e of 7U'^

to 75^.

Eemovino Vine Shoots (H. E.).—The shoots being too close, you may
thin them now that the Vines are in leaf without fear of bleeding or injury.
It is a better plan than stopping to one or two leaves and not removing the
shoots until the winter pruning. Do it now, cutting them away close to
whence they proceed.

Propagating Cinerarias (Idem).—When done flowering remove from the
greenhouse, cut down the old flower stems, and stand out of doors on coal
ashes in an open but sheltered situation, giving water as required so as to
keep moist'; aud when the offsets appear, and have two leaves take them off
with a knife, preserving the roots, and pot singly in small pots, placing in a
cold frame, shading from sun uutil well established, then admit an- and light
and shift into lai'ger pots as requued.

Weeds on Lawn (C, Constant 7?t-orfcr).—Removing them with a knife by
the roots is a tedious but effectual process, and we advise its adoption. Or
you may use oil of vitriol after removing the coarser weeds. Take a blacking
bottle with a wire round it to cany it by, and a slick to dip with, the stick
notched round for an inch or two at the end the better to hold the hquid,
and one drop placed in the centre of each weed will be sufficient to destroy
it. If the acid is good it will bum up the weeds in a moment. W^atson'a
lawn sand is said to destroy Daisies, ii:c., and is highly spoken of by some who
have tried it, but we have no experience of it.

Geraniums in Beds not Flowering (Jn«f).—When Geraniums gi-ow
strongly and give very few flowers it is owing either to an excess of nutri-
ment in the soil or of moisture in the air—often to both. You can, of course,
remedy the evil if the soil is at fault by replacing it with other of a poorer
nature. You might also try the effect of plunging the plants in the pots in a
bed or two. If after this you fail to obtain more blossom, then you may safely
conclude that the climate is the cause of the evil, and the only remedy will be
to depend more upon fine-foliat^ed plants, which are so numerous and varied
both in form and colour that very beautiful combinations may be wrought out
with foliage alone. Depend upon it you are mistaken in regarding salt as a
curative ; the effect of its application would be additional vigour in the plants
rather than the reverse.

Spotted Grapes (Tt/ro).—Water the roots of the Vines copiously with
tepid weak fiquid manure ; they do not supply sufficient sap to the berries.

The sun has nothing to do with the ilisease.

Prisilla jApoNicA SEEDLING {D. M. Q.).—The flower sent, white splashed
with pink, and yellow-throated, is quite unique and veiy pretty. We hope it

will be permanent, and that you can raise a stock of it.

Piping for Heating Span-roofed House (B. -4.).—To maintain in your
house a minimum of 40^ in all weathers in an exposed situation, you should
have two rows of -i-inch pipes all round the house

—

i.e., a flow and return,
which will be about equal to 110 feet of piping. A few feet less would do. but
it is better to err on the safe side, and have plenty of piping. A new edition
of the " Fruit Manual " is preparing. We do not know of any other work of
the same kind.

Cucumber Roots Clubbed (A Younj Gardener).—The root-stem enclosed
to us is clubbed, common to the Cucumber and Melon in an old state, but
usually on plants in a young condition. There is no remedy ; but a brisker

bottom heat, with greater moisture of the soil ; aud weak liquid-manui-e appli-

cation, would give you increased root-growth that would, to somo extent, pro-
long the growth and fertility of the plants.

Vine Culture in the Open Air (Tyro).—We would not protect out of

doors Vines with netting when in flower, but if the meshes were wide it

would do no harm. *' Ringing" the wood does interfere with the growl h and
health of the Vines, and does not increase the size or flavour of the fruit.

Stop the growths at the second leaf beyond the fruit.

Names of Plants (T. B-l.—Pyrusjaponica. (Upnor CastU).—1, Myosotis
coUina; 2,M. arvensis ; S, Stellaria media var. ; 4, Arenariatrinervis; 5,Vicia
Cracca. (A Lcarncri.—1, Pmous Cerasus (? ; 3, P. Padus, or a near ally;

2, Saxifroga hypnoides var. ; 4, Tecoma jasminoides (?) ; 5, Chrysanthemum
pinnatifidum; 6, Davallia bullata. (Manchester).—Leucotbue a:cillaris.
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POULTRY, BEE, AKD PIGEON OHRONIOLE.

MK. WOODHOUSE'S NEST PANS AND FEEDING
VESSELS FOR PIGEONS.

"While the iioprovemeut in many varieties of fancy Pigeons
and the way in which they have been shown have been great,

yet improvements inside their lofts have been very few. The
modern show-pens, as seen at Glasgow and the Crystal Palace,
as distinguished from the wooden dens of Birmingham, show
advance ; and I should like to see a good photograph on a large
scale of the next Palace Show, as a guide for other shows, and
as a proof to those what that Show is. Then the accuracy of

feathering, notably in the Satinette ; the refinement of form, as
in the African Owl ; the knowledge of matching which eminent
breeders possess, which is in itself quite a science—these things
all mark progress in the fancy. But go inside a loft : there is the
hopper known and used a hundred years ago, there is the water-
bottle alike in plan if not in form, and especially there is the
nest pan, just the same as used in the eighteenth century—out
of which, it being a sort of miniature hand-basin, if a youug
bird tumbles, he is hopelessly overboard, for the side slanting
outward renders it impossible for him to get back, and death by
cold is the result, if not death by starvation also. Now Mr.
"Woodhouse, of Lynn Regis, has brought out and registered
a number of variously shaped pans, but all on one principle,
and to which I beg to call attention, as they appear to me to be
real substantial benefits and improvements, and which, if used,
will save many birds from suffering and death, and thus are
humane, while they will be profitable to the fancier by his being
able to raise more birds, and we all know how disappointing it

is to find a half-fledged bird, often the best, dead outside his
nest pan.

and l''eeding Paos.

I have Been specimens of all the nest pans and feeding vessels
of which a photograph is given above. First there is that marked
No. 1; this pan is somewhat flatter than most that are used,
which is right, as Pigeons do not like a deep nest. The material,
I would premise, of both nest pans and feeding vessels is rough
ware like that used for flowerpots. Round what would be in
other nest pans the edge are a number of concentric circles like
steps, only they are hollowed, and if a Pigeon do get out of

his nest he will not fall overboard, but on the first step, and
he may manage to scramble back again. From the old class of
nest pan a fall means to be hopelessly lost unless a hand is near
to help. The nest pan marked 2 has one side cut away, and so
will fit close to the wall. But those marked 'S are for corner
places, the very places where birds are easiest lost, for once over
and in a corner the young one is " lost to sight " though he may
be "to memory dear." On the whole I cannot but think that
these pans are great improvements.
Next come the feeding pans of various sizes marked 4. The

principle upon which they are made is that of the old-fashioned
iron pot—narrow at the top, then bulging out. Now, as Pigeons
knock the food to right and left with their beaks—and very large
and powerful ai'e the beaks of Carriers and Dragoons—they con-
stantly scatter the corn and send it over the edge ; this they
cannot so easily do out of these feeding pans. I should like to
see them adopted at all shows, as the saving of food would be
great, and the large-wattled birds would be sure to be fed, whereas
when food is scattered ou the floor they are almost starved. Mr.
Woodhouse has benefited the fancy by these two plans of his for
nests and feeding.—WiLTSHniE Rector.

HAMBUEGH AND PARTRIDGE HENS LAYING
IN THE SAME NEST.

Two or three days ago I found one of my Spangled Hamburgha
was laying in the orchard. I took four egga from the nest,
leaving one ; and the next day I found, as I expected, another

egg, but was much surprised to find a Partridge's egg in as well
I took the Hamburgh's and left the Partridge's, and to-day there
were three eggs of the latter, and the respective layers were
contending who should have the nest. Shall I leave two or
three of the Hamburgh's eggs in ? Would the Partridge hatch
them ? and is not this a very unusual circumstance ?—F. P. G.

[The fact you relate is both curious and interesting. We
should in your case withdraw the Hamburgh and her eggs, and
leave the nest to the Partridge.]

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 2.

THE ANATOMY OP THE HE 1I>.

The head of the cock, as well as of the hen, is composed of
two principal parts—let, the skull is a firm union of bones,
which include the upper part, or mandible, of the beak. 2nd,
the lower part, or mandible of the beak, being the lower jaw-
bone, formed by a single piece. In the skull are the sockets or
cavities which contain the eye ; the nostrils are in front of the
eye ; the auditory organ, or ear, is behind the eye. The head,
excepting the beak, is entirely covered by a fleshy covering^,

round which may be seen several appendages or caruncle&^
which are the crest, the two earlobes, and the two ear-wattles.
This covering forms the cheeks.
The colour, the size, the form of each of these parts is variable,,

according to the variety, and often serves to characterise each.
A tuft of short feathers, and called " the tuft," covers the

auditory organ. The different parts of the head are shown im

fig. 5.

r' *^"i//

Fig. 5.

1, The comb, which surmounts the skull. 2, The wattles,
which hang underneath and on each side of the beak. 3, The
ear-wattles, which hang under the cheek. 4, The tufts of little

feathers which cover and protect the auditory organ. 5, The
cheeks, which commence at the beginning of the beak near the
nostrils, cover all the face, and re-unite behind the head by a
continuation of flesh of the same nature, but covered with
feathers. 0, The nostrils, which are at the beginning of the
beak. 7, The beak, of which the two parts, the upper and the
lower mandible, are horny.
The comb is straight or drooping. It is single when it ia com-

posed of only one piece ; double when there are two alike united
or near together ; it is triple when it is formed of two alike and
one in the middle ; it is frizzled when full of granulations mo-re
or less deep, and erect excrescences ; it is a crown when it is

circular, hollow, and indented; it is goblet-shaped when hollow,
vascular, and not indented. There are other forms, but they
are composed of parts or unions of those particularised.

SIGNS OF THE QUALITY OF THE FLESH.

The principal poiuts by which to discern the quality of the
flesh in a fowl are the colour of the feet and the kind of skin.

The yellow foot generally indicates a fowl with tough flesh,

heavy bones, and yellow fat. It is very rare that this colour
does not show itself in the skin. However, it does not exclude
certain qualities of the flesh in the pure descendants of the two
exotic races, Cochin-China and Brahma Pootra.

With the exception of yellow and green, which can never be
recommended, all other colours from black to white are equally
indications of an excellent flesh. When the skin, and above
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all that of the Bides and breast, is of a fine tissue, delicate, and
easily extended, also having a rosy pearled eolonr, one may be
certain that the flesh is good and will fatten rapidly.

GKEAT HARWOOD SHOW.
This was held on the 7th inst. The entries in the poultry

and Pigeon sections were very small, no doubt owing to the
Epworth Show taking place on the following day, and the dis-
tance between the two places being too great to be easily got
over in time for the judging. In Game Mr. Brierley won all the
prizes easily. There were some fair birds in the Hamburgh
classes, as also in Cochins. In Spanish Messrs. Furuess and
Sudall won both prizes with good birds, and the awards in
Brahmas ie\l to the lot of Mr. Crabtree, both pens being good;
the first in particular was excellent. The winners in Game
Bantam cocks were very good, stylish and hard in feather, while
the prizes in cock and hen Bantams were also awarded to Game.
In Rouen Ducks Mr. Wakefield had capital birds.

Carriers were first in the Pigeon classes. Blacks winning both
prizes in cocks, but the first award was a mistake, the second
being by far the better bird in all respects, and in hens we would
have placed the second-prize pen first. Tumblers were well
placed, with Almonds first and Kites second; and in Barbs
Yellows were first and Blacks second. The first in English
Owls were very spindly in beak, nothing like what is at present
required in this class ; the second were also Blue. Dragoons
were good, the right style of head to the fore, the first Blue and
second Silver. Although both pairs of Antwerps were good,
yet we preferred that which obtained the second prize as being
shorter and fuller of style. Jacobins were poor, but the two
pairs of Pouters very good. In Fantails there was nothing
noteworthy. In Nuns the first were a neat pair of Yellows and
the second Black. There was but one pen in the Variety class
and these were Blondinettes.

(From a Correspondent.)

Samburghs, Gold-pencilled cock and hen (7 entries).—The
Erst-prize pen contained a splendid pullet with a good coloured
cock not so neat in head. Second came a fair pen throughout.
Pen 21.5 contained a good pullet, but too light in ground colour.
Silver-pencilled cock and hen.—First pen a capital pullet for
markings and colour, and a very nice cock; second a good pen

;

the highly commended pen being about an average pen. Gold-
Bpangled cock and hen.—The first and second-prize pens con-
tained good birds, the first winning by his style and carriage.
The highly commended consisted of good birds, but for the
cock's comb being so very ugly and coarse. In Silver-spangled
cock and hen.—First a good pen throughout; second a showy
cock, not so good in ears, and inclined to white face, but a
capital hen, which will be heard of again. Highly commended
a fair pen, but the hen's spangles not opeued-out to show to
advantage.

In Cochins, first came a magnificent pen of Partridge, being the
second-prize Palace cock mated with a well-pencilled hen of good
shape with plenty of feather and cushion. Second came Buffs,
a good hen, but the cock short in depth of breast. A pen of very
nice Whites were highly commended.
Game.— 1 and 2, 0. W. Briorlev, Middleton. he. R. Lonsdale, Worston.

Clithcroe. Cock.~1 and 2. C. W. Brierley. he, T. Ewbank, HaaUngden. c, J.
SaDdereon, Downham, Clitheroe.
HtiiUBfiGns.—Golden-pencillM.—l, G. & J. Duckworth, Church. 2, J. Rhodes,

Accrintjton. hr. W. Cluvton. Keighley : W. Wilson, Lower Hippiuffa, Man-
chester. 8Uver-pencilted.—\ and fiC, J. Rhodes. 2. J. Robinson. Oarstans.
Hambdhghs.—GoWf n spa^flitrf.— 1 and2,G.& J. Duckworth, he. J. Hohinson.

8ilver-sita7igled.—l,A. Tnckett, Waterfoot. 2, J. Robinson, he, H. Stanworth,
Worethorn.
Cochin-chinas.— 1, T. .\spden, Church. 2, W. H. Crabtree, Levenshulme,

Manchester, /ic, W. Whitworth, jon, Longsight, Manchester, c, H. Yardley,
BirtninEham.
DoBKiNos.— ), J. Stott, Healey. 2, W. H. King, Rochdale, iic, W. Watson,

Charch.
Spanish.— B/(7/-fc.—l and 2, Fumess & Sudall, Rawtenatall. e, S. W. Hallam,

Whitwiek, Leicester.
Bbahma.— 1 and i, W. H. Cribtree. c. M. Sumner, Great Harwood.
Any OTHER Variety.-I. J. Robinson. 2, W. Wilson. /tc,W. Whitwortb,jun.

;

T. Marpica, Btackbum : T. Mercer, Great Harwood.
Bantams —f?rtinf ~Cnck.—l. W. & G. Andertnn. Accrington. 2. T. Parker,

Bumlev. he, J. Shackleton, Halifax ; T. Whittaker, Haslmgden. Any variety.
—1 and 2, T. Barker, he, .T. Shackleton (2).

Geese.—I. .T. Houlker. Blackburn.
'Dvi:Ka.—Aylei(hxLnt.~\, ,T. Robinson. Rnuen.—\ and 2, T. Wakefield, Newton-

le-Wiilows. /ic, A. West. Woralhora. ICiM.—1. J. Triokett. 2 and fcc, H. B.
Smith. Broughton. Preston.
TOBKEYs.— 1, J. Aatley, Blackburn. 2, P. B. Eurj-, Church, he, J. Roberta.

PIGEONS.
Carrier.—C«cfc.—1. T. Chamley, Blackburn. 2, H. Yardley, Birmingham.

fec.J.Aetley; J. Stanley, Blackburn. iJi'n.-1 and 2, J. Stanley, /w, J. Hawley,
Bradford.
TcMBt.EHB.-l,H. Yardley. 2, T. & W.Oddie.Brieraeld, Burnley. hc.T.iW.

©ddie: T. Chamlev.
Barus.—1. H. Yardley. 2. T. Pincock. Preston.
Otn.a.—EtigU.ih.—\. T- & W. oddie. 2, T. charnleT. he, W. Dugdale. Bnmlov.
DBAnooNS.—l, J. Stanley, Blaokbum. 2, J. Aslley. Ac, H. Yardley ; J. A«h-

worth(2); J. Astley.
Antwerpb.- 1. J. Stanley. 2. J. Crosaland, "Wakefield, he. H. Yardley.
.TAnohiNR.— 1. w. I>u?daie. 2. A. A. Vander Ueersch. he, W. Dugdale ; A. A.

Vaider Meerseh ; .1. '-ittn'ey.

TtrfiBiTS.— 1 and 2. J. B. Bowdon.
PoBTERS.— 1, J. Hawley. 2, H. Yardley.

FANTATL9.—1, J. B. Bowdon. 2, J. Bichmond. Oawaldwistle. /*«, H. Yardley ;

J. Richmond.
TRCUPaTEBS.—1 and 2, A. A. Vander Meersch.
NoNs —1 and he. J. Richmond. Oswaldwistle. 2, J, B. Bowdou.
AIagpies.—-1, J. B. Bowdon. 2, J. KichmouU.
Any oiueb Variety.-1, H. Ya;;dley.

The Judges were Messrs. S. Fielding and T. J. Charlton,
Blenheim Boad, Manningham.

HASLINGDEN POULTRY SHOW.
This Show, which had previously been held in July, took

place on the Gth inst in a large field well situated for the pur-
posie. Excepting in the case of Turkeys, Geese, and Ducks the
birds were exhibited singly, and the entries showed a high ap-
preciation of this change of the exhibition time, the numbers
being such as have not been seen before at any spring meeting
in Lancashire ; the greatest augmentation being in poultry,
these with the Pigeons and Babbits amounting to about 7-10.

Turkeys were first, and these were in nice feather for the time
of year, as also the Geese ; while the Aylesbury Ducks, though
good, were somewhat the worse for wear. Of Rouens there was
a good entry and of high quality. The three winning pens were
very large and correct in points. A splendid pair of Chilian
Teal were first in the Variety class, and White-faced Whistlers
second.

Cochin cocks were good, most of the winners being Lemon ;

the first was a large and most exquisitely shaped bird and well
feathered. Mr. Taylor won both prizes in hens with grand
birds. In the following class both prizetakers were Partridge ;

and in hens the first was a splentlid White, with an almost
equally good Black second—the latter, in fact, being the best
Black hen we have yet seen.
Although the prizes were good, yet where there were large

entries some extra prizes were awarded, and this was the case
in Brahma cocks, where they were well merited, the class being
good and the winners in prime condition; but although the
hens were very good, some of the best were rather broody, and
rough and bruised in tail, and passed over on that account.
Dorking cocks were but moderate, but the hens were very good,
the winners being Dark Grey. In French La FJcche won in
both classes, and these were about the most perfect we have yet
seen, and were really handsome fowls. In Spanish cocks the
first was a large-faced, deep-dropped cock ; the second being not
so well developed but of nice quality; and the same remarks apply
to the hens, the second, however, being a pullet. Game as a
class were not so good as we have seen here, but some of the
winners left little to be desired, the hens in the open class

proving superior to the cocks. In Samburghs the competition
was very keen, the best of these being the first-prize Gold-pen-
cilled cock, the Silver-pencil, and the second-prize Gold-spangle,
which was one of the most perfectly-marked birds that have
been shown of late; and in hens all the winners were almost
perfect. The first in Goldspangledhens was agem. BlackHam-
burghs were very good, the colour being grand, although the
old fault, a slight tendency to white in the face, showed in some
specimens. Pulisit were splendid in both classes, the crest and
marking being something to be wondered at. In the Variety
classes White Malays were first, and in cocks a nice White
Minorca was second. In Game Bantams the entries were very
good ; the single cocks in the Local class were Piles of good
points. There were many good birds in the open class ; that
which was first being almost perfect in colour and shape, while
the second-prize bird was taller but not so good in colour. No
other bird, however, stood at all with these. Hens were also

very good, there being little choice in the first three, although
the first was much the best in colour. Piles won both prizes in
single cock of any other variety ; and in hens a Pile was first,

a Duckwiug second. In the next class the winning Blacks
were of grand quality, as also the hens, although the latter were
a little gipsy-faced. In the following class a I?ekin stood first

and Silver Sebright second, while in hens Laced was first and
Pekin second.
In Pijcons the Carriers were good, a grand bird being placed

first, and a very long-faced Black cock coming second. In Pouter
cocks a capital Blue was placed first, and a White second.
English Owls were poor, and the winners very bad in head and
beak. The first in Fantails was a most decided mistake; those
shown by Mr. Loversidge being by far the best. Dragoons were
a grand lot, the winners being well placed in all cases ; but in

Antwerps that shown by Mr. Crossland should by all means have
stood first. In Nuns the Rev. A. G. Brooke won with good birds.

There were some capital Babbits, and the prizes were well

placed.

HAMBUEGHS.
{From a Correspondent.)

Golden-pencilled cocks (9 entries).—Ths first-piize cock was
rightly placed, being good in all respects. Sec ii d-prize bird,

too light in colour in hackle, and not gool in ei-.-i. The Y.H.C,

bird was better in all respecti excepting bii com >.
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Golden-pencilled hens (12 entries).—The first-prize bird was far

ahead, being good in colour and pencilling. The second-prize

bird was good in pencilling but bad in ground colour. There
were two or three good birds which had to be content with H.c.

Silver-peaciUed cocks (8 entries).—The first-prize cock won
easily, being a good bird and well shown. The second bird was
also good ; his ears not so neat as those of the winner. Pens
470, 472, and 473 were very good.

Silver-pencilled hens (12 entries).—First a grand hen, being
good in pencillings and deep in colour. Second a fair bird, but
pens 476 and 477 were preferred.

Golden-spangled cock (14 entries).—First a grand cock,^ being

the Northampton cup cock, good in colour and spangling. Second
equally good in colour and spangling, losing only by style and
carriage. Pen 487, a good cock throughout, but very coarse in

comb ; 491, a neat bird ; 492, good bird, but white in face ; 495

and 497, average birds.

Golden-spangled hens (17 entries).—First a nice hen.
^
Second

good in spangling, but short of stripings in hackle. Third (503),

small in spanglings and not good in colour. .'511, a small hen,

good in spangling, but light in ground colour in breast, and tail

coverts bad colour. Pens 513 and 515 might have been on the

prize list.

Silver-spangled cocks (12 entries).—First a well-marked bird

and rightly placed. Second, good bird but rather cloudy in tail.

Preferred pen 521. 524, a nice bird. 528, a good cock, but ears

in very bad condition, and too large in comb.
Silver-spangled hens (10 entries).—First, a large hen, well

spangled, but too dark in hackle. Second was a mistake, being
much inferior to pen 532 or 536.
Black Hamburgh cocks (12 entries).—First and second-prize

cocks good birds in their right places ; pen 649 being close on
them. The u.c. pens were good cocks.
Black Hamburgh hens (16 entries).—First a grand hen well

shown, hard pressed by the second-prize bird, which was a

capital hen. The third-prize as well as many of the h.c. birds

were worthy of note.

Cochin-china.—B(/# or Cinnamon.—Cock.—'i, Mrs. E. AllBopp, Worcester.
2, C. sidgwick, KyddteBden, KeiRhley. 3, R. P. Percival, NoilbendeD, Man-
chester, /ic, W. H. Crabtree, Levenshulme, Manchester; J. O Rigtf, Ulver-
Bton ; T. Stretch. Ormskirk. c, W. A. Taylor, Manchester (21. Hen. 1 and 2.

W. A. Tajlor. vhc, W. H. Crabtree ; R. P. Perciyal. c, W. Harvey, Sheffield ;

H. Feast. Swansea.
Cocaiw-CHiNi.—.Iny other varietu.—Cock.—l. T. Stretch. 2. W. A. Taylor.

he, W. Whitworlh, jun., Lonysight, Manchester; R. P. Percival; C. Carr,
Wilsden, binglcv: W. Harvey. Hcn.—l, W. A. Taylor. 2, W. cSt T. Holt.
Church, he, c. W. Brierev, Middleton ; T. M. Derry, Gedney ; E. Siddall,

Eawtenstall; W. A. Taylor, c. W. Whitworth, Jan.; J. W. Brockbank, Kirk,
flanton. Carnforth.
liEAHMA.s.—o'oct.—I. W. B. Etches, 'Whitchnrch. 2, W. Wlntcley. Sheffield.

3. \V. A. Taylor ; W. H. Crabtree. vhc,R P. Percival. /(c, .J. Simpson, Roch-
dale; R. P. Percival. c. J. Walker, Rochdalo ; W. H. Crabtree; A. Bamford,
Middleton: H. Lacy, Hebden RridRe; W. Har(?reave8. Hacup. //cii — 1 and 3,

W. H. Crabtree. 2, f. F. Anadell. Cowlev Mount. St. Helens, lie. W. E. Etches,
"Whitchufch; H.Lacy. r. R. P. Percival; J. Watt-. Birniiotiliani ; W.A.Taylor.
Dorkings.— Cocfc —1, James W'alker. 2, J. White, Warlaby. Northallerton.

c, S. H. Stott, Preston. Hen.—l. h. Pilkington. Widnes, WarriuBt'U. 2,

Jamea Walker, he, W. H. Kinu; T. Statter, Stand Hall; J. White, Warlaby.
Feench.—Coed.- 1, E. Walton, Homcliffe. Rawtenstall. 2, J. Robinson,

Garstane. he, W. Harvey, c, W. Whitworth, jun. ; H. Feast, Swansea. Hen.
—I.E. Walton. 2, U. Feast, /ic, E. Laxtour, Hewton, Ampthill, Beds, c, J.

KobmsoD.
Spanish.—BIrtcfc.—Coefc.—l and vhe, Fumess & Sudal], Eawtenst.all. 2,

Jabez Walker, atundeturd, Wolverhampton. Hen.—l, Furness &. Sudali. 2,

Mrs. E. Allsopp. lie, Jabez Walker ; J. Powell ; Furness & Sudali ; J. Smalley.
e, J. Smalley.
Sake.-Bfocfc or Brown Red. — Coek. — 1, J. Fortune, KeiRhley. 2. J. B.

Fletcher. Stoneclou«h. Manch>-ster. }ie, C. W. Brierley, Midfileton; Earl of
Loudon, Derby, c, .Miss M. J. Nelson, Cockshaw, Hexham. Hcn.—l and 2, C.

W. Brierley. he, W. Ormerc.d: J. F. Walton; J. R. Fletcher; T. P. Lyon,
Liverpool; J. Richardson, LouRhborough.
QmE.—Any other variety.~Coek.—\, 3. F. Walton. 2, E. Winwood. Wor-

cester, vhc, VV. Ormerod, Walsden. he, J. W. Brockbint c, Morris & Wood,
AccrinKton. Hfn.-I. J. F. Walton. Rawtenstall. 2, W. Ormerod.
dtiis.-Withm two miles of HasUngden.-Coek.—\, J. F. Walton. 2, T.

Ewbank. Haslin^den. Hcn.—l and 2, J. F. Walton.
Hambcbohs.— UoWoi.penctited.-Cocfc.—1, H. Bcldon. Goitstock, BinRlcy. 2.

T. Wrigley, sen, Middleton. vhc.Q. &J. Duckworth, Church c. J. Bobin-
son ; J. Roihnson, Lindley, Otley, Hcn. — l. G. & J. Dnckworth. 2, W.
Clayton, Ketghlcy. /tc, W. Driver. Keighley : H. Beldon; J. Rhodes; G. &J.
Duckworth ; J. K dlinson. c, H. Feast.
Hahbcbghb -~L^ilverpencilletl.—Cock.—\, H. Beldon. 2, J. Rhodes, he, H.

Beldon ; J. Robinson : E. Walton. Hen.~\. J. Rhodes. 2. J. Webster, he, H.
Beldon i'i): J. Ri.binson; ,T. WtbstT; E. Walton; W. Wilson.
HAMBnaoas —Golden-fpanoted.—Coek.—i. O. 4 J. Duckworth. 2, N. Marlor.

he. J. Rubmson; J. Hall. >tacksteads: E. Walton: T. Walker: G 4 J. Duck-
worth e. H. Beldon ; J. Rollin.'ion ; J. Bowness. Hen.—\, T. Walker, Denton.
2, H. Beldon. 3. T. Dean, KoiRhley ; N. Marlor, Denton, he, E. Walton,
HorncUffe; G. & J. Dnckworlh |2). e, J. Robinson; C. Halstcad. Ferncliffe,
Bingiey; G. &J Duckworth: J. Kollinson.
Uaububghs.- silrer.»p(inp/crf. — Cocfc. — 1, J. Fielding. Nfwchurch. 2. H.

Beld.n. lie. Ashton A Booth, Broadbottom, Mottiam; J.Rjbinson; Kobmson
and Pemperton, Baildon. Leeds: J. Rollinson. c. H. Feast: J. Rolhnson.
Hen.—l. Aahton i Booth. 2. Kobinsnn & Pemberton. he, J. FieldinR, New-
church; H. Beldon; J. Robinson; J. Rollinson (21.

Haubcrghb.-Blacfc.-Cocfc— 1, H. Beldon. 2, W. Wilson. Higher Tippit,

Waterloot. /ic, J. Patrick, Sandhole, Stacksteads; H. Beldon; J. Robinson;
Robinson & Pemperton ; W. Binni, Dnbb. Bincley; N. Marlir, Dcnt-.n. c.

Isherwood & Wolstenholme. LImeticId, Bury. Hen —1. Stott 4 Booth. Huntley
Brook. Bury. 2, N. Marlur. 3 J. Kobinson. he, J. Moore, Wilsden; J. Pat-
riok; H. Beldon; W. Wilson, c. J. Patrick. ._
POI.AND3.—Cocfc.-l and 2. H. Beltoc. he, T. Dean; P. Unsworth; W. A.

Taylor. Hen— 1 and 2, H. Beldon. lie. W. A. Taylor (2).

Ant other Vahietv.—Coct.—1. J. F. Walton. 2. S. R. Hams. CnsRarae,
St. Day lUiaorcal e. J. Croote. jnn., Wellin^'ton. Hen.—1, J. F. Walton. 2,

E. Pickun, Lumb (White Sultan).
Selling Clas.s —.Yoi to exceed i's.-Coek —1. J. F. Walton. 2, J. Brown,

Rawtenstall. S, E. Smith, Passmans, RicluLale (Dorking); G. Anderton,
Accrington. he, James Walker; P. Unsworth, Lowlon; J. Powell, Bradford

(Black Spanish), c, Jabez Walker, Standeford. Heiij-1, Jabez Walker. S,

J. Rhodes. Accrmston ; G. Barnes. Blackburn, he. J. Haidmnn, Bacnp (Dark

Brahma); R. Lord. Koclidale (Black Red Game); E. Smith, Ruclidaicdlrovnl

Red Game), e, W. cl.ivt..n. K...nril, y ; James Walker ; L. Sinith (Uorkiug).

Game Bantams.- H'tCim (ico mil.< oj Hiviltngden-Cock -I, l^.w a.iwii. I,

T. Whittaker. Haslinuden. c. W. E. Riley. Haslingden ; T.Whittakcr.

Game BANTAMs.-il/ac/i or iJroicn /ieti.-Coc/t.-l, W. r.Entwisle, WcBtHeld,

Bradford. 2. G. Anderton. 8, W. f. AUdie. Prestcu (21. ftc, \V. Giay. Darling-

ton : J. W. Brockbank. Kirksanton ; E. Walton, e, T. Barker, Burnley: r.

Dickenson, Preston ; W. C. Dawson. Whitby. Hcn.-I, W. F. Entwisle. 2, W.
V. Addie. 3, T. Sharpies. Rawten»tall. vhc. J. R. Fletcher, btoneclougb. he,

J. Shackleton. Haliiax: W. !'. Addle, r, T. Barker. „ ^ .„. „ ,, t
Bantams -Ducfcioino or Plle.-Cuck.-l, T. Barker. 2, E. Walton. ) e, J.

Shackleton; W.F. Entwisle. Heii.-l. T. Barker. 2, W. F. Entwisle. lie, S.

Smith. Northowrara, Halifax, c, T. Whiitaker; BelliuBham i GUI.

Bantams. -Black or White.-Coek.-l and 2, K. H. Ashton.Mottram Man-
chester, ttlic. W. H. Roi^inson, Keighley. lie, S. Smith : T. Cropper, Bacup.

Hrti.-l, J. Watts. 2, E.Walton. 3, Joinfs Walker, lie, T. P. Carver, Lang-

thorpn, Boroughbridge; W. H. Shackleton; H. Beldon.
v, r.„.,v

BANTAMS.-Jni/ other variely.-Coek.-l, H. B. Smith. Preston. 2, N. Cook,

Chowbent. lie, j . Watts, Birmingham, c, B. H. Crabtree, Levenshnlme, Man-

ch. ster. Hcn.—l, N. Cook. 2, James Walker. „, « i-. i,„.
TrKKEYB.— 1 and 2, Jamea Walker, he, E. Lord. Bacup; W. B. ttcnes,

Whitchurch.
GEESE—1, James Walker. 2, T. Statter, Stand Hall.

DucKS.-^i/iestnri/.-l and lie, J. Hedges, Aylesbury. 2 and e, James Walker,

nauen.-l and 2, T. Wakefield, Golbome, Newton-le-WillowB. 3, J ivew-

ton, Silsden. Leeds, lie, James Walker; J. E. I'ardey, Newton-le-WiUows ,
S.

H. Stott, Preston. Any other variety—I, W. Binns, Pudsey, Leeds. 2, U. B.

Smith, Brooklands, Broughton, Preston, tide, H. B. Smith ;
W.Binna. o

James Walker; Mrs. Wootton, Mapperley, Nottingham ; H. B. Smith.

PIGEONS. „. . .

CARRiER3.-Coefc,-I, P. R. Spencer, Hereford. 2, H. Yardley, Birmingham,

lie, J. Stanley, Blackburn; W. Sefton, Blackburn. Hen.—l, J. Stanley, i, vv.

Sefton. „.,._. I.M -c
PoPTEns—Coet.—l, W. Harvey. Sheffield. 2, J. Hawley, Girlmgton. lie, t.

Heath. Blackburn. Hen.— 1, J. Hawley. 2. Owen & Pearson, Kettermg.

TiMBLEEs.— 1, H. Yardley. 2 and lie, W. Harvey.
Barbs.- I, W. Harvey. 2, P. R Spencer. Hereford, lie, J. Stanles'.

OwLs.-Enalisli.- 1, J. 1. Rothwell, Stockport. 2, T. B. Townson, Bowden. 3,

R. Brierley, Fishpool, Bury. Foreion.-l and 2, T. B. Townson.
t „,„,

Fantails.—I, J. Richmond. 2, A. Warburton, Haslingden. lie, J. It. Lover-

^'/nRBi^r^-LH. Yardley. 2, T. B. Townson. he, G. T. Hardman, RawtenstaU.

DRAOOONB.-Blue or Silver.— I, W. Sefton. Blackburn. 2. G. Booth, Hasling

den. 3. H. Yardley (2); W. Sefton. Any other variety.—I and lie. It
.
Graham

Birkenhead. 2, G. Booth.
Tkumpetehs.-I, W. Harvey. 2, H. Yardley.
Jacobins.—1, W. Lumb. 2, W. Dagdale. jun. S, J. Thompson. Itc.T. ChatTiley.

Astwerps. — 1. R. Brierley, Fishpool. 2, A. Justice, Manchester. 3, G.

Broughton, Hasliiigden ; A. Justice.
Magpies.— 1, J. Richmond. 2, J. B. Bowdon.
Noli8.-land2, Rev. A. G.Brooke, Shrewsbury, lie, J. Eichmond.
Any other Varietv.—I, W.Harvey. 2, J. B. Bowdon (Ice). 3, H. Yardley.

he, W. Sefton. , , ^ „ ,. ,/,„„^...\
Any Vabiety.- IFifliin two miles ofHasUngden.-l and lie, G. Booth (earner^

2, G. Fielding, Haslioeden (Black Carrier). „ ^, „ o t. =„„„„»,.
Selling Class -2Vo« to exceed SOs.-l, R. White (Barbs). 2, P. R. Spencer.

8, J. Barnes, Haslingden (Dragoons).

RABBITS.
Lop-EAEED.-Buclt.-l, F. Banks. London. 2, J. W. Harling.Bnmley. Doe.—

1, F. Banks. 2, J. Irving, Blackburn, lie, C. King, St. John's \yood, London.

Angora.—Bncli or Doe.—I, H. Sweetman. Fuilord, iork. 2, P. c. ataniey,

^'a^m^li.-Buek orDoe.-I, W. Whitworth. jun Longsight. 2, J. Hallaa,

Hnddersfield. lie, C. G. Mason, Fieldhouse, Rochdale : E. Robinson, Kettering.

Sit,vER.GREY.-l, Miss Mortimer. Rudhall, Ross. 2, J. Hallas. he, t. I.

Talbot, Bradford. , . .,,,,, « t uoiioo
Any OTHER Variety.—Buefc or Doc.-l, J. Irving, Blackburn. 2, J. Hallas.

lie. H.E.Gilbert, Rugby IDutohl. „ , t, . /- i.-„„ r nr,.tnn
Sellisg CLAss.-i'riee not to exceed ins.-Suck or Doe.-\, C. King, London

(Lop-eared). 2. S. Buckley, Ending Healey, Rochdale (Lop-eared), he, p.

Furness, Rawtenstall (Himalayanl.

JunoEs.—Po«Z«n/ .- Mr. S. Fielding, Trentham Park ;
Mr.

Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds. Figeons : Mr. J. Chadwick, Bolton.

Rabbits : Mr. J. Boyle, jun., Blackburn.

WHABFEDALE POULTRY SHOW.
The seventy-sixth annual Show of the above Society was held

at Otley on the 'Jth, and proved in all respects a great success.

Year by year some small augmentation of the prize list takes

place with excellent results, as is seen in the case of Pigeons,

which this year numbered 230 entries against about a score only

a few years ago. The pens were open both back and front, and

as a cold wind blew most of the day, those birds that had been

worked the three previous days yielded to a great extent to the

iufluence of the weather, and many winners of the day before

were in consequence left out of the list. Poultry had 297 entries,

and we do not remember a collection of so high quahty shown

here before. In Gaiyie were some particularly good, and notably

the Brown Reds, to a single cock of which the cup was given,

and though good in many respects, we must confess a preferen(=©

for a cock and hen of the same colour and from the same yard.

The first in Duckwings were a good even pen, the cock as far as

we could judge, sound and hard in featber ; while the pair ol

Piles in the next class were of the right stamp, btjld, firm, har(l,

and good in colour. Spanish were a fair lot ; the first sinaU,

but neat: second good, but the cock's face was out of order;

while the third were by far the best, but looked somewhat

chilled. Mrs. AUsopp's grand Lemon pen of Cochtm fairly

walked over; the second were White, the hen a gem, and the third

Buff. Brahmas were also good, but, nnfortunately, the pens were

rather small for the large varieties. The cup was well awarded

here Dorkings were large but somewhat rough ;
Polands such

a display as is rarely seen. Golden being placed first, and

Silvers second and third. With the exception of two firsts the

whole of the Hamburgh prizes fell to the lot of Mr. Beldon, the
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stnd from this yard being exceedingly fine. The cup pen of
Game Bantatns were Black Kede, very good in all points, and
many otherpeus were worthy of notice ; but, excepting in colour,
we saw nothing striking in Brown Reda. Piles were first and
third in the next class, the first being long-winged but otherwise
good. The second in single Game Bantam cocks was by far the
best, the first being too large by one-third at least, but it is only
fair to say he was a good coloured bird. No commendations
were made in Black Bantams, many birds being out of order;
the first-and-cup pen were good, as also the second, but the
third-prize cock had a most horrid comb. In Ducks some fair

Roueus were shown, but the Aylesburys were superior, and the
Variety class very good as to condition. The same remarks will

apply to Pigeons.
In Pigeons Pouters came first, the three winners being ex-

traordinary birds, the first and cup for the best pen going to a
Blue-pied, and second and third to Whites. In Carriers the
first was a grand-styled bird, shown in the pink of condition,
scarcely as good in eye as the second, but superior in beak-
wattle, the latter being also rather dull ; the third a capital Dun
hen. Many of the Barbs had tears in their eyes, but these were
left out, one good bird having been greased and spoiled. The
first was a Dun, second a capital young Black, and third Red.
Dragoons, as a class, were not equal to some we have seen, but
the Blue cock to which the first prize was awarded was of high
quality ; the second a good Yellow. Jacobins were a good lot

;

the first a Red, very close in hood and chain, but rather thin in

face ; second a neat Yellow ; and third, what is most rare, a per-
fect-coloured Blue with black bars. Almond Tumblers were very
good; the first a cock beautifully broken, the second leaving
Irttle to be desired, and third a good hen a little out of order.
Tumblers, Long-faces, were first a Red Mottle, very sound in

colour and marking ; second, a very small Yellow Bald ; and third
a Saddle-back. Fantails only moderate, but Turbits good, the
first particularly so in head, mane, and gullet. Scarcely one bad
bird was shown in English Owls, the first going to an extra-
ordinary Silver hen, second to a Blue cock, and third to a
Powdered Blue. Magpies were very good and the birds small,
the first and third Red, and second Yellow. There were some
very good birds in Short-faced Antwerp cocks, the first being
Dan, second Red Chequer and Dun ; but in hens there was but
one real Short-faced bird, the rest being too coarse and half

Long-faces, but knowing the difficulty of attaining what is

wanted in this class the prizes were awarded. Long-faced cocks
were very good, the two first being birds of grand type, the
second being better in colour, but scarcely answering the re-

quirements as to length. In heus, also, the first and second were
Red Chequers, the first being, perhaps, the best hen in the
fancy, and many birds were noticed. In Swallows a white-
barred Blue of great beauty was firsr, and a Yellow second, the
third being also Blue. It is seldom so good a class of Arch-
angels is seen, and all were noticed. The Variety class was
large, and two extra prizes were awarded to two splendid white-
barred Swallows with clear head, the first going to a very good
White African Owl, second to a perfect pigmy Pouter hen, and
third to a Grey Frillback.

Babbits, in consequence of the limited list, were not numerous,
and those in Lop-ears only of ordinary quality ; but the Angoras
were good, the first being an immense Rabbit with a large dew-
lap of soft down. The first in Himalayan was a Rabbit good in
all points, but the best in the Show was undoubtedly the Silver-

Grey iu the Variety class, the second being a good young Hare
Babbit.

Game.—Biacfc Itpd.~\, E. Aykroyd. Eccleshill, Leeila. 2, .T. Fletcher. Stone-
cloagh. MaBchester, S.W.Spencer. Brou'n iic(f.—l, E. Aykroyd. 2. J. Fortune,
Morton Banks, KeiKhley. S, J. W. Thornton, Br.idford.
Game.—i>iicfcu-mp.— I, J. W. Thornton 2, E. Ajkroyd. 3, W. Ormerod, Tod-

morden. c, H. C. & W. J. Maaon DrighlinKton. Any other co/our.— 1, H. C.
and W. J. Mason. 2, J. F. Walton, Rawtenstall S, H. C A W. J. Mason.
Game.— CocA:.—1 and Cap, E. Aykroyd, 2. J. Forsyth. Wolverhampton, S. R.

Hemingway, t^helf. Halifax, c. A. Cameron. Hfn.—\, H. Beldon. Goitetock,
Binglev. 2, J. W. Thornton. 8, F.. AykroTd. c. A. Cameron, Epworth.
BPAsrsH.-1, H, Beldon, 2. J. Thresh. Bradford. 3. J. Powell. Bradford.
CocHivs. -1, Mrs, E. Allsopp. Worcester. 2, H. Beldon. 3, W. H. Crabtree,

Leventhnlme, Manchester, c. C- SidRwick. Keiphley.
Brahma Pootras,— 1. <Jup, and 2, W. H Crafitree. 3. W. Whiteley. ShefBeld.
DoBKisos.— 1, J. White, Warlaby, Northallerlon. 2, J. NewalL, Clifton, York.

3, W. H. Young.
PoLANDS —1, 2. and S, H, Beldnn.
Hamiutrohs.— Gofrffn-Kpanf7ifrf.—1, 2, and 3. H. Beldon. Silver-fpaimUd.—

1, Ashton 4 Booth, Broadbottom, Moltram. 2 and|3. H. Beldon.
Hamborghh.— Go/rfirn jjenciifetf.-1, 2, and 3, H. Beldon. Silver pencilled.—

Cup. 1. 2. and 3, H. Beldon,
HAMDURons —Dlaek —1, J. Moore, Wilsden, Bingley. 2 and 3. H. Beldon.
FRENcn.—,(4ny variety.—l, W. Harvey, Sheffield. 2, W. Whitworth, jun,

3, E, Walton.
Game BANTAM^.-Btec* Bed.—\ and Cup, F. Steel, Halifax. 2. G. Nohle,

StainclifTe, Dewslmrv, S, F. Walton, Bruum Red— I and 2. F. Steel. 3, ,T,

Fletcher. Sinole Cock.—l, W. B. Broak, Fearncliffe, Binglcy. 2, Q. Noble. 3,

F. Sle<l.
Bantams.—.<nf/ other colour,— 1 and 3, F, Steel, 2, T, Bametl, Walsall.
Bantams.— B/(irA:,—l and Cup, W. H Robinson, Lonff Lee. KeiKhley. 2. W.

Mnore. 3. W. H. Shackleton, Bradford. Any other variety. -1. It. Frew, Kirk-
caldy. 2. J. Watts, KiuR's Heath, Birmingnam. 3. H. Sharp, Halifax.
Any other VAuiETi-.—l, S. P. Ashley. 2, C. Holdsworth, Harrojiute. S, J. F.

\ralton.
D'CKS.—Zloufrt.—1, F E. Rawson, Thorpe. Halifax. 2, G. Fentrias, Mai-fon,

Kirby Moorside, 3, J. Newtou. Silsden. Aylenbujf/.—l, H. Beldon. 2. C. Holt,

Roijhdale. 3.S. a. Harris, Cusgarne. St. Day. Any other variety.—I, W. Binns,
Podsey, Leeds.

Sellixo Class.-1, H. B Smith. 2, H. Baldon. 3. B. Prow, Kirkcaldy. »5, H.
Beldon c. B. & J. J. Boolh, Silsden,
Geese.—1, F. E. Rawson. 2, M. Lamb, Caley. Otley.

PIGEONS.
PocTER.—1 and Cup, W. Harvey, Sheffield. 3, J. Hawley, Girlington. he, J. P.

Fawcett, Whitby.
Carrier.—1, J. Thompson, Bini?ley. 2. P. R. Spencer. Hereford. 3.,T. Hawley.

vhc. H. Yardley, Birmingham, he, W. Sefton, Blackburn
; F. Seauor, Leeds

;

P. R. Spencer.
Barb.—1, W. Harvey. 2, J. Thresh. 3, F. Seanor. vke, W. Ridge, Bradford ;

J. Thresh, he, P. R, Spencer; F. Seanor. c, O, Riddiough,,iuQ, Bradford.
Jacobin,— 1, 3, and c, J, Thompson. 2, A. A. Vander Meerach. he, W. Harvey

;

A. A. Vander Meersch 12).

Drago'in.— 1, W. Sefton. 2, W. Harvey. 3, Ward !^ Rhodes. Otley. vhe,
Owen & Pearson, Kettering: H. Yardley. /tc. Ward & Rhodes, c, J. ituahworlh,
Wheathead. Keiehlev.
Tcmuler.— ,s/iorl-/uce(Z,—1. H. Yardley. 2 and 3, W. Harvey. Lojuf-faeed.—

1 and vhc,D. Riddiough, jun. 2, H. Yardley. S. J. Watts, he, F. Steel; J.
Watts.
Fantail.— 1, J. F. Loveraidge. Newark. 2, H. Y'ardley. 3. E. Brown. Sheffield.

TuKBiT —1 and he. H. G. Poole, Weatgate. Bradford 2, 0. E. HorsfaU, Liver-
pool. 3. J. Watts, vftc, A. A. Vander Meersch. /ic, H. G. Pooie. c, W Sefton.
Tmcmpeter.-1, W. Harvev. 2, A. .\. Vander Meerach. 3 and /ic, R J. Smith.
Owl.—English.— I and 2, W. Binns. 3, F. Steel. V'u; Ward & Rhodes, he,

H. G. Poole ; Ward 4 Rhodes ; W. Binna.
Magpie,- 1 and 8, F. Seanor. 2, M. Ord, Sedgefield. lie, A. A. Vander Meersch

;

F. Seanor; J. Watts.
Antweep—S/ior(/aced.—CocA:.—2. J. Lister, Keighley. 3, J. Watts; vhe,H.

Yardley. /ic. J. Bishop, Skipton Hen.—l,W.iiiaas. 2, J. Crosslaad, jun. 3,

J. Husiiwonli.
Antwebps.—Lon{;-/(iccd.— Cocfc.—1, W. Lund, Shipley. 2, W. Binns. 3, H.

Jennings, Allerton vhc. Ward & Rhodes, he. W. Sefton; H. Jennings; W.
Whitringham. Skipton. Scu.-l and 2, H.Jennings. 3, J Lister, /tc, Ward and
Eh"dea; H. Jennin'-rs ; J. Crosaland, jun. c, J. Bishop ; W. Lund.
Swallow.—1, J. Thompson. 2, F. Seanor. 3, J. Walls.
Archingel.-I and /tc, F. Seanor. 2. H. Yardley. 3, J. Hawley.
Any other Variety.—1. F. Steel. 2, F. Seauor; W. Sefton. 3, M. Ord.

Extra 3, W. Sefton. vhc, F. Seanor ; J. Thompson, he, A. & T. Wells, Kipon ;

F. Seanor (21 : J. Watta ; P. R. Spencer ; Owen & Pearson, c. W. Harvey.
Selling Class.— 1. J. Hawley. 2, J. Thompson. 3, E. Brown, vhc, J. B.

Whitehead, Otley, he. K. Frew (2); WardiS: Khodea ; P. E. Spencer, Hereford ;

A. A. Vander Meersch ; R. Frew.

RABBITS.
Long-eared.-1 and 2, G. S. Burton, he, Miller & Adams, Bradford, c, J.

Northrop, Keighlev.
Angora. -1 and 2, G. S. Burton, he, W. Whitworth, jun., Longsigbt; W.

Gaunt, Leeds.
Himalayan.—1, W. Whitworth. jun. 2 and he, J. Hallas, Hudderafield.
Any other Variety.— 1 and 2, J. Hallas. he, G. S. Burton.

JvDGES.—Poultry : Mr. C. W. Brierley, Middleton, Man-
chester; Mr. A. Sunderland, Accrington. Pigeons and Babbits :

Mr. E. Huttou, Pudsey.

EPWORTH (LINCOLNSHIRE) POULTRY, PIGEON,
AND BIRD SHOW.

This annual Show was held on the 8th, in a field much better

adapted for the purpose than that previously used. Some ex-

cellent tents were provided for the fowls, Pigeons, and Rabbits,

and the day proving raw and showery these were a great boon

;

and as the Committee is composed of thorough workers, the

specimens entrusted to their care were well attended to. The
entries were much larger than those of any previous year, which
must be cheering to the Society, especially when we consider

the unfortunate occurrence at the close of the Show a year ago,

when one boy was killed and another seriously injured by the

explosion of a mortar during the exhibition of fireworks.

Game were first on the list, the cup and first prize going to a

capital Brown Red cock, the second being won by the same
colour; several other good birds were shown; in the hen class

also the winners were Brown Reds, likewise very good, the

first unusually so. In the next class a Pile was first, although a

little out of feather, the second being a grand-coloured Duck-
wing rather heavier than is desirable in feather. Dorkings

were pood, the birds true to colour, size, and style. The first-

prize SpanisJi were as good a pen as we have seen of late, and
shown in good condition. In Brahnias were some good birds,

the first an excelUut pen ; but the second-prize cock was rather

yellow. There were no good Light Brahmas. In Cocliins the

first-prize winners were Bu5s, and second Lemon, both pens

being large and well-feathered. Hamburghs were mixed classes,

which we consider a mistake, as the entries do not come in

freely with such regulations. In Spangles, Golden won both

;

and in Pencils, Gold were first and Silvers second ; the whole

of the winners being very good. Polish were graud, and the

cup for any variety, except Game and Bantams, was awarded

to a pen of Silvers. Iu the Variety class were, first a White

Malay cock, and second a good Black Hamburgh ; and iu hens

first was a capital Spanish pullet, and second a La Fldche

hen. Black Red Game Bantams were not good, although there

were some fair cocks badly matched with hens. Any other

variety were, first Duckwings and second Piles, both pens being

very good. Bantams, Black, were very good, and tbo cup for

Bautams was awarded to them. Bantam hens of any variety

were very good, the first prize going to a Black Red Game of

good points ; second a Silver Wheateu, and third a Black.

Pigeons wore nlaced rather too high for the arbitration to bo

made eaily, many birds showing to great disadvantage. The
point-cup was wnu by Mr. Harvey with forty-eight points against

Mr. Yardley who had twenty-ei'^-ht points, the latter gentle-

man winning the general cup with a most exquisite Almond
cock. In Carriers the first was a very loug-faced Black cock.
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the second being also Black but younfter, the third a handsome
yearling Dim cuck. The Blaek cock in pen 231 must have had
the beak-ache, for he could not be induced to close hia beak.

Pouters were a good class, the first and third being Blues, and
second Wliites. Jacobins were first, second Redd, and third
Black, all boing good. In Fantails only the first was of high
character, but size, carriage, and tail were perfect in this.

Turbits were only moderate. Magpies were a nice class, the
birds being small and well-marked. A Red was first, Yellow
second, and Black third. In Barbs the first was a Dun, second
Black, and third Red, the whole class being noteworthy. For
Antwerps there wa5 but one class. Short-faces winning first

and second, and Long third ; the first a Dun, very short, with
pearl eyes, and second also very short with red eyes. Dragoons
were a very good class, and most were noticed ; the first, a

Blue cock, 'second Yellow, and third Silver. Some standard
birds were shown in the Variety class, a foreign Trumpeter
taking first, second a barred Swallow, and third to a pigmy
Pouter hen.
Cage Birch were fair in numbers, but the day being cold the

Belgian Canaries did not show to advantage, although a second
prize in the first, and a first prize in the following class were
awarded to that variety. The other winners were Norwich of the
Derby type. In Canaries, Green or Variegated, the otherwise
best-marked bird shown by Mr. Luke Belk was disqualified for a
trimmed wing, although the same exhibitor was second in that
class with a capital Buff-marked Yorkshire bird, the first going
to a sound-coloured Green. Goldfinches and Linnets were as

usual very good, especially the latter, which we seldom see ex-
celled at any show. In the Variety class the first was a capital

Cinnamon hen, second a Paroquet, and third a Grey Parrot.

Babbits ware moderate in number. The first in Lops, aFawn-
and-white doe, had ears 22 inches by 4J inches; those of the
second, a Sooty Fawn buck, being 21 by 4i inches. In the next
class, all varieties except Lops were thrown together, the first

being a Silver-Grey of the right style of colour and shade, and
second a perfectly-marked Tortoiseshell Dutch buck, many
others receiving high commendations.
We are sorry to say that most of Mr. Spsncer's pens were

empty when the birds were judged.
Game.— E^rtcfc-6re(W(f(i and other Reds.—Cock.—C\ip and 1, J. Fletcher, Stone-

clou^ih. Manchester. 2. Sales & Bentley, Crowlfl vhc and c, C. Chaloner,
VVtiitwoll. CbeaterHeld. he. J. Fletcher:" H. K Martin, Fakenham. Hen.—].,
Sales & Bftntley. !, H. E. Martin, vhc, J. F. Walton. Ra wtenatall, Manchester,
^ic. S. A W. Sheard, .Vormanton ; J.Fletcher: J. «. Hapworth, Hatfield.
Game.—.ifiy other variety.—Cock,—\, .1. F. Waltjn. 2, F. Stamord, Don-

caster, /ic, J, Andrew, Wcrcestpr; E. WiQWood. Worcester; .T. WriiZht. Ret-
iford. Hen—\, 0. Travis. Thnr^oland, Sh'lBild. 3. .1. A. & H. H. Staveley,
Selthorpe, Driffield, lie, 3. F. Walton : Sales i: Bentley.
DoRKtNQS.—1, R, CheesQian. Westwell, ^shford. 2, S. Brierley, EndinsJ,

Kochdiile. tifec, W. Morfitt, Qoole. c, W. H. Youn:,'. Driffield : W. Rob. jnn.
Spanish —1, R. Newbitt, Ep worth. 2, W. Nottage. Northampton, he, Mrs. E.

Allsopp. Worcester: .J. Powell, Bradford.
BRAUiiAS.— Li(7/i( or Ddi-t.- 1 and he, W. H. Crabtree, Manchester. 2, J. F.

Smith, Sheffleld. c, G. W. Hibbert, Hyde. Manchester; J. Watts, Birming-
iiam : J. Holmes, Chesterfield.
CocniNS.- 1, J. White. Netherton. WakefieM. 2, S. R. Harris, St. Day. vhc,

Mrs. E. Allsopp. he, W. Whitworth. inn , .Manchester ; W. H. Crabtree, jun.

;

W. A. Barnell, Soiuhwall ; G. F. Bentley, Cambridge,
HAMBUBfiin.—Gi)M or Sitver-spangted.—l, H. Beldoa, Bingley. 2. P. Hannon,

Stonnhjuse. tf. .1. Ward, Ashby-deda Zoach : Mrs. C. Newton, Epworth. Gold
or Silver.if.neiUed.—l, H. Beldon. 2, E. Walton, Rawtenstall, Manchester.
he, R. Newbrtt. c, .J. Smith, Lincoln.
PoLisH.—Cunandl, H. Beldon. 2, A. &W. H. Silvester, Sheffield, /ic, G. W.

Boothby, Louth.
ANif OTHER VARlExr.—1. J. F. Walton (White Malay). 2, H. Bel.ton. he, W.

Wnit\v irth. )Un. (Hon lans); Mrs. Cross. Brigi,' |Oreye-CtEur) ; W. Harvey.
Anv Variety except QMiF,.—Cock.—l, H. Beldon. 2. H. Walton, h"., W. A.

Buroell; J. Jackson, rnxford. Hf/i.—l. J. Powell. 2, E. Walton. u'lC, Wells
and Taylor, Winterton ; Mrs. R. Newbitt: H. Beldon.
Game BA^iTkm.—Black-breaated and other il'-tia.-l, W. G. Waters, Elsham,

Brigi?. 2. Hon. Mrs- Paget, Hoxne, Scole. tic, H. Dackerinir, Kirkton-Lindsey ;

C. Heppenstall. Newark, c, E. Walton Ant/ other Variety —I, .i
. R F etcher,

Stoneelough. Manchester. 2, Master H.H. Newbitt. Epworth. /tc, E. Walton.
Bantams.— Cia-t, -Cup. 1, and 2, R. H. Asbton. Mottram, M.incliPstcr. lie,

E.Walton, c, W, W. Taylor, Lincoln; C. Caldicott, Gaiosborouffh ; A. & T.
Wells. Ripon. Any other variety.—I, J. Watts. 2. B. H. Crabtree, Manchester.
Bttnms.—Any variety —Cock. — 1, Mrs. E. Newbitt, Epworth. 2, R. H.

Ashton. 8, T. W. Anns, Clapham ; E. Walton, he, J. Smith, Sunderland, c.

Master H. H. Newbitt. Hen.-l and 2, Mrs. E. Newbitt. S, R. H. Aahton. he,
J. & G. Tonge. Epworth ; E. Dawson, Epworth. c, Wells & Taylor.
Selling Class.- 1, Furness & Suiall, Rawtenstall. 2, S. Brierley. vhc, R.

Newbitt; J. Powell, he, W. A. Burnell ; R Newbitt.
DvcKS.-Ayle-^hurif or Rouen.—I, J. White. 2. S. R. Harris, he, W. G.

"Waters; G. W. Hiobert; W. Brant.Barrow, Ulceby. ^nj/ot/iervariefj/.- 1 and
2, W. Binns, Pudsey, Leeds.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—!. H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2 and c, Miss F. Seanor, Leeds. 3,

"W. Setton. Blaekbum. he. W. Harvev.
Pouteks.— 1 and 'S, W. Harvey. 2, W. Nottage. ha, A. Spencer, Driffield (2)

;

"W. Nottage; W. Harvey.
Thmblers.—Cup and 1. H. Yardley. 3 and he, "W. Harvey. 3, G. Gardner,
.Iacobinb.—I. R G. Sanders, Beverley. 2, W. Harvey. 3 and he, A, .\.Vander

Meersch, London.
Fastails.—1 and 2. J. F. Loveraidge, Newark. S and lie, W. H. Tomlinson.
Turbits.—1. A. A. Vander Meersch. 2, J. Watts. 3, C. E. Horsfall, Liver-

pool, he, W. Sefton.
Maopies.— 1 and /I'-, Miss F. Seanor. 2. M Ord. S. A. A Vander Meersch.
Barbs.—1 and 2. W. H trvey. 3 and c. Miss F. Seanor. he, C. Wroot, Hull

;

H. Yardlev; W.Harvey.
Antwekps.—1, J. Crossland, Wakefield. 2, J. Watts. 3, W. Sefton. he, J.

Gardner; H. Yardley.
Draooons.— 1. W. .Sefton. 2. W. Smith. Walton. Liverpool: W.Harvey. 3,

W.Smith. hc,yf. Sefton; J.Gardner; li. Yardley (2); A. Bentley. Londdn.
e, .1. Watts.
Any othrr Variety.-1, W. Harvey. 2, W. Sefton ; "t. Or.l. 8, Miss F.

Seanor. f/ic. W. Setton ; W. Harvey, ftc, A. & W. H. Silvester; J. O. Elwis,
Doncaster ; J. Watts ; U. Yardley.

Sbllino Class —,Sinj;Ie Bird,— I and itc, R. G. Sunders. 2, A. A. Vauder
Meersch. c, J. Watts.

CAGE BIRDS.
Canahieb.— rt.'//ow.—1, J. Bexson, Derby. 2, G. Yates. Thorno. vhc, L. Belk,

Dewsburv. he, T. Green, Gainsborougli c, B. Hanson. Thorne : L. Belk : T.
Green. BHiT.— I. G. Yates. 2 »nd u/tc, J. Bexson. /^c and c. L. Belk. Green or
Variegated.— \, T. Green. 2, L Belk. c, D. Salisbury, Epworth ; L. Belk.

Goldkinoh.— I. L. Belk. 2, G. Y'ates. he, D. Salisbury; T. Green; J. Boyes,
Epworth; Mrs. Wainwright; J. Bexson.
Linnets —I.Mrs. J. Curtis, Epworth. 2, T. Kirk, Bnmham. rhc. W. Balm-

fortb, Epworth.
Any other Variety.— 1, J. Bexson (Buff Cinnamon). 2, Master F. Allen,

Thome (Paroquet). 3. D. Salisbury, he, W. Temperton, Barnham ; L. Belk;
T. Green; J. Bexson (Tongue-marked Cinnamon), c, L. Belk; R, Barber,
Grimsby; T.Green.

RABBITS.
Lop-eared.—1, W. Allison, Sheffleld. 2, F. R. Edwardson, Liverpool, he, T,

Garner, Ktngsthorpe, Northampton.
Any t>THER BttBED.— 1. J. H. Brand. Barton.on-Humber. 2, F. Sabbage,

Northampton, vlic, R. H, Glew. Wakefield, he, S. Brierley (Angora); W. H.
Tomlinson (Himalayan): Owen A- Pear.^on, Kettering, Northampton ; W.Don-
kin, Driffield, c, Owen & Pearson ; T. Garner.

CkTS.-Ami Breed or Kind— I, H. Dundas. Epworth. 2, T. Steel, Epworth
(Angora). )ic, Miss Capes. Epworth (Persian); Miss E. Wells, Epworth.

Judge.—Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds.

THE QUEEN BEE.
Having a unicomb hive containing four "Woodbury bar-frames

surrounded by glass, except the bottom, ends, and top, and the

space between the combs and glass being only half an inch, I

can see the queen on all occasions, and I will detail what I have

seen ; and as my observations differ, in some respects from those

of both Mr. Lowe and Mr. Pettigrew, they may be interesting to

some of your readers.

Having broken-up a ten-bar Woodbury hive, I placed four

bars well filled with brood in the unicomb hive along with the

queen and bees, set it on a table at a bedroom window with a

south exposure, made a hole for the exit of the bees by raising

the sash a little, thus having an opportunity of examining them
on all occasions. The first season I was extremely fortunate in

observing the queen lay an egg in a queen cell. I first saw her

come out of the cell and go out on her marriage trip, then saw
her arrive home again and commence laying eggs. I will en-

deavour to describe in as few woods as possible all that took

place in the proceedings of her majesty.

As the space got covered in the hive the bees formed three

queen cells, two on one side of the comb and one on the other,

the queen frequently examining the three cells, but always

passing on, till one day I saw her make a more careful scrutiny

of one of the cells. She left it, remaining five minutes near it,

while some of the bees fed her. She then returned, examined
it again, and deposited an egg—at least I imagined so, as she

wen't through all the movements she usually does when laying

them in worker cells. After that the cell was never at any time

left without a bee in it ; no sooner was one out than another

was in. On the eighth day the cell was sealed-up, on the ninth

the old queen went off with a swarm, and on the fourteenth day

the young princess ate herself out of the cell.

On the eighteenth day I saw her go out at half-past one, and
remain twenty minutes, then come in with all the appearance of

a successful matrimonial trip, and on the twenty-first day she

was laying eggs. Tims my observations coincide with those of

Mr. Pettigrew, and differ from Mr. Lowe, as to the time it takes

to rear a queen ; though I have no doubt that, like bee-hatching,

it may take longer on some occasions (such as cold), than others;

as, like Mr. Lowe, I have seen the working bee hatched in twenty

days, and have also seen them not able to eat themselves out

till the twenty-fifth day, so there may be times when the queen

is not hatched till the sixteenth day. This being the only one

I have seen, and having watched the whole process, there can

be no mistake about it.

Previous to the young princess going out on her marriage

tour, the bees paid no more attention to her than to an ordinary

bee. She went about the hive, even looking into the cells

where other two princesses were maturing ; but as soon as she

returned the bees could not make enough of her, feeling her all

over, cleaning and feeding her, and in twenty minutes after she

went direct to one of the princesses' cells which was sealed-up,

broke a small hole on the top, and, as I suspect from what

followed, killed the princess, left it, went to the other side of

the comb and killed the other one which was not sealed-up, and

in forty minutes after (though I feel loth to tell the tale, as it

gives the bees a character I never would have conceived of

them; but the truth must be told, that they are cannibals), they

actually ate-up both of the young princesses. The one had the

form of the bee but white, the other was a large grub, but both

were consumed by the bees. This could be distinctly seen with

the naked eye, though I had a microscope at the same time.

My observations agree with Mr. Lowe as to the way the bees

form a queen—that is, from a worker bee, and that they do not

put an egg into a queen cell when they want to rear a queen.

When I was in the habit of rearing artificial queens, I used to

pierce a hole half an inch in diameter through among the cells

which had new-laid eggs, and invariably there would be begun

two and sometimes three queen cells, adjoining where thesa
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holes were made, even though there were queen cells formed in
otlier parts of the hive.

I am well aware that the queen frequently lays two and three
eggs in a ceP, but I have never seen a bee with one in its mouth,
and I believe with Mr. Lowe that they eat them, and instead
of the bees following the queen to pick them up they are more
intent on feeding her; and it ia an error to say that there are
always four or six bees following a queen. They do not follow,
bub as the queen passes along every bee turns its head towards
her and feels her, ready to feed her if she wants. I have never
seen her take honey from the cells herself, she is always fed by
the bees.

I have seen the queen lay seven eggs in a minute, but not
often. Three in a minute are about as many as she can lay at
the very height of the season, and even then she takes a rest of
from ten to fifteen minutes, often longer; but she continues
laying night and day with the exception of these intervals.
The queen I have at present in the unicomb hive has not been
laying one egg in ten minutes, but as it gets warmer she will be
Uying oftener. I find it is a universal belief, which must have
been propagated bv apiarians, that bees will not work if they are
expo-ed to the li^ht: there nevtr was a greater error, as mine
are exposed at all times to the light, and they go on as if in the
dark, paying no attention to anyone looking at them, and do
not darken the glass to prevent their being seen, as is generally
believed.

After the queen and swarm had left the hive, and before the
young queen was out of the cell, having a spare queen which
was laying eggs I introduced her to the unicomb hive to see if

they would accept her instead of waitiug for one of their own
rearing. As soon as she got in, the greatest uproar took place
with the bees throughout the hive. Every one seemed to know
ins'antane^usly that there was something wrong. They at once
surrounded her, jammiug her up between the combs and glass
so that she could not move, and there suffocated her. It was
fully an hour before they left her, when they carried her dead
body to the door.

I have not the least idea why it is that the queen ia reared in
a cell hanging nearly perpendicular, with the head undermost,
while the workiug bees and drones are reared in a horizontal
cell; and the queen grub is enveloped in royal jelly, which has
the appearance of boiled sago, and is sweet to the taste, while
that of the working bee is of a greenish yellow colour and has
a bitter taste. The queen grub is sealed-up with abundance of
the royal jelly, in fact she lies embedded in it, while the working
bees and drones have a very small quantity, if any, when sealed.
The queen, working bees, and drones all eat themselves out of
the cells without any assistance from the other bees.
As the queen whobu history I have given had not bees enough

to make a second swarm she never gave the usual warning for a
second, so that I cannot say in what state the queens are when
they make their peculiar calls before swarming.—A. Shearer,
YesteTy Haddington.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Bead Hkn (8. D. S.).—The breast, leg, and liver were ulcerated. No

treatiDfnt conld have saved the bird.

Babton-on-Hdmber Snow.—In reply to Mr. F. Banies' inqniry in this
day's Journal, page 376, 1 beg to say that T have made a number of applica-
tions for prize money, but all have been without reply. I am now determined
to put the matter in the hands of my solicitor, and Bhall carry the matter out
to its ntmost as a caution for other ehowa.—A. A. Vander Meerbch, The
Walnuts, Tooting.
Dorking Cock Prostrated (E. J. ff.).—He is suffering from disease of the

windpipe and lungs, we fear with little chance of recovery. Tour diet and
treatment are good provided the action of the gizzard and bowels is free ; if
not, give cfipinu^ dusea cf castor oil, and confine the food to bread and ale
ftnd bread and milk.

Testing the Vitality op Eggs {J. L. W.).—^e will tell you the way in
which we and many otherH try eggs, in some instances by the thousand.
After five or more days* incubation choose a sunshiny day ; get into a dark
place such as an outhouse without window, open the door a little to admit a
strong ray of light; take the egg in the left hand, and form a telescope
with both, the right hand being nearest to the face. Place the eye close to
the hand, and look at the Bun through the egg. If life has begun there will
be a dark streak plainly visible in the egg. You must not look for any defined
form, but simply for that change which betokens the bcginnintr of life. This
can be so fully depended upnu that many, especially am-ing Pheasant- rearers,
try the eggs from under three hens in this way; by discarding tho unfertile
ones they put two heats of good eggs under two hens, and supply the third
with an entirely fresh nest.
Crooked Chops [Rob Roy).~V^B do not understand what yon mean by

"crooked crops." We know no such complaint. If you mean pendant crops,
when they hang down in an unnatural manner, the only cure for it is to feed
on hard food, and to allow only water enongh to satisfy necessity. It is very
difficult to treat chickens medically, and we believe if only two or three are
affected it i^ill be better to let them take their chance.
Fowls Featherless (F. C. H. and H. T.).—We take it for granted your

fowls are in confinement. We have never known birds at liberty to pick each
other's feathers. In our experience, the habit is confined to the Spanish and
theHoudans. Some years past a pen of Cn;ve Ctcurs vexed us with the same
habit. We have never known Dorkings or Brahinas do it. There is no cure.
The evil may belestoned by giving plenty of green food, especially lettuce and
prasB cut with lots uf fresh earth and mould, also by giving fresh horse dung.
We believe it arises from the fact they lack sometliing they got when at
liberty; the consequence is an excited and unnatural appetite, which they

seek to appease by eating each other. There is one consolation—it is only at
this season of the year they are subject to it. After their moult they will be
rational fuwls till next April. Eat your eggs and forget the fowls. If, how-
ever, only two or three are feather-cannibals, separate tbom from the others.
You need not be annoyed if the hens have bare backs and broken feathers,
there is often a natural,cause for it.

Fowls fok Laving (J. M. F.).—You have nearly all that is neccseaiy. All
the breeds you mention (Bi-ahmas, Houdans, Crt-ve-Coiurs) are good layers.
The Brahma is one of the most useful fowls we have. Houdans and Creve-
Cojars are both good layers. It is easy to imagine how we sboulirl like to have
fuwls that laid all the yeai- round, but such remain in the class " desiderata.'*
To insure winter layers you must have relays of pullets. You should keep
some hatched last month, some of this month, and some of next. It is not
the property of any breed to lay in the wmter, but if there be one it is the
CfL-ve-Coiir,

CoLOUK OF Eggs {J. C. ^.).—There is no rule about the colour of eggs, but
we do not recollect in our experience ever having seen a dark egg from a
Spanish hen. We have seen white eggs commonly from Ducks. We have
known a Cochin hen lay an egg on one day almost white, and on the follow-
ing day one almost chocolate. Again, Dorkings commonly lay cream-coloured
eggs. Game do the same. All our Eastern fowls lay dark and thick-hhelied
eggs; hut sometimes, from causes beyond our ken, they will for days lay
slight and nearly white eggs. It is said by many, and we are not dibposed
to treat their theory lightly, that tho shades of colour iu an egg are influenced
by temperature. We should not doubt the purity of the birds, and should
not hesitate to set their eggs.
Unproductive Egos (inu/T Boa;).—"There is something rotten in the

state of Denmark." Eight chickens from 156 eggs! "All this sack to a
pennyworth of bread." You cannot expect to hatch chickens if you allow the
hens to sit where the others lay. There is nothing a laying hen likes bo
much as to deposit her eggs in a sitting hen's nest. They then come ofE at
different times, one at a time, and die for want «f attention. You must take
your eggs and put them under a broody hen, putting her in a bos or a basket
with a sod of grass for the bottom, and a little straw or hay at top. Put
the eggs on this, shut down the lid if there is one. If there is not, cover the
top so that the hen cannot get out. She must be in some place where no
other fowl has access. For nine or ten days before hatching moisten the
eggs well while the hen is off feeding, and your bad luck will cease.

Rearing Young Ducks (C. fl.).—The best food for young Ducks is oat-

meal. If they are hatched under a hen you may let them be at liberty with
her, providing them with oatmeal mixed with water in a plate. If there is

water they ito the hen's great discomfort) will dabble about on the edge of

it and find some food. If hatched under a Duck the safest plan is to confine

them for a fortnight in some old place such as a pigstye, where the faulty

paving or earth allows of puddles. They must be fed here in the same way.
The objection to a Duck being at liberty with her brood is, she drags them
abuut tiiwards evening when the flies are about, she takes them under beet-

ling banks, and often leaves some behind. Where there is only a small and
open pond, the Duck may be safely left at liberty with her brood.
Cause of Rotjp (Idem).— Roup is in some instances the result of cold and

chill. In others it is caused by insufficient food, often by bad lodging, very
frequently by dirt, at times by long confinement in small places, and rarely

it is brought about by degeneracy and want of constitution.
Pettigeew's Hives (F. E. H.).—Pettigrew's hives have etrawlids on their

crown-holes; but in the absence of these, pieces of wood of any kind an inch
thick will do as well. Mr. Pettigrew covers his hives with pieces of old carpet,

cocoa nut matting, or any materials he can find at hand, and placea over
these roofing felt. This felt when first used is rather stiff and hard, and
therefore should be softened by holding it before a fire, and speedily fitting it

on when soft. It costs oijy a penny a-foot, and is better for the purpose of
covering hives after three years' use than at first. How long it will last, it is

impossible to say.

Feeding Strong Stocks {W. E. M.).—Your two strong stocks of bees,
being 45 lbs. and 35 lbs. respectively, need no more feeding. The small weak
one may be fed occasionally if the weather be cold or rainy.

Bees not Working in a Super (C. B.).—Leave your super on if your
stock is populous. The bees will take to it, with greater zeal when the warm
weather returns. But if your stock is poor in numbers the large vacant space
overhead will tend to refrigerate the hive below. In this case remove the
super at once, and replace it only when the bees show signs of inconvenience
by crowding the entrance. Very hot weather is coming.
Dog (i/. P., Croydon).—Not knowing the breed or size we cannot advise

positively. Washing with soft soap, and a dessert-spoonful of fl.owerB of sulphur
twice a week would probably cure him.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. U° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

EEMARKS.
Gth.—A fine day, though very dark and stormlike between 3 and 4 p.m.
7th.—Fine morning, the day rather cold, but with the exception of a slight

ehower about 5 p.m. it was fine throughout.
8th.—Rather dull morning, and a very slight thunderstorm here at 1.40 P.M.

which appeared to be much heavier to the south of this place, and
about 4 P.M. there was a shower as if there were another storm some
where near.—G. J. Svuons
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among these there are those wanting in the glo-ring colours of

the new ones, the majority are equal to, if they do not excel,

the latter in innocence and beauty.

Omphalodes verna, or Venus's Navelwort, has been intro-

duced into this country over two hundred years, and is one
of those lovely flowers which, if seen in perfection, is not
easily forgotten. It is a hardy herbaceous perennial ; its

leaves resemble those of the Violet in shape, but I think have
a rougher surface, and are larger. Its flowers resemble those
of a Forget-me-not, but are of a much brighter colour ; they
are produced in loose spikes just aboce the light green foliage

during March and April. The whole plant when in flower

does not exceed 6 inches in height, and is therefore easily over-
grown by other more vigorous plants, which may account for

its dwindling almost out of existence in many places where
there was once a good stock. Such, I may say, was the case
at this place (Vinters), but I found one small plant with a
flower on it twelve months ago nestled in between two rocks
nearly overgrown with Ivy, and where the crumbling dust
from the rocks appeared to be the only means by which it ex-

isted. A little light earth scattered round it induced it to root
more freely, and after it had done flowering the foliage grew
vigorously; it ripeued-off eight buds or crowns, and these
were divided and planted on the shady side of a wall on a dry
bank, and afterwards transferred to the rookery, which I con-
sider is the plant's most appropriate place. There it has
flowered well, and in due time I shall divide the plants again,

and continue in this way until I obtain a good stock.

The plant delights in partial shade and a light well-drained
or shallow soil, such as leaf mould and loam. When placed
in the recesses of rockwork, take care that the rain do not
wash any of the earth from its roots ; nor must we allow the
roots of other plants to penetrate that particular spot, though
the branches may overhang a little, but not so much as to

obstruct the light if they do the sun. The plant will also
thrive under the shade of trees and shrubs provided the soU
is light and dry. I have heard of its being used for spring-
garden beds, and should like to learu from those who have
tried it how it answers.

—

Thojias Becobd.

AURICULA CULTURE.
Dnr.iNG the last ten years I have read with great pleasure

the articles on this flower in The Jouknal of Horticulture
by " D., Deal." I have turned over the old volumes, and read
and re-read them ; they contain a fund of practical informa-
tion of the utmost value to the cultivator. Equally welcome
have been the lucid articles by theEev. F. D. Horner. His re-

port of the National Auricula Show at Manchester last year
was of great value, as he gave the names of the best flowers

in the different classes, so that growers know what to purchase.
I have been anxiously looking for his promised report for this

season.

Not only the Auricula, but many more of the beautiful and
interesting old florists' flowers are still sadly neglected. It

will always be necessary to grow " bedding " plants ; but if

a Uttlfi of the attention which is at present btrstowed on Zonals,
shrubby Calceolarias, Ac , were devoted to Auriculas, Picotees,

Carnations, and Pinks, it would be mflch more satisfactory to

all concerned. When the large horticultural societies can see
their way to offer adequate prizes for them they will be ex-

hibited, and the horticultural public will then have an oppor-
tunity to see them. The National Auricula Society is bringing
the Auricula to the front in the midland counties ; and in the
neighbourhood of London the Metropolitan Society, of which
the Eev. H. H. Dombrain is the Honorary Secretary, offers

small prizes at the London shows. Of course, if more ex-

hibitors would come forward better prizes would be offered,

and the interest would be much increased. It is certain that
one of the best ways to make flowers popular is to bring them
forward at the exhibitions, so that a great number of persons,
who would not be able to do so if they were not exhibited, may
have an opportunity of seeing them.

Others do not take to the Auricula because they believe it is

a difficult plant to manage, but such is not the case; any in-

telligent gardener who can grow other plants well can grow
this, and it would be much better to follow the dictates of

common sense than it would be to conform to the directions
handed down to us by the old florists. No one knowing any-
thing of the physiology of plants would use a compost like the
foUowintr, renommenHedbvF.mniertnn :

—" Three barrowfulsof
goose dung steepedin blood from the butcher's, three barrowfuls

of sugar-bakers' scum, two barrowfuls of fine yellow loam," or
the following :—" Two barrowfuls of goose dung steeped in
blood, two barrowfuls of scum, two barrowfuls of night soil, and
two of yellow loam." Pot any plant, even the grossest feeder,

in a compost of which three-fourths are the richest manure,
and one-fourth loam, I am perfectly satisfied that it would
not do nearly so well as it would if the component parts were
reversed—viz., the three parts loam and the one part manure.
Such treatment reminds one of Falstaff's account at the Boar's
HeadTavern, Eastcheap, where the items were—acapon, 2s. 2d. ;

sauce, 4<i.; sack two gallons, 5s. Sd. ; sack after supper, 2s. 6<J.

;

bread, a halfpenny. Emmerton also says that the compost
he recommends " gives life and vigour to the plants, as much
as fine old port or rich Madeira wine does to the human con-
stitution." Modern scientific research has conclusively proved
that both statements are fallacious. The human constitution
is better treated with water than wine, and Auriculas thrive
better when the compost is good loam with the addition of a
little rotted manure, than when the compost is strong manure
with the addition of a little loam. We know more about the
culture of plants than the growers of fifty years ago did,

and if we did " go in " for Auriculas, we would in the course
of a few years show what could be done with these fine old
flowers.

Perhaps the greatest hindrance to their culture is the diffi-

culty of obtaining the best sorts. I have tried north and south
for sorts that were not uncommon a quarter of a century ago,

but they cannot be obtained now for " love nor money." Where
is there a better white-edged flower than Taylor's Glory, but
who can supply plants of it ? I cannot get it, and yet most of

the old growers have plants. .John Waterston, Smiling Beauty,
and Catherina are classed as white edges, but none of them are

so pure as Glory. The Green-edged sorts are also very scarce.

Booth's Freedom, Page's Champion, Col. Taylor, and Star of

Bethlehem : who has those for sale ? Grey-edged sorts and
Selfs are more common. Amongst the Greys, " D., Deal,"
places George Lightbody at the head of the list. It is doubt-
less the best from a florist's point of view, but there are other
things to be considered, such as freedom of growth and effect

either on the home stage or for exhibition. Col. Champneys
(Turner), is, I believe, the freest and most effective Auricula
we have. The ground colour runs into the edge a httle, but no
one would know that this was a fault unless some old florist

were to tell him so. We have another type in Sims's Vulcan,
a dark Self. It is not a florist's flower because it is fringed,

but Mr. Dombrain showed it with a beautiful truss at the

Eoyal Botanic Society's Show, and I think that the prettily-

fringed edge added to its beauty. With it was Pizarro, a very
beautiful smooth-edged Self, probably the best in the ex-

hibition. This was also charming in its way, and one did not
seem to wish to see it with a fringed edge. The Alpines have
been much praised ; they are easily grown and are brilliant,

but there is a greater sameness amongst them than there is

amongst the Selfs. There is nothing amongst the Alpines at

all equal to such flowers as Blackbird, C. J. Perry, Lord Clyde,

Master Hole, Mrs. Sturrook, and Spalding's Metropolitan.

As to culture, I use turfy loam with a little leaf mould and
rotted cow or stable manure added to it. Eiver sand is also

necessary to keep the compost open. The Auricula is also

very impatient of sunshine, either in or out of flower. An
hour's exposure to direct sunshine in a hot day about the end
of April would spoil their beauty. As soon as they are in

flower it is best to remove the frames with the plants to a wall

facing north ; and here also the plants should remain until

early in October. The best growers recommend May as the

most suitable time to pot the plants. I have potted our little

collection, using smaller pots than are usually recommended.
I found that some weakly plants were overpotted last year, and
did not succeed so well as those that were in smaller pots.

Perfect drainage I hold to be indispensable ; some rough ma-
terial should be placed over the potsherds to prevent the

soil from mixing with them.
As respects the varieties to cultivate, from what has been

exhibited during the past season and what I have seen in our
own collection, the best are :

—

Green-cdfied.—Admiral Napier. Alderman Wisbey, Apollo

(Hudson), Duke of Wellington (Dickson), Imporator (Litton),

Mayflower (Traill), Lovely Ann (OUver).

G)-(';/-cd(7('(i.—Britannia(Smith), Alderman 0. Brown (Headly),

Colonel Champneys (Turner), Competitor (Turner), Conqueror
of Europe (Waterhouse), George Lightbody (Headlv). Mary
Ann (Fletcher), Matilda (Dickson), Ne^Plus Ultra (Fletcher),
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Kichard Headly (Liglitbody) , Robert Traill (Lightbody), tlniqne

(McLean), Splendour (Headly).

TI7a(c-c(/(7crf.—Arabella (Headl.v), Siimmerseales' Catherina,

Jobn Waterston (Cunningham), Glory (Taylor), Ne Plus Ultra

(Smith), S uiling Beauty (Heap), True Briton (Hepwortb).

S,-;/:--.—Blackbird (Spalding), Crown Prince (Turner), Charles

J. Perry (Turner), Formosa (Smith), Master Hole (Turner),

Metropolitan (Spalding), Pizarro, Mrs. Sturrock (Martin),

Vulcan (Sims).

A few of the best Alpines, all of which have been raised and

sent out by Mr. Turner, of Slough, are Brilliant, Defiance, Eleho,

Etna, John Leech, Jessie, King of Crimsons, Landseer, Mercury,

Nimrod, Novelty, Sydney, and Wonderful.—J. Douglas.

SNAILS AND SLUGS.
TuEiiE are one or two observations in Mr. Eeade's commu-

nication (page 368-9) under the above heading that have in-

duced me to offer a few remarks on the same subject. Mr.

Beade asks, " When the culprits are caught what is to be done

with them?" My plan is to " pickle them in brine." A num-
ber of stone jars containing salt and water (about a handful to

two or three pints will be quite strong enough) are hid in

various parts of the garden under and behind bushes, so as to

be out of sight as much as possible, and yet be easily acces-

sible. The culprits when caught are dropped alive into these

;

and if it be said drowning is the easiest death one can en-

counter, this may fairly be inferred to be a merciful way of

disposing of them, and certainly it is one that is as little re-

volting to the feelings as can possibly be, and can hardly be

objected to even by the most fastidious. Australian meat tins

would serve admirably for the purpose, and the collections

should be emptied out every week or two on to the refuse or

manure heap before they become offensive.

During spring and summer the adult snails will be seen half

buried at the foot of bushes and plants ; and if, when taken up,

a little of the soil be turned over, there will generally be found

a cluster of eggs—small round white bodies about the size of

a small pea, which should also share the same fate as their

parents, for the just-hatched " vermin " do much mischief

before they become large enough to attract the attention.

Mr. Eeade very justly suggests the winter as the best time

for making a raid upon their haunts. The refuse heap will

generally bo found to be a great attraction, but by very far the

greatest success has been obtained by piling-up in its neigh-

bourhood a heap of flint nodules loosely, and without any
earth between them, so as to afford spaces for protection.

These flints are non-absorbent, and I suppose preferable on
that account, as affording a more genial atmosphere for them.
Pieces of slate, propped-up so as to afford shelter beneath
them, are generally covered over upon every available spot on
the sheltered side, and these should be looked over in the

spring before the period of hybernation is over. Besides the

common garden snail (Helix aspersa) there is another (Helix

rnfescens), which is much smaller and flatter, and of a dark
brown colour, which is no less destructive, but very apt to be

overlooked on account of its inconspicuousness. These are

best caught upon pieces of damp wood lying upon the ground
under bushes.

Slugs may be taken up vei-y readUy and transferred to the

pickle by means of a eleft stick when tolerably large, or even
when minute if sufficient patience and preseverance be pos-

sessed ; but, if not, there is no better remedy yet known than
syringing late in the evening with clear fresh-made lime water,

repeated two or three times successively at intervals of half

an hour or so.—W. Eencelv Bkidgman, Norwich.

Primula Pakkyi.—Attempts in England to cultivate the new
American Primula Parryi have failed. This has, we believe,

been the case generally in this country. Some seed given the
writer in 1870 by Dr. Parry grew, and struggled along through
a season, and finally died. In the spring of 1873 the writer
shook out a few seeds from an herbarium specimen gathered on
Pike's Peak in 1871. Though two years old they germinated
well ; but only one got through the summer, and is still alive,

though the whole plant is yet no larger than a pea. Just as

we were wondering how to manage it, a note from Dr. Parry
says :

" I have succeeded at last in growing and flowering

Primula Parryi. I watered it continually with snow water."
There is a valuable hint here. Last year the writer saw
masses in beautiful flower but just below the snow line, and

close along the edges of the mountain stream from the melting

snows above ; and Dr. Parry's hint, with our own observations,

leads us to the conclusion that to grow this and all alpine

plants well, the conditions must be an abundance of light, very

cool soil, and a humid atmosphere. A warm atmosphere will

not hurt them.

—

{American Gardener's Monthly.)

GEAFTING LATE IN THK SEASON.
In a district where orchards form a very important per-

centage of the acreage, numbers of young trees are of course

annually wanted, and many old ones ar« headed-down and re-

grafted with more desirable varieties. Extensive fruit-growers

find it necessary to have a nursery of their own, where young
trees are worked and brought forward to meet the requirements

of the farm or orchard, or what is called " the fruit planta-

tion " in Kent. I see no reason to find fault with the last

name, and will here adopt it. To persons who have not visited

the districts where fruits are extensively grown for the London
and other large markets, the appearance which these fruit

plantations generally present in April is very rich. The Plum
and Damson blossom (earliest in the season) is usually out in

March, and, as a mass, presents a rather dull white colour, from

the tints of green with which it is mixed, while the Cherry and
Pear furnish as pure a white almost as the Camellia, or some
of the best class of Indian Azaleas ; but the Apple is, perhaps,

the richest of all, and certainly looks best when only about

one-fourth or less of the blossom is expanded, the rest being

in the rose-tinted bud, nestling amongst the newly-produced

leaves, and in favourable seasons as large as a full-sized

marble before bursting. I may remark that experienced fruit-

growers Uke to see these well swelled out at this the earliest

period of their growth, as a good bold bloom portends a suc-

cessful fruit-setting if nothing more; moreover, they like, in

the case of Apples, for the petals when they fall to do so flat-

ways, and not to be curled up, and the larger each petal is

than a shilling the better they are liked. lu the past season I

have heard many assert they have measured some lajrger than

a half-crown, but I have not noticed any of that size ; still

they are large, and before the setting-in of the cold weather on

April 29th the bloom was exceedingly rich and good, and I

am not sure yet that the cold weather has dono them much
harm up to the time I write (May 12th).

A successful blooming and a correspondingly good crop are

not secured without the assistance of the manager or grower, and

one of his labours is selecting the varieties of fruits that thrive

best with him, or which meet the requirements of the market

;

and as the public taste in the latter respect occasionally varies

with the fashions of the day, it is the interest of the grower to

keep pace with the wants of his customers, as well as now and
then to tempt them with fresh articles : hence the necessity

for his renewing from time to time his orchards, thus render-

ing budding and grafting an essential part of his business ; and
these operations being often on an extensive scale, there are

generally one or more men on the farm to whom they are

deputed, and who by practice and observation become skilful

at the work.
There is nothing essentially elifferent in the mode by which

a " Kentish fruit-tree cutter " (for that is the name usually

given to the man who manages the fruit plantations), attaches

his scion to the stock from that which has repeatedly been

described in this Journal, except in one or two slight parti-

culars, the most important of all being the time at which it

was done, which in Kent is much later than in many places

where vegetation is not usually in so forward a state. I have

seen an Apple headed down in the middle of March, and a

number of grafts at once placed on the various limbs so cut off

in the ordinary mode of crown grafting ; and after the clay was

put on, the whole was enclosed in large lumps of moss, giving

a grotesque appearance to the tree after dark, especially when
a dozen or more of these heads were formed on one tree. But
there can be no question of the utility of this moss in pre-

serving the scions from the withering influence of March winds,

especially when the precaution is taken of watering them at

times. I need hardly say that this is not an easy task ; most
of the trees so operated upon are too high to get at without a

ladder, and that is not always at hand, so that the Kentish

man who operates very extensively on such trees rarely adopts

the plan, and omits both mossing and watering by postponing

the work till a later period—very often till the end of April,

and I have certainly seen it very successfully performed as

late as the 12th of May,'-^but this is in general too late. Even
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in the graftinc; of young stocks that may not be a great deal
larger than tha scion, the work is rai'ely done before the
20th of April with Apples, which are usually left till last, and
often much later than that. I find in our own practice about
ISO young stocks were so worked on April 2fith last year
with only three or four failures, and these mostly through
accidents, and this year upwards of a hundred were done on
the 23rd of the same month with, I trust, a like success. This,
of course, is only given as a small example. Those having a

large extent of fruit orchard keep their men at the work for

some weeks, perhaps beginning with Plums and Cherries, and
ending with Apples.

In addition to the above features of lateness there is one
other in which the Kentish mode of grafting differs from that
generally adopted elsewhere, and that is in the shortness of

the scion, for when completed there are seldom more than two
buds seen above the clay, and oftentimes only one, thus leav-

ing the portion liable to wither and dry-up by the cold winds
common at the time as small as possible, and no doubt expe-
rience has taught the advantage of this. The mode of tying
on the scion, as weU as the application of clay covering, is the
same as is common elsewhere, save, perhaps, that the clay is

not always of so plastic a kind as many use, but rather a sort

of very adhesive loam, it having been found that the latter is

less likely to crack—from not shrinking so much, perhaps. In
preparing it, cow dung instead of horse droppings is used in

the proportion of about one-third, and it is seldom that a
crack is met with, even on grafts elevated several feet high, as
is necessarily done where old trees are headed down.

It will be understood by all experienced in grafting that
when it is performed so late the scions must be taken off

beforehand, which is done, and being labelled and tied-up in

bundles they are laid with their butt ends in the ground, and
often remain there for weeks till wanted ; and with Apples,
Bhoots of scarce kinds often make two or more grafts, but
generally only one is made, as there is greater uncertainty of

the second one succeeding ; of course, with a new or scarce sort

the second one is often tried. Plums are also usually worked
earlier than Apples, the old-fashioned time for both being
when they are coming into bloom. How far this differs from
the custom elsewhere will be best understood by the practi-

tioners of other counties, but I would advise those not having
adopted it to try it and state the result. Of course, the scion
must be taken off some time beforehand, and laid-by as described
above. As experience on a large scale has taught the advan-
tages of late grafting, no apology is here wanted in advising its

being done in other places as well as in Kent.—J. Eobson.

AUEICULA SEEDLINGS.
As these take several years before they flower, keeping a

largo number in pots under glass in the distant hope of getting

something good involves serious labour, allow me to ask

"D., Dial" whose contributions I always hail with pleasure,

whether they might not more conveniently pass the first two
years of their existence in a carefully-prepared border, well

guarded against slugs? Even if allowed to bloom there, it is

possible that with a little light protection one might be able

to determine which should be condemned and which taken
up and potted for future trial.

Last year I sowed in the same pan home-saved seed as soon
as it was ripe, and purchased seed ripened the year before.

Neither came up till last March, and they are stUl coming up.

—G. S.

[It would be impossible to preserve the seedlings of show
Auriculas in the open border, their great enemy being damp,
and in winter probably all would perish ; but Alpines will with

care so live in a dry and favoured spot. I saw some very fine

plamts the other day taken up from the open border, but I have
no personal experience of them, save that some old plants

which I have planted out have perished.—D., Deal.]

EirENiNG OF Peaches in Makch.—'Without wishing to detract

from the merit due to Capt. Ashby's gardener, allow me to

state that on the 0th of April, 18G1, 1 was awarded a certificate

of commendation for a dish of Elruge Nectarines by the
Horticultural Society of London, and that they were ripe in

the last week of March, but had been retarded in a cool house
to keep them for the meeting. I may add that at the same
time I also had some Peaches ripe, but as they were reijuired

for another purpose they were not exhibited at the meeting.

—

Wm. Gardiner, Lower Eatington Park, Stratford-on-Avon.

FLOWERS FOB OUE BOEDEES.—No. 32.

asNOTHEEA KIPARIA.—RrvER-BiNK Evening Peimeose.

Under the incorrect name of ffi. prostrata this pretty dwarf
Evening Primrose is now somewhat generally known ; and
though its flowers are smaller and less showy than those of

some other species, we have no doubt that its hardiness, free-

flowering habit, and especially the extreme neatness of its

foliage, will cause it to rank among the most useful of the tribe.

It seems to succeed in any good garden soil.

Q^notliera riparia.

It is a near ally of the polymorphous species OE. fruticosa,

some form of which is to be met with in most gardens, and
resembles that species in its inflorescence, but is of weaker
habit of growth, and differs in its narrower and more elongated

foliage, as well as in the distinctly stalked flowers and seed

vessels. Though popularly known as an Evening Primrose,

its flowers are diurnal, as in the case of many other species

of this genus, and remain expanded several days. It is worthy
of note that this species is described as biennial by American
botanists, though so far as our observation has gone the plant

cultivated under this name in England is certainly perennial.

When first introduced it was much recommended by the

late Mr. D. Beaton as a yellow bedding plant, its prostrate

growth rendering it very suitable for an edging to beds of

taller plants ; but the duration of its bloom is by no means
co-equal with that of the plants usually employed as bedders,

and of late years this species has been mostly confined to the

mixed border. Though naturally more or less procumbent,

it may, if thought desirable, be tied-up, and wiU then form a

bush li to 2 feet high. It is easily propagated by cuttings,

division, or by seeds, and when pegged down the shoots root

freely.

—

(W. Thompson's English Flower Garden, Revised by

the AtUlior.)

Eed-leading Seeds.—Will you allow me to add my testi-

mony to that of Mr. Burgess in favour of red-leading seeds

before sowing '.' I have for the last two seasons adopted the

plan precisely as described by Mr. Burgess in your .Journal of

April 30th, and with the most complete success, for whereas
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formerly I had whole rows of I'eas, &a., devoured by mice, I

now never lose a single seed.—J. G. B. Knight, Danbury.

ME. W. PAUL'S SHOW OF BOSES.
Tms year Jlr. W. Paul has chosen the Crystal Palace for

his annual display ; and on the site of the tropical depart-

ment, which was burnt down, he has brought together under
a large tent a very extensive and well-arranged exhibition.

Roses, of course, are the great feature, but Palms, Ferns, and
other fine-foliaged plants are judiciously introduced, along
with an abundance of Zonal Pelargoniums of various classes.

The whole arrangement is tasteful, the staging not being in

harsh straight lines but curved at the corners, and in the
centre is a fountain surrounded with rockwork, dwarf Palms,
and at regular distances plants of Princess Beatrice Hose. Of
older kinds there are grand specimens of Charles Lawson
(several of these), Souvenir d'un Ami, .John Hopper, Cteur de
Lion, President, Elizabeth Vigneron, La Reine, Anna Alexieff,

Beauty of Waltham, Victor VerJier, and many more. On
other specimens are blooms remarkable for their size and
beauty; of such we especially noted Princess Christian, Mar-
quise de Castellane, Paul Ncron, Baroness Rothschild, Madame
Chai'Ies Verdier, and many beautiful Tea varieties. In addi-

tion, there are several stands containing some of the finest

trusses ever exhibited, one box of Marcchal Niel alone being
conspicuous by its rich golden hue.

Of the newer varieties Princess Christian and Princess Bea-
trice have long ere this fully established their reputation.

Peach Blossom has been noticed in recent reports ; and Fire-

brand, dark maroon crimson with a glowing red centre, is here

large and very telling ; and so is Star of Waltham, a fine deep
carmine, and which is dazzling in colour. Zonal Pelargoniums
are represented in numerous groups: Remus, white, with a
lake eye, is noticeable for its fine form and habit ; and Paul
Pry, magenta, with a white eye, for its brilliant colour. With
these are several fine Tricolors, as Countess of Flanders and
jLady Dorothy Nevill.

We congratulate Mr. W. Paul on the opportune time which
he selected for his exhibition, and which enabled His Imperial
Majesty the Czar to see what English-grown Roses really are,

and we hope that many more will, ere it close on Saturday
next, visit an exhibition which fully sustains Mr. Paul's weU-
earned reputation.

THE NATIONAL AURICULA SOCIETY'S SHOW
AT MANCHESTER.

The above was held in conjunction with the Manchester
Botanical Society's Show on April 28th.
The exhibition of Auriculas was very good, and a great many

fine flowers were there from the twenty-one competitors. Some
of us had feared being rather late, but a week or more of unsea-
sonably hot weather brought the backward collections well up.
Those, however, suffered a good deal who, like myself, had many
plants in fine bloom before the high temperature set in. It

caught a great number of mine at their best and drove them
beyond it. There was no keeping them cool even in north-
aspect frames.
In Polyanthuses the strength of the bloom was over, tlie

trusses being in many eases the later ones that follow the chief.

However, the blooms were fair for the season, the Polyanthus
being such a light sleeper in the winter rest that anything like

an open season brings it into bloom quite before the Auricula.
Most of mine were in fine order at the end of March.
The names of the winning flowers show a rich variety in culti-

vation among the northern growers. Established favourites,

such as Colonel Taylor in green edges, George Lightbody in

greys, and Smiling Beauty in white edges, have been strongly
brought forward.
Some new flowers will by-and-bye be coming to run the old

stagers very hard. If Traill's Prince of Greens—one of his last

—had but a better-coloured tube no green-edge w^ould stand
against it. It is a noble plant in habit and in truss, and the
three trusses I had of it stood out grandly on the stages ; pips all

ahke good, but tube greenish.
Traill's Anna, a seedling from Booth's Freedom, is a very fine

sort if it can be made into a plant. Habit difficult, like that of

its parent. A capital green edge.
In the winners among single gi-eys we have one of the new

comers leading the class. I have seen George Leno beat the
celebrated George Lightbody in private, and now it has proved
itself in public in competition with Lancashire Hero and Mr.
Headly's Great Grey. The flower is strikingly brilliant in all

properties. Rose-leaf petal like George Lightbody, lively rich

black body colour, splendid paste, and tube tolerable and inferior

to the two I name with it. Strong trusses from a healthy l>ut

small-growing plant which in winter goes down to a mere leaf

or two.
Alex. Meiklejohn is a very distinct grey edge. A keen critic,

seeing my plant, said over it, " Well done, George Lightbody,"
which speaks to the character it was in. It is a Scotch flower

hardly known across the border yet. The raising of Auriculas

from seed goes on strongly among us here, and from several

growers carefully crossing the best varieties extant something
better than the present best may in time be looked for.

It is impossible to over-estimate the worth of very great care

and judgment in selecting parents for seedling Auriculas.

PRIZE LIST—AUBICULAS.
Class A.

—

Six dissimilar, one in each of the classes.—First,

R. Lord with Complete, George Lightbody, Colonel Taylor,

Apollo (Hudson), Regular, Blackbird; second, F. D. Horner
with Smiling Beauty, Bolivar, Lord Palmerston, Meteor Flag,

Alex. Meiklejohn, King Koffee (seedling P. D. Horner) ; third,

H. Wilson with George Lightbody, Meteor Flag, Colonel Taylor,

Blackbird, Maria, Smiling Beauty; fourth, E. Elliott with
Complete, Imperator, Privateer, Mrs. Smith, Bolivar, Smiling
Beauty.

Class B.

—

Four dissimilar, one in each class.—First, R. Lord
with George Lightbody, Colonel Taylor, Earl Grosvenor, Meteor
Flag ; second, F. D. Horner with Smiling Beauty, Colonel Taylor,

Complete, Smith's Garland; third, H. Wilson with George
Lightbody, Colonel Taylor, Regular, Meteor Flag; fourth, A.

Barker with George Lightbody, Colonel Taylor, Taylor's Incom-
parable, Lord Lome.

Class C.—Pa/rs.—First, F. D. Horner with Smiling Beauty
and Charles Brown; second, Benjamin Simonite with Lanca-
shire Hero and Lord Lome ; third, A. Barker with Lancashire
Hero and Pizarro ; fourth, R. Lord with George Lightbody and
Lord Palmerston.

Class D.—Green edges.—Viemixxm, E.Elliott with Imperator ;

first. Dr. Foster with Booth's Freedom; second, F. D. Horner
with Prince of Greens ; third, R. Lord with Imperator ; fourth,

R. Lord with TraiU's Anna ; fifth, R. Lord with Prince of Wales ;

sixth, F. D. Horner with Lancashire Hero ; seventh, F. D.
Horner with John Bright; eighth, Benjamin Simonite with
Seedling.
Class E.

—

Greg edges.—Premium, J. Walker with George
Leno; first, J. Rowland with Lancashire Hero; second, J.

Rowland with Complete ; third, A. Barker with George Light-

body ; fourth, E. Pohlmau with Ne Plus Ultra; fifth, A. Barker
with Privateer ; sixth, J. Rowland with R. Traill ; seventh, H.
Wilson with Ringleader; eighth, E. Elliott with Conqueror of

Europe.
Class F.

—

Wliite edges.—Premium, R. Lord with Smiling

Beauty; first, H. Wilson with True Briton; second, R. Lord
with Smiling Beauty ; third, V. D. Horner with Catherina

;

fourth, R. Lord with Bright Venus ; fifth, R. Lord with Lady
Dumaresque; sixth, Dr. Foster with Taylor's Glory; seventh,

A. Barker with Incomparable (Taylor); eighth, B. Simonite

with Miss Giddings.
Class G.—Se7/s.—Premium, J. Rowland with Lord Clyde ;

first. Dr. Foster with Pizarro ; second. Dr. Foster with Black-

bird; third, J. Rowland with Meteor Flag; fourth, B. Simonite

with Lord Lome; fifth, A. Barker with Formosa; sixth, A.

Barker with Lord Clyde ; seventh. Dr. Foster with Vulcan

;

eighth, F. D. Homer with Mrs. Sturrock.
Class H.

—

Alpines.—FiTst,'E,. Elliott with Conspicua ; second,

J. Wild with Goliath ; third, R. Gorton with Minnie ; fourth,

S. Cooper with Prior; fifth, R. Gorton with John Tenniel;

sixth, R. Gorton with Miss Reed.

POLYANTHUSES.
Special prizes for dissimilar pairs, given hg S. Cooper, Esq.,

Manchester.—First, F. D. Horner with Cheshire Favourite and
Lord Lincoln ; second, J. Rowland with Lord Lincoln and Exile ;

third, E. Elliott with Beauty of England and Exile.

Single Plants.—Vieminm, J. Rowland with Lord Lincoln ;

first, F. D. Homer with Seedling from Lincoln; second, E.

Elliott with Exile; third, D. Jackson with Beauty of England;
fourth, D. Jackson with Rev. F. D. Horner; fifth, E. Elhott

with Kingfisher ; sixth, E. Elliott with Kingfisher ; seventh,

M. Partington with Beauty of England ; eighth, F. D. Homer
with Lincoln.—F. D. Hoknee, Kirhby Malzeard, Itipon.

THE CLOTH OF GOLD ROSE.
More than twenty years ago I purchased a plant of the

beautiful Noisette Rose known as the Chromatella, or Cloth of

Gold. It has been a favourite of mine ever since, and al-

though many competitors of a similar colour have been in-

troduced, like Marochal Niel and Isabella Sprunt, still our

old Rose is without a superior. Like some other varieties of

this class, the plants do not bloom very freely upon their own
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roots until two or three jears old, but then they make up for
lost time. When grafted or budded upon strong JIanetti or
other free-growing stocks, the plants will bloom when only a
few months old ; but the jiovice in Eose culture is very likely
to allow suckers to grow from the roots of the stock, thereby
robbing the graft of sustenance, soon destroying it. If a person
can only have patience, and wait for a plant on its own roots
to attain age or size, he will be well repaid in abundance of
the most deliciously fragrant, large, pale lemon-yellow coloured
Eoses, that the most enthusiastic admirer of flowers could
desire. A six-year-old plant of this old Cloth of Gold Eose
has been perfuming my greenhouse for several weeks, and to-
day it is loaded with dozens of full-blown flowers and half-
opened buds ; and, upon the whole, it is as grand an ornament
as one could wish for conservatory or parlour. If a person has
no greenhouse in which to keep the plants in winter, they may
be bent down and covered with earth, or dug-up and heeled-in,
and then protected with coarse litter or manure.

—

{America7i
Horticulturist.)

MR. JOHN SALTEB.
It is so much now the custom to drop a wreath into the

grave of those we love and respect, that I am sure I shall be
excused if metaphorically I do the same to the memory of one
who has so recently departed from among us, and whose gentle
and benevolent face we shall miss from amongst the few
gatherings of florists which the metropolis aiTords—my old and
valued friend Mr. John Salter. Like many an old florist, he
did not commence life in that calling, but having courted
Flora, he found, as many a one has done, that her seductive
smiles and winning ways lured him on further than he at first

intended. I never knew him when he was living at Versailles,
but I do know that his memory is cherished there by many
with whom he was associated either iu business or friendship.
When he removed, after 1848, to England and settled at Ham-
mersmith he carried on, as all florists know, most successfully
the culture of the Chrysanthemum ; and it was one of the
treats of the early winter iu London to go round with him
through his winter garden, and get him to expatiate on the
beauties of his favourites—a treat which, however, we have
missed for some years, owing to the nursery being occupied by
one of the numerous railways, which spare nothing. Besides
the Chrysanthemum, Mr. Salter cultivated successfully the
Pyrethrum and other herbaceous plants, especially those with
variegated foliage. Although he had retired from business he
still took an interest in all pertaining to horticulture, and was
a member of the Floral Committee of the Eoyal Horticultural
Society. And now he is gone from us. Of the many men I
have known there were few who more thoroughly seemed to me
to fulfil the wish to "hurt nobody by word or deed;" and I
think if I had to select a wreath of flowers to place on his grave
I should like it to be made of one that would thoroughly ex-
press hia worth—" Golden John Salter."—D., Deal.

To the above notice of the demise of this esteemed veteran
we will merely add a few facts as to the career of one of the
kindest and gentlest of men, and one to whom Chrysanthemum
growers are indebted for the present perfection of that flower.
John Salter, who was born on January 27th, 1798, com-

menced his horticultural career as an amateur at Shepherd's
Bush, near London. Softwooded and herbaceous plants were
always his favourites. Auriculas, Eanunculuses, Dahlias, and
English Iris he cultivated with success. Eoses then flourished
near London, and he took several journeys to France to pro-
cure new varieties. Aim«'e Vibert and Janne Desprez opened
Ihf ir first flowers in this country in his garden.

In the year 1838 he removed to Versailles, near Paris, and
there founded an establishment for the sale of English flowers.
Dahlias were but little grown in France. Such varieties as
Striata Formosissima were looked upon by our French friends
as floricultural wonders. It was about this time that ths
Chrysanthemum first occupied his attention. The Chinese
varieties were then growing at Chiswick, and his friend the
late Dr. Lindley gave him plants of all that could be spared.
They succeeded well at Versailles, and he soon had the plea-
sure of raising King of Crimsons, .\nnie Salter, and Madame
Toggi. Some French amateurs near Toulouse also grew them,
and for some years a rivalry was kept up between Messrs.
Bemet, Lebory, and Salter as to who should raise the best.
In 1848 he was compelled to leave his much-loved Versailles

;

the political changes of that year rendering his stay unad-
Tisable, a prosperous estabhshment was discontinued and he

returned to England. Suitable premises having been found at
Hammersmith, the Versailles nursery took its rise, and there
the Chrysanthemum was made the plant par excellence. Queen
of England was the leading novelty in his first catalogue.

Great difficulty having been experienced iu ripening seed
near London a remedy was soon found, and the best varieties

were sent to friends in Italy, the south of France, and the
Cape, and from thence he annually received seed ; and those
who were in the habit of visiting the autumn exhibitions at
Hammersmith will remember with what pleasure the seedlings

were shown, and what pains he took in pointing out all that
were gains, or likely to prove so.

The Japanese varieties, introduced in 18G2 by Mr. Fortune,
were considered by some of the old growers as worthless ; but
Mr. Salter saw in them a new type, and his expectations were-

more than realised when the first seedlings flowered. Nearly
all the varieties now cultivated were raised by him.
Mr. Salter was fond of collecting curious plants, and the

Versailles Nursery was often called the Horticultural Curiosity

Shop. Hardy variegated plants he largely cultivated, and
among them the Variegated Lily of the Valley, exhibited by
him at the International Exhibition in 1866, attracted much
attention. Among herbaceous plants, the single varieties of

Pyrethrum roseumhad been cultivated by him for some years ;

to increase the stock, plants were raised from seed, and a
tendency to produce double flowers having been observed,
much attention was paid to them, and simultaneously with
some double ones making their appearance in France, he
raised Alfred Salter and Princess Alexandra.

Failing health obliged him to withdraw from the more
active duties of his business, which was latterly principally con-

ducted by his son Mr. Alfred Salter ; and in 1869, the Metro-
politan District Eailway requiring his land, he retired, but not
from the cultivation of flowers ; he loved his old favourites to.

the last. An attack of paralysis in the spring of 1873 so much
enfeebled him as to prevent even his attendance at the meet-
ing of the Floral Committee of Horticultural Society, of which
he was a member for m.any years. A second stroke which he
had in May, 1874, proved fatal, and after three weeks of almost
total unconsciousness he peacefully fell asleep, on the 10th
inst., at the age of 76.

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
TJnouesiionaijly the best Show we have had at the Eegent'o

Park for some years was that held yesterday. The arrangement,
as usual, in the large tent was extremely effective ; the plants,

to which the Show was confined, were exquisite in their fresh-

ness, for the most part specimens of high cultivation, and, what
is of no small consequence iu such an exhibition, there wero
very few to which exception could be taken. We have only
space for a brief review.
The stove and greenhouse classes presented very little differ-

ence in the kinds of plants shown from previous exhibitions. It
is high time something fresh should be imported into them to
give an interest, for one grows weary of the same plants year
after year. Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., and Mr.
Chapman, gardener to J. Spode, Esq., Hawkesyard Park, carried

oft the chief honours for twelve with specimens which did them
much credit; whilst in the class for six the positions were re-

versed, the competition in both cases being close. In the nur-
serymen's classes Messrs. Jackson, of Kingston, and Mr. WiUiams
carried oft the chief prizes.

Of Orchids Mr. Ward sent good groups of nine and six, in

each case taking the first place ; while Mr. Hill, gardener to

E. Hanbury, Esq., The Poles, Ware, was second in the latter

class with, among others, large Vandas and Phal:PDopsis Liidde-

manniana. The best specimen Orcliid (nurserymen) was Aeridea
Fieldingii from Mr. Williams ; from amateurs a variety of

Cattleya Mossim from Mr. James, gardener to W. F. Watson,
Esq., isleworth ; Mr. Cole, gardener to J. Budgett, Esq., Ealing
Park, being second with a fine mass of Oncidium spbacelatum
majus. From Mr. J. Hill, gardener to Sir W. Marriott, Down
House, Blandford, came a fine specimen of Dendrobium Fal-

coneri, bearing a profusion of its beautiful blossoms.

For Eoses in pots, both large and small specimens, tho
honours were divided between Messrs. Turner and Paul & Son,
the former being first for six, the latter for nine, and Mr. Turner
again first for twenty ; and where the one was not first the other
was a good second, the specimens in all cases being of the
highest merit. We also noticed an excellent group from
Mr. Terry, of Youngsbury.

Azaleas were altogether better than at the Palace Show, but
not what they were some years ago. Messrs. Child, Williams,
Lane, J. Wheeler, Ivery. and Turner, well deserved their places

in the prize list. Mr. Ward, Mr. Kemp, and Messrs. Jackeoc
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and Morse took several prizes for well-flowered Heaths ; whilst

of Pelargouinms by far the best were those from Mr. Ward, iu

whose nine Bob Roy, Patroness, Lady CanaiuR, Koae Celestial,

smd Warrior were especially good. Palms, Exotic Ferns, and
fine-foliaged plants were amply represented, those from Mr.
Williams being large and remarkably fine specimens. We may
note of the first his Livistonas, Cooos Weddeliaua, Phamico-
phoriura sechellarum, and of the second his Gleichenias ; whilst

of the lait ho had many noble specimens. Among amateurs, for

line-foliaged plants Mr. Donald, gardener to J. G. Barclay, Esq.,

Leyton, was first with an excellent half-dozen, in which were
a magnificent specimen of Alocasia metallica, and a very fine

Corypha austvalis. Mr. Cole, Ealing Park, was an excellent

second ; and Mr. Douglas, gardener to Mrs. Robinson, Mount
Pleasant, a good third.

Mr. James and Messrs. Dobson, of Isleworth, also Messrs.

Jackson, of Kingston, sent excellent groups of lierbaceous Cal-

ceolarias; Mr. Turner, Tulips; Mr. Williams, of HoUoway, new
plants, especially noticeable among which were the white-spathed
Anthurium Williamsii, Amaryllis virginalis, a striking white
kind, Adiantum gracillimum, noticed last week, &c. Messrs
E. G. Henderson sent seedliug Mimulusea and some other new
plants; and Mr. B. Smith, of Worcester, a collection of Japanese
Aeera and one of oruameutal Oaks, which were very interesting.

FLORENCE INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION AND BOTANICAL CONGRESS.
The Exhibition was opened on the 11th iust.,iu the building

which has been erected for the new markets. The building

may be said to consist of a nave and two aisles, and covers a

space about '230 feet long by 270 broad. On entering it from

the Via Chiara we find the area laid out in groups round a

large basin of water, from the centre of which a jet -10 to

50 feet in height is kept constantly playing. This is a feature

we have never seen in any of the previous International Ex-
hibitions, and we would commend it as a suggestion to be

•followed wherever practicable on future occasions. It has the

effect of giving life and action, in contrast to the calm repose

which is associated with the surrounding groups of plants,

and is certainly much more effective than the miserable at-

tempts at waterfalls which we have seen made at some of the

previous exhibitions we have visited.

At the extreme end facing the entrance there is a rather

extensive and well-constructed piece of rockwork formed of

masses of tufa, which is found plentifully in the Apennlne
Mountains close by ; and this is surmounted with fine speci-

mens of Magnolia grandiflora 20 feet high. Yuccas, Dasylirions,

Phormiums, and Azaleas, behind which there is a cascade with

a fall of 8 or 10 feet. The centre in front of the fouutain is

occupied with a large oval in the direction of the length of the

building, and this is filled with small plants of Azalea indica,

snch as one sees iu the Belgian exhibitions, but they do not

furnish such a blaze of colour from the almost equal admixture
of leaves and flowers. To some this may be more agreeable

than the excess of colour which is prevalent in our exhibitions

of Azaleas at home.
Flanking these, and forming groups round the iron columns

that support the nave, are splendid specimens of fine-foliaged

5)lants sent by Prince Demidoff from his villa at Florence, and
the Marquis Corsi-Salviati, on the right ; and those on the left

are supplied from the garden of the Museum of Natural History

and of the city of Florence. Just beyond the fountain, and
between it and the rockwork already mentioned, are two groups
of well-bloomed Azaleas backed-up with good specimen Cya-
theas, Philodendrons, Dicksonia antarctica, and interspersed

among them were Azaleas.

On the left, beyond these groups, and under the left aisle,

there are three glazed pavilions erected for the more tender

plants, to which we shall again refer, and these are surrounded

by sinuous banks of fine-foliaged and flowering plants supplied

by M. Dalliere, of Ghent. In a corresponding position under
the right aisle there is Neptune blowing water out of a conk
Ghell, and surrounded with a gi'oup of fine-foliaged and flower-

ing plants, in the centre of which is a towering specimen of

a. hybrid Rhododendron arboreum, very large cylindrical speci-

mens of Hoya carnosa and Stephanotis floribunda. This
group also contains large specimens of Polygala alternifolia

and a Kalmia latifolia of very large size, which one would have
supposed to have come from Knaphill had it not been that it

bore a ticket int'mating that it had been grown iu the garden
of Count Bouturlin since AprU, 1831. Here also is a fine

group furnished by M. Linden, of Ghent and Brussels.

We were pleased to see that British hortieulturo was not un-

represented, Messrs. Veitoh & Sons being present with a select

collection of Pitcher-plants and a nice collection of rarities.

Such is the general outline of the Exhibition in the great

central hall ; but there are two annexes in which are exhibited

miscellaneous objects, such as fruits dried and fresh, dried

plants, botanical and horticultural plates and books, woods of

various kinds, terra-ootta figures, bee bivea and honey ; aad
iu the open spaces collections of herbaceous and other hardy
plants, implements, and structures, all of which we shall refer

to in our continuation of the report next week.

The paragraph we give above would have appeared last week
if the Italian post were as rapid as that iu England ; it was
written before the arraugemeuts were completed, and while tha

space outside of the building was in incomprehensible confusion.

At an early hour on the morning of the opening day, however,
the whole had an aspect of order and completeness of arrange-

ment which the managers of similar exhibitions in this country

would do well to imitate. Although complaints had been
made by the executive that exhibitors were late in making
their entries, it could not be said that on the morning of the

opening they retarded in any way the programme of the day.

By eight o'clock the place was in perfect order, and nothing

remained to be done before the arrival of the King at ten, but

to lay down carpets and finish other decorations which are

necessary on occasions when Royalty is present. It would be
well if our exhibitors were to practise similar promptitude, and
then there would not be the numerous complaints of faulty

grouping and bad placing which we are so much accustomed to

hear of.

The first impression on entering the building was a sense

of emptiness from the great height of the nave, and from
the centre area being occupied with masses of dwarf plants,

which are elevated not more than i feet iu the highest

part, and the sides being filled with the larger plants, such as

Palms and Pandanuses. The great height of the building in

proportion to the size of the plants reminded us of the exhibi-

tions at the Crystal Palace, where the same effect is produced ;

but if the plants had been raised artificially much higher than

they were, so as to have shortened the space between them and
the roof, the elevation would have been too great, and the

beauty of the plants would have been sacrificed through being

so much above the eye.

The method of arrangement here was that which we have long

observed to be the prevalent one on the Continent. It matters

not whether it be the grouping of a flower show, the arrange-

ment of clocks and candelab' a on a chimneypiece, or the setting-

out of a console table ; the lowest objects are always placed iu

the centre, and the highest on the outside. Look at the

chimneypiece of any English household, and you will find it

quite the contrary. Look at our horticultural exhibitions, and
you will find the tallest plants are generally placed in the

centre of the room or space where they are held. The large

tents at South Kensington are an exception to this, for there

the centre is hollow and the sides elevated; but in the gene-

rality of exhibition tents there will be fouud a high stage

running the whole length of the centre, with a passage and

low table on either side of it. This is what we have always

seen at the Crystal Palace. We express no opinion as to

which is the preferable way, and no doubt there will be advo-

cates found to justify both.

This feeling of voidness was, however, soon dispelled, for the

constant playing of the high fountain which we have mentioned,

and the rockwork and waterfall behind, speedily attracted the

eye, and it was gradually carried round to the fine groups which

embellished the sides and led up to the picturesque arrangement

which occupied the side aisles.

Before proceeding to remark upon the groups iu detail it may
be well to mention that they were all edged round with pieces

of tufa a foot high, the interstices between which were filled

with sphagnum, and the top very prettUy planted with flower-

ing plants, among which the most striking were the beautiful

and very effective Ixia croeata, Deutzia graeiUs, the charming

little Rose de Meaux or Pompone as the French generally call

it, Pansies, Cinerarias, small Draceuas, Alstromerias, striped

Curculigo, Mimulus guttata, and similar plants. This edging

looked well, and was a good contrast to the uniform green of

the fine-foliaged plants, which are so prevalent.

Having given already a description of the general arrangement,
we shall no'v proceed to examine the collections and groups
more in detail.

Ou tuo ii^ui, aswueuteiedthtbu'.lJiDg, the fi.-st object to which
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\re were attracted was avery fine specimen of Rugcus androgynus
in a tub, trained in cylindrical shape, about 25 feet hisb- It was
remarkably well grown, and, standing apart as it did, stood

out in a prominent position. Then we had the magnificent

group of Prince Demidoff, containing a collection of Palms such
as are rarely to be seen. Among these were Corypha australis,

Areca rubra, Cocos australis, a splendid Seaforthia elegans,

Areca Verechaffeiti and lutescens. Phoenix dactylifera. Phoenix
dactylifera sylvestris. Phoenix spinosa, Brahia dulcis, Caryota
urens, and Pritchardia pacifica. Interspersed among these were
noble specimens of Dasylirion serratifolium, and D. longifolium,

remarkably fine specimens of Cycas revoluta, Lettica gemini-
fnlia, and Hechtia planifolia. We also observed very tall plants

of Dracaena arborea, Coccoloba Blumei, Agnostus sinuata, and
Banksia serrata. Altogether this was a fine collection, and the
plants were well grown, and correctly as well as distinctly

named. We must not omit to notice a fine plant of Brownia
grandiceps, which towered up among the Palms, rivalling in

height the lofty Caryota urens, and crested with a plume of its

delicate feathery-looking pinnate young leaves.

The next we came to was the collection of the Marquis Corsi-

Salviati, to whom we are personally indebted for many kind-

nesses and attentions received during the Exhibition. This
occupied a space equal to that filled by Prince Demidoff, but the
plants though more varied were not so large, yet they con-

tributed very importantly to the effect of the Exhibition. Here
there were fine plants of Cycas revoluta, Cocos oleracea and
australis, Corypha australis. Phoenix dactylifera, Chamiedorea
elegans, Ehapis flabelliformis, Carludovica palmata, Pandanus
furcatus, Strelitzia angusta, Pandanus utilis, and Seaforthia

elegans. At the farther end of this S. di Conti-Salviati exhibited

a fine group of Ferns, consisting of excellent plants of Cibotium
Schiedei, C. spectabile, and C. princeps, Lomaria cycada?folia,

Alsophila contaminans, Cyathea dealbata, and C. funebris, Di-

plaziuni arborescens, Asplenium nidus-avis, and Dicksonia
arborescens ; but perhaps the gem of the Ferns was an enormous
mass of Todea africana in a pot 4J feet in diameter and 3J feet

high. The mass itself stood 3 feet high, and was 3 feet 6 inches

wide.
There were also some very handsome Tree Ferns exhibited by

Cav. Sen. Emanuele Fenzi, one of the Secretaries of the Society,

such as Dicksonia antarctica, Cyathea dealbata, Balantium ant-

arcticnm, and a fine mass of Todea barbara, the stipes of which
was over 2 feet high and 25 feet in diameter.
Corresponding with the Ruscus on the right we had on the

left of the centre area a fine specimen of Cocos oleracea from the

Museum of Natural History of Florence. The earthenware pot

in which this was grown was worthy of notice, it being 5 feet

high, and 4 feet G inches wide at the top, a size which we in

England never dream of.

The collection from the Museum of National History of Flo-

rence was a rich one, containing some very fine and well-grown
specimens, among which were Elais guineensis, Livistonia

Skinueri, Arenga obtusifolia, Pandanus odoratissimus, Latania
borbonica and rubra, Areca rubra, (Enocarpus filamentosus,

Acrocoraia sclerocarpa, Cham^doreaSchiediana, Sabal umbracu-
lifera, Ceratozamia mexicana, Encephalartoa caffer, Cycas revo-

luta, Ehynchospermum jasminoides, Tiipidanthus calyptratus,

Pandanus utilis, Pandanus javanicua fol. var., and these were
interspersed with flowering Azaleas, Dracrenas with coloured
foliage, and other plants of a similar character to give colour and
brightness to a mass which would otherwise have been heavy
and sombre.
There were some very fine plants in the collection sent from

the garden of the Municipality of Florence, among which were
most notable fine specimens of Pandanus odoratissimus, Also-

phila australis, Monstera deliciosa, or as it was called Dra-
contium pertusum, Dracronafragrans, Alocasia odora, Coccoloba
excoriata, Cinnamomum albiilorum, Antidesma alexiteria,

Coffea arabica, and a large Ficus elastica.

Immediately adjoining this collection there was a fine group
of Ferns from the Botanic Garden, including good specimens of

Dicksonia antarctica, Todea rivularis, Cyathea dealbata, Ci-

botium princeps, and Alsophila australis.

These were the most prominent features which were to be
seen in the nave, and we shall now simply note some of the
leading plants and special objects that were to be met within the
Exhibition. To describe in detail the whole of the objects ex-

hibited would be useless labour to ourselves and tedious to our
readers. In this as in all other exhibitions of the kind there

were numerous things which helped to give effect and to make up
the whole, which, when examined in detail, had no individual
interest. We shall therefore without any particular order make
note of the various things as we met with them ; and here we
may remark that the absence of any catalogue on the third day
after the opening was a great deprivation.

Let us begin first with the new plants. Here it was that our
own countrymen, Messrs. Veiteh &: Sons, of Chelsea, and Dr.
David Moore, of Dublin, were to be found. The former exhibited a

collection of all the n3W things fcr which they had from time t)

time received certificates at the meetings and exhibitions of the

Royal Horticultural Society during the past season ; and especi-

ally a collection of Pitcher-plants, which attracted great at-

tention from the visitors. These were Nepenthes Hookeri,

N. distillatoria, N. ampullacea variegata, N. hybrida, N. hybrida

maculata, and N. Sedeni, the three latter hybrids raised in the

nursery of Messrs. Veiteh between N. distillatoria and a species

from Borneo. The other plants were Dieffenbachia Bausei,

Drac^na Baptisii, Chelsoni, Amabilis magnifica and imperialis

Hendersoni, and striatifolia ; Croton Weismauni, Youngi, and
undulatum; Aralia elegantissima and Veitchii ; Tillandsia

Zahnii, Abutilon Sellowianum marmoratum, Cypripedium Argus,

C. Dominianum, Ficus Parcelli, and Bpidendrum pseud-Epi-

dendrum. Dr. Moore had a hybrid Sarracenia raised between

S. flava and S. Drummondi. Its habit is the strong free growth

of S, flava, while it has the highly-coloured pitchers of Drum-
mondi. The flowers are yellow internally, and deeply stained

with red on the outside. "This is, we believe, the first instance

of hybridisation having been effected artificially between species

of Sarracenias ; and though it has been exhibited under the pro-

visional name of S. hybrida, it would only be proper that Dr.

Moore's name should be associated with it, and that it be hence-

forth known as X Sarracenia Moorei. Dr. Moore also brought

with him a good plant of Ouvirandra fenestralis, which appeared

to have travelled in excellent condition, also some plants of

Cepbalotus foUicnlaris, which appeared to attract much attention.

Mr. Auguste Van Geert, of Ghent, had a collection of new-

plants, consisting of Pandanus Van Geertii, Areca Dicksoai,

Kentia Fosteriana, Corypha australis var. ferruginea, and Coper-

nicia cerifera.

Mr. Linden, of Ghent, occupied a large space with a collection

of remarkable plants, among which we noted a splendid speci-

men of Dracaena gloriosa beautifully coloured, Phormium atro-

purpureum, Dieffenbachia Baumanni, Phormium Colensoi,

Artooarpus grandis, Dieffenbachia Parlatorei, Draca-na Beali -

Araucaria robusta glauca is a fine variety of excelsa, dense in

habit and with a glaucous bloom on the leaves ; Zamia Roezli,

Philodeudron parimense, and Phyllotffinium Lindeni. Mr. Lin-

den had a group of Acers, including A. palmatum roseo-dissec-

tum, palmatum sanguineum, atro-purpureum, reticulatum, and

crispum ; and also some choice Palms, of which Cocos elegant-

issima, the only plant in Europe of the species, was the most

attractive from its graceful habit and novelty.

M. L. Buchner, of Monaco, exhibited a fine lot of Araliacese,

to which he appears to devote especial attention. We remarked

Aralia dentata, trifoliata, pulchra, peltata, dactyhfoha, reticu-

lata, Sieboldi variegata, papyrifera, quercifolia, nymphiefolia,

digitata, mexicana, lucida, heteromorpha, parasitica, grana-

tensis, Thibautii, crassifolia, leptophylla, pentaphylla variegata,

Osyana, Shepherdii, Guilfoylii, Lindeni, ambomensis, and novie-

zelandia?.

A beautiful group of Crotons was shown by Prince Demidoff,

which occupied a large space in one of the pavihons, and we
could not but remark in examining these plants how much more
richly-coloured the leaves are than with us, due, no doubt, to tne

greater amount of light they receive in this southern chmate.

The centre of one of the pavilions was filled by a mass of well-

grown plants belonging to Marquis Torrigiani, of Florence.

This produced a very good effect, and contained some excellently-

grown Crotons, a Phcenicophorium sechellarum, Areca alba,

and numerous Draca-nas, Caladiums, Dieffeubachias, and Cypn-

pediums. en a
The centre of a corresponding pavilion to the former was niiea

by plants from the garden of the Marquis Corsi-Salviati ;
and

here we observed some that were remarkably well grown. Of

these the most striking were Anthurium regale, Angiopteris

evecta, Dieffenbachia gipantea, Areca Verschaffelti, Sphajrogyne

latifoUa, and Verschaffeltia splendida. In the same pavilion

the same nobleman had collections of Crotons, Dracaenas,

Marantas, and Orchids, which displayed meritorious cultiva-

tion. We especially remarked among the latter a good specimen

of the Foxbrush (Acrides Fieldingii). also Vanda suavis, Cat-

tleya amethystina, and C. elegans. Here also was a good speci-

men of Adiantum farleyense.

In this same pavilion Mr. WiUinck, of Amsterdam, had E,

very attractive specimen of Selaginella caesia arborea, a woB-

derifully strong-growing variety of this beautiful plant. It was

fi feet wide and 3 feet high, and glistening beautifully m rta

iridescent blue and green.

There were not many Orchids shown. With the exception of

a few Cattleva Mossi,T,"Vanda tricolor, and Cypripediums there

were few more than we have already noted in the collections.

Orchids do not seem to have much attraction for Itahan horti-

culturists, if we may judge by the limited number to be met

with here. i « , ^

Azalea indiea contributed the greatest amount of colour to

the Show, and these were supplied by Cavaliere Cesare Fran-

chetti, Conti Ugolino della Gherardesca, Marquis NicoloRudolfi,

and Prince Demidoff. .

Palms were in great abundance besides those mentionea m
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the liirge groups of line-ioHaged plauta, and to Mr. Alexis

Dallii're, of Ghent, the Eshihitiou is indebted for much assist-

ance in this respect. Mr. Dallirre had no less than forty speci-

men plants, some of them of large size, which must have been
conveyed at great cost from such a distance. Another good col-

lection came from M. Eiviire, Director of the Experimental
Garden of Hamma, in .Ugeria.

Cactaceu.' were well represented by a splendid collection of

large plants exhibited by Signer Emmanuale Fenzi, one of the
Secretaries of the Exhibition. It consisted of about a hundred
plants, all very well grown ; and there was also a good lot from
Signer Schepp, of Naples.

It was to be expected that Oranges and Lemons would be
shown, and these were arranged in the small garden outside the
building, where they served as a screen from the street. They
were mainly from the Boboli Garden, and there were some ex-

cellent specimens shown by Sig. Conti Fratelli, of whom we
have already spoken. Koses in pots appeared in large quantities,

bat there was nothing special in their cultivation to call for

remark, except that they would not have been considered of

great merit at any exhibition in England. There was a great

lack of what we call " finish " about them, though very well
bloomed.

In a large collection of variegated plants sent by the Munici-
pality of the City of Florence we saw nothing but what is already
in England. In a house adjoining this group was a fine speci-

men of Lepitozamia Peroiiskiauum, exhibited by Conti Angelo
e Niccola Papadopoli, of Venice.
In what may be called Florists' Flowers there was nothing

calling for particular attention, unless, from our English point
of view, to condemn them. Horticulturists in the south appear
to make no pretension to the cultivation of those plants, and the
best of them which were exhibited at this (jreat International
Show would have stood a poor chance of a prize at any local

country show in England. Pelargoniums and Scarlet Geraniums
were very poorly grown, and equally poorly shown. There
seems to be a great want of taste displayed in the training and
setting-up of plants for exhibition, and those objectors to the
excessive training and tying-in which is practised on the plants
exhibited at our shows in England, if they were to come here
would, wo think, be so scared by the opposite extreme that they
would gladly fall back upon the much-abused system of our
English florists. Pansies were shown in great force, and they
were shown well. These seem to be favourites among florists

here, for there was an amount of pains bestowed upon their
cultivation which we have never seen excelled, if even equalled,
by English gardeners. They were not the English prize sorts,

with round flowers and measured markings, but what we have
seen called the Belgian or Fancy varieties. They were in pots,
of coarse, and were strongly grown and carefully trained out,

forming fine bushy plants quite a foot or more in height, and
covered with bloom.
There were some good collections of herbaceous and alpine

plants, but we expected to have seen them in much better con-
dition and much more carefully set up than they were. From
the close proximity to the Appenines and the Alps we expected
to have seen something far better than we did see ; we expected
to see them more numerous, better specimens, and better cul-
tivated. There was nothing tidy in the way they were set up,
and many of them seemed as if they had recently been taken
from their native habitats and put into pots anyhow. We do
not wish to be hypercritical on an occasion like this, which is,

we believe, the first on which Italy since it became a united
kingdom has put forth so great an effort ; but we do think that
in a case of this kind, where the material for producing a great
attraction was so abundant and so close at hand, some trouble
might have been taken to show the rest of Europe Italian native
botany in a more attractive and satisfactory form.
The collections of Terrestrial Orchids was especially interest-

ing, and, to those who have few opportunities of seeing them,
very instructive, especially those from the Botanic Garden at
Pisa, shown by Professor Cai-vel.

FKDIT.

Considering the season at which this Exhibition has been
held it was not to have been expected that the collection would
be either extensive or attractive, and yet, notwithstanding this

disadvantage, there was a vei-y respectable show. We little

expected to have seen Grapes of 1873 in a state of such ex-
cellent preservation, and so good in flavour ; but there were,
not a bunch or two only as a curiosity of some particular
variety, but baskets full of various sorts, in such quantity as
to indicate that there was no difficulty in keeping this fruit till

the middle or even the end of May without the aid of water-
bottles or any such contrivance.

The only Italian collection of the fruits of temperate climates
was shown by Signer Carlo Gianelli, of Turin, and consisted of
twenty dishes of Apples, ten dishes of Pears, and thirteen
dishes of Grapes. The Apples were for the most part those

highly-coloured varieties which are cultivated in warmer
climates than ours, and some of which were certainly very
beautiful. They were remarkably well kept, and there was not
a shrivelled specimen among them. Some were glossy, as if

they had been varnished, but we did not find many tho flavour
of which had been preserved in such a degree as to render them
fit for use according to our judgment. The flesh was fine and
delicate, like that of the imported specimens of Newtown
Pippin. Among the finest that we tasted were Regina delle
Eeinette, or, as we would call it, Queen of the Reinettes. It is a
handsome fruit, rich yellow, and speckled with russet. The
flesh even at this late season is firm, crisp, very juicy, and very
finely flavoured. Reinette rossa pontata is also a very hand-
some fruit, somewhat Pearmain-shaped, of a tine deep red, and
beautifully dotted with large fawn-coloured dots ; the flavour of
this was also excellent. Reinette Rossa di Giaveno is also a very
pretty fruit, highly coloured, and speckled with russet dots ; the
flesh is firm, juicy, and richly flavoured. This and the Regina
delle Reinette were the best of the collection. There was another
which ought also to be specially mentioned on account of its

excellent keeping qualities. It was called Dette Losna owero del
Fulmine, and is flattish, even, and regular in its outline, with a
dull red all over it like that of Norfolk Beefing, striped with
darker red, and stained on some parts with yellow. The eye ia

large and closed, and it is altogether a characteristic fruit. The
flesh is very crisp and juicy, and the flavour has a perceptible
sweetness which predominates the acidity. The other varieties
were Calvilla rosa. Court pendu Chiodo; Verdoni di Fossano,
a small ovate and angular fruit, with very firm and rather sweet
flesh, and a long keeper; Calvilla rosso Sanguigno di Pinerolo,
Court pendu rave di Fossano, Calvilla rosso di Pinerolo, Reinette
di Spagna, Calvilla variegate. Court pendu dolce di SanBastiano,
Calvilla rosso tardive, Matano, Court pendu Aspro di Susa,
Apiola di Burianengo di Gasino, Rugino dolce, a handsome
Russet, but rather too sweet ; Reinette di Giachetta di Chio-
monte, Apiola piccola (The Lady Apple), Apiola nera, Gract; de
Pinerolo, Reinette Grenoble, Reinette de Spagna di SanBastiano,
Reinette Liscie di Giaveno, Reinette prata agrinsita, Mela Carlo
di finale lungo, which is a variety of Mela Carlo with a long
slender stalk.

There were ten dishes of Pears, but they did mot look so well
as the Apples, neither were they. The beat of all was one called
Santa Rosa, a variety somewhat resembling the Old Colmar ; it

was very deliciously flavoured. If one could be assured that it

would ripen as well in England as it does in Italy it would be a
valuable introduction, but that ia doubtful, and the probability
is that it would take rank with Dr. Bretonneau, Morel, and many
others, and instead of being eaten in the dessert would be con-
signed to the stewpan. The other varieties shown were the old
French variety Lansac, in excellent condition ; Martin Sec, not
at aU bad, though coarse ; Bergamotte Buffo, Visbourg di Gia-
veno, and St. Germain.
The most striking feature of this collection waa the Grapea,

fresh and excellent in flavour, though not very plump in the
berriea. The black varieties were Gambe di Pernice, which is

the best of all, and the richest in flavour; Nerano, also good,
though not so much so as the former; Salva villano, Uva
Grigia di Cumiana. The white varieties were Bianca Verdese,
firm, rich, and excellent ; this was so fresh that it might be con-
sidered a new fruit ; Verdese di Oliglio, and Verdese di Viarigi,
but none of these were equal to tho Bianca Verdese.
The mode employed by Sig. Gianella in preserving the Grapes

in this condition is to wrap the bunches when they are ripe in
sheets of paper, laying them in small cases, and packing them
in quicklime. It is a very simple process, and one well worth
ti-ying in England. There seemed to be no decay in any of the
bunchea, and we did not observe a single berry that was even
mouldy.
From Belgium there was a collection of Apples and Pears,

but they had siiffered severely by the journey, all of them being
more or less damaged. They were exhibited by M. .J. Capenck,
of Ghent, and consisted of varieties which are tolerably well
known in England

Australia furnished her contribution most creditably. A fine
collection of Apples was sent from the Horticultural Society of
Victoria, the beauty of the specimens rivalling the excellent
condition in which they arrived. Some, of course, were damaged
after so long a voyage, but the greater part of them were as
fresh as when gathered. Among them we oliserved some in-

correct nomenclature, but this was no doubt attributable to the
ticketa, which were not fixed to the fruit, being changed either
in unpacking or in setting-up. This is to be regretted, as it

would have added to the interest of the collection to have been
able to observe the effect which climate has upon our home
varieties. We detected some, hov.'ever, although they were in-
correctly labelled. One of the finest, if not the very finest,
Court-Pendu-Plat we have ever seen was named Newtown
Pippin, and the Newtown Pippin itself, sent by J. Smith it Sons,
where it was correctly named, was equally beautiful aa a speci-
men, excelling even those grown in America. The condition
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and flavour of this were iJerfection. Gooseberry Apple (not
Gooseberry Pippin as it was labelled) was in splendid preserva-
tion, and appeared as if it would keep for months to come

;

Scarlet Isoupareil, from Mr. Carson, had grown out of all
knowledge, and was a beautifol fruit. Some of the specimens
(f Mr. Cole were also very beautiful, as were those of Mr.
Charles Draper, of Hazel Glen.
Among other contributions from Australia were specimens of

fruit of the Jack, Artocarpus integrifolia, large and in fine con-
dition ; the Nutmeg, the Cashew-nut, and the Mango. These
were brought by Mr. Charles Moore, of the Botanic Garden,
who arrived by the overland mail on the day of opening the
Exhibition.
The fine collection of Oranges, Lemons, and Citrons from

Athens, exhibited by Professor Orphanides, and which we re-
ported upon at the Paris Exhibition of 1&67, and the St. Peters-
burgh ciiC of IfiGP, was shown hf re. We have not space to remark

upon the whole of the varieties individually, for there were forty-
two dishes in all ; they were, however, very fi.-:e, and added much
to the interest of the fruit department of the Show. Signer
Fratelli Conti, of Florence, had a fine collection of tnenty-two
varieties of Lemons, and it was interesting to observe how great
difference there was between them in size, thickness of flesh,
thinness of skin, and flavour. The finest of all is the Limone
di Firenze, a large handsome fruit, extremely succulent, and
very finely flavoured. It may seem strange to some of our
readers that we should speak of the flavour of Lemons, when to
them all Lemons appear to be alike in this respect ; but to taste
them in places where they are gathered fresh from the tree there
are many distinguishing characteristics which are to be noted
as there are among other fruits. Another fine fruit is a smaller
one, roundish oval, and with a very thin skin; it is called
Limoncello, and is a very fine variety, and the skin is so tbin
the fruit is translncent when held up between the eye and the

HfTEENAXIONAL HOKTJCULiritAL EXHnjmoN AT ILORENCE.

light. The Bergamots are not eaten, the acid being rough and
harsh. These are cultivated solely for the essence which is
drawn from the skin by distillation ; and this brings us to notice
a fine collection of thirty of these essences taken from different
plants, exhibited by Siernor Cesari Augusto Stefani, Sta. Maria
Novella, at Florence. Before leavingthis part of theExhibition
we must notice a good collection of artificial fruit, exhibited by
Signer Francesco Garnier-Valette, of Turin. These were ad-
mirable representations of the varieties, and not only were they
so in form and colour, but the weight of each was so regulated
as to correspond with that of the natural fruit. What struck us
most among these artificial fruits was the remarkably close
imitation of the Gooseberries to the natural varieties. Even
by a steady examiuatiou of them the eye might easily have
been deceived. The venation, the transparency, and the ap-
pearance of the seeds through the skin were admirably well
managed.
From the Munich garden there were some good fruit of forced

Strawberries and Raspberries.

\ EGET.vrXES.
Of vegetables there wag nothins; at all remarkable. The

Bavarian Horticultural Society of Munich sent a colleetion
nonsisting of Cabbage, Kohl Rabi, Cauliflower, Lettuce, En-
dive, Turnips, ('arrots. Radish, new Potatoes, Asparagus,
.Terusalem Artichokes, Mushrooms, and Cucumbers. If some
of our gardeners bad seen this collection they would have

turned up their noses at these productions. The Cauliflowers

were not as big as Drumhead Cabbages, nor the Cabbages
rivalling in dimensions the capacity of a bushel measure. The
Cucumbers were not 36 inches long, nor the Lettuce the size

of a Battersea Cabbage. The Carrots were not like Mangold
Warzel, and the Eohl Eabi was not larger than a good-sized

fist, and yet there was nothing but what any gentleman would
have desired to see on his table, well satisfied with the skill of

the gardener who produced them. We doubt very mnoh if it

is desirable to encourage the excessive cultivation of vegetables

which is becoming so prevalent in England. Large Cabbago
and Cauliflower, long Carrots and Cucumbers, big Potatoes,

and monstrous Lettuce may be all very well to look at and to

excite amazement, but who is there among us possessed of any
good taste at all would care to have such things on the table ?

STOKE KOCHFORD.
This fine seat of Christopher Tumor, Esi|., is situated close

to the Great North Road, and about fix miles from Grantham.
The mansion is a very handsome building erected by Mr. Burn,
the architect, in 18i5. It contains many fine rooms, bnt the

most important is the large library, from which a door opens

into the conservatory. The Tumours have for more than two

centuries been lords of the manor. Sir Edmund Tnmonr, the
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loyal and charitable, erected a mansion here about the year 1650.

This was pulled down, and another residence erected, partly

with the old materials, in the year 1704. This was superseded

by the present noble mansion. Within sight of the entrance

to the mansion, on rising ground, is an obeLi.sk CO feet high and

18 feet square at bottom, with the following inscription

—

In honour of

Sir. ISAAC NEWTON,

Who was born in Woolsthorpe, a neislibouiing liamlet, and acquired

tho first rndimenis of his education in the parish of Stoko. This obelisk

was erected by
Charles Tcrnor, A.M., F.E.S.

A.D. MDCCC3U.VII.

May the inhabitants of the surrounding district recollect with pride

that so great a philosopher drew bis lirst breath in the immediate noigh-

bourbood of this spot, and may such feelings be long perpetuated by thia

monument, which records the veneration of posterity fur the memoi7 of

that illustrious man.

Upon the mantlepiece of the room in which Newton was

born at Woolsthorpe is placed a marble tablet commemorativo
of the fact, beneath which are Pope's lines

—

'* Nature and Nature's laws lay hid in night

;

Ood said, ' Lot Newton bo
!

' and all was light."

Much might be written abont this great man, who first dis-

coTered the law of gravitation through observing an Apple

drop from a tree. In the library is a chair made from the

wood of the Apple tree which lirst led to the grand discovery

by Newton. However, I shall leave the mansion and turn to

the gardens and pleasure grounds, as it is of them that I wish

to detail a few particulars.

Adjoining the mansion there is a largo conservatory full of

FLOWER GARDEN, STOKZ EOCHFORD.*

fine plants. Amongst others I noticed fine plants of Cytisua

racemosus well covered with yellow flowers ; Brugmansia ean-

guiuea planted out in the borders, this is very conspicuous,

having fine dark trumpet-like flowers (this plant is one of the
largest in Englaud) ; Polygala latifolia, large bush; and some
noble plants of Dicksonia antarctica, the New Holland tree

Fern. Trained up the pillars were a number of large Fuchsias,
which have a very good effect when treated in this manner.
Bignonia Chirere, one of the finest climbers we have : this is

growing freely. There are also some fine pots of Aspidistra

lurida, a Chinese plant with handsome variegated leaves. In
the season there are many very fine plants of Azaleas intro-

duced here when they are in flower. Near the conservatory
are the flower gardens, which were planned by Nesfield. There
is a Box garden, and on the west side of the mansion is a

flower garden well filled with spring flowers ; in it there are

some very handsome variegated Holly trees, which add much
to the effect. By the sides of the principal walk are planted a
great number of very large standard Portugal Laurel trees like

real Orange trees. There is a very pretty Rose garden with
Box edgings round the beds, a croquet ground hidden with
Yew hedges, with the turf of faultless smoothness. In the
pleasure ground are some fine plants of the broad-leaved Holly

;

* From a photograph by Consins & Priest, London Boad, Grantham.

Pinus excelsa ; the lofty Bhotan Pine, good plant ; Picea Pin-

eapo, of dense growth and very healthy, Abies orientalis,

about 12 feet high, good healthy plant ; a weeping Tew grafted

on the common, very interesting and pretty ;
Pinus Lamberti-

ana, good ; fine trees of Cedar of Lebanon, and also of Cedrus

Deodara, or Indian Cedar, a noble plant : towering above

others Cnpressus virginiana, or Bed Cedar, from CO to 70 feet

high ; Thujopsis borealis, a fine compact variety ; Picea Nord-

manuiaaa ; P. nobilis ; Thujopsis glauea, very fine ; and a great

number of Irish Yews, some of them 20 feet high. In the

pleasure grounds, but hidden from the mansion, Mr. Dell has

built a pretty hardy fernery. It is under a glass roof. Stone

arches lead to it.
"^

The walls are hidden with stones of aU

shapes and sizes. There is no means of heating, so the Ferns

all are of a hardy nature, but in great variety : all is in good

taste and keeping. This must be a very pleasant retreat in a

hot summer day, and is no doubt much appreciated. The
pleasnre grounds, gardens, and walks were in excellent order,

and everywhere bore evidence of a liberal employer, and also

that Mr. Dell is a lover of his profession.

The kitchen garden is reached from the mansion through

the grounds and park, over a bridge on each side of which are

ponds of bright and clear water. At this point, in taking a

view of the surrounding scenery, one might fancy himself

in Wales or in Scotland and not in Lincolnshire, which i.s
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famed for flatness and fens. The scenery is of a very pretty
undulating character between the grounds and kitchen garden.
The pleasure grounds are not very extensive—about seven or
eight acres—but from the pleasing manner in which they are
laid out and planted cue would fancy they occupied a much
larger space of ground. The kitchen garden is rather dis-

appointing, hardly what might be expected from the style of
the mansion and the houses in the village, which ai'e models
of their kind. There is a stream of water which passes through
the kitchen garden, and by the side of this water Mr. Dell has
planted a quantity of Phormium tenax, or New Zealand Flax.
It seems at home and is growing freely ; it is very useful for

tying plants or fruit trees, being extremely strong and durable.
Among early crops I noticed a good breadth of WiUiam I. Pea,
which is spoken highly of for early work. As a Lettuce for

spring and winter use nothing is found equal to Hicks' Hardy
Cos. Strawberries are largely grown. President and Alice Maude
are the sorts depended upon for large supplies. Apricots on
walls promise to be a moderate crop. Apples, Pears, and Chenies
are showing well. The glass erections are very much scattered,

and although there is a good number of them they have not
such a neat nor imposing effect as they would have if they
were more compact. There is a number of Bolton's plant pro-
tectors made use of ; they are handy for Lettuce, Cauliflowers,

early Carrots, and also for hardening-off bedding plants. Great
numbers of plants are required for the flower gardens. Among
plants grown by the thousand are Golden Feather, Alter-

nantheras of sorts, Mesembryauthemum cordifohum varie-

gatum. Geraniums Lady Plymouth, Christine, Mrs. Pollock,
Triomphe de Stella, Bijou, and a new sort called Striking,
with a dark horseshoe leaf.

The first vinery we will name is a late house, 15 feet wide,
;>0 feet long, planted with AUcaute, Trebbiano, Eowood Muscat,
and Madrestield Court, aU showing well. The Vines in this

house are strong and promise some large bunches. The hot-
water pipes in this vinery are laid flat all over the surface of

the house, and are considered to answer better than when they
are all placed in front, as in many houses. The next is a span-
roofed house, 100 feet long by 18 feet wide, divided into three,

with a path down the middle. The first is used as a vinery
and planted with Lady Downe's and Alicante—these ai'e young
healthy Vines, giving every promise of splendid crops. In the
middle division are Cucumbers and Melons, Cucumbers on the
north side doing well, sort Telegraph ; these bear weU aU the
winter. They are planted out, but are only allowed about
4 inches of soU to grow in, by placing slates below the soil, so
that the roots cannot enter the bottom material. Stimulants
can always be given in the shape of rich surfacings. Melons
are grown on the south span on the same principle. After
they are set rich surfacing is made use of, and by this means
the fruit quickly attains a large size. At the end are AUcantes
again and young Vines of Muscats, all looking uncommonly
healthy. In front of this range is a frame, 100 feet long by
12 feet wide, in divisions, heated by hot water, used for striking
cuttings, growing-on young plants, forcing Kidney Beans,
Strawberries, &c. In all the houses there is a great quantity
of shelves for Strawberries, of which about two thousand are
forced every year. Alice Maude and Pi'esident are the two
most depended on for a supply.
Going from this range of glass towards Mr. Dell's bouse there

is another range. The first is a span-roofed greenhouse, in
which are some magnificent plants of Azaleas well-grown and
neatiy trained, Heaths, Camellias, and others. The nest is a
span-roofed stove, used in winter for forcing flowers to supply
the conservatory. In the back yard is placed a span-roofed green-
house, in which are numbers of useful plants such as young
Azaleas, Heaths, &c., and near to this is placed a small plant
stove, .\mong other useful plants there is Dracajua nobilis, a
small-growing variety with pretty red leaves ; Davallia Moore-
ana, a fine, large-growing new Fern ; .\splenium Belangeri,
and many others suitable for dinner-table decoration. There
are also frames for bedding plants, Strawberries, Potatoes,
Carrots, Eadishes, and such like.

In the gardens there is another range of glass, in which are
two Peach houses, each .50 feet long, with fine crops of fruit

;

also a Fig house, 25 feet long, with young bushes of Fig trees
planted in square boxes in front made of bricks ; a vinery,
;J0 feet by 10 wide, principally Black Prince and Black Ham-
burgh

; an early vinery, 25 feet ; another vinery, 30 feet by 10
wide, planted with Muscats, all showing well. Mr. Dell the
skilful gardener may well feel proud of such a well-kept place.
.\U was in good order, and characterised by great neatness

everywhere. There is abundant evidence everywhere that Mr.
Tumor takes great interest in the comfort of his servants and
dependants. Mr. Dell's pleasant house is a proof of it, well
situated, and commanding a good look-oat over the gardens.
This is as it ought to be, but in many places the gardener's
house is pLicedin any out-of-the-way corner.—J. Smith, Ezton
Park Gardens, Rutland.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Every gardener must have seen the flowers of a whole row

of the yellow Crocus cut off at one and the same time. Many
have maintained that it was done by a night frost, but we
always believed that it was the work of srAp.Kows at break of

d.ay, before the gardener was at work. This opinion is now con-
firmed, and the same devastation committed on other flowers

and by other birds is proved. Many communications on the
subject are published in Natun' from perfectly reliable wit-

nesses. One gentleman testifies to the sparrows destroying the
yellow Crocus, but he never noticed that they destroyed the
white or blue varieties. Others have seen sparrows and finches
similarly nip-ofi' the flowers of Primroses and Polyanthuses.

The Fruit and Flower Show of the Nokih of Ibeiand
HoKTicnLTDRAi SOCIETY, to bo held in August, ought to be
successful, for the prizes are offered to every class, from the
cottagers to the extensive growers of the rarest plants. We
will quote but two instances. The Lord-Lieutenant gives a
,i;lO cup for the best eight bunches of Grapes, and C. M'Garel,
Esq., £20 for a dessert of twelve kinds of fruits.

Skemons :s Stones.—Vfe have the following from an
American contemporary :—"A nut dropped by a squirrel fell

through the opening in the middle of an old millstone which
lay upon the ground, and, being thus protected, grew into a
thriving sapling that shot-up through the opening. In a few
years it had increased so that it filled the space and was firmly

wedged to the sides of the heavy stone. StiU it grew, and in

a few years more, little by little, it lifted the entire weight
clear from the earth, so that a man could sit beneath it. All

was done by atom after atom, borne by the sap to the growing
trunk. Think of this, my little man, puzzling over 'long
division ' in arithmetic ; little by little of thinking and work-
ing will take you through fractions, rule of three, and those

terrible problems at the end of the book, by-and-by ; but
be sure that the little by little is not neglected. And yon,
hardworking lad on the fai'm, or in the shops, look at Frank-
lin, Watts, Morse, Field, Lincoln, Grant, and thousands more
who have lifted the weight of circumstances that would hold
them down like millstones, and who have by their steady per-

severance risen above their fellows, easily bearing their bur-

dens ; and ' keep pegging away.' "

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
The planting of all properly-prepared bedding stock may now

be proceeded with under favourable circumstances. Begin
with Calceolarias, Verbenas, Scarlet Geraniums, &c., leaving
Heliotropes, Lantanas, Anagallis, and such things as are injured
by frost until the planting of the hardy kinds is completed.
If the arrangement is on grass, warm colours, as scarlet, purple,
orange, and their shades should prevail ; but on gravel, which
is a warm colour, the cold colours, as blue, yellow, and
white, which for gardening purposes take the place of green,
would have to be placed in the beds containing warm colours,

and vice versa. Colours thus arranged will have a far more
imposing appearance than when thrown together at random.
Hence each colour has its contrasting one close by, as scarlet

and white, purple and yeUow, orange and blue, and so on of

their different shades ; and while they mutually enhance the
briDiancy of each other, the group, as a whole, is far more im-
posing than it could be under an indiscriminate mixture.
In the planting of plants in groups there are three things

which deserve particular notice. First, to place all the plants

with their tops pointing to the north; secondly, to plant all

strong-growing plants very shallow—that is, with the ball Httle

more than covered with soil ; and thirdly, to plant weak-growing
plants deep, so as to make them grow luxuriantly.
These rules, simple as they are, are of considerable importance,

for if plants are not placed with their tops to the north the
points of the shoots when pegged-down vriU not assume an erect

position J while if luxuriant plants are planted deeply they grow
still more luxuriantly and Hower but Uttle ; and if delicate-

growing plants are not placed deeply the roots get parched-up
and they quickly perish.
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After the plants are put in the beds should receive a thorough

soaking of pond water, so as to make the soil almost like a

puddle, and then the following day be hoed' and raked over, bo

as to leave the surface loose. The plants may then be pegged-

down, and will require little more attention unless the weather

is very dry.
Eecently-transplanted shrubs and trees must be carefully at-

tended to with water until they get fairly established. It is fre-

quently the case, however, that too much water is given at the

loot, thereby souring the soU and rendering it uncongenial to

the young rootlets and the after-growth of the plants. The soil

should be kept moist, but not to saturation, and the plants as

soon as the weather gets warmer might be watered overhead with

the engine on the evenings of bright days, which will be of vastly

more service in repairing the loss sustained by evaporation than

if given in excess to the soil while there is a deficiency of active

rootlets to absorb it. Where Roses are infested with the grub it

will be necessary to go over the plants frequently to destroy the

pest. Green fly is also very troublesome at this season; a good

washing with the garden engine on two or three successive

evenings will greatly assist in getting rid of this destructive

pest, but this must be done after all danger of frost is over.

Persevere in the destruction of insects on fruit trees, in order to

afford the young shoots a fair chance of making healthy growth

;

also proceed with disbudding and stopping gross shoots. Look
after the caterpillars on the Gooseberry trees ; the quickest way
of getting rid of this pest is to give the trees a heavy washing
with the garden engine, throwing the water against the under

sides of the leaves, which will wash off the caterpillars, and
they are readily killed on the ground by means of an iron rake.

Every spare half hour may now be profitably employed in

killing weeds and stirring the ground among growing crops.

Vegetation, which has been so long checked by cold north-easterly

winds, is now beginning to make rapid progress, and weeds, like

other things, grow apace; they therefore require sharp looking

after in order, if possible, to prevent them from flowering and
seeding. Planting in the kitchen garden should now be done in

drills. In this way the plants are more effectually watered,

and the first hoeing, by filling-in the drills, acts as a slight earth-

ing-up.
JBromplon SfocT;s.—Two sowings of these should be made, the

first about the middle of May, and the second about the 21st of

June. Sow in beds of rich sandy loam in an open situation

;

and about the end of August, if the weather is moist, or in the

beginning of September, transplant them into a border, placing

five in a patch; at the same time pot-off a store to be kept in a

frame over the winter for planting- out in spring. Use 6-inch

pots for the purpose, which should be filled with good loam
mixed with a little rotten dung. The more airy the situation

is, and the drier the plants are kept in dull weather the better

they will succeed. Plants that survive the winter in the

borders are always finest, but those kept in pots are well

worth the trouble. Seed three or four years old is better and
more likely to produce double bloom than that of one year old.

Tender Roses that have suffered from the effects of the past

winter will now require to be pruned. Standards would like-

wise be much improved by giving them a good soaking with dung
water, it is best applied in cloudy weather. Such herbaceous
plants as Pc-eonias, &c., that soon come into bloom should be tied-

up. Divide and transplant Hepaticas, and strong-growing plants

of Double Scarlet Lychnis, or take some cuttings close to the
root and plant them in a mild frame-heat in small pots, these

will soon strike root and be fit for planting-out in the borders.

Harden-off carefully tender annuals and other plants, and con-

tinue potting-off annuals and struck cuttings as they require it,

putting-in scarce sorts for stores. If cuttings of choice rock
plants, such as Phlox setacea, nivalis, subulata, verna, pro-

cumbens, and amcena, with Saponaria ocymoides, Onosma tau-

ricum, Alyssum saxatile, Iberis sempervirens, ttc, are put into

prepared cutting-pots in sand and placed in a mild frame-heat
and treated as Verbena cuttings, they will soon strike root and
be fit for planting-out or potting-off as may be required.

If green fly appear on Carnations dust them with Scotch
snuff, or brush-off with a camel-hair pencil. Put all the sticks

in the pots, and attach stems that are beginning to spindle. Con-
tinue to put in the side shoots of Pansies as cuttings. Dahlias
may in some situations be put out, sheltering them during the
night for the first ten days.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
A WHITER in one of the daily papers has something to say

abont the " cold week in May," and seems to imply that as a

usual thing the temperature is much lower than one would be
led to expect from the increasing height of the sun in this

month. We have certainly had two extremely cold weeks—frost

almost every night. Acres of early Peas in blossom have been
ploughed-up in Essex, to the heavy loss of the growers. The
weather has tested the comparative hardiness of the different

sorts of Peas. Taber's Early Perfection (the best stock of Sang-

ster's No. 1) is uninjured, while Laxton's Alpha has suffered.

Carter's Blue Peter and Laxton's William I. were not so much
exposed as Alpha, and they are not materially injured. Potatoes

in exposed positions, or wherever they were not thoroughly shel-

tered from the east winds, are blackened. Under a wall facing

west we have Myatt's Prolific and Veitch's Ashleaf ; not a leaf

is injured. On south borders the Potato ia slightly injured.

KITCHEN G-UIDEN.

Recently allusion was made to planting Cauliflower plants out

of boxes. On Thursday the wind changed, and by Friday morn-

ing had worked round to the west ; this gave us a chance to get

the plants out into drills, planting carefully, and saving all tho

roots during removal. Have also been sticking successional

crops of Peas. We must always cover with Pea-protectors. A
useful appliance is now made of galvanised wire netting for this

purpose. The netting is bent in the form of a half-circle, and is

sold in lengths of 3 feet at the moderate price of 9.s. per dozen.

Where sparrows are plentiful no garden should be without these

protectors. With care they will last for the best part of a life-

time. When the Pea plant reaches the top of the protectors it

will be time to remove them, and if the sticks are put to the Peas

at once the birds seldom attack them, at least to an injurious

extent. v 4 ii.We have been cutting a good supply of Asparagus, but the

quality is indifferent. Though the frost has not been severe

enough to kill the young heads, it has seriously impaired their

quaUty. With genial weather and a warm shower it would be

all right. Planted out a few rows of Celery. Early planted, this

has a tendency to run to seed in the autumn, but this may be

prevented by managing the plants well. They must receive no

check, which they often do when sown in boxes in a hotbed,

and then removed to a cold frame or hand-light without being

careful to do it in warm weather, and also not keeping the

lights close for a few days. Scarlet Runners had come through

the ground, and the plants would undoubtedly have been killed

if small pots had not been placed over each. Some new sorts of

Potatoes were saved in the same way. It is easy to do a hundred

or two plants, when a whole quarter must be left to take their

chance ; but the advantage of being able to dig Potatoes a fort-

night earlier from the plants protected will well repay any extra

trouble required.

PEUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.

Pineries.—The first fruit, a Queen, was ready to cut last week.

In the house started in January it has not been necessary

during the last few weeks to shade the plants in the fruiting

house, but it is needful when the weather is hot and scorching,

as fruit that is ripe or ripening is readily injured by the sun. If

only a few plants require to be shaded, the best way is to place

a newspaper over them, not close on the crown of the plant, but

raised above it. Should it be necessary to shade the whole, this

is best done by a blind fixed on a roller outside ; it should only

be used during hot sunshine, and not before 10 a.m., nor after

3 p >i. There is not much required in these houses at present,

except to see that the fruit is ripened-off with a good flavour.

By the time the fruit is ripe the plants ought to be rather dry at

the roots, and no more water is required until the fruit is cut.

It ought not to be left in the fruiting house after it is ripe ;
the

most convenient way is to cut it with a good stalk, and hang it

up in a cool fruit room. Newly-potted suckers must be kept

growing freely.

Cucumber and Melon Souses.—The only way fo have plenty

of crisp young Cucumbers is to keep the plants in healthy

growth ; and to do this, if the same plants are continued m
bearing all the year round, fresh mould must be occasionally

placed to the roots. This is done by forking away the surface

soil, but not to injure the roots to a great extent ; the surface is

then dressed with a compost of turfy loam and rotted manure

in equal parts. The best Cucumbers are obtained if the plants

are not more than six months old. A great depth of soil is not

necessary for them ; 20 inches is quite deep enough. Plenty of

drainage underneath is also of much importance; it drains the

bed and prevents overwatering. Melons are approaching the

ripening stage. As the plants are trained to a treUis overhead

it has been necessary to secure the fruit from falling by fasten-

ing square boards, with a hole at each corner, under the fruit.

Without this precaution the fruit would drop on the surface of

the bed and be injured. Red spider should be thoroughly dis-

lodged from the plants, as it seems to spread more rapidly on

the Melon than it does on anv other plant ; leaves and frmt are

alike over-run as by magic. The fruit is improved in flavour by

being cut and laid on the shelves in the fruit-room for a few

days before using it. We also examine the bed a week or ten

days before the fruit is hkely to be ripe, and should it be dry,

give sufficient water to moisten it to its entire depth ; no more

water wiU be required after this.

Orchard House.—A good deal of work is required here at this

time, especially if, as is the case with us, a series of shelves are

fiUed with Strawberries. In the first place, all the plants re-

quire plenty of water at the roots and syringing twice daily.

The shoots on Peach and Nectarine trees require stopping. Ail
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the trees cannot be done at once ; it is therefore necessary to go
over them, if possible, twice a-week, thinuiug-out the fruit at

the same time. The younj; wood, or rather the young growths
of this season, are often crowded too closely together ; these
must be thinned-out. No one who does not take much personal
interest in the trees ever can do such work in a satisfactory
manner, as close observation is necessary to success.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
These structures are now in great beauty, the principal dis-

play being obtained from Azaleas and Pelargoniums. The first

named are, perhaps, the most useful class of hardwooded plants
we have, and within the last few years very many esceedingly
fine varieties have been added to the list. They are still

shown at the exhibitions in the metropoUs, but the gloiy has
departed. The magnificent specimens that were the great at-

traction at the early shows in June are not seen now, the plants
are small but well flowered, and some of the newer sorts that
have been exhibited this year are more brilliant in colour than
we remember to have seen in previous years. The Azalea is

also better adapted for forcing than any other plant of the same
character. This renders it doubly valuable, as a continuous
display can be kept-up from January until July ; early in that
month the latest-flowering sorts will be at their best. As soon
as the plants go out of flower the seed-pods must be picked off,

and the plants placed in a hothouse to make their young wood.
The house may be as warm as a Pine house, it will answer all

the better. Plenty of atmospheric moisture is essential, and
the plants should be syringed at least twice a-day. Fresh roots
are freely produced at this time, and the plants may be re-

potted with advantage. Sometimes it is necessary to repot the
plants into the same sized pots as those in which they had
been growing. It will not harm them in the least to take a
chopper and cut an inch or two of the mass of fibrous roots
from the ball all round. Those who are fond of scented flowers
in their greenhouses should grow the Perpetual-flowering Car-
nations. We are never without them, and they are so varied in
colour—white, flesh, pink, yellow, flaked red and rose, crimson,
scarlet, &c. The plants that are gi-own-on for winter flowering
will presently be turned out of doors, where they will remain
until September.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The largest proportion of the bedding plants are put out. Of

course they are well inured to cold, and are such that a few
degrees of frost will not hurt—that is, if it is not a frosty wind

;

and, furthermore, our plants are well sheltered from the north-
east, which makes a difference. We have planted Ageratum,
Calceolaria, Zonal Pelargoniums, the scarlet and variegated
section ; Lobelias, and any other hardy sorts. Heliotrope,
Iresine, Coleus, Alternanthera, and anythiug in the way of
plants that two or three degrees of frost would injure, will not be
planted-out for a week or ten days. For edging lines to small
beds Mr. W. Paul's white Zonal with white-variegated leaves,
Avalanche, is exceedingly pretty if associated with the dwarf
blue Lobelia pumila. Some of the new Verbenas are also likely
to be useful in the flower garden. Blue Boy is the nearest
approach to Purple King in profusion of flowers, and the colour
is very pretty.
Roses are making a very healthy gi'owth and are almost free

from aphis, which is to be wondered at with such drying winds
as we have had

;
perhaps the frost at night has, had some check

upon them. It has been necessary to go over some of the bushes
to thin-out the growths, so that the centre of the plant may be
open sufficiently to allow a free circulation of air. Gladiolus
are making very strong growths and are not checked by the
frosts. Some seedlings that were planted-out in March, after
having started into growth, were subjected to 13" of frost with
wind, and though the outer leaves were injured they started
afresh and are now growing freely. Placing sticks to Carna-
tions, Picotees, Phloxes, Delphiniums, Liliuma, &c. Planted-out
Stocks and Asters in beds and lines.—J. Douglas.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
W. Knight, Hailsham, Susses.

—

Descriptive Catalogue of
Hoses, GrraiiJnms, Ft(chsias, -I:r.

Louis Van Houtte, Koyal Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.

—

Cata-
logue of Stove, G-reenhotise Pla)its, d-c; also a Supplement to

Mardy Percnyiials, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs,
J, Linden, Ghent, Belgium.

—

Catalogue of Stove and Green-
house Plants, Orchids, Palms, Ferns, New and Mare Plants, So.

TO CORRESPONDENTS
*,* It 13 particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privatebj to either of the Editors of this Journal.

All correspondence should be directed either to " The
Editors," or to *' The Publisher." Great delay often arises

when this rule is departed from.
Correspondents should not mis up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. All articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only.

Books {F. B. H.).—There can be no cheap book with portraits of our wild
flowers and Grasses. The drawing, engraving, and colouring are costly and
voluminous. Dr. Hooker's " Student's Manual of the British Flura" contains
all you require except the plates. {Berkshire Tyro).—Our manual, ''Fruit
Garden for the Many." You can have it free by post if you enclose live postage
stamps with your address. (J. F, N.).—" Kitchen Gardening? for the Many"
contains all that is needed about Aspai'agus culture. You can have it aa
directed to the previous querist.

Plums Dropping ( IT. Bristoiv).—We fear the young wood was not fully

ripened last year. If, as you suspect, the dry weather is the cause, pour aa
abundamse of water into a semicircular trench 3 feet from the stem.

Flower-bed Arrangemest IF. J. T.)—Selecting from the varieties you
enumerate, we would not use the two Geraniums as you propose in the bed
that is 24 feet by lu feet, but would plant along the centre a mass of yellow
Calceolaria Aurea floribunda 2 feet wide, surrounding it with a band half its

width of Coleus Verschaffelti, with Lobelia pumila grandiflora next, followed

by Master Christine Geranium, eDcIosing the whole with an edging of Eche-
veria glauca; or, if you think the Lobelia of too dwarf a habit to prove
effective behind the Geranium, transpose the arrangement by using the
Lobeiia for an edging, formiug a little ramp close behind and inside it, on the
faie of which plant the Echeveria. This will impart a novel and pleasing

effect hy slightly raising the body or major port of the bed above the blue

edging; then make a broad handsome band of Coleus nest the Echeveria,

with another of the yellow Calceolaria enclosing a centre of the pink Gera-
nium Master Christine.

Covering Stable Manure vain Eaeth (J. Shand).—It absorbs and
retains the ammonia and some other of the fertilising gases emitted by the
manure during its decomposition. In other words, it prevents waste, but

nothing is created. If the earth is finally thoronghly mixed with the decom-
posed manure, of course then the whole would be alike ; but if the decomposed
manure were nsed separately, it would be found that a ton of it would be
more fertilising than a ton of the earth.

Erythrina glauca {H. G.).—We know we are correct. It is the Bois
Immortel of some of the West India Islands. A plant 20 feet h,igh is a tree,

not a shrub.

Maranta zebrina Seed Saving—Caladiums (A Reader).—The Maranta
will need to be kept rather drier them if you did not want seed, the flowers

being artificially impregnated by taking the pollen of the stamens and apply-

ing it to the stigmas. lu the sams way you will have to proceed with Cala-

diump, taking the pollen from plants you wish to operate with, and applying

it to the pistils of those intended to produce seed. The plants will need to

have a rather drier atmosphere when operated upon, and also when the seed

is ripening, as too much moisture at either period is apt to render the pollen

ineffective in one case and to rot the seeds in the other. iVhen ripe the seeds

may be kept in sand in the stove, and sown then or in February, keeping
moist up to that time

;
place in a good bottom heat, and cover with a close

frame, or hand or bell-glass, removing it when the seedlings are well up.

Equal parts of loam, sandy peat, and sand answer for sowing the seeds, which
should be covered with fine soil. Pot-off the seedlings when they are large

enough to handle, and grow them in brisk moist heat.

Plants Diseased (F. W.).—The dots on the leaves of the Achillea is a
fuugus, probably Pucciuia glomerata. There is no insect on the Nectarine

leaves ; they are blistered by stagnation of sap from cold. Blistering is common
to the Peach and Nectaiiue out of doort?, and there is no remedy but to keep

the trees warmer. The worst of the leaves should be picked off by degrtes,

and as the weather becomes warmer the new growth will have perfect leaves.

On the leaves of Arabis there is no insect, but a fungus—we think Erisiphe

depressa, which will be overcome by a dusting with quicklime.

Azaleas in Winter {A Constant Subscriber).—They grow in winter in

consequence of their growth not being completed in the previous year imd the

wood being badly ripened. Moisture in winter would not make them grow unless

accompanied by warmth, and that would only cause the development of the

flowers or shoots formed in the previous season. If the bloom buds are de-

fectively formed fresh growths are made very early in the year, and the plants

usually flower flnely another year.

Chestnut Variety (Sydenham).—The leaf of Chestnut sent us is the

Silver-leaved Horse Chestnut (,EsculusHippocastanumfoliisargenteis). The
Chestnut cannot be propagated from cuttings. The only ehgible mode of

propagation is by grafting on stocks of the common kind, or budding in July.

Transplanting Prince's Feather and Love-lies-bleeding [S. B.).—

They do not transplant well, but you may succeed if you take them up whilst

young, preserving some so'il about the roots, and watering after planting.

Thin-out the plants if you wish for good specimens. They do little good

when crowded.

Vines—Asparagus—HEPATiaAS—Pot Roses—GRAFrrNG (E. P. B.).—
The shoots of the Vines not showing fruit should be stopped at the joint

where the first temlril is situated, or at the sixth leaf; in other respects they

are to be treated the same as those showiug fruit, which you will stop one

joint beyond the bunch. To fill up blanks in an old Asparagus bed the plants

may be lifted now with the roots entire, and soil along with them, covering

the crown, or part whence the shoots arise, 3 inches deep. With a good watering

at p'lauting the plants will receive but a slight check. From now to the

middle of June is the best time to perform this kmd of transplanting; but

the plants must be liffed and planted with balls of soil. Hepaticas in small

pots from a nursery should be planted out in good, rich, light soil in the

border wbere they are to remain. A border partially shaded is most suitable.

Pot Roses done flowering should be placed outdoors iu a sheltered position,

not pruned until autumn, and during summer duly supplied with water.

Before placing outdoors they should, if forced, be hardened off. It is now too

late to Kraft most kinds of trees ; but any that have not begun to gro-v, and
for which inactive scions are secured, may be operated upon successfully after

April.

Pruning Wall Pear Trees {Sjihgcribn-j.—The trees have been badly

raauaged for the last few years. Wo advi-^o you now to cut the young wood
back to three or four leaves, and where it is too much crowded thin the

nhoots out. In winter cut the most prominent spurs well back; these will

not yield Iruit the foUowiug season, btit with summer pruning they will bear

well the next year. The becond winter a few moro of the spurs may be
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shortened bBck, and in tliis way you will, in the course of four years, get the
trees into f,Mod shape. Nearly all the back volumes give directions for

managing fruit trees.

Strawbeiuues for Light Soil (Mc?».\—Keens' Seedling, President, Sir

Charles N^iiier, Premier, La Constante, and Frogmore Late Pine. Trench
the ground as deeply as you can if you cannot get down 2 feet. Add plenty
of farniyoi'd manure at the same time. See vohime xxi.,page 8i,new series.

ViNERV Management [A Niw ice).—Figs do bettor under the shado of

Vines than any other fruit tree; if yon have room plant Bourjassotte Griso
and Brown Turkey Fig-i. Want of water at the roots would cause the Figs to

drop. Thin the growths out if they are crowded, and should any Rross shoots
take the lead pinch their points out. If the Vine shoots are crowded thin
them out ; those that remain and show for fruit should bo stopped two loaves
beyond the bnnch. The shoot enclosed would not have had any bunches on
it this year ; all that have not shown fruit now will not show this season.

Pinching Fruit Tree Shoots (Mem).—If you do not wish the trees to

increase in size, pinch or cut back the young growths to four or five leaves in

June. If you wish the trees to increase in size quickly, only pinch the points
out at that time. That would be the treatment for jiyramids. For espaliers
train the leading growths along the wu-es, and cut the eide shoots back to

three or four leaves. We cannot say what it is that is barking the old wood;
watch at night with a lamp. It soems to be done by mice.

Figs in Pots (A Constant Ri-adtr).—It is of no use trying to grow Figs
as standards in the open air. They will succeed in the orchard house grown
in pots. They require a rich compost. Turfy loam four parts, one part rotted

manure, and some crushed bones mixed with the compost are the best mate-
rial for them to grow in. About the end of -Tune, when the trees are rooting
freely, the surface of tho pots should ho dressed with loam and manure in

equal pai-ts. The leading growths should he stopped at the fourth or 0fth
leaf. Syringe freely, aud shut up tlie house early in the afternoon. It is not
necessary to use very large pots. We have gathered excellent Figs from trees
in 9 and 10-inch pots.

BosES Injured by Insects {W. Snrik).—They are a species of weevil,

Otiorhynchus ovatus. Your only remedy is to spread a white cloth beneath the
tree on the wall; go at night wiion they are oirt feeding, and brush the tree

with a hand broom. The marauders will fall on tho cloth, and this repeated
on two or three following nights will subdue them.

Tomato Culture {R. G. M.).—The shoots should be thinned when they
crowd each other, and if they show fruit plentifully no stopping need be
resorted to. If the growths are gross, and the fruit or show for fruit dis-

tant, stop at the thii'd or fourth joiut, and to ensure the swelling of tho fruit

stop at the joint beyond the cluster, but not if fruit is there showing, as it is

evident the plants are in a good bearing state, no stopping being required to
induce fruitful growths. It is well to remove most of the large leavee, but do
not make too gi'eat a clearance at once. Go over the plants frequently, stop-
ping, thinning the shoots, and removing any large leaves which shade tho
fruit too much. There is no limit to the fruit that ought to be left on a plant,
b\it a cluster of three may ripen in every square foot of surface ; thinning
«h,iuld be confined to the small fruit, leaving the finest to ripen, say, three ou
each cluster. Water abundantly and with liquid manure in dry weather. The
question of Cucumber-thinning is a difficult one, as so much depends on the
vigour of the plants and pxteut uf surface allowed to each plant ; but asyou say
" ripen " we presume you want them for seed, and for that you will not require
more than half a dozen fruit per plant, but if to cut when fit you may allow
one fruit to every square foot of surface every ten days or a fortnight conse-
cutively throughout the season.

Select Dahlias (T. C.).—The following are good and not expensive. I

Shoiv.—Alexander Cramond, Andrew Dodds, Chairman, Charles Eaukhouse,
Charlotte Dorling, Criterion. Fla-,' of Truce, High Sheriff, James Cocker, Juhn
Standish, Kate Haelam, Leah, Lord Derby, Lord Palmerston, Maid of Essex,
Mrs. Henshaw, No Plus Ultra, Sam Naylor, Toisin d'Or, and Umpire.
Fancy.—Chameleon, Dolly Varclen, Ebor, Fanny Sturt, Flossie Williams,
Marquis of Lome, Negress, Pauline, Queen Mab, SamBartlett, Sparkler, and
Viceroy, You may obtain them through any of the florists who adveitise in
our columns. You will find full directions for culture in " Florists' Flowers,''
which you can have free by post from our oflice for 4hd.

Rose Leaves Brown-blotched (E. S. Turner).—Deficient supply of sap
is the cause. Water the roots plentifully and once a-week with vejy weak
liquid manure. Muloh the surface over the roots, and keep ou the mulching
all the summer.

Names of Plants (N. W.).—The Summer Snowflake, Leucojura iestivum.
(JIf.).—We cannot name plants from leaves only, and much less are we able
from a piece of a leaf. {Constant Rentier).—Viburnum Lantana. {Lifnt.-

CqI. W.).—Not in flower; perhaps Prunus virginiana. {Scar.).—Melica
uniflora. (J. Morgan d- Son).—A sight of the flower is absolutely neceasaiy.
(Jlfac).—1, Raxifra:-;a hypnoides var. ; 2, Claytonia sibirica; 3, Valerianella
olitoria; 4,Saxifragarotunfiifolia; 5, Phlox subulata; 6,Sendagain. {W.T.).
^Lonicera alpigena. {0. M.).—2 is a Bouvardia, but you must send better
specimens if you want names.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEOIT GHROMOLE.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 3.

THE PLDMAGE.
"Wits the hen there may be three kinds of feathers <lifl-

tingnished—1, the large feiithers ou the wings for iiying, and
on the rump to form the tail ; 2, the middle-sized feathers,
which cover over the large feathers and are also fonnd on the
wing and rump ; 3, the small feathers which cover the neck, the
back, the sides, the throat, the shoulders, and a part of the
wings. They are all of various sizes and forms in each of the
three kinds of feathers. They are always in layers com-
pactly covering those beneath them like tiles. "We shall de-
signate them by the name nf the places they occupy, or the
position they hold, and will refer to the engravings to render
them easy to recognise {Jujs. 6, 7, 8, and 9). The letters of

reference correspond with those of the four engravings, bo that

if one explanation is hardly clear, it helps and is helped by the
other.

A, The upper feathers of the head are very small in those
fowls not tufted. They surround the skull.

13, The underneath feathers of the head are almost like

bristles. They cover the cheeks in the space which separates
the wattles.

c. The upper feathers and those at the back of the neck are
short and lengthening lower down, forming what is called the
hackle. They become longer between the shoulders, where they
cover the beginning of those ou the back and the commeuDement
of the wings.

D, The front feathers of the neck extend from the top of the
neck to the breast, and over the large feathers.

E, The feathers of the back forming a layer about Om. 10.

These feathers of the same nature as those of the neck but a
little larger and form the saddle.

F, The feathers of the breast cover the entire length of the
two breast muscles, extending beyond the breastbone ou each
side and uniting at its end. The whole forma what is termed
the breast. These feathers conjointly with the feathers of the
loins overlap those of the sides.

G, The feathers ou the sides cover the loins, taking-in the
back as far as the rump, which they go beyond and cover tho
lower part of the feathers of the tail. They also cover the com-
mencement of the feathers of the flanks, thighs, and abdomen.

H, The feathers of the flanks are light and fluffy. They cover
the upper part of the thigh feathers and slip under those of the
breast.

I, The feathers of the abdomen cover and envelope all this

part from the end of the breast to the rump. These feathers
are generally fluffy, of a silky nature, and spread-out in a tuft.

J, The outside feathers of the thigh cover those of the ab-
domen and leg.

K, The inside feathers of the thigh are flattened and of a silky

nature.
L, The outside and inside feathers of the leg stop at the heel,

or in some varieties they proceed lower and form what are
called rufiies or vultured hocks.

sr. The feathers of the feet or sole are long, short, or entirely

absent in the different varieties. These feathers are aloug the
shank in either one or several rows. They are always on the
outside part.

N, The feathers of the toes appear on the outsides.

0, The middle tail feathers envelope the rump, and cover the
bases of the large feathers of the tail.

p, The large tail feathers are in a regular line of seven ou
each side of the rump, and form the tail.

Q, The outside feathers of the shoulder cover a part of tho
other feathers of the wing. They form the shoulder.

R, The inside feathers of the shoulder are smaU, thin, and
slender.

s. The large feathers of the pinion form, when the wing is

opened, a large arched surface, and are of differeut sizes. These
feathers grow out of the under side of the pinion. They are
partly covered by

T, The small outside feathers of the pinion. These feathers

are of different sizes. They come on all the outside surface

from the shoulder to the pinion. They begin quite small ou
the outside edge, and finish a medium size on the under edge.

u. The inside feathers of the pinion are close, middle-sized,

and small, covering the bases of the large feathers of the pinion.

V, The large flight- feathers or feathers of the hand are large

and strong, and are of most use to the bird in locomotion. They
begin at the under edge of that which is called the tip of the
wing.

X, The outside flight-feathers cover the large ones, they are
stiff and well flattened on the others.

Y, The inside flight-feathers are some small and others

medium-sized, cover the bases of the flight-feathers.

z, An appendix called the pommel of the wing which re-

presents the fingered part. It is at the joint of the pinion, and
has some middle-sized feathers of the same description as the
large pinion-feathers, and have some small ones to cover them.
These feathers assist iu the flight.

When the whole wing is folded, almost all the feathers are

hidden by the large feathers of the pinion and middle external

feathers. The classification of the feathers of the cock are the
same as those of the hen, but the forms of some of them are dif-

ferent. With the cock the feathers which form the hackle are

fine, fine-pointed, lengthened, displayed like a mane on the
shoulders, and covering a part of the breast and the feathers

behind the neck. Those of the back are very much of the
same forms as in the hen. Those of the loins are also similar,

but become larger as they approach the rump, hiding the
abdomen and covering the thighs with pendant, long-pointed
feathers. The middle feathers of the wing-ooverts, without
being pointed, participate of this nature. The middle feathers

covering the tail change completely in form and size, being in

the cock larger. They are of ilifferent proportions, and have all
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a, semicircular and drooping form. The two largest are called

the great sickles, the others are called middle and small sickles.

There are different groups of feathers, of which the following
is a description :

—

Topknot or Crest.—A considerable tuft of feathers either
pointed or rounded, either straight or drooping, placed on the

top of the skull, and difiering in an-angement according to the
breed.
HiLf Topknot.—Composed of the same kind of feathers, but

less than the full topknot.
Tuft.—A little tuft of short feathers, firm, straight, or a little

drooping, occupying the same place.

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Whiskers.—Tofts of small feathers pointed or rounded,
generally turned up, which surround the cheek.
Cravat or Crop.—Tuft of feathers more or less long and

drooping, which commences beneath the beak and descends
more or less the length of the neck.
Collar.—A tuft of feathers turned up, encircling the vheeks

and re-uniting underneath the beak.
A variety of colours and patterns belong to each race, and are

increased by combinations in crossings. However, with patience
we may easily have an idea of the plumage of each variety, by
examining separately a feather from each part of the body. We
never find, it is true, a feather identically similar in its details
to that which has been taken as a model, forasmuch as Nature
never makes two objects exactly alike, but we may find in

Fig. 9.

feathers of the same part an analogy which constitutes on the
whole a regularity, a pleasing conformity. We shall give in its

proper place a drawing of the feather which characterises each
part, and that will serve more clearly to identify the appear-

ance of each variety.

HTLRID OB MULE BIKDS.
The subject of mule or hybrid breeding is one of great interest

to the fancy. Authentic accounts have been obtained of some,
while we have reports of others without authenticity.

At several poultry exhibitions the writer has noticed a hybrid
said to have originated by crossing a Turkey hen with a Guiuea
cock. It has been illustrated in an agricultural paper, but the
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likeness was so unlike the original bird that, placed side by side,

it would not have been recognised.

An ideutical bird, though of different sex, came into the
writer's possession about two years ago, and with much difficulty

the former owner and breeder was found, and through him and
his family a correct history of the origin of the hybrid was ob-
tained. The accompanying illustration was drawn from it by
the distinguished artist, T. Kirby Vanzandt, of Albany, N.Y.
In the sketch he has succeeded in catching the spirit and attitude
of this curious bird. It was presented to the Commissioners of

Central Park, New York City, and if still living can be seen
there.

Mr. Matthew Flausburgh, of Stony Hill, Albany County, N.T.,
in 1865 obtained some Guinea eggs from a neighbour, but not
having enough for a sitting, placed with them some eggs from
the barndoor fowl ; in due time they hatched and were reared
together. The next year two of this brood, a Dominique cock
and a Guinea hen, mated. The fact having been noticed by the
family, the ovules from their amours were preserved carefully
and set with a few Turkey eggs. It is a known fact that hen
eggs hatch in three weeks, and Guinea and Turkey eggs in four
weeks. This fecundation so influenced the Guinea eggs that
they hatched in tliree and a half weeks, while the Turkey eggs
hatched in the time
which is usually required
for them. The chicks
from the Guinea eggs
presented a snuff colour
instead of the striped
appearance of the true
Guinea young. Only
three eggs of this fecun-
dation proved fertile, two
only living a few days,
while one matured, as

seen in the engraving.
Tegetmeier refers to

this hybrid, and says
that " they are true hy-
brids, being perfectly ste-

rile and incapable of re-

production among them-
selves, or with either of

the species from which
they were derived." Its

plumage is mottled, and
sprinkled confusedly
with brown, drab, and
white, freckled with
black, the white predo-
minating, causing it to

appear grey at a distance.

It weighed 6 lbs., and
stood 13 inches high.
The cusque of the

Guinea fowl was absent,

but it had small wattles
and a loose pendant fold

of skin under its gullet,

which was thinly covered
with feathers. Its voice
resembled the Guinea,
and it was exceedingly shy and timid. It had no affinity for

domestic fowls, but preferred the society of Turkeys, having
been reared with them. As the hybrid advanced in age the
colour of its plumage grew lighter.

The Golden Pheasant sometimes crosses with the common
domestic fowl. Its progeny is also a true mule, and, like the
hybrid just described, cannot be further crossed.

In order to favour this production the Plieasant must have
been bred among domestic fowls. The male Pheasant occasion-
ally pairs with a favourite hen, providing he has none of his

own species to mate with. It is usual for only a small propor-
tion of eggs thus fecundated to prove fertile. The introduction
of a Pheasant hen will immediately alienate the attentions of

the cock Pheasant from his newly-made mate.

A friend who had succeeded in rearing this cross once stated
that the cock Pheasant was exceedingly capricious, and would
sometimes destroy several hena by picking them to pieces upon
the rump before selecting one to his entire notion. Mr. Hewitt,
who has given this subject considerable attention, describes the
cross of the Golden Pheasant cock with five varieties of fowls
—viz., Spanish, Game, Buff Bantams, Golden and Silver-spangled
Hamburghs.

All of these hybrids were described as being exceedingly wild,
with heads devoid of combs, wattles, or deaf-ear, with tails

approaching the conformation of the Pheasant, but not so
lengthy.
In size they far exceeded the hen producing them. In colour

they were excessively darker than the hen which produced

A cross butwten a Tuik(.> hbu uud it GiiUiua cock.

them, while their shape conformed more closely to that of tha
Pheasant.
The hybrid bred between the Pheasant and Spanish hen at

adult age was black, and of a dull sooty hue, with yellow eyes,

and weighed nearly 7 lbs. Around the face, instead of beiug
white, presented the velvety appearance peculiar to the Phea-
sant.

In the cross between the Black-breasted Red Game hen the
scapular and breast feathers were pencilled with as much regu-

larity as in the male Pheasant. The ground colour was exceed-

ingly dark, and these pencillings were not visible. The face of

this hybrid was plain and feathered to the eyelid. The eyes
were of a deep hazel. Its weight was about OJ lbs.

In describing the other three crosses, as much dissimilarity

was observed as in those described. Mr. Hewitt remarks that

the markings were as variable as they could be, and the birds as

pugnacious as it is possible to imagine, and were always sterile

and unsociable.
Another interesting hybrid is a cross between the Musk

drake and the common Duck, which produces a mule of sym-
metrical form and of various colours. The results of the cross

are only useful for table consumption, and when fattened far

excel any other variety. They are also sterile.

A specimen of a cross
between the domestic
hen and Partridge cock
was owned in this city

by Mr. Charles. It was
a hen, and weighed 2.J lbs.

In colour it was yellow,
finely pencilled with
black, had a single comb,
and was compactly built,

and, as Mr. Charles re-

marked, was heavily
meated across the thighs.

The flesh was quite dark,
like the Partridge. Its

legs were blue and
slightly feathered. She
resembled a young Game
cock about the head.
The feathers under the
wings were heavily
barred like a Partridge.
The story is thus related
in reference to the pro-
duction of this hen :

—

Mr. James Sickles, of

Long Island, owned an
old yellow hen, which
disappeared in tha
spring, he supposing
that she had died. In
the fall she returned
with a brood of chickens,
followed by a Partridge
cock, who, when dis-

turbed, flew in an adja-

cent tree-top. A hired
man observing him, and
not comprehending the

circumstance, shot at him, bat, missing his mark, the Partridge
disappeared and never returned. There were several other

chicks in this brood, and every one of the cockerels manifested
decidedly Game properties. One of them immediately engaged
with a Game cock, and gained decided advantage, although
destitute of spurs. This cross was very productive when bred
with domestic fowls.— James S. BianEY, M.D.— [American
Fanciers' Journal.)

BOOSTING PLACES FOE CHICKENS.
Although, from various indications, I am inclined to think

that I am considered an authority upon poultry, there are at all

events one or two points upon which I am quite wilUugto admit
that I should be glad to learn from others. It is said that Sir

Walter Scott was always glad to seize an opportunity of talking

with any of his countrymen, however humble his position, as

he declared that every Scotchman could teach him something
he did not know before, and the readers of his works, probably,

owe much more to this habit of his than might at first be sup-

posed. Now I am not anxious to be compared to the illustrioua

Scott, for when two are compared the weaker must go to the

wall ; but respectfully following his example, I can say that I am
always glad to talk with those who are interested in poultry,

and "that I rarely come across anyone who cannot teach me
something. Just now I am troubled about my early chickens

;

they have lost their mothers and have left their coops, so that

I hardly know where to put them. If allowed to roost the result
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will be that they will be crooked-breasted, and judges will not
often award a prize of any importance to a crooked-breasted
bird. Some fanciers, I believe, accustom their young stock to
roost on perches that are flat and some inches wide, but surely
the youngsters keep as close to the edge as they can, and indent
their breasts if possible. Others, again, allow no roosting places
or perches of any kind, and prefer that their birds should huddle
together on the ground. I have tried this plan, and in conse-
quence have lost valuable chickens that have been either crushed
to death or suffocated during the silent watches of the night.
Some writers advise that fowls should be allowed to roost in the
trees, but here again I am afraid of crooked breasts. Perhaps
some more experienced fancier will be able to throw light on
this subject and tell ua what course he has found best to adopt.—Puzzled.

The Royal Counties (Hants and Berks) Agkicultur.al
Society.—The last day for entering horses, sheep, cattle, pigs,
dogs, poultry. Pigeons, and Rabbits at the Society's Show is
Saturday next, 23rd inst. From the preparations making in the
show yard at Reading, it is evident the Society anticipates a
large meeting.

THE CANARY.—No. 1.

The Canary is now reared in almost every civilised country.
More than three hundred years ago a ship sailing from the
Canary Islands, laden with merchandise and a few Canaries,
was wrecked on the coast of Italy. The birds escaped to the
timbered lands near the coast, where they bred freely, and would
have become naturalised had not the sweetness and brilliancy
of their notes attracted the natives, who were possessed of so
strong a desire to obtain them that by continually hunting them
the wild breed became extinct. After this circumstance the
captured birds spread rapidly over all Europe.
In a state of nature the Canary nests in shrubs on the banks

of small streams, which are numerous in their native islands.
The original colour of the Canary was not hke those of the pre-

sent day, bnt of a brownish oUve-green mixed with black and
yellow. The present brilliant hues of plumage have been pro-
duced by cross-breeding with other birds.
Fanciers, by careful management, have instituted rules by

which the arrangement of colouring of the Canary can be bred
of any shade between that of the parrot-green, orange, and
lemon

; but still the original colour will appear occasionally,
even when two lemon-coloured birds are mated together.
The Canary is now bred for this market principally in Ger-

many, in the kingdom of Hanover, where the peasants make
their chief means of subsistence by their breeding. Tourists
are sure to visit the Hartz Mountains, the great bird-breeding
rnart of the world. While the United States receive their sup-
ply mostly from this locality, some are imported from France,
Belgium, and Holland.
The song of the Canary has also changed under this process

of cross-breeding. One accustomed to listen to their original
notes would scarcely recognise in the modern bird the song of
their progenitor.
The price paid by the importer varies, but is usually about

one doUar each, according to the beauty of plumage and excel-
lence of song.
German peasants manufacture small wooden cages in large

numbers from fir wood, which grows upon the mountain sides.
Some are dome-shaped and some are sijuare, and about S inches
long by 4 inches in height and width. Every bird has a sepa-
rate cage, and every cage is made entirely of wood

; pegs, in-
stead of nails, are used to fasten them together. They are
manufactured at the small price of two cents each.

It is estimated that about fifty thousand Canaries are imported
annually into America. During the passage they require care-
ful attention daily in feeding and watering. The cages are
arranged in divisions, so as to allow the keepers to pass between
them to feed the birds and clean the cages. If cleanliness is
neglected, sickness is engendered, and many birds will perish in
consequence. The usual cargo for a single ship consists of about
four thousand birds.
Varieties.—There are three varieties known in America—viz.,

the German, French, and Belgian. The German are designated
as the short, and the Belgian as the long breed, while the French
are intermediate, and perhaps may have originated by a cross
between the two varieties.
The German bird excels as a singer; the French bird ranks

next. While the Belgian bird does not sing generally so well,
it is 60 exquisitely formed that in the eyes of a fancier it more
than compensates for its deficiency of song. Enthusiasts re-
cognise in this highly-formed Canary ten points—viz., small
1?' ^^^^ • '°"8 aud slender neck ; high and square shoulders

;the back well rounded, so as to form a segment of a circle;
general neatness of aspect and length of tail, inclining in a circle
with the back ; thinness and length of the bird ; erectness and
length of limbs; closeness of feathers; richness of colour.
These are the points as given by Mr. Bamesby, an English

fancier. They recognise three varieties of the Belgian—viz.,
erect, roughed, and hooped. In this country the long French
bird takes the place of the erect Belgian, and we only recognise
the hooped bird as the Belgian. Choice specimens sometimes
sell for $100.

Colour.—The yellow and the mealy are the colours most
prized, but it is considered that the mottled and green birds
have the strongest constitutions.
lu Europe the breeding of Canaries is reduced to a science.

Societies are formed, which hold annual exhibitions and offer
prizes for competition. '

Enthusiastic fanciers recognise some thirty varieties, which
are arranged under two divisions—viz., plain and variegated.
The plain are designated as gay or gai/sparigled ; the variegated
as fancy birds. The Jonque or Jonquil is a bright yellow bird;
the Mealy is a pale yellow intermingled with white, which makes
the bird appear as if sprinkled with meal ; the Lizard is a green
bird spotted with yellow, with a cap of a rich yellow colour; the
highly-prized Cinnamon bird is so called on account of it resem-
bling in colour cinnamon bark.
Designation of Sex.—The male bird is the songster. The

female scarcely ever sings; if so, their notes are weak and
effeminate, and they never fill out under their throats while
articulating notes, as do the males. The male has a short stout
beak, and is wide between the eyes, with a flat head. The wider
they are between the eyes the better. The crown of the head of
the female is more round than the male.
To Distinguish Old from Young Birds.—The feet and lega

of young birds are smooth and glossy ; the toe-nails are short.
Old birds have rough and scaly feet, with long toe-nails. It
sometimes is necessary to trim the nails to prevent their being
caught in the wires of the cage.
Mode of Improving thier Song.—In Europe great attention

is paid to improving the song of Canaries. The two modes are
practised as follows : A large cage is constructed with close parti-
tions, being divided into sections, which effectually exclude the
view from each other. A superior singing bird—a Nightingale
or Skylark—is placed within hearing, but out of sight. By listen-
ing to the beautiful notes they are taught to imitate. In sis
months they will have acquired perfection, when they can be
removed to separate cages. Another method is : When young
birds are first beginning to fry to sing, they are separated from
the parent bird to prevent them from acquiring tbe song of the
old bird. The room is made quite dark, with just enough light
admitted to enable them to see to eat. A musical instrument is

constructed, called a bird organ, and is played for an hour each
day in the room, in the hearing of the young birds. Nothing
else attracting their attention, they become attentive listeners,

and soon attempt to practise the song, which in the course of
time they are enabled to perfectly repeat.
Food and Management.—The food best adapted to their use

is clear canary seed. Sometimes it is mixed with one-fourth of
rape seed. Hemp seed should not be used, as it produces too
much fat. Occasionally they should be allowed a sprig of lettuce
or cabbage leaf, or a piece of apple. They should be fed and
given fresh water every day. The cage should be kept clean,
and the bottom of the cage should be sprinkled with gravel.
This will supersede the necessity of cuttle-fish bone, unless it

can be conveniently supplied.

Moulting Season.—The moulting season takes place once each
year, generally during September or October. The easting-off of
plumage, and the formation of a new dress neccessarily produces
indisposition suflieient to cause them to cease their song. During
this period especial attention should be given them ; the tem-
perature of their room should be uniform, and they should be
free from draughts of cold air ; the cage should be suspended
3 feet from the ceihng, in order to avoid the deleterious air and
gas escaping from the combustion of coal.

Mating and Breeding Can.aries.—The mating of Canaries for
breeding purposes requires instruction as well as experience in
order to insure success.
Breeding cages can be obtained from dealers, suitably arranged

for exercise, nesting, &c. They are provided with a shelf per-
forated with an opening sufficiently large to contain a nest (which
is usually made of wire-gauze), besides perches, feed-cups, &c.
The cage should be hung at least a foot above your head, and

should occupy a southerly aspect, if possible, and not be moved
until the breeding season is over. Should a cage be used that
had previously been employed for this purpose, it would be a
safer plan to scald it with water made alkaline by baking soda,
and then revarnished.
In selecting the pair, several things are to be considered

:

1st, the desired sex; 2ud, colour; 3rd, the size and shape of the
birds.

A young male and an old female mated together produce
mostly male offspring, which is greatly to be desired. Males
and females of about the same age mated produce about equal
proportions of male and female young.

i2nd. Colour.—To produce a handsome yellow bird, the male
should be a Jonquil; the female should be a Mealy bird. Such
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a union will usually produce pure yellow birds ; while a clear
yellow male mated witli a green female will usually produce
baudaome mottled youug. A very deep yellow male mated with
a very deep ^rf i=u or brown heu often produces the highly-prized
Cinnamon bird.

3rd. Shape.— In breeding for form much taste can be dis-

played. Some prize form more than colour or song.

—

James S.

Bailey, M.D.—[Ainerican Fanciers' Journal.)

BABBIT HUTCHES.
Undoubtedly the m )3t satisfactory system of keeping Kabbits

is in hutches. Under this method the owner can at any time
examine his stock, and make any changes he may think neces-
sary. It frequently happens that a doe will have a litter of eight
or ten ; this is too many to leave with her, if the owner wishes
large and healthy animals. If they are in well-arranged breed-
ing hutches they are easy to get at, and the small and weakly
ones may be taken out and destroyed ; or the litter may be
divided, part being given to a nurse-doe, provided one is in
readiness.
After trying several different styles of hutches—some a simple

dry-goods box; others got up quite elaborately with moveable
zinc bottoms, to be drawn out and washed and scrubbed—I have
designed and constructed a stack of twenty hutches, which I

This trough may be covered with a piece of board notched oa
the lower edge, or with wire-cloth of about one-quarter-of-an-
inch mesh. I do not, however, consider this essential where
plenty of litter is kept in the hutch ; although I have them all

covered in my own rabbitry. The floor of the upper tier is the
same asfig. 2, leaving out the partitions p r.

The floors are of tongaeand-grooved pine or spruce, covered
with two coats of paint. The ends and centre partition are of
ordinary-faced pine boards 1 inch thick ; the strips to which the
fronts are hinged are of the same material, 2 inches wide ; the
frames of the wire fronts are 1 by IJ inch; the wires are No. 8
gauge, tinned, and are placed 1 and 14 inch apart in the buck's pen,
and 1 inch in the breeding pen, to prevent the young from falling

through. The outer doors of the nests are of half-inch boards,
Tlie top and back may be either of inch or half-inch boards. A
hutch of this size will take about 80 feet of Ijoards ; 6 lbs. of
tinned wire; four pairs of li inch iron butt hinges; two pair
three-quarter-inch brass butts ; four li inch cast iron buttons;
and two 1-inch brass or iron buttons; about 1 lb. of eightpenny
nails, one of sixpenny, and lialf a pound of threes; three dozen
screws, thi-ee-quarter-inch No 'J, and one and one-half dozen
screws, half inch. No. (1; a piece of zinc 3 feet long and 2 feet
wide, and a paper of ten-ounce tacks. The prices of materials
will of course vary in different localities. A carpenter should
build it in about two days.
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Fig. 1.
Fig. 8.

consider much superior to anything I have heretofore used, and
which I think will fully meet the requirements of fanciers.

Fig. 1 is a front view of a two-tier stack of hutches, divided

into four apartments. In the upper tier. No. 1 may be used for

the buck, and No. 2 for the weanlings. The lower tier are

breeding hutches for the does. This stack is 6i feet long, 3 feet

10 inches from floor to top, and 2 feet 2 inches deep, outside

measurement. The hutches, Nos. 1 and 2, are each 3 feet IJ inch

long, 2 feet deep, and 15 inches high, inside measurement. Fig. 2

^oC

Fig. 2.

is a diagram of the floor arrangement of the lower tier, h h are

the two pens for the does, each 2 feet 3 inches long, and the same

depth and height as the upper tier, n n are the nesting apart-

ments, each 10 inches wide by 17 inches deep ;
the partitions

p P being of half-inch boards, leaving an opening at E 6 inches

wide and 8 inches high, which may be closed with either a drop or

slide door, o g o is an enclosed space G inches wide and 21 inches

long, extending the entire height of the stack, and open at both

top and bottom. G G are openings, 2 by 1 inches, covered with

wire gauze, for purposes of ventilation, and are placed in each

tier near the top or ceiling, t t are zinc troughs at the back of

the hutch to catch the urine and carry it into a tub or earthen

vessel placed under the lower ends at o. Fig. 3 shows the de-

scending floors with the beams, b n, extending the length of the

hutch, and on which the rear ends of the floors rest. The floor

is 2 inches shorter than the depth of the hutch, thus allowing

the water to run into the trough T, which is also inclined, being

1 inch higher at the ends than in the middle at o (see fig. 2).

This arrangement presents many good points. The ventila-

tion and drainage are as nearly perfect as can be ;
the doors

being hinged at the top, when raised give free access to aU parts

of the main hutch, and the floors being level with the front are

easily cleaned. , „ , ,

My own hutches are built four tiers high and five long, making

twenty hutches in this one stack. The upper tier—five hutches

—being used for stock bucks.

This article is already longer than I intended it should be,

but I cannot close without giving a short description

of the arrangement of my rabbitry, in answer to some

ten or a dozen readers of the " Bulletin." My mam
room is 24 feet long by IG wide ; on the north side,

beginning at the east corner, is the stack of hutches

above mentioned, the top being GJ feet from the floor

;

across the entire west end is another stack of hutches ex-

tendmg to the ceiUng, 84 feet high ; the upper tier, how-

ever, are large square hanging pens, 3 by 4 feet, ana

2i feet high ; these were built for penning young stock

of two to five months old; across the south side is

another stack of hutches, eightetn in mumber, three-tier

high. In both north and south sides, above the hutches,

are three sliding windows, covered on the outside with strong

half-inch galvanised wire netting. The door is on the south

side, a little to the east of the middle of the building; on the

east end is a door leading into my greenhouse, and also the

" spouts " which conduct the grain from the bins in the lott

above. Through the floor above, and extending up through the

roof is a ventilating tube, which carries ofl any foul air which

mi"ht accumulate in cold weather, when the windows are neces-

sarily kept closed. In addition to these fifty -four hutches, I have

another building with four large pens, each .5 by 10 feet and

also eleven portable hutches, and six sectional ones, all of which

were in use, and crowded the past season.—A. M. Halsted.—
(Pet-Stock Bulletin.)

BOUP.
In my first experience with roup, overcrowding was the sola

cause. To the inexperienced let me say, Keep your coops clean

and dry; do not expose your fowls to cold winds and dampness,
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and be especially careful not to overcrowd them. Coal ashes,
dry earth, or any deodoriRing substance frequently strewn over
the droppings will be sufficient without often removing them.
If you discover a fowl whose breathing is attended with labour,
and the throat distends at every breath, remove it at once and
apply some remedy, many of which are given in all poultry
books and journals. Roup is easily cured in the first stages ; I
have often cured it by one application of kerosene oil to the
head and throat, after giving one teaspoonful internally. Always
give a diseased fowl all the sunshine you can. Roup is often
accompanied by canker in the mouth and throat. In cases of
canker I remove the whit© substance and apply pulverised alum
with perfect success. I had a case not long since where the
tongue, mouth, and throat were completely coated thick with
canker, and a frothy substance issued from the mouth. Such
cases I had always before considered incurable, and, had not the
bird been a valuable one, I should have used my old and sure
remedy, the hatchet. In five days, however, he was entirely
cured, the only remedy being a daily application of pulverised
alum. I hope to hear from others on this point.—J. Y. Bicknell.

—

{A7nerican Fanciers' Journal.)

Increased Consumption of Eggs.—In the four months ended
the 30th nit. the declared value of eggs imported was X'871,492,
against X'830,325 in the same period last year.

Canary's Eggs Soff-shelled {M. H.) —Supply eome well- crushed old

lime rubbish. Put a piece between the wires, crush the remainder and strew
on the ca:;e bottom. Discontinue the hempseed. The rest of the bill o£

fare will do very well. You will not be troubled with any more soft-shelled

eggs.—W. A. B.

Canaries Moulting out of Season (M. N. Q.).—It is not usual for Cana-
ries to moult in the spring, but it will now and then happen. I do not think
the food has anything to do with it, as the two cocks appear to be in the same
state. You can do nothing but let it go on, and you may possibly get a late

nest. You are in good time for " muling," if that bo the last word in your
note. The middle ff May is quite soon enough to put up a Goldfinch and
Canary. If the word he " meeting " my remark ia unnecessary.—VT. A. B.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Cajidem Square, London,

Lat. 51" 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0^ 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Feathers Falling from Head and Neck (H. H.).—Ar a rule there is

no remedy for the loss of feathers, becanRe it is diffiiiult to trace it to its
origin. Spanish and Houdaus are both feather-eating birds when in confine-
ment, but when, a^ you say, your fowls are in full enjoyment of liberty and a
grass run, it is difficult to find a cause for it. Stimulating foods are bad for
feathers, and a heated state of body destroys plumage. If you wish for a
proof of this you will find it in the fact that a bird fed entirely on hempseed
will become black

; take Quails and Bullfinches a^i examples. Parrots fed on
hempseed cannot moult wing feathers, and the failure causes such irritation
that the birds eat away then- wings. We advise you to rub the bare spots freely
with compound sulphur ointment, to confine your food strictly to ground oats
or barleymeal slaked with water morning and evening, and to whole com at
midday. If they have their liberty over grass they want nothing more. If
they have no green food in their haunts you must give them lettuce and grass
cut with plenty of fresh earth. If they have no dnst in their run supply
them with it, or with road grit. If this is carried out you will have no diffi-
culty in overcoming the complaint. It ia not a natural disorder, neither is it
one to which Pheasants, Partridges, or Grouse are subject. Many of these
complaints follow the use of substitutes for their natural food.

Removing a Super (S. M. C.),—U your super contains good clean comb
we should advise you to let it be, otherwise clean it out and sweeten it by
exposure to the air. You can then either replace it or give it to some other
hive. It depends on a variety of circumstances whether sopors put upon
hives at this season of the year retard the swarming of the bees. If the
super is large and they take to it kindly now, you may get no swarm at all,

or, perhaps, a very large one about the middle of June. A small super will
scarcely delay swarming at all, a week or so at most; but it is quite im-
possible to predict exactly what bees will or will not do. The weather, of
course, has a great deal to iln with the matter, and the condition of the
stock, whether it has a prolific queen or otherwise. In good honey years
Bwarms are often very scarce, and super after super will be filled; "in bad
years, like the last two or three, swarming has been in many places est^e^sive.
If you want an early swarra do not give a large super, but by all means let
them have a small one. especially as you say your hive is very full of bees.
Proportion the super to the size of your stock and its population. We are all

hoping for hot weather, and believe it ia not far off. It came three weeks ago
as we predicted, and not a little honey has been gathered by all well-to-do
stocks.

Stock after Swarming {E. Jff. JIf.).—Three weeks after yon have nb.
tained your first swarm you may drive all the bees in the old hive into a
modem structure without risk or having to look for the queen. Let the bees
turned out be placed on the spot where the old one now stands. In such
operations it is not necessary to look for the queens.

Taking a Second Artificial Swarm {H. A. L.).—Your having succeeded
in taking a swarm artificially is encouraging, but bear in mind that there is
some danger of going wrong in attempting to take a second swarm from the
same hive, for after the queens (now being roared in your old hive) shall have
been hatched, no second swarm can be taken with safety. It is quite possible
to take a second swarm artificially from a hive at the time the queens are
piping or have come to maturity; and it is thus done—two young queens,
still in their cells, are cut out of the hive, rolled separately in the corners of
a handkerchief, or put separately under glasse'i, and kept there while a swarm
is driven into an empty hive. As soon as this is done, one of the queens is

given to the old hive, and the other to the swarm. If more queens than one
be in either old one or swarm, they will be killed and cast out. If a second
Bwarm be removed from an old hive when there is only one queen in it,

either the swarra or old one will be without a queen or eggs wherewith to
provide one. If the queen go with the swarm the old one would be com-
paratively useless, and if the queen remain in the old one the swarm would
return.

Bees Swarming [E. H. 0.).—Bees do swarm occasionally, though very
seldom, before their hives are quite filled with combs. The appearance of
drones in your hive is not an indication that it is ripe for swarming. It may
contain drone-combs near its centre, and these may have had eggs set in them
as soon as covered with the bees. Owing to the wind being in the north and
east all this month bees have got very little honey, and hence they have not
been able to build much comb. Examine your hive with smoke, and, if it is
ready for swarming, you will find on lifting it a great crowd of bees on the
board. Before it swarms naturally, eggs will be set and may be seen in royal
cells.

Date.
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but as yet I havo not had tbe true variety from seed. It

should be ^rown everywhere by everybody. Amongst single

dark kinds I have never found anything so fixed and constant

in character as the Tom Thumb Yellow, although I have tried

seed from various sources. The best dowa to the present

time are from seed specially secured from Dresden by favour

of Mr. W. Thompson. A really good strain of dark single

Wallflower is still a desideratum. We can get them dark
enough, but the individaal flowers are poor, and the habit of

plant not safliciently sturdy and dwarf ; moreover, there are

dark and dark, one bright and the other dingy, one dazzUng
and the other dead. When planted, a dwarf Wallflower should
not be more than 4 inches high, a foot across the top, and as

3at as a pancake. Such a plant will throw up from twelve to

twenty spikes all of uniform height, and if the colour is dark
yet bright, the petals broad and stiff, and expand freely—the

flimsy ones curl—then, in juxtaposition with bright yellow,

there is an effect for richness that nothing else at the season

can approach. And then the perfume ! it is, too, equally un-

approachable. Doubles, be they never so good, are no match
for singles in masses.

And then the workiug-up a stock is simplicity itself. Spend
sixpease or a shlUing in seed, sow now at once. Mine are up
and doing. Sow thinly in any open place. After awhile trans-

plant to a very airy place a foot or more distant on any piece

of ground that happens to be vacant. It need neither be freshly

dug nor manured, and after the plants are once estabUshed they

need never be watered. Early sowing (April) and growing on
in rather poor firm ground produces plants of a stubby growth
and hardy nature which hardly ever get hurt by frost. It is

very different when sown late and pushed on to make up for

lost time by high culture in rich soils. It is, however, not

too late to sow in May, only April is better.

Now, just look at the little outlay in money, time, and skill

;

it is homceopathic altogether. And what else will give, at the

same outlay, an equal return of sweetness and colour, and
contribute such a decided element in making a garden so

cheerful and enjoyable? I think we must " pause for a reply."

These plants, too, will force and make their presence felt in

greenhouse or conservatory in March. I have seen amid a

floral retinue of Camellias, Azaleas, Hyacinths, and Roses rich

masses of single Wallflower claim more attention than either.

Whether it is that their odour is so grateful, or that the simple

novelty of the bold intrusion is attractive, I cannot tell. A
sweep at a fashionable wedding would no doubt be the " ob-

served of all observers," but would run some risk of being

kicked out ; however, it was not on this principle that these

sweet and simple flowers attracted notice, for the order to the

grower was—"They have been so much enjoyed; mind and
have more."—J. Weight.

METHOD.
Method seems to come naturally to some people ; aU their

movements seem to be regulated by some inscrutable control

which prevents any waste of power, but which always suppUes
sufficient to attain the oliject wished for in a leisurely graceful

manner. A keen eye can detect the man of method in an instant,

oven if he is following the very humblest occupation. Notice

a gang of ten or a dozen labourers excavating, and you will see

one amongst them who seems to move much more slowly than
the rest, and an unpractised eye might think he was not doing

his share of the work ; but watch him a minute, an hour, or a

day, and yoir will see the same machine-like movement going

on perpetually to the end—no straining nor jerking, and con-

sequent waste of power ; every movement of the spade seems
to have just the effect it was intended to have; the spade
itself almost seems to know what it is about, and to appreciate

a good master. It wears brighter and sharper than other

spades, and to a certain extent partakes of the good quaUties

of the man who uses it. Notice the sama man, too, with a

scythe ; he can be distinguished by the same easy, graceful,

telling movements. It is indeed a pleasure to watch a good
mower ; he seems to be merely amusing himself, while the

others are all excitement and h^rry, and at the end of the

day's toil he is fresh and cheerful, while others, who possess

greater bodily strength but do not know how to use it economi-
cally, are quite exhausted. Again, notice three or four young
men potting, watering, thinning Grapes, or putting-in cuttings.

You will see that only one of them does the work, or ever will

do it, in a proper manner ; and also that the one who does

one kind of work the right way will in the end learn to do all

of them right. In fact, he is the man of method ; he works
with his head, and saves his hands and his back. He is never
in a hurry, and yet he is always in time ; others are always in

a hurry, and yet never do anything. The late Dr. Nelaton
said, " There is always time for evetything provided you are

not in a hurry," and it would seem that he not only promulgated
this doctrine in his leisure moments, but that he acted on the
same principle at the most critical times. For instance, when,
in performing a surgical operation in company with a young
student, an artery w.as cut, and the young man became excited,

the doctor rebuked him by calmly saying, " You are going too
fast, my young man, we have no time to lose."

Nothing is ever well done that is done in a hurry. The man
who would use his strength, time, and money economically
must do all his work by method, coolly and calmly; no hap-
hazard or guesswork, for that will only end in muddle and
disorder ; he should see his work completed in perspective

before it is actually begun. The man of method actually gets

through his original experiments with a greater precision and
regularity than the man of no method does the commonest
routine ; while the experiments of the latter, even if they are

chronicled, are of no practical value, and can only be mis-

leading.

The man who shows that he uses his own hands with method
will exhibit that quality in a greater degree when directing

others, and men properly directed will get through their work
with a better grace than those who are not ; for although there

are a few men who care about nothing but the time of day,

these are much more rare than is often supposed, and the

blame is sometimes laid to the men which ought to be borne

by other shoulders. No good workman ever likes to be forced

to do his work in the wrong way, and he always works the

better when he believes that those who are directing him
know as much about the work as he does himself. Y'oung

men who would aspire to be foremen should bear this in mind,
and give early attention to all the details of what is too often

supposed to be mere labourers' work.

There is a right and a wrong way to do the commonest
operations, and it would seem that the wrong way comes the

most natural to an unpractised hand. Also one should learn

to be particular about doing things at the proper time, and
learn by heart the time of year that is most suitable for the

principal kinds of work. The memorandum book is a great

help to this ; the mere act of noting a thing down often im-

presses it indelibly on one's memory. All failures should be

especially chronicled, and, when possible, the cause of such

failures. Very often the man of method gains more by

failures than by successes ; he never forgets a failure, and
seldom falls into the same error twice. The methodless man
is always failing, always in a muddle, always forgetting some-

thing, the apparition of which every now and then appears in

an almost tangible form, and throws him into worse confusion,

and makes him forget something else.

When a man has grown old and has not learned to work by

method, I do not think there is any help for him, for unlearn-

ing a thing is so much harder than learning it. But young

men, and young men's teachers, believe me, method is not so

much a natural gift as it seems to be; it may be acquired by

any young man of ordinary intelligence if he begins by being

very particular about little things—all the minor details of his

work—asking himself why it is aU done, and making notes from

time to time of his own ideas about it, and especially correct-

ing himself when he finds that his own notions have proved

fallacious ; he thus secures practical knowledge for future use.

And even when one gets to be foreman or head gardener the

note-book should never be neglected—in fact, one who has an

extensive charge wants two note-books ; one a very temporary

affair to last a week or a month, in which to mark down aa ha

walks round any work that should be done, crossing it out

when finished. This will save many a thing from being for-

gotten, many a journey, and many a sleepless night. The
labour, too, can be used more economically ; for instance, on

a change of weather the notes can be looked over and the men
sent in a few seconds to the most suitable work, instead of

keeping them waiting doing little or nothing, and afterwards

finding out that a good opportunity has been lost.

Some men pride themselves on having a good memory—they

need no note-book. Possibly their memory may be sufficient

for the ordinary routine, but a gardener is nothing if he is not

progressive ; }iis head ought not to be crowded with ordinary

routine, but should be clear, that he may devise improvements

and give new delights, surprizes, and encouragements to those
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who, from no fault of their own, have not half the happinefs

in the garden whiuh ho himself enjoys.—Wsi. T.wlor.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
TuE Council of the Eoyal Horticultural Society telegraphed

on the llHh inst. to the President of the Tuscan Eoyal Horti-

cultural Society, to propose that an International Show be held

in London in 1876. In the event of the proposition proving

acceptable, the Council will at once take steps to organise a

joint Committee representing the Society, the Royal Botanic
Society, and the other leading horticultural bodies, should
they be willing to lend their assistance.

The Council propose that the Society should hold a dinner

this year in the latter part of June. The prices of the tickets

and other details will be notified as soon as possible; but we
may mention in the meantime that, if feasible, the dinner will

take place at Chiswick. The success of the undertaking will

of course depend upon the numbers who attend, and the Secre-

tary wishes to hear from Fellows on the subject.

We are informed that what has been published about a

country meeting at Wigan is quite premature.

PATENT CLIMAX BOILER.
We publish the following for the information of some Irish

correspondents. For further particulars they must write to

Frout Elevation.

the Thames Bank Iron Company, whose advertisement appears

in our columns. It seems simple in construction, is made of

Cross Sectiou tkrough Feeder.

"Brought iron, will bear great pressure, and has no joints
or sockets. It is made in various sizes, from 24 inches to
60 inches in length, the smallest being capable of heating
750 feet of l-inch pipe.

FRUIT PROSPECTS.
I AM anxious to know if there is the same scarcity of fruit,

or rather blossom, on Apple trees generally this year as is the
case here. I have just been round the garden and two orchards.
In all there are about two hundred Apple trees, and for the last
four years I have had hundreds of bushels. I have now in
the house a few bushels left of a most excellent cooking Apple

;

but this year, without the slightest exaggeration, there will not
be one bushel from all the two hundred trees together. Is this
failure general ? There is an enormous crop of Pears and also
Apricots. Only a few Plums, and the Peaches and Nectarines
are utterly spoilt from blight, which I find has afiected the

whole neighbourhood. Everyone's Potatoes have been se-

riously damaged by the severe frosts of last week.—F. P. G.,

Shrewsbury.

RHODODENDRON NUTTALLIL
RnODODENDKON NoTTALLii is uow in bloom in the gardens

of the Misses Cattley, Claydene, Edenbridge. The truss of

bloom on the main stem consists of nine flowers, measuring
l(j inches across, and the individual flowers over G inches in

diameter with the same depth of tube, and two of the side

branches have one truss of five flowers each, being nineteen
flowers altogether. The flowers are pure white within, saving

a tinge of gold colour in the throat, with a tinge of delicate

light rose round the margin. This may encourage to perse-

verance some of your readers after the many disappointments
from its not often flowering. The plant is 11 feet high, con-
sisting of one main stem and three branches starting about
'2
J feet from the base. Would it be advisable to cut it down

aa soon as it has done flowering to within about 3 feet of the
pot and that would leave li inches of stem to all the branches?
The plant is quite healthy, only too late for ua.

—

Thomas Neil,
Claydene, Edenhriilge.

FOUNTAINE'S VINERY AT BLENHEIM.
I MUST once more crave your indulgence to say a few more

words on the above subject, though Mr. Temple's remarks
were really answered in my former article. All the questions,

moreover, brought forward by him and many more are fully

considered and answered in my pamphlet on the subject, and
of this fact he is as fully aware as I am. There are, however,
several points left by him to be inferred which might lead to

error. He says he is aware the plan was submitted to Mr.
Thomson when he was gardener at Dalkeith ;

" However, it

was not put in practice there." It was never submitted to

Mr. Thomson with that view, nor was he ever asked to pro-
mote the building of a house in those gardens. Mr. Temple
says there was but one Madresfield Court Vine on the rafters

of the house at Chiswick when he saw it. The house is only
25 feet in length, and probably Mr. Barron considered one
Vine with three stems 8 feet apart aa good as three separate
Vines ; but I have not been there lately to be able to state

this as a fact. He says there was no fruit on the trees, only
healthy foliage. Perhaps the fruit had been gathered. At all

events (as I stated in a former article), Mr. Barron wrote to

say that Peaches were very scarce last year throughout Chis-
wick gardens, but that those grown on my system had, with-
out doubt, the best flavour, so there must have been some
fruit at some time. Mr. Temple gives no account of what
stone fruit he saw in the various other houses at Chiswick.
As to the different process required for growing fruit for

market and for a gentleman's table, as quoted from my
pamphlet, where the reasons are fully stated, the remark is

not mine, but that of a first-rate gardener, and I quite agree
with him.

Mr. Temple goes on to say, " If Mr. Fountaine can bring
his fruits on under glass to give earlier supplies, the Vines wiU
be there still. Then, what about shade which alarms him so
much in the earlier part of his paper ? This suggestion floors

Mr. Fountaine's argument of keeping the fruits entirely out of

doors to secure flavour." Perhaps Mr. Temple will tell us
why the Vines are planted only 8 feet apart on the close-spur-

system, except to give ample light and heat to the trees when
in the house, and to prevent the house being useless to them,
as it would be by Mr. Temple's proposal of " giving the system
a trial on its widest merits," under a roof covered wholly with
Vines. As to this "flooring" my own argument of keeping
the trees entirely out of doora to secure flavour, it would have
saved trouble if he had talked of flooring an argument I never
used. Where, or when, have I ever proposed to keep the trees

entirely out of doors ? I have very strongly advocated the
contrary view, and given it as a reason why carrying out the
pots permanently by hand does not answer, as if the weather
changes they are better put back again. The late Peaches if

kept out for extra retarding in cold autumns at the ripening
period would lose flavour, and so would the early-forced fruit

if kept in the house in fine weather; but this sacrifice must
be complied with as regards very early and very late fruit in
both these extreme cases. Mr. Temple adds, " When I say
Mr. Fountaine's system can be adopted with success, I am
again pointing to the X, s. d. view ; my return of Grapes would
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hare to be much larger than those at Chiswick, even were all

these Vines at 8 feet apart loaded with fruit." And so ought
the return to be larger as so stated, for the Vines being planted
at that distance from each other enables first-rate Grapes to

be grown on the whole back wall of the house, which would
afford as many square feet of Vines in the aggregate as would
the wholfl roof if covered by them ; but Vines on the back
wall would be utterly useless if the rafters were quite covered

also. As the Vines on the back wall occupy with their roots

the soil in the house, no gardener would dream of planting

therein stone-fruit trees also, but the trees on the trucks when
in the house in no way interfere with the roots of these Vines.

The Vines on the rafters should have their roots in a bed out-

ride the house. I regret to say this was not done at Chis^ck
as proposed by me when the Vines were planted. There were,

however, some difficulties as regarded the locaUty of the house
for the outside border.

Mr. Temple says, the only objection he has to orchard houses
on the pot system is " the vast amount of labour they give

compared with trees planted out." If Mr. Temple has never
happened to notice how long it takes to water the trees on the
fix trucks at Blenheim I can tell him, and at what cost it can
be done, supposing, of course, that the water-supply is not
distant. What is done here can certainly be done there. A
strong boy can water every pot on the six trucks thoroughly
(going over them twice), within the hour, and not hurry him-
self beyond his usual pace of work. Thus, if the trees were
watered every night for eight months throughout the year the
cost would be at the rate of about Is. per week, 32s. for the
rear.

Mr. Temple is quite right to study economy in all his depart-

ments, as nothing can be done without it in large gardens ; but
would the trees require this " vast amount of labour ?" would
they require to be watered every day for eight months ? Cer-

tainly not, nor anything like it, when they can have both rain

and dew in genial weather. I have deducted nothing as a
balance for the watering of the trees planted out in the house.

I presume they would always require a certain amount of

watering under the heat of a glass roof.

So much for the disadvantage of the pot system. One of its

principal advantages over trees planted out, and which applies

to any kind of orchard house, is that if any trees fail to bear

—

which they will do if overcropped—their places may be filled

up at any time from a reserve of extra trees always kept in

some corner of the garden, which, from having rested the pre-

vious year, are almost sure to bear, but should not be allowed
to do so longer than they are wanted for filling-up, which will

rest them again for the next year. Thus there will always be

a tree ready in the spring to fill up a gap if wanted, and no
failure could appear in the house except from ignorance or

neglect.

As to moveable lights overhead, they are now generally dis-

carded, as adding immensely to the expense of the house, and,
from the weight and thickness of the rafters required to carry
them, causing more shade in the aggregate than Vines planted
8 feet apart. They are, moreover, not nearly so good for ven-
tilation in this case as the free open air under the protection

of a south wall, the stone fruit requiring more ventilation than
the Grapes. The house at Blenheim has, however, more than
usual ventilation as far as front and back top lights are con-
cerned whenever required. Perhaps Mr. Temple has never
noticed tliat the trees on the trucks when out 4 feet from the
waU, get from an hour and a half to two hours' more sun both
evening and morning all through the summer than do the
trees on the wall ; but such is the case, and is the reason, no
doubt, why the fruit has better colour and better flavour;

though, strange to say, this never struck me tiU last year,

when I made the experiment as to time on the 15th of July.

No sooner has the sun passed the line of wall than the wall is

enveloped completely in its own shadow, and this quite sud-

denly ; whereas after an hour and a half's further clear light

upon the trucks, the shadow of a 12-feet wall begins to creep

plowly up the stems of the trees till they are very gradually

enveloped in shade. The reverse process takes place in the

morning.
In conclusion. Of course I see the drift of Mr. Temple's

remarks, but I am, nevertheless, much obliged to him for having
made them, as it has enabled me to correct misapprehensions
and to establish facts which are incontrovertible, of which
those who read may judge. X assure Mr. Temple he has said

but one thing which annoys me, and for that he is in no way
blameable. Although I had nothing to do with the erecting of

the house at Blenheim in a trading point of view, I am much
vexed to hear that it was not strongly put together. There
was no excuse for this whatever, in spite of the other houses
in the gardens having, as I understood, cost four times as

much in proportion. I am, however, glad to hear that an iron
has been applied to the twist, and that it is now in as good
order as the other houses. The man who then built the houses
has retired from business, and the whole thing is put into tho
hands of a London firm.

As Mr. Temple lays so much stress upon the £ s. d., I ought
to have mentioned the smaller front trucks for winter vege-

tables. Strawberries, or flowers according to the gardener's

fancy ; but the same remarks as to management apply in both
oases. Whatever may be said against the houses in a com-
mercial point of view, though they were not proposed for that
purpose, the opinion expressed by the late Mr. Veitch at Chis-
wick will carry weight with many—viz., that "an immensity
of work might be done with such a house."

—

John Fountaine,
Sonthacre Rectory, Brandon.

[Here this passage of pens may cease, for each combatant
has fuUy maintained his own view of the question.

—

Eds.]

BOTAL HORTICULTUBAL SOCIETY.
May 27Tn.

Feuit Committee.—The only subject submitted to the Com-
mittee was Watson's Antagonist Cucumber, a white-spincd
variety, exhibited by Mr. Watson, nurseryman, St. Albans.
Flok.u. Committee.—R. B. Postans, Esq., in the chair. There

was less shown at this than at any meeting during the present
year, no doubt owing to the Manchester Show, the holidays, and
exhibitors holding back for the Society's gi-eat exhibition on the
4th and 5th of June. Messrs. Haage & Schmidt, of Erfurt, ex-

hibited a number of doable Cinerarias in which the florets of

the disk have become, at least the majorportiou of them, coloured
like those of the ray ; for this novel strain a first-class certificate

was awarded. From the same firm came also a number of

varieties of Myosotis alpestris. J. S. Law, Esq., South Lodge,
Enfield Chase, had a cultural commendation for Lilium Hum-
boldtii, together with L. coneolor. Master R. P. Barr, New
Road, Lower Tooting, sent, in competition for Messrs. Barr and
Sugden's prizes, a group of cut flowers of Liliums, chiefly varie-

ties of L. monadelphum, together with pyreuaicum, teuuifolium,

and Pomponium. Messrs. Veitch exhibited Lihum monadel-
phum speciosum, together with Boronia elatior, which was
noticed at a previous meeting. They also exhibited for J. Smith
Dorrien, Esq., cut spikes of Puya chilensis, SJ feet high, which
blooms in the open air at Tresco Abbey, in the ScUly Isles. Tho
flowers form a large head at the summit of a column-like flower

stem, and are greenish yellow, with couspicuoas orange anthers.

A full account of the plant is given by Sir William Hooker in

the " Botanical Magazine," t. 4715.

Mr. Watson, nurseryman, St. Albana, exhibited a portable

stove boiler, called " "The Masterpiece," which is especially in-

tended to be used in the case of a boiler becoming unserviceable

during frost, and which may also be used for heating smalS
houses.

FLOEENCE INTERNATIONAL HOBTICULTUEAL
EXHIBITION AND BOTANICAL CONGRESS.

No. 2.

In our last report we briefly referred to the collections of

Terrestrial Orchids. Those shown by Professor Carvel were

in very creditable condition, well established in the pots, well

cultivated , and well bloomed. There were twenty-two species in

all, and among them Serapias cordigera, Ungua, and neglects ;

Orchis laxiflora, longicruris, piota, provincialis, rubra, tephro-

santhos, and tridentata; Ophrys aranifera, bombyliflora, fusca,

lutea, and oxyrhynchos ; and Isias triloba. From the Turin

garden Professor Del Ponte sent, besides those named above,

Cypripedium Calceolus ; Himantoglossum ; Nigritella angusti-

folia; Orchis coriophora, globosa, palustris, papilionacea,

Eivini, tridentata, vuidis ; Ophrys Eertoloni, lutea ; and Se-

rapias lougipetala. There were thirty species in this collection,

but we have only mentioned those that are the most rare

with us.

Up to Saturday the 16th the only prizes of which we had

any ooguisance were Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, first prize

for a collection of Nepenthes, and first prize for Cypripediums.

BOUQUETS.

We expected to have seen among the bouquets and table

floral decorations designs which were at the same time novel,

graceful, and artistic, but we were disappointed. The designs
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were stiff, heavy, and hideous. As an example, there was a

swan—a white swan of course, exhibited by Mr. Pietro Cardella,

of Rome, the long neck of which was composed of white Stocks,

and the wings and body of white Indian Azalea. It carried a

large bouquet of miscellaneous flowers on its back, while it

floated, or was supposed to be floating, on a lake of Pansies.

The same exhibitor had numerous other designs, some of very

large size, but all equally stiff and heavy. One of them would

have been very effective had it not been for a superfluous

canopy which surmounted it. It consisted of a basket or vase,

the base of which was composed of four rays, two of which

were red Azaleas alternated with white, and whoUy sprinkled

over with sprigs of Lily of the Valley ; the edging composed

of leaves of the latter. The upper portion was mixed flowers

of Roses, Azaleas, Deutzias, Heliotropes, Weigelas, Cinerarias,

and Pelargoniums, studded all over with sprigs of Lily of the

Valley. The canopy had the same flowers in it, and a great

bouquet on the top. There was another very pretty basket of

white and flesh-coloured Camellias, Tea Hoses, pale Heliotropes,

Adiantum cuneatum, Pyrethrum frutescens. Pelargoniums,

and Begonias, also studded with sprigs of Lily of the Valley.

The edging was also in this case of the latter.

CvcAS REVOLUTA.—On page 3(55, in reference to the Cycas

Tevoluta at Nash Court, which has produced thirty-six fronds

this spring, with a spread of 8.\ feet, Mr. McCrow asks if any

one of your readers has seen or heard of a Cycas with a like

number. We have a specimen of Cycas revoluta which pro-

duced last year forty-one fronds and has a spread of 9 feet.

—

Peter Stewart, Gardener, The Glen Gardens, Innerleithen,

Perthshire.

NEW BOOK.
The Amateufs Rose Book. By Shirley Hibbekd.

We have great pleasure in thoroughly recommending to our

readers, especially those who are interested in the culture and

raising of Roses, this new edition of Mr. Shirley Hibberd'a
" Rose Book." It is written by one who seems to have fully

mastered the subject, and to be familiar with the different

operations in budding, grafting, striking, &a., which he de-

scribes ; and the directions he gives are of that practical utility

60 much needed in any monograph on a single flower.

Any rosarian who takes it up must not expect to have his

/ancy tickled, or his risible muscles excited, as many will have

experienced when perusing another work on Roses by the Rev.

S. R. Hole. There is room for both on our shelves : one to

divert the leisure hour, the other to instruct. We mention this,

as some mayjthink there are so many books and instructions

given about Roses, that there can be no necessity for more.

Now, the genial author of " The Book on Roses," the Rev.

S. R. Hole, has written his con amore, and has described many
a pleasant scene and many an amusing anecdote, but he is so

full of Hose lore himself that he thinks others must be also

;

so that, while his work is both interesting and amusing to all

lovers of flowers, it does not enter into the minor details of

the craft, and he writes, moreover, ou one especial phase, we
might say, of Rose-growing

—

i.e., for the exhibition-table, and
therefore thinks more of the individual beauty of the flower

than of the lasting welfare of the plant. This difference be-

•Iwecn the two authors is very manifest with regard to their

difference of appreciation of the standard and of the dwarf,

the Dog Rose and the Manetti.

The book contains more than 250 pages of closely-printed

matter, and it is very difficult, therefore, in a short review to

enter at all fully into its merits. It begins by giving short

histories of the families of the wild Roses, and secondly of the

garden Roses. It appears to be still very difficult to classify our

garden Roses with any degree of certainty. So many of our

best Roses, especially in that large class Hybrid Perpetuals,

being chance seedlings rather than Hybrids, it is difficult at

times even to guess at the parents. The classes most distinct,

perhaps, are the Banksians, the Moss Roses, the Noisettes,

and the Tea-scented ; but even among the Tea-scentod and
Noisettes we have several that seem very nearly allied. For
instance, Marcchal Niel is generally classified as a Noisette, but
both in the form of its flower and petals, its scent and its

foliage, it is nearer to a Tea than a Noisette. Gloire de Dijon
is usually called a Tea, but in its growth and habit it partakes

more of the nature of a strong Bourbon, and it seems more
than probable that the male parent of Marochal Niel was a

Tea, and of Gloire do Dijon a Bourbon. We have, too, a class

called Hybrid Chinas, which in many cases seem to be far re-

moved from any China blood, the true old pink Monthly China

and such Roses as Mrs. Bosauquet, Cramoisie SupCrieure, &c.,

being remarkable for their freedom in blooming, whereas so-

called Hybrid Chinas as Blairii No. 2, Chunedolc, Fulgens, &a.,

never seem to have the least inclination to second blooming.

The same may be said, too, of the Hybrid Bourbons Charles

Lawson, Coupe d'Hebe, Juno, etc.; neither in form of flower,

nor in wood and foliage, do they seem to have the least re-

semblance to true Bourbons, such as Sir Joseph Paxton,

ApoUine, Baron Gonella, or Souvenir de Malmaison.
Among the Hybrid Perpetuals there seem to us to be many

much nearer to the Chinas and Bourbons. For instance, that

beautiful and most fragrant Rose La France has clearly China

blood, and, from the character of the wood, Charles Lefebvre,

Madame Caillat, and others are closely allied to Bourbons.

Mr. Shirley Hibberd points out the complex character of the

Hybrid Perpetuals when he says, page 2G, " That China, Bour-

bon, and Damask have mainly contributed to the formation of

the race, may be clearly deduced from their more prominent

characteristics, but we do find in them traces of Tea and

Noisette ; and in proportion as the blood of the last two tribes

mingles with the stream, the Roses manifesting it tend to

detach themselves from the Perpetual group, which has a

certain unity and family likeness despite its mongrel cha-

racter."

Much has yet to bo done, we think, in tryin-; by careful hy-

bridisation to produce some more definitely-marked classes of

Roses. It would be interesting even now to select out of this

large class of Hybrid Perpetuals those which are of particular

types ; and we are sure, as we have before remarked, there are

many more deserving the names of Hybrid Bourbon and

Hybrid China than those which appear under this nomen-

clature under the heading of Summer Roses.

Mr. Hibberd gives an interesting classification of Roses

under their different shapes, as the globular Rose, the cup-

shaped Rose, the tazza-shaped Rose, the imbricated or ex-

panded Rose, the reflexed, and the quartered. These shapes

have already, we believe, been accepted by French Rose-

growers as types. Of these the tazza shape is really only a more

fully-expanded form of the cup-shaped Rose, and the expanded

and reflexed are really of the same type ; but justice is not

done to these in the accompanying engravings, as they are out

of drawing. The expanded Rose never has a high centre as

in the drawing, and in the reflexed form the calyx would not

have been seen, as it is one of the characteristics of reflexing

Roses that the petals curl back so as to cover or hide the calyx

when looking sideways at the Rose, as in the illustration given

in the book. It seems to us that the six forms might be put

into four—that is, cup-shaped, globular, flat, and quartered.

One thing may, we believe, be especially noted—that in all the

highest type of Roses the outer guard petals should be the

largest; these protect the bud, but they should not overlap or

grow over the point of the Rose, as is the case sometimes with

such Roses as M. Neman and a few others of that type. Those

Roses which begin to open at their centre before the outer

petals are fully developed, such as Clumence Raoux, Comtesse

de Jaucourt, Thyra Hammerick, and a few others, are never to

be depended upon,ihough occasionally they may give a good

flower. We have so many good Roses now of good shape in

nearly every form and colour, that every bad-shaped Rose and

every new Rose of a bad type should be discarded. We do

not want any more flat and ragged Roses as Abbe Bramerel,

or rough ones like Edward Morren, or hard-centred Roses

of the La Reine type. No new Rose ought to be certificated

now unless it is— 1st, distinct; 2ud, of perfect form
;

3rd,

good substance of petal; 4th, each petal shell-shaped and egg-

shaped.
. ..

We have not time this week to enter more into detail

with regard to this work of Mr. Shirley Hibberd's, but will

draw our readers' attention to his remarks on standard

Roses, in which we can altogether sympathise, and which one

of our contributors to the Rose lore of our pages has already

pointed out. Page 14 he says, " Nine-tenths of all the mis-

takes made by amateur gardeners are in connection with

standard Roses. They buy, they plant, and wait, and never

see the beauty of the Rose. They find their gardens filled

with ugly sticks, which occasionally flaunt a ragged Rose that

proves to be worse than no Rose at all, and yet those same

trees would have made handsome heads and myriads of noble

flowers had they been properly treated in the lirst instance.
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Planting standard Roses on grass, or in little beds on the
margin of the grass, is usaaUv the tirst step to failure in
Rose-growing, for the English Briar is a hungry plant, and
requires more food than it is possible for it to obtain when so
situated."

These remarks we thoroughly endorse, and also add that
whereas in five gardens out of six the soil is not suitable for

the English Dog Eose, which requires either a strong moist
loam or a good clay well manured and well worked ; bo, on the
other hand, nearly all strong-growing Roses would thrive in
ordinary garden soil if only established on their own roots,

which may be done in the course of two years by using the
Manetti as the medium, with this manifest advantage, that no
frost can entirely destroy your plants so long as the roots are
uninjured; and though every shoot above ground may be
destroyed, the plant will grow again from below ground, and
make a good plant in one season.

is about C) feet, and the gracefully pendulous branches are
laden with flowers similar in colour to Eutaxia myrtifolia.

KOTAL GARDENS KEW.
At Kew, in the succulent house, a large plant of Dasylirion

acrotrichum is throwing-up its flower stem, growing at the
rate of 1 foot in twenty-four hours. Although it has flowered
before, this, 1 believe, is the first occasion of its being re-

corded in a horticultural paper. The flower stem of D. glau-
cum is just visible. I may remark that Beaucarnea Hookeri
is the correct name of the plant universally known as Dasy-
lirion Hartwegianum ; it flowered at Kew last summer. The
latter name belongs to a plant not in cultivation. Few Dra-
casnas are ornamental in flower. In this house D. latifolia,

often erroneously known as D. fragrans, bears a handsome
panicle, the stout white filaments contrasting well with the
otherwise green flowers ; it is also sweetly scented.

In the Cape house is the rare and extremely curious Pelar-
gonium Bowkeri. The three lower petals are a dull pink, almost
entirely cut into a fringe of filaments ; the two upper pale
yeUow, but not so deeply or finely divided ; also the new
yellow-flowered P. oblougatum. Here also is Gladiolus Col-
villei alba. Its chaste pure white flowers show it to be a plant
worthy of extensive cultivation. In this instance there are six

spikes from bulbs in a 6-inch pot.

In the Orchid collection in bloom,chiefly worthy of attention
are Cattleya labiata ; several plants of Cattleya Mossise, in-

cluding two or three very fine varieties ; the very rare Anguloa
Ruckeri sanguinea; Anguloa Clowesii, which in more than one
work is said to have a pure white lip, here does not differ in
colour from the rest of the flower ; Ca?logyne ochraoea ; Me-
sospinidium sanguineum ; Dendrobium McCarthia; ; Acrides
Fieldingii ; Odontoglossum Pescatorei ; 0. l.tive, and 0. scep-
trum ; a brilliantly-coloured variety of Maxillaria tenuifolia,

not often worth cultivation ; Lycaste aromatica, eighteen
flowers from a small basket; Phalfcnopsis Liiddemanniana,
with the never-out-of-flower P. rosea, and the very curious
Gongora portentosa.

Passing to the rockwork is the first Lily in flower, Lilium
tenuifolium ; the brilliant scarlet flowers, slender stem, and
peculiarly narrow loaves, render it very desirable as a distinct

and beautiful species. It is easily grown and quickly flowered
from seed. Near at hand are the charming Anthemis Aizoon,
from Macedonia, quite a gem ; the white capitula are the size

of a shilling, and rise comparatively high above the dense
tuft of narrow silvery foliage—it is found in very few col-

lections ;—Eremurus spectabilis, a not-common bulb, bear-
ing a raceme of flimsy pale yellow flowers, having orange-
coloured anthers much exserted ; Dianthus glaciaUs, not
2 inches high, and thickly set with pink flowers ; Iris setosa,

Ramondia pyrenaica, and the bright Lychnis Lagasca^. A ftw
bits of lonopsidium acaule dotted about have a pretty appear-
ance. Fabiana imbricata, which forms a fine shrub in the
west of England, is flowering profusely on a wall of the new
range. It should have a similar position in every garden, and
be protected in winter.

In flower in the herbaceous ground is the Iris tingitana,

brought from Morocco by Dr. Hooker. Its rich gold and purple
form a beautiful contrast. It is a fine addition to the Xiphion
group, but yet very rare. On the New Zealand shelf in the
temperate house are a few plants of Veronica Hulkeana, bearing
a profusion of delicate lavender flowers on slender stems well
above the foliage. It is extremely pretty, and although little

known is well worth cultivation. It withstood the past winter
out of doors in the herbaceous ground. In the south octagon
is a fine plant of EosBiasa linophyUa, rarely grown. Its height

THE PEOCESSIONART CATERPILLAR OF
THE FIR.

CoNsrDEiiArLE excitement has been occasioned in entomo-
logical circles by the appearance of this insect in two different
localities in Kent, approximating to each other, however.
Though reputed as British in some old books on insects, this
species (Cnethocampa pityocampa), like its near relative
C. processionea, has only been seen on the Continent by
modem observers until the past year. Recent communica-
tions to entomological periodicals have shown how difficult it

is to be sure that many of the captures of rarities are bond-

fide, since there are some dealers in natural-history specimens
who hold to the maxim that business is one thing and honour
another, and their anxiety to do business leads them to import
foreigners occasionally and vouch for them as natives of our
British shores. Hence the first announcement of the take by Mr.
Batchelor of a number of nests of this Processionary met with
a sniff of incredulity from most entomologists ; but the most
acute and able of our modern students in this direction

—

namely, Mr. Doubleday, has identified the species, and inclines

to believe that the caterpillars were really taken as described.

The immortal Reaumur has well portrayed the allied species
C. processionea, which is an Oak-feeder, and swarms near

Cnethocampa processionea.*

Paris in some years, as in 1865. Both have the same habit of

moving in regular processions from the nest in order to feed,

and Reaumur goes so far as to assert that having left the nest

by a small opening, which only allows the caterpillars to pass,

in single file, they make a halt and reform, the procession

being led by a dozen or so in single file, and then by a number
of pairs, followed by rows of three, four, five, or six abreast.

This peculiar arrangement has not frequently been noticed by
entomologists in more recent times, though the main accuracy

of the account given by Reaumur must be admitted. It is

confirmed, indeed, in the case of G. pityocampa by Mr. Wittich,

who, in a communication to the " Entomologist," states that at

Nice, in the spring of the present year, he observed processions,

varying in number from twenty to one hundred, walking some-

times three or four abreast, more usually by ones and twos.

Broods of C. pityocampa were first noticed last autumn near

Southborough, in Kent, at which time they would be preparing

to hybernate, for the species passes the winter in the larval

stage. They were seen again in the spring, then feeding-up

and devouring eagerly the Pine and Scotch Fir. In March

* From Messrs. Caesell's edition of Fi^uier'a " Insect World."
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another collector fonnd nests of the same species at Seal, on
the Chart. As the insect is gregarious throughout the larval,

and even in the papal condition, it must be pretty noticeable;

and should it show a tendency to increase and distribute itself

would have to bo reckoned in the list of our enemies. More-
over, the hairs of this and the allied species have a particularly

unpleasant effect on the human skin, to which only a few
individuals can bid defiance. This was a fact, curiously

enough, known to the Romans, who forbad the administration
of the hairs of the " moth of the Fir " as a poison under severe

penalties, so at least the naturahst Pliny tells us.—J. B. S. C.

MR. WILLIAM PAUL'SliROSSS AT THE
CRYSTAL PALACE.

I WENT down to the Crystal Palace, not a day after the fair,

but alas ! several days after the private view, and departed
glories were but too evident. I went down specially to see

Peach Blossom. How delightful at last to get a good sensible

and descriptive English name ! How delightfully redolent of
" A Midsummer Night's Dream !

" But alas ! Peach Blossom
was conspicuous for her absence. She had overbloomed herself,

it was confided to mo by an attendant. Princesses Beatrice and
Christian there were in full glory and great abundance, but no
Peach Blossom. Happily, now, there is no dilliculty in making
her acquaintance. Of the Fioses that struck ma most perhaps
Coeur de Lion should be first mentioned, which is, I believe, of

Mr. W. Paul's own raising ; there was a very fine plant of it,

the flower being of a bright fresh rose colour and of good
solid substance. Firebrand disappointed me, there is hardly
enough solidity; and Madame Lacharme, except as a white

H.P., did not appear to be a first-class Rose. Louis Van
Houtte was very grand, and Ferdinand de Lesseps as bright as

ever. Richard Wallace, among the dark reds, appears to be

an acquisition. Barouue L. Uxkull (will the names ever grow
shorter ?) was in much beauty, as an improved Julca Margottin,

and Madame Bellon, which latter is of a colour much wanted
and is also of good substance.
Among the Teas immense specimens of Celine Forestier

were conspicuous ; Le Mont Blanc, with its pretty Tuhp-
shaped blooms, by no means as white as its name imports

;

President, very grand, and Perfection de Monplaisir, a pretty

light yellow with enough solidity, apparently, to make it an
exhibition Rose. But where were Diana, St. George, and
Peach Blossom ? Echo, in the person of an obliging atten-

dant, answered. At home; and no doubt during the season
they will have there many admiring visitors.

The arrangement of the Roses was, of course, in every way
worthy of Mr. Paul's well-known taste, and the public is

greatly indebted to him for those so-much-longer-lasting
springtide pot-Roso exhibtions.—A. C.

AURICULA SEEDLINGS.
" G. S." will be glad of any little hint that may savebim time

and labour over choice seedlings, and therefore he is welcome
to anything from my own experience that I can tell Lira. If

he will sow Auricula seed as soon as it is ripo and dry, which
will be in August, there is no need for anything like several

years to elapse before the set of young plants, at any rate,

begins to bloom. Seed sown August, 187i, and fairly grown-
on (not neglected I mean), will produce many plants so large

by August, 1875, as to bloom the ensuing spring. This looks

very good work and quick, compared with the blooming of

Tulips from seed. Wo cannot do this in less than four years,

and I have seedling Tulips first blooming this year which are

the last of sets sown in 1867.

Let me commend Auricula seed to be sown on a firm well-

drained soil, say sandy loam or something free from perishable

materials that will fall away and leave it light and unsub-
stantial. Sow the seed upon the soil, not under it, and have
a square of glass with which to cover the pan when the seed
is sown. Let it lie bare upon the smooth moist surface of the
soil, and begin in three weeks or so to watch for the Uttle

white early tails of the sprouting seed. Prick these in just

overhead as they appear, and keep all genially moist during
the lengthened period of germination. This sowing bare and
prioking-in is a wrinkle impressed upon me uuiler the tuition

of patient George Lightbody. It secures the life of the

valuable weaker seeds, which if put underground might never,

of their delicacy, get a start at all.

The young seedlings will require keeping neither very

' close nor very dry the first winter. In fact, they will want
watching. If mosses grow, keep them down hj wateriuj with
clear lime water. It will not hurt tho higher organism of

the seedUngs. Kill the mosses early, or the decay of a larger

growth going on round about the young Auriculas may injure

some. Prick them out in spring as they get well into rough
leaf, and mind they have no check by drought, or sun, or

wind. Their roots for a long time are a good deal about
the surface, often running along it, and formed from tho
leafy stem above ground, and so aro peculiarly liable to suffer

from dry exposure. By no means neglect or cast away the
less inviting late and weak plants. Take pains with them
in all faith and patience. These will often be a year behind
the stronger in blooming, but may produce tho best flowers.

The coarser natures ever get on fastest. Keep the seed-pans
a long time, for stragglers may be coming-up till sowing-time
again.

I would not trust unbloomed seedlings to a common open
border ; but still, as I grow a good number, I cannot pot them
all. Some, therefore, I plant out in frames looking north and
filled with turfy loam to within a foot of tho glass. For other
lots I make up a bed looking east, boarded and raised above
the ground level C inches or more. The plants thrive hero with
just a frame-light set on bricks at the corners to turn off wet.

It may be of interest to state that last autumn I put out
rooted young plants of such free sorts as Lovely Ann, General
Neill, Lady WUbraham, Beeston's Apollo, Lord Palmerston,
and others into an east border, and they have had no protection

whatsoever from all the weather. None have died from frost

or wet, but they bloomed later, and the plants are smaller and
tougher, and the flowers were of less size than those in the
frames. Of course I tried none of the more precious kinds

;

but I know the time was when many a good old thing, rare
now, was grown in Lancashire and Yorkshire cottage-garden
borders and sold by the handful, more for love than money,
judging by the price.

Circumstances so much alter oases that I ought to say I live

near the fresh and bracing moors, and so the air with me is

pure and free and dry. I3ut many years ago my father and
myself used to rear our seedling Auriculas in the ready outdoor
way I have spoken of, within a mile of Hull.—F. D. Hobnee,
Kirkby Mahcard, Ripon.

AMONG THE PLANTS AT GLASNEVIN.
Whenever one takes a run to the Glasneviu Botanic Garden,

no matter what the season may be, he is sure to come away
gratified. He is sure to find the houses gay with plants in

flower, many of them of special interest from their rarity,

novelty, or singularity ; and he will rarely come away without
his attention being directed to something either absolutely

new or with which he has not previously made his acquaintance.

In fact, he will always find " something new, something to

please, and something to instruct." When there is an hour
to spare there is no more agreeable place to spend it ; and in

the early part of last week we availed ourselves of that relic of

the past, the lumbering 'bus, which, in the regretable absence
of the pleasant tram car, still plies between the Bank and the

Botanic Garden, and after a not particularly agreeable ride we
were soon face to face with the inmates of the Orchid house,

which was quite lit up and gay with plants in flower. More
especially was this the case as regards the stage which faces

the entrance. Here were in flower stately specimens of Vanda
suavis, and the finest variety of V. tricolor, Phaius Wallichu,

and P. intermedia, all with numerous flower spikes ; tho

lovely Cattleya Meudelii and C. bogotensis, Epidendrum ma-
chrochilum, and Blunt's charming variety of Odontoglossum
Alexandra;, &c. The effect of the Orchids was by no
means lessened by the soft voluptuous tints of some beautiful

Gloxinias ranged in front, or a fine plant of the large-flowered

variety of the brilliant Anthurium Scherzerianum which
formed the centre " bit " and lit up the picture, and was in

striking contrast with the dingy but most singular floral de-

velopments of the weird-Uke Attaccia cristata alongside it.

Passing on to the next compartment, the eye was at once
arrested by a fine plant of Cypripedium caudatum roseum,
with some dozen or more flowers, each drooping perpendi-

cularly two tail-like appendages or rather elongations of the

sepals, each some twenty or more inches in length, hanging
down like the dripping locks of the fabled syren. We re-

gard this as about the finest and most striking of the genus,

though for modest beauty commend us to the exquisite little
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C. niveum, or the hardy C. spectabile. Here, too, we made
the acquaintance, for the first time, of the new C. RoezUi. It

is something in the way of C. Ifevigatum, with twisted sepals

and the sac or lip of a greenish yellow tint. Vanda gigantea

was displaying its tawny, leather-like, and, to our taste, in-

elegant flowers, presenting, as regards beauty, a striking con-

trast to the exquisitely lovely blossoms of the Dendrobium
Devouianum hanging opposite to it. Dendrobium chryso-

toxum was also displaying its gay golden honours. We noticed

also a good plant of Saccolabium guttatum in flower, a couple

specimens of the showy and free-flowering Cattleya Skinneri,

one of the curious Lycaste fulvescens, with its pendulous
spikes of duU-looking tawny flowers, and an unnamed species

of Oncidium, of the Carthaginense type, from Jamaica, with a

fine spike of numerous brownish or chocolate-coloured flowers.

The Phalfflnopsis were just over, more especially a fine P. SohU-
leriana, which showed the remains of a glorious spike. A
plant of the small-flowered form of Authurium Scberzerianum
was flowering well in a suspended basket, and with the Pitcher-

plant Nepenthes rambling over the roof, and suspending here
and there its elegant amphorie, lent a character and a charm
to the Orchid house by no means out of keeping with its

special occupants.

Leaving the Orchid house, and passing hurriedly through
that ugUest of the Board of Works' ugly outcomes—the great

Palm house—with a sigh that such treasures as it con-

tains should be enshrined in such a casket, we delay for a
moment in the adjoining cool range to refresh and admire
the graceful elegance of that most elegant and graceful of

drooping plants— GreviUea Manglesii, and the pale volup-
tuous beauty of the marvellously fine Sikhim Rhododendron
Hodgsoni, which was in flower near it. This is a truly grand
species, or variety perhaps we should say, for it differs at all

events in colour from R. Hodgsoni, as figured in the " Bot.

Magazine." This range was quite gay with other tender
Rhododendrons, brilliant Salvias, numerous Laohenalias, and
other gay-flowering plants. We noticed here, too, a most
flourishing stock of that queen of Cape Orchids—Disa grandi-

fiora.

Leaving this house, we notice in the adjoining border out-

side a fine specimen in flower of that interesting botanical

curiosity Megacarpaea polyandra, recently alluded to in these

columns, and pass on to the long curvilinear range. In the
stove division we were fortunate in seeing in flower two species

of the noble genus Brownea—viz. , B. grandiceps and B. coccinea.

The first-named is here quite a tree, and bears its marvellous
floral tassels, each as large as a child's head, in profusion ; the
second is not so robust a grower, neither are the pendulous
flower heads so large, but the colour is more vivid and
brUliant. This compartment was further gay with a number
of other plants in flower, which we need not enumerate.
Among the stately plants domiciled under the central ele-

vated dome of this fine range we noticed a fine specimen of the
Chinese Palm, Chamffirops sinensis, in flower. The adjoining

or greenhouse division was quite in holiday trim with the
quantity both of hard and soft-wooded greenhouse stuff in

flower. Of these, one of the most striking and noteworthy was
Abutilon magapotamicum, trained up one of the pillars, spread-

ing freely above, and hanging its remarkably large striated

bells in rich profusion. This, we think, is the largest-flowered

and most striking of the genus. Observing to the foreman of

the houses that this species was very striking from the com-
paratively great size of its flower. " Yes," he added, " and for

being always in flower." The collection of succulents in this

compartment is most extensive and varied, and wonderful are

the quaint forms which it compriseB. We must leave them,
however, and hasten to the Victoria house, where were tem-
porarily located the immediate objects of our present visit

—

namely, the curious Sarracenias or American Pitcher-plants, of

which there were just then several species displaying their

singular flowers.

Among those in flower were Sarracenia rubra, S. flava,

S. flava var. Catesbeei, and, ehowing flower, an unique variety,

which Glasnevin alone can boast of, and with regard to which
we may, perhaps, devote a special article by-and-bye. Though
not in flower, we were particularly taken with one of this

remarkable collection, as in respect of its pitchers it is to

our mind the one most to be prized of any. They are par-

ticularly graceful, and the operculum or lid far and away more
elegant in form than that of any of its fellows. We could not
make out the specific name on the label, and time then did
not admit of making further inquiry ; we hope, however, to do

so another day. Before parting with the Sarracenias, and
closing this notice, we may add that the specimen of Sarra-

cenia purpurea which has stood out for some years in the bit

of artificial bog is not only healthy and vigorous, but just now
also showing flower. A curious and interesting fact in regard
to this particular plant is, that for months it is completely
submerged and covered with water. Cold and continuous
bathing evidently agrees with it.

—

{Irish Farmers' Gazette.)

ALTEBNANTHERAS AND COLEUS IN THE
NORTH.

I SHOULD much like to know how far north Alternantheras
and Coleus are found to answer in open flower beds? Fre-
quent complaints of failure from correspondents Uving in the
neighbourhood of Manchester and Liverpool induced me to

make inquiries thereabouts, and I cannot do better than give

a quotation from an answer received from a reliable source.
" I never put out Coleus till the middle of June, always re-

moving the cold soil and planting in sandy peat. Both Coleus
and Alternantheras so treated were excellent with me last

year." Now, this was done in a garden very near Manchester,
and it is precisely the plan that is followed in the south ; there
can, therefore, be no doubt that the mischief was caused by a
want of proper precaution. Let those whose plants have
failed try again, remembering that no such tender plants can
pass unscathed through the trying alternations of our climate
in spring. Nothing is gained by early planting, and if spring
gardening were only as common as it ought to be, no one would
care to clear the beds for the summer plants tiU June. This,

however, is a subject to which I hope soon to devote a paper ;

and I will only add here, that as we have no really good substi-

tutes for the Coleus and Alternantheras, they are certainly

worthy of such sUght care and culture as it is plainly evident
are only required to insure as complete success in the north-

west as in the south.

—

Edwabb Luckhdbst.

THE FORTHCOMING MIDLAND SHOW.
Although the announcement has been made that probably

after all the Royal Horticultural Society may hold a provincial

show at Wigan, yet as that is still in nuhibus, and the pre-

liminaries for the Great Midland Show are all settled, I thought
it might interest the readers of our Journal if I turned aside

on my way to Manchester to revisit the scene of the most suc-

cessful provincial show the Royal Horticultural Society has as

yet held, to ascertain a few facts connected with it, and at

the same time to see the spring gardening which Mi:. Qoilter

carries out on such a grand scale.

No private enterprise at all equal to this has ever been
entered upon in the way of flower shows. The great provincial

Shows of York, Leeds, Manchester, and other places, the Exhi-
bitions at the Regent's Park, South Kensington, the Crystal

Palace, and Alexandra Park are the efforts of societies and
companies ; but this Great Midland Show is the effort of one
individual, who asks no guarantee fund, seeks no aid from
others, but can say with Coriolanus, " Alone I did it !" And
not only has he issued a hberal prize list of £1000, but he has
already secured the co-operation of most of our leading exhi-

bitors, while the arrangements he has made will show that

the comfort and pleasure of all concerned have been carefully

studied.

When the Royal Horticultural Society had oonclnded their

Show, instead of allowing the large tent which formed the chief

attraction of the Exhibition to be taken down, Mr. QuUter pur-

chased it and converted it to his own use. One half of it has

been divided off, heated with hot water, and has been made into

an attractive conservatory ; while the other half has been planted

with Rhododendrons from the nurseries of Messrs. Standish and
Co., at Ascot, somewhat in the style of those we are in the habit

of seeing in the metropolis planted by the Messrs. Waterer. It

will therefore not be difiioult to again convert them into an
exhibition tent, while the cricket field adjoining will afford

ample space for the various supplementary tents that will be

required, and also for the display of horticultural implements
and necessaries. A room will be provided for those who may
wish to write, meet their friends, Ac, and everything done
that Mr. Quilter's great experience and enterprise may lead

him to consider needful.

Two years ago, when on a similar journey, I visited the

grounds at Lower Aston and attempted to give, what is a very
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diffionlt task, eome idea of the wonderful extent and beauty
of the spring gardening. I was enabled to contrast it this year
with the recollection of it then. It has been, let me say, a
most unfavourable season for it. The spring frosts have very
much checked the growth of plants ; and anyone who has
watched the perfectly stand- still character of many things in

their own gardens will not be surprised to hear that the Golden
Feather Pyrethrum and some of the Pansies have considerably
suffered. One defect I noticed last time has been remedied.
The beds were too light—too much yellow and white ; this
year a great deal more of the dark purple Pansy has been used
in the centre panelling, and had the other plants not so much
failed I think the effect would have been grand in the extreme.
Even as it is, seen at a little distance nothing can be more
charming than the jewelled appearance of the beds. It is only
when you come closer that you see the gaps the frosts and
unkindly weather have made. The beds being on the slant
instead of flat, greatly enhances their beauty, although at the
same time it makes the difficulty of keeping them in order the
greater. The purple Aubrietia makes the best blue of that
colour, the Forget-me-not being too deUcate in shade and also
too tall. Although Mr. Quilter has had these disadvantages
to deal with, it is very doubtful whether any spring gardening
at all equal in extent to this is to be anywhere met with.

It remains but to say that as far as the Exhibition is con-
cerned five challenge cups have been added to the liberal list

of prizes, value £25 each, and when won twice (not of necessity
in successive years) become the property of the winner. One
is for stove and greenhouse plants ; two for cut Eoses (one for

amateurs and one for growers for sale) ; one for fruit, and one
for vegetables. There will be a national lawn-mower contest,
and the Birmingham Rose Show will be incorporated with the
Exhibition, so that every element of success seems to have
been attained.—D., Deal.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Although all growers of Potatoes have had some expe-

rience of the loss caused by the disease, yet it has seldom
impressed them with the consequences which follow when it

occurs where Potatoes are cultivated very extensively. Those
consequences were demonstrated during a recent trial in the
Court of Queen's Bench. The defendant, Mr. Coupland, a
Lincolnshire farmer, had entered into a contract with the
plaintiff, Mr. Havell, in March to sell him " two hundred tons
of Potatoes, grown on his land at Whaplode," at the price of
£3 6s. 8(;. per ton, to bo delivered in September. Two hundred
and fifty acres were actually planted at Whaplode, and it

appeared that they would produce seven tons an acre, so that
there was abundant land planted to raise the quantity con-
tracted for. In August, however, the Potato disease attacked
the crop and destroyed it, so that the farmer was unable to
complete his contract. Therefore, although the farmer ought
to have obtained 1750 tons, the disease rendered him incapable
of supplying 200 tons. The question was whether he was
excused in law. The Court gave judgment in favour of the
defendant, the farmer, because the Potatoes to be delivered
were to be Potatoes grown upon the particular farm, and no
others could have been supplied ; so that when that became
impossible in consequence of the Potato disease the perform-
ance of the contract became impossible, and there was no
default on the part of the farmer.

The constabulary returns, based upon information
obtained from farmers and others, and revised by Boards of
Guardians, show that it may be estimated that Ireland pro-
duced in the year 1873, 2,083,060 tons of Potatoes. The
acreage under Potatoes has been decreasing for the last two
years, but the produce in 1873 showed a large increase over
1872.

THOM.\S TUSSEB.—No.3.
Tdsser was at Braham HaU in 1557, and could not have re-

mained there long, for at the end of eleven years he was in
Essex, and in the intermediate years had lived at Ipswich,
farmed in Norfolk, and resided at Norwich, buried one wife and
married another.

It is certain that his farming at Braham Hall was a failure,

and be attributes that failure to the high rent, for he says

—

" With loBB and pain, to little gain,
With shiftB to save, to cram Sir Knave^

What Ule it is 1"

lU-BuocesB and his wife's ill-health hastened his departure

—

*' when wife could not, through fiicknesB got.

More toil abide, bo nigh Hca-Nide,

Then thou^-ht I best, from toil to rest.

And Ipswich try."

Apparently not a reasonable selection, for it is as " nigh sea-

side " as Catawade. However, he had friends there.

" So was I glad, much friendship had,

A time to lie."

It did not restore his wife, and there she died. Even her

Christian name is unknown, and his only mention of her is iu

one line

—

" There left good wife, this present life."

We hoped to have found a record of her burial, but in this we
have been disappointed ; the incumbent of each parish in

Ipswich has kindly searched its register, but without finding

the wished-for entry.

During his residence at Ipswich he seems to have composed
his poetical notes on " Huswiffry," for in the address " To the

Eeader " he says

—

" Then bear with a widower's pen as to may."

And he was only a widower whilst there residing. The first

notice of the composition is in the register of the Stationers'

Company, where in the year 1561 Thomas Hacket had license

for "A Dyalogue of Wynynge and Thrynnge of Tussher's, with
ii lessons for olde and yonge," and it seems to have been
published the following year by his first publisher, Bichard
Totell, under the title, also in the Stationers' Company register,
" One hundredth good poyntes of Husbandry lately maryed
unto a hundreth good poyntes of huswiffry, newly corrected

and amplyfyed."
The dedicatory epistle of the " huswiffry " is to his " espe-

ciall good lady and mistress, the Lady Paget," who was one of

"the Lancashire witches" when Anne Prestin. Only one
more edition of this volume was published, and that was in

1570, and it is there stated to be "set foorth by Thomas
Tusser, gentleman, servant to the right honorable lorde Paget
of Beudesert." Lord Molesworth thought that " The Points

of Huswifry " should be reprinted, and a copy kept in every

farm house, and so far as a sentiment of religion and an en-

forcement of thriftiness pervades the tract, it deserves com-
mendation ; but in its details of the employments and manage-
ment of a household it is totally inapplicable to our time and
usages.

No wonder that neither Tusser nor his wife could " more
toile abide," for they, according to " The Points," were slaves

and the drivers of slaves. All had to be up at first cockcrow

;

hemp had to be peeled for home-spinning ; malt had to be

made, ground, and brewed ; the wife was to carve for all the

servants, men and maids ; the latter, if not cleanly, were to be
made to " cry creak," for the wife was to carry " a Holly wand"
for the purpose of beating them, but Tusser advises that

" Such servants are oftenest painfull and good.

That sing in their labour, as birds in the wood."

Bread had to be baked, dairying pursued in aU its details,

scouring and washing were daily tasks, men came to dinner
whilst the plough-horses were baiting,

" Good sempsters be sewing of fine pretty knacks.
Good huswives be mending and piecing their sacks."

Candles had to be made, hogs fed, cows milked, logs to be
brought in at night, herb-medicines had to be made, and finally

" Declare after supper—take heed thereunto—
What work in the morning each seiTant shall do."

for in those days master, mistress, and all servants on the

farm had their meals together.

Such drudgery we have said would not now be applicable

here, but we have just received some " points of housewifry,"

now enforced iu America, and in verse too, that are not dis-

cordant with those of Tusser ;

—

" ITp in the early morning.
Just at the peep of day.

Straining the milk in the daiij.

Turning the cows away

—

Sweeping the lloor in the kitchen.
Making the beds up-staira.

Washing the breakfast dishes,

Dusting the parlour chairs.

" Brushing the crumbs from the pantry,
Hunting for e^'^'S at the barn,

lioasting the meat for dinner.
Spinning the stocking yarn

;

Spreading the snow-white linen
Down on the hushes below.

Ransacking every meadow
Where the red Strawberries grow.
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" Starching their cottons for Sunday,
Churning the snowy cream,

HiuBing the pails and strainer

Down in the running stream

;

Feeding the geese and poultry,

MaMng the puddiugs and pies.

Jogging the little une's cradle,

Driving away the flies."

\Yhilst residing at Ipswich Tnsser married a Norfolk woman.
Amy Moon. Slie was seemingly much his junior, at all events

she survived him. He plays upon her name by saying that

she would always shine

" And never change, a thing most Btnuige."

Sha was young, "a wife in youth;" expenses increased.
" The child at nurse, to rob the purse," bo he again betook to

farming. His wife seems to have objected to leaving her

native county.
" For Norfolk wiles, so full of guiles.

Have caught my toe, by wiving so.

That out of thee, I see for me.
No way to creep."

He became the tenant of West Dereham Abbey about the

year 1564. The Abbey had but recently been suppressed, and
its last Abbot was Uving in Tusser's youth time, dying in 1548.

The Abbey lauds, manors, &c., were granted to Thomas
Derham, Esq., of Crimplesham, in 32 Henry VUI., and he
died possessed of them in 1554, but they remained to his de-

scendants, but disputes arose and Tusser fled from the tenancy.

" Then left I all, because such brawl,

I hst not bide." "•

WEST DEREHAM CHURCH.

There seems to have been some temptation thus readily to

leave a farm, which he admits was such " as heart could wish ;"

and the tempter was Sir Biehard Southwell. He is described

as a great favourite of Henry VIII. ; was one of the visitors

appointed by him of the monasteries in Norfolk on their sup-
pression ; was of the privy council to that king, Edward VI.,

and Queen Mary ; was master of the ordnance and armoury,
and one of the executors to Henry VIII. ; he was also high
steward of the Duchy of Lancaster. Ho possessed thirty-two

manors in Norfolk, and profited, as one might expect, from the

dissolution of the monasteries. It is not improbable that he
offered a stewardship to Tusser ; but whatever the temptation
was, Tusser did not benefit by it, for Sir Eich.ird died at the
time, and is thus deplored :

—

" O. Southwell ! what, meanst thou by that.

Thou worthy wight, thnu famous knight,
3o me to crave, and to thy grave,

Go by-and-by ?
"

Sir Eichard had no legitimate son, and his seven executors

seem to have not carried out his intentions for Tusser, so he
avoided " the ravens " and sought a " safer port." That port

was Norwich.
The reasons why Sir Eichard Southwell came " to crave " for

Tusaer was probably because he was patronised and commended
by Thomas Lord Paget, who was married to Sir llichard's great-

niece, bearing the very unusual name of Nazareth, and who

benefited by some of his property ; for in 1572 Lord Paget
nominated one John Poley to the rectory of Wood Bising,

which had belonged to Sir Eichard.

We hoped to pubhsh a view of Tusser's residence at West
Dereham, but the rector of the parish, the Eev. J. H. Clarke,

writes to us that " there is nothing in the old abbey remain-
ing which could be associated with his memory, as a fragment
of the comparatively modern mansion, turned into a shepherd's

cottage and laundry, is all which now presents itself without
the old moated inclosure. The church, which is about a mile

from the site of the Abbey, stUl presents very nearly the same
aspect it would have in Tusser's time." Of that church, de-

dicated to St. Andrew, we publish a view from a photograjih

taken by the Eev. Canon Beechey, and for which we are

further indebted to the courtesy of Mr. Clarke.

THE HOLLYHOCK DISEASE.
(PUCCINIA MALVACEAEUM, Mont.)

It is to be sincerely hoped that the fitngus which causes the

Hollyhock disease will confine itself to the tribe Malvca) of the

natural order Malvacere, and that it will not extend itself to

the other tribes of this natural order, so many members of

which are cultivated for ornament in this country. If we form

a judgment of the fungus from the habits of other species of
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Pucoinia, a sharp look-out ought certainly now to be kept on
all speoiea coming under Hibiscus, Abutilon, Gossypium, and

other genera of Malvaeeto, for Puccinia umbelliferarum grows

upon yarious Umbellifera! ; P. lychnideamm is common alike

in Lychnis, Sagina, Arenaria, &o. ; and P. fallens is found on
both Vioia and Trifolium.

Puccinia malvacearum first appeared in Chili on a species of

Althajaj it; next appeared in Australia, where it proved ex-

pfccjNiA M iLV-icEAnur.1, Mont.

A. Hollyhock leaf iufected with the disease (natural size).

B. Pustules burstiuy throufih cuticle, with epidermal hairs, on which some of

the spores are scattered. Enlarged 40 diameters,

c. Section through pustule (or ,*o7hn), showing the clusters of uni-septato
spores in situ. Enlarged 40 diameters.

tremely destructive to the Hollyhock (Althtea rosea, a native of

China). Last .Tune it was recorded from France, whilst at the
beginning of July it had reached this country, where it imme-
diately commenced its ravages on our Hollyhocks with great
virulence, and completely killed to the ground all the plants

it attacked, both in private gardens and in nurseries. From
the south of England it rapidly spread to the north, and
during the early spring of this year in certain districts near
London nearly every leaf of Malva sylvestris was blackened by
this new pest. It has also been recently common in France,
attacking the indigenous Malvacerc.
The Hollyhock disease is remarkable for its extreme viru-

lence, for on affected plants a black spot is not merely seen
here and there as in common with many species of Puccinia,
but the affected plants have every leaf blackened by these

D. Group of uni-septate spores, seated on tho distinct sterae, or peduncles
Enlarged »00 diameters.

E. Hairs from HoUyliocl: leaf, to show proportion between the hairs and the
fungus. Enlarged .100 diameters.

All the figures enlarged with the camera Incida.

obnoxious pustules or sori, which are entirely composed of

uni-septate spores seated on stems as seen in section at c, mag-
nified forty diameters. Every sorus contains more than ten

thousand spores, and in the specimens sent for identification

I counted more than a thousand soil on each leaf, therefore

each individual leaf was capable of producing [ten million

perfect plants of the Puccinia. Figures altogether fail to give

any idea of the enormous reproductive powers of this mis-

chievous fungus, and as for a cure none is known or likely to

be known. The only method of stamping it out appears to

rest in at once taking up and burning root and branch of every

infected plant.

The accompanying illustration with description, drawn from
Nature with a camera lucida, will serve to give the readers of

thia Journal a good idea of the plant as seen under the micro-
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scope, and the smallness of the pest and its spores when com-
pared with the hairs and breathing pores of the HoUyhock
leaf itseU.—W. G. Smith.

MANCHESTER HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION.
Those who are accustomed only to think of Manchester in

connection with huge warehouses, smoky chimneys, dirty

streets, and an impenetrable atmosphere of smoke, would be
not a little surprised if they were to drop in as I did last week
on one of their grand horticultural fi'tes, and would be still

more astonished were they to hear that the greater portion by
far of the productions were sent from the neighbourhood—nay
more, that exhibitors from Manchester can enter the lists witia

the most experienced plantsmen in the kingdom, and beat
them, as Mr. C. Cole did Mr. Baines at Bath last year; and
therefore in recording this Show I feel that I am not recording
a mere provincial exhibition, but one that has an interest for

all horticulturists, and at which it is as great an honour to

gain a prize as at any metropolitan exhibition.
Whitsuntide being kept almost universally as a holiday in

the manufacturing districts, it was a happy thought of the
Manchester Botanical Society to inaugurate an exhibition
what should remain open for the whole week, and so afford the
operatives an opportunity of enjoying a rational and elevating
amusement when so many of a questionable character are pre-
sented to them. It is well known how enthusiastic were the
Manchester operatives of former days in their cultivation of the
Auricula, Tulip, &c., and to awaken or foster the taste the Society
has now for seven years held these exhibitions. I have been pretty
well used-up in exhibitions, but I can say that in some points
the Show that is now being held at Manchester is far beyond
anything that I have seen of late in Loudon ; while under the
courteous yet firm administration of Mr. Findlay everything
goes on as smoothly as possible, and Judges, exhibitors, and
the general public testify to the excellence of arrangements,
seconded as he is by an able Secretary and an efficient staff,

with a thoroughly good working Committee.

The foremost place in the Exhibition must be given, I think,
to the Orchids, a class which we have seen in the metropolis to
have wofuUy fallen off, but which in and about Manchester is

cultivated with great zeal and success. The class for nursery-
men was well filled, Mr. Yates, of Manchester, taking equal
honours with Mr. Williams, while that for amateurs was repre-
sented by some noble specimens. In the first-prize lot of
Mr. Oswald Wrigley, of Bridge Ilall, Bury, are some grand
plants, such as Phaln^nopsiB amabilis, Vanda suavis, Odonto-
glosBum AlexandriT', Cattleya Mendelii, Anguloa Clowesii, Ca-
lanthe veratrifolia, and a grand mass of Odontoglossum Phalae-
nopsis. In Dr. Ainsworth's were some notable plants of Vanda
piiayis, Aerides nobilis, and a Masdevallia Harryana. Mr. E.
Wrigley had fine plants of Sobralia macrantha and the lovely
and rare Odontoglossum vexillarium ; and Mr. Broome had erand
planf6_ of Oncidium sphacelatum, Cattleya lobata, and Aerides
Lobbii.

In the nurserymen's class, to which contributions came from
Mr. Tates, Mr. Williams, Messrs. Eollisson, and Mr. Spenee,
were fine plants of Cypripepinm barbatum and eaudatum, Den-
drobium densiflorum, Vanda tricolor, La'lia purpurata, On-
cidium sphacelatum, Odontoglossum citrosmum, Vanda suavis
and tricolor, iSro. ; while Mr. Spenee had a large quantity of the
lovely Cattleya Mossioe of various shades of colour and in excel-
lent condition. In the same large conservatory were arranged
the grand stove and greenhouse plants contributed by Messrs.
Cole & Son, Jackson & Son, and others. The former had mag-
nificent plants of Anthurium Scherzerianum, Aphelexis humilis
rosea. Erica Cavendishii, Azaleas Magnificent and Conqueror,
Ixora coccinea, and Cycas revoluta. They had also the veiy
best box of cut blooms of stove and greenhouse plants I ever re-
member to have seen. There was the lovely and pure Nymph.-Ea
dentata with its snow-white petals, the gorgeous and glowing
Musa coccinea, beautiful bunches of Vanda teres and Vanda
tricolor, the rich yellow of Allamanda grandifiora ; and for rarity
of bloom and variety of colour it would have been impossible to
excel and difficult to equal this box. Amongst those contributed
by amateurs were some excellent boxes, that shown by Mr.
Wrigley containing nine Orchids out of the twelve blooms
exhibited.
Nor must I omit my meed of praise to the hand bouquets.

This is a subject I have much studied, and 1 hope know a little

about ; and I willingly testify that the very best, taking them
altogether, I have ever seen (taking into account their number)
were exhibited here, especially those contributed by Messrs.
Yates, of Manchester, Mr. Wrigley, and the Messrs. Turner, of
Liverpool and West Derby. There was a lightness and elegance
about them that was positively charming; all vulgarisms were

absent, and the flowers employed were rare and beautiful,
Orchids entering largely into their composition ; and although
in a few cases somewhat large, yet they were not more so than
fashion demands, and they were beyond all praise for their light-
ness and elegance.
The greenhouse plants, tree Ferns, hardy shrubs, Hoses, &c.,

were arranged in the large tent with which visitors to Manches-
ter are familiar. It was most tastefully arranged, the long vista
being broken up by tree Ferns, &c. The most conspicuous
object on entering was the collection of pot Eoses furnished by
Mr. Charles Turner, of Slough, which are exhibited in that per-
fection he so well knows how to attain. Amongst his large
plants were grand specimens of Juno, Charles Lawson, Alfred
Colomb, President, Souvenir d'un Ami, Miss Ingram, and Victor
Verdier; whilst amongst the fifty were beautiful little plants
of Edonard Morren, Madame Margottin, Duke of Edinburgh, and
Madame Victor Verdier. Messrs. Lane, of Berkhampstead, had
also fine plants of the best sorts, amongst them Souvenir de
Paul Nc-ron, La France, Madame Margottin, Alfred Colomb, and
Madame Victor Verdier. It would seem that the Manchester
folks cannot master the difficulties they labour under in the cul-
tivation of a flower which is so greedy of pure air as the Eose.
Passing down the tent I noticed some grand plants of Azaleas,

exhibited by Messrs. Cole & Son, Lane & Son, and Mr. Charles
Turner, amongst them Eulalie Van Geert, Empress Euggnie,
President, etc., while Mr. Turner's contained some of the newer
varieties. Pelargoniums, as at the London shows, were indif-
ferently represented—a marvel to me when one regards their
exceeding beauty and their freeness and length of flowering.
The best as far as size was concerned, was exhibited by Mr.
Eylance, nurseryman, Ormskirk, and contained good examples
of Kingston Beauty, Betrothed, Le Vesuve, Beacon, &c. Mr.
Turner's were smaller and of finer quality ; amongst them were
Imperator, Pompey, Pericles, Brigand, and Claribel, varieties
which have emanated, as have, indeed, most of the good sorts
in cultivation, from his well-known establishment.
There were some excellent collections of Ferns, both British

and foreign, contributed by Messrs. Pearson, Mr. Crow, Green-
heys, Mr. Shuttleworth, and Mr. Rylance. Amongst the British
Ferns were fine specimens of Athyrium F.-f., plumosum and
todeoides ; Lastrea Filix-mas angustatum, Barnesii, and cris-

tatum ; Polystichum aculeatum, and Athyrum Filix-f. grandi-
ceps ; while in the foreign Ferns were Todea superba, Brainea
insignis, Gleichenia superba, and Lomaria cycadiefolia. Somo
of these, the collection of Mr. Crow especially, did great credit
to the exhibitors, for his are grown in the very heart of Man-
chester, and they showed what perseverance and inteUigence
can do in overcoming difficulties.

There were some excellent hardy shrubs contributed by
Messrs. Caldwell & Sons, and Mr. Shaw. Those of the former
were especially fine, and contained Retinospora plumosa aurea,
Buxus variegata, Thujopsis borealis, Golden Queen Holly,
Broad-leaved Holly, &o. The far end of the tent was occupied
with collections of hardy Ehododendrons, exhibited by Mr.
Yates, of Manchester; Mr. E. S.Yates, Messrs. Lane & Sons,
and Messrs. Waterer, of Bagshot. They proved a grand feature
of the Show; their varied colours and rich glossy foliage make
them very attractive. Amongst the better kinds were John
Walter, Eichard Waterer, Exquisite, Titian, Mrs. John Glutton,
Magniflcum, &c.
For new plants there were some valuable prizes offered, and

the first prize was gained by Mr. Shuttleworth, amongst whose
exhibits were the beautiful Pandanus Veitchii, Vrietia reticu-

lata, Encelophartos villosus, and Dractcna metallica. There
were also nice collections of Palms, plants for dinner-table
decoration, S:c.

I have thus enumerated the most salient points of this ex-
cellent Exhibition, but there were many other matters of in-

terest—collections of succulents and herbaceous plants, Palms,
Ericas, Crotons, &c. ; some beautiful vases of skeletonised leaves
prepared by Mr. Eay and some pupils who have managed by
the directions given in his book to approach somewhat to the
beauty he has attained ; but it would not be possible in the space
allotted me to notice more than I have done, and I hope it will

be sufficient to show how very successful is this Whitsuntide
Exhibition of the Manchester Society. Long may it flourish I

—D., Deal.

SKELETONISING LEAVES.
On looking over the gardens of the well-known Squire of

Blankney the other day, my attention was drawn to a piece of

work by Mr. Eobert Frisby, son of the able and popular gar-

dener. This was a case of skeletonised foliage, on which the

young gardener has devoted his spare evening hours over a

period of several months. The way in which he has thus far

accompUshed his work is in the highest degree creditable to

his patience, perseverance, and manipulative skill. The foliage

is almost entirely composed of different kinds of evergreens,

the venation of which is of sounder texture than tropical plants,
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and from whioh the more perishable parte of the leaves sepa-

rate more cleanly, leaving a network perfectly clear and well
defined, whioh, on close inspection, ia not always the case with
skeletonising. In this case every leaf is absolutely perfect, a
blemish, even of the slightest, not being admitted, and this if

the spray has cost six months' care in preparation. The group
for finish and arrangement is very beautiful, and worthy
of a place at some of the great exhibitions, whither, perhaps,
it may eventually find its way. When we find a gardener
devoting his leisure to a work of this kind, demanding the
exercise of the best qualities, it is proof not only that his heart
is in his work, but that he possesses the means and a will to
use them in achieving success in his calling. Young men
generally might do much worse than spend a portion of their

leisure in a recreation so elegant, interesting, and instructive.

—J. Wbiohi.

Pbimula iMPERiALig.—Some years ago I read, in Wallace I

think, of this most gigantic Primrose, which grows on one
solitary mountain in Java. Surely such a plant is worth look-
ing after. If some enterprising importer could make a fraction

of what has been made by Primula japonioa he would no
repent his labour. Seeds or plants might be had through a
Dutch resident without the necessity of sending out a collector.

-G. S.

ME. GEORGE GLENNY.
On the 17th inst., after a few days' Uluess, at Gipsy HiU,

Norwood, died Georoe Glenny, aged eighty-one years.
He laboured earnestly and beneficially to promote gardening

in all its departments, but especially floriculture, and so much
did we appreciate his judgment that in 1851 we placed a por-
tion of our columns devoted to " florists' flowers " under his
control. Here he allowed his judgment to be unduly warped,
which led to a separation, and then we, in common with Dr.
Lindley, were the subjects of his inveterate vituperation. About
a twelvemonth since he sent us his photograph portrait, which
we accepted as a peace offering ; therefore we wUl only add as
a salutary lesson to our young readers that Mr. Glenny pre-
vented his abUitiea being employed more extensively by his
self-laudation and bitter prolonged expression of animosity.
These were defects which no one wished to endure, and whioh
would have made him suffer still less of prosperity if he had
not pursued unweariedly literary labour.

He was a native of London, and there apprenticed to a
watchmaker, but acquiring a taste for Tulips from seeing a
bed of them at Walworth, he devoted himself to gardening,
and especially floriculture. Here he was so successful, that at
an entertainment given to more than fifty friends at his re-

sidence at Worton he placed before each a silver oup which
his flowers had won. He relied, however, upon his pen more
than upon his spade and trowel for bread-winning, and in
1820, when twenty-seven, he became editor of the "British
Luminary;" then wrote for the "British Press;" and soon
became editor of the " Eoyal Ladies' Magazine." These were
failures ; but in 1832 he commenced the " Horticultural Jour-
nal," which lived on until 1839. Then he started the " Gar-
dener's Gazette," whioh was extinguished by Dr. Lindley's
superior "Chronicle;" but we can only find space for the
names and dates of his literary legion. " Garden Almanac,"
begun in 1847 ;

" Abercrombie's Every Man His Own Gar-
dener," with notes, 1848 ;

" Gardening for Cottagers," and
"Gardening for the Million," 1849 ;

" Catechism of Garden-
ing, by Eev. J. Edwards," 1849 ; and an edition arranged for
schools in 1855. " Handbook of Practical and Landscape
Gardening;" "Handbook of Flower Gardening and Green-
house ;" " Handbook of Fruit and Vegetable Gardening," 1850;
" Golden Bules for Gardeners," 1851 ;

" Quarterly Eeview of
Horticulture," 1853-5 ;

" The Flower Garden," one of Eichard-
Bon's Handbooks, 1853; "Farming for the MUhon," 1854;
" Gardener's Every-day Book," 1856 ;

" Abercrombie's Pocket
Journal," 1857, whioh was translated into Welsh in 1860;
" Companion to the Garden Almanac," 1857 ;

" Handy-book of
Gardening," 1858 ;

" Fruits and Vegetables," 1859 ;
" Culture

of Flowers," in twelve numbers, 1859-60 ;
" Illustrated Garden

Forget-me-not," 1860 ;
" Midland Florist, New Series," 1861-3;

" International Exhibition Bemembrancer," 1863; " DuBreuil's
Fruit-culture," 1872.

His most original work was " Properties of Flowers and
Plants," published first in his " Horticultural Journal," but of
which when published in a collected form we do not remember

the date of the first edition. The second edition is dated
1859. In this little volume he portrayed the model forms to

be aimed at by cultivators for exhibition. Let no one think
that the numerous works above enumerated contain new in-

formation ; they vary in name and arrangement, but the later

publications are copies of their predecessors ; for he was
obliged to write for the sake of subsistence, and was the worst
of copyists, for he did not seek for now information, but copied
himself.

From Worton, we believe, he went to Fulham, lived there
many years, and then removed to Gipsy Hill, where he died.

If he had been as indefatigable in pursuit of fresh knowledge
as was his equally voluminous contemporary Mr. Loudon, he
would have been a meritorious writer, for he was quick of

observation, and had a just appreciation of what was interest-

ing. We can give but one illustration. In 1860, writing about
a market garden at Fulham, formerly cultivated by Mr.
Fitche, but then by Mr. Clarke, he notes that in a single year
it produced 5000 punnets of forced Eadishes, and 288,000
hands (bunches) of unforced ; 3000 dozen bunches of Greens,
26,000 dozen of Cabbages, 400 dozen bunches of Wallflowers,
800 dozen bunches of Moss Boses, and 400 dozen of hand-
glass or early Cauliflowers. He saw 28 acres of Dwarf Kidney
Beans, and knew of 600 bundles of Asparagus being sent to

market in one day. Ten thousand scores of Lettuces were
sold between the 21st of May and 23rd of June.

At one period, we are told, he edited the " Gardener and
Practical Florist," and at another "Glenny's Journal," but
they are not remembered by us. During the concluding
years of his life he wrote on popular gardening for " Lloyd's
Weekly Newspaper." He contributed by his vituperative de-
nunciations to have the restrictions removed which closed

Kew Gardens as a place of popular resort. He was one of the
originators of the Gardeners' Benevolent Institution ; and
when he was chairman of some Institution we remember him
riding with legs enveloped by an appropriate bearskin, and an
appearance of great self-appreciation in his two-horse phjeton.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
The time for planting bedding-out plants in the places where

they are to form the great display of the flower garden, has
now arrived, and it cannot be too strongly urged upon those
who have this work to do, that system in arranging the colours
is absolutely necessary to complete success. By those who
have paid much attention to this part of the gardener's business
it must have been noticed that different artistes produce dif-

ferent effects with the same plants, and this, upon a careful
examination, will be found to arise more from the judicious
arrangement of the colours than from any other circumstance.
It is also easily seen that this subject receives very httle at-
tention generally, although nothing can be more important.
Thus, what can be more beautiful than some of the white
Verbenas or the yellow Calceolaria? but place these two sorts
together, and the pure white of the Verbena is quite destroyed.
Neither should colours be placed in violent contrast, because
richness of effect is not produced by contrast, but by harmony.
Thus, the scarlet Verbena or Geranium harmonises with the
purple Verbena or any of the blue Lobehas ; these again with
the Erysimum, or any of the orange-coloured flowers. The
great want of a good violet to harmonise with the numerous
yellows is to be suppUed by employing the beautiful Salvia
patens. In some cases, however, especially in gravelled terraces,
complementary or contrasting colours are desirable, and these
are more easily managed, there being a weU-kuown method of
finding the true contrast to any colour, which is this : Take a
piece of paper of the colour of the flower for which it is desired
to find the contrast, or a petal of the flower itself ; cut a small
circle out of it, whioh lay upon a sheet of white paper ; gaze on
it steadily for a minute, and then, without allowing the eye to
close, look upon another part of the paper, where a circle or
spectrum of another colour wiU be distinctly seen, and this will
be found the true contrasting colour. Without attending to
these rules the beautiful variety among our bedding-out plants
is almost useless ; but with care every shade of coloor may be
made to add to the beauty of the whole.
Plant Mesembryanthemums out in a warm corner exposed to

the sun, and on rockwork raised a little from the surface ; they
prefer light sandy soil. Many of the kinds wUl in such a situa-
tion become objects of great beauty, more especially if the
summer prove to be a sunny one. A small annual species,
named M. pyropaeum, or tricolor, is a very beautiful plant for
the purpose; being, however, very tenacious of life they will
Uve almost in any sort of soU. As might be expected in so
large a family, some are compact growers, while others are very
straggling. To keep such as M. unoinatum, M. dilatatum, or
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M. teuuifolium dwarf they must have their brauchea pegged-
down OQ the soil. This is not only a good plan of makiag com-
pact speoimeas, but also a good plan whereby to propagate them,
for if the operation be performed in spring every branch will

root in a few weeks.
To check the growth of the foliage of bulbous plants is de-

cidedly injurious to them. After flowering the leaves should
be stimulated to make strong growth under the influence of

bright light, and this should be continued till they show
symptoms of having passed maturity, then moisture should be
gradually reduced until they are brought to a state of rest. It

is therefore wrong to cut oft the foliage of hardy bulbs when
they have done flowering, and hurtful, although sometimes
necessary, to remove them to another place until it can be done
without greatly disturbing the roots.

Moderate disbudding, or rather thinning the shoots of fruit

trees, must be persevered in ; but they must now be removed
with a sharp knife and not broken off, as the shoots are acixuir-

ing consistency. Some of the strongest shoots of Peaches in-
tended to remain will require to be tacked-in. Never forget
that to realise the full benefit of the operation it must be dono
continually and gradually. Serious injury will always result
from sadden and heavy thinnings either of the buds or young
shoots. Stop the strongest shoots of Vines a joint beyond the
fruit, and commence nailing-in. The fruit of the Peaches should
be thinned-out where necessary. Apricots, being generally used
for tarts, must be left until they are large enough for that object.

Do not forget to use every available means to keep Strawberries
in a free-growing state by timely appUcatioua of water and fre-

quent surface-stirring.

Cucumbers which have been planted-out and filled their frame
will be greatly benefited by a good soaking of manure water in
a clear state, particularly when the soil is of a light and open
texture, which should always be the case with Cucumbers. The
liquid manure should be transparent and of the same tempera-
ture as the bed when applied, and cJre must be taken to let none
fall on the leaves in watering. If the fruit is required to grow
very large, care should be taken to select the best-formed female
flowers near to the main stems, and the rest should be thinned oft.

To cover your trelliswork or any exposed piece of wall for

the summer, plant any of the following, or all of them inter-
mixed if you prefer it ; Tropaolum aduucum (yellow), Cobfea
scandens (purple^ Calampolis soaber (orange), Loasa aurantiaca
(red), the Convolvulus major (various), Lophospermum Hender-
soni (rose). If you prefer less-strong-growing plants, substitute
Maurandya Barclayana (blue), M. aemperfloreus (rose) ; there is

also a white variety, and Clematis Jackmanni (violet), Tropaeolum
minus (orange), and Lophospermum scandens (rose).

Put m snccessional crops in the kitchen garden; prick-out
Celery ; stop the first crop of Peas and Beans ; roll gravel walks

;

mow, sweep, and roll lawns ; and look after every out-of-the-
way place, the nooks and corners.
What a delightful rain we have had, and just when its presence

was wanted I Independently of stirring the surface of the ground,
stiff soils were beginning to crack into fissures even where mostly
covered with vegetation. Where the ground was previously well
broken the crops will have obtained greater advantage from the
rain.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PBESENT WEEKS.
HARDY FBUIT OASDEN.

We are now becoming aware of the extent to which both wall
and standard fruit trees have been iujm'ed by frost. Plums on
the wall, which seemed to have set pretty freely ten days ago,

have mostly become yellow and dropped oft ; only a very few
are swelling. Some varieties of Pears have set well, others are
a failure. Cherries ou the wail are a full crop, on pyramid trees

they are a partial failure. Apples are a crop, though some sorts

have suffered. We have been looking over the trees to destroy
the caterpillar of the Lackey Moth. If this pest is not destroyed
at once the trees may be injured. Our mischievous friends ihe
sparrows seem to have been beforehand with us, and have made
havoc with some of the clusters, leaving parts of the skins

behind them. They may eat other sorts of caterpillars and
insects, and thus to some extent repay us for the woful damage
they do to our early Peas, Lettuce, and other tender young
crops in the early spring months.
In a recent number it was stated that Strawberry Amateur

was the only one that had suffered from frosts destroying the
blossoms. Since that time Sir C. Napier and one or two others
have also been slightly injured from the long-continued frosty

winds. When fine exhibition fruit is what is desired it is neces-
sary to thin out the fruit, and this is best done as soon as the
petals begin to drop off, removing small and badly-formed fruit,

allowing only about a dozen to remain ou each plant. Instead
of allowing these to lay on the ground it is better to support
them a little above the leaves with small branches of Elm,
Beech, or some similar material. A neat Strawberry support is

made of galvanised iron wire. It is intended that the fruit

should rest on a sort of network, and at first sight these seemed
to be a very suitable article, but in practice the small branches
are the best.

The barometer is falling, and various signs prognosticate rain,

which is much needed. In our light soil it will be necessary to

water the Strawberry beds if no rain come in a few days; they
will have a good soaking, and be mulched with some rotted
manure afterwards. As Mr. Eadclyffe pointed out many years
ago, the best Strawberries are obtained in hot dry weather; this

is quite true if an almost unlimited supply of water can be
poured over the roots. All our plants are runners of last year

;

we do not care to trust to older plants for the best fruit.

There is no excuse for weeds growing anywhere this year,
either iu the kitchen-garden quarters or the fruit-tree borders.
A few are springing up on paths, but they can readily be pulled
out after a shower. Autumn-planted Cauliflowers seem to

require water at the roots as well as other crops, but there is

not much advantage in doing so while the night temperature is

so low ; with warmer nights it might be applied with greater
advantage.

FORCING HOUSES.
Vineries.—So much has been noticed of the principal details

of the work in this department that it may seem like repetition
to say more this week, but we would urge on all who attempt to

grow either fruit or flowers to give attention to the most minute
detaQs of the work. For instance. Grapes that have to hang
some time in summer after they are ripe frequently become
coated with dust, in great part through sweeping the paths when
they are dust-dry. This ought to be avoided ; it it is necessary
to sweep, do it carefully, after a little water has been sprinkled
over them. Small house spiders are also a serious hindrance to

those who are desirous of keeping their bunches clean and having
a perfect bloom on the berries ; they insinuate themselves into

the centre of the bunches, and work their webs outwards. These
webs are not easily removed without injuring the bloom. If the
spider can be detected a cedar pencil may be thrust in, when it

will sometimes let itself out. Giving air to the house is another
matter which may be alluded to ; this is one of the principal

details. Until the fruit is quite ripe we do not care to have the
temperature below 60' at night. In cold weather the house
must then be pretty well closed at night, but should the sun
rise bright and clear in the morning the ventilators should be
opened freely at 6 a.m., so that any damp arising from the ground
may have free egress and that thorough ventilation may be se-

cured. A high temperature in the day is not at all desirable at

this time.
The thermometer has run up very high iu the daytime, and

the nights are warmer. This ought to cause watchfulness in the
late houses. Red spider may be looked for as soon as the fruit

is set, or even before this. With a sponge and soapy water it

may be washed-off by hand, as it is dangerous to paint the hot-

water pipes with sulphur until the berries have arrived at the
stoning period. The first of our bunches that were in flower

have set well, and the leaves are free from spider. When the
fruit has set give the border a thorough soaking with water, after

the surface has been dressed with some rich manure.
^
Atten-

tion must be given to setting the fruit ; some sorts which suc-

ceed well iu a cool house are at the same time shy setters.

Muscat Hamburgh does not always set well ; but a gentle tap on
the stalk of the bunch when the flowers are expanding, about

twice daily, will cause the pollen to be distributed, and the fruit

will set freely. Another and distinct type is Royal Vineyard, an
excellent-flavoured Grape, but very shy in setting its fruit. One
peculiarity of it is that a small globule is to be found on the

stigma of each flower as soon as it opens. A good plan is to draw
the bunch gently through the hand to distribute the moisture.

PLANT STOVE.

Where there is only one house for growing young plants,

flowering specimen, and foliage plants, persons are often driven

to their wits' end to know which is the best treatment to adopt.

You want to preserve your flowers, and to do this a rather dry

atmosphere, with a lower temperature than that suitable to

heat-loving foliage plants, is desirable. In such a case the best

way to tide over the difficulty is to allow a mean between the

two. Many East Indian Orchids which would last in flower

about ten days in a hot moist atmosphere will continue in beauty

a month in a cool house. Potting small Palms, Dracranas, &3.

.\t almost every season of the year, except in the dead of winter,

something requires repotting. We may allude to Dracsnas.

After a time these plants become leggy, and may be useful to

stand on the centre of a stage, or in any position where the stem
may be covered with other plants. In some cases it is desirable

to increase the stock. In this case the top may be cut off, but

before doing so cat the stem half through, and bind some damp
moss round the place. Roots will be emitted, and the stem can

then bo cut through entirely and the top be potted. The stem

that remains may then be cut into half-inch lengths, potted in

light soil, and placed in a brisk heat. A bottom heat of 90" suits

them.
Green fly has been troublesome to us, but wherever they ap-
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peared the insects were washed or brushed off. It is dangerous
to fumigate with tobacco smoke; we have had many choice
Orchids and Ferns injured with this. Thrips are difticult to
dislodge when once they obtain a hokl, but there is no better
way than to wash them off with soapy water. It is well to be
careful with all ornamental-foliaged plants that are required for
dinner-table decoration : the foliage should be perfectly clean,
and the plants in a condition to iDe placed on the table at a
moment's notice. Many persons do not select the most suitable
plants for this purpose. All with broad foliage ought to be
rejected. A few of the more slender-growing Dracaenas may he
admissible, but as a rule all those with feathery or finely-
divided foliage are the most suitable. The collection shown by
Mr. "Wimeett and Mr. W. Bull at South Kensington on the 13th
of May contained some fine things. If Cocoa Weddeliana ever
becomes cheap enough it will be by far the best Palm. Dfemo-
Dorops plumosus is also very fine. Aralia Veitcbii, a scarce
plant, and A. leptophylla have finely-cut leaves. Nice healthy
plants of Adiautum cuneatum are easily gi-own, and can be
worked-in in almost every style of house or table decoration.

FLOWER GARDEN.
"With the exception of Coleus, Iresine, and Alternanthera all

the bedding plants were out on the 2urd. The plants were well
watered before putting-out, and the surface of the beds, which
was like dust, received some water before planting. Notwith-
standing this the plants, especially Calceolarias, were suffering
from the drought ; it was decided to water them, but a drizzling
rain fell at intervals on Saturday, and the moist atmosphere
made everything look fresh and beautiful. A very large portion
of our time baa been taken up with planting-out, and mowing
the lawn to cut the Daisies.—J. Douglas.

PROVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Secretaries will oblige us by informing us of the dates on

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report
them fully, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,
and we wish for information on such specialities to be sent
to QS.]

JUNE.
Glasgow and West of Scotland . . 3
TJndercIifF 3
St. AuBtell 3 and 4
Coventry and Warwickshire 8
Bath and West of England ..8 to 12
Leeds 10, 11, and 12
Gloucester and Cheltenham 11
Koyal OxiordBhire 16
Gosport 17
Cbertsey 17
Burton-on-Trent 17
Thome 17
Jersey 17

JUNE
Guildford 17
York 17,18,andl9
Formoy 18
Stamford 23and24
Nottingham 24
R.H.S. of Ireland 25
Cambridgeshire 25
Thetford 25
Ipswich and E. of England 25 and 26
Kingston and Surbiton 25 and 26
Devon and Exeter (Roses) 26
Boston 30 and July 1

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
Charles Verdier fils, 12, Rue Dum^ril, Paris.

—

Rosiers Nou-

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*,* It is particularly' requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privately to either of the Editors of this Journal.
All correspondence should be directed either to " The
Editors," or to *' The Publisher." Great delay often arises

when this rule is departed from.
Correspondents should not mix upon the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-
jects, and should never send more than two or three
questions at once. All articles intended for insertion
should be written on one side of the paper only.

We also request that no one will write privately to any of our
correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable
trouble and expense.

Books fM. J". R.)-—Lowe's English and Sir W. Hooker's " Exotic Feme."
They are high-prieed ; any bookeeller could ascertain their cost.

Lamium purpdreum var. ADRErM (J. F.).—We do not Imow where it is

to be procured. Some Dublin florist might inform you.

Dendrobium Culture (A Lover of Orchids).—Yon have up to the present
time acted quite wisely with your Dendrobiums; they should, however, now
be removed to your stove. Fasten them upon blocks of wood, and hang them
head downwards; when they have grown a little reverse their position, and
if you keep them properly moistened all will be well.

Garden Engines—Alpine Auriculas Dividing—Clematis Breaking
FROM Base—Coarse Grass in Lawn {F. J.).—As you do not wish to go to
the expense of a barrow water-engine, we cannot recommend anything we
have in practice found superior to a good syringe. There is the suction
garden engine or syringe, which draws the water from a bucket, and is more
powerful than a syringe, and one at 50s. would suit you. We cannot name
anyone in particular, nor depart from our rule not to recommend dealers.
Border Auriculas are best divided now, or directly the flowering is past. The
Clematis Jackmanni broken off at the ground will probably shoot again from I

the root, dependant, however, on the plants having on the root-stem or collar
dormant eyes. The coarse grass on the lawn will to some extent bo reduced
by frequent mowings; but the most effectual riddance would be to root-oufc

the coarse grasses, which would prevent their outgrowing the finer kinds,
giving room to aud thereby encouraging their growth.

Malforjird CTJCV^ini-.Tt. {Ramalho).—As the specimen sent and others on
the same plant are similarly eccentric, we think that that plant must bo
overvigorous, for there is an abortive attempt at the end of the fruit to form
auotber; the tlower is fresh and persisteut; there are leaves around it, aud
in the centre of the flower is a partially formed but white Cucumber. We
never saw a similar inntance. The variety was sold as CuthiU's Black Spine,
hut this must have been a mistake, for the spines on the specimen sent to us
are white.

Hollyhocks Diseased {G. W. J.).—It is Puccinia malvacearum, of which
you will see an account and engravings in a previous page.

Destroying American Blight {S. E.).—The receipt you had from " The
Orchardist," published in 18(i5, is, as your experience shows, a valuable one,
having effectually cleared a Dumelow's Seedling Apple twenty-six years o£
this pest. The receipt may be useful to some of our readers:—"Half an
ounce corrosive sublimate, reduced to fine powder by beating with a wooden
hammer, and put into a three-pint earthen pipkin with a gtaseful uf spirit of
hartwhom, stirred well together, and the sublimate thus ditisolved. Tho
pipkin then filled by degrees with vegetable or common tar, and constantly
stirred till tho mixture is as iutimately blended together as possible. The
mixture applied with a hard brush to the parts infested. The effect on parts
where the bark has been cut away, or where branches have been lopped-off.,

is marked—most invigorating and healing—the new bark comes with the
healthiest appearance, and soon laps over the exposed wood." Answering so-

well for the older tree, we do not see why it should not answer for the young
ones if applied, as we presume it was in the former case, when the tree is

leaflsss. During growth you may syringe the trees forcibly with a solution
of soft soap, 4 ozs. to the gallon, or diiute paraflin oil with an equal quantity
of water, and apply with a brush to the parts infested, keeping it from th&
leaves and shoots of the current year's growth.

Peach Trees Infested with Aphides (I(kin).—Syringe them on &
calm evening wilh tobacco water, adding six gallons of water to one of
tobacco juice, thoroughly wetting every leaf. The liquid should be strained
before use, so that it may not clog the syringe. Tobacco water may be made
by pouring a gallon of boiling water on 'A ozs. of the strongest tobacco
covered up until cool, and then strained before use.

Lily of the Valley not Flowering (A. E.).~The Lily of the Valley-
may not have flowered owing to the plants being in a dry position and not
well suppUed with water. Water during summer with weak liquid manure,
and apply a top-dressing of rich compost in autumn after the leaves are
decayed and cleared off. The want of colour in the Marechal Niel Ruses is-

probably due to a deficiency of light, tho plants not in vigorous health. Give
weak liquid manure at every alternate watering, and all the light practicable.

Heating a Stove (Idem).—You will require for heating the greenhouse,
which you propose converting into a stove, four rows of 4-inch piping along
the front—that is, two rowa with their returns, which will require 64 feet,

and two rows along one end, which will take li4 feet more, so that you will
need to add to your present stock, though it may be that with elbows and
syphons you will have enough. The boiler we should have outside, and take-

the pipes across one end to the front, dividing the flow there into two
branches, and with a syphon at the other end come back with two pipes imme-
diately under the flows, and across the end in one pipe to the boiler. A small
boiler only will be necessary. For wintering bedding plants we should have
a half-span-roofed greenhouse or pit, and heat it with hot water from tho
same boiler. Half the quantity of piping would suflice for it, it being a pro-
portionate height and width. Orchids that would succeed in your stove are
Afrides japonicum, Airides rubrum, Ca?logyne cristata major, Barkeris*
Skinneri, Cattleya citrina, Cymbidium eburneum, Cypripedium Maulei,
C. venustum, Dendrubium chrysanthum, D. nobile, Epidendrum amabile,
E. maerochi'.um roseum, E. vitellinum majus, Lrelia purpurata, Cattleya
Mossia?, Dendrobium Bensoni.'e, D. Parishii, Lycaste Skinneri, Masdevallia
Harryana, L;elia superbiens, Maxillaria Harrisoni, Odontoglossum Aleiandr^,
0. grande, Calanthe vestita, Oucidium ampliatum majus, O. macrantbuni,
O. sphacelatura, Phajus grandifolius, Pleioae maculata, Trichopilia tortilis,

and Zygopetalum Mackayi.
GoosELJERKiES DROPPING (Iilfm).—The fruit is dropping, probably from

the effect of the late frosts, as ^'e observe is the case with many, thougSi
at the time they were notapparently injured. In some instances the growths
have been seriously attacked by a species of Acarus, which has caused the
leaves as well as the fruit to fall.

Piecework (Emili/ C. H.).—It is diflicult at any time, and especially in
the present disturbed state of the labour market, to give any definite state-

ment of the value of piecework. Digging, if ordinary soil, is worth 70s. to
tiUi., and for turf or leys 12J«. to ISUs. per acre. So much depends on the
rate of wages, that we cannot advise you better than to ask some market
gardener or farmer in your locality for information.

Ewing's Composition fob Vine Mildew (Several Correspondents).-^
We are obliged by your information, that you find it effectual.

Do Seeds Live? (J. M.).— Strictly speakicg they do not, but, like egga,
they give birth to living organisations.

Manuring Roses [J. X. P.).—As you object to carrying stable manure
through your house, use guano. There is no chemical preparation that will

supersede the need of organic remains for them.

Auriculas (W. B.).—We cannot name dealers. Consult our advertisement
columns and prize lists.

Pears Insect-eaten (C.R.).—The wounds on the yonng fruit are caused
by a weevil, Curcuiio Pyri. They feed at night. The only remedy is to spread
a white cloth beneath the tree and shake it, or brush it, if against a wall, after

dark and destroy the beetle-like insects which fall on the cloth. Take a
lantern. The same treatment repeated on two or three nights will subdue
the marauders.

Gooseberry Caterpillars (R. F. B.).—They do not come out of the
ground, but they retire into it each to become a chrysalis, and then they change
to flies, which come out of the ground, deposit egge on the bushes, and from the
eggs come the caterpillars. Hand-picking and dusting with white hellebore
powder will subdue the caterpillars. To prevent their going into the ground
cover the surface 2 inches deep with spent tanners' bark.

Converting Tool-house into a Hothouse (ff. L. E.).—A. western aspeci
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is not a good one for a Cucumber houBe, it will nevertheless answer. We should
simply have a ylasa roof fixed, and with thiee lights at the upper part to
open for ventilation, which need not be more than 3 feet wide and 2 feet
long, and raised in a similar manner to stjUgbts. You will need but little
front ventilation, but you may have two ventilators in the front wall tbat
need not exceed 2 feet by 1 foot. Front lights for such a house are not nece;-
sary, a glass roof will bo sufficient. A flue all round the bouse will give you
sufficient heat, having the bed for the plants over the flue in front, and troughs
on the flue to hold water. These maybe formed of cement, "Thompson's
Oardener's Assistant" will suit you.

Dahlia. Stems Pegging (E. C.).—The bed, we presume, has been tho-
roughly dug and manured, exposed during the winter to the weather, and
well raised in the centre. In planting, the Dahlias should be planted inclin-
ing to the soil, eo that when they have grown a little they can be pegged
down. Without this precaution at planting they are apt to break-off at the
gi-ound when pegged down; this should be done three weeks or a mouth after
plantinsf. The growths, as they advance, will require regulatiug, and pegging
should bo proceeded with until the ground ig covered. The show and fancy
feinds are not suitable; the dwarf bedding varieties are best. They should
be planted at the eame distance apart as each kind attains in height, having
the tallest in the centre and the dwarfest at the sides. A dozen good dwarf
bedding sorts are :—Dwarf Queen, purple, tipped white, 3 feet ; Leah, yellow,
a feet; Bob Ridlev, red, 2* feet; Alhe. Multiflora, white, 2J feet; Little
"Wonder, scarlet, 2i feet; The Pet, dark maroon, white tip, 2 feet; Cloth of
Gold, bright yellow, 2i feet ; Faust, shaded dark maroon, 2 feet ; Mont Blanc,
white, 2 feet

; Dark Model, deep crimson, 2 feet ; Orange Boven, orange, 2 feet

;

aad Rising Sun, intense scarlet, lA foot.

Removing Runners of Strawberries in Pots (O. N.).~Th6 runners
should be removed as they appeal-. They impair the vigour of the plants, and
the size and quahty of the fruit.

WooDLicE Destroying (A Cork Subscriber).—The beat way to destroy
-woodlice is to place a little hay all round close to the wall or side of the frame,
leaving the bed uncovered, and on the removal of the hay in the morning they
will be congregated in the angle formed by the wall and side of the bed; on
them pour boiling water. The hay as removed should be plunged in boiling
water. This repeated a few times will thin their numbers more than any-
thing we know.

Burning Sulphur in Vinery (S. N. M.).~Ot course it would destroy the
leaves and berries, for b? burning sulphur you formed sulphurous acid. Dust-
ing the leaves of the Vines with flowers of sulphur is the best treatment for
removing mildew. Keep the air of the house cool, and the rooto warm and
watered with tepid water to promote the production of fresh foliage, and save
the few Grapes remaining.

Melons with Cucusibers (A Lady in Ch'i<hire).—lt is quite true they
may be grown together ; but if they are, neither can be so tine or well flavoured
aa if grown in separate frames.

Oiled Canvas (B.).—Old pale linseed oil thi-ee quarts, acetate of lead
2 ozs., and white resin 8 ozs. The acetate of lead to be ground with a little

of the oil; then add the rest of the oil and the resin, and incorp -rate tho-
roughly in an iron pot over a gentle fire, and with a larpe brush apply hot to
the calico stretched loosely previously by tacks upon a frame. In twenty-
four hours it is fit for use. and may be tacked on the frame tightly to remain.
If only a small piece of calico is to be oiled, take a proportion of the several
ingredients suflicient for your requirements.

Propagating Poinsettias (Idem).—The soft young growths will not
strike well now, but they do admirably in July or the early part of August,
the points being taken off with two joints and the growing point (cutting
immediately under the lowest joint), and inserted singly in 3-inch pots in
sandy loam, leaf soil, and sand, in equal proportions. Place the cuttings in a
gentle bottom heat of 75-, keep close, and shaded from sun. ^Vhen well
rooted, admit light and air gradually, and remove to a position near the
glass in alit^ht, airy, cool stove or warm greenhouse, shifting into 5 or 6-inuh
pots; or if the plants are wanted in small pots 4^ inch pots will suffice. They
ehould have the shift into larger pots when they are moved from the pro-
pagating frame. Tou may also put in the eyes or cuttings with two joints,
but do not remove the leaves except for cuttingsi with two joints, which may
have the lowest leaf removed. Insert the eyes with the leaf. These, if placed
in gentle bottom heat, kept moist, not wet, and shaded, will soon root and
make fresh shoots ; and shifted into larger pots and grtiwn on they will flower
during the coining winter. Those from the points of the shoots will flower
^e earliest.

_
Sulphate of Iron (Idem).—At the rate you name, lib. to 100 gallons of

liquid manure, it would be quite safe to apply to Roses, but what benefit it

will confer on your neighbours we are at a loss to know, though it may act
beneficially on the plants. Without injury to your neighbours you may
ftpply the liquid manure, there being no better deodoriser than soil. For the
Zonal and Tricolor Pelargoniums there is no better liquid manure than one
peck each sheep droppings and soot tn thirty gallons of rain water, applying
twice a- week. Guano is also good if applied at every alternate watering at the
rate of 1 oz.to the gallon. The liquid in each case should be thoroughly mixed,
well Btirring up each time. It will be suitable for Verbenas in pots.

Clintonia pulchella Failing (A Con^taut lifadcr).—The seed only re-

quires to be sown in a pot or pan well drained, and filled to within half an
inch of the rim with soil, placing over the drainage an inch of the rough of
the compost, and then fine soil sifted. The surface should be made fine and
even, and the seeds scattered evenly, and covered very lightly with fioe
soil, just enough to say there is some. Place the pots in a hotbed, and water
lightly as required, to keep them moist but not wet, aud wben the plantu
appear keep them near the glass and well aired, watering carefully. When
large en<Migh to handle prick them out carefully in pot? or pans about an
inch apart, and shade for a few days, watering very moderately, and when
well established harden well off, and plant out or remove to a light airy
position in the greenhouse for flowering. The watering should only be when
the soil is dry, and then give a thorough supply. Sandy loam with a third of
leaf soil will grow the plant well. We are unable to account for your failure,
therefore give you the treatment by which we succeed.

Sanhersonia aurantiaca Culture (E. L. C).—Pot them, just covering
the bulbs with soil, which may consist of two parts fibrous yellow loam, one
part eaoh sandy peat and leaf soil, with a sixth of silver sand, the whole well
mixed, and chopped-up fine but not sifted

;
provide good drainage. In

potting only let the soil be about an inch below the rim ol the pot, and when
the plants have grown a few inches above the rim, top-ilross with the saoje
kind of soil a.^ was used in potting. Place in a gentle bottom heat of 75^ to
80°, and water only to keep the soU moiat, giving what may be necessary just

within the rim ; and when they have made roots and are growing freely
gi-adually withdraw from the hotbed, and remove to a li^jht airy position in
the greenhouse, wntering freely duriog growth, and when this ceases keep
rather dry, and in the greenhouse during the winter. Puts twice the diameter
of the bulbs are sufficient. If small you may place three or more in a pot,
allowing for an inch of soil between the bulbi and the pot.

Pot Strawberries Failing (Faihtre).—The cause of your uon-succeaa
rests, we think, with the plants, last season not being favourable for the
ripening of the growth aud full maturity of the crowns. The treatment seems
to have been cuiTect, except that the saucers if used at too early a stage
may have caused the roots to decay, and now that the berries are ripening
they damp-off, which must be caused by too close and moist an atmoaphere.
Give more air, and keep drier.

Cucumbers Gangrened (Coiistantlicader).—The i^eol sent us shows that
the Cucumbers have an exudation of sap—a gangrene or ulceration on the
surface, resulting from an excess of sap induced by the too rich food which
the foliage and fruit cannot elaborate ; and it ie parted with on the surface of
the fruit, also the young shoots and stems of the plants. It ia common to luxu-
riant plants in a dull and cold period, but disappears in warmer aud brighter
weather. Keep ratlier drier, and give a little extra warmth, not taking away
many leaves, but rather encouraging growth. The fruit is wholesome.

Applying Liquid Manure (A. P.).—The Onions may well not come up.
You have rotted the seed in the ground with the liquid manure, which ought
not to be applied to anything until it has good root-hold and ia well above
ground; then pour it between the rows of plants, and not over them, giving
a good soaking every week or fortnight as the weather happens to be dry or
otherwise. The surface should be loosened to admit of the liquid freely enter-
ing the soil, doing it in the intervals between the applications. It may be
given liberally to anything in free growth, hut during growth only, and should
not be very strong. It is better weak than strong, diluting it if necessary
with water.

Destroying Slugs and Worms (J(7^7h).—Dust the plants and ground late

in the evening in mnist weather or after showers with quicklime, but not
during rain, and it wih kill all those it touches. Repeating the dusting after

each rain, or late in the evening and early in the morning a few times, will

rid you of them.

MusiiBOOMS Eaten- (TT. JV.l.—We do not think the holes are made by
the small flies tb which you allude. If you were to examine at night with a
lantern we think you would find woodlice or snails. The latter coining in the
egg state with the soil are the cause of the mischief. They may be taken
and destroyed; one or two do gi-eat harm. Woodl'ce are more diflicult to

deal with. The best plan is to place some hay nest the wall with some roasted
Potato under, and over this in the morning pour boiling water close in the
angle formed by the wall and bed. It will kill all it touches, also the Mush-
rooms, but it need not extend over the bed more than an inch or two from
the wall. Repeated a few times it will free you of injury from them for some
time.

Dessert Plums for East Aspect (W. W. B.).—Your situation being
oold and expoyed, the following will anBwer:^>olden Gage, Belgian Purple,

July Green Gage, Jefferson, Kirke's, and Prince of Wales.

Field Mice on Lawn {W. F. S.).—Procure some of the smallest size of

steel spring traps, and set them by the holes aud in the runs of the mice,
taking out soil or turf so as to admit the traps level with the surface, and
cover them lightly with flue soil so as to hide the traps, no more soil being
used than will do this, and setting them aa delicately as possible. Baits are

not of much use, but you may scatter a few Peas, and ii the mice take these yon
may steep some Peas in water for a few hours, push through them fine brass

wire, about three for a trap, and secure them to the upper side of the trap

table, setting the trap as before, covered with soil, the Peas appearing above
the surface. Wheat strung in the same way forms a good bait, but you may
take mice without baiting. The traps may be had of most ironmongers; the
only objection to them is their catching anything that forces down the table

of the trap, and the hold is so sure that no cat, dog, or pheasant can escape.

The traps have cleared us of mice in places where cats could not go. For
destroying mice cats have no equal. Ours in about an hour caught a dozen.

Names of Plants (Roxcth).—It is Pyrus americina or American Service.

It may be grafted on the Mountain Ash or on a Pear stock. (R- R.].—Prunus
PaduK, the Bird Cherry. (S. S.).—It is Ceanothus azureus, Blue-flowered
Ceanothus. It may be grown as a bush.

POULTKT, BEE, AND PIGEON CHEONICLE.

HTEEID BIRDS.
"Will you kindly permit me to correct an erroneous quotation

that appears in last week's Journal, as reproduced from the
" American Fanciers' Journal," by James S. Bailey, M.D., in

reference to the production of hybrids, as it might lead to great

niiBapf rehension ? The doctor says Mr. Hewitt describes the

cross of " the Golden Pheasant cock " with five varieties of

fowls. Now the fact is this, I never knew an instance among
the many attempts made in which " the Golden Pheasant cock"
bred with an;/ description of our domestic poultry, as all such
efforts have BisiiaUy failed, for in no case has even a single egg
proved to be fertilised.

I have seen the cross between the Golden and Silver Pheasants,

a most lovely hybrid, which, strangely enough, possesses a very

considerable portion of the plumage of a distinctly bright

mauve liitr, though not a single feather of that colour can be

found in either parent.
The hybrid between the " Golden Pheasant cock " and the

English hen Pheasant is invariably a bright deep chestnut

throuffhout, but still well crested and tippeted as in the male
parent. Both the Golden and Silver Pheasant have been so re-

peatedly tested with the view to produce hybrids with the com-
raou domestic fowl (and that, too, under the most favourable

circumstances vrithout success), that I deem it impossible to ob-
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tain such a cross. By referring to my original article in " The
Poultry Book " it will be seen my remarks on the breeding of

hybrids distinctly state the male parent to bo the " comiuou
wild Pheasant" of our coverts, a bird most widely different from
the " Golden Pheasant cook," for which reaeou it may prevent

much useless trouble to fanciers if you permit this correction

to be inserted.

—

Edwakd Hewitt.

ACCKINGTON POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 21st. The entries in every section were

excellent; those in the department on which we write proving
a thorough appreciation of the regulations of the Society. The
pens were placed against the walls, backs to the wind, and
stretched a considerable distance round the field, the only mis-
take being that the fronts had no doors, but were ordinary wire
netting, and the birds were difficult to handle in consequence.
Of single Game cocks the first three were Brown Reds of such
quality as is rarely found together; and although the cnp-
wiuner was fairly first, yet there was little to choose in the next
two, condition alone deciding. In hens Brown Reds were first

and third, and Black Red second ; the whole class being good,
and the first without doubt the best in the fancy. Local cocks
were not a good lot. In cock and hen Mr. Brierley won with
grand birds, both pairs being Brown Reds, and we may here
remark upon the almost entire absence of good Black-breasted
Reds, not alone here, but at all shows. It is high time the
breeders of this variety should bestir themselves, or this most
beautiful of all Game fowls will be lost to the fancy. In Any
other colour a good even pen of Duckwings was first, with Piles
of high quality second, the latter, however, being out of feather;

the third were smart Duckwings. The first-prize Dorkhigs
were very large and good in all points, and of the Dark variety;
the second being Silvers of good quality ; the third were Dark.
In Buff and Cinnamon Cochins the first were a good even pen,
the second also a fair pen, but the third had diseased feet ; and
it is with regret that we are called upon to record the fact of one
pen of otherwise magnificent birds were disqualified on account
of the bens' plumage being artificially stained, and so com-
pletely was this done that at first sight the whole of the Judges
fastened upon the pen as first-prize winners. [If our reporter
had stated the owner's name we would have published it,] A
nice pair of Partridge won first in the next class, Whites being
second, but the cock's plumage was rather yellow. The third
were also Partridge. Spanish did not come up to our expecta-
tions, some of the best birds being out of bloom. The first was
a good old pen ; second younger birds, fine in the quality, as also
the third ; the second cock being a little pink over the eyes, but
the combs were better in both cases than the first. Brahmas
good; Messrs. Crabtree to the front, closely pressed by a capital
pair from Sheffield. Hamburghs not numerous but good. In
Golden-pencils was the most perfect cock we have seen of late, but
hen not so good as that in the second-prize pen, the second cock
also being of high quality. As regards quality the above re-

mark will apply also to the Silver-pencils, but the first-prize

pen was considered superior to the Goldeus, and awarded the
Hamburgh cup ; the second-prize pen contained a hen that
ought to be mated with the first-prize cock. Silver-spangles a
very good lot, the hens, especially, being good, large, and fault-
lessly spangled. Of Golden-spangles a slashing pair were first,

the hen being perfect; second was a most exquisitely-marked
cock, but the hen not so good ; and third a grand-looking pair.

In Blacks the first three were very good, the first standing a very
clear first. In French fowls Messrs. Walton won with their
faultless La Fleche, the second and third being Crcve-Cceurs,
some good Houdans having very bad feet. Polands were, first

Silver and second Gold, adult, and of splendid quality, while
the third were Goldens of last season, most superb in marking.
In the Variety class were, first White Malays, second Cuckoo
Cochins, and third Red Malays. In single Game Bantam cocks
were some birds of good quality, the cup-winner being a really
good all-round bird, except that he is a little wanting in colour
on the wing

; second one of the most perfect Game-shaped birds,
sound, plump, and firm, but sadly short of colour ; and third a
stylish bird, but rather long-bodied and flat-winged, and also
wanting in colour ; some splendid-coloured birds being only
highly commended from want of condition. In hens, any colour,
were first Black Reds, most perfect in colour, small, and gamey
in appearance ; second capital-coloured Brown Reds, and third
also Brown Reds. Pen 525, very highly commended, were far
too large, and 531 had one trimmed round the eyes.
The Local single cocks were of fair quality. In Black-Red

Game Bantams the first were very good, the hen being one of
the best ever seen ; second and third being also good even pens.
In the next class the first and second were Duckwings, the first

very small and stylish, the second losing only in size, while the
third-prize pen contained one of the smallest and most stylish
Game Bantam cocks in the Show (a Pile), but the hen was too
large for him. In the Variety class good Blacks won first and
third, and Pekins second. It strikes us as scarcely fair to offer

so many prizes for Game Bantams and throw the whole of the

other varieties into otte class, a pohcy which, if the entries be

any guide, is duly appreciated upon its merit by the exhibitors.

Turkeys were a good lot, as also were the Geisc, but the pens

might have been larger %vith advantage. In Aylesbury Backs
Mr. Walker won with a large pen of good quahty, the second-

prize Duck being down behind, but the pen otherwise good.

Roirens large, good, and well shown, the winners in the Variety

class beingChilian, Pintail, White-faced, and Brazilian Whistlers.

The greatest surprise to us was the condition and feather in which
the birds were shown, which were such aa we have never before

seen at this time of year.

riGEONS.
The entries were good in most of the classes. Carrier cocka

were good in most cases, but some showed overwork and want
of rest. A nice Black was placed first, Dun second, and Black

third; and in hens the first was a grand bird in all points, the

second a Dun of good quality but a little out of sorts, while the

third was a very heavy Black. In Tumblers first and third were
Almonds, and second Kites. In Barhs the first-prize Blacks

only just dropped-in in time for the awards. The whole of the

winners were well-developed birds. Uwls were very poor, being

neither foreign nor English, but a kind of cross. In Pouters a

grand showy pair of Blues stood first, with Reds second, the

cock being good but the hen scarcely a good match in quality.

Fantails, a fair lot, with Twrbits not of high merit. The Dragoon
class was large, as usual, and Mr. Esquilant gave great satisfac-

tion to the winners, but it is a question if he succeeded in the

same degree with those who owned the birds with unnatural-

coloured beaks, which he so justly left out in the cold. Of
Trumpeters were but three pairs, but these grand in all points.

In Jacobins the first and second were Keds, the third Black,

and the class very good. Nuns were good, the Rev. A. G.

Brooke to the front with good Blacks, a nice Red being third.

In Atitwerps the first were a capital pair of Short-faces, and
second Blue-Chequers of the Long-faced variety. In Magpies
Mr. Horner secured first and second honours with a Red and
Yellow of good colour and marking ; and in the Vai-iety class

the prizes were awarded to a Red Swallow, Ice, and Fairy

Swallow respectively.

Babbits were exceedingly well placed in all classes, Messrs.

Banks & Irvine's Tortoiseshell does, so often in competition,

falling into their old places, as also the Angoras in the following

class, which were pretty good. Many of the Himalayan were

not good on the extremities, but the first-prize was a good
Rabbit, and the three Silver-Greys were well placed, the first

two being very even in colour and well silvered. In the Selling

class were first a Lop, and second a Silver-Grey.

(Fro7n a Correspondent.)

Hamburghs.—Gold-pencilled cock and hen (three entries).

—

First came a very showy cock with a perfect tail, mated with a

fair pullet rather mossy on her back. Second a good cock, with

the best pullet in the class. Third a good-bodied old cock,

bronzed-tailed, with a middUng pullet. Silver-pencilled cock

and hen (five entries).—The flrst-and-cup pen contained a splen-

did cock, the best of the season ; the pullet was a great draw-

I

back. Second a good cock, but not so good in ears and tail as

I that which took the first prize, but mated with the best hen in

I

the class. As a pen this was nearly equal to the first. Third

I

cock, too grey in tail and inclined to yellow ; the pullet was too

gi'ey in markings. The h.c. pen was of average merit. Gold-

spangled (six entries).—First, the Haslingden cock was again to

the front, mated with a hen of splendid ground colour and large

spangles. Second, a well-marked cock of good colour, and a

nice pullet bright in colour. Third, a cock rather dark in bottom

of neck, but good in colour ; the hen nicely marked in body, but

wanting in stiipings in the neck. Pen 452, H.c, contained a well-

coloured cock, dark in hackle and breast, with coarse comb ; the

pullet being also too heavy. Pen 4.55, H.c, contained a fair hen,

though not so good aa she appeared to be at Haslingden, where

she won first, the canvas over the pen at Haslingden making her

appear much brighter than when shown in the full light. The
cock was very yellow in the neck. Silver-spangled (five entries).

—In the first-prize pen was a good cock in all respects, with a

nice hen. Second, the cock was rather dark in the thighs, with

a better hen than the first. Third, cock too light on the back

;

the hen short of marking in the neck. Pen 4GU, H.c, would no

doubt have been on the prize list but for the cock's comb being

lately carved ; it was a very nice pen. Pen 457, unnoticed, of

Ashton & Booth, would have run any of the pens closely, but the

cock's face was so very white. Black Hamburghs (six entries).

—First a grand cock, well grown and in good condition, with a

nice hen. Second, a good pen. Third, too little altogether in

bone, with a moderate hen. Pen 4G4, c, of N. Marlor, contained

the best hen in the class.

Game.—CorS-.-I, S. Matthew, Stowmarket. 2. J. Fortune, Keighley. S, D.
Harloy, Fdmbursli. he, J. Hetoher, Stoneclongh ; W. Barker, Walsden (2); J.

Mason, Lancaster: €. \V. Brierley. Middlctou : J. F. Walton, KawtenBtal].

Hen.—1 and 2, C, W. Brierley, 3, .J. F, Walton, hr, T, P, Lyon, Lrvei-pool.
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Game—Cock.— Within 3 miles of Accrinoton.—l,J. "Woods, Accrington. 2, J.
Grefenhalnh, HuDcoat. 3, J. Rarnt-s, Accrington..*
Game —lifff.ic or Broic n Ti'iU —1 and 2. 0. W. Brierley. 3, Pauthmell and
Barrow, Milnthorpe. Atu/ other varieti/.—l.J. W. Thornton, Bradford. 2, J. F.
Walton. Rawtenhtall. S. W. Ormt^rnd. Waleden. he. C. W. Brierley (2).

Dorkings.— 1, J. Walker, Rochdale. 2, Mra. H. Barclay, Tamworth. 3, J.
White. Warlaby. he. Mrs. Som<Tvil!e.
CncBiss.—BiiJT or Cin7iamon.—\ and 3. W. A. Taylor. Manchester. 9. C.

Sidpwick Keigliley. /ic, W. H. Crahtree, Levenshulme. Partrhige and White.
—1, T. At-pden. Church. 2, W. A. Taylor. 3, T. Ktretch, Ormskirk. he, W. A.
Taylor; W. Whitworth, .jun., Lonpsight.
Spanish.—i?/((fA: —1, J. Leeminfr, Brooghton, Preston. 2, H. Wilkinson,

Skipton 3, H. Beldi^n, Bingley. /ic, C. K. Kay, Milnthorpe ; J. Leeming. c,

C. R. Kay.
Bbahmip.—1 and 2, W. H. Crabtree. 3, W. Whiteley, Sheffield. /iC, W. H.

Crabiree; T. Pomfret, Higher Walton.
Hamblrghs.— Go?(/PH-p<'rtci7ifrf.— 1 and 3, H. Beldon. 2. G. & J. Duckworth,

Church. Silver pencilled -1. Cup, and he, H. Beldon. 2. J. Khodes, Accring-
ton. 8. J. Robinson, Garstan?.
Uambukohb.— Golden-spangled.— I and 2, G. & J. Duckworth, Church. 3, H.

Beldun. he, T. Eoulton. Hanford ; N. Marlor, Denton, c, J. Buckley, Taunton.
8ilverspang:ed.-l and 2, J. FieMing. Newchurch. 3. H. Beldon. ^jc, J. Robin-
son. BUtck—1. H. Beldon. 2. W. Wilaon, Waterfoot. 3, J. Moore, Wiladen,
BiiJgley. c, H. Maakery, Leek ; N. Marlor.
French. -.4Hy va-rietii —1. E.Walton, Rawtenstall. 2, J. Robinson, Garstang.

S, W. H, Crabtree. he, G. W. Hibbert. Hyde ; W. Whitworth, jun. c, H. Feast.
Swansea.
PoLANDS.—1 and 2, H. Beldon. 3. T. Dean, Keighley. lie, W. A. Taylor, c,

W. Harvey.
Any other Variety.— 1, J. F. Walton. 2, J. Walker, Rochdale. 3, Rev. A. G.

Brooke, ShrewBbury.
Selling Class.— I. J. Leeming. 2, T. P.Lyon. 3, Miaa S. Hornby, Garstang.

c, G. Anderton. Accrington.
Game Bantams.— Coc/c.—l, G. Anderton. 2. G. Hall. Kendal. 3. W. F. Addie,

Pretton. he. G.Hall; Mrs. E. Newbit. Epworth ; W. F. Entwisie, Westfield

;

W. F. Addie, Preaton ; E. Walton, Kawtenstall. Hc«.—1 and 3, W. F. Eutwisle.
2. J. R. Fletcher, he, T. Sharpies, Crawahaw Booth.
Game Bantams.— C'ocfc — Trif/nn 3 viiles of Aecrington.—l, G. Anderton. 2, J.

Woods, Accrington. 'i. E. Cunltffe, Clayton-le-Moora.
Game Bantams.—BZacfc Reds.—l.W F. Entwiale. 2. E. Walton. 3 and he,

G. Hall. Any other colour.— I, J. R. Fletcher. 2. W. F. Kntwisle. 3, G. Hall.
Jic, W. Easkerviile. Manchester; T. Harker. Burnley; E. Walton.
Bantams.- .!«(/ variety except (hime..—1 and 3, R. H. Ashton, Mottram. 2, H.

B. Smith, Br^.ughton. ^ic, J. Walker ; J. Watts.
TuRHEvs — 1 and 3, J. Walker. 2. Rev. N. J. Ridley, Newbury.
Geese.—1 and 3, J. Walker. 2. G. Rawson, Halifax.
'Dxzc'&H.—Aylesbury.—\, .7. Walker. 2. J. Hedges, Aylesbury. 3. Mra. Wootton,

MappeiicT. Ro.cn.—l and 2, T. Waketield, Newton le-Willowa. 3, J. Walker
1-, P. Weht. Wigan. Ann other variety —1 aijd 2, H B. Smith. 3, J. Walker.
he. H. B. Smith (2); Mra. Woottun ; J Pickup. Hasliogaen.
Any Vakifty except Oame and Game Bantams.— H'if/K/i 3 miles of Accring-

ton.— 1, J. Rhodes. 2 and 3, T. Aapden.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.-Cocfc.—1, W. Sefton, Blackburn. 2, E. Homer. Leeds. 3, H.

Yardley, Birmingham. Hen.—l and 3, E. Horner. 2. W. Sefton.
THMBLER8.— 1. E. Homer. 2, T. & W. Oddie, Brierfield. 3. H. Yardley,
Barbs.-1, P. R. Spencer. Hereford. 2, J. Stanley. 3. E. Horner.
Owls.-1, T. & N. Uddie. 2. E. Horner. S, J. Fielding.
Pouters or Croppehs.- 1, W. Harvey. Sheffield 2 and 3, E. Homer.
Fantails.—1, J. B. Bowdun, Pleaaington. 2, J. F. Loveraidge, Newark. 3, H.

'STardlev.

Tdbbits.-1, G. Cutler. Sheffield. 2, J. B. Bowdon. 3, E. Horner.
DRAOtoNS.—l, H. Yardley. 2, J. Stanley. 3, W. Seft.jn.
TRrMPETERs.—1, W. Harvey. 2, E. Horner. 3, J. Gardner, Preston.
Jacobins.-1, J. Thompson, Bingley. 2, W. Dugdile, jun., Burnley. S, E,

Horner.
NnNS.— 1 and 2, Rev. A. G. Brooke. S, E. Horner.
Antwerp^.- 1, C F. Copeman, Birmingham. 2, J. Gardner. 3, H. Yardley.
MAGPiEa.—1 and 2, E. Horner. 3. J. Richmond, Magnalla.
Any other Variety.—!, E. Homer. 2, a. & T. Wella, Ripon. 3, J. Thompson

RABBITS.
Spanish.—1, F. Banks, London. 2, J. Irving, Blackburn, he, J. Irving; F. R.

"Edwardson, Liverpool.
Anoora.— 1, H. Sweetman, Fulford, York, 2, S. Brierley, Ending, Rochdale.

^c, J. Baron, jun., Rochdale.
Himalayan.- 1, W. Whitworth, LonesiRht. 2, T. & E. Mills, Accrington. he,

W. H. Tomlinson. Newark : R. Boyie, Blackburn.
Silver-Grey.— 1, R. Boyle, Blackburn. 2 and he, .T. Hallas, Hudderafield.
Any Variety.-1, T. & R. Mills. 2, J. W. Harling. Burnley, he, 3. Armstrong,

Leeds ; S. Buckley, Ending, Healcy. c, J. Hallas.

Judges.—Poultry : Mr. John Martin, Church Cottage, Clainea,
"Worcester; Mr. Simeon Fielding, Trentham, Stoke-on-Treut

;

Mr. E. Hutton, The Aviaries, Pudsey. Pigeons and Rabbits :

Mr. F. Esquilant, 4, Effra Koad, Brixton, London.

ANTWERP CARRIERS.
Much has been written and said about Antwerps, but I believe

there are a great many fanciers who, like myself, scarcely know
anything about their colour, itc, for the show pen, and my chief
object in writing this is to try and gain that information through
the columns of this Journal.

First, then, I wish to know which kinds are usually shown in
what is termed the Antwerp class (by this title I mean a class
in which the flying powers of the birds are not tested). I believe
there are what is called Long-faced, Medium-faced, and Short-
faced Antwerps. Will some reader kindly tell me to what
colours of Antwerps these expressions apply, and the standard
length of the face that constitutes a perfect bird in each ?

Secondly, I wish to know the points of a Blue-chequered and
a Red-chequered Antwerp Carrier that are essential for the
Bhow pen.

In the next place let me turn my subject to Homing or Work-
ing Antwerps. I have nothing to ask about colour or any other
point in these birds, as, from what I can find out, colour is not
regarded in the least ; as long as they can fly a long distance in
a short time, that is all that is required, I want to know which
are considered the best kinds for fl^'ing long distances. I have
heard there is a breed of Pigeon called a "Badge;" it is a first-

rate bird to fly, even better than the Dragoon. Is this the case ?

I should like to establish a Pigeon-flying club in this neigh-
bourhood, but I do riot know where to obtain any good ru^es for
such a society. If such experienced gentlemen as Messrs.
Webster and Sparrow would take this subject in hand, and give
us a little information respecting show and Homing Antwerps,
and establishing flying clubs, I am sure they would confer a
great favour on many amateur fanciers as well as myself.—

•

F. S. H., Cornwall.

AN AMERICAN PIGEONRY.
Lying close by me in the *' our Journal " shelf of my secret-

ary with Mr. Woodhouse's photograph of his Pigeon nest pans
and feeding vessels are some photographs sent me by Mr. T. S.
Gaddess, of Balto. (query Baltimore"?), United States, America.
We are accustomed in England to speak of our American

cousins ; but I, as an English fancier, beg to claim that we of
the fancy are nearer akin than cousins, for are we not brother
fanciers ? I ask, therefore, that engravings of our American
brother fancier's ijigeoury may find places in our English
Journal.

Photograph No. 1 {fig. 1), presents us with an external view of

Mr. Gaddess's handsome and spacious Pigeon home. It has first,

second, and third floors, and might, indeed, be the abode of

wingless Doves, so elegant is the structure, with a flower garden
in front. What a different Pigeon-loft to the old dovecote of

England, and the even less attractive " do'ecote" of Scotland!
Then there is No. 2 [fig. 2), representing the second-floor front,

showing the west half, its dimensions being 18 feet by 18 feet, and
containing eighty nest boxes. There is, Mr. Gaddess states, a

room on the same floor at the back, 8 feet by 12, exclusively for

Short-faced Tumblers. Both rooms, the climate needing it, are
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heated by fireplace stove from the first floor. Not many fanciera
in Euf];lanfl afford sucli space to their pets. The fountaiu in the
centre gives an air of elefjauce to the room. What a charming
place to retire to on a cold or rainy day, or when the domestic
chimney smokes, or the wife (the proverbial one) scolds ! What
a place to watch and note Pigeon ways and Pigeon beauty 1 In
England I have many a time seen magnificent birds ill-housed,
which, when the fancier can afford to do differently, is not well.
I own I wish the broad Atlantic did not exist, and I could sit

down iu this pigeonry with the owner and enjoy with him his
Pigeons. Truly some of those birds on the top of the pens
aeem, even in a dim photograph, worth examining. Then there

The French sub-varieties are :

—

The Caux. The Bresse.
The Cammont. The Reame.
The Mans. The Angerp.
The Barbezieux. The Arganfa.

These are only variations of the piincipal Fiench Tarieties.
Some, aa the Barbezieux and the Bresse, are lost.

EXOTIC VARIETIES.
Cochin-China or SJiangJiai, of which there are sub-varieties,

Buif, Lemon, Partridge, Black, White, Cuckoo, and Silky.
It is known tliat silky plumage is generally produced by the

is a roof-room, the dimensions of which are 15 feet by 17 feet,

and lighted and ventilated on either aide.

On examining the three photographs, two of which are en-
graved, I must congratulate Mr. Gaddess on the splendid home
he is able to provide for his pets. Mr. Gaddeaa is a dweller in
a town ; and how suited for a town mania the Pigeon fancy ! No
garden needed, no large yard as for poultry—simply a building,
and all is prepared if that the building be suitable. I wish Mr.
Gaddess much pleasure and success with hia Pigeons.-Wlltshibe
Rector.

THE POULTBY-KEEPEB.—No. 4.

CLASSIFICATION AND NOMENCLATORE OF THE VARIETIES.

Clarsiftcatios.—.\8 it is not possible to class fowla by follow-
ing the probabilitiea of their origin, we have made a claaaification

formed upon the size, or the usefulness, or the pecuharity of

the plumage of each variety.

We have divided the known varieties into four great categories.
I.—The great European varieties.

II.—The great exotic varieties.

III.—The new varieties called fancy.
IV.—The dwarf varieties.

We have only mentioned the well-known varieties, putting on
one side those which are lost and those which are doubtful.

EUROPEAN V.UIIETIES.
Houdan i

Creve-Cceur L France.
La Fleche J

Dorking England.
Spanish Spain.
Brfida (fowl with a Rook's beak) Holland.
Brage Belgium.

same canaes as albinism, and is to be met with in all varieties

after a certain time of moulting and certain conditions.

Sub-varieties,'

BRAHMA POOTRA.
-White and Partridge.

MALAY.
Of many shades.

NEW AND FANCY V.ARIETIES.

Padua or Polish. — Sub-varieties.— Silver-spangled, Gold-
spangled, White, Black with black crests, Cuckoo, Chamois,
whole, coloured, or speckled. These are the six varieties re-

cognised by closely-judging amateurs. All other variations are

obtained by means of these, and are of less interest.

THE DUTCH.
Sub-i<arieties.—Blue (spangled) with a blue crest; Black with

a white crest; Blue with white crest. The English kinds are

Golden and Silver.
HAMBUBOH.

Sub-varieties.— Gold-spangled, Silver-apangled, Black (heu

Pheaaant-plumaged), Golden-pencilled, and Silver-pencilled.

JERUSALEM (rUMPLESS).

Short-legged without tails.

THREE CUCKOO VARIETIES.

These, though forming separate varieties, do not positively

belong to known varieties, but are of too much interest to be
quite omitted. Shaded French Cuckoo, Shaded Rennes Cuckoo,
Shaded Dutch Cnckoo.

DWARF VARIETIES.

Bantams.— Varieties.—Gold Sebright, Silver Sebright, Black,
White, Game, Black-breasted, and Brown-breasted.

Java.—Dwarf Feather-legged English, Negro with silky crest.

Silky with white crest.— [M. Jacques does not mention the

Scotch Dumpies and the Sultans.]
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BEDLINGTON POULTRY SHOW.
The tenth Exhibition was held at Bedliugton on the 26th and

27th inst. The following is the prize list, and we shall give nest
week a report on the birds exhibited.

D0EKING8.—1, J, 'While, Warlahy, Northallerton. 2, C. WiddaB, Houghten-
le-Wear, Darlintrton. 3. J. Wat'e, King's Heaih, Birmingham.
Cochins.— fii/,^ or Cinnamon.—Cup. 1, 2, and 3. G. H. Proctor. Durham, vhc,

J. Statker, West Sleekburn Any other variety.—1, G. H. Proctor. 2, H,
Beldon. Bingley. 3, J. Shorthoae.
Bhahma pootras— 1 and 2, W. Swann, Bedlinffton. 3. H. Beldon. he, J.

Walts, c. Hon. E. Hamilten, Lennel, ColdBtTeam ; J. N. Lawson, Ryhope,
Sunderland.

Si'ANiJiii —1, H. Beldon. 2. J. Younghuaband. North Shields. 3, W. Sander-
sou, Whalton, Newcastle, he, H. Wilkinson, Earby, Skipton ; J. Willoughby,
Heibam.
Polish.— Cup, 1, and 2, H. Beldon. 3. R. Parsons.
Bahni>oor e'owLs —Cross-find.—1, J. J. Cx. Robinson, North Frodinifham,

Driffield. 2. H. Beldon. 3, W. H. Youjht, Driffield, c, F. E. Schoiield, Morpeth.
Gahb. -Cock.— I. MiHsM. J. Nelson, Cockshaw, Hexham. 2, J. Merryweather.

Dudley Collieiy. 3, E. Aekroyd. iit«.—l, E. Ackruyd, EeclcBbill. Leeds. 2, J.
Stark, Bebside.
G*UE..~Black breasted and other Beds. — Cup and 1, E. Ackrovd. 2, T-

Midcilemiss, Seaton DelavaL 3, T. Dodd, Beaton Burn Colliery. Dudley, vke,
Mies M J. Nelsuu. he, «J. Widdas; Miss M. J. Nelson; J. Ferry, Cowpen.
Morpeth.

Game.—ZtMc/ctf/nps and other Greys.—I, J. W. Thornton, Bradford. 9, E
Ackroyd. 3. J. W. Brockbank, Carnforth. rhc, J. Gibson, Stanhope, he, E
Winwood. WorcoHter; J. Howell, Durham (Lintz Green)
G4UE.-J7i^ other variety.—I, .J. DouglaH^. CamboiB, Blyth. 2 and 3, T.

Leiclitiey, New Hartley, he and c, W. ijrysdalu, Longhirst Colfiery, Morpeth.
Uamuvshps.- GuhU n-!^pangled —1 nnd 2, H. BeMon. 3. W. Harle, Ashington

Collury, Murp^-'h c, T. Marshal', Morpeth. SdrcT-span^tJed —\. Aahton and
Booth. Eroadbntioni, Mottiam. 2 and 3, H. Beldon. hc,G. TurnbuU, Ashing-
ton Colliery. Morpeth.
HAMBCRt-SHs.— f70/(Z(H iJfncilZfd.—1 and 3, H. Beldon. 2, J. Rhodes, Hynd-

bora. Accrington. c, J. PattinRon. Bebside Colliery, Morpeth; Miaa G. B,
Ellintt. Newcftbtle. Silver-pencilled.—\:,\x^, 1, and 3, H. Beldun. 2, J. Rhodes,
c E. Parsons.
Guinea Fowls.— 1 and 3, Miss Wilson, Morpeth. 3, Mrs. Robaon, Stanning-

ton. vhc, W. H. Young, Dnffield.
Aky other Vauiety except Bantabts.—1, H. Beldon (Black Hamburgh).

2, K. Hawkins, Sti^abam (Malay). 8, T. P. Carver, Langthorpe, Borobridge. c,
J. Scott, Benton Station (Houdanb).
Bantams.—C<i(A-.—Cup and 1, W. & G. Anderton, Acerington. 2, G. Ha^l,

Kendal. S. W. C. Dawson. Whitby. vhe,ys. Rogers. Sundt-rland. ;i.i:, G.Hall

;

MiHS M. J. Nelson : Wardle & Bruce, South Gusfmth, Newcastle; W. Rogers;
T. DowelU Milllitld, Sunderland, c, F. Steel, Stump Cross. Halifax: J. H.
Carlwiipht. WiUingion; H. Shoulef, Deptford. Sunderland. Hen.—i, Miss M.
J. Nelson. 2 ami vhc, G. Hall Kendal. 3. .1. H. Cartwright. he, G. Bell, Mor-
pe'h; W. Gtav. Ti»w Law; D. Hunter. Sunderland, c. T. P Carver.
Game Bantams —B/fu/i'-hrffw^eti and other Rfds —I, Miss M. J. Nelson. 2

and 3, F. SteeL Halifax, vhc, G Hall, he, G Hall; Miss M. .T. Nelson: W.
Gray; Wardle &. Bruce, Newcastle. Any other varlety.-l, G. Hall. 2, T.
Dow ell. Mdlfield, Sunderland. 3, MisRM. .). Nelson vhc. T. Rennieon. Beaton
Delaval Colliery, he. F, Steel; Miss M. J. Nelson ; W. Murray, Hexham.

Ban-ta3is — Jti;/ other variety except Gavie.—l, H. H. Abhtou, Mottram, Man-
chester. 3, W. Canney, Binhop Auckland. 3, J. Watts.
Ducks.— -4]/ /f.*/jury.— 1, W. Stonehouse. Whitby. 2, T. P. Carver. S, W

Canney. Bouen.^1, Miss Wilson, Morpeth. 2 and 3, Miss M. J. Nelson, he.
W. Canney ; R. Q. Hoare. Newcastle. Any other variety.—1 and 2, J. Jobling,
jun., Morpeth. 3. J. Swjinn, Bedliugton.
Turkeys.- Cocfc.—1, Miss Wil-on. 2, W Canney. 3, Mra. Robaon.
Selling Classes.- Cocfc or Drake.—\, E. Ackroyd. 2. G. H. Proctor (Buff,

Cochin). 3. W. HetheriuL^on, West Sleekburn. he. G. A. Tate, South Shields
(Brown Reil Game); Misa M, J. Nelson; Mrs. Cross. Brigg (French); H.
Eeldtm; E. Enlherfnrd, Redlington ; W. Hall (Buff Cochin); J. Douglass
(Black Red Gamt-); Miss Wilson (White Cochin).
Selling Classes—If^H or Duck.—l, G. H. Proctor (Cochin). 2. T. Young.

3, T. Stsnsfiefd. Milffield, Sunderland {AyleBbury DuckK he, £. Aokroyd; T.
Stanefield (Rouen Duck).

COTTAGERS' CLASSES.
Game.—.-Iviy varietii.— Coek.—\. G. Taylor, Bedlington Colliery. 2, T.Young,

Bebfci'le. 3, J. Morton, Choppingt')n CoUiery. Hen—i, E. Rutherford, Bedling-
ton Colliery. 2, T, Young, 3, J Morton, he, J. Yellowley, Barringtoo.
Hambupghs,-.4nj/ variety.—Cock.—1. Miss Stalker, West Sleekburn. 2, D.

Cheyne. Cowpen Lane. 3, J. Laws, Wpst Sleekburn. Hen.— I, J. Wilson,
Shankhouse, Cram ington. 2, Miss Stalker. 3, D. Cheyne. he, J. Laws.
Any Vabiety except Bantams.- Co(tA- —1. R. Hine, Bedlin^ton. 2, T. Oliver,

North Seaton Colliery, Morpeth 8, J. Webster, West Sleekburn. he, ,1. Nesham,
Wefet Sleekburn. Ht'».—1, J. Dodda, Netherton Colliery. 2, J. Webster. 3, J.
Nesham,
Baht&vis.-Any variety.—Cock —^, W. Short, Bedlington. 2, J. Ferry, Cowpen,

Blylh. 9, J, Nesham. vhc. A. Hay, Bedlington. hcT. Reaveley, Bedlingtou
Station ; K. Fawcett. New Delaval, Blyth. c, H. Sharp. Hen.—l, T. Reaveley.
2, W. Short. S.H.Sharp.

PIGEONS.
Cabrikrs.— Corfc or Hen.—l, E. Beckwith, BonnersOeld, Monkweannouth.

2, W. Ridley, Hexham
TT:iaBhfRS.—Shnrtfaccd.—Cock or Hen.—l and 2, E. Beckwith. vhc, W.

Brydone, Langton. Dnnse. he, H. Simpson, Cramlington: H. Yardley. Bir-
niini^ham. Any other variety.—Cock or Hen.—1, J. Dye, Hexham. 2, T. W.
Clemitaon, Hexham, he, J. Thompson, Newcastle: J. Dye; W. J. Donkin.
Newcastle; J. Watts: B. H. Blacklock, Sunderland; W. Maule, Newcastle;
H. Yardley.
P0UTEB8.—Cocit or Ht'/i.— l, H. Simpson. 2, J. Dve. /tc, H. Simpson ; E. H.

Blacklock ; W. Ridley, e, .1. Dye ; H. Simpson : R. H. Blacklock.
D»(AOooN8.—Cocfc or Hen.—l and ?ic, F. Graham, South Birkenhead. 2, J.

"Watts.
Ndns.—Cocfcor HfiTt.—I.J.Young, Bishop Auckland. 2, A. A. Vander Meersch,

Tooting, London.
Owi.s.—Coek or Hen.—l, A. N. Dodds, North Shields. 2, J. Dye. he, J. Dye

;

W. Brydone ; J. Youog.
Tdkbits.— Corfc or Hen.—l, H Simpson. 9. J.Young, /ic, W. Brydone; J.

Watts ; J. Young; A, A, Vander Meersch; A. Brown, Durham.
Barbs.—Coofc or Hen.—1, J. Watts. 2, H. Yardley. he. E. Beckwith.
Jaoobins.- Cfjc/c or Hen.—I, J. Young. 2, A. A. Vander Meersch. he, W.

Brydone ; J. Young ; A . A Vander Meersch.
FanTAILS.—Co*: A: nr Hen.—l, H. Simpson. 3, J. F. Loversidpe, Newark, he,

E. Beckwith; H.Simpson.
Any other Variety.— Cocfe or Hen.—l. M. Ord. Durham. 2, H. Yardley.
Skllino Ci.ks9.~Pair.—l. J.Young. 2, H. "Simpson, he, E. Beckwith; M,

Ord ; J. Murray, Ousebum, Newcastle ; A. A. Vander Meersch,

CAGE BIRDS.
Belgians.—Coc Ji: or Hen.—I, J. Robaon, Bedlington Iron Works. 2, W. Scott,

Newcastle.
Norwich.—Coc A: or Hen.—l, A. Armstrong, Newcastle. 2, J. Sinclair, Bed-

lingioD. 8, J. Robson.
Crested. - Yellow or Yellow-marked.—Cock or Hen.—I, J. Baxter, Newcastle.

Buff or Buff-markcd.—Cock or Hen.—], J. Baxter.
Olasoow Doaa.—Cock or Hen.—1,3. Murray. 2, J. Davison, Newcastle.

Lizards.—Cocfc or Hen.—I, J. Baxter. 2, T. Harrison, Newcastle. 3, J.
Pfingle, Newcastle.
Mvi^a3.—Goldfineh.—Yellow-viarked.—Cock or Hen.—l, J. Rohson. '

2, R.
Hawman. Middicbiiorough. Buff-marked.—Cock or 3en.—l, It. Hitwinan. 2,
J, Baxter. Any other variety.—Cock or flen.—1, J. Si^iveuB, Middlosboruugb.
1 and 3. J. Baxter.
CoMMON.—Coc A; or Hen.—l, J. Stevens. 2, J. Baxter. 8, J. AUiaon, Long

Bnuton.
Gi'LDFiNCH.- Corfc or Hen.—l, W. & C. Burniston, Middlesborjugh. 2, J.

Scott, Benton Station, 3. J. Robaon.
Brown Linnet.— 6'ocfc or Ben —1, R. Hawman. 2, J, Stevens. 8, J. Baxter.
SivGiNG Birds.—J?)y other variety.—Cock or Een.—l, J. Baxter, 2, W. and

C. Burniaton. 3, J. Allison.
Any other kind except Singing Birds.—Cock or Hen.—1, E. McKenzie,

Waterloo, Blyth. 2, J. Baxter. 3, T. Maughan, Bebside.
Selling Clahs.— Cock or Hen.~l, J. Baxter, Newcdbtle. 2, T. Curley, West

Sleekourn. 3, T. Allison, Long Benton, Newcastle.

Judges.—PoiiUr?/ : Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds; andMr. F.
Esquilaut, Brixton. Pigeons : Mr. F. Esquilant. Cage Birds :

Mr. T, Lowery, Low Fell, Gateshead.

BAR-FRAME HIVES, AND THE AMERICAN
SLINGER.

Veby much has lately been Baid and written in favour of this

slinger or extractor. For aught I know, the statements we hear
and see may be perfectly accurate. A clergyman from Win-
chester or the neighbom'hood came here last August to spend a
few hours in conversation about bees and their profitable man-
agement. He had then been using boxes, which he obtained
from the grocers' at about 2d. each, for hives ; and with hia own
hands (as I understood him) he had made bar-frames and fitted

them into his boxes. He was then expecting to teach many
bee-keepers how to possess good bar-frame hives at a cost of 4(Z.

or 6d. each.

He had made a slinger or extractor, and had tried it. It did
not act satisfactorily, inasmuch as the young combs were cast

out of the bars by the motion or centrifuf^al force of the machine.
Has anyone been more successful with the slinger in this

country ? I have been looking out and listening for evidence
of the practical titility of the extractor amongst English bee-

keepers. So far I have been unfortunate, for I have not heard
of one instance of success. Last year was a very unfavourable
one for honey-gathering, perhaps not affording an opportunity
to those who have extractors of testing them. I have seen
American evidence of the use and advantage of the slinger held
forth by English traders to our view, but I attach but little

value to the evidence of American success with the slinger. In
America bees may collect less farina than they do in Britain,

for here we have in almost every hive a superabundance of it.

In summer the climate is hotter there than here. May I suggest

that this extractor be fairly and extensively tested this year iu

England, and the results fully and accurately reported? If we
kept bar-frame hives the contrivance would be speedily tested,

and its operation exhibited to all the bee-keepers in the country
who chose to come and see. I confess being at present rather

sceptical as to its value to bee-keepers in this country, and
regret that in the recommendations of its advocates and pro-

fessed patrons there is nothing to break up and remove that

scepticism.
The great recommendation of the slinger, according to its

advocates is this, that it casts the honey out the bars, and these

are replaced, thus saving the honey that is used in comb-build-

ing. When a thoughtful bee-keeper reads such statements, he
is ready to ask how often this is done in a season. Before bees

swarm almost every comb in their hive contains brood, and
much of this brood, say one half, is unsealed. Does the slinger

invariably cast the honey out and leave the brood undisturbed ?

or does some of the brood and farina go off at a tangent with
the honey as the slinger is being whirled round. Such questions

will rise up when we are told that the honey obtained by the

extractor is inferior in quality to run honey, and is sold at a

less price by so many cents, or half cents, per pound.
On using an extractor it is necessary to cut the lids off the

cells of sealed honey. To us this appears to be a tedious and
difficult operation, for very few combs are even or quite flat ou
their surface. Many other difficulties and objections to the use

of the slinger arise. If no combs be built, old ones will become
half full of farina, thus crippling the bees much for breeding

and gathering honey. Hives filled with young healthy combs
are incomparably better for bees and bee-keepers than old

combs half filled with pollen, and no bee-keeper can prevent

in this country the accumulation of a superabundance of this

rubbishy pollen in his hives without frequently removing the

old combs from them, and haviug them refilled with young
combs. How this can be best and most economically done is

another question. Meanwhile let us have satisfactory evidence

of the value and success of the slinger, and 1 shall not fail to

recommend its use to the bee-keepers of this country.—
A. PettktREW,

Belfast and North of Ireland OBNiTHOLooiCAii Society's

Show.—Although this Exhibition will not occur until the
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10th of December, we notice it thus early because the prize list

is one of the most liberal we have seen. There are proposed to

be eighteen three-guinea silver cups for poultry, the same num-
ber for Pigeons, and four for cage birds, in addition to the money
prizes. We hope subscribers will promptly aid the Committee.

THE QUEEN BEE.
I MUST believe that the views set forth by Mr. Pettigrew are

conscientiously believed and entertained, yet I cannot and will

not excuse him if he refuses or neglects to adopt the means of

testiug, by properly conducted experiments and observations,

the various points at issue. In these days of advauced know-
ledge in almost every department of inquiry, mere assertion and
theory are valueless in the face of facts, while haphazard
guesses and inferences are worse than useless.

1st. In regard to the evolution of the worker bee. What is

the proof advanced by Mr. Pettigrew that it is twenty-one days
in the cell 1 He says, " The readers of this Journal know
that I have again and again advised them to turia the bees out of

hives on the twenty-first day after the swarms have been re-

moved from them. . . . We find if we do it on the twentieth
day after swarming all the workers are not hatched, and that

those unhatched leave their cells after all the bees have been
removed. This I have seen again and again—scores of times

;

therefore I prefer my own and others' statement of days to

Mr. Lowe's twenty days."
Now, in regard to the advice here given of waiting till the

twenty-first day before turning out the bees, my only remark is

that if the object be to have all the brood hatched—drones as

well as bees—the period should be still further extended two or

three days. But let me ask if this is the proof I am called upon
to accept as to the precise number of days occupied in the evolu-

tion of the worker bee ? This, I apprehend, is no proof at all

;

it is merely an inference, a conjecture, which settles nothing. In
order to ascertain the true period of development of the worker
bee, we must not only know the hour and day on which the bee
was hatched, but the hour and day on which the egg was de-

posited. For myself I claim no merit in stating that the worker
is not twenty-one days in the cell, but comes forth a perfect
insect on the twentieth day. I have simply verified by properly-
conducted experiments and observations that fact which Huber,
the " prince of apiarians," has long ago demonstrated, and
which has been acquiesced in and confirmed by Dr. Bevan,
Dr. Dunbar, the Rev. Mr. Langstroth, and many other eminent
students of bee life.

It so happens that at this moment I have a case in point in

my apiary. A pretty strong hive lost its queen in the spring.

The bees held well together notwithstanding. On Saturday the
11th of April I introduced a fertile queen along with some two
or three hundred bees—the whole stock of a weak colony, and
joined them to the queenless hive. Some ten or twelve hours
after I examined the hive, and observed, on drawing up a frame,
that a considerable number of eggs were deposited. On Friday
the 1st of May current, at the same hour, or exactly twenty days
after the introduction of the queen, I pulled up the frame and
found several young bees traversing the comb. If twenty-one
days were required for the development of the insect, I should
have seen no hatched bees till at the least twenty hours later,

even on the assumption that eggs were deposited the very
moment the queen was introduced.

2nd. What is Mr. Pettigrew's proof as to the transference of

eggs by the bees from one cell to another ? He says, " Hundreds
if not thousands of times have we seen eggs in royal cells that
were not there when the queens and swarms were removed.
The eggs had been in worker cells, and removed by the bees to

royal cells. This fact upsets the position Mr. Lowe has taken in
asserting that the bees do not transfer eggs from worker cells to

royal cells. If Mr. Lowe will visit me in a month or two I will

show him scores of empty queen cells as soon as the queens
have been taken from them to their hives, and three days later

I will show him the same cells occupied by brood being reared
into queens."
Now, if these were facts, I admit at once that my position

would indeed be upset. I3ut here let me suggest. May not
Mr. Pettigrew be under a mistake in fancying that these royal
cells found tenanted by larvre three days after the queen's
removal were actually the identical royal cells in existence
previously, or, if so, that they contained no egg at the time in

question? There is such a thing as an optical delusion ; and I

therefore fear that, however much I should be delighted in pay-
ing a visit to Mr. Pettigrew's apiary on other grounds, yet on
this I should, according to the old saying, simply have "my
coming for my going," and that our conclusions might be some-
what similar (though of course from entirely different causes) to
those narrated of two great statesmen, who, on entering the
House of Commons with optics a little obscured by a too long
sederunt after dinner, the one declared he thought he saw two
speakers in the chair, while the other emphatically asserted that
he could not even see one. Mr. Pettigrew'a straw hivea are so

capacious, and no doubt have, like others of their kind, so many
concealed corners, that I fear our optics would also be obscured,
and that it would be impossible to pronounce with certainty as
to how the hive had been left regarding royal cells. Betides,
the habits of the bee are the same in England as in Scotland,
and I do not require to cross the border to be enlightened on
this point, for in all my experience, and it is not a little, I have
never witnessed the " facts " stated by Mr. Pettigrew in any
case of artificialising or queen-rearing.

3rd. What is the proof furnished by Mr. Pettigrew as to tha
evolution of the queen bee in fourteen days ?

Suppose Mr. Pettigrew's assumption is right, that eggs are
transferred from one cell to another by the workers, and that
eggs are set in royal cells by the bees after the departure of
the swarm and queen, and that such eggs so deposited be-
come fully developed into princesses in fourteen days there-
after ;—the fact that fourteen days only are required for the
perfecting of the royal bee from the period of its being trans-
ferred by the worker to the royal cell, is no proof that only four-
teen days are required from the emission of the egg from tho
mother queen to its complete evolution. The eggs take three days
in hatching, and unless Mr. Pettigrew can tell me the age of the
egg when it is, as he says, transferred into the royal cell, he can
have no data on which to found any conclusion whatever. Here
it is, I think, where Mr. Pettigrew has fallen into error. Queens
reared artificially—i.e., from eggs deposited in worker cells, and
queens reared naturally

—

i.e., from eggs deposited in royal cells,

occupy in reality the same period of time in their evolution.
When, therefore, we say that a queen is reared artificially in
thirteen or fourteen days, we count not from the time the egg ia

deposited, but from the period the larva destined for royal
honours is chosen and operated on by the workers ; and when
we say that a queen is reared from the egg, either naturally or
artificially, in sixteen days, we, of course, reckon from the
moment the &^g is deposited by the queen. The difference of

two or three days between the two methods of procedure—that
from the egg and that from the larva—is accounted for by the
bees availing themselves of their power of operating on the
worker larva, and not on the unhatched egg. Any discrepancies
in the time of evolution after such operations are commenced,
depend, no doubt, principally upon the age of the larva so
chosen. I have had queens reared artificially in cases where
they had a choice of larva! of all ages, varying from twelve to

fourteen days, and one from the Egyptian race in somewhat less

than twelve days; but in cases where the bees had no such
choice, when they were only supplied with newly-deposited
eggs, the period of evolution I found to be about sixteen days.
My experiments in the rearing of queens are so mimerous that
it would only be occupying unnecessarily space in giving par-
ticulars and dates ; but I think it may be safely said that from
twelve to thirteen days is the average period required in the
evolution of the queen bee from the moment the egg is hatched,
which, as I have already stated, is three days, making, therefore,

about sixteen days in all. 'Though this appears to be the
normal time, yet I have known instances when the period of

evolution was prolonged several days, owing, no doubt, to certain

conditions of the hive, weather, and temperature. 'The effects

of temperature exercise, according to all naturalists, considerable
influence in the maturing and development of insect life. The
general rule, however, holds good, notwithstanding these dis-

crepancies, which are merely exceptional.

Now as to the contests of queens. I simply pointed out to

Mr. Pettigrew what the rule was in the circumstances to which
he referred—namely, when "two swarms are united" or
" flung together " with, of course, fertile queens. In such a
case the queens are not allowed to do battle, and one is always
destroyed by the bees. If Mr. Pettigrew has witnessed a con-

flict in such circumstances, I should be obliged for the narrative ;

of course an exception to any rule may occur while there is a
possibility, but all I can say is that in aU my experience I have
never seen it broken. In regard to virgin queens the case is very
different, and mortal combatsfrequently take place between them;
and even with mother queens when forced into contact under
peculiar circumstances, such as when you confine two together
along with a few bees, I have noticed them engage in conflict,

the bees being too few to encase either, and thus prevent it ; but
even in such unfavourable conditions, where the natural instinct

of the bees must be affected, I have seen such an encasement
resorted to. The exhibition of queen duels by Major Munn,
referred to by Mr. Pettigrew, must have been under such
circumstances as these ; but most probably by virgin queens,

similar to the interesting narrative given some four years ago
in these pages by that excellent and trustworthy correspon-

dent "R. S."

Lastly, in regard to the fertility of the queen bee, and that

"some trustworthy experiments have indicated four and six

thousand eggs per day each queen," I am informed that thia

statement is from an American source, and appeared in thia

Journal some years ago. I cannot lay my hands upon it, but
perhaps it is not of much consequence. The real point ia, not
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what the qaeen can or may be supposed to do in other countries
and other climes, but what we find from our experience she
really does in our own apiaries ; and if we note this carefully we
shall be less inclined to have recourse to American statistics m
connection with the queen's ovipositing capabilities.

I have not attended to Mr. Pettigrew's peculiar views as to the
sexual or rather non-sexual character of the eggs as emitted
from the ovarium of the qaeen, and that a royal princess can be
reared from a drone egg, or eggs in drone cells. From the fact
that he has not reiterated these in the recent article on the queen
bee, it is to be hoped that he has abandoned them as untenable.

I hop.' I have dealt fairly by those I have here referred to. I
have endeavoured to avoid all imitation of the special pleading
and " eloquence coupled with assumptions and presumptions "

of the barrister to which Mr. Pettigrew refers. I have laid be-
f.ire him only plain and unadorned statements and facts, and if

these will have the effect of inducing Mr. Pettigrew to institute
fresh experiments after the fashion I have indicated, I have only
now to express the hope that he will kindly favour us with the
results.

After writing the above I have just noticed Mr. Shearer's
article, in which he gives a case of a queen being matured on
the fourj^enth day after the time the egg was supposed to be
deposited. I have only time here to ask Mr. Shearer if the evo-
lution of the queen on the sixth day after being sealed, as there
stated, is in accordance with his other experiences in queen-
rearing ?—J. Lowe.

Two Early Swarms {T. P. T.).—Your first swarm on the 2SfU of April,
and a second from the ganoe hive on the 10th of Slay, are very eirly. We
read of one obtained near London in April, and heard of another at Didsbury,
near MancheBter, about the same time this year. All have been unusually
enrly. If you are kind to your first awarm and feed it a little till the hive be
filled with combs, you will probably get two virgin swarms from it. Thus
you may obtain an increase of Ligurian stocks in your apiary.

Stock Blown- Oven (Not a Dro7ic).—Let your hive remain as it is till

ready for swarming, then take a swarm from it artificially, and three weeks-
afterwards drive all the bees out of the old hive into an empty one. Thus
yoQ will secure two swarms without destroying any brood. If you were to
drive all the bees out now into a new hive the brood would be all lost, and
the ewarm would probably do better than the first one, which we are ad-
vising you to take by-and-by. The second lot of bees would have a young
queen. As your hive did not swai'm last year, the queen in it is at least
two years old, and may be older. Artificial swarming was explained in our
pages some weeks ago.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lit. 51° 32' 40" N.; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitade 111 fee",

OUR LETTER BOX.
Erratum.—On page 413 the title under the cut should have been "A cross

between a Dominique cock and a Guinea hen," and not that accidentally and
erroneously put by the printers.

Books (E. M. 7).).—Brent's *' Canary and British Finches." It may he had
free by post from our office if you enclose nineteen post stamps with your
address.

Brahma Hen on Bantam Eggs (T. IT.).—If ynu have no other broody
hen it is a case of " needs must," but we do not think you will he successful.
We should advise you to buy or borrow a Bantam or very small hen under
which to put the eggs. Brahmas are good and careful mothers, but Game
chickens are hatched so" small, and the Brahma is so heavy, that there must
be constant accidents. It is more than likely if you make inquiry you will
find some neighbour in difficulty the other way; "he may want to set large
eggs, and may have only a small hen. Cbange for the time.

Gold and Silver Pheasant Chicks (JV. H.).—Fot the first three or
four days after the poiUts are hatched they should be kept in a small en-
closure in front of the rip. It should he on short grass in a dry spot, and is

easily mado. It should he the width of the rip in which the hen is confined,
from 3 or 4 feet in length ; two planks of that length and 12 inches high, with
one of the same height and the wiith of the rip are all that is required.
They are generally fastened with pegs thus : — -

° Where
Phedsant-breediug is an annual pursuit, some of '^ ° these
frames are kept ready made. The top must be covered with netting (wire is

the best) to protect the yoimg from enemies, and their food from depredators.
Their food should be chopped egg, curd, bread and milk, and dough. They
require feeding very often during the first three days, and frequently after-
wards. When this time is passed the little enclosure may be done away, but
the hen must be carefully kept under the rip. The question of water is a
vexed one. Many do without it altogether. We prefer a middle way. We do
not approve of their having water always by them, but we would certainly
give it morning, mid-day, and evening. Fresh water every time, and spring
water.

Taking Chickens prom their Mother (H. F. C.).—Time of year has
much to do in answering your question. In the autumn or winter the
chickens would die if the hen left them at sis weeks old. At this time of year
they will not. If they have been accustomed to roost in the rip with the hen,
they will still go there after she has left them. In such a case it will be a
wise precaution to put up everv night a board in front of the rip, and to
fasten it there. It is a protection from anything huitful. They will only
require it for about three weeks. At whatever time a hen may lay, she is no
mother to her chickens .afterwards. She knocks them about. In hot weather
the chickens do not want her cover at nigbt ; during sharp east winds they do.
It will advance her laying if she has her liberty.

Spanish Hens Dying (IT. P. B.).—T>o not feed so liberally. The hens are
too fat, and the egg-passage probably contracted. We will have another
opinion, and publish it next week ; but at all events lower the diet.

Roosting Place fob Chickens.—Let '' Puzzhd" place a deal box about
1 foot wide, without a lid, upon its side, and lay a httle hay in it. The chicks
will be glad of the shelter this affords from the worry of the hens.—Inex-
perienced.

Tar on Fantails (F. S. H.).—We were once in exactly the same trouble
ourselves; our snow-white pets became tar-smeared. We tried butter or
grease, and the web of the feather was injured; we tried Bcraping, and no
Buccess; then we pulled out all the feathers we could, and clipped the tarry
ends off others, and made our bird look tolerably decent ; but it was not in
nice trim until the next moult put all right. The American who invented the
punishment of tarring and feathering knew well what he was about, for tar
and feathers stick together moat pertinaeiously.

Pouter {J. L ).—It is an exaggeration, but portrait painters say that no
likeness is good unless it appears better than the original. We shall not
notice the book until completed.

Ground Oats {C. Ji.).—We do not know Messrs. Marsh's address. They
should advertise.

J

Salt Cat (C. ii).—We extract the following from Brent's "Pigeon Book."
Salt cat lA composed of about equal quantities of a clean unctuous loam,

Buch as brickmakers use ; a caarse gritty sand, or fine gravel, in which the
grains are about the size of pins' heads ; and old mortar ; to thi^ is added a
mall quantity of large-grained salt. Some parsons, to make it more attrac-

Date.
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be a viitue, but empty iu autumn a blunder and calamity

;

yet the best of all is that neither circumstance is a necessity.
It is written also for the amateur having a garden but no
glass, and who is not in a position to purchase expensive
plants to effect what he desires—a garden gay and enjoyable,
and yet whose taste tends towards massing rather than mix-
ing. For this latter mode nothing is better than these fine
old Stocks.

They are worthy also, to those having pits, of being wintered
in pots, three in a pot, and shifted-on for in-door decoration,
or planting-out, when they flower early, which is sometimes
of importance. When the winter is passed they cannot well
have soil too rich, and as summer approaches they will know
what to do with liquid manure. To sum-up, these Stocks are
about as hardy as Broccolis, and as easily raised.
And now a word as to the Lothians ; but I had better leave

them for my next letter, except in saying that those who
wish them to bloom in winter and very early in spring under
glass must sow at once in good soil under a hand-light. If in
the open ground and heavy rains fall, they are apt to damp-off
when quite young. They are fine subjects for the purpose
named, but to have them fine as well as early not a day's un-
necessary delay should be permitted in sowing, and if the seed-
bed can have a base of gently-heating manure all the better.

For ordinary purposes of summer flowering in the garden, and
especially if there is no glass for wintering, sowing may be
deferred until .June. My Lothians for early work are nearly
ready for pricking-out, and to-day I have been throwing some
year-old plants away, which have given a fine display, and
fine for cutting for the last three months. They were sown
in May on a gentle hotbed.—J. Weight.

THE KITCHEN GAEDEN.—No. 8.

Most of the preliminary work having been described, there
yet remains one thing to be considered before going on with
the formation of the walls, with which it might interfere, and
that is the means of conveying water. Without a good supply
of water no garden can be considered complete, for it is

essential in every department, and is a principal agent in the
nourishment and growth of everything cultivated in the gar-
den ; it is a purifier as well.

On this, however, I will not dwell, but will proceed to the
consideration of the best and easiest means of obtaining a
supply, and conveniently carrying it to every part of the place
so that it may be easily and quickly distributed where wanted.
I hold that there is no work that will pay better for being well
done than this, as convenience iu this one matter is better
than extra labour at any time ; for carting water, whether by
manual labour or by horse power, is both tedious and expen-
sive, as well as unsatisfactory, because it is seldom that time
can be spared to give the crojjs a plentiful supply. I have
experienced this difficulty in a large establishment, where the
means of obtaining water appeared to have been the last con-
sideration instead of one of the first, and the labour of water-
ing was one of the largest items of expenditure for the summer
months.

In the first place, wherever a garden may be situated, one of
the first considerations should be to provide accommodation
for storing all the rain water that can possibly be obtained
from the glass houses and other buUdings. This is believed
to be the best sort of water for use among plants and vege-
tables, and if the situation will allow of it, even the water
that is carried off by the drains should be allowed to accumu-
late in some convenient place, so as to be useful when wanted.
This done, it wHl be necessaiy to learn whence the regular
supply is to come.

In places of large scope water is many times to be found at

an elevation above the gardens. This is, of course, an ad-
vantage, because at comparatively httle expense a plentiful

supply can be secured ; in others there is a lake or river within
a reasonable distance, and water can be sent up by hydraulic
rams into a large reservoir situated high enough to allow water
to run to anj' part of the garden. This is a more expensive
mode, but in many cases there is no alternative but to adopt
it ; it has the merit of being perfect and durable. For the
most part amateurs' residences are situated near towns, and
the above means of obtaining water will not often come within
their compass, consequently water is suppUed from wells dug
about the grounds, and the general supply provided by a water
company. Now, whichever of the latter two sources are
depended upon, it wiU be wise to have a etore of water always

on hand, not only to become softened by the air, but in case
of any extra quantity being required. I know of one place in

Middlesex where the water for the garden is supplied from a
well situated in the middle. At each corner of the garden
there is a broad open slate tank sunk into the ground, and
these tanks are filled every morning, the water being con-
veyed to them by square wooden troughs iu convenient lengths,

and about 3 inches deep by 6 wide. I should think triangular

troughs would have done as well, and they would have been
cheaper, because more easily constructed and requiring less

material. At the well there is another large tank, which is

always kept filled. The garden is watered from these tanks
with but httle trouble ; and I should think that, from the size

of an amateur's garden generally, the above would be a good
plan to adopt, unless there is an opportunity of getting water
by either of the other ways named above.

By whatever mode water is obtained, by all means let it be
conveniently laid on, so that at every quarter it maybe applied

without walking for it. If it is conveyed round the gardens iu

pipes underground, let there be taps fixed iu them at inter-

vals, so that a hose may be screwed on of sufficient length to

convey the water to where it is required. This plan is only
useful when there is a pressure of water to give it force suffi-

cient to carry it through the pipes. If the pressure is great

enough, and the pipe is fitted with a rose, the trees on the

walls may be conveniently syringed and the borders watered,

which will be an advantage in point of time and a benefit to

the trees.

—

Thomas Eecokd.

WHAT IS EEPOSE?—No. 2.

A WEAK point in very many gardens is a want of finish, a
disjointed meaningless appearance often being perceptible in

conspicuous parts of the dressed grounds ; and the frequent

attempts to remedy this evil, while tending to prove its general

recognition, are not often so successful as could be wished.

Repose is evidently wished for, but the difficulty is how to

impart it successfully. Take, for example, a group of shrubs

which, from mismanagement when the shrubs were young, pre-

sents 2 or 3 feet of bare stems otl'ensively to the eye. Attempts
to conceal this with flowers are made in summer, but with

indifferent results, for the flowers, starved by the greedy shrub-

roots, serve rather to attract attention to the deformity than to

conceal it. There can be no doubt that the use of flowers at

all in such a case is a mistake, there being as little beauty iu

a ragged border of flowers as in a straggling group of shrubs.

Far better would it be to turn our attention to the improve-

ment of the shrubs by judicious pruning, layering, or replant-

ing ; and so by bringing the group as near to perfection as

might be, it becomes complete in itself, and regains its legiti-

mate importance as an ornamental feature.

Bare spaces under the shade and drip of trees are blemishes

of frequent occurrence which can be easily remedied. Plants

which thrive in shade are sufficiently numerous to afford ample
materials, not only for the concealment of defects, but for

imparting as much finish and beauty to retired spots as are

usually visible in the more prominent lawn or flower garden.

Ferns love the shade of trees, as everyone knows, and a secluded

corner or " bosky dell " suits them admirably. But it is not

with Ferns that we should seek to clothe bare spaces under

trees where turf has failed. Ivy, from its evergreen character,

hardy and accommodating nature, and, above all, from its

elegant appearance, is the best of all plants for this purpose.

A little extra care and culture are requisite tUl the plant is

established ; afterwards, when it has grown into a compact

mass, a trifling amount of labour will suffice to keep all neat

and trim. Nothing can look better than broad edgings of it

along shady walks ; it also clothes bare heaps or mounds with

perennial greenery, imparting a life and brightness, a soft and

quiet beauty, to many a barren spot. It is sm-prising that a

plant with which all are familiar should be so much neglected,

for it is easily propagated ; and although it thrives best in a

rich soU, it is perfectly healthy in a poor one.

Frequent attempts are made to form ribbon borders along

the front of shrubs ; and here again the failures that occur are

usually caused by the poverty of the soil, or by the drip and

shade of overhanging trees. Wherever there is sufficient space

the best remedy is to continue the turf close up to the shrubs,

and to make a bed for the flowers a few yards in advance upon
the turf; by which means an agreeable contrast is produced,

crowding and confusion are altogether avoided, each feature

has full play, bearing the stamp of individuality, while a soft
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pleasing harmony—really repose—pervades the entire scene.

—

Edward Luckhubbt.

STOVE PLANTS AND THEIK CULTURE.—No. 2.

BouoAiNviLLEA 8PECTABILIS is of Very free scrambling habit,

with acuminate leaves and splendid rose-oolonred bracts iu

bunches like Hops, but, unfortunately, it is a shy bloomer. It

is from South America. It should bo planted out in sandy
turfy loam with a fourth of leaf soil, good drainage being

secured, aad the roots limited to a space that need not, for a

large plant, be more than from 'J to 12 square feet. The shoots

ought to be trained near the glass—not more than 1(1 inches

from it, nor nearer than 11 inches, and so far apart that the

leaves may not overshadow each other. The shoots, as they

show, must be rubbed off to prevent overcrowding, not allow-

ing them to grow several feet and then cutting them out. The
plant should be well supplied with water in spring when it

begins to grow, and throughout the summer up to August,

when watering should be left off, none being given as long as the

leaves keep from flagging ; even if the plant flag under hot sun
but recover at night, do not water. In winter keep dry, watering

only when the plant shows for flower, as it may do iu Decem-
ber, but usually iu spring. After the appearance of bloom
water freely, and after flowering cut-in the shoots to within

two or three eyes of their base, leaving a sufficient number of

well-ripened shoots for extension and for covering the trellis.

Growth to be encouraged by frequent sprinklings overhead and
top-dressings of loam and leaf soil, increasing the supply of

water in proportion to the growth. Cuttings of the young
shoots a little firm, in sand over sandy loam with a little peat,

well drained, set in a close frame, or covered with a bell-glass,

and placed iu a bottom heat of 80°.

Clerodendron Balfoukunch. — Deciduous twiner, with
smooth, oblong-ovate, deep green leaves, and large dense
cymes of flowers, of which the calyx is of a creamy white, and
the corolla rosy crimson, having a very effective appearance.
It is a decided improvement on 0. Thomsonie, being larger in

all its parts. Hybrid, or garden variety, emanating from the
Edinburgh Botanic Garden.
Clerodendron speciosum. — Deciduous twiner; smooth,

oblong-ovate, dark green leaves, and large dense clusters or

cymes of flowers ; the calyx pale reddish purple, and the coroUa
deep rose. It is a hybrid between C. Thomsonai Balfoui-ianum
and C. splendens.
The time of flowering is in spring, April and May, on short

stubby shoots proceeding from well-ripened wood of the pre-

vious year; the object, therefore, of the cultivator should be
to secure strong shoots and to get them well ripened. Some-
times the plants flower more or less continuously throughout
the summer, but not when the wood is well ripened, and such
continued flowering most generally occurs on plants grown in

pots and trained to trellises at some distance from the glass.

Pruning should not be done until the flowering is past, and
should be confined to cutting the flowering shoots to the wood
eyes next below the cyme of flowers, leaving the other leaves

undisturbed, and encouraging young shoots from the bottom of

the rafter ; these should be trained up the roof, and not stopped
until they reach the Umit of extent. When the old shoots are

so numerous as to crowd each other and the young shoots, they
may be iu part or wholly cut away, having young to supply their

place. The watering should be liberal when the plants are

growing freely, as well as when in flower, continuing it through
the season of growth, along with moisture overhead ; but when
growth is complete gradually withhold water, and leave it off

altogether by October. The wood being thoroughly ripened
the leaves will fall, and the plants need no water during
the winter, or only a little to keep the wood plump. Iu spring,

when they begin growth, water should be given, loosening also

the surface soil, and applying a light top-dressing. Cuttings
of the firm stubby side shoots, taken off closely in spring or
early summer, inserted in sand over sandy peat, placed in a
close frame, or covered with a bell-glass, and set in bottom
heat. Soil two parts light fibrous loam, one part each sandy
peat and leaf soil, with a sixth of silver sand, and a similar

quantity of charcoal in pieces the size of a walnut, with good
drainage.

Ipomiea Horsfallij;.-—Evergreen twiner, with deep green,
brownish-purple-tinted leaves, divided into five leaflets, and
the flowers borne in clusters of from ten to thirty or more.
They are of a bright rosy crimson, in form and size resembling
a Convolvulus, which it is, and, like aU flowers of this family.

very beautiful, yet they soon close after being fully expanded ;

but those in each cluster being so numerous, and succeeding each

other so rapidly, the plant is seldom out of flower from October

or November to March inclusive. It is of rather strong growth,

and in a border succeeds admirably. East Indies.

Pruning should be done in spring—April, or after flowering,

before new growth takes place, the flowering shoots being cut

back to within two or three eyes of their base ; but as the plant,

like most others, is disposed to start strongly from the highest

part of the old shoots or stems, these should be depressed so as

to ensure the breaking of the eyes at the base of the rafter, and

when they are somewhat advanced the stems and shoots may
be secured to the trelUs. If there is little but bare stem at the

base of the rafters, cut back the stems to some young wood
there, and this will give young shoots from that part, securing

thereby the covering of the trellis from the base upwards. The
shoots ought to be trained-in their full length, and fully ex-

posed to light and air. Top-dress the border with fresh soil

after pruning, and water moderately, increasing the amount

with the growth, giving it abundantly when the plant is in full

growth ; but when growth is complete, as it ought to be by

August, reduce the supply of water, applying it only to keep the

leaves fresh, and so on through the winter, as with moderate

moisture iu the soil it will flower during the winter months.

Avoid making the soil wet in winter, a sodden soil not being

suited to this plant, especially at that season. A moist atmo-

sphere, with sprinklings overhead morning and evening, is,

during growth, very beneficial. Equal parts light turfy loam

and sandy peat, a fourth part leaf soil, a sixth of silver sand,

and a similar proportion of nodules of charcoal, with good

drainage. Cuttings of the short side shoots in sand over sandy

peat in a close frame or covered with a bell-glass in brisk bottom

heat.

I. Learii has deep red or crimson flowers, produced at the

end of summer (September), and is from Ceylon. It is suit-

able for roof-covering, and requires treatment similar to

I. HorsfaUiae, which is, however, superior to it.

I. FiciFOLiA.—Fig-like leaves, the plant being a deciduous

twiner, having purple flowers late iu autumn, generally Oc-

tober, and oooasioually iu spring. It is only of moderate

growth, and may be grown in a pot. Buenos Ayres.—G. Abbey.

MEKCUKY OF LINCOLNSHIRE—CHENOPODIUM
BONUS-HENRICUS.

A FEW weeks ago (page 258), I noticed an article iu your
Journal by Mr. Wright on the vegetable extensively grown and
eaten about here, but I beheve unknown in the metropohs,

called Mercury, or, as it is vulgarly pronounced in these parts,
" Markwherry." I assure you it is a first-class vegetable, an
excellent tonic, and highly popular in this county. I have
several beds of it, and for many weeks, or even months, in the

early period of spring and summer, it is enjoyed at almost

every day's dinner. I deem it next, if not equal, to the fa-

vourite Asparagus.
As to cooking, it requires boiling about half an hour in water

in which a quantity of salt is placed to preserve its greenness.

Serve it at table either with melted-butter sauce, or let it be

eaten with the gravy from meat on the plate. . !/•

I hope you will enjoy it, although I am afraid somewhat of

its freshness and flavour will have departed by the time con-

sumed between its being cut and your partaking of it. If it is

faded by the journey, place it in fresh water a few hours to-

restore its life.

—

George Eoothby, Lontli.

[The bundle of Mercury arrived very fresh, and we pronounce
it a most excellent culinary vegetable. The leaves were cooked

as Spinach, and were quite equal to it ; and the stalks were
cooked like Asparagus, and though not e(iual to that in flavour,

were in our opinion as good as Sea-kale. This Mercury has

the great merit of being hardy, and without any special care

producing a continued harvest throughout the spring and early

summer.

—

Eds.]

Compact Plants of Cytisus.—I should like to know the

routine of culture adopted in producing the compact flori-

ferous plants of Cytisus, or Genista, I saw selling in Covent
Garden at Is. each. There must be some quick and easy way
of getting such plants at the price named, which I and many
another countryman are strangers to. You might reply in

the correspondence column. I am sure the information would
i be generally useful. One might travel a hunded miles in the
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country and not see such perfect, handy, decorative plants as

those I refer to, about 1 foot to 18 inches high and through.—W.

THE FEENS OP ST. HELENA.—No. 2.

Lasteea NAroLEONis.—This very beautiful plant is extremely
rare in cultivation, and indeed would not appear to be plentiful

in the island to which it is peculiar. The caudex and base of

the fronds are covered with large dark-brown-coloured chaffy

scales. Fronds somewhat triangular in outline and deep green
in colour; they vary from 2 to 1.5 inches in height, pinnate,

the pinnas being closely set and deeply lobed, the lower pair

being usually twice-divided. It must be reckoned amongst
the most handsome of the genus for the decoration of the
cool fernery. The only recorded localities of this species are

near the summit of Diana's Peak and in the vicinity of Napo-
leon's tomb, St. Helena.

L. coRucEA.—This has been quoted to me as a native of this

island, but as I have never seen an authentic specimen or a
recorded locality I am anxious for more information

; perhaps
Bome of my readers can enlighten me.

L. OOGNATA.—A large bold-growing plant, resembling a
gigantic form of L. Napoleonis, and evidently nearly allied to

that species. It varies from 2 to 4 feet or more in height,

broad and spreading ; caudex very stout, densely clothed with
large dark-coloured chaffy scales, which also ascend the stipes

;

fronds bipinnate at the lower extremity but pinnate above, the
pinnae being closely set, very coriaceous, and dark green. It is

found near the summit of Diana's Peak and is peculiar to the
island, but hitherto, as far as I am aware, has not been intro-

duced in a living state to this country.

L. PATENS.—This species has a wide distribution, and has
long been in cultivation. If planted-out in the stove fernery

it makes an extremely handsome specimen, throwing-up pin-

nate fronds nearly 3 feet high ; the pinnie are deeply lobed,

prettily eared at the base, and vivid green. It is a very effec-

tive and robust plant, which should find a place in every
fernery where space can be afforded it. It is found in many
parts of Tropical America, the West Indies, and St. Helena.

PHEGorTEiiis DiAN.E.—A maguificent bold-growing cool-

house Fern, which I was delighted to find had been intro-

duced in a living state during the past year. The caudex is

stout and decumbent, clothed with large coarse chaffy scales,

2 feet or more in length and about a foot broad, pinnate,

saving at tlie bluntly-acuminate apex, where they are pin-

natifid. The pinnaj measure some 6 or 7 inches in length

;

they are stout and leathery, dark green on the upper side,

below furnished with short woolly haus. It has been sug-

gested to me that this is probably the same plant as Lastrca
Napoleonis. With this, however, I cannot agree ; its character

of being uniformly pinnate to the base at once takes away
that deltoid appearance which is such a marked peculiarity

in the outline of the fronds of L. Napoleonis, independently
of other widely distinct characters. It is found upon Diana's
Peak at considerable elevations.

Htpolepis eugulosa.—This forms a beautiful object if planted

in the fernery near some jutting boulder, over which it may
scramble and thus clothe its surface with beautiful verdure,

or it may be made very effective treated as a basket plant.

Caudex creeping, reddish brown in colour. Fronds varying
from 10 to 30 inches in length, according to the locality in

which it is found ; they are tripinnate and somewhat deltoid

in outline, but in this also it is extremely variable. It is not
peculiar to St. Helena, but is found in New Zealand, Australia,

the East Indies, China, and various parts of South America.
Pleopeltis lanceolata.—In this species we have a beautiful,

dwarf-growing, erect plant, which may be grown as an ordinary
pot plant, or it will thrive admirably in the Wardian case.

The fronds are rendered strikingly handsome by the large sori.

It is a free-growing plant, known to some by the names of

P. lepidota, or Polypodium macrocarpum. Native of various

parts of Tropical America, the Cape of Good Hope, Isle of

Bourbon, and St. Helena.
PoLypopim maeginellum.—A pretty little species, which if

introduced in a living state would prove very attractive in a

Ward's case. It varies in height from 3 to 6 inches. The
fronds are linear lanceolate in shape and entire, deep green on
the upper side, paler below. This species is found in various
parts of the West Indies and America, as well as upon Diana's
Peak, St. Helena.

MiCROsTAPHYLA liiFUECATA.—This is a Very curious Stag's-

hom-fronded little species, one which I have frequently received

in a living state, but it is extremely difficult to establish. It

is found in sheltered moist places at about 1000 feet elevation,
which sufliciently indicates the atmosphere it requires. The
whole plant seldom exceeds 6 or 8 inches in height, and fre-

quently is not more than 4 or 5. The sterile fronds are some-
what lanceolate in outline and pinnate, with a narrow decurrent
border to the rachis ; the pinnse are variously forked, and re-

semble miniature stags' horns ; fertile fronds shorter than the
sterile ones and much less divided, the under side being wholly
occupied by the sporangia. The peculiar structure and habit
of this little Acrostiehoid plant has been the subject of a variety
of opinions amongst pteridologists. Some place it with the
tiymnogrammas, others make it an Osmunda ; it is, again,

often referred to Polybotrya, &c. ; but as far as I can judge it

does not seem to agree comfortably with any of them. It ia

peculiar to St. Helena.
M. FOBCATA, known also by the name of Acrostichum dimor-

phum, is another curious and highly interesting plant, very
neai-ly aUied to the previously named species ; iudeed by some
it is considered identical, but it certainly appeared distinct to

me the only time I saw it introduced in a living state. It

grows to about the same height as M. bifurcata. The barren
fronds are oblong or oblong-lanceolate in outline, pinnatifid or

deeply lobed, and light green in colour. The fertile fronds I

have never seen. It has hitherto only been found near the top

of the celebrated Diana's Mount.
Acon-iopteris suediaphana.—A simple-fronded plant, which

would be an Elaphoglossum, but it has the apices of the other-

wise free veins joined to

a continuous marginal
vein. Fronds about afoot
long and upwards of an
inch wide, simple and en-

tire in outline, lanceolate,

and dark green. Stipes

and crown of plant clothed

with numerous light
brown chaffy scales. It

grows upon the stems and
branches of trees natur-

ally, but thrives very well

under pot culture. It is

peculiar to the island.

Elaphoolossum con-
FOEME (fig. 1).—A simple-

fronded plant with free

veins, somewhat abun-
dant in cultivation, and
not peculiar to this his-

torical little place. On
the contrary, it has a very

wide geographical range,

and consequently is ex-

tremely variable. The
fronds are usually from 6

to 12 inches long and
nearly an inch wide, co-

riaceous in texture, and
bright green.

Pteris paleacea.—

A

fine bold-growing species,

which will be acceptable

in large cool ferneries, but

it is not a plant for ama-
teurs. In but limited

space it grows 3 or 4 feet

high, or even more, re-

sembling a gigantic form
of P. quadriaurita, but

having stipes and rachis

clothed with large dark-

coloured chaffy scales. It

is peculiar to the island.

P. FLAllELLATA. The
plant which bears this

name resembles in every

respect the well-known
P. arguta, which well de-

serves a place in every

large cool-house fernery.

The form bearing the name of flabeUata does not, however,

withstand uninjured a very low temperature.

F ig. 1.—ElaphogloBBum confonne. Eaneu
and fertile fronds medium size.
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Ophioglossum vulgatuu.—This common British species

if!/- 2), is too well known to need description here, and is

only named as it is found upon this island.

Fig. 2.—OphiogloBaom vulgatnm.

The above enumeration comprises all the Ferns I can find

to be natives of St. Helena. If any of the readers of our

Journal can give me further information on the subject I shall

be most grateful.

—

Expekto Ckede.

METROPOLITAN FLOBAL SOCIETY.
I AM happy to be able to announce that arrangements have

been completed with the Directors of the Alexandra Park, by
which an autumn exhibition will be held there on August 2'2nd

and 24th, as indeed it would have been last year but for the

disastrous fire. Our schedule is a very liberal one—upwards
of £1G0, and while it is mainly the object of the Society to

encourage amateurs, ample scope is given for all exhibitors.

There will be no entrance fee, as has heretofore been the case,

but we look for an increase of subscriptions to enable us to

«arry out our plans. Our Society becomes more than ever

necessary ; for now the Koyal Horticultural Society does not

hold an exhibition at all in August, nor the Crystal Palace,

consequently growers of Hollyhocks and Gladioluses in the

southern counties would have no place to exhibit them
were it not for our exhibition ; while the prizes offered for

Dahlias at the Royal Horticultural Society give little en-

•couragement to the growers of that fine flower. We therefore,

in face of the rising tide of taste for florists' flowers, con-
fidently appeal to horticulturists to give us their aid, and hope
"to be borne rapidly on the "flood that leads to fortune."

—

D., Deal.

General Meetings or the Royal Hobticdltueal Society
were held on the 13th and 27th of May for the election of

Fellows, &c., when the following candidates were elected

—

viz., Mrs. Bald, H. Benjamin, M. H. Benjamin, Oswald
BlozBoma, Mrs. Alexandre Cassavetti, Lady Doke, William

James Ford, Mrs. George B. C. Laverson, Sampson S. Lloyd,
M.P., Henry D. Macaulay, William Humphrey Hansford,
Lewis K. Starkey, M.P., Edward L. Walker, Mrs. Walker,
Mrs. Forbes Wiuslow, Earl of Aberdeen, Thomas George
Barclay, Frederick Campion, George Dunlop, Lady Clayton
East, J. Caven Fox, Mrs. Grimwood, James Innes, Charles
T. Ritchie, M.P., Mrs. Jacob C. Rogers, &a.

THE PEAR PARADISE STOCK.
The name of the Pear Paradise will strike most people as

being something novel in fruit-culture. What has been wanted
so long is a stock of the same nature as the Pear, which would
effect the same results upon it as the Apple Paradise does
upon the Apple, and this has been to some extent obtained by
M. Miro, of Meaux, near Paris. He says in a communication
sent to a French contemporary :

—

" In a course of arboriculture which M. Baudinat and I gave
in the garden of M. Messager, member of the Horticultural
Society of Meaux, after speaking of the effects of various stocks
on different fruit trees, some of our audience remarked on the
ingenuity of making a Pear Paradise stock. I made uo pre-
tence of having found a Paradise, but a sort of intermediate,
which shall be the subject of this communication. The suckers
of the Pear stock grow less vigorously than the parent, and are
therefore in this respect between the Pear and the Quince.
They make excellent pyramids, and fruit quickly, and they
have the advantage over the Quince of prospering in all soDs
by reason of their rooting near the surface.

" In 18G3 I bought two hundred plants of suckers which I

planted in my garden. I grafted almost all in July of the
same year. I made a plantation of them in very bad dry soil,

despairing of the success of this plantation. Since that time
till 1871 I had not seen these trees, when I was agreeably sur-
prised at their moderate vegetation , which was very green and
less strong than the trees on the Pear stock, and they were so
heavily laden with fruit as to require to be thinned. This
proved to me that stocks from suckers of the Pear are well
adapted to make garden trees, while trees on the Pear stock
are only fit for orchards."

This is an experiment which anyone can try. Procure in
autumn, when the leaves have fallen, a number of suckers
from smaU-sized Pear trees in an orchard or garden. Choose
those that appear to be the most deUcate growers. Run them
out in Unes, and when estabhshed graft them with any kinds
of Pears which are desired, and no doubt the result will be
equahy satisfactory as M. Miro found his experiment to be.

A FEW HINTS ON SUMMER BEDDING.
By the time this appears in print, most gardeners will have

made up their minds as to the way in which the flower beds
and borders under their care will be planted this year with
their summer and autumn occupants. In all well-ordered

gardens this matter is decided a considerable time before-

hand, and the number of the different varieties of plants re-

quired to complete the arrangement ascertained, for the pur-

pose of getting them ready in good time, so that they may be
properly hardened and in good condition when planting-out
time comes round. This plan has much to recommend it, and
adhering to it will prevent mistakes in the distribution of the
plants, and cause the work to get on more expeditiously at the

time of planting. But although the plan of deciding before-

hand the position that each kind of plant shall occupy in

individual or groups of beds is the right way to proceed, it is

not in all instances carried out. And possibly there are some
readers of this Journal who up to the present time have not
fixed upon any particular style of arrangement as regards the

distribution of the various kinds of flowering plants in the beds
or borders for this year. If there are such, no time should be

lost in deciding upon a bedding-out plan; but before doing so,

the stock of bedding plants should be gone over and counted,

noting down the correct number and condition as regards health

of each variety. Having got a list of the different varieties of

plants on hand, and the correct number of each kind, with a

plan of the beds or borders to be filled, having the correct size

of each bed marked thereon—the work of arranging how the

plants are to be distributed in the beds can be done in a

shorter time, and with a certainty of more satisfactory results,

than if left untU the hurry of planting-time comes.
I need not tell the majority of gardeners that the success of

bedding plants, after being planted out, depends very much on
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two things—that is, the previoiiB preparation which the beds

have received, and the freedom of the plants from insect life

at the time they are transferred to the beds. In the case of

Verbenas and Calceolarias it is useless to expect satisfactory

results imlesa the plants are clean and healthy at planting-

time, and the staple of the bed in which they are planted in a

rich and sweet condition.

In a general way, and having regard to the greater nnmber
of the different sorts of bedding plants, all manurial dressings

of a solid description are best applied to flower beds during
the winter months, the object in view being to produce a steady

growth in the plants without causing an overluxuriauce of

foliage. In the case of the Verbena and Calceolaria, however,
I find the best time to apply manure to beds of which they
are intended to be the chief occupants is a short time before

planting them, and in the following way ;—The soil is removed
from the surface of the beds to a depth of 7 or 8 inches, and
the bottom forked-over with a digging fork ; then a layer of

good rotten manure, about -I inches thick, is spread over this,

and beaten level and firm with the back of the fork or spade

;

after which as much of the surface soil as is necessary to bring
the bed up to the right level is spread over the manure.
On the first fine day, or as soon after as the surface is dry,

the beds are trodden rather firmly with the feet, and afterwards
gone over with a Dutch hoe to take the feet-marks out. They
are then ready for the plants, and I have found the two plants

in question do very well in beds prepared in this way.
All flower beds not occupied with spring flowers should be

forked-over twice or thrice. This operation tends to sweeten
and warm the soil, making it In a more fit condition to receive

the plants, and to sustain them in a healthy state afterwards.

—J. Hammond (in The Gardener).

ALTERNANTHEBAS IN THE NOKTH.
In answer to Mr. Luckhurst's inquiries about the success of

the Alternantheras and Coleus in the north, I can state that

an amateur in this neighbourhood (valley of the Derwent,
North Durham), whose admiration of carpet bedding was
awakened by a visit to Mr. Cannell's establishment at Wool-
wich three years ago, has succeeded in growing Alternanthera
amccna very fairly in a bed in front of his residence ; and a
very pretty effect it has with Golden Feather Pyrethrum, to-

gether with Echeverias, Sempervivums, and other succulents.

The worst of it is, they make so little growth after they are

put out that they have to be good plants to begin with, and
put in close together to insure success. This, together with
the fact that they are somewhat difficult to winter, tends much
to limit their cultivation in the north. The Alternantheras
are certainly very pretty and deserve all the attention they
require ; and anyone having a stove need have no fear of win-
tering them and getting up a stock in spring, for they can be
propagated freely and grow luxuriantly in moist heat.

—

B. Inglis.

FEUIT PKOSPECTS.
In answer to " F. P. G.'s " inquiry as to fruit prospects in

other parts of England,! have the pleasure to inform him that

here (Diss) in Norfolk, we have a most abundant bloom of

Apples and Pears, which seem to be setting well in spite of

hard frosts and continueddrought (not rain enough to lay the
dust for more tliau sis weeke) ; and I hear the same account
from Cambridge and Bedfordshire.

—

Duckwing.

I AM glad to say that the blossom on the Apple trees here
(South Yorkshire! has been most abundant. My standards
have done well, and espaliers better ; but my pyramids, from
within a foot of the ground to their tops, 10 feet high, have
been a sight worth coming to see, and the same may be said

of the Pear trees, with the exception that the Pear trees trained

on wire as espaliers have exceeded anything I had believed

possible. I shall have a pood crop of Apricots, very few
Plums, and no Peaches and Nectarines, both the latter having
been full of blossom, but ruined by blight. Strawberries will

be a good crop, but not equal to last year.

The frosts have been very severe, and have prevented some
of the late .\pples from setting so much fruit as they should
have done; and most people have had their Potatoes ruined.
I have saved mine, and expect an early and good crop. My
Sutton's Red-skins are only just appearing, as they were put
in late ; but I planted Mona's Pride, Sandringham, Myatt's

Prolific, and Lapstone early in March. They showed all at

once in the warm weather before the frosts. I hoed them at

once, and kept covering them every night with the hoe until

they could no longer be so covered ; then I filled the trenches
with wheat straw, and every evening at sunset, if there was a
chance of frost, drew the straw over the tops with a rake,

removing it about nine o'clock next morning. Notwithstand-
ing this, some of the leaves were injured on two nights, but
not sufficiently to do any harm. The straw is now removed to

the Strawberry beds, and wUl finally go into the ground. I

saved my crop last year in the same way.—J. F. W.

HARDY TERRESTRIAL ORCHIDS.
ORCHIS M.ISCULA AS A POT PLANT.

Oxe of the most interesting and attractive features for the-

last two or three years at the spring shows at the Regent's Park
and South Kensington has undoubtedly been the small but
charming groups of hardy terrestrial British and south Euro-
pean Orchids sent from York House, Twickenham, by H.R.H.
the Comte de Paris. His Royal Highness is not alone an en-

thusiastic admirer, but in every way intimately acquainted with

these singularly interesting wildings, and possesses perhaps the

most varied and successfully cultivated collection of them to be
found in Britain, or, indeed, anywhere else. We should like to

see many others imbued with a similarly refined taste, and take

up the cultivation of these little gems. It is not so difficult

a matter as many seem to think ; and as most horticultural

journals have recorded the details of the very successful mode
of cultivation practised by Mr. Needle, gardener to H.R.H.,
none who may try to grow them need go blindly to work.

We are led to allude to the cultivation of these interesting

little plants on the present occasion by a letter just received

from a friend in county Cork. Some two years since, about;

this time of year, happening to be in that part of the world,

we ailed at his residence, charmingly situated on the " pleasant

waters of the river Lee,'' and were particularly taken with a

very novel feature in his garden—namely, an oblong bed of

Orchis mascula in full flower. It was effective and striking as

it was novel, and, except as regards sameness of colour, its

appearance was quite that of a bed of Hyacinths, and just as

telling.

Now, with regard to the behaviour of this most familiar of

our wild Orchises as a pot plant. In the letter above alluded

to our friend incidentally alludes to it thus :
—" I had really

wonderful value this spring with Orchis mascula in pots. Some
of them have three and four spikes, fully 12 inches high. They
are better than Hyacinths, and remain three times as long in

flower ; they are about the most easily managed things I know
of." Is not this encouraging? And how many more even finer

subjects have we at our doors, the cultivation of which would

be equally easy ?— as, for instance, the fragrant Gymnadenia
conopsea, with its tall purple spikes; Orchis latifolia, in its

varied forms ; 0. morio, the Bee Orchis ; Listera ovata, the

white Habenarias, &c., all of which we have reason to know
are capable of being wonderfully developed under cultivation.

— (Irish Farmer's Gazette.)

ALEXANDRA PALACE AND PARK,
MUSWELL HILL.

Having had occasion in my capacity as Honorary Secretary

of the Metropolitan Floral Society to visit the Alexandra Park,

I have thought that perhaps a few notes concerning it might

be acceptable ; for its past history is not without interest to

horticulturists, and I would fain hope that its future may be

of greater interest still. One's memory goes back not only to

the Show which was held there at its opening last year—

a

show of the grandeur of which it would be impossible to speak

too highly—but to one of an older date, when plants kept-

pouring in, and tent after tent had to be added, and when the

fineness of the day, the grand scenery of the park, and the

prospect from the high ground it occupies made it, in con-

nection with the splendid collections of plants, a day long to

be remembered by all who were present. The Exhibition of

last year was so fully reported in the .Journal that there is no
need to do more than to refer to it, as one in which the

liberality of the Directors was amply rewarded by the excel-

lence and variety of the exhibits.

It might have been thought that the terrible fire which

levelled the building with the ground so soon after its opening

would have utterly destroyed the hopes of those who had any
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interest in it ; and it was noted at the time as a wonderful

example of British pluck, that at the very time when the

Directors were gazing on their ruined building, they then and
there determined to rebnild it. The result of that determina-

tion is now being seen, and in another month's time the

Directors confidently hope to re-open it. The plan has been
altered, there will bo no dome and no galleries ; the space

covered by tlie building, however, will be larger than ever, and
{our water towers, with tanks 30 feet square, flanking it at each

•corner, will afford an abundant supply of water in case of fire.

It should be kuovvu to all who care for such matters, that

Alexandra Park is very unUke the grounds of the Crystal

Palace; that is more of a garden, this, as its name implies,

more of a park. There will bo none of those grand attempts
at bedding-out which have made the grounds at Sydenham a

place to study the effect of colour and the value of various

plants ; but the grounds at Muswell Hill will be equally in-

structive, as showing how effects may be produced by trees

and shrubs, while the undulating character of the ground, and
the shady nooks and corners, will make it, I doubt not, a

favourite resort for picnics. It may give some idea of the

manner in which ihe Directors are carrying out their plans,

and how little they regard expense, if I refer to what I believe

will be one of the most instructive parts of the grounds—the

Japanese village and garden. It is situated at the upper part

of the park, near the railway station, and consists of three or

four cottages, a joss house, garden, &c., and everything in

connection with it is Japanese. The day that I was there I

saw a number of bags, just delivered from the railway trucks,

containing the small round stones used for pavmg courtyards.

On examining them I found them to be of a curious kind of

stone, and was informed by Mr. McKenzie that they, too, had
been brought from Japan ! The wood of which the cottages

are built is that of the!;Cryptomeria japonica, and it strikes

me as very beautiful, and likely to be very useful where
polished and varnished deal is now used. The grain is very

beautiful, .and the wood seems durable. The village stands in

the midst of grounds laid out by a Japanese landscape gar-

dener. There is the little mound, the bridge, the stream with
which we are familiar on the Chinese and Japanese plates and
dishes ;—we seem only to want the Weeping WUlow tree to

make it complete. All this has been carried out by workmen
Irom Japan, and I believe it is intended that these houses
should form a sort of emporium, where the very beautiful pro-

ducts of Japanese manufacture shall be sold by Japanese
tradesmen. Wo shall thus have quite a Japanese colony
located in this part of the grounds.

All who know anything of Mr. McKenzie will readily believe

that in his department of the Palace everything will be carried

out in correct style, and an in'peition of the range of houses
where he has his plants will at once testify to this. I have
seldom seen a more compact and thoroughly efficient set of

huildings, and all the plants in them were in a most thriving

condition ; and as a large and handsome conservatory will

form part of the building, we may expect to see a permanent
collection of fine plants ; while out of doors there will be
sufficient bedding-out to give brightness to the gardens.

There is one cherished project chat Mr. McKenzie would like

to see fulfilled, and that is the establishment of a school of

horticulture, which he would be so well able to preside over,

and for which he would like to allocate a portion of the ground
admirably suited for the purpose. There can be little doubt
of the desirableness of such a scheme, and we may hope some
day to see it realised.

There can be but one wish—that the Alexandra Palace and
Park may ultimately be a success. I believe there is no under-
taking in which Sir John Kelk has been engaged in which he
takes so deep an interest. The property is now in the hands
of a few wealthy capitalists; they have surrounded themselves
with an efficient stalj—Sir Edward Lee, who won such universal
goodwill at Dublin when he presided over the Exhibition
there ; Mr. Embden, who was his Secretary ; Dr. Dresser,
whose taste in art is well known to all ; and Mr. McKenzie,
form a staff which commands every element of success.

There is ample room for both the Alexandra Park and the
Crystal Palace, and the inhabitants of the north side of London
will have placed within their reach an attraction similar to that
now enjoyed by the southern side of our great metropolis.

—

v.. Deal.

Fdnoi as an Akticle op Commekce.—Throughout the con-
tinent of Europe, plants of this tribe are eagerly sought

after by all classes of men, and form the chief, if not the
sole, diet of thousands who would otherwise be but scantily
provided with aliment. But Fungi are not only the tolerated
food of the poorer classes, they are also highly prized by
the rich man and tlie epicure. In Italy and fiermany im-
mense numbers of the various species of this tribe are sold
in the markets, and produce au almost incredible amount of

income. In Home, so important are the Fungi as an article of
commerce, that there is a public officer appointed to test the
species exposed for sale, and superintend this branch of the
revenue ; for in that market a tax is laid on all quantities of
Fungi presented for sale exceeding 10 lbs. in weight. All Fungi
brought into Rome are supervised by this officer, weighed,
sealed-up, and all destined for that day's consumption sent to

a central depot. If, among the contents of the baskets offered

any stale, maggot-eaten, or dangerous specimens are found,
they are sent under escort, and thrown into the Tiber ; and
another remarkable circumstance is the law that it any speci-

men of our edible Mushroom (Agaricus oampestris), is found,
it also is to be thrown into the river ! So says an unpublished
letter of Professor Sanguinetti, " Ispettore del Funghi " at

Rome. It is certainly singular that the only Fungus which is

freely accepted in all English kitchens, and considered as the
sole common kind that is honest and trustworthy, and pos-
sessed of no murderous properties, should be the one thus
protested against, whether in a state good or bad !

—

(^From
'' CasseU's Poindar Educator "for June.)

EOYAL GARDENS, KEW.
In the herbaceous ground the Rheum officinale, Baillon, is

in flower, which from a scientiflc point of view, so long as it

remains in bloom, will perhaps be the most important plant in
the garden. It is the first time in England that botanists have
been able to examine the flowers on the living plant. In Dr.
Hooker's "Le Maout and Decaisne," we are given the informa-
tion that " the botanical histoiy of the Rhubarb is obscure. In
the tenth century the Arabs received it from the Chinese, and
spread it through Europe; but the Chinese only vaguely indi-

cated its habitat, and botanists have long doubted to what
species it belongs." In notes by Dr. Hooker we are further
informed that Rheum Rhaponticum " furnishes the English
medicinal Rhubarb, and is extensively grown both as*a sub-
stitute for the Oriental and also to adulterate it. Within the
last two [now about seven] years the true Rhubarb plant has
been introduced into Franco by the Chinese missionaries in
East Tibet, and named R. officinale, Baillon." It is quite dis-

tinct from every known species of Rheum, and conspicuously
by the thick dwarf stem developed above ground, which is the
part used in medicine. It is hardy and decidedly ornamental,
but, from its early growth and liability to be disfigured by
spring frosts, will not perhaps be largely used as a decorative
plant, requiring even more care than the Gunnera.
Among the plants of beauty in this department are Polygonum

alpinum (P. polymorphum), a species of good habit, with an
inflorescence much like that of Spirica japonica; Omphalodes
liniflora, a dwarf white-flowered annual with glaucous folia^je

;

Onosma taurica, indispensable to every collection ; Achillea
umbellata, good for its dense white foUage, but here very pretty
in flower; HemerocallisDumortieri, nearly resembling H. minor,
but the flower is of darker colour and the foliage less flaccid,

it is the better of the two, though far less frequently met with

;

Delphinium triste, more curious than beautiful, and for which
a more suitable name could not be found—the flower is almost
black, slightly shaded with diugy yellow. Lovers of the genus
Iris will find much to admire. Iris (Xiphion) lusitanica, a
golden self, is now in great beauty ; others in flower are
I. variegata, I. neglecta, I. flavescens, I. pallida, I. squalens,
and I. sibirica. They are known under a variety of names, but
the last mentioned may always be distinguished by its hollow
flower stems; it varies in colour from a dirty white to a deep
blue. On the adjacent wall, worthy of note, are the white-
flowered Himalayan Rosa sericea, interesting on account of

its flowers with four petals, five and even more are sometimes
to be found ; the Mexican Habrothamnus corymbosus, bearing
a profusion of red flowers ; and the light yellow Lupinus
arboreus. Near the Orchid house Buddlea globosa forms a
conspicuous object. It is unique as regards the globular heads
of orange-coloured flowers, is liable to be cut down in severe
winter, but a rapid grower ; so when killed plant again. It

was formerly refeired to Scrophulariaceaj, but now with greater
propriety to Lo^aniacea'.
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In the Orcliid collection in flower are Eulophia scripta

;

Plenrothallis longiseima, with gracefully bending racemes of

small yellow flowers ; Dendrobium Pierardi, Brassia verrucosa,

Oncidinm bifolium, Epidendrum aromationm, E. virens, Cat-

tleya Acklandiae and C. tabula, Dendrobium infundibulum,
D. secundum, a curious species, the flowers of which are small
and closely arranged on the upper side of the axis, they are

pink, the lip tipped with orange ; and the curious green-

flowered Acrauthus arachnitis.

Then to the rockwork. Cyclobothra pulchella first claims
attention ; it is a dwarf bulb with yellow drooping flowers, the

"Golden Star Tulip of California;" the curious Scilla serotina,

with long racemes of chocolate-coloured flowers ; Saxifraga
WiUkomiana, very distinct and beautiful ; Myosotis rupicola,

one of our most elegant alpine British plants ; and Sedum
obtusatum, with yellow flowers, from North America, a fine

species, which I do not remember having seen out of Kew.
In the house No. 1 is in flower the Napoleona imperialie,

named after the first Emperor Napoleon. It would be desir-

able if only for the glossy evergreen foliage, but when studded
with its maroon and cream-coloured flowers is at once curious

and beautiful. Each flower somewhat resembles a Eafflesia in

miniature, and I do not think it too fanciful to compare it

with Sea Anemones. The flowers are borne on the old as well

as the young wood, and as there are buds in different stages

it will remain in flower some time. The structure is very

anomalous and curious, and from the absence of good mate-
rial was long a puzzle to botanists. With the genus Asteranthos,

not in cultivation, it was constituted the order Napoleoneas,

which is now placed in the order Myrtacete as a sub-tribe in

the " Genera Plantarum." It requires the usual stove treat-

ment, with the lowest winter temperature—about 65° Fahr. A
few feet to the right Theophrasta Jussieui is in flower ; the

comparatively short racemes are low down among the long

leaves. The colour of the corolla is a peculiar combination of

yellow and violet black. Bread is prepared from the seed in

St. Domingo. On the lawn in front of this house the three

plants of Chamfcrops Fortunei are each showing several in-

florescences.

On the African shelf in the Palm house there is a plant of

Bium helenium (Angelica bracteata) from St. Helena. The
white flowers are pretty. It is, however, chiefly of botanical

interest. It " is another instance of the curious fact that herb-

aceous plants are often represented by frutescent or arborescent

allies in insular localities. The stems are eaten raw under
the name of JeUico." — (Dr. Hooker, " Icones Plantarum.")
Opposite the door, at the south end, a fine appearance is pre-

sented by the numerous flowers of Mesembryanthemum spec-

tabile; they are of a deep rose colour, and about 2J inches

across. It is a dwarf species, and one of the best. It is here

planted on a low strip of rockwork.
In the temperate house Magnolia fuscata is producing its

delicioasly Melon-scented flowers.

MK. W. PAUL'S ROSES AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
In reply to the remarks of your correspondent, "A. C,"

permit me to say that my new Roses Peach Blossom, Diana,
and St. George were exhibited for several days during my Kose
Show at the Crystal Palace, and received the encomiums of

many visitors as well as of the press, both horticultural and
general. I am sure that your correspondent will see on re-

flection that a new and scarce Rose can hardly be expected to

be present every day over so long a period. It is also my
custom to change many of the varieties twice during the ex-

hibition, in order that as many as possible of the good Roses
may be represented. If your correspondent had visited the

Show on the days when Peach Blossom, Diana, and St. George
were present I have no doubt, from his keen and just apprecia-

tion of many other novelties, that these would have com-
manded his praise. I differ from him only in respect to Fire-

brand ; this novelty is fairly solid, and has the smoothest and
best-shaped petal, and the most perfect outline of any Rose I

know. Your correspondent seems to have been unfortunate
in overlooking Star of Waltham, which, in my judgment,
taken altogether, was the finest Rose in the Show.—W. Paul,
Paul's Nurseries, )Valt)ium Cross.

The Weeping Sophoba of Japam.—One of the most beautiful

of all wfeping trees is Sophora japonica pendula. When well

developed, it is attractive in winter or summer. It is more

picturesque in outline than the Weeping Willow, while the
shoots hang most gracefully. It is rather a slow grower, its

only fault. Like the normal form, it would thrive well on
dry soil.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
We remind our readers that the Great Summer Show will be-

held this day and to-morrow (Friday) at the Gardens at South
Kensington. There are no less than sixty-six classes for
flowers and fruit, and of both we anticipate a large and excel-

lent display, in addition to which there will be the great attrac-

tion of Mr. A. Waterer's Rhododendron Show. Owing to the
opening day of the Exhibition having been shifted from the
usual one of Wednesday to Thursday, in order not to clash)

with other fixtures of the week, we are under the necessity of

deferring untU our next issue the full report which we should
otherwise have given.

OMPHALODES VERNA.
This fine old plant has been a favourite with me from boy-

hood, and I was glad to see Mr. Record's notice of it. It is

worthy of his highest praise, for many are its merits. It re-

quires no special culture, thriving in ordinary soil equally out
in the full bright sunshine or under the shade of trees. Once
planted there is very little danger of losing it, for its spreading
habit and the freedom with which its offsets or side growths are

produced have procured for it the title of the Creeping Forget-

me-not, small plants becoming clumps a foot or more in dia-

meter in a couple of years. Such a lovely plant is in its right

place wherever flowers will grow. It is one of the best of

early-flowering plants for the rock garden. It proves an ad-

mirable associate for the Lily of the Valley under the shade of

overhanging branches, along the sides of wild wilderness walks,

the intense blue trusses of the Omphalodes and the pure white

Lily bells forming together such a bouquet as will bear the-

palm from the choicest exotics. Clumps of it, too, tell well in

vacant spaces among shrubs or to fringe the margins of Rho-
dodendrons. In the spring garden it is equally effective, but

it is found to answer best for mixed beds, its flowers usually

fading by the end of April. Another especial merit must not
be overlooked, and that is the facility with which it may be
forced into flower in the depth of winter, and thus again be
brought into contact with the LUy of the Valley in the conser-

vatory.

—

Edwaed Luckhuest.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Cockscomhs and Balsams.—As the season is fast approaching

when it will be necessary to thin the greenhouse of its customary
inhabitants, it will be worth while to inquire how you are to-

render it interesting during the summer and autumn months,
nothing looking worse than a house intended for keeping plants,

destitute of them and filled with lumber during a period of

the year when the rest of the domain is clothed in its richest

loveliness. Many -will have sown and potted-off a quantity of

those old-fashioned but truly beautiful plants. Cockscombs and
Balsams. Those who previously had not much pit or frame
room to spare will find this a very suitable time to perform the

operation of sowing, so far as late summer and autumn bloom-
ing are concerned. The Cockscomb plants, as soon as they can
be conveniently handled, may be pricked-out a few inches apart

round the edge of a 6 inch pot, or they may be put singly into

the smallest pots, and kept there until the incipient Cockscombs
make their appearance, from the form of which you will be en-

abled to judge whether certain plants are likely to produce fine

specimens or not. To secure that object, after fixing upon those

you mean to retain, the plants must be repeatedly shifted as they

grow and always kept near the glass, in order that the stems
may be short and stubby, and well suppUed with large leaves

hanging over the surface of the pot. They like a little bottom
heat until they are nearly full-grown, when they will oruament
for a long period the stage of the greenhouse. A friable loam ea-

riohed with dried lumpy parts of decomposed dung, mixed -with

a little silver sand, answers well for their cultivation ;
rnanure

water may be given or not, just as your compost is deficient of

or supplied with dung.
Balsams may be treated in a similar manner, with the ex-

ception that they do not, after the first potting, require any
assistance from a frame, and will gro%v freely in the green-

house ; the chief thing to be attended to in their management
being shifting repeatedly before their roots become matted,

using compost of a richer nature than that employed for the

Cockscomb, equal portions of lumpy loam and two-year-old

cow dung answering well. Pick off the flowers until the
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plants , have attained a good size, allow them abundance of

water, give them plenty of air to keep them stubby and well
supplied with branches, and syringe them towards evening to

keep them clean. If you succeed in obtaining stems at the
surface of the pot in thickness more like your wrist than your
finger, and well clustered with double flowers, you will have
obtained floricultural objects than which few things are more
strikingly beautiful, or which in such a short time will better
reward you for your labour. Transplanted out of doors in the
end of May, either singly or in groups, they will ornament the
flower garden until cut down by frost, and possess a vigour and
Etubbiness of growth rarely combined when grown under glass.

liussiaUf Double Blue, Tret-, and Neapolitan Violrls.—There
are few of our fair friends to whom a small bouquet of these sweet-
scented flowers is not an agreeable acquisition during the cold
mouths of winter and the milder days of spring. Unlike their

near neighbour the Heartsease, which is frequently vei-y odori-

ferous as well as strikingly beautiful from the variety and
harmonious combination of its colours, the delightful Violet,

like the night-smelling Stock, presents but small claims upon
our admiration, so far as our organs of vision are concerned, and,
like many other objects of real worth and usefulness, it would
be passed by unnoticed in the throng did not its effects and its

powers to please become impressed upon our senses and sym-
pathies in a way not to be mistaken. The Eussian Violet is as

hardy as our common one that cheers with its perfume our
banks and hedgerows in the spring; the flowers are much the
same in size, and single ; the foliage is larger and more luxuriant,
and it blooms rather more profusely and at an earlier period of

the season. It, as well as the others I have mentioned, will

flourish in rather a stiff soil, pro^vided there be plenty of drain-
age and no stagnant water about the roots. If planted in light

sandy soil all the sorts are apt to grow too much to foliage,

and to produce less of bloom. It may be plentifully propagated
by seeds at an earlier period, and by dividing the shoots or by
runners now. They will flower better if the rows or beds are
renewed every second year. A bed planted so as to have the
protection of a frame, and the addition of mats in cold weather,
will yield abundantly all the winter. In mild winters, such as
we have lately had, the plants will produce plentifully at the
bottom of a south, east, or west wall, or below a hedge or paling
with a good aspect. The Double Blue Violet delights in a deep
loamy soil well drained. In such circumstances the flowers are
very large and sweet ; it will flourish on the same ground for

years, the plants increasing in size, and producing flowers from
the older and younger parts. To have them in perfection it

should be fresh planted every two or three years. Except in
very mild seasons very little can be done with it in winter, for
though the plants may be forwarded by having a frame placed
over them, they do not like anything approaching to artificial

forcing, and even when obtained by extra coaxing the flowers
do not seem to yield their natural odour. The Tree Violet is

also a double blue, but the flower is rounder and smaller, and
the foliage too is smaller than the common garden variety. I
once thought they were both the same thing under different
circumstances, but I find that the habits and properties of
the two are rather different. It will stand a slight degree of

forcing, and, it kept in pots on the front shelf of an ordinary
greenhouse, it will furnish abundance of blossom during the
winter months.
The Neapolitan Violet will always maintain its place as a

general favourite. It does but little good when unprotected
out of doors unless in very sheltered situations, and even then
it will not flower well until the spring months. To grow them
in a bed under glass use a pit considerably elevated above the
ground, or make-up a bed for a frame in the following manner
in the beginning of September :—Put do^wn a layer of 18 inches
or 2 feet of blocks of wood, faggots, brickbats, &c., which will
not only insure perfect drainage, but enable you to have a little

heat below your plants in winter by means of a lining. Place
above this a slight hotbed of about a foot in thickness of half-
decomposed dung, and then a sufficient layer of mellow maiden
loam in rather a dry state. The use of the dimg is to throw a
little extra heat into the loam in order to cause the plants to
root freely. Take-up the plants with good balls ; and as you do
not wish to grow them but to bloom them, place in a row across
the bed just so thickly that they do not touch each other ; water
each row at the bottom as you proceed, and then cover-up with
the dry soil, which will prevent the evaporation of moisture, and
keep the atmosphere of the frame dry. To insure this more
effectually, and to also prevent the ravages of slugs, &c., strew
over the surface of the bed several times during the winter dry
charcoal dust, burnt earth, sand, &c. ; and by attending to their
wants, by judicious air-giving, watering, &c., yon will be well
rewarded. General directions as last week.—W. Keakk.

COLLECTING CINCHONA BARK.
This most valuable medicine has acquired more than even

its former interest from the success attending Ita cultivation

in India. So great has been that euccpss that the bark has
become one of the important exports of Hindostan. The tree
is the Cinchona Calisaya ; our engraving is from a French
work, and the description is from M. Figuier's " Vegetable
World."

" The mode of procuring this invaluable febrifuge is interest-
ing, and has been recorded in the following notes. ' About
the end of June, 1847,' says Mr. Weddell, ' I set out to walk
to the province of Casabaya. This province is divided by the
CordiUeras into two distinct regions ; the one forming table-
lands, the other comprehending a long series of parallel valleys.

.... These valleys furnish the greater part of the Peruvian
bark. It would be difficult to give an idea of all the treasures
of vegetation buried in these vast solitudes. The thirst for
gold formerly peopled them, but the wilderness has resumed
its empire, and the axe of the caseariUero alone breaks its

silence now.
" ' The name of caseariUero is given to those men who cut

the Peruvian bark in the woods ; they are brought up to this
occupation from their childhood, and instinctively, as one
might say, they find their way to the centre of the forest,
through almost inextricable labyrinths, as if the horizon were
open before them.

"_' These cascarilleros do not gather the Peruvian bark for
their own profit

;
generally they are enrolled in the service of

some tradesman or small company, who send a sort of over-
seer to superintend their labour. Having fixed upon a portion
of the forest favourable to their purpose, the party proceed to
make roads to the point which is to be the centre of their
operations. From this time, every part of the forest—a view
of which is commanded by the new pathway—becomes pro-
visionally the property of the party, and no other cascarilleros
dare work it.

"
' The overseer having established his camp, proceeds ta

build a hangar, or wooden hut, in which he can shelter himself
and store his provisions ; and if their stay is likely to be pro-
longed, he does not hesit.ate to sow Maize and vegetables for the
use of the party ; the cascarilleros, in the meantime, wandering
over the forest one by one, or in small bauds, each enveloped in
his poncho, with provisions for several days, and the blankets
which constitute their beds. They range the forest, axe or knife
in hand, to clear away the innumerable obstacles which arrest
their progress at every step ; for the caseariUero is exposed to
dangers which often endanger his life. The forests are rarely
composed entirely of Cinchonia ; but these shrubs form groups
more or less numerous, scattered here and there in the depths
of the forest ; sometimes—and this is commonly the case

—

they are completely isolated. If the position be favourable, a
glance at the branches, a slight display of colour peculiar to
the leaves—a particular colouring of these same organs—the
aspect produced by a large mass of inflorescence, reveals the
branch of the manchas, as the Peruvians term the tree, at a
great distance. In other circumstances he must content him-
self with an inspection of the trunk, in which the outer layer
of bark—the fallen leaves, even—are suflicient to make known
the neighbourhood of the object of their search. Ha^ving
marked the group, they begin operations by felling the tree
with the axe a little above the root, taking care, in order to
lose none of the bark, to bare it at the place where the axe is

to be laid ; and as the thickest part is surrounded by the largest

quantity of bark, and is consequently the most profitable, it ia

usual to dig out the earth at the foot of the trunk, so that the
barking should be complete.

" ' The Cinchona is sometimes completely surrounded, as in

a pit, with lianes, which shoot from tree to tree.
" ' I remember having cut down a large tree, hoping to get

the flowers, but after having knocked down three neighbouring
trees, it still remained standing, supported in that position by
the /(a?ifs, which were wound round its branches, supporting
it as if wrapped in a shroud. When, at last, the tree falls,

outer bark is gathered by means of a wooden maUet, or the
back of an axe. The part thus stripped is then brushed, and
divided throughout by uniform incisions. The bark is sepa-

rated from the trunk by means of a knife, with the point of

which the surface of the wood is raised. The bark of the
branches is separated much as that of the trunk. The details

of dressing the bark vary a little in the two cases ; in fact, the
thinner plates of the bark of the branches, which make the
rolled quinine, called cannto, are merely exposed to the sun,
when they take of themselves the desired form, which is that

of a hoUow cylinder ; but those which are the produce of the

trunk, and constitute the ordinary bark, which is called labia.
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are subjected during the drying process to great pressure, with-
out which they would take the shape of the others. After their

first exposure to the sun, the squares are disposed one on the
top of the other, just like the planks of deal in a timber-yard,
and are kept level by means of heavy weights laid on the pile.

The next day the squares of bark are put back again in the
sun for a short while, then back again into the press, and so on.
In this state they are left at last.

" ' But the work of the eascarillero is not nearly finished,
even when the preparation of the bark is over ; his spoil has to

te conveyed to the camp. With a heavy load upon his shoulder,

he has to retrace the intricate paths that he traversed with

difficulty without his burden. I have seen more than one
district where the bark had to be CEirried through the wood
during fifteen or twenty days—it is difficult to conceive how
Buch labour can be properly remunerated.

" ' The care of packing the bark, which devolves upon the

overseer, is no unimportant part of the labour. He arranges

the different loads, as the cutters bring them into the camp,

in parcels, which are sewn up in woollen-canvas packing.'
" In this condition the bales are transported on the backs of

men, asses, or mules, to the town depots, where they are packed
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in copper, in which state they acquii-e a great eoUdity. When
dry they are called suroim, and in this condition they reach

Europe. Our plate represents the harvesting of the hark of

the Cinchona in the manner described in a Peruvian forest."

'ANTHUKIUM SCHERZERIANUM WILLIAMSII
AND A. FLORIBUNDUM.

My acquaintance with the normal state of A. Scherzerianum

dates back to its first days in Europe ; since then I have been

so much mixed-np with it in my everyday life, that I look

upon it with as

much interest as

I should were it a

child of my own,
which, however,
it is not, the cre-

dit of introduc-

ing it being due
to my much-re-
spected friend

and correspond-

ent, Mr. H.Wend-
land, now Inspec-

tor of the Royal
Gardens in Han-
over, and it must
be highly gratify-

ing to find one-

self the intro-

ducer of such a

grand plant. I

was not very
much enraptured
at first with the

A. Scherzeria-
num, for it was
very small. The
first spathe which
opened in this

country was un-
der my care, a

notice of which I

sent you some
eleven years ago.

However, as the

plants have gain-

ed strength their

beauties have de-

veloped, until at

the present time
it stands in the

front rank of or-

namental stove

plants, acknow-
ledged by all to

be one of the very
finest subjects in

cultivation,either

for home decora-
tion or exhibition

purposes, whilst

the fact of its lasting several months in full beauty adds ma-
terially to its value.

It was not the typical plant, however, to which I particularly
wished to direct the attention of my readers when I com-
menced these remarks, but to a splendid companion which has
been found for it in the shape of a white variety. This beautiful
form is named after Mr. B. S. WiUiams, of the Victoria Nursery,
Upper HoUoway, who is offering it this season for the first

time. The plant in question, in growth and habit differs in
no respect from the original form, but instead of the spathe
being brilliant scarlet, it is soft ivory-white with a bright
lemon-coloured spadix. Indeed, this white variety will be to
A. Scherzerianum just what the white Lapageria is to L. rosea.
I should advise amateurs who do not wish to use their plants
for exhibition purposes, to put the two plants into one pot,
and let them intermingle their growths ; the effect thus pro-
duced by the contrast of the scarlet and white spathes would
become magnificent. Of course, those who exhibit their plants
will grow them separately, as, indeed, will the majority of

plant-lovers ; but however grown, and wherever seen, it wiU be

a grand acquisition to our collections.

I have had the pleasure of seeing this variety in flower

several times during the past twelve months ; and as I find

very smaU plants produce larger spathes that the first plants

of the scarlet one did when it first flowered in this country,

I feel confident that we shall in the course of a few years have

these two charming plants exhibited in pairs.

—

Exi-eeto Ceede.

Mr. Williams has also another new Anthurium, of which

the spathe is also white—viz., A. floribundum, a species intro-

duced by M. C. Patin from New Grenada. Mr. Williams, to

whom we are in-

debted for the

accompanying il-

lustration, thus
describes it :

—

"Thisisahand-
some compact-
growing plant,

which,on account

of its wonderfully
profuse-blooming

(jualities, cannot
fail to recom-
mend itself to all

lovers of plants.

The leaves are al-

ternate and some-
what lanceolate

in shape, Eup-

ported upon
short-winged pe-

tioles ; they are

dark green in co-

lour, ornamented
with a central

stripe of white ;

the flowers rise

to about the same
height as the
leaves, the spa-

dix being orna-

mented with a

beautiful pure

white spathe,
which remains
long in full beau-

ty, and affords a

splendid contrast

to the rich green

of its foliage."]

Pkimula jipo-

NicA Seeds. — I

have heard many
complaints of

these seeds being

such a length of

time in vegetat-

ing. Some writers

say it is twelve or

eighteen months. I sowed some seed in a pan on the 1st of

May, and on the 14th there were hundreds of seedlings up.—

Geokge Berkv, The Ferns Nursery ,
Ii>swich.

Anthurium Uuiibundum.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
It would be very interesting to us if we could get the rainfall

gauged three or four miles north, and the same distance south,

of Ilford. In all probability there would be a difference of

several inches durmg the year. The Thames valley and the

Kentish hills on the one hand, and Epping Forest on the otber,

offer an attraction to the clouds. On Whit-Monday we coal

d

see rain falling in torrents, and it was pitiful to read in the

papers next day of the plight of the holiday-makers on Hamp-
stead Heath and other places, owing to the torrents of rain, but

not even the hundredth part of an inch fell on our thirsty ground

waiting to receive it. None has fallen as yet, and it has been

necessary to commence watering in earnest. To Strawberry

beds and quarters of Cauliflower plants sufficient water was

given to soak the ground to a good depth—no danger of applying
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too much on a light gravelly soil like ours. The days have been
cloudy, so that what water was applied did not evaporate
rapidly ; but to save as much of this as possible, a mulchiug of

light rotted manure was applied to the whole surface afterwards.

The earliest Potatoes on the wall border had been constantly
checked by cold frosty nights, and the continued drought has
made bad worse ; the haulm seems to have stopped growing, so

that the crop will be of the poorest. Early Peas would be
greatly benefited by a soaking of water ; but this must not be
applied with force to the base of the haulm, otherwise the plants

will be injured. A good plan is to draw a drill on each side of

the row, and fill it two or three times with water.
"We made another sowing of Pea^. Oar plan is to sow early,

medium, and late at the same time, which gives a succession.

Some persons do not care to have all Marrow Peas in the
summer, in which case Supreme should be included ; but where
Marrows are preferred, a good succession will be G. F. Wilson,
Veitch's Perfection, and Omega. The last-named is one of

Mr. Laxton's hybrids, and is a great acquisition; it is very dis-

tinct in character, and withal the latest Pea in cultivation. It

may not be so in a year or two, as Alpha has certainly been
superseded by William I., which is a hardier, earlier, and alto-

gether a better-looking Pea. It must be obvious to all that
there is no advantage in trying for very late Peas, as the longer
time that the pods take to arrive at a fit state for picking, so

much the longer is the ground occupied with the plants.

FRUIT .\XD FORCING HOUSES.
Pine Apples.—In the early fruiting house, where the supply

of ripe fruit is equal to the demand, and where a number of

fruits are approaching the ripening stage, the house may be kept
cool and the atmosphere moderately dry. Experience has
taught us that the best way, as well as the most convenient, to

adopt with ripe fruit is to cut it, and hang it stalk-uppermost
in a cool room, where, if well ripened, it will keep in good con-

dition for two or three weeks. The fruit will be of excellent

quality, and will keep all the better after being cut, if it is

ripened in a somewhat dry atmosphere and a not-too-high night
temperature. We require a much larger number of suckers
this year, and are potting-up all of them as soon as they become
sufficiently large. There is no need to practise, as some do, lay-

ing suckers out to dry in the house before potting them. Pot at

once, the smallest suckers in G-inch pots, and the larger in 7 and
8-inch ;

place them in a gentle bottom heat, but do not give any
water until the second week after potting.

Melons and Cucumhei-s.—Clouds of aphides have from time
to time multiplied on the Melon plants both this and last season.

In all our previous experience we never had seen the Melon
plants attacked so persistently. The Melon succeeds best in a

clayey loam, and this we have not been able to obtain at aU of

the character we would like, nor have the plants been so robust

in growth in the light loose loam. Under such circumstances,
not only Melons but any other class of plants readily become a

prey to insect pests. The fruit is now ripening, the earliest

being Gilbert's Improved Victory of Bath. This sets and swells-

o3 its fruit well. Read's Scarlet-flesh promised to be the best

of its class as to flavour and appearance. It was far ahead of

Scarlet Gem, but with us it is the worst setter, and after the

fruit has swelled as large as a duck's egg, it would drop off.

Though a very large number of flowers were impregnated, only

one fruit has swelled to a large size, and the plants, notwith-
standing being the strongest and healthiest at first, are not so

now. Scarlet Gem is a free-setting sort, and when well grown
the fruit is quite large enough, but it has a tendency to crack,

which is an objectionable feature. This may, however, be re-

medied by allowing the plants to became rather dry at the
roots, airing the house freely, and having a dry atmosphere.
Cucumbers are kept growing freely, and three or four plants

supply us with plenty of fruit. When the plants were put out
only half the border was made-up ; the other portion has now
been done, using a rather rich compost for this purpose. Syring-

ing freely serves to keep them clean and in healthy growth.
Orchard House.—If the trees are in pots, as with us, abundant

supplies of water are of the greatest importance at present. A
tree that has suffered two or three times from lack of the neces-

sary element, will do little more good that season. Trees planted
out must be well attended to, but those in pots require un-
remitting attention. Pinching and thinning-out the young
growths must now be attended to ; we are careful to stop those
near the top of the trees first, and those near the base a few
days or a week later. It is also a great mistake to allow the
growths to become crowded and then to thin them out when
the wood is pretty well ripened. There must be ample room
amongst the trees, otherwise the fruit will be wanting in colour
and be badly flavoured.

Strawberries on the shelves are now ripening, and it is neces-
sary to be careful when syringing the trees not to allow the
engine to play upon the ripening fruit. Many fruits rot-ofi just

before they ripen, owing to the damp atmosphere. All that we
can do is to withhold syringing altogether on dull cold days;
ii:iiev3n ia fine weather the morning is the best time to use

the engine with a liberal hand. We have gone over the trees
and thinned the fruit for the last time. With the pot trees
there is no danger of the fruit dropping-off during the stoning
period, and to leave more than the ultimate number will only
task the energies of the trees.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Owing to the drying hot winds plants are no sooner in full

beauty than tlie flowers lose their brilliant colours and fade iu a
day or two, and as nothing looks worse than withered flowers
and decaying leaves, the plants require to be looked over twice
a-week. Potted some hardwooded plants which had been
allowed to become root-bound ; they were well watered pre-
viously, then the sides of the balls were picked round with a
pointed stick, and the fresh compost was rammed-in firmly with
a wooden rammer. It is a recognised fact that certain plants
succeed better some seasons than they do in others, and even
some flowers of the same species may be only third-rate this

year, and super-excellent in 137.5. Hyacinth-growers are aware
of it. The Rose, Auricula, Dahha, and Chrysanthemum are all

affected by the changing seasons. Human beings are not con-
stituted alike, and there is quite as much distinctiveness
amongst varieties of the same species of plants. A knowledge
of tills fact is essential to the successful cultivation of any
flower or fruit. Stage Pelargoniums and Perpetual-flowering
Carnations have been especially brilliant this year; the recently-
introduced varieties are also richer in their markings, and more
highly coloured and of superior form to those sent out some
years ago.
Bases that have been kept under glass and without any forcing

are now at their best. Mildew has been very troublesome to us,

and very frequent dustings with flowers of sulphur have been
necessary to check it. 'The worm that attacks the buds and
tender leaves has been hand-picked, and gi'een fly destroyed
with tobacco smoke. With Roses, as with Pelargoniums, im-
provement in colour, form of the flowers, and habit of the
plants has been more rapid than some writers on these matters
lead their readers to believe. Teas and Hybrid Perpetuals are
the most popular, and deservedly so. There are not yet many
highly-coloured flowers of the former. One of the most dis-

tinct and beautiful, as well as free- flowering, is the new variety
exhibited by Messrs. Veitch, named Duchess of Edinburgh ; it

is not quite crimson, but is a move in that direction, and will

undoubtedly be the forerunner of brilliant-coloured Teas. Re-
moved Hybrid Perpetuals outside when the flowers faded. Teas
are best under glass, but must not be smothered with other
plants.—J. Douglas.

PROVINCIAL HOETICULTDEAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Secretaries will oblige us by informing us of the dates on

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report

them fully, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,

and we wish for information on such specialities to be sent

to us.]

JUNE.
Coventry and "Warwickshire 8
Bath and West of England . .8 to 12
Leeds 10, H, and 12
Gloucester and Cheltenham 11
Royal Oxfordshire 16
tfosport 17
Chertsey 17
Burton-on-Trent 17
Thorne 17
.Torsey 17
Guildford 17

JUNE
York 17, 18, and 19
Fermoy 11^

Stamford 28 and 24
Nottingham 24
R.H.S. of Iieland 25
Cambridgeshire 25
Thettord 25
Ipawich and E. of England 25 and 26
Kingston and Surbitou 25 and 26
Boston 30 and July I

Devon and Exeter (Boses) 3

TRADK CATALOGUE EECEIVED.
Thomas Sampson, Preston Road, Yeovil.

—

Catalogue of Bed-
din(] Plants, rOr.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
",* It is particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privately to cither of the Editors of this .Journal.

All correspondence should be directed either to " The
Editors," or to " The Publisher." Great delay often ariees

when this rule is departed from.

Correspondents should not mix up on the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-

jects, and should never send more than two or three

questions at once. Ail articles intended for insertion

should be written on one side of the paper only.

We also request that no one will write privately to any of our

correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.

Delays { W. Broirn).—You vevy improperly addreesed your letter, enclosing

eighteen postage stamiis, to Dr. Hogg instead of to " The Publisher.'' The
cnnsequence is it has been sent after him to Italy, and returned with a charge

of 1^. for postage. AU such letters ought to be addressed to " The Publi^lier."
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Training Eoses for Exhibition (T. ff.).—They are not trained on wire

in a globular form, but iu the bush form with sticks leaniug outwards, to

which the branches are tied so as to exhibit the flowers aud fuliaye freely.

Buds of Rose Trees Frosted (.4. J.).—If the buds are much injured prune

back by alt means. Roses will stand late pruniuR better than is generally

imagined, and it will most probably repay you to do so. All Rose bude that

look flat on the top, discoloured, or unhealthy, should be cut off.

Plant Cases {A. Q. C.).—We know of none except those made by Mr.
Gray, whose advertisement is in our Journal.

Myosotis alpicola (G. S.).—The specimen la that speciea.

Rose Misnamed [R. Maitland).—The Rose is not Isabella Gray, but more
like La Biche, though not sufficiently tinged with flesh in the centre. If,

however, on a tall standard with short growth, it might be La Biche. The
foUage and shape of the bud are like it, but it is ditticult to name Roses for

certain without seeing them when growing.

Grub—Bee—Plant (E. J. G.).—The grub that beneath the surface of the

Boil gnawed and destroyed your Lobelias is called by cardcners the " Leather-

jacket." It is the larva of the Daddy-longlegs, Tipula oleracea. The only

remedy is to stir the earth 2 or 3 inches deep round each plant with a knife,

and destroy the grubs thus found. The bees which have a nest near the

Nectarine roots will not injure it. The plant cannot be identilied without a

flower being seen.

Grapes Scalded (J. Marfc).—The skin of the berries is scalded—that is,

injured by the sun shining on them powerfully before the dew upon them had
been dried ofE by good ventilation.

Boiler Heating Water in Supply Cistern (Wm. A ).—Your note, also

eections, do not show so clearly as we could have wished where the supply
pipe is connected with the pipes or boiler. You show two sections, and have
references at foot which apply to both. In the upper section it is wrong to

have 1, the air pipe, on the lowest pipe at the angle of the return, for there

will not be any air there, but the air will rise to 2, where you have the supply
pipe ; and we do not wonder at the water boiling in the supply cistern, that

being the highest point, and where the air pipe should have been, taking it

np higher than the supply cistern. In the second or lower section—1, the
air pipe is right, but 2 the supply pipe wrong, as it ought to have been on
the return pipe as near to the boiler as practicable, and at its lowest point
just before entering the boiler.

Red Spider (A Constant Reader).—This pest spins a web which is easily

detected by the naked eye, and the animals may be seen actively runn ing to

and fro along the threads.

JEthionema marmorata fJrf^'m).—The ^thionemas are rock plants, suc-

ceeding in loam and peat with limestone intermixed, but the particular

species yon mention we do not know.

Recently-PLANTED Vines (J. N.).—Having stopped at the sixth leaf two
of the shoots, which we presume are trained as side shoots for spurs, they

will not require further shortening until autumn, but from them will arise

laterals ; those from the lowest two leaves, if any, should be stopped at the

first leaf, and those from all but the upper leaf rubbed off ; that from the
uppermost to be stopped at the first leaf, and so on for each succeeding
growth. The leading shoot or cane should be taken up without stopping to

the top of the house. The laterals for half way up the cane should not be

stopped until the third leaf, and at the upper part of the cane stop to one
leaf, and afterwards keep stopped to one leaf.

Tiger-spotted Calceolaria Seed Sowing (An Amateur).—The seed
should be sown in the first fortnight of July, and placed in a cool shaded
spot. The plants will flower in April and May. They are of the herbaceous
section.

Removing Bulbs from Beds (Hj/(if(H(/t).—They must not be taken np
until the leaves have begu:i to turn yellow, and then you may take them up
and lay them in a shed to dry. ^\'hen dry they may be cleaned and stored
away on shelves in a cool dry place until planting time. If they are green
when this appears in print, you may take-up the Hyacinths and Tulips, and
lay them in in light soil, allowing them a moderate distance apart, but not
huddling them together, aud when the leaves are yellow take them up, dry,

and store. The Hyacinths which have seed-pods should not be moved, but
be left until those are yellow, as they will be when ripe, and should be kept in

a cool dry place until September, when the seeds may be sown in a sheltered

Bituation in light sandy soil, covering them half an inch deep with fine soil.

During winter they should be protected from frost, water being given early

in summer if dry. After the leaves die-down, an inch of leaf soil should be
sifted over the bed, and repeat in the second year the treatment of the first.

In the third year the bulbs may be takeu-up when the leaves turn yellow, and
planted in autumn, giving them the treatment of old bulbs, but not planting
deeper than 3 inches. The seedlings may flower in the fourth, fifth, or sixth
year.

Auriculas (L. R. H.).—The Auriculas you have sent us are " Alpines," and
are good, but there are many better. Alpines are valuable for cutting, and it

is a pity they are not more grown.

LiLiuM AURATUM LEAVES CoRLED (!(?''?»).—No wonder that your Lijium
has curled, small, and unhealthy leaves, having been exposed to the cold for

the past month under a wall, while it had been in a greenhouse or under
other protection during the winter. We think that now the plant is taken
under cover it will do better. See that it is clear of insects. Aphides are
sometimes troublesome. They may be destroyed by syringing with tobacco
water made of 1 oz. to half a gallon of boiling water, covered-up and allowed
to stand until cold. It will need to be strained previous to use. If the leaves
are dirty, clean them with a sponge and water holding 2 ozs. of soft soap to
the gallon. Afford a light airy position, and water as required; good supplies
are needful during growth. When it is in active growth, a month is a long
time for this to go without water. Ours in a greenhouse is now in flower.

Violets out of Doors, and Lily of the Valley (Idem).—The Violets
will not do any good unless you thin them, which we should do to 1 foot
apart every way, and beep all runners cut off as they appear, giving them a
dressing of short manure or rich compost, which should cover them to the
neck of the plants, leaving the centre free. They should ba kept clear of

weeds, and watered in dry weather. Czar ought to commence flowering in
autumn, and continue to bloom during mild weather. We have now Mr.
Lee's Victoria Regina in flower, not having been without Violets since
September. If you have on east or other border of good, rich, light soil

partially shaded from sun, we advise you to make a fresh plantation, but re-

taining the old. Select well-rooted young plants, put them in in rows a foot

apart every way, leaving every fourth row out, which will give you an alley.

The ground should be manured and dug. Water well if the weather be dry,

and clear-off all runners and weeds. We prefer April for planting, hut tho

present time will do. You will have Violets in plenty next winter and spring.

The Lily of the Valley may die-off in patches in consequence of its bein^

attacked by cockchafer larvte, for which we know of no remedy but to take

them. Water well in dry weather during summer, and in November take-up

the plants and put them in in clumps of about half a dozen crowns at a foot

apaart, covering the crowns about an inch deep with fine rich soil. The soil

should be light and rich in vegetable matter, as leaf soil, and the position

shaded from sun iu the hottest part of the day in summer.

Melons Setting (H. TT. S. C.).~To insure even-sized fruit aud certain

swelling, it is desirable that the required number of fruit be set as nearly as

possible at the same time on each plant. When fruit set with an interval ot

several days between the first and last, it will be found tliat the first set

attains the largest size, the others swelling very indifferently, and in many
instances not at all, and proving at best small fruit of indifferent qaality.

There are some exceptions, and some kinds do better with the fruit setting-

at intervals of a few days than others. Read's Scarlet-flesh is one. Have
the fruit set as nearly as possible at the same time.

Canna Roots Wintering (/(/^m).—Take them up after the first frost,

lay them in a shed or other place upside down for a few days to dry, remove-

from them any soil, and store them in dry sand in a cool place, but safe from
frost.

Holes in the Stems of Standard Roses (S. C.).—The holes, we presume,,

have been made by some insect, or they may be scars, both of which it would

be well to close with a mixture of beeswax and pitch, as you propose. It

would exclude wet, and may prevent further decay.

Ants on Apricot and Nectarine Trees (Old Suh.tcriber).—Find oni their

nests and runs, and sprinkle with guano, which will drive them away; ammo-
niacal liquor from the gasworks poured on will drive away those it does not

destroy. The liquor must not be used close to the stems of the trees. For

the trees you may use a mixture of quassia water and soft soap, made by boil-

ing for ten minutes 4 ozs. of quassia chips in a gallon of water, and adding ta

it as it eools 4 ozs. of soft soap, and with this cool and strained the trees

should be thoroughly syringed in the evening of a fine day, and on the follow-

ing day syringe them with water. To prevent ants passing up the fence a
band of gas tar about 2 inches wide may be drawn along its base, and over this

the ants will not travel. It will need to be renewed as the tar dries and loses

its smell.

Rose Trees and Plants Failing (Amateur).—We cannot account for the

Roses and plants not growing, except by your soil containing something

deleterious to vegetable life. Is the ground wet and undrained ? If so, drain

it efficiently. Green fly would not cause the mischief you complain of, but

should be destroyed by syringing, or, if practicable, dipping the infested plants

in tobacco water, tho liquor of the shops diluted with six times its bulk of

water. The Roses and other plants should be thoroughly wetted in every

part.

Forcing Apricots and Peaches (C. H. J.).—Affer stoning both will bear

a high temperature, but we do not advise this except when it is important to

have the fruit ripe at the earliest possible time. The Apricots, from what you
say, are not stoned but stoning. They will not swell perceptibly during that

process, but after it is completed the temperature for Apricots should be from
fire heat at night 65' to GU"^, aud by day 65

' to 70- ; the lower temperature

in cold dull weather, and the higher in mild weather. Upon these tem-

peratures you may allow a rise of 1(J ' on cloudy days, but witli clear intervals,

and 15 to 2U=or more with eun and abundance of air. Peaches, after the

fruit is stoned, should have a night temperature of 60 ' to 65 , and a day one

of 70^ to 75 from fire heat, with a rise from sun heat of 10- to 15- or 20^ in,

proportion to the brightness of the weather. If you wish to bring on the-

fruit as rapidly as possible, the future of the trees being considered, you may
allow 5'^ on all the artificial temperatures named, but it is as well not to do
so. Our pot Peach trees are not watered with liquid manure, hut we top-

dress with sheep droppings, putting them on about an inch thick after tho

fruit is the size of small Walnuts, and adding more in three weeks or amonth..

We form them into a dish, which altogether may he 2 inches thick, and those

two dressings are sufficient for the crop. Liquid manure may be applied, ani
nothing is better than one peck each of soot and sheep droppings to thirty

gallons of water, given twice a-week. Guano at the rate of 1 oz. to a gallon

of water is also good at every alternate watering. The same liquid may be
given the Vines, and thorough soakings at the same tc-mperature for the

liquid as that of the house, taking the mean of the highest aud lowest, at

intervals of ten days to a fortnight, the last being given when the Grapes ore

colouring. No liquid will make them colour well, and with your heavy crop

it is hardly to be expected they will do so. Encouraging growth and having

good healthy fohage will assist.

ToDEA suPERBA (A Lady in Cheshire).—No one could state the value with-

out seeing the plant. If sent to Mr. Stevens, King Street, Covent Garden,

when he has a plant sale, you would obtain the market price. The flower you
enclosed is Hemerocallis flava, yellow Day-Lily.

Seedling Apple (Richard Baker).—Your seedling Apple Wilkinson's Pippin-

is most excellent. The flavour even at this late season is rich and fine.

Peaches from Nectarines (Henry Bedwell).— It is not unusual for

Peach stones to produce Nectarine trees, and Nectarine stones to produce
Peach trees. This has frequently been done, and some of Mr. Rivers' finest

Peaches have been raised from the stones of Nectarines. The Orange and
Lemon belong to the same genus, though not, as botanists say, to the same
species. We are not aware that Oranges have ever been raised from the seed of

Lemons, but we know that they interbreed, and we have seen a cross between
the two in which the rind of a Lemon was streaked with that of the Orange.

Hollyhock Leaf-Fertilising Cucumhers (H.J. il.).—The Hollyhock
leaf is attacked by the fungus we fully illustrated last week. Pull up ani
hum each plant as soon as affected. You need take no trouble either to aid

or prevent the fertilisation of the bloesom ; the fruit will be serviceable in

either state ; and the plants will reiaain bearing as long as you need them.
If extreme length of fruit is desired for exhibition, non-impregnation probably

is best.

Wallflower Seed (J. L.).—Any seedsman will supply you. Sow at once.

Encephalartos AND ToDEA (Hcmc Hill).—All the species of Encephalai'tos

from the Cape of Good Hope will succeed in a greenhouse, but are most
luxuriant in a stove. They require a rich loam. Todea africana needs only a
greenhouse. Tiu*fy loam one part, and peat soil two parts, will suit it.

Greenhouse Arrangements (H". r.).—We think you need a pit or house
in which to forward plants for the greenhouse, also one for wintering bed-
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ding plants ; but as you do not care much about the latter they may be dis-

pensed with. Your house, as you dencribe it, is not too warm for Heaths, and
were you to dispense with them you could not do without a warmer house for

forwarding plants to bloom in the preeuhouse. If you put up a cooler house,

and make your present one warmer, it is evident you will force thingg in the
greenhouse. Keep ibis house as it is ; only, if you have the forciug pit, as

shown by the blue linoB, and the cool house, we should tate an extra pipe from
the boiler along the side of the present flow in the greenhouse, and this to go
along the front and oue end of your proposed cool house, with a return pipe

under the same. This would give you four pipes in the greenhouse and two
in the cooler house ; the former for plants in fluwer in winter should have a
temperature from fireheatof 40'^to45'. From the cooler house merelyexclude
frost. The pipes will interfere with the doorway of the cool house, as you
at present Khow it in front ; but that might be moved or altered to the end,

and corresponding or opposite to the existing greenhouse door. The forcing

pit would, as you show it, answer well with sufTicient piping ; have two pipes

for bottom heat, and two for top heat, with efficient means of regulating the
temperature in all the bouses by valves. It is better to have plenty of piping
rather than too little, for in the latter case the water must be heated to

a high temperature in order to maintain sufticient heat, and this involves

a waste of fuel, and is prejudicial to the plants. The question of tenant fix-

ture or otherwise we have not considered, but we think, with so short a lease,

you ought to have an agreement with your landlord before making the pro-

posed additions to your glass structui-es.

Najies of Plants (TV. H. Loseh'ti).—Calycanthus la^vigatus. (F. E. T.)

—Send when in flower. (A. C).—Tecoma jasminoides. {IF. P. B.).—1,

Staphylea pinnata; 2, A Prunus, but specimen too for gone; 3, Athyrium
Filix-ftemina, var. ; 4, Cystopteris fragilis ; 5, t^uercus sp. ; 0, Scolupendrium
vulgare. IE. R, Mttdiie/ord).—\uhtiGtia. deltoidea. {D. R. 3/.).—Apparently
a Maxillaria, but specimen much faded. {W. S.).—1, ^schynanthus sp.

;

6, Ophrys muscifera; the remainder mere scraps. {J. J. Copsey).—The speci-

men enclosed. Aloe variegata, or Partridge-breasted AIoo. That yon mention
may be Aloe glauca, but it is only a guess.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON CHEONIOLE,

GREAT NATIONAL POULTRY SHOW.
It has been brought to the knowledge of the Committee of the

Great National Poultry Show that many persons have an im-
pression that the above Show is connected with the body calling
itself the National Ornithological Association, owing to the
pecuHar character of their announcements, and further that none
but members of the Association will be allowed to compete in
future at the Crystal Palace. The Committee, therefore, find it

needful to state that there is no such connection as supposed.
The Great National Show will be held at the Crystal Palace

in November, it will be open to all, and it will be conducted as
usual independently of every association or journal, and the
Committee trust that the previous management has given such
satisfaction as to commend it to the support of all interested in
the culture and exhibition of poultry.—C. How.uid, W. J. Nichols,
Eon. Sees.

HATCHING ANXIETIES.
I HAD a Dorking hen that sat on thirteen Houdan eggs in a

place for sitting quite away from the roosting house. On the
nineteenth day she left the nest, and though shut up could not
be got on to it again. I had a black half-bred broody hen (from
eggs sold me as Brahmas) which had set herself on a pot egg
she found in a manger, and though the eggs were quite cold we
carried them to her almost without hope. On the twenty-first
day my man came to me with a chicken having some signs of

life in it in each of his trousers' pockets, and he had found
them thrown to a distance in the manger ; another egg was
broken, but a live chicken not yet got out, and the hen had
deserted the remaining ten eggs. T\*e had a Houdan hen which
Lad been broody a month, and had constantly returned to her
nest in the roosting house, though she had been removed to a
place a considerable distance oil. In despair we took the eggs
to her, though they were again cold, and on the twenty-third
day she hatched-out eight more chickens, and is now going about
with ten. She seems to be a very careful mother, but keeps
very close to her rip.

—

Ellcee.

[Your first mistake was to set a hen in a place where it was
optional with her whether she would sit fast or not. We con-
stantly advise our readers (their name is legion) not to leave
their eggs to the discretion of the hen. They are not all con-
tent with routine, and when the sun shines, and others are en-
joying liberty and basking, they yield to the temptation and
leave their eggs. The vitality of eggs after they are left depends
on the temperature to which they are exposed, and, above all,

whether the exposure is by night or by day. The fact of a
Houdan beitig broody is curious, but there are such sports now
and then. We shall be curious to know whether she remains
a good mother. We gather from your query that she is at liberty
with her brood. You say, " She keeps very close to her rip."
Put her under it, and keep her there six weeks at least, eight
are better.—Ens.]

AriDITIONS TO THE OxFORD PoULTBY SHOW SCHEDULE.

—

H.B.H. Prince Leopold has again presented a silver cup, value

£5, for the best pen of Dorkings at our coming Show in October
next. Also we propose giving prizes in several new classes,

and that the value of the third prizes will be increased, and a
fourth added in sortie of the classes that last Show had the
largest number of entries. Game will be exhibited on the
single-bird system. American fowls (Mr. A. Kitchen having
collected a £5 sis. cup). Black Polands, Brown Red Bantams wiU
each have a class, and there will be a Selling class for Bantams.
In Pigeons Black and Dun Carriers, Dragoons, and Turbits will

be shown distinctly from the other colours of those three varieties.

Young Barbs (1874) and Foreign and English Owls and Long-
faced Tumblers will have each a class to themselves.

—

Joseph
King.

EARLY-LAYING BRAHMA PULLET.
On the 22nd of January last I had hatched a brood of Dark

Brahma chicks, one of the pullets of which brood laid her first

egg on Saturday, May 23rd, and another on May 25th, so that
when she laid her first egg she was but four months and a day
old. I have kept fowls now for many years, and never before

experienced an instance of such early laying.

—

Geo. Waee,
Tunbridge WtjUs.

[We thank you for your communication. We are always
looking for such, " 'Tis our vocation, Hal." We have long kept
note of such matters. We have one record of a Buil Cochin
pullet laying in the sixteenth week of her existence—we have
only one. Of late years we have found pullets do not lay so

early as they did formerly; and in advising correspondents as

to forming relays of pullets, to make new-laid eggs certain all

the year, we now allow a month more than we did formerly.

We shall be glad to hear from you at any time.

—

Eds.]

CROWLE POULTRY SHOW.
The first attempt at a show was made at Crowle on May 26th,

and as far as we can judge resulted in a great success, although
the amount of money offered as prizes (not bad, however, for a

start), was not such as to induce entries in great numbers ; but

the quality throughout was creditable to the exhibitors, and the

amount of gate money (over i'TO), was so encouraging that there

is little doubt but that the schedule will be made more tempting
another year. Turner's pens were used, and having been placed

against a high stone fence they were well sheltered.

The first iu Dorkings were a nice even pen, the rest being of

only moderate quaUty. In Cochins another pen was disqualified

on account of stained plumage. The first in S}}a?ii3]i were dia-

monds in the rough ; the second being considered by the Judges
to be a little overtrimmed, and the get-up as much overdone as

the first were underdone, but there is little doubt that the latter

cock was the better. In Brahmas the cup for the best pen in

the Show was awarded, the cock being a gem, and the pullet

well marked, but far too small to look well in a show-pen. Two
fair Brown Beds won in the first class for single cocks, and in

the next the winners were Duckwings, the first being an exceed-

ingly hard short-feathered bird. Game hens were shown in one
class; the first a Duckwing, a perfect gem except that, as is

often the case when laying, she was a little high in comb ; the

second being a Black Eed. Hamhurghs were mixed classes—

a

system we cannot sufficiently condemn, as it is very difficult to

determine upon the rival merits of the colours, and few good
exhibitors will risk the uncertainty. The winners in these

classes were of fair quality. Black Heds won in both cases in

Ked Game B(intamcoc\s; and in the next class a very smart Pile

was first and Duckwing second, the latter being very dirty. Of
Bantams, Game, the hens were by far the best, most of them
being noticed. First was a Black-breasted Eed of great merit,

and second a good Pile, except that she was somewhat large. In
the next class Blacks won, and the first was an extremely good
pen. In the Variety class the first were Golden Polands, the

hen being a gem, but the cock poor. Second came a good pen
of Crcve-Co'urs ; and a good set of Silver Polands were very
highly commended.
Pigeons.—The entries were very good, and in some classes

the competition was very close. Carriers were only moderate,
while Pouters were very good ; Mr. Harvey's grand Blue-pied,

so well known in the show-pen, standing first, with Mr. Nottage's

excellent Blue a good second. Antwerps, with the exception of

about two birds, were only poor, but Tumblers were very good,

the winners in the latter being Almonds. White Foreign Owls
of rare excellence stood in the place of honour in the next class;

Blue English were second. In Barbs we were glad to see quality

recognised over mere age and coarseness, a neat Red being first

and Black second. Fantails moderate ; a White first, and Blue
second. In Jacobins a White was placed first and a Red second,

the latter being somewhat large but otherwise good, although
some preferred a neat Yellow to either of the above. The
Variety class was the largest, and the first prize was awarded to

a grand Trumpeter, the second to a neat Red Magpie cock.

R.uiBiTs were not numerous, but the wmntrs very good
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the Lop-ears measuring well. The Silver-Greys were very

good.
Cage Bmns were not nnmerous, there being only five classes,

and the Goldfinches and Linnets were by far the best in quality.

The prizes (only 5.«. and 2s. Gd.), were not suiBcient to draw
birds from the aviaries of professional breeders.

DoRiusos.— 1, W. M.irfllt, Ooolc. 2, J. Slott, Healey, Kocbdalo. he, S'

Brierlev. KDdinir, Roch.lak'.
Cochins.—I, H. Yardley. Birmmgham. 2, J. Eobinson, GarBtanR. Disquali-

fied, Mrfl. E. Allflopp, Worcester.
Spanish,—1. W. Nottaee. Northampton. 2, T. C. Newbitt, Kpworth.
Braiim.18.—tialif or Dark.-CAip and 1, W. Whiteley, Sheffield. 2. Wells and

Taylor, Winterton. r/iC.J. Robinson, r, Mrs. E. Pryor; J. M.Atkinson. Alford.
GiiiE.^lUnek-hreaated and other Beib^.—Coek.—l, E. Winwood, Worcester.

9. J. B. Hepworlh. Hatfield, he, — Harrison, Epwortb. c. H. E. Martin,
Fakenham. Any other variety— Cock.— 1, A. E. Martin, Fakenham. 2, J. B.
Hepworth. c.O. Barnsdall, Newark. Any variety,—Heii,~l,C. Travis, ThurRO.
land. Sbellleld. 2, J. B. Hepworth. he. Dr. Cameron ; A. E. Martin; A. Canty,
Barton-on-Hnraber.
HAMnuRan9.-Go;(Z or Silver-!fpanyled.—\, J. Robinson. 2, T. C. Newbitt.

Ooid or Silver-peneilled.-l, J. Ward, Bardon Hill. 2, J. Robinson, he, W.
Clayton ; Burch & Boulter.
Game Bantams.-B/nefc-brfrtaferf and other Reds —Cock— 1, T. C. Newbitt.

2, W. A. Wresspll, Growle. 3, A. Ashley, Worcester, he, J. & G. Tonge,
Epworth. Any other rariety.—Cock.—l, Mrs. E. Newbitt, Epworth. 2, K.J.
Harslev. Altrincham. 3, A.Ashley. Any variety.—Hen.—I, Mrs. E. Newbitt.
2, A. Ashley, he, J. & G. Tonge ; Master ,1. Drewry, Learn.
Bantams.-.4711/ other variety not Gnme.—\. R. H. Ashton, jrottram, Man-

chester. 2, Eurch & Boulter, he, W. W. Taylor, Lincoln ; J. W. Corner,
Whitby.
Any other Variety.—1, A. Silvester, Sheffield. 1, E. Cross, Appleby. 3, R.

H. Ashton. rftc, W. Harvey, /ic, Mrs. F. Autey, Crjwlo Warpings; Mrs. Hill,

Fiixhall, Alton.
Selliso Class.-1, J. B. Hepworth. 2, J. Robinson. lic,T. C. Newbitt. c,

Burch & Boulter.
DvcKS.-Museox^.—l and 2, J. J. Brown, Althorpe. Any other variety.—I, T,

Halmahaw, Earlsheaton, Dewsbury. 2, J. Robinson.

PIGEONS.
Cabriebs.-Coffc or Hen.-1, J. E. Crofts, BIylh, Worksop. 2, H. Yardley.
Pouters.—Cocfc or Hen.—l, W. Harvey. 2. W. Nottage.
Antwerps.—Cocfc or Hen.—l and 2, J. Croasland, jun., Wakefield.
TuMULERS.—Cocfc or Een.—l, H. Yardley. 2, W. Harvey.
Owi.s.— I. H. Yardley. 2, J. Crossland.
Barbs —1, Miss F. Seanor. 2, H. Y'ardley.
Fantails.—Cocfc or Hen.—}, J. F. Loversidge. Newark. 2. H. Y'ardley.
Jacobins.- Coc/: or Hen.—l, A. A. Vander Meersch. 2. J. E. Crofts.
Ant other Variety.—1, W. Haivey. 2, Miss F. Seanor, Leeds.
Selling Class.—Pair.-l, W. Harvey. 2, H. Yardley.

CAGE BIRDS.
Belgian.—Cocfc.—l and 2. G. Yates, Tborne.
Norwich.-Cocfe.— 1, W. Rurtonshaw, Crowle. 2. Miss P. Sowersby, Rainsbut.
MvLB.-Crossed by Goldfinch or Linnet.— 1, S. Fowler.
Goldfinch.—Cocfc.—l, J. Spriggs, Ealand. 2, G. Yates. Thorne.
Linnet.—Grcj/.-Cocfc.—l, J. Nicholson, Thorne. 2, a. Fowler,

Rabbits.- LoiJ-crti-eii.-Biic7£ or floe—1, W. Allison, Sheffield. 2, J. E. Crofts.
Worksop. Hivuilayan.—Biick or Doc— 1, J. Hallas, Huddersfield. 2, J. Snell.
ailver-Orey.-Bnck or Doe,—I, E. H. Glew, Wakefield. 2, J. U. Brand, Barton-
on-Humber.

Cats.— 1, Master F. White. 2, G. West, Ealand. 3, J. Nicholson, Thorne.

ZvTioES,—Poultry : Mr. W. Cannon, Bradford; Mr. F. Sales,

Crowle. Pigeons, Cage Birds, Rabbits, and Cats : Mr. E. New-
bitt, Epworth.

BEDLINGTON POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
Tjiis Show came off on the 2Gth and 27th of last month, in a

field at the lower end of the village. Two tents were provided
for the poultry and Pigeons ; and most of the Committee being
true fanciers, the whole of the arrangements were carried out
with the greatest precision. The Show was a great success in

all respects, and the Secretary all attention.

In Dorkings, first and second were Dark Greys of great frame
and sound feet ; third pretty fair Silvers. In Pen i, the cock
had six claws on each foot. Buff Cochins were grand, and the
cup for the first four classes was awarded to a magnificent pair

of high-coloured birds, not, however, of the colour of Pen 6,

which was disqualified for stained plumage. All the rest were
noticed. In the next class, first and second were very fair

Whites, and third Partridge. The Brahmas did not prove so

good as expected ; the first two pens, although capital birds, were
not in good feather, at least the hen, which seemed to have been
up for breeding too long. Sijanisli were good. The first-prize

cock was very broad and smooth in face, while the second was,
perhaps, a little deeper in drop, but narrow aud much coarser.

The birds in the third-prize pen were of fair properties. Pen 24

lost on account of a red streak over the eye of an otherwise
capital cock. Polish were fine in all respects, aud another cup
was awarded. In Game, single cocks were poor, except the
first-prize Black Red, which was an exceedingly bright stylish

bird, but a little weak on his feet. Second came a fair Brown
Red of dark colour, and third a bad Black Red. Single hens
were very poor, but the next classes contained some good birds,

the first prize and cup going to capital Lemon-backed Brown
Reds, the second-prize Brown Reds pressing very closely. The
third prize went to Black-breasted Reds. Duckwings won the

three prizes in the next class. First, a nice even pen of well-

coloured birds. In the Variety class Piles were the winners,
but except the first-prize cock, which was not large, they were
only of moderate quality. Hamburgh.s were good throughout,
the Silver-pencilled, however, taking the lead; next in point of

merit were the Silver-spangled.
It is seldom that we find classes for Guinea Fowl, and we

never saw better birds than were exhibited, both as regards size

and accuracy of marking.
In the Variety class were a good old pen of Black Ilamburgha

first, a pen of good Malays dropping into the second position

solely owing to want of condition.
In Bantams the competition was severe, and little was left

for choice among the prize-winners in the single cock class,

the Accrington cup bird coming-in for similar honours here,

but closely pressed by a stylish bird shown by Mr. G. Hall.

The third prize went to an adult bird, gamey in every respect,

and by far the best-coloured bird in the Show, but somewhat
short-legged. Hexham came well to the front in this section.

A Pile hen of great merit (seen from a Game-breeder's point of

view), was first, a very good Wheaten second, and a Black rose-

combed third. Most of the next class were noticed ; the de-

cisions among the first three being ruled only by feather anil

condition. AH were Black Reds. In the Variety class Mr.
Hall won with good Duckwings, capital in all points ; the second
were of that colour but dirty ; and the third Pile. Here again
was the old mistake of four classes for Game Bantams, and the
husks thrown to all the rest of the varieties, and it is not at aU
surprising that only five pens were shown.
Both Aylesbury and Rouen Duchs were very good, the Ayles-

buries shown by Mr. Stonehouse being in grand bloom.
The Selling class was large, and the first prize given to a good

Black Red Game cock, which was much better than that shown
by the same exhibitor in the single cock class ; second was a
Buff Cochin; and third a Black Red cock. In hens a Buff
Cochin was first; second a White ; and third Red Game.

If the quality of poultry shown by cottagers of the mining
districts is any guide, then the Society has made its mark, for

these classes contained as good birds as were shown in the
open classes, this being particularly the case in Cochins and
Bantams.
Pigeons were a capital entry, and in many classes the birda

were such as will with difficulty be beaten. Mr. Emerson Beck-
with succeeded in pulling off the first in Carriers with a grand
bird, also the cup ; but the second, though good in other re-

spects, was rather faded in colour. In Short-faced Tumblers an
Almond of good colour and marking, but a little mousy in the
face, was first, and a Yellow Agate second ; and in the next
class a Red Mottle was first, with a nice Red Beard second,
both being perfect. Pouters formed a grand display. A large

Blue Pied full of character was first, and an exquisitely-marked
Black second, while an enormous Mealy, whose proper place is

in the breeding-loft, was highly commended. Dragoons were
good but heavy; first Yellow, second Blue. Nuns were pretty
good, with Owls and Turbits only moderate, while Barbs were
tolerably good. Jacobins were good in colour, hood, aud chain.

First a rather large Red, and second a very small Y'ellow ; the
Fantails showing rather smaller than of late, aud good in other

respects. In the Variety class Mr. Ord's grand Grey-friU Barb
was first ; and in the Selling class a White-frill Barb.
Canaries were but a small entry, as may be expected at this

time of year, when more important business is on band in

the harems, but there were some nice birds shown, aud w©
thought upon the whole they were pretty well placed. Of
Belgians there were but two cocks, Bufis, and four hens, among
which were some nice sleek birds. Of Crested there was but
one in each class. The Glasgow Dons were well shown, and it

ia a matter of surprise to us that these sober-plumaged birds

are not more cultivated. Lizards were very poor, while in

Goldfinch Mules the winners were all even-marked and very
good. A class for common Canaries produced four specimens,
and the first, a Y'ellow Even-marked bird, was extremely good,
the second being Buff-marked.

Goldfinches were good, and Linnets a very grand lot; while
in Singing Birds the first was awarded to a four-pointed marked
Canary, the second to a Bramblefinch, which, by the way, it

would be a treat to hear, and the third prize went to a Green
Canary. The Selling class produced a few good cheap birds.

The first prize went to a Goldfinch Mule, the second to a Gold-
finch, aud the third to a capital long Don Canary.
The list of awards appeared last week.

WOOD PIGEON AND DOVECOTE PIGEON
PAIRED.

I H.iVE thought that a short accouut of the pairing of a wild

Wood Pigeon with a Dovecote Pigeon might interest some of

your readers.
A dark blue hen flew away from my sou's dovecote last year,

and this season it has paired with a Ringdove, and they nested

in a scar about half a mile from my house, on the banks of the

river. The keeper on examining the nest this morning found
two young birds in it nearly fledged, one of which he took out,

and the bird had its crop crammed full of the seeds of the wild

mustard and barley ; but the terror inspired by being taken out

of the nest caused it to throw-up so much from the crop that it

was choked. It resembles the Wood Pigeon much more than its
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female parent, but this ia not very remarkable, as I find in the
crosses in my poultry-yard that the progeny resembles the males
more than the females—for instance, in the cross between the
Black Spanish cock and the Golden Hamburgh hen the chickens
are almost invariably black. I send you these few particulars,
because such a union as that between the wild Wood Pigeon
and the tame bird from the dovecote, is what has never come
under my observation previously, nor has such a fact ever been
recorded to my knowledge. There is not the slightest doubt of
•the facts.—T. G., Clitheroe.

Sale of Eggs by Weight.—The Legislature of Masaaohusetts
has lately passed a law fixing IJ lb. as the minimum weight of a
dozen eggs. This is a move in the right direction, and we hope
other States will follow it up. An egg from a well-fed fowl is

heavier and richer than an egg from a common fowl that is only
half-fed, and it ia time that this old style of buying and seUing
eggs by number instead of weight should be discontinued. It
discourages the breeder of blooded and fine fowls to find that
their large eggs fetch no more than the small and poor produce
of inferior poultry.

—

(Flint [Michigati) Globe.)

THE POULTKY-KEEPEE.—No.
THE HOUDAN COCK.

5.

GENEBil. PROPORTIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS.
Body a little rounded, compact, of ordinary proportions, of

low stature, solidly set on strong feet. Breast, thighs, legs, and
vringa well developed. Head strong, half-created ; whiskers.

Fig. 11.—Houclan Cock's Head.

^^»v.^<kM\^~

Fig. 10.—Houdan Cook.

cravat, triple comb, spread out sideways but plates transverse.
'Five toes on each foot. Plumage variegated or spangled, black,
TThite, and Btraw-coloured.

SIZE AND CHABACTEKISTICS.
Body.—Circumference in the largest part, with the wings

closed behind the thighs at the part where they are jointed, but
without taking them in, from 18} to 21} inches; length to the
end of the rump about 10 inches ; size of shoulders, nearly
8 inches.

Weight.—At full age 6 Iba. 10 oza. to 7J lbs. Flesh very abun-
dant. Bones small, about an eighth of the weight.

Weight of Chicken.—The chicken fattens till four months
old ; it is killed at four months and a half. It weighs, the crop
and the intestines taken out, 4 lbs. 13J oza.

Intestines empty 3 J oza.
Gravel contained in the gizzard and feathers . . Ij „
Bonea 8J „
Flesh comprising the liver and gizzard 3 lbs. 15* „

Taking from the weight of the flesh, the liver, the gizzard,
the flesh of the head, the neck, and the feet, in other words the
giblets, there is 3J lbs. of solid meat. It will be aeeu that the

bones of this variety should at least be reckoned an eighth, or
the bones are about a quarter of the useful meat.

Si::e.—From the upper part of the head to under the feet, in
a resting position, I'J^ inches, in a moving position, 23} inches;
from the back under the feet 15 inches.
Head.—Length, 2jf inches. Comb triple, the plates in the

direction of the beak com-
poaed of two flattened plates
of a prolonged and rectan-
gular form, opening to the
right and left like two leaves
of a book, denticulated at the
edgea, thick and fleshy. A
third caruncle cornea out of
the centre of the two pre-
ceding onea, of the form of
an uneven atrawberry and
the lengthened husk of a fil-

bert.

Size of the Comh.—The two
carunclea or plates together,
from top to bottom, as well as
round, are about 2^ inches.
These sizea are not indispen-
sable, but they should not be
less. A small caruncle, sepa-
rate from the others and aa

large aa a tare seed, appears on the beak between the two
nostrils.

Gills.—From 1^,-, inch to 2i! inches ; they grow out of the comb
close to the fleshy part which forms the cheeks, surround the
corners of the beak with distinct protuberances, and the eye
with a thick bare eyelid.
Ears.—Short and hidden by the whiskers.
Half-crest.—Falling towards the back and sides, some feathers

at the end pointed and drooping and pointing upwards. Length
of feathers, 2| inches. Size of the crest from 4J inches to

5} inches.
Cheeks.—Bare, surrounded by whiskers formed of short,

turned-up, and pointed feathers.
Cravat.—It begins between the gills under the beak, descends

the length of the neck, and stops at 21 or 2} inches, larger at the
bottom than at the top.
Eye.—Iris, golden yellow. Pupil, black.

Beak.—Strong and a little hooked, black at the beginning and
yellow towards the tip, bending towarda the cravat. Comers of
the beak very much turned-in.
Physioynoniy of the Head.—Different to that of any other

variety by many remarkable traits. The head forma with the
neck an angle only a little open, ao that the beak lowered, and

seen above is like a nose. The comb, square and
flattened, seems to be a fleshy forehead. The cheeks
are surrounded by feathers turned up, which are like

whiskers. The corners of the beak turned-in have the
appearance of a mouth and a cravat of feathers joined to
the gills are like a beard. The creat hke a mass of hair,
and the whole face immediately suggests that of a
man.
Foot and Sole of the Foot.—Has five toes, three fore

ones resting on the ground, and two hind ones, one or
both resting or not resting, varying on different birds.
The two hind toes are rather detached or drawn together,
and nearly always one above the other. Length of sole,

4J inches; circumference, 2? inches. Length of toes,
middle ones, 3 J inches; inside ones, 23 inches; outside
ones, 2% inches; hind ones from 2^ to 3i inches.

Colour of the Foot.—Of the full-grown a leaden grey; of the
pullet a bluiah grey and white, with pink blotchea.

THE PLUMAGE.
The plumage should invariably be black, with white and atraw

colour ; those which have any red in the plumage ahould be dia-
carded at once. The plumage of the Houdan is called spangled
or speckled. It is irregularly composed of feathers some black,
some white, some black tipped with white, and others white
tipped with black. In the most-esteemed birds the feathers of
the hackle are black, white, and straw colour ; feathers of the
breast black tipped with white ; feathers of the loins velvety
black with a greenish hue, speckled with white and yellow at
the tips ; feathers of the sides and abdomen mixed white, black,
and grey ; feathers of the thighs black and white, speckled with
white at the ends ; the outside and inside feathers of the leg
black, strongly apeckled with white at the enda ; the feathers
covering the tail, or the large, middle, and little aickles, black
tinted with very brilliant green, sometimes intermingled with
spots of white ; feathers of the tail, or great tail feathers, white,
black, black mixed with white, and vice versa ; ahoulder feathers
straw-coloured, tipped with white ; large feathers of the pinion
white, or black and white, irregularly spotted ; large flying
feathers white, mixed with large black irregular spots ; the
whole of the flight feathers being white is preferable ; feathers
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covering the wings black, with very bright tints of green, irre-

gularly spotted at the ends.

POUTERS, ANY OTHER COLOUR OR MARKING
CLASS.

At the beginninfr of this year there were certain letters vrritten

in favour of this class being continued as an exhibition class

;

one notably by my special friend at Glasgow, Mr. Huie. I had,

in my account of the great Crystal Palace Show, advocated just

the very opposite, and my opinion was strengthened by the fact

that Glasgow, the home of the Pouter, had excluded the mis-

marked birds from competition. The subject dropped, and I for

one was willing it should drop for a while, feeling sure that with
the advance in beauty of the birds now exhiljited at Pigeon
shows, these said Pouters would as gradually disappear as inferior

fowls have disappeared from our poultry shows. The other day,

however, a bundle of Fancier's Gazettes, all that have yet been
published, were sent me by a friend. I was as yet in ignorance

of this new publication, save by one odd number. Now, on read-

ing straight tiirough the whole numbers of the Fancier's Gazette,

I found that this Pouter controversy had been continued in its

pages, and myself by name, or rather 7wni de 2)lu}ne, quoted ; so

I hope, having been mentioned there, I may refer to the subject

here. Kindly always, but still several times, the words " Wilt-
sHntE Rector " have appeared in our new contemporary ; and
how my Scotch friends have battled, how they have come
up again and again, and cut and parried and thrust with a

vengeance ! Mr. Wallace ought to be a descendant of the re-

doubtable Sir WUliam Wallace, and the others have been
equally combative. Always commend me to Scotchmen for

going right ahead when once roused—calm, cold (externally,

never in heart), quiet, undisturbed ; not the tongue or ready fire

of a Celt, but, once roused, away goes the scabbard. I thought
real fighting was reserved for kirk matters, often such as we
Englishmen never can understand. I tried hard during the
four years I lived in Scotland, but I tried in vaiu. Scotchmen
can fight over kirk differences, slight to all save Scotchmen

;

and now I find there is another subject they can fight about,

and with a will too, and that is Pouters. While gently poking
fun at my combative Scotch friends, I glance upward as I write,

and there hangs a photogi-aph—a photograph much prized by
me as a memento of my visit to Glasgow and Glasgow Show in

1868. 'Tis a picture representing twenty-one Pigeon fanciers.

There sits in the centre Mr. Montgomery, looking benignant
upon everybody, and really his house at Belfast ought not to be
named as it is

—" Wolf-HUl," for there is nothing of the wolf
about its master; and there, too, sits Mr. Huie—leaning, aye!
leaning upon Mr. Wallace ; he will not lean upon him on any
account. But enough of funning, now for my subject.

I object as a rule to the exhibition of mismarked Pouters.
Their value is very great in the loft, they help in forming stan-

dard birds, and keep up good strong-blooded Pouters. But an
artist exhibits pictures, not his brushes, his canvas, his paints,

and his palettes. Now I hold that the grand standard Pouters
are the pictures, the others are what help to make the pictures,

and should therefore be kept out of sight. The Birmingham
Columbarian Society use these words {vide .Journal of Horti-
CL'LTURE, number for June 30, 1870, page 471), " We have had
of late so many mealy, mismarked, bad-coloured specimens,
that we are satisfied that there is yet room for improvement."
So say I.

I agree with Mr. Wallace. I wantprogresa and advance towards
perfection. I think he has truth on his side when he alludes to

the mismarked as the scaffolding of the spire ; but the thing to

see is the spire, so remove the scaffolding. But I think there is

a difference to be noted among " Pouters, any other colour or
markings." Thus, a good Mealy or a good Chequer is to my
mind much superior to birds with here and there a smudge of

colour on a white ground.
Now I propose this solution of the difficulty : Classes first of

all, of course, for the standard colours, always dividing the
Yellows from the Reds ; then prizes of less value for Mealies
and Chequers, and in Scotland for Sandies—in England these
birds do not take. Then I would wholly exclude from any exhi-

'bition all other mismarked birds, save that they should appear
in the Selling class, as many fanciers want such for loft use.

Mealy and Chequer are old and distinct colours, as distinct and
well known by me thirty-five years ago as now; and I have little

doubt their colours date from the earliest days of the Pouter
fancy. A good Mealy well barred is a pretty bird, and Chequer
is the oldest of all colours in Pigeons. Hence I would give them
a place—a lower one, it is true, in a show, but not let the smudged
splashed gentlemen appear at all. They to my mind are useful

tools ; but we must show, not materials for pictures, but the
pictures themselves.

This is my suggestion, which I hope will meet with accept-
ance, and with a hearty shake-hands in imagination with my
Glasgow-made friends ; and I venture to add, " Ye ha' jist had
eiiea of fighttn, I ken, my lads."

—

Wiltshibe Rector.

A PIGEON-BOX.
We are indebted to Col. Hassard for the following sketch of a

Pigeon-box, sent us some time since ; it shows an arrangement
for Pigeons similar to what he advocated when iu Canada, and
few who knew him will deny his experience was great in this

respect. It was, he says, constructed for large birds, but the
fancier can alter the dimensions to suit the space at his disposal

Elevation.—Door of nesting place removed to show the interior.

as well as the size of his birds. If desirable, it may be made
only 3 feet wide ; it can also be made portable by any handy
carpenter, if so required, and by putting a false pitched roof to

the top, it would do against a wall as well as inside a loft. But
let us have the Colonel's own words. " You will say, 'We know
all this, you have told us so before.' Admitted, but an ounce of

experience is worth pounds of theory, certainly in Pigeon-

keeping, so I will give my reasons for sending it. I used to con-

's- n - -f. 3-0-
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struct them all as in the top or centre rows, whichever place

suited best, one over the other, so that except in the distance

from the floor they would be exactly alike, whichever arrange-

ment you followed, top or centre. The consequence of this was
that a bird making a mistake in flight found itself in the wrong
box, and, being somewhat dull of apprehension of that fact,

caused fights, smashed eggs, &c., as I know to my loss ; and to

obviate it I have placed the nesting places alternately, thus

causing a difference in appearance, so that they are not so likely

to go wrong. Besides, it is easier to construct it on this plan,

as the cross partitions can be nailed-in better. The bar across

each nest is for the birds to roost on at night, aijd to fasten

a door on to, as shown in the bottom compartment. I do not ap-

prove of any shelf running along the front outside ; it forms a
neutral ground for fights ; and to prevent this, on the top flat on
the plan the centre partition projects a little. This is by far the

best plan of box I have tried or seen."—(Canada Farmer.)

CAUTIONS IN ARTIFICIAL SWARMING.
As this year many bee-keepers are short of stock owing to the

fearful mortality that has taken place among bees within the

last twelvemonth, not a few will now be thinking m«re of in-
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crease of hives by swarming than of honey. This is most nn-

fortunate for all whose short-Bightedness did not feed sufficiently

what stocks they had, or whose courage failed them after so

disastrous a summer as that of 1H73. Such persons in many
instances have to begin over again, where others, wiser than
they, are in a position to profit by a season which bids fair to

recompense all perseveringbee-keepers with abundance of honey.

There have been instructions given in this Journal for the

management of artificial swarms, and some cautions have been
laid down. Let me add at least one caution, which, as far as my
memory serves me, has not been given. Beware, after driving

a swarm out of any hive, of letting the driven stock stand as a

separate hive to rear its queen. In many cases utter ruin of the

stock so treated has been inevitable. It is an excellent plan to

drive a swarm out of a hive quite early in May. In some very
forward years it may be done in April. This swarm, in its new
hive, should always be put in the place of the driven stock.

About this there is no difficulty nor risk. The swarm, with its old

queen, will do well in the old accustomed place. I have never
known an instance of failure. It is with the driven stock that

the treatment may be unfortunate. The mostsafe and altogether

the better treatment is to put this aside on some temporary
stand in a quiet spot some 20 or 30 yards from the old place for

twenty-four hours, during which time the older bees will slip

away one after the other, and rejoin their companions and their

queen. It is not a bad plan to disturb them with a little smoke
of fustian or brown paper. The latter is equally efficacious, and
always procurable ; but Mr. Pettigrew, for some queer reason,

belauds fustian smoke as of special virtue. So disturbed they
sooner move, and it is desirable that they should rejoin their

queen the same day if possible. Those who move a day later

are often received unkindly by their old companions, as if they
had undergone some suspicion of treason, having probably
during the night made some preparations to repair the loss of

their queen. The more entirely the old hive is denuded of bees

at the end of twenty-fonr hours, the more successful will he its

treatment if it be not left to itself. In this case, if left to itself,

it would take a long time before any attempt were made by the
young bees to replace their lost queen, and much brood would
inevitably be sacrificed. Frequent, indeed, is the failure of

driven hives so treated. The best treatment is to move to a

new stand in the busiest part of the day some other strong stock,

and to put in its place the denuded hive. In this way attention
is drawn immediately to the revolution that has taken place.

There will be no fighting with the few strangers, mostly young
bees, in the substituted hive, and the loss of the queen will be
repaired with the least possible delay; nor wiU the brood suffer

injury at aU.

It so happens that my best three hives this spring had taken
possession in each case of the supers of last year, which I

allowed to remain on the hives during the winter. The hives
below had no honey whatever, so the bees wisely ascended to

the better-stored attics. I have just made three beautiful

swarms with these supers. Finding that the bees had increased
so much as to have not only filled the supers with brood and
honey, but that in each case they had overflowed into the hives
below, I proceeded to make my swarms out of them. In one
case, on taking off the super and putting it by for awhile, it be-

came evident that the queen had gone down below. There was
no difficulty, therefore, after allowing the adult population to

fly on to their old home, in shifting a strong swarm and putting
the now deserted super in its place. All has gone well with
this swarm without any driving. In the case of the two other
supers the queens happened to be there, and were dislodged by
driving ; otherwise the treatment was the same, and the suc-

cess so far is alike. Of course the driven bees with their queens
were at once set over the stocks from which the supers had
been taken. To avoid confusion iu the apiary, these swarms
were made on separate days. Thus it will be seen I have nine
strong stocks in place of sis, aud if I were chiefly desirous of

increasing my hives, I should proceed to make a lot more out of

these six in the course of a fortnight or three weeks from the

time I made the former swarms. Nor do I expect to lose in

honey, for, as all these nine hives are overflowing in population,
they may reasonably be expected to fill some supers, especially

those which retained their queens, and where, in consequence,
there is no check to the continuous breeding of young bees.

In cases where the hives so treated are very full of brood
there must be an outlook for swarms at the time the young
queens will be issuing from their cells, and my experience leads

me in most years to look for such issue as almost certain. To
avoid risk of losing them iu my own case, I intend at the expi-

ration of about ten days from the day of their forming royal
cells, to repeat the process of the ten days before, iu order to

weaken the population, aud so reduce to a minimum the chances
of their swarming. As this is still in the future, and I may
vary the details, I shall report progress hereafter. Let me, how-
ever, repeat my caution, that in no case should the denuded
stock, after queen and bees have been removed from it by
driving er etherwise, be established as a separate stock. To

insure its safety it must be re-supplied with bees from some
other hive.

I have had much experience with artificial swarms, and with
varied success; I now give the result of it. Cutting out royal
cells for the manufacture of separate swarms I have not found
in practice to be always reliable. Theoretically there is nothing
to be said against it. But whatever be the cause, I have not
found it so successful as to warrant my recommending it for

general adoption. The safest of all plans of artificial swarming
is undoubtedly the " three-out-of-two-hive " system. There is

the minimum of risk and loss with the maximum assurance of

success.—B. & W.

BEE-KEEPEB'S CALENDAR FOE JUNE.
Mr. p.—Last month, Mr. B, you asked about virgin swarms,

combs, and honey. Virgin swarms are the products of swarms
of the passing or current year. They are the grandchildren of

stock hives. For such swarms ihe term virgin is a misname,
and was doubtless given to them in ancient times when people
were ignorant of the natural history of bees, and fancied that

swarms were formed of young queens and young bees only.

Old queens go with first swarms ; and as it is from these that,

in Great Britain, virgin swarms are obtained, the old mother
queens are of course in them. Swarms from swarms of the
passingseason are what are very improperly designated *' virgin."'

Thus understood, no one has a desire to give them another name.
Mr. B.—Do you approve of taking virgin swarms ?

Mr. P.—No, unless it be to increase the number of stocks ia
very fine early seasons. If honey is the object sought, I think
that the practice of taking swarms from swarms the same
season is not the most profitable one. Virgin comb is a term
more proper and justifiable than virgin swarms, inasmuch as it

indicates honeycomb which has never been used for breeding
purposes ; and this comb may generally be had from the hives
of first and second swarms as well as from virgin swarms. Combs
become thickened and discoloured by being used for rearing

young bees ; indeed, after being once used in this way they
should not be sold or eaten as honeycomb. Hives managed on the
nou-swarming system do not often contain pure honeycomb, for

bees will, before swarming, try to fill every empty comb with
brood ; but supers may be tilled on such hives with combs and
honey unsurpassed for purity and excellence. Virgin honey, if

it means anything at all, is pure honey obtained from virgin

combs.
Mr. B.'—I had a natural swarm from my best hive a week ago.

I happened to be in the garden at the time, and saw the whole
afiair. It was a grand sight. One continuous stream of bees

gushed out of the door of the hive, and ran on to the point of the

flight-board before they took wing. It was an exodus pell meU.
In their impetuosity to be off some tumbled over the flight-

board on to the ground. For some minutes there was a cloud of

bees over my head, and their noise was prodigious. Speedily

they began to settle on the branch of a gooseberry bush close to

the hive, aud soon after they were all hanging in a large cluster

or bunch. I shook them into a hive, and at once placed them
where you see them. Some people, I understand, sprinkle

syrup on the inside of their hives before they put swarms in

them. I used nothing of the kind ; simply hived the swarm,
and all has gone on well.

Mr. P.—You have acted wisely, for bees in swarming carry

with them enough to keep them alive for three or four days.

The beautiful gush from the hive to the point of the flight-

board, as seen iu the act of swarming, is owing to the bees

being so full of honey that they cannot rise on the wing till they

have filled their bodies with air. Pigeons and sparrows in

being shot from a trap illustrate what I mean. If the trap or

box is shaken on the withdrawal of the lid, and the bird made
to fly before it has taken an inspiration or two, it rises heavily

and slowly, and is easily shot ; but if it fill its body with air

before it stirs, it goes off like a dart. Pheasants hop and bees run
while they are filling their bodies with air, and those that you
saw fall over the flight-board could not rise on the wing till they

got more air sucked-in. So heavily laden are emigrant bees,

that they come to the ground in thousands if a cloud intercept

the rays of sun while they are on the wing. I am glad your first

swarm alighted on a bush, for if it had settled on the trunk of a

tree or high branch, you would have felt somewhat nervous in

climbing the tree to cut the branch and carry all to the bottom,

and there hive them ; and this is often more easily done than

sweeping them from the boles of trees into hives. Ton also did

right in placing the swarm where it is as soon as the bees were

hived.
Mr. B.—Now let us turn up and examine the mother hive, for

I am anxious to see the queen cells and to know when I may
look for a second swarm.
Mr. P.—One, two, three queen cells filled and sealed up. Tou

see them all very plainly, and could easily cut them out. The
queens in these cells will be matured and perfect in two or three

days, when piping will commence.
I Mr. B.—How do you know that ?
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Mr. r.—Booause the Uda of the cells are beoominf; browu,
which indioates that the young queens are nearly ripe. With
your finger and thumb break this cell from the comb and take

it out.

Mr. B.—How easily done ! Do I really hold in my hand an
unborn princess?
Mr. P.—Yes; and with it I wish to teach you one or two

lessons of great importance to those who seek to mauage bees

profitably. Let us now examine this other old hive with the

black combs. Please to smoke it and turn it up. Well, it is

full enough for swarming ; see how the bees are heaped on the

board and running over its edges. By swarming it now artifi-

cially you could utUise the queen you hold in your hand.
Mr. B.—In what way, and with what advantage ?

Mr. P.—An hour or two after a swarm with the queen shall

have been taken from this hive the bees left will commence to

seek for their lost queen, and failing to find her will take two,

three, or more eggs from common cells and place them in royal

oells, and thus do all they can to repair the injury they sustain

in being bereft of their queen. Now, if this queen's cell, which
you hold, were fixed between two of the combs iu the centre of

the hive as soon as the bees begin to mourn their bereavement,
they would gladly accept the cell, and take special care of its

royal inmate, kuo'\'iug well the value of the boon that would
thus be bestowed. They could not rear a queen from one of the

eggs iu their own hive in less than fourteen days. This queen
from the other hive would be hatched and in a laying condition

some twelve days sooner. To give late swarmers queens from
earlier swarmers as soon as they are deprived of their queens is

one of the master strokes of bee-management. But knowing
that you are bent on having your bees in better and larger hives

this season, it will, I think, be better not to give the later swarmer
a queen in this way, for if given it would commence to lay before
the brood now in the hive would be hatched. As these hives
are small, aud the season not an early one, I advise you not to

take second swarms from them, and thus you will obtain larger

swarms, which we call "turn-outs," on the twenty-first day after

the first swarms were obtained. Bees being only twenty-one
days in their cells, you may then take the honey from the old

hives without sacrificing a single cell of worker brood. Drones
are twenty-four days in their cells, but there is uo loss or sacri-

fice in destroying drone bees and brood. In turning all the

bees out of stock hives on or after the twenty-first day from
swarming, and taking honey from them, the bee-keeper has two
honey harvests every favourable season; and, moreover, his hives
are never filled with old, black, tough combs loaded with pollen.

Mr. B.—I well understand all you have said. If my hives
were larger and all I desire as to shape and appearance, would
you advise me to take second swarms if they issue of their own
accord ?

Mr. P.—Yes, for second swarms from large hives are in fine

seasons of great value, their hives rising in weight to 50 lbs.,

60 lbs., and 80 lbs., containing from 30 lbs. to -10 lbs. of honey
each. Please to bear in mind that if we impart a queen to a
hive after the first swarm has been taken from it, no second
swarm wiU be obtained ; and if second swarms issue from late

swarmers or when we do not want them to swarm, they should
be hived and kept in their hives for a few hours, with a view to

let the piping queens be all destroyed but one, then carried to

the front of the mother hive and cast on to its flight-board. One
queen will be found cast out dead next morning, and no more
swarming will take place. Before I leave you, Mr. B, for a
month, let me give you another idea {a little bit of my own
peculiar practice), which you will find in future years to be of

considerable importance. In bee-keeping, practice must vary
with the season. A person with an open eye aud active brain will

not always be guided by rote and rule ; he improves upon his

own practice and the teaching of others. In most seasons large

bee-keepers have early and later swarmers. Some seasons hives
contain but little honey three weeks after swarming. In such
seasons we do not get much honey at the first harvest ; but still

occasionally we turn the bees out of hives when they do not
contain much honey and put them into empty hives, and imme-
diately take swarms from later stocks to re-people those hives
from which the bees have been driven.

Mr. B.—Why?
Mr. P.—Because the queens in these hives are just born, and

will not commence to lay for ten or twelve days ; whereas the
queens in the later swarmers are laying two thousand eggs daily

at least. The bees have thus an opportunity of setting the eggs
laid by their queens, and in fourteen days such hives are filled

with brood from side to side, and the " turn-outs " have time to

make combs before their queens commence to lay. It is not
necessary to wait till the twenty-first day before we turn bees
out, when we repeople the hives immediately afterwards, for the
swarms imported and imparted to them hatch the brood that
may be uuhatched at the time of turning out. This practice
is of vast importance to us, for we thus make late swarms equal
to early ones, and save ourselves from the fear of losing second
swarms by turning all the bees out of hives into empty ones as

soon as the piping commences or the first queens in them are

born.
This season, Mr. B, has been so far unfavourable for honey.

The month of May has been a discouraging one to apiarians.

You may find it necessary to feed swarms. It is well never to let

bees think of famine or feel the pressure of hunger. Keep
your swarms at work in building combs and hatching brood,

so that, even in cold or rainy weather, you may hear a hum of

joy and prosperity in your hives. If any of your friends wish to

commence bee-keeping, now is a very good time to get swarms
from the cottagers ; and those who buy should have them placed

in their gardens on the day of swarming, or, in other words,

before they commence to build combs.—A. Pettigbew.

CRYSTAL PALACE HIVE AND HONEY SHOW.
A COMMITTEE of apiarians propose to offer £100 in prizes for

.

honey, honeycomb in supers, certain kinds of hives, and two
essays. I am sorry I have not a schedule by me to quote from.

The Committee have promises of contributions to the amount of

£70 and upwards. We may, therefore, look forward with some
degree of certainty to the apiarian exhibition at the Crystal

Palace next September. If thirty gentlemen more would con-

tribute 20.S. each towards this prize fund, the Committee, no
doubt, will thankfully receive their names, and be thus en-

couraged and enabled to prepare their final schedule of prizes,

and make all necessary arrangements for this proposed apiarian

fute. I sincerely hope that many ladies and gentlemen will

lend the Committee their countenance and support. All other

exhibitions of bees and honey in this country have been mere
local affairs compared to this. I shall, therefore, be glad if it

come off very successfully and satisfactorily.^ One great "crystal

palace " has already been manufactured in Manchester, and
sent to a distant county—I know where—to be filled with honey-

comb for the occasion. If a dozen or two of such palaces be
well filled and appear at the show they will create a new and
healthy sensation in London and its neighbourhood. Burke's

work on the " Sublime and Beautiful," contends that the

sublime produces on the minds of men far more striking and
lasting impressions than " the beautiful." If we have a favour-

able season for honey-gathering, and some large supers be ex-

hibited next September, a great and lasting impulse will be

given to bee-keeping in the south of England. As my desire

is to help the Committee, aud not to hinder them in any way,

I will abstain here from suggesting improvements on their

schedule of prizes which I saw some months ago. Imperfec-

tions, if they exist in this effort, will be excused and forgotten

by the public. I wish most heartily that great success may
attend the efforts of the Committee.—A. Pettigbew.

SILKWORMS.
Aftee many unavailing attempts, we succeeded last spring in

obtaining five hundred eggs of Bombyx Mori, five eggs of Bombyx
Yama-Mai,and three cocoons of Bombyx Cynthia. We kept these

in a cool dark cellar until the 2l3t of May, on which day we
arranged the eggs on saucers covered with muslin, because on
a previous occasion, having neglected the latter precaution, a

robin in search of a new dish, we presume, dined off the silk-

worms' eggs, and liked them so well that it did not leave one.

The cocoons of Bombyx Cynthia are Hke in appearance to

filbert-shaped pieces of yellowish brown tow. We manufactured

a cage for them of muslin, with light cane frames, and suspended

them from the top of it by a thread, and placed the cage and
the saucers containing the eggs on a sunny shelf in a cool green-

house.
We visited our treasures at least twice every day, and at the

end of a week were somewhat startled at seeing some dark object

fluttering iu the cage, and on close inspection we found two
magnificent butterflies had emerged from the cocoons. They
were fully as large as bats, their wings beautifnlly shaded and
coloured with brown, violet, and white ; a crescent in white and

violet decorated each wing ; hence they are called " Cynthia."

Whilst contemplating these singularly beautiful insects we
noticed a slight movement of one of the cocoons, and saw
perhaps one of the most singular sights the insect kingdom
affords—viz., a queer little head, with black beady eyes, pushing

out through the top of the cocoon. After a great many efforts

the body followed the head, and the curious creature perched

on the top of its late prison, its wings hanging limply down by

Having to leave our entomological pursuits, we returned to

the greenhouse as soon as possible, aud found the limpness had
quite left the new comer's wings, and it was as large aud hand-

some as its two companions.
The following day we placed a sheet of white paper on the

bottom of the cage ; and finding we had only one female moth,

we removed one of the males, aud let it fly about the greenhouse,

which it ornamented far more than the choicest flower that ever

bloomed there.
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In a few days the paper was covered with eggs, and in about
a week after the brief existence of the Cynthia butterflies ter-

minated we put the eggs in a saucer to hatch out. One sunny
morning we found B. Mori and B. Yama-Mai hatched out ; the
former looked like fine black thread cut into lengths of an eighth
of an inch; there were myriads of them. B. Yama-Mai were
yellow, and covered with black hairs, and half an inch long.

In another week we had a fine brood of E. Cynthia worms.
They were a pretty yellow colour, slightly spotted with black.

Some of the Bombyx Mori were fed on mulberry leaves, the
\

rest on lettuce, to prevent a famine of mulberry leaves; for we
had only six young trees, one of which died that season from
having too much leaves taken off it.

B. Cynthia and B. Tama-Mai will not eat picked leaves, but
must have a branch, off which they nibble the leaves, which are

kept fresh by plunging the stem in water or damp sand. Cynthia
feeds on the Ailantus, and Y'ama-Mai on the apple tree.

Oar silkworms grew apace, ate, slept, aud changed their colours

at intervals, and when near spinning time B. Mori was 4 inches
long, a beautiful pearl colour; B. Cynthia 4* inches long, and
pale green; and B, Yama-Mai gorgeous, being of a beautiful

transparent green spotted with silver.

Having devoured an incredible quantity of leaves during the
six weeks of their existence, the valuable little creatures com-
menced their appointed work, the end and aim of their short
existence. It was curious to see how they gradually became
invisible through the network of silk they so deftly covered
themselves with, and which, from being as transparent as the
finest tulle, soon grew quite opaque.

I gathered a fine crop of silk. The cocoons spun by the mul-
berry worm were very fine, and bright gold colour; the silk of

the same species of silkworm fed on lettuce was a pale green
colour. I have already described the cocoons of B. Cynthia

;

those of Yama-Mai are the size of a pigeon's egg, and green.
We now hung up the Cynthia cocoons in a cool dark place, as

the butterflies of that species pass the winter and spring in their

chrysalids. Quantities of tiny yellow moths emerged from the
cocoons of B. Mori, whilst out of those spun by Yama-Mai came
magnificent butterflies, their colouring being a superb arrange-
ment of scarlet, yellow, and black.

—

Abachne, Eathfamhamj
Co. Dublin,—[Irish Farmer's Gazette.)

latter. They must be allowed only a fenced run on grass the first four or five

days, and when they are at liberty the hen must be under her rip for eight

weeks, and when freed from it should be tethered. Their food, when young,
should be curd made of milk and alum, strained quite dry in a cloth ; barley-

meal or ground oats mixed with milk ; chopped egg, bread and milk ; a little

cooked meat chopped fine. They must be on grape. They always, when
grown, live oat of doors; they will not use shelter if it is provided. They
mast be kept dry, and should be shut in the rip with the hen as soon as it is

dai'k. They shouJd be fed at daylight.

Ground Oats (W. HartUy).—The sample sent is good for poultry-feeding.
The outer husk should not be removed.

Pigeons Dying YorNO (5»s.icr).—Your young Pigeons died of cold with
their crops full because their parents left off sitting upon them too early.

This a great many high-class Pigeons will do, hence they require other Pigeons
as nurses to bring them up. Hardly any Pouters or Short-faced Tumblers^
or other superior varieties, will rear their own young, which have to be
shifted under other birds when they are a week or ten days, or a fortnight

old. Do not allow the Starling to build in the loft.

Honey Bee {Dublin, E. Walpole.Juji.).—The dark-coloured bees which
have attacked a straw hive in numbers at Dublin are evidently specimens of

the common hive bee, small in size and darker in colour than usual. Such
specimens were described long ago by Ruber ; and Kirby andSpence consider

the dark colour owing to the individuals being old and with their pubescence-
rubbed off. Those sent from Dublin are described as wild bees, which may
possibly mean that they have come from a colony of their own strayed away,
and which have, perhaps, taken refuge in a hollow tree or under the roof of a
house. Is such the case, or is it merely conjectured that they are wild bees ?

—I. O. W.
Continuing Feeding Bees (TT. E. 3f.).—If bees in your neighbourhood

are gathering much honey your swarm will do well without feeding. If the
weather is unfavourable another pound or two of sjrup will help it much to-

build combs, and thus give more scope for setting eggs eo abundantly pro-

duced at this season. You may easily ascertain whether the bees are gather-

ing honey or not by weighing the hives in your hands. Be careful how hives

recently tenanted are handled, as young combs before they are attached to-

the cross sticks are easily shaken down.

Drones with Swarm (Idem).^!! all the drones went with the swarm let

them remain. Your young queens will be matured by-and-by, when they wilJ

come forth to meet the drones of any hive. So far, therefore, as the queens
are considered, it does not matter which hive contains drones. The probability

is great that in the old hive more drones will be hatched in a few days and
continnoasly till the twenty-fourth day after the swarming took place.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Spanish Hens Dying (TI'. P. B.}.—We should attribute the death of the

hens to overfeeding and consequent heat and internal fever. A hen of any
breed cannot, in such a state of body, lay an egg, and any rupture in the egg-
organs is fatal if there be an egg in them at the time. We should discontinue
the wheat and the table scraps. Feed only on barleymeah Feed them night
and morning. We are not sure we would not fast them entirely for a couple
of liays. If you could see the approach of the attack, you could save fatal

consequences by the use of a wing or tail feather dipped in oil. You should
pass it up the passage till it reaches the egg. It will be laid at once, but be
careful not to use any force. An old locksmith once said an oiled feather was
the best workman when the lock would not act, and we say an oiled feather is

here the best doctor. We repeat, Use no strength ; whether the egg is broken
by the strain, or by you, it is alike a fatal case.

Dark Brahma Plumage {E. D.).—The breast of a Dark Brahma cock
may be black or speckled with white. The best two birds ever seen of this

breed were sold at Birmingham for £110. The cock had a speckled breast.

Black-breasted cocks iu this breed are like the cocks in the Silver-Greys. In
that class of Dorkings it is most diflicult to find perfect specimens. We do
not pin our faith to black breasts, nor do we recohect that we have ever said

it was the test of a good bird. Our own opinion is that, in birds of size like

Brahmas, the presence of a few white feathers is unimportant. We do not
even object to a speckled breast. You will be prepared after this for us to say,

that taking your description, we think at present you may be satisfied with
your chickens. We are bound to tell you you must not look for black-breasted

adults from hght-breasted chickens. Increase of age tends to lighter, not
darker feather in all fowls. A Brahma cock should be large, wide across the

back, between the hip bones, well feathered on leg and the first toe {if the
second BO much the better), good pea-comb, bright sharp face, well-curled

black tail inclining to white as it gets older, jellow legs, and wings well

cUpped up to the body. No buff in any part of the body. Light hackle and
saddle, and steel-barred wing. No vulture hocks.

MiNORCAB (E//rff ).—They are difficult to describe. They are washed-out
Spanish. The tradition is they were Spanish fowls brought over by the
" Worthies " mentioned in Kingsley's " Westward, Ho I " and that they have
remained the fowls of the country ever since. We confess we cannot answer
your question as to the white breasts, but the fact shows they have still some-
thing in common with their first parents. Spanish fowls are bred with white
flights, and it is no uncommon thing for a pure Spanish hen to moult some-
times speckled with white, and in rarer iostances with entirely white plumage.
We have therefore httle doubt in saying that the white chickens may be pure
Minorcas.

Chickens' Feet Contracted (7(?/'m).—All your chickens are cramped.
"What is the flooring of the house in which they roost or are kept ? Is it

brick, wood, stone, or asphaltum ? If so, that is the cause. If they are out
of doors the cause must be found in insufficient food. If they are indoors
put them out. Let the rip be on the grass, and the bars wide enough for the
chickens to ran at liberty. Feed liberally : chopped egg, curd, bread and
milk, cooked meat chopped fine, and crushed com. Give them some old ale
to drink. If they are at liberty with the hens, shut up the latter in the rips.

Exhibiting Fowxs {A Novice).—Write to the secretary of any show at
which you wish to exhibit, and ask him to send you the rules. You need not
b« a subscriber.
Rearing Golden Pheasants (J. r.}.--We gave full instractions in our

last number. The hen will sit twenty-three or four days, generahy the

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London.

Lat.51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0' 8' 0" W. ; AUitade 111 feet.

Date.
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tbem iu the yocng state. If seed could be sown by the ounce
the precaution would be less called for ; but as the vendors
regard it as so precious, and try to sell as little as they can,
the case is different, and we must lessen the risk of loss of
even a few plants as much as possible.

The Lothian is, perhaps, the most useful type of Stock ex-
tant, and our good friends " over the border" are to be con-
gratulated on its introduction. Its few and clearly-defined
colours, its quality of producing a great proportion of doubles,
its hardiness, and especially its long continuance iu bloom,
are its valuable attributes.

For ordinary purposes of out-door flowering, about the end
of May or beginning of June is a good time to sow—that is,

with those who have little or no glass accommodation to
winter the plants in pots. In this case the plants should be
grown-on as hardy as possible. If these or any other nearly
hardy plants are left long in the seed bed and get weakened
and drawn, or if they are planted out too thickly, or in over-
rich soil, or in a position lacking a full sweep of air, or partially
shaded by trees, then they are made more tender and badly
prepared to withstand the frost and snow of winter, through
which they are expected to pass unharmed. This class of
Stocks is only hardy when made so by summer culture. They
must be transplanted early on firm ground, and no approach
to overcrowding must be tolerated. They must have the
fullest expofure to the sun possible, and stand sufficiently
wide apart that one can walk amongst them in autumn when
nearly full grown without touching a plant. In fact, open-field
rather than shelterfd-garden culture is the most suitable pre-
paration for the plants, and the nearer it can be approached
the better. Grown like this, and replanted towards the end of
October, most of them will stand the winter with little or no
injury. I have lately seen some glowing bushes 2 feet high
and through, which could not fail to strike the most casual
observer. They were planted in the front of shrubbery
borders, and bad, and will for a long time continue to have, a
fine effect. Yet wherever a few pots and a bit of glass can be
afforded them, they are worthy of it.

If a portion of the early-sown Stocks are potted and set in
the open air after the manner of Chrysanthemums during
summer, they will, if duly attended to, show bloom iu autumn,
and a shift then into larger pots will carry them to perfection,
and they will fill no unimportant place iu indoor decoration,
and will hold their own anjidst more aristocratic things.
Those potted-up in autumn and wintered in frames, with frost
excluded, especially from the roots, will be fine for turning
out in spring. A few weeks after potting it is necessary to go
over them and remove the decayed leaves, of which they shed
a good many, otherwise they invite mildew, and damage en-
sues. Beyond this and a very occasional watering, but Uttle
trouble is involved.—J. Weight.

(To be continued),

EOYAL HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY.
Jdne 4th and 5th.

This was the principal summer Show of the Society, and for
the number of the subjects exhibited and their general quality
W6 have no hesitation in pronouncing it the largest and best
show held this year in the metropolis. The very abundance of
the materials caused the Show to be split up into two tents, the
large one being fall to repletion ; and this no doubt somewhat
detracted from the effect which it would otherwise have had.
The weather being extremely fine, notwithstanding other at-
tractions, there was a large attendance of visitors.

Stove and Gbeenhouse Plants in Flower.—Of these there
•was a large display of good specimens of the usual kinds met
with at the summer exhibitions, and generally they were in ex-
cellent condition both as regards quantity and freshness of
bloom. The first class in the schedule was for twelve plants,
and in this Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton,
took the lead with a collection which included a large plant of
btatice profusa in fine bloom ; a very good Anthurium Scherzeri-
anum ; Dracophyllum gracile ; large, finely-bloomed plants of
Erica tricolor Kingscottii, E. CandoUeana, and E. Caveudishii

;

Franciscea confertiflora, Genetyllis tulipifera, and Aphelexis
macrantha rosea. Mr. J. Wheeler, gardener to J. Phillpott,
Esq., Stamford Hill, took the second place with a good collec-
tion, but not so even in size ; and Mr. Kemp, gardener to the
Duke of Northumberland, Albury Park, the third. In the next
class, for eight (nurserymen only), Messrs. Jackfion, of Kingston,
carried off the chief honours, Mr. Williams, of Holloway, being
second, the specimens iu both cases being large and in excellent

bloom. In Mr. Williams's group Azaleas Coronata and Iveryana
formed grand masses of bloom, and noticeable among the rest
for size were Phrenocoma prolifera, Ixora coccinea, Anthurium
Scberzerianum, and Epacris Eclipse. Mr. Morse, of Epsom,
was third. In the amateurs' class for sis plants Mr. Ward
was again first, showing a plant of Erica tricolor impreEsa
quite 4 feet in diameter ; Ixora amboynensis with large heads ;

Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, fine ; Genetyllis Hookeri and
tulipifera, both good, but the latter small ; and Erica Cavendiahii.
Mr. Donald, gardener to J. G. Barclay, Esq., Leyton, came
second with good plants of Boronia tetrandra, Clerodendron
Balfourianum, and Dracophyllum gracile. The third place was
taken by Mr. G. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart.,
who bad among others a well-flowered specimen of Franciscea
confertiflora.

The next two classes were for eight plants in 12-inch pots
respectively for nurserymen and amateurs, and many well-
grown and flowered plants were exhibited in the different
groups. Messrs. Jackson, Williams, and Morse were the prize-
takers among the nurserymen, while Mr. Ward outdistanced all

coTnpetitors in the amateurs' class, showing among others An-
thurium Scberzerianum with immense spathes, and finely-
bloomed examples of Statice profusa, Aphelexis macrantha
rosea, Erica ventricosa grandiflora, and Azalea Magnet. Mr.
Child, gardener to Mrs. ITorr, EweU, wjio was second, had a fine
plant of Clerodendron Balfourianum. Mr. Kemp was third.
The greatest interest attached to the stove and greenhouse

plants was that arising from the competition for the Davis
prizes, the chief of which Mr. Baines last year carried off un-
opposed ; and though in the present season, in consequence of
Mr. Micholls' removal to town, the grand collection which
existed at Southgate has been brought to the hammer, the
plants selected for this competition by Mr. Baines were specially
reserved for him by Mr. Micholls. Again Mr. Baines carried
all before him, there being: no plants by a long way approaching
his. Foremost in his collection came a plant of Ixora coccinea
fully 4 feet in diameter, bearing a profusion of grand heads ;

then a magnificent Dipladenia amaltilis; a fine specimen of

Ixora aurantiaca; Franciscea confertiflora, 3 feet in height; AUa-
manda Chelsoni ; Boronia pinnata, 3i to 4 feet through, and
finely bloomed ; and wonderful plants of Bougainvillea glabra
and Clerodendron Balfourianum. All were admirably bloomed.
Mr. W. Cutbush, of Barnet, bad excellent plants for their age
of Boronia serrulata and pinnata, Dracophyllum gracile, Clero-
dendron Balfourianum, Franciscea confertiflora, Phcenocoma
prolifera, and two plants of Genetyllis tulipifera, one under the
name of Hedaroma, and the other of Genetyllis, a circumstance
which probably lost him the second prize, which went to Mr.
Kemp, gardener to the Duke of Northumberland, Albury Park,
who had, however, very good plants of Genetylhs tulipifera,

Erica Caveudishii, Dracophyllum gracile, Acrophyllum veno-
Bum, &c.

OncHiDs.—Although these were not very numerous, they were
very good. Tliere were two classes for twelve, the one for ama-
teurs, the other for nurserymen, and, as might be expected, iu

these the leading exhibitors put out their strength. Mr. Ward
took the lead among amateurs with a fine potful of Phalsenopsis

grandiflora, with nine spikes; Aerides Lobbii, fine; Odonto-
glossums AlexandrfB, Bluutii, and Phalajnopsis; Lycaste Skiu-

neri, Phalsenopsis Schilleriana, Cattleya MossiiB superba, and
Oncidium ampliatom. Mr. F. Rutland, gardener to the Duke
of Richmond, Goodwood, came next with Cattleya Mossim
magnifica, a superb mass of bloom, and 2^ feet in diameter;
Cvpripedium caudatumwith five flowers, the Foxbrush Aerides,

Aijrides crispum, Brassia cordata, and Oncidium sphacelatum
majus. The third prize went to Mr. J. Douglas, gardener to

F. Whitbourn, Esq., whose group, though consisting of smaller

plants than those just noticed, bore the impress of thoroughly
good cultivation, and one plant in it, Masdevallia Harryana with
ten or more flowers dazzling in their brightness, was the guiding
star to the Orchids. Othtr plants there were of the same species

in the Exhibition, but none equal to it at once in brightness,

freshness, and profusion of bloom. The remainder of the group
consisted of a good Oncidium Lanceanum, Phabcnopsis grandi-

flora, Odonfoglossum crispum, Cattleya Warneri, fine; Dendro-
bium formnsum giganteum with very large flowers, Cypripedium
superbum Veitchii, C. barbatum nigrum, Dendrobium Bensoniae,

very good, and Lslia purpnrata, with one or two others. Among
nurservmen Mr. Williams occupied the place of honour, showing
a splendid mass of Cattleya Mossiro superba, Odoutoglossum
citrosmum roseum with four fine spikes, Laelia purpurata and
Brysiana, Orchis foliosa, fine, Aerides affine superbum, Sacco-

lahium retusum, and others. The most notable in the group
from Mr. Bull, which came next on the prize list, were Odouto-
glossum Roezlii, Cattleja MendeUi. and Cypripedium Parishii.

Mr. Morse, of Epsom, was third. The next class was open both
to nurserymen and amateurs. Here Mr. Williams was again

first with L.'L'lia purpurata with large and fine flowers, Mas-
devallia Harryana, past; Dendrobium densiflorum, very fine;

a large mass of Cypripedium barbatum superbum, Cattleya
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MossifB aurea with a profusion of fine flowers, and Vanda tricolor

dnsignis. Mr. Ward wa-f first in the aln^teu^s' class for si.K,

with good examples of Masdevallia Harryaaa, and Phabcmpsis
-grandiflDra; Mr. Child secjud with a iiue mass of Lycaste

aromatioa, Onoidiam ampliatum majus, and Trichopilia suavis.

Azaleas.—The only exhibitor in the nurserymen's class for

eight was Mr. Williams, who had immense specimens of Cri-

terion aud others ; while in amateurs' sixes Mr. Child was first,

and for fifteen the first prize was withheld, and a second one

.awarded to Mr. G. Wheeler. None of the groups were remark-
able for profuse bloom.

He.aths.—Respecting those we must note that as usual the

specimens of Messrs. Jackson, of Kingston, Mr. Ward, and Mr.

J. Wheeler were excellent, including fine examples of E. tricolor

Wilsoni, dumosa, and superba ; ventricosa varieties ; Caven-
•diahii, &c. The awards went to the exhibitors just named, Mr.

Morse, Mr. Kemp, aud Mr. G. Wheeler.
Roses.—The competition was confined to Messrs. Paul and

Son and Mr. Turner, of Slough, the former being first. The
•specimens were good, but wanting that freshness which charac-

terised those shown in such perfection by the same exhibitors

in May. Souvenir d'Elise, Victor Verdier, Madame Margottin,

Miss Ingram, Mdlle. Marie Rady, Dupuy-Jamain, Juno, and
Monsieur Woolfield, however, were excellent.

Pelabgoniu-Hs.—These did not come up to the grand speci-

2nen8 we have seen in former years. The best eight Show
Pelargoniums exhibited came from Mr. Ward, Leyton, Rob Roy
and Mary Hoyle being the finest specimens. Mr. James, gar-

dener to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, was second with well-

bloomed plants, but rather small; and Mr. Weir, gardener to

Mrs. Hodgson, third. Among nurserymen Mr. Turner had a

second prize, and Messrs. Dobson a third for the same number
;

and for six Fancies Mr. Turuer hid first honours for Eleanor,
Neatness, Acme, Victor Hugo, Ellen Beck, and Fanny Gair,

excellently grown and flowered. Messrs. Dobson were third.

In the corresponding class for amateurs the prizes went to

Messrs. James, Weir, and Donald. Ellen Beck, Princess Teck,

Boi des Fantaisies, Lucy, and Fanny Gair from the first-named

were extremely good, and Mr. Weir's was also a very good
.group.

Fine-foliaged Plants.—There was a very large display of

these, and among them were many remarkably fine speci-

mens. First in order in the schedule came a class for twenty
in 12-inch pots. Here Mr. Bull was first with a choice col-

lection, in which we noticed Dieffenbachia Bausei, Curculigo re-

curvata variegata, a handsome specimen of Cycas imperialis, the
hybrid Nepenthes Dominiana, and Pandanus Veitchii. ^lessrs.

'RoUisson, of Tooting, were second, and Mr. Williams third, with
excellent groups. In the classes for nine plants, as might be ex-
pected, the specimens were much larger, and many of them
'Were extremely handsome. In the nurserymen's class Mr.
WilUams was first, showing among others very fine plants of

Gleichenia speluncje, Cycas revoluta, Dasylirion acrotrichum,
and Pandanus ornatus. Messrs. Jackson & Son were second,
and Mr. Aldous, Gloucester Road, South Kensington, third.
Among amateurs Mr. J. Hudson, gardener to J. C. Imthurn,
15sq., Champion Hill, Camberwell, took the lead with a noble
specimen of Pho^aicophorium sechellarum, Zamia villosa, very
handsome ; Cyathea dealbata, Areca sapida, Chameerops humilis,
and Croton pictum, finely coloured. Mr. Donald, Leyton, who
took the second place, had Alocasia zebrina, Cycas circinalis, a
large Pandanus elegaatissimus, aud Alocasia metallica, all in
iine condition. Mr. Sheen was a very good third. From T. M.
Shuttleworth, Esq., Howick Hall, Preston, came a fine group,
in which we especially noticed Nepenthes Rafliesiana, a Sarra-
.cenia, Cocos Weddeliana, and Croton undulatura.

Palms in 8-inch pots were shown by Mr. Wimsett, Mr. Bull,
and Mr. Aldous, and among them were most of the new kinds,
and many of those which are considered the most ornamental
for table decoration. For large specimens Mr. Williams was
•first in the nurserymen's class, and Mr. J. Fewell in that for
amateurs, Mr. Croucher being second, and Mr. Cole third. The
best six Crotons came from Mr. Bull, and consisted of C. ma-
jesticum, C. Weismannii, C. Youngii, C. undulatum, C. Veitchii,
and C. spirale, all of which were in excellent condition. Messrs.
BolUsson were second with C. Johannis, Hookeri, irregulare,
and some of those already named. For six Dracasnas and
Cordylines the prizes went to Messrs. Bull, Wimsett, aud RoUis-
son. The group from the first-named consisted of D. Goldieana,
Baptistii, amabilis, Chelsoni, Mooreana, and Fraseri, well grown
aud finely coloured.

Ferns.—The specimens of these, both large and small, were
almost without exception in excellent condition, notably those
from T. M. Shuttleworth, Esq., who took the highest position
in the amateurs' class for eight, and which comprised fine
specimens of Gleichenia flabellata and rupestris,Todea superba,
Cyathea princeps and meduUaris, Cibotium regale, and Leu-
costegia immersa, over 4 feet in diameter. Good groups from
Mr. Donald and Mr. Cole, gardener to J. Budgett, Esq., Ealing
Park, were second and third. In the nurserymen's class Mr.

Williams was first with fine plants of .Adiantum f«rli>vense,

Todea superba, Gleichenia rupestris and flabellata, and Cibotium
rpgale. Mr. Aldous was second. For four large tree Ferns Mr.

Williams was first with a pair of Dicksonia autarotica, stand-

ing 12 feet high ; D. squarrosa, and Alsophila Leichardtiaiia.

The best pair iu the amateurs' class came from Mr. Sheen. The
best group of twelve Hardy Ferns was that from Messrs. Iverv,

of Dorking : Mr. Stone, gardener to C. Walton, Esq., aud Mr.

R. Parker, Tooting, also showing well.

New Plants.—There were several classes for these, and there

was a large display of subjects the majority of which liava been
previously noticed in our columns. The fir.^t class which oc-

curred for them in the schedule was for twelve plants (Orchids

excluded), in or out of commerce, those in commerce sent out

in 1872, 187.!, or 1874. Here Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, took th«> firsf.

place with Pritchardia grandis, a handsome Palm ; Kentia
Mooiei, Croton majesticum, richly tinged with red, C. Weis-

mauni, Dracrena amabilis, Aralia Veitchii, Campsidium filici-

folium (see page 3(JC), Phyllotsenium Lindenii, Anthuriura crys-

talliuum, Maranta Makoyaua, Dipladenia Brearleyana, with
nnlendid cinnabar flowers, and Adiantum peruvianum. Mr.
Williams was second with Macrozamia spiralis, Draciena im-
perialis, Adiantum gracillimum, Cyathea Dregei, Dracaena
Lmdeni, D. Shepherdi, Bromelia Benotii, with red-stained

leaves, an Alsophila with a pendulous head on a thick trunk,

Ficus Parcelii, and Gloueria jasminiflora. Messrs. Ro'lis-'to

were third, with among others Croton Youngii, Aralia Veitchii,

Hypnlepis Bergiana, and Ficus Parcelii. In the next class, for

six (Orchids excluded) in or out of commerce, Mr. Bull was
again first, taking the gold medal for Pritchardia grandis,

Dracaena Goldieana, Dipladenia Brearleyana, Croton majes-

ticum, C. spirale, and Maranta leopardina. A silver medal was
also offered, but there was no competition. For three new
plants Mr. Bull again was unopposed, taking a silver medal for

Dracfona Goldieana, Croton majesticum, and Dipladenia Brear-

leyana, which is truly a magnificent, intense-coloured flower,

and, moreover, it appears to be a profuse bloomer.
Mr. Bull offered prizes for twelve new plants introduced and

sent out for the first time since the commencement of 1871, and
announced by him iu his catalogue, separate classes bning

reserved for amateurs aud nurserymen. Of the former, T. M.
Shuttleworth, Esq., was first with Diemonorops palembanicus

;

Cyathea Burkei, a splendid plant with a 4-feet stem ; Macro-
zamia corallipes, very fine; Pandanus Veitchii, Encephalartos
villosus ampliatus, Vriesia reticulata, Macrozamia spiralis,

Dracasna Shepherdi, and D. Fraseri. Mr. Croucher, gardener to

J. Peacock, Esq., Hammersmith, was a good second, and Mr.
Comber, gardener to Lieut.-Col. Wilkinson, Highgate, third.

In the nurserymen's class, Mr. Wimsett, the only exhibitor,

took a first prize.

Miscellaneous.—Foremost in the Miscellaneous class was a

beautifully arranged and extremely choice group of plants from
Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, filling a large circle in the centre of

the tent, and forming one of the principal attractions of the

Show. Although the firm did not compete for prizes iu the

classes for new plants, &c, this group included a considerable

number of their recent introductions and many fine specimens
of plants longer in cultivation. A large silver medal was awarded

.

Mr. Bull and Mr. Williams had small silver medals for collections

of plants; Mr. Turner one for Pelargoniums; and Messrs. Downie
a bronze medal for a group of fine-foliaged plants. A class was
provided for succulents, in which Mr. Croucher took the first

place with a collection containing several interesting species
;

Mr. Pfersdorff, 73, South Row, Kensal New Town, being second.

For Pyrethrums and hardy perennials, as well as for Pieonies,

Mr. Parker, of Tooting, carried off all the leading prizes, also that

for twelve bunches of cut blooms of hardy herbaceous plaiits.

Mr. Noble, of Sunningdale, contributed a group of the charming
rose-flowered Spirsea palmata ; Messrs. Standish, of Ascot,

American Tuberoses ; Messrs. Hooper & Co., double Anemones,
Ixias, &c. ; Messrs. Cutbush, Ivies ; Mr. Turner, Tricolor Pelar-

goniums, and pink and blue-flowered Hydrangeas; Messrs. Barr
and Sugden, Irises ; Messrs. Carter, a group of Dracwoas and
Crotons, also one of Tricolor and Bronze Pelargoniums ; Mr.
Young, Godalming, a number of small plants of his Golden
Chinese Juniper; and lastly, Messrs. Jackson, a basketful of

eight plants of Saxifraga nepalensis, forming charming pyramids
of white flowers, and 18 inches high. This plant is further

noticed on page 470.
FEUIT.

It is many years since such an extraordinary collection of

fruit has been staged at South Kensington so early in the

year.
First in order in the schedule were the Pine Apples, and these

like the Grapes, had been wisely arranged in classes. For two
Queens, Mr. T. W. Bond, gardener to G. A. Smith. Esq., Wey-
bridge, was first with well-ripened examples, weighing in the

aggregate about 9 lbs. Mr. J. Gray, Grange Park, Alresford,

Hants, was second, and Mr. F. Rutlaud third. For two Smooth-
leaved Cayennes, Mr. T. Jones, Rojal Gardens, Frogmore, was
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first with large fruit. Mr. G. T. Miles, gardener to Lord Caring-
ton, WycomlJe Abbey, Bucks, was second, and Mr. F. Rutland,
third. For one Pine Apple of any other variety, Mr. J. Tonkin,
gardener to T. Kelewich, Esq., Peamore, near Exeter, was first

with a well-ripeEed Prickly Cayenne. Mr. T. W. Bond was
second, and Mr. F. Rutland third.

GiiArES.—There were seventeen dishes of Black Hamburghs
staged, and not an inferior dish amongst them. Mr. J. Douglas,
gardener to Francis Whitbourn, Epq., Loxford Hall, Ilford, was
in the first position with exceedingly fine bunches ; the berries

large, hammered, jet black, and covered with bloom. Mr. A.
Johnson, gardener to the Marquis of Ailesbury, Savernake,
Marlborough, was second ; equal third prizes being awarded to

Mr. W. Bones, gardener to D. Mcintosh, Esq., Havering Park
;

and Mr. W. Coleman, gardener to Earl Somers, Eastnor Castle,

Ledbury. All the dishes were exceptionally fine. Prizes were
offered for Black Prince Grapes, and two dishes were exhibited,

but the prizes were withheld. For any other Black kind, Mr.
G. Parkhouse, gardener to T. Holman, Esq., Hawkhurst, ex-
hibited Madresfield Court Black ; the berries were wanting in
colour, but a second prize was awarded.
In the class for Muscat of Alexandria, Mr. J. Maher, gardener

to C. Alhussen, Esq., Stoke Court, Slough, had the first prize;
his bunches were not perfectly finished, but good for the season.
Mr. J. Douglas was second. Mr. Bones and Mr. W. S. Stevens
also exhibited, hut their bunches were unripe. For three
bunches of Buckland Sweetwater the prizes went to Mr. Cole,
Ealing Park ; Mr. Douglas, and Mr. A. Johnson. For any other
"White kind, 51r. J. Douglas was first with Canon Hall Muscat,
the berries fairly coloured and of immense size ; Mr. J. Park-
house second with Bowood Muscat; and Mr. D. Pizzey, gar-
dener to Sir E. Perry, Slough, third, with Eoyal Muscadine.
In the class for three bunches of Frontignan, in each case the
White variety was exhibited; Mr. Douglas was first with Lox-
ford Hall Frontignan ; the bunches and berries werj large. Mr.
Coleman was second, and Mr. E. Clarke, gardener to Mrs. J. B.
Hall, Sutton, Surrey, third.

Of Peaches twelve dishes were exhibited ; the fruit was not
BO large as we have seen, nor was it hishly coloured. Mr.
"W. Coleman, gardener to Lord Somers, Eastnor Castle, Led-
bury, was first with Noblesse; Mr. J. Brown, gardener to Earl
Howe, Gopsall Plall, Atherstone, was second ; Mr. G. Sage,
Ashridge Gardens, Berkhampstead, third with Royal George.
Nectarines were poor. Mr. J. Maher was first with Hunt's

Tawny ; Mr. W. Gardiner, gardener to E. P. Shirley, Esq., Strat-
ford-on-Avou, second with Violette Hative ; and Mr. J. Stephen-
son, gardener to F. C. Barker, Esq., third with Imperatrice.
Four excellent dishes of Brown Turkey Figs were exhibited.

Mr, Sage made an unfortunate mistake in the number of fruit,

twelve being required, whereas he only staged nine, otherwise
he would have had a place on the prize list. Mr. G. T. Miles
was first, Mr. W. Coleman second, and Mr. J. Gray, Grange
Park, Alresford, third.
Excellent Black Circassian Cherries were sent by Mr. G. T.

Miles and Mr. P. .Jones, who took the prizes in the ordernamed.
Mr. Jones was first for White Cherries with Frogmore Early
Bigarreau, the fruit highly coloured and beautifully mottled and
spotted. Mr. Miles was second with Elton.
Mr. Douglas had the best Strawberries of the British Queen

or Dr. Hogg type. Mr. G. Sage was second, and Mr. Pizzey
third. The best fruit of the Sir J. Paxton or Sir C. Napier type
were sent by Mr. Pizzey; Mr. Douglas second with President;
Mr. Sage third with the same variety.
A dozen and a half of Melons were staged. Jobson's Hybrid

Greenflesh from Mr. Jones was first; Victory of Bath from Mr.
Douglas secnTid; and the same variety from Mr. Coleman third,
Mr. Pizzey had tte best Scarlet Gem; Mr. F. Bates, Appleby
Hall, Atherstone, second with the sime variety; Mr. J. Gray.
Grange Park, Atherttone, third with Royal Ascot.
Prizes were offered for pot Vines. Mr. Pizzey exhibited two

pots of Foster's White Seedlingwith six nice bunches on a plant,
and had a first prize. y^i"^

In the Miscellaneous class Mr. Jones had a prize for eighteen
nice dishes of Apples ; aud Mr. C. Ross, gardener, Welford Park,
Newbury, one for Apples and baking Pears. A prize was also
given to Mr. Sage for a fine cluster of Bananas weighing 74 lbs.
Mr. J. Richards, gardener to Baron Rothschild, Ealing, also
exhibited a small collection of fruit.

VEGETABLES.
The only prizes for these being those offered by Messrs. J.

Carter & Co., of High Holborn, for Peas, the competition was
confined to that legume. Mr. Pragnell, gardener to G. D. Digby,
Esq., Castle Gardens, Sherborne, was first with the sorts speci-
fied by Messrs. Carter—namely. Carter's Extra Early Premium
Gem, Maclean's Blue Peter, Carter's White Gem, aud Carter's
First Crop Blue. Mr. G. Brown, gardener to E. McKenzie, Esq.,
Henley, was second. Mr. Miles, csrdener to Lord Carington,
had an extra prize for two boxes of Tomatoes.

PuuiT CoiraiTTEE, Jarae 4<ft.—Alfred Smee, Esq., F.R.S., in

the chair. Mr. Louis L'Herault, of Argenteuil, near' Paris, sent
some very large Asparagus from his famous cultures, and re-

ceived for it a cultural commendation. From Messrs. Osbom
and Sons, Fulham Nurseries, came a Cucumber, a cross between
Sion House Improved and Telegraph, but it was not considered
better than existing varieties. Mr. Miller, Southdown Nursery,
Shoreham, sent a Broccoli called The Czar, which the Com-
mittee pronounced to be similar to Leamington, certificated
last year, Mr. Gardner, Elsham Hall Gardens, Brigg, ex-
hibited a seedling Melon, which, being not quite ripe, is to be
seen again. Another Melon, called Eastnor Castle, came from
Mr. W. Coleman, gardener to Lord Somers, Eastnor Castle

;

this proved very good, aud it was requested that it should be
again submitted to the Committee. Mr. Gray, gardener to
Lord Ashburton, The Grange, Alresford, also sent a seedling
Melon, which was passed. Mr. Ross, gardener to C. Eyre, Esq.,
Welford Park, Newbury; aud Mr. Jones, gardener to Her
Majesty at Frogmore, contributed dishes of well-preserved
Apples.
FloE-\l CoinnTTEE, June ith.—V\''. B. Kellock, Esq., in the

chair. A first-class certificate was awarded to Messrs. Veitch
for Sarracenia titevensii, a hybrid between S. flava and S. pur-
purea, raised by Mr. Stevens, at Trentham. A similar award
was made to Mr. Williams, of Holloway, for Vanda limbata,
with brown sepals and petals, and a lilac-rose lip, Mr. W. Bull,
of Chelsea, had also first-class certificates for Dendrobium
amoenum, white, tipped with purple, very pretty aud sweet-
scented ; and for Macrozamia plumosa.

Messrs. Cripps & Son, Tnnbridge Wells, exhibited Clematis
purpurea elegans, with deep violet flowers, and were awarded a.

first class certificate. A similar award was made to Mr. Gee,
gardener to W. Lovell, Esq., for Gloxinia Queen of England,
with an extraordinarily large flower, white with a purplish-
crimson throat. W. Laxton, Esq., of Stamford, had a first-class

certificate for double scarlet Pelargonium Emily Laxton; and
Messrs. Backhouse, of York, had also first-class certificates for
Pelliea mucronata, and an unnamed species.

Mr. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, sent collections

of cut Pansies, Pfeonies, and Pyrethrums; and Mr. li. Barr, of
Lilies. Several varieties of Zonal Pelargoniums were shown,
but they were not considered of superior merit to existing kinds.

THE BATH AND Y/EST OF ENGL.\ND
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.

This ought properly to be called an Exhibition of Industry

and Art, for there is such a range of subjects embraced in what
is meant by the Bath and West of England Show, that though
agriculture is the primary object, encouragement is given also

to other useful arts. Next to agriculture the Society gives the

greatest encouragement to horticulture, and the way in which
this is done is peculiar. No schedules are issued, and no
prizes are offered, and the management is placed in the hands
of a member of the Society, who is designated Steward of

Horticuhure. To this gentleman a carte, blanche is given to

work out the department after his own ideas, and to be held

responsible for the success or the failure of it. The gentleman
who has for many years held this responsible post with bo

much advantage to the Society and to horticulture is the Hon.
and Rev. J. T. Boscawen, himself an ardent horticulturist, and
one who knows how to grow or judge a plant with anybody.
The system adopted in getting the Show together is that of " a
loan collection." Mr. Boscawen, who is so weU known in these

parts, exercises a peculiar charm over the possessors of horti-

cultural treasures, insomuch that people who never exhibit at

ordinary shows, and who reserve their plants for their own
private enjoyment, yield to his fascinations, and willingly con-

tribute for the benefit of the Society aud of the public. The
effect of this plan is that the plants are not arranged in

classes as at ordinary shows, aud are therefore placed so as

to produce the most pleasing effect. No doubt there is a great

advantage in this respect, for there need he no jarring in form
or colour.

Then as regards prizes ; none are offered, and yet there is a
fine show. The Society appropriates an amount of money to

this department, and Mr. Boscawen executes the office of Judge.

He receives and places every plant himself. We saw him en-

gaged at it, aud we saw exemplified when a man's heart and
soul are in his work how well it goes, and how briskly and
cheerily all who are engaged in it work with him. After

having handled every plant, studied its form, outline, and
growth, Mr. Boscawen as a plant-grower himself has a pretty

shrewd notion how much of the sum allotted for the whole
ought to go to each contributor, and so ho apportions to each

the amount to which in his estimation he is entitled. This

plan has hitherto worked well.
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This Show, which opened on Monday last and will be con-

tinued during the week, is held in a spacious tent—long, wide,

and lofty. The arrangement is a high bank down the middle,

a wide path on either side, and then a border all round the

sides and end, where some of the plants are placed on the

ground, while others are raised on benches, according as they

can bo best exhibited. In so large an Exhibition, and con-

sidering that no prizes are directly offered, it is marvellous to

see so many well-grown plants. They are not the monsters

one sees at the metropolitan exhibitions, which too often deter

rather than encourage modest amateurs from becoming plant-

growers ; but they are well-grown plants of moderate size,

such as would encourage the faint-hearted, and induce them to

reach a standard which is in every way worthy of imitation.

The advantages obtained from the promiscuous arrangement

over the class system is that it permits an artistic grouping of

the whole in respect of form and colour. It is upon this plan

that the continental exhibitions are managed, to the great dis-

comfiture of the judges, who have to wander about in search

of the "entries" in the different classes. But however incon-

venient it may be in this respect, there cannot be a doubt that

it has its advantage in the way of grouping for effect.

Then there is another advantage Mr. Boscawen possesses.

For a twelvemonth before the Exhibition is held he is scouring

the country in search of specimens. He calls on friends and
adherents, of whom he has many, and when he sees a speci-

men plant for which in his mind's eye he sees a place in the

future show, he says, "Can I have this?" "You must let

me have that." " What a fine effect that Seaforthia and that

Dicksonia would have in my Exhibition next year, if you
would only let me have them." " Have them, of course ; have
anything you require," is the prompt reply, and so the Show is

got together. Let us now see of what it is composed, but be-

fore doing 60 we shall record the names of those gentlemen
and their gardeners who have contributed so liberally to the

success of the Show, and these are

—

W. Proctor Baker, Esq., Bristol (Mr. Morse, gardener) ; W.
S. Gore-Langton, Esq., Newton Park (Mr. Keele, gardener);

P. W. S. Miles, Esq., King's Weston (Mr. Toucher, gardener)

;

T. W. Miles, Esq., Penpole (Mr. W. Perry, gardener) ; Mrs.

Oarew, Crowcombe Court (Mr. May, gardener) : W. E. 13rymer,

Esq., Puddleton, Dorchester (Mr. Salford, gardener); Sir W.
Marriott, Down House, Blaudford (Mr. J. Hill, gardener)

;

Mrs. Goldsmith, Clifton (Mr. Rudland, gardener) ; .Joshua

Saunders, E^q, Clifton (Mr. Phillips, gardener) ; C. Tagart,

Esq., Sueyd Park (Mr. Miller, gardener) ; R. S. Holford, Esq.,

Westonbirt (Mr. Lucas, gardener) ; Henry Tugwell, Esq., Bith
(Mr. Cirmichael, gardener) ; Lord Dueie, Tortworth Park (Mr.

Cramb, gardener); ,1. Lucas, Esq., Eedland Bank (Mr. Hir-
wood, gardener) ; V. Ames, Esq., Cote House (Mr. Bannister,

gardener); G. T. Weston, Esq., Dorset House, CUfton (Mr.

Thomas, gardener) ; — Oldland, Esq., Avon Grove, Stoke
Bishop ; Messrs. Parker & Bush, nurserymen, St. Michael's Hill,

Bristol; Messrs. Bryant & Hoskins, nurserymen, Brislington.

The plants which make the greatest show in oiitline and
foliage are, of course, the Tree Ferns, the Palms, and the
Cycads. Of these we remarked a fine specimen of Cycas cir-

cinalis, contributed by Mrs. Carew, Crowcombe Court. It was
the first on the ridge of the bank, and formed a good solid start-

ing-point, and it was flanked by good specimens of Latania
rubra and Draczena australis from the same garden. The Tree
Ferns of Mr. P. W. S. Miles, which included Cyathea Smithii
and Dicksonias, and those of Mr. G. W. Miles, including a fine

pair of Cyathea dealbata, were very effective ; and then there
were Areca Baueri, Dicksonia antarctica, and Latania aurea, con-
tributed by Mrs. Carew. These were on one side, and at the
«nd the ridge was terminated by a Sue Stevensonia grandifolia
sent by Mrs. Goldsmith ; and interspersed among the collection

were a good specimen of Pandanus Vandermeerschii by Messrs.
Parker iS; Bush, Latania borbonica from Mr. Joshua Saunders,
Seaforthia elegans from Mr. Tagart, and a fine Cycas revoluta
from Messrs. Parker & Bush.

Crotons were admirably represented in the specimens of

variegatum sent by Messrs. Parker & Bush, of Mrs. Goldsmith,
Mr. Lucas, and Mr. P. W. S. Miles. A fine plant of C. pictum
came from the last-named gentleman, and good plants of C. in-

terruptum and undulatum came from Mr. Lucas. In Draceuas
some good plants were exhibited, especially a well-grown D.
Eeginae from Mr. Tagart, ferrea graudis and nigrescens from
Messrs. Parker & Bush, ferrea variegata from Mr. P. W. S.
Miles, and a splendid Mooreana from Mrs. Goldsmith.
Some of the old-fashioned exhibition plants made a very

creditable appearance, especially the Erica Cavendishii of Mr.
Weston, of Dorset House, Clifton; the Pimelea mirabilis of Mr.
W. P. Baker, the Aphelexis macrantha purpurea o; Messrs.

Parker & Bush, A. sesamoides and macrantha pui-purea of Mrs.
Goldsmith, and A. macrantha purpurea of Mr. C. H. Tugwell.
Messrs. Parker & Bush had a very handsome specimen plant

of Anthurium Scherzerianum, with about thirty-six blooms
upon it, and smaller plants came from Mr. Joshua Saunders.
There were a few good plants of Marantas, of which Mr. Lucas
sent rosea lineata and a very excellent specimen of M. Veitchii.

Allamandas, Ixoras, and Bougainvilleas, Heaths, Roses, and
Gloxinias, interspersed among the larger plants, furnished bits

of colour where wanted. Various specimens of Clerodendron
Balfourianum, well bloomed and well grown balloon fashion,

were worthy of notice, and these were sent by Mrs. Carew and
Messrs. Bryant & Hoskins, Avon Vale.
The end of the long central bank, which we have already

described as being terminated by Mrs. Goldsmith's Stevensonia
grandifolia, was a very fine bit of grouping, due, in a great
measure, to the tasteful disposition of five fine specimens of

Adiantum farleyense, the delicate fronds of whicli waved in

graceful undulations one above another. These were contri-

buted by Mr. W. P. Baker, Mr. J. Saunders, and Mr. P. W. S.

Miles. In the front centre of the group was a fine specimen of

Nepenthes Hookerii, sent by Messrs. Parker & Bush; on either

side of this was a pot of Cattleya Mossiie, sent by Sir W. Mar-
riott and Mr. W. S. Gore-Langton respectively. Above the
Nepenthes a fine plant of Odoutoglossum Alexaudr.TS from Mr.
J. W. Miles; then above this a large plant of Adiautum farley-

ense. Between the .'Vdiantum and the Stevensonia on one side

a fine specimen of Lilium auratum, produced thus early by the

Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen, and on the other Dendrobium
aduncum from Mr. Tagart. Interspersed among the group were
Calanthe veratrifolia, Anguloa uniflora, Cypiipedium Veitchii,

a fine Vanda tricolor from Mr. Gore-Langton, Oncidium papilio,

and a remarkably well-flowered Odontoglossum citrosmum from
Mr. J. W. Miles.

The great attraction of the Show was certainly the splendid
Azaleas of Mr. W. P. Baker, of which there was a group of five

noble plants, a mass of bloom. The plant of A. Gledstanesii

was not less than 6 feet high, as was also Criterion. They re-

minded one of the grand specimens that used to be exhibited

at the London shows, but which have of late years disajipeared.

Orchids were remarkably well represented ; indeed, we do not
remember to have seen so many and so well-bloomed plants at

any provincial show. The gem of the collection was the grand
Saccolabium guttatum of Mr. Gore-Langton. It is the same
plant which was exhibited at South Kensington. Then in the

collection of the same gentleman were Saccolabium curvifolium,

Dendrobium Jamesianum, Aerides Warneri, Oncidium ampul-
laceum major, Cattleya Mendelii, and Maxillaria tenuifolia. Sir

W. Marriott, of Down House, Blandford, also sent a nice collec-

tion, among which were Vanda suavis, .^.erides afline, Cattleya

MossisB, Odontoglossum Bluutii, a fine plant of Utricularia

montana, Cattleya Mendelii, Odontoglossum Alexandrie, Bate-
manuia grandiflora. In this collection there was also a fine pot

of Drosera capensis. Mr. J. W. Miles sent an excellent plant of

Dendrobium citrosmum, and also Odontoglossum nebulosum,
O. Phalceuopsis, 0. Pescatorei, O. Lindleyanum. Mrs. Carew
had a fine pan of Cypripedium barbatum, a fine Laelia purpu-
rascens, and Oncidium crispum. Mr. Brymer, of Puddleton,
near Dorc'nester, had some very fine things, among which were
Odontoglossum Alexandr.ie, Cattleya Mossi.-e, Epidendrum pris-

matocarpum, MasdevalliaHarryaua, a good pan of Cypripedium
barbatum, and a well-grown plant of Cypripedium purpureum.
Rev. W. Hunt, Congresbury, sent a tray of Marechal Neil
Roses, remarkable for size, form, and colour ; they were deep
golden yellow. Mr. Edwards, gardener at Pentilly Castle, Salt-

ash, had blooms of a pure white erect Gloxinia, which has been
named Miss Coryton. It is a fine pure white, even in the

throat, of good substance, and will make a useful plant for

wedding breakfasts and bouquets.

Royal Bot.inic Society's Snow.—The second summer Exhi-
bition was held yesterday, and though probably not a tithe of

the number of plants shown at Kensington in the previous week
were staged—and the best of them had appeared there—the
effect of the whole was excellent. We have not space to enter
into details ; and we may add, that although on this occasion no
encouragement was offered for fruit, on the next (the 21th inst.)

several classes are provided for its fair representation.

THE BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL INSECTS OF
OUR GARDENS.—No. 20.

TnousiXDS, nay, millions of beetles, are rejoicing in the

approach of summer, and busying themselves in obtaining

food, or else in providing for the appearance of another gene-

ration. This statement is not intended to be alarming. Of
our very numerous species of British beetles there are some,
certainly, that work damage in the garden or orchard, but
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tben, again, we have many friends amongst them; and a host

miiEt be ranked as merely neutrals, interfering in no way with

horticulture. Ko doubt the name has an olijectionable ring

about it, because we so associate it with the house pest known
as the black beetle, not properly a beetle at all. I must ac-

knowledge to some measure of faith in Johnson's Dictionary

—

it may be a wealuiess of mine, but so it if—and when I went,

anxious to afcertain why some insects had the name of " beetle
"

applied to them, and also how that word is also used to desig-

nate a heavy instrument, I did not find the lexicographer com-

municative, only the inference suggests itself that in both

there is some association with the earth. The living insect

called " beetle " runs on the earth or delves in it ; the wooden
beetle strikes the earth. According to Johnson a " beetle-

headed " man is a stupid man, which makes an uncompli-

mentary insinuation regarding the insect's character. Then
as to " clocks "—for by that name in some countries they

know the black beetle or cockroach, and also other darkling

species, such as Blaps mortisaga and Staphylinus olens—how
is that to he explained ? These insects do not tick, or they
might deserve the appellation as well as the " death-watch,"
which frequents walls. Probably the word either applied to

their hard cases, or else to their habit of skulking iu dark
places, not always because they have anything to be ashamed
of ; for some of those beetles or " clocks " fond of hiding them-
selves are useful to us. We may say they " do good by stealth,

and blush to find it fame." I suppose, however, their grand
object in keeping themselves out of view is to enable them the

better to surprise their prey, which they will hunt down, some-
times with great swiftness, usually with dogged determination.

There is a group of beetles sometimes designated as the
" Sunshiners," since they are occasionally to be seen actively

pursuing their prey along paths and by roadsides during the

day ; but this is not the habit of all, as some of the family are

Fig. 1.—Carabns violaccns.*

nocturnal in their habits. The larvffi, as predacious in their way
as the perfect insects, also almost invariably hide from view

;

and though they may seem not very agile in their movements,
yet as the immature condition lasts a good while in most of

the species, they manage in that time to destroy a large number
of other insects and small molluscs, most of which are pests

to the gardener. The division of the Geodephaga, as it is

called iu science, comprehends what have been said to be, by
comparison, the lions and tigers of the realm of insects, and
the Carabida; are prominent among these ravenous land beetles,

and particularly noticeable at this season of the year. The
build of one of these, as we take it np for examination, would
at once give a clue to its habits. The limbs so well adapted

for running, and in certain species also for digging, the pro-

minent eyes and long antenna;, and the hard elytra or wing-

cai-es, all suggest combativeness, and the life of a predacious

wanderer. Yet it is singular that some of the large and power-

ful beetles, such as Carabus violaceus (fifj 1), may be discovered

half devoured by ants, and it is evident these insects do not

merely attack tbeir formidable prey when in artlculo mortis,

but when in health. I have myself observed one, seemingly
in healih and vigour, pursuing its course along a path until

it happened to cross a run of ants, by which it was surrounded,

* From Cassell's Figoier's " Insect World."

Fig. 2 —Carabus auratuB.t

and after some hours, during which the hostile force did

nothing, apparently, but surround the (to them) huge creature,

it succumbed, and was borne off a victim. It is not snpposable

that the jaws of ants, trenchant as they are, can inflict a fatal

wound on the hard-shelled Coleopteron, and my own theory

of the matter is that in some way the fumes of the formic

acid effused freely by the ants have a poisonous or stupifying

effect. This will be another count in the indictment against

the ant tribes, if they help to accelerate the death of such

useful insects as the Carahids.

The Violet Ground-beetle, Carabus violaceus, is a species

found commonly throughout Britain, both indoors and out

of doors, mostly the latter, though it is sometimes tempted

into the house by the chance of a banquet upon cock-

roaches and crickets. The wing-cases in this species have

a beautiful violet hue, and they are studded over with small

indentations. Not unfrequently specimens will be seen with

their wing-cases bent or partially damaged, owing to the in-

sects having thrust themselves into narrow openings for the

purpose of seizing other insects that may have fancied them-

selves in a secure hiding-place. It is at night that C. viola-

ceus takes its excursions by preference, when individuals are

abroad on the garden mould, and also in the paths, seizing

t From Duncan's " Transformations ot Insects." Published by Messrs.

Cassell.
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various JBBects, large and small, aud also occasionally young
snails. This must not be handled too roughly, as it can exude
from the mouth a pungent liquid that is irritating to the

human skin, and the jaws can also give a sharp nip. The
Golden Ground-beetle, C. auratus (I'lff. 2), is not so plentiful as

the preceding, perhaps even moro iiseful to us, as it has a great

liking for the terrible cockchafer or May-bug (Melolontha

vulgaris). There is no doubt that C. auratus does attack and
kill not only cockchafers, but also the handsome Rose beetle,

which is mischievous in some years. And, according to

Latreille the Carabus selects the moment when the female
cockchafer is seeking on the ground for a suitable hiding-

place tq bury her eggs, and destroys the parent aud the brood
in embryo. This species is a golden green, with antenna) and
legs brown, and sculptured wing-cases, which are also ribbed.

On the Continent they have given it the uame^of " The Gar-
dener," and also "The Seamstress," which is not so intelli-

gible, and the insects are'occasionally collected by the peasants

and farmers and brought to those spots where their services

may be of value. M.^Michelet, in true French style, is ex-

uberant in his praises of these and the allied species. " These
tribes of warriors," says he, " armed to the^teeth, under their

heavy cuirasses, have a wonderful activity,^aud form a perfect

rural constabulary

day and night, with-

out holidays or re- ^
pose, protecting our
fields and gardens.

They never touch
the smallest thing.

They are occupied
entirely in arresting

thieves, and they
desire no salary but
the body of the thief

him.self." Like the
beetles of the genus
Cicendela, the
Carabi are not very
friendly to each
other, and a pair

that happen to
meet wiU combat
fiercely.

The larvfE of these

beetles are not abou
in the day, keeping
under stones or

clods. By the spade
of the gardener they
are often brough
into view against their will, aud then appear helpless, though
not so in reality. Their bodies are narrow, and in colour
suited to the usual abode of each species, while the front legs,

head, and neck, are very strong, and the arched mandibles,
sickle-like in aspect, have also additional teeth at their base.

The larval state probably lasts two or even three years in many
species.

Some beetles, familiarly called " Bombardiers," belonging to

this group, Mr. Wood considers have a title to our friendly
notice, as, though not generally visitants to gardens, when
they do arrive it is to prey upon small insects. Several have
the singular faculty of being able to explode or discharge a
bluish vapour, which serves for their protection, and a volley
of which is even accompanied by a sort of report. One of

the most distinguished by its use of this mimic artillery is

that called Brachinus explodens {fig. 3), which resorts to

the banks of streams, gathering in parties, perhaps on the
principle of self-defence, for another predacious beetle of a
rich green hue, Calosoma inquisitor by name, has a fancy for
hunting Brachini, aud a stern chase between one of each
species is rather amusing, because the Bombardier will repeat
his discharge of smoke several times, and as each time the foe
in the rear makes a pause, it gives the fugitive a chance of es-
cape, though not the nimbler species. That species of Calosoma
has been termed " inquisitor," on account of its investigative
habits, as it is always searching or peering about, not from
mere curiosity, doubtless, but excited by the " keen demands
of appetite." But this beetle does not limit itself to excur-
sions in the lower regions, for, quitting the earth, it wiU
mount trees and shrubs after sunset and devour caterpillars,

which can, of course, make little resistance. Mr. Wood states

The

lit'. 3.—Calosoma fajcophauta puisuiug a Bombardier Beetle (EracLinus explodens).

that in England it is partial to Oak-feeding caterpillars,

larva has similar habits.

Another species of the genns Calosoma, that is, sycophanta
{fig. 3), is more remarkable in several particulars. Seldom
taken, or, at least, seldom noticed in this country, abroad it is

considered of great value, and encouraged in parks aud gardens.
Undoubtedly it must be reckoned as British, for in 1872 speci-

mens were taken in several places in the south of England,
where it could hardly have been introduced from abroad

;

though it might be to our advantage to do that, aud have the
beetles or their larvie imported from France, for they would in

all probability soon increase, and do us effectual service. C. sy-

cophanta in the mature condition is a handsome beetle, the
limbs and head are of a violet colour, and the wing-cases,
which are punctuated, usually of a green and gold tint. Unlike
the Carabi, which are rarely able to fly, C. sycophanta can
proceed rapidly by the aid of either wings or legs. One of the
species of the Processionary Moths (that attached to the Oak),
is a mark for this beetle, which rushes upon them regardless
of their webs aud of the numbers in which the caterpillars are

found, where they occur at all. The black grub or larva is

^equally disposed to attack them, and this black rather help-

•less-looking creature may be^seen on trees, sometimes in com-
pany with the per-

fect insect, gorging
caterpillars until it

can scarcely crawl.

The family of the

Harpalidie contains

a host of small
beetles, some of

which are " Sun-
shiners," for they
have golden or

bronze colours, and
display themselves
in the sunshine,
while others are dull

in hue, and inclined

to concealment. A
well - known repre-

sentative is Har-
palus cereus, which
is to be taken even
in the garden of the
cockney. Nearly all

these are carnivo-

rous, preying upon
various larvfe, bugs
proper, of the order
Hemiptera, small

flies, probably also on jmillipedes aud Aoari. Many of these
are killed by accident in the needful operations of digging,

&c., which is unfortunate but unavoidable.—J. E. S. C.

DIMORPHISM IN FRUITS.
We have frequently met with and heard of two varieties of

fruits apparently quite distinct being foimd on the same tree,

and not unfrequently we have heard the correctness of state-

ments to that effect disputed. The circumstance has been
attributed to budding or to grafting ; and to some it has never
appeared possible that such a thing as bud-variation could

possibly take place. It is not unusual to see variations of

various kinds on plants. Leaves, shoots, and flowers "sport"
on the same plants, and why not fruits ?

The instance of two distinct Apples being produced annually
on the same tree in the garden of Mr. Lee at Clevedon is now
well known. The origin of the Scarlet Golden Pippin by bud-
sport is also well known to ourselves ; and a sinular instance

of two distinct Pears being produced on the same tree in the

garden at Badminton is also a well-ascertained fact which we
have investigated. A new example has appeared in France in

the collection of our friend M. Durand, of Bourg-la-Eeine. It

is thus described by M. Ei'viere in the " Eevue Horticole."
" Among the Apple trees we saw a yoflng vertical cordon bear-

ing two beautiful fruits of the same size, but each of different

form and colour. One was on a spur above a yard from the

ground ; its colour of a beautiful greenish yellow, golden
towards the sun, with numerous white dots. It was shghtly
irregular in shape, the stalk almost wanting ; and it exhaled

a strong very agreeable perfume. The other, produced on a
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spur higher up, was larger than the former, conical and regular

in shape, washed and mottled with lively red, and with a

violet bloom in some parts, a third only remaining yellow.

UnliUe the other fruit, this has no perfume. The variety on
which this dimorphism has shown itself is Menagere, and the

conical coloured fruit bears a strong resemblance to Emperor
Alexander."

APONOGETON DISTACHYON.
This is one of the best hardy aquatic plants I know. A

plant of it received from Messrs. Veitch about a year ago, and
planted in about a foot of water, became established quickly,

producing both its deep green foliage and curious white flowers

abundantly, and it has done so continuously ever since. Cer-

tainly in winter it would often not have more than one or two
flowers fully expanded at the same time ; but it never was
without buds or flowers, and once or twice when the flowers

were destroyed by frost they were quickly replaced by others.

The foliage does not appear to suffer at aU from the effects of

frost, continuing in a green and flourishing condition through-

out the winter. It is this singular property which to my mind
renders the plant so valuable, very few other aquatics par-

taking of its evergreen character, or producing much display

till summer. Thus, while the Aponogetou has been in full

beauty throughout the spring, such plants as Sagittaria, Stra-

tiotes, Butomus, Villarsia, and Nymphaea as yet afford us

nothing but foliage.—E. L.

NEW BOOK.
Tlie Amateur's Rose Book. By Shirley Hibberd.

SECOND notice.

In continuing our remarks on this work, we would draw at-

tention next to the chapter devoted to propagation by cuttings,
layers, grafts, or budding.
The easiest of aU ways, Mr. Hibberd observes, to get young

plants of dwarf Roses is to take advantage of suckers ; but
there are not many Roses which throw out suckers unless some
artificial means are used to induce them to do so ; but when
plants have originally been worked on the Mauetti stock, fresh
Rose plants may be obtained by planting the Roses deeply,
burying the whole of the stock, and, in cases where Roses do
not root freely, cutting a slight nick or notch in the Rose just
below the ground line. There are illustrations in aid of this

explanation in page 46. On page 47 he says, " Unthrifty
standards may be made to yield own-root Roses by laying
them down so that the base of every good shoot may be
covered with earth. In resorting to this practice it will be
well for the amateur to bear in mind that the Briar will

probably die, and therefore, if the shoots do not make roots
of their own, they must die also. To make the more sure of

.success it is advised to cut notches or tongues in the shoots,
and cover with meUow sandy soil."

With regard to this suggested plan of obtaining own-root
Roses from unsightly standards, we are inclined to think it is

hardly worth the trouble of trying it. No doubt in some cases
it might succeed, but as a general rule a standard of that class
had better be at once discarded.
The next plan recommended, that of pegging-down or layer-

ing branches from dwarfs, is often a very effective way ; care,
however, must be taken not to break the branches near to the
junction with the parent stem, or, as is often the case without
proper precautions, to tear them out altogether. Many of the
Teas and Chinas that have long pliant wood may be propagated
easily in this way.

After describing layering iu pots, and also striking by ch--

cumposition, where a potful of soil is hung in the tree with a
branch passed through the hole iu the pot, he calls attention
next to the plan of striking from cuttings, and then from eyes
ur wood buds. This is one of the best ways of securing good
plants and economising all the wood of a rare sort, but at the
same time it requires care and attention, and perhaps we
might add more knowledge of the ordinary wants of plants than
the usual amateur possesses. We wOl give a quotation from
his own words, which will be of interest to many Rose-growers.

" The next practice wiU be to make one leaf and one point
suffice with an inch of wood attached, and this is easily done,
and ought to be done to prepare the practitioner for a skilful
handling of eyes, which make better plants than cuttings, and
in fact the best plants that can be had ; they have the vigour
oi seedlings, with the advantage of being true to the several

kinds from which the buds were taken. Once more cut from'
the tree a nice stout rod of this year. If the buds are pushing,
good ; but if pushed they will not do. In other words, if you
see the buds, and they look as if they meant to grow this
season, you are safe ; if they have already begun to grow, and
have perhaps pushed to the extent of the sixteenth of an inch,
reject them, for you will probably fail in all your efforts to
persuade them to make roots. Having your nice, plump, green
rod half ripe, yet in a condition to peel easily ; in fact, just
such a rod as you would cut if you were intending to bud
Briars, you are in a fair way to proceed safely. Instead of pre-
paring cuttings, take out each bud with its leaf by a crescent-
shaped cut. This, in fact, is the same as if cut for budding
Briars ; but the wood is not to be removed, so you escape all

the ' niggling ' that is the stumbling-block of nine out of ten
amateur rosarians. Have your pans and glasses ready ; the
pans with a layer of peat or leaf mould at the bottom, and
at least IJ inch of silver sand at the top. Plant the bud with
the leaf upright, keep it moist and shaded, and in due time it

wiU throw out roots from the edges of the bark all round, and
then the leaf wOl fall, and the bud will start and grow."
We may as well remark after this quotation, as it would

take up too much of our space to continue to transcribe from
the book the rest of Mr. Hibberd's notes on this head, that
the chief secret of success depends on the buds being kept
plump without being too wet or too dry. If the leaves damp-
oft' and turn black too soon, then there is too much moisture

;

and if, on the other hand, the leaves dry up and shrivel too
soon the buds too wOl suffer. The leaves should be kept
damp and close, but the sand not too wet, and the temperature
should be that of a mild hotbed, though in summer a cold

frame in a shaded situation will do.

After describing the method of striking from autumn and
spring cuttings, our author next turns in the following chapter
to the methods of propagation by means of buds and grafts.

So much has been said lately about budding and grafting that
we need not do more than say that the descriptions given are

very lucid, and that anyone with a little practice might suc-

ceed in budding from the instructions given, though we must
warn amateurs that a little practical experience, under the
superintendence of a practical operator, is far more efficacious

than any verbal description of mere manual routine ; and
though it may to all appearance be an easy thing to bud Roses,
yet it is not so easy as it looks. Many a bud is spoilt from
the wood being badly extracted, or the bark torn, or the bark
not properly tied, etc.

A good deal of the chapter on budding is devoted to a de-

scription of the stocks, and nurserymen would do well to study
what is said with regard to the roots of the Briar, so many of

the stocks being cut out of the hedgerows, and tied together
like what a Yorkshireman would call a bundle of "gib" sticks,

without apparently any respect for that important adjunct, the
roots : hence it is that so many die in the nursery rows ; and
so many again cannot bear the transplanting from the nursery
to the garden. Much has been said lately about the value of

the seedling Briar, and no doubt one of the great advantages
of using seedling Briars is that a nurseryman has full com-
mand of the roots from the very first, and if he choose to take

the trouble and wait for a little time he can also train the

plants into standards with clean straight stems, and if this

were carried out many of the disadvantages with regard to

Briar stocks would be done away with. But Rose-growers

should always bear in mind that Dog Roses, and therefore

Briar stocks, require strong soil, that the ordinary run of

garden soils are too light ; and that whatever may be the

value of the seedling Briar, dwarf Roses on the Manetti
stock will eventually supersede all other kinds of Roses, as,

indeed, they are now fast doing. We do not wish to infer

from this that those who have strong soOs and are fond of ex-

hibiting can ever discard newly-budded Briars, but exhibiting

is not the end and object of Rose-growing ; nor ought we, for

the sake of getting a few fine Roses, to make our Rose gardens
unsightly the greatest part of the year by rows of bare

standards. We regret that Mr. Hibberd has not devoted more
space to describing the propagation of the Manetti and the

method of budding on it by barrel grafting; still he is

thoroughly iu favour of dwarf Roses, and what he does say is

very much to the point.

We cannot altogether praise the woodcuts in the book ; some
are rough in the extreme ; and the woodcuts of the Rose
pavihon, page 178, and the design for the entrance to the Rose
garden, page 210, are very good examples, we should say, of
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what to avoid—certainly anything more out of keeping with a

Rose garden we have never seen ; the last, a kind of hideous

Chinese pagoda, decorated at the corners with wriggling

snakes, head and tail erect, whether to warn off intruders or

no we can hardly say. The drawings, on the other hand, of

vases for decoration, as Mr. Cypher's central vase forBirming-

ham, page 187, are nicely executed, though we cannot alto-

gether approve of the plan of overloading Roses with other

flowers, and we hope that the plan of sinking Palms and

Dracffinas through the table, as page 188, though it has its

advocates, may not be generally adopted. Roses in our

opinion, as arranged for the table, require little but their own
foliage, and should be chosen specimens ; each Rose should be

arranged so as to show itself distinctly, and not be crowded

with other flowers, and any interstices may be filled with

small buds of Tea Roses or Moss Rose buds ; a few Ferns, and
that chiefly Adiantum, or very deUcate Ferns, wUl he about the

only foliage admissible with Roses. We have seen, as notably

at the Royal Horticultural Society's Oxford Show, large fronds

of Male Fern, Athyrium Filix-fasmina, A'C, made use of to such

an extent as almost to obliterate the Roses and entirely cover

the tablecloth.

The list of Roses and selections at the end of the book will

be found very valuable, especially that which gives the raisers'

names and the period at which the varieties were sent out.

Space will not allow us to give any further notice of the book,

which, though it may be somewhat deficient in the matter of

taste, is, on the whole, of great practical value, and one which
we can thoroughly recommend, not merely to the amateur or

the gardener, but to the professional nurserymen as well.

THOMAS TUSSEK.—No. 4.

Wb believe that, although his wUl, in consequence of dis-

putes among his seven executors, one legitimate child, and
many illegitimate children, was not proved until the 22ud of

June, 15G4, Sir Richard Southwell died in or about the year
1501, and that was the timeTusser removed " to Norwich fine,

for me and mine, a city trim." What was his occupation there

we have no certain information, but if Fuller is correct in stat-

ing that he was once a schoolmaster, it was probably there and
then. At all events, John SaUsbury, Dean of Norwich,
enabled him to earn a livelihood.

" Thou gentle Dean, my only mean.
There then to live."

This has given rise to the suggestion that Tusser once more
became a chorister, and we can only say that he may, and that

such employment was not incompatible with scboolmastership.

John Salisbury was installed Dean of Norwich in 1539, on
resigning the Priory of Horsham St. Faith. In 1554 he was
deprived of the Deanery by Queen Mary ; but restored by Queen
Ehzabeth in 1560. He died in 1573.

Tusser probably remained at Norwich until about 15GG, and
there was born his eldest son, Thomas. A most violent

Btranguary, of which the doctors could not
" Devise to 'swage, the stormy rage,"

drove him
"From Norwich air, in Rreat despair
Away to fly, or elee to die,

To seek luore health, to seek more wealth,
Then was I glad."

And he sought them at Fairstead, in Essex, by living in its

parsonage, according to a note he made, and renting its tithes.

He remained there until 1571, and during his residence there

two of his children were born, for the present rector, the Rev.
B. Marsh White, informs us, in reply to our inquiry

—

" I find on searching from 1538 to 1585 two entries, of which
the underwritten are copies.

" 1568.—John Tusser, the son of Thomas Tusser, gent., was
baptised the 3rd day of July.

" 1570.—Mary Tusser, the daughter of Thomas, was baptised
the 22nd of May."

In the first entry he is styled "gent.," a distinction omitted
in the second entry, may be as a mark of disapproval of his

couduct towards the tythe-payers, for he confesses that " the
tithing life " was " tithing strife," and he " spy'd, if parson
dy'd " he would suffer difficulties and have no gain, so he gave
up the " parsonage land," and once more sought pastures new.

*' Thence, by-and-by, away went I,

To London straight, and hope and wait
For better chance."

What " better chance " he expected to have in London we
know not, and probably he did not himself know, but he was a

good hoper, and dwelt in the parish of St. Giles, Cripplegate,

during the year 1572, expecting that would come to pass which

he hoped for. Idleness was not one of Tueser's defects, and
during his many changes and vicissitudes his pen was not

allowed to be idle ; and jotting down the results of his experi-

ence he had increased his "one hundred pointes " fivefold,

and now, whilst resident in London, he published them in a

small quarto volume.
The edition of 1573 has this title page

—

" Fine hundredth points of good husbandry vnited to as many
of good huswiferie, first deuised and nowe lately augmented with

diuerse approved lessons concerning hopps and gardening, and
other needful matters, together with an abstraot before euery

moneth, conteining the whole effect of the sayd moneth with

a table and a preface in the beginning, both necessary to be

reade for the better understanding of the booke.
" Set forth by Thomas Tusser, gentleman, seruent to the

honorable Lord Paget of Beudesert.
" Imprinted at London in Flete strete within Temple harre,

at the signe of the Hand & starre, by Rychard Tottell, anno
1573. Cum privilegio."

" The epistle to the Lord Thomas Paget, second sonne and

now heire to the late Lord William Paget his father."

Tusser's son Edmund was born about the same time, for

his baptism is in the Register of St. Giles's Cripplegate, dated

March, 1572-3.

What was Tusser's occupation whilst then in London is not

known to us, but it was not enduring, for he tells,

" When gains were gone, and years grew on.

And death did cry. From London fly,

In Cambridge then, I found again.

A retting plot."

The "death" he fled from was the plague. It commenced
in 1573, and so prevailed in London during the years 1571

and 1575, that HoUinshed recorded that the Lord Mayor and
Aldermen did not resort to their public dinners "to avoid in-

fection, Uke to have increased by comming together of such a

multitude." He particularises the number which died weekly,

and in the first week of November of the year last named he
wrote, " Thanks be given to God therefore, there deceased of

all diseases but one hundred and ten, and of them of the

plague but six and twentie." He notes in his Index that it

was called " the great plague."
Tusser's "resting plot" at Cambridge was Trinity College,

where he matriculated as servitor on the 5th of May, 1573.

FRUIT PROSPECTS.
It is a matter of much interest to the gardening world—and

in these days who, in the country at least, is not a denizen of

that world ?—to mark the results of our " May winter." As
far as I can judge the damage done in my neighbourhood

(North Wilts) ia just in proportion to the nearness of a garden

to any stream of water ; of course that nearness would imply

lowness of situation. I am some distance from a brook, and
my garden lies on a south slope, sheltered from the east and
north. I have a most abundant crop of Gooseberries, the like,

or nearly, of Currants, and a good crop of Apples and Plums,

but not many Pears. Below me, near the water, the Goose-

berries fell off the trees, and the Apple crop is nil. In the

circuit of the villages I find on inquiry the like results.

Away from water, the fruit prospects are good, and frequently

very good ; but quite the opposite where the situation was un-

favourable. Striking the balance I would say that as the crop

is very good in many places, the average may be considered as

a good produce, the loss in one garden or one place being

more than made up by the gain in another garden or place.

The Potatoes were less cut by the frost than I have known
them in some other years. There is too frequently an exag-

gerated, and I fear somewhat interested, report put in circu-

lation about fruit and Potato failures : 1 write to correct this.

The present fear is from want of rain, for the dryness has come
early, and if long continued must seriously affect every kind

of vegetation.

—

Wiltshire Eectoe.

The ungenial weather of the past May has done a large

though not unprecedented amount of damage here ; the in-

jury being most marked on the high grounds, through the

effects of the keen north-west and north-east winds. Whole
fields of Peas have been killed, and in several places these

are being now ploughed-up and Potatoes planted, though I

venture to question the expediency of putting in Potatoes in

May. The leaves of that plant have suffered from the winds
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and frosta ; in some instances they are hardly likely to re-

cover. In the fruit districts about Higham, Southfleet, and

Siuglewell, where there was au abundant promise in April,

matters do not look well. The Apple trees have escaped best

;

but all agree we shall not have a good fruit season in this part

of Kent.—J. E. S. C.

FLOWEBS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 33.

MECONOPSIS WALLICHH.—Db. Wallich's Meconopsis.

The handsome Meconopsis here figured is remar-kable as

being one of the very few plants, if not the only one, of the

order with blue flowers. It was discovered in the Sikkim

Himalaya by Dr. J. D. Hooker, who sent seeds to the Royal

Gardens, which produced flowering plants in June, 1852. The
plant attains the height of 2h to 3 feet, and is everywhere of

a pale glaucous green, covered with long reddish bristle-Uke

hairs. The root-leaves are very large, often 12 to 18 inches

or more long, stalked, and much lobed and cut. The stem-

leaves are small and without stalks. The flowers are rather

numerously produced from the axUs of the upper stem-leaves,

on short drooping peduncles, and are of some size ; the ring

Meconopsis 'WalliuhU.

of yellow stamens round the seed-vessel contrasts charmingly
with the pale blue colour of the petals. The seed-vessel is

more elongated than in the true Poppies, and is densely clothed

with erect bristle-like hairs or setffi ; the stigmas are elevated

on a thick cylindrical style as long as the ovary, as shown in

our figure.

In Meconopsis Walliehii and the other species of this genus

the capsule opens when ripe by six or seven valves at the top

of the style, which appears to be rather a mere elongation of

the ovary than what is generally understood to be a true style.

The numerous seeds are arranged on thin membranaceous
plates, radiating from the inner walls of the capsule.

The writer regrets to be obliged to add that since the fore-

going description was originally penned Meconopsis WaUichii
has quite disappeared from European gardens, having, like

so many other fine plants peculiar to the Himalayan re-

gions, proved intractable under cultivation. Now that alpine

plants are more frequently treated with success than formerly,

further trials, could seed be obtained, might be attended with
more favourable results.— (W. Thompson's English Flower
Garden, Revised hy the Author.)

favourites with Fern-lovers of the fair sex. Hitherto we have
been compelled to damp the ardour of our friends by assuring

them that without stove heat failure would be the result of

any attempts at their cultivation. Hero, however, we have a

species which does not require heat, but which will thrive

admirably in the cool fernery. It should be grown in loam,

peat, and sand in equal parts, the pots having been thoroughly
drained. It usually grows from 10 to 15 inches in height. In
general appearance it somewhat resembles a small form of

Cheilanthes farinosa, but is abundantly distinct from that

plant. The fronds are " pedately triangular in outline," the

upper surface is rich deep green; the lower surface, however, is

covered with a rich yellow farina, through which the black

sori protrude, as in other members of this family. In some
varieties the farinose powder is white instead of yellow. Tho
plant has been brought into commerce by Mr. B. S. WUliams,
of Upper Holloway, in whose nursery I recently saw it, and I

would advise all our Fern-loving readers to add this gem to

their collections. It is a native of California, being rather

abundant about the neighboui-hood of San Francisco.

—

EXPEKIO Ckede.

"WHAT IS THE USE OP PROTECTING?
The notes which appeared under this heading on page 364

are far too important to be lightly passed by. One can

hardly conceive any person occupied in rural pursuits, espe-

cially among plants, being content to take things for granted

without inquiring into the action of those natural laws

which so materially affect his efforts for good or evil. In

the communication referred to, "'Wyesiiie" states that on a

frosty night some canvas was thrown " over some Potatoes

whose haulm was about 6 or 8 inches high. To his gardener's

utter surprise, when he took it off in the morning he found

that most of the plants underneath had been injured by the

frost, while those that had been left uncovered stood firm and
uninjured ;" and he adds the somewhat remarkable sentence,
" I imagine that few of your readers would believe this to be

possible, and yet I saw it myself." Now, instead of feeling

any doubt about the matter, it is precisely what one would
expect ; and here is the explanation : All air contains moisture,

which is condensed by contact with anything colder than itself.

The canvas thrown upon the Potatoes speedily became colder

than the air which it enclosed ; the moisture contained in the

confined air was then condensed, saturating the canvas, which,

instead of acting as a protector, became in reaUty a conductor

of cold, and the frost, of course, quickly seized upon the moist-

ened canvas and every Potato leaf or shoot that it touched.

The uncovered Potatoes were doubtless preserved by the heat

contained in the dry soil being radiated or thrown off during

the night sufficiently to resist or soften the severity of the

frost.

It does not follow, liowever, that protection is either useless

or unnecessary—far from it. Every means of screening tender

vegetation from the effects of cold, if rightly applied, is of the

greatest value. If " Wyeside" had raised the canvas on a

slight framework of poles a foot or two above the Potatoes, it

would have answered his expectations, because then it would

not only have checked the escape of radiated heat which con-

stantly occurs at night, but it would from its own power as a

radiator have returned or thrown back the heat again to the

earth, and thus the unscathed plants would have been posi-

tively nurtured by the play of this genial temperature among
them.

—

Edw.^rd Luckhcrst.

GTMNOGRAMMA TRIANGULARIS.
This is a beautiful plant, and a grand addition to the cul-

tivated forms of Gold and Silver Ferns, which are such special

BURLET-ON-THE-HILL.
The Se.\t of G. H. Finch, Esq., M.P.

About two miles from the ancient town of Oakham, and ten

miles west from Stamford, is Burley, finely situated, standing

on an eminence overlooking the fertUe vale of Catmose, and

commanding magnificent views of wood, water, and the distant

country for many miles. At the time of the Norman Conquest

it was called "Burgelai," a most appropriate name, for it is

Hterally " meadow land on a hill." It would be misplaced to

trace its descent through the families of De Spencer, Plessing-

ton, Franceis, Sapcote, Durant, Wake, Brokesley, Harrington,

and Villiers. During its possession by the latter " gay lord

of Buckingham," here Bishop Andrews preached before

.James I. ; here Ben Johnson's masque of " The Gypsies "was

first performed, and before the same monarch. The Parlia-

mentarians destroyed the house, and afterwards the estate was
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sold to the Earl of Nottingham. He rebuilt the house, and
enclosed the park with a wall six miles in circumference.

The mansion, of which we give an illustration of the south

view, is a Doric building, one of the finest in England. The
terrace in front is 300 yards long, with a walk 27 feet wide

down the middle the whole length. At the east end is a

flower garden, and another at the west end, of which we give

illustrations further on. Near to the west end of the man-
sion are some very handsome trees and shrubs ; we will notice

a few. In the first place there are some fine bushes of

Portugal Laurels, 20 feet high ; then there are two very fine

plants of Araucaria imbricata, 18 feet high, in good health

;

a plant of Magnolia, 12 feet high, a fine bush ; a Welling-

tonia gigantea, 30 feet high, growing well ; a Cryptomeria
japonica, 40 feet high ; a grand plant of variegated Holly,

30 feet ; an Evergreen Oak, 20 feet ; and Arbutus Andrachne,

or Oriental Strawberry Tree, a fine bush 20 feet high. The
most remarkable cucumstance about this species of Arbutus

is, that in spring it sheds its old bark, and the young bark

at first is green, then whitish, afterwards changing to different

shades of brown, but on the approach of winter it becomes red.

Young plants are rather tender, and they should always be

planted where they are protected from north winds. Grow-

ing here are also a fine tree of deciduous Cypress, Taxodium
distichum, about 30 feet high, and many other fine trees and

shrubs, which all seem to flourish, although the situation is

high and somewhat exposed.

Under the terrace wall is a long border 3 feet wide, which in

summer is planted in the ribbon style. On this wall are

trained flowei'ing shrubs, such as Eoses, Clematises, and Mag-
nolias. Near this, on an east wall, is a fine specimen of that

grand plant for spring flowering. Wistaria sinensis, which

EDELEY-ON-THE-HILL (From a iihotcgraph ly Coasias & Priest, London Eoad, (iiautliami.

covers a space 60 feet long. In the distance are seen from

this terrace two large fish ponds, one nine and the other about

twelve acres. Between these ponds and the mansion in the

valley there are some very fine Oaks, some measuring 16 and

18 feet in circumference. In the woods there are many miles

of drives and walks, which are bordered with healthy plants of

Laurels and Rhododendrons.
The steep descent in front of the terrace was at one time

cut into five or six terraces supported by brick walls ; if these

walls had been of stone and highly finished, I have no doubt

they would have added dignity to the mansion, but being of

red brick I consider they were very properly removed, and the

present noble terrace wall put in place of them. Below the

terrace wall is an open space of grass which slopes down to

the woods in the valley.

We wiU now retrace our steps to the north side of the

mansion. Here is placed the principal entrance, which is,

more properly speaking, a work of art. There is a spacious

court surrounded by a colonnade, together about eight acres,

five acres being kept as lawn, and three acres as gravel walks

and colonnade. A stranger visiting Burley for the first time

from the north-east lodge, is surprised to find such fine views

as burst upon him when he passes this colonnade. The sur-

rounding country to the north and east, being somewhat flat,

it gives no promise of such magnificent views. Hence Burley

is grand in the point of contrail. Here the trees have been

planted so as to shut-out Oakham and the Leicestershii-e hills,

and in passing this point the view is unexpected.

At the east end of the house is placed Mrs. Finch's flower

garden (see page 470), of which one half is represented in the

engraving, the other half corresponding. This was very gay

with spring flowers. The materials employed were nothing

uncommon, but the effect produced was very pleasing. The

planting was as follows :

—

1. Red Van Thol Tulips, ven' good.

2. Boee-shaded ditto ditto

3. White ditto ditto

4. Scarlet ditto ditto

5. Centre Amy Hyacinth, crimson,

dwarf and pretty ; two rows of white

Hyacinth La PuceUe d'OrKaus.

Adjoining the house at the west end is placed Mr. Finch's

flower garden (see page 471), which was also gay with spring

flowers planted as follows :

—

G. Centre Hyacinth Flcnr d'Or,

yellow; two rows of Hyacinth
Unique, darl: pnrple.

7. Scarlet and rose-akadad Tulips.

8. Aubrietia purpm-ea. The test
for massing.

9. DouWe Tournesol Tulips.

1. Tournesol Tulips in centre. Two
rows of Scarlet Van Thol, one

row of rose-shaded.

2. Aubrietia purpurea, with broad
edging of Golden Feather, which
stands the winter here well.

3. Red and yellow Van Thol Tulips.

4. Amy Hyacinth, crimson and
dwarf, edged with one row of

white Hyacinth La Pucelle

d'Orleans.

5. Fleur d'Or, yellow Hyacinth,
edged with one row of Unique
Hyacinth, dark purple.

Towards the west end of the principal terrace there is
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another flower garden, called the Lower Terrace Garden. This
is seen from the grass on the terrace, but hardly noticed from
(he house. In this garden there are some nice ftandard Eose
trees, and the walls are well covered with Peaches and Figs.
There is an old vinery in this garden placed sgairst the
terrace wall. The Vines in this house are supposed to have
Veen planted over one hundred years. They are mostly Black
Hamburgh, and bear well every year ; the bunches are small,
but they colour remarkably well, and are of good quality. I
question very much if they are not of superior quality to
Grapes from younger Vines.
Eelow this terrace garden is a fruit garden of about one

acre well filled with trees of Plums, Gooseberries, and Easp-
berries ; and on the walls are Pears and Plums trained fan-

shape. Against the south wall of this garden is placed a range
of hothouses, about ISO feet long, consisting of an early Peach
house, 50 feet long, with trees trained on the back wall, and
young flat-trained Peach trees in front bearing excellent crops.

On the shelves were a number of Strawberry pots of President,
which setms to be an excellent variety for fruiting in March
and April. In the middle is a greenhouse with a number of

very useful plants for cutting and drawing-room decoration,
such as Primulas, Cinerarias, Heaths, Epacrises, Azaleas, and
many others, all in good health. At the west end is a vinery
30 feet long, which has been planted about twelve months
with Muscat of Alexandria. The old Vines are left growing so

as to produce a few bunches till the young Vines come into

bearing. In this house, and also in a range of cold frames in

MES. FINCH S FLOWER OAKDEN.

ihis garden, there are great numbers of bedding-out plants.

Bedding-out is carried on rather excessively, there being three
flower gardens to fill besides a great many borders. In all

from thirty-five to forty thousand plants are used in these
gardens every year. Much credit is due to Mr. Temple, the
gardener, for the manner in which he supplies such largo num-
bers of bedding plants, which were all in excellent condition.
Leaving the fruit gardens, we pass through some pleasure

grounds till we reach the kitchen gardens, which are rather
hadly situated, being, to my mind, too much confined by
large trees. Within the walls there are about three acres, and
one outside. The old Apple and Pear trees are being removed
gradually, and young Apjjles and Pears are being planted as

pyramids to replace them. Young Plum trees are also being
planted as standards. On the south wall young Peach and
Nectarine trees have recently been planted, and they are
making nice young healthy wood. In this garden there are
three houses ; one a vinery 45 feet long by 12 wide. In this
house the Vines have been planted about three years by Mr.
Temple. The Vines have made excellent wood, and are show-
ing well for fruit. The sorts are Black Hamburgh, Muscat
Hamburgh, Trebbiano, Trentham Black, and Eoyal Musca-
dine. On the latter variety I counted from sixty to seventy
bunches, but these have been reduced to six or seven on each
Vine. The border in this house is composed of good turfy
loam and brick rubbish, and nothing could be more satis-
factory than the state of the young Vines. There is a stove

recently built with a north aspect, and which, I believe, was
erected according to Mr. Temple's instructions. The inmates
do him credit, for they were in good condition. There are

some nice young plants of Begonias, Allamandas, Sanchezia,
Gardenias, and Ferns, and at one end a few good Orchids,

Caladiums, and Gloxinias. The Cucumber house adjoins the

stove on the south side ; it is 45 feet long, the same length as

the stove. Telegraph is the variety mostly grown here, and
when true few are better for either winter or summer supply.

There are about fifty lights of frames for growing Melons, early

vegetables, salads, &c.

Altogether the general keeping of the gardens and grounds
shows that Mr. Temple is master of his profession.

—

James
Sjiith, Exton Park.

NOVELTIES IN THE EOTAL GAEDENS, KEW.
Feemontia califoknica is in bloom on the wall of the her-

baceous ground. It appears to have a profusely-flowering

habit. On the spurs of one branch there are ten flowers in the

space of a foot, seven of which are open ; they are bright

yellow, about 2 inches in diameter, and similar in form to a
single Eose, but of greater substance. It branches with great

regularity, and has neat fohage evenly produced over the

entire tree. To do well it should be planted against a wall,

and be protected during very severe weather ; in that position

it is very handsome. It is the only representative of the order
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SterculiacefB that can be grown out of doors. The leaves and

other parts are clothed with stellate hairs. It was first intro-

duced by Messrs. Veitch a few years ago. Among the Lilies,

L. pyrenaioum, L. Szovitsianum, and others are in bloom. In

the next bed Antherieum Liliastrum is producing several

spikes of its large white flowers. Asphodeline lutea and

A. taurioa are very ornamental ; they have graceful foliage,

and the yellow flowers are produced long in succession. The
New Zealand Veronica buxifolia is pretty aud interesting ; is

hardy, and forms a miniature shrub—round and dense ; the

Box-like leaves are glaucous, and the flowers white, produced

many together at the tips of the branches. A clump of the South

European Gladiolus byzantiuus has a fine appearance, with

about twelve spikes. Noteworthy of the Irises recently open

are I. variegata var. elatior, a fine variety with stronger habit

of growth than I. variegata, and richer colouring. I. Gulden-
stadiaua, a thin flower, distinct, but not very ornamental.
I. IfBvigata, one of the most stately ; the drooping segments are

large without undulation. It is known in nurseries, where
many varieties are to be found, as I. K;ompferi. ,Ethionema
orientale is in great beauty with its profusion of pink flowers

;

it is suffrutescent in habit, and ono of the best perennial

species. A few yards off Sarracenia purpurea is in flower.

Recently open in the Orchid collection are Cypripedium
Veitchianum (G. superbieus), one of the finest of the C. bar-

batum type ; Galanthe Masuca, Catasetum atratum, and C.

cernuum ; this genus aud its alUes " are the most remark-
able of all Orchids"—(Darwin); Oncidium divaricatum and

MR. FINca S FLOWER GARDEN.

0. pulohellum, a small but very pretty species ; the white lip

is very large in proportion to the rest of flower ; Liparis

Bowkeri, Lycaste Deppei, Stanhopea WardLi, Cyrtopera san-

gninea, and several more of less interest. A plant of Onci-

dium ampliatum has five spikes of bloom, and the profusely-

flowering 0. Harrisoni is very pretty. Sobralia macrantha, a

good dwarf variety, is producing its last flowers, after having

been in bloom several weeks. Also in flower in this house is

the elegant Utricularia montana ; though usually associated

with Orchids, is in no way related.

At the rockwork Silene Hookeri is the plant of greatest

interest. It was introduced by Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich,

under the name of S.Bolanderi, but this name being the more
recent must give way in favour of the former. It is variable

as a wild plant ; in this instance the flowers are more than
1,1 inch in diameter, the petals are divided into narrow seg-

ments so as to suggest the rays of a composite, and the tint is

that which people are pleased to call flesh colour. From the

pccuUar flowers and greyish foliage it is like no other SUene

in cultivation. It is a perennial, perhaps not quite hardy, and
requires care in winter; when at rest it retires, or may retire,

beneath the soil, and in that case must not be thrown away as

dead. Lychnis diurna plena is extremely pretty ; the flowers

at a short distance look like little Roses. Houstonia cajrulea,

a tiny gem, must have attention ; the delicate blue flowers are

borne in profusion on slender erect stems. It is common in

North America, though rarely seen in cultivation. Many com-
plain of its being difficult to grow ; it does not seem to be,

simply requiring moisture with good drainage. It increases

freely by division. Dianthus saxicola is a distinct and pretty

species, with grassy foliage and pink flowers. The most strik-

ing plant in bloom is a fine example of Saxifraga Cotyledon

(S. pyramidalis). That grown as S. nepalensis is the same;
there is not the slightest deviation from the typical character,

and from wherever received cannot possibly have anything to

do with Nepal. They who consider it distinct should at least

adopt a more suitable name. To have this plant in perfection

the rosettes must be grown freely from the first, and have all

offsets removed. The rare and not easily-grown Saxifraga

florulenta, figured in the "Botanical Magazine" for this

mouth, seems likely to do well.

In the succulent house two plants of Agave yuocsefolia are

throwing up their flower stems.

In the south octagon of the temperate house Eucalyptus

cornuta is in flower and fruit, showing well the character of the

genus. The sepals remain united, forming a cap, with which
the corolla is combined ; the flower opens by its falling away.

In E. cornuta the cap is large, and resembles in form the
" Horn of Plenty." Near at hand Callistemon rigidum is

producing its brushes of scarlet filaments, and is veryorna-
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mental. It will flower against a wall, and is hardy with that
protection.

THE CNETHOCAMPA. '

Relative to tha notice of this caterpillar in the .Journal of

May 28th, I am not safiiciently an entomologist to be able

to enter on the subject scientifically, but I will endeavour to

describe, as simply as I can, wLi,t I have recently discovered in

my own orchard. For two or three days successively I noticed,

on the top of a last year's shoot of a rather lofty Apple tree,

what appeared to be a piece of dark woollen cloth connected at

the bottom with a small bit of old net lace, such as we use on
the premises to protect ripe fruit from birds and wasps. On
the third day I told the gardener to bring a ladder and ascend
the tree, when the darker portion, about 3 inches wide, proved
to be a mass of caterpLllars, clustering, or rather swarming Uke
bees, ou the top of a sort of purse or nest of the finest cobweb,
through the top of which they had eaten or broken their way.
Supposing the representation of them in your Journal to be
the size of life, these were precisely the same in size, and had
similar marks on the back. The colour of those in the Journal
is not mentioned ; those which I discovered were of a dark,

dingy, olive green, with a tinge of yellow. On examining
other trees we found three other similar nests, all excepting

one spread out on the top of a small branch or twig. The ex-

ceptional one was formed by the branch on which the creatures

ascended being crossed by another branch, which grew nearly

parallel with it, like a pair of shears shghtly open ; and in the

top or acute angle of the fork was the nest. In all instances,

however, there were the remains of a small deserted nest, not
more than a square inch in size, several feet below the main
nest, which seems to have been the basis of operation. The
shoot which bore the first nest discovered was about i feet in

length, and at the bottom of it, where it shot forth from the

branch, about half an inch in diameter ; and in the little

curve formed by it, about an inch in width, was deposited

the first little web. This, I apprehend, contained the eggs,

which were thus kept snug and warm during the winter ; and
tiny specks of excrement about it, hke needle points, indi-

cated that the caterpillars had come forth in the embryo state,

and grown and increased as they ate their way upward. This
shoot had at least a score of good leaf buds on it, but they were
all eaten away to the very core. I imagine that the larger

insects at top must have made the upper nest, for, when we
disturbed them in taking them, we observed that they immedi-
ately began to let themselves down by a fine thread, but were
captured in a basin before they reached the ground.

I have not been enabled to discover another nest, though
the trees have been daily inspected since the first were noticed,

I believe we just made the discovery at the happy moment to

prevent these rapacious gentry from migrating to other branches.
Two circumstances, however, seem to declare that these cater-

pillars cannot after all be of the species described in your
Journal. The first is that I saw nothing which might be
justly called processional in their movements. They were
freely rambling up and down, and of various sizes, on the
shoot between the two webs ; moreover, my gardener very un-
sparingly squeezed them to death with his hand whilst thus
wandering without experiencing any inconvenience either

from poison or electricity. The second is that though one
side of the orchard is bordered by Fir trees of different sorts,

and standard Pear and Plum trees are mingled with the Apple,
yet all the four nests we found ou four different Apple trees.

I ought to add that my orchard is in the vicinity of Grantham.
—OCTOGEXAKinS.
Your correspondent " F. P. G." inquires about the prospect

of the Apple crop. Mine is likely to be very abundant ; so is

the crop of wasps. They became troublesome in the middle of

May.

MULCHING.
At this season of the year, mulching effectually will save much

labour in watering, and to a very considerable extent make up
for poverty in the soil. Where very prim ideas of tidiness are

entertained, mulching is not approved of, as the blackbirds

and thrushes pull the material about upon walks and lawns in

their energetic search after worms and other moist morsels of

food in dry weather. I have often thought that these gentry are
worse off for food—at least food of a suitable kind—during dry
summers than during severe winters. This was particularly

noticeable during the dry summer of 1868 and following years.

Many thrushes and blackbirds died, and they were so weak
that they could be caught with the hand.

Materials for mulching are generally plentiful in most gar-

dens ; decayed hotbed manure is one of the best, and when
this cannot be had, short grass is generally plentiful. Most
fruit and vegetable crops are benefited by mulching, but some
more so than others. The Raspberry, for instance, which
delights in a somewhat moist soil, and is a shallow rooter,

should always be mulched in dry situations. Our soil here

is dry and thin, and not well adapted to the Raspberry,
but by mulching thickly we always secure great crops of fine

fruit—in fact, I reckon that the weight of the fruit is nearly

doubled in consequence. Celery, too, is mulched thickly with
short grass as soon as planted, and it seldom requires more
than one or two good waterings. Let the weather be ever so

dry, the surface under the grass is always sweet and moist.

The mildew which affects the Pea in dry summers is greatly

checked, or altogether prevented, by good mulchings along the

rows, and extending outwards from tlae sides about 18 inches.

Brussels Sprouts, Broccoli, Cauliflower, &c., which often hang
fire after planting in a dry June, make marvellous progress

with their roots under a good layer of f-hort i;rass. Potatoes,

though they, too, are much benefited by the same means in

dry seasons, are better without it, as a rule, in case of wet
setting-in in autumn, and thereby aggravating the disease

;

but this, I think, is the only exception. The health of Goose-

berry and Currant bushes is greatly promoted by mulching,
and indeed all kinds of fruit trees, especially stone fruits; and
newly-planted trees of all descriptions are often saved from
perishing by a good top-dressing of rotten litter, and such-

like, during summer and winter. In the flower garden mulch-
ing is not so admissible, but we generally practise it with

Calceolarias, and the disease is unknown with us, though we
have to contend with a dry cakey soil. The Iresine, too, should

be mulched ; it is a moisture-loving plant, and will thrive if

mulched where it will sometimes not do any good otherwise

In Vine and Peach borders, whether inside or outside, I con-

sider mulching almost indispensable. In some places where
they are raked painfully smooth and neat, I have seen them
so rent with the drought during summer, that a man had to

go over them every week to fill-up the cracks. Good Grapes

are seldom to be found under such circumstances. A mulch-

ing 4 or 5 inches thick of rotten litter and leaves is best for

Vines, and a border so dressed need never offend an eye not

painfully sensitive on the score of neatness. Large plants in

pots, such as Figs, pot Vines, Pines, orchard-house trees, itc,

should also be mulched when practicable, as roots are often

near the surface, and are apt to suffer from irregular attention

in watering.

Apart from the advantages of mulching in a labour-saving

respect, and as a conservative agent as regards moisture, it

keeps the soil about the roots at an equable temperature by
preventing radiation in cold weather, and the bare soil from
the roasting effects of the sun in warm weather—a condition

of things very unfavourable to vegetable life generally.^J. S.W.
(in The Gardener).

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Dr. Voelckek has been examining the soil of one of the

London Squaees, with the view of discovering why Plane

trees had twice refused to live in it. The soil was treated

with distilled water and filtered, when the solution was found

to contain 0.1 per cent, of common salt, and 0.2 per cent, of

nitrates, a proportion sufiieiently excessive to account for the

failure of the trees.

There are a very few plants which are uni-local, and
prominent among these is the Keeguelen Cabbage. One of

the officers on board " The Challenger," writing to The Hour,

says, " The Kergueleu Cabbage (Pringlea antiscorbutica) grew

in considerable quantities in crevices and ravines leading down
to the watercourses-—in fact, in all sheltered situations. When
cooked, although not unpalatable, it has a pecuharly bitter

after-taste, which made me dislike it, but some of my mess-

mates relished it highly. I afterwards tasted it mixed with

Potatoes and fried with meat, when I thought it good. The
ship's company had quantities cooked, and most of them
relished it very much." Mr. A. Smith, in " The Treasury of

Botany," says, " The sole representative of this genus of Cruci-

ferre is Pringlea antiscorbutica, a remarkable Cabbage-like plant

confined to insular Kerguelen's Land, and hence often called

the Kerguelen's-Land Cabbage. The genus is characterised by
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its oblong seed pods being composed of two convex or boat-

shaped valves without a partition between them, and by the

seeds, which are numerous and in two rows, being heart-

shaped at the bottom, but prolonged into a short beak at

the top, and having accumbent cotyledons. The plant has

a thick round root, often 3 or 4 feet long, and 2 laches in

diameter, which lies along tho ground aud bears at its ex-

tremity a large cabbage, closely resembling the common Cab-
bage of this country, having a dense white heart and loose

green outer leaves ; its flower stems grow out from below the

principal leaves, and are from 2 to 3 feet high, with their

lower part more or less leafy. The whole plant abounds with

essential oil, aiul when cooked the cabbage tastes like tough
Mustard aud Cress. Being a powerful antiscorbutic, it is in-

valuable to the crews of ships touching at Kerguolen's Land.
Dr. Hooker says, ' During the whole stay of the ' Erebus" and
"Terror" in Christmas Harbour, daily use was made of this

vegetable, either cooked by itself or boiled with the ship's beef,

pork, or pea-soup. The essential oil gives a peculiar flavour,

which the mnjority of the officers and the crew did not dis-

like, aud which rendered the herb even more wholesome than
the common Cabbage; for it never caused heartburn, nor
any of the unpleasant symptoms which that plant sometimes
produces.'

"

A Special General Meeting of the Royal Hortichl-
TURAL Society is to be held in the Council-room, at South
Kensingtoa, tliis day, at three o'clock, p.m., for the purpose of

authorisiiig the closing of the Society's (inrdeus, except on pay-
ment, in the event of an evening fete being given.

This is now the season of the Rhododendron Shows.
Mr. A. Waterer has a large extent of ground charmiogly tilled

at the Royal Horticultural Society's Cxardens, South Kensing-
ton ; Messrs. John Waterer have this year taken up their

quarters at Russell Square ; and Messrs. Lane, of Berkhamp-
stead, have taken advantage of the artificial hills and dales of

the Regent's Pnrk, and they may be congratulated on their

choice with a view to effect.

A FRENCH FLOWER SHOW.
The Society of Horticulture of the Seine and Oise held at

Versailles a week or two since its annual Flower Show. The
large teut which is used for such shows was too small to con-
tain all the flowers exhibited, and which were arranged in very
good taste. The Show was a greater success than those of the
preceding years. This was due especially to the Council of the
Society having inaugurated a new plan. To encourage the ex-
hibitors it had been decided that, notwithstanding the medals
awarded at every show, a sum of i'40 should be given in prizes

of £1 each to the best forty exhibitors. This proved very suc-
cessful. The exhibitors were very numerous, and there is no
doubt that if iu future the Society can give higher prizes in

money its shows will improve. Visitors do not usually under-
stand what trouble is incurred in bringing together such fiue

plants. The trouble and outlay of money very often prevent
young nurserymen from exhibiting; many of them are not rich,

and it is a great boon if they can be rewarded in money.
Messrs. Vilmorin & Co., of Paris, carried off the " Prix d'hon-

neur," consisting of agoldmedal worth £16, given by the "Dames
Patronesses." Mr. Moser, of Versailles, obtained the first prize
for splendid Rhododendrons in full bloom. Some fiae specitnena
were to be seen of the new Dracasnas Baptistii and Mooreana, aud
Aphelandra Fascinator, which I hope will soon be found in every
drawing-room. This collection, as well as one of Rhododen-
drons in splendid condition, and one of sundry hothouse plants,
was exhibited by Mr. A. Truiiaut ,of Versailles, who took the
gold medal given by the Mioister of Agriculture. I must not
omit to mention the splendid Azaleas and Palms of Mr. David.
Mr. Duval, who every year obtains such a well-earned success
with his Gloxinias, carried off the gold medal given every year
by Madame Heine, of Rocquencourt. Messrs. Poirier aud
Christen had each a fiue collection of Roses. The best we saw
were Jules Seurre, Couutess of Oxford, Marquise de Castellane,
Therese Levet, Madame Moreau, Victor Veidier, &c. Messrs.
Crumont, of Sarcelles, had some beautiful Pine Apples and large
Peaches.

I must not conclude without mentioning the splendid Aspa-
ragus shown by Mr. L'Herault, of Argenteuil, and Mr. Ronot, of
Le Chesiiay, These Asparagus girthed as much as 6} inches.

—

Ernest Bergman, F.R.H.S.

DOINGS OP THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
HARDY FKUIT GARDEN.

Wall trees requira a large share.of attention this month, and
if they are neglected, either by allowing the young wood to grow

wild or the trees to become a prey to insects, no satisfactory

results can follow. A few of our trees have been persistently

attacked by the aphis tribe, but the larger proportion of tha
trees are quite free from it. The black aphis is usually found at

the ends of the young shoots, and if allowed to increase the
young leaves curl up and ultimately wither. Syringing with
different sorts of mixtures has been recommended to destroy it,

aud a solution of soft soap aud tobacco liquor will do this ; but
the difficulty is to apply it so that it will touch the insects. A
much more effectual method is to dip the poiuts of the shoots
where the insects are clustering into a hand-bowl; a man can
easily hold the bowl in one hand, while he dips the shoot with
the other ; the liquid will thus penetrate into all the curls of

the leaves, and the enemy is instantly destroyed. The opera-
tion cannot be performed after the young wood is nailed-in ; it

will therefore be necessary to see that the leaves are clean before
this is done. Where trees are unhealthy they are the more
liable to attack. A wall of Morello Cherries has been cleansed'

twice, and we have again gone over the trees this week. Pear
trees on an east wall require attention, and would be done at
once if time could be spared. The trees are trained horizontally^

and what is understood by a horizontally-trained tree is this :

One main stem is trained in an upright position, and side
branches are trained in a horizontal manner from this, opposite
to each other, not less than 9 inches apart, or more than a foot.

The larger the tree the greater should the distance be between
the branches. On brick walls the width of three bricks should'

be allowed between each branch. When these branches are once
securely fastened, no farther nailing is required until the shreds
or ties rot ; and the only treatment required at present is to cut
back all the young wood to two or three leaves. The Pear and
Apple are the only varieties of fruit trees adapted to this system
of training; and for them it answers better than any other. The
Cherry trees will have the young wood uailed-in where it is re-

quired as soon as it is cleansed from insects. All superfluous

wood must be at once removed. No Peach or Nectarine trees-

are planted on any of our walls, the supply of fruit being obtained;

from an orchard house at the season that the out-of-doors fruit

would come in. All wall trees of this description must be
clean ; and if the pressure of work is such that time cannot be
spared to give the necessary attention to the trees, it would be-

far better to root them out and plant choice Pears in their
place. These do not require a tithe of the attention that
Peaches and Nectarines do. All superfluous growths must be
thinned-out, aud no more young wood allowed to remain thaa
would be necessary to bear fruit next year. The fruit must
also be thinned-out with a liberal hand. Over-cropping is fatal

to the production of good fruit, and is a serious injury to the
future health of the trees.

FOBCINO HOUSES.
As there is nothing to do in the early vineries except to cut

the fruit as it is required, the " doing " in that department will

be almost nil for some time to come. The inside border had
become dry in two of the houses, and it was necessary to water
it. It is not conducive to the health of the Vines to allow thi&

to happen. The Grapes had shown soma signs of shrivelhng.
This they will do in very hot weather after having hung ripe

for six weeks, but in this instance they had not been ripe nearly

so long as that. In the late houses the growths had been allowed
to go on freely when the fruit was setting. They had been stopped,

a few days before the first flowers opened, and we have a fancy
that it is better not to do any stopping when the Vines are ia

flower, as doing so must have a tendency to check the growth,
and might cause some of the shy-setting varieties to " set

"

badly. The growths were all stopped when the fruit was set.

Have been thinning the Grapes iu both late houses. All fruit

intended to hang until spring should be well thinned-out ; large

compact bunches look remarkably well on an exhibition-tray,

but will not remain in good condition long after Christmas.

plant STOVE.
The recent sultry weather has tolt" upon all flowering plants.

Orchids seemed to suffer more than others. Some of the Den-
drobes would not last more than a few days, the most fragile of

all is D. deusiflorum. D. Devonianum also lasts but a very few
days in beauty in hot weather. If the plants are removed to a
cool house with a dry atmosphere they last much longer in

beauty. In gardens such as ours, where the houses are small,

the more rampant-growing of stove plants are soon out of all

bounds; when such is the case it is much better to strike cut-

tings annually, and grow-on young plants. One of the most
useful of winter-flowering plants is Erauthemum pulchellum.

Its iutensely blue flowers are produced iu great abundance, but
it ia a rapid-growing plant, and cuttings struck in the early

spring months make fine flowering plants the following winter.

The rooted cuttings were potted-off about six weeks ago ; the
plants have been stopped, and about the end of June will be
shifted into the pots they are intended to flower iu. They grow
well in a mixture of turfy loam aud peat. Potted Poiusettia

pulcherrima, and placed the plants in a house where they are

not too much shaded from the sun. A cool greenhouse is the
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best place for these plants to make their growth, and in July
and Angust they may be arranpied on a bed of ashes in a shel-
tered position out of doors with advantage. Thyrsacauthus
rutilana has flowered splendidly with us this year, a succession
has been kept-up for at least three months. The cuttings of
these are struck in the same way as Eranthemum. and require
similar treatment. Green fly has been troublesome, and fumi-
gating with tobacco smoke is dangerous at this season when
Orchids, Ferns, and other tender subjects are making young
growths. On plants that it is not desirable to syringe, the
aphis has been brushed off with a small camel-hair brush, and
in other instances they have been washed off.

FLOWER GARDEN.
' In our soils Roses used to suffer much during continued dry
weather; the soil has little holding power, and the roots can get
no sustenance in the dry subsoil of gravel or loose sand. In one
instance the substratum of poor soil and gravel has been re-
moved, some loam of a more clayey character and rotted ma-
nure added. Another the bed intended for the plants was as
deeply trenched as the nature of the soil would admit of ; a
layer of manure was laid in the bottom of the trench, some soil

placed over this, then another layer of manure, and about
3 inches of soil on the top. This treatment causes a luxuriant
andhealthy growth, with more freedom from insects. The plants
are flowering strongly, and a good soaking of water, mulching
the ground afterwards with rotted manure, would be beneficial.
Gladiolus are growing very strongly, the soil has been prepared
ior them in a similar manner to the Rose beds. The roots that
were planted early have been watered, the later-plauted have not
<is yet required atay. Hollyhocks showed signs of distress last
week, but time could not be spared to attend either to them or
the Phloxes, although scarcely any class of plants are so much
benefited by copious waterings as these are. "We were truly glad
to receive a good shower of rain on Saturday night. Rather
more than half an inch fell, which will save them for the time.
Placed sticks to them after thiuning-out superfluous growths,
the Phloxes to four or five growths, and the Hollyhocks to two
or three. The best Hollyhock spikes are obtained from young
plants raised from cuttings or grafts early in the year, and if

tbey are intended for exhibition it is quite necessary that
they be managed in this way; but for decorative purposes two-
year-old plants with three stems are the best. "We had watered
the beds in the flower garden and dressed the surface with rotted
manure, and this, with the rain, will cause Verbenas, Calceo-
larias, and other subjects that suffer from drought to start into
free growth,—J. Douglas.

PROVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Secretaries will oblige us by informing us of the dates on

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report
them fully, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,

and we wish for information on such specialities to be sent
to us.]

JUNE.
liBeds 10, 11, and 12
Gloucester andCheltenham 11
Eoyal Oxfordshire 16
Gosport 17
Chertsey 17
Bnrton-on.Trent 17
Thorns 17
Jersey 17
Guildford 17
York 17,18,andl9
Fermoy 18

JUNF.
Brockham (Kose) li:j

Stamford 23 and 24
Nottingham 24
R.H.S. of Ireland 25
Cambridgeshire 25
Thetford 25
Ipswich and E. of Enf^land 25 and 26
Kingston and Surbiton ... .25 and 26
Boston 30 and July 1

Stratford 30, and July 1 uud 2
Devon and Exeter (Roses) S

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*^* It is particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privately to either of the Editors of this Journal.
All correspondence should be directed either to " The
Editors," or to " The Publisher." Great delay often arises

when this rule is departed from.
CJorrespondents should not mix upon the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-
jects, and should never send more than two or three
questions at once. All articles intended for insertion
should be written on one side of the paper only.

Books (A iJcarfrr).—The "Vine Manual" will suit you. It may be had
from our office, free by post, for 2s. l\d.

Lelium giganteuu fJ. B.).—From your description we think it is that
Xily. Dr. Wallich found it near the Himalayah Monntaina. sent it to England,
and it bloomed here for the first time in 1852. When it has commenced
"blooramg it does so annually. You could obtain it from any of the florists

who advertise in our columns.

Bois iMMORTEL (H. Q.).—We cannot tell what tree Waterton intended,
and it is useless to speculate upon that or any other writer's meaning. We
know that Erythrina coral Indendrou is called T><nn imniortel, and we know if is

called Biicare in the Carracas, wliere. in Trinidad and other places, it i>^ planted
toiahade the Theobroma Cacao, or Chocolate-nut, yet that species only attains

a height of 20 feet; in fact, that stature la best for shading the Chocolate
plants. Erythriua glauca is also called Bois immortel. E. indica, we see, is

spoken of aa TArbre immortel. We have now told all we caji find on the
subject.

SnsrjiER House for AtrniCTn,AS (A. C. S.I.—This does not sound as a
fitting place to put Auriculas in ; if high up it would be too much exposed,
and unless the light is moveable the plants would get too much scorched.
Why not put them into a small fiaoie in the ground ? They would be happy
there, but I doubt it in the position you name.—D., Deal.

Insects Attacking Fruit Trees { ).—The larger species of weevil
sent, which feeds on the wood and eyes of the trees by night, hiding under
the aoil during the day, is the well-known Otiorhyuchus puactatus; and the
smaller brighter-coloured species which feeds by day on the foliage ia the
weevil, Nemoicns oblongua. Shading the trees over a sheet at the time when
the insects are at work and then destToying the weevils by immersion in
scalding water is the only available remedy.—I. O. W.
Mildew on Roses (Amateur Scof).—You had better write to the pro-

prietor of the composition for the information you require.

Name of Orange (M. S.).—It is Citrus vulgaris myrtifolia, Myrtle-leaved
Orani^-e. It i^ a native of India, iutroJucfi'd a^ lou'j since as 1594 by Sir Francis
Carew, and cultivated in his orangery at Beddington, in Surrey.

Greenhouse Plants Mealy-bugged (J. W. L.).—Your house must have
a temperature more like that of a stove than greenhouse for the plants to be
infested as you describe with mealy bug. From October to March the tempe-
rature from fii-e heat should not exceed 45"" by day, and air ought to be given
at that temperature. From February onward 50^ ehiuld be the maximum
from fire heat, air being given at that, and taken off at 5iJ- ; and whenever
the temperature can be maintained at 50°, all air being given, or sufficient

not to let it fall lower than 50^, you cannot give too much air, always reducing
it as occasion requires, so as to maintain a temperature without artificial

heat of 50-. Full ventilation should be given when the temperature reaches
55'=', and not reduced until it fall to 55^. We fear your temperatures very
much exceed the above, and we are not surprised at the advance of the mealy
bug. With a lower temperature it would not make su -h rapid progress. The
plants should be laid on their sides and syringed forcibly with water, turning
them round so as to dislodge and wash off the bug, and they should be
placed in their proper position after they have stood to dry and been again
washed. They would be best operated on outside the house, which must be
thoroughly cleaned. They should be frequently looked over, and any mealy
bug in the angles and crevices may be rfmoved with a brush, and, where
comeatable, with the hand, syringing the plants thoroughly with water as
before described, the pots laid on their sides, and the insects washed off.

This is a troublesome process, but an effectual mode of freeing pot plants of

mealybug. We should advise painting the house when the plants can ba
moved to a sheltered shady spot outside.

HoTEiA jAPoNici AFTER FLOWERING (Iiicni).—We presume the plants are
in pots, in which case, if they have flowered under glass, they should be
planted out in rich light soil in the open ground, and be abundantly supplied
with water. The leaves fall in autumn, as this species is an herbaceous
perennial. The plants may be taken up after the fall of the leaves, be
divided if too large, and potted, plunging them in ashes in a cold pit, from
which they may be drafted at intervals into the houses fur forcing.

Pears not Setting (Julius, Kidwelltj).—Probably the border ia dry.

When the tree is coming into flower we should make holes a foot deep and
about a foot apart with a crowbar, throw the border into furrows, so as to

hold water, fill them with water, and after sett)ing-in repeat two or three

times, finally levelling, and mulch with short manui-<3. In autumn we should
take out a trench at about 3 feet from the stem, cut off any roots that are

thicker than a quill, and fill up again firmly with fresh moderately rich soil.

The root- pruning will not be necessary if the growths during summer do not
exceed 6 to 9 inches; and if root-pruning be practised, it will only be neces-

sary to make holes in the undisturbed part next the stem prior to watering.

Liquid Manure for Vegetables (Idem).—Twice a-week is, in dry
weather, often enough to water vegetables with liquid manure, and once
a-week in moist weather; whilst, if very wet. manure watering is not necessary,

it being better to sprinkle the dry guano between the rows of plants. One
ounce of guano to a gallon of water is sufficiently powerful to apply twice

a-week, and 2 ozs. to the gallon when the waterings are at intervals of a week
or ten days. The wall trees may in dry weather be watered every ten days or

a fortnight.

Vine Border Watering (Bf. D.).—The border should have a thorongh
watering every ten days or a fortnight, and at the mte of one gallon per
square foot, which is equal to abuut 2 inches of rainiall.

Peach-house Arrangement (A Constant Reader) —We should have the
front part of the house trellised at about 16 inches from the glass, and to

within 2 feet of the ground, taking the trellis up to within 5 feet of the top,

which will allow light to the trees on the back wall. You may have two trees

against the latter, and two on the front trellis. What would be the good of

trees on the back wall if they were trained up and down the roof-trellis as

you propose ?

Thinning Pears (T. J. H.),—It is not, hut ought to be, customary to thin

the fruit of Pears when a heavy crop. It is best to do so gradually, re-

moving the smallest fruit, and especially the ill-formed, taking them off close

with a knife, and not half the fruit at a time, as you p^opo^6. Three or four

fruit to every square foot of surface are better than a greater number, and in

moat instances a sufficiently heavy crop. Have them all thinned by the time
the fruit is fairly the size of a broad bean.

Grapes Swelling Irregularly (Idem).—The small berries have no
doubt not seeded, owing to imperfect fertilisation of the flowers, and not to

any chuck afterwards. The only remedy is to maintain a good temperature
at flowering time, and to go over the bunches when in full flower with a soft

brush, and bo assist the distribution of the pollen. The hand gently drawn
down the bunches when in flower will also answer.

CacuMBER Diseased (J. W. B.).—The fruit forwarded na was damped at

the end, and, of course, decayed, while the leaf was dying off, the evil in both
cases arising from defective ro it-action combined with excessive moisture in

the atmosphere, the soil being also wet, cold, and rich. The plants may
recover if you give them an increase of bottom heat, and shade from bright

sun, encouraging fresh growth, removing the old leaves as young ones are

produced, and top-dressing with moderately rich soil, removing a little of the

"id surface soil. Water moderately, and keep a moist, well-ventilated atmo-
sphere, sprinkliLg lightly at shutting-up time.
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Calceolarias in Pots Failing (J. H.).—FaiUin in yonr case wo think

due to the plauts haviag beeu kept in small pots until they were Ijkr ailvadced

for flaweriuf^, and then shifted as they were—pot-bound—iiito larger pots,

which would cause them to damp-off at the neck or collar. The only remedy
is to sUiU the plants as the pots fill with roots into larger pots.

Aspect F(ir Fernery (T. TK).—The wall facing dae north will answer
admii-ably for the back of a Fern house, which it will not be necessary to heat

if you only gi-ow hardy kinds, and they are better without it. If you have
haif-harily or creeuhoufle Ferns, we should have the house divided by a par-

tition, and only heat the division devoted to the greenhouse Ferns, the others

beiui» kept cold ; though a single pipe, if the house do not exceed 12 feet iu

width, or two if it is more, would prevent any great degree of cold, artificial

heat being only used iu severe weather.

KosE Seedlings Damping {G. W. J.).—The Roses have undoubtedly
damped-off uwin^- to the frequent watering, the stems in their young state being
Boft, and probably placed too deeply in the soil. The seedlings should not be
planted deeper than up to the seed leaves, and you will not save those that

are dying-off by plp-ntiog them deeper. Keep the soil drier, watering only

when dry. It would have been better to have pricked them out iu the open
ground than to have potted them singly iu small pots.

Onions Clubbing |G. C.).—It arises from the young plants receiving a
check from continued cold weather in an early stage of growth, or from a
sudden check given by too heavy waterings, especially in a cold period. This
malformation is mostly confined to the white kinds, which are more tender
than the brown.

Guano Water for Celery (IirZcm).-After the plants have taken good
hold of the soil, until which they should be supplied with water only, com-
mence with the guftco at the rate of 1 oz. to a gallon of water, which is

sufficiently strong if frequently applied ; but if given at rather distant in-

tervals, or say once a-week, it may be applied at double the strength, or 2 ozs.

to the gallon.

Banksian ItosE NOT FLOWERING FREELY {P. Q.).—The want of flowers is

probably due to the beat during the past season not being suffii^ient to ripen
the wood, and the trees making luxuriant growth owing to the moisture.
Thin-out the wood, especially the old bare growths, and do not prune, only
thin-out to prevent uvercrowdiug. With a good summer we think you will

have flowers in plenty another year. Confine the pruning to shortening the
long 8hoo:s to well-ripened wood, which need not bo done until the buds are
swelling early in spring.

Gentiana acaulis Edging (Idem).—We should have two rows of plants
at a distance of 4 inches between the rows, and -1 inches apart in the lines,

or 6 inches if the plants are 3 inches across, planting them quincnnx fashion.
Toil will require at 4 inches apart eighteen plants, and at G iuchea twelve
plants per yaid.

Various (A. E.).—1. Keanp's " Indoor Gardening," which may be had post
free from our office for Is. l^d., gives instructions for the managemenb of
indoor plants throughout the year. Special works on stove plant s and Oixhids
are thosg of Mr. Williams. They are separate, and may be liad through a
bookseller. 2. Pea seeds may be preserved from mice by moistening them,
and coating with r^d lead before sowing. 3. You cannot winter Geranium
cuttings without a pit or house from which frost is ex(;luded; but you may
keep them in jour dwelling-house, and best in the boxes in which they are
struck. 4. The only thing to keep birds from the fruit of Currants and Goose-
berries is to net them. 5. The only way to make walks hard and proof against
weeds, is to form them of concrete or asphalt, the latter preferably. 6. You
need but a small hize of boiler, but we cannot recommend any one particularly.

W^rite to those advertising iu om- columns, stating what you require. 7. It

is cheaper in constructing a span-roof pit to have it 2 feet or so below the
ground level, and have only a glass roof, with wood ventilators in the side

walls. 8. Variegated white-leaved Geranium—Bright Star ; white-llowered

—

The Bride; bronze—Marshal ilcMahon; rose—Master Christine; pink—Mrs.
Upton ; scarlet—Jean 8islty. 9. We could not say in what way you could
best go to work to secure some pecuniary return from a stove and greenhouse.
Consult some one experienced in the requirements of the locality, and strive

to meet the demand. Y'lur questions are far too numerous to send at once

—

not more than two or three can be answered fully.

Pine Apples Black in the Centre {R. A.).—The most probable cause of

this is giving the plants manure wat«r when the fruit is approaching the
ripening stage. Should this not be the cause with you, let us know what your
treatment has been.

Treatment of Fig and Peach Trees (A. C. H.).—The Fig trees should
not become leggy if the young growing shoots ai-e pinched at every fifth leaf.

It does not answer to cut the wood back, because the bearing wood is all found
at the ends of the branches. You may cut back a few of the leg^y branches
this year, and more the following season, and thus gradually get the trees

into good shape without losing a crop. Keep the Peach trees clean by syring-

ing twice dady. The aphis must be destroyed by fumigating with tobacco
smoke, or washing the trees with any of the mixtures destnictive to these

insects. Enciitirage the trees to make healthy young wood, and you will he
sore of a crop nest yeai'.

KosES (A Vicar's Widow).—Xon must let us know your correct address.

Mealy Bug { W. C. D).—Have every branch and stem brushed over sedu-

lously with a hard brush, and then with a painter's brush as thoroughly
painted over with this mixture :—Soft soap, 2 lbs. ; flowers of sulphur, 2 lbs.

;

tobacco, 1 lb. ; and a wioe-gla^sful of spirit of turpentine. Mi.x the sulphiu-,

turpentine, and soap into a paste with warm water; boil the tobacco for an
hour in a covered saucepan in some more water, strain it, mix it with the
soapy miiture, aud then add enough water to make live gallons.

Names of Plants (H. 3f.1.—Bnddlea gbbosa, Round-leaved Buddlea. It

s a native of Chili, aud was introduced by Messrs. Lee & Kennedy exactly a
hundred years since. {D. o/ ii.).—Valeriana rubra. Bed Valerian. It is a
native plant, or has beeu so lung introduced that it is found wild in many
parts of Enjiland. Scotland, and Wales. {T. S.) —1, Phlox subulata; 2, Coto-
neaster, perhaps microphylla; 3, Weigela japonica. (S., York).—1, Trades-
cantia discolor; 3, Epideud/um cochleatum ; 4, Begonia parvifolia; 5, Ascle-

pias curaseavica. {R. R).—You can say Cerasus Padus it you prefer it, but
you must not suppoi^e that the Latin and En^dish names of plants necessarily

correspond. Your plant is Cotoneaster bacillaris. (Ben. Hall).—Ferns must
be sent in fruit; 2. Davallia canariensis(?) ; 3 and 6, Pteris sp. ; 4, Blech-
num (?|; 5, Asplenium foeniculaceum. [J- S. B.).—^thionema grandiflorum.
(F. E. T.).—Elieagnus sp. {L. Q.).—No ; but we cannot say what it is from
the specimen sent. {Young Subscriber).—Poa praten&is ; 2, Dactylis glome-
rata; 4, Selaginella sp. ; 5,"Pteris cretica. {S. G., Torquay).~A Ceanothus

near Lobbianus. (S. G.).—2, Berberis aristata, var. (M. H. Jtf.).—Coronilla

Emerus.

POULTEY, BEE, MB PIGEON OKROUIOLE.

POULTRY HOUSES AND ACCOMMODATION.
Befobe a favourable result can be obtaiueil iu poultry-keep-

ing, it is absolutely uecessary that the inmates have all that is

required to promote health autl comfort.
The accommodations which tend to further the well-being of

poultry are few and elementary. Supposing that poultry will

pay if properly managed, I will detail what I consider is best
fitted to produce that result, aud begin with their houses.
Fanciers whose aim is to produce birds up to the standard of

excellence, and must therefore keep each variety separate to

reach their design, do not mind the expense ; but as it is my in-

tention to add to rather than to take away from the pockets of

fanciers, especially of amateurs, I decline to describe costly

dwellings. All should make the most of the accommodation
which exists in their premises. With a little ingenuity anyone
can make comfortable quarters for fowls.

The exposure should be south, and a window facing east will

give the advantage of the morning sun. If the house can be
built adjoining a stable or cow shed so much the better, as, no
doubt, the egg-supply in winter will be increased. Light is

necessary to promote success, not only to enable the fowls to
iind the way to their nests, but also to keep them in health.

The poultry-house must also be ventilated, either by a small
skylight in the roof, or, which is still cheaper and equally
effective, a moderate-sized hole as near the roof as possible,

covering with a piece of perforated zinc. Draughts must be
avoided. Cleauliuess must also be regarded ; the floors should
be thoroughly cleaned at least twice a-week—that is, if there

are many occupants. If the houses could be cleaned-out every
day it would be far better.

I have found thatch roofs very useful, especially in the winter,

at which time every precaution should be taken to protect the

poultry from the cold. Snow falling on the thatch constitutes a
warm and dry covering. A cheap and substantial roof is made
of a crate, such as china and earthenware dealers have their

goods in ; take it to pieces and fix the sides on the poultry

house, then nail a few laths across, cover these with some old

! bags, and finally tar the roof thickly, throwing sand all over to

make it more weatherproof aud firm.

To prevent rats from coming up through the floor I have
proved the following to answer admirably :—Dig about a foot or
2 feet deep, and fiU-in with a mixture of gravel, pieces of slate,

and lime rubbish, together with a sufficient quantity of tar, and
then spread over this sand 2 or 3 iuches deep. This will form a
cheap and effectual flooring.—F. S. H.

HYBRID BIRDS.
In your issue of May 28th I observed a diiJerence of opinioE

respecting the production of this " mongrel " species. Mr.
Hewitt states, " All attempts to breed these birds with the

Golden Pheasant cock and the common fowl have signally

proved a failure." Here I differ, for I myself have bred them
from such cross. From 1870 up to a very recent date I had a*

large number of almost every variety of Pheasants. In 1871 I

had presented to me a most singular specimen of " fowls,*'

which the captain of the ship who presented them to me called

"Ajablcs." They resembled most closely the barndoor fowl
but somewhat smaller, were adorned with a goodly-sized top-

ping, narrow tail, head somewhat erect, close-feathered, long in

limb, and partly booted. Two of these I turned down with a

Golden Pheasant cock, which, shortly after becoming associated

with him, commenced laying, and continued so doing until late

iu the season of 1871. In February, 1872, thinking to try an
experimental production with this cross, I sat a sitting on eight

or ten of their eggs, which produced five singular-looking birds.

When they came to maturity they were the most unique
" hybrids " I ever saw, and several of them are stUl in this

country.—A Bostonian.

NOTES FROM A POULTRY-YARD.
Since the circumstance recorded by your correspondent, Mr.

G. Ware, is, as you state, interesting to you aud your readers,

I venture to think the following facts may be equally so. On
the 11th of December last I placed thirty-one eggs, chiefly

mongrels, under three hens. Two of them, on eleven and nine
eggs respectively, were in confinement ; the other, on eleven

eggs, was allowed to remain in the nest of her own selection.

On the 1st of January the two hens in confinement produced
nineteen chickens, and the one on the nest of her choice brought
off five. The twenty-four chicks were placed with two of the

hens, while a new sitting of eleven wag put under the Uttle hen
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that had hatched the whole of her nine eggs ; and, before pro-
ceeding farther, I may state that on the 21st of January ten out
of the eleven were hatched. Of the twenty-four chickens
hatched on the Ist of January, twenty-three were reared. The
twelve cockerels have long since come to table, and the eleven
pullets have produced me nearly two hundred eggs. The first,

a pure Dark Brahma, commenced to lay on the 25th of April.
The two hens that reared them were layiug again in the first

week in February, and both had hatched new broods by the first
week in April.

The history of the little hen that hatched nine chickens on the
1st, and ten on the 21st of January, was that when she was but a
few days old, through an accident she became an orphan. A
Silver-pencilled Hamburgh, so lame that she could not roost,
and that had never laid, voluntarily adopted and reared the
chick, clucking and brooding as though she had hatched it.

—

An Amateuk.

THE POULTRY-KEEPEE.—No. G.

THE HOUDAN HEN.
PROPORTIONS AND GENERAL CnARACTER.

Body.—Compact, almost more bulky in appearance than the
cock, firmly set on strong feet. Breast, thighs, legs, and wings
well developed. Head large, half or whole-crested. Whiskers
and cravat very full. Comb and gills very small. Five toes on
each foot. Feathers of the abdomen spread out, pendant, and

I1^%^s^_

Fig. 12.—Hondan Hen.

abundant, the other feathers of an ordinary length. Plumage
spangled black and white, with violet and green iridescence
(see jig. 12).

WEIGHT, SIZE, AND CHARACTEKISTICS.
Weight.—When full-gron n from 5 lbs. 8j ozs. to G lbs. 10 ozs.

I Size.—From the upper part of the crest to the feet in an
ordinary position, 15J inches ; from the back to the feet,

11,8 inches.
Head.—Large (see

fig. 13).

Coiiih.—Small.
Ears.—Small.
Gills.—Small.
Beak. — Strong,

dark grey and yel-
low.

Eije.—Iris,red dish
yellow. Pupil, black.

Crest or Half-
crest. — Sometimes
the crest entirely
envelopes the head,
and rises from close
behind the beak. It

is composed in that
case of large fea-

thers superposed like

the others in a glo-

bular form, and is

as handsome as the
crests of other varie-

ties. At other times
Fig. 18.—Hoadan Hen's Head. the crest is not so

large, and composed of irregularly-placed feathers, pointed and
bent Either of these forms equally characterises the variety.

Whiskers.—Small.
Cravat.—Abundant, thick, but not coming down very low.
Physiognomy of the Head.—When the creat is fully developed

the hen can neither see at the side nor in front, but ouly on the
ground, because the feathers which occupy the eyebrows cover

the whole eye, giviug the hen a
restless character on hearing the
least sound ; and it is not without
particular attention, and looking
well beneath the crest, that the
eyes can be seen.

Foot and Sole of Foot (fig. 14).

—Strong, fleshy, and provided with
five toes, like that of the cock,
similarly arranged.

Colour of Foot.—Like that of

the cock.
Laying.—Precocious and abun-

dant in producing fine eggs.
Inciihation —Time, three weeks.Fig. 1-1.—Houdan Hen's Foot.

DESCRIPTION OF FEATHERS.
The entire plumage, composed of feathers of ordinary size,

is spangled—that is, mixed with feathers sometimes black,
sometimes white, and sometimes black and white ; sometimea
black at the beginning and white at the tip, and vice versa, but
on the back, shoulders, the sides of the breast, and the feathers
covering the great tail feathers, showing generally spots more
decided, less mixed at the sides, the belly, and the crest. The
large tail feathers and those of the flight are equally mixed
with black, white, or spotted feathers; but it is better when
they are all white.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.
The Houdan is one of the most beautiful varieties of fowls,

and nothing is more imposing than a yard full of Himdans, but
its merits far exceed its beauty. Besides the lightness of its

bones and the quantity and delicacy of its flesh, it is a variety
to be admired for its early productiveness and fecundity. The
chi('k.-ns in four months can be fattened and acquire great size.

The hen produces very fine chickens, and of all the varieties

the hen approaches in weight nearest to that of the cock. They
are precocious and abundant layers of a fine, white, consider-
able-sized egg. The pullets begin to lay in the month of
January.
The variety is a farmer's fowl, and is more easily raised than

any of the French indigenous varieties. It is also less roaming,
less plundering than many of the others.

It is only an ordinary-brooding hen, like all hens which lay
long and abundantly; but she sits fairly and brings-up the
chickens carefully.

BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND SOCIETY'S
BEISTOL POULTRY SHOW.

Noted as have been the meetings of the Bath and West of
England Society for the excellence of the poultry for a long
series of years, it is most gratifying to announce that the col-

lection now on view at Clifton far surpasses in numbers any
of its predecessors, and in not a few of the classes the supe-
riority of the competition is certainly not less manifest. In
speaking of the general arrangements, we need only say that the
same diligent care and forethought that have caused the prior
meetings to become so popular were again fully shown by
Messrs. Bush & Edwards, the Stewards of this department.
The poultry tent was one of the largest we can bring to recol-

lection, and the exhibition pens were such as lo call forth
general approval. The weather, too, was such as lends a charm
to all out-of-door pursuits, and the local beauty of Clifton it

would be needless to recapitulate. With such advantages the
meeting of the present year will hold favourable contrast with
every one preceding it; and as regards the attendauce, the
poultry tent proved the most attractive and popular spot in the
whole area of thirteen acres, as occupied this year by the widely-
different exhibits of the Bath and West of England Agricul-
tural Society.
Spanish fowls have always found their home among the

poultry fanciers of Bristol, and certainly this year's collection

is well calculated to support the notoriety of Bristol as to this

popular breed of poultry. Mr. Edward Jones, of Berkeley
Place, Clifton, held his own in a very severe competition, and
with two pens (one of either sex) was successful in obtaining
not only two first prizes and two silver cups, but also the
champion cup for the best cock of any breed in the whole Exhi-
bition. Perhaps the history of events in all poultry exhibitions
fails to record such a singular amount of success, and the
triumph was well deserved; for, considering the lateness of the
season, rarely, if ever, have Spanish fowls been shown in so
thoroughly creditable condition as those by Mr. Jones, of which
we are now speaking. The quality of the face of all this gentle-
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man'a birds ia perfection itself ; for whilst its ample development

could not fail to satisfy the most fastidious amateur, the kul-like

quality of face in each one of the birds was equally praiseworthy.

A few of the very heavily-corrugated facas, tbat in aged Spanish

cocks generally lead to total, or at best partial, blindness, were

to be met with in these classes, and served by contrast to

heighten the popularity of tbe successful pens. Throughout
extensive classes the Grey Dorkinr/x showeii to considerable dis-

advantage, as shabbiness of plumage generally prevailed; but

it is well known there are few breeds that, on the eve of moult-

ing, are so apt to show broken plumage as the Dorkings. Mr.
C. Burnell, of Micheldever, Hants, and Mr. Samuel Lang, of

Westbury, however, exhibited some of the successful pens in

very creditable feather. The White and Cuckoo Dorkings were
especially good, and most of them well shown.
As a rule the Buff Cochins were not so good as have been

entered at previous shows, but not without some few marked ex-

ceptions. The cup cock shown by Mr. Harris, of St. Day, Corn-
wall, was a remarkably clear-coloured well-grown specimen, and
the pair of cup heus exbibited by Mr. Crabtree, of Levenshulme,
Manchester, were particularly so. Wo regret to say a sad aanoy-
aoce took place in respect to the latter pen. The award had not
been made longer than a quarter of an hour or so before it was
found out that the better hen of the two had died suddenly,
although not manifesting any previous indisposition. Of course
that award remained unchanged, but it prevented them running
in very closely at the least for the champion cup for the best

pair of hens. For the latter prize Mr. Edward Tudman, of

Ashgrove, Whitchurch, Salop, entered a pen that possibly has
never benn equalled for purity of feather and equality of cha-

racter. Those hens were most beautifully pencilled throughout
the whole plumage, even the very feathers ou the legs and toes

being equally well marked, a characteristic so rarely seen now-
a-days, rendering this one of the most attractive features of

a
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Japanese, both Lisht-feathererl, and also a purely Black one (the
latter a rarity) being well shown.

riGEONS.
(From another Reporter.)]

The Pigeons were not so numerous as the poultry. In the
Carrier class an extremely handsome young Black cock was
first, beautiful in neck with a very fine carriage, beating many
old prizetakers. In the hens, a Dun of a very similar descrip-
tion took the same position. The Pouters were few in numbers,
but two or three fine birds were to be found. In the Dragoons,
a pair of Yellows extremely good in colour were first ; and a
pair of Whites, well shown, second. Fantails were an excellent
class, and must have given the Judge some trouble to make his
selection. Trumpeters were poor; Barbs good, and the awards
very satisfactory.
The other classes of Pigeons were well filled. In Owls the

^rat^TpTize birds were deserving of particular notice.
The Show was held in a tent, which was weU ventilated, and

the arrangements were generally satisfactory ; but in future we
would suggest a little chaff at the bottom of the pens in lieu of
the dirt or sand, which spoils so much food, and ruined the
colour of so many of the light birds.

•Rri.f^i'^'J'";'^?'''''' ^ i
aDd Cdd and the Champion Cnp, F. Jones, Clifton,

^}i, , ^ n^"-^ Hnstol. c. J. Barry, Bristol ; J, A. D. WUlan. Dorchester.^fM.-l and Clip, E, Jones. 2 Mrs. AUsopti. Worcester, he, A. Darby. Little

Limerick"^
'''^ ShrewBbnry

;
E. Jones

;
Miss E. Browne, Chard ; J. C. Cooper,

DoRKiVGS (Colonredj.-CocJr.-l, Clip, and 2, T. C. BurncU. Micheldever. hc.T.

!?n'''';\'?'"i™„^''°"''
Mis. -Wollocombe, Lew Down : K. Cheesman. West-

well, Ashtord. S.ns.-l .ind Cnp, S. Lang, Westburynn-Trrm. 2, T. Moore,Kingston, Ye.n;il. he. T. Moore : S. Lang : A. Darby : Mrs. Wollocombe.
irPr?. w*'"'^ '?•"'£ ofR'aflvroct.-l. H. Feast. Swansea. 2, O.B.Cresswell.

9 rII p ^ • B.^Eshot. c.i. K. Fowler. Aylesbury. if,ii».-l, O. E. CressweU.
2, Kev. F. Tearle. he. A. Darbv ; J. K. Fowler.
CocHiKs (Cmnamon and Bnff).- f'ocfc. - 1 and Cnp, S. R. Harris, St. Day.

-^J. Conlanche, Jersey, c. Capt. T. S. Robin, Petit Menage, Jersey (2): A.

o //, •;: '-•J^o^ver. Bcm.-l, W. H. Crabtree, Levensholme, Manchester.
i, A. Martin. Eyershot.

„ £''^°"'= 'Bl,°'"=,aB!lP»!;tr;dBe.feathcred).-Coi-l-.-l, T.W. Anns, Clapham.
„i,„;„^ I 1 '^''^"i'^^'h

Bnis.-h Cup, and Champion Cup, E. Tndman, Whit-church. Salop 2, T. Stretch, he, J. K. Fowler.
-„.

7'"''^ (Whitel-rocJ- -1, C. Bloodworlh. Cheltenham. 2. W. Whitworth.
jnn.. LonpBieht, Manchester, he, J. K. Fowler. Hens.-l, W. Whitworth, iun.
Zi o. a., t owJ^r.
BiMHMis (Diirk).-CocJ-,-l and Cnp. Horace Lingwood. Creeting, Needham

Market. 2, L^Wnght. Crnnch Fed, London, ftc, W. Whiteley. Sheffield, c,

n rS, o™ * Mai'l'y. Wolveihanipton. JJcju.-l and Cnp, J. Watts. KinR'sHeath Birmmehnm. 2. T. F.Ansdell. St. Helen's, /ic. L. Wright, c. J. Eyans,
IL.'J","" Vr^'^T.-.f ^„ ^'i''"^'

Chertsey t W. H. Crabtree. Leyensbnlme.
ISEAHMis (Liobt) -Cort.-l. T. A. Dean, Marden, Hereford. 2. Horace Ling.

Zrl h i- { Bloodworih. Hens' -1, T. A. Dean. 2, Horace Ling^vood. he.

^If.C' • ^^S^:^''k ^'"™- ">" F- fhefWre. Acton Middlcfex: J. Elood-
'^?. • fv7-

R- Eodbard. Wringlon
: G, & W. Smith. Widcombe. Bath (2).Gjme (Blackbreasled Eedsl.-Cocfc -1. J. Miu.iu, St. John's. Worcester. 2,w. u. Stagg Netherayon. Hcn.-l and Cnp, W. J. Pope. Biggleswade. 2, W.n. btagg. Netherayon,

Gjme (Prown-lrP8FtedReas).-Cocfc-l, Lnnt & Hsssall, M«rket Drayton,

n?fJ!?'i h^ D. RicharrlFon, Wells. Hfji.-I, Miss S. M. Osborn. Yamton,
K^l? J

2. F^D Sweet. Ljmington. ^ic, J. T. Browne. St. Austell ; T. Burgess,Burleydain. \\hilchurch, Salop
: S. Mai tbew. Slowmarket.

Oxford
hurley* . _. , .

,

,T,^'r
'^

w'""^'''^','";,'"'''^^!."'"
'^"^''- Bli"'s.'Black"B;"and WhitesK-CocA-.-l

fl?M TC -i^-
C-,H"Jl'Pa, V, orceeter. 2, J. T. Browne, he, P. A. Beck, Ouiles-

neJd. Welshpool. Hen.—l. S. Miitthew. Stowmarket. 2, P. A BeckHiMBCBGiis (Golden-spangledl.-Cocl-.—1, H. Beldon. Goitslock. Bingley. 2,J. Bnckley Tannton. Ashton-nnder-Lyne. *c,P. Hanson, East jngton, Sione-
nonse

: T. Waller. Denton. Manchester, e. Mrs. Pattison. Dorchester. Hem.
n.J "P»'"'''.M'-a-. Pattison. 2, P. Hanson, he, J. Buckley; H. Beldon; LDayies, Harborne. Birmingham. '

iv?M°"'i'."""' (^''i'e''-iiponeled).-CocJ:. — 1 and Cup. H. Beldon. 2, H. C.

JIi"*'E "^J'^'i ""'.? tnlrfieW. he, S. E. Harris, Cnsgarnc, St. Day. e. Ash-ton cS Booth. BroalboHom. Mottram, Manchester. Bens.-l, H Beldon 2Hiss E.Brown. *c. Aehton 4 Booth; Mrs. Paltlnon. c. J. Carr, Swansea.
Rl?„'H"""',J''^'°>!''™J.^1?'"""

"''»'*• -" ""• Troyte, Bampton. 2. C.Bloodworlh. he. Mrs. W. E George. Howe Croft, Sfoke Bishop ; H Beldon.
?',„ ^''i''''^,,

flfis-'-W. (la>ton,Keighley. 2, Mrs. Troite. Ac, W. E.t-eorge
; G. lackham ; C. Bloodworih. Cheltenham, e, H. Beldon

HisiBuEoiia (Silvcr.rencilledl.-CocJ: -I. H. Beldon, Goitstock. Bingley. 2

p^olf'i' ^S'S'tt Ecna.-l, H. C. While, Maney, Sutton CoUfleld. 2, H.reast. Ac, H. Beldon.

*c^i"w '/Vy:,^<i'i<-;y}~Cock.-l.H. Beldon. 2. T. P. Edwards. Lyndhurst.
n . , f,"i,''

'"" Athtonon-CInn; C. Bloodworlh, Cheltenham; H. Feast.

r^^rl- "•
.^'^'l;"'^

^- '' •" Fii^ards. he. A. Darby, Easchorch, Shrewsbury

;

t-.BIoodwoith; H. Feast, c. E Jones. Neath.
HocDiKs,-forfc -1. W. H. Copplestone. Bridgend. Lostwithiel. 2. W. Dring,

Fayersbani. he, MiBB G. C. Niyille. Entleich Vicarage. GlaBtonlmry; G. D.
o^"'^1-P^'''^J'^- f. J C. Cooper, Limerick. S,n..-I,D Lane. Hardwick.
w^i' "'"'''"Jih, jiin.. LongBight. c, Mrs. N. Grenyille, GlaBtonbnry: Mrs.Wollocomhe. Lew Down, Devon.

i,„'^m™i''°-'''"'vr'""'^'''--' ""'' 2. W. H. Crabtree. Leyenshulme. Manchester.

Feast
' ""' P'^y'si' Bndgend. Hfji«.-1 and 2, W. H. Crabtree. lie, H.

Ant other Dibtinct ViBiETT.— 1, T. Sontherden. Bristol. 2. J. Hinton. War-minster. Ac J. S. Ecolh, Chesterfield : T. Bush. Bristol ; J. C. Cooper (2). c,Mrs. Taaffe, Foxboronpb, Tulsk ; Eey. N. J. Eidley, Newbury ; A. Darby : C. m!Hole. Tiyerton; J. Turner, Bath. Eens-l. T. Jones. Bristol. 2, Miss S
Jjorlhcote. Lympstone, Devon. Jic, Eey. N. J. Rioley ; A. Darby ; J. Southerden

;1. Bush : .1. c. Cooper.
Docks (White Aylesbnry).—1, S. E. Harris, CuBgarne. 2, J. K. Fowler. Ayles-bm. Ac. J. Hedges, AylesburylS); H. Feast; J K. Fowler.
l)rcK8 (Rouen ).-l, Cnp. and 2, W. Fvane, Prescott. Ac and c. .T. N. C. Pope.
„™ '^?.'.-''*°5' "">'='' "arietyl-l, C. H. Mayo, Pnddlehinton, Dorset. 2, Nocompetition.

Ti^l^'^^r'^f'^'i-rL.''"- ^\^- Hidley. 2, Mrs. H. J. Bailey. Eosedale,
4!„ £ ''i J!^l.^-

Martin. Eversbot, Devon ; J. A. Lyne, Brynhyfrid. Newport

;

Sev.N. J. Ridley. Hcn.-l. Eev. N. J Ridley. 2. F. Kendrick.jun., Lichfield.GPKsr.—
1 and Ac, J K. Fowler. 2, Mrs. H. J. Bailey.

BjNTiMs (Gold and Silver Sebrighlst.-l and Cup, C. H.PooIe.Bridgewatcr.
^, 1*. Braond. Bideford.

aS.","'^'!!,''
'^''"'' "'' White).-], P.. Cambridge. Horfleld. Bristol. 2, E. H.Aehton, Mottram. Ac. B. F. Parrolt Henbnry, Bristol ; E, Cambridge.

Clapham'(2)
"'""''*''*"• ''^'"''''' 2, A. Darby, c, G. Hall; T. W. Anns,

c, N-'ttJl^BahS^
colour or Tarielyj.-Coct.-l and 3, G. Hall, he, H. Feast.

PIGEONS.
CiEBiERS.—Cocfc.—1. J. James. Bath. 2, W. H. Smith. Bath. he. E. T. Dew,

Weston-super Mare. Sf n,—1, W. H. Smith. 2, H. M. Maynard, Holmewood,
Is'e of Wight.
PoDTEss.^Cocfc.— 1. Rev. W. C. BuUen, Bath. 2. F. Brannd. hc.O. Holloway,

Jim., Stroud ; G. H. Gregory, Tannton ; Rev. W. C. BuUen (2). Ben.—I, G.
Holloway, ,jun. 2. H Yardley. Birmingham.
Runts.—1 and 2. H Yardley.
DsinooNS.-l. G H. Gregory. 2, W. D. Richardson, Wells, he, H. Denham,

Exeter; H. Yardley.
Fantails.—1. H. H. Maynard. 2. J. F. Loversidge, Newark. Ac, G. Holloway,

jun.
:
J. L. Smith, Newport, Barnpf ap'e ; G. Packham. c, F. Braund.

Tbdmpfters.—1, F. Bmand. 2. H. Yardley.
Barbs.—1, H. M. Maynard. 2, J. Bullen, Barnstaple, he, H. Yardley; J. L.

Smith.
Archangels.—1. A. P. Maurice, Bourton, Dorset. 2. H. Denham.
TnRBiTS.—1, J. Croote, Jun., Wellington. 2, H. Yardley. c, J. L.Smith; E.

T. Dew.
TnMBLEBB.-1 and 2, E. Yardley. Ac, R. Joseph, Bristol ; G. Paokham, c, H.

Denham.
Nuns.- 1, T. A. Dean, Marden. 2, J. P. Mills, Exeter.
Owls.— 1, J. L. Smith. 2. F. Braund. Ac. H Yard'ey.
Jacobins.— 1. O. E CressweU, Early W'ood. Bagshot. 2. H. Yardley.
Anv othrb Distinct Variety.-1, H. Yardley. 2, F. Braund. he, H. Denham :

G. Packham.

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, Birmingham, awarded
the prizes for poultry; and Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier, of London,
those for the Pigeons.

[We have given a plan of the show-yard on page 477, and
shall publish additional reports of this Exhibition next week.

—

Eds.]

ST. AUSTELL POULTET SHOW.
This Show was held on the 3rd and 4th inst. in connection

with the Royal Cornwall Agricultural Society's Exhibition, in a
large meadow well suited for the purpose. The poultry and
Pigeons were exhibited in a spacious tent, and were shown in
Turner's pens. There were 233 entries of poultry and 66 of
Pigeons, making a total of 299, exceeding the previous year by
32 in poultry and 38 in Pi?eons. The poultry had twenty-five
classes and the Pigeons eight, against twenty-four and nine re-
spectively in the precediiig year. With the exception of the
single cock and Selling classes the birds were exhibited in pairs.
The Show proved in every way a success, and much praise is

due to the Committee and Secretary for the manner in which
they conducted the affairs entrusted to them.
Dorkings headed the list, the Coloured variety alone com-

peting. First came a capital pair; the second and third prize
pairs were also good. In the Silver-Grey and any other variety
class the first prize went to a good pair of Whites, and we believe
they have figured in the show pen before. The second-prize
birds were also Whites. The third prize was withheld on ac-
count of the birds not being of sufficient merit. The Cochins
bad two classes. In the first class the Buffs, Whites, and Cin-
namons had to compete together. The cup offered for the best
pair in the first six classes was won in this class by a beautiful
pair of Whites, and we think they well deserved their honours.
The second went to a nice even pair of Buffs, the third prize
also going to a pair of Buffs. The next class was for Partridge
and Brown-feathered birds, Cochins. All the three prizes were
won by the Partridge-coloured, the first going to the birds which
won the cup at the last Dorchester Show. Second came a very
good pair. In Dark Brahmas the first and second was won by
Mr. Waterman's celebrated birds. The cock in the third-prize
pen was very spotty on the breast, otherwise we think they
wculd have done better. Light Brahmas were poor, the first

prize being withheld. Game bad three classes, Black Reds
having a class to themselves. The silver cup, value three guineas,
given to the best pen in Classes 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11, was won by a
first-rate pair of Black Eeds, bnt we thought the cock's hackle
ran off a little too light at the tips, and was slightly striped.

The second and third prize birds were pretty fair. All the birds
in the Any other variety Game were Duckwings, and the wiunero
exceedingly good, the first being a very nice pen, sound and
hard in feather. Spanish were few in number but very good ;

the second-prize pair were a little tinged on the face. The fir^t-

prize pair of Polayids were White-crested Blacks, and they were
well placed ; their crests bad evidently been washed and got up
by an experienced band. The second-prize birds were Silvers

of good quality ; and the third, a very good pair of White-crested
Blacks, were highly commended. The Golden Hamburghs were
a small number but good, the first-prize pen exceedingly so.

In the Silver-spangled the first prize and cup for the best pen in
Classes 12 to 19 inclusive were taken by a very evenly-spangled
pair. All the winning pens in the Gold and Silver-pencils were
well placed. The French varieties had to compete together. A
grand pair of Houdans took first honours ; CrcTe-Co?urs were
second and third. A fair pair of hard Malays won first in the
Any other variety class, a fine pair of Black Minorcas second,

and a tolerably good pair of Black Hamburghs third. A perfect

pen of rare Anconas were highly commended. Game BanfaniSf
with the exception of the three winning pens, were very poor.

The firf t-prize pen contained one of the best Black Red Bantam
cockerels for style ever seen in the western counties. It has not
yet cast its chicken feathers, but after another moult we think
it will be all that can be desired. The second-prize pair were
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Brown Reds, and altogether have won a number of prizes. The
third-prize Blacli Red coclt carried his wins^a a little too low—in
fact the Judge considered this the great fault all through the
Game Bantams. In Any other v.^riety of Bantams a perfect pair
of Silver Sebrights won first, Black Rose-combs second; and a
well-marked pair of Gold Sebrights third. The first-prize pair
of Black Rose-combs at the last Plymouth Show had to con-
tent themselves with highly commended; and we think that
the pair of White-booted that were commended should have had
an extra third at least. The single cook class contained some
good birds. The first-prize bird was a good Dark Houdan,
second a grand Dark Brahma, and third a very good-coloured
Partridge Cochin. A gamey-looking Brovm Red was highly
commended, but seemed to be out of condition, and no doubt
would have won had it uot been for thi.i reason. A Duckwiug
cock, first at the Bath and West of England Show and first at
Bristol, was passed unnoticed. In the Selling class, pair of
hens, a very neat pair of Black Reds were first, and a capital
pair of Golden-pencils second ; a pair of small but almost perfect
White Cochins third. A pair of Black Spanish hens highly
commended we consider should have been placed. A grand
White Cochin cock won first in the Selling class, and was soon
claimed. The first-prize pair of Rouen Ducks were perfection.
In the Aylesbury class faultless birds were first, and a very nice
pair second. The first in the Ornamental Fowl, any variety,
were a most perfect pair of Golden Pheasants, and second a pair
of Silvers equally good.

Pigeons on the whole were good, but the entries in most of
the classes were small. In Carriers a pair of grand-styled
heavily-wattled Reds won first, second being a nice pair of Blacks
scarcely so good in beak-wattle and eye as the first-prize birds.
Whites won first in the Pouters, and good Blue pieds second.
The first-prize pair of Barbs (Blacks) were really capital birds,
a fair pair of Reds winning second. Fan tails were only moderate,
Whites being first and Blues second. In Tumblers a pair of
Black Mottles won first, and very good Almonds second. Ant-
werps were a fairish class, the first prize going to a magnifi-
cent pair of Mealies

;
good Silver Duns second. Pens 2C1 and

262 deserved being noticed, we thiuk. The Any other distinct
variety class contained the largest entry in the Pigeon classes,
numbering eighteen pens. First were a lovely pair of White
Owls fit to win in any competition ; Black Trumpeters second

;

and a very good pair of Blue Foreign Owls were highly com-
mended. The Selling class was about the average quality, and
contained one or two pairs of cheap birds. A pair of Almond
Tumblers took first, closely followed by a moderately good pair
of Black Trumpeters. A pair of pretty fair Blue Turbits were
highly commended, but were not a good colour.

DoRKit^aa —Coloured ~\, H. Feast, Swansea. 2, C. firay, Bisc^vey. 3, O.
Vincent. Trnro. Silver-Grnj, or ami othi^r varicty.~l, P. Rundle, Loatwithiel.
2,.I. H. Nicholla. Lfmtwithiel. S. Withheld.
Cochins.—Biiir, White, and Cinnamon—\. .T. H. Nicholla. 2, Mrs. Allsop.

Worc^ater. 3, S. R. Harris, CuaRarue. Partridge and Brown.—I, G. Lias, Par.
a, H. Yardley, BirrainRhara 3, J. H. Nicholla.
Brahmas.—Iiarfc.—1. Vi«conntesa Chetwvnd, Exmonth. 2, T. H. Waterman,

Anderlon. 3, H. Feast Lio/i(.—2, S. R. Harris. 3. S. Prohert, Lostwithiel.
Game.—BtacJ: Eeds.—l, W. T. Lovering. St. Anstell. 2, C. E. Pope, Falmouth.

3. B. Coon. St. Anstell. he, J. Baker, St. Austell. Broiiiii Beds. -1 and 2, H.
Browne, St. Austell. 3, W. K. Bullmoro. Falmouth, c, W. T. Lovering.
Amj olhrr variety —1. E. Winwood. Worcester, 2, C. E. Pope. 3, H. Browne.
he. G. Julian. Wadehridge. c. E. Martin. St. Anstell.
Spanish.—1. Mrs. T,.nkin, BristoL 2, H. Feast. 3, J. Bassett, LostwlthieL

<-, J. Bassett; J. H. Nichols.
PoLANns.—1, S. R, Harris. 2, H. Feast. 3, G. Lias, he, Miss F. Solomon,

St. BUzey. e, S. Prohert.
Hambukohs.— Go(rf-?;)(iHf7/^fi—7, W. Webster, Bodmin. 2. N. Barter, Ply.

mouth. 3. H. Feast. SiU'cr-sjiansled.-!, S. R. Harris. 2, H. Feast. S.W.Philips,
St. Anstell. lie, N. Barter.
Hambvrou^.— Gold peneilled.— l, H. Moore. Weston-super-Mare. 2, T.

Edmonds, Totnes. S.J.H.Appa. ftc.G.Lias; J. H. Nicholla. Silver-ueneilled.
—1. H. Feast. 2 nn.l 3. N. Barter.
Fkench. -/!«!/ variety.— \ and c. W. H. Coppleston, Lostwithiel. 2, H. Feast.

3, G. W. Hibbert, Manchester, tic, Mrs. Borrow. I.anivet.
Any other Dibtinct Variety.— 1. A. H. Tyack, Camborne. 2, J. Croate. inn.,

WelliDKton. 5. Miss S. E.Avery, Liskeard. /ic, W.Hohba.St. Ewe; W. Saundry,
Pool: .T..I. Blamey, Penryn.
Bantams.— Game.-l. T'. H. Mudge. Bodmin. 2. W. Currah, Tywardreath.

3, T. S. Hockaday, St. Anstell. Any otiier varielii.-\, C. H. Poole. Bridgwater.
2. J. H. Nicholls. 3, E. G. Stocker, St. AusteU. tie. Miss B. Stocker, St. Anstell

;

F. Braiind, Bideford ; ,T. Pearson, Llskeard. c, J. Honey. St. Anstell.
Ant Variety.— Cocfc.—l, J. Godtrey. Liskeard. 2. W. Denner. Tavistock.

3, G. Lias, lie, W. T. Lovering ; J. H. Nicholls. c, T. J. Lobb. Wadebridge.
Selling Class.—Cocfe.—l, I. H. Nicholls. 2, W. Humohrevs. Liskeard.

3, W. T. Lovering. he, H. Frast : W. H.Coppleton. c, .7 Croote.jun. Bens —
1, J. T. Browne. 2, H. Hodge, Porthpeau. 3, J. H. Nicholls. he. W. Honey.
St. Austell ; F. E. Stocker ; J. H. Nicholla. c, T. H. Waterman, Anderton : S.
Prohert.
Decks.-iloii^n— I and 3. .T. H- Browne. 2. .L H. H^it. St. Austell, he, E

Martin. Aylesbnry.—l and 3. S R. Harris. 2. W. S Crarl. Torpoint.
Ornamental Fowl.—.4;i!/ variety —I and 2, R. G. Lakes, St. AnsteU (Gold and

Sliver Pheasants).

PIGEONS.
Carriers.-1, E. Burton, Truro. 2. F. Hayman, Exeter.
PoHTERS.-1 and 2. H. Yardley. Birmingham.
Barbs.— 1, J. D. Mule. Exeter. 2. H. Yardley, Birmingham, c, J. J. Hill.

Penzance ; E. Burton ; J. T. Browne.
Fastails.—1, Q. Packham, Exeter. 2, H. W. Webb, Sydenham, tic, H.

Yardley.
Tr mdlers.—I, H. Yardley. 2, E. Burton, he. G. Paciham.
Antwehps.-1, J. Baen, Lostwithiel. 2, H. Yardlev.
Any .itber Distinct Vabiett.-I, F. Braund, Bideford. 2, J. Broad, Plymouth.

he, J. J. Hill
:
H. Yardley ; H. W. Webb ; J. P. James. Hereford, c, 0. Hawke.

St. ColniTib : J. J. Hill 1-2).

Selliso Class.-1, E. Burton. 2, H. W. Webb.

WOOD PIGEON AND DOVECOTE PIGEON
PAIRED.

Is it not possible that " T. G., Clitheroe," makes some little

mistake, wholly unintentional of cour.se, in what he narrates to
us last week under the above heading ? The whole turns upon
the meaning of the north-country word " scar." I cannot find
it in any English dictionary which I possess, and only remember
its being used by Word-sworth in " Peter Bell " in these lines

—

" And he had trudged through Yorkshire dales,

Among the rocks and winding *tcars.

Where deep and low the hamlets lie

Beneath their little patch of aky,
And littlo lot of atars."

The word " scar" seems here to mean what we in the west of
England call a " combe," a hollow somewhat narrow between
steep hills. Thus there is Castlecombe in Wilts, and English-
combe near Bath. If the word " scar" in the account refers to
the side of the hill, or rather rock, surely the bird that paired
with a dovecote Pigeon was a Rock Dove, Columba livia, which
is natural enough ; but the Cushat, Quest, Ring Dove, or Wood
Pigeon is wholly arboreal, nesting iu trees, and does not pair
with the common Pigeon (ukZu Brent, page 7). The Stock Dove,
Columba aenas, has been known to breed with the domestic
Pigeon, but it usually is arboreal in its habits, though it lays
sometimes iu a deserted Rabbit-burrow, and even in cliffs. ~^
The account that '' T. G., ClUheroe," gives is very interesting

;

but unless he is a skilled naturalist I incline to thank that the
wild Pigeon he mentions was most probably a Rock Dove, or
less probably a Stock Dove. If a Ring Dove or Wood Pigeon
(the large bird) the case is very singular. Perhaps " T. G." will
favour us with another word on the subject, and the meaning in
Lancashire of the word '* scar." I write simply from interest
and desire of acquiring knowledge.

—

Wiltshire Rectoe.

BUILDING A PIGEON LOFT.
A Pigeon loft ought to be built to the south or soxith-west,

the sun lying warmest on them from those quarters ; but if you
have not that convenience you may make a hole in the roof o£
your house, and there lay your platform, smaller or larger as
you thiuk proper. A carpenter that is used to such work will
put you iu a method, always remembering to erect proper works
to keep off those tormentors of the gentlemen of the fancy—the
cats, for in one night's time they will make a very great havoc,
and are generally observed to destroy those Pigeons which you
most value ; so that it is better to be at some charge first, to
prevent the incursions of such dangerous and fatal invaders,
who seldom or never give any quarters.
Let your loft be large enough to contain the number of Pigeons

you intend to keep, always allowing at least two holes or breed-
ing places for every pair ; for the more room they have the more
quiet they will sit, and breed the bettsr. I once knew a gentle-
man who could not raise three young ones out of nine pair of
breeding Pigeons all the spring, aud for above three months
after, only by keeping them straitened in too narrow a compass ;

whereas, about the latter end of August, or beginning of Sep-
tember, he moved them into a larger loft, and the same Pigeons
bred well, even then, and through the most part of the winter.
The reason of this inconvenience is this : Salacious cocks wiU
often be playing to and disturbing the others as they sit ; and
others who want room to sit will fight for nests, and by this

means destroy both eggs and young ones.

To make your breeding places, you may erect shelves of about
14 inches broad, allowing 13 inches betwixt shelf and shelf, for

otherwise your tall Pouters, by being forced to crouch for want
of height, will get a habit of playing low, and spoil their carriage.

In these shelves erect partitions at about the distance of 3 feet,

fixing a blind by a board nailed against the front, on each side

of every partition ; by this means you will have two nests in the
length of every 3 feet, and your Pigeons will sit dark and private.

You may, if you please, fix a partition between each nest, to

prevent the young ones from running to the hen when sitting at

the other end, and cooling her eggs ; for in breeding time, when
the youug ones are about three weeks old, the hen, if a good
breeder, will lay again, and leave the cock to take care of and
bring up the young ones.

—

[American Fanciers^ Journal,}

FACT VEKSDS SPECULATION.
All praise to Mr. Pettigrew for his able leadership "on the

paddle-bos," when ho keeps us straight in known ways, and
does not run the vessel with its apiarian freight among rocks
and sandbanks. All praise, too, to Mr. Lowe for the brave and
able manner in which he seeks to save the good steamer from
shipwreck when he sees the impulsive skipper in danger of

the said rocks and sandbanks. I will confine myself to one
matter, where Mr. Pettigrew reiterates as fact what certainly

he has not demonstrated : I allude to his pertinacious assertion
i-hat bees do not gather honey in the flower, but a " crude "
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Biibstaiice not honey, which, after deposit in the cells by day,
thev re-swallow and convert into honey in their Btomaehs at

night time or otherwise. I noted in a recent number of the
Journal the sanae repetition of the statement that bees manu-
facture honey. It is a pure assumption—nothing more. No
doubt bees re-swallow oftentimes the honey they have collected
in the day, but what they re-swallow is honey, and not the sweet
and merely crude syrup which Mr. Pettigrew avers, and they
re-swallow it for no other purpose than to transfer it from one
cell to another. Such is constantly done to make way for the
qneen's convenience when she wants to lay, or to store and seal-

np for winter use. Mr. Pettigrew's assertions to the contrary, if

repeated a thousand times, will not disprove what all trustworthy
apiarians, so far as I know, have uniformly stated and believed.
—B. & W.

Ipswich Podltrt and PiCiEon Show will be held in con-
junction with the Suffolk Great Agricultural Exhibition, and
the East of England Hnrticultnral Society's Summer Fete, at
Ipswich, June 25t.h and 26th. Mr. E. Hewitt has consented to

act as Judge. Spacious marquees will be erected. There are
twenty-six classes for poultry, with first, second, and third
money prizes, and various specials. Entries close on the
13th inst.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Books (TF. I. St. A.).—Jacques's work is not to be had. We shall publish

portioDs of it weekly.

Chicken's Excrements GLuxiNons (H. C, Dover).—The chicken is not
in health. Give Home castor oil, and feed on cooling food; gipe lettuce, grass,

and slack ground food. Lubricate the colon with castor oil, iuTodiiced by
means of a feather. Cut off the feathers about and near the hinder part.

Eab the whole of it with oil. Give a teaspoonful of castor oil intemaUy.

Fowls' Necks Bare f-B. W. R.).—We have very often anawared a similar
query, and have always begun by asking auother—Are yonr fowls at liberty ?

We do not believe in a natural loss of feather, and when fowls shut up to-

gether become bare in spots, it is because they pick each other. We should
not hesitate to put a naked-necked hen en eRgs. Her feathers would grow
during incubation. We have never known this loss of plumai^e when hens
are at liberty, and although they submit to the operation, and stand quietly

while it is going on, we do not believe they invite it. We do not believe in
any interchanwe of attention, such as we see in horees and donkeys in fields

or on commons, where one nibbles his friend just where he himHelf would be
nibbled. The fowls want something they cannot get in confinement, and we
Buppope the feathers are the nearest substitute they can find. If you can
turn them out, give ihem their liberty. If you cannot, and they arebrcody,
pnt them on egua. Rub the bare spots with npermaceti or with sulphur oint-

ment. Their feathers will come asain. At this time of year fowls of certain
breeds, especially Spanish and Crtve-Coeurs, if in confinement, eat their
feathers, but we have not found Brahmas given to it. They only eat them at
this time of year; after they have moulted they do not interfere with each
other.

Crowle Poultry Show.—Messrs. Newbitt have written to ns criticising

our reporter's notes, but we can only insert a part of their letter. They say
the second prize Spanish at the above Show was not " overdone " iu the
" get-up ;" adding that it is very annoying when at a show to be defeated by
inferior birds, but it is doubly so when ill-reported of.

PiGM\ Pouters and Isabels (Alpha).—This small variety of Pouters
varies very much in colour. Some are like their larger brethren in shape,
others are bare iu the shank. The coloxu-s are red, or black, or blue, some
fawn-coloured, Kome white. Isabels, we believe, are so called from their
colour, which is light fawn with white bars. They are simply one variety of
Pigmy Pouters. Breed these small birds as like the full-sized Pouter as
possible; the nearer the resemblance in shape, &c., the greater their value.

Pigeon Laying Soft Eggs (P. H.).—Separate the birds for a fortnight

;

give the hen a dose of castor oil, no Indian corn, but peas. At the end of

the fortnight put her hack, and let her have some old broken mortar to peck
at. Give a second dose of oil if needed.

Artificial Swarming (H. Paiine).—The breakdown of the combs in your
hive was a great misfortune. If the hive had had cross-sticks, very hard
drumming would not have detached three centre combs. 1, If weather be
warm neither stock nor ewarm will need feeding 2, If bees enough were
left in the old hive it will recover. 3, No evil of importance will result from
cutting through the brood if the cut parts are covered with bees. 4, No
chilling could take place during the operation. 5, Wo cannot say whether
the lifting of the hive will loosen more combs. A great deal depends on the
condition of the combs, and whether they are fastened to cross-sticks. Let
some one raise the hive perpendicularly, so that you can look up into the
hive without shaking the combs. G, The bees will not like'y bring out the
tape you nsed in trying to fasten the combs in, but are rather likely to seal

it to the combs. 7, Tour friend can rid his garden of coltsfoot by forking it

all out, and if more come from seed treat it in the same way. No other treat-

ment is so certain as this.

Preventing Swarming (C. T., Sa1isburij).—We should not be surprised
to hear that your bees hive swarmed in ppite of your arrangements before
this can be in print ; but your making them pass upwards through a Neigh-
bour's hive into the open air may possibly answer your purpose. If so, no
doubt the queen will ascend in due course and breed there. In this case you
have only to follow the example of " B. & W." in the recent treatment of his
supers, as detailed in these pages, by which he baa made sundry artificial

swarms with much success. Should your bees meanwhile swarm naturally,
you have only to take off the Neighbour's hive and put them into it. We do
not quite maJce out your after-intentions, supposing they should not swarm.

Napiring (A. H J.).—In nadiring hives with a view to separate them, and
thus swarm them artificially, the queens are not sought for. If they happen
to be in the nadirs at the time of separation we may consider ourselves fi'r-

tunate; for it ia well the queens go with the nadirs or hives partially filled.

II the queens are left in the old stocks, the bees of the nadirs will make queens

for tbemselvea. and generally a great quantity of drone combs; hence the
detirabihty of Laving the old queens in the hives that are being filled with
combs. In your cape the hives tbould be cut asunder, and placed on tepaiate
bnards and t-tands, leaving it to chance where the queen goes. In all cases of
nadiring the bottom door only t-hould be open.
Treatment of Weak Stock iA'oz'zcc).—You eay your straw hive is very-

weak in bees. If so, you can now hardly expect a swarm from it that will do
you any good, as it is petting advanctd in the season. You mifjht better buy
a swaim, and po furnish your wooden hive with tenants, and the sooner the
better. ^ ee that it be a large swarm. But if you prefer it, you can do what
you propofe—namely, put jour wooden box under the hive. In this case do
not remove the hive to another stand. You must stop up all openings in the
straw hive, and let the bees go in and out of the lower hive. If your bees
multiply sufficiently, and the teason is a good one for honey, they will build
cnmt'fi in the hive below, and you can then decide what to do ultimately

;

whether to plunder the upper or the lower hive, and make the one or the
other the future home of the bees. Should they preferto swarm, you can put
them in the wooden bos and separate the hives.
Babbit Scurfy (C. JJ.),~lhe best treatment yon can adopt is to use

sweet oil in the ears. You can put it in with a feather or a camel's-hair
brush, "tt here the scurf appears rub the fur and skin with cocoa-nut oil.

Use a piece of sponge for the purpose, and it is better. Your flesh should
not come in contact with it, lest the skin ehould be broken anywhere. Give
some old carrots, or green food thoroughly dry, that has been for seme hours
exposed to the air.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Oamtikn ^^qhahe London.

Lat. 51° 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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Clearly that boiler had Bot a fair trial. It was reset. The
fire was made to float over every possible part, and at the

same time confined as much as possible to the body of water.

The feed pipe was put into the bottom of the boiler, and it

was again set going. The effect was magical. So decided

was the improvement that another house was attached for

growing Melons, and the boiler now heats three houses with
fully one-third less fuel than when it heated two ; so that the

owner has a Melon house heated for nothing, and is money in

pocket by the improved setting of the same old boiler. I do
not mean to say this boiler is perfect, well knowing that a
divisional saddle or a good tubular would effect a still further

saving of fuel, but it satisfies, and is cited as an example of

the advantage of careful over careless setting.

I wUl now cite a case in reference to a tubular boUer, tend-

ing to disprove the soundness of the practice of condemning
all because one does not work yell. A nobleman in the county
of Berks has recently put up a range of houses, and as it fell

to my lot to be instrumental in supplying him with a gardener,

I felt some interest in the place. The heating was entrusted

to and completed by the builders, but is not satisfactory to

the gardener on account of the heavy fuel bills he is compelled
to incur. The boiler is tubular, and the amount of coke and
the time taken to get heat up is certainly unreasonable; and
whether an employer may be satisfied or not, it is not likely

that any good gardener would, as no one likes to see any useless

expenditure in the department for which he is responsible. I

have lately had an opportunity of seeing this boiler, and was
met at the outset with " No more tubulars for me." An
examination told me at a glance—at least, I believe it did

—

where the fault lay. It is by a maker whose name is by no
means obscure, but it is only fair to say is not Weeks or

Dennis. My first question was, " Can you get the water to

boil in the boiler?" " Yes, easily enough, but cannot get the

pipes hot uudertwo or three hours," was the reply. It was not
likely that he could, the return pipe entering the boiler at the

top immediately under and close to the flow. Now had the

return pipe entered the boiler at the bottom, and the feed pipe

also, instead of at the top, he would have had no difficulty

with the circulation, which is now so sluggish and bad, and
instead of " no more tubulars for me," his verdict would pro-

bably have been, " nothing but tubulars." A year ago I met
a precisely similar case in a sort of rough-and-ready home-
made saddle boiler. There was no satisfactory circulation.

The flow and return pipes entered the boiler close together.

The pipes were taken out, and that side of the boUer plated

over; it was then pierced at top and bottom for flow and
return, the feed being made to enter the latter pipe close to

the boiler, and the whole apparatus has since worked in the

most smooth and satisfactory manner, not a hitch or difficulty

of any kind occurring. So it is, possibly, in numerous cases
;

it is not that the tubular or saddle type is wrong as a system,

but that some error in construction, or inferior setting in par-

ticular cases, is the real root of the grievance, and the cause of

an unjust and sweeping condemnation of whatever class of

boiler is locally at fault.

But there are boilers which set themselves as it were, and
are free from the cardinal errors above named, and these both
on the saddle and tubular systems. The question, then, is

not so much which affords most heat, as which wastes most
by heating the air outside instead of the house inside. That
is the real error to avoid. That is more than anything else

the crucial point in boiler-testing. It is not, of course, of

such great moment in gigantic establishments as in the far

greater number of limited extent. In many detached stnictures

fully as much heat is lost as utilised—that is, one half is

wasted to supply the other. One of the snuggest modes I

have seen of heating a little house was by a conical boiler fed

at the side near the top by a conducting tunnel from the out-

side, the boiler being inside, and forming the basis of a hot-

bed for propagating. A boiler like that gets the vertical heat

of the lire, and is powerful. A spiral boiler—a simple coiled

pipe, corkscrew fashion, is a first-rate generator of heat, well

adapted for little places, and possibly great ones too, but of

the latter I cannot speak practically. There is, I believe, a

boiler on this principle now in repute, but of it I have no
experience, having only " read about it."

I am treating this matter without prejudice, simply giving

a detail of experience and observation ; but some may say,
" After all, which would you choose, to which plan would you
give a favourable verdict, tubular or saddle?" This resolves

tself into the question of the scientific " EiHBLiNo C.E." or

the practical Mr. Robson. Well, I would take a slice off both,
and should look out for a divisional saddle that would heat
quickly, that would conserve the fire around itself, and trans-

mit the maximum amount of the heat generated where it was
wanted—indoors, and not waste it outdoors. I would choose
this mainly because it would burn anything burnable. Tubu-
lars have done, are doing, and will do their work splendidly,

providing proper food is always at hand. They are more
dainty than the saddles. They are the thoroughbred racers of

heating, the saddles being the cart horses. But between these

two are useful hybrids, swift, powerful, and hardy, that will

" eat anything." I have often felt the inconvenience of being
without coke, and found coal an indifferent substitute for

working a first-rate tubular. I have seen damage result from
the same cause ; of course, no fault of the boiler, which had
only got into a wrong locality where coke ran short, and was
far to fetch. In such a place of famine to the tubular the

saddle would have lived and luxuriated. It is on safety and
certainty, therefore, that I prefer the saddle type, and would
seek celerity and economy by having it divisional.

I hope none will find fault with me for so deciding and
giving the honest reasons guiding to the verdict, at any rate

without advancing more powerful reasons, and as free from
bias and prejudice as those which prompted the little gossip

here penned. I should like to give some experience as to

tacking on to the water-heating a flue, for I do not despise

a flue, but vay jjaper has run to such an inordinate length

that it must be postponed.—W.

SOMETHING LIKE A "CLOTH OF GOLD."
A coBBEsroNDENT in a late number of the Journal has alluded

to the beauty of this yellow Rose, and I have myself spoken of

the " baby " one which is on the waU of my vicarage. It is a

very fine baby, only three years old, and has now run up some
1(5 or 18 feet, and has had on it this season between fifty and
sixty flowers. Some are yet to open, but many of those I have
cut have been grand indeed. I have always maintained that

it is the finest of all yellow Roses. Its grandly robust footstalk

which holds the flower erect gives it a superiority to MariJchal

Niel, which the latter's deeper colour and finer blooming qua-

lities do not to my mind compensate for. There are several

Marochals on the walls of cottages in this and the neighbouring

parish, but looking at the trees from a little distance you are

led to imagine that they are covered with decaying flowers.

It droops its head so much, and displays the outer petals,

which decay before even the flower commences to open. Well,

my baby is one of which I am very proud ; but there is a

plant of it on a house in my parish which puts it so com-
pletely in the shade that I cannot forbear giving you some
account of it.

" The Ashes " is the name of a very pretty villa close to the

common of Hothfield, but in the parish of Westwell, inhabited

by two elderly ladies, one of whom especially has delighted in

making the place and filling the garden and shrubberies with

the choicest flowers and shrubs. The Misses Whittle were

friends of our departed friend the Rev. Joshua Dix, and by his

kindness many choice things found their way here. The place

is quite a little gem, and the Roses are especially its glory.

The soil is naturally too hghtfor them, and but for our staunch

friend the Manetti they would not have succeeded so well.

Against the front of the house facing westerly is the plant of

Cloth of Gold to which I allude, covering completely one-

half of the house. It has two large main stems, and is either

on its own roots or budded very low— I measured the other

day one of these stems, it was nearly 10 inches in circum-

ference—and the foliage is very grand. It has almost grown

too large for the place, and last year it was very much cut back

and cut out, and as a consequence there are not so many
blooms on it as I have sometimes seen, when hundreds of

flowers were in all stages on it. This year there are nearly a

hundred, and from the character of the year I am sure it

would have equalled any of its former feats in blooming. It

does not seem that Cloth of Gold is particular as to aspect.

Mine is planted on a south wall, and it has grown also on the

east side, in both aspects blooming abundantly, while, as I

have said, that at The Ashes is on a westerly one. There has

been nothing that I know of particular in the treatment of it

;

certainly not in my case. The stock has pushed its roots

under the walk, and has had no " turtle soup " to feed on.

May it not be, then, that if persons who complain that they

cannot gst it to flower were to leave it alone and not touch
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it with the knife, it might do as well as Mis3 Whittle's or my
own smaller one ?

As I am writiDg on the subject of yellow climbing Roses, I

would again say a word on behalf of EOve d'Or, which for

covering a wall with beauty of foliage and flower is, I think,

unequalled. At the present moment there is one on the east

wall of my house which is a perfect picture. It was planted

there three years ago. It is now 22 feet high, covered with
dense foliage from the ground, and full of bloom. I counted
on one branch a yard long sixteen blooms. In richness of

colour it far exceeds Solfaterre, and is equally free in blooming.

In speaking of it in laudatory terms to Mr. George Paul he
quite agreed with me, and called it, not inaptly, a climbing

Madame Falcot. I would recommend anyone who wishes to

have a wall rapidly and well covered with a very beautiful Rose
to plant it.—D., Deal.

NOTES ON FEOST AND ITS EFFECTS.
Like many other terms in everyday use, there seems to be

more than one meaning attached to the word frost. The scien-

tific man, putting his thermometer outside on his window-ledge,

notes the figure to which the mercury has descended during the

preceding night, and if it has gone as low as or lower than 32'^

he books it accordingly, regardless of what other tokens there

may be in a more natural way, as the stiffening of wet cloths,

or of herbage of any kind, as well as now and then congealing

water. The philosopher pays little heed to these ; his instru-

ments are his guides, and by them his idea of heat and cold

is regulated. On the other hand, the country labourer look-

ing out on a summer morning and seeing a very heavy dew
shining white, almost glistening with the rising sun, and feel-

ing the air more chilly than it was at mid-day the day before,

pronounces it a frost, without waiting to see whether anything
has been stiffened by it ; and his observation, like that of the

man of science, is hardly borne out by the facts of the matter.

Frost, to deserve the name, should be sufficiently intense to

stiffen or solidify objects moistened by water or other liquids

of a like kind, or it may be inert substances charged with
water or other liquids not of a nature difficult to congeal.

There are circumstances under which frost shows itself more
conspicuously than in others. Generally speaking, inert non-
conducting substances, as wet straw, litter, leaves, cloths,

matting, boarding, and the like, show signs of frost when none
is to be seen on the naked ground, and still less on water.

Winds may either modify or intensify the cold, and it is hardly
necessary to say that elevation has also a great effect. All

these considerations, acting together or in part, may be taken
as so many fixed laws bearing on the subject; but then there

are exceptions, or it may be exemptions, of a kind more diffi-

cult to explain, in which frost exhibits a sort of capricious-

ness in attacking certain things and certain places, while
others that appear to be equally exposed escape. Every season
presents such freaks, and the reasons given to account for

them are often as capricious as the attack. The young shoots
of a coppice may be all cut by frost in a certain line running
through a wood of several acres, while right and left of that

line no damage may be done, or the line may have escaped
while the rest is cut. The notion has been that a current of air

blowing through in the direction indicated may either have
saved them or been the cause of the damage, just as the wind
was cold or otherwise ; but this is not always a just con-
clusion, for I have known a frosted belt, of say 50 yards wide,
running through a wood at a time when the wind was at right

angles to it ; and, moreover, we sometimes see the lower twigs
of the shoots damaged by frost, and the top ones escape, even
in coppices not 10 feet high. I wUl now pass on to notify the
effects of frosts on the more important horticultural objects

we are interested in.

Taken as a whole, May, 1874, has presented us with a greater
number of frosty days than any previous May during the last

twenty years. Frosts quite as sharp and quite as late have
occurred before, but I have no record during the above time of

as many as eight decidedly frosty mornings, and five more
that nearly approached being so, or which showed frost at

some part a very short distance from the place of observation.
The past month must therefore be looked upon as being an
extraordinary one in that respect. Well, what has been the
result ? To this inquiry very conflicting answers wiU be given,
and I expect frost will be charged with the loss of many
thoDsands of bushels of fruit of all kinds, as well as damage
to Peas, Potatoes, and other vegetables, and I do not know

how much injury to the grass crop and check to the growth
of trees, shrubs, Ac. I am not going to assert that frost

does no harm, it would be simply absurd to do so ; but I

sometimes think that other causes have been at work as well.

The remark of a very old friend of mine, one who has been in

the habit of sending many thousands of bushels of fruit to

market every year for nearly half a century, has more weight
in it than some would suppose. He says he " does not care

very much for a frost, but he is afraid of a fever." In other

words, he does not think the frost does so much harm if it is

not quickly followed by a bright sun ; and what I have noticed

of the effects of frost the past season justifies the opinion of

my venerable friend, whose years of observation (not me-
chanical but natural) entitle him to respect. Certainly there

were one or two of the sharpest frosts we had the past May
which confirms the belief that the " fever," or tbe bright sun, is

the evU most to be dreaded. One of the cases was as follows :

—

The evening of May 9th, showing every appearance of frost,

I placed a basin of water out of doors on a grass plat near my
cottage, and in the morning, about .5 a.m., the water was so

hard frozen as to allow the basin to be turned upside down
without any coming out, in fact the ice was thicker than the

oldest-fashioned pennies. Now, on a south border, at a dis-

tance of less than 200 yards, were some Potatoes growing,

also some Dwarf Kidney Beans that had just made their ap-

pearance above ground, and the occurrence of a frost so severe

in the immediate neighbourhood of these crops would have led

to the expectation that both would be injured if not destroyed

;

yet such was not the case, for neither of them appeared
injured, although the Kidney Beans certainly looked yellow,

and can hardly be expected to be much of a crop, yet I attribute

that to the prolonged cold weather rather than to this particular

frost ; but what saved them and the Potatoes from the " fever "

alluded to was some high trees to the east, which checked the
action of the sun until the frost had gradually disappeared.

The Potatoes look as well as need be ; but the Kidney Beans,
from the long period of cold weather we had, were starved,

and will not be worth much ; but it is certain the frost did not
kill them, although I find it is blamed for injuring crops of a

more hardy kind. Peas in an advanced state have been
seriously damaged, and more than one field near here so

badly cut that it was contemplated to plough them up, and
that about the time they were coming into flower, but some
delay taking place they have recovered wonderfully. Clover
has also been injured, but not more than has been the case in

former years ; but I do not hear of anyone remembering the

Peas sufi'ering so much before. Potatoes, of course, have
suffered in places, but here, as in the case of the young growth
of the coppice plantation, the attacks have been capricious, and
difficult to account for, elevation and open exposure not always
affording a reason for the attack. I am not sure, after all,

that the damage from frost is greater than in average years.

In general the ground was dry, and although one or two morn-
ings were bright and promising, all the frosty mornings were
not so, and if I ventured an opinion as to the relative injuries

inflicted by the frost and that caused by the prolonged cold

weather, I should be inclined to blame the latter the most.
Into the effect of the frost on the fruit crop I do not intend

at present to enter, as the accounts are so conflicting that it is

difficult to make any approach to a just opinion. As regards

other crops I attribute the evil as much to the cold dull weather
as to the frosts. A glance at the character of the season
reveals a somewhat singular state of things. The weather in

the early part of April was not remarkable, but during the

latter half of the month was very fine, warm, and dry, hurry-
ing on vegetation and forcing out the fruit blossom with more
rapidity than was consistent with the due setting of the fruit

;

but a change took place on the last day of the month, when
cold weather set in, which with frequent frosts continued up to

the 21st of May, after which fine weather again set in, the
transition being rapid rather than gradual ; and the last ten

days in May and the first week in .June have been as remark-
able for their warmth as the preceding period was for cold.

One especial feature in the weather this year must be noticed
;

it has been an unusually dry winter and spring, for I find the
rainfall of the six months, from December 1st, 1873, to

May 31st of the present year, has been slightly under 7 inches,

which is less than in any other similar period during the last

twenty years, excepting that ending May, 1858, while in many
seasons there falls double that quantity. One good effect of

the absence of rain is the condition the ground is in ; in most
places the stiff adhesive cl.iy lands work mellow and pleasantly,
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and are, consequently, suitable for the roots of plants to

run in. I shouU think, too, there never was a better season

for the bedding-out gardener than the present, for the cold

ungenial weather up to May 22nd did away with all idea

there mifiht be of beginning before that time ; and it must be

confessed when there is much to do the temptation to begin

earlier is very great ; but this season it could not be done, and
as warm fine weather set in so soon after the time mentioned,
and the ground was in good order (I allude to soils which are

usually Btiti) the after-progress may be expected to be good,

and may possibly be as early as usual, liut, as this may be
adverted to hereafter, I need not allude to it further here than
to say that notwithstanding the general character of the winter

for mildness. Calceolarias andGazanias that had withstood the
previous two winters out of doors succumbed in the past one
in February.—J. Kobson.

STOCKS FOR SPRING AND EARLY SUMMER.
No. 2.

Another strain of Stocks, in being more dwarf than the
Lothians, are most useful for particular purposes of decora-

tion in the late spring months, and this is the class known as

Intermediates. They have the same decided colours, but do
not possess the lasting qualities of the Lothians. They are

grown in immense quantities in the vicinity of large towns for

window-garden decoration amongst tlie urban population.

For this purpose they are now possibly pouring into Covent
Garden by thousands. They are great favourites, and de-

servedly so, and when fairly well grown cannot fail to attract.

Sown early in July, potted early and firmly, grown-on sturdy,

and wintered in pits near the glass, they turn out in good con-

dition for spring work.

Ordinary Ten-week Stocks sown at the end of July, and
treated sinailarly to the Intermediates, flower finely in spring

;

but the only advantage, if it is an advantage, they give is in

variety of colour. I cannot imagine why the growers of seed

will persist in splitting up colours into such an interminable
number of shades, unless it is to humiliate English lexico-

graphers, it being simply impossible in our vulgar tongue,
elastic as it is, to find anything like a corresponding descrip-

tive nomenclature to faithfully represent them. The dirty,

dingy, miserable mixtures in colour bring Stocks into disre-

pute. Perhaps these remarks may reach some of the conti-

nental Stock-seed growers, and I would respectfully inform
them that, if English growers tolerate the mongrels, they do
not admire them. True, they buy them because they can
hardly help it, but not without grumbling. I'erhaps the best

cure ia to grow seed at home. It would pay well, and, with
good culture and management, would be as good as the foreign

supply.

A word as to saving seed of any choice variety. The old notion
of growing by the side of doubles is an empty one. The right

plan is to give high cultivation and ripen in a sunny aspect with
a high temperature, taking off the upper weak portion of the

spike, leaving only the fine pods to ripen. If to this culture

be added the special care of selecting only those flowers with
more than the normal number of petals, as fives, sixes,

sevens, &c., then we are on the direct highway to a double
progeny. 1 never but once was disappointed by this plan of

selestion. I sived from marked blooms of a particularly good
Mnd a small quantity of seed. Half of it was sown, and every
flower came double ; the following year the other portion was
sown with the same result. It was not disappointment from
lack of doubles, but by losing the variety. It was literally a
" double disappointment."

I should add that in potting Stocks, have a care that the

pots are clean-washed. A dirty pot should never be used for

anything; but I know in many places, owing to the press of

•work, it is simply impnsfible to wash every pot before using

it. It is easy to put a Stock into a dirty pot, but next to im-
possible to turn it out without tearing away all the best roots.

Hardly anything clings to the sides of a dirty pot like the
small fibres of the Stock, and there is a danger of all previous

labour being thrown away by neglecting to attend to this one
simple yet all-important point in management.

liut, pots or no pots. Stocks, Bromptons and Lothians,
should be had. They are amongst the things laying claim to

the title of everybody's flowers, and should be seen in some
part of every garden. That title is an honourable one. Let
the few have all the enjoyment they can wish for, but ho who
adds to the wholesome pleasure of the many does a work of

which he need never be ashamed. If a flourishing nobility
is a nation's stay, may it ever flourish ; the happiness and con-
tent of humbler homes is a nation's strength.—J. Wkight.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
June ITth.

Fhuit Committee.—A. Smee, Esq., E.E.S., in the chair,
Messrs. Carter & Co., of High Holborn, sent examples of Mac-
lean's Little Gem, and Carter's Extra Early Premium Gem ; as
exhibited, the last named is longer podded and more prolific than
the other. Mr. Bennett, The Gardens, Hatfield, sent examples
of Bloxholm Hall Scarlet-flesh Melon ; the same variety was
sent by Mr. J. Douglas, Loxford Hall, Ilford. That from Mr.
Douglas was the better flavoured, but neither was worthy of a
certificate. A white-fleshed variety, Lady Isabel Cecil, was
sent by Mr. Gilbert, The Gardens, Burghley, Stamford ; it was
of fair flavour, but inferior to other white-fleshed sorts.

Strawberry Brown's Wonder was sent by Messrs. Lee, of
Hammersmith, to show its wonderfully prolific character; the
plant was taken from the open ground, and was loaded with
fruit. The Committee asked to see it when ripe.

A seedUng Black Grape wit'n round berries, named Russian
Emperor, was sent by Mr. Gilbert. It in some respects re-
sembles Espiran, but is much inferior to many other Grapes at
present in cultivation.

Floral Committee.—Mr. J. Fraser in the chair. The plants
submitted to the Committee on this occasion were very few,
nearly all novelties that were in flower having been brought
forward at the recent shows. Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, sent
Imperial Dwarf Carnation with self scarlet flowers, and of
exceedingly dwarf habit, and on that account very desirable.
This is a class of plants which, from the great demand for the
flowers in the market and the prices which they command, is

evidently in great favour, and, indeed, they are valuable decora-
tive plants at this season, and fragrant as well. The great fault
of most of them is their spindling habit, requiring the use of

sticks; the great merit of this variety, that sticks would not be
required, or only very short ones, if planted in a bed. A first-

class certificate was awarded. From the same firm came
Lilium purpureum, white dotted with dark crimson. Mr. 0.
Lidgard, of Hammersmith, had a first-class certificate for

Lobelia Duchess of Edinburgh, of very compact habit, produc-
ing a profusion of white flowers. A tirst-class certificate was
also awarded to Mr. Chitty, of Stamford Hill, for Coleus Duchess
of Edinburgh, with leaves coloured with various shades of

magenta purple and dark crimson, with green or cream-coloured
edges. A first-class certificate was awarded. Mr. R. Dean,
Eahag, had a commendation for his strain of seedling Pent-
stemons, and he hkewise esliibited a collection of cut An-
tirrhinums.

Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, sent Pescatorea albo-sanguinea, white,
with a rose-tinged lip, dark crimson at the base ; Mr. R. P. Barr
a collection of Lilies, in competition for Messrs. Barr tt Sugden's
prizes, including several varieties of L. dauricum, bulbiferum,
Thunbergianum, and Martagon. The Rev. G. Kemp, Sion
College, also sent varieties of L. Thunbergianum ; and G. F.
Wilson, Esq., Heatherbank, Weybiidge, an unnamed species with
yellow flowers.
From Messrs. Cripps & Son, of Tunbridge Wells, came Cle-

matis Delicata, semi-double, pale lilac, and Attraction, a loose

flower not equal to others ; Messrs. Downie il' Co.'s Silver Tri-

color Mrs. Downie, very pretty and high-coloured. Mr. Pest-
ridge, Boston Park Nursery, Brentford, contributed a collection

of Bronze and Tricolor Pelargoniums in fine condition. Mr. C.
Noble, nurseryman, Bagshot, sent a grouj) of Spiraea palmata,
whose pretty crimson feathers are always attractive, though in

this case not so inucli so as usual. From Mr. C. Lee, Clevedon,
came a rosy crimson sport of Reine Blanche Rose ; and from
Mrs. Williams, 38, Hazlewood Crescent, Upper Westbourne
Park, a nice basket of artificial Roses, scented with rose water,

and relieved with neatly-executed Ferns.

A SIMPLE WAY OF GROWING SPECIMEN
FUCHSIAS.

YoDR readers are doubtless familiar with the habit which the

old Eiccartoni Fuchsia assumes when grown out of doors in

those situations where, through the severity of the winters, it is

compelled to assume a semi-herbaceous habit, dying down in

winter, and springing up again in summer from an annually

increasing stool until it attains the size of a goodly bush. I

have often thought what magnificent specimens such plants

would make, if transferred to a pot, with their profusion of

flowers ; but how much more imposing would some of our fine

cultivated varieties appear grown in the same way ! Imagine
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a plant of a good variety Krowinp; in a 12-incb pot, and fur-

nished, perhaps, with a hundred or more unpinched shoots

2 or 3 feet in lenRth, and loaded with bloom—a, circular ball,

in fact, but graceful, and perfectly free from anything like that

trained formaUty which we too often see at exhibitions. A
group of such massive specimens on an exhibition table would
make the attenuated pyramids which we have hitherto been

accustomed to admire, to appear more attenuated still, and in

a less favourable light. Not so long ago I saw a number of

specimens of the kind I have described : they had not been

grown for exhibition, but had simply been allowed to assume
the bush habit, because the gardener had no time to attend to

pinching and training ; but he had succeeded nevertheless in

producing a lot of plants for vase, &e., work in the house such

as one seldom sees.

The advantages of this, which may be called the natural

system, are that the plants can be grown with less than one-

tenth of the labour usually bestowed upon specimens so-called,

flower better, and are better suited, as a rule, for decorative

purposes.
It is not difficult to get up a stock of such plants. Those

who have Fuchsias one year old or more, have only to cut them
down to the pot, and they will break away from the bottom the

first year, perhaps only six, eight, or twelve shoots, according

to the age of the stool ; but in such a case the number may be

increased by pinchiug the shoots when they are about 2 inches

in height. This will multiply them considerably ;
but no

further stopping must be done. Plants may be cut down at

any time while they have still growing vigour in them. At
the end of the season the plants must be cut down again, and
stored away till spring, when they should bo partially shaken

out, and potted at once in the pots that are to last them for

the season, as, when grown in this way, any interruption of

growth through " shifting on " is not desii-able. The size of pot

will, of course, depend upon the size of plant that is wished

;

the size of the specimen will just be in proportion to the root-

room, and the room and light which they receive. Neat little

plants in 4 and 5-inch pots may be had, or they may be grown
j3 feet in diameter, and of proportionate height, according to

fancy or requirement. I need scarcely add that good rich soil

and liberal waterings should be given to promote a vigorous

growth and long-continued bloom.—J. S. (iu Tlic Gardener).

NOVELTIES IN THE ROYAL GAKDENS, KEW.
Decabelone ei.egans, Dene., a new and very rare plant of

unusual interest, is in flower in the Succulent house. It has

the habit and general appearance of a Stapelia, to which it is

allied. The stems are numerous, seven to nine-angled, of

which the small tapering elevations close together bear three

branched spines. The lateral branches are at right angles with

the central, like the top of a cross. The flower is borne at the

base of a young shoot, and would be pendulous but for the

pot on which it rests. The corolla is funnel-shaped, with five

triangular acute teeth curving outwards. It measures about

2 inches in length, and l.J inch across the mouth, extreme
breadth. The interior is covered with papilla?, minute at the

mouth, increasing in size and number towards the base. The
corona is remarkable ; it consists of five parts, each cleft

nearly to the base into two divisions, tapering to a slender thread

•with a pear-shaped termination. It was in reference to these

that the generic name, meaning ten pins, was given. The co-

ToUa is yellowish white, and on the inside has port-wine-coloured

spots, larger and more numerous towards the bottom ; the

outside is covered with short linear marks and dots of the

same colour a few shades lighter, and more dull. It is a

native of Angola and southward to the Orange River, seeming
•to have a wide range of distribution, and was collected by
Dr. Welwitsch on the sandy coast of LoanJa, in 18511. It was
figured by M. Decaisne (who received it from M. Pfersdorf as

Stapelia digitaliflora) under the above name. It requires the

same cultivation as Stapelias, and will do well in a house where
the lowest winter temperature is about 55' V. It should be on
a shelf near the glass. Here also in flower are Ceropegia

fiaudersoni and C. stapeliajformis, perhaps the most easily

cultivated, curious, and showy of the genus, presenting also

the greatest contrast of form. The former was introduced to

Kew a few years ago, and figured in the " Botanical Magazine "

of 18G!t.

In the Cape house are Crinum ornatum, a fine species of

moderate dimensions, having scented well-formed flowers ; the

beautiful pink-flowered Zephyranthes carinata; Eichardia albo-

maculata, smaller than R. retbiopica, with much the same
habit, and the addition of white spots on the leaves.

Of the Begonias in the next house, B. Sutherlandi is in-

teresting from its being a parent of B. weltoniensis, one of

the most valuable of all Major T. Clarke's hybrids. The other

parent was B. Dregei. It is curious that the orange of the

one and the white of the other should have produced a piiik-

flowered offspring. B. Sutherlandi is a very elegant species,

found only in choice collections.

Recently open iu the Orchid house are LffiUa purpurata,

Aiirides Lindleyanum, Oncidium urophyllum, with flowers re-

sembling those of 0. biloUum, but smaller; O. Janeirense, the

flowers, of which there are several, scarcely rise above the

numerous leaves, forming a neat and compact plant ;
the

white Dendrobium cretaceum, D. albo-sanguineum, the beau-

tiful D. crystallinum, and D. Pariahi. The very fine variety of

Phalajnopsis granditlora, having produced flowers averaging

4i inches across for the last six months, has tho last now
fading.

At the Rockwork the new Gymuogramma triangularis (see

p. 468 last week) is planted out and growing freely ; it should

doubtless be under glass in winter. It is a native of Van-

couver's Island and southward to Ecuador. Lewisia rediviva,

now producing its flowers, is a plant of considerable interest

and beauty. The individual Portulaca-like flowers are larger

than the plant itself ; they are pink, shading off to white in
'

the centre. It is the " Spatlum " of the Indians of North-

west America, and the root is eaten by them as a vegetable.

It is remarkable for its extreme tenacity of life. In the

" Botanical Magazine " we are told that " The specimen from

which our figure is taken is one of many which, when gathered

with a view of being preserved for the herbarium, iu Britith

Columbia by Dr. Lyall, R.N., of the Boundary Expedition,

was immersed in boiling water on account of its well-known

tenacity of life. More than a year and a half after, it notwith-

standing showed symptoms of vitality, and produced its

beautiful flowers in great perfection iu May of the present

year in the Royal Gardens, Kew." Aphyllanthes monspeli-

ensis has pretty blue flowers much like those of Triteleia uui-

flora, but smaller and of the darkest shade ; no one could ex-

pect them from so Rush-like a plant. Chlorogalum pomeri-

dianum, the Soap Plant of California, bears a fine panicle

with racemose branches of white flowers. A few plants of

Primula farinosa have a very attractive appearance. Scilla

peruviana, var. Hughii, here in flower, is a variety almost

everywhere doing duty for the species ; it is often seen bearing

the two names. S. peruviana is rare in this country; it has

longer leaves than the above, with a distinctly ciliated margin ;

the difference in the inflorescence, if any, is slight. It has

been received from the Continent as S. ciliaris, so that posses

sors of a plant with that name will probably find they have

the true S. peruviana. A fine form of Iris lusitanica has the

erect segments a very dark purple, the others have a golden

blotch with a broad band of light brown.

I

In thellerbaceous Ground in flower are Kniphofia cauleseens,

new, and perhaps not yet in commerce. It was introduced by

Mr. W. Saunders. The possession of a stem distinguishes it

from all others ; the leaves are glaucous, with but little in-

I

clination to fall over; the flowers in bud are red, fading to

pale yellow as they open. It is ornamental in tiower and

foliage, therefore well worth cultivation ; it appears to be hardy

in sheltered positions. Iris Monnieri and I. ochroleuca are

very fine, of erect habit, with dark green foliage. They are

much alike except in colour ; the former is a golden self,

and the latter pure white, with a golden blotch on three of

the segments. Linaria maroccana is a new and pretty annual

with plum- coloured flowers. It was discovered in Marocco,

and brought home by Dr. Hooker, who says of it in the

" Botanical Magazine " that it " was conspicuous in one

district for its abundance and brilliant colour." Tropa;olum

poljphyllum is densely covered with flowers ; it seems a very

suitable plant to scramble over rockwork. Diauthus brachy-

authus, a native of Spain, is of much interest, and has nut

yet appeared in the trade. It is in height about lA inch;

the branches are straggling; the leaves are closely arranged,

glaucous, and in size and shape like those of Silene acaalia ;

the flowers are no larger than those of Saponaria ocymoides,

and almost identical iu colour and form. The Thaliotruois

are in fine condition. T. aquilegifolium, from its white fila-

ments, is the most showy in flower ;
though otherwise dis-

tinct, it may be known as the only one in cultivation having

stalked carpels. The leaves of the different forms of T. minus
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appear to offer the best substitutes for Maiden-hair in the
arranpenieut of bonquets. T. coUinumhas light green, nicely-

cnt foliage, and is perhaps thq nearest approach respecting the
shade of colour. T. mucronatnm, of darker hue, is also good.
T. adiantoides is recommended as one of the best ; it is per-
haps a form of T. minus.

POBTBAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Saxifeaga flokdlemta. Nat. ord., Saxifragacea;. Linn.,
Decandria Digynia.—Flowers lilac. " This striking and ex-

tremely local species was first discovered about the year 1820
(in the Alps of Fenestre) by an English tourist, who forwarded
specimens to Professor Moretti of Pavia. It was rediscovered
in the same locality in the year 185G, since which time it has
been found in numerous distinct habitats. It apjiears to be
tolerably abundant at an altitude of from 7000 to 9000 feet

within a limited area of about eight miles square, in the higher
regions of the watershed of the Maritime Alps, between the
Col du Tenda and the valley of the Tinea north of Nice, on
cliff faces and precipitous ravines facing the north. Mr. G.
Maw, to whom we are indebted for the specimen figured, in-

forms me that it mostly grows in single rosettes, some of which
are or 7 inches across ; they are generally found under an
overhanging ledge protected from the drip and direct rainfall,

the rosette turning downwards, and never exposed to the sun.
The plant was first introduced alive to this country by Mr.
Moggridge. Its cultivation is extremely difficult, from the all-

but-impossibility of obtaining well-rooted plants. It is an
extremely shy bloomer ; it probably lives to a great age before
flowering, after which it dies. It seems entirely to fail under
pot culture, but Mr. Maw informs me that M. Eoissier has
succeeded in growing it by wedging the rosettes firmly into the
crevices of a brick wall with a northern exposure. Mr. Ella-

combe has found it intolerant of frost at Eitton, near Bristol.''

—{Bot. Mag., t. 6102.)

Crocus cANCELLATUs. A^aJ. or(i,Iridace£B. Z.inn.,Triandria
Monogynia.—Flowers white. " It is frequent in the Ionian
Islands, Greece, Asia Minor, and reaches, it is said, eastward
to Armenia. In Greece it ascends to 4000 feet, and in Taurus
to the Alpine region. The curious reticulated coats, with a
texture which recalls cocoa-nut fibre, especially in the prolonged
bristle-;ike fibres surrounding the neck (similar to tbose met
with in .4.1buca setosa or Chlorogalum pomeridianum) distin-

guish this species from all the autumn-flowering Crocuses.
Amongst the spring-flowering species coats of this kind are only
found in C. reticulatua and C. susianue. The specimens figured

were received from G. Wood, Esq., of Eochford, Essex, early

in November, 1873."— (/iitZ., t. 610.3.)

C.iT,ANTHE CUBCTILIGOIEES. Nat. ord., Orchidacea!. Linn.,
Gynandria Monogynia.—Flowers orange. " A native of Ma-
lacca, Penang, and Singapore, accordiug to Lindley, who de-

scribed it originally from specimens collected in the two latter

countries by W.allich, and who afterwards figured it in the
' Botanical Register ' from a plaut flowered by the Messrs.
Loddiges, of Hackney. Lindley also gives Java as a habitat."
—{Ibid., t. 6104.)

Geevillea fascici'lata. Nat. ord., Proteacete. Linn., Te-
trandria Monogynia.—Flowers scarlet and yellow. " A native
of Western Australia, from King George's Sound to the Swan
River. It was discovered on the south-west shore of the former
plnce in 1829 by D. Baxter. The specimen figured was from
a Swan River plant, flowered by Mr. Wilson Saunders at Eei-
gate in May, 1873."— (Ziid., t. 610.5.)

Lesrebtu pekennaxs. Nat. ord., LeguminoE.T3. Linn., Di-
adelphia Decandria.—Flowers pale purple. " All the species

of the genus are natives of Southern Africa. The present one
occurs in grassy places on the eastern side, from Albany to the
Transvaal. The specimen figured was from a plant which
flowered in the Royal Gardens, Kew, in July, 1873."-

—

(Ibid.,

t. 6106.)

Cherries.—Frogmnrc Early Bigarrcan, a variety Which will

be found well deserving of cultivation wherever Cherries are

cared for. It is really a tempting-looking fruit, the sample
represented from the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, being, in fact,

rather below the actual size, in consequence of the tree having
been recently root-pruned. " It has also the merit of high
quality, being a delicious fruit, and it is both early and an
abundant bearer. We add Dr. Hogg's description :—Fruit
large, obtuse heart-shaped, compressed on the side, and with
a faint suture. Skin pale waxen-yellow in the shade, suffused

with deep red next the sun. Stalk 2 inches long, with a very
small receptacle. Flesh remarkably tender and melting, as
much so as in a Gean ; very juicy, and with an excellent

flavour. The Bigarreau Noir de Schmidt was obligingly sent
to us by Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, being one of the kinds
whitih were so finely cultivated by him last year. It, too, is

a very handsome Cherry of the very highest quality. Fruit
large, bluntly heart-shaped, the stalk set in a moderate cavity.

Skin dark shining blood-red. Flesh red, tender, juicy, and of
excellent flavour."

—

{Florist and Pomologist, 3 s., vii. 121)
L.ELiA FLAMMEA. Nat. ord., Orchidaceae. Linn., Gynan-

dria Monandi'ia.—" Imagine a flower of Lfelia cinnabarina in-

creased three times, with its brightest vermilion
;
give it a

splendid yellow lip, with an amethyst-purplish wavy anterior
lacinia, and a small white column washed under the stigma
with purple : thus you have the first-rank beauty, raised by
Mr. Sedeu at the Royal Exotic Nursery of Messrs. Veitch.

Such is Professor Reichenbach's word-painting of this strik-

ingly beautiful hybrid Orchid, which, on account of its un-
common and effective colouring, is one of the most welcome
among the new acquisitions. It was raised between Lfelia

cinnabarina and L. Pilcheri,the former being in all probability

the seed-parent ; and it was awarded a botanical certificate

equivalent to one of the first-class, at the Royal Botanic
Society's Spring Show on the ^.'ith of March last. The plant

is of moderate stature, and has slender cylindrical stems,
each terminating in a solitary, ligulate, oblong, fleshy leaf.

The peduncles are terminal, somewhat elongated, and bear
one or two flowers, possibly more ; the individual flowers are

some 4 inches across, with ligulate acute sepals and petals of

a brilliant cinnabar-orange colour ; whUe the lip, which is

oblong and trifid in front, has the yellow side-lobes folded over
the column, and the intermediate one rounded, denticulate,

somewhat crisped, and of a rich crimson hue, passing into

crimson veins on the disk."

—

[Ibid., 133.)

THE SEASON.
Kent.—On the 13th inst. we had a frost between 4 and 5 a.h.

of sufficient intensity to cover some glass lights in a cold pit

with " rime " enough to make a snowball, a most unusual
thing so late in June. A thermometer a short distance off had
not, however, fallen so low as the freezing point.— J. Roesom,
Linton Park.

LiN-coLNSHiKE.—The weather is very trying alike to farmer
and gardener. From May 14th to June 13tb, the day of writ-

ing, rain has only fallen at this station on four days, amount-
ing to the exceedingly slight total of 26 inch. Daring this

time there have only been four really dull days, and six half-

dull ones, the rest being bright, with, mostly, brisk drying

winds from N.X.E. and N.W. On the 11th inst. it blew a gale,

and on the limestone roads the dust formed a thick white cloud,

while in the fens the loose vegetable mould filled the air,

forming a dense black cloud. Forest trees drooped under the

exhaustive strain, flowers lowered, and vegetables and crops

generally assumed a shrivelled and unwelcome appearance.

On the night following the open fields were white with frost,

but in sheltered gardens the thermometer hardly dropped to

the freezing point. The day temperature has often been over
80" in the shade, twice reaching 84\
Bedded-out plants will not grow, and those that are not out

cannot be planted with confidence or comfort. Early Potatoes

are ripening prematurely and small ; Cauliflowers it is diflncult

to prevent buttoning ; Peas wiry, and of a hard steel blue

colour ; Beans ditto. Fortunately I sowed some in trenches,

and now feel the advantage. In hollows it is easy to get water

to the roots ; on the level, or above it, next to impossible in

a period of drought. Much damage was done to Apples and

other fruits by a slight frost on the 18th ult., but only in low

and damp places. In places high and dry fruit is plentiful

:

Strawberries small, although soaked and mulched ; Raspberries,

although cool and moist at the roots by mulching, are many
of them malformed and "hide-bound" by frost and heat. In

the fields Wheat holds on bravely, and looks well ; Barley is

beginning to fail ; meadows rather light. Turnips, the few up
have been devoured by the fly; the bulk cannot be sown, being

too dry and dusty. Watercourses shallow : springs low ; farmers

frightened ;
gardeners uneasy—wearied with watering and

waiting. .A.phides are an immense crop. These are my worst

enemies ; the best friend being an hydraulic ram, keeping the

garden trough filled. Wherever there is a few feet fall of

water there a ram should be. They are iovaluable—constant
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in working ; in attention almost costless, not requiring even
oil. If I want to see economy, simplicity, and efficiency com-
bimed I look at the water ram. It is a " confined labourer "

more than worthy of its hire. Get one and respect it.

—

J. Wrigut.
WiLTsniKE.—We have had frost here three mornings in

sucoessiou. On Saturday morning, the ISth, the Potatoes in

the neighbourhood were damaged considerably. We are also

getting dried-up very fast, having had no rain worth speaking

of since April 7th.—^'W. T., LomjUat, Wilts.

A, Block,

«, Cork.
c, Glass.

D, Water-groove.

A NEW MODE OF GLAZING.
As I understand the writer of the article in the Journal of

April yth, 1874, p. 287, the mode is thus

—

But it so, why not substi-

tute a strip of wood the
•entire length of the bar

for the "blocks?" It

would be firmer, less work,

and the glass could be
wedged at any part ; or a
groove might be cut out

of the solid bar with a
*' plough." I am not sur-

prised that the water-

groove is unsatisfactory

—the weak " link " in

the " chain ! " In my time I have had a good deal to contend
with as regards the insinuating propensity of water through
•cracks in walls, gutters, etc., and nothing I have ever tried has
been erjual to old nail bag. Putty and cement are not " fit to

black its shoes"—they crack; but the strand out of an old
nail bag saturated with white lead can be caulked-in, and
there it will stick, and does not crack.

Now, why not substitute this, or something of the nature, for

the cork ? It would be elastic and watertight ; and, put in with
a flat-pointed stick, the glass could be made as tight as wished,
and there would be no ins and outs for du't to lodge ; or the
glass might be bedded on the strands, or flat felt made on
jiurpose, and the cork wedges used.

This mode would certainly not admit of removing the glass

and replacing it twice a-year ; but I doubt much whether this
" facility " would prove practically worth anything.—V.

[I for one am much obliged to " V." for the suggestion of a
packing material instead of either putty or cork, but how far

the fibrous substance of which nail bags are made will answer
on the score of durability I hardly know, as I expect the nail

bags of the present day are different from those of yore, which
were made of hemp, for a great deal of sacking and other pack-
ing cloth is now made from jute, and probably nail bags are

also manufactured, in part at least, of the same fibre, which is

inferior to hemp in durability. When used in conjunction
with white lead it may be durable enough, and the idea is both
ingenious and practical. I cannot, however, agree with sub-
stitutiag a continuous slip of wood for the blocks and wedges,
for the slip cannot possibly be made to fit so tightly to the
permanent portion of the bar but that the wet will find its way
in ; and as it has to be taken off each time any repairs are

wanted, the unuaiUng and nailing again would soon destroy

the small piece of timber there is to work upon, so that I find

it would not work satisfactorily. The groove cut in the bar by
plougbing-out a place to receive the glass is an old affair. I

have the remains of some frames by me that were made in that

way before 184i), whoa I first became aotjuainted with them
;

but as all the glass had to ba put in at the bottom, and a little

putty was still used, it was a very difficult matter to push a
square up to the top when it became fixed lower down, so that
it was ottfn found necessary to chip away a part of the timber
that substituted the putty to enter a square, and this being fre-

quently repeated, the original condition was much departed
from. A groove wide enough to receive the cork wedges might
do better, but then there is the difficulty about wet driving in

at the edges, which is, as your correspondent justly observes,
the week point in the mode alluded to in April; and to remedy
which I asked the assistance of others whose pursuits enabled
them to ofl'er suggestions. To " V." I am much indebted,
and hope something will result from the caulking material he
recommends. The great difficulty seems to be the liability of

60 many things to shrink under the hot sun they must endure
;

and although they may swell and become watertight when rain

falls, they will not always become so immediately the first drops
fall, as we know the best-made canvas tent lets water through
for a time, although afterwards, when the material is thoroughly
wetted, it does not do so, and in this easel find the complaints
of drip inside will be very great for a time.
As "V.'s" experience has brought him in contact with

other matters, might I ask if he knows of any simple mode of
preventing damp striking through brick walls only 9 inches
thick, and that have been plastered on the bricks inside ? JIany
years ago I applied a wash outside that was recommended in
the Builder, but it did no good, and a coatiug with oil has been
since tried without benefit. Paint is objected to, and plaster
would alter the design of the building, and for reasons needless
to explain battening inside cannot be done. If " V." can
suggest a remedy, he will confer a benefit on many now
puzzled to rectify an error too often made in the building
trade. Further information on glazicg without putty will also
be acceptable, as I am certain the mode recommended is

capable of vast improvement.—J. Eobsox.j

CAUSE OF FEUIT CRACKING.
TocK notice of the explanation given by an English gardener

to account for the cracking of certain fruits and vegetables,
should have received attention before this, but a press of
labour prevented it. The means devised by you to prove the
presumed law do not, in my humble opinion, go far enough

—

i t'., they constitute only half an experiment. Perhaps my
explanation of the phenomenon may be more clearly compre-
hended by the general reader if I briefly state the law of en-
dosmose and exosmose.
Two fluids, separated by a partition or diaphragm, which

one liquid wets (adheres to) more readily than the other, are
thrown into currents. The liquid wetting the partition more
easily, flows through the more rapidly, and consequently sends
the greater quantity through the partition, and is called the
endosmotic current, from two Greek words, signifying impul-
sion or flowing inward. The liquid wetting the partition less

easily sends the less quantity through the partition, and is

called the exosmotic current, from two Greek words signifying
expulsion or flowing outward.
Now, chemists have learned by a series of experiments upon

various partitions, which liquids, compared with each other,
are endosmotic and which are exosmotic. Pure water is en-
dosmotic compared with all the juices of fruits and vegetables,
either pure or diluted with more or less water. " A Tomato
placed into a saucer of water for twenty-four hours" is not
the manner in which to perform the experiment. Nature's
plan for cracking fruits and vegetables is entirely different.

Those of us who have closely watched the cracking of fruits

and vegetables upon healthy parent stalks, have observed this

phenomenon after a " spell of wet weather," as noticed by the
English gardener.
By some means, which I do not profess to understand

thoroughly, the juices become diluted, and extended to the
full capacity of the fruit or vegetable, which accounts for the
" watery " taste so often complained of when fruits and vege-
tables ripen in very rainy weather.
Now, if the rain continue, or if it continue cloudy for any

length of time, by means of which the skin of the fruit or

vegetable becomes covered with moisture, endosmotic action

sets in, the skin is distended beyond its capacity, and it cracks.

I have performed the experiment time and again, by keeping
the ground surrounding the plant saturated for several days,

until the fruit or vegetable becomes distended, as I think, by
capillary attraction ; then apply water to the outside, and the
fruit will invariably crack. You perceive that I fulfil all the
conditions of nature by saturating soil and air.

I have discovered that fruits with entire skins are most
easily cracked—viz.. Tomatoes, Grapes, Plums, Currants, &c.
Those with a hairy covering or furze, like the Gooseberry and
Peach, with those having an opening like the calyx of the Crab
Apple, Apple, and Pear, appear to be provided with a valvular
arrangement existing in the hair, furze, or calyx, b3' which the
excessive moisture escapes. The silicious nature of the skin
of a mature Apple entirely prevents the cracking by the means
that I have briefly attempted to explain, as water does not
wet it. I have frequently enlarged Gooseberries by suspend-
ing them over water, and Apples, by washing with water
slightly acidulated with sulphuric acid, without any evidence
of cracking.

Almost all observers have seen Plums and Grapes that have
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fallen into a stream, with the skins burst, if the frnit adhere

to the peduncle. I have recognised this bursting by endosmose
or by capillary attraction, as the means devised by nature by
which many seeds become separated from their pericarp, so as

to come in contact with the soil under the most favourable

conditions. — S. B. Heiges, President of the Penvsylvania

Fruit-Growers' Society.— (American Gardener's Monthly.)

DR. MOORE'S NEW HYBRID SARRACENIA.
The species selected with a view to crossing were S. Drum-

mondi and S. flava, the latter to be the seed-bearing parent,

and the former to supply the pollen with which its flowers

were to be fertilised. The pollen was applied, the usual pre-

cautions being taken that neither that of the plant operated

on, nor any other species then in flower, should affect or inter-

fere with the hoped-for result, and before the summer was over

Dr. Moore had the gratification of gathering a ripe capsule of

seed. This was in 1868, and the following spring the seed was
sown in pots well drained and nearly filled with finely sifted

heath mould. The seed was dusted over the surface, and
merely covered wilh a thin stratum of damp bog moss (sphag-

num), a piece of flat glass being laid over this, and the pot

placed in an intermediate or moderately warm house. In
about a month or so the young plants began to show. The
seedlings showed a good deal of liability to damp-off the follow-

ing winter, but with those which pulled through there was no
after-difiicuUy. As far as the foliage, pitchers, and habit could

indicate it, the doctor had not very long to wait for evidence

of a successful and interesting cross, and early last month
[April] the development of flowers still further confirmed it.

This hybrid partakes in a remarkable degree of the cha-

racteristics of both parents. In the rich veiuing and exquisite

leaf-painting of the upper portion and lid of the pitchers, as

also in its purple-coloured flowers, it bears the impress and
likeness of the male parent ; while in the habit and less per-

sistent character of the leaves it shows the maternal traits.

It is very probable that a cooler treatment than that which is

agreeable to S. Drummondi will suit it. This, the first hybrid

Sarracenia yet flowered, was one of the lions of the recent

International Show and Congress at Florence, Dr. Moore having
brought it and several other living items of much botanical

interest with him on the occasion of setting out to take part

in that important and widely-representative gathering. We
believe our plant is to bear the name of the raiser, and will in

future be known in collections and plant lists as Sairacenia

Mooreii.

—

(Irixh Farmers' Gazette.)

[In a subsequent number of the same periodical the Editor

very properly adds :
—" It now appears that the honour and

credit of raising a hybrid Sarracenia does not belong to

Dr. Moore alone, though to him certainly attaches the honour
ot being the first in the field with a flowering specimen. At
the London Royal Horticultural Society's Great Summer Show,
Mr. Stevens, of Trentham Gardens, exhibited a new hybrid

Sarracenia, raised by him at that princely establishment. It

is the result of a cross between S. purpurea and S. flava. In
form and habit it resembles the parent last named, but the deep
red or purple markings on the pitchers show its affinity with
S. purpurea."— Eds.]

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 34.

GELASINE AiTr'REA.—Blue Gelasine.

The Gelasine azurea was first introduced into this country
in the living state in 1837, having been sent from Boston, U.S.,
to the collection of the lamented Dean of Manchester at Spof-
forth, where it flowered and ripened its seed. It is a native
of the Banda Oriental, and the province of Rio Grande, where
it occurs in stony places. It is sufficiently hardy to bear
exposure in this climate, especially if covered with a few dry
fern leaves, and, like some of the Irises, retains a part of its

foliage through the winter. It is readily raised from seed, and
young plants will produce flowers the second season ; so that
it will, we hope, soon be classed amongst the commonest of

our hardy bulbs. The seeds germinate most freely when sown
as soon as ripe, on a gentle heat, and the seedlings should be
kept growing through the winter. The plant also produces
offsets, by which it may be increased.

It grows from 18 inches to 2 feet high, the flower stalk being
furnished with four bracts placed at regular distances, the upper
one being leaf-like. The leaves are from I to 2 feet in length,

and about 1 inch in breadth, pointed at their extremities, and
plaited, as in the case of the Tiger- flower (Tigridia Pavonia).

The flowers are produced from a spathe, which is shorter than
their footstalks. The funnel-shaped limb of the blossom is

divided into six regular segments, alternately smaller, which
are united at the base into a tube ; each segment is marked
with white at its base, on which are several black spots, the
segments themselves being of a deep blue tint. The three
filaments are united into a short tube, in other words mon-
adelphous, the anthers tapering upwards, and opening by their

sides. Style simple, divided into a three-lobed stigma. Capsuler

egg-shaped, opening when ripe at the top by three valves.

Seeds angular, flat at top, tapering downwards. One of the

divisions of the flower, and also the monadelphous filaments^

are shown separately in the engraving.

tielasme azurea.

As this plant is not commonly kept iu stock by London
bulb merchants, it may be useful to some readers to state that

it may be had of Mr. Louis Van Houtte, the well-known
nurseryman of Ghent, Belgium.

Before quitting this subject, we are desirous of calling tho

attention of our readers to one or two other very interesting

genera of Iridaceous plants, not commonly seen in cultivation.

One of these is the Cypella Herbertii, a beautiful bulb from
Buenos Ayres, nearly hardy, and certainly less tender than the

Tiger-flower, which it somewhat resembles. The flowers are

large, and of a vermilion tint. It is a summer-flowering bulb,

and may be treated exactly as the Tigridia—that is, planted

in April in the open border, and dug-up in autumn when the

foliage is decayed. The bulbs may be purchased in a dry

state in autumn of most of the London seedsmen for about
Cjd. each, but care should be taken to secure ripened roots;

many of them, being dug-up in an immature state, decay on
being again planted, or at most produce only a few unhealthy
leaves.

Equal in interest to the Cypella, and, perhaps, more manage-
able, is the Pardanthus sinensis, the Mor:ea sinensis of the

older botanists. In habit this showy plant resembles one of

the smaller evergreen Irises, the leaves being flattened, dis-

tichous, and diverging in a fan-like form. The flowers are

produced on a dichotomous scape, about li to 2 feet high,

which arises from the midst of the central leaves, and bears

several spathes, from each of which emerge three or four
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Ixia-liie flowers, about 1] inch in diameter, with six spreading

segments, of an orange colour, streaked with orange-red.

They are somewhat fuKaeious, but this defect is compensated
for by their number. The Pardanthus is not absolutely hardy,

but will only need a covering in severe weather ; it requires a

warm and rather dry situation and soil. Increase may be

effected by division in spring ; or by seeds, which are generally

ripened. Seedlings generally bloom the second year, occasion-

ally the first if sown very early.

To these we may add the Bobartia aurantiaca, a half-hardy

bulb, growing about 1^ foot high, with linear foliage and nu-

merous star-shaped flowers of a vermilion tint. It does best

in a mixture of sandy peat and loam, and may either be
planted in autumn—in which case the bulbs should be at least

-1 inches from the surface, and have a pot turned over them in

severe weather—or planting may be deferred until Slarch. As
the bulbs are small and cheap, several should be planted

together in a clump.
The Sisyrinchium californicum is another useful plant de-

serving mention, and has the advantage of being hardy in

most localities. It is an herbaceous plant growing about 1 foot

high, the leaves flat and almost linear ; throughout the summer
it produces numerous bright yellow flowers, lasting only a

single day, about 1 inch across, with six spreading segments.

In a friable moist soil it increases with great rapidity.

—

(TF. Thompson's English Flower Garden, Revised by the

Author.)

TREATMENT OF FARMYARD MANURE FOR
GARDENS.

Few subjects are of more importance to the gardener, or

have led to the expression of more opposing views from dif-

ferent writers, both practical and scientific. One class recom-
mend vehemently that manure should be thoroughly rotted in

the yard before putting it out on the land, and support their

position by arguing that manure is not food for the plant

imtil it is decomposed ; also, that when manure is rotted, it

requires less labour to haul and spread it, iu consequence of

the great diminution in its bulk. This latter argument can
only count on the supposition that although the bulk be so

greatly diminished, the virtue of the manure all remains, which
is most certainly a mistake. Another party advocates putting

out the manure whUe quite fresh or " green," and immediately
spreading it on the land. Advocates of both measures point
triumphantly to results as conclusive evidence that they are

right.

It is not to be denied, of course, that a marked effect

will follow either course alluded to, especially if sufficient

manure be applied ; and yet both of these plans are greatly

wrong, though partly right. It is quite true that manure is

not food for the plant until it is decomposed or " rotted." But
the fatal objection to rotting in the yard is that by so doing
we lose, say, one-half of a valuable commodity. On the other
hand, it is true that putting out green manure puts all the
constituent elements on the land

;
yet the foUowing grave ob-

jections exist against the plan:—1, It does not increase the

manure; 2, It does not improve the quality; 3, It seeds the
land with weeds ; 4, It does not save labour or time, and may
cat the ground up objectionably. But can a process be sug-

gested which possesses all these advantages without the draw-
backs? Yes, I am confident that the following process will

meet all objections, and will also increase the bulk of manure
;

will improve the quality, will kill the weed seeds without in-

creasing the labour, and will throw much of that work into

seasons of the year which are not so precious as that in which
yards are usually emptied. The process is as follows :—On
the ground where it is desired to have the manure, select an
elevated position, and with the aid of a pickaxe and shovel

make a long shallow trench, say 6 or 7 inches deep, and 2 or

S feet wide ; throw the earth out on the upper side of the
trench. This trench may be made at any time, but one must
always be prepared just before winter, say in the early part of

November. Next, in cleaning the stables, always shovel im-
mediately into the cart or waggon, and haul at once to the
trench, where it may be dropped in a manner most convenient
for covering. Then cover the manure as soon as possible with
earth taken from either side of the trench, until the manure is

covered with twice its bulk of earth. The drier the earth and the
more pulverised the better. Let the earth cover all the manure
as effectually as possible, to arrest the gases arising from the
decomposing manure. In this state it may stand as long as

desired without loss, if the weeds are not allowed to grow on
top of it. A month before using it should be examined, and
if not thoroughly rotted, the heap should be lightened up and
stirred, to admit air and moisture. When ready for use, the
manure has almost disappeared, and the earth having absorbed
all the gases evolved in the act of decomposition, has become
manure. But, inasmuch as we doubled the bulk of earth to
the manure, we have twice as much manure as we had, and
moreover we have two loads on the high part of the ground
for the hauling of one, thus lessening greatly the labour of
drawing to the garden. Hence it follows that this process pays
best where you have to haul farthest and highest ; the spread-
ing, being downhill, is easier.

The main principle of this process is the well-known quality
which earth possesses of "fixing" gases. The earth retains
these gases, which are the vital fertilising properties, until the
plant root comes iu contact with it. This fertilising earth is

very durable, as "nothing is lost;" indeed, its effects have been
plainly visible on the spot where it had been spread years and
years before. By this process I conceive that every possible
objection in the treatment of manure is obviated, every leak
stopped, and every advantage gained. When the compost is

thoroughly "cooked" or rotted, the weed seeds must be killed,
and the manure is fit food for the plant. It is a manure fit

lor any or all crops. For digging-under and top-dressing, we
have the high authority of the late Professor Johnston for say-
ing, that when a compost is made of more than one constituent,
the mass is eijual or superior to its best part. From this it

would follow that the whole of the compost heap is at least as
good as the best ingredient which came out of the stable, and
that the quality of the whole is improved.

—

(Cultivator.)

MIMOSA PODICA.
The family of Mimosa, like many otLtrs of the same order

—

LeguminosiB, are attractive by the elegance of their pinnated
foliage alone. Their inflorescence, too, if not belonging to the
grand in size or gorgeous in colour, is deserving apprecia-
tion by its softness in texture and tint. The family, moreover,
affords boundless scope for study, not only to the merely
curious, to the innate novelty-lovers, but to the astute philo-
sopher who would dive into the secret recesses of Nature by
the light of science, and appropriate, if possible, the hidden
mysteries, and evolve the motive power of many wonderful
works. That all plants have periods of rest

—

i.e., "go to
sleep" at longer or shorter intervals, is a necessity of their
being. It is only, however, noticeable with many by summer
and winter, but the Mimosas give palpable evidence of a noc-
turnal rest and a diurnal awakening, as clearly as the rising and
setting of the sun, or as the various representatives of the
animal world. These striking characteristics give to the family
an interest above and beyond any mere beauty of leaf or flower,
and in no species are they so clearly portrayed as in the well-
known annual form Mimosa pudica or sensitiva. The sleeping
and waking of this plant, its extreme irritability, and its

sudden shrinking from the sense of touch, have only a counter-
part in the sensibility of the animal world, which invests
it with an interest and pleasure-giving property which only
increases with increasing years. It is no small testimony to
the merits of any plant that it can preserve all its pristine
powers of attraction over a period of upwards of two hundred
years, for at least this period has elapsed since its introduction
from Brazil, and its power to yield gratification is as fresh as
ever. The octogenarian still looks over it with quiet contem-
plative pleasure, and the first glance of it fills the child with
ecstacy. If it can and does give repose to age, and awakens a
latent faculty in the spring time of youth, there is no wonder
that it is popular, no wonder that it is coveted in conservatory
and window.
To all the merits of this old and long-established favourite is

added an advantage which should certainly be appreciated by
the great mass of garden lovers, and that is the ease of having
it in any desired quantity, and its simple mode of culture. It
neither demands the outlay of any great cost nor skill. A packet
of seed, structural convenience, and attentive care are the three
main requisites.

First with regard to seed. It is soon disposed of, as it

can be had for tjd. or Is. from any respectable vendor. The
second point is of more moment, for being a stove plant it

must have heat. With a temperature of not less than (JO^ by
night in the spring, all the rest is plain sailing. With a plant
stove having bottom heat all is provided, but as most places
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lack this we must fall back on the frame and hotbed. In con-
junction with (_!ucumbers and Melons the Sensitive Plant can
be grown admirably in its early stages, and until the weather
is warm enough to permit its removal into a cooler frame,
conservatory, or window. And here let a common evil be
noted, and a word of caution given. Measure first space and
convenience, and do not attempt to grow more than can be
well accommodated. Six plants well grown will give more
satisfaction than six dozen indifferently managed. When more
is attempted than can be carried out, both plants and Cucum-
bers are spoiled. This contingency must ever be guarded against.

];ut anxious that the greatest possible number should enjoy
this interesting plant, and recognising what is a fact, that a
small healthy specimen grown in a makeshift way yields as

much real pleasure to the owner as the most perfect example
of culture does to those having the best appliances at command,
I wiU go a step further

on the point of structural

convenience, and say that
those having neither a
stove nor a hotbed may
yet have httle Sensitive

Plants to instruct and
please their little home
treasures—the "dear
bairns," and if that is so

we may trust the plea-

sure of pater and mater-
familias to take care of

itself.

And now to the third
point — attentive care.

Having due convenience
to grow the plants well,

seed should be sown in

February, and treated as

to heat and moisture
exactly as for young Me-
lons, with this exception,

that Melons potted singly

from the seed pan make
new roots at once, and
receive little or no check
if well attended to. With
the Sensitive Plant it is

different. It is frequently

forgotten that the roots

as well as the foliage of

this plant are sensitive.

Seed is accordingly sown
in a pan , the young seed-

lings shaken out and
potted singly or several

in a pot. Although plants

may do well by that plan,

it is not the best. This
13 far preferable: Take
clean—mind, scrupulously clean

—

?> or 4-iucli pots ; drain
thoroughly ; fill with turfy peat and loam half-and-half, and
£1 nice admixture of pure sand and charcoal. If single plants

are required, insert three or four seeds. When up, remove all

but the best with a sharp knife just within the soil's surface.

When the pots are full of roots—that is, just matted round,
shift into 6 or 7-inch pots, increasing the drainage but decreas-
ing the peat. The top may be removed when 5 inches high, but
do not top and pot at the same operation. The next shift may
be into 8 or 9-inch pots, using rich open loam, with a layer of

good manure over the crocking. When full of roots stand in
saucers, and when the soU is exhausted give clear weak soot
water, and if syringed with it at times it will be beneficial in
keeping insects down and the foliage of a rich healthy green.
That mode will result in fine healthy plants. If huge bushes
are wanted, sow more seed to begin with, and grow-on three or
five plants in a pot. That is for large plants and full con-
venience for producing them. For handy decorative plants
where there is only a frame and greenhouse, treat the same
but sow later. If sown too early they are driven out of the
frame by the Cucumbers before the greenhouse is warm
enough to receive them. When sown in April they will easily

transfer into the greenhouse, as by the time they are ready the
natural temperature of the latter structure will be sufficient to

receive them, say in June. Such plants will grow on and

flower. They can, of course, be sown later, even up to now

;

but in this case they should be grown four or five in a pot, and
not be stopped at all, and then, perhaps, they will not flower,
but yet will please.

And how for the million who have no hotbed, and perhaps
no greenhouse, but a lot of bright eyes and rosy cheeks to

decorate their homes ? Well, let the little decorators have a
plant to obey their touch and make them dance. Provide as
many 6-inch pots as pairs of eyes ; initial them ; drain them

;

fiU with light soil—no, not fill them, but leave rather more
than an inch from the surface of the soil to the rim of the
pot ; make the soil tolerably firm, then water it thoroughly.
After this sow a dozen seeds one-eighth of an inch deep, and
cover over with a square of glass. Stand the pot in a saucer
of water sufficiently deep that it will rise through the Boil, and
keep the surface moist without making it decidedly wet. The

seed will soon germinate
in any warm window or

greenhouse. As the plants

grow tilt the glass a little

more and more until it

is removed altogether. If

all the seed grow a few
of the seedlings may be
thinned-out ; the rest will

make quite nice little

plants during the sum-
mer, and please very
much the little children,

an«l mayhap some great

ones too.

Sensitive Plants are

subject to the attacks of

all sorts of insects if

starved into ill-health by
neglect of water or iu-

difl'erent culture; kept
really healthy they are

but little troubled by
them. Belonging to Class

23, Polygamia, they pro-

duce some hermaphro-
dite flowers, as may be
seen by the accompany-
ing engraving. The
branch has been caught
napping, but whether
just going to sleeper just

waking up " deponent
saveth not."-.T. WaionT.

Tewkesbory Hokti-
CDLTOE.u. Fkte.— This

Mimosa pudica. town has been famed for

the last eight years for

having most successful shows. The liberal schedule of prizes

offered this year entitles us to expect that the Exhibition in

July next will eclipse even former ones, especially as it is to

be held in connection with the county agricultural meeting
and the annual regatta.

KNOWSLEY HALL.
THE SE.\T OF THE BIGHT H0.\. THE EAHL OF DERBY.

Amongst those families who have left their mark on English
history, the Stanleys of Knowsley Hall hold no mean place

;

and to those who are for ever prating of the degeneracy of

race, it is well to be able to point to two such men as the late

and the present Earl, men of whom all true-hearted English-

men are proud, whatever be their political creed, for they

recognise in them those who, in their very different characters,

have each had the welfare of our land at heart. No one can
easily forget the noble manner in which the late Earl headed
the movement on behalf of the Lancashu'e operatives at the

time of the cotton famine ; and on every side, and from all

parties, we hear continually that the honour of England is

safe when the Foreign Office is presided over by the present

Earl.

In looking back on the fortunes of Kuowsley we must go to

the times of liichard II., when Sir John Stanley, who is de
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scribed as " a cool, shrewd, and eiBcient man," (a character

which might be taken as descriptive of its present owner),

acquired it, together with Lathom, by marriage, and became

possessor of the Isle of Man by gift. It was his grandson

who, as second Baron Stanley, placed the crown of England on

the head of Henry VII. on the field of Bosworth, and was made
Earl of Derby. The glory of the house is, however, generally

considered to have been James, the seventh and " Great Earl

of Derby." He it was who married Charlotte de la Treraonille,

daughter of Claude, Duke of Thenars, whose heroic defence

of Lathom is so well known, and who has found, if not an

historian, at any rate a principal advocate, in Sir Walter Scott

in his " Peveril of the Peak." Coming down to later times we

have to notice that the grandfather of the present Earl greatly

enlarged the gardens at Knowsley, and was a devoted student

of natural history. His collection of mammals and birds was
celebrated throughout Europe, and his museum now forms

part of the collections of the liiverpool Free Library.

Those who approach Knowsley, as I did, from the Liverpool

side, fail to see it in its best aspect, for the grand entrance is

on the other side, close to the town of Prescot, where stand

two lodges with handsome iron gates, and where, as else-

where throughout the park, the motto of the Stanleys, "Sana
chancier," meets the eye. The park is seven miles in circum-

ference, beautifully wooded, but, to my mind, lacking those

grand features which distinguish some I know. This arises

in a great measure from the flatness of the district ; and the

extent of trees of course in such a case shuts out the view.

The house is a large and not very handsome building of various

periods, but is said to be comfortable and roomy. I suppose

A COTTAGE AT KNO'VVSLEY.

such places as I saw last year, Trenthjim and Chatsworth,
rather spoil one for Knowsley.
Lord Derby had very kindly written to his agent, Mr. Hale,

by whom I was most courteously received, and I was some-
what amused to find that even the people who lived in the
park could not tell me where he lived. I do not lay it down to

their stupidity, but to my southern tongue, for, as the foreman
said to me, " If you asked them where Knowsley was they
could not tell you, perhaps ; but they would know ' Narsley "

it you asked for it." At the period of my visit his lordship's

able gardener, Mr. Harrison, wag absent, bat his very excellent

foreman took me through the houses and gardens.
One too often heai's on going over gardens depreciatory re-

marks on the last incumbent's work, to be used as a sort of

foil to set off the present state of things ; but at Knowsley
there has been really such a condition. The late gardener was
for a very long time in a very bad state of health, and conse-
quently things fell into a very indifferent state. He was at

last obliged to resign his post, and has been succeeded by Mr.
Harrison, who was lately gardener to Mr. Wright at Osmaston
Manor, and under his able management Knowsley will soon
re-establish the prominent position it has always held as a
fruit garden. There is but little ornamental gardening. Be-
tween the gardener's house and the walied-in garden there is

a very effective Rhododendron garden, and it was somewhat
surprising to find the plants perfectly untouched by the very

destructive frosts we have lately experienced. The soil, too,

is a strong loam—another instance that this tribe of plants suc-

ceeds in other soil than peat. Nothing could be more vigorous

or healthy than they were.

I must confess to a great difficulty in going through the

details of a place like this. Of course in every large garden

there are Pine pits, vineries. Peaches, Ac, and I do not know
that there is much interest in stating tbat the Pine house is

so many feet long and the succession pits in good condition,

ttc. I must therefore do as I have done in recording my visit

to other places—notice a few salient points. In the flower

garden there was an ingenious contrivance I noticed for the

purpose of having a sloping bank covered with Roses. The
bank was turf, and of course the difficulty was to get at that

to keep it neat. Mr. Hale hit on the contrivance of an iron

trellis on hinges. The Roses are planted just in front of it

and tied on to it, and then when the grass has to be cut the

trelUs is moved on the hinges and the grass mown, when it is

again laid down. One error, I think, was in using standards

on Briars. I think that had all been the Manetti, as some
were, it would have answered better.

The houses are, most of them, old-fashioned with small

panes of glass ; and although not so sightly as the newer kind

with large panes, yet I believe the experience of many is now
that both for fruit and flowers glass may be too large. The
arrangement of the Pine house, which is about 100 feet long
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by 30, seemed to be good. It was well filled witb Pines, while
trellises round contained Cucumbers and Melons, and Straw-
berries were overhead. Trentham Hybrid seemed to be the

favourite amongst Melons, and Telegraph amongst Cucumbers.
The Strawberries used were Black Prince, President, Prince of

Wales, Dr. Hogg, Wonderful, Oscar, Sir C. Napier, and Hay-
ward's Prolific. The last-named is a kind I have never seen
nor heard of before. It is not a very shapeable one, but cer-

tainly bears out its name. It is of the Sir Charles Napier type,

as to flavour somewhat acid, but apparently a very useful

fruit. I do not see it in Dr. Hogg's " Fruit Manual." Figs
are here made a prominent fruit, and in the Fig house were a

good number of trees which had produced then- fruit, the kinds
used being Brown Turkey, Lee's Perfection, Castle Kennedy,
and Grand Florentine. The Vines were all recovering from
their former treatment, and many of them were in most excel-

lent condition. Child of Hale, Golden Champion grafted on
Mrs. Pinoe, Black Alicante, Lady Downe's, Black Hamburgh,
and Madresfield Court were all very fine. The Peach trees in

the houses had produced a wonderful crop, and so had the
Cherries, but both of these fruits were nearly past, successions

were coming on ; and then there was the orchard house. In
one house where Mr. Harrison is getting together some good
Orchids is the largest, and I should think the oldest, plant of

Stephauotis I have ever seen. The stem was as thick as one's

fore arm, and it ran the entire length of the house.

Out of doors the fruit and vegetable culture was of the first

order. By-the-by I did see one vegetable forced here I never
saw before—viz., the Watercress. It is a favourite of the
Countess, and is cultivated here in boxes, and had all through
the winter. It is a somewhat curious instance of the capri-

ciousness with which frost deals with us, that nothing appeared
injured by it, oven although the soil is loam, the situation

northerly, and the place surrounded by foliage.

Knowing how much the Earls of Derby have always been
beloved by their immediate followers, who were ready at a
moment's notice in more troublous times to follow their for-

tunes in the field, whether at home or abroad, one was not sur-

prised to find that the arrangements for the comfort of those
employed on the estate, and especially in the garden, was amply
provided for. The accompanying is a copy from a photograph
of a house on the grounds occupied by one of the garden
labourers who is past work and has been pensioned off, while

I have never seen more comfortable bothies than those pro-

vided for the men. The foreman has a sitting-room and bed-

room to himself. There is a most comfortable kitchen, where
the men can both cook their food and sit. Each man has a
separate bed, and only two beds in each room. AU is lighted

with gas, and there is ready access to water for washing. They
are kept supplied with the principal gardening publications,

and I could only notice one defect—viz., the want of a com-
mon reading-room, where they might have a small hbrary, and
where it would be more comfortable for them to enjoy their

papers.

I hope my notice will not bo considered too scant, but I

really do not see the value of recording what can be of little

interest, and have only noted those points which ought to in-

terest all aUke. I can only add that every faciUty was given
me by Lord Derby and Mr. Hale his agent, and that I much
enjoyed my visit, the only drawback being the absence of Mr.
Harrison.—D., Deal.

THOUGHTS ON WATERING.
The season of heat and drought is again upon us—the sea-

son that brings to many gardeners a restlessness that is only
allayed by a faU of rain, or by seeing the irrigating apparatus,
of whatever desciiption, at work. Taxing as it does, in many
cases, the working strength of the gardener to a great and often
unnecessary extent, a discussion of this subject may not be
unprofitable. Apart from, and yet having a direct influence
on the necessity for, and reaping the best advantages from,
artificial irrigation, high cultivation of the soil is of the greatest
consequence. Physiologists have long proved that the reason
why plants send roots into subsoils is merely for the moisture
that is to be found there

;
gardeners have arrived at the same

conclusion, though by different means : therefore, where high
cultivation is carried out, the subsoil is treated in the most
liberal manner, till, in process of time, one deep rich mass
of soil is formed for the benefit of crops, and the roots of
those estabhshed can revel deep down out of reach, compara-
tively, of the drought that withers up the shallow roots. This

same principle under another aspect is seen in the treatment
of fruit trees, of which we instance the practice of inducing
the roots to keep to the surface, mulchings being given to
conserve the moisture and keep the roots at home.
Another point of great importance for the conservation of

moisture, and one which the writer of " Hints to Amateurs "

enforces, is the free use of the hoe : ground of good body kept
well hoed will stand a wonderful amount of drying-up. Mulch-
ing should be done whenever circumstances admit ; it is of
especial advantage in the case of fresh-shifted shrubs or fruit

trees, but it need not be hmited to these. Wlien aU means
have been taken to make the most of natural moisture, water-
ing, especially in light soils, is often a necessity. We are of
opinion that much labour in watering newly-planted crops in

dry weather might be saved were they planted when compara-
tively small ; not only so, but the system of transplanting
seedhngs into their permanent quarters, when in a small state,

is more likely to fjive the best results than when left to a larger
size. But in any case, a watering that moistens well round
the roots and beneath them, succeeded by a hoeing, is far-

better than dribblings given every evening to be licked up by
the sun the next day. Anyone can prove this for himself by
trying the two ways on beds of young pricked-out Cabbages,
Celery, Ac. The healthiest plants will be those that have few
waterings, if kept well surface-stirred.

The flower garden generally comes in for the largest share of

attention in this respect, and we have noticed that the different

modes of watering the plants have been somewhat as foUows :

—

A, directly the plants are into the ground, gives each one in-

dividually a watering. Any number of waterings that succeed
this are all done after the same fashion. This strikes us as

having a tendency to keep the roots from spreading freely.

B imitates Nature's way of applying water all over the bed or

border ; but, unfortunately for the poor plants, it is in imitation

of April showers, which do Uttle more than wet the buds and
foliage. Where the means of applying water necessitate a

large amount of hard work, as is the case when water has to

be carried some distance, workmen are very apt to put the

plants oft' with a surface-sprinkhng. The evils of this mode
are evident, but, through a Uttle want of thought, it is not un-
common. If the weather is not excessively drying, a surface-

sprinkling two or three times a-week keeps the plants in a fresh

state. C is an " out-and-outer " for water. Celery is a ditch-

plant

—

ergo, it must be kept in wet-ditch order, to the no small

detriment of the crop. Flower beds come iu for a daily flood-

ing, or one as often as circumstances will permit. Now this

continual on-pouring is quite opposed to what Nature teaches,

save in the case of bogs or marshes, which are out of the gar-

dener's sphere. Though it is not the wisest thing a gardener
can do to blindly follow Nature's mode of working, for reasons

which are obvious ; still, when circumstances arising from cul-

tivation and other causes are allowed for, we can have no better

guide to follow.

We find that the rainfall in this country ranges, roughly,

from under 2 inches to about 4 inches monthly ; some seasons

dry districts are, of course, under the lowest average, whilst

the highest may be largely exceeded. Now, if there be any
force in Mr. Simpson's theoi-y with respect to the mean iu

temperature being misleading, in this case of mean rainfalls it

would lose none of its force ; in fact, it is patent to everyone,

for seasons occur when scarcely any rain falls for long periods,

when drought consumes the nation's home resources in the

way of vegetable food and fodder. In such cases of continued

drought over a long period, or of no rain for comparatively

short periods, the question, with the data of average rainfalls,

which is now-a-days accessible to everyone, and the quantity

of water required to water a known surface, resolves itself

into a merely arithmetical one. For instance, if we take the

average rainfall throughout the country at the monthly mean
of H inches, it would not be out of the way to allow for a

border, say 80 feet long by 10 wide, 1250 gallons of water

—

practically, one thhty-gaUon water-cart emptied on every

2-feet run. We do not imagine such a quantity too much
where the tilth is a good depth. There is no fear, after such a
soaking, of the roots being short of moisture for some time

;

and after thoroughly stirring the surface as soon as it gets dry

enough to be workable, one may safely rest at ease through

some weeks of drought. We believe this is the only sensible

system of supplying water to borders, beds, quarters of

kitchen-garden crops, (ie. A " good soaking " may vai'y from
a sprinlding, which may not pass deeper than the surface of

dust-dry soil, up to a really "good soaking," according to the
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preconceived icieaa of the workman ; but when watering is

done, so that one knows tliat the proper quantity is given,

satisfactory results are sure to follow. The reader will doubt-
less have noticed the state of the ground in autumn, or when-
ever it may have been dug up, which has been subjected to the
nightly-watering system. When the water used has been a
little " hard," ground so treated in summer always turns up
like putty. May we just call attention to the anytbing-but-
prudent omission, in forming new gardens, of not having a
good supply of soft water laid on to all parts of the garden ?

With the appliances at command at the present day water can
bo mechanically applied to every odd corner. Surely money
would not be mis-spent on this object.

The reports of sewage companies have proved the great
value of irrigation in dry seasons, and almost startled us at

the enormous qnautities that can be profitably applied to

vegetables on light and poor soils, provided a free drainage is

insured for the surplus water. Our stand-point, however, has
not been to show how much water can be applied, but rather
to draw attention to the best means of keeping crops, &o.,
growing in seasons of drought, be they of long or short
duration.—R. P. B. (in Tlie Gardener).

STOVE PLANTS.—No. 3.

Passiflora calycina. — Leaves trilobate ; flowers bluish
purple, produced singly from the axils of the leaves. It is very
free in growth and flowering, the stems round, and for the free

growth small. It flowers throughout the year.

P. Decaisneana.—Leaves large, oblong, entire ; flowers deep
purplish red and white. The largest flower of the genus, pro-
duced from the axils of the leaves, generally singly, and sweet-
scented, one flower being snfBcient to mark its presonce in a
large house. The stems are four-angled and large. The fruit

succeed the flowers, which require artificial impregnation, and
are as large as or larger than the (Iranadilla (P. quadrangu-
laris). Flowers in summer.

P. KERMESINA.—Leaves trilobate; flowers bright crimson,
borne singly and numerously from the axils of the leaves ; stems
round

;
growth slender, but free. Flowers from May to autumn

on young growths.
P. Madonna.—Leaves oblong, entire ; flowers rosy crimson

and white, produced in short pendant cymes, sometimes singly.

Stems round, and growth rather slender. It flowers from May
to late in autumn or winter.

P. PRiNCEi'S.— Leaves trilobate; flowers bright rose, very
nearly scarlet, in long pendant cymes of sometimes 2 feet in
length, occasionally solitary from the axils of the young grow-
ing shoots, but most commonly in cymes from the old as well
as the young well-ripened growths and their points. It is

seldom out of flower, but blooms most abundantly from Sep-
tember to November, and from March to June. Siems round

;

growth free
; foliage very leathery and persistent. Unquestion-

ably the finest of the Passifloras, if not of stove climbers.
P. QnADRANGDLAnis.—Leaves large, oblong, entire ; flowers

purplish red and white, sometimes singly, but usually in cymes,
from May to late in autumn, being most abundant in August
and September. Stems four-angled, and strong. This is the
(iranadilla

; the flowers require to be artificially impregnated.
There are a great many other Passifloras, but I will only

name two. P. Bnonapartea, with red, blue, and white flowers
;

and P. Countess Guiglini, blue, rosy purple, and white flowers.
Both are fine.

Passifloras will succeed in large pots, but are far better
planted out. Two parts turfy loam, two parts leaf soil, one
part sandy peat, half a part sand, and the same of pieces of
charcoal, well incorporated, will grow them well. Good drainage
should be given, and the soil put in firmly. In spring, before
or when fresh growth is being made, the surface soil should be
removed to the depth of an inch or two, or as the roots permit,
not disturbing them, and replacing with fresh compost; and
in summer, when the growth is advanced, a top-dressing
may be given of rich compost or manure. Water should be
supplied in moderate quantity as the plants are starting, in-
creasing it with the growth, having the supply liberal when the
plants are in full vegetation and flowering. From October to
March they require the soil dry, or a very moderate supply of
moisture to keep the wood plump. P. princeps is decidedly
evergreen, yet needs little water in winter.
The pruning should be done in February, the side shoots being

cut back to within an eye of their origin, and those required for
extension to be shortened to well-ripened wood. If the stems

are bare of side shoots or means of producing them, the plants
may be cut down to the bottom of the rafters or trellis, and to
young wood or dormant eyes on the stem. The shoots result-
ing from the heading-down should be trained up as main
shoots, ultimately to form stems, and when they have reached
their limit of space they must be stopped. Side shoots spring-
ing from the stems should be frequently attended to, thinned-
out, and regulated, avoiding crowding, which to a great extent
may be prevented by allowing comparatively short shoots,
which are most floriferous, to hang down, imparting graceful-
ness instead of the stiff formality attendant on very close
trimming. Shoots of this character, after they have flowered,
may be cut-in as in spring, and they will afford a succession o£
flowering spray. These remarks apply more especially to
P. kermesina, P. calycina, and those having the flowers solitary
from the axils of the leaves. If fruit of P. quadrangularis or
P. Decaisneana be wanted, it is well to fertilise the blossoms

;

this is easily effected by taking off an anther, and applying it

to the stigma, seeing that each stigma—there are three—is

covered with the pollen. If the atmosphere be moist it is de-
sirable to remove with a pair of sharp-pointed scissors (and
this must be done carefully, not injuring the flower stem) the
whole of the calyx, corolla, and crown prior to fertilisation

;

but if it is not so, and the temperature is brisk, there is no
necessity for such a precaution. The operation is best done
before mid-day. P. edulis, which is probably the freest fruit-

ing of all, sets its fruit freely, often without artificial impreg-
nation ; but it is well to resort to artificial setting.

Propagation is effected by cuttings of the young wood during
spring or summer in sand over sandy peat and loam, in bottom
heat, and covered with a close frame or bell-glass.

Stephanotis floribonda.— Evergreen twiner, with deep
green leathery leaves of oblong form ; flowers in trusses,
tube-shaped, white, and very fragrant. It flowers in May and
onward to July, and occasionally to September, inclusive, but
most of the flowers are produced in May and June. Madagascar.
For roof-covering, or extensive covering of any kind, it re-

quires a border of moderate extent and depth, and to have
good drainage. For soil use fibrous light loam two parts,
sandy peat two parts, leaf soil one part, half a part of silver

sand, and half a part charcoal, the whole well mixed, made
fine, but not sifted, and put together rather firm whilst dry
rather than wet. Nine square feet of border 18 inches to 2 feet
deep will support a large plant.

Water should be given very moderately in winter—sufScient
only to keep the stems and leaves from shrivelling need be
supplied. The leaves when falling should be of a yellow
colour; do not seek, by allowing the roots to become dry, tcs

cause limpness in the leaves and make these fall. When
growth commences water moderatel.y, and when the plant is

in free growth and flowering, and until the growth is complete,
liberal supplies should be afforded. The border, when growth
is commencing, should have the surface soil removed down to
the roots, and be replaced with fresh. The plants, when
flowering freely, should have weak applications of liquid ma-
nure, also when making fresh growth if the root-action is per-
fect. From the time growth commences until it is complete
thorough syringings twice a-day are desirable, along with a
moist atmosphere. This is one of the best means I know of
keeping down mealy bug, to which this plant is subject.

Pruning should be performed in spring before growth com-
mences, cutting out the long and bare old shoots, and leaving
the young ones not nearer than 3 inches apart. No benefit
results from overcrowding. The flowers are produced on
shiiots of the current year, as well as on shoots that were
formed on the growths of the previous year. Some prune
rather severely in spring, and depend for flowers on the result-

ing growth ; others prune but moderately in spring, and go.

over the plants again in June after flowering, cutting out on
each occasion any bare shoots, or shortening such as are long
and bare, so as to encourage the production of fresh shoots
nearer the base, and the shoots formed in consequence of the
June pruning sometimes afford a few flowers late in summer,
but most plentifully in the May following. The latter mode of
pruning I consider the better, though there is no objection to
the former, the wood being well ripened. The principal point
to be aimed at is keeping up a sufficiency of young wood, well
ripened by full exposiire to light and air.—G. Abbey.

Read's Scarlet-fleshed Melon.— I was very much sur-
prised to read in the " Doings," that this Melon is the worst
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Better, and after the frnit has swelled a? largo as a duck's egg
it would drop off. I fiud the very reverse. I have a three-

light frame, not very large, on an ordinary dung hotbed filled

with this variety. There are moi'e than twenty fruits swelled-

off. More than half are larger than the largest Orange, with
several ranch larger than these. I think that it is, root and
branch, flower and fruit, all that can possibly be desired of a
Melon to its present stage of growth. I cannot say more at

present, but of the final result I shall be most happy to inform
the readers of the Journal. Perhaps some others will tell ns
their experience of this Melon.

—

James Allan, Gardener,
Ashurst Park.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
At the Speclu. General Meeting of the Royal Hokticul-

TCRAL Society on the 11th inst., called for the purpose of

authorising the closing of the Society's gardens, except on pay-
ment, in the event of an evening fote being given, Mr. Bonamy
Dobreo presided. The attendance of Fellows, however, was so

scanty, that beyond the Secretary's stating the objects, of the
Council in calling the meeting, no steps were taken in the
matter.

The heights of the fine Azaleas shown by Mr. Morse,
gardener to Proctor Baker, Esq., of Bristol, at the Bath and
West of England Show last week, were Etoile de Gand, 7 feet

;

Extranei, 6 feet 6 inches; Gledstauesii, 8 feet; Lateritia su-

perba, 7 feet ; Criterion, 8 feet.

The Show of the Bath and West of England So-
ciety will be held next year at Croydon. The Steward of

Horticulture, who is the Hon. and Bev. J. T. Boscawen, intends
that the horticultural department shall be specially devoted
to Orchids and Ferns. We hope that he will receive every
assistance in making this praiseworthy attempt a perfect
success.

We are pleased to see that Messrs. James Veitch and
Sons have this year repeated the prizes they offered last year,
and that they have arranged with the Council of the Eoyal
Horticultural Society for the competition to be held at the
gardens. South Kensington, on the 15th of July next. After
the result of last year's experiment we are not surprised that
Messrs. Veitch should be encouraged to repeat it. The exhi-
bitions were most creditable to all concerned, and we commend
the pubUc spirit of these gentlemen in the advancement of
fruit culture to the consideration of fruit-growers, and hope
that there will be an energetic response to their very liberal

invitation.

In " Chambers's Edinburgh Journal," in notes on
"Transmutation of Species," the following experiment was
recorded by Mr. Herbert:—I raised from the natural seed of
one umbel of a highly-manured red Cowslip a Primrose, a
Cowslip, Oxlips of the usual and other colours, a black Poly-
anthus, a Hose-in-Hose Cowslip, and a natural Primrose bear-
ing its flower on a Polyanthus stalk. From the seed of that
very Hose-in-Hose Cowslip I have since raised a Hose-in-Hose
Primrose.

—;— We are informed by M. Jean Sisley that the Lyons
section of the Internation.il Congress or Rosarians, seeing
the difficulty of making an exhibition this year at Geneva,
have postponed it till next year, and that on the 3rd, 4th,
and 5th of July next an Exhibition will be held at Lyons.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
Window Flowers.—When the windows and balconies are filled

with a selection of plants according to taste, and these are
potted into moderately large pots sufficient to last them through
the growing season, they will require little other attention be-
sides watering, which must be very regularly and constantly
done. Plants in this situation, from the position they occupy,
are extremely liable to suffer from drought if there is the least
neglect in administering their supply of water. This appUes
equally to all kinds of plants cultivated in such situations. In
order to protect the plants from injury iu consequence of the
powerful rays of the sun striking directly on the sides of the
pots, often very thin, and forming a mere shell around the roots,
it is advantageous to set the pots containing the plants within
others just large enough to contain them. The double sides of
the pots, together with the small open cavity all round between
the two, prevent the evil to a very great extent; and it may be
still further prevented by choosing the exterior pot stiil larger,
and filling the interval between the two with moss, which is to be

kept damped. If this plan is objected to it would, perhaps, be
possible to form a bed of moss on the window-ledi;6 in which
the pots could be plunged, the moss being kept damp. A very
pretty selection for a window consists of a scarlet Pelargonium,
a yellow shrubby Calceolaria, and one of the deep-coloured
small blue Lobelias ; a globe Fuchsia is also a beautiful plant
for the situation. It is a very prevailing error to set such plants
too thickly ; they should never touch.
The season is now arrived for those who have a greenhouse,

frame, or a convenient pit for growing a few select plants, to
take particular notice, while thev are in full bloom, of those
which are most suitable for such purposes, au opportunity of
inspecting them being furnished at the various exhibitions,
or of selecting from the accounts given from various localities
through the columns of this Journal. Select only those that
possess the best properties. Rhododendrons, Kalmias, Roses,
Pinks, Picotees, Carnations, tVc, may also be selected for the
flower garden. Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Cinerarias, &c., should
be chosen while iu bloom, or from memoranda duly taken
of really worthy varieties, and nothing else. Some of the
early-flowering Pelargoniums should now be headed-down, and
cuttings of such as are required for young stock at once put in.
These will readily strike on any well-sweetened pulverised
ground quite exposed, without either bottom heat or the assist-
ance of glass. It is an improvement to surface the soil as they
are bedded-out, and previous to watering, with sharp clean sand
and charcoal dust. Pinks should now be piped, and the young
Wallflowers already struck should be at ouce put out. Those
who have Tulips should now watch their ripening, and take the
bulbs up carefully in due season. See thatDtihUas are staked
properly if not already done, and keep them tied, all superfluous
shoots being taken off previous to their robbing the main plant.
Pay particular attention to the Grape Vine in stopping, tack-

ing-in, and pulling-out the side shoots. All other trained fruit

trees should come in at this season for due attention as regards
thinning and training, and keeping them clear of vermin by
frequent washings.
Look well to the friiif garden. The Gooseberry caterpillar is

troublesome in some districts at this season, and causes great
destruction and disappointment, not only in the loss of the
foliage and fruit to a serious extent, but also in i:)roducing weak-
ness and immaturity of bud for the following season. By laying
a piece of cloth or canvas under the trees, and shaking them, a
large quantity may be taken and thrown into a bucket of water
for security, and those that will not shake off should be hand-
picked and destroyed at ouce. Currant, Cherry, Pear, Nectarine,
or indeed any other kind of trees that may be infested with the
green fly, may be cleaned with good washings with soot water
clear, or soapsuds, both capital things for routing-out vermin,
and good fertilisers. Much benefit may also be derived by those
who have a few Apple trees infested with blight from washing
them with the above materials, and cau-ing all the smother with
smoke from charring refuse they possibly can at this season.
Currant and Gooseberry trees may be greatly assisted by thin-
ning and stopping back all superfluous young shoots ; besides,
the size and other qualities of the fruit are much improved. The
young shoots of Raspberries, or superfluous suckers, should be
thinned, and nothing more allowed to remain than is actually
required for fruit-bearing and filling-up spaces another year.
Where it can be done all fruit trees should now be mulched.
Those who possess a Fig tree should pinch out the points of the
shoots when they have attained the length of four or five joints

if they wish for short-jointednesj and truitfuluess in succeeding
years, and they should also curve all strong-growing shoots.

Flower Borders.—Much benefit may be derived from thinning
the shoots of many plants at this season, staking, tying, thinning
buds, and the timely applicatiou of water aud liquid manure to
such subjects as Pinks, Carnations, and Dahlias. The bulbs of

the TuUp may be much improved by an application or two of

liquid manure as soon as they have done blossoming. Bulbs of

Hyacinths should be taken up and properly stored.

In the kitchen garden assistance should now be given to the
growing crops of Onions, Parsnips, Carrots, &c., by frequent sur-

lace-stirriug, never allowing weeds to be seen ; otherwise they
are sure to be robbed of part of their produce, both in quality
and quantity. Apply food in the way of liquid manure to Scarlet
Runners, Cabbages, aud Beans. This may be effected by saving
the soapsuds aud other slops, and diluting according to the
strength and luxuriance of the crops.
When rain occurs, which is much needed, the opportunity of

plantiugout the various Broccolies, Kales, Coleworts, Savoys,
etc., should be taken without loss of time. Due attention must
be given to hoeing and scarifying the soil about them, and
making-up vacancies that may occur among them. The early
Celery should get good attention. Clear any superfluous side

shoots or suckers, and frequently stir the surface aud apply
liquid manure. Good sowings of Coleworts should now be
made for filling all vacant spots as they become clear, for a
supply of youn;^ Cabbages through autumn, winter, and spring.

The smallest kind of Cabbages are the best to be sown for this
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pnrpose. One foot apart each way when planted out 13 quite
sufBeient room for the plants. It is astonishing what a quantity
of useful food may thus be produced. Besides, the pleasure of

observing a well-cropped garden is very great compared with a
state of negl.'ctful barrenness. Nothing is gained by the latter.

liouthic Oprrations.—Attend to mowing and rolling the lawn,
to weeding, sweeping, and rolling walks, and to hoeing, raking,
and stirring the surface of the ground. Continue to peg-down
all plants that require it, support and regulate the shoots of

climbers, stake and tie-up all tall-growing plants, destroy ear-

wigs and all kinds of destructive insects.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST AND PBESENT WEEKS.
KITCHEN GIRDEN.

Frequent allusion has been made to watering in recent
numbers. We have not the benefit of a supply laid on either
in the flower or kitchen garden; but in such a season as this,

where there is an arrangement made to fix a gutta percha hose
80 that the water can be applied easily to beds or borders, the
work can be got through, and but little inconvenience be caused
by the extra watering. On the other haud, where water has to

be dragged in carts or carried by haud a considerable distance,
either the ordinary work must tall behind or the plants and
vegetables must suffer. Depend upon it, there is no more im-
portant matter connected with the laying-out of new gardens
than that of securing an abundant supply of good water.
But for the deep working of the kitchen- garden quarters, and

a goodly dressing of manure, vegetables would have been very
poor in quality. Peas are podding very well, but the pods are
small, aud the quality very iudifferent. Early Cauliflowers that
received two good waterings are excellent. The autumn-sown
seeds have given a supply of two sets of plants. The earliest that
were put out under hand-lights are now being cut ; other plants
pricked-out iu boxes and planted in March will succeed them.
The next batch are from seed sown in a franae over a hotbed.
Early Cabbages are also pretty good; the farmers say that the
market is overstocked with them. Many waggonloads were
sent from this neighbourhood last year for the markets in the
midland counties ; this season none are required.
Planted snccessional plants of Celery, aud attended to the

earliest planted ; though not quite ready for earthing-up, it

requires regular supplies of water. This, though a ditch plant
in its normal state, must not be watered until the soil becomes
sour.

FRUIT AND FORCING HOUSES.
Fineries, — In very large gardens where there are houses

devoted to each class of plants, pineries for Pine plants. Orchid
houses aud vineries devoted to those subjects aud nothing else,

the routine of gardening work is very much simplified. On the
other hand, where Pine houses have to accommodate Orange
trees. Vines in pots. Vines planted out and bearing fruit, fine-

foliaged and flowering plants, a little scheming is necessary in
order that everything may succeed tolerably well. When stove
plants that may be infested with bug and scale are to be intro-

duced, they must be thoroughly cleansed from all such pests,

and a strict watch maintained so that it may be washed off

immediately. There are certain plants and fruit trees that
may be grown in the same house with Pines. Fig trees. Vines,
and Orange trees will do as well there as if a house were de-
voted to their culture ; but they must be cultivated in pots, so

that they may be removed to a cool house during the winter
months ; or it may he so arranged that the Pines can be re-

moved to another house where their special requirements may
be studied, while the house is ventilated freely for the purpose
of resting Vines, &o.
Early-potted suckers that have filled the pots with roots

should now be potted into their fruiting-pots. Plunge the pots
in a bottom heat of W or 1)5" ; shut the house up early in the
afternoon to utilise all the available sun heat. The night tem-
perature may be kept at 75°. The object of this is to grow the
plants into a fruiting size by September, so that they may be
ready to start into fruit early the following season, after being
duly rested. Managed in this way Pines will be produced in

little more than twelve months from the time the suckers are

put in. Large pots must not be used, as these have a tendency
to cause the plants to start into growth instead of into frnit.

Ten-inch pots for Queens, and 1'2-inch pots for Smooth-leaved
Cayennes and Charlotte Rothschilds, are sufficiently large.

Plants with frnit that is now ripe and ripening should he re-

moved to a moderately cool airy house, or the ripe fruit may be
cut and hung up in the fruit-room until it is required.
Melon and Caeumher Houses.—We are clearing-out the old

plants from which the Melons have been cut. Some gardeners
obtain a second and even a third crop from the same plants, bv,t

we have never seen them in such vigorous health after the first

crop was cut as to insure a crop that would be at all creditable

to the cultivator. A better way is to have a second series of

vigorous young plants ready to go out in the border as soon as

the old exhausted soil can be removed and replaced with fresh

compost. The woodwork and glass should also be well washed
to destroy red spider.
Every ten days at least the Cucumber plants require to have

their shoots tbinned-out, those that are allowed to remain being
stopped and tied to the trelliswork. Early this month we had a
few warm nights, and the fires were discontinued ; colder nights
followed, so that the thermometer fell below G0°. The Cucumbers
produced were of inferior quality. They were good enough for
use in the house, but being required for exhibition it was ne-
cessary to maintain a higher night temperature by means of
fire heat, and this was rendered the more necessary, as on the
morning of the 13th, Saturday, the frost crisped under the feet
on the lawn, the thermometer standing at 30.5" Fahr, the
barometer steadily rising, wind north by east, and no rain.
Plenty of atmospheric moisture, and a night temperature of 75°,

with substantial material for the roots to travel into, will pro-
duce Cucumbers of the best quality, both as regards appearance
and ilavour.

Orchard House.—Getting ready material to surface-dress the
fruit trees in pots. Horse droppings, cow mauure, and loam
mixed in equal proportions and thrown into a heap to ferment
are an excellent stimulant. It must not be allowed to become
overheated, otherwise the nourishiug properties will be thrown
off. It will probably be necessary to turn the material over
every day, and in ten days or a fortnight it will be ready for
use. We use it when the heat has very much subsided, but
before it has entirely gone out of it. A handful or two of this
dressing will be spread over the surface of each pot and pressed
down firmly with the fingers. The water should be applied
through a spreader. After this it will also be necessary to
apply fresh dressings every ten days. It is not necessary to
apply manure water to the trees ; indeed, this is more often
injurious than otherwise.
The Strawberry pots have been nearly all cleared-out of the

house, and glad we were to get rid of them. The quantity of
water required by them is something enormous. Some persons
place saucers under the Strawberry pots, which retain the
water round the base of the pot ; but experience has taught us
that the saving of labour is gained at the expense of flavour in
the fruit. Mildew has been more than usually abundant on the
Strawberries this year. La Constante, British Queen, aud
President have not been much affected.

GREENHOUSE.
Hardwooded plants which have gone out of flower have been

removed out of doors, but in doing this it is necessary to exer-
cise care, so that they may not be exposed to too much sunshine
after being shaded in the greenhouse ; and even though the
ventilators may be open night and day, the plants are in a much
higher mean temperature than they will be when placed out of
doors. Shelter from the east and north is very desirable, aud a
tile or slate placed upright against the side of the pot will pre-
vent the sun from burning the roots. The stage Pelargoniums
that flowered early are also placed out of doors and watered
sparingly ; in a week or two the wood will be ripened, when the
plants may be cut-over.
Removed Cyclamens into a pit where the lights can be re-

moved entirely. The plants are now at rest, and require very
little water, but the roots must not be quite dried-up. The
leaves are also liable to be attacked by red spider, but this can
be dislodged by syringing. By sowing Cyclamen seeds in

.January and growing the plants on in heat all through the en-
suing summer, nice flowering plants are obtained which will pro-
duce about two dozen flowers each in the winter. This season
seeds were sown in a hotbed in March, and they vegetated
freely. The young plants have been potted-off singly into small
sixties, and the pots plunged in a cold frame. This beautiful
flower ia easily managed. The plants are better in cold frames
during the summer months than in a greenhouse, where the pots
are far removed from the glass. If they are removed to a warm
greenhouse about the end of September the flowers will soon be
thrown-up, and a succession will be produced until March.

—

J. Douglas.

PROVINCIAL HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
[Secretaries will oblige ns by informing us of the dates on

which exhibitions are to be held. Although we cannot report

them fully, we shall readily note anything especially excellent,

and we wish for information on such specialities to be sent

to us.]
JUNE. ' JtrLY.

BrocMiam (K0.10) 23 Wisbecb 1

Stamford 23 and 24 Leicester and LeiceHtereliire land 2
Nottingham 24 Cirencester (RoHes) 2
R.H.S. of Ireland 25 Bristol, Clifton, and W. of England 2
Cambridgesliire 25

i
Bury St. Edmunds 2

Thetford 25 NottinRbamshiro (Newark), South 2
Ipswich andE. of England 25 and 26 Godmaucbester 2
Kingston and Surbiton 25 and 26 ' Tewkesbury (Roses) 2
Boston 30 and July 1

I
Taddington 2

Stratford .... 30, and Jaly 1 and 2 ,
Spalding 2 and 8
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JULY.
Devon and Exeter (Eoses) 3
Tanbridge Wells S
Soathgate 4
"Winterton 7
Midland Coonties (BlrmiagUam)

7,8,9. and 10
"Wiltshire 7 and 8
Koyal Caledonian Hort. Soc 8
Kelso 8
Hereford (W. of England Rose) .. 8
ilaidstone 8
Chelmsford 8
Bishop Stortford 8 and 9
Peterborongh 8 and 9
Manchester 8, 9, and 10
Hertford 9
Darlington I?) 10
Chipping Norton 10
Altrincham and Bowdon ..10 and 11
Kilmun, Strooe, and Blamore .... 11
iionghbjrough 15
Derby 15

JtTLY.

Oundle 15
Brighton and Sussex 15 and 16
Ealing, Acton, and Hanwell 16
Gloucester and Cheltenham 16
Woodbridge 16
Grange on-Sands 17
Bury (Lancashire) 17 and 16
Cleckheaton IH
Bramley 20 and 21

I

Erewash Valley 21
Elford 22

I
Cambiidgeshire 23

I

Grantham 23 and 24
. Tong and Dudley HUl 25

I

Hales Owen and Hagley 28
Buckingham 28
Tewkesbuiy 28, 29, and 3U
Errol 29

I Castle Donington (Derby) 29

j

Royal Osfordahire 30
Woolton 30

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
"*,* It is particularly requestecl that no communication be ad-

dressed privately to either of the Editors of this Journal.
All correspondence should be directed either to " The
Editors," or to " The Publisher." Great delay often arises

when this rule is departed from,
Correspondents should not mix upon the same sheet questions

relating to Gardening and those on Poultry and Bee sub-
jects, and should never send more than two or three
questions at once. All articl*^s intended for iasertion
should be written on one side of the paper only.

TVe also request that no one will write privately to any of our
correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.

Books (Ti/ro).—The latest editinn with appendix of .Tohnson's "Cottage
Gardener's Dictionary " is that of lisijs. Its price is 6.t. 6rf , or post free from
onr office 7s. 'Id. iPollie).—The above-named Dictionary may suit you.
(C R. R.).—The book you mention is published by Messrs. Groombridge.

Late Pears for S.W. Wall (F. C.).—Duchesse d'AngouK-me, Beurre de
Bance, and Easter Beurre.

Ferns {J, Q. Lencick).—The two specimens seem to be of the same species*
Polypodium alpestre. Alpine Polypody. Thev wore smashed up along with
4he other leave?* by the post-office punches. The malformed Daiay is curious
2}at not attraciive.

Gloxinia Seedling (Inquirer).—The flowers are lar^e. * There are others
of a similar colour.

Lois Weedon Wheat Cl'lture (T. G^p).—Particulars are in a pamphlet
published by Mr. Ridgway, Piccaiilly, London, entitled " A Word in Season."

Foxglove Flower IRamalho).—The white Fox:^love flower ia an instance,
not uncommon, of a combination ot corollas so as to form one monster. It is

like the combination of several Aspara^jus stems, and the same term might
he applied—faaciated.

CvsToPTERis DiCKiEANA (Inquirer).—What you mistake for disease are
the seeds, called spores by botanists.

Myrtle not Flowering (Knut.'tford) —The Myrtle should be kept in a
light, airy position in the greenhi>use, he sprinkled overhead morning and
evening, and be well supplied with water until the growth is complete, then
discontinue watering overhead, and wa^er only to keep the soil moist. Do
not give water in winter before the soil becomes dry, but before the foliage
becomes limp affofd enough to moisten the soil through. The plant can
hardly have too light and airy a position so as to thoroughly ripen the wood,
opon which depends the flowering. Repot at once if needful, giving only a
moderate shift, and using a compnst of sandy fibrous loam two parts, one
part each sandy peat and leaf soil, and a sixth of silver sand, with good
drainage. Yon may obtain Gold-laced Polyanthus seel through any seedsman
advertising in our Journal.

Propagating Bedding Geraniums (C. S).—It is quite early enough to
commence propagating these in August, and propagation may he continued
ihroughout that month up to the beginning of September, commencing with
the weaker kinds and ending with the stronger-growing sorta. AVe should
have at least four cuttings in a 4j-inch pot—in fact six, and winter them in
the cutting-pots, as they take up much less room, potting them in spring.
We prefer buxes made of three-quarter-inch deal, abuut ii feet long, 12 inches
wide, and 3 inches deep, external measurement, whit^h allows of our wintering
in a little room a number of plants in each box, putting about a hundred into
«ach. Some of the best bedding Pelargoniums are Aigburth Beauty, deep
rose; Bayard, crimson ; Crimson King, dark shaded crimson : Diadem, bri^jht

scarlet; Dr. Tait, crimson ; Jean Sisiey, scarlet; Master Christine, rosy pink ;

R. Evans, rose; Mrs. Upton, pink; Vesuvius scarlet; The Bride, white;
Warrior, scarlet ; and White Wonder, white. Ooldtm-variefjated: Alhambra,
Flambeau, Lady Cullum.Sir Robert Napier, and Prince of Wales. Gold and
Bronze : Constantine, Marshal MacMahon, Rev. C. P. Peach. Silver-i-arie-

^ated : Mrs. John Glutton, Prince Silverwings. Qoldm-havcd and Oold-
edged : Crimson Banner, Golden Banner, Pillar of Gold. Silver-edged:
Bright Rtar, Miss Kingsbury, Princess Alexandra. Ivy-Uavcd: L'Elegante,
Stiver Gem.

Calceolarias a Second Year (Newport Pagnrll).—Instead of seeking
by cuttings to preserve the old plants we should advise you to save the feeds,
placing the plants in a light airy position until the seed is ripe. Take off the
cipsuies as they ripen, and sow the seed in July and up to Aaf,ust. The old
plants are difficult to keep until the second year, and neither these nor plants
continued by cuttings grow satisfactorily : but you may take cuttings of the
"healthy root-growths, insert them singly in sandy soil, and place them in a

shady spot nnder a hand-light, keeping moist and shaded from sun. When
the roots show at the sides of the pots shift the plants into larger pots, and
grow them in a cold frame, shifting as the pots become full of roots, and
moving to a cool airy house safe from frost in October or November, Seed-
lings are far preferable to plants from cuttings.

Hollyhock BLifiHT (F. Manriing).—The leaf sent is attacked by that new
fungns scourge we fully described and depicted in our number of May 23th.

Pull up every plant affected and burn it at once. No remedy is known, and
the spurffs will spread the infection if allowed to ripen.

CiTANOPHVLLUM MAGNiFiccM CcLTURE (Om^^a).—You givo US no particulars

of your treatment; we are not able, therefore, to point out what may have
caused the plant to grow ao indifferently. We give a few hints for its culture.

To do well it requires a brisk heat of 65- to 70" at night, aud 75^ by day on
dull days, and 8r to 85" or tW^ with sun and a moderate amount of air. The
atmosphere requires to be kept moist by frequently sprinkling the paths,
walkn, and other surfaces three or four times a day, leaving a little air on at

night to prevent moisture condensing and drippiug on the leaves, which must
never be sprinkled. The roots are not healthy, otherwise the growths would
he more free. Tui-n the plant out of the pot, remove all the soil coming away
readily from amongst the roots, aud repot in a size that will hold them com-
fortably, and wheu the plant is showing roots at the sides of the pnt, and
bef<ire they hecnme matted, shift into a size larger; and the next shift, when
the loots are showing at the sides of the pot. should be a good one. Moderate
watering only is required until the root action and growth are free, aud then
the wateiing should be liberal. Equal parts of sandy peat, turfy loam, and
leaf soil, with one-sixth of silver sand, and a similar proportion of pieces of

charcoal, the whale well mixed and chopped up, but not sifted, with good
drainage, will grow it well.

Propagating Pit Arrangejients (G. D. Lyon).—We have a bed along
the front of the house 8 feet wide, and another of the same width at the back
of the house, which will allow of a 3-feet pathway np the centre. The front

border we should use for Cucumbers or Melons, and heat with two rows of

3-inch pipes, having openiugs in the wall of the bed nest the path, aud also

in the wall of the other bed. The openings need not be large—say 9 inches

by a foot long, aud should have sUdmg doors. By means of these shutters

yon can regulate the buttom heat, and utilise any excess of heat by admitting

it to the air of the house. The pipes we should have in a chamber, which
need not be more than a foot deep, placing over them slates, having a foot of

space for soil over them. The back may be formed in the same way ; and
instead of ao deep a space for plunging material, 6 or 9 inches deep over the

slates will be sufficient. Two pipes will not be sufficient fur top heat, though
with the heat from the chambers of the beds you might mtinage with two
pipes; but we should prefer four 3-inch, the flows at the sides, and the

returns along the pathway, which will give you suScient heat without warm-
ing the piping to & high temperature. If you were to have the back border as

deep as the front for soil, you could have Cucumbers in it trained to the back
wall on a trellis, or Tomatoes aud Melons in front, on a trellis about 12 inches

from the glass, not taking them nearer the top than 2 feet, so as to admit
light to the plants on the back wall. You might use the front border in

winter for Cucumbers, the back one for propagating and forcing, and when
done with for that purpose plant Cucumbers, and when the Cucumbers on the

fi'ont were going off you could replace them with Melons.

Binding for Rosk-budding (T. D. L.).—For binding the buds of Roses
the cotton twist as used by tallow-chandlers is preferable to matting. It

should be of the best. Japan flax is also good.

Fish for Pond and Water Lilies {C. L.).—We do not think flsh would
live in your pond, the water of which is very chalky. Water Lilies would
probably succeoi if the pond has mud at the bottom. The Nuphar lutea. as

also the Nyraph.Ta alba, would most likely succeed. Wo have not had the

experience that prompts our giving a decided answer to your queries, and
sUmuUI be glad if some of our corrc-spondents would state their experience of

fish in a pond supplied with water containing chalk, also Watur LiUet>.

lins and Rockwork (Norton).—You need not he surprised that yonr

imitation does not satisfy yuu. Rockwork is most difficult to construct so as

to lo.ik natural. A poet and man of taste justly wrote a ceutury since
—

" I

weut to see a fine piece of ruins built at a great expense, which, the day after

I ^a* it, tumbled down for nothing. It must have been much improved by
this foitunate incident. It is hardly possible to put stones together with

that air of wild and magnificent disorder which they are sure to acquire by
faliini^ of their own accord." Mr. Pulham has recently very Buccessfolly

arrauged some rockwork at the Battersea Park.

I.vsECTS Gnawing Base of Buds of Apple Trees (A. H. E.).—As you
havt) ^eut no specimen of the insect doing this mischief, we can only conjec-

turt! that it is the young caterpillar ol a small moth, must probably Tortrix

fujellaui, which gnaws into the stems of the buds and destroys them. The
diseased buds should be carefully picked off below the space apparently

gnawed, so as to secure the giub which has burrowed dowuwaids, aud burnt.

—I. O. W.
Anemones from the Sodth of France {dnemone, Co. Dublin).—'Vfe

should not take them up, but leave them in the gr«.und if it is light and well

drained. Loosen the surface in September or early in October, and mulch
lightly with leaf soil.

Ci-'cuMRERS IN Frames (F. J.)—When the plants are established the

ventilation will require to be regulated by the state of the weather; but as

you are absent frum home daily from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., yon will have to give

air according to your prognostication of the fineness ur dulness of tho day at

a little before 9 a m. If likely to be a dull day you may lilt the lights a

couple of inches, or push them down to that extent ; if likely to be a cloudy

day bat with clear sunny intervals, you may leave an opening at back of

4 to G inches according to the prevalence of cloud, aud if clear and hot you

would not be safe withuut leaving 9 inches of air ol. In your case we think

it would bo best to push down the lights, but you may tilt them if you make
them secure against wind. The lights should not be raised in front. In very

bright and hot weather you will need to water tho plants every second or

third day, whilst in partially cluuded and clear weathtr twice a-week will be

sufficient. It is well not to overwater, but the soil ought to be kept moist,

otherwise the growth will not be free.

Hose Piping {Idem).—We have no recolleclion of canvas-hose piping for

watering purposes, aud do not know of any cheaper or better than india-

rubber. Leather hose was some time ago advertised, perhaps it was that to

which you allude. We do not know where it may be obtained. Manufac-

turers of these articles should advertise.

Aloe in Summer (r.j.—Keep the soil moist as for other greenhouse plants
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Saniy loim, p3»t, and limv rubbisli in ev'\\ prnpivtiom will b9st bhU it,

with n «"Oil draiQa,'6 or brokou biicks. Tho plaut y.m onoloaa ia tho VVaite

lioet. Tlie stalks ol the leaves may ba bjilol us Sea-kale, aui thoir upper

parti4 as Spinach.

GBArEs iM Twj Greesuocses (H. H.).—That ill which tho Orapes are the

most fkirward must have beea kept warmer than the other. There are many
double (ierauiums now, and we cau give no opiuion without seeing a truss of

the flowers.

Mh. D. T. Fish (F. H.).—We have read the correspondence, and have before

us the Ohartor ot tho Society. There can be no doubt that tho Conucil had

no power to confer upon Mr. Fish, or upon anyone, the privile,'cs of a Fellow

without payment; and we regret extremely that Mr. Fish should have been

led to believe that he was a forty-guiuea Life Fellow when he was not^ The

onlv honour the Council can confer without payment is an Honorary Fellow-

liliip. which yives all privileges except that of voting at public meetmgs of the

Society.

Vahieoated Corkant (P. r.).—Tho leaves are very striking, and grouped

with other shrubs are ornamental. It is the Eibes rubrum fol. luteo ol

Duhamel. It deserves to be more cultivated in our shrubberies.

Gakdeners' Benefit Society (B'. J.).—You would obtain all the informa-

tion jou reqnu-e on applying to The Secretary, The Uetreat, Kodland, Bristol.

Bbowm BEOnRii Pears Craciung (J. £.).—In our own garden several

varieties of Pears crack in a young state. Fungoid growth on tho skin has

caused it, and wo found that after cold east winds the fruit on the exposed side

was cracked, while that on the other side was not much injured. In tho case

of your tree we would not hesitate to try root-pruning if you are sure that

cold winds are not tho cause. Some good turfy loam placed amongst the

roots would be necessary. Tliis is best done in November. .''*ii? *

Lastbea Filix-jias (A Cabbage).—It is a British plant. Some Liliums

require greenhouse culture, and some are hardy.

Names of Plants (A il'.(ztf lt).—Eriophorum angustifolium, Narrow-loaved

Cotton Grass. (IK. D. H.).—U is Limnauthes Douglasii, and has no pre-

tension to the name of " Egyptian Lily." It was found by Mr. Douglas in

California.

POULTEY, BEE, AM PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

HYBRID BIRDS.
I am much pleased to see "Bostonian's" reply respecting hy-

briJs between the Golden Pheasant cock and the common fowl.

If, however, he had quoted the ichoJc of the paragraph of May 28th

it would have stood thus ;
—" Now the fact is this, I never knew

an instance among the many attempts made in which the Golden
Pheasant cock bred with any description of domestic poultry,

as all such efforts have signally failed ; for in no case has even
a siugle egg proved to be fertilised." Of course I could only,

as plainly stated, speak within the bounds of my own know-
ledge, and I certainly hail with unfeigned pleasure his announce-
ment that success has resulted in any instance previously un-

known to me. I at once admit I am quite unacquainted with
the variety of " fowls " he describes by the name of " Ajablcs ;"

whilst their special characters, as detailed—" They resembled
most closely the barndoor fowl, but somewhat smaller, were
adorned with a goodly-sized topping, narrow tail, head some-
what erect, close-feathered, long in limb, and partly booted "

—

does not correspond with the traits of any variety of fowls known
to me. If, therefore, either through the Journal or by private

letter " Bostonian " will kindly inform me where any of these

truly unique hybrids cau be seen, I shall indeed esteem it a
great favour.

—

Edwabd Hewitt.

SMALL COOPS FOR POULTRY.
Having frequently heard persons say they would like to keep

poultry if they had the room, having the idea that fowls must
have a large range to be of profit, I will give the result of my
experience with five different coops of fowls for two months

—

March and April.

No. 1. One cock and five Dominique-Leghorn pullets. Received
160 eggs ; average, 82 to each hen.
No. 2. One cock and two Black Hamburgh pullets. Eeoeived

88 eggs ; average, 44.

No. 3. One cock and four Golden-spangled Hamburgh pullets.

Eeceived IGO eggs : average, 40.

No. 4. One cock and five Silver-spangled Hamburgh hens, four
years old. Keceived 16-5 eggs ; average 33.

No. 5. One cock and ten Grade Hamburgh pullets. Eeceived
370 eggs ; average 37.

Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 have been confined the four months past in

coops made of lath, 13 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 2 feet high.
No. 5, Grades, have the range of a yard 24 by 40 feet.

My fowls are in good health, and the eggs hatch well ; 13 chicks
from 15 eggs.

—

Chables Selser.—(American Fa7tciers' Jour?ial).

Wood Pigeon and Dovecote Pigeon Paired.—As a Pigeon
fancier I feel interested in the question whether the Eing Dove
will pair with the dovecote Pigeon. I have looked up the word
"scar" in Webster and Worcester's English dictionary, and
find that one of the meanings is *' the detached protrusiou of a

I
rock." With " Wiltshire Eectob " I should like to know

I
whether these two birds will really breed together.—Almond
Tumbler.

THE POULTRY-KEEPER.—No. 7.

CEEVE-CCEUES.
THE CHEVE-CtEUE COCK.

GENERAL PROPOllTIONS AND C nARiCTEItlSTICS.

Bodi/.—Large, squarely built, compact, well set on strong

feet (see /f/. 1.5). Tue back nearly horizontal, being very little

Fig. 15.—Creve-Cceur Cock.

sloping behind. Breast, thighs, legs, and wings well developed

;

limbs compact; head very strong, crested, whiskered, cravated;

comb double and in form of horns ; wattles long and pendant;

ears short and hidden. Four toes on each foot ; feathers of the

abdomen long and thick, flight feathers of the wing of the

ordinary length, sickles and large sickles very long ;
plumage all

black in the best birds ; black, yellow, and white in the com-
moner ones.

Carriage.—Sedate and dignified.

WEIGHT, SIZE, AND CHARACTERISTICS.

Weight.—Vfiien full grown from 7>i lbs. to 8i lbs.

Flesh.—Very abundant.
Bones.—Very light, less than one-eighth of the bird's entire

weight.
Stature.—Vtora. the upper part of the head to under the feet

in repose 17-i^u inches. In upright position from lOJ inches to

21; inches, according as he raises himself, and is tiller or shorter

on the sole of the foot and the leg; from the back under tho

feet from 12t inches to 13} inches.

£o(Z!/.—Larger than that of the Houdan. Back large. Breast

very wide, very large, and straight. The thigh and the leg

coarse, short, and almost bidden amongst the feathers, so as

hardly to be distinguished from the body of the bird when in a

state of repose.

.H^;^1r#
*"''V'*

Fig. 16.—Combs of Crrve-Co.'ur Cocks.

Head.—Length, 3J inches.

Crest.—Very thick, very large, heavy, with long taper feathers
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falling all ronnd the head in the hest specimens ; feathers at

the top f^'O-wing upright, and some falling in front.

Whinlcers.—Very thick.

Crarat.—Long, thick, and coming down below the wattles.

Comb (fig. Ifi).—Variable, but being always formed of two
horns, sometimes parallel, straight, fleshy, sometimes united at

their base, slightly indented, pointed and diverging at the top;

sometimes approaching this last arrangement, but having some
branchlets on their inner sides like the horns of a young stag.

Size of Comb —Varying in length from 2 inches to 3J inches.

Bars.—Whitish, of the ordinary size, almost hid under the
feathers of the whiskers and crest.

WattJrs.—Hanging long and fleshy, from 23 inches to 4 inches.

NoHtrili.—Open, large, with projecting bumps around them.
Iris of Byp.—Darkish red.

Pjipil of Eye,.—Black.
Physiognomy of the Sead.—It is something like that of the

Hoiidan. The eyes almost entirely disappear under the feathers

of the crest. The comb, in the form of horns, gives to the face

of the Creve-Cccurs a Satanic appearance.
Foot.—Sole of foot strong, and varying in length from 2J to

3i"; inches. The toes, four in number, are stronger and larger

than those of the Houdan.
Colour of Foot.—Black, or blue darkly silvered.

Weight of Chicken.—The Cn':ve-Coeur is even more precocious

than the Houdan, and its flesh more abundant, and at the same
age surpasses that of the last-named.

THE PLD1L4GE.
Entirely black, shining, and iridescent ; blue and green upon

the neck-hackle, in the long pointed feathers of the back of the

wings, and of the feathers which cover the base of the tail, and
the large and snaall sickles. The rest is of a dull black, except

the feathers on the abdomen, which are of a brownish black.

The crest is generally white to the hind feathers after the third

or fourth moult. Many birds have the neck-hackle, the long
pointed feathers of the loins, and the feathers of the wing-coverts
of a straw colour, which does not indicate their not being of

pure blood and incapable of reproducing black, but they are less

esteemed by amateurs. The feathers of the hackle, the crest,

loins, tail, are extremely long and tufted, and they form with
those of the other parts of the body a plumage more fluffy and
abundant than that of any other variety.

BATH AND "WEST OP ENGLAND SOCIETY'S
BRISTOL SHOW.

No. 1.

Theee is a sort of conundrum song which was wont a few
years since to be warbled over " the dear cold keys of the piano,"
as Mendelssohn used to call them, beginning, " "What will to-

morrow be ? " and before one could think of the day of the year,

or who was born on the coming day, or whether one had some
engagement on it, was heard the very true but somewhat dis-

appointing answer, " Who can tell ? " I always felt that the
singer of that disappointing song ought to have some special

personal or vocal attractions, or one must be angry with her.
" What will to-morrow be ? " matters not much to that great
majority of English people who happily have themselves and
their goods under a rain-proof roof; but as to the good folks

who are exhibitors at an outdoor show like that of the Bath
and We^t of England, it is to them a very serious matter as to

what will be the weather of the Show week. I had been fried

some years ago at the Wells Show, and nearly drowned when
the peripatetic Bath and West of England (aye ! and Southern
Counties in addition now) wandered off to Dorchester, where
the rain poured on and on, and I ate my lunch in a tent, knee-
deep in straw like a horse, and yet my feet got wet ; but a
better fate this year awaited Council and exhibitors, and holiday-
goers at Clifton, for the weather on Tuesday (9th) was superb

—

warm and dry, and a nice air going on breezy Durdham Down

;

the flags streaming away, and now and then canvas beneath them
flapping pleasantly. "What a pity," said Dean Swift, "that
fine weather hurts anybody ;" so I felt on Tuesday, for agri-

cultural friends were lamenting the lightness of the hay harvest,
and the shortness of the water.
Many of my readers are familiar with that world within

boards the Bath and West of England Show, perhaps the most
interesting of all the exhibitions at which I am present during
the whole year. The weather being favourable, as this year it

was, a visit to the Show was indeed a treat.

I enter the poultry tent, and the first thing that strikes me is

the excellent ventilation. I next see that the birds are supplied
with slices of mangold or beet, which they were picking at with
relish—relish similar to those nnfeathered birds who not far off

were drinking lemonade. I must beg leave to remark upon the
pleasure it gave me to find Mr. Hewitt had been able to act as
Judge. As all of us had sympathised with him in his many
trials and sorrows, so all will rejoice to learn that he has been
able to rally himself and be at his old post.

This Show was held on nearly the same spot ten years ago,

and I cannot but remark upon the improvement in poultry
matters during the decade. Then a few comparatively had good
birds, a few ardent amateiirs and mongrels abounded ; now one
sees more and better birds than ever, far more persons are inter-

ested in poultry ; and where one appreciated a good bird then,
or " took in " a poultry paper, now there are dozens. Of course
the continued dry and hot weather has told on the fowls, and
ragged feathers were to be expected, but, considering the time
of year, the condition of the greater part of the poultry exhibited
was singularly good.

Out of the eleven pens of Spanish cocks nine may be said to
belong to Bristol (for Brislington and Wriugton are so near), and
Bristol birds won. As to the first prize, Mr. Edward Jones's

bird, it was altogether admirable in face and comb, and con-

dition considering the time of year. In regard to the Spanish
hens, about the first prize there was no mauner of doubt ; but
a highly commended pen (No. 21, Miss E. Browne's), struck me
as being better than the second-prize bird, if indeed there were
not two highly commended pens better, but of course it is a

matter of opinion.

As to the Dorking cocks (Coloured), the first-prize birds were
massive, the second much inferior. The hens were a better

class : out of the eleven pens six were worthy of a prize. The
pens of three of the White Dorking cocks were empty; a pity

this, but save a hollow comb on one bird, the rest were remark-
ably good. In the White Dorking hens the same goodness was
to be observed.
My old friends the Buff Cochins were—well, " not to put too

fine a point on it," not much to speak of, and less to write of.

I would nearly as soon have bought the unnoticed as the noticed

birds, the cup cock excepted. In hens the second-prize did not
give satisfaction. The champion pens among the Partridge
Cochins were extremely beautiful birds. There was a vast

number of empty pens which should have contained White
Cochins, and the full ones were not of very remarkable excellence.

As to the Bralimas, Dark or Light, "the cry is still. They
come." I should not like to be the man who takes these big

babies out of their travelling baskets ; but as, I think, usually

at Bristol, the Dark birds were the best. The great number of

these birds now exhibited everywhere is the best proof of their

usefulness, for though fancy may keep many small birds, utility

there must be where large birds are kept in great numbers.
The Game fowls were numerous, and, as always, attractive.

To my miiul the second Duckwing cock was the best of that lot.

In Brown Reds (cocks), Messrs. Lunt & Hassall's, first prize was
a-head of all the rest in his class. I must notice that Mr. Stagg,

a Wiltshire fancier, was very fairly successful with his birds.

Next, the Hamburghs, and what an improvement in numbers
and in goodness too ! "The first and cup bird (Mr. Beldon's) in

the Silver-spangled class, is as charming a little fellow as ever
walked. As I passed pen after pen of Hamburghs of the dif-

ferent varieties my words were, " Good again," " Good again."

The Polish were, I am also pleased to write, fairly numerous
and very good. Cocks—first to a Silver, second to a Black, one
only Golden, he got a commended. Hens—first to a Silver,

second to a Black, and only a commendation to a Golden hen.

Funny this, that in Polish fowls alone Silver is preferred to

Gold ! I was amused to hear a country bumpkin, who possibly

had strayed-in from his cattle or pigs, exclaim in front of the

Polish pens, with open eyes and mouth, " Oh ! gracious, they
heads !

"

Among the French, the Houdans, the most useful, were the

most numerous. These birds look like Spanish fowls before

they had become aristocrats. The cocks especially, at Clifton,

were very superior. Among the Creves were some very fine

birds, but plumage indifferent.

In the Any other distinct variety class there was an excellent

Black Hamburgh first. (Why not more Black Hamburghs, O
ye fanciers?); a good Malay second, who looked wicked enough
to have committed a dozen murders and enjoyed them all, and
to wish to commit still more. High commendations and com-
mendations were numerously bestowed in this class, and de-

servedly. Some ugly LaFleche cocks appeared, and some ex-

cellent Minorcas.
Then came Bantams. There was but one pen of Silver

Sebrights, but then they were real Silver, not pale Gold. I

wish the owner could exhibit more, as they would be an orna-

ment to any show, although they might not be quite equal to

this pen. 'The Blacks, again, were very good, and Mr. Cam-
bridge won deservedly. Among the many Game Bantams there

were some gamey-looking birds.

Aylesbury Ducks were good, Rouens better. Turkeys were
better still. In Aylesbury Ducks Mr. Fowler was actually

beaten—a feather indeed in the winner's cap.

In approaching the other Bantams I must say I did not con-

sider the Game birds were anything to boast of, while among
the Blacks were excellent birds; and I scarcely need to say that

Mr. Cambridge kept up his old fame. It is now natural to write

Cambridge first at the boat race, and Cambridge first at the
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Black Bantam race—a double suoobss, at which I, a Cambridge
man &ad friend of Mr. CamHridse, rejoice. For the Pigeons I

reserve a word next week.

—

Wiltsuike Kbctob.

{Froiri a Correspondent.)

The poultry catalogue commenced with Spanish, and although
these classes were well supported by Bristol, we couid not help
noticing the omission of the names of Messrs. Parsley, Hydp,
and the late Mr. Lane, exhibitors who, in conjunction witli Mr.
Jones, made Bristol so famous for Spanish fowls. In their

absence Mr. Jones carried oft the first prizes and cups in both
classes. In the first he also secured the champion cup for the
best cock over a number of classes; we liked this bird, but did
not tViiuk him of such high merit as many exhibitors imagined
him to be from his position. The second-prize cock was neat,

but rather deficient in face and lobe. Pen (J, the winner we think
of the first prize at Bristol, had a fine face, but his comb will

render him useless for exhibition. The class for hens was one
of the best in the Show. Mr. Jones's victory here was an easy
one, but we liked pen 21 better than the second-prize birds

;

they were better matched, and had smoother faces.

The Dorking classes contained a tolerably good lot; in
Coloured cooks Mr. Burnell's bird, which has won so many
prizes, was again first, a younger bird of great promise belong-
ing to the same owner being second. In the class for hens, in

many respects we preferred pen .51 to the first-prize birds, which
were not well matched, having odd eyes, &c.

Cochins.—In Cinnamon and Buff the first and second-prize
birds deserved their position ; we also liked pen 71. In hens the
first-prize pen contained only a single bird, its partner having
died soon after the award was made. The second-prize pen we
considered a great mistake, and think the prize should have gone
to the next pen. No. 86, which were in every essential superior.
In the Partridge cocks the first-prize pen was a neat bird,

beautiful in colour, but rather small ; he was entered at only £2,
and quickly claimed. The first-prize hens, which also obtained
the chami>ion cup for the best pair of hens, were grand, the
pencilling being all that could be desired ; but their marking in
many respects gave us the impression of a remote cross with
Brahmas. This was confirmed in some degree by the comb of

one of the hens, which as nearly approached a rose as a single
comb. In White Cochins the first-prize cock was a fine speci-
men, shown in splendid condition.
The Brahma classes, with one or two good exceptions, were

not what we expected. In the Dark cocks Mr. Lingwood showed
a grand bird, which was first, and must have run Mr. Jones very
closely for the champion cup. The class for hens contained a
few fine pens, but they were very much out of condition ; here
we liked pens 146 and 14.3 better than the winners. The Light
Brahma classes were inferior to the Dark. The Game classes
contained many superior specimens, and the prizes were more
distributed than usual. The Hamburgh classes were a great
treat, and the awards appeared to give general satisfaction. The
Polish and French classes were thought the best in the Show.
In the Creve-Coeurs Mr. Crabtree secured all the honours.
Sucks, Geese, and Turkeys were well represented, and some

birds of extraordinary size were to be found.
Bantams.—The Sebright class had only two entries ; the first,

a pair of Silvers, had a remarkably good ground colour, and
would have maintained their position in a much larger competi-
tion. The Game Bayitam class contained a few pretty speci-
mens. A nice pair of Black Reds were first, a pair of Browns
with a Partridge-coloured hen second. In the class for single
cocks Mr. Hall showed a bird that deserved special notice.

THE NEWMARKET POULTRY AND PIGEON
SHOW.

For a long series of years this Show has deservedly held a

popular position among poultry exhibitors, as great care and at-

tention to this department have invariably marked the conduct
of the managing Committee. This season's Show was in no
way behindhand, for more unexceptionable arrangements it

would be difficult to imagine. A very singular feature of the

Show, however, was the fact, that though not less than six

prizes were offered for Dorkinq.i, only a single entry, a good
pen of Silver Greys, resulted. Of Game fowls, however,
there was an entry remarkable for its excellence. Brown Reds,
Red Piles, and Duckwings being all good ; the former so much
BO as to secure Lady Elizabeth Adeane's special premium for

the best pen of any variety of poultry shown, besides the

first position in their particular class. They were a first-rate

pen shown by that veteran exhibitor of Game fowls Mr. Samuel
Matthew, of Stowmarket, and were evidently one of the most
interesting pens to spectators. The Cochins were not in suffi-

ciently good plumage to merit particular mention. The Whites
and Partridge-feathered were the best in plumage. Dark-
feathered Bra 'smns were unquestionably shown in better condition

than the Light ones. There has not been so good a collection

of Hambarghs exhibited in this district at any of the previous
shows, there being superior pens of every variety. Spanish
were decidedly poor, and a second prize win only awarded.
Some capital Crcve-Coours were shown, but the only other

variety of FrencJi fowls, a pen of Houdans, were not good. The
Variety class proved excellent, Black Hamburghs, Golden-
pencilled Hamburghs, and a second pen of Black Hamburghs
taking the prizes. The class of " Cross-breds" wore, as usual,

not praiseworthy. The Game Bantam class was spoiled by the

fact that the principal exhibitor's entries were not forthcoming.

A very choice collection of Black Bantams were shown, and a

good pen of Golden Sebrights. None of the Ducks proved meri-

torious, but this was fully counterbalanced by the capital quality

of the Turkeys that competed at Newmarket. Although prizes

were offered for both Golden and Silver Pheasants, not a single

entry resulted.
Pigeons were not an extensive show, but they were tm-

exceptionably good, the Carriers, Barbs, and the Antwerps
being of a very superior stamp.
Exceedingly fine weather brought with it a very large at-

tendance of visitors, and it was plain enough that the iunabit-

ants of Newmarket had determined to make the most of the

day as a general holiday. The whole of the principal thorough-

fares abounded with "flags, banners, and other suitable de-

corations. The attention of the Committee to the wants of the

poultry was most liberal, and ample provision was made against

stress of weather had necessity required it.

Dorkings. —^Hy other variety. ^l, L. Wren, Lowestoft. 2 and 8, No
competition,

. , „l n
GiME.—B/act or Brown R>'fU.—\ and Extra for beat pen m the Snow, S.

Mattbew, Siowmarliet. 'i. F. tl. Hal!, Cambridge. 3. H. E. Martin, Sculthurpe-

An\i other variety.— i, S. Matthew, Stowmarket. ti and 3. F. R Hail.

UocHixs.—C(Rrt(imoit or Buff —I and 2. W. Manritield. Cambridge. 8, H.
Yardley, Birmingham. Ant/ other variety.—\. R. S. S Woodgale, Pembary,
Tunbridge Wells. 2, H Yavdley. 3. Mrs E. Pryor, Welwyn.
BRiHMiS.—Li(7ftt.—1. P. Haines, Palgiave. 2. A. F. FatUkner, Thrapaton. 3,

No competition. I>ark.—\, 2. and 3. W Manstield. he, H, Coop»r, Cambridge.
Hamburghs.— (?oW-«i)ciii'7l<-'d.—l. J. R'binaon. Garstang. 2. W. K. Tickner,

Ipswich. 3. «. Reynolds, Lowestoft. Siiver.itpangled.—1, J. Robinson. 2 and
3, No competition. , , „ .„,
HiMBnEGHs.-Golrf-jJcnciikti— 1, A. F. Fanllmer. 2. W. K. Ticlmer. 3, W.

Mansflold. Silver.pcm;itled.—l, J. Robinson. 2 and 3. No competition.

SPiNisH —1. Withheld. 2. J. S. Dew, Gamiingay Mills. 3. No competition.

Feench FowLS.-l. .J. Robinson. 2 and 3. W. Cutla(.:k. Jan.. Littleport.

Any othee Variety.— 1. J. Robinson. Garetang (Black Hamburghs). 2. G.

W Booihby, Louth (ijollc-ii-spangled Polands). 3, W. Cutlack. jiin , Littleport

(Black Hambnrghs). /ic.T. Nash, Carlton Grange (Silkies); R.a.S. VToodgate,

Pembary, Tiinbridge Welle (Black PolanlB and Silks).

Cross Beebd for Table Poeposes —1 and 2. W. CiiHack, jun. (Bratima-

Dorkiogs). 3, A. Markwell. Thetford (Light Brahma and uorkings).

Bantams.—Game.— 1 and 2, F. R Hall. 8. No competition. Black or White.

—I.e. Reed. Cambridge. 2, R. H. Ashton, Mnttram. 3, No competition. Any
other tmriety.-l.n.YaTdiey. 2 and 3, No competition. „ ^ „.,
Selling Class -1. -A. K. Faulkner (White Cochin). 2, F. E. Hall (Red Pile

Game). 3, W. Mansfield, Cambridge (Buffs). BacSs. -Prize, T. F. Upsher,

Sutton (Rouen). ,,,. „
DvcES.—Aylesbury.—1. T. Gnnnell, Milton. 2 and 3, No competition. Bouen.

—1. T. F. Upsher. 2 and 3. No competition.
Tdekeys.-1 and 3, T. Gunnell. 2, A. M.irkwell.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.-1, H. Yardley. 2, No competition.
Pouters.—1, R. Rualon. Chatteris. 2, H. Yardley.
TcMELEts.-1, H. Yardley. 2, No competition.
Barbs.—1, H. Yardley. 2. C. Norman, Westerfield. Ipswich.

Jacobins.—1, F. H. Jennings. Newmarket. 2. H. Yardley.

FiNTAiLS.—1, H. Y'ardley. 2. J. F. Loveraidge. he, F. H. Jennings.

Tcbbits.—1, R. Ruston. 2, H. Yardley. he, G. Maon. Cambridge.
Deaooohs.—1. H. Yardley. 2 and he. W. Smith. Walton. LiverpooL
Antwerps.—1, H. Yardley. 2 and /ic. F. R. Hall. „.„,;, ^ ..
Ant other Variety— I, H Yardley. 2. C. Norman, Westeraeld, Ipswich

(Trumpeters) he, G. Mann, Cambridge (Black Trumpeters).
Selling Class —1, C. Norman ( Barbs). 2, F. R. Hall.

Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, near Birmmgham, was
the Judge.

SEXES AT WILL.
" Thus liaving wasted half the day,

He'trimm'd his flight another way."

The hatching season has again returned, and with it comes

the old question of producing sexes at will. Cocks of one year

old mated with hens two years old or more, usually produce a

greater proportion of cockerels than pullets ; and if more pullets

than cockerels are wanted they may generally be obtained by

mating old cocks with i^allats.—-{American Fanciers' Journal).

POUTEES, ANY OTHER COLOUR OB MABKINa
CLASS.

Peacemakers are precious souls, and much needed in this

world, and in this capacity comes out my special Wiltshire

friend, " Wiltshiee Eector," at all times most amiable; but it

must be understood that in an argument of this kind no com-

promise will suffice, and we Scotchmen can only settle such

matters logically ; and however red-hot we may get over a debate,

we do not necessarily lose sight of friendship. In fact, we
reverse the etiquette of the P. R., and shake hands at the con-

clusion of the affair, not at the beginning before mauling each

other till past recognition, even by our seconds.

It appears to me that " Wiltshire Rector " has fallen into

the same mistake as Mr. Wallace. The illustration of the
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artist's materials is all very well, but I hold that the birds in

the class which I support are iinished pictures of themselves,
and at the same time materials for others.
A perfect Mealy in every respect is a more beautifully coloured

Pouter than any of the standard colours ; and such beinf^ my
decided opinion, I would join in agreeing to add it to the stand-
ard classes. I must again go over part of the ground by repeat-
ing that mismarked Pouters are not birds fit for any but the
Selling class. I esteem them valueless, and often worse than
valueless, as their mismarkings can seldom hehreH permanentl i/

out. They will turn up every now and then in coming genera-
tions ; still there are always exceptions to this as well as to other
rules. Now here is the mistake. Mr. Wallace insists upon
classing with the mismarked standard-coloured birds perfectly-
marked Mealies, Sandies, Chequers, Silvers, Duns, &c., and
sending the whole into the Selling class, which is I think absurd,
and will not be allowed by the fancy. Why, five-sixths of the
whole Pouter fanciers in Scotland keep those " off coloured "

well-marked birds, and therefore they are, according to Mr.
Wallace, excluded from our shows, or forced to offer their birds
for sale at a nominal price in the Selling clas^i. I do not require
to tell Mr. Wallace that the standard-coloured Pouters are in the
hands of a very few in Scotland, that the few may be counted
on the ten fingers, and, according to his argument, the shows are
to represent the property of the few only. I do not think this

is the way to encourage the ** young or poor " fancier, or meet
the grand question of the '* bread and butter."
My friend, " Wiltshiee Rectok," proposes smaller prizes for

Pouters other than standard-coloured birds, and that the
Splashes be excluded altogether. Well, I should never think of

dictating to committees on the former at all ; let them treat as

their means will allow ; but, then, if the prizes are good for

those birds they will find the classes pay all the better. As to
the latter, there are often some nicely-marked birds among
them, as in marked Canaries, and others are verging on pure
whites, with, for instance, a grizzled point of the tail, and they
are often so handsome as to be perfection in form, the imper-
ative in the true Pouter, not to mention the wonderful size to

which some of them attain. Why, then, exclude such birds'?

A fancier suggested to me that they might have a separate
table. Well, be it so, or a separate room if you will, but do not
exclude the produce of the season's labour of some "young or
poor " fancier. I know this will draw out the sympathies of

my friend, and hope my argument will also show up the " off-

coloured " birds to him in a better light—their true light.

But "Wiltshire Rector" says, "I want progress and ad-
vance towards perfection." We all want this, and none more
so than myself. Taking this for granted, then, we must en-
courage the breeders of the very birds that do, and only can,
help us on to that much-envied goal. We want our friend here,

not to hang over a show for a day and a half, but for two or
three weeks, and will promise to show him pictures before they
have been painted, which will change his views altogether, and
we will also give him a lesson in pure Scotch.

—

James Huie,

E.iRLY-LAYiNG Brahma Pullet.—I think it may be interesting
to mention that one of our Dark Brahma pullets, hatched on the
2Sth of January, laid her first egg on June 7th, being only four
months and ten days old.-—E. Peel, Bock Ferry, Cheshire.

THE CANARY.-No. 2.

Mules.—A female Canary will mate with several varieties of
birds, and their offspring are called Mules. The males from
some of these crosses are line singers, and command high prices
on account of their beauty and song. These Mules mated again
with the female Canary are prolific. Among the varieties of

birds employed in producing Mules may be mentioned the
Linnet, Goldfinch, Bullfinch, Siskin, Redpole, and Bluebird,
besides several other varieties.

Before placing the male and female Canary together, this
precaution should betaken:—The female should be put in the
breeding-cage and hung on one side of the room, while the male
should be suspended directly on the opposite side of the room,
in a separate cage, in sight of the female. When he sings and
calls to the hen bird, and she returns his call, then they can be
placed together, and though they may at first quarrel, it will
only be of short duration; they will soon become reconciled
with each other and will mate. When the male is observed
feeding the hen, you may be certain it is right.
After having been mated about a week the hen will lay from

four to six eggs (one each day), and will sit from fourteen to six-

teen days, bringing-out one bird per day, in the same order as
the eggs were laid. Never disturb the eggs, or they will not
hatch.
The birds may be mated during the months of February,

March, or April. There should always be placed in the mating-
oage a piece of mortar for the formation of shell, or the hen may
lay Boft-sheU eggs. There in also required some untwisted

manilla rope, cut into sections of 1 inch in length, with, perhaps,
an addition of a small quantity of deer hair, for the formation
of a nest.

After the young are hatched, if the male bird gives his mate
too much attention, or is quarrelsome, he should be placed in
his own cage until the young are nearly feathered and leave the
nest to feed themselves. After they have perched a few nights
they can be separated from their mother and the male re-
turned, and another brood reared, which operation may be re-
peated until seven broods are raised in one season.

Food tor Young Birds.—As additional food for young birds,
besides canary and rape seed, they should be allowed hard-
boiled egg and cracker rolled fine, and fed to them in small
quantities several times each day. The same food should he
given to the old birds during the breeding season. When the
young birds are able to crack seeds, which they will do at six
weeks of age, the soft food can be replaced by cracked seed or
soaked rape seed. Hemp seed should never be fed, as it will
kill them.
Never allow two crested birds to pair, as their progeny are

liable to be bald or malformed about the head.
One male bird will serve half a dozen hens during the breed-

ing season. This plan, in my opinion, is more certain to raise
young birds. The parent birds can occupy a small room with
nests fastened to the wall, with material handy for constructing
nests, also food and water. A German friend pursues success-
fully this plan every year, and it is marvellous to note his success-

in raising young.
Some Canaries will never mate; nothing will reconcile them.

In this event another hen should be tried until one is found that
is disposed to assume the responsibility of rearing a family.
The female bird builds the nest, and the male selects the

location and carries the nesting material to his mate. In con-
structing the nest the female is in constant motion, and by her
loving manceuvres invites her mate to the act of pairing.

The eggs are of a sea green colour, more or less spotted and
streaked with reddish-brown and violet. The male sits on the
nest, relieving the female a few hours each day during the period
of incubation. Should either of them become addicted to the
vice of breaking their eggs, they should be bountifully fed with
egg and bread, which should be constantly kept within their
reach. Should they persist, the eggs should be removed as fast

as laid, and their places supplied with artificial ones.

When the young are hatched the male assumes the chief

responsibility of feeding them, which consumes most of his time.
Instances are recorded of talking Canaries. One is mentioned

by Professor Hawkins ; a bird that was exhibited in the streets

of London a few years ago. Mr. Sothly, in a communication to

the Zoological Society of London, gives a description of a talking

Canary, owned by a friend, that can whistle a few bars of " God
Save the King," and also repeat a few words, as " Minnie,"
" Kiss Minnie," ka.
Not many years ago a travelling showman will be recollected'

as exhibiting, in the streets of the principal cities, some per-
forming Canaries. They were taken from the cage and placed
on a small stand, dressed in diminutive clothes, some harnessed
in a waggon, another driving, and others riding in the carriage.

At a given signal the coach started, and at the ringing of tho-

bell they stopped to be put into their cage. They were again
placed upon the table to exhibit their proficiency in drill. Alt
were arrayed in regimentals, guns being held in one claw, one
bird acting the part of drill-master, and when he whistled a>

few notes the soldiers hopped on the other foot, keeping time.

Finally the performance ended by one of the number firing a-

diminutive cannon.
Dr. J. M. Bechstein, in his " Natural History of the Birds of

Germany," and who is an acknowledged authority, relates the
following instance of their sagacity, and remarks that instances

are known in which they have not only been taught to repeat
short words distinctly, but to distinguish colours, numbers,
letters, (tc. He also says—" I once saw a female in posse.'^sioii

of a person named Jeanlot, of Befort, in Alsace, which selected

from the alphabet and placed in order the letters of certain

words, added, subtracted, and multiplied in German, and in-

dicated, by means of numbers, the exact time of a watch. He-
had also three males with him, which were able to select letters

and numbers which were named. Hunger had been the chief
mears used in the education of all."

Diseases and Treatment.—Canaries are subject to diseases

as well as the human family, which also yield to medicinall

agents.
Moulting is a critical period, and great care should be exer-

cised at such times to keep them from being exposed to draughts
of air, and to see that they are abundantly supplied with food

and water; a change in diet is very beneficial. A piece of
boiled carrot should be given them often, also a little hard-
boiled egg, which should be left on the shell, for this will keep-

it moist longer than if crumbled in a dish. A little saffron put
in water will assist them to cast off their plumage, and a nail

dropped into their water will serve as a tonic. .-Vs a consequence
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of moulting improperly, it is not uncommon for them to suffer

from loss of voice; a change in diet, witli boiled egg, or

white bread soaked in milk and squeezed out, will often be of

benefit.

Colds are frequently contracted by caged birds when exposed,

even temporarily, to draughts of air, which is mauifested by
frequently shaking the head, and sitting dumpishly upou the
perch. Give them an abundance of soft food, also liuseed, for a
considerable period.

Costiveness is remedied by change of food; give them apple,

lettuce, chickweed, or celery. Should they have diarrhcra, avoid
green food, and give them crushed seed mixed with the yolk of

an egg; also give them the seed of red pepper.
Asthma is also often witnessed about the season of moult-

ing, or from taking cold. Give them a moist diet, and the
small pods of cayenne pepper [Capsicums] broken into small
pieces.

Epilepstj is brousht about by overfeeding and lack of exercise.

It is often fatal. Venesection is recommended by catting the
claws sufficiently to draw blood. Give them a moist diet, with
Bweet apple.

Mites are produced by neglecting to cleanse the cage, and
by not allowiug the bird to bathe freely. When thus affected

the bird will bo observed to pick itself at all hours of the day,

and by its being very restive at night, and Hying about the

cage.
Cleanse the cage, and dust dry sulphur under the feathers of

the bird ; or catch the bird and pin him up in a piece of flannel,

with a few drops of spirits of turpentine upon it, taking care not

to confine his head. When removed it will be fall of vermin.
Kepeat it as often as necessary until all are removed, usually at

intervals of a week; three or four operations will be sufficient.

Another method is to expose the cage and bird to an intense

sunlight ; the mites will then leave the bird and penetrate the
crevices of the cage, then remove the bird and scald the cage
with water made alkaline with super-carbonate of soda.

Sore feet is sometimes caused by lack of cleanliness, or by
fibres of cotton or wool entwining the feet and cutting to the
bone. Remove the offending substance, and anoint with mutton
euet. Allow the bird to bathe freely.

—

James S. Bailey, M.D.—
'{American Fanciers^ Journal.)

FACT VERSUS SPECULATION.
I AM obliged to "B. & W." for the above heading. It is a fact

that I have asserted again and again that honey as formed in

tlowers is crude and imperfect, and is swallowed twice before it

becomes honey proper. I have asserted in this Joui'nal that for

fifty years I have been seeing, handling, and tasting both crude
and perfect honey, and that they are not one and the same. The
bee-keepers of my native village have been acquainted with the
"fact of the difference for more than half a century. It is a fact

that I have asked " 3. it W." to put the matter to the test, sug-
gesting experiments, which he said he would like to try. If he
will put the matter to the test of experiment he will be able to

adduce and deal with facts. I will endeavour to do the same
when he has told us the theory he says he has to offer touching
-evaporation.

If " B. & W." will not put the question at issue to the test,

perhaps some of the readers of this Journal will do so. It is a
very simple matter, not very important, and may be settled in a
very satisfactory manner in less than twenty-four hours. Given
a fine morning with a south or west wiod, filling the flowers

with honey, and given a bar-frame hive with oue empty comb
only in it. Well, at 8 o'clock a.m. put a swarm into it, and at

S P.M. on the same day remove the comb and shake the honey
out of it by any process possible. The honey so obtained will

be crude, thin, and imperfect, very unlike honey proper both in
taste and appearance.

" B. & W." applauds "Mr. Lowe for the brave and able man-
ner in which he seeks to save the good steamer from shipwreck,"
<tc. Fortunately the vessel has hitherto been sailing in seas
often crossed, and not one rock or breaker has been seen by
those on board. Mr. Lowe's second letter did not contain any-
thing to weaken my positions, and hence I did not reply to it.

.But as " B. & W." has revived the question, I may here say that
the fact of some bees being hatched on the twentieth day from
the egg does not prove that all were. Mr. Woodbury found some
iatched on the eighteenth, and Mr. Shearer some on the twenty-
fourth day. As to the removal of eggs from some cells to others
'by the bees, which Mr. Lowe says never takes place, I have said
I have seen it done hundreds, if not thousands, of times. It

Mr. Lowe were here this week I could give him proof—ocular
proof, that bees do take eggs from worker cells and place them
in royal cells. So convincing an instance of it have I now in
my apiary, that for some days I have been desirous that some
half dozen advanced bee-keepers would call here and see for
themselves. Facts will assert themselves and come to the
iront. All I ask at present is that apiarians will test the truth
of my statements before they attempt to refute them. Then

we shall have solid facts, not mere speculations, to handle.

—

A. Pettigrew.

ARTIFICIAL AND NATURAL SWARMING.
O.s the 5th inst. I swarmed artificially a very strong hive.

During the (Jth and 7th the bees in the mother hive seemed
very excited, hanging in a large mass in front of the hive. On
the 8lh a second swarm issued from it, strong, and yet leaving a
large number in the mother hive. Now, this second swarm
issued three days only after the first swarm had been artificially

taken off. How is this to be accounted for ? Does it not show
that royal eggs had been laid for some ten or eleven days before
the first swarm was taken off, and that the young queens
hatched on the 7th (say), led off a swarm on the 8th '? If so, is

this not unusual '* Although the hive was full of bees, and,
indeed, overflowing, and although the weather for a week or
more before the first swarm was taken was warm, the hive
failed to swarm naturally. I cannot explain it in any other
way, for I presume such a thing as a swarm going off without a
queen is unknown.—W. E. M.
[The conduct of your bees on the occasion referred to is very

unusual, if you succeeded in taking the queeu from the old hive
with the artificial swarm. If the bees in the swarm did not
return in great numbers to the old hive, where did the large
mass hanging in front of the hive come from ? Bees do not
hang out after either natural or artificial swarming. It is most
unusual for hives to send off second swarms three days after
artificial swarming. We have never before known such a
case. Doubtless the young queens had been in their cells ten
or twelve days before you swarmed the hive artificially, if it was
really a second swarm that issued three days afterwards. If

the old queen had never been removed, or if she had returned to

the old hive, it was in reality a first swarm you speak of as a
second. The whole affair is so extraordinary that we are strongly
inclined to believe that your second and natural swarm contains
the old queen, or otherwise both swarms have young queens, the
old queen having died previous to swarming. Did you see the
old queeu in the first swarm, or hear the young ones piping after

it had been removed ? We fancy something will become evident
to you explaining the whole mystery.]

QUEEN NURSERY.
I HEREWITH send you a description of a queen nursery that I

have used for the past six years, and found it to be very useful,

especially when one has more queen cells than nuclei. 'To make
the cages, use a round stick, about li inch in diameter; saw
into pieces 1^ inch in length ; into these blocks bore three-
quarters-of-an-inch holes three-quarters of an inch in depth ; coat
the inside with beeswax to prevent the wood from absorbing
the honey from the sponges. Take painted wire cloth, cut into
pieces 3t by 41 inches ; roll this around two of the blocks, tack-

ing one end fast. Put a division lengthwise of an ordinary
frame of whatever hive you use, 4 inches below the top piece of

the frame, then halfway between the division and top piece pass
a wire clear around the frame, and the same way below the
division piece and above the bottom piece of the frame. The
wire is to hold the cages upright.

If the queen cells have been started from larviP, on the ninth
or tenth day cut out and transfer to the cages by pinning into one
of the blocks

;
put a sponge saturated with honey in the other

block. To get bees into the cages, dip the queen cell into honey
and lay it on the top of the frames, and when six or more bees
have clustered on it place in the cage, and fasten by pressing in

a tack. Set the cages into the frame, the cell pointing down-
wards. Place the frame in the centre of the populous stock,

which must be queenless. As fast as the queens hatch remove
the cells and put in a sponge with honey in their place. When
queen cells are started from the egg do not transfer until four-

teen days old.

All that is required to hatch the cells is heat. During warm
weather the cages may be placed in a honey-box and set on top
of the frames. I have frequently had them hatch in the house.
Keep them in any jdace you find most convenient, only keep
them warm enough.
Now for the best plan to introduce the virgin queens. I have

succeeded frequently in taking the queen as soon as hatched,
and placing her on the comb among the just-hatching workers ;

frequently have had her killed. The beginner, I think, will

succeed best by using the cage the queen is hatched in. Place
the cage, with the queen and bees in it, between two brood
combs of the hive or nucleus ; let it remain there at least three
days, then remove one of the blocks, and in its place tie two
thicknesses of newspaper wet with honey or sweetened water;
replace the cage in the hive, and the bees will gnaw her out in
a short time. I have had young queens make their "bridal
trip" the same day they were released. I have used an arrange-
ment by which the queeu could fly from the cage in the open
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air to meet the drone ; but it required some one to be at hand,
else she would often attempt to enter the hive at the entrance.

I also had them arranged for passing into a fertilising box to

meet the drone ; but this proved an entire failure, as all other
plans I have ever tried.

This nursery cage is one of the best for sending queens by
mail when they will be a week on their journey. Several have
written to me asking whether I will continue to send comb and
eggs by mail. I will here say that it proved a failure, except in

one or two instances. The main difficulty is that the bees re-

move or destroy the eggs. The comb probably receives a
peculiar scent from the mail bags.

The nursery cage will also be found quite useful as simply a
" queen-cell protector." Cut out and transfer to the cages,

place a cage between two brood combs, leave twenty- four hours.

If hatched, release the queen at once ; if not, remove the cage
from over the cell, and replace the cell in the hive.—F. G.
McGeaw.—{American Agricultural and Bee Journal.)

A British Bee-keepers' Association has been formed for

the encouragement and advancement of bee-culture. Its first

Exhibition will be held at the Crystal Palace on September
8th, 9th, and 10th, when prizes will be offered.

OUK LETTER BOX.

BooES (T. F. SX—Eaton's book on Pigeong is out of print. We will see

about the extract jou mention.

PoLANDS SHOTTLD BE C0MBLE8S (TT. G.).—No Poland fowl Bhould have a

comb or gills if it is to meet the requirements of a first-prize bird.

Fattening Fowls (C. M. P.).—To fatten fowls you ehonld put them in a

small coop, where they have only room to stand up and move Kufticieatly to

prevent cramp. They should be in a dark place, and be covered with a sack

or a piece of carpet. They must not take exercise. It is a great enemy to

fat. Their food should be fresh-mised and given three times per day. When
the food IK put before them, light enough ybnuld be admitted for them to pee

to feed ; as soon as they have done so, the light should be excluded, and the

bu-ds then sit down and thiive. They should be fed at daybreak, or at any
rate before six in the morning.

Turkeys' Legs Diseased (F. G. S. R.).—If the disorder were one attack-

ing Turkeys in general, the hens would bo sufferers as well as the cocks. Did
your birds roost high ? If so, the weight of a cock Turkey flying down would
cause disease of the feet and jirring of the legs, which might lead to the

complaint you mention. The weight of a cock Turkey—say 20 lbs., is a

serious thing for a bad leg to carry, and hence the bird sits down. The di-y

fevered feeling causes itching, and the patient wants to allay it by pecking.

Did their spurs cut them ? In such case.g the only treatment is to purge

freely, and feed on cooling food.

Fowls Travelltng to a Show (G. Jlf.).—Whatever the weather may be,

we advise you to start your poultry for a long journey, whether to a show or

otherwise, with only soft food in their crops.

Chicken Management (L. D.).—We have been successful in rearing

chickens. We keep the hens under their rips till the broods are eight weeks

old. Nothing is more unprofitable than to keep birds that will never im-

prove. They are of more value now than they will be in three months' time,

hecauBe young table poultry is scarce. This rule applies more particularly to

cocks. They can make no return ;
pullets will lay.

Beware of Overstocking (Novice).—We think you have hatched as

many chickens as your space will accommodate. Nothing ia more unprofit-

able than to be overstocked.

Breeding Linnet Mules (Inquirer).—You must first see how the hen
feeds this nest, because if she feeds only indifferently, or not at all, you will,

in all probabiUty, sacrifice the young ones by removing the cock. But you
must remove him at once, and examine the nest at intervals to see if the

yoong ones are being attended to by thohen. If she i^ in health she will

feed. Put the linnet in the next division of the cage, which I apprehend is

separated only by a wire partitiun, or hang him in front ' f the cage against

the wires, and when the hen ia beginning to get fresh ;igain turn him in.

You can remove the young ones from the hen when they leave the nest, and
give them to the cock, who will " ken liis aiu bairns " and continue to feed

them.—W. A. Blakston.

Cayenne Feeding (Narherth).—Mix the cayenne with the egg and broad

crumbs or biscuit, and begin to feed when the young ones are about seven or

eight weeks old, or when old birds are showing signs of moulting, and con-

tinue through the moult. YoQ say, "Do they eat it of their own accord?"

Try theml You can begin with a small quantity, but it is not necessary to

coax them. Mix as much as a teaspoonf'il with an egg. Supply just as often

as you would supply soft food, fresh every morning.—W. A. BlakstoN.

Canaries Moulting Unseasonably (S/ofcc-on-Trcnf).—I know of no pre-

ventive or cure for raouhiog out of season. It is strange that all the birds

in this instance shquld have gone into moult.—W. A. Blakston.

Bee5 Forsaking a Hive [F. R. L.).—Hunger and foul brood often cause

bees t J abandon their hives. Sheer want makes them leave their poverty-

stricken abodes, and as " hunger swarms" cast themselves on the wide world.

But h:inger swarms are of rare occurrence from hives with healthy brotid in

them uuhatched. Foul brood is probably at the bottom of your misfortune.

When it exists to some extent in a hive, the bees are so discouraged and dis-

gusted that they Itave their hive as a swarm, audtry to findahome elsewhere.

Swarms thus dnven from their homes generally settle on branches of trees

like natural swarms for a day or two.

Stocking NEioenouR's Hives (C. T. Salisbury).—You might at any time
tenant No, 2, by simply dri^'ing the bees, queen and all, out of No. l,top
or tottom, and placing tljt;ia in No. 2. No. 1 would then rear a queen
ai'tificially, or you might replace the lost queen by an Italian queen as you
suggest. Bnt it is impospible to say when you are likely to find royal

cells in No. I, Probably not at all this year. You can only tell by close ob-
servation.

SuPERiNG (T, T., A Subscrihcr).—You may put a super on your swarm a
fortaight or three weeks after hiving, according as they fill the hive. It is of
little use putting on supers after the first week in July, except in remarkable
seasons, or when you have access to heather.

Swarm Returning to Parent Stock [E. F. ir.).—Bees will return to
their hives after swarming, and it is difficult to account for it. Not a year
passes without its occurrence. Perhaps in hiving, the queen rose and got
beyond scent of the bees, or she may have returned home leading the way
herself. This is not unlikely, as you say the hives were close to one another.
Your swarm was certainly not taken too quickly. We always hive as soon as
they have fairly settled. If you wish them to swarm, why do you not swarm
them artificially according to instructions recently given in this Journal?
Otherwise we would give a large super and look for honey.

Mead (Suffolk).—To make mead :—Pour five gallons of boiling water upon
20 lbs. of huney ; boil, and remove the scum as it rises ; when it ceases to rise
add 1 oz. of hops, and boil for ten minutes afterwards; put the liquor into
a tub to cool. When reduced to 75'^ of Fahr. add a slice of bread toa^^ted and
smeared over with a little yeast, let it stand in a warm room, and be stirred
occasionally ; and when it carries a head tun it, filling the cask up from time
to time. When the fermentation has nearly finished bung it down, leaving a
peg-hole, which may soon be closed; bottle in about a year.

METEOROIiOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Camden Square, London,

Lat.sr 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0=" 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

Day
of

Month

27
28
29
30
1

Day
of

Week.

Th
F
S
Son
M
To
W

JUNE 25—JULY 1, 1874.

Ipswich Horticultural Show.
Cimbridge Term ends.

4 SoNDAY AFTER Trtnity. Coronation Day.

Stratford ITorticultural Show.
Royal Horticultural Society's and National

[ Rose Show.

Averape Tempera-
ture near Loudon.

Rain in
|

43 years.

Dnv.
7.3.0

74 S
72.8

73.7

73 2
781
74.8

Niaht.
49.2

49.2
48-2

49.1

48.5

48 3
50.8

Mpftn
lU.l

01.7

(50.5

(51.4

60.8

f,0.7

62.8

S'ln
Rises

Days.
20
20
15
16
12
15
20

. h.

46 at 8

Sun
Sets.

rn b,

19 at 8
19 8
19 8
19 8
19 8
18 8
18 8

Moon
Rises.

Moon
Sets.

Moon*8
Age.

Days.
U
12
)8
14

O
16
17

Clock
before
Sun.

Day
of

Year.

2 16
2 29

2 41
2 53
8 5

8 17

3 29

176
177
178
17ft

180
181
182

From obsoryations
49.0'. The greatest heat

taken near London during forty-three years, the ayerage day temperature of the week i»J3^5!;,,«'* ""?;«", JS™"""
at was 93^ on the 27th, 1823 ; and the lowest cold 31^ on the 28th and 30th, 1863. The greatest fall of ram was 1.18 rnoh.

GKAPE VINES IN POTS.

;T is bardly necessarj' to explain, even to the
denizen of a crowded city who lias spent
the whole of his life there, how much a
plant in a pot has to depend on its attendant
for the means of its existence. Inattention
in giving it water when it is wanted will not

j

unfrequently result in the death of the plant,

especially if the neglect be carried too far,

and even the delay of a couple of hours in
;

certain conditions of a plant's existence is
'

attended with bad consequences. Although the Vine is

not by any means a delicate plant, and will even endure

a great amount of bad usage before it succumbs, yet,

as the object is to grow it to the greatest possible state

of perfection, merely keeping it in a state of existence

will not do— the plant must flourish; and there are

few plants cultivated in pots which are looked upon
with greater pride than a well-grown pot Vine. Though
the cultivation of the Vine in that way is, perhaps, one
of the most simple processes of plant culture, it is not

always that a successful result follows. It is a severe

ordeal for pot Vines to ripen their fruit very early in the

season—say in the beginning of April, and one which
acts as a test of the previous year's management. Very
different is the state of things when ripe fruit is only

wanted by the middle of June or later— the test of

the past year's treatment is not half so trying, as may
easily be understood on growing plants for both purposes.

Supposing a number of canes have been grown and ripened

during the summer, and it was desh-able to have ripe

Grapes by Easter, a few of the best Vines are selected

and placed in heat in October, first gradual, and then
warmer ; let them be attended to in the most skilful way,
aU mishaps and other misfortunes avoided, and nothing

omitted that is necessary to secure success, and let another

batch of the same Vines, in every respect like those pre-

viously acted upon, but which had rested undisturbed by
heat or other excitement, be placed in the forcing house

in February, and mark the result—the Vines last intro-

duced will sliow much finer bunches, and will also bring

them to perfection better than the early Vines. This is,

of course, subject to the condition that they have been

attended to in their growing period ; but even here less

care and attention are required than for the earlier batch,

and in very many instances the fruit bears no resemblance

to the other, although the canes may have been as nearly

alike as possible in the preceding autumn, or if there was
any difference, those intended for early forcing were the

better.

Now, as it has been shown that it requires the best

canes that can possibly be procured to produce the earliest

Grapes, the question arises. How are such canes to be

had '? and on this question hinges what is often thought

to be one of the greatest feats of gardening skill. One
gi'ower insists on its being possible to produce such canes

in one year, while another takes two years to do it, and
affirms it is accomplished with less difficulty and with
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greater certainty in two years than in one. Hence arises

the question, Is Aright, who insists one year is sufficient /

or is the method of B, who accomplishes his object with

much le.-^s forcing, to bo preferred? This subject has

been again and again discussed at gardeners' meetings,

and to those not versed iu the practical working ot such

things it would appear that Abas the best of it—' having

a year," he says; but experience does not always prove

that there is a saving. A good well-grown cane is not

like a Mushroom; it does not spring from the bud ot the

previous year into the well-proportioned and well-ripened

cane of some 6 or 8 feet long in one night, or it may be

two or three times that length. True, there is no diffi-

culty in getting it of almost any length that is wanted, but

is such a cane suitable for early forcing '? As far as my
own practice is concerned I give the preference for very

early forcing to canes that have been grown m two years,

as there is a greater certainty of success than where they

have been hurried to make their growth m one
;
and i

base my opinion on the following reasons, which it may

not be too much to say are the result of many years

practice, and I also believe the course of treatment is the

same as that recommended by some of the most successful

growers of very early Grapes.

Where ripe Grapes are wanted at Easter, or as early

as it is possible to have them, the necessity of commencmg

forcing as early in the autumn as can be done is apparent

to everyone. It is of no use saying that nothing is gained

by beginning so early; and it is true that nothmg is

gained, but, on the contrary, something is lost by be-

ginning too soon if the Vines are not in a condition to

bear forcing and produce fruit, and perfect it accordmgly.

Now, to accomplish the latter they must not only have

been well grown during the preceding year, or rather

season, but they must also have had a " rest ;
^

and as it

is advisable very often to put them into their lorcmg

quarters in OctoJaer. how much rest has a one-yeav-grown

cane had before that time ; or, in other words, is it pos-

sible to perfectly ripen a cane in one year as early m the

season as it can be done in two '? I confess I have never

been able to do so, and I much question whether those

who say it can bo done ever tried the two-years plan

with the same amount of skill and determination to suc-

ceed which they have thi'own mto the matter when they

accomplished the object iu one year. True, A, with

superior means, may produce better canes m one year

than B can do in twice that time, for the reason that

B's means are defective ; but this is not the way to put

the question. Cannot A, who is possessed of a number

of small healthy young Vines early in the autumn, con-

vert these small canes into large ones sooner than he can

the unrooted head '? and if he can do so, and produce by

that means a cane which will perfectly ripen its wood a

month carher than one that has to start from the begin-

ning, well, then, that month tells its tale throughout the

whole of the next forcing season, everything else being

the same, and I am not sure but more than a month is

gained in this way. My own practice would often point

out that very much more than a month is gamed. For

No. 1S13.—Vol. LI„ Old Series.
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several years I have in a great measure grown what pot Vines
I require for forcing on the two-year system, so that, except-

ing in the case of a new variety, I have not grown any quantity
on the quicker moile. The practice here is to try aud get

Grapes as early as possible, and I certainly think the two-
year-old system is the hetter for that purpose ; aud if best

for very early work, the Vines must also be better for after

crops, not but that a very good result may follow with canes
of one year's growth for second and later crops, because in this

case there has been a greater period of rest given, which is a

matter of the greatest consequence in the early forcing both of

the Vine and other things.

As rearing Vines from eyes has been so often alluded to in

these pages by writers who are well versed in the matter, I

need not refer to it here, neither will I enter at any length
into the character of the soil best suited to the Grape Vine.
I am, however, no advocate for lime rubbish, nor, in fact,

lime in any form if it can be dispensed with. If a good rich

mellow loam from land overlying the sandstone can be had,
I should prefer it without any admixture whatever, unless it

be sand, in which case I would prefer drift or river sand to

that from u pit. Manure may be entirely dispensed with in

the mixture, as that can be more easily given in the liquid

form when wanted ; but this will not otten be needed until the
Vines are in fruit, when it may he useful, and may be liberally

given ; but while the canes are growing it has a tendency to

make them gross and pithy, so that although they may be
large and robust-looking, they have not that hard wiry cha-
racter about them which is the best guarantee of good useful

fruit, and which of late years has been so much sought after.

Of course healthy foliage is necessary to produce this, and
Grape Vines ought not to be grown with plants, infested with
red spider or other pests of a like kind. Attention to this,

where practicable, is of the greatest importance, especially in

the second year when they are perfecting their growth. Our
practice is to secure some of the best eyes we can at the
autumn pruning of the Vines, put them in small pots, and
plunge them in the tan bed of a Pine house, which bed is of

more than the ordinary width, being upwards of 7 feet; then
there is a 3-feet pathway, with in front a shelf between 2 and
3 feet wide, on which we place potted Vines and Cucum-
bers in winter, with Kidney Beans beneath the Vines, and in

summer it is used to grow and ripen.off the pot Vines required

for the next season. This house is upwards of 80 feet long,

and being isolated from other forcing houses, we have been
anxious to allow nothing from any of the other houses to

eut>r it, as Pines njore than Vines are so liable to be attacked

by two of the worst of insect pests, aud it is no easy matter to

keep these under when only a glass door frequently opened is

the only means of separation. The house is span-roofed, the
north light being the shorter ; there is also a front light of

about 2 feet, and the nature of the ground allows a height of

nearly 4 feet of front wall. The Vines, when they have partly

ripened their wood inside the house, are removed outside and
fastened to the wall to finish the ripening and hardening of

their wood in the full sun, but the pots are shaded from tierce

Bun by old mats or litter of any kind ; very often the haulm
of peas is used for the purpose. Here the Vines remain until

some have to be taken inside for forcing, but previous to

that they are pruned to the length required, which in our case

is about 6 feet. They are chiefly Black Hamburgh and Buck-
land Sweetwater. I may add that it is prudent to shorten
the Vines intended for the first batch as early as convenient,

say not later than the 1st of September, to the length at which
they are to remain, but a few small laterals may be left till a

later period, or when the remaining leaves are fairly ripened,
when they are removed ; but the early-started Vines are so

liable to bleed, that unless they have been headed-in some con-

siderable time there is more loss in this way than can well be

afforded. About half a dozen of the most promising we re-

move into the forcing house early in October, and some others

in January. As already remarked, the difference between the
quality of the Grapes produced by the last batch of Vines as

compared to that from the first is so great as to make it diffi-

cult to believe that the Vines were all treated alike, the early
forcing sacrifices so much.
The above notes on growing Vines in pots are not intended

to represent the whole course of culture, but simply to justify

the system of growing the plants for this purpose in two years
instead of one, as insisted on by some who have greater means
at command, the trouble in wintering being very small indeed

;

in fact, it is on the ground of saving trouble that the two-year

system is recommended, as the small plants of the first year
that may be in 24 or 10-sized pots may be simply kept from
severe frosts and heavy rains before Christmas. Alter that
time they will be wanted to commence their growth in the
forcing house, for, be it observed, it is for the purpose of getting
them into growth early, and consequently ripened early, that a
good rest is secured before they are started again in the
autumn. The fact of having a well-rooted plant to begin
with at a time when others have simply the unrooted cutting,

must assuredly be held as giving a good start, and such start

has in my practice always carried itself out to the end. Under
these circumstances I have no hesitation in recommending it,

leaving it to others who are satisfied with having their Grapes
ripe by the middle or end of May and later to grow them in

one year if they choose, and this they may easily do ; but
where fruit is required six weeks earlier than the above time,
the difficulties in the way of their being forthcoming with one-
year-grown canes is such that I would hardly advise the inex-

perienced to depend on these.—J. Eobson.

KOSES THIS SEASON.
Little has been said lately about Eoses, I therefore offer

the following. Etienne Levet and Claude Levet are both
handsome smooth-petalled Roses, but as yet, when fully ex-

panded, they have not been full enough in the centre. When
expanded they show a yellow eye. If thoy are taken to an
exhibition the blooms must be cut previous to expansion.

Countess of Oxford, Madame Creyton, Edward Morren, Per-

fection de Lyon, Alice Dureau, Louis Van Houtte, Marechal
Niel, Marie Eady, and Alfred Colomb are the best exhibition

Koses of late years. They are perfectly full in their centres,

and good growers. Baron Chaurand is lovely and perfect, but
not large. I have twenty plants in one bed now in full and
aljundant bloom. Maxime de la Kocheterie is splendid, as

Mr. Van Houtte has said. I have thuteeu plants of it now in

abundant bloom. It is a full-sized frilled rosette, of rich

crimson-purple colour. It is a good grower, and when fully

expanded does not show an eye. It is in the way of Empereur
de Maroc, but much larger, and of erect habit. Baron deBon-
stetten is a good grower, and I think it will he quite equal to

Louis Van Houtte. The colour is much the same. Clemence
Raoux is a very neat nice Rose. Abbu Bramerel is a capital

bedder. Its shape is a bombed rosette. Its colour is dark-

shaded crimson. It is evidently from Eugene Appert. Per-

fection de Lyon I fear is not a late bloomer.

The Roses are abundant and very fine here; I never had
them finer. I must not forget to say a word about Vioomtesse

de Vezins; it is (thirteen plants) a most abundant bloomer;
the form is expanded, and full to the centre. It is a red Ba-
ronne Provost, very hardy, and a most effective garden Rose.

Edward Morren is magnificent here. The last two are the

hardiest of late years, aud good growers.—W. F. E.4DCLyrFE,

Okeford Filzpaine.

THE KITCHEN GAEDEN.—No. 9.

TuEEE was a time, now many years ago, when various ma-
terials, such as wood, flint, stone, aud even mud aud clay,

came into competition with brick for the construction of

garden walls. At such a time it might have been profitable

to have entered into a discussion on the respective merits of

each ; for although bricks were used in those days, the business

of making them was only in its infancy, and the facilities for

conveyance from one locality to another were not so fully

developed as now. Wooden walls or fences have long been

in use, but are gradually becoming less common. Trees grow

well, aud bring fruit to high perfection when trained against

them, but the material is not durable euougb, and is only to

be recommended on the score of economy. Flint walls are

not often used for fruit trees, though in some counties they

are common for other purposes ; there is considerable difficulty

in training the trees against them, although they have been

known to ripen fruit tolerably well. Mud or clay walls are

not suitable for garden purposes, and in my opinion ought

not to be thought of, as they would prove to be the worst of

any, and they are liable to crumble to pieces after frost.

Stone for walls is more durable than brick, but not so warm.
However, it must not be shut out altogether, as it may be used

iu conjunction with brick to very great advantage. For in-

stance, the foundation may bo formed entirely of stone, or,

where bricks are scarce, the body of the wall may bo built of
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stone, and afterwards faced with bricks. Next, we have walls

built of concrete, and faced with some hard subetanco such as

cement. This system is on its trial, and is now being adopted

by many, but how it will answer for fruit-growing has not yet

been conohisively proved. I have had some experience with

the plan, and hope soon to refer to it again fully in a separate

paper. I believe it is cheaper than bricliworli, but not so

durable. The plan is very expeditious, as by it a wall may be

very cjuickly built up. It has rather a fancy appearance, and

for a handsome or ornamental residence where all surrounding

buildings are executed in a fancy style, a garden enclosed

after this plan will be very appropriate ; but up to the present

time I am unable to recommend to amateurs anything more
suitable than a good substantial brick wall. Such walls are

lasting and neat, warmer than anything yet in use, and most

suitable for the training of trees securely and to the required

form. As before stated, where stone is more plentiful than

bricks much of that material may be worked in, and yet be as

strong as if all were bricks, though it might involve a thicker

wall, owing to the uneven proportions of the stone.

After the material is decided upon, it will be necessary to

determine the height and thickness of the wall. The one ought

to be in proportion to the other, the higher the wall the thicker

it ought to be. Walls are seldom less than 8 feet nor more
than 12 feet in height above the surface of the ground ; for

the former height it is proper to have them 14 inches in thick-

ness, but if higher 18 inches or even more will leave them
sufficiently strong. I disUke to see a wall supported by but-

tresses or pins; these take up the room, and do not look so

well. These are things worth thinking of in connection with

an amateur's garden of an acre. I do not approve of very

high walls for small gardens ; if a high wall is wanted let it be

on the north side ; indeed, it will most likely be an advantage
to have the walls of diiiferent heights, particularly if the garden

is on a level. In this ease the north wall ought to be the

highest, say 10 feet, the east and west wall 9 feet, and the

south wall 8 feet. The garden will not then look so heavy,

and will be much better for the crops growing inside ; but
should the ground be on a gentle slope the difference in the

height of the wall will not be so necessary.

Take care that first of all good and sound foundations are

put in ; they should be a few inches wider up to the earth's

surface than the rest of the wall in order to render it more
secure ; and I need hardly mention that at all doorways or

other entrances the wall should be considerably thicker, in

order to give it extra strength.

The next thing to think of is to provide the walls with a
good coping, which should be as substantial as that of the wall.

These necessaries have been treated of previously, and by re-

ferring to the illustrations given of various designs a suitable

one can be chosen. A coping is necessary for the proper pro-

tection of the wall, and for a 10-feet wall it may project C inches

on each side—not quite on a level, but sloping a little so as to

throw off the water. This is for the protection of the trees

growing on the wall as well as the wall itself. This is to be
regarded as a fixed coping. The top or main coping for a

substantial brick wall ought to be of paving stone shaped out
highest at the top and sloping to the sides, to carry the wet
off. These are the most durable copings of any, and may be
obtained in lengths of 2 or 3 feet, so as to have as few joints

as possible along the top of the wall.

—

Thomas Record.

NOTES ON FEOST AND ITS EFFECTS.
I ALWAYS—in common, doubtless, with most of your readers

—

peruse with pleasure and profit the communications of my
friend Mr. Kobson. Bat I must ask permission to object

in toto to the first eleven hues of his very interesting article

upon the above subject, and to show tliat those whom I hold
to be worthy of the terms " scientific men " and " philoso-

phers," do not act in the strange way which he describes.

If Mr. Ilobson will some day devote five minutes to the
meteorological instruments in the herbaceous garden of the
Eoyal Botanic Society, which were erected as a typical set for

the gardener's use, he will find that arrangements are made for

the detection of the two classes of frosts—air frosts, and grass
or radiation frosts ; the former by a thermometer screened
from radiation but freely exposed to the air, and the latter by
a thermometer resting upon and almost forming a portion of a
grass plot. This grass thermometer will in promptitude of
action leave all my friend's "wet mats," etc., far behind, and
is an exact quantitative measure of the grass itself, and of

similarly-foliaged plants in its vicinity. The upper or air

thermometer shows the lowest temperature of the air at that

height (4 feet), above tho ground, where, as every gardener

ought to know, it is often 5' or 10° warmer than on a grass

plot.

As for a " scientific man " putting a mercurial minimum, or,

indeed, any thermometer, on a window-ledge and booking the

result, I can only say that I should like to catch anyone doing

so, and that I hope the sun caught the thermometer and burst

it.—Cr. J. Symons.
P.S.—If any of your readers would like to see engravings

and descriptions of the instruments and arrangements above

mentioned, I shall be glad to forward the same on receipt of a

line addressed to me at Camden Square, N.W.

THE ELECTION OP BOSES.
In spite of the unkind season which threatens, at any rate

with us, to give few Roses worth looking at, I wish to state as

early as possible what I propose to do this year, with the con-

sent of the rei'jning powers at 171, Fleet Street, in reference to

the election of Roses.

Last year's election was of the comparatively new varieties,

whilst many of our old friends were of course unmentioned.

It seems but fair this year to see how far these latter keep up

their positions, and therefore I propose this year to hold a

" general election." The poll will be declared as soon after

the blooming season as I can possibly make out the lists, but

I propose to hold the poll open till the last day of August.

The one question to which I invite replies will be this. Name
what you consider the best fifty Roses in cultivation, and of

these underline the twenty you consider to be the best of those

best.'

—

Joseph Hinton, Warminster.

THE SEASON.
Fkost on 13th Jone.—I briefly noticed last week another-

instance of the vicissitudes of our season—namely, a frost on

June 13th. The weather had been very fine and warm the

greater part of the month up to the 10th or 11th, when the wind

veered round to the N.E., and was very cold night and day,

with a bright sun shining during the latter part of the twenty-

four hours. On Saturday morning there was, as remarked, an
unmistakeable frost between four and five o'clock in the morn-
ing. The wind was very dry, so that I could not trace any

effects of frost on damp mats and similar materials, but at

places a few miles from here the frost was more severe.

Assuie:i!y such unusual weather must be very injurious tO'

vegetation. The long continuance of cold north-east wind is

alone productive of an immense amount of harm to all kinds

of crops, checking everything; and the prospects of the fruit-

grower which at one time were most promising, are now just

the reverse. The cold weather up to May 22od having been

followed again by a cold period in the middle of June, E.

great deal of fruit has fallen off, while the unkindly look the;

trees present, with the encouragement given to vermin, leaves

but scant hopes of a crop, and every day makes matters worse.

At the time I write, the evening of the 15th, the wind blows

more like March than June, and grass and all other crops

begin to assume that bluish tint which everyone knows is the

ruin of a healthy state of things. Water for domestic use lE

also, I am told, scarce in places.—J. Robson.

I CAN, in a measure, confirm the remarks made by Mr. J.

Eobson on frost and its effects. I live in a valley in the south
of Kent peculiarly subject to late frosts. We had a sharp
white frost last night (.June 21st), and little more than a week
ago water congealed when exposed out at night in pans.
Potato crops belonging to my neighbours have been sorely cut
up and blackened. All along this valley Potatoes, Peas, and
Beans show signs of severe damage. I am but a few feet higher
than my neighbours, but I have a belt of trees to the east and
north ; this not only protects my kitchen garden from the keen
north-east wind we have been having for the last month, but
keeps off " the fever." The morning sun does not, in the case
of my kitchen garden, act upon the vegetable plants until the
frost has disappeared, consequently my Potatoes look healthy,
whereas unprotected crops of my immediate neighbours are .

all drooping. The damage done by cold cutting winds is, I

suspect, even worse than by late frosts. Last night the wind
was so cold that my gardener tells me he was glad to jump
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into bed by nine o'clock, as he could not keep himBelf warm
outside, and there was no fire inside his house.—S. N. Maetin.

THE WINTER MOTH.
Some reference has already been made in these pages to tho

above insect, which, though bearing a name which is not a
" sound of dread," is yet a troublesome species, and one not
easily mastered. This season, which seems to be a " jubUee
year " with certain kinds of blight in our gardens, has produced
some strange manifestations of activity and odd changes of

diet on the part of some insects, aud I have been a little sur-

prised to find the larvaj of the Winter Jloth (Cheimatobia
brumata) attacking the Kose. Of course, in theory, one would
not be surprised at its visiting other Rosaceous plants, from
its well-known partiality to the Hawthorn in our hedges ; but
it more generally, when it enters the domain of the garden
and orchard, singles out fruit trees as the object of its attack,

being sometimes very hurtful to the Apple, Pear, and Plum,
and occasionally also stripping the Filbert. Indeed, the larvas

have such a convenient appetite, that a list of all the trees on
which they can feed would be a long one ; still, as they appear
to show a preference for trees or shrubs, I hardly expected to

find any upon dwarf Kose trees. It is to be hoped this new
taste will not extend itself, for the poor Rose has already a

quavt. s!(/r. of insect and vegetable enemies to contend with,

and might adopt as its motto the oft-quoted epitaph, " Afflic-

tions sore longtime I bore;" though, fortunately lor the plant,

modern physicians are not so much in vain as their predeces-

sors of fifty years since, for if there is anything in which we
can show a marked improvement it is in the culture of the
Bose.
A few further notes on this pest, Cheimatobia brumata

(fi;). 1), maybe of service to others besides Rose-growers. The
larva is one that needs to be looked
after. It does not, like some of

the enemies of the gardener, pa-

rade itself in our view, as if to

say, " See what mischief I'm do-

ing." The larva very ingeniously

draws together a few leaves with
silk, so as to hide itself from view,

usually feeding under this shelter.

The abode is so slight that it does

not attract the eye in many in-

stances ; and as each larva dwells

alone, there is none of the con-

spicuousness of the nests con-

structed by other leaf-devourera, such as the small Ermine
(Yponomeiita padella). The larvae of this species is one of

the very earliest to come forth ; and, less fortunate than some
of our insect pests, which defy the colds of spring, these often

suffer severely from the frosts of April, which kill whole broods,

and so serve to keep their numbers somewhat in check. The
survivors fall-to upon the leaf-buds, and thus do more damage
than larv.-c which, coming forth from the eggs at a later date,

devour the leaves of plants when they have fully expanded.
One of Nature's remedies for this evil is the visitation of small

birds, which seek out the young larvaj of C. brumata for their

own sustenance and that of their nestlings. Mr. Newman, in

some valuable observations upon this moth communicated to

the Field newspaper,
states that the bull-

finch and the titmouse
are especially given to

seek out the larva;
;

but if it be true, as

some observers report,

that the bullfinch, like

the goldfinch, is get-

ting very scarce with
us, we shall not have
much help henceforth
in that way. Though
a warm defender of

our small birds, Mr. Newman admits that the feathered hunters
of the larv.'e of C. brumata in their eager search open and
destroy a great many buds which contain no larv;e. A small
species of Ichneumon Fly deposits its eggs upon the larva; of

this moth, and the grubs kill a certain number of them ; but
they are not largely reduced thereby, and as yet the history of

this parasite has only been partially worked out.

Cheimatobia brumata.

Fig. 2.—Yponomeuta padella.

An inveterate foe of the Winter Moth belongs to the same
order of insects, being the species designated the Dun-bar
(Cosmia trapezina), the larva; feeding in May and June on the
Hawthorn, Hornbeam, and Oak, and having a taste for animal
as well as vegetable food. No doubt the abodes spun by the
larva; of C. brumata serve for their partial protection from the
voracious and larger larva; of C. trapezina, and even in a chase
along a twig, Mr. Newman found the tJeometer, though fur-

nished with but ten legs, would sometimes escape the Noctua
with its sixteen. Also C. brumata drops readily from a leaf

or branch by a cord of silk, an expedient at which C. trapezina
is not so apt. Of the proceedings of the latter Mr. Newman
writes—" It is curious to observe that he does not seize the
caterpillar by the hinder part of the body, but never slackens
his pace until his head is abreast of the other's neck, which he
then seizes with savage eagerness, reminding one strongly of a
deerhound pulling down a stag, or at least the representations

of this cruel feat by the inimitable Landseer. When the first

paralysing grip is given it is all over with the leaf-feeder

—

there is scarcely a straggle." It would be of advantage to us
if the larva; of C. trapezina frequented gardens and orchards;
but they do not very often follow their favourite prey to those
situations, preferring woods and hedges. If the horticulturist

wishes to operate upon this enemy while in the larval con-
dition, there are only two feasible ways—either careful hand-
picking, which is not so easily done in the case of trees ; or
agitating the twigs and branches with sufficient force to cause
the larva; to drop by threads, when they may be caught or
crushed at once.

It may be noted that the favourite posture of this larva when
nearly adult is with the body partly bent. In colour we find

great variety in different specimens. Some are a deep brown,
others quite a light green. The ordinary appearance of the
larva is between the two—somewhat of a dull green tint, with
stripes of white on the sides, and down the back a darker stripe,

supposed to be produced by the food in the alimentary canal
being seen through the skin ; the claspers and legs are semi-
transparent. Most of these are adult in May or the beginning
of June. As the larva descends to the earth, and there inters

itself to become a chrysalis, a thorough digging of the ground
beneath trees that have been attacked has been advised. This
kills some, and exposes others to be killed by the sun or by
bird and insect enemies ; still, it cannot always be carried out.

The German plan of proceeding by way of anticipation is

best ; the trees or shrubs being daubed with rings of a compo-
sition consisting of equal parts of Stockholm tar and cart-

grease, in such situations on the trunks or branches that they
will be hkely to intercept the female moths in their march
upwards to deposit their eggs : for as these are wingless, their

only way of getting up in the world is to crawl, and they are

thus entangled and killed by the sticky compound while en-

deavouring to reach spots suitable for the deposition of their

eggs. It has been ascertained that this preparation does no
harm to trees when smeai'ed on moderately in November and
December, just at the time the Winter Moth emerges. Those,
however, who have experimented with it in the spring with the

idea of killing other insects, have found injury result. A great

many moths may be taken by examining the trunks with a

lantern at dusk as soon as the emergence has begun ; and
since, in spite of all precautions, eggs are sure to be deposited

here and there, these gi'eenish masses should be looked after

in the crannies of the stems any time between Christmas and
AprU.—J. R. S. C.

Midland Counties Grand Hobticdltukal Exhibition.—
We are authorised to announce that, with a view to accom-
modate intending exhibitors of plants, fruits, vegetables, Roses,

etc., at this important Show, the last day for making entries

has been fixed for Saturday, the 27th inst., instead of the date

announced in the schedule. Entries should be sent direct to

Mr. H.G. Quilter, the Lower Grounds, Aston Park, Birmingham,
and should state the classes in which it is intended to exhibit,

and the superficial measurement in square feet of space re-

quired. Competitors for either of the silver challenge cups

must deposit a sum of £2 at the time of making the entry.

These deposits will be returned on the morning of the Ex-
hibition to such exhibitors as duly stage their exhibits. The
programme of conditions and arrangements for the lawn-

mower contest are now in circulation. Arrangements have
been made for holding a public dinner, at 6 p.m., on the second

day of the Exhibition, at the Lower Grounds, Aston Park,

Birmingham, which wiU be presided over by the Mayor of
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Birmingham (J. Chamberlain, Esq.)> i^^ order to afford ex-

hibitors and horticulturiBts generally an opportunity for social

intercourse. As only a limited number of persons can be

accommodated, early application for tickets should be made
direct to Mr. Quilter.

NOVELTIES IN THE BOYAL GARDENS, KEW.
In the Succulent house, Louchtenbergia principis, the most

remarkable of all Cacti, is again producing flowers, of which
the position has been a matter of doubt, probably through the

mistake of an artist, tab. 43',)3, of the " Botanical Magazine,"
published a quarter of a century ago, where it is also erro-

neously described as being axillary. Most people are rightly

convinced of their being borne at the top of the mamma>, a

little on the inner side ; but so recently as 18G8, M. Lemaire,
an authority on succulent plants, in " Les Cactues " repeats

the error of describing them as axillary, and in a foot-note

remarks with surprise that the flowers have been said by a
nurseryman and an amateur to proceed from the summit of

the mamma;. Ho assumes them to have been abortive, and
farther says that he has seen flowers, " sur des podaires du
CL'phalion de deux Mulocactes, et dans ce cas, et dans le pre-

oC'dent, la fleur est I'galement abortive." Perfect flowers have,
however, been produced often enough under the observation
of different people to show without doubt their normal
position, and though exceptional it is not without parallel.

Erythrochiton Hypophyllanthus of RutacCT, native of New
Grenada, bears its flowers on the midrib at the back of the leaf.

" The position of the flowers upon the midrib of the leaf

varies, as they are sometimes produced not far above the
petiole, and are often subtended by a second leaf, the upper
surface of which faces the back of that from which they both
spring."— (Dr. Hooker, " Bot. Mag.," vol. xcvi.) Phyllonoma
{Dulongia) acuminata, of Humboldt (Saxifragea;), a Mexican
plant, bears its flowers on the upper surface of the leaf, on the
midrib. Helwingia japonica (Araliaoefe) , of Japan and the

Himalayas, sometimes seen on garden walls, is another in-

stance. The Leuchteubergia may be considered analogous to

the above cases, though there is no relationship. The mamma'
of Mammillaria, &c., represent leaves according to some autho-
rities. Lemaire devotes a chapter to them, and says, " Que
toutes les Cactees out des feuilles." There is, I think, uo
reason why they should not support flowers in this condi-

tion equaUy well as in the above. Eohinopsis cereiformis is

another plant of interest here in flower, more common, however,
than the last, and more easily grown to perfection. It has
long been known as Stapelia cylindrica, " a genus with which
dt differs most widely." It was figured and described by Dr.
Hooker in the " Botanical Magazine " three years ago, from
whom the above is a quotation. M. Decaisne also about the
same time gave it the name Apteranthes tessellata. It has
long, cylindrical, green, ridged stems, bearing small campan-
ulate flowers near the s.-.mmit. It is an excellent mimic of

Euphorbia mammillaris, of which select a good branch, and it

would require consideration to distinguish them by sight

;

Cowers, leaves, and spines, of course, either absent or removed.
Daeylirion glaucum and D. acrotrichum (see page 422), are
now in bloom, the former male, and the latter female, so that
seed may, perhaps, be perfected.

In the stove Hoya longifolia, a species but rarely cultivated,

is very pretty in a basket, and is suitable for that and similar
purposes. The branches are slender and pendulous, the leaves
long, narrow, and very fleshy, with flowers similar to those of

H. bella, but with less colour in the centre. Underneath,
Pavetta odorata, a plant of little beauty but deUcious perfume,
is scenting the entire end of the house.

In the Orchid collection about one hundred species are in
bloom, the majority of which are chiefly of botanical interest.

Among others recently open are Cypripedium niveum, Dendro-
bium Bensouia;, Phaltenopsis cornu-cervi, and I'. Wighti,
Angrfecnm falcatum, and A. distichum (the latter does not
often find a place in choice collections ; it is in this case very
pretty, having numerous stems covered with green shining
leaves, each bearing several small pure white flowers) ; Catase-
tum fimbriatum, and C. mentusum ; Cattleya Forbesii, Epi-
deudrum cinnabarinum, Kefersteinia graminea, and Peristeria
pendula.

Cypripedium spectabile is in flower at the rockwork. Of all

Orchids there is scarcely to be found one more lovely, with the
special advantage of being so easily cultivated, it requires
heat with good drainage, and when growing a certain amount

of moisture. With these conditions it wUl grow almost any-
where, and would have a fine effect in the front of American
plants. Also in flower are Papaver alpiuum vai-. albuin, a very
pretty variety ; Dianthus vaginatus, a distinct species with
brilliantly coloured flowers ; the new Sempervivum tectorum
var. atlanticum—it was brought from the Greater Atlas by Dr.
Hooker in 1871, flowered for the first time last year, and was
figured in the " Botanical Magazine." It is one of the most
distinct of the hardy kinds in cultivation. The leaves are

hairy on both surfaces. A few rosettes have longer leaves

on one side than on the other, but that is probably accidental.

There is also Allium azureum, with a dense head of blue
flowers.*

In the herbaceous ground are—Allium polyphyllum, leaves

and stem glaucous, with lilac flowers ; A. Moly, one of the
most striking, bearing a profusion of bright yellow flowers

;

A. sub-hirsutum, white ; and A. odorum, distinct and sweet-

smelling, without the usual alliaceous odour. Lilium Mar-
tagon var. album, is a fine companion for the species, and is

very ornamental. Helichrysum orientale is a valuable Ever-
lasting of dwarf perennial habit, bearing corymbs of numerous
small yellow flowers, the eye not perceptible. Campanula
pulla is in fine condition, and is one of the best. The flower-

ing branches of Hablitzia tamnoides are extremely elegant,

and would be very useful where wreaths of any kind are re-

quired. The Siberian Astragalus alopecuroides forms a hand-
some specimen; the long pinnate leaves are retained to the
base of the plant, and in the axils of aU but the lowest are
borne roundish spikes of yellow flowers ; the height is about
3 feet. A patch of Silene alpestris, about 2 feet over, is densely
covered with white flowers. It has a choice appearance, with
a most robust constitution. The new AquUegia leptoceras var.
chrysautha, appears to be no less floriferous than its con-
geners, and from its colour is a valuable acquisition. It is

the last figure in the " Botanical Magazine " of 1873. Kni-
phofia (Tritoma) caulescens, noticed last week, is a native of

the Storm Bergen mountains of Albany, South Africa, not
United States of America, as was by mishap recently given
in a contemporary. The genus is exclusively African.

GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY.
I INTENDED to write when first the description of " Glazing

without putty with the aid of cork wedges," appeared in " our
Journal," but illness prevented.

A, Fillet of wootl. P., Glass. c, Groove.

I have a house 1.5 by 11 feet, span-roofed, glazed without
putty. The glass is simply held in the rebates by small fillets

of wood bradded on to the rafters, which are 2^ by li inch;
the glass 20 by 14, and 21-oz. The cork would, doubtless, be
a great improvement.

There is a peculiarity in the form of the rafter to which I

wish to draw attention, as it quite does away with the diffi-

* Triteleia SIiiiTayana has been altered to T. laxa; it is the same precisely.

T. crystallina, now out of tlower, is perhaps the same also ; in any case it is

not a correct name. T. lasahaa a very long gynopbore, or stalk to the OTorj.
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cully of leakage mentioned by your correspondent, "V." It

also possesses the merit of carrying off the moisture con-
densed upon the inside of the glass. All grooved rafters or
bars that I have seen used for glazing without putty, appear
to me to be faulty, inasmuch as both edges of the groove are
in contact with the glass. Now by my plan this is not the
case, as the accompanying sketch will show. Condensed
moisture mostly finds its way to the rafter before dropping,
and in this form of rafter it runs into the groove, down it, and
out into the external gutter.

The house has stood the test of two winters, and answers
admirably; it cannot leak, and there is no drip. The glass

was taken out last autumn, the rafters well painted, one coat
in one day, and the glass returned to its place next morning.
Surely this is an advantage, and it seems but reasonable to
suppose that when the rafters can be so thoroughly painted
they must prove more durable than when putty is used, which
always cracks more or less, and allows wet to soak in.—T. J. A.

CRYSTAL PALACE ROSE SHOW.
JoNE 20Tn.

Owing to the extraordinary character of the season the hopes
of rogarians were in a considerable degree doomed to disappoint-
ment on this occasion. The competitors were few in compari-
son to those who in other years tried their fortunes at Syden-
ham, and those few were southern growers, though there were
two or three who hailed from as far north as Cambridgeshire.
"What chance any northern. man would have stood may be in-

ferred from the fact that the bulk of the Hertfordshire Hoses
will not be fit for exhibition till near the middle of July. Tet
the wonder is not that there should have been a smaller show
than usual, but a show at all; still, there was a show, and that
of no mean pretensions and beauty. Mr. Wilson made an inno-
vation in the arrangement by placing the table decorations along
tbe centre, and the cut Roses at the sides instead of along the
centre as heretofore, with the object of doing away with the
monotony which long lines of cut blooms invariably present
when viewed collectively and not individually, and it much im-
proved the general effect, especially as it admitted of ornamental
plants being more freely introduced than hitherto. Although
on the whole the trusses were not so fine as usual, there were,
nevertheless, scattered in the various stands numerous excellent
blooms.

In Class 1, for single trusses of seventy-two varieties, Mr.
B. E. Cant, of Colchester, carried oS the first honours with,
among others, fine examples of Mdlle. Marie Eady, Elie Morel,
Prince Camille de Eohan, Madame H[ppolyte Jamain, Edouard
Morren, Thorin, Niphetos,MarBchal Niel,i)upuy-Jamain, Louis
Van Houtte, Colonel de Eougemont, Madame Lacharme, Fran-
(;;ois Michelon, Maurice Bernardiu, Annie Laxton, Marguerite
de St. Amand, and Madame Bravy. Second came Mr. Turner,
of Slongh, with Duke cf Edinburgh, splendid; Triomphe de
Caen, Jean Lambert, Denis Helye, Clemence Joigneaux, Mon-
sieur Boncenne, Xavier Olibo, Exposition de Brie, Marechal
Niel, John Hopper, Charles Lefebvre, ^larie Baumanu, and
Louis Van Houtte. In the stands of Mfssrs. Milchell, of Pilt-
down, Uckfield, we noticed Sonateur Vaisse, Pierre Notting,
Souvenir d'un Ami, Josephine Malton, Gloire de Ducher, Devo-
nieneis, Franvois Michelon, Edouard Morren, Marie Baumann,
Baroness Rothschild, and Souvenir d'un Ami. Mr. J. Cranston,
King's Acre, Hereford, was fourth.
In Class 2, for forty-eight trebles, Mr. Turner was first with a

collection comprising grand trusses of Lord Napier, Edouard
Morren, M. Paul Neron, Vicomte Vigier, Victor Verdier, Alfred
Colomb, Marquise de Castellane, Countess of Oxford, Louis Van
Houtte, Dr. .Vndry, Marccbal Niel, Exposition de Brie, Prince
Camille de Rohan, John Hopper, Xavier Olibo, Elie Morel,
Marie Baumann, Lafontaine, Duke of Edinburgh, and Mdlle.
Eugenie Verdier, Mr. Keynes, of Salisbury, came in second,
and Mr. Cranston third.
In the next class, for twenty-four trebles, Mr. G. Prince,

Market Street, Oxford, took the lead with excellent stands, con-
taining Mdlle. Etienne Levet, Prince Camille (I e,Rohan, Madame
C. Wood, Horace Vernet, Marie Baumann, La France, Anna de
Diesbach, Baroness Eothschild, John Hopper, and Xavier Olibo.
Mr. Turner was a good second with Duke of Edinburgh in
splendid condition, Countess of Oxford, Paul Neron, Louis Van
Houtte, Edouard Morren, Exposition de Brie, John Hopper,
Marie Baumann, Monsieur Boncenne, &c. Third came Mr.
Cant.
For twenty-four singles Mr. C. Bnrley, Brentwood, took the

lead, Messrs. Lee and Durbin following.
In the amateurs' classes there were several remai'kably good

exhibits. Foremost in the leading class, for forty-eight single
trusses, was the Eev. J. E. Camm, Moncktou Wyld, Charmouth,
in whose stand we nf^ted Autoino Ducher, Alfred Colomb,
Angnste Newman, Annie Wood, Marie Baumann, Marcchal

Niel, John Hopper, President Thiers, Fran(;'ois Micbelon, good
wherever shown, and Miss Ingram. Mr. Farren, Crescent,
Cambridge, came second, showing several of the above in fine
condition ; Mr. Ingle, gardener to Mrs. Round, Colchester, third

;

with the Rev. G. Arkwright, Pencombe Rectory, fourth, all of
them well deserving their honours.
For thirty-six the prizes went to Mr. Chard, Clarendon Park

Gardens, Salisbury; Mr. T. H. Gould, Mortimer Rectory; Mr.
Ingle, and the Etv. G. Arkwright. Those for twenty-four were
taken by Mr. Qnennell, Brentwood ; Mr. T. Graveley, Mr. J. E.
Cavell, Mr. J. L. Curtis, Chatteris ; and the Rev. J. B. M.
Camm ; whilst for twelve Messrs. Pearce, Soder, and Small-
bones were the competitors who carried off the chief honours.
For twelve trusses of any new Rose of 1872, Messrs. Curtis,

Sandford, lV Co., Devon Roseries, Torquay, were first with white
Hybrid JPerpetual Madame Lacharme ; Mr. Prince, Oxford,
second with Pierre Seletsky. All the prizes for the collections
of twenty-four Roses of 1872 and 1873 were withheld, and alto-

gether this was, perhaps, the least interesting part of the Ex-
hibition.

The best twelve blooms of any variety-were FranroisMichelon,
from Mr. Keynes, and in other parts of the Show ttus Rose well
maintained its title to the position; the second best Marechal
Niel, from Mr. James Mobsby, Cuckfield ; third being Louis
Van Houtte, exceediugly fine, from Mr. Turner.

Collections of yellow Roses were unusually few. Mr. Qnennell,
of Brentwood, stood first with Gloire de Dijon, Marcchal Niel,
and Celine Forestier, showing remarkably fine trusses ; second
Mr. F. Mann, of Stisted, Braintree ; and third E. Webb, Esq.,
Culham House, Reading, the last-named showing, besides Mar6-
chal Niel, richly coloured clusters of the charming little Persian
Yellow.
Among miscellaneous subjects of exhibition we noted a splen-

did group of pot Roses from Mr. Turner, of Slough, forming &
most appropriate centre to Mr. Wilson's arrangement ; nicely

arranged groups of plants from Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing,
and Mr. Ley, of Croydon; Pinks, Pansies, Pyrethrums, and
Ranunculuses from Mr. Hooper, of Widcombe Hill, Bath ; Fern
cases from Messrs. Dick RadciySe & Co., aud Mr. J. Bromwich,
Victoria Buildings, Belgravia ; and groups of Ivies, for which
prizes were offered, from Messrs. Lane, of Berkhampstead, Mr.
Turner, and Jenner Weir, Esq., Blackheath. Mr. Teuton,
Epsom, sent a cut specimen of Lilium Humboldtii ; and Mr.
Turner, of Slough, had certificates for Pelargoniums Constance,
Presbyter, and Duchess of Cambridge.

The olHce of a judge, while giving one facilities for seeing the
flowers at an exhihition, does not help one to take such detailed

notes as it is possible to do when less occupied. I have, there-

fore, but to make a few general remarks on the Show. Roses
were not up to the average. This was not to be expected, th&
marvellously unfavourable season that we have had, especially

in some places, the late frosts, cold cutting winds, and sunless
days, were sadly against the flower ; and when I mention that;

one Rose-grower, whose culture is numbered by acres, could not
put in an appearance in any of the classes, I have suificiently in-

dicated, I tbink, the difficulty, and the character of the season.

Some good boxes there were certainly, but there were none of

super-excellence, and the general run of the flowers was below
par.
The class for new Eoses was very small, and as the old warfare

is still waged as to whether a Eose is considered to be in com-
merce when it is sent out in France, or when it is really so

—

when the English growers have propagated it, and are ready to

distribute it—i.e , in the spring following, it is now a question
whether it would not be better to discontinue these classes al-

together. The Eoses are never up to the mark— i.e., take either

of the two boxes of twenty-four, and place them alongside of the
third or fourth-prize box of twenty-four in the ordinary classes,

and their inferiority would be manifest. Moreover, if the new
Rose be undeniably a good one, we have little chance of seeing

it. For example, the best Rose of the season is said to be
Captain Christy, but we shall look in vain most Hkely for a
bloom of this Rose. Growers will be too anxious to propagate
it, aud hence it will not be allowed to bloom. I should say, and
in this I know I shall bo supported by most exhibitors. Do
away with the class altogether. There were, as I have said, but
two exhibits, and in both of them were flowers about which
disputes might arise according to the interpretation given of

terms, "new Rosea " of 1872 or 1873.

Table Decorations were very good, and the effect of the teach-

ing of the last few years was visible in the fewer violations of

good taste, and in the general simplicity of the decorations.

Modifications of the March stand were used in the greater num-
ber of the tables, and were generally well arranged. There were,

however, a few things that require, I think, alti ration. Thus, in

one stand I noticed that single flowers of Delphinium had been
tied on to Grasses, and placed in the vases ; of course, in a few
hours these would be nowhere, and the thing was too artificial

I to be in good taste. Then there were in some cases too many
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Peru leaves Bprawling over the table ; and indeed, as was
observed, it would be mucb better if the stands did not quite

rest on the table, and so allow the Fern leaves to droop instead

of being flat. I cannot but thiuk, too, that simplicity iu too

many cases degenerated into poverty, and that as most dinners
take place by gas or caudle light, it should have been remembered
that very many of these tables would look excessively poor,

when the mauves, lilacs, and blues would be so completely
altered. On the whole, however, we have evidently progressed,
and the continual insisting upon certain rules has had its eii'ect.

We have, too, I hope, seen the last of the barbarism of having
plants inserted into the table. The Manager of the Crystal

Palace made this a positive disqualification, aud the result has

been that it has been found out that Palms can be used without
this. They are taken out of the pots, and the roots spread out

into moss and fastened, aud in this way can be utilised without
the loss of the plants.-—D., Deal.

KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
The last Exhibition for the season took place yesterday, and

both plants and fruit were fairly represented ; the former, how-
ever, not in such numbers as at the May show, of which we re-

marked it was the best the Society had had for some years. We
have, however, to notice with regret that one drawback which
has been of long standing at these shows—the tardiness with
which the awards are affixed to the competing groups, still con-
tinues, and although the fruit Judges had given in their deci-

sions quite two hours, there was not a single prize card affixed

when we left.

In the plant department Mr. B. S. Williams sent a fine group
of six stove aud greenhouse plants, taking the first prize in the
nurserymen's class. It included a splendid specimen of Anthu-
rium Scherzerianum, with Dracophyllum gracile and AUa-
manda Hendersoni in fine bloom. The same exhibitor had
also a group arranged for effect, which took the first place

in its class, a group of Pitcher-plants of rare merit, aud others
of iiue-foliaged plants. In the amateurs' class for stove and
greenhouse plants Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins, Esq.,
Leytou, carried off the first honours. In Cycads Mr. Bull, of

Chelsea, was first with a selection from his large store of ihese.

He also exhibited a numerous group of new plants, as did
Messrs. Veitch. A fine group of pot Roses from Messrs. Paul,

of Cheshunt, was a conspicuous object in the tent; but the

star of the Exhibition was a grand plant of Spiraaa palmata
nearly 5 feet in diameter, such a plant as we have never seen
before exhibited, nor, size for size, have we ever seen one
of this species with such a profusion of its lovely rosy crimson
feathers. It was exhibited by Mr. S. Strathan, Waddon House,
Croydon. The principal cut flowers were Roses, which Mr.
Turner and Messrs. Paul & Son exhibited in their usual good
style, the former also sending fine Pinks and Verbenas.

In Fruit there was a goodly array of Pines, among which were
Queens of 5 lbs. 10 ozs. from Mr. Miles, and of 4 lbs. 14 ozs. and
4 lbs. 10 ozs. from Mr. Bond; and a Providence of 9 lbs. from
Mr. Miles. Of Black Hamburgh Grapes excellent bunches came
from Mr. Douglas, Loxford HflU ; Mr. Bones, gardener to D.
Mcintosh, Esq., Romford ; Mr. Bannerman, and others. Mus-
cats were generally not ripe euoUKh ; the best in this respect,

however, apparently being those of Mr. Douglas, who also sent
good bunches of Buckland Sweetwater, as did Mr. Johnson,
gardener to the Marquis of Ailesbury. Peaches, Nectarines, and
Cherries were each represented by a few good dishes.

BEAD'S SCAELET-FLESHED MELON.
I HAVE to thank Mr. J. Allan for his remarks on this Melon.

We have both given our experience of it. In our Melon
houses it sets badly. Planted with him in frames it is one of

the best setters. If this is found to be invariably the case, it

will certainly be by far the best Scarlet-fleshed Melon for

frames in existence. A somewhat similar result was arrived

at with the new Melon Little Heath last year. Forced in

heat it was quite uneatable
;
grown in frames it was very pro-

lific and of good flavour.—J. Douglas.

EDGINGS.
Edgings for walks may be exceedingly various : but there

are very few indeed that will give lasting satisfaction. Grass
J6 almost the only one that can be altogether commended for

pleasure gardens ; and it is one which, it carefully laid and
diligently kept, wUl be sure to please, for it has a good colour,

smoothness, regularity, durableuess when not under trees, and
harmony with both the architectural and the vegetable con-
stituents of ft garden. It furnishes, likewise, the best ground-
tint for setting-off the colours of flowers, n.s in a flower garden.
As an edging, it should invariably be flat, aud at an equal

height (not more than half an inch), above the surface of the
walk at its margin, with about an inch or even two in depth
along the inner line, next the bed or border, to allow for the
washing-down of the soil towards it. It must not be too
narrow, or it will be difficult to keep out, and the sides will be
likely to crumble away.

Box-edgings are troublesome, liable to great irregularities,

apt to harbour insects, and suitable merely for quaint figures

and old-fashioned geometrical designs. They are the proper
accompaniments of parterres and small flower gardens that
are laid-out with numerous narrow gravel walks ; though near
the house, in a truly architectural garden, neatly-dressed stone
edgings will be still better. Rougher stone, bricks, thick
slates, and tiles, may make strong aud durable edgings for

kitchen gardens. Thrift edgings, in connection with cottages,

are very pretty when perfect. They want replanting, however,
every three years, and parts of them frequently perish, leaving
the ugliest gap.i, where they have been long grown in the same
spot, though the plants should be ever so punctually divided
and re-set. The dwarf Gentian ((ientiana acaulie), if planted
in double rows, sometimes, in soils that suit it, makes a neat
edging. Heaths, also, particularly the common Ling (Calluna
vulgaris), mav, when properly trimmed, produce an excellent

edging for a Heath garden, or a bed of American plants. The
smaller Periwinkle, kept in duo limits, is useful as an edging
under trees; as is the common Ivy. Arctostaphylos Uvaursi
will be appropriate in the same position as Heaths, and many
varieties of Rock aud Sun Rose, though a little too straggling,

wUl supply a novel and consistent edging to a border in which
masses of stone and rock plants are freely mingled. The
Cotoneaster miorophylla is likewise suitable, whether on level

ground or among rocks, and will bear a great deal of trimming.
The most valuable requisites in an edging are evenness,

diminutiveness or capability of being regularly trimmed, quiet-

ness of appearance or harmony with whatever is behind it, and
permanence. In each of these respects, grass will, in nearly

all circumstances, except in the kitchen garden, have the

advantage. Where it is least iu character is immediately
alongside of any rocky surface. There the common Heath,
undressed, would be most expressive and characteristic.

Of late years it has become the fashion, iu many cases, to

put edgings to beds, whether these be filled with dwarf shrubs
or with flowers. In respect of beds arranged formally, and
occupied with dwarf shrubs, as in regular winter gardens or

in peculiar positions on lawns, edgings of some dwarfer shrub
than the one employed iu the centre of each, may help to

define the beds more clearly, to impart an additional air of

neatness, and to secure greater contrast and variety.

For flower beds, again, the same practice, where a plant of a
dwarfer and compaoter habit is used as the edging, may be

equally suitable ; and if a decided change of colour be thus in-

troduced, the effect may become even brilhant. But the

system requires to be pursued with judgment and caution, and
in reference more to indifidual beds or small groups than to a

regular flower garden.
A degree of quaiatness, and an appearance of antiquity, are

sometimes attained by surrounding large flower beds on lawns
with an edging of some shrub or tree, and keeping this duly

clipped. I have seen the common Oak and the Turkey Oak
thus applied, and kept at the height of about 9 inches, pre-

senting a dense mass of leaves in the summer season. With
the ordinary materials for a hedge—Box, Yew, ifcc.—or with
Ivy, the larger variety of variegated Periwinkle, Cotoneaster,

Ling, itc, the formation of an edging of this sort would be by
no means difficult ; though its value appears to me to be at

least doubtful.

Ornamental wire edgings of various forms, but generally

with the rim curved outwards, are occasionally serviceable in

the case of large flower beds, as they may be made the vehicle

for displaying several pretty summer climbers that could not

iu any other way be conveniently placed upon a lawn. The
varieties of Maurandya, Lophospermum, Tropffiolum, and twin-

ing Convolvulus, may be instanced as examples of this class.

And it may not be out of place to mention here, that an
edging to flower beds composed- of rough blocks of Larch or

Oak, not denuded of the bark, will, if sparingly adapted,

answer a most important purpose, by lifting-up certain of the

beds, and thus giving greater elevation and distinctness to the

plants in them, besides divesting a parterre or a group of

everything in the shape of flatness and sameness. Such beds

may be raised 1, 2, or even 3 feet above the others, according

to the precise circumstances of each case, and the blocks sur-
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rounding them may be vertical, or (as is better), may slope
outwards, and may have flowering plants of trailing habits, or
simple climbers, dangling irregularly over the sides in sum-
mer.— {Kemp's Hoto to Lay-out a Garden.)

FLOWERS FOR OUR BORDERS.—No. 3.-;.

COLLINSIA MULTICOLOR.—Many-coloohed Collinsia.

EvEBY gardener knows how difficult it is to keep up a gay
appearance during the sort of interregnum which succeeds the
flowering of the spring bulbs, and before the majority of the
herbaceous perennials and bedding plants are in bloom. For
filling this void the autumn-sown Californian annuals are un-
rivalled; and, indeed, a succession of sowings would produce
throughout the season an effect but Uttle inferior to that ob-
tained by the employment of any other plants.

Collinsia multicolor.

One of these is CoUinsia multicolor. It is quite as robust
in its habit as the well-known C. bicolor, growing from 12 to

18 inches or more high ; and its flowers are among the
largest and handsomest of the genus, though their colour is

less intense than in one or two older species. The foliage is

larger and more coarsely toothed than in C. bicolor ; but it is

chiefly by the purplish tint of its floral leaves or bracts, which
add much to the beauty of the plant, that it is distinguished
from most, if not all, other species. The bracts beneath the
lowest whorl of blossoms are cordate, bluntly toothed, and
pointed ; the middle ones are much narrower, and without
teeth ; the upper ones quite abortive. The flowers are on
rather long pedicels, which, as well as the calyx, are almost
free from glands. The segments of the calyx are very narrow,
shorter than the corolla, and three-ribbed. The lower lip of

the coroUa is lilac, but the pouch-like cavity of the middle
lobe is crimson, though externally this tint is hardly visible.

The upper lip of the flower is also lilac, but with a large quad-
rangular white spot in the centre, speclded with bright rosy
purple. We retain the name under which this plant was first

published, but it is only right to observe that it is now regarded
as but a form of C. bicolor.
The cultivation of Collinsia multicolor is of the easiest de-

scription. It is only necessary to sow the seed thinly, in
patches, in the open border where the plants are to bloom

;

and this may be done any time between the beginning of

March and the end of April. As the seeds are comparatively
small they must not be too thickly covered with earth, especi-

ally if of a heavy adhesive nature. In soUs of this character
it is a good plan to cover the seed with a little pulverised samdy
loam.

Besides C. bicolor already referred to, there are several very
pretty species well deserving cultivation, the most important
being C. verna, C. grandiflora and its recently introduced
variety violacea, C. heterophylla, C. corymbosa, C. bartsiajfolia

and its variety alba, and C. tinctoria.

C. verna is a very attractive early-flowering species, with the
lower lip of the corolla of a sky blue, the upper lip being white.

It would doubtless be more extensively grown but for the short-

lived vitality of the seeds, which renders it necessary they
should be sown in autumn soon after being gathered. From
this defect C. grandiflora and its charming variety violacea

are free, though the strongest plants are to be obtained by
autumnal sowing, as well as the earliest blooms. The variety
violacea especially deserves recommendation, the colour of the-

lower lip being much deeper than in verna, and the resulting,

contrast with the white upper Up more effective. C. hetero-
phylla resembles C. bicolor, hut its flowers are of a darker and
perhaps less pleasing tint. C. corymbosa is very distinct as a
species, with flowers in a capitate cluster and having an abbre-
viated upper lip, but is less showy and effective than those
already named. Nor is C. bartsifefolia worthy of more than a
passing notice, its colours being somewhat dull ; but its white
variety is deserving of more attention than it receives, its colour

being pure, and its habit so dwarf that it would be found
useful as an edging to taller annuals, though it is, like the rest

of the species, comparatively short-lived. C. tinctoria, so

named from the numerous glandular haiTs which clothe the
calyx communicating a yellow stain to the fingers when touched,,

is not yet, we believe, in cultivation.—(TC. Thonqison's English
Flower Garden, Revised bij the Autlior.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
A VEKY useful Exhibition is to be held in Paris during Sep-

tember and October, under the auspices of the Societu Centrale
d'Agriculture et d'lusectologie. It will consist of all the use-

ful insects and their productions, and of the noxious insects,

and examples or evidences of their depredations. Each species

is to be shown, when possible, in its several stages of egg,

larva, chrysalis, and imago or perfect insect. With those
insects common to France or Europe this may be possible,

but as the Exhibition will include all known insects, there will

undoubtedly be some blanks in the collections. The example'

thus set, not for the first time, might be followed with ad-

vantage in this country.

The soil of New Caledonia is said to be well suited for'

the CULTIVATION' OF THE ScGAR-c.iNE, and WO learn from the
letter of a French colonist there that the sugar industry is

rapidly developing. A company was formed in 18G',) to esta-

blish a manufactory on the river Tamon. Considerable difii-

culty and delay have been experienced in the transport of
machinery, etc., to such a remote region; but in the end of

1873 the works were completed and commenced operations.

Seven other factories are already in course of construction.

To make a simple and efficient mocse tk.\p, procure

a tolerably tight barrel—a salt barrel with one head will

answer—bore a hole near the bottom for a place of entrance ;,

set it in the place where the mice " most do congregate," throw

into it an armful of ears of corn and a handful of rags or waste

paper to make a nest, cover it so that the mice may " keep

dark," and let it stand quietly a few days to give the mice
time to colonise, then plug up the entrance. As mice are

lively little animals dash in a few gallons of water to moderate
their friskiness, then take the game at your leisure ; set your
trap again, and go on your way rejoicing.

A WRITER in a French horticultural journal relates his

experience of desteoying insects :—After sunset I place in the

centre of my orchard an old barrel, the inside of which I have
previously tarred. At the bottom of the barrel I place a lighted

lamp. Insects of many kinds, attracted by the light, go for

the lamp, and while circulating around it strike against the

sides of the barrel, where, meeting with the tar, their wings'

and legs become so clogged that they fall helpless to the

bottom. In the morning I examine the barrel, and frequently

take out of it ten or twelve gallons of cockchafirs, which I at
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once destroy. A few penceworth of tar employed in this way
will, without any further trouble, be the means of destroying

numbers of these insects, whose larvie are among the most de-

structive pests the gardener or farmer has to contend against.

It js stated in the Italian papers that the recent hail-

storm AT Milan was of unusual violence. Many persona who
took refuge from it in the Victor Emmanuel Gallery were in

great danger from the broken glass which fell upon them, and

had to seek shelter in the shops. All vegetation in and about

the city suffered greatly, and many birds killed by the hail-

stones were found in the streets.

HoBTici'LiuRAL Pbofakity.—The Noiristoini (Pa.)

Herald says that a man in Lower Marion wTote to the editor

of a horticultural journal, and asked " What are the most

advantageous additions to dried Grasses for winter orna-

ments? " The editor replied: " Acroclinium roseum, A. alba,

Gomphrena globosa, and G. globosa carnea." When the

Lower Marion man read this he fairly boiled with rage, and

immediately sent a note to the editor ordering the paper to be

discontinued. He said no editor who swore that way, just

because he asked a simple question, should have his support.

I HAVE seen several queries as to how to destroy ants,

and I give you my experience of fifteen years in New-Mexico,

where there are a great many. We have three ways of getting

rid of them. 1. If they are where they can be stirred up with

a hoe, persistently stirring up the nest every day or two will

eventually run them away. 2. Pouring a little coal oil on
their nest every few days until they are all killed or have left

3. Make a mortar bed of then- nest, stirring the ants in with

the mud, and after having made their nest into mortar carry

the mortar away. Either of the three ways wUl rid you of

them if well done ; but as perseverance is one of the main
characteristics of the ant, those who would get rid of them
must also be persistent.

In some of the papers an allusion is made to the old

practice of using cloth covees for cold frames. These are

sufficient for protecting hardy plants, but will net answer for

such tender kinds as Tomato, Egg Plant, and Peppers, until

very late in spring. They have been tested by our market
gardeners and found wanting, as the destructibility of muslin
is so easy and rapid they have not been found to pay. The re-

gular glazed hotbed sashes, now made by machinery so cheaply,

are much better adapted to the purpose, and last so long that

they cannot well be superseded by the cheap contrivances that

quickly become, in a manner, useless.

DEATH OP MR. W. B. BOOTH.
We regret to announce the death of Mr. W. Bealtie Bootli,

a name honourably known in the world of horticulture for

half a century. Mr. Booth died at liis house in New Road,
Hammersmith, on the 18th inst., aged seventy, and will, no
doubt, be lamented by a large circle of friends. He was
born, we believe, in Perthshire, and at an early age was
placed under his uncle, Mr. Beattie, then gardener to the

Earl of Mansfield at Scone Palace—the school in which David
Douglas, Robert Fish, and other celebrities were trained. On
coming to London he entered the gardens of the Horticultural

Society at Chiswiek, where he acted in the capacity of garden
clerk till 1830, when he left to fill the situation of gardener to Sir

Charles Lemon, at Carclew, in Cornwall. While at Chiswiek
he published, in conjunction with Mr. Alfred Chandler, of the

Vauxhall Nursery, a work called " Camellia Britannica," for

which Mr. Chandler made the drawings and Mr. Booth wrote the

letterpress. Only a few parts ever appeared, as it was found
to be a commercial failure. During the time Mr. Booth was
at Chiswiek he kept the meteorological register for four years,

from 1826 to 1830, when he left tor Carclew. He also con-

tributed several papers to the " Transactions " of the Horti-

cultural Society, and subsequently to the periodicals of the day.

Though he went as gardener to Carclew, he soon received

promotion, and when he left in 1853 he filled the office of land
steward and general superintendent of the estate. So highly

was he esteemed, that when he left Cornwall he received the

presentation of a handsome silver salver, with this inscription :

" Presented by the tenants and workmen of Sir Charles Lemon,
Bart., residing in the parish of Mylor, Cornwall, to WiUiam
Beattie Booth, Esq., on his leaving Carclew, as a small but

sincere token of their regard and esteem. August, 1853."

Through being a share proprietor in the Royal. British Bank,
when that failed Mr. Booth sustained considerable loss of pro-

perty, and he then for a time held the office of Assistant Secretary

to the Horticultural Society, an office which he held with much
credit ; and all who came in contact with him will remember
how courteously he performed its duties. When the Society

became " Royal," and went to South Kensington, its objects,

or rather projects, were so grand, and its aims so elevated,

that a gentleman of Mr. Booth's practical turn could not see

any of them, and so he retired, leaving it to others of a more
adventurous and self-sufficient constitution to carry them out.

How they did it everybody knows. Mr. Booth continued to be

a member of the Floral Committee of the Society till the

day of his death, and was also an Associate of the Linnean
Society.

NATIVE MOSSES.
I HAVE looked with great interest for a few lines from some

of your contributors, but have failed to find any, on those

beautiful plants our native Mosses. Being a gardener in Kent,

and not a great way from tliat famous place Kestou Common,
I and a friend paid a visit to it a few evenings back, and wo
found it completely matted together on all sides of us with

beautiful Mosses, many of which deserve an important place

in cultivation. The humble and apparently insignificant Moss
is an active agent in some of the most important changes of

Nature ; by the large amount of moistui-e which it absorbs,

its decay and subsequent renewal in succession, the hardest

rock upon which not even a blade of grass could grow becomes

covered in the course of years with a stratum of fertile soil,

supporting luxuriant trees. At first a little dust is blown into

the interstices of the rock, into which are also driven by the

winds some of the seeds of the Moss from a less sterUe spot

;

here they vegetate, and the hitherto naked rock becomes covered

with pretty green tufts, which, spreading wider and wider

year after year, its whole surface is at length covered with the

smiling carpet of Nature. The continual growth and decay of

the Mosses and other small plants gradually increases the

thickness of the soil, until at last the noblest trees of the forest

clothe the once hard and barren rock with the richest products

and the grandest vegetation. Thus sandy heaths and deserts

are converted into verdant and fruitful fields.—J. H., Gardener

to 13. F. Overhery, Esq., The Trellis, BichUy.

A SCARECROW.
It is well known that blue and scarlet colours in juxta-

position cause a dazzling effect on the eye. These colours

strung on a line and placed over Strawberry beds produce a

puzzling effect on birds, and no bird will enter the garden

while these colours flutter in the air. Pieces of blue and
scarlet calico should be cut about IJ foot in length, and tied to

a line 1 foot apart. An old flannel petticoat will supply a large

quantity of inexpensive scarlet strips. This line is to be sup-

ported by poles 6 feet in height from the Strawberry beds.

To support Strawberries, keeping them clean and enabling

them to ripen all round, take a piece of stout wire a yard in

length, bend it at right angles 10 inches from each end, bend

the space between the right angles into a curve. Stamp these

two ends 6 inches in depth into the earth close to the Straw-

berry plants, then draw the fruit over the wire, each plant

requiring two. To prevent rusting place the wires in creosote

three or four days, and then dry them.

—

Observer.

NORMANTON PARK.
THE SE.\T OF LOED AVELAJvD.

Dyer, in his poem " The Fleece," dwells on
" The clover'd lawns

.Vnd sunny mounts of beauteous Normanton,
Health's cheerful haunt, and the selected ^'alk

Of Heathcote's leisure."

It was named after the NormanvUles, who became its possessors

at the Conquest. From them it passed to the De Basings,

Mackworths, and Heathcotes.
The situation of this place is well chosen ; the hall is built

on high ground, commanding extensive views of the most
picturesque scenes in this part of the county of Rutland. In

the distance are seen the woods of Exton and Burley-on-the-

HiU, and in the valley there is a large stream of water which
has been formed into a lake, with an island in the middle.

This lake is seen from the windows and the flower garden, and
adds much to the beauty of the scenery. There is a good-sized

deer park, in which there are some fine avenues of trees.
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which are seen from the entrance to the hall. Although the

Bitnatlon is high, and one would imagine rather dry in summer,
yet, from the healthy and vigorous appearance of the trees and

shrubs, there can be no doubt but the soil in the park is of

excellent quality. Gentiana autumnaUs fugax is found in the

park. Sir Gilbert Heathcote, one of the founders of the Bank
of England, erected the present mansion on the site of the

ancient residence, buUt by Sir Henry Maokworth in the time

of Charles I.

In the pleasure grounds there are a great many choice Coni-

fers and other interesting plants, which all seem to grow well,

although they are fully exposed to high winds. Amongst
others I noticed Cupressus macrocarpa from California, a

tine plant growing well ; a very fine Weeping Ash, from 30 to

40 feet high ; Cupressus torulosa from the North of India,

which in some situations is tender, but here it is in good con-

dition ; Variegated Holly, 30 feet high ; Berberis fascicularis, a
grand bush, in flower ; Cupressus Lawsoniana, 20 feet high

—

there is no doubt but this is one of the finest plants ever in-

troduced into this country from California ; Taxodium di-

stichum, the deciduous Cypress from North America, -10 feet

high; Retinospora pisifera from Japan—this is growing well,

and makes a pretty small tree ; Cupressus Lawsoniana erecta

viridis, a garden variety, and extremelj' pretty for planting

singly on a lawn ; Thujopsis borealis, introduced from Nootka
Sound, a fine plant 12 feet high, and very compact ; Libocedrus
decurrens, a good plant 12 feet high, growing well ; Welling,

tonia gigantea, 30 feet high, a good specimen ; and a large

plant of the Snowy MespUus, Amelanchier Botryapium, covered

with flowers.

Planted with evergreen shrubs, so as to hide it from the

grounds, there is a pretty rock garden, recently formed by Mr.

NOEJIANTON HALL.^

Grey, the energetic gardener, but not finished at the time of

my visit. A great number of rare gems were already planted,

and when it is finished it will be a most interesting spot. It

would occupy far too much space to name half the rare Alpines

already planted. I will only name a few of the most con-

spicuous. Among hardy Ferns were fine healthy plants of

Ceterach ofiicinarnm, Allosorus crispus or Parsley Fern, the

Holly Fern, and many others. Among Alpines were Draba
ciUaris, with pretty white flowers; Linnaea boreaUs, a small

evergreen perennial with flesh-coloured flowers ;
Lithospermum

prostratum, a small-growing evergreen shrub with deep blue

flowers ; Epimedium macranthum, a large-flowerine kind

with pretty flowers ; Erinus alpinus, growing on stones, forming

dense little tufts, with pretty red flowers—a perfect gem among
Alpines ; Antennaria dioica, with small pretty leaves ; Semper-
vivum rupestrc, dark bronzy leaves, purple in winter, very

striking; Saxifraga peetinata, small and compact-growing;

S. oppositifolia, beautiful for massing ; S. pyrenaica, large

and bright ; S. Ugulata, S. afiinis, S. rivularis, S. ceratophylla,

shining-calyxed, from Spain ; and many others ; Gentiana

verna, very dwarf, with deep blue flowers ; Bamondia pyre-

naica, one of tbo best Alpines in cultivation ; Sedum glaucum,

pretty for growing on stones, or forming a carpet for small

beds ; and Sedum acre aureum, which will also grow on stones,

and when used in spring is very telling among other Alpines.

The flower beds were gay with Hyacinths—red, white, and blue,

mixed in the betif. amongst Primroses, Polyanthus, and Eran-
this hyemalis, or Winter Aconite. Some beds were filled with

such plants as Pulmonaria officinalis, Doronicum eaucasicum,

with bright yellow flowers ; Arabis albida and variegata.

Ericas, and such-like flowers. The flower garden has many
pretty shrubs planted about among the beds, and as these were

all full of spring flowers the effect produced was very pleasing.

There is a pretty wild borderin the pleasure grounds, m which

were growing many interesting spring flowers, such as Adonis

vernalis ; Anemone apennina, the blue Wood Anemone ; \.

apennina blanda ; Sanguinaria canadensis, a hardy North

American plant with wliite Anemone-like flowers ; and Nai'-

cissus moschatus. The idea of a wild border in pleasure

grounds is a good one, as plants in such a position can be al-

lowed to grow at random as it were, and thus show their native

style of growth.

The kitchen gardens are not very extensive; but spring.

gardening is also introduced with excellent taste. On entering

from the pleasure grounds there is a border on each side of

a walk 100 yards long and 9 feet wide, on each side planted

in lines, both sides being alike. The first hno next to the

walk was Aubrietia purpurea, the second Arabis variegata,

the third and fourth Anemones of mixed colours, and the

sixth line Doronicum eaucasicum. Ob each side of the principal
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walk there are a great number of standard Roses, whioh in

summer are very beautiful. This border is 100 yards long with

a walk 12 feet wide ; on eaoh side of the walk spring Howera are

planted, such as red and white Daisies, Golden Feather Pyre-

thrum, Forget-me-not, Primroses, &b.

The glass houses arc very old, aud grown in a vinery there

is a good Vino of Earbarossa, showing splendid bunches from
every eyo ; it is trained and pruned almost like a Peach tree,

and by this simple process Mr. Grey succeeds in getting

abundance of fruit every year. In this house there was a great

number of bedding-out plants, Humea elegans, and other

plants for furnishing purposes. In a small greenhouse I

noticed nice young plants of Adiantum assimUe, A. farleyenso,

A. pentadactylon, Asplenium Belangerii, A. bulbiferum.Lomaria
gibba, Pteris scaberula—one of the finest Pterises grown

;

some noble plants of Imantophyllum miuiatum, and large

plants in flower of Amaryllis. On a shelf were a quantity of

large plants of that most useful Orchid Cypripedium insigne.

Strawberries are forced in pits ; the sort most grown is

Keens' Seedling. Cucumbers are also grown in pits ; Tele-

graph is the variety reUed on.

In the gardens Peaches have set a moderate crop ; vege-

tables look healthy, and are in abundance. Deep digging and
plenty of manure seem to be the means employed to secure

quick-grown and large suppUes. On a small piece of ground in

the kitchen garden I saw a number of young plants, which are

to bo grown here one year before being planted in their

permanent quarters ; among them I noticed Acer polymorphum
atropurpureum, a highly ornamental Maple from Japan, with

splendid dark purple foliage, forming a hardy bushy Hhrub,

and Aralia spinosa ; these constitute Cue ornaments for plant-

ing singly on a lawn or forming into groups ; they have straight

^TEW ra THE GROUNDS AT NOKMANTON.*

stems, and their foliage is spiny. Others were Thuja aurea,
Eetinospora plumosa, Sambucus racemosa in flower, this has
pretty red berries in autumn ; Acer argenteum, with silvery

leaves ; Shepherdia argentea, Cornus mascula, and Colutea
orenata.

The pleasure grounds, flower gardens, and kitchen gai'den

are all near to the haU, and they contain many interesting
objects. I have only named a few of them. Good order was
the rule everywhere, and abundant evidence on every hand
that employer and gardener take great interest in the pursuit
of horticulture.—I. Smith, Extov Park Gardens, Rutland.

HEATING.
Permit me, in reply to what " W." stated in your paper of

the 18th, to assure him that Messrs. Rivers have at work our
boilers, aud one adapted to the principle of an Arnott stove
made by us ; but in place of the usual fire lumps we insert a
close-coil pipe, which is the boiler proper. Special attention

is called to this close coil, as wo find others have been in the
market with an adaptation of the same, but the case of their

stove is in consequence burnt away and rendered useless, and
it has proved a failure ; but onr patent consists in this coil

From a photograph by Messrs. Ooaains Sf Priest, ol Grantham.

being close, bo that no fire can exist in the stove but what is

encircled by this coil, the fire being fed from above by a coned

cylinder, and it wiU last any number of hours. Messrs. Rivers

have in one of their vineries one of our No. 5 stoves heating

some 230 feet of pipe, and it is the surprise of all who see it

for the great heating power and small quantity of lire required.

—Samuel Deabds, i/nrioic.

NOTES ON VILLA and SUBURBAN GARDENING.
The Treatment of Window Plants during the Summer Months.

—Although indoor gardening loses much of its interest in sum-
mer when Nature is so prodigal of her beauties in the open

air, still the amateur will find great interest in adorning his

windows with his choicest productions. Nothing can have a

finer effect in a drawing-room or sitting-room than a flower

bloomed well in a pot and tastefully trained; and windows filled

with healthy Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, &c., convey a sense of

refreshing coolness to the apartment. To keep up a succession

of flowering plants requires some forethought, and many are

discouraged by apparent difficulties. I hope by a few plain rules

to assist those who garden on a small scale and have no green-

house, in the art of securing a succession of handsome flowers,

BO that the charms which a household flora confers may be

their own.
Presuming that you have a frame, and that your stock of

plants Tvas repotted according to former directions, you will now
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be in the midst of yoiar prosperity and making a display of your
riches. The bulbs are all laid to rest for the season. The early

Eoses, &c., which succeeded the bulbs will have done flowering,

and should be replaced by Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, and other

plants which have been before recommended. Let every pot be
kept in the frame until the bloom is ready to expand, that the
full benefit of light and heat may be secured, and then remove
it to the window. When there it should be moderately watered.

It is astonishing, to the inexperienced, how small a quantity of

water will keep a plant in health. I have some Pelargoniums
in 60-sized pots in a window fully exposed to the sun, and I find

watering once a-day quite sufficient, and even then take care

that none stands in saucers. But to do this it is requisite that

the pots should be kept as much as possible from the solar rays,

which may be accomplished by opening the window so that the

thick lower frame of the sash shall intercept the light, and so

keep the plants cool. If pots are placed outside the window,
which is often done with good effect, they may advantageously
be put into empty ones of a larger size, by which a current of

air will be secured around them, and a lower temperature main-
tained. Any little contrivance of this description will be useful,

for frequent watering has many evils; among others the soil is

rendered too compact, and the most valuable portions are quickly
washed from it.

The most scrupulous cleanliness must be observed with
window plants, or their health will soon suffer. All decaying
leaves should be removed as they appear, and no flowers should
be allowed to die upon the stalks. By removing flowers as soon
as their beauty is impaired neatness is consulted ; and this

is not all : by stopping the natural tendency to produce seed,

more flowers will be produced. Mignonette in pots soon be-

comes shabby if this rule is neglected, but by picking off every
spike of flower when it is elongated and bare, laterals will quickly
reward your pains and keep up an air of healthfulness. It is

scarcely necessary to prescribe an abundance of fresh air, and
it is presumed few persons would in summer sit with closed

windows, unless the dust of a high road were whirling near them.
Having pots in your frame for a succession, remove your

plants from the house as soon as the bloom is over. Some sorts

may be cut down, and with care will flower again. Perhaps the
warmth of the season may bring too many forward at once ; in

that case pinch-out the bloom of some of them, and you will

have the benefit later in the season. Scarlet Pelargoniums are

valuable in this kind of window gardening. I find small pots do
best, producing least foliage and most flower. Fuchsias also

repay the grower for window culture. By a little forethought
and daily attention the window, even without a balcony, may be
made very attractive until frosts appear again, and our now
dormant bulbs demand and repay our care.

In addition to the plants recommended, the amateur who is

thinking of having a few pots of flowers for his window or draw-
ing-table through the winter must putin a first sowing of annuals
for autumn blooming in pots. It is almost needless to name the
kinds best adapted for this purpose, as in every garden they
may be seen in bloom ; but as some may not know those which
are most suitable for winter-flowering, I will enumerate a few.

F'irst, then, among the tribe of beauties are Nemophila insignis,

atomaria, and their varieties. Next may be named Collinsia

bicolor and grandiflora, Clarkia pulchella and pulchella alba, and
lastly Erysimum Peroffskianum, Ageratum mexicanum, and
the various kinds of Salpiglossis and Petunia. The last, how-
ever, are best raised from cuttings taken from the old plants

in August, and if potted singly will flower in a warm room up
to Christmas.
As most annuals transplant indifferently, it will be advisable

to sow them at once in the pots in which they are intended to

bloora ; and in draining these it will be well to jjlace an oyster
shell at the bottom, and fill the pots half full of moss before

any soil is putinto them. The moss will be found advantageous
through the summer, as it will retain moisture, and, if the pots

could be plunged in it, it would be greatly in favour of the plants.

The seed must be sown very thinly, and as soon as the plants

are up they must be thinned, retaining only the proper quantity
iu each pot. This, it must be recollected, is the first supply,
but a second for late-flowering must be sown about six weeks
hence. Those who admire Stocks iu pots may sow some of the

Ten-week kinds, and Mignonette will of course not be forgotten.

Of plants before spoken of, the Scarlet and other Pelargoniums,
the propagation of which was recommended, and which require to

be potted-off—if they are well rooted they may be placed at once
in their blooming pots in rough soil ; aud if they are not, give
them pots in proportion. They must be stopped to make them
bushy, and no flowers must be left on the plant till after the
middle of August. The first sowing of Primula sinensis will

now be tit to pot-off. They must be put two plants in a large
ijo-sized pot in loam, peat, aud leaf mould, and it will be ad-
vantageous if they can be kept under glass in showery or dull

cold weather. A second sowing must now be got in for the
main winter and spring supply.

If strong plants of Salvias are desired for blooming in pots, no

time must be lost in preparing them; but as small ones are
preferable, the blooming points (aken off the old plants at the
end of August and rooted in heat will be quite early enough.
Propagate Chinese and other Eoses as fast as you can procure
cuttings, as if you get the plants strong by autumn they will,

with very little forcing, bloom all through the winter. It is by
no means an unfrequent occurrence for hundreds of plants of

Chinese Primroses to bloom all the year without producing a
grain of perfect seed. It becomes then necessary to treat a few
individuals iu a manner expressly adapted to cause them to

bear seed, for their management as merely ornamental objects

is not suited to this purpose. The primary consideration con-

nected therewith is to prevent the plants exhausting their

strength in the development of flowers during the winter. As
an assistance to this, it is better to sow in July than at an earlier

period ; and by removing the flower stems as they appear, strong
plants will result for the summer's blooming. A situation fully

exposed to the influence of the sun is essential when in flower,

that the pollen may be properly matured, which is, indeed, the
great and almost only requisite to the plentiful production of

the seed.—W. Keane.

THE CANDLE PLANT.
Theke is an inquiry respecting this plant on page 370. The

plant inquired after is, I am of opinion, Cacalia articulata,

which is a succulent. The whole plant, stem and leaves, has
the same glaucous hue as Echeveria secnnda glauca when
grown in beat. It is rare : I never but once (some years ago)

saw a plant of it, and then in a cottage window. It and
Crassnla imbrioata and Monanthes polyphylla are, I fear, lost

in cultivation; they would be valuable acquisitions to the col-

lector and lover of curious or rare plants—at least, they would
be so to me. Loudon tells us the plant was introduced from
the Cape about 1775, and in the " Encyclopasdia of Plants"

there is a figure of it. Mr. Peacock, of Hammersmith, may
have it in his collection.

—

John Gbummiii, Priory Dank
House, Shclfield.

DBYING PLANTS FOE THE HEBBABIUM.
The approved plan is to place them between sheets of

soft paper—which, like blotting-paper, will absorb moisture

rapidly—and press them under boards or a screw press. The
paper must be changed every day for a few days, or the damp
paper will mould the specimens, or turn them black. The
object is to carry off the moisture from the drying specimens

as rapidly as possible.

A couple of years ago Professor Alphonso Wood invented a

press, which is a capital idea. It is made of wire—such as is

used for common sieves—the meshes about a quarter of an

inch wide. Two of them are used just as two covers of a book
or portfolio would be. These are strapped together, so that

any thickness of paper can be used. The plants are put in

these papers as gathered. Soon after gathering, the wire port-

folio can be put under a trunk, or other heavy article, to press

them a little, and then hung in any warm place to dry.

In the writer's travels last year he had one of these

presses, and the opportunity taken to hang it out of the car

windows, or on the side of the waggons, exposed to the sun

going over the mountains, or by the camp fires at night; and
in this way the moisture went out through the meshes without

any change whatever being required until they were dry.

Two or three times a-day the package would be cut, so as to

have the inside of the mass made the outside, and so on ; but

the labour was wonderfully small in comparison with what we
have had to do in our past life on similar expeditions ; aud

many a time last year we thanked ProfessorWood, and lamented

at the same time that he did not think of the thing thirty

years before.

—

(American Gardener's Monthly.)

DOINGS or THE LAST AND PRESENT WEEKS.
UAKDY FIIUIT G.AKDEK.

This is usually a very busy time in the kitchen and fruit gar-

dens, and especially so in such seasons of drought as this has

been. We managed to cut-out superfluous wood from the wall

trees, and to nail-in the growths that would be the future bear-

ing wood. A very common mistake is made by those who have

not had much experience in this sort of work, aud that is to

nail-in too much wood ; two or three shouts are placed where
one would be sufficient, consequently sun and hght, the ripen-

ing agents, are excluded, and healthy fruit buds cannot be pro-

duced. Another of the minor details must be noticed, and that

is the necessity of carefully preserviug the leaves at the base of

the foreright shoots when these are cut-back. We have seen
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men, not wanting in intelligence in other matters, who would
hurry over this work, cutting away the growths to within an inch
or more of their base, carelesB whether any leaves were left or

not, and sometimes cutting the principal leaf off. It does not
take much longer to do the work well : the shoot should be taken
between the thumb and the edge of a sharp knife, and broken
over, not cut, close to a leaf-bud, being careful not to cut the
leaf off at the same time.

Cherries on a wall with a west aspect are ripe and very good.
Knight's Early Blnck was the first to ripen, it is an excellent
early Cherry ; Black Tartarian succeeds it. Elton and Bigarreau
Napolfon are the favourite red sorts. Morello Cherries on the
north wall, as well as those in the form of pyramids in the kitchen
garden, are doing badly; indeed, all the pyramid trees are in a
Eke plight; instead of stoning, nearly throe parts of the fruit

turned yellow and dropped off. Probably that left upon the
trees will be better in quality. Starlings are very troublesome
to us at the time of the fruit ripening; long before it is ripe

they attack it. Ou the walls nets are fixed, but it is not so easy
to cover large trees in the open garden, the expense being in

some instances more than the fruit is worth. The caterpillars

of the Bombyx Neustria, or Lackey Moth, have mostly been
destroyed, the few that escaped are getting ready to undergo
their transformation ; where found crawling about they are de-

stroyed. A far more diliicult subject to get rid of is the small
maggot that lives in the fruit and causes it to drop before it is

ripe. Where the trees are small the only remedy is to look over
the fruit and pick off and destroy all attacked ; it seems to be
unusually active this year.
No time should be lost now in looking over all bush and

pyramid trees in the open borders, and cutting out the young
wood, except where it is required to till up vacant places, or to

increase the size of the trees. Apple, Pear, Plum, and Cherry
trees require precisely similar treatment. Strawberries that
promised to bear most abundant crops are showing the effects

of the frosts, much of the fruit is mis-shapen and stunted in

appearance. The beds have been freely watered, and the fruit

has been supported above the leaves by means of sprays cut
from the tops of pea sticks.

Raspberries give promise of a most abundant crop ; being
moisture-loving in their nature, they are planted in a shady part
of the garden, the ground deeply trenched and well manured both
at the top and bottom of the trenches. Hoeing up weeds and
superfluous suckers is all the attention that has been required.

FOECING HOUSES.
Vineries.—Tn late as well as in early houses, the busy time is

over. The Grapes have been thinned out, and the fruit is ap-
proaching its stoning period. All laterals are stopped back to

the first leaf from where they started ; if the available space
has been filled up no more growths ought to be allowed than
will be sufKcient to cover the wired surface, and allow of the
perfect maturation of the wood. Attention must also be given
to the roots where borders are all inside ; it is very necessary to

see that plenty of water is applied to them. More shankiug is

caused by under than over-watering; if the borders are, as they
ought to be, well drained, it will hardly be possible to over-water
them. In large establishments, where many under gardeners and
labourers are kept, the watering is sometimes left to the young
man in charge, and his idea of a good watering may be a dozen
water-potsful over 300 square feet of surface. In all such cases
definite orders should be given, and the gardener should see
that they are carried out. Success or failure depends on atten-
tion to the minor details. Mildew and red spider should be
checked on its first appearance. On the first appearance of
mildew paint the hot-water pipes with flowers of sulphur, and
get up a good heat ; the atmosphere becomes in this way charged
with minute particles of sulphur, and if the fruit or leaves are
only slightly attacked, the parasite is destroyed. It is very bad
management to allow disease to spread until the fruit is injured;
and to say the least, it is barbarous treatment to mix, as is some-
times done, a pailful of flowers of sulphur and water, and then
syringe the Vines with it. It requires the fumes to be much
stronger to kill red spider, and much care is necessary to heat
the pipes sufficiently to destroy the spider without injuring the
Grapes.
Peach House.—Where the fruit has been gathered red spider

should be at once dislodged from the trees ; they should be
deluged with water from the garden engine, an ordinary syringe
is scarcely effectual if the house is large. A usual practice is to
throw open the ventilators to their full extent front and back,
which is proper treatment if the trees are nearly defoliated by
red spider, but not if they are well furnished with leaves ; it is

better then to keep the house close, give a thorough good water-
ing to the inside border, keeping a moderately dry atmosphere,
which will have the desired effect of plumping-up the buds for
next year's crop of fruit. No more water should be allowed in
the house than what is caused by watering the border and
syringing the spider or any dust that may have accumulated on
the leaves. In later houses, where the fruit is just taking the
second swelling after stoning, apply the syringe vigorously, and

shut up early in the afternoon ; the house may be kept as hot as
a Pine house.

Plajit Stove.—Dendrobiums, such as D. Farmeri, densiflorum,
BensouijE, Devonianum, some of the La^lias, Cattleyas, Epiden-
drums, &c., are just commencing to make fresh growth. Some
of them have been rebasketed and repotted, but only those that
require it have been attended to. One of the greatest mistakes
in Orchid-growing is that of potting or placing the iilants in over-
large pots or baskets ; few Orchids will thrive it they cannot
strike their roots into porous material, or where the freshly-
emitted rootlets cannot at once clasp the sides of the pot. Many
Orchids, owing to their natural position being the branches of
trees, succeed best in baskets ; these are most frequently made
of wood, but this very soon decays, and frequently breeds
fungus. A very neat and serviceable article made of pottery is

well adapted for hanging baskets ; it answers quite as well as
those of wood, and has none of its disadvantages. It is made
by Mr. John Matthews, of Weston-super-Mare, and will, when
more generally known, be much used by Orchid-growers. Tying
and training the climbers. These require much attention now,
when they are making their wood ; it is highly desirable to thin
the growing shoots out well. Stove climbers will not flower
well next season if these are allowed to twine and grow thickly
together. Potting small plants that have filled their pots with
roots. Foliage plants, such as Alocacias, Marantas, &c., require
very fibrous material to grow them weU. Anthurium Scher-
zeriauum should be in every plant stove; this grows best in
fibrous Orchid peat, with a little sphagnum added, and the pots
well drained.

I LOWER GAEDEN.
The plants that were put out early are well established and

growing freely ; we were able to give all a thorough watering,
and surface-dresB the ground around the plants with rotted ma-
nure. We had a good shower of rain soon afterwards, and dull
weather since has been favourable to them. Coleus and Iresin©
planted a day or two before the frost have suffered. Alternan-
theras planted just afterwards are looking well. A. amoena is

very beautiful. Picking seed pods from clumps of choice Rho-
dodendrons; these are an injury to the plants if allowed to re-
main, and are also unsightly. We thought a month ago that
Roses would be poor ; we never had a better show of them in
beds and borders, and if the exhibitors who annually stage their
boxes at the metropolitan shows and elsewhere are as good iii

proportion, there will be a treat in store for us of no common
kind. We have been picking off withered and overblown
flowers, as these, if allowed to litter about, very much mar the
beauty of the Rose quarters. Tying Carnation and Picotee
stems to sticks, and brushing off green fly with a small brush.

—

J. Douglas.

TEADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
J. Caven Fox, Royal Horticultural Gardens, South Kensing-

ton, London, W. — Illustrated Catalogue of Rustic Summer
Houses, <ic.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
"," It is particularly requested that no communication be ad-

dressed privately to either of the Editors of this Journal.
All correspondence should be directed either to " The
Editors," or to " The Publisher." Great delay often arises

when this rule is departed from.
We also request that no one will write privately to any of our

correspondents, as doing so subjects them to unjustifiable

trouble and expense.

Plants for a Glass Globe (J. C).—Ton will find Anacharis alalnaa-
trum and Callitriche verna, two plants fonnd in ponds and ditches, eaitablo
for 70ur globe in which gold fish are kept.

Calycanthcs fraqrans Seed {B. A.).—It is not uncommon for the
Calycanthus frsgrans to ripen seed in favourable seasons.

Varnishing Calico (Wcm).—Take three pints pale linpeed oil, 1 oz. sugar
of lead, and 4 ozs. white rosin. Grind the sugar of lead with a little of the
oil, and then add the remainder and the rosin. Stir the whole well together
in a large iron pot over a gentle (ire. Tack the calico loosely on the frame,
and apply the mixture while hot with a large brush.

Salad Plants {.7. Wihon).—You may add Chicory, Endive, Lamb's Lettuce,
Winter Cress, and Watercress. Your Victory of Bath Melon is quite correct,

EusTic Edgings {Old Subscrihi:}-).—The rustic edgings in the work to
which you allude are not in use in this country, nor are they likely to be, as
they must, to be available, be cast light, and are then so small and so liable

to breakage as to be only available for flower borders, where they have a neat
appearance. They are best galvanised, but should be painted green or bronze.
The neatest edging we have seen is one formed of stone 3 inches wide and
8 inches deep, 5 inches let into the ground and the upper 3 inches dressed,
with the upper edges chamfered off. Such edgings are very neat, and are
suitable for a vegetable garden. Any mason can form them out of local stone.

Spergula PILIFERA (H.).—As a lawn plant this has proved a failure ; it

only thrives in some soils and situations, and, as a rule, offers no advantage
in the most favoured over a lawn of natural grasses ; its ILjwers give quite as
much trouble to remove as there is in mowing a grass lawn. Its only value
is for carpet bedding. A good collection of Picotees and Pinks may be seen
at Mr. Turner's, Slough.
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Evergreens under Trees (B. W. af.).—There must bs Bomethins the
matter if " Ivy, Ferus, Periwinkle, rock plants, a-d almjst everytkioK "fail
to grow on stumps unler jour Beech trees. The only reason we can {,'i^e lor
the failure is that you do not givo water regularly or sufficieLjtly. These
thii:gs certainly ought to ;^row in sDch a feituation, but Btum^s and rootwoik
are not to be depended on unless the bituatiou ia a moist one, or watering is

constantly given.

Leaves Curled IRobyl—The curling of the leaves on your Plum tree is
caused by sudden transitions of temperature from heat to cold, producing a
cheek to growth ; and the insects, duding a ready bhelter, take possession.

Manure for a Garden.—" R. F. B." says he keeps no animals of any
kind, and as the farmers in his neighbourhood are precluded from selling
manure, he does not know what to do. He has a good crop of grass in his
orchard, which he wants to know if he could use. There is no doubt that
if you have no other use for the grass you may use it as manure, and this is

be&t done in the fresh state. Cut it and dig it in now. What do you do with
jour house f^ewage ? If it is wasted by h»ing alluwed to drain away, make a
tank and collect it as carefully as if it were fond, fur it will ultimately be-
come so if judiciously applied to your garden cn-ps.

Onions Diseased (A. JB., Rufihy).—They are not attacked by the Onion
fly, but by a parasitic fungus, Vermicularia circinans. Water between the
rows with lime water and weak puano liquid manure. Auother year, pre-
viously to sowing, have the top spit of the soil pared and burnt.

Grubs Destroying Pinus Shoots {R. S.).—The young shoots of Pinus
insignis are infested with the larvie aud pupie of a small pretty red and silver
moth, Tui-trix resinana or T. urisnana. We know no other remedy in the
present state of the insects than to pi;k off and burn the infested shoots.
In a lew weeks' time the moths, which are conspicnoua enough, will appear,
and should be caught and killed.—I. O. W.
Date Palm in Dwelltng-room—Green Aphis on Calceolarias—Cu-

cumbers NOT Swei-lino {A. B. C).—Yuu could not *' cultivate a Date Palm
in a dwelling-room ;" but it would i-emain in one a long time for ornamenta-
tion when the growth is perfected. The Calceolarias infested with green
aphis would be best freed by fumigation with tobacco, the plants being placed
under a covering to confine the smoke about them, lilling thoroughly with
tobacco siDoke. The cause of the Cucumbers not swelling is probably want
of heat—the atmosphere being cold and moist. If in a bed, line it with hot
dung or other fermenting material. In the absence of particulars we cannot
fuither advise.

Datura not Flowering (A Comtant Reader).~Th6 following general treat-
ment of this plant is taken from our " Greenhouse Manual." Keep rather dry
in winter, or so dry as not to allow the wood to shrivel, and prune in March to
within a few eyes of the old wood. Water carefully or moderately until the
youDg shoots are an inch long, then repot, disrooting, at least remove most
of the old soil, and return to the same size of pot. Water carefuUv, just
keeping the soil moist, and syringe lightly overhead with water morning and
evening. Slight shade is advantageous until plants have recovered from the
potting. When the pot is full of root:i shift into another one-fourth larger in
diameter, watering moderately for a time until the roots are in the ficsh soil,
then copiously, and syiinge twice daily, directing the water against the under
sides of the leaves, and when the pot is full of roots employ weak liquid
manure. Alight airy position, and abundant waterings without making the
soil sodden. Three parts light fibrous loam, half part eai;h leaf soil and old
dry cow dung, with efficient drainage.

Lichen and Moss on Lawn (Sussex).—The lawn must have a close and
moist surface. Bake it well with an iron rake, removing all the moss and
lichen practicable, and dress it with compost that may be formed of good soil
or rubbish reduced to soil, mixing with it one-tisth of ashes and one-tenth of
fresh lime, thrown into a heap, and allowed to lie a week or ten days. It would
then be well to sift it with a three-quarter-inch sieve, apply to your lawn
in August about half an inch deep, and rake thoroughly afterwards, sowing
over it 12 lbs. Cynosurus cristatus, 8 lbs. Fe&tuca duriuscula, 4 lbs. Poa nemo-
ralis sempervirens, and 8 lbs. Trifolium minus, along with 4 lbs. Trifolium
repens in mixture for one acre. Bake lightly after sowing, and roll thoroughly.
If you would not like the appearance late in summer, sowing may be deferred
until March, the seeds being sown with the first prospect of rain in April. If
sown late in summer, do i-o with the earliest prospect of rain in September.
Bougainviliea glabra would succeed in a wai-m greenhouse, but not in one
kept at the usual greenhouse temperature.

Wall Trees Unfruitful {AUhrmanJ. XVood).~U is difficult to state the
cause of your trees being unfruitful, but pr bably they are too vigorous aud
the growths do not ripen perfectly. Root-pruning judiciously in the autumn
would most likely give you more fruitful trees, and with surface ap[jlicatiuns
of manure, and liberal waterings in dry weather, you might secure fiuer fruit.
The Peaches and Nectarines may have fallen in consequence of frost, or of
insects. Our "Fruit Gardening for the Many" will suit you. It may bo had
hy post from our office for 5d.

Caterpillars on Gooseberry and Currant Bushes {A Constant Ad-
vertiser).—The leaves sent are completely skeletonised by the catt rpillars.
To destroy them dust the bushes with white hellebore powder through a
3our-dredging bos, or yon may sprinkle the bushes by means of a fine-rosed
watering-pot, or an old whitewash brush, with 1 oz of white hellebore to a
gallon of water. White hellebore is a poison, and should be used with care
and judgment. Dr. Hogg in his "Tear Book," page 96, etites—" 1, The
most simple, least espfn-ive, and certain method of txtermioating these
pests ii, to cjver the surface of the ground early iu the spring all round the
O'loseberry hushes 2 or 3 inches thick with fresh tan from the tanyard, the
same material as is used for bark-beds. Let it remain until the autumn or
winter following, and then dig it in. 2, In November or December remove
the earth from round the stem of each tree for about the space of 18 inches,
and aw dtepas the roots will permit. Expose the roots to the weather for
three or four weeks, then fill-in with manure or fresh earth."

Strawberries Planted Last Autumn (Zd^m).—Probably 'your plants
were put out so late and made such small progress as net to form crowns
:ror fruiting. Though they have not fruited this season they will, if the
runners were from fruitful plants, nfford you an abundant crop next year, but
i( the runners were taken from unfruitful plants the chances are you will not
next year have a crop of fruit worth mentioning. Too much care cannot be
taken in eelecting rimners fur planting, none being taken from plants that
have not fruited.

Peach Tree in Greenhouse (A. E. RusseJD.—lt is difficult to keep the
tempeiature BufllcientlT low for Peach trees in winter if pjantf that require
to be safe from frost are kept in the house; but we have two Peach houses

which have not been below freezing-point the past three years, aud have this
year a splendid crop, the fruit iu the first house being now nearly all ripe, and
those iu the other house will be ripe in July. AVe should keep the house as
cool as you can in winter, not exceeding 40 from fire heat, the si^il in which
the tree is growincr rather dry, and yet n-.t dust dry, or the buds will fall

when the soil is made wet. Do not have the shoots crowded, but keep them
at about a foot apart on the main branches, and the main branches a'^iout the
same distance apart ; stop the shoots if they exceed 12 inches in length, but
if less, or only that length, do not stop them. Any shoots resulting may be
stopped at the first leaf. We do not advise your interfering with the roots.
Your difficulty seems to he in keeping the house cool in wmter. The roof,
we presume, is not covered with climbers or Vines, so as to shade the Peach
tree, which would be sufficient to prevent the ripening of the wood and the
non-setting of the fruit.

Screen for Garden (M. 0. D.).—Neither the Evergreen Thorn (CrEetagus
Pyracantha) nor Cotoneaflter microphylla would succeed trained to a wire
fence in an exposed Bituati^m; but the latter would do so if the situation is

not very bleak. Iu an open situation it would ha some considerable time
before it attained a height of 5 feet. What more ornamental evergreen
screen could you wish than one of Arbor-Vitte ? There would be no necessity
for the wire fence, and you might obtain plants of the height you require which
would move with perfect safety, and be cheaper than the fence, be-^ides giving
what you seek at once. Both the Siberian and American Arbor-Vit* can be
had at a cheap rate. Plants which will make an effective screen at once are
advertised in our columns at the planting season.

Boyal Vineyard Grapes not Setting—Peaches Dropping {An Old
Reader).—The Royal Vineyard Grape sets its fruit well at Loxford Hall,
Ilford. The globules of water you allude to can be removed by drawing the
hand down the bunch. The hand must be dry and clean. It is best done at

10 a.m. ; this will also cause the fruit to set. The " fly " you allude to is not
easily destroyed, hut persistent fumigating wiU do it, and that is the best

way to get rid of it. If you ventilate your houses freely, anj see that the
trees do not suffer from want of water at the roots (when you water the border

you must give sufficient to drain down to the bottom of the border), the fruit

should not drop off.

Vines (J Guernsey Amateur).—They have done well. Stop the leading

shoots when they have grown to within 18 inches of the top of the rafters,

and stop all lateral growths at the first leaves that are formed.

Canvas Hose.—We have been infoimed by several correspondents that

canvas hose can be obtained from those houses whose advertisements will be
found in our pages, and which deal iu seeds and t:arden implements.

Cucumber Plants Stopping (A Subscriber, R. T.).—The plants having
been shopped should not be again stopped until they reach to within a foot

of the length required; but should they bhow fruit, stop them at the first

joint beyond, and so on throughout, thinning-out shoots that are getting old

and bare, and training young and fruitful ones in their place.

Ivy under Chestnut Trees (H. Q. 0.).—The Ivies do not grow because

you plant them under the trees, and they are deprived of nourishment owing
to the roots of the latter, whilst moisture is shut out by the foliage. It is a
different case where Ivy is planted at the same time as the trees, or springs

up naturally with them, the Ivy making progress and root-growth propor-

tionate with the trees. The only way now to succeed is to plant some
strong plants outside the spread of the heads of the trees, giving them good,

rich, light soil to grow in, and their shoots may he trained beneath the trees,

a little soil being placed on the surface, and the shoots secured with pegs.

Go over them during growth occasionally, and train the young shoots towards
the centre of the circle which the Ivy plants form round the tree. The
Ivies having soil to grow iu, deriving their support from watered ground, will

flourish, and soon cover the spa'i^e under the trees. Plant a yard apart.

There are no better kinds than the English (Hedera Helixi, Irish (H. cana-

riensis or hibernical, and Etegner's (H. Biegnerianal. The dwarf-growing

and small-leaved kinds are best for edgings to borders, as H. donulieriensia

and H. taurica. H. digitata is fine for a border edging to shrubberies or on
rustic work. The new silver-edged H. elegantissima is very neat fur small
edgiogs; II. poetica and the variegated form are also good.

Azaleas after Flowering (Co. ^nfrim).—Place them in a house or pit

with a temperature of 55° to 65" at night, and 70'' to To*^ hy day, with a rise

from sun heat to 80^ or 85° or more. Sprinkle them overhead morning and
evening, and keep the atmosphere moist by sprinkling the floors, walls, and
other surfaces with water of the same temperature as thatof the house, giving

shade from bright sun, and continuing this ti'eatment until the growth is

complete and the buds are formed, then remove to a cool and aij'y house. If

the plants require potting it should be done before they are placed in heat.

Bedding Geraniums (Jcitiml.—The following are good:—Bayard, crimson;

Crimson King, dark crimsou ; Dr. Tait, crimson ; Jean Sisley, scarlet ; Master

Christine, pink; Red Dwarf, deep red; Shakesi^eare, deep red; R. Kvans,

rose; Lustrous, scai-let ; Vesuvius, scarlet; The Bride, white; and Flame,

vermilion scarlet.

Names of Fruits (ilf. C).—It is a difficult matter to name Strawberries

from one fruit. That you sent is like Eleanor.

Names of Plants (Alpha BarncO.—Habenaria bifcHa. (Bosa).—Lager-

strtemia indica. {G. W. J.).—We cannot undertake to name Ruses or any

florists' flowers. There are varieties which so closely resemble each other,

and which differ only in mere shades of colour, that to attempt to name
them correctly from a single fl twer would he impossible. [G. LuscombcK—
Arum Dracunculus. (R. iVdsh).—'Pimelea. decuasata. (Alex. Millar).—E.rio-

phorum angustifolium.

POULTRY, BEE, AND PIGEON OHEONIOLE.

ME. TUBMAN'S PARTRIDGE COCHINS.
I HAVE read with some surprise and aminyance the remarks

ou my Partridge hens exhibited at Bristol Show, in your con-

temporary, the Fanciers' Gazette. None can be more pleased

than myself to have my birds submitted to a fair aud just

criticism ; but when a critic speculatively asserts, without facts

or any information to justify such an assertion, that such and
such birds are " cross-bred," aud that they are the product o£
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" an interesting experiment," he assnmea what is unjustifiable,

and wbat aa far as regards my two beautiful heus, tlie champions
of Bristol, is totally untrue. "The interestiiin oxperimeLt"
alluded to must have taken place in the vivid imaKiuation of the

reporter, certainly not in the Ash Grove yard, as during the last

fourteen years that 1 have been a breeder of Partridge Cuirhins,

a Brahma has never been in the yard. The only introduction

of fresh blood has been by Partridge ooclis. Hence how arises

the traces of the cross your reporter so plainly sees 'I This critic

ought to have known that Partridge hens showed the coveted

pencilling for many years before Brahmas were "invented."
The Bristol hens are descendants of the celebrated hen " Titauia,"

bred by me and exhibited at Bristol in 18U7, which Mr. Wright
iJlustrates in his " Poultry Book," and of which he says, " She
was one of the very best hens ever beheld," &c. The pedigree

of this hen, "Titania," can be given for many years previous

to her birth.

At Croydon Show, in 1871, the hen now alleged to have a
" pea comb " was exhibited as a pullet, her companion being
unfortunately killed there. The same critic, I believe, remarked
then of this same hen, that " her markings, size, and shape were
such aa have rarely been seen before."

The amount of scrupulous care that has been taken to keep
my breed of Partridge Cochina entire, compels me to deny the

inferencea of this reporter, also to resent the animadversions
(directly opposed to fact) cast on the awards of our Judge of

judges. The enclosed copy of a letter from Mr. Hewitt, please

to publish herewith.

—

Edjid. Tubman, Ash Grove, Whitchurch,
Halo})'

[copy.]
Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, Birmingham, 15th Juue, 1874.

To E. Tudman. Esq., Ash Grove.
Mt Dear Hih.—Allow me to make an inquiry respecting jour champion

cup pen uf Purtridgo Cochin hens exhibited at Bristol, it being reported in

the Fancitrs' Oa::€ttc of Saturday Ust, that they are the product of an "in-

teresting esperiment; one bird bad the exact pencilling of a tine Brahma
which uo Partridge Cochin ever had, the other had a pea comb." Now, I

williu;;lT admit any reporier has an equal right to his own individual opinion

as the arbitrator himself who awarded the prizes, and also the ventilation of

that opinion it he thirks proper at his own free will; but statements directly

opposed to facts should, I deem, in every case be held ns inadmissible. The
statement in italics, *' one of the hens had a pea comb," is the very opposite

of venlable
; and as to the lively maikiogs of both liens, such hens were ex-

hibited many long years befoie either Brahmas or the reporter himfelf were

known among the breedeis of prize poultry. Being myself cognisant of the

great care and attention that you have given {and not less so by the party

from whom .\ou originally obtained the breed) to Partridge-feathered Cochins

for BO many ytars past, I cannot for a moment doubt the nature of your
response to a vtry simple and plain question. Do you keep Brahmas, or have
you ever kept them ? and is there the barest possibility of any such cross as is

thus blankly imputed '.' By the way, sensational reports like the one alluded

to may curryfavour for a time, but surely constant adhesion to facts must in

the long run prove itself the more estimable system of "reporting," and
be far less likely to mislead parties at a distance whose purchases are fre-

quently governed almost entirely by the avowed opinion of ' the press."

EDWD. JlE-rtirT.

P.S.—This letter is at your own disposal.—E. H.

THE POULTKY-KEEPER.—No. 8.

CREVE-CCEURS.
HEN.

Body.—Well formed, of rough appearance, baring some re-

semblance to the Cochin-China. Of considerable size although
set low on its feet. Head strong; crest varying in size, black
while a chit-ken, but while behind after the second moulting.
Whiskered, cravated ; ears small and hidden; combs and gills

short ; feathers on the abdomen long and diffuse.

Gait.—Quiet and slow.

WEIGHT, SIZE, AND CH.iRACTERISTICS.
Weight.—Twelve hens should weigh nearly 79i lbs.—that ia to

say, about 6 lbs. 10 ozs., some weighing more and some less

Some at two years old weigh as much aa 8J Iba.

Size —From the upper part of the head to under the feet

17i inches. From the back to under the feet 133 inches.

Sod;/.—Larger 'han that of the Houdan hen.
Head.— Strong and entirely feathered.

Crt5(.—The size ia variable, composed sometimes of feathers

somewhat short, drooping a little, and leaving the eyea un-
covered; siimetimes so well feathered that the head ia entirely

unseen, and the eyes can only be seen from the ground. The
crest is sometimes formed of feathers more or less pointed,
sometimes of feathera long, regular, and rounded at the ends,
which make it very large and nearly spherical.

Tf^/iis/iCTs.—Thick.
Cravat.—Long, hanging, thick, larger at the end than at the top.

Gills.—Very small.
£ars.— Small, whitish, hidden under the crest and whiskers.
Nostrils.—Like those of the cock.
Beak —Like that of the cock.
Iris and Fiijnl of Eye.—Like that of the cock,
Foo^— Sole of the foot short, strong; colour black and dark

silvery blue.

Laying.—Ptetty good ; eggs very large.

Incubation.—Nou-sitters.

Plumage.—Entirely black with the exception of the crest,

which is black the first year, whitens a little the first moulting,

and more and more in the successive moultings. There are

very fine White varieties of the Grey, both cock and hen. The
perfectly Grey are very rare, and the White most plentiful.

GENEE.AL CONSIDERATIONS.
This admirable variety certainly produces the most excellent

fowls that appear in the French markets. Its bonea are even
lighter than those of the Houdan. Its flesh is finer, more tender,

and whiter, and it fattens more easily. The chickens are un-

usually forward, for they are fit to be fatted when they are two
and a half or three months old, and ready for table a fortnight

alter. At five months a fowl of this kind is nearly fully formed
in shape, weight, and quality. The fat chicken at from five to

six months attains the weight of G lbs. lU ozs. The chickens of

six mouths fattened attain to 7J lbs., and even OJ lbs. The
Crtve-Cceurs produce all the fat piillets and fine chickens
which are sold in the French markets. Those of the Houdan,
though of superior quality, do not come till later. The Creve-
Cceur is the finest variety in France for delicacy of flesh,

easiueaa to fatten, and, perhaps, the first in the world in

these points. Mr. Baker, however, brought from London for a
sale he was having in Paris, a dozen Dorkings, killed, trussed,

and ready to put on the spit, and it must be acknowledged that

they produced the moat wonderful effect on the assembly oJ

amateurs.
The variety of ilerlereau.c has very little or no cravat, and

no frill. This variety generally furnishes chickens of very in-

ferior size in abundance in the markets of Normandy, but it is

iu other respects like the Creve-Cceurs, and produces as-large

fowls when well managed.
Tlie Catij; variety very much resembles these last, if it were

not that it is higher, and its characteristics much less de-

veloped.
The varieties of Caumont, Houdan, and Gournay, and the

Norman fowls iu general are crosses of the Creve-Cosur. It is,

perhaps, the variety most tested by crossing, and all the experi-

ments have made it certain that a cross with a liure Cochin-
China, or with the produce of pure Creve-Creurs with Gochin-
Chinas yield in farmyards birds of good size and of very delicate

flavour.

Always prefer in the crosses an indigenous cock with Cochin-
China or Brahma hens.
Food.—Give the chickens chopped eggs the first eight days,

and till they are two months old mashed barleymeal. After-

wards give gradually corn to those destined for breeding, but to

the others continue to give meal till they are fattened. Thi&
is what they do in Normandy.

THOKNE POUI;TRY SHOW.
Few, if any, local meetings can boast of a better entry of

poultry than Thome ; but the laxity displayed in the carrying-

out the rules of the Society is certainly highly calculated to do
a permanent injury to the Show. We have always unflinch-

ingly maintained that a rule once laid down for the regulation

of any society of this description should be rigidly maintained
in each and every inatance. This is the only course of safety.

But delays at Thorne succeeded each other in quick succession,

as it was hoped birds might arrive that were entered, but which
iu most cases were still absent during the arbitration.

Dorkint) cocks and hens were both very good classes; and as to

the Sjianish classes, they proved most excellent. Capital Cochins
were shown of all known varieties, the Partridge-feathered es-

pecially so. Good Dark Brahmas were shown, but the Light
ones were not of great merit. The Game classes were remark-
ably good throughout for the season, the Brown Reds more
especially so. The Hamburgh classes were capital, particularly

the Spangled. In French fowls Creve-CoE-urs were the most
noteworthy, La Flcche being also better shown than ordinarily.

In the Any other variety of cocks. Golden Polands were first.

Black Hamburgha second, and Golden Polands third. In the
class for hens. Silver Polands stood first. Golden Polan ds second,

and a really good Golden-pencilled Hamburgh third. The Game
Bantam classes proved to be the cream of the Show, and few
could be better shown. Blacks were the best entry of the other
Bantams. Fancy Uucis were capital, but the Roueus and Ajles-

burys have been shown better at former shows at Thorne. The
weather was very favourable, and the meeting a decided success.

(From a Correspondent.)

The pens used were of wood with sliding wire doors, and were
very convenient for the examination of tho-birds. The entries

were very good in all sections of poultry and Pigeons, the single-

bird system having been adopted, which, whatever its draw-

backs, has the advantage to the societies of producing excellent

entries. One great mistake of this Committee is that the awards
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are not placed on the pens till some time after they are all

completed, leaving little time between that and the close of the
Show, and thus keeping both exhibitors and visitors in the
greatest suspense, at the same time leaving little or no time for
criticism of the awards.
Dorkings were fair birds in both classes, but the first in cocks,

though excellent in other points, was small. In Spanish were
some good cocks, the first and cap bird being good in all points,
but snowing the advance of the season to some extent. The
second was also a capital bird. The quality of the winners in
hens was superb, and we were glad to see quality supersede
merely heavy coarse-faced birds, which have been very plentiful
of late. In Cochin Buff cocks, first was a grand-shaped large
bird, but a little pale in colour; second and third better in
colour, but not so good in other points. Buff hens were a fair

lot; first a large grand hen a little broken-feathered, claimed
very readily at £.1 Is. In Brahma cocks the first was a well-
bnilt bird, but not one of the largest, but of capital style,

symmetry, and feathering; the second and third pressing very
closely. Some did not like the awards in this class, but we think
they were made iu a most unexceptionable manner. Black Red
Game were only moderate as regards cocks ; the bens were better,

and in nice feather ; the Brown Red cocks comprised some well-
known birds of ijuality, which, however, were quite sore with
moulting, the winners being in good feather. The hens of this

variety were the best of the Game classes, and the cup was well
awarded to a marvellous hen, the second and third being such
as will leave no chance for loss of bloom in the first to succeed.
In Duckwiug cocks the prizes were not well awarded, the first

being large, coarse, open-feathered. Two birds shown by Messrs.
Martin and Thornton were far better in all points. The first in
Dackwing hens was the most perfect that has been seen of late

in plumage, style, and shape ; and the first-prize Pile, one that
must be heard of again. The rest were of fair quality, and the
hens just moderate. Hamhurghs were not well treated, being
thrust into two classes, which in this quarter is an arrangement
to be regretted, as under favourable circumstances the entries
would doubtless be very good. French were fairly represented,
Crcve-Cceurs being to the fore ; some very good La Fli'che were
likewise shown. Bantams mustered well, the first-prize Black
Red Game cock being perfection both in style and colour, two
points which are seldom combined ; the second small, neat, and
stylish, but failing in colour. The first in Black Red hens was
a fitting match for the first-named cock, being a most exquisite
specimen, fresh from her maternal duties, and said to be seven
years old ; the second was also a good hen. Two good Pile
cocks, of which there was little choice, won in the nest class ; a
specially neat Duckwing being first in hens, and a grand Brown
Red pullet of this year second. In the Variety class for cocks
the first was a mistake, being neither good in style nor comb
lor a Black; the second and third ought by all means to have
been first and second ; but in hens a capital Silver Sebright was
first. Black second, and a Pekin third.

PioEoKS were well represented in all the classes, there not
being a single bad pen. In Carriers Mr. Tardley's Long-faced
Black was placed first, the second being a good Dan; third about
the best in the class, but suffering from an eruption on the
upper surface of the eye-wattle. If anything, the hens were
superior to the cocks, the first, a Black, having style of beak and
eye-wattle such as would gladden the heart of any connoisseur
of this variety. The aecoad was also a Black of great merit,
and the third a capital Dun which we have seen in worse order
than at present. Pouter cocks were—a showy Blue first, second
being also Blue, and third Black, and we recognised some recent
winners that were not at all fit for the show pen. la hens
Blacks were second and third, while the first was a Blue, the
whole of good style, colour, and marking, in the latter point
nitably the second-prize hen. Tumblers were a mixed class,

and the first prize went to a neat small Almond cock of good
carriage, but not so good in head and beak as the third, which
some thought should have been first, the second award falling

to a good Red Mottle Long-faced, an award with which some
differed, but which, in our opinion, was just in a mixed class.

There were some good Jacobins, but the class was not equal to

some we have seen of late. The Nuns were very good.
Trumpeters were mostly of the Mottle and Splashed Foreign
variety, but we hope, and have reason to think, the mania for

these is dying out, and that ere long we shall be able to see the
grand old fashion of foot-feathering combined with a moderate
amount of rose, if the whole cannot be obtained. Turbits—Red
and Tellow spike-crowned won first and second, third being a
good Blue in all except that he was foul-thighed. Fantails were
a grand collection, and the winners small and stylish ; Dragoons
fair, bat Antwerps poor. The Variety class contained many
handsome specimens of the foreign varieties, and some extra
prizes were awarded.

Raiibits.—Of these two grandFawn bucks stood first and second
in their class, the first measuring 2'2Hnche8 by 5 inches in ears, the
second 22 by 5. Does were also good, the first a Fawn of grand
points, measuring 22 J by 5 inches ; second a TortoisesheU, 21}

by 5 J, while the third of the same colour was 22 J by 11. Angoras
were a pretty good lot, the first being a large fine-woolled Rabbit,
the rest somewhat smaller, but still of fair quality. Himalayans,
with the exception of the winners, were only poor, but the
former were neat specimens. Silver-Greys were very good as
regards the winners, but with these exceptions we saw nothing
worthy of notice, the famous No. 15 of Leeds Ornithologiced
note being again left out in the cold. The first in Dutch was a
grand TortoisesheU buck, the only fault being that he is too
large ; second a good Black-and-white in the moult ; and third
a good TortoisesheU. There were some very large Rabbits in
the Variety class, but the awards were made to smaller speci-
mens of Belgian Hare of good quality of coat. "We noticed
some rough handling of the Rabbits by lookers-on after the
awards were made, and we think this cannot be too soon put an
end to, otherwise exhibitors wiU not venture their valuable
specimens out of their sight. The awards seemed to give
general satisfaction.

DORKtyos.— CocA:.—1, W. Morfitt, Goole. 2. R. ^W. Richardson, Beverley.
S, J. White, \Varlal)T. Northallertnn. he, J. Walker, Rochdale. Hen.—l, 3.
Walker. 2, W. Whitebead. 3. R. W. Richardson, ftc, W. JlorUu.
Spanish.—Cort.—l and Cup, R. Newbitt, Epworth. 2. H. Beldon, Goitstock.

Binsley. 3, J. Powell. Bradford. ?jc. J. Leeminff. Brnutrhton; Furne39& Sudall,
Rawtenstall. c, S. W. Hallam.Wliitwick. Leicester. H(;j.— 1 and 2, J. Thresh,
Bradford. 3, J. Leemini^. /ic. .T. Leeminf;:; Fomess & Sudall. c.R. Neweitt.
Cochins (Cinnamon or Buff).—Cocfc.—l, W. H. Crabtree, Levensbulme. 2,

D. & .1. Ibeston. Whitby. 3, G. PaUreyman. jun., Sheffield, ft?, R. P. Percival,
Northenden. Hen.— 1. H. C. cSc W. J. Mason, Biretal. 2, W. H. Crabtree. 3,H.
Yardley, Birmingham.
Cochins (Any other variety).—Cocfc.—I, W. H. Crabtree. 2, W. Whitworth,

Jan., Lonssiffht, Manchester. 3, Mrs. E. Prvor, Welwyn, Herts, he, J- Walker,
c. W. Whiteley, Sheffield. Hen.—1, C. W. Brierley. 2, H. Beldon. 8, W. Whit-
worth, Jan. }ic, Mrs. E. Pryor.
BRAH1I4S (Darker Lis^ht).-Cocfc.—1 and Cup. W. Whiteley. 2. Mrs. F. AnsdeU,

St. Helen-8. 8, R. J. Percival. he, W. H. Crabtree; J. T. Smith. Sheffield; C.
M. Waite ; R. J. Percival. c, Wells h Taylor, Winterton. Heji.—l and 2. Mrs.
F. AnsdeU. 3, W. H. Crabtree. he, W. H. Crabtree ; R. Percival ; W. Whiteley.
c, J. T. Smith, Sheffield ; Dr. J. Holmes, Chesterfield.
Game (Black Redl.—Cocfc.-l, A. AckrOTd. 2, J. B. Hepworth. 3, J. Mason,

Worcester. Hen.—I. J. B. Hepworth. 2, W. Roe. 3, J. Mason.
Game (Brown Red).—Cocfc.—I, C. W. Brierlev. 2 and S, Sales & Bentlcy,

Crowle. fte. H.E.Martin, e. J. W. Thornton. Hen.—1 and Cap, C.W. Brierley.
2. H.Bleanland. Bradford. S, Sales it Bentlev. he. H. Butler. Bradford, c, W.
Perrin ; H. E. Martin ; S. W. Sheard ; J. F. Walion. Thornchffe.
GiMF, (Duckwing, or other Grev or Blue).— Coefc.— 1. J. Mason. 2, Sales and

Bentlcy. 3, H. E. Martin, he, H. C. i: W. J. Mason; J. W.Thornton; W.
Bleasby, Crowle. Hen.—1, Sales & Bentley. 2, J. W. Thornton. S,J. A.4H.H.
Staveley. Driffield.

Game (White. Pile, or any other variety),—Coct.—l, H. C. 4 W. 3. Mason.
2 and 3, R. Walker. Hcn.—\, 3. F. Walton. 2, H. C. 4 W. J. Mason. S, R.
Walker.
Hambuhghs (Gold or Silver-spangled).-Cocfc.— 1. H. Beldon. 2 and 3, J.

Robinson. Garslang. He7t.—1 and 3, J. Robinson. 2, H. Beldon. he, A. Smith.
Halifax; W. G. Waters, Elsham ; S. W. Hallam.
French (.iny varietv).—Coct.— 1. J. Robinson. 2. E. Walton. 3. W. H.

Crabtree. he, Mrs. B. Frank, e. Mrs. Cross. Hen.—l, E. Maldon. 2, W. H.
Crabtree. 3, Mrs. Cross, he, R. H. Ashton. c, E. Walton.
Any other Distinct Varietv.— Coe/:.—1, H. Beldon. 2. J. Robinson S, A.

and W. H Silvester, c, Mrs. B. Frank ; .T. F. Walton. Hen.—l, H. Beldon.
2, A. & W. H. Silvester. 3. J. Newall. ke. Mrs. B Frank, e. J. F. Walton.
Game Bantams ( Black Red).— Cocfc.—1. W. F. Entwisle. Westtield, Bradford.

2. W. F. AiMie. Preston. 3, R. Newbitt. he, W. B. Brook, FearnclitTo ; J. Ferry,
Cowpen ; W. F. Addie ; R. Glasby. Crowle ; F. Steel. Hen.-l. Mrs. F.. Newbitt,
Epworth. 2. W. F. Entwislo ; W. F. Addy. he, W. F. Entwisle ; J. P. Cross-
land, c, F. Steel.
Game Bantams (Any other varietv).-Cocfc.—1. Mrs. E. Newbitt. 2. E. Walton,

S, R Frew. Kirkcaldy, he, R. Newbitt; R. .1. Hartley, Altrineham. Hen.—
1 and 2. W. F. Entwisle. 3, R. J. Hartley, he. Miss R. Frew, St. Clairtown,
Kirkcaldy; W. F. Addie.
Bantams (Any variety not Game).—Cocfc.— 1, W. Moore, Keighley. 2, R. H.

Ashton. 3. H. B. Smitk. Broajhton. he. Master A. Frew, St. Clairt"WU. Kirk-
caldy; R. H. Ashton; T. Cropper. Bacup. e, G. Palfreyman, jau. ; J. Walls;
W. Richardson, York. Hen —1, Miss J. M. Frew, 2. K. H. Ashton. S, H. B.
Smith, he. Miss R. C. Frew, Kirkcaldy, c, W. Corner, Whitby.
Ducks (Aylesbury or Roujin).—1, T. P. Carver. 2 aod 3, J. Walker, he, T.

Halinshaw. Earlsheaton.
DccKs (\ny other variety).—1.3. and /ic. H. B Smith. 3, J. Walker.

\ Geese.—1, J. Walker. 2. .1. B. Hepworth. 3, No competition.
Gibs.— 1, Mrs. Moor. 2, H. S. Stott. 3, J. Parkin, Wondhonse.
Sblling Class.- 1. C. Gravil.jun., Thome, 2. Mrs, F. AnsdeU. 3. Furnesa

and Sudan, he, 3. Powell; W. Perrin; Mrs. Cioss; G, Holmes. Driffield; E.
Williams. C.J.Walker; J. Mills. Middle Healey. Disquahfied, T. Cropper.

PIGEONS.
Carrier.—Coefc.—l, H. Yardlev. Birmingham. 2, E. Homer, Harewood,

Leeds. 3, P. K. spencer, Hereford, /tc, J. t:. Crofts; E. Horner. Hen.—1, H.
Yardley. 2 and 3, E. Homer.
Pouter.— Cocfc.—1. J. Hairaine, Hull. 2. E. Horner. 3, J. E. Crofts, he, H.

Beldon, c. H. Yardley. Hen.—l, B. Homer. 2, J. Hairsine. S, J. E. Crofts.
;ic. H. Yardley.
Tumbler.—Cocfc or Hen,—lands, H.Y'ardley. 2 and he,k. & W. H. Silvester,

Sheffield.
Jacobin.-Cocfc or Hen —1, J. E. Crofts. 2. A. A. Vander Meersch, Tooting.

3, R. W. Richardson, he, H. Beldon ; A. A. Vander Meersch.
NON.— Cocfc or Hen.-1, R. W. Richardson. 2 and 3, Kev. A. Brooke, he, J.

Eamshaw.
TRUMPETEa.—Cocfc or Hen,—I, W. Harvey. 2, A. A. Yander Meersch, 8, E.

Homer. )iC, H. Yardley; W. Harvey.
Turbit.—Cocfc or Hen.-l and 2. J. E. Crofts. 3, H. Yardley. he, A. S W. H.

Silvester; B. E. Horsfall, Grasscndale, Liverpool; E. Horner; H. O. Poole,
Bradford.
Fantail—Cocfc 01- Hen— 1, J. Walker. Newark. 2, .T. F. Loversidge, Newark.

3, E. Homer. )tc. H. Y'ardlev; G. Packham ; W. H. Tomlinson.
BARB.-CocfcorHen.—l,W. Harvey. 2, E. Horner. 8, K. P. Spencer, (ic, J.

Thresh.
Dragoon.- Cocfc or Jien.-1, A. Smith. 2, H. Yardley. S.R.Woods, /ic, E.W.

Richardson ; W. Harvev ; G. Packham.
.Antwerp —Cocfc or Hen.—l, K. Homer. 2, W. Lund. 3, J. Cleveland, jtin.

he, 3. Walls, King's Heath, Birmingham.
Magpie.— Cocfc or Hen.—1,H. Beldon. 2, E.Horner. 3, A. A. Vander Meersch.

he, E. Homer; J. Walls.
ANV OTHER Vabietv.— Cocfc o?' Hcn.-1, R. W. Richardson. 2, W. Harvey:

C. Dennison. 3, U. Beldon ; J. E. Crofts. ;ic, M. Ord ; J. E. Crofts.

Any BHtED.—Cocfc or Hen.—l, W. Harvey. 2, G. Packham. 3, H. A. Ayrton.

RABBITS.
Lop-EABED.—Bt/cfc (All properties).—!, F. Banks, Doughty Street, London.
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3, H. 'WhTmflii. Chesterfield. S, J. Wharton, York. Doe (All properties).—1.— AlliaoD. Sheffield. 2, J. Irvint,', Blackburn. 3, F. Banlts. 7iC, F. K. Edward,
son, Liverpool.
Angora.—L'Hc/c or Doe.—l and 2, H. Swetman, Fulford, York. S, J. Hallaa,

Hudderdfield.
Himalayan. —jB»rfc or Doe.—l, W. Whttworth, jun., Manchester, 2, H.

Swetman. 3, H. Cawood, Huddersfield. he. S. M. Peace, Thorne.
SiLVFit-GREY.—Curfc or Doe.—l and 2, K. H. Glow, Wakelield. 3, A. Hudson,

Hull. he. J. H. Brand, Barton-on-Humber.
DvTcu.—Buck or Doe.—l, F. Sabbage, Northampton. 2 and he, J. Irving.

S, B. \v. Mason.
Anv other Distinct Variety. —BitcA: or Doc.—l and 3, T. H. Dows. 2, J.

Hallas. he. .1. Marsland. Goole.
Sellino ChkBs—Bufk or Doe.—l, R. W. Mason. 2, J. E. Crofts.

Mr. Edward Hewitf, of Birminfrham, was the Judge for

poultry ; Mr. Cauuan, of Bradford, for Pigeons ; and Mr. Fletcher,
of Hull, for Kabbits.

TREATMENT OF POULTRY AT SHOWS.
At Thorne Show I was surprised to see up-grown men take

their walking-sticlfs and poke the sides of the poultry in pens.
I remonstrated with one in particular, and he became very
abusive. I think that at all our shows people ought to give-up
their sticks as when going to any other exhibition, on paying a

halfpenny or Id. for each. As regards the Thorne Show, I con-
sider the management to have been very good, the specimens
were well cared for, and the birds, itc, all cleared off in due
course. I also noticed some very rough management at the
station. There were several pens left until late in the station
for the East Riding district waiting for the train, and left at the
oirtside of the opposite platform until the train was in sight—in
fact, within a few hundred yards, and they had to be thrown any-
way ; some hampers containing heavy fowls, some Rabbits, and
Pigeons. I attended to my fowls myself, having suffered pre-
viously from such ill-management. Then the Secretai-y is called

to task for something that he knows nothing of. AU fowls want
carrying carefully, particularly when there is a cock and hen, as

they bruise each other. I saw plenty of hampers lying on their
flat instead of being in their upright position.—W. M.

THE ROYAL COUNTIES (HANTS AND BERKS)
POULTBY SHOW.

The above Show was held this year at Reading, and opened
on Tuesday last. The poultry pens were nicely arranf,'ed in a
Bpacious tent, which was well ventilated, and afforded ample
accommodation for the large number of fashionable visitors,

Dorkings.—In the Coloured Mr. Burnell matched his first and
second-prize Bath and West of England cocks with two good
iiens, and repeated his Bath and West of England victory. "We
think pen 8 should have superseded pen 4 for the third prize.
In the class for Silver-Greys and Whites Mr. Cresswell's well-
inown pen of Whites, although a little out of condition, secured
the first prize.
The Cochitis were a very moderate class. A pen of Buffs not

very grand were first, a beautiful pen of Whites second, and a
pen of Partridge third. Pen aG, a pair of Buffs, we thought
deserved notice ; in many respects we considered it equal to the
winners.
Game.—In the Reds the first prize went to a pair of Blacks,

neat, but not in style equal to pen 45, which we should have
liked to have seen in the prize list, The class for Any other
•variety of Game contained a few fair specimens, and Mr.
Matthews was deservedly first.

PoUsh.—In the Golden class only three pens competed, a very
superior pair winning. Silvers were good, but we liked pen 65,
H.c, better than either the first or second-prize pens. The hen
here was beautifully marked, and had a fine crest. Our opinion,
we think, will be confirmed by the owner, as we found the h.c. pen
entered at twenty guineas, while the first-prize pen was marked
in the catalogue at i2 2s.

Spanish.—Here the birds were shown in better condition than
we expected to see them at this period, and we thought the class
generally better than the Spanish we saw at Bristol last week,
"Mr- Jones's birds excepted. The awards were satisfactory.
The Hamhurghs were not largely supported, and the birds

were poor in quality.

Brahmas.—The Lights came first. Most of the birds were
out of condition, and many of the best very yellow, the first-

prize cock notably so. The hen in this pen was also wanting
in both markiugs and leg feathers

; pen 114, n.c, and 112, h.c,
we thought better. The second prize was awarded to Mrs.
Holmes. This lady entered two pens, one at i,'15, unnoticed,
and the other at £3, which obtained the second prize. We
agreed with the owner, and thought the unnoticed pen the
better. In the Darks the awards were a great mistake. Pen 141
must have escaped the Judge's attention, as both cock and hen
were superior in every essential to any other birds in the class.
Bantams (Game).—Here again we differ from the Judge; we

should have placed pen 155, n.c, first. The cock in this pen
was equal in colour to the first pen, and in every other point
better. The first-prize cock was very long in the wing, with

thick sickles, and wanting in style. Pen 150 was second. Here,
again, our opinion was confirmed by the owner; this pen was
entered at i'l IDs., while the same owner entered the pen we
have referred to as deserving the first prize at i;'25. The class

for Any variety of Bantams was moderately good.
The French fowls were good, and here we should have liked

to have seen pen 170 in the prize list.

The Any variety class was an interesting one, a grand pen of

Malays being first, some Black Hamburghs in sound condition
second, and some pretty Silkies third.
Ducks, Geese, and 2'iirkeijs v,'ere small in number, and with

two or three exceptions were of only average merit.
The Pigeon prizes were not of great value, and the entries

were consequently small. In Carriers two pens of Blacks were
first and second, but we should have liked to have seen their
positions transposed. We thought the second-prize pen a trifle

better iu the eye, and superior iu colour to the first. Both the
cocks were down-beaked. Tumblers, only two pens competed.
Fantails obtained five entries, every pen good; a rather un-
common pair of Blues winning. Homing birds appeared in
great force.

R.\r.RiTS.—Three classes for these completed a very successful
exhibition, which appeared to be highly appreciated by all who
patronised it.

DoHKiNng.—Co/owrfrf.—1 and 2, T. C. Bumell, Stratton, Mieheldever. 3, M,
D. Dunn, Inclewood, Hunfjerford. he, 0. E. Cresswell, Early Wood, Bagahot

;

R. Treadwell, Tring; Rev. G. F. Hodson, North Petherton, Bridgwater.
8ilrrr-Grey or White —I an 1 2, O. E. Cresswell. 3, H. Feast, Swansea.
Cochins.—1, R. P. Percival, Northendon, Manchester. 2, R. S. S. Woodgate,

Pemhury, Tonbridpe Wells. S. Hon. Mrs. Sugden, Wells, he, W. 0. Hodges,
Bagshot. c. R. P. Percival ; H. Feast.
G.\:^E.—B}ack-hrrastt'd and otiwr Ili'(h —I, C. H. Ames, Henley-nn-Thames.

2. Miss Osborn, Yamton. 8 and c, J. Maaon, St. John's, he, G. Cotton,
Sunningdale; Capt C.F.Terry, Culverlands, Burchfield, Reading. Any other
variety.—1, S. Matthew. Slowmarket. 2, Capt. C. F. Terry, he, D. J. Thomas,
Brecon; Capt. C. F. Terry.
PoLANDS.—Go?rf(H — 1, H. Feast. 2, W. O. Hodgeo, Bagshot. Silver.—1 and

he. J. Hinton, Warminster. 2 and c, C. Bloodworth, Cheltenham.
Spanish.— 1, H. Brown, Putney Heath. 2, T. Boalton, Lonlon, he, NichoUa

Bros.. Camberwell.
Hamburghs.—Gd/</ pencilled.—l, H. M. Maynart!, Holmewood. Ryde, Isle of

Wight. 2, Mrs. G. M. Rolls. The Henrire, Monmouth, he, H. Feast. Silver-
pencilled—I. H. Feast. 2, N. Barter, Plymouth.
Hamburghs.— GoWe/i-.'ipfinp/crf.-l, P. Hanson, Stonebonse. 2, J. K.Harris,

Warminster, he, T. Blakeman.Tettenhall, Wolverhampton, Silver-spangled.—
1, T. Chamberlain, Windsor. 2. Mrs. G. Rolls, c, J. Messer, Reading (2).

BnAMHA PofiTRA.— Z.'''7/i^—1,P. Hames, Palgravc. Diss. 2, Mrs. J.T. Holmes,
Bath. 3, J. Bloodworth, Cheltenham, he. H. M. Maynard : R. P. Percival.
Northenden, Manchester : J. Pares. Poatford, Guildford ; H. D. Hoare, Brown,
low, Bitterne, Southampton. Dark.—l, A. Palmer. Reading. 2, E. Enaor,
Enstol. 3, Lady Bolton, Basingstoke, he. R. J. Smith, Avebury, Calne ; R. P-
Percival, Northenden, Manchester ; Mrs. R. Tompkins, Reading ; Rev. J. EUis^
Bracknell, c, J. Watts, Kint,''s Heath, Birmingham.
Bantams. -G(i»u\—1, A. W. Parry. Reading. 2, W. S.Marsh, Winkland Oaks,

Deal, he, G. Chilton, Littleton, Guildford ; G. S. Sainsbury, Devizes; W. S.
Marsh. Any other variety.—1. J. Watts. King's Heath, Birmingham. 2, R. H.
Ashtoii, Mottram. he, R. Wilkinson, Guildford.
French iCrtve-Ccftir, La FUche, nr Houdanx.~\. H. Feast. Swansea. 2, Mrs«

C. Hill. Alton. Hants. S. Rev. N. J, Ridley, Newbury, he, Mrs. C. HUl; W.
Dring, Faversham : H. Feast.
Variety Class.—1. J. Hintnn, Warminster (Malays). 2. Miss A. Binney,

Wallineford (Black Hamburghs). 3. R. S. S. Woodpate. Pembury, Tunbridge
Wells (White Silkies), he, T. Harding. Elvetham, Winchtield (Scotch Dumpy)

;

J. B. Loe. Alresford (Brecta); W. Wilder. Cosham (Blue Andalusian); H. Feasi;
Capt. C. F. Terry. Cnlverlaiids. Reading (White Malaysl.
Ducks.—iEouf/i.—1, Rev. G. F. Hodson, North Petherton. Bridgwater, 2, G.

Hanks, Malmesbury, Wilts. Aylesbury.—\, T. KingsU-y, Tring, 2. J. Wheeler
and Sons, Long Compton. Any other variety —1, G. S, Sainsbury (Black East
Indian). 2, R. Wilkinson (Shovellers), he, Miss .T. Milward, Newton St. Loe
(East Indian) ; Mrs. J, T. Holmes, Bath (Peruvian),
Geese,— 1, W. TurviJl. West Worldham, Alton.
Turkeys.—1, Rev. N. J. Ridley.

PIGEONS.
CARRiKRg.—1, H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2, H. M. Maynard, Holmewood, Ryde,

Isle of Wight.
TuMCLEKS.— 1, G. Packham, Exnter. 2. H. Yardley.
Fantails.—1, H. Yardley. 2, Miss J. Milward. he, H. M. Maynard. c, G,

Packham.
Trumpeters.—1, C. Norman, Westerfield, Ipswich. 2 and c, A. A. Vander

Meerf-ch, Tooting, London he, G. Packham.
Magpies —1, H. Yardley. 2 and he, C. J. Hitchcock, Oxford.
Homing Pigeons.-1, G. Parker. Fareham. 2. J. Albury, jun., Reading. 8, J.

W, Barker, Newtown, Reading. 4, G. Cotton. Sunningdale, Berks, he, G.
Cotton ; J. Albary, jun. ; J. W. Barker, c, J. Slyfleld, Reading ; C. G. Butler,
Reading.
Any other Distinct Variety.-1, G. Packham. 2, T. Homes, Lower Syden-

ham, he. H. M. Maynard ; J. W. James, Hereford; P. R. Spencer, Hereford

;

W. Dawson, Slough.
RABBITS.

Longest Ears.—1, F. Banks. Doughty Street, London. 2, G. A. Biddis,
Newbury.
Foreign.—1, Miss R. Camac. Wilton-on-Wye, Hereford (Silver-Grey). 2, R.

Trimmer, Farnham (Belgian Hare), he, W. M. Harris ( French Grey) ; T. W.
Anns. Clapham (Chinchilla); W. Salmon, jun., Reading (Chinchilla), c, J.
Alhurv (bilver-Grey).
Variety.—To includr all jJoints.—l,V, Warren, Southampton. 2, F.Banks

(Lop-ear), he, G. A, Biddia (Lop ear).

Mr. John Baily was the Judge.

EUGBY PIGEON, CAGE BIRD, AND RABBIT
SHOW.

This was a first attempt, and considering the limited amount
offered in prizes, and that the day of exhibition was a Monday,
the result was such that we have no hesitation in recommending
the Committee to risk a more extensive prize list. Three small
rooms of the "Workman's Rest" (a kind of club-house or

library), were used respectively for the Pigeons, Rabbits, and
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Cage Birds. The arranpements were good, and the decorations
with foliage profuee prodxaciug a good effect.

In Pigeons, for which Mr, Yardley'a pens were nsed, Mr.
Tardley wen the lion's share of tlie prizes as well as the cup for

the best pen iu the Show, with his exquisite little Almond cock.

A few pens were empty, but what is worse, we are sorry to relate

that some birds were iu such miserable condition as to be totally

unfit for the show pen, and we would advise Mr. Spencer to give
them the rest and attention they require, otherwise that gentle-
man will come to see the need when too late, and some valuable
birds will be lost to the fancy. In Carriers, a Long- faced Black
was first, with a Dun nestling second, and an adult Dun third,

many of the others being either wanting in eye-wattle or too
much crowded in face. Antwerps came next, a Short-faced
Silver Dun of the right stamp was first; a medium-faced Blue
of good style, itc, showing capital flying points, second; while
the rest were all good in some of the leading points of the
variety. For Turbits there was an extra prize in the shape of a
drinking fountain, and this was easily won with a very pretty
Eed, shown by a local breeder; second a good Yellow ; and a
Blue very highly commended. In Barbs, a capital broad skulled
Yellow cock was first, with a Black of high quality second. In
Fantails the winners were White of grand quality, some young
birds being also noticed. The first was rather large, but capital
in style and carriage. Of Jacobins only one was good, and that
a Red ; while in Dragoons were some high-class birds, the first

being a Blue, and the second one of the best Whites we have
seen of late. In the Selling class Red Barbs were first, with
White Pouters second, a neat pair of Black Magpies being highly
commended.
For Canaries there was but one class with thirteen entries,

but among them were some of the best birds of the season, and
first wa^ placed a blazing variegated beauty of the Derby type;
second a capital Jonque Cinnamon in his natural plumage.
Third came a neat four-pointed, even-marked Mealy Norwich

;

there was also one very highly commended, which, however,
though better in the eye marks, lost much on the wings. Some
very good Mealy Cinnamons were also noticed. Only one Mule
was shown, but this was a really good four-pointed bird of the
Goldfinch cross, and in splendid order. In the next class were
only two birds, a Bullfinch and a Goldfinch, but we seldom see
the former variety shown in such bloom. Parrots were few but
good.

Rabbits.—A silver cup was offered for these, and was won by a
perfect Angora, an award which for once we are glad to see ap-
preciated, for often have we heard the contrary when the Lops
have been left out ; yet we think, when a common-sense view is

taken, it will be seen that where the cups are for general com-
petition it is but reasonable to give the other varieties their due
where the quality is really good for the class. It is but fair,

however, to say that some pens were empty, and notably
those of Mr. Banks in Lops, and Mr. Hudson in Silver-Greya.
In Lops there were but four Rabbits of any note, although
thirteen were entered. The first was a grand old Tortoise-
shell buck of extraordinary quality of head, eye, and colour.

The second, not nearly so good in condition, head, and eye,
was a Fawn-and-white, 21 by 4^ inches. Third, a doe, Fawn-
and white, 2U by 4} inches; and the highly commended 19 by
4 inches, a Black-and-white. The entries were good in all the
rest of the classes, but only two Silver Greys of any note were
in the pens when the awards were made, but these were of the
right shade of colour. Himalayans, except the two winners,
were bad, the winners even, although good in head properties,
were very mousy in feel. Angoras were good, the winners fine

and silky in down, and well-filled in face and neck; but some
were rather small, and one of the best was left out on account
of a bare patch on the stern, which would be all the better of a
slight application of a weak solution of carbolic acid or some
other antiseptic. Of Dutch there was a large and fine exhi-
bition, although there was not one perfect Rabbit, but, perhaps,
as perfect as can be had. First came a Tortoiseshell, perfect
except in size ; equal first a Blue-and-white doe, faulty only in

a few white hairs on the rump, very small and neat; while the
second prizes went to good Black-and whites.
The Committee in a most generous manner allowed several

extra prizes, and the feeding and general care were such that
exhibitors need have no fear in entrusting their pets iu their
hands,
CARBiEn —Cock or Hrn.—l and 8. H. Yardley, Birmingham. 2. A. Bentley,

Biekman&worlh i'hf.'W Nritlaffe, Northampton, he, J. T. Hincks, Humber-
Bti'iie, 1 eiccttr-i ; ,1. 1 nlnier. Ki^Dilworth ; P. R. Spencer. Hereforil.
PorTEH.

—

Cvck or Ecti.— 1, W. Nott»Re. 2 and r/tc, L. AVatkin, Northampton.
S,P.R. Spencer, /ic, H. Yardley. eJ.Pa'mer.
Antwekp.— Cocfc or Ben.— I, H. Yardley. 2, A. Carruthera, Luton. Itf^, H.

Y'atdley: A. Bentley (2): A. Carruthera; W.Bates, Rugby (2). c, C. England,
Rupby : W. El'K and. FuCby.
T' MBLEH — e'orfc or Htu —Cnp. 1 , and 2, H. Yardley.
TchuiT. —Cocfc or Hen.—FoVLUl&m, 1, and ftf, \V. Daniels, Rnghy. 2 and vhc,

H y:>ralty.
Pahb -Cock or Bcn.—l and 2, H. Tardley. vhc, P. R. Spencer. Tic, J. E.

Ale itt. Rugby.
t'ANTAiL.— Cocfc or iJfn —l.w. H. Tomlinson, Xewark. 2. J. F. Loversidge,

Newark, he, J- F. Loyertidge : H. Yardley ; A. Smith, Rngby.
Jacobin.—Coc/c or Hen.—1 and 2, H. Yardley.

Dbagoon.- Cocfc or Ben.—l and he, W. Smith, Liyerpool. 2, A. Bentley.
vhc, H. Yardley (2). c, T. Woods.
Selling CLAse.-zln!/ vnrirly.—l, H. Yardley. 2, W. Nottaije. vhc. R. Webb

LeamiiJKton (Black CarjiersJ. he, J. T. Hincks (Magpies); W. Hates (Ked-
cbeqaer Homing Antwerps).

CAGE BIRDS.
CiNABy.—.liii/rariffi/.— 1 and 2, J. Adams. Coventry (Noniichand Cinnamon

cocks). 3, W. »mitb, Birmingham (Norwich cock), vhc, J. Adams (Cinnamon
and Norwich cocks); W. Smith (Norwich cock), he, Miss Lancaster. Rutby
(treated); .I.AdaniK (Norwich cock); R. Whale, BuKby; W. Smith (Cinnamon
cock) c, W. Smith (Norivich cock).
MriLE.— 1, J. Adams.
OoLLFiNcii, Bullfinch, or Linnet.—1, Master J. Buchanan, Rncby (Bull.

finch), 2. W F. Wood. Rugby (Goldfinch).
B hiTisH Bmc—Any other variety.—1, Miss Lancaster ( Brown Owl). 2, Master

E. Bromwich, Wolaion (Doye).
PAEhoT.-.In)/ vuri,ty.—l, Mrs. Salmon, sen., Rugby (Grey). 2. Miss A. W.

Buchanan. Rugby (Australian Cockatoo).

RABBITS.
Lop-KAEED.—Biicfc or Doc— I, A. Jones, WoIyerhamptoD. 2 and vhc, W.

Canner, Leicester, he, J. D. Roberts, Cambridge.
fiLyEE-GEEY.—Bi/rk or Doc— 1. J. T. Hlncks. 2. A. W. Whitehouse, North-

ampton, vhc, J, Hallas. HudderEfleld.
HiMALAVAv. -£(tcfc or Doc—1, W. Donldn. DrifBeld. 2, J. Hallas.
Akoora —Buck or Doe.—Cnp. 1, and 2, T. Garner, Kiniisthorpe, Northamp-

ton. Extra 2, J. & C. Martin, Ketttring. vhc. Master J. E. Leeson, Rugby, c,
J. Hallas.
Dutch.-Bud; or Doc—Equal 1, H. E. Gilbert, Eugby; F. Sabbage. North-

ampton. Equal 2. J. 4 C. Martin ; G. P. & R. aackett, Uayergtock Hdl. London.
vhc, a. p. & R. Hackett. he, H. E. Gilbert; Mrs. passingbam, Milton, Cam-
bridge; J. & C. Martin.
Selling Class.—Bucfc or Doe.—l, — Canner. 2, F. Sabbage.

Judge of Pigeons, Cage Birds, and Rabbits, Mr. Hutton,
Pudsey, near Leeds.

YORK GALA—THE CANARY SHOW.
I nro not expect to see either a large Show or a great display

of quality at this time of the year, and in neither respect was I
disappointed. Few breeders can afford to separate pairs, and
fewer still care to send breeding stock having any pretensions
to show-form, to be exposed in a tent for three days and two-
nights, even in the month of June, which, in the north, well
sustains the character rendering necessary the advice

—

*' Till Jane's out, ca.'^t not a clout 1

"

There are, at the same time, some exhibitors who keep a few
standing dishes constantly ready, which give something of
character to a summer show; failing which, such exhibitions
are not worth crossing the threshold to see, consisting in the
main of birds which in their present condition would not be
noticed in any third-rate provincial show in the legitimate
season.
The first-feather part of the Show was ttie most attractive,

affording some room for speculation as to the prospects of the
in-coming season ; and not much of that either, since visitors-

were kept entirely in the dark as to the names of the exhibitors,
with the exception of the winners, whose names appeared on
the cards. This system may do well enough in a show which
is only one of many attractions at a gala, and which cannot
affect the interests of the fancy any further than the boundary
of the tent enclosing it ; but a show without a catalogue is in-

complete to a degree that indicates it is but a catch-penny thing
to minister to the attractions of a day—an advertised compe-
tition in which the competition exists but in name, and is of so

little moment as to merit not even the record of a penny broad-

sheet. Of the old specimens it is not necessary to speak, and it

is looking too far into the future to predict much of the young
ones, which may not fulfil the promise of their youth. Crest-
breeders, however, may care to know that there was nothing
among the young division to cause much alarm, though the first

in Dark-crested Clean-bodied Norwich is sure to be heard of

again when moulted, and may make a star. A few decently-

marked birds were also staged, but if some of the last year's old

ones moult up well, they have as yet nothing to fear from any-
thing which appeared at York.—W. A. B.

Beloian.—Clenr YeVow or Brff.-"], — Hawman. 2 and 3, T. Mitchell.
NohWicH —Clear i'etloir.—l. J. Clemineon. 2, — Bexson. Clear bujf.—l, M.

Eyans. 2. Mr-i. Quin & Son 3, -Bexson.
t^nHww^.—Eren-marktd Yellow—\,— Burton. 2, S. Tomes. Evctomarked

Buff— I and 2, J. Adams. 3, — Burton.
Yobkshire.— t'lror IX/oic-1, Mrs. L. Belk. 5. W. Lister. 3, J. Whitehead.

C(f.iiJJu(r.—I, J. Whitehead. 2. J. Garontt S.W. Hutcon.
YoiiKt.iiiBE.-£lJeii-marfced Yelloie or Buff.— I, Mrs. S. Belk. 2, J. Stevens.

3 W L/intGr
' Any Bkeed.— C^'rtr-cr^sfcti Yellow or B\(ff.—\. — Triffit. 2, — Belk.

NoawiCH.— Crcfitcd. Yelloic or Buff with Green, Grey, or Grizzled Crest.~-\,S.

Clemineon. 2, J. Calvert.
iiovcix\cn.—Cie8t€(l, Even-marked Yellow or Buff.—1,3. Cowe. 2, Barth and

Swaiiiton. 3, Petty & Ousa.
„ ^ ^

CiN>vMoN.—Jon-ji'c-—1. — Bes3fin. S.J.Adams. 3, Barwell & Sons. Buff.
— 1, S Tomes. 2, J.Adams. 3, — Be7:son.

1>I7,AHD —Gohien^pangled—l, T. Mitchell. 2, J. Martm. 3, — WaUon.
EUver>i}}angted.—i aun M, J. Stevens. 2. — Belk.
OoLDHNCH 'MvLE.—Even-marked YelioworBt'ff—l, — 'Sayrman. 2, J. Adams-

3, Harland & Sons. Darfc.-l, — iJexeon. 2,— houlton. IS. — l^iater.

Anv Vakiety of Canaky.— I, Banv-U & Son. 2. — B.^xs<>n. 3, Mrs. S. Belk.

C.iLLECTiuNuF English OB FohEniS biBDS.ou Born, not lebSTUan Twelve
Specimens.— 1, W. Lister. 2, J. Calvt-rt. 3. Mis. (Calvert.

y\KmT—Any vnriiti/.—1. Miss TumHs. 2. Jliss Mitchell. 3. Mrs. Calvert.

GohUFiycH.—Moultfd.—l, — Hawipan 2, .1. Martin, fl. W. Hutton.
BfLLFiNCii.— I. J. Whitehead. 2. W. & C. Umni&ton. 3, Harlaml H. Son.
LijjNET.—Jlfoid^'rf.—1, J. Wliitehead. 2, Hatland &. Son. », K. Vearbon.
EXTKA Phizes.—Miss Palmer; — Cleneby; — Wuad.
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BIRDS BRED IN 1874.

""Norwich.—rc'Joio—land 2, J. Dawea. S, R. Johnson. BuJ)'.—1, J. Daw63.
2. — Burton. H. -1. Cleminbi'tn. „ , „ ,

NoRwroH.—Ewii-iiwrfceJ I'clloii'.—1. .1. Burtnn. 2, — BiirniBton. S.J.Taylor.

Evenmarked Utiff.—l.J Dawen. 2. Mrs (3itlvert. 3, — Reed.
NoBWruH.—Xinr/c-crcaffii i'ellaw or Buff.—U — Burton. 2, — Ti-ifflt. 3, J.

Nest Yellow.—1, — Harlmd. 2, Petty S Cuss. 3. Mra. CaWcrt.
NEitT BUKF.—1, — Reid. 2. Harland & Son. 3. Quin Sc Son.

Nest Chested. -1, tjuin &. Son. 2, R. Smitb. 3, Mrs. Calvert.

Nest I.izABD*.-1. W. Evans. 2. J.Martin.
Cage of Six Canaries, in Variety.-1. J. Calvert. 2, R. Smith.

ANl Vabietx Of Canakx.—1, Barwell cSi Son. 2, — Benson. 3, Mre. S. Belk.

BATH AND WEST OP ENGLAND SOCIETY'S
BRISTOL SHOW.

No. 2.

The Pigeons are never a strong point at the Bath and West of

England Shows—that is, the numbers are not great; this year

just under a hundred pens. Also the great breeders, as a rule,

do not send their birds ; nor the great dealers—Mr. Fulton's loft

was unrepresented. It is true Mr. Yardley sent some, but they

were a mixed lot ; still, out of his twenty pens seven took a

prize. I hoped also to see Mr. Bishop, of Dorchester's Dragoons,

specially his Silvers, out ; he, too, did not show any birds. Now,

I do not much regret that there should be shows where small

or new fanciers should be able to take prizes—nay, I would say

that I should positively like to see a show of birds that never

had been prizetakers, and from fanciers who were new in the

fancy. Such a show would be interesting (better than looking,

for instance, at the same Eunts over and over again), and it

would greatly encourage beginners, for there is such a charm in

Beeing your name in a prize list, at least everyone who has ex-

hibited seems to think so. I notice that the varieties of Pigeons

are much less known, that is by name, than the varieties of

fowls ; this arises from the fact that as yet Pigeon bonks have
been in the hands of few except Pigeon fanciers. Books of

natural history, or of birds only, give a word about a Carrier, a

Pouter, and a Fantail, and with them a poor engraving, but
other varieties are unknown. This will be remedied in future

years ; but had the fancy been as much in the front as poultry

was brought by the Cochin mania, the result of which was the
publication of that handsome volume of .Johnson and Wiogfield's

in 1853, then some such book would as long ago have been pub-
lished, and been laid on drawing-room tables, and the pictures

looked at, and hence the names of the varieties of fancy Pigeons
would have been known. It is amusing to listen to the remarks
of visitors (the ignorant public !) at a Pigeon show. " What are

these birds with something curious on their beaks'?" said a lady

at Clifton, pointing to the Carriers. "Goodness! I don't know,"
replied her companion. " Ton may well say curious, for they
are more curious than beautiful." Another lady said to the
gentleman on whose arm she leant, "What sort are those?"
pointing to the Barbs. Now, I grieve to say there are gentle-

men who in the presence of ladies wish to appear to know
everything ; this was one, for he boldly replied, " Ah ! those are
what are called—ah! Ihelieve, Fanfail-Tumhlers !'' I do not
think that was a wise man—at least he did not know much
about Pigeons.
Leaving the Fantail-Tumblers Iproceed to the real, notimagi-

nary Pigeons.
Carrier cocks (any colour).—First a nice young bird well

shown, and the Carrier's best colour—black. Second a Dun.
The highly commended Dun bird was worthy, and will be better.

In this class Bath, Bristol, and Westou-super-Mare carried off

the honours. Carrier hens (any colour).—First and second both
Duns, and the first a better bird than the second.

Po«(f?' cocks (any colour).—I suppose Mealies, Sandies, Silvers,

Duns, Splashes, Ringheads. &c., all admissible, friend Huie.
First, Blue-pied, foul-thighed, but honestly shown, large but not
elegant : owner. Rev. W. C. Bullen, of Bath. One of the highly
commendeds was also Mr. BuUen's, hence he was a successful
reverend. Second a White. Pouter hens.—First a Black, too
flagged, but a bird which gave me more pleasure to look at than
any Pouter in the Show. Second, bad condition, foul-thighed,
but a large heavy bird—the largest in the class ; Blue, but not
too good a colour.

Binifs.—Mr. Y,T,rdley'3, as usual; only two entries; as usual,
also. Blue and Silver, and as nsual good.
Dragoons (any colour) cock and hen. My opinion of a Dra-

goon is that it should be a light, airy-looking, tight-feathered
tird—"aright little, tight little" fellow, with nothing heavy
about him. and as remote as possible from its heavy uncle the
Carrier. First a pair of nice Yellows. Second Whites, one of

them extremely slender and nice-looking—a thorough Light
Dragoon, neither Horseman nor Carrier. Highly commendeds
were white and brown-barred Silver. Every bird shown save
Mr. Yardley's was West of England,
Fantails were a good class. I was glad to see the Scotch blond

present ; it is much needed in our heavy, almost motionless
English birds, some of them no more elegant than a Turkey
cock. Out of the eight entries sis pens were noticed.

Trumpeters.—Poor Trumpeters ! They must blow their own
trumpets, for I will not.

Contrasting with the Trumpeters came a lot of badly matched
but capital Barbs, Then Archangels, now too seldom seen,

though they appear to be favourites witli those whom loving

youths call angels. Tarhits more numerous than excellent.

Tumhiers, any variety.—First, very good Almonds ; second.

Blue Balds. One of them had a good head (.507), good coloured

blue, but too long in face. Two other fair Yellow Balds, and a

nice pair of Kites, which I should have given more than an
H.c. to.

Next came Nuns, and Owls, and Jacobins ; all mixed up and
confused in the catalogue, the arranger of the type being
possibly a Good Templar, and one who had had too much
ginger beer this hot weather! Nuns, none too good; Owls,
ditto; Jacobins, ditto.

The Frillbacks in the Any other variety class were extremely
nice, though I suppose rare in England. I notice that wherever
shown they are worthy of a note. Such were the Pigeons, and
very creditable to the West of England fanciers, who showed
about seventy out of the ninety-eight pens. Fave Mr. Yardley's

twenty almost all were from the west. Though I could have
wished that more Pigeons had been shown, yet I must say the

birds were as a whole an interesting lot.

Although not connected with either poultry or Pigeons, I

must notice one thing new, at least to me, in the Show, and
which, as it attracted great crowds, deserves a note. This was
the competition for sheep-shearing, the prizes being offered by
a local society. Imagine a very long tent, one hard to see down
from its great length, and two rows of shearers the whole
length ; each man dressed in white, and the sheep growing
whiter each minute, as the white underwool rolls from its back,

cut by the shearer's deft hand. In truth 'twas an attractive

sight, as the crowds all along the open sides of the tent testified.

I thought of Thomson's description of the sheep-shearing :

—

" Wbeiie ranfjed in lusty rows
The shepherds sit, and whet the soundinf^ f-hears.

How meek, how patient the mitd crcafure lies I

What softness in his melancholy face 1

What dumb complaining' innocence appears I

Fear not, ye centle tribes, 'fis not the knife

Of horrid slaughter that is o'er jou waved;

No! 'tis the tender swain's well-guided shears.

Who, having now to pay his annual care,

Borrowed your fleece, to you a cumbrous load,

"Will send you bounding to your hills again."

Literally in this case to their hills, for the shepherds were
Mendip Hill shepherds ; the prizes were from the Mendip Hill

Sheep-shearing Society ; and the sheep were from the Mendip
Hills. A pleasanter sight I have seldom seen.

The Bath and West of England Show was in every respect a

splendid success: 110,000 people entered the turnstiles, and the

money received was nearly £9000. The only thing that frll

short was food. There was long waiting for refreshment on the

Tuesday, and, on the shilling days, late in the day nothing to

be had. This surely is a great pity. People grow fainter and
fainter, and have a headache in addition to weariness and hunger.

Large quantities of refreshments of various kinds were provided,

but not sufficient. Much money was made, no doubt, but more
might have been made. There was not a fit staii of waiters.

They did what they could, but they were not numerous enough ;

and the customers were wearied with delay even on Tuesday,

while on Friday food was not to be had. This was the one blot

on a capital Show. Oh ! Australian Spiers & Pond ! ye could

do it. Oh ! help us poor English another year with enough to

eat, sold to us in fairly quick, I don't say double quick, time ;

for waiting while hungry is more than tedious—'tis vexatious.

—

WiLTSHIBE ReCTOK.

WOOD PIGEON AND DOVECOTE PIGEON
PAIRED.

Since my last letter I have seen that of " Almokd TuirBLER,"

from which I infer that he considers my first communication
unreliable, either from my untruthfulness or want of knowledge.

If he does not mean this, what does the concluding sentence of

his letter mean :—" I should like to know whether these two
birds will really breed together ?"

It would not have been so very remarkable if the two birds

had been in confinement. Such unions are not uncommon. We
find that in cages the Canary will breed with a Goldfinch, a

Linnet, a Siskin, and even with a Bullfinch, but if the birds

were all at liberty they would most probably mate with their

own species ; and the reason why I sent my first letter on the

subject was the remarkable fact that a wild and a tame bird of

different species mated together. My son sent the young bird,

taken from the nest (which was in a hole in the scar), to Mr.
Frank Buckland, who told me he bad carefully dissected it, but

fnuud no resemblance to the Wood Pigeon. What anatomical
! differences or resemblances be looked for or expected I do not
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know, but the plumage so nearly resembled that of the young
Ring Dove, that I expected he would go on that tack and pro-
nounce it a young Wood Pigeon. If, then, my story is to be
believed, the fact remains that a pairing has taken place between
a Ring Dove and a common dovecote Pigeon; and I again ask the
question. Has such a union (when the birds were free to choose)
been previously noticed ?—T. G.

VAGEANT PIGEONS.
A FEW weeks since I obtained a letter from a Pigeon fancier

who was in the same difficulty as I find myself, that of being
deserted by his Pigeons, and which was considered an unac-
countable and unusual misfortune by "Wiltshire Rector."
The Pigeon loft is roomy, aud furnished with all that we sup-
pose should make their home pleasant to the inmates, including
a saltcat and looking-glass, but the youngsters when a few
weeks old show an irrepressible fancy for paying visits to the
dovecotes of the farm houses iu the neighbourhood. By degrees
the visits become prolonged. Sometimes the truants are out at
night, till at length they entirely desert their original home.
The birds whch have once begun to breed remain, but there is
scarcely one young one of this spring now left. They are well
fed, and while paying visits some time during the day, do not
forget to return to their old home about the dinner hour. There
is a skylight in the roof of the loft, and it has been suggested
that it would be more to the taste of the Pigeons if the loft were
darker. Will any experienced Pigeon fancier tell me if a light
loft is objectionable, or give a clue to the cause of my misfortune 'I

I should be glad to know the proper method of feeding a
squeaker which has been deserted by its parents.—G. P.

MEANING OF SCAE.
Absence from home prevented my seeing the letter of

"Wiltshire Rector" until to-day or I would have replied
sooner. The scar referred to in my letter is a precipitous bank
30 or 40 feet high, and is tenanted (in addition to the Pigeons)
by Starlings, Sand Martins, and Rabbits. The true Stock Dove
is not known here, nor the Rock Pigeon, whilst the Ring Dove
is very common. If it did not look like boasting, I should say
few people know the birds frequenting the district better than
I used to do, having been an outdoor naturalist from my child-
hood, but seventy-six years have somewhat dimmed some of
my faculties, so that I do not distinguish the notes of the various
songsters so well as I used to do ; but I will refer " Wiltshire
Rector " to " Loudon's Magazine " from 1830 to 1836, for
various articles signed " T. G.," which may, perhaps, enable
him to judge whether I am likely to be mistaken.—T. G.

THE PIGEONS OF SAN MAECO.
The Pigeons of St. Marcus are the pride of every true Vene-

tian. Extravagant patriots have left these birds considerable
legacies, and the common people hold them in a sort of religious
awe. They believe that the weal and woe of the city depend
upon the well-being of these sacred birds. There is a Venetian
saying in Venice that " when the Pigeons leave St. Mark's Place
the sea will swallow us up !

"

Venice treats her proteges with a truly maternal care. Who-
ever maltreats a Pigeon is instantly arrested. If it is his first

offence he is released on payment of a fine of fifty lire, about
$10 ; if not the first offence, he is compelled to expiate his crime
in prison.
In the olden time, in the days of the doges, the laws for the

protection of these birds were more severe than at present. As
late as the beginning of the last century, the " murder " of a
Pigeon was not only punished with death, but the family of the
criminal was compelled to pay a heavy fine.

Every day at two o'clock these feathered favourites are fed,
when a special dove-bell is rung. The little animals are always
punctual. If the bell-ringer is behind time they fly round the
belfry in large ilocks, with the view, apparently, of reminding
the laggard of his duty. On more than one occasion they have
intentionally neglected to ring the bell, but the Pigeons were
not to be trifled with. They seemed to know that they were in
the right, and finally made such an ado that the promenaders
on the piazza insisted that the cruel jest should have an end,
for, said some of them, " San Marco will otherwise be offended !

"

The feeding of the Pigeons is one of the most charming scenes
the stranger can witness in Venice. A beautiful young girl
appears upon the square, holding the comers of her apron with
her delicately-formed and weU-kept hand, and distributes right
and left smiles and greetings, as well as food, to the gathering
multitude. All her movements are graceful and harmonious—
perhaps she is a little too self-conscious, but, nevertheless, she
is charming. There she stands, a genuine daughter of the south,
and scatters the golden kernels among her Qnttermg protegis.
As already intimated, there are various superstitious stories

an I beliefs concerning these Venetian Pigeons—the most of

them being of respectable age, dating back at least a couple of
hundred years. To this day every pious gondolier firmly believes
that they fly three times round the city daily.

*' If you see six Doves sitting on the cross of the Capanile, you
may be sure we are going to have a spring flood," said an old
grey-bearded boatman on the Rialto bridge.
Over the entrance to St. Mark's church there is a famous lion,

the symbol of the power and greatness of Venice. Whenever
an important political event is about to take place that nearly
concerns Venice, the Pigeons gather about this lion, so say the
Venetians, and hold a council. This occurred in 1818, aud in
1866. When the Emperor of Austria decided to barter the dis-

loyal province off to Napoleon III., and when it was proposad
that &plrbiscite should decide Venice's future, there were hun-
dreds of seers who had foreseen these events, " for the Doves,"
said they, " are experienced diplomates, and the lion council is

iufallible."

The sacred Pigeons, according to the generally accredited
legend, came originally from Palestine. A troubadour of

Provence, who accompanied the French crusaders, occupied his
few leisure hours in playing the lyre and in singing. The tones
of his instrument were so sweet, so seductive, aud the melodies
of his song were so full of delicacy and feeling, that a pair of'

Doves of remarkably sensitive natures were so overcome by
them, that when the troubadour embarked at Joppa for home,
the two birds lit on his helmet, and accompanied him to Venice.
Here the troubadour met a maiden with whom he was not less

fascinated than were the two Pigeons by his music. He forgot
his beautiful Provence, the majestic Rhone, and his fair-haired

country-women, remained, and married. The two Pigeons fol-

lowed his example. And the people looked upon the poet and
the Pigeons, and their posterity, as beings of a superior order.

To this day poetry is the favourite art of the Venetians.
Another legend asserts that the Pope, in the year 1371, pre-

sented the doge a pair of Pigeons, from whom all the sacred

Pigeons are descended. This is the story believed by the priests

and the more zealous supporters of the church.
The truth is, that neither version can be satisfactorily authen-

ticated ; the only advantage the latter has is the fact that it is

strictly within the limits of possibility. A Venetian chronicler

of recognised authority records the following incidents, which
strip the genealogy of the sacred birds of everything bordering

on the miraculous.
On a Palm Sunday, iu the fifteenth century, the Venetian

clergy determined to do something for the amusement of the

lower orders. They bought one hundred Pigeons in Padua,
burdened their wings with little sand-bags, aud then let them
fly from the top of St. Mark's across the Piazzetta. The as-

sembled multitude were at liberty to catch the birds, and do
with them as they would.
The immediate result of this ingenious idea was a riot, which

cost several persons their lives. They threw stones, sticks,

bottles, and even knives at the birds, without reflecting thai

these objects, in falling, might do serious injury. The people

who were hit refused to accept it as a joke, and the consequence
was that a general melee ensued, which had a tragic end. In
the tumult the greater part of the Doves escaped, while the less

fortunate ones found hiding-places in the rich ornamentation of

the cornice aud cupolas of the church.
The Venetian's hatred for cats goes hand-in-hand with his

pious devotion to his Pigeons. In Venice cats are seldom seen.

As a natural enemy of birds they are under a sort of ban. During
the last century, four of these "harmless, necessary" animals
were burned on the side of the Grand Canal, as "witches."

Since 1816 the Pigeons of Venice have become doubly dear to

the citizens ; they remind them of the trying but glorious days
of the siege. Venice was beset on all sides by the Austrians. Star-

vation stared the entire population in the face, but the Pigeons
of St. Mark's remained unharmed. Daniel Manin, the great dic-

tator, respected the traditions of his countrymen, aud withheld
not one kernel from the daily allowance of the sacred Pigeons.
The moral effect of this measure more than counterbalanced the
material loss in provisions. Venice fell, but its citizens consoled
themselves with the proud consciousness of having resisted to
the last, and that, too, without destroying one of their favourite

flock.

—

(Appleton's Journal.)

Sheffield Poultry Show.—We have just had handed to

us the prize schedule of the Sheffield Poultry Show, to be
held on July 18th and two following days. The poultry com-
prise forty-eight distinct classes, with prizes of 30.5., 155., and
7s. 6<Z. in each class. The Pigeons embrace thirty-eight classes,

20s., lOs., and !is. being the respective prizes. Rabbits and Cats
will also add attractions to this Show. Besides all this, in
poultry there are to be awarded thirteen special prizes, consist-

ing of valuable table cutlery, electro-plated flower-stands, cruets,

and spirit-frames. Twelve equally covetable, because useful,

prizes are given to the best of the Pigeons ; and even the Rabbits
and Cats do not lack a similar encouragement. When it is re-

membered how many years back, when similar descriptions of
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extra prizes were givea at Sheffield, all of which time proved to

be of the best quality, no doubt the competition under the pre-

sent schedule will ensure a very extended competition. The
management of the Sheffield Show is sure to be good, as old

practical exhibitors have iilaced themselves at tlie helm; and
under such guidance every rule is sure to be strictly enforced,

so that perfect order and regularity may rule the day.

HOPEFUL SIGNS.
" Give us a guide " is a cry that comes from a large section of

humanity. Jinny men of all grades and occupations are eu-

tangled in dilHcuities and surrounded by fogs. Their efforts to

be successful have been failures ; they have never been able to

touch the fringe of the garment of the good thing which has for

a long time been before their imaginations. Many bee-keepers

after years of trial and expense have to lament their want of

success. Constant failures have nearly wearied them out. New
kinds of hives, inventions of all sorts, are adopted. Disappoint-

ments follow. Is there no road to success ? Yes, there must be,

ior many bee-keepers realise large harvests of honey. They are

satisfied with both their bees and their hives. New and im-

proved kinds are not in the line of their thoughts. They often

yearn for fair and warm weather. Such bee-keepers are their

own teachers and guides. We fancy that by-and-by the major
part of the bee-keepers will be successful. The natural history

of bees, and their profitable management, are much more widely
known now than they were some years ago. Large hives are

bought up as fast as they are made; indeed, the demand for

them is far greater than the supply. The lives of bees are not
sacrificed in the brimstone pit as they once were in thousands
of instances. Wherever the light of knowledge dawns the pit is

considered a barbarity. Stock hives are made doubly strong by
adding to them the bees of condemned hives in autumn. Many
letters come from country districts, asking where honey and
honeycomb can be sold. Never in my time has bee-keeping
been so popular as it is now; never have I known so wide and
extensive a demand for swarms and stocks from persons wishing
to commence bse-keepiug. All this, too, after so many years un-
favourable for honey gathering. Honey and honeycomb are, bo

far as my experience goes, in greater demand than they were
many years ago. In England the demand is far greater than
the supply. Prices range between Is. and Is. ijd. per pound
wholesale. They have never been higher during the last fifty

years. Sugar, too, never was so cheap in this country as it is

now ; lib. of good sugar for 3d. makes 2 lbs. of syrup ; and 15 lbs.

of sugar, costing only Ss. 9fZ., will keep a very strong swarm in

excellent healtli from September to March. Feeding bees in

bad seasons now is a mere trifle compared to what it was iu our
younger days, when raw sugar cost lOd. per pound, and loaf

sugar Is.

When I commenced this letter it was my intention to give a,

few details of " odds and ends," or things to be remembered in
bee-keeping ; but now, having been led into another track, it

will be closed with a remark or two on the fundamental principles
of good management.

1st. Large hives, simply constructed, cosy, and warm. Ever
since 1844 I have been repeating this cuckoo song : If you want
Taoney and honeycomb in great quantity, or great profits, keep
large hives. The experience of every year tends to make us
emphasise the advice so often given. Small hives may be used
for increase of stock till large hives take their place ; but large
results cannot be obtained from small hives, which, when full,

gather and yield but little honey. The vast powers and industry
of bees can never be developed andj understood where small
hives only are used.
Last winter a gentleman living about two miles distant from

this place sent his gardener for a couple of hives of bees. He
wanted them to set the fruit in his peach houses. The gardener
chose the largest hive I then had, measuring 10 inches deep by
18 inches wide. Some time ago I called to see the gardens and
bees. I found the larger hive had had a moderately-sized hive
placed on it as a super. This super, larger than most hives in
England, was half full of combs when placed on the other. I
removed the super, which I found full of honey and brood,
weighing, I should think, about 35 lbs. The large hive was
heavy, and filled with brood and honey from side to side and
from bottom to top. Never have I had a more convincing in-
stance of the value of large hives than this. In both hives
there would be, probably, 5000 cubic inches of space well filled.
Any intelligent apiarian, on seeing these hives dissected, would
very naturally have concluded that no one yet has been able to
estimate aright the fertility of queen bees or the value of large
hives. The honeycomb was taken from the super and placed
on dishes—I guess about 22 lbs., and the broodcombs were put
aside. A very large swarm was taken from the old hive and
put into a new hive, 18 inches by 12 inches, before I left the
garden.

2nd. Swarming is better than non-swarming as a system of
management. It is natural, and tends to health and activity.

There are differences of situations, pasture, and seasons, and
therefore it is difficult to lay down a rule or guide as to when
swarming should be discontinued. In this neighbourhood we
take all the first swarms we can get till the end of June, and
some second swarms. In late seasons we take some early in
July, but not often. After June, swarming is prevented by ekes
or enlargements, or by supering.

3rd. Young combs and young queens ; both are important.
Hives with young combs generally thrive better than those with
combs in them more than two years old. There are exceptions

;

still the rule holds good. Queens die when they are four years
old, and many of them die when only three years of age; it is

therefore unwise to keep a queen beyond three years.

If these simple hints be borne in mind, and carried into
practice, the bee-keepers of England will produce ten times as

much honey as they do at present ; satisfaction will take the
place of disappointment, and wherever milk can be obtained
from the cow, and water from the pump (in the country), bee-
keeping will be a source of enjoyment to the rich, and a source
of profit to the poor.—A. Pettigbew.

BONNER'S METHOD OF ARTIFICIAL
SWARMING.

I AM glad to find old Bonner getting somewhat of his due at
last. I often remarked to friends that I believed he was the real

author of much that has been published of late years under
other names. In support of this, and for the benefit of your
numerous readers, I take the liberty of enclosing the following
verbatim copy of Bonner's directions for artificial swarming,
extracted from his book of 1795. Of course his method applies
best to the common straw hive, though I have practised it suc-
cessfully with wooden ones. He says :

—" To drive all the bees
out of a hive, at any season of the year, either to reinforce
another hive or to raise an artificial swarm, the hive must be
gently turned up and the top of it placed in an eke, or in a hole
made in the ground on purpose, to prevent it from being over-
turned. An empty hive of the same size must then be gently
placed over it, mouth to mouth, and a sheet or large cloth
wrapped round the joinings of the hives to prevent any of the
bees from getting out. 'The undermost hive must then be
rapped with both hands in the manner a drum is beat, rapping
chiefly on those parts of the hive to which the edges of the
combs are fixed, and avoiding the parts opposite to tile sides of

the combs, lest they should be loosened, and by falling together
crush the bees between them as well as the young in the cells.

Even the queen herself might be in danger of suffering. By
not adverting to this I have seen the loose combs and bruised
bees fall out upon turning up the hive, all of which are a con-
siderable loss. The older any hive is there is the less danger of

loosening the combs, and the more bees there are in it the sooner
will they run into the new hive, for the concussion of the hive
by the rapping alarms them as an earthquake alarms mankind,
and they run to the upper hive in search of a more safe habita-
tion. 'Those that enter first, finding themselves safe, invite
their brethren by their sounding to follow them, which they
quickly do. The sheet may then be removed, and the edge of

the upper hive next the right hand lifted up, when, upon a
narrow inspection, the queen sometimes will be observed to go
up along with the rest.

" When all the bees are thus removed into the new hive it

may be placed where the old one stood, which will collect all

the bees together, and within ten minutes they will fall a- work-
ing as busily as any natural swarm. It is necessary before this
operation to remove the hive 8 or 10 yards at least from every
other hive to prevent disturbance from other bees. An empty
hive should also be placed where the old hive stood to amuse
those bees belonging to it that may return loaded from the
fields. This operation may be very easily performed at any
hour of the day, but the safest time is when they are most busy
at work, as they are not then so ready to sting the operator. In
this manner I have taken off four artificial swarms in one fore-

noon, and hardly received a single sting, for the operation is

quite easily performed, especially in the middle of the day."
'Then follow directions for reinforcing weak hives, &c., and the
following curious note :

—" Indeed, there is hardly anything that
is requisite to be done about bees that I would not take in hand
to perform with sufficient time and attention. I could put
twenty hives, for instance, into one if necessary ; I can cause
my bees to rear as many queens as I please ; I can rob my bees
of part of their honey at any time ; I could carry a hundred bee
hives to London or Russia ; I could rear five thousand bee hives
iu a few years if desired by any gentleman of property ; I could
travel through the streets of Edinburgh with three swarms of
bees about me unhurt ; I can take a swarm out of any hive at
any time ; I can take ten thousand bees from ten different hives
and unite them into one hive ; and I can reinforce a weak hive
with bees from any number of other hives, and from being the
worst make it the best hive in the county ; I can unite the bees
of forty hives into thirty, twenty, or ten hives, and next summer
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diTfide tbose ten hives again into forty swarms ; if I have a weak
hive suffering from robbers I can strengthen it with more bees,

and make them fit to rob any hive in the neighbourhood ; if I

have a hive of bees perishing with poverty or famine, I can

make it the richest hive in the. place, or within many miles

around ; I can take a common bee egg, and cause the bees to

raise it to be either a queen or a common bee as I please ; I can
make my bees rest upon myself or any person near me without

offeriug ub the smallest injury ; and 1 can make them fall upon
lis witJi the fury of aa many dragons, so that we would be glad

to fly with as much precipitation as a few rioters would do before

a regiment of dragoons." The above will be a " reel in a bottle
"

to some ; to the practical bee-keeper it will afford, may be, a

hint or two.—A Scottish Schoolmaster.

[Schirach and Wildman both advocated artificial swarms.
"Were they not Bonner's predecessors ? Wildman published his

book in 1763.—Eds.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Feeding Duckxings <W. H.).—You are feeding dnckliBga as you feed

chickene, and the marvel is they have not all died. Give them oatmeal in

a very shallow vessel filled with water. A soup plate, or even an ordinary

plate will do. If they are entirely gone off their feed, take a soup plate, cut a

sod of grass the size of the bottom of the plate, put it in, put some gravel and
some oatmeal on it, and then put water enough to make the raeal swim—no
more. They will eat this and will get very dirty, but it will bring them
round. Assibted by the water and the dirt the bread may be given with im-

punity. If even this will not tempt them, there remaias only one thing.

Take some raw meat, horseflesh will do (Ducks rather prefer it), and cut it in

strips as nearly resembling worms as powsiblo, put these in water, and if the

ducklings look askew at these we despair.

Hens Laying T^vtce a-day {P. C.).—We do not believe that hens lay

twice per day, if we are to understand thereby that an eg£? was laid in the

morning, and another in the afternoon. Two may be laid in twenty-four

hours, but to make ub believers ten must be laid in sis days. You may think

that unreasonable, then we will be satisfied with eight in the time.

UTrLisiNG Cock Chickens {G. i.).-~"We are almost tired of telling qnerista

that the best way to thin out the cock chickens is to kill them. You will not

find buyers fur them. When you have killed them you may do as you like

with them, or do with them as Sussex housewives do with everything—put

them in a pudding. We pledge you our appetite {not a Hmall one) that it is

a good dish. Cut them in joints, add two kidneys cut in small pieces, some
thin slices of ham, and some oysters if you have them. Put all in a suet

crust not two thin, put that in a" basin, tie a cloth over it. boil it gently for a

long time. Turn it into a dieh. Then throw open the folding-doors of the

dining-room, and announce a dish fit to put before a king. You will tell the

truth. Seme people say imagination is better than reality. Just at this

moment we do not believe them— 1 p.m.

Fertility of Pigeons' Eggs (R. W.).—We should have no doubt whatever

as to the fertility of the eggs. It does not depend on constant companion-
ship. Lime thoroughly slaked and mixed with salt, sand, and gravel, is very

good for them.

Young Canaries Moping.—It mates some difference in the after-well-

doing of joung birds whether they leave the nest early, from fright or being

disturbed, or whether they remain till they turn out of their own accord. In
the former case they shiver about in corners, or sit on the perch the picture

of misery, and in the latter they stow themselvci away as comfortably as

possible like the pieces in a Chineee puzzle. Once interfere with the arrange-

ment and you have some cifficuHy in fitting each piece to its proper hole. In

a nice net-t of say four, it is amusing to see a young bird hop on to the side

of the nest, give himself a shake, look at the little warm hole he has just va-

cated, think twice about the wisdom of leaving it, and then quickly pup back

again, apparent Ij fully convinced by his short turvey of the world that there are

worse places than home. It may be that youryouog birds are not very stroug,

and at their age it is quite common fur them to sleep a considerable time
during the day, especially if alone— I mean if the cock be not with them—and
unaccustomed to the duty of hunting fur their own food. If the cock be with

them he will kef p them awake, and they will keep him awake too. But it

may be that they are out of sorts. Blow the feathers from the breastbone;

if it be plump they are all right, but if it he sharp, and the bird be wasting,

give it a drop of castor oil, and you will hud that when the bowels are put

richt the bird will soon pick up its crumbs and be lively enough.—W. A.

Blakston.

Transfebring Bees (H. E., Oldham).—Yonr hive which swarmed May
15th, mu^it now be fillinR with brood, which would ho sacrificed if yon were to

put the bees into a bar frame hive now. But you might smoke the bees and
examine the hive. If the young queen is still hanging fire, and no brood
visible, we advibe you to drive out the population immediately. Chloroform

and all narcotics are disappointing. There is nothing like driving, a perfectly

simple and easy process. Chlor^dorm has a disgustint: effect upon bees,

makinir Ihem void their excrement. No one, we believe, who has tried it has

ever repeated the pxperiraent. We have tried fumigation with a very effective

narcotic—raousepkiu bvhsus, but never shonld think of using it again. Your
other stcck which swarmed more recently is just in a condition to be driven

and turned out.

Drone Slaughter—Bees not Swarming (TT.H. Paj/wel.—Drones being

useless members of s< cifty after the fertilisation of young queens, they are

destroyed by the bees. Those wbicli go with first swarms are also destmjed,

heiuii of no use there. Durini,' inclement weather, when hives are threatened

with starvation, the bees destroy living drones and tear unhatched onts out

of their cells. It is not ea?y to Ksy what was the cause of the twelve drones

you have found being killed. Sometimes iu the midst ^f summer, bees, ifter

abandoning all idea uf swarmini.'. dcntroy their drones. Your hive that has
bt-en reafiy to swarm for a fortnight will probably do .=o a few days alter the
wind nhanyes. With an east wind bees are generally reluctant to make ure-

parutions for swariniug. With a warmer atmosphere it is quite the c^mtrary
—-ihey swarm readily as a rule. But bees have their whims and fancies; in

some seasons they ore loth to swarm, and we have known hives ripo for

swarming for months and uever swarm. The bees clustered outside their

hives till they filled almost every cell with honey. There is no accounting for
such whims.

Forced Swarm of Bees (J. D. P.).—The fact of your bees building
comb is evidence undoubted of the preseice of their queen. Yonr Sherring-
ton bar-and-fraine hive ought to have given you a second swarm such a sum-
mer as this. Perhaps it will have done so ere this is in print. We suspect
the agitation at the mouth of the hive was only preliminary to this. Yoa
need not ftar to take off your supers as often as you please for examination
of the stock hive; it will not retard or disturb the bees injuriously if only
you are gentle in your movements. A whiff of smoke is an indiepeneable
preliminary. Put them aside separately while your examination of the hive
takes place, and replace them as carefully.

Breeding Dogs (C. L. M.).—lt is not advisable to adopt the plan you
suggest, but if you have no alternative you must. Perhaps in a solitary in-
stance no evil result would ensue. Ko diseases of the kind you indicate need
result fr.m the connection. Dip a feather in turpentine and insert it in Iho
gullet of the chicken, and repeat the process morning aud evening.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,
Oauden Square, London.

Lat. 51^ 32' 40" N. ; Long. 0° 8' 0" W. ; Altitude 111 feet.

Date.
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